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GENERAL DICTIONARY
OF

PRACTICAL GARDENING, &c.

J A C

JaCA tree. See Artocarpus.
JACK-IN-A-BOX. See Hernanuia.
JACQUINIA, a genus containing plants of

the shrubby exotic kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Dumos<s.
The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianthium : leaflets roundish, concave,

permanent : the corolla is one-pctalled : tube

bell-shaped, ventricose, longer than the calyx :

border ten-cleft: divisions roundish, of which
the five interior ones are shorter : the stamina
have five awl-shaped filaments, arising froni the

receptacle : anthers spear-sliaped : the pistillum

is an ovate germ : style the length of the sta-

mens : stigma headed : the pericarpium is a

roundish acuminate berry, one-celled : the seed

single, roundish, and cartilaginous.

The species cultivated are : 1. J. armUlaris,
Obtuse-leaved Jacquinia; 2. J. ruscifoUa, Prick-
ly Jacquinia.

The first is a very elegant upright shrub, sel-

dom more than four or five feet high: the trunk
round, thicker, and knobbed where ihe branches
come out, covered with an ash-coloured bark ;

•

the branches four or five from each joint to-

wards the top, in whorls, spreading, stiff, round,
grooved, brittle, hoary, subdivided, and form-
ing altogether a neat globular head : the leaves

scattered, alternate, pctioled, clustered towards
the ends of the twigs, wedge-shaped, ovate,

obtuselymargined, quiteentire, veinless, smooth,
pale underneath, with very ininute black dots

:

Vol. ji.
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the racemes terminating, commonly shorter

than the leaves, about two inches long, solitary,

erect, loose, simple, seven-flowered, or there-

abouts : the peduncles scattered, spreading,

one-flowered : the flowers small, stiffish, white,

smelling like Jasmine, and retaining their sweet
scent several days. It is a native of South
America, flowering in February and March.
The second species is a shrub three feet in

height, having the habits of the first; but it

differs in the leaves being lanceolate, acuminate,
pungent, extremely stiff", and one-flowered. It

is a native of South America, flowering in

January and February.

Ciiliure.—These plants are capable of being
increased by sowing the seeds, procured from
their native situation, in pots of light earth, in

the spring season, plunging them in a bark
hot-bed. When they have attained a few-

inches in growth, they must be removed into

separate pots, and be replunged in a hot-bed
in the stove, where they must be constantly

kept.

They may likewise be raised by planting cut-

lingsofthe youngshoots, in potsof the same sort

of earth, in the early spring, plunging them in

the bark hot-bed, as in ihi' other case ; but in

this way they are raised with difiicully.

They afterwards require to be carefully ma-
naged, by having little water given in the win-
ter time, but a free admission of air during the

hot summer season, and occasional refreshings

of water.

They afford variety in stove collections.

B
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JASMINUM, a genus containing plants of

the hardy and lender di.cidaous and evergreen

shrubbv kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dlandr'm

l\luno<.n/nia, and ranks in the natural order ot

Sepiur'ue.

The characters arc: tlial the calyx is a one-

leafed jjcrlanlhium, tubulated, oblong : mouth

five-toothed, upright, permanent : the corolla

one-pctalled, salver-shaped : tube cylindric, long:

border five-parted, flat : the stamina have two

bhort fdaments: anthers small, within the tube

of the corolla: the plstilkun is a roundish germ :

style filiform, length of the stamens : stigma

bifid : the pericarpium is an oval berry, smooth,

two-celled, or two-capsuled : the seeds two,

large, ovate-oblong, aiillated, convex on one

side, flat on the other.

The species cultivated are: 1. J. officinale,

Common White Jasmine; 2. J. frulicain,

Common Yellow Jasmine; 3. J. hnmile, Italian

Yellow Jasmine ; 4. J. odorafissimum, Yellow

Indian Jasmine; 5. J. grandiflorum, Spanish,

or Catalonian Jasmine ; "fi. J. Samhac, Arabian

Jasmine; J. J. Jxoricum, Azorian Jasmine.

The first has a shrubby, weak, climbing,

round, smooth, branching stem : the leaflets

usually seven, broad, lanceolate, quite entire,

smooth, dark green, the end one larger and

more pointed than the rest : the peduncles few-

flowered : the calycine segments capillary : the

corolla white and odorous : the flowers appear

most part of summer. Its native country is not

well ascertained
;
probably the East Indies.

It varies with white striped leaves, and with

vol low striped leaves.

The second species has weak angular branches

which require support, and rise to the height of

eight or ten feet, if planted against a wall or

pale: the leaves are trifoliate, snnple, alternate:

the flowersare yellow, conring from the sides and

ends of the young branches. It is a native of the

south of Europe. It sends out numerous suck-

ers from the roots.

The third has shrubby firm stalks and angular

branches, of low strong growth, and bushy: the

flowers are generally larger than those of the

preceding, but have very little scent, and are

seldom produced so early in the season : the

simple leaves are frequently intermixt with the

tern.ite ones. Its native country is not known ;

but it flo\\crs from July tQ September.

The fourth species rises with an upright woody

stalk eight or ten feet high, covered with a

brown bark, sending out several branches, which

want no support : the leaflets are of a lucid

oreen, ovate and entire, continuing green all

flic vcar, the two side ones much less than the

8

end one : the flowers are produced at the ends
of the shoots in bunches, of a bright yellow

colour, and a most grateful odour. It is a na-
tive of the island of Madeira, flowering from
Julv to October and November, which are fre-

queiitly succeeded by obloiiy; oval b;;rries.

The fifth has n)uch stronger branches than

thefirst Sort : the leaflets are placed closer, and are

of a lighter green ; the side ones are obtuse, but
the odd one ends in an acute point : the flowers

are axillary, on peduncles two inches long, each

sustaining three or four flowers, of a blush red

on their outside, hut white withi.".. It is a na-
tive of the East Indies, flowering from July to

November.
The sixth species rises with a winding stalk to

the height of fifteen or twenty feet, sending out

many small branches : the leaves are smooth,
near three inches long, and almost two broad,

of a light green, on short foot-stalks, ending
in acule points : the flowcis are produced at the

end of the branches, and also upon the side

shoots, on short peduncles, each generally sus-

taining three flowers, the two lower opposite,

and the middle one longer : these flowers are of
a pure w hite, and have a most agreeable odour,

somewhat like orange flowers, but sweeter

;

when fully blown they drop out of their cups
upon being shaken, and frequently fall out in

the night, changing soon to a purplish colour :

the plants continue flowering great part of the

year, when they are kept in a proper tempera-
ture of warmth. It is a native of the East In-
dies.

There are varieties of it with single and dou-
ble flowers, and with large double flowers.

The seventh has longer slender branches,

which require support, and may be trained

twenty feet high : the leaves are of a lucid

green, continuing all the year: the flowers ter-

minating, in loose bunches, of a white colour,

and very agreeable scent. It is a native of the

Azores, flowering from May to November.
Culture.—The first sort is readily increased

by layers or cuttintjs. The young branches
should be laid down in the early autumn, and
in the following autumn be taken oft", and plant-

ed where they are to grow. The cuttings of
the young shoots mav be planted either at the

satne time or in the early spring, being protect-

ed in the first case, in severe weather, in the

winter. When they are well rooted, they may
be removed, with balls of earth about their roots,

to the places where they arc to grow.

The different varieties are increased by bud-
ding, or grafting them upon stocks of the

plain or common kind. See Budding and
Grafting.
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The common sort must be planted against

walls, pales, or oilier fences, that may serve as

a support. V\^hen planted as a standard, it is

diffieult to train to a proper head, and keep in

order, without destroyiiii^ the flowering branches

which are the extremities of the same year's

shoots. On this account they should be per-

mitted to take their natural srrowth in the sum-
mer, and not pruned or nailed till towards the

latter end of March, when the frosts are over,

to prevent their being injured by them.
The varieties should be planted in a w arnier

situation, with a southern aspect, than the

common sort, especially the first, which, in

very severe winters, should be protected with

mats.

The second sort may be increased by layers,

or planting the suckers taken from the roots, in

the spring or autunm. The layers may be made
as in the first sort.

The third sort is capable of beinsr propagated

either by budding or inarch-grafling upon
stocks of the second kind, or by layers of the

young tender branches made in the autumn or

early spring seasons ; but the former is the bet-

ter practice, as producing more hardy plants.

It should have a rather warm aspect, as a south

wall, and, in very severe winters, have the pro-

tection of mats.

It requires the same pruning as the first sort.

The four following sorts are more tender.

The first of them may be increased by seeds

or layers of the young shoots. The seeds

should be sown in the eaily spring, in pots of
fresh light earth, plunging them in a moderate
hot-bed, and when the plants are up, removing
them into a second hot-bed to forward them,
giving them frequent slight refreshings of wa-
ter, and gradually hardening tliem to the full

air. They should be occasionallv watered in

the winter, and in the spring following be re-

moved into separate pots, the earth being care-

fully preserved about their roots. Their first

growth may be promoted by placing them in a
mild hot-bed. They afterwards require a pretty

free air, and slight protection from frosts in

winter. They should have the decayed branches
pruned out m the spritjg, without the others

being shortened, as the flowers are produced at

the extremities of the branches.

In the layer method the young shoots should
be laid down in the early spring, as about
March, being slightly nicked underneath at a

joint, and often slightly watered in dry weather.
In the following spring they may he taken off,

and planted out in pots filled with light earth,

separately; being afterwards managed as the
•others.

They may likewise be raised by inarch-graft-'

ing into stocks of the second species ; but tiie

plants produced in this way are not so strong as

those upon their own stocks, and they are apt
to send out too many suckers from the roots.

The second of these tender kinds may be
raised by budding or inarch -grafting upon
stocks of the first species, w liieh renders it

more hardy than on its own : but the plants are

mostly brought from Italy, in bunches of four
together, and which, after having their roots

moistened, and the shoots and" dead parts

pruned away, as well as the tops cut down to

within a few inches of the grafted parts, may
be planted in pots filled with light fre^h earth,

plunging them in a moderate bark hot-bed,
shading them from the sun, and giving them
water. When they begin to grow, all the
shoots below the grafts should be rubbed off,

and the top shoots cut off, free air being ad-
mitted, so as to gradually harden thenj to he set

out in a warm situation. They must have the
protection of the green-house in winter, and
be frequently sparingly watered, a free air being
admitted in mild weather.
The third of these tender sorts may be raised

by layers and cuttings; but the first is the best
method, as the cuttings require nnich care to
make them strike. The young branches should
be laid down in the spring, in pots filled with
soft loamy earth, plunging them in a tan hot-
bed, and watering them occasionally. In the
autumn, when they have stricken root, they
should be taken oft", and planted out in separate
small pots, plunging them in a hot-bed, due
shade being given. The cuttings may be planted
in pots of the same sort of earth during the
summer, plunging them in a tan hot-bed, and
covering them close with a bell or hand glass,
due shade being given, and occasional waterings,
V\'hen they have taken good root, in the ben-in-

ning of autunm, they may be removed into se-
parate pots, and be managed as those from
layers.

These plants succeed best when kept in the
stove.

The last of these sorts may be increased in
the same way as the fourth species, and re-
quires the same management afterwards.

The three first species may be employed as
plants of ornament for covering walls, palings,
and other naked erections about houses, as well
as occasionally introduced as standards in clumps,
borders, and other parts of pleasure-grounds.
The other sorts afford variety amongolher pot-

led green-house and stove plants. Some may
likewise be trained against warm walls orpalino-s,
especially the lastkind, which hasafinefraorance.
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JATROPHA, a genus containing plants of

the (lowtrinii shrul)by perennial kind.

It belons;s to the class and order Murweda
Monadtlp/ua, and ranks in the natural order of

Tricoccce.

The characters are : that in the male flowers

the calyx is a scarcely manifest perianthiuni :

the corolla onc-petalled, funnel-form : tube

very short : border five-parted: divisions round-

ish, spreading, convex, concave beneath : tlie

stamina have ten awl-shaped filaments, approxi-

mated in the middle : the five alternate ones

shorter, upright, shorter than the corolla: an-

thers roundish, versatile : the pistillum is a

weak rudiment, latent in the bottom of the

flower : female flowers in the same umbel with

the males : calyx none: the corolla five-petalled,

rosaceous: the pistillum is a roundish, three-

furrowed germ : styles three, bifid : stigmas

simple : the pericarpium is a roundish capsule,

tricoccous, three-celled, cells bivalve : the seeds

solitary and roundish.

The species cultivated are: ].J. gossypifoUa,

Cotton-leaved Physic -nut, or Wild Cassava;

2. J. mvltifida, French Physic-nut; 3. J.ma-
nihot, Eatable-rooted Physic-nut, or Cassava;

4. J. mens, Stinging Physic-nut.

The first has the stem from two to three feet

high, herbaceous, branched, smooth : the

branches subdivided, round, beset at the base

with branched glanduliferous cilias or bristles :

the leaves are digitate, veined, tender, often

three-lobed : lobes acute, serrate, toothed and

ciliate: cilias glandular: the common peduncle

terminating^ : partial cymed, bifid : male flowers

very copious, females solitary, in the forks of

the peduncles : in the males, calyx five-leaved :

leaflets ovate, acute, ciliate: corolla deeply five-

j>arted, dark purple : segments ovale : at the

base of the stamens are five roundish nectareous

glands. It is a native of the West Indian

islands.

The second species grows generally to the

height of five, six, or seven feet, with a very

smooth fuff"rutcscent stem, and spreading

branches : the stipules bristle shaped, multifid

at the base of the branches and petioles : the

leaves alternate, subpeltate, nuiltifid : the divi-

sions pinnate, with the odd leaflet longer,

smooth, but whitish underneath: the peduncles

terminating, very long, round, thick, very

smooth, subdivided : the peilicels coloured, in

corymbs: the flowers small, red: males very

numerous : females solitary, suhsessile. It is

common in most of the islands in the West
Indies, flowering from June to July.

The third shoots from a tough, branched,

woody root, whose slender collateral fibres

swell into those fleshy conic masses for which
the plant is cultivated; and rises bv a slender

woody knotted stalk to the height of four, five,

or six feet, sometimes more: the leaves alter-

nate, smooth, on long petioles, seven-lobed

:

lobes narrow at the base, growing broader till

within an inch and half of the top, where they

dimmish to an acute point ; the three middle
lobes are about six inches long, and two broad
where broadest ; the two next are about an inch

shorter, and the two outside lobes are not more
than three inches long; the middle lobes are

sinuated on each side near the top, but the two
outer are entire : the flowers are produced ia

umbels at (he top of the stalks, some male, and
others female. It is a native of South Ame-
rica.

It is observed by Martyn, that " it grows to

perfection in about eight months; but the roots

will remain a considerable time in the ground
uninjured. They are generally dug up as occa-

sion requires, and prepared for use m the fol-

lowing manner: being first well washed and
scraped, then rubbed to a pulpy farina on iron

graters, they are put into strong linen or palm-
etto bags, and placed in a convenient press^

imtil the juice is entirely expressed : the farina

is then taken out and spread in the sun for some
time, pounded in large wooden mortars, rua
through coarse sieves, and atterwards baked on
convenient irons. These are placed over proper

fires, and, when hot, bestrewed with the sifted

meal to whatever size or thickness people please

10 have the cakes made : this agglutinates as it

heats, grows gradually harder, and, when tho-

roughly baked, is a wholesome v\ell-tastcd

bread. Tapioca is also prepared from this

root."

The fourth species has a thick, swelling, fleshy

root, from which arises an herbaceous stalk as big

asa man's thumb, four or five feet high, and divid-

ing into several branches; these arc very closely

armed with long brown spines : the foot-stalks

of the leaves are six or seven inches long, « hich

arc also armed with spines, but not so closelv,

nor are the spines so long as those on the stalk

and branches : the leaves are deeply cut into five

lobes, which are jagged deeply on their sides,

and the nerves are armed with stinging spines :

the flowers are produced in umbels at the top of

the branches, standing upon long naked pedun-
cles; they are of a jnire white colour : the male
flowers appear first ; they are five-petalled, form-
ing a short tube at bottom, and s|)reading open
flat aijove. It is a native of Brazil, flowering

from May to July.

Culture.—^These plants are all capable of being

increased by seeds and cuttings.
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The seeds should be sown in the early spring,

in pots of light earth, plunging them in ;i mild

hot-bed of bark^ When they have attained a

little growth, the plants should he pricked out

into separate small pots, and be replunged in

the hot-bed,, a little water being given.

The cuttings should he made trom the stalks

or young branches five or six inches in length,

and planted, in pots of light earth in the spring

or sunnner nionths, plunging them in the bark

hot-bed. When they have stricken good root

they should be ffemoved with earth about their

roots into separate pots, and be replunged in

the hot-bed, being duly watered and shaded.

The third sort, or the Cassava, according to

Martyn., " thrives best in the West Indies, in

a free mixed soil where it is propagated by the

bud or gem, in the following manner : The
ground is first cleared, and hoed up into shallow

holes, of about ten or twelve inches square, and

seldom above three or four inches in depth.

When they intend to plant, they provide a suf-

ficient number of full-grown stems, and cut

them into jiniks, of about six or seven inches

lenirth, as far as they find them tough and

woody, and well furnished with prominent,

well-grown, hardy bud^ : of these they Id)' one

or two in every hole, and cover them over with

mould from the adjoining bank ; but care must

be taken to keep the ground clean, until the

plants Vise to a sufficient height to cover the

mould, and to prevent the growth of all weaker

weeds."
This root, though of a poisonous quality,

serves for bread to the inhabitants of the West
Indies, when divested of this property, which

is done by rubbing the root forcibly upon a

strong copper grater, till reduced to a rough

saw-dust-like powder, or meal : it is then put

into a press to squeeze out the poisonous juice ;

and, being sufficiently pressed and sifted, is

made into bread, by spreading it two or three

inches thick, upon an iron plate heated over

the fire ; and thus the parts join, incorporate,

and become cake bread, which is accounted

very nourishing.

They all require to be sparingly watered in

the winter season, to prevent their rotting; and

to be kept constantly in the stove, where they

afford variety, and a fine appearance in their

lariie foliage and flowers.

IHERIS, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous, annual, perennial, and under-

shrubbv kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Tetradyna-

mici Siliculosa, and ranks in the natural order of

Siliqtiosce, or Criicijormes.

Tlie characters are : that the calyx is a four-

leaved perianthium : leaflets obovale, concave,

spreading, small, equal, deciduous : the corolla

is four-petalled, unequal : petals obovate, ob-
tuse, spreading: claws oblong, upright: of

these the two exterior petals are far larger, and
equal to each other : the two interior very small,

reHex : the stamina have six awl-shaped fila-

ments, upright : of which the two lateral ones

are shorter : anthers roundish : the pistillum is

a roundish, compressed germ: style simple,

short : stigma obtuse : the pericarpium is an
upright, suborbiculate, compressed silicle, emar-
ginate, surrounded by a sharp edge, two-celled:

partition lanceolate : valves navicular, com-
pressed, carinated : the seeds a few, and sub-

ovate.

The species are : 1.7. iimlellata. Purple

Candy-tuft; 2. /. amara, White Candy-tuft;
3. I. Unifolia, Flax-leaved Candy-tuft; 4. /.

odornta. Sweet-scented Candy-tult; 5. /. ro-

tundifolia, Round-leaved Candy-tuft; 6. /. sem-
perjiorens, Broad-leaved Evergreen Candy-tuft;

7. /. sempervircns , Narrow-leaved Evergreen

Candy-tuft; S. /. Gihraltarica, Gibraltar Can-
dy-tuft.

The first has an annual root, white, oblong,

fusiform : the stem upright, leafy, half a foot, or

from a spanjtoafoot in height, subangular, green,

smooth, branching: the leaves are frequent, alter-

nate, lanceolate, acuminate, smooth: the flowers

in a hemispherical corymb, on peduncles half

an inch in length, of a pale purple colour. It

is a native of the south of Europe, flowering in

June and July.

There are varieties with bright purple flowers,

and with white flowers.

The second species resembles- the first very

mach, but is smaller : the stem i? seven or

eight inches high, pubescent, somewhat rugged,

branched : branches diflTused, alternate, the

lower ones sometnues opposite, not rising all to

the same height : the leaves are alternate, ob-

laneeolate, or linear-lanceolate, blunt, sessile,

decurrent, bright green, thickish, smooth, the

lower ones serrate, the rest tootbletted, espe-

cially in front, or with a tooth or two on each

side: the flowers white, in a terminating spike-

like raceme ; or rather, in a corymb lengthened

into a raceme as the inflorescence advances. It

is a native of Switzerland, &c.

The third has a simple, white, twisted root,,

having few fibres : the root-leaves lanceolate-

linear, serrate, withering and falling as the stem,

advances: stem-leaves Imear, quite entire, ses-

sile, few, gradually shorter,.sharpish : the stem,

herbaceous, straight, slender, Ijianched at top

:

branches mostly bifid : the flowers of a purple

colour, in corymbs, the outer ones pcduncled.
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wiih the two other petals larger. It is a na-

tive of Spain, &c. and is annual, flowering in

July.

The fourth species seldom grows so large as

the first, and the flowers are mucli smaller, but

have an agreeable odour. They are in close

corymbs and are of a snowy whiteness. It is a

native of Geneva,
The fifth has a creeping stem : the leaves are

smooth, soft; those next the root quite entire

and pctioled, those on the stem smooth and en-

tire : the flowers are reddish purple, almost re-

gular, in racemes, on spreading peduncles. It is

a native of Switifcrland, flowering from May to

Jnly.

The sixth species is a low shrubby plant,

'\\hich seldom rises above a foot and half high,

having many slender branches, which spread on

every side, and fall towards the ground it they

are not supported. These branches are well

furnished towards their extremity with leaves,

which continue green all the year; and in sum-
mer the flowers are produced at the end of the

the shoots, are white, and grow in an umbel,

continue long in beauty, and, being succeeded by

others, the plants are rarcHy destitute of them
from the end of August to the beginning of

June. It is a native of Persia, See.

There is a variety with white striped leaves.

The seventh is of humbler growth than the

sixth, seldom rising more than six or eight

inches high, the branches rather herbaceous

:

the leaves continue green through the year, and

tlie flowers are of as long duration as those of

the sixth species. It is a native of the Island of

Candia, flowering from April to June.

In the eighth species thestems are many, thick,

green, striated, ascending from a foot to eighteen

inches in length, divided into several branches :

the leaves alternate, gradually widening from a

narrow base, ending in a blunt point, thick,

smooth, veinless except in the middle, dark

green above, somewhat paler underneath : the

flowers terminating in corvmbs, at first white,

afterwards pale purple, without scent. It is a

native of Spain, flowering early in the spring.

Thestems are ridged and woody, and the leaves

Iar<Ter and less bluntly toothed in the culti-

vated plant. The flowers are also twice as

large.

Culture.—The four first annual sorts must be

raised annually from seed, by sowing it at dif-

ferent times in the spring, in patches, in the

fronts of borders, clumps, and other parts of

pleasure-grounds, where the plants arc to flower,

thinning them properly afterwards.

The fifth sort may be raised by planting the

root off-sets and cuttings as below.

The three shrubby perennial sorts may l^e in-

creased by slips and cuttings, which should be
planted out in pots, plunging them in a moderate
hot-bed, or in awaim shaded border in the later

spring and early summer months, water being

occasionally given. When well rooted in the au-
tumn, they shoidd be removed into pots, being
protected in the winter season in the green-house.

The first sorts are very ornamental in the open
ground, when properly varied. And the latter

in green-house, and other potted collections.

A few of them mav likewise be set out in the

warm shrubbery borders.

IBISC'JS. 'See Hibiscus.
ICACO. See Chrysobalanus.
ICE-HOUSE, a sort of building sunk in the

ground for the purpose of preserving Ice in for

use in the sunnner season.

The proper situation for an Ice-House, is that

of a dry spot of ground ; as wherever there is

moisture, the Ice will be liable to dissolve: of
course in all strong soils, which retain the wet,

too much care cannot be taken to make drains

all round the houses to carry oflT moisture; as

when this is lodged near them, it will occasion

a damp, which is always prejudicial to the keep-

ing of Ice.

The places should likewise be elvated, that

there may be descent enough to convey off" any
wet that may happen near them, or from the Ice

melting; and also, as much exposed to {lie sua
and air as possible ; not under the drip, or in the

shade of tiees, as is too often the practice, under
the supposition, that if exposed to the sun, the

Ice will melt away in summer, which never can
be the case where there is suflicient care taken

to exclude the external air, as the heat of the sun
can never penetrate through the double arches

of the buildings, so as to add any warmth to

the internal air; while, when entirely open to

the sun and wind, all damps and vapours are

readily removed.

The form of the building may be according

to the fancy of the owner ; but for the well

into which the Ice is put, a circular form is the

most convenient ; the depth and diameter of it

being proportioned to the quantity of Ice want-
ed; but it is always best to have sufiicient room,
as when the house is well built, it will keep the

Ice two or three years : and there will be this

advantage in having it large enough to contain

Ice for two years consumption, that, if a mild
winter should happen, when there is not Ice to

be had, there will be a stock to supply the want
in the House.
Where the quantity wanted is not great, a

well of six feet diameter, and eight feet deep,

will be large enough ; but for a large coiisump-
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tinn, it shoulfl not be less than uiae or ten t'cet

diameter, and a;; many deep : where the situation

is either of a dry chalky, gravelly, or sandy kind,

the pit may be made entirely below the surface

of the ground ; but in strong loamy, clayey, or

moist ground, it will be belter to raise it so high

above tlic surface, as that there may be no dan-
ger from the wetness of the soil.

Atthebottomofthewell thcreshould be a space

about two feet deep left, for receiving any moisture

which may drain from the Ice, and a small un-
derground drain shoidd be laid from this, to

carry off' the wet ; over this space should be plac-

ed a strong grate of wood, to let the moisture

fall down, which may at any time happen, from
the mellingof the Ice. Theside? of the well must
be walled up with brick or stone at least two
feel thick ; but if it be thicker it wdl be better,

as the thicker the walls are made, the less danger
there is of the well being aft'ected by external

causes. When the wall of the well is brought

within three feet of the surface, there must be

another outer arch or wall begun, which must be

carried up to the height of the top of the intend-

ed areh of the well ; and if there be a second arch

turned over from this, it will add to the goodness
of the House ; but this must depend on the per-

son who builds going to the expense. When
not, the plate into which the roof is to be fram-
ed must be laid on this outer wall, which should

be carried high enough above the inner arch to

admit of a doorway in, to get out the ice.

Where the building is to be covered with slate

or tiles, there should be a thickness of reeds,

straw, or other similar material laid under, to

guard against the effects of the sun and ex-

ternal air; where they are laid two feel thick,

and plastered over with lime and hair, there

will be no danger of the heat penetrating.

The external wall of the house need not
be built circular, but of any other form,
as square, hcxangular, or octangular j and where
it stands much in sight, may be so contrived as

to make it a pleasing object.

Ice-Houses may be built in such a manner
as to have alcove seats in the front, having pas-

sages to get out and put in the Ice behnid them
;

or the entrance may be behind, to the north
;

small passages being left next the seats, through
which to enter to take out the Ice, a large door be-

ing contrived with a porch wide enough for a
small cart to back in, to shoot down the ice

upon the floor near the mouth of the well, where
it may be well broken before it is put down.
The aperture of this mouth of the well need not
be more than two feet and a half in diameter,

which will be large enough to put down the ice,

a stone being left to stop it, which must be closed

up as securely as possible after the ice is put in^

and all the vacant space above and between
this and the outer door be filled close nitli

barley straw, or other similar material, to ex-
clude the external air.

The door to enter for taking out the ice should
be no larger than is absolutely necessary for tin:

coming at the ice, and must be strong and close
to exclude tlie air; and at five or six feet distance
from this another door s'lould be contrived,
which should be closely shut before the inner
door is opened, whenever the ice is taken out
of the House.
When the House is thus finished, it should

have time to drv before the Ice is put into it
;

as when the walls are green, the damp of them
frequently dissolves the Ice. And, at the bot-
tom of the well, upon the wooden grate, some
small faggots should be laid ; and if upon these
a layer of reeds be placed smooth for the Ice to
rest upon, it will be better than straw, which is

commonly used. In the choice of the Ice, the
thinner it is the better it niav be broken to
powder; as the smaller it is broken the belter it

will unite when put into the well. In putting
it in, it should be rammed close, and a space
left between it and the wall of the well, by straw
being placed for the purpose, so as to give pas-
sage to any moisture that may be collected by
the dissolving of the Ice on the top or other-
ways.

In putting the Ice into the House, some mix
a little nitre with it, to make it congeal more
fully ; but this is not necessary.

As the Ice becomes solid in the well, aa
iron crow is necessary to take it up with.
The Ice-House is, as has been seen, capable

of being made an ornamental building ; but this
is seldom done; it being generally placed in a
sequestered spot, on thc'side of a hill or sloping
ground, the base of which is lower than the bot-
tom of the well; the outside being well banked up
with earth, to keep out all external air and heat,
and neatly covered with turf.

In the annexed plate is the plan of an im-
proved Ice-House.

Fig. 1. is a section in the direction of the
entrance passage.

A. Upper covering of earth.

B. and K. Strata of day.
C. Wall of the arched roof of passage.
D. Entrance passage.

E. Entrance aperture of the well.

F. Well.
G. Side-walls of well, and the cavities of it

for the retention of the warm air, which would
otherwise make its way to the well.

H. Pipe for carrying oft" the water or moisture.
I. Drain of it.

L. Door of passage.
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well on the level of theFig. e. Plan of the

passage floor.

Fig. 3. Ground plan of the well.

Fig. 1. Front elevation of the entrance.

N. B. In figures 2, 3, and 4, the letters of

reference arc placed to the same parts of the

building respectively, as in fig. 1.

ICE-PLANT. See Mesembryanthemum.
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE. See Heli-

ANTHOS.
JERUSALEM SAGE. See Phlomis.

ILEX, a genus containing plants of the

hardy evergreen tree or shrubby kinds.

It belone;s to the class and order Tctrandria

Tctranynia {Pohjgamia Dioecia), and ranks in

the natural order of Diimosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

toothed pcrianthiuni, very small, and perma-

nent: the corolla one-'petalled, four-parted,

wheel-shaped : divisions roundish, spreading,

rather large, with cohering claws : the stamina

have four awl-shaped filaments, shorter than

the corolla: anthers small: the pistillum is a

roundish germ : style none : stigmas four, ob-

tuse: the pericarpium is a roundish berry, four-

celled : the seed solitary, bony, oblong, obtuse,

gibbose on one side, cornered on the other.

The species cultivated are : 1. I. aqinfolunn.

Common Holly; 2. /. Cassine, Dahoon Holly;

3. /. vomitoita, South-sea Tea, or Evergreen

Cassine.

The first rises from twenty to thirty feet, and

sometimes more; but its ordinary height is not

above twenty-five feet. The trunk is covered

with a grayish smooth bark, and those trees

which are not lopped or browzed by cattle, are

connTionly furnished with branches the greatest

part of their length, and form a sort of cone :

the leaves are petioled, about three inches long,

and one and a half broad, of a lucid green on

their upper surface, and pale on their under,

having a strong midrib ; the edges are indented

and waved, with sharp stiff thorns terminating

each of the points, some raised upwards, others

bent downwards, being fixed into a strong woody
border, which surrounds the leaf. When this

tree grows naturally, it has flat, entire leaves,

without thorns, only ending in a sharp point,

mixed with the others, especially as it advances

in age : the flowers in clusters from the base of

the petioles (from a sort of scale upoa the

branch) on very short peduncles, each sustain-

ing five, six, or more flowers (generally three

together), appearing in May. They are suc-

ceeded by roundish berries (crowned with the

calyx, which turns black), turning to a beauti-

ful scarlet about Michaelmas, and continuing

the greatest part of the winter.

There are a great many varieties of both the

green-leaved and variegated sorts. Of the first

the Common Green-leaved Prickly, the Smooth
Green-leaved, the Narrow Serrated Green-leav-

ed, the Green-leaved Yellow-berried, the Box-
leaved Green, the Hedgehog Green ; and of the

latter, the Common Prickly, with Silver-striped

Leaves, with Gold-striped Leaves, with Blotch-

ed Leaves, the Smooth with White-striped

Leaves, with Yellow-striped Leaves, with

Blotched Leaves, with Narrow-striped Leaves,

the Blotched Yellow berried, the Cream-co-
loured, the Copper-coloured, the White-leaved,

the Mottled-edged, the Hedgehog Silver-edged,

the Gold-edged Hedge-hog, the White Blotch-

ed Hedgehog, the Yellow Blotched Hedgehog,
the Painted Lady variegated.

The second species rises with an upright

branching stem to the height of eighteen or

twenty feet ; the bark of the old stems is of a

brown colour, but that of the younger stems or

branches green and smooth : the leaves more
than lour inches long, and one and a quarter

broad in the broadest part, of a light green and

thick consistence ; the upper part is serrate, each

serratme ending in a small sharp spine ; they

stand alternately on every side of the branches,

on very short foot-stalks : the flowers come out

in thick clusters from the side of the stalks ;

they are white, and shaped like those of the

first, but smaller. Both the female and herma-
phrodite flowers are succeeded by small round-

ish berries, making a fine appearance in winter;

but they have not yet produced fruit in this cli-

mate. It is a native of Florida and Carolina.

There are varieties, as with broad leaves, and

with narrow leaves, with scarcely any serra-

tures.

The third rises to the height of ten or twelve

feet, sending out branches from the ground up-
wards, which form themselves into a sort of

pyramid : the leaves are about the size, shape,

texture, and colour of the small-leaved alater-

nus, but somewhat shorter, and a little broader

at the base : the flowers are produced in close

whorls at the joints of the branches, near the

foot-stalks of the leaves : they are white, and

are succeeded bv bright red berries, which con-

tinue upon the ]ilanis most part of the winter,

and make a fine appearance, intermixed with

the green leaves. Jl is a native of W^est Flo-

rida.

Culture.—These plants are all capable of

bcii'g increased from seeds, and by the opera-

tions of budding and grafting.

The seeds or berries should be sown as soon

as they are perfectly ripened, in small beds

prepared for the purpose. But as they are long

in germinating, it is the practice with some to

deposit them for a year before they are sown iu
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tfie beds, in pots filled with cartli or sand, or in

u hole in the earth, in a dry situation; the lirst

is probaljly the best method.
Tlie plants mostly rise in the second spring,

when they should be kept well weeded and wa-
tered.

After thev have had two years' growth in

these beds, they should be removed, and planted

out in nursery rows at the distance of two feet,

and one a])art in the rows. They should remain

in these till of pro-jK-r size to be planted where
they are to remain, keeping them perfectly clean,

and the ground occasionally stirred about them.
The proper seasons for removing them are

either the early antuum or spring ; the former

in dry grounds, and the latter in those that are

feif a retentive nature.

In the second sort the seeds, after being pre-

pared as dbovc, should be sown in pots, and
plunged the second spring in a gentle hot-bed,

in order to bring up the plants. They should

then be kept in the pots, and have protection in

the winter season till they have become of hardy

growth, when they may be turned out, and
planted in warm situations. They afterwards

require ]5rotection in very severe winters.

The third sort may be managed in the same
way as the second, the young plants beiniX gra-

dually inured to the open air, having only the

morning sun at first. They should be kept in

the pots four or five years, as they grow slowly,

1)eing well protected in the winter. They all

succeed best in a dry soil.

All tlie varieties of the' different sorts are to

be continued cither by budding or grafting upon
stocks of the first sort. The first should be

performed in the latter part of the sunmier, and
the latter in the early spring, upon stocks of
two)ears' growth. Sec Budding and Graft-
ing.

All the sorts and varieties are highly orna-
iTiental in the clumps, borders, and other parts

of pleasure-grounds, atTbrding much variety

when jiidieiously intermixed. The first sort

frequently rises to a large tree, having a fine

white hard wood, useful for various purposes.

*i"he baik also aflbrds the substance called liinl-

Vime, which is preparctl by boiling it till the

green ])art is capable of being separated from
the white, then laying it in a cool cellar for a

few days, afterwards ]X)uiiding it till it becomes a
tough paste, washingit repeatedly, till itbecomes
quite clear, then placing it in an earthen vessel

to ferment or becMue fine, when it will be fit

for use.

ILLECEBRU]\f, a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous,.flowery, biennial, and shrub-
bv perennial kinds,

Vol, IL

Ft belongs to the class and order Pentanilr'ia

JMonogynla, and ranks in the natural order of

Hrdorace6e.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a five-

leaved cartilaginous perianthium, five-cornered,

with coloured leaflets, which are sharp, with

distant points, permanent : there is no corolla :

the stamina have five capillary filaments, within

the calvx : anthers simple : the pistilkim is an
ovate germ, shai'p, endmg in a short bifid style :

stigma simple, oluuse; the pericarp:urn is a

roundish acuminate capsule, both ways fivc-

valved, one-celled, covered by the calyx : the

seed single, roundish, sharp on both sides, very

large.

The species cultivated are: 1. I. lanafum.

Woolly lilecebrum ; 2. /. siiffrut'icosum, Shrub-
by Illecebrum, or Knot-grass ; 3. /. Parovy-
ckia, Mountain Illecebrum, or Knot-grass.

The first has a rigid round stem, somewhat
hairy, branched only at the base : the leaves arc

lanceolate, ovate, subsessile, opposite, petioled,

quite entire, sharpish, naked, pubescent un-
derneath: (spikes close, oblon'g, and axillary :)

the peduncles lateral, very short, in three or

four sessile spikes, unequal to the leadet : sta-

mens connected at the base by means of a five-

toothed crown : the seed kidnev-form. It is a

native of the East Indies, biennial, and flower-

ing most part of the year.

It varies in size. This is the smaller one.

The Great Woolly Illecebrum has solitary, not

aggregate spikes. And, according to Retzius,

there is' a remarkable variety with round leaves',

in Malabar.
The second species has woody stems about a

foot high, with small leaves like those of

Knot-grass : the flowers come out singly on the

side of the stems, and make no great appear-

ance. It is a native of the sotith of Europe,
flowering from May to August.
The third has trailing stalks near two feet

long, with leaves like those of the second kind
;

the heads of flowers come out from the joints of

the stalk, having neat silvery bractes surround-
ing them, which make a pretty appearance : the

flowers appear in June, and there is generally a

succession of them for at least two months. It

is perennial, and a native of tlie south of Europe.
Culture.—^The first sort may be increased by

sowing the seeds in pots of ligbt mould, in the

spring, in the same manner as the amaranthus,
plunging them in a mild hot-bed. And if they

be afterwards plunged in the tan-bed in the

stove, these branches will often put out roots

by which they may be raised.

Cuttings of the branches managed in the

same way will sometimes grow,
C
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The Iw o last sorts may be prcpagaied by seeds

and cuttings.

The former should be sown in the spring, as

about April, in pots, or on a bed of light earth.

When the plants have attained some growth,

they should be taken up carefully with earth

about their roots, and placed, some in pots, and

the others in a drv warm border, due water and

shade being gi\cn; those in pots being pro-

tected Ijy a frame and glasses in the winter, and

those in the open jrround screened in severe

frosts, by mats or oUier means, and kept per-

fectly clean.

They mav also be increased by planting cut-

lings of the branches, in the summer months,
as about June, in pots or a shady border. When
they have taken good root, they may be removed
to the places where they are to grow, or into other

pots, moist weather being chosen for the purpose.

The first sort affords variety in the stove or

green-house collections; and the lat-ter in the

borders, and among potted plants of the more
hardv kinds.

IMMORTAL FLOWER. SeeGNAPHALiuM.
IMPATIENS, a genus containing plants of

the flowery annual kind.

Tt belongs to the class and order St/ngetiesia

Monogarnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Corydalcs.

The characters are : that the calyx is a two-

leaved perianthium, very small : leaflets roiind-

ibh-acuniinate, equal, placed towards the sides

of the flower, coloured, deciduous : the corolla is

five-petalled,ringent: petals unequal ; ofwhich the

superior is roundish, flat, upright, slightly tritid,

constituting the upper lip : lower pair reflex,

very large, outwardly larger, obtuse, irregular,

constituting the lower hp : intermediate pair

opposite, rising from the base of the upper pe-

tal : nectary one-leafed, receiving in the manner
of a hood the base of the flower, oblique at the

mouth, rising oiitwardlv, ending; in a horn at the

base: the siaunna have five nlaments, very

short, narrower towards the base, incin-ved : an-

thers as many, connate, divided at the base : the

pistillum is a superior germ, ovate-acuminate

:

style none : stigma r'.mple, siiortcrihan the an-

thers : the pcrlerap'iu.n is a one-celled eapt.de,

tive-valved, springing open elastically, the valves

rolling spirally : the seeds several, roundish,

fixed to a column ir receptacle.

The species cultivated are: 1. I. Balsam/iia,

Garden i^alsam ; 2. /. Nollmetangere, Common
Yellow Balsam.

Th'j first IS an annual plant, rising a foot and

half high, and dividing into maay succulent

branches : the leaves long and serr.ae : the

flowers come out from the joints of the stem,

1

upon slender peduncles about an inch long, each
sustaining a single flower; but there are two,
three, or four of these peduncles arising from
the same joint: the flowers red or white. It is

much increased in size by cultivation; and is a

native of the East Indies, &c. .-.iv

There are varieties with single and double i-ed

flowers, with single and double scarlet flowers,

with single and double white flowers, with single

and double purple flowers, with variegated single

and double flowers, with large double varie-

gated scarlet and white flowers, with large double
variegated purple and white flowers, with double
red and purple flowers, and with lar^e double
bizarre flowers.

The second species has an annual root : the-

stem a foot high, upright : stem and branches
pale yellowish green, smooth and shining,
somewhat transparent, thickest at the joints,

succulent and brittle : the branches sometimes
opposite : the lower leaves ovate, uppermost
elliptical or lanceolate, irregularly serrate, all

smooth, petioled : the upper part of the stem
flexuose, forming an obtuse angle opposite to

each leaf: some of the branchings of the pe-
duncles have braetes, and some not ; the flowers

yellow; the lateral petals spotted with red, by
cultivation changing to pale yellow or purplish ;

these are blunt, slightly two-lobed, w ith an oval

appendix at the base, about an inch in length,

and above half an inch in breadth. It is a na-
tive of Europe.
When the seeds are ripe, upon touching the

capsule they are thrown out with force ; hence,

the name.
Culture.—^These beautiful plants are all capa-

ble of being increased by sowing the well-ri-

pened seeds of the best varieties annually, in

the spring, in the first sort, in pots filled with
light, dry, good earth, or in the mould of the

bed, plunging them in the former case in the

hot-bed ; or m the natural ground, in the bor-
ders, in a warm dry situation, covering them
with glasses'; but the two former are the best

methods. When the plants are up, they must
have air admitted freely every day when fine,

and occasional moderate waterings. After they

have attained a few inches in growth, they
should be carefully removed into separate pots,

with balls of earth to their roots, being re-

plunged in the hot-bed, or be pricked out on a

fresh hot-bed. Those in the natural ground
should be kept properly thinned, and be remov-
ed into pots, or the situations whare they are to

flower, about the end of June, with balls of
earth, as in the others.

It is a practice with some to remove those in

pots and on hot-beds a second time in about a
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month ; but they grow stronger where this is

avouled, by placing them at first in larger pots,

and thinner in the bed, so as to have full room
to rise to a proper size. The frames should be

raised as the plants advance in growth.
About the beginning of June they should be

gradually exposed to the influenee of the full

air, in order to harden them, that they may be
set out towards the end of it ; when they should
have sticks placed for their support, to which
they should be neatly tied. The potted plants
should likewise be often refreshed with water,
once or more in the day, when the season is

hot. Those in the open ground should also be
occasionally watered in dry weather. See An-
nual Plants.

All these plants may be raised with ^rcat fa-
-cility in the stove, in the same manner as above.

In the second species the seed may be sown
either early in the spring, or in the autumn. In
both the species those in the natmal ground
should be sown later than in the hot-bed me-
thod.

In order to save seed, a few of the best

plants, of the diflerent finest varieties, should be

placed, when in full blow, in some airy situation,

60 as to be exposed to the sun, and at the same
time protected from wet by glasses.

The fine potted species and varieties of these

plants are highly ornamental among other

potted plants, in the most conspicuous places

about the houses ; and the less valuable kinds

in the fronts of the borders, clumps, and other

parts of pleasure-grounds, in mixture with other

flowery plants.

INARCH-GRAFTING. See Grafting.
INARCHING, a method of grafting by

which the parts of diflerent trees are bent down
and united, while the trees remain growing. See
Grafting.
INDIAN ARROW-ROOT. See Maran-

TA.

INDIAN CORN. Sec Zea.
INDIAN CRESS. See Trop-«olum.
INDIAN FIG. Sec Cactus.
INDIAN GOD TREE. See Ficus.
INDIAN MALLOW. See Sida.
INDIAN OAK. SeeTKCTONA.
INDIAN REED. See Canna.
INDIAN SHOT. See Canna.
INDIGO. See Indtgofera.
INDIGO, BASTARD. See Amorpha.
INDIGOI'ERA, a jrcnus containing plants

of the slirubby exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diadtiphia
Decandria, and ranks in the natural order of
Papilionocece or Lfgiuiiinosce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthlum, spreading, nearly flat, five-

toothed ; the corolla papilionaceous : standard
rounded, reflex, emarginate, spreading: winii^s

oblong, obtuse, spreading at the inferior mar-
gin, of the shape of the standard : keel obtuse,
spreading, deik-x, marked on each side by an
awl -shaped hollow dagger or point : the stamina
have diadclphous filaments, disposed in a cylin-
der, ascending at their tips : anthers roundish :

the pistillum is a cylindric germ : style short,
ascending: stigma obtuse: the pericarpium is a
roundish long legume (linear-oUlong, com-
monly fonr-cornered) : the seeds some, kidney-
shaped (kidney-rctuse or cuboid).

The species cultivated are : 1 . /. tiuctoria.

Dyer's Indigo; 2. /. argoilea, Silvery-leaved
Indigo; 3. I. candicans, \y\-ii\.& Indigo; 4. /.

amocna, Scarlet-flowered Indigo.

Tlie first has the stem filiform, subflexuose,
angular, smooth, upright, a foot and half high,
a little branched at top : the branches like the
stem, alternate, upright: the leaflets in fowr
pairs or more, very blunt with a point, smooth,
very finely villose underneath, almost equal :

the racemes from the axils of the leaves, when
they begin to flower, nmch shorter than the leaf,

but becoming longer as they advance : the le-

gumes drooping, subcolumnar, sharp, straight,
very finely villose. It is a native of the East
Indies.

The second species has the whole plant silky
and glaucous : the stem sufTruticose, upright,
branched, round, from half a yard to three
quarters of a yard in height, and gray: branches
alternate, stiff, round, finely silky, and hoary

:

the leaves alternate, petioled, two-paired (seldom
ternate), spreading, three inches long : leaflets

opposite, subsessile (the end one larger and pe-
tioledj, quite entire, bluntish, the older ones
subemarginate, the midrib raised only under-
neath, finely silky, glaucous, spreading, flat,

from twelve to fifteen lines in length, and from
six to eight lines in breadth : the petioles round
on one side, grooved on the other: the racemes
axillary, solitary, upright, shorter than the
leave.-:, an inch and half long: the flowers on
short, .alternate, reflex pedicels, and drooping.
It is a native of B!gypt or the West Indies.

The third is distinguished by the whiteness of
the stem and the under-side of the leaves: the
flowers are red, not many (five to eight or nine)
in a spike. It is a nalive of th<- Cape, llowerinc;
from .Inly to September : but its principal time
of flowering, according to Mr. Curtis, is from
the beginniug of IShiy to the middle of June.
The fourth is a native of the Cape, flowerin»

in March and A])ril.

Culture.—The first sort of these plants mav
C o
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be increased by seeds, wliieli should he sown in

llie spring, in pois oF light fresh earth, and
jiiungcd into a mild iiot-hed. When the |ilants

have attained sonic growth, tliey should be re-

moved into separate pots, and be replunged in

the bark-bed of the stove, where ihey must be

fonstantly kept.

The other sorts maybe propagated bv planting

eiiltiniis of the vounir shoots, in pots of iiondfit*' • 1-
Iresh earth, m the spruig or sunnrier, pluiignig

them in the bark hot-bed of the stove. When
they have stricken good root, they should be

removed into separate pots of the same sort of

mould, preserving some earth abc>ut their roots,

^cpiunging them in the hot-bed, due shade and
water being given. They may afterwards be
preserved in a dry stove or good grcen-liousc.

Sueli of the sorts as ripen seeds Ijere may also

be increased in that wav.
The lirst is the plant from which Indigo, a ma-

terial much employed in dyeing, is prepared.

This and tlie second kind also afford variety

in stove collections ; and the two others among
plants of the grccn-house kinds.

INOCULATING, the practice of inserting

the buds of trees of the same kind into their

stocks.

The most proper season for this sort of work
IS, from the middle of June until the middle of

August, according to the forwardness of the

season, and the particular sorts of trees to be

increased ; but it may be easily known, by try-

ing whether the buds will come off well from
the wood or not. The most general rule is,

when the buds are found to be formed at the

extremity of the same year's shoots, which is a

sign of their having finished their vernal growth,
'i'he first sort commonly inoculated is the Apri-
cot, and the last that of the Orange-tree, w hich

should never be done until the middle of Au-
gust. In doing this sort of work, choice should

be made of cloudy weather ; as, when done in

the middle of the dav, in very hot weather, the

shoots perspire so fast as to leave the buds de-

stitute of moisture; nor should the cuttitigs be

taken off from the trees long before they are

used; but if fetched from some distance, the

leaves should be cut ofl', but all the foot-stalks

left, and then wrapped up in vvet moss, and
put in a tin box, to exclude the external air.

And the practice of throwing cuttings into

w ater is in'.pvoper ; as it saturates the buds so

with moisture, that they have no attractive

Ibrce left to imbibe the sap of the stock ; for

want of which thev very often miscarry, and
disappoint the operator.

It is remarked i)y JNfr. Forsyth, that when
the Pear-trees which are grafted in the spriug

have not taken, he would advise the cutting thcin

off, a little below the graft, at a joint or bud.
The tree then throws out a great number of
healthy shoots ; all of which should be rubbed
off, except so many as are sufficient to fill the
wall; uaihng those up, to prevent the wind from
breaking them. About the latter end of Julv
the shoots will be fit to inoculate, which should
then he done, leaving a little of the wood on.

the inside of the bud when inserted into the

stock, and rubbing in some of the composition,-

tving on the bass.

Having grafted some summer Bonchretiens
with the Bergamot de Pasque (or Easter Berga-
mot) and Pear d'Auch, in tho spring, most of
which failed, he cut them off below the grafts,

and ill .July following they had produced shoot-i

from five to six feet long, which he inoculated

in the latter end of that month with the before-

mentioned sorts, which all took. About the

beginning of September he ordered the basses to

be slackened ; which being left too loose, the

barks began to separate. He then made them
be tiiihtcncd, letting them remain till the fol-

lowing spring. About the beginning of April,

when he saw the buds begin to shoot, he cut

the shoots near to the buds ; but finding many
where the baik had not united, and some of the
eyes apparently dead, he took a sharp pen-
knife, and cut out all the decayed bark, rubbing
in some of the composition, in the liquid state,

till the hollow parts were filled up; he then

smoothed it off with the finger, even with the

bark of the stock. He also rubbed some of the

composition over those eyes that were in the

worst state, being quite black ; but with very

little hope of recovery. " To his great asto-

nishment, many of those which seemed per-

fectly dead, recovered, and by the middle of

July had shoots from ilve to six feet long

(many of the shoots which took well having
fruit-buds formed for next year), and covered a

space of wall larger than a young tree would
have dune in eight years; all the cavities where
he cut out the dead baik and applied the com-
position, were, in the course of the summer,
filled up with sound wood, and the bark be-
tween the stocks and grafts perfectly united."

" Three vears ago he inoculated some Brown
Beurrcs and Crasanes with Pear d'Auch, one
of which now covers a wall sixteen feet high,

and fifteen feet long, and has more fruit on it

this year than a maiden tree would have pro-

duced twenty years after planting." But he
" never recommends inoculating or grafting of
old trees, except when bad sorts, or more (jf any
sort is w antetl for a supply : in that case, he

would rceouimeud to Inoculate or graft with Pear
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tVAuch, Colniar>, anil Winter Bonchrtticns,

which keep much longer than Bcuncs, Crasanes,

See."

For standards that have been grafted in the

spring, and have missed, he advises that they

siiould be cut below the graft, as, wIkui so

treated, they throw out a great number of shoots,

which should by no nieaus be too soon thinned,

as in that case they will be liable to be broken

by the wind. The weakest shoots may be be-

gun to be taken ofl' about the latter end of Mav
or beginnirig of June, About the middle of

the latter month, they will have acquired consi-

derable strength : then thin them ; leaving as

many strong regular shoots, and of those near-

est the top of the stem, as will form a handsome
head. If the stem be very strong it will be ne-

cessary, perhaps, to leave more than are intend-

ed to be inoculated, on purpose to receive the

sap, which will flow in great abundance from a

large trunk, and, without this precaution, be apt

to burst the shoots. He has often seen shoots

as large as his arm burst by a superabimdance

of sap. When that is likely to happen, the

bfst tiling is, to scarify the shoots, and rub a little

of the composition into the wounds.
INSECT DISEASES, such vegetable diseases

as are produced by diflerent sorts of animals of

the insect tribe. See Vegetable Insect Dis-
eases.
The chief insects that affect plants of the

fruit-tree kinds, are those of Aphis, Acarus,

Ant, Chermes, Cicada, Coccus, Earwig, Papi-

lio, Phalcena, and Thrips tribes.

Of the first sort there are a vast number of

species, each tree being said to be infested by a

different distinct species. Hence the author of

the Sijs/ema Vegetabilium has denominated

them from the trees on which they are found

;

ae, the Cherry Aphis, Currant Aphis, Plum
Aphis, &c. The males are few in comjjarison

with the females, and have wings, while the

latter are numerous, and without them. See

PucERON and Vine-Fuettkr.
The second is a highly destructive insect in

houses where forcing is practised. It is not fur-

nished vi'itli wings, but the female is ovipArous.

The species, as in the former, are very nume-
rous. It ofien commits great mischief on
vines, peaches, nectarines, cherries, I'orccd kid-

ney-beans, melons, &c. See Rf.d Spider.
The third, or Ant, is highly injurious to

fruits, especially those of the peach kind, as they

become in a state of maturity. They run all

over the trees, and the best fruit is occasionally

lilled with them. It has been supposed by some
that they are of use by devouring the Aphides on
the trees ; but Mr. Forsyth is of a different opi-

nion, and we have often seen fruit mucli spoiled

by them.
The best rncthods of dcstroyiua; them, ac-

cording to the above author, is, by making-
holes in the ground along the side of the waft

where the fruit-trees are, by an iron crow, so

that the inside surface may be quite smooth.
These insects, from being disturbed, soon come
to the holes, and fall into them ; when, being
prevented from getting up by the smoothness of
the sides, they may be readily destroyed b\r

pouring water upon them. But more effectual

methods are, either by mixing quick-lime with
soot, and placing it in their tracks, or pullintj it

in their nests, and then pouring water, or urine

and soap-suds, upon it, so as to slake it, conlining

the heat by a turf, or some earth. ' The heat
thus produced soon destroys them. The pow-
der of stavesacre laid round the stems of trees, is

said to prevent their running up them.
The fourth, or Chermes, belongs to the order

Hemiptera.
There are several species. Their specific

names arc taken from the different plants on
which they are principally met with ; as the

Chermes graminis, or Grass Bug; Chermes ficuf,

or Fig-tree Bug, &c. The last Ls one of the

largest of the genus, being brown above and
greenish beneath, and has four long wings,
placed in the form of an acute roof. The larva

is of an oblong form, and has six feet, but its

motion is slow. When attempted to be caught,
the Chermes makes its escape rather by leaping

than flying, by means of its hinder legs, which
play like springs. Several of the species are

provided at the extremity of their bodies with
small sharp-pointed implements, but which lie

concealed ; and these they draw out in order to

deposit their eggs, by making punctures in the

plants that suit them. It is in this way that the

Fir-tree Chermes produces that enormous scaly

protuberance which is sometimes found at the

summit of the branches, and which is formed
by the extravasation of the juices occasioned by
the punctures. The young larv.TB shelter them-
selves in cells contained in the tiunour. These
insects are capaiffe of being destroyed in the

same manner as the Cocci tribe.

The fifth, or Cicada, belongs to the same
order as the above.

The larvre of many of this tribe void larire

quantities of frothy matter upon the leaves and
branches of the plants and trees, in the midst
of which they are alw ays concealed, probably
for protection, and to be shaded from the sun's

influence. These insects should be destroyed,

as the froth is unpleasant, and the leaves of the

trees are often devoured, by rubbing ofl" the
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larvre with the hand, and afterwards watering the Tt is further rcmnrkcd, that " a very cTcstruc-
trct's wfil with soft water, such as that of ponds, tlve species of the Coccus tribe lias lately done
The sixth, or Cocius, aho belongs to the incredible damage to the Apple-trees in the nur-

same order, and the males have wings, but the series and gardens in the neighbourhood of Lon-
females none. don. Some nurserymen have lost several thon-
The sorts most commonly met with, when sand A])ple-trees in one year: These insects

iull grown, have somewhat the form of a boat, attach themselves to the bark by their suckers,
with the keel uppermost, being apparently with- and, by feeding on the juices of the tree, rob it

out feet, eyes, &c. while in this state resembling of its nourishment. Such trees as "are infested
some sorts of galls or exeresecuccs of the bark with them liave a sickly appearance. These in-
"i" "ccs.^

_

sects generally make their nests where branches
Mr. Forsyth observes, that " a thin film of a have been cut off, or in hollow places, where

white eolton-like substance is interposed between the canker has eaten holes in the trees. Their
the Hat part of the body and the tree. This is first appearance is like a white down; on touch-
connnon, m a greater or lesser quantity, to all

the species, and appears at first all round the

edge as a kind of cement, to join it to the tree.

The males are very few in proportion to the fe-

males, and not nearly one-fourth of their size;

mg or rubbing them, they tinge the fingers of
a crimson colour, like cochineaT. If suffered to
remain long on trees, they take wing, like
Aphides."
The method that he has followed for these ten

they arc beautiful little flies, which, after a short years to destroy them, is, to "rub the places
but active life, terminate their existence without where their nests are with an old brush, such as
having tasted food, being provided with no sort painters use, till they are all cleaned off; and
of organs for that purpose." if the part be canker-eaten, to cut it clean out
" The Peach, Nectarine, and Pear Trees are with a knife or chisel : he then takes of soap-

vory much infested with these insects : they fre- suds and urine erjual parts, and with this he
rpiently cut through the bark, and the trees then washes the wound and the bark all round it • and
appear as if they had been scratched by cats." with a brush applies the composition, mixed' with
He has " seen some with this appearance all wood-ashes and the powder of burnt bones
over them." covering the wound all over with it. Afterwards
He advises, that " when these insects first ap- he shakes some of the powder of wood-ashes

pear on the bark, they should be scraped off and burnt bones, mixed with an eio-hth part of
with a wooden knife, and the stem and branches unslaked lime finely powdered and lifted over
of the tree well washed with soap-suds and urine, the hollows, or where knobs have been cut oflf."
applied with a stitf painter's brush. This should And he. advises, that "at the same time
be done in February, before the buds begin to that the trees are cleared of the cocci the eater-
come out. But if the outer bark is perforated, pillars should be picked off."

it must be cut or pared off with a long knife ; He adds, that " the first time that he ob-
and if you find any brown spots in the inner served the new coccus which has done so much
bark, they must be carefully cut out. This dis- mischief to the Apple-trees about London was
ease is, he thinks, one great cause of the canker, in a garden of his own at Chelsea, about the year
and of the death of the tree."

_
1782 or 3 ; and, as far as he can learn, they were

And it is added, that " when this disease has imported, amonii some Apple-trees, by the late
made its way through both barks, as is often the Mr. Swinton, of Sloane-strect. Mr. Swinton
£ase, the branches on each side of the tree may afterwards removed his nursery to the Kin<T's
be cut close to the stem, if it has an upright one; Road, near Chelsea Collese, which now goes1)v
but if the tree be trained fan-fashion, the best the name of the Foreign Nursery."
way is to head it near to the place where it was Train oil has been tried, laid on with a painter's
grafted."

"
brush, but without eflbet.

He has ^' headed old Pear-trees which were The seventh, or Earivig, is often very destruc-
so dead, except a small strip of live bark on one tive to fruit, particularlylhat of the Peach kind.
£ide, that you might rub the bark otf thtm as The method recommerided by Mr. Forsyth for
.easily as off a bundle of faggot-slicks that had destroying them, and which he has lono- pursued
•been cut upwards of a year

;
yet these trees have with success, is, to " take old bean-st^alks and

shot out fresh branches to the length of seven- cut them about nine inches long, tyinij; them up
teen feet in two years, and produced fine fruit in small bundles with some '^pack-tliread or
the second year." It is advised to apply the with small yellow willows, and hanrrin"- them
composition immediately after heading, or cut- on nails against the wall, at dilfereiu parts of
aing, or paring off the diseased bark. the trees. The first thing in the niornino, be-
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ing provided with a board about eighteen inches

square, and a small wooden trowel, take down the

bundles of hean-stalks, one by one, strike them
against the board, and with vuur trowel kill the

Earwigs as they fall out of the stalks. If you
follow this up every mornins; (or every other

morning) yon wtll be able to keep them nndcr."

This method answers for any sort of trees

infested with Earwigs. In some years he
has " seen a great part of the fruit, espe-

eially the smooth-skinned sorts, destroyed by
these insects, and a small green caterpillar

;

and in a scarce year of fruit, the leaves of

peaches arc frequently destroyed by them.'" It

is advised, that " the shreds taken from trees

that have been unnailed in autumn, should be

soaked in boiling hot soap-suds for three or four

days, previous to their being used again ; as tliis

will kill the eggs of Earwigs and other insects

that maybe deposited on them."
The eighth, Papiliu, or Butterfly, belongs to

the order Lepidopjera.

There are a great many species of this genus,

mostly distinguished by the colour of their

wings. The more connnon sorts, with their

caterpillars, are well known.
Mr. Forsyth advises, that the caterpillars and

chrysalids should be carefully picked off, and
the trees be well watered with clear litne-water

and tobacco-water mixed.

The ninth, Phalcena, or Moth kind, are ex-

tremely numerous, their caterpillars differing

much in size, shape and colour. After casting

their slough several tiines, all of them spin their

cod, in which they are transformed to chrysalids.

In this state they are often found rolled up in

the leaves of fruit-trees, especially those of the

pear, plum, and cherry kind. See Fhal.«na.
Of the Sphinx, or Hawk Moth kind, there

are a vast number of species. Their caterpillars

apply the hinder part of their bodies to the

branches of trees, holding the rest erect; hence
ihe name. In genera! they spin their cod under
ground.

They appear eaily in the morning, or after

sun-set. Hying he:.vily, and making a sort of

noise. Several of the caterpillars are green, and
some brown, yellow, spotted, or belted. See
Phal/ena.
The Phalcena nustrin, or Lackey Moth, de-

posits its eggs in rings or circles round the

branehes of fruit-trees, having the appearance

of a necklace. See Phalcena.
The tenth, or Thrips, belongs to the order

lismiptera; and there are several species. It

is extremely small, so as scarcely to be disco-

vered. It produces much mischief on fruit-

trees, devouring the fruit as well as the leaves.

It may be destroyed in the same manner as

the Cocci.

The pernicious effects of these different in-

sects, as well asthe means of removingthem,will
be more fully explained in speaking of Those vege-
table diseases that are caused by the attacks of
insects. See Vegetable Insect Diseases.
INULA, a genus comprehending plants of

the herbaceous and shrubby kind.

It belongs to tlie class and order Syngenesia
Pvhjgamiu Superjiita, aad ranks in the natural
order of Cumpositce Discoidece.

The characters are : that the calyx is common
imbricated : leaflets lax, spreading : the exterior

ones larger, of equal length : the corolla com-
pound, radiated, broad : corollules hermaphro-
dite, equal, very numerous in the disk : females
strap-shaped, numerous, crowded, in the rav :

proper of the hermaphrodite, funnel-form : bor-
der fiy(*elcft, rather upright : female strap-
shaped, linear, perfectly entire: the stamina in

the hermaphrodite have five filaments, filiform,

short : anther cylindric, composed of five smaller
linear conjoined ones ; each ending below in

two straight bristles of the lenath of the fila-

ments: the pistillum in the hermaphrodite is an
oblong germ : style filiform, length of the sta-

mens : stigma bifid, rather upright : in the
females, germ long : style filiform"^ half bifid :

stigmas erect: there is no pericarpium: the ca-
lyx unchanged : the seeds in the hermaphro-
dites solitary, linear, four-cornered : pappus ca-
pillary, length of the seeds : in the females like

the hermaphrodites : the receptacle naked,
flat.

The species cultivated are: 1. /. Hehnhim,
Common Inula, or Elecampane ; C. /. Britan-
nica, Creeping-rooted Inula ; 3. /. salicina,

Willow-leaved Inula; 4. /. Cannriensis, Canatv-
Inula; 5. I. satiircioldes, Savory-leaved Inula;

6. I.Jruticosa, Shrubby Inula.

The first has a perennial, thick, fusiform,

brown, branching, aromatic root ; according to

some, biennial : it is one of the larsrest bulba-

ceous plants, being from three to fi\e or six Itet

high, with the stem striated and downy, briinch-

ed towards the top : the lower leaves or. ibot-

stalks, lanceolate, a foot Icno', and four inches

broad in the middle ; upper embracing,- ovate-

lanceolate, wrinkled, serrated or toothed, deep
green, and slightly hairy above, whitish green

and thickly downy beneath : the flowering heads

very large, single, terminating; the sien! and
branches. It is a native of Jajan, &c. flouering

in June and July.

The second species has a perennial root : the

stem near two feet high, dividing in the upper

pan into two or three upright branches or pe-
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t^nncles, each sustaining oiip prcUy large flower,

ot a tlecp yellow colour. 'I'licse are m beauty

ill .lu!\ , but seldom ripen seeds in this climate.

•It is a native ot Germany, Sec,

The third lias a pereiuiial rcKjt, aromatic, siib-

astvinga.it, smelling like cinnamon : the stem

from a toot to Uvo, and even three feet in height,

upright, smooth, liard, 'firm, tinged witli red,

groined or angular towards the top, where it is

tisiually branched : the leaves alternate, sessile,

or half embracing, stift", smooth, of a dark

shininii green, very slightly cut, and somewhat
iiioifcd" about tlie edge : the flowers terminating,

(iiralternate, one-'flowered, grooved, reddish pe-

duncles, fornmig altogethei-.a^oryiTib : the ca-

Jycine scales in two rows, smooth, brown, lan-

ceolate, curved back a little at Ahe end : the

flower an inch in diameter. It is a native of

Germany, Sec.

The fourth rises with several shrubby stalks

jiear four feet fiigh, which divide into smaller

branches: the leaves w clusters, Harrow, fieshy,

divided intO'tlwee segments .at ti>eir poiiUs : the

flowers conve out on the side of the branches at

the top of the stalks; they are small, and of a

pale ycHow colo«.r, appearing in August. It is

a native of the Canary islands.

The fifth rise* with a shpjbby stalk about two

feet hisrh, dividing into many smaller branches,

wjiioh'are hairy : t4ie Ita^es narrow, stift', sessile;

from the esdges .of these arise long hairs, which

are stiff, aixl come oaH by pairs ; at the eixl of

the branches arise naked peduncles, four or five

inches l<«ig, sustaining one small, yellow, radi-

ated flower. It is a native of Xcto. Cruz.

The sixth Jias a stem ten or twelve feet high,

clivi<led into several woody branches : the leaves

five inches long, and one .inch and a half Ix'oad

in the middle, smooth on the upper side, but on

iheir under having three; longitudinal veins: the

flowers are produced at the end of the branches,

having verv large scaly calyxes; Uiey are as large

as a small Sun^-flower, of a pale yellow colour.

It is a native of Carthagena in New .Spain..

Otlier species nray be cultivated.

Culture.—The jirst sort may he propagated

hv seeds sown in autumn stum after tliey are

ri'|)e, on a warm, loamy, rather moist border.

'i'he plants -shiuild be transplanted to the places

where they are U) grow Ln the following au-

tumn.
Jiut the common practice is to in-c.rease it by

of!i=els, \^hieh, ii\ln.n taken from the old roots

carefully, with a bud or eye to eaeli, take root

easily: the best season is the autumn, as soon

e« the leaves begin to decay
;
planting them in

rows about a foot a.sunder, and nine or ten

iiielics distance in the rows. The following

spring the ground should be kept clean from
weeds, and be slightly dug over in the autunni
following. The roots-will be fit for use after

two years growth, but will abide many years if

permitted to stand.

The two following sorts may be increased by
parting the roots, and planting them in the

Kutunin, in the borders or other places where
they are to remain. Thev should not be remov-
ed oftener than every three years.

The fourth and fifth sorts may be raised by
planting cuttings of the branches, in the summer
season, in pots of light earth, in shady borders.

They must be removed into shelter in autumn,
but should have as much free air as possible at

all times, when the Aveather is mild. In cold

weather tlie first sho^ild have but very little wa-
ter, as, the stalks and leaves being ^succulent,

they are very apt to rot. In suminer they
should be placed abroad with other hardv exotic

pbnts, in a sheltered situation.

The last sort is propagated by seeds procured
from where it -grows naturally. These must
be sown in jxrts, or upon a hot-bed, and when
the plants are fit to remove, be each put into a
small pot filled with light earth, and plunced
iwto a fresh hot-bed i treating tbem in the same
manner as other similar tender jjlants. It re-

quires to be kept constantly in the stove.

The first sort may be ei.iltivated for the me-
dlcinal'use ei" the roots, or for ornament, in large

borders.

The two following sorts may ha?,'e places in

the same way.
The fourth and fifth kinds afford varielv

among other potted green-house plants, and the

last among stove plants.

I.POM'QEA, -a genus containing plant-s of the

herbaceous flowery kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria

Menogyv'iu, and ranks in the natural order of
CumpanacecB,
The characters are : that t]i« calyx rs a five-

toothed perianthium, oblong, very small, peY-

maiKiit : the corolla one-petalled, fvmnel-form:
tulic subevliiidric, verv long: border five-cleft,

spreading: divisions ohl<3iig, flat: the stamina
hav.e live awl -shapctl fiiamcwts, almost the Icnoth

of the corollas anthers roundish : the pistillum

is a roundish germ : st\ie filiform, length of the

coroHa- stigma headed-glob^jse : tlie pcricar-

pi.um is a roundish ca])Si.Jc, three-celled : the
seeds son>e, sub-ohovatc.

'fhe spe\;ics cultiralcd arc: 1. I. Qtiamodil,
Winged-leaved Ipomtea; 2. 1. coccinca, Scar-
let- llowered Ipoincpa.

The first is an annual plant, rising with two
tiblong pretty broad seed-leaves, w hich remain
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a considerable time before tiiey f^ill ofT; the

stems slender, twining, and rising by support to

the height of seven or eight feel ; sending out
several side -branches, which twine about each
other and the principal stem, and about any
neighbouring plants : the leaves are composed
of several pairs of very fine narrow lobes, not
thicker than fine sewing thread, about an inch
long, of a deep green, either opposite or alter-

nate : the flowers come out singly from the side

of the stalks, on slender peduncles about an inch
long : the tube of the corolla is about the same
length, narrow at bottom, but gradually widen-
ing to the top ; where it spreads open flat, with
five angles

J
it is of a most beautiful scarlet co-

lour, and makes a fine appearance. It is a na-
tive of the Indies.

The second species has aherbaceous stem, twi-
ning, ouadrangular, flexuose : the leaves petioled

penUi^^pUlar, smooth on both sides : the peduncles
very long, axillary, upright, round, two-parted-
bifid, on one-flowered pedicels : the flowers
long, scarlet, larger than those of the first sort

:

calyx five-cleft, with lanceolate segments : tube
of the corolla narrower at the base, long, co-
lumnar, curved a little, and shining: border
plaited, blunt : base nectareous. It is an an-
nual plant, six or eight feet high, and a native
of the West Indies.

There is avariety with orange-coloured flowers,
Cxdture.—These plants are increased by sow-

ing the well ripened seed in small pots, plun-
ging them in a mild hot-bed, or in the earth of
the bed, in the early spring months, proper air

and water being given. When the plants have
attained some growth, and in the first sort be-
gin to climb, they should be removed with balls

of earth about their roots into the places where
they are to grow, or, which is better for the first

kind, into separate large pi ts, replunging them
in the bark hot-bed. "They sliould have proper
iiticks set for them to twine about, some pots of
the first kind being placed in the stove, as being
more tender.

The first sort aflords variety in the stove, and
among other tender potted plants in the sum-
mer; and the latter in the fronts of warm bor-
ders, as well as among the less tender potted
flowering plants.

IRIS, a genus containing plants of the ?\-

linius, tuberous, and bulbous-rooted flowery
herbaceous perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Triandria
Mnnogyniu, and ranks in the natural order of
EiisaUe.

The characters are : that the calyx has bivalve
spathcs, separating the flowers, permanent : the
corolla six-parted : petals obloiio;, obtuse: the
Vol. IJ.

three exterior ones reflex, the three interior up-
right and sharper ; all connected at the claws
into a tube, of different lengths in the different

species : the stamina have three awl-shaped fila-

ments, incumbent on the reflex petals : anthers
oblong, straight, depressed: the pistillum is an
inferior oblong germ : style simple, very short :

stigmas three, petal-form, oblong, carinated
within, furrowed without, incumbent on the
stamens,, two-lipped: outer lip smaller, emar-
ginate: inner larger, bifid, subinflected: the pe-
ricarpium is an oblong, cornered cajisule, three-

celled, three-valved: the seeds several and large.

The species cultivated are: 1. /. pumila.
Dwarf Iris; 2. I. s/isiana, Chalcedonian Iris;

3. /. Florenlia, Florentine Iris; 4. /. bijiora.

Twice-flowering Iris; 5. /. aphylla. Leafless
Iris; Q.I. variigata, Variegated Iris; J.I. Ger-
manica, German Iris; 8. I. samhucina. Elder-
scented Iris ; 9. /. scjualens. Brown-flowered
Iris; 10. /. cristata. Crested Iris; W.I.tri-
cnspis, Trifid-petalled Iris; 12. I. Xlphium,
Bulbous-rooted Iris; 13. I. Psevdacorus, Com-
mon Yellow or Water Iris; li. I.fuHidissima,
Stinking Iris; 15./. Firginica, Virginian Iris

;

16. 1. versicolor, \'arious-coloured Iris; 17. /.

ochroleuca, Pale-yellow Iris; 18. /. verrta.

Spring Iris; 19. /. Persica, Persian Iris; 20. /.

gramhiea, Grass-leaved Iris; 21. /. spuria,
bpurious Iris ; 22. /. Sihirica, Siberian Iris

;

23. /. jMaiiinicensis, Martinico Iris ; 24, T. Pa-
vonia. Peacock Iris ; 25. I. lubcrosa, Snuke's-
head Iris.

The first has the root brownish on the out-
side, white within, knobbed, with pale fibrils

:

the leaves acute, sometimes shorter, sometimes
longer than the flower : the stem or scape very
sliort, often scarcely an inch in length : gernl
oblong, bhuitly and obscurely three-cornered,
an inch long, inclosed within two spathcs, end-
ing in the lube of the corolla, which is slender,
and from two to three inches in length : all the
petals are almost entire, blue or purple, varying
much in colour, insomuch that the same flower
changes, and from blue becomes more and more
red : outer beards blue, inner white, with yellow
tips. It is a native of Austria, flowering in
April.

There are varieties with white flowers, with
straw-coloured flowers, with pale bine flowers,
with blush-coloured flowers, with yellow varia-
ble flowers, with blue variable flow ers.

The second species has the scape simple,
round, grooved, a span high : the leaves alter-

nate, sheathing, upright, "very finely striated,

obscurely waved: the corolla the largest cf all

the species, very ihin : the claws of the lurocv
petals purple on tlic outside, doited and streaked'

D
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with purple within; border suborbiculate, waved,

bent in at top, upright : border of the smaller

petals ovate, bent down, with the edge frequent-

ly bent back, blunt, of the same colour with

the larger ones, but shorter and narrower; the

claws bearded within from the flexure to the

base with brownish-yellow cilias. It flowers at

the end of May or beginning of June, and is a

native of the Levant.

The third has the scape round, striated, sim-

ple, upright, a foot high and more, bearing two

or three flowers : the leaves nerved, subfalcated,

obscurely curved on the outer edge : the lower

petals connate at the base : the claws of the

larger ones thickish, with a thin w'inged edge,

an inch long, green on the outside, bearded

within, with white cilias, yellow at the top: border

blunt, emarginate, an inch wide, a little more in

length, hanging down, white, striated near the

flexure: smaller petals oblong, from upright

bent in with a reflex margin, blunt, emarginate,

white: claws thickish, attenuated, greenish. It

is a native of the South of Europe, flowering in

May and June.

The fourth species has the scape simple, stri-

ated, longer than the leaves, a span in height,

sustaininsi two or three flowers, sometimes four:

the leaves' subfalcated, acute, striated, from erect

patulous : the petals violet-coloured, entire

:

capsule cylindric, with three streaks. It is a

native of Portugal, flowering in April and

May, and again in autumn, whence the name.

The fiftlilias three or four large bright purple

flowers, which stand above each other, and have

purplish sheaths : the three bending petals or

falls are striped with white from the base to the

end of the beard : the capsules are large, blunt,

and triangular. It flowers at the end of May.

Its native place is unknown.
The sixth species has the scape striated,

scarcely longer than the leaves, a foot and more

in height : leaves acute, striated, upright ; the

lower ones the length of the scape, but the up-

per ones gradually shorter : the flowers at the

top of the scape divided, alternate, coming out

successively, handsome, yellow, netted with

black : the upper part of the stem is naked,

and divides into three branches, each of which

has two or three flowers one above another : the

three upright petals or standards are yellow, and

the bending petals or falls are variegated with

purple stripes. It flowers in June, and is a na-

tive of Hungary.
The seventh has the scape divided at top,

larger than the leaves: the leavesreflex-falcated,

nerved, an inch wide : the flowers blue, with the

smaller petals quite entire, having an agreeable

scent : the stalks rise near four feet high, and

divide into several branches, each supporting^

three or four floA'ers, which are covered with a
thin sheath ; the three bending petals or fells are

of a faint purple inclining to blue, with purple

veins running lengthwise : the beard is yellow,

and three erect petals or standards are of a bright

blue, with some faint purple stripes. It is a na-
tive of Germany, flowering in May and June.

The eighth species has the scape divided at top,

longer than the leaves, two (or three) feet high :

the leaves infiex-falcatcJ at top, striated, the

upper ones gradually shorter. It resembles the
seventh, from which it differs in having the

larger petals of a deeper violet colour, and sub-
emarginate; the smaller petals emarginate, and
of a deeper blue colour: the stigmas acute and
serrate, with a blueish keel. It derives the tri-

vial name from the smell of the flowers, which
is very like that of Elder in bloom. It flowers

at the end of May, and in June, and is a native
of the South of Europe.

In the ninth, the roots are very thick, fleshy,

and divided into joints, spreading just under the
surface of the ground : they are of a brownish
colour on their outside, but white within : the
leaves rise in clusters, embracing each other at

their base, but spread asunder upwards in form
of wings : they are a foot and a half long, and
two inches broad, having sharp edges, ending
in points like swords : the stalks between these,

which are a little longer than the leaves, havin"-

at each joint one leaf without a foot-stalk ; these

diminish in their size upwards : the stalks divide

into three branches, each of which produces two
or three flowers one above another at distances,

each Inclosed in a sheath : they have three large

violet-coloured petals which turn backward, and
are called falls : these have beards near an inch
long on their midrib towards their base, and have
a short arched petal which covers the beard, with
three broad erect petals of the same colour, call-

ed standards : the stamina lie upon the reflexed

petals. It flowers in June. It is a native of the
South of Europe.

There are varieties with blue standards and pur-
ple falls, with pale purple standards, with white
standards, and with a smaller flower.

The tenth species has a tuberous, creeping
root : the stems several, short, inclining iipvi'ards,

compressed, leafy : the leaves scarcely six inches
long, sharpish, a little curved like a sickle at the
tips, entire, with a pale membranaceous margin:
the flower generally solitary, a little shorter than
the leaves, erect, of a pale purplish blue : outer
petals drooping, obtuse, blue, witb deeper blue
spots, crested in the place of the beard with three
longitudinal, elevated, waved ribs, variegated

with orange and yellow; inner petals narrower.
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pointed, uniform in colour. It is a native of

North America ; flowering in May.
In the eleventh species, the bulb is the size

of a hazel nut : the scape simple, round, jointed,

upright, bearing one or two flowers, a foot and

half in height : the leaf single, nerved, upright,

with the tip hanging down, two feet long : the

border of the larger petals white, suborbiculate,

with a point ; claws green on the outside, yellow

within, dotted with black : the smaller petals se-

veral times shorter and less : claws convex on the

outside, green, concave within, dotted with

brown, the length of the larger ones, but nar-

rower ; segments lanceolate, divaricating, a line

in length, the middle one of the three a little

longer, white dotted with brown. It is a native

of the Cape.

It varies in the shape of the larger petals, and

much in the colours, as blue, purple, yellow,

white, and spotted.

The twelfth has the leaves channelled and

convoluted, not only at the base, as in the other

species, but the whole length of them ; they are

awl-shaped at the tip, and shorter than the scape

:

the flowers are blue, with emarguiate petals. It

is a native of the South of Europe.

There are varieties with blue flowers, with vio-

let-coloured flowers, with white flowers, with

purple flowers, with yellow flowers, with blue

standard petals and white falls, with blue standards

and yellow falls, with striped flowers, the broad-

leaved with blue flowers, the broad-leaved purple-

flowered, the sweet-scented blue-fiowcred, the

sweet-scented purple flowered, with variegated

sweet-scented flowers, and the double-flowered.

The thirteenth has a fleshy root, the thickness

of the thumb, spreading horizontally near the

surface, blackish on the out side, reddish and
spongy within, the upper part covered with nu-
merous ridged fibres, the lower part sending

down many long, whitish, wrinkled, stringy

roots : the leaves from the root two or three

feet long, upright, an inch or more in breadth,

striated, having a prominent longitudinal mid-
rib, equal to the scape, deep green, smooth :

stem-leaves shorter, forming a sheath at the bot-

tom : scapes from one to three feet in height,

upright, alternately inclined from joint to joint,

round or flatted a little, smooth and spongy ; the

peduncles axillary, flat on one side, and smooth
;

each sustaining two or three flowers, the t«'o outer

(when there are three) having one sheath, and
middle flower two. It is common in most pans
of Europe j flowering at the end of June, or the

beginning of July.

The fourteenth species has a thick, tufted,

fibrous root : the leaves grass-green, when broken
emitting a strong odour, not much unlike that of

hot roast beef at the first scent. They are acute

and nerved, rather shorter than the scape ; which
is single, cylindrical, but angular on one side,

jointed, sheathed with alternate spalhaceous

leaves, two feet high, bearing several flowers.

It is a native of France, &c.
The fifteenth has the root white within, black

without, the thickness of the thumb, having

white fibres, and bristlv at top, with the remains

of leaves : the scape compressed, upright, joint-

ed, sheathed with alternate leaves, many-flower-

ed, the length of the leaves, or a little higher, a

foot in length: the leaves narrow, sharp, curvcd-

in at the tip, nerved and smooth, as is the whole
plant : the spathcs membranaceous, acute,

brownish, shorter than the peduncles, very thin

at the edge and tip : the peduncles two or three

inches long, round, slender, upright, one-flov.'er-

ed: the flowers elegant, but without scent : claws
of the outer petals channelled, green on the out-

side, yellow on the inside, streaked with dark
purple : border flat, rounded-ovate, blunt, quite

entire, pale at the base, then blue with deep-blue

streaks : inner petals spatulate, blunt, iqjright,

shorter, bluer and streaked. It is a native of
Virginia, flowering here in June and July.

The sixteenth species has the scape jointed,

bifid at the top, or simple, many-flowered, higher

than the leaves, two feet in length : the leaves

alternate, sheathing; the upper ones gradually

shorter : the flowers blue, large. Mr. Curtis re-

marks, that it has, for the most part, a stalk

unusually crooked or elbowed. It is a native of
North America, flowering in May and June.

The seventeenth has the scape round or round-
ish, covered with the sheaths of leaves, many-
flowered, longer than the leaves, a foot high

:

the leaves falcated, acute, striated, nerved : spathes

membranaceous at the edge : the larger pe-

tals dilated at the base with dusky veins ; lesser

snowy-white, with yellowish veins at the base :

stigmas snowy-white. From its being the high-
est of the species of Iris cultivated in gardens,

Mr. Curtis has named it TalL Iris. It is a na-
tive of the Levant, flowering in July.

The eighteenth species has tufted fibrous roots,

from which arise many grass-like leaves about
nine inches long ; from between them come out
the stalks, which are shorter than the leaves, and
support onepurple flower withblue standards. It

flowers in May, and is a nativeofNorth America.
The nineteenth has an oval bulbous root, from

which come out five or six pale-green leaves,

hollowed like the keel of a boat, about six inches

long, and one inch broad at the base, ending in

points : between these the ilower-stalk arises,

which is seldom above three inches high, sup-

porting one or two flowers, inclosed in spathes :
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these have erect petals or stanJanls, of a pale

sky-blue colour, and three reflexed petals or talis,

which on their outside are ot the same colour,

but the lip has a yellow streak running through
the middle, and on each side are many dark spots,

with one large deep-purple spot at the bottom :

the leaves are striated and nerved, unequal, and a

span in length. It is a native of Persia.

This is greatly esteemed for the beauty and
extreme sweetness of its flowers, as also for its

early appearance in the spring, being generally

in perfection in February or the beginning of

March, according to the season.

Martvn observes, that " like the Hyacinth

and Narcissus, it will blow within doors in a

water-glass, but stronger in a small pot of sand

or sandy loam, and a few flowers will scent a

whole apartment."

The twentieth species has narrow, flat, glass-

like leaves, about a foot long, of a light-green

colour ; between these arise the stalks about six

inches hio-h, havino- two narrow leaves much
longer than the stalks : the flowers two or three,

small : the petals have a broad yellow line with

purple stripes ; the three falls are of a light pur-

ple colour striped with blue, and have a convex

ridge running along them : the others are of a

reddish purple variegated with violet ; they have

a scent like fresh plums. It is a native of

Austria, flowering in June.

The twenty-first has a knobbed root, blackish

on the outside, whitish within, with long pale

fibres : the stem round, very slightly compressed,

straight or a little flexuose, from two to three

feet in height, taller than the leaves : the flowers

commonly two, on short peduncles, each in-

volved in its spathe ; sometimes there are three
;

they have no scent : the colour blue-purple; but

under the stigmas the rel'ex petals are more in-

clined to red : upright petals f!at, and usually

quite entire. According to Miller, the flowers

have light blue standards, and purple variegated

falls, having a broad while line in the middle
instead of the beard. It is a native of Germany,
&c. flowering in Julv.

The twenty-second species has a higher stem,

the scape a foot high or more, dividing at top,

three flowered ormanv-'lowered, longer than the

leaves; which arenerved and flat: theHowers blue,

in brown scariose spathes : the inner petals are

upright: the germ trigonal, not grooved at the

angles. It is a native of Siberia, Sec. flowering in

May and June.

The twenty-third has a solid sub-bulbose root,

surrounded by whitish fibres, and throwing out

other tubers : the stem upright, roundish, two
feet high, simple: the root-leaves acuminate,
quite entire, somewhat rigid, distich, flat, keeled

at the base, above simple, from upright spread-

ing, few : the flowers few, coming out succes-
sively from the same spathe, yellow, without
scent, peduncled : the petals have a black shin-

ing glandular hole or pit, like that which is com-
mon to several species of Ranunculus. It is a
native of Martinico ; flowering in November and
December.
The twenty-fourth species has the scape round,

jointed, villose, simple, a foot high, sustaining

one or two flowers : the leaf somewhat channel-

led, striated, villose, the length of the scape :

the spathes acute, striated, smooth, two inches

long: the peduncles subancipital, one-flowered,,

smooth: all the petals united at the base : the

three outer several times bigger than the others,

ovate, obtuse, entire ; the three inner much nar-
rower and shorter by half, lanceolate, acute.

This beautiful flower is orange-coloured, with
black spots and dots at the base, and a hart-

shaped blue spot above the base, which at bot-
tom is tomentose and black. It is a native of
the Cape.
The twenty-fifth has a tuberous root ; there

arise from it five or six long narrow four-cor-

nered leaves, and from between these the stalk,

supporting one small flower, of a dark purple

colour. It flowers in April, but does not pro-

duce seeds in tliis climate. It is a native of the

Levant.

Culture.—Most of the sorts may be readily

increased, by parting the roots or separating the

off-sets from the bulbs, and planting them out
in the situations where they are to flower; the

first sort in the autumn, or very early in the

spring, and the latter in the close of summer,
when the leaves decay, managing them in the

same manner as other bulbs. As they in-

crease and spread rapidly in their roots, they

should be divided and taken ofi" every two or three

years.

New varieties of the different sorts may be

raised from seed, by sowing it in the autumn ia

a bed of light sandy mould. The plants come
up in the following spring, and in the autumn
may be transplanted where they are to grow.
They flower a year or two afterwards.

The bulbous - rooted sorts succeed best irk

such soils as are of the light, sandy, loamy kind.

The last sort answers most perfectly in such

aspects as are towards the east, the roots being
prevented from going too deep.

As the second sort is liable to be injured by
severe winters, a few should be planted in pots

to have protection. This sort is well suited for

forcing.

When planted in the open ground, it requires

a rather dry soil and situation.
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The Cape sorts should be retained in the dry

stove, and be propagated and managed in the

same manner as other bulbous- rooted plants of

the same kind.

All the sorts are proper for aflTording variety

in the borders, clumps, and other parts of plea-

sure-grounds ; and some of the more tender

sorts among potted plants of similar growths.

IRON-WOOD. See Sidkroxylon.
ITEA, a genus containing plants of the har-

dy deciduous shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandrla

Moiiogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Rhododendra.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a one-

leafed pcrianthium, tive-clcft, upright : segments

ianceolate, acute, permanent, coloured : the co-

rolla has five petals, sessile, lanceolate, acuminate,

spreading, deciduous : the stamina liave five

awl-shaped, upright filaments, the length of the

corolla, inserted into the base of the ealvx : an-

thers roundish, incumbent: the pistilluni is an

©vate superior germ : style permanent, cylindri-

cal, thelength ofthe stamens : stigmas two, blunt:

the ptricarpium is an ovate capsule, longer than

the calyx, nmcron^itcd by the style, two-celled,

two-valved, many-seeded : the seeds very small,

oblong, and shining.

The species cultivated are: 1, /. Virginica,

Virginian Iteaj 2. / cyrilla, Entire-leaved Itea.

The first is a shrub six or seven feet high, send-

ing out many brandies from the bottom to top

:

the leaves are alternate, slightly serrate, Teflex,

veined, light green. At the extremity of the

same year's shoots, in the month of July, are

produced fine spikes of white flowers, three or

four inches long, and erect. When this shrub
is in vigour, it is entirely covered with these

flowers, making a fine appearance. It is a native

of North America.
The second species is also a shrub, three feet

m height : the stem is upright, somewhat
branched, round, ash-coloured : branches alter-

nate or scattered, spreading, angular, rufous,

smooth: the leaves alternate, blunlish, revolute,

with the edges a little waved, one-nerved : the

midrib marked with lines above, prominent un-
derneath, smooth, paler underneath, dry, spread-
ing, fiat, permanent, three inches long, and an
inch wide : the petioles very short, cylindric be-
low, flat above, reddish : the racemes very many,
lateral at the base of the new shoots, one from
each bud, on short peduncles, spreading,froin four
to six inches long ; the flowers are scattered, pcdi-
celled, spreading, white, two or three lines in dia-
meter. It is a native of Carolina, flowering in

July and August.
Culture.—The first is capable of being in-

creased by layers, which should be laid down in

the autumn, when they will put out roots so as to

be fit to take oft" by the following autumn, when
they may be removed into the nursery, or the

places where they are to grow. It does not suc-

ceed well on dry gravelly soils.

It may also be raised from seed, by sowing it

in the spring, as soon as procured from abroad.

The second sort may be increased by la)crs or

cuttings, planted in pots of good mould in the

spnng; in the latter case, placing them in a mild

hot-bed till they have stricken root, afterwards

removing them into separate pots, placing them
in airy situations in the green-house.

The first is very ornamental in the borders and

clumjis, and the latter among green-house col-

lections.

I VA, a genus containing plants of the hardy,

deciduous, shrubby, and herbaceous annual

kinds.

It belongs to the class and order JSIoncccia

Peiitandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Compositce Nucamejitacecp.

The characters are: that the calyx is com-
mon roundish : leaflets about five, subovate,

blunt ; almost equal, permanent, containing very

many florets : the corolla compound convex :

coroilets male, very many in the disk ; female five

in the ray
;
proper, males one-petalled, funnel-

form, five-toothed, the length of the calyx

;

females none : stamina males, five filaments,

bristle-shaped, the length of the corollct : an-

thers erect, approximating : the pistillum fe-

males, oblong germ, the length of the calyx :

styles two, capillary, long: stigmas acute : there

is no pcricarpium : calyx unchanged : the seeds

solitary, naked, the length of the calyx, at top

thicker, blunt : the receptacle chafty ; charts li-

near, and interior.

7"he species are: I. /. annua, Aimual I'/a;

2. 1.frulescens, Shrubby Iva, or Bastard Jesuit"s-

bark-Tree.

The first is an annual plant, with an herba^

ceous stalk, rising from two to three feet high,

sending out several branches from the sides :

the leaves have three deep longitudinal veins and
are serrate : the stalks and branches are termi-

nated by small clusters of pale blue flowers,

which appear in July, and the seeds ripen in au-
tunm. It is a native of South America.
The second species hasslenderwoodv branches,

eight or ten feet high : the leaves serrate ; the

branches terminated by small clusters of jidle

purple flowers. It is a native of Virginia, flower-

ing in August.
Cultuiv.—The first sort is raised by sowing

the seeds on a moderate hot-bed in the spring,

and when the plants are fit to remove, placing
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'them in another hot-bed, treating them as the

less tender annual sorts.

In the second sort, tlie young branches should

be layed down in the spring, when they will have

put out roots in about six months ; or cuttings

may be planted in a shady border in May, and

when they have taken root, removed with earth

about their roots to the places where they are to

grow. It succeeds best in a dry soil and warm
sheltered situation.

The first affords ornament among the less ten-

der annuals, and the latter in the warm borders

and clumps in shrubberies.

JUDAS TREE. See Cercis.

JUGLANS, a genus containing plants of the

hardy deciduous tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia

Polyandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Amentacece.

The characters are: that in the male flowers

the calyx is a cylindrical ament, imbricate-

scattered all round, with one-flowered scales,

turned outwards : perianthium elliptic, flat, six-

parted : segments upright - concave, blunt

:

there is no corolla : the stamina have many
filaments (eighteen to twenty-four, twelve to

twenty-four) very short : anthers oval : female

flowers heaped: the calyx is a one-leafed peri-

anthium, bell-shaped, four-cleft, upright, very

short, one-flowered : the corolla one-petalled,

four-cleft, upright, acute, a little larger than

the calyx : (none :) the pistillum is an oval

germ, large, inferior : style very short : (styles

two :) stigmas two, large, reflex, jagged at top :

the pericarpium is a dry drupe, oval, large, one-

celled : the seed a nut, very large, roundish,

netted - grooved, half- four-celled : (corticated,

two - valved : nucleus four - lobed, variously

grooved.

The species cultivated are : \.J. regio, Com-
mon Walnut-tree ; 2. J. o/Zia, White Walnut-
tree, or Hickery; 3. J. nigra. Black Walnut-
tree.

The first is a very large and lofty treee, with

strong spreading boughs : the leaves pinnate,

with a very strong but not unpleasant smell : the

leaflets three pairs (sometimes two or four),

nearly equal, except that the odd one is larger

;

they are entire, smooth, and shining : the male

flowers in close, pendulous, suhlemiinating

aments : the females scattered, frequently two

or three together: fruit an ovate, coriaceous,

smooth drupe, inclosing an irrcOTlarly grooved

nut, which contains a four-lobed, oily, eatable

kernel, with an irregular knobbed surface, and

covered with a yellow skin. It is a nalive of

Persia.

Marlyn remarks, that as " they all vary again

when raised from the seed, and that as nuts from
the same tree will produce different fruit : per-

sons who plant the Walnut for its fruit, should
make choice of the trees in the nurseries, when
they have their fruit upon them."

There are several varieties, as the Oval Wal-
nut, tltc Round Walnut, the Large Walnut, the

Small -fruited Walnut, the Double Walnut,
the Early Walnut, the Late Walnut, the Ten-
der Thin-shelled Walnut, and the Hard Thick-
shelled Walnut.
The second species has the leaves composed of

two or three pairs of oblong lobes, terminated
by an odd one ; these are of a light green, and
serrate ; the lower pair of lobes are the smallest,

and the upper the largest : the fruit is shaped
like the common Walnut, but the shell is not
furrowed, and is of alight colour. According to

some, it is a tall tree. In North America, where
it prevails, it is termed Iliccory Nut-tree.

The third grows to a large size : the leaves are

composed of five or six pairs of leaflets, which,

end in acute points and are serrate ; the lower
pair is the least, the others gradually increase,but

the pair 'at top and the terminating leaflet are

smaller : these leaves when bruised emit a strong

aromatic flavour, as does also the outer cover of
the nuts, which is rough, and rounder than that

of the first sort. The shell is very hard and
thick, and the kernel small, but very sweet to

the taste.

Culture.—All the sorts are capable of being in-

creased by planting the seed or nuts, which in the

first sort should be of the best varieties when in-

tended as fruit trees, after they are become per-

fectly ripe, and have been preserved in dry sand
till about the end ofFebruary, either in slight drills,

five or six inches apart in the rows, and a foot

distant, or by the dibble, at the same distances,

putting them in to the depth of two or three

inches, the ground having been previously well

dug over. When the plants have had two years

growth in the seed-bed, they should be removed
into nursery rows, shortening the tap roots, but

preserving the tops entire, putting them at the

distance of two feet and a half from vow to row,

and a foot and half in the rows : they should

remain in this situation till they have attained

five or six feet in height, training them with

single stems ; after which they may be removed
into the situations where they are to grow.

When the trees are intended for timber, it is

a good practice to plant them out at once where

they are to grow, as they thrive faster, and form
better trees.

In raising the Walnut for fruit, Mr. Bout-

cber, however, reconmiends flat stones, tile-

sherds, or slates, to be buried eight inches deep.
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under the nuts when they are set : the distance

to be six inches, and the depth two inches.

After two seasons they should be removed early in

autumn, and planted fourteen or sixteen inches

asunder, on the same kind of bottom, or any

hard ruhbish, to prevent them from striking

downwards, and to induce them to spread their

roots on the surface. At the end of two or

three years this should be repeated again, mak-
ing the bedding at the depth of fifteen or sixteen

inches, and planting tiieni two feet asunder

:

here let them remain three or four years, when
they will be fit to remove for the last time. The
soil for fruit-trees should be dry and sound, with

a sandy, gravelly, or chalky botton). The trees

managed in Ihis way> he says, will have higher

flavoured fruit, ripen earlier, and bear a plenti-

ful crop twenty years sooner than in the usual

method. The best manure for them is ashes,

spread the beginning of winter, the land having

been first ploughed or dug over.

And as plants raised from the inits of the

same tree bear fruit of very different qualities, he
advises tlie inarching one of the best sorts on
the common Walnut-tree ; by which method
the planter is secure of his sort, and will have

fruit in one-third of the time that he would ob-

tain it from the nut. This method can, how-
ever, be practicable only in few situations. The
length of time in which the Walnut bears well

from the nut is about twenty years.

The nuts of the two other sorts are procured

from America by the nurserymen.

The first sort is cultivated for ornament, as

•well as the nut or fruit which it affords. The
fruit is used in two different stages of its growth;

-i--as, when green, to pickle ; and when ripe, to

eat the kernel. For the first purpose, the young-

green Walnut, when about half or near three

parts grown, before the outer coat and internal

shell. become hard, is most excellent; for which
they are generally ready in July or the fol-

lowing month, and should be gathered by hand,
chusingsuchasareas free from specks as possible.

The fruit is discovered to be fully ripe by the

outer husk easily separating from the nut, or by
the husks sometimes opening, and the nuts

dropping out ; it is usually about the latter end
of September, which, in trees of considerable

growth, is commonly beaten down with long

poles ; for, as the Walnuts grow mostly at the

extremity of the branches, it would, in very
large spreading trees, be troublesome and tedious

work to gather them by hand. As soon as ga-
thered, they should be laid in heaps a few days
to heat and sweat, to cause their outer husks,

which closely adhere, to separate from the shell

of the uutsj then be cleaned from the rubbishy

and deposited in a dry room for use, cover-
mg them over close with dry straw, a foot thick,
where they will keep three or four months.
They are always ready sale at market, in large
towns, where, at their first coming in, they are
brought with their husks on, and sold by the
sack, or bushel, but afterwards cleaned, and
sold both by measure and the thousand.

Plantations of these trees are therefore profitable,

in their annual crops of fruit, while growino-,
and in their timber, when felled or cut down.

These, as well as the other sorts, may many
of them be admitted into clumps and planta-
tions, in large pleasure-grounds, for variety.

After one or two years the other sorts are nearly
as hardy as the first ; but till that lime should
be protected against frosts in the winter season.
JUNIPERUS, a genus containing plants of

the evergreen tree and shrub kinds.
It belongs to the class and order Dioecia Mo-

nadelphia, and ranks in the natural order of Co-
nij'erce.

The characters are : that in the male the calyx
is a conical ament, consisting of a common
shaft, on which are disposed three opposite
flowers in triple opposition; a tenth terminating
the ament : each flower has for its base a broad,
short, incumbent scale affixed to the column of
the receptacle: there is no corolla : the stamina
have filaments (in the terminal flosculc) three,
(four to eight), awl-shaped, united below into
one body : (in the lateral flowers scarce mani -

fest:) anthers three, distinct in the terminal
flower, but fastened to the calycine scale, in the la-

teral ones : in the females the calyx is a three- parted
perianthium, very small, growing to the germ,
permanent : the corolla has three petals, perma-
nent, rigid, acute : the pistillum is an inferior

germ : styles three, simple : stigmas simple :

the pericarpium is a fleshy berry, roundish,
marked on the lower part with three opposite
obscure tubercles (from the calyx having grown
there), and at the tip by three teeth (which be-
fore were the petals), umbilicated : the seed
three ossicles, convex on one side, cornered on
the other, oblong.

The species cultivated are: \ . J. communis.
Common Juniper; 2. J. Ox^/cedrus, Brown-
berried Juniper ; 3, J. tliur'ifera, Spanish Ju-
niper; 4. J. Barbade?iiis, Barbadoes Juniper;
5. J. Bermudiana, Bermudas Juniper ; 6. J.
Subina, Savin; 7. J. Virginlana, Virginian
Juniper, or Red Cedar; 8. J. P/icenicea, Phce-
nician Juniper, or Cedar; y. J. Lycia, Lycian
Juniper, or Cedar.

The first is a low shrub, seldom rising more
than three feet high, sending out many spread-
ing tough branches, which incline on every
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side, covered with a smooth, brown, or reddish

bark, with a tinge of purple : the leaves narrow,
awl-shaped, ending in acute points, placed by
threes round the branches, pointing outwards,

bright grten on one side, and gray on the other,

continuing through the year : the male flowers

are sometimes on the same plant with the fe-

males, but at a distance from them; but they

are commonly on distinct plants : the female

flowers are succeeded by roundish berries, which
are first green, but when ripe of a dark purple

colour, continuing on the bush two years. It

is conuiion in all the northern parts of Europe.
The second species has the branchlets three-

sided : the leaves sessile (by no means adnate),

altogether as in the first sort, but larger in all

the parts : berries rufescent, the size of a hazel-

nut : the height ten or twelve feet, branched the

whole length : branches small and taper, having
no angles, as most of the other Junipers have :

the male flowers at the ends of the branches in

conical scaly aments: the berries below from the

side of the same branch : it is feathered from
top to botton), if left untouched from the first

planting, or if not crowded with other trees:

the short sharp-pointed leaves give the shrub a

fine look ; and the large brownish red berries

have a handsome appearance when ripe. It is a

native of Spain.

The third grows to the height of twenty-five

or thirty feet, and sends out many branches,
which form a sort of pyramid : the leaves are

acute, lying over each other in four rows, so as

to make the branches four-corned : the berries

very large, and black when ripe. It is a native of
Spain.

The fourth species lias been confounded with
the Bernuidas Cedar; but the branches spread
very wide, the leaves are extremely small, and
are every where imbricate : the bark is rugoed,
splits otF in strings, and is of a very dark co-
lour : the berries are smaller than those of the
Bermudas Cedar, and are of a light brown co-
lour when ripe. It is a native of the West In-
dies, where it rises to be one of the largest timber
trees.

The fifth, or Bermudas Cedar, whilst young,
has acute-pointed leaves, which spread open,
and are ])laced by threes round the branches;
but as the trees advance their leaves alter, and
the branches become four-cornered : the leaves

are very short, and lie over each other by fours

round the branches : the berries are produced
towards the ends of the branches, and are of a

dark red colour, inclining to purple : the wood
has a very strong odour. It is a native of Ame-
rica.

Tlie sixth is divided into two species by Mil-

ler; the Common, or Cypress-leaved, and the
Tamarisk-leaved, or Berry-bearing Savin. In
the first the branches grow more erect, the leaves

are shorter, and end in acute points, which
spread outwards : it rises to the height of seven
or eight feet, and produces great quantities of
berries. The second sends out its branches ho-
rizontally, and seldom rises more than three or

four feet high, but spreads to a considerable di-

stance every way : the leaves are very short, acute-

pointed, running over each other along the

branches, with the ends pointing upwards: the

berries are smaller than those of the first, but
of the same colour, and a little compressed :

the whole plant has a very rank odour whea
handled. It is a native of the South of Europe.

There is a variety with variegated leaves.

The seventh has the leaves mutually opposite

by threes, fastened at the base by their inner
side, in the new shoots imbricate in four rows,

giving them the appearance of being quadran-
gular; the year following these spread from the

branch at an acute angle, and appear to be dis-

posed in six rows or longitudinal phalanges : the

berry dark blue, covered with a white resinou*

meal. It is a native of North America, &c.
There are varieties, as the Swedish, or Tree

Juniper, which rises to the height of ten or
twelve (even sixteen or eighteen) feet : the

branches grow more erect than those of the

common Juniper; the leaves are narrower, end
in more acute points, and are placed further

asunder on the branches : the berries also are

longer.

The Alpine, or Mountain Juniper, which has
the leaves broader and thicker: the berries rather

oval than spherical.

The eighth species grows with its branches in

a pvramid : the lower ones have short, acute-

pointed, grayish leaves, pointing outwards;
but those on the upper branches are dark-green
and imbricate, ending, liowever, in acute

points : the male flowers are produced at the ex-
tremity of the branches, in a loose, scaly, coni-

cal ament, standing erect on a short peduncle:
the fruit is sometimes upon the same tree, at a

distance from the male flowers, but more gene-
rally on separate trees : the berries pale yellow
when ripe, about the size of those of the first

sort. It is a native of the South of Europe.
The ninth has the branches growing erect,

and covered with a reddish-brown bark : the
leaves small, obtuse: the male flowers at the
ends of the branches in a conical ament; and
the fruit single from the axils behnv them, on
the same branch: the berries large, oval, and
when ripe brown. It is a native "of the South
of France.
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Culture.—All these plants, except the fifth

sort, may be incffascd either by seeds, layers,

or cuttings. The latter methods are proper for

the Savin kinds.

The seeds or berries should be sown in beds

of light earth, in the early autunni or spring,
* but the former is the better in light soils, in a

• warm sheltered situation, in the open ground,

being well raked in. The beds should be kept

perfectly clear from weeds, and the young plants

be occasionally watered during the summer sea-

son. When the plants have had two years'

growth in these beds, and are become strong,

they should be removed into nursery rows at two

feet apart, and a foot or eighteen inches distant

in the rows. They should remain in these situ-

ations till of proper growth to be planted out

where they are to remain.

The layers of the young branches should be

laid down at either of the above seasons, and,

when well rooted taken oft", and planted in the

nurserv, in the same manner as the seedling

plants.

The cuttings should be made from the young

branches, and be planted in a shady border, in

the latter end of summer, watering them occa-

sionally till they have stricken good root j when

they may be taken up with earth about their

roots, and be managed in the same manner as

by the other methods.

The plants raised in these last ways seldom

grow so upright, or to so large a size, as in the

seed method.

The common upright and striped Savins may
likewise be increased by planting slips of the

young branches; for the last sort the most va-

riegated being made use of, in the latter end of

summer, or in the autumn, in a shaded border,

due water being given. When the plants are

come up, theymustbemanagedasthe other sorts.

The fifth sort must be sown in pots or tubs,

at the same seasons as the other sorts, being

placed in a frame to have the protection of

glasses when the weather is frosty and severe.

As the seeds are long in coming up, the mould

in the pots. Sec. must remain undisturbed till

they appear, being shaded from the sun, and

slicrhtly watered occasionally. The young plants

should be kept quite free from weeds, and be

duly watered till they have attained sufficient

erowth to be removed into separate small pots,

filled with light earth, which is generally when
from one to two years old. In removing them,

they should have balls of earth preserved about

their roots, and be watered, and placed in a

warm situation. The best season for this is in

the early spring. But it is of great advantage

to plunge the pots in a mild hot-bed. They
VoL.U.

must be protected in the winter, either in frames,
or under a warm fence, the pots being plunged
in the earth. When they have been removed into
different larger pots till of sufficient large growth,
they may be planted out where thty arc to

grow, which should be in a warm situation. It

IS proper to shelter them the firsi fo winters
during severe frosts, by mats, or other siiijilar

coverings.

The proper periods for remo\ing all the dif-

ferent sorts into the open ground, are in the
early autumn or spring months.

These plants all succeed in the open ground,
and grow in any common soil and situation,

with other hardy plants of the tree kind, though
they are the ujost prosperous in a light sandy
soil, where the aspect is sheltered.

In placing these kinds of plants in theelumps
and shrubbery plantations, attention should be
had to arrange them according to their degrees

of growth, so as to exhibit a regular gradation
of height, placing the low-growing sorts, as

the connnon Juniper and Saviii kinds, towards
the fionts, and the other larger growing sorts

more backwards, in assemblage with other or-

namental shrubs and trees of the evergreen

tribe; and some may be placed as single stand-

ards, onopen spacesof short grass, in the pleasure-

ground quarters. Some of the large-growing

sorts may also be introduced into the forest-tree

plantations; as they have a fine effect, and
afford excellent timber for many uses, more par-

ticularly the \'irginia Cedar, which arrives at a

considerable size, especially when the under
branches are trimmed off" occasionally while

votmg.
.ILJPITER'S BEARD. See Anthvllis.
JUSITCfA, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby and herbaceous kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dlnndrla

Ulunogjjnia, and ranks in the natural order of

PersonalcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed pcrianthium, very Email, five -parted,

acute, upright, narrow : the corolla one-petal-

led, ringent: tube gibbose : border two-lipped:

lip superior oblong, cmarginate : lip inferior,

of the same length, reflex, trifid : the stamina

have two awl-shaped filaments, hid under the

upper lip: anthers upright, bifid at the base:

the pistillum is a top-shaped germ : style fili-

form, length and situation of the stamens

:

stigma simple : the pericarpLum is an oblong
capsule, obtuse, narrowed at the base, two-
celled, two-valvcd : the partition opposite to

the valves, gaping with an elastic claw : the

seeds roundish.

The species cultivated are; 1. J, scxangidaris,
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Chickweed-leuved Justicia; 2. J. ScorpioiJcs,

Scorpion-tail Vera Cmz Justicia; 3. J. Ecbo-

liiim, Long-spiked Justicia; 4. J. Adhatoda,

Malabar Nut; j. J. Iiyssopifoiia, Snap-tree.

The (irst is an annual plant, with an upright

stalk, having six angles, rising two or three

feet high, and dividing into many branches:

the leaves opposite, an inch and half long, and

one inch broad ; smooth, as are also the stalks :

at each joint come out clusters of small bractes

:

long before the stalks decay, most of the leaves

fairoff", having only these bractes : the flowers

are in small spikes at the side of the branches,

sitting very close : they are of a beautiful car-

mine colour. It is a native of La Vera Cruz,

&c.
The second species has a brittle stem, five or

six feet high, sending out many branches : the

leaves two inches long, and one inch broad,

hairv, opposite: the flowers large, of a carmine

colour, and ranged on one side of the spike. It

is a native of La Vera Cruz.

The third has a roundish stem, compressed,

jointed : the leaves petioled, smooth, acuminate,

quite entire : the spike strobile-shaped, with

spreading, upright bractes : it grows five feet

hii'fh : the flowers grov/ in very long spikes from

the end of the branches, and are of a greenish

colour, with a shade of blue. It is a native of

the Flast Indies.

The fourth species rises here with a strong

woody stem to the height of twelve or fourteen

feet, sending out many spreading branches : the

leaves more than six inches long, and three

inches broad, placed opposite: the flowers on

short spikes at the end of the branches. It

flowers in July, and is a native of Ceylon.

The fifth has the stem from three to four feet

hioh, sending out branches on every side from

the bottom, so as to form a pyramid ; they are

covered with a white bark : the leaves entire,

near two inches long, and one third of an inch

broad, smooth, stiff, deep green, opposite: at

the base of the foot-stalks come out clusters of

smaller leaves, of the same shape and texture :

the peduncles short : the flowers white, with

long calyxes : the capsules oblong, ^vhen ripe

throwing out their seeds, whence the name of

Snap-tree. It is a native of the Canary islands.

Culture.—Tliese plants may be increased,

some of them by seeds, and the others by layers

and cuttings ; but the latter modes are mostly

practised, as the seeds arc obtained with difli-

cullv.

Where the seeds are capable of being pro-

cured, they may be sown in small pots filled

with light fresh earth, in the early spring, being

plunged in a Ijot-bed of b.irk, watering the

mould of the pots moderately when it becomes-

dry. As they often remain long before the

plants appear, the pots should not be dis-

turbed, but be kept in the hot-bed. When the

plants appear, fresh air should be admitted in.

mild weather, and slight waterings given ; and
when they have attained a few inches in growth, •
they should be removed into separate pots filled

with freshearth, replunging them in thehot-bed,

watering and shading them till they have taken

fresh root; air being then freely admitted, and as

the season grows warm, duewaterings being given.
As they advance in growth, they should be ?

placed in larger pots, taking care not to over-

pot them, keeping them constantly in the hot-
bed.

The layers should be laid down in the early

spring, in pots filled with light earth, a little

water being given at the time.

The cuttings may be made from the young
shoots, and planted in pots filled with the same
sort of earth in the later spring or summer
months, giving them a little water, and plun-
ging them in the hot-bed of bark in the stove,

due shade being given.

When the plants have become perfectly root-

ed, they may be taken oif, or removed into se-

parate pots, keeping them constantly in the stove

or green-house, according as they are more or
less hardy. The two first sorts are the most
hardy ; the others succeeding best in the hot-
house or stove.

The two first afford ornament and variety

among the other potted plants of the less tender

sorts, and the other among those of the stove

kinds.

IVY. See Hedera.
IXIA, a cenus containing plants of the her-

baceoas, bulbous, and tuberous root peren-

nial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Triandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Ensatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a spathe,

bivalve, inferior, shorter than the corolla

:

valves oblong, permanent, the exterior wider,

sheathing the interior : the corolla one-petalled,

regular, superior: tube filiform, gradually en-
larged, straight : border regular, bell-shaped,

six-parted : divisions oblong, obtuse, equal,

spreading : the stamina have three filaments,

thread-subulate, inserted into the tube near the

orifice, shorter than the corolla : anthers oblong,

funxn\ed: the pistillum is an inferior, triangu-

lar germ : style simple, filiform, upright : stig-

mas three, filiform : the pericarpium is an ovate

capsule, three-sided, obtuse, three-celled, ihrcc-

valved : the seeds several, roundish, smooth.
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The sptcies cullivated are : I. /. Bulhocodium,

Crocus-leaved [xia; 2. I. Chinensis, Chinese
Ixia ; 3. /. rosea. Rose-coloured Ixia ; 4. /.

Imlhifera, Bulb-bearing Ixia; «. /. aristala,

Bearded Ixia; Q.I.flexiiosa, Bending-sialked Ixia;

7. /. polijstachki, Many-spiked Ixia; 8. /. macu-
lata. Spoiled Ixia; 9. /. croca/aj Crocus-flowered

Ixia.

The first has a roundish bulb, placed on the

Avithered bulb, double the size of a pea, white,

covered with a bay-coloured skin : the leaves

three or four, in the flowering plant radical, in

the fruiting cauline, spreading horizontally, half

a foot or thereabouts in length, smooth, sharp-

ish : the stem solitary, upright, two inches

high, above the uppermost leaf, convex on one

side, flat on the other ; in the fruiting plant a

little higher, in the cultivated one sometimes
half a foot in height : the spathe terminating,

two-valved : leaflets narrow-lanceolate, acute,

concave, opposite; one upright, green, almost

the length of the corolla; the other a little

shorter, green on the back, but otherwise mem-
branaceous and pellucid, patulous, whence the

flower becomes as it were lateral. It is inodo-

rous, and a native of Italy, flowering about

the middle of April.

It varies with white and yellow flowers, with
purplish and yellow flowers, with blue and
white flowers, with white flowers, and with
variegated flowers.

The second species has the scape round,

fistulous, jointed, upright, simple at bottom,
panicled-dichotomous or trichotomous at top,

smooth, almost the thickness of a finger, two
feet high : the leaves alternate, embracing, equi-

tant, acute, entire, striated, smooth, the lower

a little longer, about half the length of the

stem, a span long and more : the flowers from
the tips of the branches of the panicle, in um-
bels, from three to seven, peduncled : pedun-
cles striated, one-flowered, an inch long: the

spathe under the divisions and the umbel, wi-
thered. In India, the stalks rise to the height

«f five or six feet, but in this climate they are

seldom more than half that height. The flow-

ers are of a yellow colour within, and variegated

with dark red spots ; the outside is of an orange
colour: these appear in July and August, and
in warm seasons are succeeded by seeds. It is

a native of the East Indies, &c.
The third has an ovate bulb, smooth, sub-

truncated : the scape three- (or four-) cornered,

sheathed at bottom, branched, few-flowered,

smooth, from a hand to a span in height : the

leaves acute, grooved, smooth, the lowest,

vshich is the longest, frequently double the

length of the scape, or more, is lax and reflex
5

the two or three others are about the length of
the scape, and upright : the flowers at the ends
of the branches rather large, coming out one
alter the other: the outer spathe ovate, green

;

inner lanceolate, acute, membranaceous, sheath-
ing the capsule.

It varies with the three inner segments of the
corolla yellow, and the three outer green ; with
the three inner white-yellow, the three outer
greenish ; with the three inner blue-white, the
three outer greenish; with the three inner white,
the three outer green ; with corollas wholly yel-
low; or wholly blue, or rose-coloured with a yel-
low base; also in the size of the flowers.

The fourth species has the scape simple or
branched, somewhat compressed, striated,

smooth, sheathed at bottom with leaves, from a.

hand to a foot in height : the leaves nerved and
striated, distich, upright, smooth, a span long:
the flowers three or more, large, with the rachis
between the flowers flexuose : the spathe nerv-
ed and netted, gray, with a dusky tip : tube of
the corolla only a line in length : border divided
beyond the middle, but not to the tube : seg-
ments large, ovate-oblong, very blunt, spreading.

It varies with the corolla purple, red and
white, yellow; with the scape very short and
simple, higher and branched, and Ijulbiferous.

The fifth has a netted bulb, the size of a hazel
nut : the scape simple, round, upright, smooth,
from a hand to a foot in height and mere : the
leaves four or five, linear, five-nerved, the mid-
dle nerve and edges thicker, acute, upright,

shorter by half than the scape: the iiowers
pointing one way (very seldom one only) on
two branches, often from five to nine on a
scarcely flexuose rachis : the spathes submem-
branaceous, awn-toothed : the corollas white
flesh-coloured.

It varies with the segments of the borders of
the corolla of a deep and elegant purple-violet

colour within, three of them of the same colour

on the outside, but the three others alternately

of a pale dirty violet ; one of these with two on
the side of it has a double band in the throat

meeting at one end ; and, according to Mr.
Salisbury, with whitish corollas, having a purple

star, violet-coloured and yellow. In Miller's

figures, with the corolla of a beautiful purple on
the outside, but white within, and the stem
terminated by two or three flowers; with the

stalk terminated by two large flowers ; the out-

side of a violet colour, edged with white, and
the inside pale blue; and with one flower, and
the corolla of a most beautiful purple colour

both within and without.

The sixth species has a very small rouni! bulb

:

the leaves three or four, long, slender, grass-

E 3
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like, dark green: the stem very slender, round,

a foot Mvi bait' higii : at the top the flowers are

collected in a spike sitting close to the stalk, each

liaving a thin, dry spalhe, which covers the cap-

siilt after the flower is fallen. The corolla is

pine wliite, and small.

The seventh species has a hulb the size of a

hazel nut : the leaves three or four, mmy-ncrved,
npriaht, smooth, haU' the length of the scape

:

the scape round, smooth, upright, many-spiked,

from a foot to two feet in height : the branches

alternate, capillary, upright, a finger's length :

the flowers on the scape and branches in spikes, on
a flexuose rachi? of a finger's length : the spathes

submembranaceous and awned. 'Ihe flowers ap-

pear in May.
It varies with the corollas yellow and violet,

of one colour.

The eighth species has the bulb double the

size of a hazel nut : the leaves three, four, or

five, nianv-nerved, half the length of the scape:

the scape usually simple, seldom I'nany-s piked,

round, upright, from a span to a foot high and

more: branches filiform, uprigiit, or spreading

Very uiuch : flowers in terniinntiiig spikes, on a

flexuose rachis : spathes nieinbranaceousj gray

at the base, brown at the tip, somewhat jagged :

the corolla, above the mouth of the tube, has

a dusky spot at the base of the border.

According to Miller, the stalk is slender, stiff,

a foot and half long, naked to the top, where it

is terminated bv a round bunch of flowers, each

inclosed in an oblong spathc, which is perma-
nent, and splits open on one side : the flowers

are on short peduncles, deep yellow with a

dark-purple bottom. It flowers in May and
June.

The ninth has the bulb a little larger than a

hazel nut : the leaves about five, reflex-subfal-

cate, many-nerved, from an inch to a finger's

length, half or one-third of the length of the

scape : the scape simple, round, or branched,

somewhat flatted, flexuose, upright, smooth,
from a hand to a span in height : the branches
spreading very much, naked, like the scape :

the bractes gray at the base, ferruginous at the

tip, slightly toothed and jagged: the flower:>

pointing one way, handsome, bell-shaped, with

a short tube, orange-coloured with a paler hya-
line or transparent mark above the mouth of the

tube ; seldom two, but most commonly five or

seven. It is one of the handsomest of the Ixias,

and like other sorts becomes handsoipierand more
branched by cultivation.

It varies with a short, simple, few-flowered
scape, and a dark spot above the windowed or

hyaline one, with a lofty, many-spiked, many-
flowcrcd scape, and with bright red flowers.

Culture.—^Thcsc plants may be increased by

seeds or ofF-scts.

The seeds of such sorts as can be procured

should be sown in pots filled with light earth,

in the sprina:, plunging them in a mild hot-bed.

When the plants have attained some growth,

they should be removed into separate pots of the

same earth, being placed under the protection

of a frame till they have taken root. Tliey should

be placed during the winter in a hot-bed frame.

They may afterwards be removed into warm bor-

ders, being protected from frosts in the winter,

and a few retained in pots under the frame, or iix

a dry stove.

They are three or four years in flowering when-
raised from seeds.

The common way is therefore to increase thcn»-

bv planting oft-sets from the roots, which are

afforded in great plenty ; the proper season for

this is in the early spring, before the shooting

of the root, when the roots should be removed,
and the off- sets taken oti' and planted out.

The old roots should not be removed aftener

than every three years.

When the stems and leaves decay to the roots

in the borders in autumn, they should be cover-

ed over with tan a few inches thick, to protect

them from frost and the depredations of mice.

The hardy sorts serve to adorn the borders ia

the open ground, and the other tender sorts

among other potted green-house plants, that re-

quire protection in winter.

IXORA, a genus containing plants of the

flowering shrubby exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Teirandria

Motwgynia, and ranks in tlie natural order of
Stellafce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

parted perianthium, very small, upright, per-

manent: the corolla ane-pctalled, funnel-form:
tube cylindric, very long, slender: border four-

parted, flat : divisions ovate : the stamina have
four filaments, above the mouth of the corolla,

very short: anthers oblong: the pistillum is a
roundish, inferior, germ : style filiform, length

of the tube : stigma two-cleft : the pericarpium

a roundish berry, two-celled : the seeds by fours,

convex on one side, cornered on the other.

The species cultivated are : 1 . /. cocclnca,

Scarlet Ixora; 2, /. ulha, White Ixora.

The first has a woody stem, five or six feet

high, sending out many slender branches covered
with a brown bark : the leaves opposite, or three

or four at a joint: the flowers terminatino- '\i\

clusters ; they have very long slender tubes, arc

cut into four ovate segments, and are of a
deep red colour. It is a native of the East
Indies.
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The second species has a woody stern, six or

seven feet high, sending out weak branches :

the leaves arc opposite, sessile : the flowers ter-

minating in small clusters ; they have long slen-

der tubes, divided into four segments at top, and
are white, without scent. It is a native of the

East Indies.

Culture.—These plants may be increased hy

seeds, when they can be procured from the coun-
tries where they grow naturall v, as they do not per-

fect l!>eni in this climate. They should be sown
in small pots as soon as they arrive, and be plunged

into a hot-bed, when they arrive in autnnm or

winter seasons, the pots being plimged in the

tan-bed in the stove ; but when they come in the

spring, it is best to plunge them in a tan-bed

under frames. Tlie seeds sometimes come up
in about six weeks, if they are quite fresh ; other-

wise they lie in the ground four or five months.

or longci". The earth should therefore not be
thrown out of the pots till there arc no hopes
of their growing. When the plants come up,

and are fit to remove, they should be each planted

in a separate small pot, filled with light earth,

being preserved in the green-house or stove.

They may also be increased bv cuttings, which
should be planted during the sunmier months,
in small pots, and plimged into a moderate hot-

bed, covering them close either v. ith bell or hand
glasses, to exclude the external air, shading them
carefully from the sun in the heat of the day
until they have put out good roots, when thev

should be parted, and each put into a separate

pot, treating them as the seedling plants. Mr.
Curtis thinks it probable, that tlicsc plants are

less tender than is supposed.

Thev aftbrd variety among other stove orgrcen-

housc plants.

K iE M K iE M
KADANAKU. See Aloe.

K.EMPFEKIA, a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous perennial flowery kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monandria
Monogi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of

Scitaminece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a su-

perior perianthium, obscure : the corolla is one-

petalled : tube long, slender : border flat, six-

parted : the three alternate divisions lanceolate,

equal : the othertwodivisionsovate; theupperone
two-parted: the divisions obcordate : all equal in

length : the stamina have one membranaceous
filament, subovate, emarginate: anther linear,

doubled, entirely adnate, scarce emerging from
the tulje of the corolla : the pistillum is a round-

ish germ : style the length of the tube : stigma

two-plated, roundish : the pericarpium is a

roundish capside, three-sided, three-celled, three-

vah'ed : the seeds are several.

The species cultivated are: 1. A'. Galmiga,
Galangale ; 2. K. rotunda, Round Kasmpferia.

The first is an annual, stemless, juicy plant :

the root is bulbous, palmate, creeping, with ovate

smooth lobes, and awl-shaped thick siniple fibres:

the leaves are broad-ovate, forming a ring; next
the ground, quite entire, smooth, with many
longitudinal grooves, dark green, on short mem-
branaceou-s, subterraneous petioles, embracing

the inner ones: the flower radical, solitary,

sessile, juicy, very white, with a large violet spot
in the middle. It is a native of the East
Indies.

The second has the roots somewhat like those
of the first, but shorter, growing in large clusters,

covered with an ash-coloured skin, but within
white: from the roots arise the leaves, which
fold over each other at their base: they are six or
eight inches long, and three broad in the middle,
gradually ending in acute points; the flowers

arise immediately from the roots, each havino- a
spatha at bottom cut into two segments, which
closely embrace the foot-stalk : they have six

petals, the three lower which decline downward
are long and narrow, the two upper are divided

so deeply as to appear like a flower with four

petals, and the side petal is bifid : they are

of mixed colours, blue, purple, white, and
red, having a fragrant odour. It fiowers in

July and August, and is a native of the East
Indies.

Calture.—These plants are increased by partinor

the roots, and planting them out in the spring,

before they send forth new leaves, in pots of lioht

rich iTiould ; keeping them in the hot-house,
giving water plentifully in the summer, but
sparingly in the winter season.

They afford variety in stove collections.
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KALE. Sec Brassica.
KALMIA, a genus containing plants of the

hardy evercreen shrubby kind.

It beloiigs to the class and order Deeandria
Monog;/nia, and ranks in the natural order of
Bicoriies.

The chaiacteis are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianthium,small, permanent: segments
subovate, acute, rather columnar : the corolla
one-petalled, sal^'er-funnel-fornl: tubecylindric,
longer than the calyx : border with a flat disk

;

the margin upright, half-fi\'e-cleft : ten nectari-

ferous hornlets prcjeclingoutvvardlvfrom the co-
rolla, and surrounding ii where the border of it is

upright : the stamina have ten awl-shaped fila-

ments, upriglit-spreading, rather shorter than the
corolla, inserted mto the base of the corolla : an-
thers simple: the pistillum is a roundish germ:
style thread-form, longer than the corolla, bent
down : stigma obtuse : thepcricarpium a capsule,
Bubglobosp, depressed, five-celled, five-valved,

five-partite : the seed numerous.
The species cultivated are: I. K. lutifolia.

Broad-leaved Kalmia; 2. K. angustifolia, Nar-
row-leaved Kalmia; 3. K. glaiica. Glaucous
Kalmia; 4. K. hhsieta, Hairy Kalmia.
The first rises with a branching stalk to the

height of ten or tw-elve feet, with very stiff

leaves, which are two inches long and one broad,
of a lucid green on their upper side, but of a pale
green on their under : they have short foot-stalks,

and stand without order round the branches

:

between these the buds are formed for the next
year's flowers, at the extremity of the branches;
these buds swell during the autumn and spring
months, till the beginning of June, when the
flowers burst out from their empalements, form-
ing a round bunch, or corymbus, sitting very
close to the branch : they are of a pale blush
^colour, the outside of the petal a peach colour.
In its native soil it continues flowering a great
rpart of the summer, and is highly ornamental.
It is a native of Carolina.

The noxious qualities of this elegant shrub
:lessen its^alue.

The second -species rises from three to six feet

high, dividing into -small woody branches, which
.are very close, and covered with a dark-gray
bark : the leaves are stiff, about two inches lono-,

and half an inch broad, of a lucid green, placed
without order upon the branches, on slender
i'oot-stalks : the flowers are in loose bunches on
the side of the Ijranches, upon slender peduncles:
they are bright Ted when the}' first open, but
afterwards fade to a blush or peach -bloom
•colour.

There are varieties, with pale and deqp-Ted
flowers, diflering in their habit : the latter, the

most humble of the two, not only produces tlic

most brilliant flowers, but m greater abundance.
It is reputed poisonous to sheep and cattle ia
North America, where it is a native.

The third is much inferior in size to the ilrst,

rarely exceeding two feet in height. It is a na-
tiveof Newfoundland, flowering in April and May.

The fourth species is usually in height from
two to three feet, growing upright : the flowers
are about the same size with those of thv- pre-
ceding, are of a purple colour, and grow in ra-
cemes ; the stalk, leaves, and calvx are covered
with strong hairs. It is a native of Carolina.

Culture.—These plants are increased by seeJa,
layers, and suckers.

The first sort is mostly raised from -seeds firo-
cured from America, which should be sown in
pots or boxes of light sandy mould, in the
spring, plunging iheiii in an easterly border, or
in beds of light monld in the same aspect.
When placed on a gentle hot-bed they succeed
bettei^. They must, however, be inured to the
full air in suminer, being sheltered during the
winter from frost. When the plants have had
two years' growth, they may be removed into
separate pots, to be continued two or more years,
when they may be planted out in the open
ground in warm situations.

The second sort is mostly increased by layers,
which should be made from the young shoots,
and laid down in the early autumn. When they
are well rooted, in a year or two, they may be
taken ofl", and planted in pots separately filled

with bog earth, or in a warm border of the
same sort of earth. This is more hardy than
the former.

The third sort is increased in the same wav
as the first, and requires similar management.
The fourth is preserved with difficulty in this

cli-mate, but may be raised by layers.

The most of the plants may likewise te in-
creased by suckers, which should be taken oft"

and planted in the spring, in nursery rows, for
two or three years, wl«:n they may be removed
to the places where they are to grow.

These plants, in the more hardy sorts, afford

ornament and variety in the fronts of shrubbery
borders and clumps ; and in the more tender
sorts, among other potted oreen-housc plants.

KIDNEY-BEAN. See^FHASEoi.us.
KIDNEY-BEAN TREE. See Glycine.
KIDNEY-VF:TCH. Sec Anthyllis.
KIGGELAKIA, a genus conlaininff a plant

of the evergreen shrubbv kind.
It belongs to the class and order Dioecia De-

•candria, and ranks in the natural order of Co-
lumn'ijhdB.

The characters are: that in the male the calvx

1
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18 a one-leafed perianthium, five-parted, con-
cave : divisions lanceolate, concave : the corol-

la has five lanceoiale petals, concave, rather

longer than the calyx, and forming with it a

pitcher-shaped figure : nectary, glandules ob-
tusely three-lobed ; middle lobe largest, depres-

sed, coloured, each growing to the claw of each

petal : the stamina have ten filaments, very

small: anthers oblong, shorter than the calvx,

gaping at the tips witli two holes: female, the

calyx as in the male: the corolla as in the male :

thepistiilum is a roundish germ : styles five, sim-

ple : stigmas obtuse : the pericarpium is a lea-

thery, globose capsule, rough, one-celled, five-

valved : the seeds about eight, roundish, corner-

ed on one side, covered by a proper coat.

The species cultivated is K. JJ'iicana, Afri-

can Kiggelaria.

It is a tree exceeding the height of a man,
with the trunk and branches gray : the leaves

are alternate, lanceolate, petioled, smooth, stiff,

and straight, sharply serrate, acute, spreading :

the petioles roundish, without stipules, one
eighth of the length of the leaves: at the back

of the leaf, where the larger lateral vessels come
out, in the sinus or axil, there is a slight pubes-

cence with a cavity, which forms a prominence
on the upper surface of the leaf. On the male
plant, one or two branched peduncles bear se-

veral flowers, nodding, in a panicle ; the petals

are white, and the nectaries yellow. The female

produces a single flower on a simple peduncle

:

the fruit is a globular, rugged, one-celled, ber-

ried capsule, with a thick coriaceous rind, pu-

bescent on the outside, and rugged, with gra-

nular atoms. It grows naturally at the Cape of

Good Hope, where it rises to be a tree of mid-
dling stature ; but it does not grow to a great

mascnitude in this climate.

KITCHEN-GARDEN PLANTS, all such pi

Names and Sorts.
jigaricus campeitris, the field agaric or mush-

room .

All'mm, garlick, onion, leek, &c. Of the

first kind, large w^hite garlick—red garlick.

In the second, or rocambole.

In the third or onion, common oval Stras-

burgh onion—great oval Portugal onion—flat

white Spanish onion— flat red Spanish onion

—

silver-skinned onion— bulbless-rooted Welch
onion.

In the fourth, chives, or elves.

In the fifth, escalot, or shallot.

In the sixth, or Canada tree- onion.

In the seventh, or the leek, broad-leaved

Londou leek—narrow-leaved leek.

Culture.—The plants may be increased by
seeds, layers, and cuttings ; but the first is the

best method, as they root sparingly by layers

and cuttings.

The seeds should be sown in the early au-
tumn, in pots filled with fresh loamy earth,

plunging them in a hot-bed. When they have
a few inches growth, they should be removed
into separate small pots, replunging them
in the hot-bed ; and when well rooted they
should be gradually hardened to the open
air.

The layers should be made from the young
shoots of the same year, laying them down in

the summer.
The cuttings of the young shoots should ha.

planted in the spring, immediately before the

plants begin to shoot, in pots filled with soft

loamy earth, being plunged in a very moderate
hot-bed, and covered with glasses, to exclude the

air ; due shade being afibrded, and little water
given after the first planting. Such as strike

root may he removed into separate small pots

of loamy earth, and be exposed to the air in a

warm sheltered situation, till the autumn, when
they should be placed under the protection of
the green-house, and managed in the same way
as trees of the Orange kind.

They aflTord variety among potted plants of
the green-house kind.

KING'S SPEAR. See Asphodelus.
KITCHEN-GARDEN, that sort of Garden

which is principally destined to the growth of
different sorts of culinary vegetables and roots.

The land designed for this sort of garden
should be sufficiently spacious, of a good depth
and quality of mould, dry, and at the same
time well situated for warmth, and the influence

of the sun. See Garden.

ants as are cultivated for the purpose of food.

Modes of Culture.
Bythe spawn of the root, or invisible seed, run-

ning in lumps of earth or dung, in the autumn.
By the cloves of the root.

By the root and bulbs from the stalk.

By seed annually, which should be sown at

different times in tlic early spring months.

By dividing the roots, and planting them out
in spring.

By offsets of the root, planted out in spring.

By offset bulbs of the root, and the bulbs "at

top of the stalk, planted out in spring.

By seed annually, which should be sown in

the early spring.
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Names and Sorts.
Anctlnim, dill, Sec, common dill.

Fennel—light-green-i«aved—dark-green fen-

iiL'I—sweet-seeded fennel.

Italian fennel.

Angelica savita, common angelica.

jlpium, parsley, celery, &c., parsley—com-
mon plane-leaved parsley—curled-leaved common
parsley—broad-leaved, or large-rooted parsley.

Celery—common upright celery—upright ce-

lery with solid stalks—turnip-rooted spreading

celery.

Asparagus officinalis, common asparagus.

Atriptex hortensis, garden orach—white-
leaved garden orach—green orach—purple orach.

Beta vulgaris, beet—common culinary beet

—

green-leaved culinary beet—white beet—chard,

or real white Swiss beet—mangel wurzel beet.

Red beet—largv, long red -rooted beet—tur-

nip-rooted red beet—red-rooted beet with green
leaves—pale-red beet.

Borago, borage.

Brassica, the cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli,

turnip, &c., the cabbage—small early summer
cabbage—dwarf early sugar-loaf-shaped cabbage
—large, hollow, sugar-loaf cabbage—early Rus-
sia cabbage—common round white cabbage

—

long-sided hollow cabbage—oval hollow cabbage
—flat-topped cabbage—musk -scented cabbage

—giant cabbage—red cabbage.

Savoy cabbage—common green curled Savoy
—large green Dutch Savoy—yellow Savoy.

Laciniate<l, and other open-leaved cole

—

green curled borecole—red curled borecole

—

thick-leaved curled borecole— finely fringed

borecole—broad, erect, curled-leaved Siberian

borecole, or Scotch cole, or kale, red and green
—common plane-leaved green colewort.

Turnip cabbage—turnip cabbage with the

turnip above ground—with the turnip under
ground.

The cauliflower—early cauliflower—late cau-

liflower.

Italian Irassica, or broccoli—early purple

broccoli—late large purple broccoli, compre-
hending varieties, with blue, brown, green, and
yellowish heads—dwarf purple broccoli—white

or cauliflower-broccoli—black broccoli.

The turnip—early Dutch turnip—white round
turnip—green-topped turnip—red-topped turnip

—yellow turnip—oblong white turnip— long

white-rooted French turnip—round purpleFrencK

turnip.

Calendula officinalis, common marigold.

Cicharium cndivia, endive—green curled en-

dive—white curled endive—broad-leaved Bata-

vian endive. 2

Mopes of Culture.
By seed annually, sown in the spring.

By seed sown in spring; also by slipping tlie

old roots, and planting them out in the autumn.
By seed annually, sown in the spring.

By seed annually, sown in spring.

By seed sown in spring.

By seed sown in the spring, for transplanting

in summer and autumn.

By seed sown in the autumn; and when once
raised, the roots abide for some years.

By seed annually, sown in the spring.

By seed annually, sown in the spring months.

By seed annually, sown in the early spring.

By seed annually, sown in autumn or spring.

By seed annually, sown at different times in

spring and autumn, for use all the year, by
having the plants set out at various times.

By seed annually, sown in spring, for au-
tumn and winter use.

By seed annually, sown in spring and sum-
mer, for plants for autumn and winter use.

By seed, sown annually in spring and sum-
mer.

By seed sown annually, in spring and autumn,
for plants for summer and autumn use.

By seed, sown in spring and beginning of

summer, for plants for autunui, winter, and
spring use.

By seed sown in spring and summer, for

pLnts for use most part of the year.

By seed sown annually, in spring, summer,
or autunin.

By seed sown annually, in summer, from
May till July, for plants for autumn and winter

use.
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Names and Sorts.
Cochlearia armoracia, horse-radish.

Cramle, sca-cabbagc or colewort —the dif-

ferent varieties.

Cucumis, cucumber and melon—the cucum-
ber—early short prieiily cucumber—early clus-

ter-cucumber—long, green, prickly cucumber

—

long, white, prickly cucumber—long, smooth,

grten, Tiukey cucumber— large, smooth, white

cucumber—large, smooth, green, Roman cucum-
ber.

The melon—Romana melon— Cantaleupe

melon; varieties of each j and several other

sorts.

Cucurlha, the gourd and water melon.

Cijnara, artichoke and cardoon— the common
artichoke—globular-headed, red Dutch arti-

choke—oval-headed, green French artichoke.

The connnon cardoon.

Daucus carola, the carrot—orange-coloured

carrot—red carrot—yellow carrot—white carrot.

HcUanthiS tuherosus, tuberous sun-flower, or

Jerusalem artichoke.

Hyssopus Cf-fficinalis, common hyssop—the

several ditTerent varieties.

Lactuca, lettuce—early green cabbage- lettuce

—white cabbage-lettuce—brownDutch cabbage-

lettuce—great admirable cabbage-lettuce—green

and white ball -cabbage-lettuce—green cos-let-

tuce—white cos-lettuce— black cos-lettuce

—

spotted Aleppo cos-lettuce—brown Cilicia let-

tuce—imperial lettuce—red capuchin lettuce

—

green capucliin lettuce—curled lettuce.

Lavandula, lavender—spike-flowered common
lavender—coujinon narrow-leaved—broad-leav-

ed—blue-tlowered—white-flowered—and dwarf
lavender.

Stoechas. or French lavender.

Lepidhim sathmm, garden-cress—common
small-leaved—broad-leaved—curled -leaved.

jSIelUsu ojjicinalis, balm—connnon balm.

Mentha, mint, penny-royal, &c. green com-
mon spearmint—curled-leaved spearmint—va-

riegated spearmint.

Peppermint.

Penny-royal.

Ocymum Banlicnm, basil—common sweet
basil—several varieties.

Origanum, marjoram—common, wild, per-
ennial pot marjoram—winter perennial sweet-
marjoram—marjoraiia, or annual sweet-marjo-
ram.

Vol. II.

Modes of Culture.
By pieces of the roots planted out in spring,

for use most part of the year.

By seed sown in spring; but when once raised,

the roots remain for years, sending up shoots for

use in spring and summer.
By seed sown annually, at different times, on

hot-beds, in the early spring and summer.

By seed sown annually, at different times, on
hot-beds, in the spring months.

By seed sown annually, in the spring season.

By suckers from the sides of the old plants,

in spring, of many years' duration.

By seeds sown annually, in the early spring.

By seed sown annually, in spring, sumnier,
aiul autunm, for use most part of the year.

By pieces of the root planted annually, in the

spring season.

By seed sown in spring, atid by planting slips

and cuttings of its branches.

By seed sown annually, at different times, in

spring, summer, and autumn, for plants for

setting out for use most part of the year.

By slips planted out in spring, which are of
many years' continuance.

By planting slips or cuttings, and by seed,

which are of many years' duration.

By sowing seed at different times of the year,

according as the plants are wanted.
By dividing and planting the roots in spring

or autumn, which are of many years' duration.

By dividing the roots, by young plants, and
by cuttings of the stalks, planted out in spring,

and which continue many years.

By roots and plants, &c. like the former.

By dividing and slipping the plants, as for

the mint, and planting them out.

By seed sown in spring, on a hot-bed, the

plants being afterwards planted out.

By sowing seeds in spring, and the two former
also by slipping the roots, and planting them.
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Names and Sorts.

Vastinaca sativa, parsnep—common garden

parsncp.

Phaseolus vulgaris, common kidney-bean

—

dwarfs and runners. Dwarf k.nds—early w hite

—

tally yellow—liver-coloured—speckled dwarf

—

Canterbury white dwarf—Battersea while dwarf

—larce white dwarf—cream-coloured dwarf

—

black^dwarf—sparrow-egg dwarf—amber-spec-

kled dwarf.

Running kinds—scarlet runner—white variety

.—largeDutch runner—Battersea white runner

—

negro runner—variable runner.

Pisinn,xhQ pea — Charlton pea—golden Charl-

ton— earliest golden Charlton— long Reading

hotspur—Masters' hotspur—Spanish morotto

—

green nonpareil—early dwarf marrowfat—large

marrowfat—screen roimcival, or union—white

rouncival—Lednian's dwarf pea—small sugar

pea—large sugar pea—cluster pea—crown pea

—egg-pea—sickle pea, &c.

Fortulaca oleracea, purslane—green purslane

—golden purslane.

"Poierium Saiiguisorla, burnet—common gar-

den burnet.

Raphanus sativiis, the radish—short-topped

early radish—long-topped radish—deep-red ra-

dish—pale-red, transparent, mild radish—sal-

mon-coloured radish—small white turnip-rooted

radish—small red turnip radish—large, white,

turnip-rooted Spanish radish—large, black, tur-

nip-rooted Spanish radish.

Rosmarinus, rosemary—some varieties.

Rinnex acetosa, sorrel—common long-leaved

sorrel—round-leaved French sorrel—barren sor-

rel.

Ruta graveolens, rue ; several varieties.

Salvia, sage, clary, &c. The sorts are

—

common sage—red sage—broad leaved green

sarre—narrow-leaved green sage—broad-leaved

hoary sage—sage of virtue—wormwood sage, &c.

Clary.

Satureja, savory—winter perennial savory

—

summer annual savory.

Sca/idix Cerejolium, chervil—annual garden

chervil.

Scorzonera, scorzonera—Spanish scorzonera.

Sinapis, mustard— white mustard— black

mustard—field or-wild mustard ; the former to

use young in sallad, and the two last for their

seed's, to make the table sauce called mustard.

Slum sisarum, sisarum or skirret.

Smyrmuvi. Olusalrum, Alisanders, or com-
mon Alexanders.

Modes of Cultuhe.
By seed sown annually, in spring, for winter

use.

By seed sown annually, at different times-

from April till July gr the followmg month.

Ev sowing the seed like the former, but prin-

cipally in the sunnner months.

By seed sown annually, at different times from
October till June, but principally in the early

spring months.

By seed sown at different times in April and
May.

By seed sown in autumn or spring, and part-

ing the roots.

By seed sown at diflerent times from Christ-

mas till July or August ; but the latter sorts

sown principally in June and July, for autumn
and winter use.

By planting layers, slips, and cuttings, in

spring.

By parting the roots, and the first sort also

plentifully by seed.

By planting slips and cuttings ; also by seed.

By planting slips, in April, May, and .fiuie;

also by sowing the seed in the spring season.

By seed sown annually in the spring.

Both by seed sown in the spring season, and
the former also by planting slips.

By seed amiually, in August, for winter and
spring use, or sown also in spring and summer,
for succession crops.

An eatable root, raised from seed sown in spring.

By seed in spring; or, if for sallads, at any

time of the year.

An eatable root^ raised by planting ofTsets

connnonlv, of the root, also by seeds.

By seed annually in spring.
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Names and Sorts.

Solani/m, night-sliadc, furnisirmg the pofatoe

and toniatoe—tubcnuis-rootcd sol.muni, or pota-

<oe—the common round red potatoe—early round

red—oblong red—deep red—pale red—rough

jed — white kidney- shaped— large red-ended

kidney—white round—white cluster—prolific

American.
Tomatoe, or love-apple; varieties.

Spbtacia, spinach—round, thick-leaved, or

smooth-seeded—triangular-leaved, or prickly-

seeded; the former for spring and summer
crops, the latter to stand the winter.

Tanacetum vulgare, common tansey.

Thymus vulgaris, common thyme—the varie-

ties with broad leaves—with narrow leaves

—

with striped leaves.

Tragopogon porrlfolium, salsafy.

Tropceolum, Indian Cress, or nasturtium

—

nasturtium minus—nasturtium majus; their

flowers for garnish and sallads, and their seeds

to pickle.

Valeriana Loaista, corn-sallad, or lamb's-

lettuce.

Vicia Faha, the bean—early Mazagan—early

Lisbon— long-pod—Turkey long-pod— toker

bean—Sandwich bean—Windsor bean—white-

blossomed— red-blossomed—Spanish bean

—

nonpareil bean—dwarf fan bean, very low.

See the different Geneka.
KNAUTIA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous, annual, and biennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Tetrandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

jiggregat<e.

The characters are : that the calyx is a com-
mon perianthium, containing the floscules dis-

posed in a simple orb, simple, cylindric, oblong,

upright : divisions awl-shaped, approximated,

of the number of the floscules : perianthium

proper, very small, crowning the germ, quite

entire, coriaceous, pervious at top : the corolla

is universal, equal : proper one-petalled, un-
equal : tube the length of the calyx : border un-
equal, four-cleft; the exterior segment larger

and ovate : the stamina have four filaments,

longer than the tube of the corolla, inserted into

the receptacle : anthers oblong, incumbent : the
pistillum is an inferior germ : style filiform,

length of the stamens : stigma thickish, two-
cleft : there is no pcricarpium : the seeds soli-

tary, four-sided, crowned with the down, and
covered with the proper involucre of the flowei-

;

Modes of Culture.
By planting pieces of the roots, or the roofs

whole, in spring; also by sowing seed occasiou-
allv to obtain new varieties.

By Sowing the seed annually, on a hot-bed,
in the spring.

By sowing seed annually, in spring, summer,
and autumn, for use most part of the year.

By parting the roots, and planting in spring or

autumn.
By sowing seeds in March and April; also by

planting slips of the root and branches, and bv
cuttings ; but seed is the only way to raise a
quantity of the common sort ; and the other

methods to continue the varieties, or for a gene-
ral supply.

An esculent root, by seeds annually in spring.

Raised annually from seeds, sown at diiferent

limes in spring.

By seed sown in spring and autumn.

By seed sown annually, at different times fron»

October until June, but principally in the early

spring months.

the receptacle common, scarcely remarkable,

flat, naked.

The species cultivated arc: 1. K. OrientuUs,

Oriental Knautia ; 2. K. Propon/ica, Levant

Knautia.

The first rises with an upright branching

stalk four feet high : the branches terminated

by single peduncles, each supporting one flower,

with the florets of a briglu-red colour: the

leaves on the middle of the stem are pinnatifid
;

the rest only serrate : the flowers radiate, with

five florets (four). It is annual, and a native

of the Levant, flowering from June to September.

The second has the stem biennial, the thick-

ness Of a finger, two feet high, villose: the leaves

somewhat hairy, rugged, and serrate, except the

upper ones, which are quite entire, and a span

long: thecalyxesoblong, cylindrical, consistingof

eight or ten lanceolate leaflets, awl-shaped at

the tip : corollas not longer than the calyx,

four-cleft ; the marginal ones larger, with the

outer segment larger, purple : middle corollets

often four, smaller, less irregular : anthers pur-

F 2
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pie : the filaments and pistils are w hite. Found
in the Levant.

Culture.—These plants maybe easily increas-

ed by seeds, which, when permitted to scatter

in the autumn, produce good plants. They may
afterwards be taken up, and planted in the bor-

ders of pleasure-grounds, among low shrubs

near the walks. The plants in this way live

through the winter, and flower in June. There

is no culture required but to keep tlie plants

clean from weeds. The seeds fall as soon as

they are ripe.

They afford varictvamonc other hardy fiower-

intr plants of similar growths.

'KNEF:-H0LLY. See Ruscus.
KNOT-GRASS. See Illecebrum.

.
M ^ i

LAC
ABRADOR TEA. See Ledum.

4 LABURNUM. See Cytisus.

LABYRINTH, a sort of maze or wilderness

plantation, abounding with hedges and walks,

dislribulccl into many windings and intricate

turnings, leading to one connnon centre, ex-

tremely difficult to be found out, designed by way
of amusement.

It is commonly formed with hedges, in double

rows, leading in various twistings and turnings,

backward and forward, with intervening planta-

tions and gravel - walks alternately between

hedge and hedge. The great object is to have

the walk contrived in so many mazy intricate

windings, as to cause much labour and difficulty

to find out the centre, by meeting with frequent

stops and disappointments, as tiie hedges

must not be crossed or broken through. In a

well-contrived Labyrinth a stranger often en-

tirely loses himself, so as neither to find his way
to the centre, or out again the way he came in.

They are now, however, rarely introduced in

modern garden designs; and scarce to be seen,

except in some old gardens.

The hedges for this use are usually of horn-

beam, but may be of beech, elm, or any other

sort that can be kept in neat order by clipping.

The walks should be five feet v\ide at least, laid

witha;ravel, and neatly rolled; and the trees and
slirubs to form the thicket of wood between the

hedges of any of the hardy kinds of the de-

ciduous tribe, interspersed with some evergreens.

In the middle, a space should be left open as the

centre.

Sinall Labyrinths are occasionally formed
with box edgings, and borders for plants, and
alleys for walking in, in imitation of the large

ones, and which have a good elfect in small

garden -grounds

LAC, or GUN'l LAC. See Croton.
LACE-BARK. See Daphne.

LAC
LACHENALIA, a genus containing plants

of the bulbous-rooted kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria
MonogynJa, and ranks in the natural order of
CoronaricB.

The characters are : that there is no calyx

:

the corolla has six petals, erected into a tube,

oblong, connate at the base, unequal : the three

exterior ones shorter, often callous at the tip :

the stamina have six awl-shaped, upricjht fila-

ments, growing to the base of the petals, and of
the same length with thern : anthers oblona:

:

the pistillum is a superior subovate germ : style

awl-shaped, length of the stamens: stigma
simple: the pericarpium is a subovate capsule,

three-winged, three-celled : the seeds several,

globose, alfixed to the receptacle.

The species cultivated are: 1. L. orckioides,

Spotted-leaved Lachenalia ; 2. L. pallida, Pale-

flowered Lachenalia ; 3. L. tricolor, Three-co-
loured Lachenalia.

The first has a roundish, whitish bulb : the

whole of the plant is smooth: the leaves usually

two from the bulb, from six inches to a foot in

length, one always much narrower than the

other, sharpish, thick, spreading at top, flattish,

sheathing and channelled at bottom, rough and
cartilaginous at the edge, dirty green, marked
with lines on the inside, and having dusky spots

scattered over them : the scape round, upright,

pale green with dusky spots, commonly longer

than the leaves : the bractes lanceolate, acu-

minate, concave at the base, spreading very

much, while: the flowers are almost upright;

the upper ones in the spike abortive. It is a

native of the Cape.

Li the second species the bulb is roundish,

flatted a little, the size ol" .i liazel nut: the root-

leaves two, a foot long and more, acute, chan-

nelled, and sheathing at bottom, flat at top, li-

near-lanceolate, almost equal in length, one
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near an inch in \\ idth, the other much narrow-

er, duep green on both sides, unspotted, shin-

jno-, quite entire, and not rough about tbcedge:

the scape round, shining, pale green, unspotted,

almost upright, weak; the racenie upright,

three inches long, with about twenty f]o\\'ers,

somewhat remote, and inodorous : the biactes

sessile, concave, acuminate, whitish : the pedi-

cels one-flowered, round, almost upright, the

length of the bractes at least: petals whitish,

the three outer wholly green above the middle,

the inner marked there only with a green line.

It is a native of the Cape.

In the third the leaves two, radical, lanceolate,

like those of the conimon white lily, thin, not

fleshy, dusky-spotted on the U|3per surface : the

scape round, like that of the garden hyacinth,

scarcely a foot high, dusky-spotted : the flowers

alternate : the petals lanceolate, unequal ; the

three outer fastened lo the inner ones, which do

not at all cohere at the base : the filaments de-

clining, inserted into the receptacle: the anthers

blood-red : stigma white : the stem is almost

comose, with abundance of awl-shaped bractes

that spring out below the upper rudiments of

the flowers.

It varies with \t11ow, saffron-coloured, blood-

red purple at the lip, and greenish yellow co-

rollas ; also in the proportion between the inner

and outer petals ; and in the breadth of the

leaves. It is a native of the Cape.

Cidiure.—The^^' plants may be increased by
offsets from the bulbs, and by seeds, when they

are produced.

The oflTsets should be planted out in pots of

light fresh earth, when the bulbs are in a state of

inactivity of growth, placing them in a warm
border to be covered with hand glasses, or, what
is better, in a dry stove or green-house.

They bear forcing tolerably, and their flower-

ing is much proinoied by being preserved in the

warmth of the s.ove.

They afi'ord vauety among collections of pot-

ted bulbous-rooted ilowering plants.

LACTUCA, a genus containing a plant of the

herbaceous annual kind.

It belongs t'.) tt)e class and order Si/ngenesia

Polijgamia^ juulis, and ranks in the natural

order of Compositce Semifloscnlosce.

The characters are^ that the calyx is common,
imbricated, ^vlindric : scales very niany, sharp,

membranaceous on the n:argin: the corolla

compouii'.i, mibrieated, uniform : corollets her-

maphrotiite, very many, equal : proper one-pe-

talled, iigulate, truucated, four- or five-toothed :

the stannna have five capillary filaments, very

short : anther cy'indric, tubular : the pistiilum

is a suboyate geiur : style filiform^ length of the

stamens: stigmas two, reflex : there is no jnri-

carpium : calyx converging, ovate-cylindric : the
seeds solitary, ov.-ite, acuminate, even, com-
pressed: down capillary, on a long stipe attenu-
ated below : the receptacle naked."

The species is L. saliva, Common Garden
Lettuce.

It has the leaves large, milky, frequently
wrinkled, usually pale green, but varving much
in colour, form, &c. in the difierent varieties

:

the stem strong, round, two feet or three quar-
ters of a yard in height, bearing abundance of
small yellow flowers. Its native place is un-
known ; and it is not improbable but that it

may be improved by cultivation from one of the
wild sorts.

There are several varieties cultivated: the prin-
cipal of which are, of the Cabbage Lettuce
kind, thtj Hardy Green, White Ilouev, Great
Admirable White, Biown Dutch, Small Early,
White Ball, Green Ball ; and of the Coss Let-
tuce kind, the Green Coss, White Coss, Eirvp-
tian Coss, Spotted Coss, Black Coss, Br"own
Cilicia, Green Cilicia, Red Capuchin, Green
Capuchin, Large Imperial, the Roman, the
Prince: but the three or four first of the dif-

ferent sorts are the most valuable, and it is of
much consequence to have the best kinds.

Culttire.—This species, and all the varieties,

are raised by sowing the seed annually, at dif-

ferent times, as in February and the three fol-

lowing months, for the summer supply of
plants; and in August and the.foUowing month,
for the autumn, winter, and very early spring
supplies.

These diflTerent sowings should be performed
upon beds of fine light dry earth, in an open
situation, and exposed to the sun. Some of
the late sowings may be made under hand
glasses, or in frames or boxes, in order to have the
young plants protected from frosts. Each of the
varieties or sorts should be sown separately, and
distinct from the otiiers, and be slightly raked in.

It is s;)metimes the practice to sow them
among other low growing crops, such as ra-

dishes, spinach, onions, &c. to save s;round
;

but this should always be avoided as nuich as
jMssible, as a very small portion of land is suf-
iicient for raising large supplies of plants.

For the very early spiing use, as open Let-
tuces, the early white cabbage sorts are the most
proper ; but for the main crops, to remain for
full growth, the principal sorts of the Coss and
Cabliage kinds must be employed.
When the plants appear, they most be kept

perfectly free iVoni weeds, and properly thinned.
As they attain a proper growth, as three or four
inches in height, some of the diflTerent sons
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iii-r.fc' be planted out into beds in tlic open

ground, drawing them Uj) carefully, and plant-

ing them immediately. This work should be

•performed by a line and small dibble, in rows, a

foot or more distant, with the same space from

plant to plant. The quincunx mode is ^nostly

adopted, which affords the most room, and at

the same time has the neatest appearance. As
soon as the planting is finished, the whole

should be well watered; and when the weather

is drv, repeated once or twice.

By thus planting out the several sorts at dif-

ferent times, at the distance of three weeks or a

month, from the early spring till the latter end

of the autumn, due successions of good Let-

tuces may be provided.

In the sunimer plantings out, when the wea-

ther proves very dry, it is sometimes the prac-

tice to plant them in small drills, in order to

preserve the moisture more effectually.

After the beds of the diflerent principal sow-

inos have been considerably thinned by the

Several transplantations that have been made
I'rom them, the plants that remain may be set

out to proper distances by the hoe, and left to

take then- full growth.

When the plants of the main spring and

summer crops have attained a pretty full growth,

especially those of the Coss kinds, it is neces-

sary to tie the leaves of them up with bass pretty

close, w1:ven the plants are quite dry, in order to

blanch the inner parts, and render them per-

fectly crisp and tender.

Culture In ilie winter and very early spring

crops.—^For this purpose some seed of the

Hardv Green and White Cabbage sorts, and the

Brown Dutch, and White and Green Coss kinds

should be sown about the middle of August,

and bcainning of September, in open situations,

when the plants will come up in a week or ten days,

and about the end of September; and in Octo-

ber, a parcel of the best plants of each sowing

should be planted out in a warm dry situation,

five or six inches asunder; and at the latter

period some in shallow frames, to be covered

with glasses on cold nights, and in bad weather;

or under hand-glasses, or in a bed arched over

with hoops or rods, to be covered with mats in

winter frosts.

Under either of the above shelters the plants

should have the free air in mild dry weather,

covering them in cold nights with proper covers,

especially aftt-r this month; also in all very cold,

and in very wet w eather, day or night, particu-

larly those in the frames and under glasses ; and

those in hand-glasses may have the glasses

almost constantly over them in winter, tilting

up one side in mild weather, only setting them

entirely off in fine mild dry days ; but in sharp
frosty weather keeping those under every kind
of shelter quite close ; allowing also additional

covering of mats or litter, when the frost is very
intense. Those in the borders may be defend-
ed by some light litter; but the coverinc; should
never be suffered to remain longeron any of the
crops than the bad weather continues, the free

air being admitted every mild day.

In this method Lettuces may be had the

greatest part of winter and early iu spring, parti-

cularly the Cabbage sorts : those planted out
first will be fit for use in November and Decem-
ber, and the second plantings come in towards
Christmat;, and, being sheltered by the glasses,

continue coming in for use till succeeded by the

other latter autumn sowings : being careful that,

as any are gathered out of the frames or glasses,

others be removed from the borders to fill up the

vacancies, whereby the glasses may be constantly

supplied during the winter season.

It is sometimes the practice where Lettuces
are intended to be planted in frames late in au-
tumn, for winter use, to have a moderate hot-
bed made for their reception, iu order that they

may be well forwarded in the beginning of win-
ter ; and if the heat is continued moderately by
aid of linings, allowing plenty of air in mild
weather, the plants may be very fine by Christ-

mas or a little after.

Culture in the winter standing spring crops.—
In order to have good Lettuces for spring use,

some seed should be sown toward the middle
and latter end of August, for the plants to

stand the winter, some where sown, others

transplanted into warm borders, to stand with-
out any other shelter than that of the walls or

other fences ; and another sowing should be
performed about the middle of September, to

provide plants for pricking out under frames, to

have the shelter of the glasses all winter, as a re-

serve in case those in the borders are destroyed :

where both stand, one may succeed the other as

crops.

In the first case a quantity of the best plants,

when t\\ o or three inches high, should be plant-

ed out towards the latter end of October, into

a south border, under a wall, &c. and in some
other warm dry situation, in rows six inches

asunder, and four inches in the rows ; or some
close unrler a south wall, or other fence, in a
foot-wide space all the way along, pricking them
therein four or si.\ inches distant ; as they

will have a better chance of standing the winter

than those situated more distant from the shelter

of the wall. In each method the plants are to

remain to take their chance all winter: out of

the whole many of them will probably escape
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the frost ; but in very severe weather they may
be prolccttd bv a light covering of dry long

litter, which sitould he removed again in d'.ie

time when the irost breaks. In iMarch or

April, if they remain too thick, some should be

thinned out and planted in another place, in

rows twelve or fifteen inches asunder : the

crops thus wintered in the open ground, come
in for use in April and May, to succeed those

sown in r.utumn, and sheltered occasionally all

winter, and will remain good till the spring

sown plants are ready for use.

In the latter case, or those sown in September,

to be wintered in frames, they should be planted

about the latter end of October, or beginning of

the following month, in rows, from the back to

the front of the frame, three inches distant,

closing the earth well about each plant, finishing

wiih a moderate watering all over the plants,

and putting on the glasses to promote their

more speedy rooting afreS'h, shoving the lights,

however, two or three inches down, to give vent

to the moist vapour arising from the mould

;

but when the plants have taken fresh root, and
are set to growing, the full air should be admit-

ted every mild dry day, by taking the glasses

entirelv off, which must be continued through-

out the winter season, in all dry mild weather,

but putting them on every night in cold or very

wet weather; also in the day-time when great

rains prevail ; and in frosty weather keeping the

glasses always on, except in the middle of sunny
days, and when the frost is but slight; using

also other coverings of mats or long litter over

the glasses, and aroimd the sides of the frame,

when the frosts are very severe ; during the

winter keeping all decayed leaves clean picked

off; and as the spring and warm weather ad-

vance. Jetting them have the benefit of warm
showers. In tfiis way they may be effectually

preserved, if those in the open ground should

be destroyed by the frost or excessive Tuoisture.

About March some of them should be trans-

planted into the open ground, in rows, a foot

asunder, watering them moderately till fresh

rooted ; leaving a crop remaining in the frames

or winter-bed, a foot apart, to stand to cabbage;

which will arrive to perfection a considerable

time before the transplanted ones, and those

that have been fully exposed all winter, are ready.

Where frames cannot be spared, a quantity of

the plants may be pricked out under hand- or

bell-glasses in autumn, to siand the winter,

either by themselves for a full crop, or some
under the hand- or bell-glasses, that are placed

over early cauliflowers, as practised by the

London gardeners, planting them round just

witliin the glasses, and managing them as di-

rected for those in the frames ; or for want
either of a sufficiency of franies or hand-t'lasses,

a quai.t'ty may ho planlccl out in October, in
four-feet wide beds, in a warm situation, arched
over with hoops or rods, to cover with mats
and litter in bad weather. In this way they
have a better chance of surviving the winter
than those fully exposed ; and in spr.ng trans-

planting n quantity, by way of thinning, into
other beds, as directed above.

Savhi^ seed.—For this ]nirpo3e some of the
best cabbaged early plants of all the sorts should
be chosen, as those of the latter crops rarely run
soon enough to ripen seeds perfectly before they
are attacked by the autumnal rains and cold,

which greatly retard the ripening of the seed.

It is likewise of Importaneu to have the dif-

ferent varieties intended for seed at some di-

stance from each other, as when too near toge-
ther, the farina of the difilrcnt sorts may mix
and fecundate one another, and thereby dege-
nerate plants be produced.

The seed usually ripens in Ausrust and Sep-
tember, but that of different plants rarely equal-
ly together; so that, as it arrives to perfection,

the respective stems, &c. of ripe seed should be
pulled up or cut off in dry days, and spread
upon a cloth, or tied in small bunches, and
hung up across lines in a dry airy place for a
week or two, for the seeds to become dry and
harden ; then beaten or rubbed out, and cleaned
from the down and other rubbish, and expo-ed
upon cloths a few days to dry for keeping ; being
afterwards put up in bags for use, and hung in

a dry room.
These plants mav in general be considered as

annuals and biennials ; as those sown in spring

and smnmer attain perfection, run up to seed,

and perish the same year; while the autumn
sowings stand all winter until the spring follow-

ing, when they attain perfection, shoot up to

seed, and perish root and branch. All the sorts

are sufficiently hardy to grow in any e^od dry
common soil, in a free situation open to the

sun and air.

The use of these plants is principally in sal-

lads, when arrived at full growth and cabbaged,
that the inner leaves become blanched, crisp, and
sweet; and sometimes also the young open plant.?

of the Cabbage Lettuce sorts are used in winter
and spring, till the other general crops arrive at

perfection. Young open Lettuces are also often

used as small sallad herbs, sowing them thick in

rows, like cresses. Etc. and gathering them in

the same manner; but this mode is nioie parti-

cularly practisedin winter and early spring. 1'hey,

however, in general, do not eat any way so

crisp, sweet, and palatable as when fully cab-
6
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basei^. The fully cabbaged Lettuces arc al.;o llic spring following, they may be taken up and

exteilent ior slf.wing and for soups, as well as

jnunv other purposes.

LADANUiM. See CiSTus.

LADIES' BOWER. Sec Clematis.
LADIES' MANTLE.
LADIES' SLIPPEL^
LAGERSTROEMIA,

plant of the e.xotic tree kind, for the green-

iiouse.

See Alchemili.a.
See CvPRiPEDiuM.
a jrenus containinir a

planted in separate puts, filled with light mould,
beiuii; afterwards managed as other green-house

phials.

Tliey afford variety in collections of potted

plants.

LAGOECIA, a genus containing a plant of

the herbaceous kind.

It belongs to the class and order Penlandria

Mmwgijina, and ranks in the natural order of

It belono-s to the class and order Icosnndr'm Umiellatce or UmleUlferce.

JMonogyriia, and ranks in the natural order of

Salicarite.

The characters arc: that the calyx is a one-

leafed, si.x-cleft, bell -shaped perianthium, rather

acute, smooth, permanent : the corolla has six

ovate, obtuse petals, crisped, undulated, con-

torted : claws filiform, lonoer than the calyx,

The ehar.icters are : that the calyx is an uni-

versal involucre, eight-leaved : leaflets feather-

toothed, ciliated, reflex, containing the unibel-

lu!e: involucre proper four-leaved : leaflets hair-

feathered, involving a single footstalk shorter

than the leaflet itself: perianthium proper five-

leaved, hair many-cleft, superior : the corolla

inserted into the receptaclel the stanuna have has five two-horned petals, shorter than the ca-

verv many filiform filaments, longer than the lyx : the stamina have five capillary filaments.

calvx, inserted into the calyx below the germ :

the six exterior ones are twice the thickness of

the rest, and are longer than the petals : anthers

oval, incumbent : the pislillum is a subglobose

germ : style liliform, length of the longer sta-

mens : stigma simple : the pericarpium is a sub-

globose capsule, crowned with the style on its

bluntish top, six-funovved, six-celled, six-valv-

ed, the dissepiments coalescing with the su-

length of the corolla : anthers roundish : the

pistillam is a roundish germ, below the recep-

tacle of the perianthium : style length of sta-

mens : stigmas two, the one truncated : there is

no pericarpium : the seeds solitary, ovate-ob-

long, crowned bv the perianthium.

The species is L. cuminoides. Wild or Bastard

Cumin.
It is an annual plant, about a foot high : the

tures : the seed several, ovate, awl-shaped at leaves resemble those of Honeywort : the flowers

the base, compressed, adhering to a central

hexagonal pillar.

The species cultivated is L. Indica.

It has the trunk about a fathom high, or

somewhat more, smooth all over : the branches

alternate, somewhat angular, flexuose, rigid,

spreading: the branchleis four-cornered: the

leaves allernate, subsessile, on the twigs ovate,

are collected into spherical heads at the extre-

mity of the stalks, and are of a greenish yellow

colour: the fruit is small, pedicelled, ovaie-

acuminate, crowned with a ciha'e calyx, villose,

one seed only ripening, the other abortive, and
fixed laterally to the apex of the other, like a

withered scalelet : the fertile seed is of a dusky
black colour, sprinkled all over with hoary vil-

on the branches oblong, obtuse, entire, nerved, lose hairs, convex on one side, with five capil-

stiffish, from half an inch to an inch in length : lary raised whitish streaks, flattish on the other,

the flowers in a decompound, trichotomous, with three very slender streaks, marking out

naked, spreading panicle at the ends of the the place of the abortive seed, which is con-

twigs, it is a native of the East Indies, £>cc. stantly and easily found when the fruit is well

'flowering from August to October.

Culture.—^This plant is capable of being in-

rreased either by layers or cuttings of the young

branches.

softened in water. It is a native of the Levant,

flowering in June and July.

Culture.—^These plants may be increased by
sowing the seeds in autumn, on a warm border,

The layers should be made from the young soon after they are ripe, or where they are to re-

shoots of the preceding summer, and be laid main; or \\hen permitted to scatter, they come
down in the autumn. When they are well up and form good plants. They afterwards re-

rooted in the succeeding autumn, they should quire only to be kept clean from weeds, and in

be taken off' and planted out in separate pots. the Ibrmer cases planted out, when of sufficient

The slips or cuttings should be made from growth, where they are to grow,

shoots of the same year's growth, and be plant- They afford ornament and variety in the bor-

ed out early in the sunmicr, in pots of light ders and other parts of shrubberies,

earth, beine plunced in a bark hot-bed, and co- LAMB'S LETTUCE. See Valeriana.

vered with "small bell hand-glasses, due shade LANTANA, a genus containing plants of the

and water being given. When well rooted in shrubby, exotic, green-house, and stove kinds.
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It belongs to the cla;s and order DiJi/namia

Ans;.iospcrmia, and ranks in the natural order of

Per^otiata.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

JcaFcd perianthium, very short, converging, ob-

scurely four-loothed, tubular : the corolla onc-

fietaJied, nearly equal : tube cylindrio, slender,

onger than the calyx, ralher obhi]ue : border

flat, unequally t'our-clet't, obtuse : the stamina

have four tilanients, very small, placed in the

midst of the tube of the corolla, very slender,

of which two are a little higher : anthers round-

ish : the pistillum is a roundish germ : style

filifornj, short: stigma refracted, sharp down-
wards like a hook, and as it were obliquely

growing to the tip of the sl\le : the pericarpiuni

is a roundisli, one-celled drupe : the seed a

round-pyraniidal, three-celled nut : the lowest

cell steril : the kernels solitary, oblong.

The species cultivated are : 1 . L. mista, Vari-

ous-flowered Lantana; 2. L. Camara, Various-

coloured Lantana; 3. L. involucrala, Round-
leaved Lantana; 4. L. melijsa^foUa, Baum-leav-

cd Lantana; 3. L. aculcata, Prickly Lantana;

6. 7/. mirea, Golden-flowered Lantana.

The first is about five feet in height : the trunk

round or roundish, with an ash-coloured bark ;

the branches at top, several, short, ash-coloured,

and from these several others, a long span or a

foot in length, quadrangular, green, hairy: the

leaves above bright green and somewhat shining,

beneath paler, deeply notched, much wrinkled,

and very ruoced : whilst the flower is yet closed,

the lower part of the border appears of a pale

red; when it opens, the tube and upper part of

the border are saffron-coloured, but become
reddish, and finally dark red : this change of

colour begins from the circumference and

finishes in the centre : hence the flowers in an

umbel not being all opened at once, the middle

appears of a saffron vellow, and the circumference

of a red colour, whence the name. It is a na-

tive of America.
The second species has a shrubby stem, a

fathom in height, angular, somewhat rugged:

the branches subdivided, almost upright, rugged,

quadrangular : the branchlets quadrangular,

grooved, strict, hirsute, dark green : the leaves

on long p:;t!oles, decussated, spreading, ovate,

acuminate, serrate, nerved, hirsute : the flowers

terminating : the peduncles shorter than the

leaves, solitary, angular, grooved, hirsute : the

bracies broad-lanecolate, concave, entire, pubes-

cent. It is a native of the West Indies, flower-

ing from April to September..-,

The third has a round woody stem, branched,

scarcely hairy : the branches opposite : the

leaves pelioled, scarcely crenate, menibrana-
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ccous, rigid, less wrinkled than in the others

above, nerved beneath, tnmcniose: the leaves

seldom if ever in threes: the peduncles short

:

the spikes rounded : the bractes large, sessile,

cordate-ovate, with six or more nerves running

in right lines from the centre, all a little exca-

vated their whole length, and tomentose : the

flowers whitish, with pale flesh-coloured mar-
gins. It is a native of the West Indies, flovv-

cring from May to .luly.

The fourth species is lower than most of the

others, being seldom more than two .feet in

height : the stem round, ash-coloured, not

hairy : the younger branches have bundles of

hairs spreading out at top: the ieai-es opposite,

but sometimes in threes, petioled, cordate-acu-

minate, more deeply crenate than in the other

species, \^Tinkled, rugged and green on the up-

per surface; paler and tomentose-hairy under-

neath; the flowers axillary, with three pedun-

cles, where there are three leaves : the bractes

oblono;, entire, tomentose-hairy, deciduous,

differing in size : the colour of the corolla con-
stant, and always yellow. It is a native of

South America.
'ilie fifth has the stem in its native situation

ten feet high, an inch and a half thick, square

from top to bottom, armed with long, strong,

reflex prickles, or rather thorns, for they cannot

be torn off without injuring the wood ; but in

the stove only five orsix feet in height: the leaves

ovate-oblong or cordate-oblong, wrinkled, rug-

ged, crenate : the peduncles long, with fewer and

shorter prickles : the colour of the tube of the co-

rolla pale red : border lemon-coloured, changing

into an orange and sometimes a deeper colour:

the peduncles arc terminated by roundish heads

of flowers ; those on the outside are first of a

bright red or scarlet, and change to a deep pur-

ple ; those in the centre are of a bright yellow,

and change to an orange colour. It is a native

of the West Indies, flowering from April to

November.
The sixth species has the stem seven feet high,

at first obscurely quadrangular, but afterwards

round, striated, very thinly beset with prickles,

and not hairy : the leaves ovate- oblong or al-

most elliptic, bluntly notched about the edge,

very short stiff" hairs at the upper surface, the

lower rugged with a harsh down, dark greea

and shining as if they were varnished : the pe-

duncles short: the bractes deciduous, short : the

colour of the flower yellow, becoming golden

and then saffron-coloured. It is a native of the

Bahama Islands.

Culture.—These plants are capable of being

raised by seeds and cuttings of the young

branches.
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The seeds should be sown in pots of light

moukl in the early spring, plunging them in a

bark hat-bed. When the plants have attained

some inches growth, they should be removed

into separate pots of a small size, and be re-

plunged in the bark-bed, due shade and air being

given. The plants should afterwards, when

they have acquired strength, be removed into an

airy glass-case, or dry stove, where they may

have a large share of air in warm weather, but be

protected from the cold. This is necessary for

the young plants, which should not the first

year be exposed to the open air, but after-

wards they may be placed abroad in the warm-

est part of summer, and in winter be placed

upon stands in the dry stove, where they will

continue long in flower, and many of the

sorts ripen their seeds. In winter they should

be sparingly watered, as much moisture rots their

roots.

Tlic cuttings should be planted in pots in the

spring and siunnier months, as in .luly, and be

plunsred in a moderate hot-bed, due shade be-

ing given.

They soon take root, and should afterwards

be removed into separate pots filled with light

earth, and managed in the same manner as those

raised from seed.

Thev aflbrd ornament and variety among col-

lections of stove and green-house plants.

LARCH TREE. See Pjnus.

LARKSPUR. See Delphinium.
LATHYRUS, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous climbing flowery kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelphia

Decatidria, and ranks in the natural order of

PapiUonacecB or Leguminosce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianihium, half five-cleft, bell-shaped:

divisions lanceolate, sharp : the two upper ones

shorter; the lowest longer: the corollapapliiona-

ceous: standard obcordate, very large, reflex on

the sides and tip : wings oblong, lunulate, short,

obtuse: keel half-orbiculate, size of the wings,

and wider than the wings, gaping inwards in the

middle : the stamina have diadelphous filaments,

^single and nine-cleft) rising upwards : anthers

roundish : the pistilhim is a compressed germ,

oblong, linear: style erected upwards, flat, wider

above, with sharp tip : stigma, from the middle

T)f the style to the tip villose in front : the peri-

carpium is a legume, very long, cylindric or com-
i-.essed, acuminate, one-celled, bivalve: the seeds

several, cylindric, globose, orbut little cornered.

The species cultivated arc: 1. L. odoratus,

Sweet Lathyriis, or Pea; 2. L. Tingitania,

Tangier Lathyriis, or Pea; 3. L. lulifolms,

Brt.ad-liaved Lathyrus, or Everlasting Pea.

Several other species may be cultivatd whero

variety is wanted.

The first is an annual plant, which rises from
three to four feet high by means of its long

claspers or tendrils : the flower- stalks come out

at the joints, are about six inches long, and sus-

tain two lariie flowers, which have a strong

odour, and are succeeded by oblong han\ pods,

having four or five roundish seeds m each. It

is a native of Sicily.

There are several varieties ; as the purple-

flowered, the white-flowered, the variegated or

painted lady, sweet-scented, and the scarlet.

'I'he second species has the stem four or five

feet high: the lea.lets veined: the peduncles
short, sustaining two large flowers with purple

standards, the wings and keel bright red

:

the legumes long, jointed, containing several

seeds.

Martyn observes, the whole plant is very

smooth : the stem branched, rimning out on
each side into a slender sharp wing : the petioles

angular, ending in bifid, trifid or simple icndrils

:

the stipules lanceolate, acim:inalc, produced
downwards into an earlct, similar bat much
smaller: the peduncles sometimes one-flowered.
It is a native of Barbary, flowering in June and
July ; and although it has not the agreeable

scent, or variety of colours, or continuance iii

blow of the Sweet Pea, it is usually sown ia

gardens with other annual seeds.

The third has a perennial root : the stalks se-
veral, thick, climbing by means of tendrils to

the height of six or eight feet, or even higher
in woods : these die t;) the ground in autunm,
and new ones rise in the spring from the

same root: the leaves stiff, marked with three

or five strong ribs, rolled in at the edge, blunt
at the end, but terminating in a little point or
bristle ; they are always in pairs, and on a wing-
ed petiole; at the base of this are large stipules,

shaped somewhat like the head of a halbcrt : the
tendrils multifid or branched : the peduncles,

eight or nine inches long. Each flower has an
awl-shaped bracte at the base of the pedicel : the
corolla pale purplish rose-colour : the legumes an
inch and half long, and half an inch in breadth.

It is a native of many parts of Europe, flower-

ing at the end of June and beginning of July.

It is a showy plant for shrubberies, wilder-

ness quarters, arbours, and trellis-work ; but too
large and rampant for borders of the common
flower-garden.

There are many varieties; as the red-flowered,
the purple-flowered, the scarlet-flo\\ered, and
the large-flowered.

Culhire.—These plants mav be readily raised,

bv sowing the seeds of the diflerent sorts in the
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autumn or spring seasons at dlficrent times, in

patches of six or eight togetlier, in the places

where they arc to grow. Where the soil is light and

*irv, the autumn is the best season,*'as the plants

appear more early, but in other cases the spring

should be ]ireferrcd. The plants al'tcrwards only

require to be kept clean trom weeds, and be pro-

perly supported by branchy sticks.

The last sort may likewise be increased by
transplanting the roots in the autumn; but

the plants in this way are seldom so good as by

seeds.

The two first sorts must be sown annually, but

the last will remain many years.

It is the practice with the gardeners who raise

the first sorts tor the London markets, to sow
them in the autumn in pots, and secure them
trom severe weather, by placing them in hot-bed

frames ; by which means they can bring them
much more early to market. They may be con-

tinued in flower the whole sunnuer by repeated

sowings in the spring. When sown in pots

they should be watered frequently

They are all highly ornamental in the borders,

clumps, and other parts of pleasure-grounds,

when properly intermixed in their species and

different varieties.

LAVANDULA, a genus comprising plants

of the shrubby evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didtjvamla

Gymrwspcrmin, and ranks in the natural order

of Vertidllatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

Jeafed perianthium, ovale : mouth obscurely

toothed, short, permanent, supported by a bracte

:

tlie corolla one-petallcd, ringent, resupine : tube

cylindric, longer than the calyx : border spread-

ing: one lip looking upwards, larger, bifid,

spreading : the other lip looking downwards,
trifid: divisions all roundish, nearly equal : the

stamina have four short filaments, within the

tube of the corolla, deflected, of which two are

shorter: anthers small : the pistillum is a four-

parted germ : style filiform, length of the tube :

stigma two-lobed ; obtuse, converging : there is

no pericarpium: calyx converging with the

mouth and guarding the seed : the seeds four,

obovate.

The species cultivated are: 1. L. Spica, Com-
mon Lavender; 2. L. Stcechas, French Laven-
der; 3. L. dentata, Tooth-leaved Lavender;
4. L. mnltifida, Canary Lavender.

The first has a perennial, thick, woody root :

the stem shrubby, much branched, frequently five

or six feet high, four-cornered, acute-raigled,

lomentose ; the leaves numerous, blunt, hoary,

the upper ones sessile, the lower petioled : the

flowers are produced in terminating spikes from

the young shoots, on long peduncles ; the spikes
are composed of interrupted whorls in which tha
flowers are from six to ten, the lower whorls
more remote .- each flower upright, on a short
pedicel : the bractes broad-ovate, awned, acn
minatc, veined : the common colour of the co-
rolla is blue, but it varies with white flowers :

the whole plant is covered with a down composed
of forked hairs. It is a native of the South of Eu-
rope, flowering here from July to September.

Tliere are varieties with narrow leaves \\ith
blue flowers, and with wliiie flowers with broad
leaves, and Dwarf Lavender.

This species is the,Common Lavender ; but
the narrow-leaved variety with blue flowers is

the sort cultivated for its flowers, fur medicinal
purposes.

The broad-leaved sort has much shorter and
broader leaves, and the- branches are shorter,
more compact, and fuller of leaves : it con-
tinues several years without producing flowers

j

and when it docs, the leaves on the flowerin<r-
stalks approach nearer to those of the Connnoii
Lavender, but arc still broader : the stalks grow
taller, the si)ikes are looser and larger, the flowers
smaller, and appear a little later in the season.
The second species has a low, thick, shrubby

stalk, about two feet high, sending out woody
branches the whole length : the leaves about an
inch long, hoary and pointed, of a strong aro-
matic scent, opposite at each joint, with smaller
leaves of the same shape coming out at the same
places : the branches are terminated with scaly
spikes of purple flowers, four-cornered, and an
inch in length ; and at the topis a coma or small
tuft of purple leaves. When it begins to flower,
there are only four flowers in a whorl, but these
are afterwards increased by the lateral gems, till

it becomes gradually round. The whole plant
has a very strong, aromatic, agreeable odour.
It is a native of the South of Europe, flowerino-

from May to July.

There are varieties with white flowers; and with
purple flowers.

'I'he third species has a woody stalk two or
three feet high, with four-cornered branches on
every side the whole length : the leaves are oppo-
site about an inch long, and an eighth of an inch
broad, indented regularly on both sides almost
to the midrib, of a grayish colour, a pleasant
aromatic odour, and a biting warm taste : the
flowers are produced in scaly spikes at the ends
of the branches upon long naked peduncles : the
spikes are four-cornered, hairy, and about an
inch long, terminated by a few purplish leaves.

It is a native of Spain, flowering from June to •

September.

The fourth is an annual (or rather a biennial
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plant, wiih an upright branching woolly stalk

two fed high : the leaves hoary, opposite, cut

into many ilivisions to the midrib : these seg-

ments are again divided on their borders towards

the lop into three blunt ones, so that they end

in many points : the peduncle is continued from

the end of the branch, is naked, and about six

fnches long, quadrangular, and terminated by a

close spike of flowers about one inch lona; : the

rows of flowers are twisted spirally. There are

commonly two small spikes below this, and about

an inch from it : the corolla varies from blue to

while. It is a native of Spam.
There is a variety winch rises with an upright,

branching, square stalk, four feet high ; the

leaves long;er, and cut into narrower segments

than the Spanish plant : they are of a liglitcr

green, and almost smooth : the naked fiower-

sfalk is also much longer, and terminated with

a cluster of spikes of blue flowers : at two or

three inches below these are two small spikes,

one on each side: the flowers arc smaller than

those of th' first sort. It is a native of the Ca-
nary Islands.

Cii/'ure.—All the sorts are readily increased,

by planting slips or cuttings of their voung shoots

in the spring.

In the first two sorts, a quantity of slips or

cuuings should be taken off" in the early spring,

as JNlarch or April, from three or four to six

inches long, vtripping off the under-leaves, then
planting them in a shady border, four inches

asunder, giving a good watering, and repeating

it occasionally in dry weather. When the plants

-are well rooted in summer, they should be trans-

planted into the place were they are to grow,
early in autumn, as September or October, with
balls of earth about their roots.

When the first sort is intended to produce
flowers for economical purposes, it should
be planted in rows, two or three feet asunder,
and about the same distance in the rows, or in a
single row one or two feet asunder, along the

edge or divisions of garden-grounds, in a sort

of edging or dwarf hedge ; in either of w hlch
modes ihe plants grow Irecly, continuing in root,

stem and branches several years, and produce
abundance cif spikes of flowers annually for Slather-

ing in the latter end of summer: the culture

afterwards is ])rincipally to cut down any re-

maining decayed flower-stalks in autumn, prun-
ing or cutting away any disorderly out-growing
branches at top and sides, and digging the
ground occasionally in spring or autumn along
the rows of plants.

The second sort may also often be raised from
seeds, which should be sown in a bed of light

earth ia the early spring, and raked in evenly

with a light hand. The plants rise in about a

month, when, if there be dry weather, water
should be given : and after thev are three

inches high, they should be pricked out in beds,

half a foot apart, wa^ermg them as they reipiire,

until fresh rooted, i hey should stand here till

the following spring, and then be thinned out,

and planted where they are to remain.

The two first sorts arc useful for their fine

spikes of flowers, as well as ornamental in as-

semblage with other shrubby plants, in the

borders and clumps of pleasure-grounds ; and
the two last sorts in green-house collections

with other potted plants.

Those designed for shrubberies or other similar

places, being previously raised to some tolerable

bushy growth, and a foot high or more, should
be planted either in the early autumn, or in the

spruig, disposing Ihem singly at proper distances

in the fronts.

The third and fourth sorts may be increased

by slips and cuttings, planted in pots m the early

spring months, and placed under frames, due wa-
ter and shade from the n)ld-day sun being given
till they are rooted ; and when a little advanced in

growth, transplanted into se[)arate small pots, and
managed as other green-house exotic plants.

LAVATL'.RA, a genus containing plants of
the herbaceous shrubby perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Monadclphia
Pohjnyulrla, and ranks in the natural order of
Co Iam/liferoe.

The characters are : that the calyx is a double
perianthium : exterior one-leafed, irifid, obtuse,

short, permanent : interior one-leafed, half five-

cleft, more acute, more erect, permanent : the

corolla has five obcordate flat petals, spreading,

affixed below to the tube of the stamens: the

stamina have numerous filaments, coalesein.g-

below into a tube; loose above (gaping at the

tip and surface of the tube) : anthers reniform :

the pistillum is an orbicular germ : style cylin-

dric, short: stigmas several (seven to founeen),
bristly, length of the style:, the pericarpium is

an orbicular capsule, composed of as many cells

as there are stigmas, bivalve, and articulated in

a whorl round the columnar receptacle, at length

falling off: the seeds solitary and reniform.

The species cultivated are: 1. L. Crelica^

Cretin Lavatera ; 2. L. tiimeslrh, ConmiotV
Annual Lavatera; 3. L. Tlmririgiaca, Great-
flowered Lavatera ; 4. L. arborea, Tree Lavatera,

or Mallow ; 5. L. Olihi, Downy-leaved Lava-
tera ; 6. L. triloba, Three-lobed Lavatera; J..

L. Lmitaiika, Portuguese Lavatera.

The first has an annual fibrous root of thick

fibres, a foot in length, with innumerable other

capillary fibres : the stem round, rugged, five
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feet high, hranchctl : the leaves oi» lopg petioles,

verv soft, tomcatose, toothed, seven-angled, the

anules of the upper ones sharper: the stipules

hmecolatc, ciliate, bowing at isottom and then

erect : the flower.-; axillary, about four together,

on upright peduncles : the outer calyx cup-

shaprd, ""with ovate segments : inner a little

lon<.'er, five-cornered above, with lanceolate seg-

iiients: the corolla twice the length of the calyx,

pale l)lue, with oblong, eniargmate petals : the

germ orbicular-flatted, ten-grooved: the stigmas

ten: the fruit smooth, within the calyx: tlie

capsules ten, round a column terminated by a

h.emisplicre with a very small point at top, dis-

appearing when the fruit is ripe, and leaving a

hole in the middle of the capsules, wliich then

turn black. It is a native of the island of Can-
dia or Crete, flowering in July.

It varivswilh red flowers, with white flowers,

and with purple flowers.

The second has also an annual root, white,

with spreading beards : the stem round, two

feet hisjh, branched, the lower branches almost

horizontal : the leaves crenale-toothed, smooth,

on lona: petioles, gradually narrowed lowards the

tip : stipules ovate-lanceolate, ciliate, bovsed at

bottom and then straight : the flowers solitary,

axillary, on peduncles shorter than the peti(,de :

outer calyx semi-trilid, with keeled segments;

itiner larger, with lanceolate segments, curled at

the edge; the corolla large, spreading, bcll-

shapcd, pale flesh colour, with whitish lines ;

petals broader above, crenate, frequently rolled

up, the edges of the claws deep purple: the germ
very smooth : the style multifld : the stigmas

pale-flesh-coloured, longer than the tube, thir-

teen to eighteen: the fruit hemispherical, con-

vex beneath, covered at top with a circular, con-

cave, smooth lid or peltate umbrella : thtr^ are

about twenty capsules in a whorl ; they arc brown,

closed all round and not opening, with a longi-

tudinal raised line along theb^ck, elegantly mark-
ed on the sides with flexuose streaks drawn from

the circumference to the centre : the seeds are

ferruginous. It is anaiiveof the South of Europe,

&c. flowering fronj July to September.

There are several varieties.

The third has the stem five or six feet high,

woolly, branched : the lower leaves heart-shap-

ed, crenate, roundish-lobed : upper ha^tate, on

short petioles : the stipules lanceolate : the

flowers axillary, bolitary, pedunclcd
;
peduncles

longer than the leaf: the calyxes subtomcntose :

the segments of the outer heart-shaped, with a

very sharp point ; of the inner oblong acute :

the corolla huge, spreading, pale violet or pur-

pli^^h, shaped like those of the Marsh-mallow,

but larger: petals emarginale : the capsules

about twenty (fourteen) in a wing of a papery

substance, somewhat rugged, about a columnar
receptacle, which has many wings from the

permanent sides of the capsules, like the cogs of

a mill wheel, ending in a conical awl-shaped

point: the seeds flatted a little, smooth, sub-

cinereous or brown. It is a native of Sweden,
flowering from July to September.

The fourth species rises with a strong thick

stalk the height of eight or ten feet (in gardens),

dividing into many branches at the lop: in its

wild state, when largest, from four to six feet

high, and as much as four inches in diameter:

the leaves are alternate, numerous, cordate,

roundish-seven-ar.gled (some five- and others

three-angled), the angles blunt, soft as velvet,

shorter than the petioles: the stiptil-'s short,

smooth, acuminate at the tip, broad at the base:

the fliivvers mostly in )iairs, sometimes three to-

gether, on upright peduncles an inch and a half

in length : the outer calyx ovate at the base, di-

vided half way into three broad blunt segments;

inner only half the size, divided half way into

live sharp segments : the corolla purplish red,

with dark blotches at the base, spreading bell-

shaped (like that of the common Mallow), an

inch or more in diameter : the petals broader at

top, narrow at the base, so that the calyx ap^

pears between the claws: the cylinder of fila-

ments ptirple, woolly at the base: the germ very

smooth: the style usually eight-cleft at top:

the stigmas revolute, reddish: the ring or whorl

of fruits is seven- or eight-capsnied : the com-
mon receptacle awl-shaped, Vvith a conoid glo-

bule at top, and small crescent-shaped lamcTue

at the base and tlie interstices of the capsules :

the capsules are reniform-rounded, sharply

three-cornered, memhranaceous,wrinkled. closed

on all sides, pale bay-coloured, not opening:

the seeds kidney-shaped, and ash-cJoured. It

is a native of Italy, &c. flowering from June or

July to September or October.

The fifth has a round branched stem, five feet

high, villose at lop, reddish : the leaves soft,

wliitish, tomentose, unequally serrate; the lower

subcordate-hastate, five-angled ; the upper ovate,

three-cusped, the middle lobe narrowed, acute,

oblong: the stipules ovate-lanceolate, viilose :

the flowers on short peduncles, axillary, solitary,

verv seldom two together; terminating ones in a

spike: the outer calyx ovate, with roundish-

acute seoments ; inner larger, with lanceolate-

acute segments : the corolla large, spreading

very much, reddish-purple : the petals with nar-

rowed claws, covered with white hairs, in-eaed

into a flesh-coloured tube: the stamens purple:

the germ roundish-compressed, with twenty

grooves ; the, style divided into about twenty
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parts: the stigmas long, recurved: the capsuieiS

about twenty, black, snioolli, fixed in a ring

about a thick striated cone : when the seeds are

ripe, that part which i:^ next tn the axis appears

ii:ikcd, on account of the pellicle which forms

the internal part of the capsule adhering to the

axis. According to Linnaeus, the leaves of the

first, year are very large, and those of the fol-

louing mucii smaller," which is a circumstance

cimmon to this with other plants of the same

natural order. It is a native of the South of

France, flowering from June to October.

The sixth species has a round branched stem,

from three to four feet in height : the leaves

are alternate, petioled, shorter than the petioles,

roundish, but with the border so rolled back as

to appear triangular : the stipules cordate, broad,

acuminate, serrate : the flowers axillary : three

peduncles, mostly one-flowered, in each axil,

upright, shorter than the petiole : the segments

of the outer calyx broad-cordate, acuminate

:

the inner calyx twice as large, five-cornered,

acuminate, with the corners prominent : corolla

large, spreading, pale purple, with the claws

wlute, hairy : the capsules about fifteen, in a

ring about a column ending in a point. Ac-

cording to Linnasus, the whole plant is tomen-

tose, being covered with very small glutinous

hairs, with other larger ones stellate at top mixed

among them. Tt is a native of France and

Spain, flowering from June to September.

The seventh is a native of Portugal, flowering

in Auo;ust and September.

CiiUiire.—The first two, or annual sorts, are

readily increased, by sowing the seeds in a light

soil in the places where the plants are to remain,

or in pots, in the spring season, as about the

latter end of March, in patches of four or five

in each, giving them water occasionally when

the weather is dry. When the plants have at-

tained a little growth, they should be thinned

out to one or two of the strongest plants. When
any are to be removed to other places, it should

be done at this period, and >vith a little earth

about the roots, due water and shade being

given ; but they seldom succeed well by trans-

planting.

All the other shrubby perennial sorts may
likewise be increased by sowing the seeds, and

managing the plants in the same manner.

Molt of these sorts will not last more than

two years in this climate, unless the soil be dry,

when they continue three or tour.

They in general require a warm dry situation,

or to have their roots covered by old tail, or the

protection of the green-house during the

severity pf the winter season.

They are all highly ornamental in different

parts of pleasure-grounds. The annual sorts

have great beauty, in their flowers being large,

nunterous, and conspicuous, and are proper

where large showy-flowering plants are required.

The perennial kinds are also suitable for large

borders and shrubbery compartinents, having
large, straight, upright, durable stems, termi-

nated by branchy bushy heads, and very large

soft foliage, that form a fine variety in assem-
blage with other plants, though their flowers are

often hidden bv their large leaves.

LAVENDER. SeeLAVAN-Dut,A.
LAVENDER COTTON. See Santohna.
LALllEL. See Laurus and Frunus.
LAUREL SPURGE. See Daphnk.
LAUREOLA. See Cestuum and Daphnh.
LAURESTINE. See Viburnum Tinus.
LAUROCERASUS. See Pkunus.
LAURUS, a genus containing plants of the

evergreen and deciduous tree kinds for the borders,

green-house, and stove.

It belongs to the class and order Enneandria
Monogyn'm , and ranks in the natural order of

Holoracece,

The characters are : that there is no calyx
(unless the corolla be so called) : the corolla has
six ovate acuminate petals, concave, erect: the

alternate ones exterior: nectary consisting of
three acuminated coloured tubercles, ending in

two bristles, standing round the germ : the sta-

mina have nine filaments, shorter than the co-
rolla, compressed, obtuse, three in each rank:

anthers growing on each side to the margin of
the filament on the upper part : glandules two,
globose, with a very short footstalk, affixed to

each filament of the inner rank near the base:

the pistillum is a subovate germ : the stvle sim-
ple, equal, length of the stamens : stigma ob.-

tuse, oblique : the pericarpium is a drupe (or

berry), oval, acuminate, one-celled, compre-
hended by the corolla : the seed is an ovate-

acuminate nut : the kernel of the same form.
The species cultivated are: 1. L. nohitts,

Common Sweet Bay ; 2. L. cestivalis, Willow-
leaved Bay; 3. L. Benzoin, Common Benja-
min-tree; 4, L. Sassafras, Sassafras-tree; 5.

L. Indica, Royal Bay, or Indian Laurel ; 6. L.
Borlonia, Broad-leaved Carolina Bay, or Red
Bay ; 7. L. Campkora, Camphor, or Gamphire-
tree; 8. L. Chinamomum, Cinnamon-tree; t).

L. Cassia, Cassia, or Wild Ciimamon-ti'ee;
10. L. Persea, Alligator Pear.

The first in this clin)ate appears as a shrub,
but in the southern parts of Europe it becomes
a tree of twenty or thirty feet in height ; much
subject, however, in general, to put out suckers:
the leaves are evergreen, of a firm texture, the

largest from an inch and a half to two inches in
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breadth in tlie broad-leaved variety, and from

three to four inches in length, entire, on short

petioles, having an agrceahle smell, and an aro-

matic, subacrld, bitterish taste : the flowers are

dioecious, or male and female on different trees,

in racemes shorter than the ]eav(?S, of an herba-

ceous colour : the corollas four-pctalled in the

male flowers, with from eight to twelve stamens:

the berry superior, ovate, fleshy, dark, purple

almost black : the receptacle none, except a

small tubercle at the bottom, whence a vascular

band rises --in each side the whole length of the

seed ; which is large, ovate, slightly mucronate

above. It is a native of the southern parts of

Europe, and of Asia.

There are several varieties ; as the broad-

leaved, which is almost too tender for the open

air in this climate, with leaves much broader

and smoother than those of the connnon sort ;

—

the common, which is seldom hurt in this i li-

mate, except in very severe winters, of which
there are two subvarieties, one with plain leaves,

the other with leaves waved on the edges ;—the

narrow-leaved, with very long narrow leaves,

not so thick as those of the preceding two sorts,

and of a light green, the branches covered with

a purplish bark, and the male flowers come out

in small clusters from the axils of the leaves,

sitting close to the branches ; of which there are

subvarieties in the nurseries with variegated

leaves.

What is now called Bay was formerly called

"Laurel, which has introduced some confusion.

The second species rises with a shrubby
branching stalk eight or ten feet high, covered

with a purple bark : the leaves are opposite, near

two inches long and one inch broad, smooth on
their upper side, but veined on their under,

w'here ihey are rough : the berries red, nearly

the size and shape of the common Bay-berry.

It is a native of North America.
The tliird rises to the height of ten or twelve

feet, dividing into many branches : the leaves are

near three inches long, and an inch and a half

broad, smooth on their upper surface, but with

many transverse veins on their under side : the

flowers of a white herbaceous colour, with six

stamina in each : the involucre is sessile, four-

ieaved, much resembling that of Cornus, in-

eluding five petioled florets, the length of the

involucre : proper calyx (or corolla) six-parted,

yellow, with linear segments : the stamens eight

or nine, the length of the calvx, appendiclcd
on the sides : the germ ovale, within the calyx :

the style simple. It is a native of Virginia.

Martyn observes that it has been confounded
with the true Benzoin tree. See Styrax Ben-
zoin.

The fourth species is commonly a shrub, seldom
rising more than eight or ten feet liigti (it some-
times, however, grows into a large tree) : the
leaves are of ditferent shapes and sizes; some
oval and entire, about four inches long and three

broad; others are deeply divided mto three

lobes ; these are six inches long, and as much in

breadth from the extremity of the two outside

lobes ; they are placed alternately on pretty long
footstalks, and are of a lucid green ; they fall

ofl" early in the autumn; and in the spring, soon
after the leaves begin to come out, the flowers

appear just below them, on slender peduncles,
each sustaining three or four small, yellow
(greenish white) flowers, which have live oval

concave petals, and eight stamina in the tnalc-

flowers, which are upon different plants from
the hermaphrodite flowers : these are succeeded
by an oval berry, which, when ripe, is blue.

It is a native of America.' Its wood is of a
light and spongy texture, having a fragrant

smell, and a sweetish aromatic taste.

The fifth is a large tree with ascending
branches : the branches, and particularly the

shoots, are tubercled with scars from the fallen

leaves; they are alternate, curved inwards,
wrinkled and smooth : the leaves scattered, acu-
minate with a bluntish point, quite entire,

smooth, veined, reflex, four inches long : the

petioles semi-cylindric, grooved, smooth, re-

flex : the flowers terminating, below racemed,
above paniclcd : the panicle trifld: ovate, red.

nectareous scales at the base of the filaments,

which vary in number from seven to nine; six

outer, and one, two, or three inner : they are

unequal, flat, and nearly equal to the calyx :

the anthers compressed, four-celled : the germ
roundish : the style very short : the berry globu-
lar, small, and brown. It is a native of Ma-
deira.

The sixth species rises with a straight large

trunk to a considerable heiaht near the sea ; but
in the inland parts of the country it is of
humbler stature : the leaves are much longer

than those of the Common Ba\', and are a little

woolly on their under side; their edges are a

little retlexed ; the veins run transversely from
the midrib to the sides : the male flowers come
out in long bunches fioin the axils of the leaves

:

the female flowers in loose bunches on pretty

long red peduncles: the berries are blue, in red

cups, growing two and sonietimes three toge-

tlier. It is a native of America.
The seventh species is very near akin to the

ninth, from which it differs in the leaves, those

of the latter having three ribs running longi-

tudinally from the foot-stalk to the point,

where they soon diminish ; whereas in this the
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ribs are small and extend towards the sides

;

their surface is smooth and shining: they are
male and hermaphrodite in dificrent trees : it is

a large tree, with ascending branches : the leaves
quite entire, smooth, mostly alternate, but
some opposite, petioled, whitish underneath

:

the flowers white, on simple, lono', lateral pe-
duncles : the bcrrv smal ovate, dusky or
brownish red. It 'is a native of'China,' &c,
Its wood is in much esteem for carpenters' pur-
poses, being easily wrought, light, durable, and
not liable to he injured "by insects, particularly
ihe coombang, a species 'of bee, which, from
Its tacidty of boring timber for its nest, is called
the Carpenier.

The chief of the Camphor used in Europe is

prepared from this tree in Japan, by splitting
the wood into small pieces, and subliming o°
distillmg it with water in an iron retort, covered
With an earthen or wooden bead, in the hollow
of which tbey fasten hay or straw, to which the
Camphor, as it rises, adheres. This Camphor
IS brownish or white, but in very small semi-
pellucid grains. It is packed up in wooden
casks, and thus sent to India and Europe, where
It IS purified by a second sublimation, and re-
duced into the solid mass as found in the shops.
Native Camphor, or the Capoor Barroos of the
Malays, is a production obtained in Sumatra
and Borneo by cutting down the trees, and
splitting them with wedges into small pieces,
the Camphor being found'in the interstices in the
state of a concrete crystallization. Some have
asserted that it is from the old trees alone that
this substance is procured, and that in the young
trees it is in a fluid state, called meeuio 'capoor
or Camphor oil; but this is a mistake: the
same sort of tree that produces the fluid does
not produce the dry, transparent flaky substance,
nor ever would. They are readily disiinguished
by the natives. Many of the trees,' however, pro-
duce neither the one nor the other. The traders
usually distinguish three degrees of quality, by
the names of head, hellij, and foot, accordine-
to its purity and whiteness. Some add a fourth
sort, of extraordinary fineness, of which a few
pounds only are imported to Canton, and sell

there at the rate of two thousand dollars the
peail.

The Common Camphor will evaporate till it

wholly disappears ; while that of Sumatra and
Borneo, called Native Camphor, though subject
to some decrease, does not appear to Tose much
in quantity from being kept.
Camphor oil is obtained by the Sumatrans

by making a transverse incision into the tree, to
the depth of some inches, and then cutting
tlopingly downwards from above the notch, till a
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flat horizontal surface be left. This they hollow
out, till it is of a capacity to receive a quart

:

then put into the hollow a bit of lighted reed,

and let it remain for about ten minutes, which
acting as a stimulus, draws the fluid to that

part. In the Space of a night the liquor fills

the receptacle previously made. The trees are

soon exhausted.

The eighth in its native situation is a tree

twenty feet high or more, tlie trunk about six

feet high, a foot and a half in diameter, the outer
bark smoothish, and of a dusky ciiv-reous co-
lour; it has spreading brandies that form an
elegant head ; but in our stoves it is only of low
growth : the leaves are opposite or nearly so,

ovate-oblong, oblong-acuminate, or siibovatc,

bluntly acuminate, quite entire, shining, coria-
ceous, on short petioles, from three to five

inches long; the three nerves spring from the
petiole, and either immediately recede from each
other, or continue united for a line or two and
then diverge ; they are of a bright green on the
upper surface, but pale on the under, with the
nerves whitish. On the younger branches or
twigs arise slender common peduncles, from
opposite axils, the terminatins; ones an inch, the
others two or three inches long, lliree-flowered

at top, orelsetrifid, with each division three-
flowered : the flowers small, greenish yellow,
almost insipid, with a somewhat foetid smell :

the fruit the form and size of a middling Olive,
insipid, deep blue and soft, inclosing a thin,

pale-coloured nut with a wliite kernel, which
germinates soon after it falls, and therefore can-
not easily be transported to a distance: the inner
bark perfectly resembles the Oriental Cinnamon
in smell, taste, and figure ; the only difference
is, that it has a coarser te.xture, and a more
acrid taste, which may arise from the climate.
It is a native of Martinico and Brazil, flowerino-

in February and March.
There are several varieties ; but it is the Cey-

lon CInnamnn that is chiefiy used as a spice.

The ninth is supposed, according to Martvn, not
to be a distinct species from the true Cinnamon.
The difference of the bark may, he supposes, be
owing to soil or situation, but more probably to

want of skill or attention in the cultivators. The
Cassia bark is coarser, and will not roll up like

true Cinnamon ; but the essential difference be-
tween the bark of Cinnamon and Cassia is, that
the former is always dry, whereas the latter be-
comes mucilaginous in chewing ; hence it has
been suggested here, as a conjecture on the most
respectable authority, that the superior excel-
lence of Cinnamon bark may be in a great mea-
sure owing to its having been deprived of that

mucilage v.hich adheres to its interior surface.
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Marsdcn asserts that the Cassia tree grows from
fifty to sixty feet high, with large spreading ho-

rizontal branches, almost as low as the earth :

the leaves are about four inches long, narrower

than those of the Bay, and more pointed, deep

green, with a smooth surface and plain edge

:

the principal fibres or nerves take their rise from

the peduncle : the young leaves are mostly of a

reddish hue : the blossoms grow six in number
upon slender footstalks, close to the bottom of

the leaf: they are monopetalous, small, white,

and stellated in six points : the stamina are six

(nine), with one style growing from the germ,
which stands up in three brownish segments re-

sembling a cup. It is a native of Malabar.

The bark is commonly taken from such trees

as are a foot or eighteen inches in diameter, as

when they are younger, it is said to be so thin

as to lose all its qualities very soon. Those trees

which grow in a high rocky soil havered shoots,

and the bark is superior to that which is pro-

duced in a moist clay where the shoots are

green. Marsden has been assured by a person

of extensive knowledge, that the Cassia pro-

duced in Sumatra is from the same tree that

yields the true Cinnamon, and that the apparent

difference arises from the less judicious manner
of quilling it. Perhaps the younger and more
tender branches should be preferred

;
perhaps

the age of the tree, or the season of the year,

ought to be more nicely attended to ; and it is

suggested, that the mucilage which adheres to

the inside of the fresh - peeled rind, when
not carefully wiped off, injures the flavour of

the Cassia, and tenders it inferior to that of the

Cinnamon.
The tenth species grows to the height of

thirty feet or more in the West Indies, and has

a trunk as large as conmion Apple-trees : the

bark is smooth, and of an ash colour : the

branches are beset with pretty large, oblong,

smoothleaveSjlikethoseof Laurel,of a deep green

colour, are succulent, and soft. The (lowers

are for the most part produced towards the ex-

tremities of the branches : the fruit is the size

of one of our biggest pears, inclosing a large

seed with two lobes, included in a thin shell.

It is held in great esteem in the West Indies

:

the pulp is of a pretty firm consistence, and has

a delicate rich flavour; it gains upon the palate

of most persons, and becomes soon agreeable

even to tho:<e who cannot like it at first ; l)ut it is

so rich and mild, that most people make use of
somespiceorpungent substance to give it a pois;-

nancy; and for this purpose, some make use of

wine, some of sugar, sonie of lime-juice, but

most of pepper and salt. It is a native of the

West Indies.

Vol. II.

Culture.—The first sort may be increased by
seed, layers, and suckers.

The seed should be sown soon after the berries
are ripe, or early in spring, either in beds, co-
vering them with earth near an inch deep, or in
drills half a foot asunder, the same depth : when
the plants are come up, they should be supplied
with frequent waterings during summer, and in
winter defended from severe frost by the shelter
of mats, or some other covering, beinc tender
while young; and after having'two summers'
growth in tlie seed-bed, in the spring follov.intr

thestrongestshouldbe removed intonursery rows,
one or two feet asunder, and a foot apart in each
row, giving water in dry weather, till they have
taken good root, and keeping them clear from
weeds. When they are half a yard, or two or
three feet high, they are of proper growth for
transplanting into the shrubbery in autumn or
spring.

The berries may also be sown in pots,
and plunged in a hot-bed in spring:, which
larings the plants forwarder, being careful to
inure them to the full air in the summer
season.

Some of the lower branches that are well
furnished with young shoots may be laid down
in the early spring, or in August, but the latter

is the better season ; each shoot being slit-layed

:

they become rooted in one year, when in spring
they may be taken off, and planted in the nur-
sery, as directed for the seedlinrrs.

The suckers should be taken up with good
roots in autumn or spring, and be planted in the
nursery like the seedlings and layers.

It is also capable of growing by cuttings,
planted in the beginning of April on a moderate
hot-bed of tanners' bark covered eight inches
deep with rich loose fresh earth, five inches
deep, and eight or nine asunder, rubbing off
their leaves, and watering them gcntiv every
evening while the bed continties warm, co-
verintr the olasses with mats during the heat of
the day. When the cuttings have shot roots, they
should receive all mdd gentle showirs, and the
eveningdews. In the beginning of August, the
glasses may be taken off, being replacrd when
the weather begins to be frosty ; keepino- them
open every mild day. In the beginning of the
AjH-ll following, or as soon as the weather be-
comes, temperate, both glasses and frames should
be removed, conliiming frequent and [dentiful

waterings during the summer months, as the
weather may require ; and in the succeeding
April the plants will be strong, well rooted",

and fit for planting out.

When the plants raised in these ways are re-

moved to the nursery, they should have their

II
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superfluous roots and branches cut away, en-

courasinig the leading shoots
;
plantnig them in a

well-thchercd quarter of liglit mould. The
ground should be dug over in autumn and

sprinc, keepino; it clean, loose, and mellow in

summer, and the plants be annually pruned in

April.

The gold-strip'-'d variety is tender, being com-
monly kept in pots, and housed with hardy

green-house plants. When it stands in the

open ground, it is sometimes much injured in

severe winters. The method of increasing it is

by budding it on the plain sort.

The broad-leaved and narrow-leaved varieties

are not so hardy as the conmion sort, being

scarcely able to live abroad whilst young, in com-
mon winters, without shelter. As in severe win-

ters the old trees are frequently killed, or at least

the branches mueli injured, the plants are fre-

quently kept in tubs, and housed m winter.

The second, third, and fourth sorts may be

increased hv seed, by iavcrs, and sometimes by
suckers and cuttings. The seeds or berries pro-

cured from America, and preserved in sand,

.should be sown as soon after they arrive as pos-

sible, in a bed of light earth an inch deep, or in

largish pots the same depth, plunging them in

mould, in an eastern border, up to their rims,

till the spring following; when they should be

placed in a hot-bed, which greatly forwards the

germination of the seed, and soon brings up
the plants. Thev must be timely inured to the

full air. The plants raised by either method
should, while young, be watered during sum-
mer, and sheltered from frost in winter, and
when two years old be planted out in nursery

rows, as directed for the other plants. They may
also be increased l>y layers and suckers in the

same manner as directed for the first sort ; but

it is sometimes long before the layers are rooted.

They arc likewise sometimes capable of being
increased by catlings, by the aid of a good hot-

bed.

The fifth, sixth, and seventh sorts may be

increased bv layers, but thev ari' sometimes two
years before thev are sufficiently rooteil. They
niav also be raised from seeds, procured from
tlie places of their natural growth, sowing them
in pots, and plunging them in a hot- or bark-

bed ; but without this aid they do not always

vrow freely the first season ; in which case thev

should be placed in the open air in summer, and
in a frame or in the green-house, near the win-

clows, \n winter ; and in spring the ])ots be

plunged in a hot-bed, which will bring up the

plants, giving air daily, and frequent waterings,

and inuring them by degrees to the open air as

the summer advances
;
placing them in shelter

in winter, and in the following spring planting

them out in separate small pots, managing thenx

as other green-house shrubs.

The eighth, ninth, and tenth sorts are also

raised by layers and seed, sown and managed as

above, generally assisted by the bark-bed of the

stove; the plants being planted off into separate

pois, and nianaged afterwards as other hot-

iiouse plants.

The first, second, third, and fourth sorts are

highly ornamental in the borders and clumps in

pleasure-grounds; the three following in green-

house collections ; and the three last among
other stove plants.

LAWN, an open space of short grass-ground,

in the front of a residence, or in a garden, park,

or other pleasure-ground.

Lawns extended in the principal fronts of
habitations, add considerably to the neatness

and grandeur of their api]5earanc-e, by favino-

them open, and admitting more extensive pro-
spects. Where there is a sufficient scope of
ground, they should be as large as the nature
of the situation will admit, always being plan-
ned in the most conspicuous parts immediately
adjoining the houses, and extended outward
as far as convenient, allowing width in pro-
portion; having each side or verge bounded
by elegant shrubbery compartments in a va-
ried order, separated in some parts by inter-

vening spaces of grass-ground, of varied dimen-
sions, and serpentine gravel-walks, gently wind-
ing between and through the plantations, for

occasional shady, sheltered, and private walkino-;

or similar walks carried along the fronts of the

boundary plantations, and immediately adjoining
the Lawns, for more open and airy walking in

;

and in some concave sweeps of the plantations

there may be recesses and open spaces both of
grass anil gravel, of different forms and dimen-
sions, made as places of retirement, shade, 8cc.

The usual situations of Lawns are those just

mentioned; but if the nature of the ground ad-
mit, or in cases where there is good scope of
ground, they may be continued more or less each
way; but always the most considerably on the
principal fronts, which if they be to the south,
or any of the southerly points, they are the
most desirable for the purpose.

I'he dimensions may be from a quarter of an
acre or less, to six or eight acres or more, ac-
cording to the extent and situation of the
ground. Sometimes Lawns are extended over
ha-has, to ten, twenty, or even to fifty or sixty

acres or more.
The form must be directed by the nature of

the siiuation; but it is commonly oblong, square,

oval, ox circular. But in whatever figure they
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are designed, they should widen gradually fmm
"the house outward to the furthest extremity, lu

have the greater advantage of prospect ; and by
having that part of them within tlie limits

of llie pleasure-groimd, bounded on each side

by plantations of ornamental trees and shrubs,

thcv may be continued gradually near towards

each wing of the habitation^ in order to he

looner in the walks of the plantations, under
shade, shelter, and retirement. The termina-

tions at the further ends may be either by ha-has

to extend the prospect, or by a shrubbery, or

plantation of stately trees, arranged in sweeps

and concave curves. But where they extend

towards any great road, or distant agreeable

prospect, it is more in character to have; the ut-

most verge open, so as to admit of a grand

view from and to the main residence.

The side-boundary verges should have the

plantations rurally formed, airy, and elegant,

by being planted with different sorts of the

ino«t ornamental trees and shrubs, not in one
continued close plantation, but in distinct sepa-

rated compartments and clumps, varied larger

or smaller, and difierently formed, in a some-
what natural imitation, being sometimes sepa-

rated and detached less or more, by intervening-

breaks and open spaces of short grass, comnui-
nicating both with the Lawns and interior di-

stricts ; and generally varied in moderate sweeps

and curves, especially towards the Lawns, to

avoid stiff, formal appearances, both in the

figure of the Lawns and plantations. In plant-

uigthe trees and shrubs, which should be both of

the deciduous and evergreen kinds, where intend-

ed to plant in distinct clumps, either introduce

the deciduous and evergreens alternately in sepa-

rate parts, or havesome of both interspersed in as-

semblage; in either method placing the lower

growth of shrubs towards the front, and the taller

backwards in proportion to their several statuies,

so as to exhibit a regular gradation of height, that

the different sorts may appear conspicuous from
the main Lawns. They may be continued back-

wards to a considerable depth, being backed

with trees and shrubs of more lofty growth.

The internal parts of the plantations may have

gravel or sand walks, some sh.ady, others open
;

with here and there some spacious short grass

openings of different dimensions and forms.

Extensive Lawns in parks or paddocks, &c.
have seldom any boundary plantations close to

what may be considered as a continuation of

them beyond the pleasure-ground, but are some-
times dotted with noble trees, dispersed in various

parts, at great distances, so as not to obstruct

the view ; some placed singly, others in groups
by twos, threes, fives, ike. and some placed

irregidarly, in triangles, sweeps, straight lines.

anil other different iigm-es, to cause liie :;rea(er
variety and effect, each group being diversilied
with diffeient sorts of treses, all suffered to take
their natural growth.
These kind of spaces or openings should al-

ways be kept perfectly neat, by being olten poled,
rolled, and mown. See Gi!ass-G"i;ound, and
TlIKFIN'tl.

LAWSONLY, a genus containing plants of
the exotic tree kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Ocfaiidria
Movogipna, and ranks in the natural order of
Sallcar'ue.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a four-
cleft perianlhium, small, permanent : the corolla
has four petals, ovate-lanceolate, flat, spreading:
the stamina have eight filiform filaments, lengtli
of the eorollj, in twin pairs between the petids

:

anthers roundish : the pistillnm is a roundish
germ : style simple, length of the stamens,
permanent : stigma headed : the pericarpium is

a capsule (or berry), globose with a point, four-
celled : the seeds many, cornered and pointed.
The species are : 1 . L. iiiermis, Smooth Law-

sonia; '2. L. spinosa, Prickly Lawsonia.
The first rises with a shrubby stalk eitrht or

ten feet high : the branches come out by pairs
opposite ; they are slender and covered with a
whitish yellow bark : the leaves are small, op-
posite, oblong, ending in acute points, pale
green: the flowers in loose terminatini"; bunches,
gray or dirty white : the petals small, turnino-

back at the top. It is a native of India, &c.
The second species rises with a woody trunk

eighteen feet high or more : the wood is hard
and close, covered with a light gray bark : the
branches alternate : the leaves oblong-oval : at
the joints where the leaves are placed ~come out
single, strong, sharp thorns : the flowers are in
loose bunches from the sides of the branches,
pale yellow, of a disagreeable scent. It is a
native of the East Indies.

Cullure.—These plants may be raised by
sowing the seeds in pots of light moidd in the
early spring, plunging them in the bark-iied of
the stove. When the plants have aequircd a
few inches growth, they should be removed
into separate small pots tilled with lioht sandy
earth, replunging them in the bark-bed, and
giving a little water, with proper shade. They
afterwards may be placed so as to have pretty

free air, but be constantly kept in the stove.

They afford variety among other stove plants.

LAYER, the yo\mg shoot or branch of such
trees as are capable of being raised by being laid

into the ground. It is the part which is placed

in the earth in order to strike root.

LAYIN(j, the operation of placing layers ia

the soil. It is a method adapted to most sorts

H 2
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of trees and shrubs, and many herbaceous

plants. It is effected by laying branches and

young shoots of trees and plants in the earth,

from two or three to five or six inches deep,

leaving their tops out, that the part layed in the

earth may eitiit roots, and becoime a plant.

The layers, when rooted, should be separated

from the parent, and planted in the nursery, or

other proper place, to acquire due strength and

size, for the purposes for which they arc de-

signed.

"They require different lengths of time for be-

cominff rooted, from a few months to two or

more years.

Numbers of shrubs and trees are increased

by layers, but the practice is more particularly

applicable to the shrub kind ; as their branches

grow near the ground, convenient for being

laid down. It may, however, be practised with

success on fruit-trees and forest-trees, when
their branches are situated low enough for being

laid, though the varieties of many fruit-trees

are better propagated by grafting and inocula-

tion. The vine and fig, however, often admit

of being increased by layers ; and forest-trees,

for the continuance of varieties ; as the plants

raised in this method continue exactly the same

as the parent plant from whence they were

raised. This is a certain method to continue

any approved variety, as well as to increase such

shrubs or trees as do not produce seeds here, and

which cannot be easily obtained. It is likewise

an expeditious and easy mode of propagation

;

as by it many new plants are often raised in a

few months, which would take two or three

years to bring them to the same size from seed.

In many sorts it is so easy that all the shoots of

any branch situated near thegroimd,or conveni-

ent for laying down, maybe made distinct plants.

For all sorts of the tree or shrub kinds, it is

generally performed on the young shoots of the

preceding summer, which should be laid down
in spring or autumn ; but sometimes on shoots

of the same year, in summer, especially in the

hard-wooded evergreen trees and shrubs, that

do not strike root readily in the older wood.

Many sorts of trees that have their wood of a

soft loose texture often grow pretty freely by
Layers of them, of two or several years growth.

In herbaceous plants capable of being propa-

gated by layers, such as carnations, pinks^

doii'jle sweet-williams, &c. the young shoots

of tlie same year, laid down in June and July,

are commonly the most successful.

The season for performing this sort of work,

in most borts of trees :,a'! shrubs, is autumn
and spring, though it may be performed at al-

most any time of the year.

Many kinds of under-shrubby and herba-

ceous plants also succeed, if layed any time in

spring or sumn)er till the end of June ; though
that and the following month are the most suc-

cessful for the herbaceous tribe, as carnations

and others usually propagated by laving, as they

then root the same season in from three or four to

five or six weeks, so as to be proper for trans-

planting.

When it is intended to lay trees or shrubs that

naturally run up to stems, without furnishing

any considerable quantity of lower branches for

laying, a sufficient number of strong plants

should be set in the nursery, at proper di-

stances, and headed down in the autumn or

spring after, within a few inches of the ground,,

that they may throw out a good quantity of
young shoots the following summer, near the

earth, so as to be convewient for laying down in

the succeeding autumn; or, by waiting another

year many more shoots for the purpose of layers

will be provided, by the first shoots throwing out

many lateral ones, each ofwhich when layed will

form a plant. And on the layers being rooted,

and all cleared away, the stool remaining will

furnish another crop of shoots for laying next

year, and the same in succession for many years.

When layers are wanted from trees that are

grown up, and whose branches are at a distance

from the ground, a temporary stage or scaffold is

erected, on which pots or tubs of mould are

placed to receive the layers.

The general method of merely laying the

branches or shoots in the earth, is practised

for all sorts ; but previous to laying, they are

often prepared in different ways to facilitate their

rooting, according as the trees of different na-
tures require; as by simple laying, twisting,

slitting, cutting the bark, piercing the shoot,

wireing, &:c.

Simple Laying.—This is merely laying the
shoots in the earth, as directed below, without
any previous preparation of twisting, slitting,

&c. and is sufficient for a great number of trees

and shrubs of the soft-wooded kinds ; but for

such as do not readily root by this simple me-
thod, recourse must be had to some of the fol-

lowing ways.

Twisting the Laijer.—By giving the shoot a
gentle twist in the part designed to be layed in

the ground, it greatly promotes and facilitates

the emission of fibres from the bruised part.

Slitting or Tonguing llie Layer.—This is the

most universal and successful mode, where any
preparation of the shoot is necessary to promote
its rooting ; it is performed by slitting the
shoot at a joint underneath, up the middle,
half an inch or an inch or more long, according
to the size and nature of the layer, forming a
sort of tongue nearly the same as directed for
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carnation layers; laying ihat part in the earth,

and raising the top upright, or rather pointing

inwards, so as to separate the tongue of the slit

from the other part, and keeping the slit open, as

directed below.

Cutting the Bcirk.—This is perfomied byciit-

Una the bark all round at a joint, taking out

small chips all the way below the eut, and lav-

ing that part in the earth, by which it readily

emits roots.

Piercing the Layer.—This is done by thrust-

ins; an awl through the shoot, at a joint, in se-

veral places, laying that part in the ground, by

which It will emit fibres from the wounds more

readily.
. .

IVireing the Layer.—^Tbis is by twistmg a

piece of wire hard round the shoot at a joint,

and pricking it w ith an awl on each side of the

wire in several places, laying it in the earth, by

which it breaks out into roots at the confined

and wounded parts ; often proving successful in

such trees and shrubs as do not readily emit

fibres by the other methods.

By some of these methods almost all sorts of

trees and shrubs may be propagated.

The general method of laying all sorts of trees

or plants, either by simple laying, or any of the

other methods, is the following.

The ground about each plant must be dug for

the reception of the layers, making excavations

in the earth to lay down all the shoots or

branches properly situated for the purpose,

pegging each down with a hooked stick, laying

also^all the proper young shoots on each branch

or main shoot, fixing each layer from about

three or four to six inches deep, according as

they admit, and directly mouldmg them in that

depth, leaving the tops of every layer out of

{ground, from about two or three to five or six

mehes, according to their length, though some

shorten their tops down to an eye or t'>vo only

above the earth, raising the top of each layer

somewhat upright, especially the slit or tongued

layers, to keep the slit part open. As all

the layers of each plant or stool are thus laved,

all the mould should be levelled in equalU' in

every part, close about every layer, leavhig an

even smooth surface, with the top of each

layer out.

'It sometimes happens that the branches of

trees are so inflexible as not to be easily brought

down for laying ; in which case they must be

plashed, making the gash or cut on the upper

side ; and when they are grown too large for

plashing, or the nature of the wood will not

bear that operation, they may be thrown on

their sides, by opening the earth about the roots,

and loosening or cutting all those on one side,

that the plant may be brought to the ground.

to admit of the branches being laid dowa into

the earth.

When layers are to be made from green-house

shrubs, or other plants in pots, the work should

generally be performed in pots, either in their

own, or others placed for that purpose.

After laying in either of the above methods,
there is no particular culture necessary, except

in the heat of summer giving occasional wa-
terings to keep the earth moist about the layers,

which will greatly forward them, and promote a

good supply of roots against autumn, when
those that are properly rooted should be taken

off and transplanted.

The layed branches or shoots should be exa-

mined at the properseason, October and Novem-
ber, and those that are rooted be eut from the

mother plant, with all the root possible, plant-

ing them out in nursery rows, a foot or two
asunder, according to their nature of growth, there

to remain till of due size for their several pur-

poses; but those of the tender kinds must be pot-

ted, and placed among others of similar nature

and growth.
When the layers are all cleared from the

stools or main plants, the head of each stool,

when to be continued for furnishing layers,

should be dressed ; cutting off all decayed and

scraggy parts, digging the ground about them,

working some fresh mould in close about their

heads, to refresh and encourage their producing

a fresh supply of shoots for the following year's

laying down.
LEATHERWOOD. See Dirca.
LEDON. See Cistus.
LEDUM, a genus containing plants of the

hardy evergreen kind. The Marsh Cistus, or

Wild Rosemary.
It belongs to the class and order Decandria

JMonogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Bieornes.

The characters are: that the ealvx is a one-

leafed perianthium, very small, five-toothed ;

the corolla one-petalled, flat, five-parted : divi-

sions ovate, concave, rounded: the staminahave

ten filiform filaments, spreading, length of the

corolla : anthers oblong : the pistillum is a

roundish germ : stvle filiform, length of the

stamens: stigma obtuse : the periearpium is a

roundish capsule, five-celled, gaping five ways
at the base : the seeds numerous, obiong, nar-

row, sharp on each side, extremely slender.

The species cultivated is L. paluslre, Marsh
Ledum.

It has a branched root, running widely and
deeply into the ground : the stems are shrubby,

slender, three or four feet long, dividing into

simple branches, and covered with a brown
bark, which is tomentose or villose whilst they
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are young, but afterwards becomes smootli

:

the leaves are liuear-lanceolate, dusky green

above, and smooth, underneath covered with a

brown pile, quite entire, resembling those of

Rosemary, but wider, pttioled, and perennial : the

flowers are on peduncles an inch or more in

length, nodding before and after flowering,

whitish, in axillary bundles or corymbs : the

capsule small, obovate, terminated by a long

permanent style : valves coriaceous : partitions

membranaceous, springing from the edges of

the valves, doubled, opening at their inner an-

gle by a longitudinal chink : the receptacles

five, filiform, curved a little, springing from
the upper part of the axis of the fruit, and hang-
ing down freely in the cavity of the cells-. It

is a native of the north of Europe, flowering in

April and May.
It varies with erect and decumbent branches.

Culture.—^These plants are increased by sow-
ing the seeds in pots filled with boggy earth, or

in shadv borders of the same kind of mould, in

the spring season.

But the best method is to take up the plants

in their native situations, with balls of earth

about their roots, and plant them in borders of

the above kind, keeping them well watered.

Layersofthe young shoots sometimes will grow.
They afford variety in shady situations, where

the soil is of the boggy kind.

LEKKS. See Allium.
LEMON TREE. See Citrus.
LEPIDIUM, a genus containing a plant of

the herbaceous annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Tetradyvnm'm
Siliciilosa, and ranks in the natural order of Si-

Uqnoste or Cruciformes.
The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

leaved pcrianlhium : leaflets ovate, concave, de-

ciduous: the corolla four-petallcd, cross-shaped

:

petals obovate, twice the length of the calyx,

with narrow claws : the stannna have six awl-

shaped filaments, length of the calyx, the two
opposite ones shorter : anthers simple: the pis-

tillum is a heart-shaped germ: style simple,

length of the staincns : stigma obtuse : the pe-

ricarpium is a silicle, heart-shaped, emarginate,

compressed, sharp on the margin, two-celled :

valves navicular, keeled, opposite the lanceolate

dissepiment : the seeds ovate-acuminate, nar-

rower at the base, nodding.

The species cultivated is L. sativum. Garden
or Common Cress.

Other species may be cultivated for variety.

It has an annual, white, fusiform, slender

root: the stem upright, round, smooth, from a

foot to two feet in height, branclied at top :

both stem and branches terminated by loose nar-

row spikes of flowers : the leaves oblong, al-

ternate, pinnate, the pinnas of the lower multi-
flu, of the upper more entire, linear or lance-
olate: the flowers small : the calyx very small,
greenish : the petals white, larger than the calyx

:

the silicle roundisli, without any style: the
valves wingtd : the seeds small, rufcscent, ovate,
marked with lines, having a sharp taste like

Mustard. Its native place is imknown.
There are several varieties, as with broad

leaves, with curled leaves, and the common sort
with the leaves multifid.

Culture.—^lliese plants are raised by sowinc
the seed as wanted for use, at different times
of the year, as once a week or fortnight, where
a constant succession of small herbs in their
young growth is wanted for sallads, when only
a few days or a week or two old ; or where a con-
stant supply of those small herbs are required in
their young seedling growth, some should, as
has been observed, be sown in succession everv
week or fortnight at furthest, all spring, sum-
mer, and autumn ; and once a fortnight in the
winter season.

The order of sowing them in the different
seasons is ; in a warm south border or other si-
milar situation, or under a frame, &c. in the
early spring months; and as the warm season
advances, in any oj^n compartment, all in as
light earth as the garden aflbrds ; but in summer,
or hot dry weather, in someu hat shady borders,
or in a free situation, shaded with mats from
the scorching sun, and daily watered ; and in
winter in the warmest situation, or in shallow
^Vames defended with liglits, and under hand
glasses : but in frosty or other very cold weather,
in that season, on moderate hot-beds ; and
hot-bed sowings are also requisite during the
colder part of the spring, or at anv time in cold
seasons, where a supply'of these and other small-
sallad herbs are required to be raised as quickly
as possible.

The method of sowing the seed in all

cases is very thick, as the plants are mostly
used m small young grow^ih, and mostly m
small, flat, shallow drills, about three inches
asunder, so thick as almost to cover the earth,
being lightly earthed over a quarter of an inch
thick, or less

; or on the plain surface, first rakin<i'

it smooth, then sowing the seed thick as above,
smoothing it do^n with the back of the spade,
and either with the spade spreading some fine
earth lightly oyer it as thinly as possible, or
covering it by sifting earth over it evenly a small
depth, just to cover all the seed properly. This
sort of sallad herb should always be cultivated
so as to grow as rapidly as possible, beiu'r cut
while perfectly young. See Small Sallad
Hkrks.
LETTUCE. See Lactuca.
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LEUCOJUM, a genus cmitaining plants of

the bulhoiis-roolcd flov^crv perennial kind.

It belongs to llie class and order Ilcxaiidria

Mnnogynia, and ranks in tlic natural order of
Spd/haccce.

The characters arc: that the calyx is an ob-
long, obtuse, compressed spathe, gaping on the

flat side, withering : the corolla is bell-shaped-

cxpanding : petals six, ovate, flat, conjoined at

the base, with the tips thickish and stiffish :

the stamina have six setaceous filaments, very

short : anthers oblong, obtuse, quadrangular, up-
right, distant: the pistillum is a roundish infe-

rior germ : style clavate, obtuse : stigma setace-

ous, upright, sharp, longer than the stamens :

the pericarpium is a top- shaped capsule, th ree-ceil-

cd, three-valved : the seeds several, roundish.

The species cnltivated are : I. L. vernam,
Great Spring Snow-drop ; 2. L. cestiuum, Sum-
mer Snow-drop : 3. L. autumuale, Autumnal
Snow-drop ; 4^. L. struvwsum. Many-flowered
Cape Lcucojuni.

The first has an oblong bulb, shaped like that

of the Daffodil, but smaller: the leaves are flat,

deep green, four or five in number, broader and
longer than those of the Common Snow-drop :

the scape angular, near a foot high, hollow and
channelled : towards the top comes out a whitish

sheath, opening on the side, out of which come
out two or three flowers, hanging on slender

peduncles : the corolla is much larger than that

of the Common Snow-drop ; and the ends of

the petals are green. They appear in March,
and have an agreeable scent, not much unlike

those of the Hawthorn.
The flowers, which at first sight resemble

those of the Common Snow-drop, are easily

distinguished by the absence of theThree-leaved

Nectarv : they do not come out so soon by a

month. It is called by Mr. Curtis, Spring Snow-
jftake. It IS a native of Italy, &c.

The second species has a bulb the size of a

Chestnut, somewhat ovate, outwardly paleljrown,

inwardly white ; crats numerous, thin, and close-

ly compacted. But Miller asserts, that it is nearly

as large as that of the Common Dafl'odil, anil

very like it in shape : that the leaves also are not

unlike those of the Dafi"odil, more in number
than in the first, and keeled at the bottom, where
thev fold over each other, and embrace the stalk :

the leaves arc about a foot and half in length, up-

right, nearly linear, almost an inch in breadth,

obtuse ; the lower ones shortest : the scape a

little higher than the leaves, hollow, slightly flat-

ted, two-edged, a little twisted, one side some-
times obtuse, the other acute : the peduncles

for themoit part five froiu the same sheath, each

supporting a single flower, angular, and of un-

equal lengths : the flowers are pendulous, grow-
ing all one way, having little scent : the petals

are white, finely grooved within, not at all unit-

ing at bottom ; the tips thickish, a little puc-
kered, and marked with a green spot. The
flowers ajipear at the end of April or the begin-

ning of May, and there is a succession of them
during three weeks, or longer in cool weather.

It is a native of Hangarv, &c.
To distinguish it from Galanthus, Mr. Curtis

names it Summer Snow-Jiake ; and in gardcTis

it is known bv the name of Greut Summer Snoiv-

drop; Late or Tall Snou'-drop.

The third has a thick bulb for the size of the

plant, composed of many glutinous coats, bitter,

covered with a whitish membrane: the scape slen-

der, brownish, a hand in height, supporting two or

three small white flowers (sometimes only one),

hanging down, having no smell. It is distin-

guished by its fouror five capillary leaves ; which
begin to spring up after the flower is past, when
the seeds are ripening, and sometimes after the

heads are ripe. They abide all the winter and
spring following, and wither away in the begin-

ning of summer; leaving the scape to appear

naked : the flowers are a little reddish at the

bottom next the stalk. It is a native of Portu-

gal, flowering in September.

The fourth has a roundish while bulb, less

than a hazel nut : the leaves two or three, in-

closed at the base in a white sheath, filiform,

dotted with white, keeled at bottom, flat, or a

little convex on the back, weak, and more or less

lying on the ground : scape flexuose-erect, slen-

der, about half a foot high, roundish, termi-

nated by a spreading umbel of from three to

seven flowers : the valves of the spathe lanceo-

late,acute, membranaceous, opposite, sometimes
equal, sometimes not, pale: the peduncles fili-

form, one flowered, uneijual, from one to two
inches in length : flowers without scent, coniing

oat successively : petals white within, purpllsa

without, obKnig, lanceolate, three lines in length
j

the three inner bluntisb ; the three outer acute,

with a blunt, greenish keel : anthers purple

:

germ three-cornered, green : style white, swelled

out at bottom into a body larger than the germ,
plaited at bottom ; thence awl-shaped, bluntly

three-cornered, the length of the stamens : stig-

ma obscurely trifid : capsule subglobular, thrtte-

corncred: the whole plant is smooth. It is a

native of the Cape, flowering in November.
Culture.—These plants are readily increased

by oflf-sets from the roots, which should be se-

parated from the old roots about every third year,

in the summer season, as soon as their leaves

begin to decay, in the same manner as other

bulbous roots. See Bux-bous Roots.
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They may also be increased by seeds, which
should be be sown in the latter end of August,
in a border of light bog earth. The ])lants

should remain in this situation till the second

summer, and be then taken up at the proper

period and planted in beds, till they begin to

flower, when they should be removed into the

borders. In this way they are three or four years

before they flower.

The best niL-thod is, to procure the roots from
the nurserymen, and plant them in the begin-

ning of the autumn, in an eastern or northern

border, where the soil is of a boggy quality, in

patches of three or four together, in the fronts,

putting them in to the depth of about three or

four inches.

Tlie oflT-sets should be planted out in beds a

year or two after being taken off, till fit to be

set out for flowering.

A soft loamy soil, or a mixture of loam and
bog earth, are the most suited to their healthy

growth. The last sort requires protection in the

house with other Cape bulbs.

By planting them in the different aspects men-
tioned, a longer succession of flowers may be

produced.

They arc very ornamental in the fronts of the

borders, or the sides of the lawns, and other

parts near the house.

LIGHT, a subtile fluid highly necessary to

the healthy growth and vigour of plants.

The autho^r of the Philosophy of Gardening re-

marks, that thecontest for light as well as for air,

which is so visible in the growth of vegetables,

shows the former to be of great consequence to

their existence, as well as the latter. "Thus," says

he, " many flowers follow the sun during the

course of the day, by the nutation of the stalks, not

by the ^ots^tion of them, as observed in the Sun-
flower, by Dr. Hales, and the leaves of all plants

endeavour to turn their upper surfaces to the light,

which is their respiratory organ, or lungs. The
great use of all plants turning the upper surfaces

of their leaves to the light, is thus rendered in-

telligible ; the water perspired from those sur-

faces is, he conceives, hyperoxygenated ; and, as

it escapes from the sharp edges of the mouths

of the perspiring vessels, when acted upon by

the sun's light, gives out oxygen ; which oxy-

gen thus liberated from the perspired water, and

added to that of the common atmosphere, pre-

sents to the respiratory terminations of the

pulmonary vessels on the upper surfaces of leaves,

an atmosphere more replete with vital air. This

necessity of light to the respiration of vegetables

is so great, he thinks, that there is reason to

believe lliat many plants do not respire during

the night, but exist in a torpid state, like waiter-

sleeping insects. Thus the Mmosa, Sensitive

Plaut, and many others, close the upper surfaces

of their opposite leaves together during the night,

and thus preclude them both from the air and

lislit; and the internal surfaces of innumerable

flowers, which are their respiratory organs, are

closed during the night, and thus unexposed

both to light and air.

" It is however observed, that iheyMWoii, which
are termed vegetables because they are fixed to

the earth, or to the stones, or trees, or timber,

where they are found, can exist without light, or

much air, as appears in the truffle, which neverap-

pcars above ground ; and by olhcrj'ii/igi, which
grow in dark cellars ; and in esculent mushrooms,
which are cultivated beneath bed sof straw."

The etiolation or blanching of vegetables also

depends upon keeping the light from them.

It is further contended, that " the element of
lieht, as well as that of heat, is necessary to vege-

tation. In this climate they both seem in ge-
neral to be injurious only by their defect, and
seldom by their excess. But as light acts as a

stimulus on the more irritative or sensitive pans
of ]flants, which appear by the expansion of
manv flowers, and of some leaves, when the

sun shines on them, and by the nutation of the

whole flower, as of theSun-flower (Heiianthus),

and by the bending of the summits of all plants

confined in houses towards the light ; there may
be diseases owing to the excess of this stimulus,

which have not been attended to; to prevent

which, the fiowers of Tragnpogon, Salsafi, and
of other plants, close about noon. Other un-
observed diseases may be owing to a defect of
the stimulus of light ; as a Mimosa, Sensitive

Plant, which had been cor^fined in a dark room,
did not open its foliage, though late in the day,

till many minutes after it was exposed to the

light." The excess of light has not, however,

been observed to be attended by vegetable dis-

eases in these more northern latitudes.

Experience has shown its infinite service to

the growth of vegetables, contributing exceed-

ingly to facilitate their vegetation, and increase

their perfection and duration ; as it is obvious

that most plants are considerably more prosper-

ous, and attain greater perfection, in a free expo-
sure fully open to the light and air, than in

shady placcj ; the same is observed of fruits.

Those growing in a situation full to the light

of the sun, are in general more large and fair,

ripening sooner, and more perfectly, as to beau-

ty and richness of flavour, than such as grow
in the shade : these reasons should therefore de-

termine us to cultivate most of the principal

plants and fruits in situations open as much as

possible to the full light and influence of the
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sun ; though upon particular occasions, in the

heat of summer, shady places may be necessary

for some sorts of plants , though not where
shadeil aiul darkened by spreading: trees, &o. luit

a border open above to the full light, and only

shaded from the immediate rays of the sun.

For the general crops, a perfectly open, sunny,

lio-ht situation, free from the shade of spread-

ing trees, is always the most proper.

Its utility is very evident, from plants growing

in garden-frames, green-houses, &c. in winter,

when, in time of severe weather, covers or

shutters have been continued long over the

glasses, so as to exclude the rays of light, be-

coming sickly, growing pale, and assuming an

unhealthy appearance for a long time; the leaves

often either decaying or droppuig ofl"; and fre-

quently when the covers are conlmued very long

without the admission of light, the whole plant

in many sorts gradually dwindles and perishes.

Great attention is of course requisite in this

case, when, from the severity of the weather, the

use of other covers besides the glasses is neces-

sary, to take every opportunity of a favourable

day, or even an hour or two of a day, to admit

the light as fully as possible.

The same is also the case with plants in

early hot-beds, such as Cucumbers, Melons, &;c.

which, early in the year, require a covering of

mats over the glasses every night ; as when these

additional covers are applied too soon in ihe

afternoon, and continued late in the morning,

so as to keep the plants long in darkness, it is

highly disadvantageous to their growth, causing

them to grow weak, pale^ and sickly.

As light is, therefore, so beneficial to plants

in general, it should be increased as much as

possible to those in frames, green-houses, stoves,

&c. In thesesituations it may be useful to paint

the inside of all such departments white, to re-

flect the rays of light as nuich as possible,

and particularly in the nights, and in day-time

when the severity of the season requires covers

or shutters to be placed over the glasses.

LIGHTS, a term applied to the moveable

glazed sashes which cover garden-frames ; and
which, according to the number of lights, or

separate moveable glasses, are denominated one-
light, two-light, and three-light frames; these

being the general different sizes of garden-

frames. See Frame.
LIGUSTICUJM, a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous, biennial, and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Ptntaiidria

DJgi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of

Umbellatce or Umbellifeire.

The characters are: that the calyx is an
universal mnbel, manifold : partial manifold

:

Vol. II.

involucre universal mcnibranaceous, seven-leav-
ed, unequal : partial scarcely four-leaved, mem-
branaceous : perianthium proper five-toothed,

obscure : the corolla is universal uniform : flo-

rets all fertile : proper of five petals, which are
e(|ual, involute, flat, entire, inwardly keeled:
tlij stamina have five capillary filaments, shorter
than the corolla: anthers simple : the [listillum

is an inferiorgerm : styles two, approxmiated: stig-

mas simple: thereisnopericarpium : fruitobhnio-,

cornered, five-furrowed, bipartiteon each side : the
seeds two; oblong, smooth, marked on one
side with five elevated strice, flat on the other
side.

The species cultivated are: l.L. levistkum.
Common Lovage ; a. L. Scoticum, Scotch Lov-
age ; 3. L. Austrlacnm, Austrian Lovage.
The first has a strong, fleshy, perennial root,

striking deep into the ground, and composed of
many strong fleshy fibres covered with a brown
skin, and having a strong hot aromatic smell
and taste : the leaves are large, composed of
many leaflets shaped like those of Smallage, but
larger, and ofadeepergrecn : thestemssix o7- seven
feet high, large and channelled, dividing into
several branches, each terminated by a large um-
bel of yellow flowers. It is a native of the Alps
of Italy, &c. flowering in June and .Udy, and
the seeds ripening in autumn.
The second species has a biennial root, (per-

ennial) of much less size than the precedmg:
the leaflets are broader and shorter ; each It^f

having two or three ternate leaflets, indented on
their edges : the stalk rises about a foot high,
and sustains a small umbel of yellow flowers,

shaped like those of the preceding. It is a
native of Scotland, North America, &c.
The third has a root half a foot long or more,

the thickness of the human thumb, often branch-
ed, yellowish brown on the outside, pale within
and spongy : the stem upright, from two to

three feet in height, grooved, hollow without
any partitions at the joints, the whole leafy, as

thick as the thumb or finger, simply branched
at top only: the root-leaves very large; the stem-
leaves above the middle sessile : the leaflels of
the general involucre lanceolate, acute, pale
green with a whitish membranaceous edge,
about half the length of the umbel, rePiex, en-
tire, or variously gashed ; of the partial invo-
lucre about six, all commonly quite entire, the
outer equalling the umbellcts, and not bent
back : terminating umbel of about forty rays,
from four to seven inches in diameter : the rest

much smaller; all close: these, which are at

the tops of the branches, flower later, and gra-
dually exceed the primary umbel in height, sur-

rounding it when in fruit : the flowers are sirong-

I
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smelTnig', large, all fertile. It is a native of

Auiitria, &c. flowering from June to August.
Culture.—'lliesc plants are increased by sow-

ing the seeds either in the places where they are

to remain, or in beds of light earth, in the au-

tumn or sprint^, but the former is the better

method, rakmgthcni lightlvin. When the plants

have attained a lew inches gro>vi]i, they should be

removed from the beds into other beds, w here the

soil is moist, and set out two feet apart each way,

and in the autumn those for the iiorder removed
into them ; but the above is the belter practice.

The plants sown where they are to grow,

should be thinned out in the spring, and be kept

clean from weed>.

They may be admitted in large borders for

the purpos^e of variety. The first is also used as

a medicinal plant.

LIGUSTltUM, a genus containing a plant of

the hardy deciduous and evergreen shrubby

kind—Privet.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria

AJonogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Sfp'n.irice.

Tl;e characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed, tubular perianthimn, verv small: mouth
four-toothed, erect, obtuse: the corolla one-

petalled, funnel-foriT) : tube cylindric, longer

than the calyx : border four-parted, spreading :

divi.sions ovate : the stamina have two filaments,

opposite, simple : anthers upright, almost the

lensth of the corolla : the pistiHum is a round-

ish germ : style very short : stigma two-cleft,

obtuse, thickish : the pericarpium is a globose

berry, smooth, one-celled: the seeds four, con-
vex on one side, cornered on the other.

The species cultivated is L, vulgare. Com-
mon Privet.

It is a shrub, usually about six feet in height,

branched, the bark of a greenish ash-colour, ir-

regularly sprinkled with numerous prominent
points : branches opposite, the young ones flexi-

ble and purplish : the leaves opposite, on very

short petioles, smooth on both sides, perfectly

entire, the lower ones at the bottoms of the small

branches least : the panicle about two inches in

length, close and somewhat pyramidal ; branch-
es and pedicels appearing villose when magnifi-

ed : the corolla white, but soon changing to a

reddish-brown : the flowers are sweet-scented :

berry superior, fleshy, subglobular, shining, of

so dark a purple as to seem black : it is found
wild in most parts of Europe, &c. flowering in

July, and the berries ripening in autumn.
There are several varieties; as with theleaves in

threes and enlaigedatthe base, with silver-striped

leaves, with gold-striped leaves, v. ith white ber-

ries ; and Evergreen or Italian Privet, which

rises with a stronger stem, the branches les»

pliable, and grows more erect ; the bark is ol a

lighter colour; the leaves much larger, ending in

acute points, of a brighter green, and eontuuie
till they are thrust off by the young leaves in the

spring: the flowers arc rather laisi'er, and are

not often succeeded by' berries in this climate. if

The ehirf use of the common sort is to form
such hedges as are required in dividing gardens
for shelter or ornament ; and for this the Itali-

an or Evergreen kind is usually preterred : it

bears clipping well, is not liable to be disfigu-

red by insects, and having only fibrous roots, it

robs the ground less than almost any otlier

shrub : it is one of the few plants that will

thrive in the smoke of large towns, though it

seldom produces any flowers in the closer parts

after the first year : it also grows well under the

dri]) of trees and in shade : the Sphinx Ligustri,

or I'rivet Hawk Moth, and Phalcena Syrhigaria,

feed on it in the caterpillar state, and Meloe ve-

sicatorhis, Canl.liarides or Blister Beetle, is found
on it. From the pulp of the berries a rose-co-

loured pigment may be prepared : with- which,
by the addition of alum, they dye wool and silk

of a good durable green: forwhich purpose they

nuisi be gathered as soon as they are ripe.

Culture.—These plants are capable of being

increased by seed, layers, suckers, and cuttings;

but the first nselhod affords the best plants:

the seed should be sown in autunni, in a bed of
common earth an inch deep, or in drills the

same depth ; but as they do not always grow
freely the first year, they may be buried till

next autumn, in pots of sandy earth, in the

ground, and thet^ sown as above : when the

plants come up they should be kept well weed-
ed, and, when a year or two old, be planted out
in nursery-rows, to remain two or three years,

then removed where they are wanted to re-

main : the lavers should be laid down, from some
of the pliable young branches, in the earth, in

autumn or winter, when they will be well root-

ed by the autumn following ; then take then) off

from the stool, with their ^oots, and plant them
in the nursery for a year or two, or till of pro-
per size for the purposes thev arc intended for:

the suckers which rise annually from the roots

should be taken up in autunm, winter, or spring,

with roots, and planted in the nursery as above:
the cuttings of the young shoots, eight or ten

inches long, should be planted in the autumn,
in a shady border, where they will be properly

rooted by the following autumn, when they may
be planted out in nursery rows, to acquire pro-

per growth, in the manner directed above.

The varieties with striped leaves may be increas-

ed by budding, or inarching, upon the plain
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sort ; or by laying down the branches,—but they

seldom shoot so fast as to produce branches pro-

per tor this purpose ; and being more tender, they

should have a dry soil and a warm situation

:

in a rich soil they soon lose their variegation,

and become plain. The Italian or Evergreen

sort, which is now generally found in the nurse-

ries, is equally hardy, and thrives in almost any
situation : it is increased in the same manner

;

but as it seldom produces berries in this cli-

mate, they must be procured from the place of

its native growth.

The plants, besides their use as above, may be

introduced in the shrubberies and other parts, by

way of variety, especially the Evergreen sort.

LILAC. See Syringa.
LILIUM, a genus containing plants of the

bulbous-rooted flowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria
Monogynla, and ranks in the natural order of

Coronarice.

The characters are : that there is no calyx :

the corolla is six-petalled, bell-shaped, narrow-

ed beneath : petals upright, incumbent, obtuse-

ly carinatcd on the back, gradually more ex-

panding, wider ; with thick, reflex, obtuse tips :

nectary, a longitudinal, tubular line, engraven

on each petal from the base to the middle : the

stamina have six awl-shaped filaments, up-
right, shorter than the corolla : anthers oblong,

incumbent : the pistillum is an oblong germ,
cylindric, striated with six furrows: style cy-

lindric, length of the corolla : stigma thickish,

triangular : the pericarpium is an oblong six-

furrowed capsule, with a three-cornered, hol-

low, obtuse tip, three-celled, three-valved ; the

valves connected by hairs disposed in a cancel-

lated manner ; the seeds are numerous, incum-
bent in a twin order; flat, outwardly semi-orbi-

cular.

The species cidtivated are : 1 L. candidi/rn,

Common White Lily ; 2. L. Catesbcei, Cates-

bv's Lily ; .3. i. bulhiferum, Bulb-bearing or

Orange Lily ; 4. L.Marlagon, Purple Martagon
Lilv, or Turk's Cap ; 5. L. Pompo/iium, Poni-

ponian Lily; 6. L. chalcedorikinn, Scarlet ftjar-

tagonLily ; 7 • L. superljim. Great Yellow Mar-
tagon Lily; 8. L. Canademc. Canada Martagon
Lilv ; 9. L. Camschatcerise, Kanitschatka Lily

;

10. L. F/dladelphkum, Philadelphian Martagon
Lilv.

'I'he first has a large bulb, from which proceed

several succulent fibres : the stem stout, round,

upright, usually about three feet in height : the

leaves numerous, long, narrow-pointed, smooth,
sessile : the flowers large and while, terminat-

ing the stem in a cluster on short peduncles :

t#e petals within of a beautiful shining white
;

on the outside ridged and less luminous. It is a
native of the Levant, flowering in June and
July.

The principal varieties are ; with sf ripsd flowers,

or withblotched purplefiowers, orwith variegated
striped leaves, or with yellow- edged leaves, with
double flowers, and with pendulcnis flowers.

The first of these varieties is now become
common; but the purple stain giving the flower
a dull colour, the common white is generally
preferred : tlie second is chiefly valued for its

appearance in winter and spring ; for the leaves

coming out early in the autumn, spreading
themselves flat on the ground, and being finelv

edged with a broad yellow band, make a pretty

appearance during the winterand spring months,
as it flowers earlier than the plain sort : the
third is of little value, as the flowers never open
well unless they are covered with glasses, nor
have they any of the rich odour of the com-
mon sort: the fourth came originally from
Constantinople ; the stalk is much more slen-

der ; the leaves narrower and fewer in number

;

the flowers not quite so large, and the petals

more contracted at the base ; they alwa\ s hang
downwards ; the stalks are son)etimes very
broad and flat, appearing as if two or three were
joined together : when this happens, thev sus-
tain from sixty to one hundred flowers, and
sometimes more; this however is merely acci-

dental, as the same root scarcely ever produces
the same two years together.

The second species is one of the least of the

cultivated sorts, the whole plant when in bloom
being frequently little more than a foot high ;

in its native soil it is described as growinc; to

the height of two feet: the stalk is terminated
by one upright flower: it is jiurple, slender, up-
right, round, smooth with a slight glaucous
bloom on it, solid, stiflish : the root-lea"ves few,

often only on the barren plant, on long peti-

oles : the stem-leaves are numerous, alternately

scattered, sessile, curved back, narrow-lanceo-
late, the upper ones gradually more ovate-lan-
ceolate, quite entire, blunt with a purple tip,

even on both sides, slenderlv nerved, flat, a little

fleshy, shrivellmg: the ilower has no scent, but
is said by Cateshy, to be variously shaded wilh
red, orange, and lemon colours: it is remarked
by Mr. Curtis, that it varies considerably in the

breadth of its petals, in their colour and spots ;

and that it flowers usuallv in July or August.
Thetliird hasasubovate bulb in its native state,

consisting of thick whitelooselv imbricate scales,

putting out a few thick fibres from the bottom :

the stem upright, a foot and half high, stri-

ated-angular, smooth or slightly hairy, wilh nu-
merous scattereil leaves, the upper ones spreud-

1 2
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iiig out horizontally, acute, quite entire, obso-

Ictely hirsiUe, a little rough to the touch, dark

gvceu, stiiihtly nerved, sessile, lanceolate-linear,

three or four inches long ; each, excepting the

lower, frequently producing a roundish and

shining pale-green bulb or two in the axil: the

peduncle terminating, round, thick, somewhat
villose; either solitary, or two, three or four

together, forming a sort of umbel; some naked,

others having a bracte or two: the flower with-

out scent, red-orange within, pale-orange on
the outside. It is a native of Austria, Sec.

1 here are varieties with double flowers, « ith

varirgated leaves, with smaller stems, and the

bulb-bearing fiery Lily, which seldom rises more
than half the height of the others : the leaves

are narrower : the flowers smaller, and of a

brighter flame-colour, few in number and more
erect ; they come out a month before those of

the common sort, and the stalks put out bulbs

at most of the axils, which, if taken oft" when
the stalks decay, and planted, produce plants.

The sub-varieties are : the great broad-leafed,

the many-flowered, the small, and the hoary

bulb-bearing Lily.

The fourth species rises withastrongstalkfrom

three to four feet high : the leaves are broad; the

flowers dark purple, with some spots ofblack; they

are produced in loose spikes, appear in June, and
have a disagreeable odour when near, but not so

offensive as the seventh sort : the bulb is, accord-

ing to Martyn, composed of lanceolate, yellow,

loose scales, with thick, long, whitish fibres at

bottom : the stem straight, round, shining,

from a foot and a half to four feet in height, at

the top of the bulb furnished with rooting

fibres in whoiis, pale green at bottom, the rest

having black spots scattered over it, above and
below the leaves are scattered, but in the middle

they are in whorls ; lanceolate, acute, somewhat
nerved, quite entire, subpetioled ; the stem ter-

minates in a loose raceme, many-flowered, few-

flowered, or sometimes one-flowered only : the

peduncles purple, dotted with black, with lan-

ceolate sharp bractes, two to the lower, and
one to the upper flowers : the petals purple or

pale, more or less spotted with bkck on both

sides, the three outer hirsute, with a raised line

along the middle. It is a native of the south of

Europe, &c.
It varies with white flowers, with double

flowers, with red flowers and hairy stalks, and
with imperial divided stalks.

The fifth species has a pretty large yellow

scaly root, from which arises an upright stalk

nearly three feet high, with long narrow leaves,

almost triangular, bavins; a longitudinal ridge on
their under side ; they are deep green, and ter-

l

minate in acute points ; the upper part of tht

stalk divides into four or five peduncles, each

sustaining a single flower of a fine carmine co-

lour, with a few dark spots scattered over it;

they appear in July, and, when the season is not

hot, continue a considerable time in beauty.

It is a native of the Pyrenees, &c.

It varies with double red flowers, with white
flowers,with double white flowers, with red spot-

ted flowers,with white spotted Rowers, with yellow

flowers, with yellow spotted flowers, with early

scarlet flovi-ers, and the Major Scarlet Pompony.
The sixth species is from three to four fset in

height ; the leaves are much broader than those

of the fifth sort, and appear as if they were
edged with white ; they are placed very closely

upon the stalks : the flowers are of a bright

scarlet, and seldom more than five or six in

number : it flowers late in July, and in cool

seasons continues in beauty great part of Au-
gust. It is remarked by Linnseus, that the ra-

ceme, before the flowers open, is scarcely curved

in, as in the fifth sort, and that the stem is

clothed with clustered leaves to the very top..

It is a native of the Levant.

According to Mr. Curtis, it varies in the

number of flowers, from one to six, and the

colour in some is of a blood red : also with-

deep scarlet flowers, with purple flowers, and
with large bunches of flowers.

The seventh has a round stem, very smooth-

and even, panicled at top, two feet high and
more ; the branches alternate, divaricating, up-
right, like the stem, reflex at top, flower-bear-

ing: the stem-leaves alternate, subpetioled,

folded together at the base, ovate-oblong, a-

cute, quite entire, smooth, five-nerved beneath,,

spreading; one flower at the end of each branch:

the corollas are large and handsome : the petals

oblong, acute, white with large purple spots

and smaller black ones from the middle to the

base : nectareous keel bearded : according to

Catesby the flowers grow alternately on long

footstalks, and are of an orange and lemon
colour, thick spotted with dark brown; but

Miller says they are produced in form of a py-
ramid, and when the roots are strong there are

forty or fifty on a stalk, large, yellow with

dark spots, and make a fine appearance, but

smell so disagreeably, that few persons can en-

dure to be near them : they appear at the end of

June. It is a native of North America.
The eighth species has oblong and large bulbs :

the stems from four to tive feet high : the leaves-

oblong and pointed : the flowers large, yellow

spotted with black, shaped like those of the

orange lily, and the petals not turned back sa
much as in the other Martagons : they come out
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in the beginning of August, and, when the roots

are large, in great numbers, making a fine ap-

pearance. According to Catcsliy, on the top of

the stem are ahout twelve pendulous flowers on

long arched peduncles, and the petals are re-

flected very liule. It flowers in July and Au-
gust, and is found in North America.

There is a variety with larger deeper-colour-

ed flowers.

The ninth has a roundish small bulb : the

stem quite simple round, even, a foot high : the

leaves lanceolate or lanceolate-linear, sessile,

four or six, striated, rather blunt, even, up-

right ; two or three of the upper ones usually

alternate, narrower : the flowers terminating,

few, an inch and a half in diameter, on very

short, naked, almost upright peduncles : the

petals ovate, blunt, even, striated, purple,

not rolled" back, attenuated at the base : the fila-

ments shorter by half than the corolla: the an-

thers upright : the germ triangular and oblong :

style none : stigmas three, oblong, curved

back, almost the length of the germ. It is a

native of Kamtschatka.

The tenth species has a smaller root than in

the other sorts, scaly and white : the stem
single, upright, near a foot and half high : the

leaves in four or five whorls, short, pretty

broad, obtuse : the stem terminated by two
flowers which stand erect, upon short separate

peduncles ; they are shaped like those of the

bulb-bearing fiery Lily, but the petals are nar-

rower at their base, so that there is a consider-

able space between them, but upwards they en-

large and approximate, forming a sort of open
bell-shaped corolla, but they terminate in acute

points : are of abrightiairple colour, marked with

several dark purple spots towards the base. It

flowers in July, and the seeds ripen at the end of

September. It is a native of North America.
Culture.—All the sorts are capable of being

iiiereased bv planting the ofl^-sets of the root,

and by sowing seeds to obtain new varieties.

All the sorts of these roots afford plenty of

oflT-sets every vear, which when greatly wanted
may be taken oft" annually in autumn ; but once
in two or three years is better, according as they

are wanted ; the proper time for which is in

summer and autumn, when the flower is past

and the stalks decayed, either separating the

oflf-sets from the mother bulbs in the ground, or

taking the wiiole up, and separating all the off-

sets, small and great, from die main bulbs ; the

small ofl"-sets being then planted in beds a foot

asunder and three inches deep, to remain a year

er two ; and the large bulbs again in the bor-
ders, &c. singly. The oiF-sets in the nursery
beds may also, after having obtained size and

strength for flowering in perfection, be planted
out where thev are wanted.
The sowing of the seed is chiefly practised

for the Martacons to obtain new varieties,

which should be done in autmim, soon after

the seed is ripe, in pots or boxes of rich light

sandy earth, with holes in the bottoms half an
inch deep; placing the pots in a sunny sheltered

situation all winter, refreshing them at first

often with water, and the plants will appear in

the spring; when, abcnil April, remove them to

have only the itjorning sun all the summer, giv-

ing moderate waterings : in August the bulbs
should be transplanted into nursery-beds in flat

drills, an inch deep, and three or four asunder;
when, as the bulbs will be very small, scatter the
earth and bulbs together into the drills, cover-
ing them with earth to the above depth ; and
after having grown in this situation till the Au-
gust or September following, they should be
transplanted into another bed, placing them
eight or nine inches each way asunder, to re-

main to show their first flowers ; after which
they may be finally planted out into the plea-

sure-ground.

New varieties of the other sorts may be rais-

ed in the same way.
The bulb-bearing varieties may also be in-

creased by the little bulbs put forth from the

axils of the leaves without taking up the old

bulbs.

The same method of planting and general

culture answers for all the different sorts.

The most proper time, as has been seen, for

planting and transplanting them is in autumn,
when their flowers and stalks decay, which is

generally about September, the roots being then
at rest for a short space of time, as well as for

procuring roots to plant. The bulbs taken up
at the above season may be kept out of ground,
if necessary, till October or Novemljcr : the

White Lilies, however, do not succeed if kept
long out of the earth, and all the others succeed,

best when planted again as soon as possible. The
bulbs of all the sorts are sold at the nurseries.

They should be planted singly, as they soon
increase by off-sets into large bunches, dispos-

ing them in assemblage in different parts of
the borders, and towards the fronts of the prin-
cipal shrubbery clumps; jilacing them three or

four inches deep, and at good distances from
one another, intermixing the diflerv;nt sorts,

placing some forward, and others more back-
ward, to effect the greater show and variety.

Some may likewise be planted in separate

beds by themselves, twelve or fifteen inches
asunder; either of different sorts together, or

each in distinct beds, or in separate row s, &:c.
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After being thus planted out, few of the sorts

require any particular culture, as they are capa-

bleof enduring all weather at every season. It is

however necessary to destroy ail weeds ; and, as

some of them run up with pretty tall slender

stalks, to support them with sticks to preserve

effectually their upright position, by which
their flowers will appear to the best advantage.

Some of the more tender sorts, as the second,

fourth, eii^hth, and tenth species, should, how-
ever, be protected in severe winters, by applying

tanner's bark or some other similar substance

over their roots.

They should all, as has been said, remain un-
disturbed two or three years, or longer, as by
remaining they flower stronger after the first

year; and having increased by off-sets into large

bunches, many stalks will rise from each bunch
of roots, so as to exhibit a large cluster of

flowers : it is, however, proper to take up the

bulbs entirely every three or four years at least,

at the decay of the stalk, to separate the in-

creased off-sets, both for propagation and to

disburtlien the main roots, and give them room
to take their proper growth in.

After being taken up in the autumn, all the

sorts should, as just observed, be replanted as

soon as possible, especially the White Lily sorts,

as tlicy soon begin to emit roots.

Thev are ail valuable as plants of ornament
for the beauty of their flowers, which have a

noble appearance : they are of course proper or-

naments for the pleasure-ground ; and when the

different sorts are properly intermixed, they

eflect a most elegant varietv, succeeding each

other in blow upwards of three months. When
wanted particularly for shady or close places, the

connnon White Lily, Orange Lilv, and com-
mon Martagons, are the most proper, as they

thrive under trees. The Orange Lily also an-

swers well in small gardens, in the midst of

bu.ldings in towns and cities. Besides plant-

ing; the different sorts for tiie beauty of their

f.-,\vcrs, manv of the stri|ied-itaved Wliite Lily

soits should be placed lowartis the fronts of the

mt)>t conspicuous parts for the beauty of their

leaves in autunni, winter, and sprnig, which, if

disposed alternately \\ith the Common White
Ldy, wliose leaves are entirely green, a most

sinking varietv will be produced.

The tall-erowing sorts are onlv proper for

large borders and clumps, in mixture with

other laree herbaceous plants.

LILiACE('US PLANTS, such as resemble

those of the Lilv kind, in their tlowers having

six regidar peials,in the form of a Lily, or three,

or even one petal deeply divided into six segments,

assuming a lily-flower form ; they have not,

however, all flowers so large as that of the Lily,

sotne being considerably smaller ; and as the

connnon Lily has no calyx, so several of the li-

liaceous flowers are also destitute of a cup ; and
others have cups, which are principally of that

sort called a spathc. They may therefore be
distinguished into such as have cups and such
as have not.

Those without cups are: all the different sorts

of common lily; the tulip, all the kinds ; fri-

tillary, and crown imperial ; hyacinch ; star of
Bethlehem; bastardstar of Bethlehem; tuberose;

asphodel ; squill ; hemerocallis, or day-lily ; an-
thericum, or spider-wort ; aloe ;

yucca, or Adam's
needle

;
gloriosa, or superb lily, &c.

Those with spathes or cups are : the crocus
;

galanthus, or common snow-drop; leucojum,or
great snow-drop ; daffodil, narcissus, and jon-
quil; crinuni, or asphodel lily; colchicum; iris,

orflower-de-luce; haemanthus, or blocfd-flower;

gladiolus, or sword-lily ; Virginia spider-wort

;

amaryllis, including the Guernsey lily, bella-

donna lily, and Jacobaea lily, &;c. ; pancratium
lily, &c.
The greater part of these liliaceous plants of

both kinds are bulbous-rooted ; some, how-
ever, have tuberous and some fibrous roots

;

and all of them are perennial in root, but annual
in stalk.

They are all ornamental garden-flowers, and
most of them sufficiently hardy to grow in the

open ground ; though a few are proper for the

green-house and stove. See the different Ge-
nera.

LILY. See Amaryllis, and Lilium.
LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY, See Conval-

LARIA.
LIJME TREE, See Citrus.
LIME WATER, such as is prepared by

slakmg caustic lime in soft water, in the pro-

portion of half a peck of the former to thirty-

two gallons of the latter, letting them remain
some time before they are made use of, stirring

them well, two or three times a day, for two or

three davs. This liquid, when the lime has

subsided, is found highly useful in clearing

fruit-trees from the ravages of the Aphis Puce-
ron, or \'ine-Fretter. It should be applied

once a dav by means of an engine so as to be
throw nas much as possible on the under sides of

the leaves, and with considerable force, pressing

the fore finger upon the end of the pipe, to

mtke it spread like small rain, and taking care

that everv part of the tree be well watered [t

should be done as much as possible in cloudy
weather, and when the sun is off the walls.

Where the trees have an easterly aspect, they

may be watered about half past eleven o'clock

2
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in the forenoon, and in a northern ont', the first

thiny; ni the morning; but in a southern aspect,

about tburo'cloek in theatlernoon. And when
northerly or easterly winds and tVosty nights pre-

vail, it should be di-^eontinued till the weather be-

comes mild. The trees shouklalways get drybc-

fore night, and never be watered wlien the sun is

upon them. Care must likewise be taken that

the grounds of the lime be not made use of, as

it would make the trees liave a disagreeable ap-

pearanee. See Puckron and Vink-Fretthr.
LIMODOHUM, a genus containing plants

of the bulbo-tuberous-rooted herbaceous [leren-

nial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Gi/7iandria

Diaiidria, and ranks in the natural order of Or-

chidece.

The characters are : that the calyx has vague

spathes: spadi.N simple: there is no perianthium :

tiie corolla, petals five, ovate-t;biong, about

equal, spreading: the superior ones converging :

nectary one-leafed, concave, footstalked, with-

in the lowest petal ; the length of the petals :

the stamina two : filament an oblong, ascend-

ing body, the lennth of the corolla : anthers

two, ovate, looking forwards : the pistdlum

is a columnar germ, the length of the corolla;

inferior : style iiliform, growing to the body of

the filaments : stignia funnel-form : the pericar-

punn is a columnar capsule three-valved, one-cell-

ed, gaping at the corners : the seeds numerous,
saw-dust-like.

The species cultivated are : \. L. tuberosum,

Tuberous-rooted Limodoruni : 2. L.altum, Tall

Limodorum : 3. L. Tankervillice , Chinese Li-

modorum.
The first has a tuberous root : the stem a

foot and half high : the number of flowers not

exceeding five, dark purple : in a more luxuri-

ant state it is probably a larger plant, and pro-

duces more flowers. It is a native of North
America.
The second species has a root shaped like

that of the true SaflTron, but the outer co-
ver of a darker brow n colour ; fron) this come
out two or three leaves nine or ten inches long,

and near three quarters of an inch broad in the

middle, being contracted towards both ends,

terminating with long acute points, folding

over each other at their base ; they have five

longitudinal furrows, like the first leaves of

young palms : the flower-stalk arises immedi-
ately from the root, on one side of the lea\''es

;

it is naked, smooth, and of a purplish colour

towards the top : it is near a foot and a half

high, and terminated by a loose spike of pur-
plish red flowers on short peduncles. The
bulb tubercled, roundish^ of a fleshy and fibrose
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substance, covered with a coriaceous shining
skin,atul having some tomentosc white fibres un-
derneath : the leaves from the buib, vernal, two
feet long, broad-lanceolaie, longitudinally folded
at the nerves, even, very like Ihose of a youn"-
plant of the coco palm : scape snnple, upright,
sometimes subdivided at tO]), two feet hroh,
even, round ; it has little sheaths on it, wh'ich
are remote, prasraorse, embracing, netted, pale:
the flowers terminating, scattered, alternate,

large, purple, sometimes varying to white. It

is a nati\e of the West Indies, flowerin"" in
June and July.

Ihe third lias a bulb fibrous root, from which
proceed three or four oblong, oval, pointed
leaves plaited and narrowed at the base, about a
foot and a half in length, and seven inches in
breadth in the middle part: the iiower-stalk
rises from ihe root upwards of two feet in

height, and isfurnished with along spike of lar-'e

beautiful flowers, each consisting of five oblong-
spreading petals of a pure white on their upper-
side, and brown underneath, with a large con-
cave nectarium tins;ed with red towards "the ex-
tremity, and succeeded by a three-cornered co-
lumnar germen inclosing the seeds. It is a
native of China, flowering in March and April.

L'lilture.—These plants are increased by
planting the off'-sets from the roots in pots of
bog earth, plunging them in the first sort in a
mild tan-pit, and in the others in the tan hot-
bed of the stove. The proper time of taking
them oft' is when the plants are the most desti-

tute of leaves.

The two last sorts should have a loamy mould,
and but little water in the winter season.

The first requires the protection of a (jood

green-house in winter, and the two last nmst
be kept in the bark-bed of the stove.

They afliord variety in the green-house and
stove collections.

LIMON. See Citbus.
LINING HOT-BEDS, the practice of ap-

plying a layer of hot-dung to the sides of tlie

beds to revive and keep up the declining heat.

It is essentially necessary in the culture of
plants on dung hot-beds in early seasons in
winter or spring, until May. As these hot-beds
generally in from three or four to five or six

weeks, according to their substance, begin to

decline in their degree of heat, they r'equire

a revival to continue them in regular heat
;

which in dung hot-beds can only be effected

in this manner. It is applied to one or both
sides as there may be occasion.

Thus, by the occasional repetition of two, three,

or more hnings, a hot-bed is continued in a

proper degree of heat several months, as exem-
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plificd in early cucumber and melon hot-beds, bed, or sometimes a few inches hia,hcr : but for

which, without the aid of occasional linings, early beds of cucumbers, melons, or other plants

would not retain sufficient heat to forward of long continuance in hot-beds, they should

their respective plants, &c. to proper ptrfec- gencralK be laid from fifteen to eighteen/inches

tion. ill width at bottom, as conceived necessary,

Dung for this purpose must be of the best narrowing the width gradually upwards to

fresh horse stable kind, moist and full of a eight, ten, or twelve inches at top, which may
steamy lively heat, being prepared in the man- be raised at once to the full height of the dung

ner described under Hot-bed, and in proper of the bed, or a few inches higher up the side

quantity to make the lining substHntiai, fiftten of the frame, to allow for settling; but with a

or eighteen inches wide, and as high as the strong liaing, be cautious in raising it much
duno- of ihe hot- bed; as when too slender they above the dung of the hot-bed, especially when
do not effect the intended purpose, especially in made of very strong, hot, steamy dung, for

early beds, or when the heat is considerably fear either of its throwing in a too strong heat

decreased. above to burn the internal earth of the bed, or

In early hot-bed work, care should be taken, imparting a copious rank steam to penetrate

accordino- to the extent of the bed or beds and within the frame, which would steam-scald

season of the year, to allot and reserve a suffici- tender plants.

ency of duno- for linings : early beds in very cold Tn general, as soon as the linings are raised

weather will generally require more substan- to the intended height, it is proper ,to lay a

tial and frequent linings than later-madebeds in stratum of earth at top two inches thick, close

the advancedspringmonths;andsomehot-beds, up to the bed or bottom part of the frame, slop-

for sliiiht or temporary uses, just lo raise plants ing a little outward to ihi'ow oft' the falling wet

for two or three weeks, will sometimes require of rain, snow, See. which top covering of earth is

but very little or no linings. Hot-beds made esscntial,both to keep the heat of the linings from

late, as in the beginning or any time in May, escaping too considerably above, in order that it

willneed but very triflinglinin2:s, or some not at may be directed more effectually to its intended

all, except in particular uses as when plants are purpose of imparting its whole or principal heat

rathei- backward in growth, the weather cold, internally to the revival of that of the bed, and

. and the bed dcclined'much in heat, when, pro- prevent the strong steam arising immediately

feably, even in May, or beginning of June, a from the rank dung from entering the frame at

final moderate lining may be necessary. bottom, or through any small crevice, or at

The requisite linings should be applied to the top, when the lights are occasionally raised for

respective hot-beds in proper time, as it may be the admission of fresh air, as the rancid dung

necessary on examining the state of heat, not steam thus produced, without being moderated

letting them decline too considerably before by first passing through a stratum of earth, if it

they are applied, but to continue always a should enter within the frame considerably,

moderately lively heat, but never violent : lin- would prove very pernicious to most plants, and

ings are sometimes applied by degrees, raising the total destruction of some kinds,

them only half way at first, adding more in As the heat of the linings declines to any ex-

height in a few days, and thus proceeding till tent, they must be renewed by a supply of fresh

they are raised to the height of the hot-beds. hot dung. This may sometimes be effected by

In the application of linings, it is generally turning over, and shaking up the same dung

necessary to line only one side at a time, com- mixcdly together, directly forming it again into

monly the back part of the bed first; and in a alining: or some of the be,-t or least decayed

week or fortnii^ht after to line the front side, or exhausted parts of the old lining may only

and both ends "if necessarv; or in particular be used, mixing it up properly with a good sup-

cases of the hot-bed having suddenly declined, ply of new dung, applying it iumicdiately in a

or been permitted to decrease very considerably proper substantial lining as before.

in heat before applyinsj the lining, to line both When the dung of the linings is greatly ex-

sides moderately at once, aijout twelve or fifteen hausted, fresh dung should mostly be used in the

inches in width', but only as high as the dung of renewal.

the bed at first ; being afterwards a little aug- Linings of hot dung are sometimes used si;b-

niented bv deo-rees according as the dung of the staniially, in working some sorts of forcing-

linino- settles. frames, in raising eaily flowers and tVuits, hv

The ceneral requisite substance of the linings applying the dung against the back of the

is from"^ twelve to fifteen or eighteen inches frame, two or three feet m width at bottom, nar-

wjdth m duns, and as high as the dung of the rowing gradually to a foot and a half, or less, at
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itic top, raising the whole according to the

height of the frame, from four or five to six or

seven feet ; wliich heating considerably against

the whole back of the frame, communicates
the heat internally, by which the difl'crent plants

are forwarded to early production ; supporting

the internal heat by renewing the linings. See
FoKciNG Frame.

Linings of dung are also sometimes used in

supporting the heat of nursery hot-beds for

young pine-apple plants, ayd some other ex-

otic.^ of the hot-house or stove, both in dung
and tan-bark hot- beds, under proper frames and
glasses ; as well as those wintered in these detached

not-bcds distinct from the hot-house, &c. and
in which a constant regular heat, almost equal

to that of the stove, must be supported, so that,

when the natural heat of the bed is on the de-

cline, a strong liningof hot dungmustbe applied,

half a yard or two feet wide below, narrowing
moderately upward, and continued on both
sides occasionally; and as the heat of these lin-

ings subsides, it must be immediately rene\\cd

by a supply of fresh dung, either worked up
with the liest of that of the declined linino-, or,

if this is much decayed, wholly of new ; and
thus the hot-beds maintained in a proper deoree

of heat from autumn till spring.

The decayed dung of the diflcrent linino-s,

when done with, becomes excellent manure for

the kitchen-garden.

LINUM, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous, annual, and perennial shrubbv
kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Pcntandria
Peiifagi/?iia, and ranks in the natural order of
Gn/inales.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

leaved lanceolate perianthiuni, upright, small,

permanent: the corolla funnel-form: petals

five, oblong, gradually wider above, obtuse,

more spreading, large : the stamina have five

awl-shaped filaments, upright, length of the

calyx (also five rudiments, alternating) : anthers

simple, arrowed : the pistillum is an ovate germ:
styles five, filiform, upright, length of the
stamens : stigmas simple, reflex : the peri-

carpium a globose capsule, rudely pentagonal,
ten-valved, gaping at the tip: partitions mem-
branaceous, very thin, connecting the valves :

the seeds solitary, ovate-flattish, acuminated,
smooth.
The species are: I. L. Ksitafissiim/i)?, Com-

mon Flax; 2. L. pereniif. Perennial Flax; 3.

L. siijf'ritt'icosum. Shrubby Flax ; 4. L. aiiu-
rcuni, Tree Flax: 5. L. Jfricanum, African
Flax.

The first has an annual, simple, fibrous, pale
Vol. II.

brown root : the stem upright, eighteen inches,

two feet, and even more in height, round,

smooth, leafy, branched only at top: the leaves

are stssile, growing close together, almost up-
right, perfect!v en tne : the flowers large, grow-
ing in a panicle, on round smooth peduncles :

the ealycine leaflets ovate- keeled, with a mem-
branous edge, when magnified appearing to be

fringed with hairs : the petals wedge-shaped,

deciduous, sky-blue, streaked with deeper-co-

loured lines ; white at the claws, and somewhat
gnawed at the tip. It is a native of Egypt,
flowering in Jude and .July.

It may be said tn be one of the inost valuable

plants in the whole vegetable kingdom ; as from
the bark of its stalks is n)anufaelured flax or lint,

for making all sorts of linen cloth ; from the

cloth, when worn to rags, is madapaper: andfrom
the seeds of the plant linseed oil is expressed,

which is much used by painters, and in other

arts; and the refuse, after expression, forms the

oil-cakes so valuable in the fattening of cattle

and sheep.

In the second species, from its perennial root

rise three or four inclining stalks, having short

narrow leaves towards their base, but scarcely

any about the top : the flowers are producedat the

ends of the stalks, sitting vtry close ; they are

blue, and about the size of the cultivated sort,

being succeeded by pretty large round seed-ves-

sels, ending in acute points. Its flowers appear

from June to August, and are of a delicate tex-

ture and very elegant blue colour, and the roots

continue four or live years.

There is a variety which is procumbent, with
smaller flowers.

The third has a shrubbv stalk a foot high,

sending out several branches : the leaves very

narrow, coming out in clusters, but on the

flowering branches broader and longer : the

flowers at the ends of the branches, erect, on
long slender peduncles : the calyxes acute-

pointed : the petals large, entire, white, but
before the flowers open pale yellow : they appear

in July, but the seeds seldom ripen in this cli-

mate : the flowering stalks decay in the autunm,
but the lower shrubby part continues with the

other branches all the year. It is a native of

Spain, &c.
The fourth species forms, if not a tree, as

its name implies, a shrub of the height of se\c-

ral feet : it begins to flower in March, and con-
tinues flowering to the close of --unnner ; but

has not vet produced seeds in this climate. It

is a native of the island of Candia.

The fifth has a suflVuticose stitl' stem, a loot

high, round, with simple branches: the leave?

are sessile, upright, even, e^cnerally shorter thau

K
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tlie internocks : ibe flowers in a terminating

umbel, wliicli is four-or five-cleft, with diclioto-

nious rays: the petals are yellow with villosc

claws/ and turning lawny : the calyx acuminate

anil rugged at the edge. It is a native of Alri-

ca, flowcrinc in June and July.

C/ihure.—Then:: plants may be increased by

seeds and layers, or cuttings.

The two iirst sorts are raised by sowing the

seeds in the early spring months, as March or

the following month, the former in fields or

plantation-grounds, where the soil is fresh,

good, and well reduced into order by frequent

digging over, or ploughing and harrowing, in

narrow drills, or broadcast, and raked or har-

rowed in with a light barrow ; the plants being

afterv\ards kept perl'cctly clean from weeds by

repeated lioeings.

Towards the end of August, when the plants

have attained their full growth, and begin lo

turn yellow at bottom, and brown at top, and

their seeds to ripen, it is proper time to pull them;
though, if it were not for the sake of the seed,

they might be pulled a little before the seeds

ripen, by which the flax is generally better co-

loured and finer; but if suft'cred to stand till

the seeds are fully ripe, it is commonly stronger,

somewhat coarser, and more in quantity. Jt

should be pulled up by bandfuls, roots and

all, shaking off all the mould; then either

spreading them on the ground by bandfuls, or

binding them in small bunches, and setting

them upright against one another, for ten days

or a fortnight, till they are perfectly dry, and the

seed fully hardened, then housed, and the

seed thrashed out, cleaned, and placed in a dry

airy situation, being afterwards put up for use.

The flax, after being rippled and sorted, should

be carried to a pond of nearly stagnant water,

being placed in it with the bundles crossing

each other in different directions, so as to keep

the whole in a close compact state, being kept

just below the surface of the water, by proper

weights applied upon it. It should remain in

this steep till the stems become brittle and the

bark readdy separates, when it must be taken

out and spread thinly on a short pasture, being

occasionallv turned until it becomes perfectly

bleached and dry, when it is in a proper state

for the purpose of being converted into flax.

The latter, or perennial sort, should be sown
in a bed or border of good earth, in shallow drills

at the distance of six inches ; and when the

plants are two or three inches in height they

should be thinned to the same distances, and
in autunm be planted out in the places where
they are to grow. But it is probably a better

practice to sow them at once in the places

wliere they arc to grow, thinning them out
properly afterwards.

The three other sorts may be best increased

by planting cuttings of the branches in pots of
light fresh earth, plunging them in the tan hot-

bed, or by layers laid down in the later summer
months. When the plants in either mode have
stricken good root, thev mav be removed into

separate pots, and be managed as other tender

exotic plants that require the protection of the

green-house.

They may likewise be raised from seeds when
they can be procured, which should be sown
in pots and placed in a hot-bed in the spring

season.

A few j)lants of the two first sorts may be
introduced in the clunips and borders of the

pleasure-ground; and the three other sorts af-

ford variety in green-house collections among
other potted plants.

LION'S FOOT. See Catananche.
LION'S TAIL. See Phi.omis.
LIQUIDAMBAR, a genus furnishing plants

of the hardy deciduous tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecla
Pohjandria, and ranks in the natural order of
ConifercB.

The characters are : that the male flowers are

numerous, on a long, conical, loose anient:

the calyx a common four-leaved involucre

;

leaflets ovate, concave, caducous ; the alternate

ernes shorter : there is no corolla : the stamina
have numerous filaments, very short, on a body
convex on one side, flat on the other: anther*

upright, twin, four-furrowed, two-cjlled : the

female flowers at the base of the male spike,

heaped into a globe: the calyx an involucre as

in the male, but double : perianthiums proper

bell-shaped, cornered, several, connate, warty:
there is no corolla: thepistillumis an oblong germ
growing to the perianthium: styles two, awl-shap-
ed : stigmas growing on one side, length of the

style, recurved, pubescent : the pericarpium has

as many capsules, ovate, one-celled, bivalve at

the tip, acute, disposed into a globe, woody :

the seeds several, oblong, glossy, with a mem-
brane at the point inixed with a gr.'at many
chaffy corpuscles.

The species are : 1 . L. Sii/raciflua, Maple-
leaved Liquidambar, or Sweet Gum : 2. L.
imberhe, Oriental Liquidambar.

In the first, in its native situation, the trunk

is commonly two feet in diameter, straight, and
free from branches to the height of about fif-

teen feet ; from which the branches spread and
rise in a conic form to the height of forty feet

and upwards froin the ground; theleavesarefive-

pointedj divided into so many deep sections, (or
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sometimes seven,) and set on long slender pe-

tioles : they are shaped somewhat like those of

the lesser Maple, but of a dark green eolour,

with their upper surfaees shining : a sweet glu-

tinous substance cxsudes through their pores in

warm weather, whieh renders them clammy
to the touch. In February, before the leaves

are formed, the blossoms begin to break forth

from the tops of the branches into spikes of

yellowish-red, pappose, globular flowers, whieh
swell gradually, retaining their roiuid form,

to the full maturity of their seed-vessels, which
are tliick set with pointed hollow protuberances,

and, splitting open, discharge their seeds. It is

a native of North America.
In the second species the leaves have their

lobes shorter, and much more sinuated on iheir

borders, ending in blunt points, and not serrated.

They have also none of those tufts of hair which
are found on the leaves of the first sort : its

native country is unknown.
Culture.—These plants are increased by seed,

and layers.

The seed should be sown as soon as it is pro-

cured from abroad, in spring, in a bed of light

earth, half an inch deep, when the plants will

rise some the same year and others not till the

spring following, moderate waterings being occa-

sionally given, keeping them clean from weeds
all summer, and protecting them from severe

frost the first two winters. When two years

old, plant them out in spring, in nursery rows,

two feet asunder, to remain thre*,' or four years,

or till wanted for planting out in the shrubberv,

or other places.

Some sow the seeds in pots, or boxes, in order

to move them to different situations as the sea-

son requires ; and that when the plants do not

come up the same year, tlie pots may be plun-

ged in a hot- bed in the following spring to for-

ward their rising.

The layers should be made from the young
shoots of the preceding summer, by slit-laying,

when most of them will be rooted by the follow-

ing autunm, though in a dry poor soil they are

sometimes two )ears before they are sufficiently

rooted for being removed to plant out.

These trees have great merit for ornamenting
shrubbery plantations, in assemblage with

others of similar growth*., being handsome,
straight-growing trees, with fine heads, as well

as adapted for planting, detached as single ob-
jects, in spacious short grass openings, in which
they appear very ornamental, perfuming the air

all round in sunmier.

Thcv succeed in any common soil and situa-

tion, and endure the severest cold without injury.

They are usually l<ept in the nurseries for sale.

LIQUORICE. See Glycvrrhiza.
LIKIODENDRUM, a genus containing a

plant of the hardy deciduous ornamental tree
kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pohjandria
T^olygynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Coudunatce.

The characters are ; that the calyx is a proper
two-leaved involucre: the leaflets triangular, flat,

deciduous : perianthium three-leaved : leaflets

oblong, concave, spreading, petal-form, deci-
duous : the corolla six-petalled, bell-shaped ;

petals spatulate, obtuse, channelled at the base;
the three exterior deciduous : the stamina have
numerous filaments, shorter than the corolla,
linear, inserted into the receptacle of the fruc-
tification ; anthers linear, growing longitudi-
nully to the sides of the filament : the pistillum
has numerous germs, disjiosed into a cone :

style none : stigma to each globose : there is

no pericarpium : seeds imbricated into a body
resembling a strobile : the seeds numerous,
ending in a lanceolate scale, emitting an
acute angle towards the base of the scale from
the inner side, compressed at the base, acute.
The species cultivated is : L. tulipijh-a, Com-

mon Tulip-Tree.

It has the young shoots covered with a
smooth purplish bark ; they are garnished with
large leaves, whose foot-stalks are four inches
long ; they are ranged alternate ; the leaves are
of a singular form, being divided into three
lobes ; the middle lobe is blunt and hollowed at
the point, appearing as if it had been cut with
scissars ; the two side lobes are rounded, and
end in blunt points : the leaves are from four
to five inches broad near their base, and about
four inches long from the foot-stalk to the
point, having a strong midrib, « hich is formed
by the prolongation of the foot-stalk : from the
midrib run many transverse veins to the
borders, which ramify into several smaller:
the upper surface of the leaves is smooth, and
of a lucid green, the under is of a pale oreen :

the flowers are produced at the end of the
branches ; they are composed of six petals,

three without, and three within, which form a
sort of bell-shaped flower, whence the luuiie :

these petals are marked with green, \e!low,
and red spots, making a fine appearance w hen
the trees are well charged with flowers: the
time of flowering is in July ; and when the
flowers drop, the germ swells, and forms a kind
of cone, which does not ripen in this climate.

It is a native of North America.
It grows so large as to be a tree of the first

magnitude in its native situation, and is gene-
rally known by the title of pojdar : of la^e

K 2
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there have been great numbers raised from seeds
here, so that they are become common in the nur-
series j and there are many ot' the trees in differ-

ent jiarts which anniudlv produce flowers.

Cnlliire.—This plant may be increased by
sowing the sectis, imported annually from America
by th? seed-dealers, in spring, either in the full

ground, inbeds of rich lighteanh, in awarm situ-

ation, i)lacing the seed length-wise, and covering
it nearly an inch deep, or in pots or boxes, plun-
ging ih'cin in a gentle hot-bed : when the young
plants appear they should be well screened from
the sun, and have free air. They usually come
uj) the same season; when in the former method
water should be given them in dry weather; and
if the bed be arched over with hoops, to have
occasional shade from the mid-day sun in scorch-
ing weather, it will be beneficial to the germina-
tion of theseeds and growth of the voung plants;
continuing the watermgs with care occasionally
during the summer; and in winter, sheltering

them with mats in frosty weather to preserve
their tops, which are sometimes a little tender
the first year, and apt to suffer.

When the plants are two years old, they
should he set out in spring in nursery-rows, two
feet distant, and a fool asunder in the rows ; to
remain a few years, till from three to six or eight
feet high, when they may be planted where they
are to remain.

They are raised best in the open ground, where
the beds are prepared of good mellow rich earth,
blended with old rotten cow-dung, sifting over
the seeds tine turf-mould, mixed with fine sca-
or pit-sand.

These trees succeed best afterwards in a light

soil, not too dry. They should have their robots

and branches as little pruned as possible.

They arc highly ornamental in large planta-
tions, among others of similar growth,"and have
a line effect when planted out singly in large

openings, kept in short grass, in' pleasure-
j^rounds.

LOBELIA, a genus containing plants of the
herbaceous and under shrubby perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Sym^enesia
Mo/iogamia, and ranks in the natural order of
Cumpunacecc.

'I"he characters are : that the ealvx is a one-
leafed perianlhium,f]vc-clef't, very small : grow-
ing round the germ, withering : toothlets nearly
tqual : the two superior ones looking more up-
ward : the corolla one-petallcd, irregular: tube
eyiindric, longer than the calyx, divided longi-
tudinally above: border live-jiarted, divisions

lanceolate; of which the two superior ones are
smaller, less re'lex, more deeply divided, con-
stiluiing aa upper lip : the three inferior ones

more spreading, frequently larger : the stamina:
have five awl-shaped lilaments, the length of the
tube of the petal, connate above: anthers con-
nate into an oblong cylinder, gaping five ways
at the base: the pisliflum is a sharp-pointed,
inferior germ : style eyiindric, length of the sta-

mens : stigma obtuse, hispid : the pericarpium
an ovate capsule, two- or three-celled, two- or
three-valvcd, gaping at the top, girt by the calyx :

dissepiinents contrary to the vatves : the seeds a
great many, very small : receptacle conic.
The species cultivated are : \. L. cardinalis.

Scarlet Lobelia, or Cardinal's Flower ; <i. L. si-

pluUtka, Blue Lobelia, or Cardinal Flower; 3.
L. longijlora, Long-flowered Lobelia; 4. L.
philfoUa, Pine-leaved Lobelia ; 5. L. injiala.

Bladder-podded Lobelia.

In the first, the root is composed of many
w bite fleshy fibres : the lower leaves are oblon<r,

and of a dark purplish colour on their upper side;
the stalks are erect, about a foot and half high,
with leaves about three inches long, and an inch
and half broad in the middle, on very short pe-
tioles and placed alternately : the stalk is termi-
nated by a spike (raceme) of flowers, of an ex-
ceeding beautiful scarlet colour ; they have a
pretty long tube, wdiich is a little incurved, and
at the top they are cut longitudinally into Ave
segments ; the two upper, w hieh are the smallest,
are greatly reflexed ; the three under, which form-
the lower lip, are longer, and spread open. They
appear at the end of July and in August, when
they make a fine appearance for a momh or more,
and when the autunm proves favourable pro-
duce good seeds. It grows naturally in North
America.
The second species has a perennial root : the

stem simj)le, from a foot to two feet in height,,

and upwards, strong, simple, smooth, with an-
gles formed by the decurrent edges of the leaves
having stiflfish hairs on them : the leaves are
alternate, sessile, somewhat rugged : the flowers
axillary, solitary, numerous, large, on short
peduncles, forming altogether a long spike of a
pale blue colour. It is a native of N'irginia,

flowering from August to October.
The third is an annual herbaceous eletrant

plant, seldom above fourteen or sixteen inches
in height ; the whole of it rough-haired : the
stem almost upright, very much "branched from
all the axils : the leaves are alternate, sessile,

subpinnatifid-toothed, sharpish, smooth, half a
foot long : the peduncles one-flowert-d, axillary,

solitary, villose. The whole plant is poisonous.
It is a native of Jamiiica, ilosvcring from June to-

August,
The fourth species is a shrubby, upricht,

branched plant, the branches surrounded Cviib
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abundance of narrow sharp leaves an inch in

length : the flowers many, sinall, blue, at the
tops oF the twigs, among the leaves. It is a

native of the Cape of Good Hope.
The fifth is a biennial plant ni this climate :

the stems channelled, hairy, two feet high ; thR

leaves about tvi'o inches long, and one broad in

the middle, sessile, light green : flowers small,

on long, slender, axillary peduncles, forming a
loose spike : the corolla light blue. It flowers

in July, and is a native of Virginia, &c.
Culture.—The two first kmds mav be in-

creased by seed, cuttings of their stalks, and
parting the roots.

The seeds should be sown in autunm, or early

in spring, in a warm border, or in pots or boxes,
so as to be moved to different situations in dif-

ferent seasons, to have shelter from frost, and
shade from the mid-ilay sun in summer. Those
sown in autumn generally come up more freely

the following spring than those which are

sown in that season. They should have shelter

in hard frosts, either under a frame, or awning
of mats, but be fully exposed in mild weather,
giving occasional waterings in the sprimr and
sunnner. When the plants have attained t\vo or
three inches growth, they should be pricked out
in separate small pots of rich earth, giving wa-
ter, and placing them in the shade till fresh
rooted, repeating the waterings occasionally in
hot dry weather, and shifting them into larger
pots as they may require ; in winter movingthem
into a frame to have occasional shelter from incle-
ment weather

J and in the spring following some
of them may be turned out into the full ground
about March, when they will flower the ensuing
.summer. Some should also be retained in pots to be
moved under shelter in winter, as a reserve in case
those in the open air should be killed by frost.

As these plants generally flower in the greatest
perfection the first and second year of their
blowmg, it is proper to raise a supply of new
plants every year or two, in order to have tliem
flower in the utmost perfection every year.
The cuttings of the young stalks should be di-

vided into lengths of 'five or six inches, and be
planted in an easterly border, two parts deep,
being covered down with hand-glasses, and wa-
tered occasionally. They mostly emit roots, and
form young plants in a month or six weeks;
when the glasses should be taken away, and the
plan s managed as the others.

These hardy sorts sometimes afford ofl"-setsfrom
their sides at bottom, which may be separated in
autumn, and potted for young plants, being ma-
naged as the seedlings.

The last three sorts may also be raised by seeds
procured from abroad, which should be sown in

potsof light sandy earth in theautumn, and pbrnv
ged in the bark-bed; and when the plants arc three-

inches high, planted in separate pots, being re--

plunged m the baik-bed, giving water and occa-
sional shade till they are fresh rooted. They
must remain constantly in the hot-house, and
liave freijuent moderate waterings given them.
The first two sorts have a fine appearance in

the borders and clumps of pleasure-grounds,
where they will succeed when protected in winter
from frosts.

And the tender sorts afford a fine variety in

hot-house collections.

LOBLOLLY BAY. See Gordonia.
LOCU.ST-TREE. See Ceratonia.
LOGWOOD. See H^matoxyi.um.
LONDON-PRIDE. See Saxifhaga.
LONICERA, a genus containing plants of

the deciduous flowering shrubby and evergreen
kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Petitandr'ia

Monogynla, and ranks in the natural order of

Asgregatcc

.

The characters are : that thccalyx is a five-part-

ed, superior perianthium, small : the corolla one-
petalled, tubular : tube oblong, gibbous : border
five-parted : divisions revolute, one of which is

more deeply separated : the stamina have five

awl-shaped filaments, nearly the length of the

corolla: anthers oblong: the pistilluni is a round-
ish, inferior germ : style filiform, the length of
the corolla: stigma obtuse-beaded : the pericar-

pium is an umbilieated, two-celled berry : the
seeds roundish, and compressed.
The species are : 1 . L. nigra, Black-berried

Upright Honeysuckle ; 2. L. Tatar'iea, Tarta-
rian Upright Honeysuckle; 3. L. Xylosteiun,
Fly Honeysuckle ; 4. L. Pi/renaica, Pyreneaii
Upright Honeysuckle; 5.' L. alpigeria, Rcd-
herried Ujjright Honeysuckle; 6. L. ccerulea.

Blue-berried Upright Honeysuckle ; 7. L. aym-
phoricarpos. Shrubby St. Peter's-wort ; 8. L.
dierviUa, Yellow - flowered Upright Honey-
suckle

; g. L. perklymenum. Common Honey-
suckle; 10. jL. caprij'idhnn, Italian Honey-
suckle; 11. L. semperi}ire7is, Trumpet Honey-
suckle; 12. L. grata. Evergreen Honey-
suckle.

'i'he first is three or four feet in height: the
leaves are small, the younger ones hirsme, quite
entire, but plaited a little, so as to appear serrate:
stipules ovate-lanceolale: bractes two dry scales
and three transverse broad leaflets : the peduncles
are axillary, slender, an inch long, opposite : the
c:rlyxbroadish : the corolla purple on the outside,
white within, or quite white, pubescent : the
berries black, a little oblong, containing three,
five, and sometimes ten seeds. Tl is a native of
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France, Sec. flowering in March, April, and

May.
The second species grows about the same

heiglit with the first and sixth sorts, and bears

a (Treat resemblance to them in the branches ; but

the leaves are hf.art-shaped, and the berries are

red, c;rovvinfi sometimes single, at others double,

and I'reqncmly there are three joined together;

they are about the san)e size with the first sort.

It is a native ot Russia, (lowering in May and

June.

It varies with white f'owers in shady groves.

The third rises with a strong woody s'alk,

six or eisiht feet high, covered with a whitish

bark, dividing into many branches : the leaves are

ovate, opposite, entire, and covered with a short

hairy down, soi't, like cloth to the touch: the

flowers come out on each side of the brunches

opposite, on slender peduncles, each sustaining

two white flowers standing erect : the three low-

er seo-ments of the corolla are narrow and reflex,

the other two are broader and upright. It is a

native of the North of Europe, flowering in

May.
The fo\irth species seldom rises more than

three or four feet high, dividing into several

spreading irregular branches: the leaves are

smooth : the flowers come out from the side of

these on slender peduncles, each sustaining two

white flowers, which are cut into five segtiients

almost to the bottom. It is a native of the Py-

renean Mountains, flowering in April.

The fifth has a short thick woody stem, which

divides into many strong woody branches grow-

ing erect: the leaves are petioled, entire, dark

green above, but pale underneath : the flowers

upon very long slender peduncles, which conse

out opposite on each side of the branches, at the

base of the leaves; they are red on the outside,

but pale within, shaped like those of the third

sort, but a little larger, and standing erect.

They appear at the en^ of April, and are com-

monly succeeded by two ovate red berries, joined

at the base, and having two punctures. It is a

native of the South of Europe.

The sixth species seldom rises more than four

.or five feet high : the branches are slender, co-

vered with a smootli purplish bark : the joints

are distant, where leaves come out opposite, and

fiometinics there are two on each side : the pe-

duncles arc very short, each sustaining two white

flowers, succeeded by blue berries eingle and di-

stinct. 'Ihe iiowcrs appear in May (March or

April), and the berries ripen in August, It is a

native of Switzerland.

The seventh is about four feet in height,

Sendina' out many slender branches : the leaves

uvaic, liairy, opposite^ on very short petioles

:

the flowers arc produced in whorls round the

stalk ; they are of an herbaceous colour, and ap-

pear in August : the fruit, which is hollow,

and shaped hke a pottage pot, ripens in the

winter : the corollas are regular and bell-shaped:

the fruit fleshy, globular, the form and size of

the flowers of Arbutus, four-celled, containing
cartilaginous roundish seeds. It is a native of
X'irainia, &c. fioiveringin August and September.
The '. ighth spt-cics is a Imv shrub, seldom rising

more tnan three feet high: the stalks are slen-

der and woody, and have a reddish-coloured

bark : the leaves oblong, pointed, sligtitly serrate,

opposite: the flowers small, pale yellow, two or

three on each division of the raceme ; the berries

oval, black, four-celled, with one hard seed in

each cell : the roots creep far imder ground, and
send out many stems : many of these which
come up in the spring produce flowers the same
year, so that there is generally a succession

of them from May to September; the shoots of
the former year flowering early, the side branches
Eoon following, and then the young shoots. It

is a native of North America.

The ninth trails over bushes, and twines round
the boughs of trees, with its very slender hairy

(or smooth) branches, which arc opposite, and
commonly stained with purple, in part at least,

or on one side : the leaves opposite, ovate,

smooth (or hairy), underneath glaucous, all

distinct and more separated from the stem,

though even in these there is a slight membrana-
ceous ring running round the branch, and con-
necting the two opposite leaves: the upper fforal

leaves are sessile and cordate : the peduncles short,

single, or more often triple, covered w ith glan-

dular hairs, as are also the cal\x, and tube of the

corolla: theflowers are in a thick roundish whorlcd
spike, many together (from ten or twelve to

nineteen ortwentv) ; thetubeaninch long, curved

a little; the border two-parted, both parts reflex
;

the upper one divided into four blunt and nearly

eqnal segments, the lower one linear and entire :

the tube is wider and shorter, the border much
longer than in the tcnih sort : the border being

turned back, the stamens stand much above the

corolla, and the pistil much above them : the co-

rollas are usually red on the outside, and yellow-

ish within, but they vary much in colour, be-

tween red, purple, and vellow, and in the shade
are very pale : they smell very sweet, especially in

theevcning. Iiisanativeof most parts of Europe,
flowering here from the end of May to July.

The great beauty and exquisite fragrance of
the flowers of this plant give it a place in most
ornamental plantations. In climbing it turns

from east to west, with most of our climbers
;

and in common with them it bears clipping and
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pnining well ; for, in a state of nature, those

plants that cannot ascend without the assistance

of others are ol'lcn liable to lose large branches
;

they have therefore a proportional vigour of

growth to restore accidental damages. It is

subject, when placed near buildings, to be

disfigured and injured by Aphidts, vulgarly

termed Blights : these insects are not very nu-
merous in spring, but as the summer advances

they increase in a su'prising degree ; their first

attacks should of course be watched, and the

branches they first appear on be cut off and destroy-

ed, for when they have once gained ground they

are defended by their numbers. Small plants

may be cleared of them by tobacco dust or

Spanish snuff, but this is not practicable for

large trees : the leaves are likewise liable to be

curled up by a small caterpillar, which produces

a beautiful little moth, Phalcena Tortri.r. In

the evenins some species of Sphinges or Hawk-
Moths arclilso frequently seen to hover over the

blossoms, and with their long tongues to e.Ntract

the honey from the very bottom of the flowers.

There are several varieties ; as the Late Red,

which produces a greater quantity of flowers to-

gether than either the Italian or Dutch sorts,

making a finer appearance than either of them
during the time of flowering ; but it has not

been so long cultivated as the latter.

It was formerly termed Flemish Honeysuckle.
There are also sometimes varieties with striped

leaves.

The Dutch variety may be trained with

stems, and formed into heads, which the wild

sort cannot, the branches being too weak and
trailing for the purpose : the branches of this

^re smooth, of a purplish colour, garnished

with oblong oval leaves, three inches long,

and an inch and three quarters broad, of a lucid

green on their upper side, but pale on their un-
der, having very short foot-stalks j they are

placed by pairs, but are not joined at their base :

the (lowers are produced in bunches at the end

of the branches, each flower arising out of a

scaly cover, which, after the flowers fade, forms

au oval head, whose scales lie over each other

like those of llsh : the flowers arc of a reddish

colour on their outside, and yellowish within, of

a very agreeable odour. It flowers in June,
July, and August.

There are two sub-varieties of it, the Long
Blowing and the Late Red.

The stems are stronger, the leaves, flowers,

and heads of berries larger, and the corollas

redder than in the Woodbine sort.

The Oak-leaved variety has sinuate leaves,

cut like the oak, and smooth.

There is likewise a variety with variegated
leaves.

In the tenth species the branches are slender,

covered with a light green bark, and garnished
with oval leaves of a thin texture, placed by pairs,

sitting close to the branches ; but those which
are situated towards the end of the branches
join at their base, so that the stalk seems as if

it came through the leaves : the flowers are pro-
duced in whorled bunches at the ends of the
branches ; are white, and have a very fratTant
odour, but of short duration, so that in about a
fortnight they are entirely over ; and soon after

the leaves appear as if blighted and sickly, mak-
ing an indiflcrent appearance the whole summer,
which has rendered them less valued than the
others. It f'owers in May, and is a native of
the South of Europe.
The variety which is the next in succes-

sion to the white, is the yellow, in which
the shoots are much like those of the former,
but have a darker hark : the leaves are also of a
deeper green ; the flowers of a yellowish red,

and appear soon after the white ; they are not of
much longer duration, and are succeeded by red
berries, containing one hard seed inclosed in a
soft pulp, which ripens in the autumn.

Besides this, some mention other varieties, as
the early red -flowering, the late red-flowering,
and the evergreen red-flowering.

The eleventh grows naturally in Virginia,
and many other parts of North America, but has
been long cultivated in gardens by the title

of Virginia Trumpet Honeysuckle. Martyn re-

marks, that of this there are two varieties, if

not distinct species, one being much hardier
than the other. The old sort, which came from
Virginia, has stronger shoots ; the leaves are of
a brighter green ; the bunches of flowers larger,

and deeper coloured than in the other which came
from Carolina. These plants have the appear-
ance of the ninth sort, but the shoots are weaker
than any of those, except the wild sort called

Woodbine ; they are of a purplish red colour, and
smooth : the leaves are of an oblong ovaj shape
inverted, and closely surrounding the stalk ; of
a lucid green on their upper side, but pale on
their under : the flowers are produced in bunches
at the end of the branches; these have lonf
slender lubes, which are enlarged at the top,
where they are cut into five aliuost equal secr-

mcnts : the outside of the flower is of a brioht
scarlet, and the inside yellow; they have a great
appearance of the Honeysuckle, but are not so
deeply divided, nor are the segments reflexed.

They have no odour, but are cultivated for the
beauty and long continuance of their flowers'^
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Slid iheir «vergrjcn leaves. It flowers from
JVJ;y to August.

'1 he twelfth species lias strong branches, co-
v(Tcd with a purple bark, which arc garni-hed
wail lucid green leaves embracing the stalks, and
coutnnung their verdure all the year : the flowers
arc produced in whorled bunches at the ends of
the branches

; there are frequently two and some-
linics three of these bunches rising one out of
another

; they are of a bright red ori their out-
side, and ydlow within, of a strong; aromatic
flavour. This sort begins to flower iifjune, and
there is a succession of flowers till the frost puts
a stop to them, so that it is the most valu-
able of all sorts. It is a native of North
America.

Culture.—All the sorts mav be increased
either by layers or cuttings, but the latter is the
better practice. The layers should be made
from the young shoots, and be laid down in the
autumn or early spring, the stracrgling tops bein<T-
removed, when by the following'^utumn they wiR
have taken root, and should be cut oft" from the
plants, being either planted where they are to re-
i)iain,orintoanurscrytobe trained for standards,
by fixing down stakes to the stem of each plant,
to which the principal stalk should be fastened,
all the others being cut off; trainincit to the in-
tended height, when it should be ^shortened to
force out lateral branches, and these be ao-ain
stopped to prevent their s^rowing too long. °By
constantly repeating this "as the shoots are pro-
duced, they may be formed into a sort of standard

;

but it regard is had to their flowerinc;, they can-
not be formed into regular heads, as t"he constant
shortening will destroy the flower-buds.
The cuttings should be taken from the strono-

^hoots of the former summer, with three or fou°
joints, and be planted in rows in a shady border,
Xo the dejnh of two or three of them, a foot
apart, anxl six inches from plant to plant.
When they have tak€n good root in the autumn
or spnng following, thev may be removed into
the nursery, antl be planted out in rows two
feet distant, and afoot asunder in them, where
they may be kept a year or two, till wanted for
planting out where they are to remain.

1 he eighth sort mav be raised from suckers,
which it affords in plenty, by takino- them off
and planting them as above in the auiumn in a
father moist soil.

Several of the sorts may likewise be increased
hy sowing ih.e seed or berry in a bed of linht
mould m the autumn, to the depth of an inch,
llie plants rise in the lir.^t or second .sprino-

;

and afterwards require the same mana 'cment
as the others.

"^
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The only culture which any of the sorts after-
wards require is, in the upright sorts, to have their
straggling shoots shortened, and the dead wood
cut out; and those trained as climbers, to have
their branches conducted in a proper manner
upon their respective supports

; and every year
all rambling shoots reduced and trained as may
be proi>er, so as to preserve them within due
limits and order, except designed to run wild in
their own rural way, especially those intended to
chmb among the branches of' trees, shrubs, and
bushes

; those also intended to cover arbOurs and
scats should be pruned and trained annually,
laying the shoots along at their length, till they
have covered the allotted space ; shortening
or clearing out all such stragglers as cannot be
properly trained : also such of those sorts as are
trained against walls, 8cc. must have an annual
pruning and training, by going over them two
or three times in summer, laying in some of the
most convenient proper shoots, some at their
length, shortening or retrenching others as ne-
cessary to prescfve regularity, and the proper
successionofflowers; being careful to train enough,
at this time, of such as appear necessary to con-
tinue the bloom as long as possible ; and in win-
ter-pruning, all those left in summer, which
may appear superfluous or unnecessary, should
be turned out, shortening all such as are too
long for the space allotted for them, especially
all those with weak straggling tops, nailing in
the remaining proper brairches and shoots close
to the wall, or other support.
They are all proper for plantations, both from

thevariety of theirdifferentgrowths, and iheorna-
ment and fragrance of their flowers ; though the
flowers of the upright kinds are not so showy as
those of the trailers; but they exhibit an exceed-
ingly agreeable variety.

The trailing species have, however, the great-
est merit, not only in their numbers, but size,
elegance, and odo'iir, as well as in duration.
The shrubs of ail the sorts are, notwithstand-
ing, proper to be introduced in shrubberies,
the upright kinds to intermix as standards. The
trailing kinds, wbose branches are great ramblers,
and, without support, trail along the ground,
should generally be introduced as climbers, hav-
ing stout stakes placed to each for them to climb
upon, which they eOect by ascending spirally
round the support, to a considerable heit;ht';
and also be placed to ascend round the stems of
trees, and to climb among the boughs of the
atljacent bushes, slinibs, and hedges, which they
cflect in a very agreeable manner", by interweav-
ing their branches with them.

'J he climbers are likewise proper for trainini^
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•gainst walls and arbours, Sec, for the orna-

ment and fragrance of their flowers, laying their

branehes ni four or five inches asunder; thin-

ning out the superabundant shoots annually,

and training in sonic of the most robust for

succession wood, either at full length, or short-

ened as most proper to fill the space.

The evergreen kinds aie j)rincipally of the

climbing tribe, anrl have much eflecl in their

evergreen" fohage and the elegance of their

flowers, as well as in their long continuance in

blow.

LOOKING-GLASS PLANT. See Heri-
TIERA.

LOOSE-STRIFE See Anagallis.
LOPPING TREES, the practice of cutting

ofl' the boughs or branches of pollard or other

trees. This work should be done with great

care and attention, so as to prevent the decay

of the trees

Loppingof trees, at tenor twelve years growth,

is said to preserve them much longer, and oc-

casion the shoots to grow more into wood in

one year than tliey do in old tops in two or

three. When great boughs are ill taken off, it

often spoils the trees; thev should tiierefore

always be spared, unless there is an absolute

necessity. When they must be cut off, it

should be close and smooth, and not parallel to

the horizon, covering the wound with loam
and horse-dung mixed, or soriie of Mr. Forsyth's

composition, to prevent tue wet from entering

the bodies of the trees and destroying them.
There are various signs of the decay of trees;

as, the withering or dvingof their top branches;

the wet entering at a knot ; their being hollow,

or discoloured ; their making but poor shoots,

and woodpeckers making holes in them.
Nothing is more injurious to the growth of

timber-trees, than that of lopping or cutting off

the great branches from them ; as they grow
better without it, and do not decay so soon.

The dead branches should however be re-

moved.
The proper seasons for this sort of business,

are the very early autumn and spring months.
All sorts of resinous trees, or such as abound

with a milky juice, should be lopped very spa-

ringly, as thev are subject to decay when often

lopped. The best season for lo|)piii<r these

trees is the latter end of summer or beginning
of autumn ; they then seldom bleed much, and
the wounds are commonly healed over before

the cold weathc'- sets in.

Few sorts of ornamental trees should be
much lopped, as it greatly injures their beauty
and appearance. The onlv thing necessary, is

to take off sucli strae triing branches as mav o;row

Vol. II.
'^ ^

in an awkward or improper direction. Sec
Pruning of Trees.
This sort of work is mostly performed with a

siaw, hedging-bill, or ax
LOKANTIIUS, a genus containing a plant

of the exotic kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria
Monogtjnia, and ranks in the natural order of
yii:;gregaUv.

Tlie characters are : that the calvx has the peri-
anthiuinof the fruit inferior: margin entire, con-
cave ; of the flower superior, or the margin entire,

concave: the corolla has six, riblona^ petals, revo-
lute, equal : the stamina have six avvl-shaped fila-

ments, fastened to the bases of the petals, the
length of the corolla : anthers obldno- : the pis-

tillum is an oblong germ, between the two calyx-
es, or inferior : st)-le simple, the ienoth of the
stamens : stigma blunt : the pericar|)iuni is aii

oblong beVry, one-celled : the seed oblong.
The species cultivated is L. A)nenca)m<:,

American Loranthus.

Its branches are subdivided, leaFv, smooth,
pale green, brittle : the leaves petioled, oppo-
site, entile, subcoriaceous, nerved, and pale :

the petioles short, compressed, smooth : the
racemes subdivided, terminating, with three-

cornered branchlets ; the last pedicels trifid,

one -flowered : the flowers red.

It ramps over the highest trees in Jamaica,
Sec, especially the Coccoloha graniUfn/za, with
the root adhering firmlv to the bark like Mis-
tletoe.

Culture.—This plant may be increased by
sowing the seeds as soon as they are fully

ripened, in pots of light rich earth, being kept
in a mild hot-bed until the beginning of the
autuniii, when thev must be plunged in the bark
hot-bed of the stove, being afterwards treaUii

as other tender plants of the same kind.

It affords varietv in stove collections.

LORDS AND-LADIES. See AnuM.
LOTE-TREE. See Celtis.
1^0 rUS, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous and under-shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order D'milelphia

Decr/ndria, and ranks in the natural order of
Pafjilw/ii/cece or Lfg/zmi/iosce.

The characters are : that the caU'x is a simple um-
bel : perianthiuni one-leafed, tubular, half-five-

cleft: teethacute, equal, erect, permanent : the co-
rolla papilionaceous: bannerroundish, bent down:
claw oblong, concave: wings roundish, shorter

than the banner, broatl, converging upwards :

keel gibbous below, closed above, aeuTiiiiKUe,

aseendino;, short : the stamina have diadeljihous

filaments, simple and nine-clei't, ascending^

with broadisU lips : anthers small, simple : the
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pistillum is a columnar germ, oblong : style

simple, a^crnding : stigma an inflcctud point :

the pericarpium is a lt;ganit; cylindric, stirt" and
straight, staffed, longer than the calvx, many-
celled, two-valved : the seeds several and cy-

lindric.

The species cultivated arc : \ . L. (etragono-

lohos, Winged Bird's-t'oot Trefoil ; 2. L. jaco-

Iceu!:, Dark-flowered Bird's-foot Trefoil ; 3. L.

cretlcus, Silvcrv Bird's-foot Trefoil ; 4. L.
hirsutus, Hairv Bird's-foot Trefoil ; 5. L. Do-
rycnhnn, Shrubby Bird's-foot Trefoil.

The first has an annual root : the stems seve-

ral, decumbent, upright, about a foot long,

having at each joint a ternate leaf : the leaflets

ovate ; the stipules of the saiHe shape : pedun-
cles axillary, alternate, from two to three inches

long, each sustaining one (sometimes two) large

red flowers at the top, with three leaves just

under the flower. The wings are very dark pur-

ple, appearing to be black at the end : the le-

gume thick, with four broad undulating w ings :

the seeds sub-globular, the size of a small

pea, smooth, pale or livid purple, without

spots. It flowers in June and July, and the

seeds ripen in autunni. It is a native of

Sicily.

It was formerly cultivated as an esculent

plant, for the green pods, whch are said to be

still eaten in some of our northern counties,

but they are very coarse. It is now chiefly

cultivated in flower-gardens for ornament.
The second species has a slender woody stem,

from two to three feet high, sending out many
slender herbaceous branches : the leaves sessile,

hoary ; leaflets narrow, white : the flowers ax-

illary from the upper part of the stem, four or

five, on very slender peduncles, ctf a yellowish

deep purple colour : the pods taper, slender,

little more than an inch lung, containing five

or six small roundish seeds. It is a native of

the Cape Verd Islands, flowering all the sum-
mer and autumn, and many times a great part"

of the winter.

The third species rises wit'n slender stems

which require support, from three to four feet

high, sendnig out a few side branches. At each

joint is a neat silvery ternate leaf, with two
appendages or stipules : the peduncles axillary,

from two to three inches long, sustaining

heads of yellow flowers, which part in the mid-
dle, each head containing four or six flowers :

these appear in May, June, and Julv, and are

succeeded by long taper pods filled with roundish
seeds, which ripen in the autumn. It is a native

of Spain and the Levant.
The fourth species has a perennial stalk three

feet high : when the roots are large, they fre-

quentlv send up several of these stalks, especi-

ally if the old ones be cut down : thex' arc hairy,

and divide into several branches : the 1^'aves arc

ternate, hoary, with two stipules : the flowers

in heads on long axillary peduncles: the calyxes

very hairy : the corollas dirty white, with a few

marks of pale red : the pods short, thick,

chestnut-coloured, containing several roundish

seeds. It is a native of the Souih of Europe,

flowering from June to August.

The fifth species rises with weak shrubby

stalks three or four feet high, sending out many
slender branches, thinly set with small hoary

leaves, having five leaflets, spreading like the

fingers, and sessile: the flowers at the extremi-

ty of the branches in small heads. They are

very small and wliite, appear at the end of

June, or in July, continue to September, and are

succeeded by short pods, containing two or three

small round seeds. It is a native of the South
of Europe,

Culture.—The first sort is raised by sowing
the seed annually in spring, in the open ground,

in the places where the plants are to remain, in

patches in difl'erent parts, of five or six seeds in

each, half an inch deep. The plants soon come
up, which, remaining in the same place for flow-

ering, require only occasional weeding, being

either sufl'ered to trail, according to their natu-

ral growth, or tied up to sticks.

The other sorts may be increased by seeds and
cuttings.

The seeds should be sown in pots of light

earth or in a moderate hot-bed ; and when the

plants are about three inches high be planted

out in separate small pots of light rich earth,

giving water, and placing them in the shade till

fresh-rooted.

The cuttings of the young stalks and
branches may be planted any time in the spring

or summer, in beds or pots of rich mould,
giving shade and water. They emit roots, and
form plants in a few weeks, but may be greatly

facilitated by covering them close with hand-
glasses till they begin to shoot at top ; then

they should be gradually inured to the air,

and soon after be transplanted into separate

pots.

The young green seed-pods of the first son
were formerlv dressed and eaten as peas, or in

the manner of kidney-beans.

The ottier kinds effect an agreeable variety in

collections of green-house plants, both in their

foliage and flowers. They all require shelter

from frost, the two first in particular ; the two
last are somewhat hardier, and sometimes suc-

ceed in the full ground all the year, in warm dry

situations, A few plants should however coti-
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stantly be kept in the pots, to be protected in

the winter season.

LOVAGE. See Ligusticum.
LOVE-APPLE. See Solan um Lycoper-

SICUM.
LOVE-LIES-BLEEDING. See Amaran-

THUS CORDATUS.
LUNARIA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous atniual and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Tetradyna-
mia Si/iculosa, and ranks in the natural order

of SUiquoscB or Cruciformes.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

leaved periuuhiuir, oblong: leaflets ovate-ob-

long, blunt, converging, deciduous, of which the

two alternate ones are gibbous and bagged at

the base : the corolla foiir-pctalled, cruciform :

the petals entire, blunt, large, the length of

the calyx, ending in claws of the same length :

the stamina have six awl-shaped lilanients ; four

the length of the calyx, two a little shorter :

anthers from upright, spreading : the pistillum

is a pedicelled germ, ovate-oblong : style short :

stigma blunt, entire: the periearpiuni is an el-

liptic silicic, flat, entire, upright, very large,

petlicelled, terminated by the st)le, two-celled,

two-valved : partition parallel and equal to the

valves, flat : the seeds some kidney-shaped,

compressed, marginal, in the middle of the sili-

cic : the receptacles tiliforni, long, inserted into

the lateral sutures.

The species cultivated are: 1. L. reJiviva,

Perennial Honesty; 2. L. aiiiuia, Annual Ho-
nesty, Moor-wort, or Satin-flower; 3. L,
JEgyptiaca, Egyptian Honesty.

The first is a very large plant : the root is

perennial, white: stem from three to four feet

high, upright, simple, channelled, green tinged

with purple, hirsute : the lower leaves op-

posite; upper alternate, on long petioles, smooth
or rough-haired, cordate, uncquallv serrate,

nerved, acuminate, near a span long, and three

or four inches wide : the flovvers terminating,'

on long slender peduncles, often bifid and
trifid, of a white purple colour, and odorous.

Thev have two glands on each side between the

longer stamens and the style, and one between
the style and each shorter stamen, which ac-

counts for the ba<rging of tlie perianthium. It

is a sative of the South of France, Sec.

The second species has a biennial, knobbed
root: the stem smaller than the first; upright,

branched, hirsute, round, lialfayard high : the

leaves are rough haired, the floral ones almost

ahvavs opposite, sessile : stem-leaves petioled,

much smalkr than tho^e of the first sort, cordate,

dull green, and serrate : the flowers are of a pur-

plish viokt or blue-purple colour, and inodorous.

It is a native of Germany. Both these species
flower in May and June.
The seed-vessels, when fully ripe, become

transparent, and of a clear shining white like

satin ; whence the name of Satin-flower.

The third is an annual plant, with a smooth
branching stalk little more than a foot high :

the leaves are unequally pinnate : leaflets differ-

ing in size and form ; some almost entire,

others cut at their extremities into three parts;
they are smooth, and of a lucid greet* : the
flowers stand each upon pretty long slender pe-
duncles, which come out from the side, and
also at the end of the branches, in loose small
clusters ; they are of a purple colour, and arc

succeeded by oblong compressed pods, which
hang downward, and when ripe are of a feuille-

niort colour. It is a native of Egypt, flower-

ing here, in June and July.

Culture.—These plants may be raised by
sowing the seed in a shady border, or, which is

better, in patches jn the situations where ihey
are to remain, in the autunm, keeping the planti

afterwards properly thinned out and free from
weeds. They may likewise be sown in tho
early spring ; but the former is the better sea-

son, as the plants rise stronger. The last sort

should have an open situation. When sown in

beds, the perennial sort should be set out whero
they are to remain, in the following autumn
after being sown.
They all aflx)rd ornament and variety in the

borders and clumps of pleasure-grounds, in

which the first sort should be placed more
backward.

LUPINUS, a genus containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous annual and perennial flowery

kinds.

It belongs to the class and order D/adi/p/im
Decandiia, and ranks in the natural ordir of

FapU'wnacece or Legum/rw-d'.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, bifid : the corolla papilio-

naceous : banner cordate-roundish, emarginate,

bent back at the side?, compressed : wing
subovate, almost the length of the banner,

not fastened to the keel, converging below

:

keel two-parted at the base, sickle-shaped up^
wards, acuminate, entire, the leno-ih of the

wings, narrower : the stamina have ten fila-

ments, united, somewhat ascendino, distinct

above: anthers tive, roundish, and as many
oblong: the pistillum is an awl-shupid germ,
compressed, villose : style awl-sh;)ped, ascend-

ing : stigma terminating, blunt : the peri-

carpium is a large legume, oUlono:, coriaceous,

compressed, acuminate, one-celled ; the seeds

sevcial, roundish and compressed.
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The species cultivated are: 1. L. alhi<:.

White Lupine : 2. L. I't/ihn, Small Blue Lu-

pine : 3. L. angusttfvl'ais, Narrow-leaved Blue

Lupine: 4. L. hirsuhis. Great Blue Lupine;

.•). L. Luieus, Yellow Lupine; 6. L. peniiiiis,

Perctmial Lupine.

Tlie first has a tliick upright stalk about two

feet high, dividing towards the top into several

smaller hairy l>ranches : the leaves are digitate,

composed o\' seven or eight narrow oblong

leaflets, joining at the base; they are hairy, of

a dark orayish colour, and have a silvery down :

the flowers are produced in loose spikes at the

end oF the branches ; they are white and sessile

:

the legumes are straight, hairy, about three

inches lonsr, containing five or six seeds, which

are roundish, flatted like a lens, extremely

smooth and even, perfectly white without any

spots, smaller than most of the others. It

flowers in July, and the seeds ripen in the

autumn: growing naturally in the Levant.

'J'he second species is an annual plant, with

a firm, straight, channelled stalk near three feet

high, divided towards the top into several

branches : the leaves are digitate, composed of

five, six. or seven oblong or linear leaflets, which

join at their base, and are hairy : the flowers

are produced in spikes at the end of the

branches, standing round the stalk in half

whorls ; they are of a light blue colour. It

is a nativeof the South of France, &e. flowering

in July.

The third has nuieh the appearance of the se-

cond sort, but the stalks rise higher : the leaves

have more leaflets, and stand upon longer foot-

stalks: the lealiets are blunt: the seeds are

varie.'>'ated ; and, accordinsi; to Linnseus, they are

linear, and the flowers blue. Ray describes it

as more upriiiht, and much taller, being

eishteen inches liigh, and as tall as the first. It

is a native of Spain, txc.

The fourth species is also an annual plant,

which rises with a strong firm channelled stalk,

fron; three to four feet high, covered with a

soft brownish down, dividing upward into se-

veral strong branches, garnished with digitate

leaves, composed of nine, ten, or eleven wedge-

shaped hairy lea'lets, v. hieh are narrow at their

base, where tbev join the foot-stalk, but enlarge

upward, and are rounded at the top, where they

are broadest : the foot-stalks of the leaves are

three or four inches long: the flowers are placed

in whorls round the stalks above each other,

forming a loose spike, which proceeds from the

end of the branches ; are large, and of a beau-

tiful blue colour, but have no scent : they ap-

pear in July, and the seeds ripen in autunm :

the pods are large, almost iui inch broadj and

three inches long; inclosing three large round-
ish seeds, compressed on their sides, very rough
and of a purplish brown colour. It is a native

of the South of Europe.
There is a variety with flesh-coloured flowers,

commolv called Rose Ltiphie.

The fifth has a stem a foot high, branching :

the leaves are digitate, composed of seven,

eight, or nine narrow hairv leaflets, ncarlv two
inches long: the floweis are yellow, odorous, in

loose spikes at the end of the branches, com-
posed of several (six or seven) whorls, with

spaces between them, and about five flowers in

each, terminated by three or four flowers, sit-

ting close at the top ; these are succeeded by
ovale flattish hairy pods, about two inches long,

standing erect, and inclosing three, four, or five

roundish stcds, a little comiiressed, yellowish

white, variegated with dark spots. It is a na-
tive of Sicih", flowering in June and July.

The sixth has a perennial creeping root, from
which arise several erect eliaimelled stalks a

foot and a half high, sending out two or three

small side branches, garnished with digitate

leaves, composed of from five to ten or eleven

narrow spear-shaped leaflets, which join at

their base, and stand upon \ery long foot-stalks,

having a few hairs on their edges : the (lowers

grow in long loose spikes, which terminate the

stalks, a::d are placed without order on each
side; they are of a pale blue colour, and on
short peduncles ; appcarintr in June, and the

seeds ripening in August, which are soon scat-

tered if thev are not gathered when ripe; for,

after a little moisture, the sun causes the pods
to open with elasticity, and cast out the seeds to.

a distance. It is a native of Virginia.

Culture.—^These plants mav be readily raised

by sowing the seeds in patches in the borders,

with other annuals in the spring, where they are

to remain; thinning them atteruards where
they are too close, and keeping them clean from
weeds. In order to have a succession of flowers,

they should be sown at diflerent times, as in.

April, May, and June. The seed of those only
which are first sown ripens well.

In order to have good seed of the fourth

kind, some seeds should be sown on a sunny
border under a wall, or in pots placed under
frames, the plants in the latter ease being turn-

ed out and planted with balls of earth about
ihcm in the spring.

They are all useful plants for producing va-

riety, in the borders, clumps, and other parts,

'I'he last sort should be sown at many different

times.

LUXURIANT PLANTS, a term in garden-

ing, sigaifying such as become greatly aug-
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merited in growth beyond their common natu-

ral state, and which rarelv acquire that degree of

])crt'ection which is the case with those ot more
iiindcrate growths. This soitietin;es happens

from excess ot nourishment, and sometimes

from the nature of tlie plants.

It is produced ditVerently ; sometimes prevail-

inji in the whole plant, sometimes ni particular

parts, as in some of the shoots, and frequently

in the flowers.

Tlie lirst mav be considered such as shoot

much stronger than plants of the same species

generally do, and happens both in herbaceous

plants and trees, &c. which never attain per-

tection so soon as the more moderate growers :

thus many sorts of esculent plants which shoot

luxuriantly to leaves and stalks, Sec. as cucum-
bers, mckins, cabbages, cauliflowers, turnips,

radishes, beans, peas, &e., never arrive so

soon to perfection as those of moderate iirowth;

and such plants as appear to be naturally of

themselves of a very luxuriant nature, are very

improper to stand, from which to save seed for

future increase.

This is also the case in fruit-trees ; as such
as are very luxuriant shooters are much longer

before they attain a beariiiii state than those

of middling growth; and liiev never bear so

plentifully, or have the fruit attain such per-

fection. This luxuriance is frequently acquired

by unskilful pruning, especially in wall-trees,.

&c., as it is often the practice, when wall or

espalier trees assume such a growth, to cut all

the shoots short; hy which, inste-ad of reducing
the tree to a moderate state of shootins;, it has

its vigour increased, as too considerable short-

ening of strong shoots promotes their throw-
ing out still stronaer, and producing more
abundant or superfluous wood. Therefore, in

pruning very luxuriant espalier and wall-fruit

trees, they should be assisted somewhat in

their own way, as it were, by irainino; in plenty

ot shoots annuallv for a year or two, to di\ ide

the redundancy of sap ; or in the summer and
winter prunings, always leaving them lather

thicker than in the common practice, and
mostly at full length, unless it be necessary to

shorten such as are of very considerable length,

or in some particular part of the tree, to force

out a supply of wood to (ill a vacancy. Some
sorts of fruit-trees should indeed never be gene-
rally shortened in the common course of prun-
ing, except in casual very extended irregular

growths, or occasionally for procuring a supply

of wood as mentioned above. This is particularly

necessary in apples, pears, plums, cherries,

and Iig-trees ; for, if general shortening was to be

practised in these sorts, thev would continue

shooting every year so liixuriantly to wood, iliat

they would never form themstlvcs into a proper
bearing state: even in those trees wlicie sliorit n-
iiig is necessarily practised in winici, \a most of

the annual supplies of shoots, as in peach .s,

nectarines, &c.. in cases of luxuriant growth,

it mIiouUI be very sparingly performed, the gene-
ral shoots not being cut very short, and some
of the most vigorous left almost or quite at the

full length.

'I'hls is the proper method to reduce luxuriant

trees to a moderate growth, and to a bearing

state ; as by training the shoots thicker, and
leaving them longer, and continuing it for a
year or two, the redundant sap having greater

scope to divide itself, cannot break out with
that luxuriance, as when it has not half the

quantity of wood to supplv with nourishment,
as in the case of short pruninsr. See Esi\a.-

i-iEit, WALL-TiiEKs, and Pruning.
This state seldom occurs with -any continu-

ance in standard-trees, where permitted to lake

their natural growth, except in casual strag-

gling shoots, which should always be taken
out.

Over luxuriant shoots are mostly met with ia
trees and shrubs ; but require more particularly

t<J be attended to in the culture of the fru:t

tree kind, especially those of the wall and espa
lier sort, whiicli undergo annual pruning.

They are such as shoot so viivorouslv in,

kngth and substance, as greatly to exceed the

geueral growth of those nsuallv produced on
the same kind of plant or tree, and are some-
limes general, but in other cases only happen-

to particular shoots in diflTcreiu parts of a tree.

Sec. They are discoverable bv their extraordi-

nary length and thickness, and by their vigour
of growth, which aKva)S greatly impoverishes

the other more moderate shoots in their neigh-
bourhood, and liktwise the fruit, &c., as v.ell

as often occasions a very irresjular growth in the

respective trees. Such shoots frequently occur
in wall and espalier fruit-trees, and are the ef-

fetts of iniudiciokis pruning. When they are in

general wholly so, they should be manafied as

directed above : but when only in particular

shoots here and there in a fruit or other tree or
shrub under training, such shoots being of
such a verv luxuriant nature as to draw away the
nourishment, at the expense of the adjacent
moderate shoots, and which, by their visiorous

irregular growth, cannot be trained with any
degree of regularity ; they should i'or the most
part, as soon as discoverable, in the summer or
winter prunings, be cut out, taking them off" as

close as possible to the part of the branch
whence they originate, that no eye may be left

to shoot again ; unless- such a shoot should rise-

in any part of a tree or shrub, where, a furlhar.-
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supply of wood may be requisite ; in which
case it may be retained, and shortened as conve-

nient, to force out a supply of more shoots la-

terally to fill the vacancy.

When it prevails in other trees and shrubs

than those of the fruit kind, they should have

occasional attention, pruning them in regular

order in their younger advancing growth, or

afterwards occasionally in particular sorts, as

niavbe necessary ; observing, in either, when any
straiigling shoots, Sec. assume a very luxuriant

rambling growth, greatly exceeding the other

general branches, that they be more or less

reduced, or cut entirely awav close to their ori-

gin, as may be most expedient, according to the

nature of growth of the trees or shrubs, euherin
summer or winter, &c.
Most double flowers may be considered as

luxuriant, especially such as have the cup or

corolla multiplied, or so augmented in the num-
ber of their leaves, or flower-petals, inward, as

to exclude some part of the fructification, as

the same thing occurs in flowers as in esculent

plants and fruit-trees, from their over luxuriant

growth ; for, as the flosver is designed for per-

fecting the fruit and seed, when the petals are

nuiltiplied to the diminution of th^ stamina,

^c. no impregnation ensues, and of course no
fruit or seed is produced.

In the double varieties of most kinds of flow-

ers produced on ornamental flowering plants,

this luxuriance is generallv considered as a su-

perior degree of perfection ; and has different

nioditications.

The highest degree of this sort of luxuriance

is met with in carnations, anemones, ranuncu-
luses, the poppy, lychnis, peony, narcissus, vio-

let, and some others.

LYCHNIS, a genus containing plants of the

hardy, herbaceous, flowerv, jjerennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Pentani/nia, and ranks in the natural order of

Cart/uphi/Uei.

Hie characters are : that the calyx is a one-
Jeafed perianthium, oblong, membranaceous,
live- toothed, permanent: the corolla has fi\'e

petals : claws the length of the calyx, flat, n.ar-

gincd : border often cloven, flat: the stamina
liave ten filaments, longer than the calyx, alter-

nately shorter, each of these fixed to a claw of
each petal: anthers incnnibent : the pistillum is

a subovate germ : styles five, awl-shaped,

longer than the stamens: stigmas reflex against

the sun, pubescent : the pericarp! uin is a cap-

sule approaching to an ovate form, covered,

one-, three-, or five-celled, five-valved : the

seeds verv man\', and roundish.

The species cultivated are : 1 . L. fhalcedonica

,

Scarlet Lychnis ; 2. L. F/os cucidi, Rcd-ilower-

ed Lychnis, Meadow Pink, or Ragged Robin;
3. L, cornnata, Chinese Lychnis; 4. L. viscaria,

Viscous Lichnis, or Catchfly ; 5. L. diurna,

Rose-flowered Lychnis, Wild Red Campion, or

Red Bachelor's Buttons; 6. L. i'espeiti?ia,Wh\te-

flowered Lychnis, Wild White Campion, or

White Bachelor's Buttons.

The first has a perennial root: the stems three

feet high, upright, stift', round, jointed, hairy:

at every joint are two large leaves of a brownish

green colour : the flowers terminating in a large

flat-topped tuft, consisting of several bundles

:

the corolla is of a scarlet or bright red orange

colour, varying to white, blush, and variable,

that is, pale red, growing paler till it be-

comes almost white. It is a native of Russia,

&c.
Besides its varying as above, there is a variety

with very double flowers of a beautiful scarlet

colour : it has a perennial root, from which arise

two, three, or four stalks, according to the

strength of the roots, which in rich moist land

grow upw ards of four feet high ; the stalks are

strong, erect, and hairy, being garnished the

whole length with spear-shaped leaves sitting

close to the stalks, placed opposite; and just

above each pair of leaves there are four smaller

leaves standing round the stalk : the flowers are

produced in close clusters sitting upon the top

of the stalk : when the roots are strong, the
clusters of flowers arc very large, and make a
fine appearance, coming out the latter end of
June, and in moderate seasons continue near a
month in beauty. The stalks decay in autumn,
and new ones arise in the spring following.

The second has also a perennial root, brownish
white, subacrid : the stems from one to three

feet high, upright, somewhat angular and proov-
cd, swelled at thejoints, purplish : they are pro-
cumbent, and become upright at the time of
flowering: the stem-leaves opposite, connate,
lanceolate, keeled, upright, smooth: the pe-
duncles opposite, witli one generally between
them : the calyx ten-angled, of a deep purple
colour: the corolla pink or purplish red, vary-
ing sometimes to white: the border of the petals

dividing into four segments, of w hich the two
outer are shorter and narrower : the claws have
two small spear-shaped teeth at the top: the
capsule one-celled, the mouth having fixe teeth
which turn back : the seeds flattisli, RiEfoed, of
a brow n ash-colour. It is a native of nuist parts

of Europe, flowering in May and June.
In the third the w hole plant is smooth : the

stem simple, round, upright, a foot hio-h : the
leaves opposite, embracing, obhjiig-ovatc, acute,
entire, an inch or a little more m lem'th : the
flowers aggregate, about three, sessile : the ca-
lyx is tcii-angled : the jietals arc gashed, ere-
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nate-niiiltitici : the filamtnts the length of the

tube ot" the corolla, filitbrni : the germ superior;

styles five, nnieh shorter than the tube of the

corolla. It is a native ot China and Japan,

flowering in June and Juiy.

The fourth species has long, narrow, grass-

like leaves, which come out from the root with-

out order, sitting clnse to the ground; between

these come up siraight single stalks, which in

good ground rise a toot and half high ; at each

joint of' the stalk come out two leaves opposite,

of the same form as the lower, bui decreasing

in their size upwards ; under each pair of lea\es,

for an inch in length, there sweats out of the

stalk a glutinous liipior, which is almost as

clammy as birdlime, so that ants and other in-

sects vvhich happen to light upon these places,

or attempt to creep up to The flowers, are fasten-

ed to the stalk ; whence the title of Catehfly: the

root is perennial, yellowish on the outside, white

within : the stem round, not grooved, smooth,

being terminated by a cluster of purple flowers,

and from the two upper joints come out on each

side of the stalk a cluster of the same flowers,

so that the whole forms a sort of loose spike :

these appear in the beginning of May, and the

sintrle flowers are succeeded by roundish seed-

vessels, which are full of small angular seeds,

ripening in July. It is a native of most parts

of Europe.

The fifth has likewise a perennial root, the

thickness of the little finger, white, of a slight-

ly acrid and bitter taste, furnished with nume-
rous fibres: the stalks are several, upright, from

one to three feet high, round, hirsute, jointed,

purple, the joints swelled : the uppermost

branches forked : the leaves opposite, connate,

ovate-acuminate, hirsute, slightly nerved : the

calyx is hairy, striated, purple, five-toothed ; in

the female more turgid : the petals purple, ob-

cordate : at the bottom of the lamina or broad

spreading part are tivo or four small upright

white blunt appendieles : the germ is ovate, sur-

rounded by a nectary at the base : the capsule

one-celled, with ten teeth at the mouth : seeds

gray, somewhat rugged. It is a native of many
parts of Europe. ,

There is a variety with double flowers, culti-

vated in gardens by the name of Red Bachelor's

Buttons, which is an ornamental plant, and

continues long in flower.

The sixth species has the stalks branched out

much more than in the fifth sort, being weaker

and more flaccid : the leaves are longer and

more veined : the flowers stand singly upon

pretty long peduncles, and are not produced in

clu3te'r£ as in that; it is very hairy, the calyx is

naore swollen, and it flowers a month after it.

And Dr. Withering remarks, that the petals on
the male plant have the laminae divided do\\ii

to the claws, but in the female they are only

cloven half way down. Dr. John Sibthorp also

states tliat the capsules in the fifth are roundish,

and that its scentless flowers stand open through

the day ; while this has conical capsules, and Us

odoriferous flowers open only towards evening.

This also prefers a dry soil, while that spreads

in a moist one. It is conmion in Siberia.

There are varieties with purple or blush-co-

loured flowers ; with quadrifid petals ; with her-

maphrodite flowers ; with double flowers, cul-

tivated in gardens by the name of Double White
Bachelor's Buttons.

Culture.—They may be increased with facility

in the single sorts by seed, and parting the roots;

and in the doubles by dividing or slipping the

roots, and sometimes by cuttings of their stalks.

The seed should be sown in the early spring,

as in March, in a bed or border of light earth,

in an eastern aspect, each sort separate, raking

them in lightly, or they may be sown in small

drills. The plants come up in two or three

weeks, when they should have occasional wa-

terings and hand weedings : and when the plants

are two or three inches high, be planted out in

beds or borders, in rows six inches asunder,

watering them till fresh rooted, letting them re-

main till the autumn or following spring, when
they should be transplanted where they are to

remain.

Both the single and double may be increased

by slipping the roots ; but it is more particularly

applicable" to the double sort, as they cannot

with certainly be obtained from seed : the sea-

son for performing this work is the autumn,

after the stalks decay, when the whole root may
either be taken up, and divided into as many
slips as are furnished with proper root-fibres, ot

tht« main root stand, and as many of the outer

offsets as seem convenient be slipped off : these

slips, when strong, should be planted at once

where they are to remain ; but when rather

small and weak, it is better to plant them in

liursery-rows, half a foot asunder, to remain a

\ear, and then transplant them for good where

thcv are to stand.

The planting of cuttings of the stalks is

mostly practised for the double scarlet sort,

when it increases but sparingly by oflsets of the

root. It is performed in summer, w hen the

stalks are well advanced in grow tb, but before

they flower, or have become hard and woody.

Some of them should be cut off close to the

bottom, and divided into lengths of from three

to five joints, planting them m an easterly bor-

der of rich moist loamy earth, two-thirds of
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their length into the ground, leaving only one
joint or eve out, watering them directly, and

repeating it occasionally with necessary shade

in liot weather. They will be well rooted, and
form proper plants tor transplanting in the au-

tumn. If the cuttings, as soon as planted, are

covered down close with hand-glasses, it will

greatly promote their rooting, so as to form
stronger plants before the winter season comes
on.

Tlic only culture thev require afterwards is

clearing them from weeds in summer, and sup-

porting with stakes them which need it, cutting

down and clearing away the decayed stalks in

the aufunni.

Of the third sort, as being rather more tender,

some plants should be planted in pots, for niov-

ins uiuler the protection of a frame or green-

house in the winter season.

They are all verv ornamental for tlie pleasure-

ground, particularly, the doubles, and prosper

in anv common soil, remaining in all weathers

inihurt, being of many vears' duration in root

;

and, when of some standing, sen<l up many
stalks every spring, terminated by numerous
flowers, making a fine appearance in summer.
The Scarlet Double Lychnis claims the |)reference,

thoLigh the single scarlet sort is also very showy.
And all the other species in their respective

double-flowered states are ornamental. They
are all kept in the nurseries for sale. In plant-

ing out, the tallest growers should be jilaced the

most backward, and the others more towards

the front.

LYLTUM, a genus containing plants of the

shrubbv exotic kmd.
It belongs to the class and order Pciitaiidr'ia

MoiKigjiiila, and ranks in the naiural order of

LiiiridcE.

The characters are : that the calyx is a sub-
quinquefid jjerianthium, obtuse, erect, very

small, permanent : the corolla monopetalous,

funnel-lbrm : tube cylindric, sprcaduig, incurv-

ed: border live-parteil, ulunse, spreading, small:

the stamina have five awl-shaped filaments,

from the middle of the tube, shorter than the

corolla, closing the tube with a beard: anthers

erect: the pibtillum is a roundish germ : style

simple, longer than the stamen* : stigma bilid,

thickish : the pericarpium is a roundish berry,

iwo-celled : the seeds several and kidney-form :

- the receptacles convex, affixed to the jiartition.

The species are : 1, L. yJfrtim, African Box

-

thorn j 2. L. harljanim. Willow-leaved Bt)X-

thorn ; 3. L. L'tf)'0/;ti'//w;, European liox-lhorn;

4. L. Tarlarlciim, Tartarian Hox-thorn.

The first rises vvilh irregular shrubbv stalks

ien or twelve feet hidi, sendinc; out several

crooked knottv branches, covered with a whitish

bark, and armed with long sharp spines, upon
which grow many clusters of narrow leaves

;

these thorns often put out one or two smaller on
their sides, which have some clusters of smaller

leaves upon them : the branches are s2;aruished

with very narrow leaves an inch and a half long,

and at the base of these come out clusters of
shorter and narrower leaves : the flowers come
out from the sides of the branches, standing

upon short foot-stalks, and are of a dull purple

colour: the berry is of a vellowish colour when
ripe, very dark red, inclosing several hard
seeds. It usually flowers in June and July, and
the seeds ripen in the autumn ; but frequently

a tiew flowers come out in all the summer
months. It is a native of the Cape.
The second species is a weak shrub, nodding

and decumbent unless supported : the bark of
the branches whitish : the flowers from each
bud from two to five, each on its proper pedun-
cle. It differ^ from all the other sorts in having
the mouth of the calyx two-lobed, or sometimes
three-lobed : the border of the corolla spread-

ing, with the throat pale streaked with black,

and ]Kirple or pale red within. It is a native of
Europe, Asia, and the Cape, flowering from
Mav to October.

There are several varieties. The first has a
shrubby stalk seven or eight feet high, sendino-

out several irregular branches, armed with strong-

spines, and furnished with short thick leaves :

the flowers, which come out from the side of
the branches are small and white. They appear
in July and August, but do not produce seeds

m this climate.

The second has the stalk four or five feet high,
sending out many irregular branches, covered
with a veiy white bark, and armed with a few
short spinels : the leaves are about three inches

long, and one mch broad in the middle, alter-

nate, pale green. The flowers appear in June
and .hih', and are succeeded bv small round ber-

ries that ripen in the autunui, when iliey be-
come as red as coral.

The third rises with weak irregular diffused

branches to a great height, requiring support :

some of these branches have in one year been
upwards of twelve feet long: the lower leaves are

more than four inches long, and three broad in the
middle; they are of a h<ihi green and a thin

consistence, placed without order on every side

the branches. As the shoots advance in leni'th,

the leaves diminish in size, and towards the
upper part are not more than an inch long and
a quarter of an inch broad ; sitting close to the
stalks on every side. The (lowers come out
singly at every joint towards the upper pairt ot"
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the branches, on short slender peduncles, and being duly watered; and when. thcv have taken
are of a pale colour with short tubes; the brims root, be treated in the same way as the stedhu^
are spread open, broader than either of the former plants. This is the usual mode of increasin"-
sorts, and the style is considerably longer than them, as some sorts never produce seeds ni this
the tube of the corolla. Tt ilouers in August, climate.

September, and October, retaining its leaves fn the third sort the cuttings should be plant-
till November, and is a native of China. ed in the spring, in an eastern border; and the
The third is able to stand upright without plants should not be removed till the autunm

support; differing from the above in having the when they maybe planted to cover walls, as the
Jeaves, though lanceolate, not fiat but oblique branches are too weak to support themselves,
or flexuose: the branehlets flexuose, not render- The third variety may also be increased by
cd angular by aline running down from the pe- dividing and planting its creepmg roots,

tiole; the surface not smooth, but subtomentose; The layers must be made from the younn-
and finally, spines from every bud. It difiers branches, and be laid down in the sprini"- ; and
from the first in having lanceolate leaves, and when rooted in the autunm, taken oti, and ma-
round flexuose branehlets. It is a native of the naoei] as in the other methods.
South of Europe. 'J"he hardy sorts afford variety in warm situa-
The fourth species is an elegant shrub, on tions in the open ground, and the other sort*

account of the whiteness ofthe branches, rods, or amiiiig green-house collections,

twigs, which are many, afoot or eighteen inches LYSIMACH[A, a genus containing plant*
long or more, branched, ascending: the spines of the hardy herbaceous biennial and perennial
alternate, awl-shaped, rigid, spreading, white or kinds.

yellowish, surrounded with leaves and flowers It belongs to the .class and order Pentandria.
at the base : the leaves are sessile, fleshy, blunt : Moiingynia, and ranks in the natural order of
flowers from the upper part of the twigs amoncr Rofncta-.

the leaves, two or three to each spine, on 'I'he characters are : that the calyx is a five-
short peduncles : the berries the size of a cur- parted perianthiuni, acute, erect, permanent

:

rant, black and succulent. It is a native of the corolla one-petalled, wheel-shaped : tube
Tartary. It differs from the third sort in size, none: border five-parted, flat: divisions ovatc-
and the colour and form of the flower. oblong: the stamina have five awl-shaped fila-

Culture.—These plants may all be increased ments, opposite to the divisions of the corolla :

by seeds, cuttings, or layers. anthers acuminate : the pistlllum is a roundish
The seeds should be sown in the autumn soon germ : style filiform, the length of the stamens :

after they are ripe, in pots, being plunged into an stigma obtuse : the pericarplum is a globular
old tan-bed in winter, and covered with the glasses capsule, mucronate, one -celled, ten-valved
in frosty weather; but in mild weather be open (five-valved) : the seeds very many, and anau-
to receive moisture ; in the following spring the lar : the recL*plaele globular, very lar"-e, dotted,
pots should be plunged into a moderate hot-bed, (free.)

to bring up the plants, which must be inured to The species cultivated are : 1. L. Ephemenim,
bear the open air as soon as the danger of frost Willow-leaved Loose strife; •2. L. dubia, i'ur-
is over, and when they are three inches high, pie-flowered Loose-strife; 3. L. strkta, Up-
be shaken out of the pots, and each planted in right Loose-strife.

a small separate pot filled with loamy earth, The first has a perennial root : the stems se-
being placed in the shade till they have taken veral, ujjright, more than three feet high : the
new root, when they may be removed to a shel- leaves narrow, smooth, and at the base of these
tered situation, to remain till the autunm, when come out short side branches, with smaller
they should be cither removed into the green- leaves of the same shape: the flowers are pro-
house, or placed under a hot-bed frame, to duced in a long close upright spike, at the top
shelter them from hard frost. They must at of the stalk : the corolla is white; the stamens
first be kept in pots, and treated in the same longer than the corolla. It is very distinct from
way as myrtles, and other hardy green-house the second sort by its size, five-valved cap^uks,
plants; but when tliev are grown strong, a few white flowers, and leaves without dots. Il is a
of them may be planted out in the open eround native of Spain, flowering from .luly to Sep-
in warm situations, where thcv stand moderate teinber.

winters, but are commonly destroyed by hard The second species is an annual (biennial)

frosts. plant, too tender for the open air of this cli-

The cuttings should be made from the young mate : it agrees with the first sort in habit,

-

uliouts, and be planted in a shady border in Julv, structure, and alaucous colour : it has no dots

Vol. H.
' ""
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under the Itavcs : the petals are acuminate, a

little longer than the calyx, converging, and

deep red : the stamens are longer than the co-

rolla, with brown anthers : and the flowers ses-

sile in a spike. It is nearly allied to the first

sort, and is a native of the Levant, flowering

in July and August.

The third has the stem erect, four-cornered,

smooth : the leaves quite entire, acute, smooth,

dotted : the racemes simple : the pedicels in a

sort of whorl, filiform, an inch long : the

bractcs lanceolate, very short : the divisions of

the calyx lanceolate, smooth, dotted with red :

the petals three times as long as the calyx, yel-

low, with red stripes and dots, and two dark-

red spots : the stamens shorter than the corolla.

It is a native of North America, flowering in

July and August.
Culture.—These may all be readily increased

either by sowinsr the seeds in the autumn, as

soon as they arc Rilly ripened, on a moist border,

with an eastern aspect ; or by parting the roots,

and planting them out at the same season, in

the same situations.

The plants should afterwards be kept clean,

and in the; first method removed into the situa-

tions where they are to remain in the autunni.

In the second sort the seeds should be sown
on a hot-bed.

The third sort is increased by planting the

bulbs thrown out from the axils of the leaves.

They all afford ornament and variety in the

borders and other parts of pleasure-grounds.

LYTHRUM, a genus containing plants of

the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dodecaiidna

Monogynia , and ranks in the natural order of

CalycaiithemcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, cylindric, striated, with

twelve teeth, alternately smaller : the corolla has

six oblong petals, bluutish, spreading, with the

claws inserted into the teeth of the calyx : the

stamina have twelve filiform filaments, the

length of the calyx; the upper ones shorter

than the lower : anthers simple, rising : the

pistilhmi is an oblong germ : style awl-shaped,

the length of the stamens, declined : stigma

orbiculale, rising: the pericarpium is an oblong

acuminate capsule, straight, two-celled or one-

celled : the seeds numerous and small.

The species cultivated is L. Salicarla, Com-
mon or Purple Willow-herb.

Other species may be introduced into cultiva-

tion-

It has a perennial root, thick branched,

somewhat woody, widely extended : the stem

from two or three to four or six feet high, up-

right, tinged with red, below smooth and four*

cornered, above pubescent and five-cornered;

corners sharp, membranaceous, ragged : the

upper branches scattered, lower opposite, four-

cornered, rugged, and slightly downy, upright,

shortish, numerous: the leaves sessile, cm-
bracing, about three inches long, smooth above,

luiderneath slightly downy, somewhat rugged,

veined, spreading, all opposite, or all alter-

nate, or the lower ojiposite, and the upper
alternate : the flowers in clusters, placed at a
little distance from each other, in tlie axils of
the leaves, each consisting of about eight flow-

ers (six or twelve), together forming a long
leafy spike. It is a native of most parts of Eu-
rope, flowering late in the summer.

There are several varieties ; in the first of
which the stalks are upright and branching,

three feet high : the lea\cs cordate ovate, an
inch, long, and three quarters of an inch broad,

downy, and placed by threes: the flowers in

long spikes, disposed in thick whorls, with
spaces between each ; they are of a fine purole

colour. It is smaller than the ccmihon sort,

much more downy, and the leaves br'^ader. It

often varies with three leaves to a joint; in

which case the stem is six-eorr,ered ; and some-
tiiues even with four leaves at a joint. And
Linnaeus mentions a variety, in which the stem
is a foot high and simple: the leaves alternate,

cordate-lanceolate, sessile : the flowers from
each upper axil, solitary, and sessile.

There is also a variety which dots not grow
more than a foot high : the leaves smooth,
growing by threes, narrower and shorier than
the common sort : the flowers in terminating

spikes, of a light purple colour, appearing in

July. Likewise, inv. hich the sulks are slender,

not more than nine or ten inches long, spread-

ing out on every side : the lower part has ob-
long-ovate leaves, placed opposite : on the up-
per part the leaves are narrower and alternate :

the tlowers come out singly from the side of
the stalks at each joint ; they are larger than
those of the common sort, and of a deeper

purple colour; making a fine appearance in July,

when they are in full beauty and perfection.

Cnhiue.—This sort and varieties may be rea-

dily increased by parting the roots in autumn,
and planting them out in the situations where
they are to remain. They may likewise be rais-

ed from seed sown at the same time; but the

first is the readiest method.
They delight in a rather moist soil.

All of them are highly ornamental in the

larger borders, clumps, and other parts of
pleasure-grounds, being placed towards the

back parts.
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MACAW-TREE. See Cocos.
MACEDONIAN PARSLEY. See

BUBON.
MAD APPLE. Sec SoLANUM.
MADDER. See Ruria.
MADWORT. See Alyssum.
MAGNOLL\, a genus containino; plants of

the evergreen and deciduous tree kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Poli/andria

Polygyiiia, and ranks in the natural order of

CoadtniutcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a three-

leaved perianthiuni : leaflets ovate, concave, pe-

tal-shaped, deciduous : the corolla has nine ob-

lono: petals, concave, blunl, narrower at the base:

the stamina have numerous filaments, short, acu-

minate, compressed, inserted into the common
receptacle of the pistils below the germs : anthers

linear, fastened on each side to the margin of the

filaments : the pistillum has numerous germs,

ovate-oblong, two-celled, covering a club-shap-

ed receptacle : styles recurved, contorted, very

short : stigmas longitudinal of the style, villose :

the pcricarpiuni is an ovate strobile, covered

with capsules, which are compressed, roundish,

scarcely imbricate, clustered, acute, one-celled,

two-valved, sessile, opening outwards, perma-
nent: the seeds two or one, roundish, berried,

hanging by a thread from the sinus of each scale

of the strobile.

The species cultivated are : 1. M. grandiflora,

Laurel-leaved Magnolia; 2. i\/. glauca. Swamp
Deciduous Magnolia; 3. M. acuminata, Blue

Magnolia; i.M. /7/peiaZa, Umbrella Magnolia,

or Umbrella Tree.

The first rises with a straight trunk of two
feet or more in diameter to the height of seventy

or eighty feet,ormore, dividing into many spread-

ing branches, that form a large regular head :

the leaves are nine or ten inches long, and three

inches broad in the middle, of a thick consist-

ence, resembling those of the common laurel,

but much larger, entire, but a little waved on their

edges, of a lucid green on the upper surface, and
sometimes russet-coloured underneath ; they are

sessile, placed without order on every side the

branches, andconlinue green thnnighout the year,

falling off only as the branches extend, and new
leaves are produced : the flovi'ers are produced at

the ends of the branches ; are very large, and
are composed of eight or ten petals, narrow at

their base, but broad, rounded, and a little waved
at their extremities; they spread open very wide,

are of a pure white colour, having an agreeable

scent. In its native country it begins to produce
flowers in May, and continues a long tnne in

flower, so that the woods arc perfumed with their

odour the greatest part of the sunnner : but in

this climate it seldom begins to flower till the
middle or end of June, and does not continue
long in beauty. It is a native of Florida and
Carolina.

It varies with broad leaves, and with narrow
leaves.

The second species grows about fifteen or
sixteen feet high, with a slender stem, covered
with a smooth whitish bark : the wood is white
and spongy : the leaves thick and smooth, re-

sembling those of the bay, entire, dark green on
their upper surface, but whitish or glaucous
and a little hairy underneath : the flowers

are produced in May and June at the extremity
of the branches ; are wliite, and have an agree-
able sweet scent, with only six concave petals :

after these are past the fruit increases to the size

of a walnut, with its cover an inch or more in

length, and three-fourths of an inch in diame-
ter, of a conical shape : the seed is about tlic

size of a kidney-bean : this fruit is at first green,

afterwards red, and when ripe of a brown co-
lour. Where it grows naturally, there is a suc-
cession of flowers on the trees for two months
or more: but in this climate there are seldom
more than twelve or fourteen flowers on a tree,

and those of short duration. It is a native of
North America.
The young plants often retain their leaves

through the greatest part of winter; but, when
three or four years old, constantly cast their

leaves by the beginning of November.
There is a variety with long leaves, which is

evergreen.

The third grows sometimes to the heitrht of
thirty or forty feet, in its native state, and the trunk
is eighteen inches or more in diameter: the leaves

near eight ineries long, and five broad : the flowers

come out early in the spring, are composed of
twelve large blueish-coloured petals: the frLiit is

about three inches long, somewhat resembling
a small cucumber ; whence the inhabitants of
North America call it Cucumber Tree : the
wood is of a fine grain, and an orange colour.
It is a native of North America.
The fourth species grows from sixteen to

twenty feet high, with a slender trunk, covered
with a smooth bark, and dividing into several

branches : the leaves are remarkably large,

often from twelve to fifteen inches or more in

M 2
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length, and five or six in wiJth, narrowing to

a point at each exireiiiity, placed at the ends of
the branches in a circular manncf, somewhat
like an umbrella, whence its name : the flowers

are composed of ten, eleven, or twelve larsre,

oblong, white petals ; the omer ones haiiiiing

down : the seed-vessels are oblong, conical, be-
Iv. cen three and four inches in length, and ;tboi!t

an inch and half in diameter. The wood is soft

and spongy ; and the leaves drop off at the be-
ginning of winter. It is a native of Carolina,
Virginia, &c.

Cultnve.—These plants may all be increased

by seetl, layers, and cuttings.

In the liist mode, the seed, which is received

annually from America, preserved in sand, early

in the spring, should be sown as soon after as

possible in pots of light rich earth, half an inch
deep, plunging them in a moderate hot-bed,
to bring up the plants an inch or two in height, or
in the common earth under a warm wall or hedge,
or in a frame, in the full sun, till the middle
or latter end of April, then replunging them in

an easterly border open to the morning sun

;

giving moderate sprinklings of water in dry
weather. The plants will rise the same year

;

those in the hot-bed, probably in April, and the
others in ivJay, inuring those in the first situa-

tion timely to the full air. The plants should
all summer be regularly supplied with water, and
at the approach of winter be removed into a
green-house, or rather under a garden-frame,
to be sheltered from frost all winter, indulging
them with the open air in mild weather. If the
pots be plunged in a bark hot-bed, Sec, about
March, under a frame, two or three n)onths, it

^vill forward the plants greatly ; being careful
to give water, and harden them to the'open air

graduallv, so as to be removed into it in their
pots tully in June, to remain till the autumn,
w hen tliey sliould be allowed shelter in winter,
as before. The spring following, they should
be planted into separate pots, and plunged into
R hot-bed as before to set them forward, givin"-

water, occasional shade, and the benefit of free

air
; and in .June removing the pots to a shady

border for the remainder of the summer. In
winter tliey should have shelter as before, from
severe frost, but have the full air in all open
weather. They require the same care for two or
three winters, when some of them may be turn-
ed out of,the pots with balls of earth about their

roots, into the full ground, in a warm sheltered

situation, particularly the deciduous kinds; but
the first or evergreen sort should not be too soon
exposed to the winter's cold, but be continued in

occasional shelter in the above manner four
or five years, till two, three, or more feet high;

and when turned out, matted occasionally >n se-

vere winters, retainino; some in pots to be ma-
naged as green - house plants of the more
hardv kind.

The layers should be laid down in autumn or
spring, choosing the young pliable shoots for

the purpose, giving them a gentle twist, or a
slit in the part laid into the earth. Some will be
well rooted in one year, others probably not in
less than two ; then take them ofl^, and plant
each in a pot in the early spring, plunging them
in a moderate hot-bed for a nionth or two,
to promote their growing freely at first,

and they will form good strong plants by the
following autumn, allowing them shelter in

winter for a year or two, when they may be
planted out.

The cuttings should be made from the short
young shoots ©f the preceding year, and be
planted in pots of good earth, plunging them to
the rims in the common or stove hot-bed, giving
water and occasional shade ; some of them will

be rooted the same year, when they must be
inured by degrees to the open air, after which
they may be managed as the layers.

The first or evergreen sort is one of then)ost
beautiful trees in nature, both in its growth,
and in the luxuriance of its noble leaves,

which render it singularly conspicuous at all

seasons.

The deciduous sorts are also highly orna-
mental trees, and may be introduced into clamps
and shrubberies, where by their fine foliage

they exhibit an elegant variety.

All the different species are cultivated in tha
nurseries, for sale, from which they maybe taken
up and planted outin the early spring or autumn
iiiontlis; but the former is the better.

In their disposition in the shrubbery, as they
are rather tender in their early growth, they should
have a sheltered sunny situation, in a rather dry
-soil, being planted in the most conspicuous
places, and not too closely crowded with other
shrubs.

They have also a good effect when disposed
singly in diflerent parts, in open spaces of short
grass-ground, in sheltered situationsj especially
the first sort.

MAHF.RNIA, a genus containing plants of
the shrubby exotic kind, for the green-house.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Pentagynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Coliimniferce

.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthiuni, five-cleft, bell-shaped; with
awl -shaped longer teeth; permanent: the co-
rolla has five heart-shaped petals, oblong, spread-

ing, twix;e as long as the calyx: nectaries five,
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«bcortlate, pcdlccllcd, surrounding the germ,

shorter than the calyx : the stamina have live

filaiiMints, capillary, placed on the nectary, united

at the base, shorter than the calyx : anthers ob-

long, acuminate, erect: the pistillum is a sub-

pi,dicclled germ,obovate, five-aiigicd : styles five,

bristle-shaped, erect, the length of the petals:

stigmas simple: the pcricarpiuni is an ovate

capsule, five-celled, five-valvcd : the seeds few,

and kidney-form.

The specif-s cultivated are: I. M. pbiiiafa.

Wing-leaved Mahernia ; 2. M. incisa, Cut-
Icavtd Mahernia.

The first rises with a shrubby stem near three

feet high, sending out many slender delicate

branches, covered with a reddish bark : the

flowers come out from the side of the branches

in small clusters, are of a lively red when they

first open, and hang down like iiitle bells, com-
monly two together ; appearing from June to

AueuU and September. It is a native of the

Cape,
In the second species, the stalks to the naked

eye discover a manifest roughness ; with a mag-
nifying glass, it appears that they are beset on
every side with little protuberances, whence issue

tufts of pellucid hairs, and here and there a

single hair is discoverable with a small red viscid

globule at its extremity : a portion of the stalk,

when highly magnified, somewhat resembles

that of the creeping Cereus : the leaves, which
arc not so manifestly hairy as the stalk and
calyxes, are deeply jagged on the edges, and
somewhat resemble tliose of Pelargoniwn Tri-

color : the flowers when in bud are of the rich-

est crimson : as they open they incline to a deep
orange, and finally become yellowish. It is a

native of the Cape.
Culture.—These plants may be increased by

planting cuttings of the young branches in the

summer season singly, in pots of light mould,
watering them, and plunging them in a hot-

bed till they have stricken root. When thev

Lave become well rooted, they may be removed
into the green-house for protection during the

winter season ; being managed as the less tender

plants of this sort.

They afford variety among other potted plants

of a similar kind.

MAHOGANY TREE. See Swietenia.
MAIDENHAIR TREE. See Salisburia.
MALABAR NUT. See .Iusticia.

MALE BALSAM APPLE. See Momor-
BICA.
MALLOW. See Malva.
MALLOW, INDIAN. See Sida.
MALLOW TREE. See Lavateua.

MALLOW, VENICE. See Hiisiscus.
MALOi^E, a genus containing a plant of the

herbaceous kind.

It belongs to the class and order Mojutildpli'irt

Poh/a/idriri, and ranks in the natural ordtr of
Cvlinnniftrcp.

The characters are: that the calyx is a double
perianthium : outer three -leaved, broader : leaf-

lets cordate, acute, permanent : inner one-leaf-

ed, half-five-cleft, more erect, permanent : the
corolla has five obcordate petals, prffimorse,

spreading, fastened to the tube of the stamens
at the base : the stamina have numerous fila-

ments, at bottom united into a tube, above,
at, and below the apex of the tube, separate

and loose : anthers almost kidney-form : the

pistillum has roundish aerms : style simple, the
length of the stamens : stigmas many, simple,

bristle-shaped : the pcricarpiuni is a roundish
capsule, many-celled : ceils z<i many as there

are stigmas, conglomerated into a head: the

seeds solitary and kidneyi-fornT.

The species cultivated is M. Malaco'ides,

Betony-leavcd Malopc.
In the whole plant it has greatly the appear-

ance of the mallow, but differs from it in hav-
ing the cells collected into a button,, soraewhat
like a blackberry : the branches spread, and lie

almost flat upon the ground, extending a foot

or more each way : the flowers are produced
singly upon long axillary peduncles, and are in

shape and colour like those of the mallow. It is

a native of Tuscany, Sec.

Culture.—This maybe increased bv sowing the

seeds, in the places where the plants are design-

ed to remain, as it does not bear transplanting

well : when they are sown upon a warm border
in August, the plants also frequently stand

through the winter, and flower early the fol-

lowing season, so as to produce good seeds : but
when sown in the spring, this is rarely the case.

The plants sown in the spring in pots should
be protected m winter under a frame. They
seldom continue longer than two or three years.

They afford variety among other plants in the

borders, &c.
MALPIGHIA, a genus containing plants of

the exotic evergreen shrubby kind, for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Tr'igijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Triliilaice.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved erect perianthium, very small, perma-
nent, converging: there are two melliferous

glands, oval and gibbo\is, fastened to the caly-

cine leaflets on the outside and at bottom : the

corolla has five petals, kidney-form,, large,.
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flailed, ciliate, spreading, concave ; with long
inear claws : the stamina have ten broadish

filaments, awl-shaped, erect, placed in a cy-

linder, united below, small : anthers cordate :

the pistillum is a roundish germ, very small :

styles three, filiform : stigmas blunt : the peri-

carpiuni is a globular berry, torulose, large, one-
celled : the seeds three, bony, oblong, bUuit,

angular ; with an oblong blunt kernel.

The species cultivated are: 1. M. glabra,

Smooth-leaved Barbadoes Cherry ; 9.. M.pavici-
futia, Poniegraiiate-leavcd Barbadoes Cherry

;

3. il/. vrens, Stinging Barbadoes Cherry; 4.

M. vilida, Shining-leaved Barbadoes Cherry
;

5. M. aiigustiJoUa, Narrow-leaved Barbadoes

Cherry; 6. M. crass'ifol'ia. Thick-leaved Bar-

badoes Cherry ; 7. M. verlascifoUa, Mullein-

leaved Barbadoes Cherry ; 8. M. coccigera,

Scarlet Grain-bearing Barbadoes Cherry.

The first grows to the height of fifteen, six-

teen, or eighteen feet, with several trunks, co-

vered with a clay-coloured smooth bark, and
dividing into many spreading branches, making
a pleasant round head : the leaves are opposite,

subsessile, acute, continuing all the year : the

flowers are in axillary and terminating bunches,

or umbels, on peduncles half an inch long, and
about four flowers on each, of a bright purple :

the pedicels have a single joint : the fruit red,

round, the size of a cherry, smooth-skinned,

having one or more furrows on the outside, and
contaming within a reddish, sweetish, not un-
pleasant, copious, juicy pulp.

It is found in the West-Indies, flowering

from December to March.
The second species rises with a shrubby stalk

from seven to ten or twelve feet high, dividing

into several slender spreading branches, covered

with a light brown bark : the flowers are pro-

duced in small umbels at the end of the

branches, upon short peduncles : the corolla is

pale rose-colour: the berry roundish, pulpy,

with several furrrows, red when ripe, inclosing

three or four hard angular seeds. It is of the

same size and make with our common cherries,

very succulent, and of a pleasant subacid taste
;

having much the appearance of the pomegra-
nate. It is a native of the West-IndieS.

The third is a shrub, which rises with astrong

upright stem about three feet high, covered

with a brown bark, sending out several side

branches which grow erect : the leaves ending

in acute points, sessile, covered with fine bris-

tles, which do not appear unless closely viewed :

these bristles are double- pointed, and sustained

by pedicels of the same fragile transparent sub-

stance with themselves, descending from the

middle of them : these are easily broken, but
the bristles enter prettv deep in, and stick close

to whatever has forced them off. The flowers

come out upon long slender peduncles froin the

axils at each joint, foiu", five, or six together, iti

a sort of whorl. It flowers in Julv and August,
(to October), and is found in the West-
Indies.

The fourth species is a shrub, a fathom in

height : the stem upright, round, even : the

branches decussated, upright, round, covered

with a shining bark : the leaves decussated

opposite, oblong, blunt, with a convex margin,
nerved, veined, firm, pale-green, shining, on
short petioles : the racemes axillarv, sliorter

than the leaves, many-flowered : the flowers

peduacled, the same size as in the first sort,

yellow : the berry three-lobed, three-seeded,

and blood-red. It is a native of the West-
Indies.

The fifth rises with a shrubby stalk seven or

eight feet high, covered with a bright purplish

bark, which is spotted and furrowed, dividing

towards the top into several smaller branches :

the leaves are numerous, about two inches long,

and a quarter of an inch broad, acuminate, of
a lucid green on their upper side, but of a russet

brovi'n on their under, where thev are closely

armed with stinging bristles : the flowers are

from the side and at the end of the branches in

small umbels, small, and of a pale-purple

colour: the fruit small, oval, furrowed, and dark
purple when ripe. It is a native of the West-
Indies, flowering in June.

The sixth species is a tree, with the leaves a
hand in length, thick, subpelioled, quite entire,

pubescent above, lomentose underneath, com-
monly alternate : the racemes long, tomentosc;
and according to Brown, the upper branches
terminate in loose bunches of flowers, each of
the divisions being simple, as well as the top

of the main supporter, which terminates also

in a single spike. It is a native of the West-
India islands.

The seventh has the leaves ending in the

petioles, a foot long, villose, clothed under-
neath with a very close nap : the racemes long
and villose. It is a native of South Ame-
rica.

The eighth species is a very low shrub,

seldom rising more than two or three feet

high : the stalk thick and woody, as are also

the branches, which come out on every

side from the root upwards, and are cover-

ed with a rough gray bark : the leaves lucid,

half an inch long, and almost as much broad,

appearing as if cut at their ends, where they
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.ire liollowed in, and the two corners rise

like horns, ending in a sliarp thorn, as do also

the indentures on the sides : the riowers come
out I'roni the side of the branches, upon pedun-

cles an inch long, each susiaming one small

pile biueish flower : the fruit is small, conical,

furrowed, changing to a purple red colour when
ripe. It is found in the West-Indies.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
sowinethe seeds in the spring, in pols of lightrich

earth, and pluni;ing them in a hot-bed. When
the plants have attained a few inches in growth

they should be planted out into separate small

pots, re-plmiging them in a bark hot-bed in the

stove, where they should remain, the two first

winters, being afterwards placed in a dry stove,

and kept in a moderate warmth, water being

occasionally given in smp.ll quantities.

Thev afford ornament among collections of

pimis of similar kinds.

MALVA, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous, annual, biennial, perennial, and

shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order MonadeJphia
Poli/anclria,' and ranks in the natural order of

ColiimniJ'frcs.

The characters are : that the calyx is a double

perianthium : outer three-leaved, narrower :

leaflets cordate, acute, permanent : inner one-

leafed, half-five-cleft, larger, broader, perma-
nent : the corolla has five obcordate petals,

proeniorse, flat, fixed to the tube of the stamens

at the base tlie stamina have numerous fila-

ments, united below into a tube, seceding and

loose at the top and surface of it : anthers

kidney-form : the pistillum is an orbicular

germ : style cylindric, short : stigmas very

many, brisly, the length of the style: the pe-

ricarpinm is a roundish capsule, composed of

very manv cells, (as many as there are stigmas,)

two-valved, placed in a whorl about a colum-
nar receptacle, finally falling : the seeds are

solitary, very seldom two or three, kidney-

form .

The species cultivated are: 1. M. spkala.

Spiked Mallow ; 2. M. Americana, Ameri-
can Mallow ; 3. M. Peruviana, Peruvian Mal-
low ; 4. M. Caroliniana, Creeping Mallow

:

5. M. Orientalis, Oriental Mallow : 6. M. ver-

ticiilata. Whorl-flowered Mallow; 7- M.
crispa. Curled Mallow ; 8. M. jEg7jptia, Pal-

mated Mallow; 9. M. Mcea, Ve'rvain Mal-
low ; 10. M. moschata, Musk Mallow; 11.

M. Capensis, Gooseberry-leaved or Cape Mal-
low.

The first has the stem pale-green, two or three

feet high, and branched : the leaves are almost

round, an inch and quarter long, and three

quarters of an inch broad at the base, pale-
grccn, smooth, on petioles three quarters of an
inch in length : the tops of the twigs and
branches, for the length of an inch, are thick
set, in a spike with orange-coloured flowers, in
very hirsute calyxes. It Ts a native of Jamaica,
flowering in September and October.
The second has an annual root : the stem is

a foot high, stiff, round, somewhat hairy:
branches few, short, upright, from the lowe
axils : the leaves scarcely tomentose : pedun-
cles axillary, upright, solitary, one-flowered

:

the spike terminating, with many sessile flow-
ers, expanding after noon : the corolla yellow.
It is a native of North America, flowering in
June and July.

The third is also an annual plant : the stem
from two to three feet high, with hairs thinly
scattered over it, usually in pairs : the leaves

seven-lobed, (five or three) plaited, smooth,
veined, sharply serrate, on petioles the lencth
of the leaf: the stipules ovate-lanceolate: the
peduncles long, naked : the spike directed to
one side, turned upwards, recurved before the
flowers open : the corollas small, purple. Ac-
cording to Jacqnin, the flowers are red : but
others say, pale blue, and set very closely on
the spikes, appearing in June. It e,rows
naturally in Peru.

The fourth has an annual root : the stems
creeping, eighteen inches and longer, round,
putting out roots at the lower joints, hairv :

the leaves villose, soft; those next the root larg-e,

roundish, gash-serrate, smaller and more
deeply di\ided as they ascend, five-lobed and
seven-lobed, all on long hairy petioles, srashed

and serrate on the edge: the flowers are axillary

and terminating, on almost upright peduncles,
from an inch to an inch and half in lenn-th,

small, the colour of Burgundy wine : the claws
of a darker red. It is a native of Carolina.
The fifth species is an annual plant, with an

upright stalk : the flov.ers are large, and of a soft

red-colour. According to Martyn, the stalk is

six feet or more in height, and the flowers
not purple, but dark red, with the veins so
dark as to be almost black. It was found in the
Levant. •

The sixth has the root annual, three feet

high : the leaves cordate, five- or seven-anoled,
subcrenate, smooth, on long alternate petioles :

the flowers are whitish red, small, on one-flow-
ered peduncles. It is a native of China, and
Cochinchina, flowering in June and July.

The seventh species is also annual : the stem
upright, four or five feet high : the leaves curled
on their edges : the stem thick, round, arreen

hirsute below, branched, from three to four
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feet high : the lower leaves a hand wide, on
long petioles ; the upper ones smaller, on
shorter petioles ; the uppermost very small, al-

most sessile ; all obscurely angular, sinuate,

bngiit green, juibescent : the flowers sessile in the
axils, over the whole stem and branches, small
in proportion to so large a plant. It is a na-
tive of Syria, flowering from June to Au-
gust.

The eighth is likewise an annual plant, with
htalks about a foot long, smooth, and declining:

the leaves on prctiy long footstalks : the flowers

single from the axils, and at the top in clusters

:

the calyxes large, acute : the corollas small,

pale blue. It is a native of Egypt, flowering

in June and July.

The ninth has the root long, branched, and
perennial : the stem from two to tlireefect hiah,
round, rugged, hairy ; hairs in bundles, spread-
ing : branches alternate : the leaves alternate,

semiorbicular, five-parted to the base, wilh the

lobes oblong, three- or five-parted, bright green,

whitish underneath, pubescent, somewhat rug-
ged : the petiolesround, with very small awl-shap-
ed stipules at the base : the flowers terminating, in

panicles or bundles : the calyx small in propor-
tion to the size of the corolla, pubescent

;

outer small, inner much larger : the corolla an
inch and half or two inches long, five-parted to

the base, bright purple; with blunt two-lobed
segments. It is a native of many parts of
Europe.
The tenth species has root-leaves roundish,

kidney shaped, entire, except being crenate on
the margin: the first stem-leaves three- lobed,

divided half way down : side-lobes divided

again into two or three, but not so deeply :

above these they are three-lobed to the foot-

stalk : lobes agaiti deeply divided ; divisions

deeply jagged : higher ones five-lobed, lobes

pinnatifid, segments of the upper ones more
divided, and narrower ; uppermost linear : the

stem round, much branched, slightlv hairy:

at the origin of each branch, two lanceolate

hairy stipules : the flowers crowded on the top

of the stem and branches on short peduncles,

and single ones from the axils of the upper
leaves : petals heait-shapcd, divided pearly to

the base, pale red or flesh-coloured, \tith deeper

veins. It differs from the ninth sort, with
which it has been confounded, in having the

stem not so tall, with solitary upright hairs

rising from a prominent little point: the arils

rough with hairs : the flowers of an ambrosial

or musky scent : the musky smell is not how-
ever always to be perceived. Mr. Curtis, on
cultivating both species together, found the

ninth grow nearly to twice the heiglii of this.

and to be in every respect a stronger plant, anc!

harsher to the touch. It is a native of many
pans of Europe.
The eleventh rises with a woody stalk ten or

twelve feet high, sending out branches from
the side, the whole length : the stalks and
branches are closely covered with hairs: the
leaves are hairy, indented, on their sides, so as
to have the appearance of a trilobate leaf : those
on the young plants are three inches long and
two broad at their base : but as the plants grow
older, they are scarcely half that size : the flowers
come out from the side of the branches, upon
peduncles an inch long; they are of a deep
red colour, shaped like those of the common
mallow, but smaller. It flowers great part of
the year, and is a native of the Cape.
There are varieties in which the stems are

thicker and higher, of a brownish red colour: the
leaves hirsute, broader, with wider segments, less

deeply cut, but with the toothlets s^harper and
serrate : the whorls of fruit a little larger, and
not muricated; and in which the hairs of the
leaves and stem are simple, not compound :

the flowers almost upright, not droopinir.

Ciihure.—The ten first sorts are all ca])able

of being raised from seeds, which, in the hardy
kinds, should be sown in the situations where
the plants are to grow, in patches of four or
five in each, in the spring or bcginninir of au-
tumn, covering them to the depth of half an
inch. They may likewise be sown upon a bed
of fine earth, and be afterwards removed to the
places where they arc to flower. Those which
are natives of hot climates, should be sown in
pots and plunged in a hot- bed.

When the plants in the two latter modes
have attained some growth, they should be re-

moved into their proper situations, or into other
pots, to be afterwards managed according to the
difference of the kinds.

The last sort and varieties may be raised also

by seed, which should be sown upon a liot-bed,

or in pots and plunged in it. \\hcn the plants

have attained some growth, they should be re-

moved into separate pots, replunging them in

the hot-bed till fresh rooted, when they should
be gradually inured to the full air, managing
them afterwards in the same manner as o~ther

exotics of the green-house kind.

1 he hardv sorts aflord a plcasintj variety in
the shrubbery and other parts, while those of
the more tender and shrubby kind produce a
good effect in the green-house, and among
j)0!ted collections.

MAMMEA, a geiuis conta'ning plants of
the evergreen exotic tree kind.

It ranks in the class and order Pohjoamia
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Moiwedu, or Dioecia, and ranks in the natural

order of Giit/iJ'crcc.

The characters arc : that in tlie hermaphro-
dite, the calyx is a onc-leafcd peri anthiiun, two

-

parted: divisions roundish, concave, coriace-

ous, coloured, spreading very much, deciduous :

the corolla has four roundish petals, concave,

i>])rcading very much, subcoriaceous, longer

than the calyx : the stamina have numerous
bristle-shaped erect filaments, very short, in-

serted into the receptacle, ending in oblong,

blunt, erect anthers : the pistiiluni is a round-
ish, depressed germ : style cylindric, erect,

lon2;er than the stamens, permanent : stigma
capuate, convex : the pericarpium is a round-
ish fleshy berry, very large, acuminate with
part of the style, with a coriaceous rind, one-
ccllwl : the seeds four, subovate, rugged, distinct

from the flesh : male on the same or a diflerent

tree : the calyx, corolla, and stamina, as in the

hermaphrodite.

The species is M, Americana, American
Mammee.

It is a tall upright handsome tree, with a
thick spreading elegant head, and a long down-
right tap-root, which renders it very difficult to

transplant : the younger branchlets are qua-
drangular : the leaves oval or obovate, quite en-
tire, blunt, extremely shining, leathery, firm,

with parallel transverse streaks, on short pe-
tioles, opposite, from five to eight inches in

length : the peduncles one-flowered, short, scat-

tered over the stouter branches : the flowers are

sweet, white, ,an inch and half in diameter :

the fruit roundish, or obsoletely three-cornered

or four-cornered according to the number of

seeds, one or two of which are frequently abor-

tive, varying in size from three to seven inches

in diameter, being covered with a double rind :

the outer leathery, a line in thickness, tough,

brownish yellow, divided by incisures longi-

tudinally decussated ; the inner thin, yel-

low, adhering strongly to the flesh ; which is

firm, bright yellow, has a pleasant singular

taste, and a sweet aromatic smell ; but the skin

and seeds are very bitter and resinous. It is

eaten raw alone, or cut in slices with wine and
sugar, or preserved in sugar. It is a native of
the Caribbee islands.

Culture.—These trees may be raised from
seeds procured from America, which should be
sown in the early spring, in pots filled with
light fresh mould, plunging them in a bark hot-

bed, keeping the mould moist by occasional

waterins:, when they will soon come up. The
young plants should be often watered in dry
weather. When they have attained some
growth, they should be removed with £arth

Vol. 11.

about them, into other pots a little larger, beino-

replunged in the hot-bed till fresh rooted,
filling up the pots with fresh mould; due shade,
air, and water being given. In the autumn they
should be renjoved into the stove, where thev
must be kept, being shifted into other pots in
the following spring; having regard not to over-
pot them.
They may also be raised by placing- the

stones of the fruit under the pots upon the tau,
more expeditiously than when planted in the
mould of the pots.

They afford a fine variety among other
stove plants.

MANGA. See Mangifera.
MANGIFERA, a genus containing a plant

of the tree exotic kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria,
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
TerehintacecB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted pcrianthium : divisions lanceolate : the
corolla has five lanceolate petals, longer than
the calyx : the stamina have five awl-shaped
filaments, spreading, the length of the corolla :

anthers subcordate : the pistillum is a roundish
germ : style filiform, the length of the calyx :

stigma simple : the pericarpium is a kidney-
form drupe, oblong, gibbous, compressed : the
seed is a kernel, oblong, compressed, lanugi-
nose.

The species cultivated is M. Indica, Mango-
tree.

It is a large spreading tree in its native state

:

the wood is brittle, brown, and used only for
indifferent works : the bark becomes rugged by
age : the leaves are seven or eight inches lono-,

and two or more broad, lanceolate, quite entire,

smooth, of a fine shining green, aitd a sweet
resinous smell, terminating in points, and hav-
ing several transverse parallel opposite ribs

;

they are on short petioles, and grow in bunches
at the extremity of the branches. The flowers
are produced in loose bunches at the end of the
branches. The fruit, when fully ripe, is yellow
and reddish, replete with a fine agreeable juice,
being sometimes as big as a large man's fist. It

grows naturally in most parts of India, &c.
There are several uncultivated varieties.

Culture.—As the vegetative property of the seed
or nuts of this species does not seem to be long
preserved, the readiest method to obtain plants,
is to have a quantity of the nuts set in tubs of
earth in the country where they grow naturally,

and when the plants are grown a foot high, to
have them shipped, placing a covering over
them to defend them from the water and spray
of the sea, being careful not to give them toa

N
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m^»ch water in the passage. When they arrive

111 a cold cliniate, they shcnilii be scrccnoil from
c«ld. The plants should afterwards be set in

pots filled with light kitchen-garden earth, and
be placed in a dry stove, where, in warm wea-
ther, they should have fresh air daily, and in

winter the air be kept up to tenipei'ate, as

marked on the botanical thermometer; as they

do not succeed well in the tan-bed.

Where the nuts are made use of, they should

be sent over in wax to preserve their vegetative

propertv.

They may also be increased from cuttings, in

the manner of Gardenia, in this climate.

MANGO-TREE. See Maxgifeha.
MANGROVE GRAPE-TREE. See Coc-

COLOJiA.

MANNA ASH, Sec Fraxinus.
MANURE, such substances or materials,

whether of the dunsr, compost, or other kinds,

as are useful in the improvement of land, so as

to produce good vegetable crops.

Materials of this kind are necessary to all

soils, to repair them when exhausted by the

growtli of vegetables, and cure their defects;

being thus beneficial in enriching and fertilizing

such as are poor, and in rendering such as arc

strong or stubborn more light, loose, and fri-

able, as well as those which are very light, loose,

and dry, more compact and moist, and those

that are too wet drier, &cc. In this view, moist
stiff" land is the most improved by light Manures,
which open and loosen its particles ; very light

land by the more heavy and moist sorts ; and
wet land by dry light composts. Some soils

also retjuire Manure annually, while others

only once in two or three years. See Dung, &c.
The most proper sorts of Manure for the use

of the kitchen-garden are those of the stable,

cow, sheep, and pigeon dung, soot, lime, loamy
niarle, shell marie, sea-weed, wood, whin, fern,

and coal ashes, the vegetable mould of decayed

tree-leaves, and decayed vegetables of all kinds,

as cabbage leaves, haulm, weeds, &c. And to

these may be added the fluid substance which
drains from dunghills, which is capable of af-

fording the nutrition of plants in a verv high

degree, from the large proportion of carbona-
ceous iTiatter that it contains.

These materials may be applied either in a

simple or compound state ; but the latter me-
thod is probably in general the most eligible

;

as it is supposed by some, that if they have not

undergone a proper degree of fermentation,

they have the effect of giving a rank and disa-

greeable flavour to some fruits and vegetables
;

and when a large quantity is applied, of pro-

ducing a considerable degree of unwholesome-

ness, tainting the juices of the plants. This

effect is, however, nuich to be disputed, since

the different substances are changed and elabo-

rated in the vessels of the vegetables before

they become lit for the purpose of their in-

crease.

The author of the Scotch Forcing Gardener
asserts that " a combination of stable dung,

sea weed, lime, and vegetable mould, which
has lain in a heap for three or four months, and
has been two or three times turned during that

period, will m.ake an excellent Manure for most
kinds of garden land." Also that of '• cow dung
and sheep dung, mixed wiih soot or any of the

kinds of ashes ;" and that " pigeon dung,

marie, and vegetable mould, well mixed, will

make an excellent Manure for heavy land ; or

even for lighter soils, provided the pigeon dung
be used sparingly." But that " pigeon dung,

lime, soot, ashes, &c., should never be applied

in a simple state : the quantity of them requir-

ed being comparatively small, and the regular

distribution difficult without the admixture of

other matter. He further observes, that he has
** witnessed the astonishing effects of whin
ashes alone, in producing herbage in a five or

six fold degree; which was the more obvious,

on account that the field on which they were

applied was much alike in quality (a stiff, wet,

clayey loam), and the ashes applied partially.

The effect was visible for several successive

years. Also, on the timber trees with which the

field was afterwards planted." He conceives

that " marie is an excellent Manure for almost

any soil ; and may be applied as a simple with

as much propriety as any of the kinds of cattle

dung, or even vegetable earth. The kind called

shell marie is, he thinks, much to be preferred;

and should be freely applied to strong lands, but

sparingly to light : the loamy kind being best

adapted to light lands."

When stable dung is used in a simple state,

it " should not," he supposes, "be applied in too

rank a state, nor should it be too much fer-

mented. It should generally lie in a heap for

two or three months; during which time it

should be turned twice or thrice. A ton of it

in this state is worth three that has been used

in the hot-bed, and is a year old. This Ma-
nure, and indeed dung of any kind, when thus

applied, should never be carried from the heap

to the ground till it is to be digged in; as, by
its exposure to the air, the virtues evaporate,

and it is the less effectual."

And when made use of in a simple condi-

tion, he imagines "the necessity of the in-

stant application of sea weed after its landing, is

even greater than the above case ; as it instantly
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corrupts, and its juices not only evaporate, but

flow downwards, and are lost. If I his Manure
is used as a compound, the heap wherein it is

compounded should be more frequently turned

on its account, that none of the juices may be

lost, but that the other part of the compost
may absorb them."

In his opinion " vegetable mould may either

be used in a simple or compound state, and

may be applied with equal propriety to all soils.

None can," says he, " be hurt by it in any de-

gree ; since almost every plant will grow luxu-

riantly in it entirely, without the aid of any soil

or manure whatever." He considers Manures
as having the eflect of correcting tenacity,

crudity, and porosity in soils, exciting their

fermentation, communicating nutritive matter,

and affording nourishment to the roots of plants,

by which the vegetation and perfect growth of

plants is promoted.
There are considerable differences in the ma-

terials made use of as Manures, in their afford-

ing their nutritious properties, some affording

them much more readily and more abundantly

than others. This is the case with animal, ve-

getable, and all such matters as are rich in nm-
cilage, the saccharine principle, and calcareous

earth, and which readily afford carbon, phospho-
rus, and somegaseous fluids, such as the carbonic

acid gas, oxygen, Stc. while others which are

greatly deficient in all or most of these principles,

or which do not part with them easily, are found

by experience much less beneficial in promoting
the growth of vegetables.

As the effects and importance of Manure are

now generally acknowledged and understood, it

would appear to be the indispensable duty of

the gardener and cultivator to be particularly

careful in the collection of it, and also to dis-

tribute it with the most skilful frugality. " For
this purpose, it is suggested that a well, cistern,

&c. should be contrived so as to collect the

dunghill drainings; and that in the application

of Manure of any kind, the greatest care should

be taken to divide it equally, according to the

quantity to be applied." And further, that

" the dunghill may be considerably increased by
throwing the haulm, stalks, and leaves of all ve-

getables into a common hea]5, letting them re-

main till well rotted, and afterwards, or in the

process of collection, mixing them with lime,

marie, ashes, soot, &c. Watering the whole fre-

quently with the drainings of the dunghill,

would also greatly enhance its value."

The ground of gardens may often be greatly

ameliorated and improved by proper draining,

before the manures are applied, and sometimes
by the use of sandy, gravellv, and other similar

materials, that have the power of opening, and

rendering it less close and adhesive.

MARANTA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous perennial exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monandria
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Scilnmbiece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a three-

leaved perianthium, lanceolate, small, superior:

the corolla is one-petalled, ringent: tube oblong,

compressed, oblique, bent in ; border six-cleft:

alternaie outer segments ovate, equal, smaller;

one of these the lowest, two the uppermost

:

two alternate, lateral, very large, roundish, re-

presenting the lower lip : uppermost small, two-

parted : the stamina have membranaceous fila-

ments, resembling a segment of the corolla :

anthers linear, fastened to one edge of the fila-

ment : the pistillura is a roundish inferior germ:

style simple, the length of the corolla : stigma

obsoletely three-cornered, bent in : the pericar-

pium is a roundish capsule, obsoletely three-

cornered, three-celled, three-valved ,- the seed

single, ovate, wrinkled, and hard.

The species cultivated is M. aru7idmacea,

Indian Arrow-root.

It has a thick, fleshy, creeping root, which is

very full of knots, from which arise many
smooth leaves, six or seven inches long, and

three broad towards their base, lessening to-

wards each end, terminating in points : they

are of the consistence and colour of those of

the reed, and stand upon reed-like foot-stalks,

which arise immediately from the root: be-

tween these come out the stalks, which rise

near two feet high ; these divide upwaid into two
or three smaller, and have at each joint one leaf

of the same shape with the lower, but smaller:

the ends of the stalks are terminated by a loose

bunch of small white flowers, standing upon
peduncles near two inches long: the flowers

are cut into six narrow segments, which are

indented on their edges ; these sit upon the

embryo, which afterwards turns to a roundish

three-cornered capsule, inclosing one hard

rough seed. It is a native of South America,

flowering in June and July, in this climate.

The root washed, pounded line, and bleached,

makes a fine nutritive powder, which is made
use of as food.

Ciillure.—These plants may be increased by
dividing the roots and planting them in pots ot

light rich earth, in the spring, just b-'forc they

begin to shoot, pi unginsi; them in the bark hot-bed

of the stove, where they must be kept in general,

being frequently refreshed with water, when in

a state of growth, having free air, after tlicy be-

come of some streno-th.
" N-2
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They afford ornament and variety in stove col-

lections.

MARIGOLD. See Caltha.
MARJORAM. See Origanum.
MARLE, a sort of fossile earthy substance,

made use oFtor rcnderinsr stiff adhesive "arden-

lands n)ore open and light.

It varies much in its nature, some being

nearly of the nature of fuller's earth, and of a

fat enriching qualitv, of which there are blue,

gray, yellow, and red coloured; but the blue is

esteemed the best. In other cases, it has the

appearance of a kind of soft stone, or rather slate,

of a bhieish or gray colour, called stone or slate

marlc, being found commonly near river-sides,

and the sides of hills, &c. and though hard when
dug, easily dissolves by rain and frost. There

are likewise calcareous, or shell and elaymarles,

the latter resembling a fat sort of clay or loam.

The last sort is accounted good manure for im-
proving light, loose, sandy, garden lands. See

Majjure.
MARRUBIUM, a genus containing plants

of the shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of VerlicUlatce,

The characters are r that the calyx is a one-

leafed, salver-shaped perianthium, rigid, ten-

streaked ; mouth equal, patulous, often ten-

toothed : tootblets alternate, smaller : the co-

rolla one-petalled, ringent; tube cylindrical :

border gaping, with a long tubular opening

:

ujiper li]3 erect, linear, bifid, acute : lower re-

flex, broader, half-three-cleft ; the middle seg-

ment broader, emarginate, the lateral ones

acute ; the stamina have four filaments, short-

er than the corolla, concealed beneath the

upper-lip, two longer; anthers simple : the pis-

tillum is a four-cleft germ : stile filiform, of

the same length and in the same situation with

the stamens : stigma bifid : there is no pericar-

piuni : calvx contracted at the neck, spread out

at the mouth, inclosing the seeds : the seeds four,

somewhat oblong.

The species cultivated are: 1. M. Pseudo-

Diclamnus, Shrubby White Horehound ; 2.

jV/. acetahuhstim, Saucer-leaved White Hore-
hound.
The first rises with a shrubby stalk two feet

high, dividing into many branches : the leaves

are small, sitting pretty close to the stalks : the

whorls of flowers not so large as those of the

eighth sort: the rim of the calyx flat: the flowers

white : the whole plant very hoary with a dense

compact cotton. It is a native of the island of

Candia, flowering from June to August.
The second species has the stems hairv, about

two feet high: the leavrs heart-shaped, rough
on their upper side, and hoary on their under,

deeply serrate : the whorls large : the border of
the calyx flat ; segments many, membrana-
ceous, angulir, and rounded at the top : the co-
rolla small, pale purple, scarcely apptarina; out
of the caiyx : upper lip erect. Mart\n oljservcs,

that after flowering time the bortler of the ca-

lyx grove's out till it becomes twice as long as

the lube, is naked and membranaceous, not
viilose as in the first species. It is also a native

of the island of Candia, flowering from June
to August.

Culture.—These sorts are capable of being
increased by planting cuttings of the young
shoots or branches in a shady border in the
early spring, as about April. When the plants-

are well rooted, they may be removed into the

places where they are to remain in the early

autumn, with earth about their roots ; but it is

better to raise them at once in the places where
they are to grow : when they grow strongly they
should be screened from hard frosts in winter.

They continue the longest in poor dry soils,

from their having a less luxuriant growth.

They afford variety in the borders, clumps, and
other parts of pleasure grounds.

MARSH-ELDER. See Viburnum.
MARSH-MALLOW. See Alth.^a.
MARSH-MARYGOLD. See Caltha.
MARTYNIA, a genus containing plants of

the tender herbaceous flowery kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
Angiospermia, and ranks in the natural order of
Personatce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

cleft perianthium, unequal, shrivelling : the co-
rolla one-petalled, bell-shaped : tube spreading,

venlricose, gibbous below at the base, mellife-

rous : border five-cleft, obtuse, spreading: seg-

ments almost equal ; the lower straight, the

lowest more erect, concave, crenate : the sta-

mina have four filiform filaments, curved in-

wards; the rudiment of a fifth filament within

the upper pair of stamens, short like a cusp :

anthers connected-converging : the pistillum is

an oblong germ : style short, simple, the length of
the stamens : stigma two-lobed : the pericapium

is a woody oblong capsule, gibbous, quadarangu-
lar, two-furrowed on eacli side, acuminate, with
the tip bent back, opening two ways, four or

five-celled, inclosing the seeds a= in a four-celled

nucleus : the seeds several, oblong, berried.

The species cultivated are: 1. M. diajidra,

Two-stamened Martynia ; 2. M. proboscidea,

Hairy Martynia; 3. M. perennis. Perennial

Martynia.

Other species may be cultivated.
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The first is a handjome large plant, two feet

high, straight, with large leaves, viscid, from

small, slender, siniple, wiiitc, villose hairs, each

of which has a pellucid clammy globule at the

top : the stem single, round, reddish green :

the branches several, brachiate, dichotonious :

the root-leaves none : the stem-leaves opposite,

angular, with teeth remote by a long sinus,

flaccid, green, white from the closeness of the

villose hairs, veined; the largest six inches long:

petioles on the stem horizontal, on the branches

spreading, the same length with the leaf: the

flowers several, on short peduncles, hanging
down, so that the throat is turned towards the

ground, disposed in a thyrse in the forks of

the branches, two inches and a half long. It

is a native of La Vera Cruz, in New Spain.

The second species is a large plant, two feet

high, flexuose, herbaceous, villose, viscid : the

stem single, round, pale green : the branches

several, scattered, resembling the stem : the root-

leaves none : the stem-leaves opposite and al-

ernate, stiffish, waved, veined, yellowish green,

five inches long: the petioles horizontal, slight-

ly channelled above, the length of the leaf:

the flowers several, peduncled in a loose thyrse

in the forks of the branches, two inches long.

It is a native of America, flowering from June
to August.
The third has a perennial root, thick, fleshy,

divided into scaly knots, somewhat like those of

Tooth-wort : the stems annual, about a foot

high, thick, succulent, purplish : the leaves are

oblong, thick, sessile, rough, and of a dark

green, on their upper-side, but purplish under-

neath : the stem is terminated by a short spike

of blue bell-shaped flowers, not spreading open
so much at the rim as in the first sort. It is a

native of Carthagena, in New Spain.

Culture.—The two first sorts may be in-

creased by sowing the seeds in pots filled with

light rich mould, in the spring, plunging them
in a bark hot-bed, giving water frequently.

When the plants have attained a little growth,

they should be removed into separate pots of

the same sort of earth, replunging them in the

bark bed, giving due water and shade, till they

become properly rooted, when they must have

free air in fine weather : after they are a little

advanced in their growth, they should be re-

moved into larger pots, and be replaced in the

bark bed in the stove, due room being allowed

them. They should be constantly kept in this

situation, and be duly watered and supplied

with fresh air in warm weather.

The third sort may be raised by dividing the

toots, and planting them in the spring about the

middle of March^ in pots of Lght rich earth.

and plunged in the bark-bed of the stove.

When the plants are up, they should be duly
watered in a slight manner, and in warm wea-
ther fresh air be freely admitted, keeping thcni
from being shaded by other plants.

The cuttings of the shoots of the young
stems planted in pots, and manasred in the above
manner, will also take root and form plants.

They aflbrd ornament and variety among other
stove plants.

MARVKL OF PERU. See Mirabilis.
MARYGOLD. See Calkndula.
MASSONIA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous bulbous-rooted flowery perennial
kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexamlria
Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Coronarice.

The characters are : that there is no calvx :

the corolla has six lanceolate petals, spreading,
upright, placed externally on the nectary, which
is inferior, cylindrical, membranaceous, six-
streaked, six-toothed : the stamina six, filiform,

incurved, a little longer than the petals, inserted
into the teeth of the nectary : anthers ovate,
upright, yellow: the pistillum is a superior germ
(in respect of the nectary) : style awl-shaped,
declining, the length of the stamens: stigma
simple, acute : the periearpium is a three-sided
capsule, thickening above, obtuse, smooth,
three-celled, three-valved, opening longitudi-
nally at the corners : the seeds very many, an-
gular-globular, and smooth.
The species cultivated are : 1 . M. latifoUa,

Broad-leaved Massonia ; 2. M. augustifolia.
Narrow-leaved Massonia.
The first has the leaves next the root, one pair,

smooth and even : the flowers aggregate, sessile,

without any scape : the fruit not berried, but a
membranaceous capsule ; in which it differs from
Hcxmanthus. It is a native of the Cape, flower-
ing in March and April.

The second species has the same structure

;

but the leaves are narrow, of an oblong-lanceo-
late form, and the segments of the corolla bent
back at the end ; whereas in the first they spread
straight out. It is a native of the Cape, flower-
ing in March and April.

Culture.—^Thcy may be increased by planting
the off-sets from the roots, when the leaves drop
off, in pots of sandy earth, plunging them in a
hot-bed in the stove.

They are likewise capable of being raised from
seeds sown in pots of the same sort of earth,

plunging them in a hot-bed.
The plants should afterwards have a free air

in the green-house, where they must be kept.

They aflbrd variety in these collections.
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MASTICK TREE. See Pistacia.
MAT, GARDEN, a sort of covering formed

of bass, which is much used in gardening, for
sheltering various sorts of plants in winter and
spring, in frosty and other cold weather ; and
in suninier for shading many sorts of young or
tender kinds occasionally from the sun ; and
many other purposes in the ditierent garden de-
partments.

They are of different sorts in regard to size
and substance, there being small, middling, and
large sizes : but for general use, those "called
Russia Mats are superior, both in size, sub-
stance, and durability. It may also be proper
to have some of the smaller or middling sizes
tor particular occasions, and small ijardens, in
which, for some purposes, they may be more
convenient than large ones. They are sold by
most of the principal nursery and seedsmen',
at from six or eight to twelve or fifteen shillings
per dozen, according to size and strength.
They are also of essential use in all hot-bed

work, for covering or spreading over the lights or
glasses of the frames in the nights, in winter and
spring, to exclude the external night cold ; also
occasionally in the day time in very severe wea-
ther, and heavy falls of snow or rain.

Likewise for occasionally covering several sorts
of small young esculent plants with, in the full

ground in beds and borders, in these seasons
;

as young lettuces, cauliflowers, small -sallad
herbs, early radishes, &c. in the open beds, and
under frames and hand-glasses, to defend them
from cutting frosts, snow, and other inclement
weather : and sometimes in raising, transplant-
ing, or pricking out small or moderate portions
of particular sorts of plants, both of the hardy
and tender kinds, whether of the esculent or an-
nual flowery kinds in the spring, on beds or
borders of natural earth, or in hot-beds, with-
out frames, by being arched over with hoops or
rods. They are likewise extremely useful in the
spring and summer, in hot, dry, sunnv weather,
in shading several sorts both in seed-beds before
and after the young plants are come up, and in
beds of pricked-out small young plants, to shade
them from the sun till they take fresh root ; as
also for shading the glasses of hot-beds occa-
sionally, when the sun'is too powerful for parti-
cular sorts of plants in the heat of the day, as in
Cucumbers, Melons, and various other kinds.

In kitchen and other garden districts furnished
with wall-trees, they are of great use in spring
to cover the trees of particular sorts with when
in blossom, and when the young fruit is setting
and advancing in its early growth after the de-
cay and fall of the bloom ; by which assistance,
in cold winters and springs, when sharp frosts

somelimes prevail, a tolerably good crop is often
saved, while in trees fully exposed the whole is

cut oft' by the severity of such weather.
In the flower-garden and pleasure-ground,

Mats arc also found useful on different occasions

;

in the former, in sheltering beds of curious sorts
of choice flower-plants, and both in their ad-
vancing growth, to protect them from cold in
winter and spring; and when in full bloom, to
shade and screen the flowers from the sun and
rain, to preserve their beauty more effectually,
and to continue them longer in blow of a
fine lively appearance ; as w ell as to cover beds,
&c. in raising various tender annual plants from
seed in the spring; and in the latter occasionally
in winter to defend some kinds of curious tender
evergreens, &c. such as some of the Magno-
lias, Broad-leaved Myrtle, Olive, Tea free,
&c. when standinsr detached and trained against
walls.

" °

And in nurseries, they are of considerable
utility in the propagation and culture of nume-
rous sorts of tender curious exotics, in defending
them from cold, and shading from scorching
sun, while they are in their minor growth, &c.
They are necessary also for matting round bun-
dles or baskets of tender or curious plants, when
conveyed to a distance.

They are also of great use occasionally in se-
vere winters on such glass-work as green-houses,
hot-houses, forcing-frames, &c. in covering the
glasses externally on the nights, and occasion-
ally in the day time.

In using these Mats, when the ends are open
or loose, they should be secured by tying the
end threads or strings of the bass close and firm,
otherwise they soon ravel out loose in that part,
and are spoiled.

When made use of in the work of covering
and shading, &cc. they should generally in un-
covering, if rendered wet by rain or snow, be
spread across some rail, hedge, or fence, &c.
to dry, before folding them together, that they
may be preserved from rotting, otherwise they
will not last long.

These Mats should never have anv bass drawn
out of them for tying up plants with, as is too
commonly the practice, as by such means they
are soon spoiled.

MATRICARIA, a genus containing plants
of the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Syngenes'ia
Fohjgamia Superfina, and ranks in the natural
order of ConpositcE Discoidce.
The characters are : that the calyx is common

hemispherical : scales linear, imbricate, almost
equal, not scariose : the corolla compound radi-
ate: corollets hermaphrodite, tubular, iranrerous.
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in a hemispherical dislt : females in the ray se-

vtnil : proper o!' the hermaphrodite f'lmnel-f'onii,

live-cleit, spreading: female oblong, three-tooth-

ed : the stamina to the hermaphrodites have
live capillary lilaments, very short: aniiicrscv-

liadrical, tubular: the pisiillum to tiie herma-
phrodites an oblong germ, nai<ed : style filiform,

the length of the stamens: stigma bilid, spread-

ing: to the females germ naked: style (iliform,

almost the length of the hermaphrodite : stigmas

two, revolute: there is no periearpium : calyx

»nc4ianged: the seeds solitarv, oblong, without

any pappus or down, to both sorts of florets : the

receptacle naked, and convex.

The species cultivated is M. partJiemum,

Conunon Feverfew.

It has a perennial or biennial root, composed
of a great number of libres, and spreading wide

on every side : the stem from two to three feet

high, erect, firm, round, striated, slightly hairy,

branched on every side : the leaves petioled, al-

ternate, pale green, soft and tender, pinnatifld

with two or three pairs of ovate jagged pinnas,

and a larger one terminating, three-lobed, wedge-
shaped, the middle lobe trifid, the side-lobes

notched, roughish, slightly hairy : when mag-
nified they appear as if sprinkled with minute
spangles : the flowering heads solitary, some-
times on simple, but oftener on branched pe-

duncles, forming together a loose umbel or rather

corymb, hairy ; the peduncles are thickest just

beneath the flower, and about two inches long.

It is a native of many parts of Europe, flower-

ing in June.

There are several varieties, as with full double
flowers, with double flowers, having the florets

of the ray plane, of tlie disk fistular ; with very
small rays ; with very short fistular florets ; with
naked heads, having no rays; with naked sul-

phur-coloured heads, and with elegant curled

kaves.

Culture.—These plants may be raised from
seeds, by parting the roots and cuttings.

The seeds should be sown in the spring, as

March, upon a bed of light earth, and, when
they are come up, planted out into nursery-beds,
at about eight inches asunder, where they may
remain till the middle of May when they should
be taken up, with a ball of earth to their roots,

and planted in the middle of large borders, or
other parts, for flowering.

They should not be permitted to seed, as it

often weakens and decays the roots ; therefore,

when their flowers are past, their stems should
be cut down, which will cause them to push out
fresh heads, whereby the roots may be preserved.

MAURITIA, a genus containing a plant of
the exotic tree kind.

It belongs to ihe j^lppendix Palmer, and ranks

in the natural order of Palms.
The characters are : that the male-flowers arc

in an oblong anient, covered all round with flow-

ers, cloiicly approximaling, witli blunt LJcales be-

tween tlic flowers : the calyx is a one-leafed, cuj)-

shapcdperianthium, truncated, entire, three- sided,

short : the corolla is one-petalled : tube short,

the length of the calyx : border three-parted :

segments equal, spreading a little, lanceolate,

rigid (in a manner woody), blunt : the stamina
have six filaments inserted into the throat of

the tube, thick, very short: anthers linear, an-
gular, the length of the segments of the co-

rolla; three alternate ones extended between
the segments of the corolla, and horizontal

;

the three others are generally erect, and pressed

close to the channel or the segments : female,

unknown.
The species is M. Jlexuosa, Maidenhair

Tree, or Ginkgo.
It is a singular tree, almost without leaves :

the branches are angular, flexuose, smooth,
with short joints, thickening up.vards, some-
what recurved, terminated by embracing sheaths

:

with a cup-shaped and sharper knee joint: from
the axils of these come out over the whole
stem, strobile-shaped aments, in two rows,
spreading very much, sessile, with two large

upright scales, sickle-shaped upwards at the

base: theamentsovate-oblong,cylindric, covered
with closely approximating, ferruginous flowers,

spreading very much ; falling ofl" and leaving

the anient, with its scales. It is a native of
the woods of Surinam.

Culture.—It may be increased by laying the

young branches in the summer season, and
when they have stricken root fully, taking them
oft" and planting them with earth about their

roots in pots filled with light fresh mould, plac-

ing them in the green-house, where they must
be kept.

Cuttings of the young shoots may also be plant-

ed in pots in the same manner, plunging them
in a moderate hot-bed till they have stricken

root, when they may be managed as the other

plants.

It affords variety in the green-house, and
when trained against walls; but in the last case

must be sheltered by mats, in severe weather in

winter.

MEALY-TREE. See Viburnum.
MEDEOLA, a genus comprising plants of

the herbaceous climbing kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria
Trigi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of
Sarnienlacece.

The characters are : that there is no calyx,

3
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unless the corolla be called so : the corolla has

six petals, ovate-oblong, equal, spreading, re-

vokite : the stamina have six awl-shaped fila-

ments, the length of the corolla : anthers in-

cumbent : the pislillum has the germs, ihrce-

horned, ending in styles : stigmas recurved,

thickish : the pcricarpium is a roundish berry,

three-clct't, three-celled: the seeds solitary and

heart-shaped.

The species cultivated are : 1. M. Firgiiiiana,

Virginian Medeola; 2. M. asparagoides. Broad-

leaved Shrubby Medeola ; 3. ISL angustijhUa,

Narrow-leaved Shrubby Medeola.

The first has a small' scaly root, from which

rises a single stalk, about eight inches in height:

there is one whorl of leaves, at a small distance

from the ground, and at the top arc two leaves,

standing opposite : between these, come out

three slender peduncles, which turn downwards,

each sustaining one pale herbaceous flower,

with a purple pointal. It is a native of Vir-

ginia, flowering in June.

The second species has the root com))osed of

several oblong knobs, which unite at the top,

like that of the Ranunculus ; from u hich arise

two or three stiff winding stalks, dividing into

branches, and rising four or five feel in height,

when they meet with support : the leaves are

sessile, ending in acute points, of a light green

beneath, but dark above : the flowers come
out from the sides of the stalks, singly, or

two on a slender short peduncle : the petals are

dull white. It flowers in the beginning of

winter, and the seeds become ripe in the spring.

It is a native of the Cape.

The third has a root like the second, but the

stalks are not so strong ; they climb higher, but

do not branch so much : the leaves are much
longcrand narrower, and are of a grayish colour

:

the flowers come out from the sides of the

branches, two or three upon each peduncle :

they are of an herbaceous white colour, shap-

ed like those of the second sort, appearing

about the same time ; but have not produced

fruit in this climate. It is likewise a native

of the Cape, flowering from December to

March.
Culture.—These plants may be increased by

planting offsets, taken from the roots in the sum-
mer season, about July, in pots filled with good

rich light mould, remaining in the open air till

autumn, when they should be removed into the

green- or hot-house; but the latter when in-

tended to fruit. While the plants have a

vigorous growth, they should be frequenly

refreshed with water ; but as the stems decay,

very little, especially when placed in au eastern

aspect.

The second and third sorts may be raised

from seeds, but they commonlv remain long in

the earth before they come up.

The first sort is sufficiently hardy to stand in

the open air during winter.

They afford variety in green-house and stove

collections, in the winter season.

MEDICAGO, a genus furnishing plants of
the shrubby evergreen and herbaceous annual
kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelph'ia

Dccandria, and ranks in the natural order of
Papilionaceee or Leguminosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthium, straight, campanulate-cylin-

drical, half-five-cleft, acuminate, equal : the

corolla papilionaceous: banner ovale, entire;

the margins bent in, the whole bent back

:

wings ovate-oblong, affixed bv an appendage
to the keel, with rhe sides converging under the

keel : keel oblong, bifid, spreading, blunt, bent

down from the pistil, and gaping from the ban-
ner : the stamina have diadelphous filaments,

united almost to the tops : anthers small : the

pislillum is a pedicelled oblong germ, curved

in, compressed, involved in the filaments,

starting from the keel, bending back the

banner, ending in a short, awl-shaped, almost

straight style : stigma terminating, very small :

the pericarpium is a compressed legume, long,

bent in : the seeds several, kidney-shaped or

angular.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. arlorea,

Tree Medick, or Moon Trefoil ; 2. M. polymor-
plui, Variable Medick, or Snail and Hedge-hog
Trefoil.

The first is a shrub growing to the height of
from four or five to eight or ten feet, and being
covered with a gray bark, the whole has a hoary
appearance : the stem divides into many
branches, with ternate leaves at each joint, on
foot-stalks about an inch in length : there bemg
several of these leaves together, the whole
shrub is closely covered with them ; and it is

never destitute of leaves : the component leaf-

lets are small, lanceolate, (or, wedge-shaped,
emarginate,) and hoary on their under side: the

flowers are produced on peduncles from the

side of the branches, four or five together, and
are of a bright yellow : the pods contain three

or four small seeds. It flowers a great part of
the year, and when sheltered is seldom destitute

of them ; beginning in the open air to flower in

April, and continuing till December.
It grows in great plenty in Abruzzo, and

Naples.

The second species has an annual, oblong,

branched root ; the stems more or less procum-
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bent, somewliat angular, hoary, from a hand to

a foot in length, ternate : k-aflcts roundish, re-

tuse, subserrate, glaucous-green, petioled : the

upper ones smaller, soft, tomentosc: the stipules

entire or toothed, sessile, in pairs at the base of

the petioles : the peduncles axillary, much longer

than the leaves, round, pubescent, forming a

spike : flowers very small, commonly yellow :

the calyx smaller than the corolla, hirsute,

green-hoary : the legumes shell-snailed, small,

one-cclIcd, of different shades of brown or

blackish when ripe, ciliate, aculeate or naked :

the seeds ovate, smooth, convex on one side,

flat on the otlier, lemon-coloured. It is a na-

tive of the South of Europe.

There are numerous varieties and subvarieties,

but the principal are: theCommonSnailMedica-
!;q, with large smooth pods, shaped and twisted

Tike a snail ; the Hedge-hog Medicago, with

large prickly snail- shaped pods, armed with spines

pomting everyway like a hedge-hog; with turbi-

nated pods; with globular pods ; with orbicular

pods ; with long crooked pods ; with double

pods; with clustered pods ; with twisted pods;
and with jagged leaves.

Culture.—The first sort may be raised from
seeds or cuttings.

The seeds should be sown in the early spring,

on a warm border, or in pots of light mould,
and plunged in a moderate hot-bed, till the

plants have attained a little growth ; when they

should be gradually hardened to the full air. In

both methods the plants should be kept clean,

and have protection in the following winter

from frost, and in the spring they should be

planted out, some into pots to have the manage-
ment of green-house plants, and others into

the borders and nursery-rows, in dry warm si-

tuations, the former to remain, and the latter to

be occasionally transplanted.

When they are increased by cuttings, they

should be planted on a bed of light rich

earth, or in pots of the same sort of mould,
and plunged in a moderate hot-bed, due shade

and water being given ; and when they have
formed good roots, in the autumn they may be
removed into other pots or the situations in

which they are to remain, shading and watering
them till they are well rooted, when they

should be trained up to sticks, to have straight

stems and regular heads, their irregular shoots

being annually pruned to keep them in order.

These plantsare found togrow strongerand flower

belter v^hen kept in warm situations in the

open air, than when managed as green-house
plants. They should, however, be sheltered in

very severe winters.

The second sort and varieties maybe raised from
Vol. II.

seed, which should be sown in the early spring
months in the places where the plants are to

remain, in patches of several seeds, afterwards
thinning the plants to two or three of the best,

when they require no further culture. It is the
double sorts that are chiefly cultivated in (he
garden.

They both afford variety in the borders and
other parts, and the former in the green-
house.

MEDLAR. See Mespilus.
MEDUSA'S HEAD. See Euphorbia.
MELASTOMA, a genus containing plants

of the evergreen tree and shrub exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Monogi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of
Cahjcanthemcp.

The characters are . that the calyx is a onc-
leafed, bell-shaped perianthium, ventricose at

the base, four or five-cleft, permanent : the co-
rolla has four or five roundish petals, inserted into

the throat of the calyx : the stamina have eight

or ten filaments, inserted into the calyx, short

:

anthers long, somewhat curved, upright, one-
celled, gaping at top with an oblique hole :

scalelets two, very small, diverging, annexed to

each filament below the anther, the rudiment of
another cell : the pistillum is a roundish germ,
in the belly of the calyx : style filiform, straight

:

stigma blunt or headed : the pericarpium is a
two-, three-, four-, or five-celled berry, wrapped
up in the calyx, roundish, crowned with a
cylindric rim : the seeds very many and nest-
ling.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. grossu-
lar'mdes, American Gooseberry of Surinam

;

2. M. holosericea, Satiny-leaved Melastoma of
Brazil.

Other species may be cultivated for variety.

The first seldom grows more than seven or
eight feet high, spreading out into many slender
branches, covered with a smooth purple bark :

the leaves are lanceolate, five inches long, and
two broad in the middle, smooth on both sides,

entire, acute-pointed:, the flowers are produced
in pretty long hanging bunches, of an herba-
ceous colour, with styles stretched out a good
length beyond the petals, and permanent \ the
fruit small and black when ripe. It is a native of
Surinam.
The second species has a shrubby stem,

rough-haired, with membranaceous corners :

the leaves cordate at the base, acuminate, whit-
ish underneath, nine-nerved, with three nerves
thicker : the racemes o])posite, subdivided, with
a sessile flower in the forkings: the last pedicels

three-flowered : the corollas rather large : the

calyx oblonc, five-cleft ; segments lanceolate,

O
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acute : the pct.-ils five, obovate, roiiniTish,

blunt, sprcadi'.ig, longer than the scgiueiits of

the calyx, -violet-purple : the lilaments ten, the

length ' of the corolla, filitbrni, purple : the

anthers very long, sickle-shaped : the germ

oblong : the style long and curved : the stigma

thickish : the fiuit a berrv. It is a native of

Brazil.

Culture.—These plants arc best obtained by

having the entire fruits put up in their native

places in dry sand as soon as ripened and im-

mediately forwarded, which as soon as they ar-

rive should be taken out, and the seeds sown in

pots of light earth, plunging them in a moderate

hot-bed of tanner's bark : when the plants are up,

and fit to remove, they should be planted each

in a small pot of light earth, re-plunging them

into the tan-bed.

They afterwards require the management of

other woody stove plants.

Thev may also be increased by laying the

young branches in the spring and by plant-

m? cuttings of the young shoots in the summer
season in pots., and plunging them in a hot-bed.

They nmst afterwards have the same culture as

the others.

MELIAj a genus containing plants of the

deciduous and evergreen exotic tree kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria

Monopjnia, and ranks in the natural order of

TrlhitulcB

.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, very small, five-toothed, up-

right, blunt : the corolla has five linear-lanceo-

late petals, spreading, long : nectary cylin-

dric, one-leafed, the length of the corolla, with

a ten-toothed mouth : the stamina have ten fila-

ments, very small, inserted within the apex of

the nectary : anthers not exceeding the nec-

tary, oblong : the pistillum is a conical germ :

style cylindric, the length of the nectary : stig-

ma capitate, with five converging valves : the

pericarpinm is a globular soft drupe : the seed

a roundish nut, five-grooved, five-celled.

The species are: l.M. Azedarach, Common
Bead-tree : 2. M. semperi'irevs, Evergreen

lead-tree; 3. M. Azediiachta, Indian Ever-

green Bead tree.

The first, in its native situation, grows to a

laroe tree, spreading out into many branches:

the leaflets are notched and indented on their

edges, deep green above, and paler underneath

:

the flowers come out IVom the side of the

branches in long loose bunches : the petals

are blue : the fruit oblong, the size of a small

cherry, giecn at first, buf when ripe changing

to a pale yellow : the nut four- or five-celled,

with one oblong seed in each cell. It flowers in

July, but seldom produces seeds : it drops the

leaves in autunm, and puts out I'rcsh ones iu'

the spring: the pulp surrounding the nut is said

to be poisonous. The nuts are bored and strung

for beads. It is a native of Syria.

The second species, which has generally been
regarded as a variety, is thought by S-.vartz ta

be a distinct species, differing from that in

being smaller and often iiowering for two years

together: the leaflets, which are bright green,

are seldom more than seven, wrinkled a little,

deeper and more unequally serrate and acumi-
nate. It is a native of the East Indies.

The third becomes a large tree in India. Ths
stem is thick, the wood of a pale yellow, and
the bark of a dark purple colour, and very bitter :

the branches extend wide on every side : the

leaves are composed of five or six pairs of ob-
long acute-pointed leaflets, terminated by an
odd one; they are serrate, of a light green colour,

and of a strong disagreeable odour; they stand

upon pretty long foot-stalks, opposite, or

alternate: the flowers are produced in long
branching panicles from the side of the

branches : they are small, white, and sit in

small calyxes, cut into five acute segment* :

fruit oval, the size of small olives, green,

turning yellow, and when ripe changing to

purple : the pulp is oily, acrid, and bitter :

the nut is white, and shaped like that of the

former.

Culture.—These plants are all capable of being

increased by seeds, which in the first sort are

obtained from abroad, and should be sown in

pois of light rich earth in the spring, plunging

them in a hot-bed of tanner's bark or dung,
under frame and glasses, giving frequent water-
ings and fresh air when the plants are come
up, being fully exposed in a moderate shade,

during the summer, and placed under a frame
in the autumn, &c. to have the free air all

winter in open weather, and be sheltered from
frost.

In the following March they may be planted

in separate small pots, plunged in a bark-bed,

&c. Though this last is not absolutely neces-

sary, when practised it greatly facilitates their

rooting and early growth.

When they have been thus managed for three

or four years, and shifted occasionally into larger

pots ; some of the strongest and most woody
plants may be planted out in the full ground
under a warm wall, or in a diy sheltered part of

the shrubbery. The proper season for this

work is the first fortnight in April.

Some plants should likewise be placed in

pots, to have the management of green-house

exotic plants, lest those in the open ground
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should be destroyed by tljc frost during the

winter season.

In the second and third sorts, the seeds

should be sown in pots and plunged in the

bark-bed, and n)anaged nearly as the first sort ;

but, as being much more tender, must be always

kept in pots, and plunged in the tan-bed in the

stove during their early growth ; alierwards,

when they have acquired considerable size and

strength, they may be placed in the open air tor

a month or two in the heat ot summer, but

the rest of the year be kept in the hot-house :

managing them as other woody exotic stove

plants.

The last sort is not common in the gardens.

The first sort is proper for shrubberies and

other parts in warm situations as well as for

the green-house, and the others for stove

collections.

MELIANTHUS, a genus containing plants

of the perennial exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dich/namhi

Ani^iospermia, and ranks in the natural order of

Corydales.

The characters are : that the calyx is a large

pcrianthium, five-parted, coloured, unequal : the

two upper segments oblong, erect ; the lowest

very short, like a bag, gibbons downwards ; the

middle segments opposite interior, lanceolate,

the uppermost simple, erect : the corolla has

four petals, lanceolate-linear, with the tops

reflex, from parallel spreading, turned outwards,

forming the lower lip, as the calyx itself does

the upper, connected at the sides in tlie middle:

nectary one-leafed, placed within tlie lowest

segment of the calyx, and fastened to it with
the receptacle, very short, compressed at the

sides, gashed at the edge, turned downwards by
the back : the stamina have four awl-shaped
filaments, upright, the length of the calyx ; the

two lower shorter, united at the base : anthers

cordate-oblong, four-celled in front: the pistil-

lum is a four-cornered germ, gibbous, four-

toothed: style upright awl-shaped, of the same
length, and in the same situation with the

stamens : stigma four-cleft, with the upper
segment larger : the pericarpium is a quadran-
gular capsule, haif-four-cleft, angles sharp, di-

stant : cells inflated : partitions open in the

centre for a receptacle of the seeds, gaping be-
tween the angles : the seeds in fours, subolo-
bular, annexed to the centre of the capsule.

The species cultivated are: 1. 3i. major,
Great Honey-flower; -2. iM. minor, Small
Honey- flower.

The first has a woody, perennial, spreading
root : the stems nuia\-, woodv, four or fiv.-

feet high, herbaceous towards the top : the

leaves large, embracing the stem at the base,

where they have a large single stipule fastened

on the upper side of the foot-stalk, with two
cars at the base, which also embrace the stem:
the leaves have four or f^ve pairs of very large

leaflets, deeply jagged into acute segments; and

between them runs a leafy jagged border or wing
alonic the upper side of the midrib, so as to

connect the ieailets at the base ; they are of a

gray colour : the spikes are pretty long, spring-

nig from between the leaves towards the top of

the stalks : the corolla is brown or chocolate

colour. It has been remarked by Linnaeus, that

when shaken while m flower it distils a

shower of nectar. It is a native of the

Cape.
I'he second species rises with round, soft,

woody stalks; five or six feet high, sending out

two or three branches from the sides: the leaves

are not half so large as those of the preceding,

deep green on the upper, and whitish on the

under side : the llowers come out from the side

of the stalks in loose hanging panicles, each

sustaining six or eight flowers, smaller than
those of the first sort : the lower part of the

petals is green, the upper saffron-coloured, and
on the outside, in the swelling part of the pe-

tals, is a blush of fine red. AJr. Curtis re-

marks, that the stem, which is shrubby, during

the flowering season is apt to exhibit a naked
appearance, having then fewer leaves on it,

and those not of their full size : that the

foliage has an unpleasant smell ; and that the

nectar does not flow so copiously as in the large

sort, but is retained at the bottom of the corolla,

and is of a dark brown colour. It is a native of
the Cape.

Culture.—These plants may be increased bv
suckers from the roots and cuttings of the yountr

stalks or branches.

The first sort is best raised by planting the

suckers or side-shoots, any time in the spring

or summer seasons, choosing such as are furnish-

ed with root fibres, in pots, or the places where
they are to remain, which, after they are

planted and have taken root, require little fur-

ther care but to keep them clean from weeds.
Tiie cuttings may be planted during any of tlie

summer months, due water and shade beini''

given. When they ha\e taken root they should

be planted out where they are to remain, or in

separate pots, to be managed as green-house
plants.

The second sort is raised with moredifliculty,

and chieHy from cuttings, which should be
planted upon an old hot-bed, the heat of which
is over, and covered close with bell- or hand-
fflasses to exclude the air. When tlie\- liase^

2
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taken root they may be planted out in pots and
sheltered in the winter under a frame tor a year
or two till they are become strong, after which
they may be set out in a warm border, and be
managed in the same manner as the first sort.

They succeed best in a dry soil and warm
situation ; but some plants should always be
kept in pots and treated as green-house plants,

iest those in the open ground be destroyed by
severe f'ro-ils.

They afford ornament and variety in the
borders and clamps, as well as among other
plants in the green-house.

MELISSA, a genus containing plants of
the hardy herbaceous, tibrous-rooled perennial

kind.

It belongs to the class and order D'tdynamia
Gi/mnospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of Feriicillaice.

The charaters are : that the calyx is a one-
leaved perianthiuni, subcampanulate, dry-sca-

riose, spreadiiig a little, angular, striated, per-

manent, with a two-lipped mouth : upper lip

three-toothed, reflex-spreading, ilat; lower lip

shorier, sharpish, two-parted : the corolla one-
petalled, ringent : tube cylindrical : throat

gaping: upper lip shorter, erect, arched, round-
ish, bifid : lower lip trifid : middle segment
larger, cordate : the stamina have tour awl-
shaped filaments; two the length of the corolla,

two shorter by half: anthers small, converg-
ing in pairs : the pistillum is a four-cleft germ:
style filiform, the length of the corolla, inclin-

ing along with the stamens beneath the upper
lip of the corolla : stigma slender, bifid, reflex:

there is no pcricarpium : calyx larger, unchang-
ed, fostering the seeds in its bosom : the seeds

four, ovate.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. officinalis,

Oflicinal or common garden Baum or Balm
;

2. il/. grandijlora, Great-fiowercd Baum ; 3.

M. Cretica, Cretan Baum ; 4. M. Jruiicosa,

Shrubby Baum,
The first has a perennial root, and an an-

nual stalk, which is square, branchinrr, from
two to three feet high : the leaves by pairs at

each joint, two inches and a half long, and al-

most two inches broad at the base, growing-

narrower towards the top, indented about the

edges; the lower ones upon pretty long foot-

stalks ; flowers grow in loose small bunches
from the axils in -a horls, upon single petluncles:

they are white, or yclioivish, and appear in

July. It is a native of the southern parts of

Eiuope.
It varies, with variegated leaves, and with

tb.e stalks slender, the kaves much shorter, the

whole plant hairy, and of a strong disagreeable

odour : the flowers in whorls, sitting pretty

close to the branches, and smaller than those

of the conmion sort. This is the Roman
Baum.
The second species has a perennial root

and an annual stalk, rising about a foot high ;

ihe leaves in pairs at each joint, an inch and a

half long, and three quarters of an inch broad,

serrate, of a lucid green on the upper side,

and whitish on the under : single peduncles

come out from the axils, half an inch long,

and dividing into two smaller ones, each sustaiu-

ine; two flowers upon short separate pedicels: the

flowers are large, of a purple colour. It flowers

in June, ripening seeds in August, and is a

native of Tuscany, &.c.

There are varieties with white flowers; with

red flowers ; and with variegated leaves. They
are all inferior to the purple.

The third has slender stems, low, straight, a

little woody, and dark purple : the leaves are

small, roundish, hoary : the flowers small and
white, appearing in June; the seeds ripen in

autumn. It seldom continues more thau

two or three years, and is a native of the South
of Europe.
The fourth has also slender shrubby stems,

about nine inches long, putting out small, op-
posite side-branches : the leaves small, hoary,

ovate-acuminate : the flowers are in whorled
spikes at the end of the stalks : they are small

and white or pale purple, appearing in July,

and ripening seeds in autumn. The whole
plant has a strong scent of pennyroyal, and is

of short continuance.

Culture.—The first and second sorts may be

readily increased by parting the roots and
planting them out in the early autunm, as Octo-
ber, time enough for the oft'sets to be establish-

ed before the winter frosts come on. They
should be divided into small pieces with three

or four buds to each, and the first sort planted

two feet a-part in beds of common garden earth,

and the second sort in the borders or other

parts singlv, iii larger offset slips. The only

culture they afterwards require is to keep them
clean from weeds, and to cut off the decayed

stalks annually in autumn, digging or stirring

the ground between the plants m the conmion
sort.

The third sort mav be raised by sowing

the seeds in the autunm or spring, or where the

seeds are pennitted to scatter there will be a

suflicicnt su|i|.'ly of young plants.

The fourth species may also be increased by

seeds sown in the spring on beds or in pots, or by

cuttings planted in the same manner, in any of

the summer months, and shaded from the sun.
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Tliey frequently live through tlie winter in

warm borders; but it is always proper to keep

a plant or two in pots, slieltered under a tramc

during that season.

The first sort is useful for various domestic

purposes, and the others ornamental in the

borders, clumps, and other parts, as well as

afiording variety among potted plants.

MELITTIS, a genus containing a plant of

the ilowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order D'uli/iiuinia

Gymno'ipeimin, and ranks in the natural order

of FcrtkiUatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianihium, bell-siiaped, round, straight,

with a two-lipped mouth: upper lip higher,

emarginate, acute; lower shorter, bifid, acute,

with the divisions gaping : the corolla one-pe-

talled, ringenl : tube much narrower than the

calyx : opening scarcely thicker than the tube :

upper lip erect, roundish, entire : lower spread-

ing, trifid, blunt; middle- segment larger, flat,

entire : the stamina have four filaments, awl-

shaped, under the upper lip, the middle ones
shorter than the two outer: anthers convern;ing

by pairs in form of a cross, bifid, blunt : the

pistillum is a blunt germ, four-cleft, villose :

style filiform, the length and situation of the

stamens : stigma bifid, acute : there is no peri-

carpium : calyx unchanged, containing the

seeds at the bottom : the seeds four.

The species cultivated is : JVI. Melissophyl-
liim, Bastard Baum.

It has a perennial root, sending up in the

spring three, four, or more stems, a foot and a

half high or more, upright, with a few branches
at the base : the whole plant is hairy : the

leaves opposite, petioled, ovate, elliptic, or

ovate-lanceolate, somewhat pointed, unevenly
and bluntly serrate, the serratures terminating in

purplish glands slightly villose, wrinkled: pe-
tioles channelled above, hirsute, united at the

base ; the flowers large, handsome, growing
chiefly on one side, in half whorls, about six

flowers together, of a purplish white colour. It

is a native of several parts of Europe, flowering

in May or June,

Much honey is secreted from a gland that

encircles the base of the germ ; it is a favourite

plant with bees.

There is a variety smaller in all respects, with
the leaves ovate and heart-shaped, the flowers

not so large, and usually of a pale red, but
sometimes white, which is a native of Switzer-
land, &c.

CuUi'.re.—These plants are capable of being
inci cased by p.trting the roots and planting

them out early in the autumn where they are to

remain. The roots should not be parted nftcncr

than every third year. When seeds can be
procured, they may also be raised bv sowing
them in the earlv sprini;, where they are to rc-

ntain. The |ilants succeed best in a loamy s<;il

and eastern aspect.

They aiford ornament in the borders and
other parts of pleasure-grounds.

MF:L0N. See Cucumis.
MELON-GROUND, the space or portion of

ground in the kitchen-garden, or other place,

appropriated to the culture of Melons and
other vegetables that require artificial heat. See
Garden, and Melonary.
MELONARY, the portion of ground in the

kitchen-garden principally allotted for the busi-

ness of early and general hot-bed work, in the

culture of Melons and Cucumbers as well as

occasionally in other framing culture.

These places are mostly inclosed bv some sort

of fence, and are particularly convenient and
useful, as in the practice of hot-bed culture

there is unavoidably a considerable litterino^ oc-
casioned at times, by means of the necessary
supplies of hot-dung, straw, litter, and other
materials, both in the making of the beds and
after-culture ; which by this means being con-
fined to a particular part, the whole is perform-
ed more conveniently, andwithoutineommoding
the ceconomy of the other parts of the garden.
They are also very useful when properly

chosen in the driest and warmest situations, in
the advantage of having the hot-beds on dry
ground, and sheltered from cutting winds, with
the full benefit of the whole day's sun, as well
as in being more secure.

In considerable gardens, the places allotted for

this use are sometimes of such extent, as to have
the hot-houses, or forcing-houses, and other ap-
purtenances of that kind, where culture bv arti*-

ficial heat is required, near together, bv which
time and trouble is saved.

In the choice of a place for this purpose,
some part of the warmest, best-sheltered, dry
quarter of the garden, which is well defended
from the northerly and north-easterly winds
and where the ground is dry at all seasons, not li-

able to inundation or the stagnation of water, and
conveniently situated for bringing in dung, t.tii,

earth, &c., should be fixed up'ju.

And if, with these advantages, it lies rather
a little higher or very gently sloping towards
some lower part, it will be more prcjpcr, espe-
cially when towards the full sun Irom risiiu- to

setting, so as to admit of ranging the hot- beds
longitudinally east and west,, or as nearly in thai

direction as possible. See GAiiDr.v.

The extent or dimensions must be aecardin;"; to
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fliC qmnthyof liot-bcd framing required, as From

two or three, to ten, tucnly, or thirty tVanici,

or more; and sometimes also for hot-bed ridges

for hand-glasses in the same propoitipns. They
may of course be from two or three to five or

ten rods square, or to that of a quarter, or half

an acre, or more; in which, besides the part im-

meJiatelv allotted for the hot-beds, it is conve-

n:ent to have room lor the pre\ious preparation

of tiic dims, &c. as well as for compost, heaps

of earth, &c. in preparation for earthing the

hot-beds.

In respect to form, the most eligible shape is

that of scjuare, either an equal or an oblong square.

When inclosed, the fences may be six, seven,

or eight feet high in the northerly or back part

Bnd five or six in front, the sides corresponding,

ihongh when extensive they may be nearly of

equat height all round.

The internal part, or immediate place for the

hot-beds, even when dry, should be a little ele-

vated to throw off the falling wet of heavy rain,

&e. ; and when unavoidably low, or liable to be

wet in winter or spring, be raised, with some dry

materials, considerabty above the general level,

ihat the hot-beds may stand dry, as well as to

afford advantage in performing the business of

culture.

The ground for the immediate place of the

hot-beds may generailv remain even or level

:

some however form shallow trenches, the width

and lenoth of the intended hot-beds, as from six

to twelve inches deep, and make the lower part

of the bed in the trench ; which, however, is

•more proper in a dry or somewhat elevated si-

tuation than in low or wet ground, as water is

ant to settle in the bottom, and chill the beds,

occasioning the heat to decline suddenly.

Besides, bv having the hot-beds wholly above-

•ground, there is a better opportunity of ap-

-plyins: the oceaiional linings quite from the

bottom upwards. See Gardex, and Cucumis.
By proper attention in the •construction of the

different parts of these grounds and in the build-

•inc of the fences, they may also be rendered

•liilrhlv uscfvd in ralsinq; varimts kinds of fruit.

MtLON-TliiSi'LT!:. See Cactus.
MET.OPEl'0. See Cocurbita.
MENlSPliHMUM,a genus containing plants

Kjf the hardy climbing kind.

It belongs to the class and order D'wedu Do-
•decaridria, and ranks in the natural order of

:Snr,..en'ficecp.

The characters are: that the male has the calyx

a two-leaved perianthium : lea^'ets linear, short:

the corolla petals outer six, ovate, spreading, equal,

inner eight, obcordate, concave, smaller than

iht oulcf, lour of them in the inner row wider:

the stamina have sixteen filaments, cylindric, a
little longer than the corolla : anthers terminat-

ing, very short, bluntly four-lobed : femak ; ca-

lyx and corolla as in the male : the stamina have

eight filaments, like those of the male: anthers

pellucid, barren : the pistillun) has two or three

germs, ovate, curved inwards, converging, pedi-

celled : styles solitary, very short, recurved :

stigmas bifid, blunt : the pericarpium has two
or three berries, roundish-kidr.cy-form, one-

celled: the seeds solitary, kidney-form, large.

The species cultivated are: I. AI. Caiiade/iie,

Canadian Moon-seed; 2. M. Virginkum, Vir-

ginian Moon-seed ; 3. M. Caro/iiium, Carolina

RIoon-sccd.

The first has a thick woody root : the stems

many, climbing, becomins woody, and rising

to the height of twelve or iourteen feet, twisting

theujselves about the neighbouring plants for

support: the leaves are large, smooth, with the

footstalk almost in the middle, and a hollow

there on the upper side : the flowers come out

in loose bunches from the side of the stem :

they are of an herbaceous colour, small, and
composed of two rows of oblong oval petals :

the stem twines in a direction contrary to tlie

sun's apparent motion, and is smooth and even.

It is a native of Canada, &c., flowering in June
and July.

The second species differs from the first in

the shape of the leaves, which are angular and
sometimes heart-shaped, hut not peltate, having

the footstalk at the base: the stems become
woody, and rise nearly as high as those of the

first sort : thev are round, slender, twining

:

the leaves are alternate, bright green, the form,

colour and consistence of Ivy-leaves, on the

upper part of the stem entire, as on old Ivy ;

on the nsiddle and lower part not unfrequently

angular, as in young Ivy ; although they have

very slender haiis on them, yet they have the

appearance of being smooth and shining, espe-

cially the younger leaves, for the older ones are

subhirsutc and less shining ; underneath they

arc of a paler green. The flowers and berries

differ little from the first son. It is a native of

Virginia, &c.

Tlie third differs from the second sort in its

branches not becoming woody as in that : the

stems are herbaceous, the leaves entire and

hairy, and not more than half so large; nor is

the plant so hardy, so that it does not produce

flowers in this climate, unless the season be

very warm. It is a native of Carohna.

Citlliire.—The first and second soils are easii)

propa'i.atcd by hiving down the branches in the

autumn season, and when the layers have mad.e

good roots, in the following autumn they may
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bo separated and planted out where they are to

remain. As their branches are weak and slender,

they require support; and wlicn planted near

trees thrive better than in an open situation.

The third sort ma)^ be increased by parting

the roots, and planting them out in the spring,

a little before the plants begin to shoot, in

warm situations where the soil is light, as in

strong retentive land the roots are apt to rot.

When planted close to a wall exposed to the

south or west, their stalks may be fastened

against the wall, to prevent their trailing upon
the ground ; in which situations the plants fre-

quently flower. Tiicv should have a little shel-

ter in severe frost in order to preserve their

stalks.

They afford ornament and variety as climbers

in the shrubberies and other parts.

MENTHA, a genus containing plants of

the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didi/namia

Gijmnospermkt, and ranks in the natural order

of FtrtkiUalce or Labiatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed, tubular perianthium, upright, five-

toothed, equal, permanent : the corolla one-

petallcd : petals upright, tubular, a little longer

than the calyx : border four-parted, almost

equal ; the upper segment wider, emarginate :

the stamina have four filaments, awl-shaped,

upright, distant, the two nearest longer: anthers

roundish : the pistillum is a four-cleft germ :

style filiform, upright, longer than the corolla :

stigma bifid, spreading : there is no pericar-

pium : calyx upright, with the seeds in the

bottom ; the seeds four and small.

The species cultivated are: 1. i\/. viridis.

Spear Mint ; '2. M. rotwul'ifolia, Round-leaved
Mint: 3. M. crispa, Curled Mint; 4. M.
piperita, Pepper-Mint; 5. M. gentilis, Red
Mint; 6. M. Pulegium, Pennyroyal; 7. M.
cervina, Hyssop-leaved Mint, or Upright Pen-
nyroyal.

The first has long, creeping, very spreading

roots; the stalks are upright, square, single,

green, rising two or three feet in height : leaves

spear-shaped, serrated, close-sitting, smooth,
very green : the stalks are terminated by purp-

lish flowers, in oblong erect spikes : the stamina

longer than the corolla, the latter of which is

purplish red. It is a native of Britain, &c.
As it is not so hot to the taste as Peppermint,

and having a more agreeable flavour than niost

of the other sorts, it is generallv preferred for

culinary and other purposes. The leaves and
tops arc used in spring salads, and eaten as

sauce with lamb, and, when dried, in soups,

&c.

There are several varieties : as broad-ieafetl 5

narrow-leafed ; curled-leafed; variegated-ieafed ;

silver- striped-lcafed
;
gold-striped- leaied.

The second species has the stems from two to

three feet in height, erect, hairy or shaggv, the

liairs pointing more or less downwards : the

leaves are somewhat cordate, rugged, stronglv

and sharply crenate or rather serrate, the teeth

and points of the small upper ones being often

very taper : the under side is shaggy not hoary,

and all the veins are fringed as it were with

close hairs : the spikes are several, terminating

erect, sharpish, not very densely whorled : th

bractes lanceolate, hairy, sharp and projecting:-

the flowers reddish : the calyciue teeth broad at

the base ; the stamens always nuieh l')n<i,er than

the corolla. It is a native of several parts of
Europe, flowering in August and September.
It it found in gardens variegated.

The third has the stems hair\', much branch-
ed, about the same height with common
Spear Mint : the leaves deeply indejited on
their edges, waved and curled, light green : the

flowers purple, growing in thick interrupted

spikes at the top of the stalks : the calyx cut

almost to the bottom : the stvle standing out

beyond the corolla. It is a native of Den-
mark, or Siberia.

The fourth species has smooth purple stalks :

the leaves are smaller than those of Spear

'

Mint ; they are lanceolate, serrate, very dark
green, with purple midrib and veins, and they

are a little hairy on their under side : the spikes

of flowers are shorter and thicker than those of

Spear Mint, and are broken or interrupted at

bottom, the lower whorls peduncled, distant,

consisting of from nine to twelve : the corolla

is of a dark purple colour, and the stamens are

longer than the corolla.

In external appearance it corresponds with

the first sort, for which it may easily be

mistaken ; but in that the stem is taller, the

leaves have scarcely any petioles, and are nar-

rower in proportion to their length, the spikes

are longer and composed of more whorls. It is

a native of Britain, flowering in August,
The fifth has several erect stems, growing in

tufts, about eighteen inches high, with harsh
somewhat hairy angles, more or less reddish in

the upper part, branched, leafy : the leaves

most crowded towards the iipper part, sharply

serrate, veiny, punctuated with shinins dots,

having a few short hairs scattered over them,
especially about the margin, and along the

nerves on the back : their usual scent is much
like that of the first sort, but the smell of

Mints is very variable. It is a native of several

parts of Europe.
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There is a variety with the scent of Basil

;

Orange scented Mint; Gold striped orange Mint

;

Yellow orange Mint : and Reddish oranoe
Mint.

The sixth species has a fibrous perennial root:
the stems smooth, and putting out roots at every
joint : the leaves tor the most part entire : the
flowers towards the upper part of the branches,
just above the leaves at each joint, in whorls :

ibe corolla small, pale purple ; upper lip entire :

the stamens of the same length with the corolla,

but the style somew hat longer. It is a native of
many jiarts of Europe, flowering in August and
September.

It varies with a white flower, and with the
stems erect, nearly a foot high: the leaves longer
and narrower : the whorls of flowers much
larger : the stamens longer than the corolla

:

this is Spanish Pennyroyal, which has almost
superseded the other sort ; the stems being
more erect, it is easier to tie in bunches, and it

•comes earlier to flower, and has a brighter ap-
pearance.

The seventh has also erect stems, nearly two
feet high, sending out side branches all their

length : the leaves are very narrow, and of a
thicker substance than those of common
Pennyroyal : the whorls of flowers are rather
larger, and the stalks are frequently terminated
by them : the scent is not quite so strong as that

of the sixth sort. It flowers about the same
time, and is a native of the South of France
and Italy.

There is a variety with white flowers, grow-
ing taller than the common one with purple
flowers, -which is by some preferred to the sixth

sort for medicinal use, and called Hart's
Pennyroyal.

Ct/lture in the mint kind.—^These plants may
all be increased with facility by young offset plants
or shoots, or by parting their roots, and planting
ithem out in the spring, or by planting cuttings
during any of the summer months in a moist
soil. After the cuttings are planted, when the
season is dry, they should be often watered un-
til they have taken root ; when they require no
further care, but to be kept clean from weeds.
The best method is to plant them in beds about
four feet wide, allowing a path about two feet

broad between them, to water, weed, and cut
4he plants; being set four or five ineiics or more
distant in the rows, as the plants spread much
Sit their roots ; on which account the beds
should not stand longer tlian three years before
planting them again, as by that time the roots

become so closely matted, as to rot and decay
i-ach otlier when they stand longer.

The iieiieral culture is that of clearina; them

from weeds in spring and sunimer, cutting down
all the reniainmg stalks annually in autumn

;

clearing them of all weeds ; digging the alleys,

and spreading a little of the earth over the

beds.

Plantations tl),us formed will afford several

cuttings every summer, when only wanted
young for use, for culinary purposes ; but when
for drying to keep in winter, or green for dis-

tilling or medicinal use, the plants should gene-

rally be suffered to stand until nearly full grown,
and they are just coming into flower; which
being then cut down close, the roots send up
another crop fit for cutting again in the begin-

ing of autunm, or towards Michaelmas ; each

general cutting being always made as close to

the ground as possible.

Forcing Mini -an hot-leds.—When it is much
wanted for salads in the \\inier and early spring

seasons, a hot -bed should be made for this purpose,

any time after November till the spring, about

two feet thick of dung, covering it with garden-

frames and glasses, or wiUi mats, on arched

sticks, which should then be earthed over with

rich mould, six inches thick ; when a quantity

of the roots should be taken up from a bed and
planted pretty close together upon the surface

of the bed, moulding them over an inch deep

with fine earth, putting on the lights, or other

coverings, keeping them close in the nights and

in bad weather, but admitting fresh air in mild

weather. The plants soon come up, w hen con-
tinue to admit fresh air in fine weather, and
give moderate waterings, and they will soon
be ready to have their young green tops gather-

ed for use.

When the plants are two or three inches

high, they are ready for being cropped, after

which they readily break out again, and fresh

shoots rise from the bottom ; so that the same
bed furnishes fresh supplies a long time; two
beds, made at different times, being generally

sufficient for the whole winter use.

In this way Mint mav be obtained young
and green from the time that in the natural

ground goes oflf in autumn until it comes in

again in the spring season.

It may also be procured by planting some
roots thick in large pots, and placing them in a

hot-house, as they quickly shoot and furnish

plants of young green Mint.

Where this practice is much attended to,

small fresh plantations should be made annu-
ally in the open ground for the purpose of

furnishing a sutHciency of roots, proper for

taking up at forcing time, without disturbing

those of the principal crops.

Culture ill the I'cninjroijid kinds.—These may
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be increased in the same manner as above, and

also by their creeping stems, which should be

cut off and planted out in fresh beds, allowing

at least a toot distance every way. The young
shoots planted in the spring in the same way
also take root like the other sorts.

The proper time for this work is in the early

autumn, that the plants may be well rooted be-

fore winter.

In this way the plants are much stronger and

produce larger crops lluui w hen planted out in

the spring. When the roots remain so close

as is generally the case, they art apt to rot in

the winter season. They succeed best in a

moist strong soil.

Some of the species and varieties may be m-
troduced in the borders and other parts of plea-

sure-grounds, for ornament and variety.

MESEMBRYANTIIEMUM, a genus con-

taining plants of the succulent flowery exotic

kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Jcnsandria

Pentagijn'ia, and ranks in the natural order of

Succulentcp.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, five-cleft, superior, acute,

spreading, permanent; the corolla is one-petal-

led: petals lanceolate-linear, very numerous, in

several rows, a little longer than the calyx,

slightly united at the claws into one : the sta-

mina have numerous capillary filaments, the

length of the calyx : anthers incumbent : the

pistillum is an inferior germ, with five blunt

angles : styles commonly five, awl-shaped, up-
right, and then bent back : stigmas simple : the

pcricarpium is a fleshv capsule, roundish, the

navel marked with rays ; the cells correspond-

ing with the styles in number: the seeds very

many and roundish.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. crystaUimim,

Diamond Fig Marigold, or Ice Plant ; e. i1/.

phnuitifidum, Pinnated Fig Marigold ; 3. ]\L

TripnUum, Plane-leaved Fig Marigold ; 4. M.
cadiicum. Small-flowered Fig Marigold ; 5. ]\I.

piipuloaiim, Angular-stalked Fig Marisjold ; (i.

M. geniculijlurum, Jointed Fig Marigold ; J.

M. voct'ijiorvm, Night-flowering Fig Marigold

j

8. AI. splemk'ns, Shining Fig Marigokl; 9.

M. iimlellatum, Umbelled Fig Marigold; 10.

M. txpansiim, Houseleek-lcaved Fig Marigold;
II. Ai, calam'ij'urmc, Ouill-leaved Fig Mari-
o'old

; 12. M. beUid'ijiornm, Daisy-flowered
Fig ISIarigold; 13. M. dcltoide.t, Delta-lea\cd

Fig Marigold ; 14. Al. barhatum, Bearded Fig
MarigoldT 15. AI. hhp'uhim, Bristly Fig Mari-
gold;" 16. Al. villosinn, Hairy-stalked p'ig Ma-
riufold ;

1". Al. scalruin, Rngtied Fis Mari-
old

" ~
.
- -. ^ - - .
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gold; IS. Ai. reptunt; Creeping Fig Man-

gold ; 19. Af. unciiialum, Ilook-leaved Fiir

Marigold ; 20. Al. spinosum, Thorny Fig Ma-
rigold; 21. /If. rwi-erai'rtw, Tuberous-rooted Fig
Marigold; 22. AI. Ic.nuijbUum, Slender-leaved

Fig Marigold ; 23. AI. slipuluccum. Upright-
shrubby Fig Marigohl ; 24. AI. crassij'olium.

Thick-leaved Fig Marigold ; 25. Ai. falcatum.
Sickle-leaved Fig Marigold ; 26. AI. glomera^
turn, Clustered l-'ig Marigold ; 27. Al. hkolo-
rum, Two-coloured Fig Marigold; 28. Af.
scrralum, Serrate-leaved Fig Marigold; 29.
AI. inicans, Glittering Fig Marigold ; 30. Al.
venicuhdjun, Spit-leavcil Fig Marigold ; 31.

AI. glaucum, Glaucous-leaved Fig Marigold;
39. M. corjiiculalum, Horned Fig Marigold

;

33. AI. riiigcns, Ringent Fig Marigold; 34.
Al. dolal'iifitrtne, Hatchet-leaved Fig Marigold

j

35. AI. dijf'onne, \'arious-lcaved Fig Mangold
;

36. AI. ulbidum, White Fig Marigold; 37.
Al. Unguifonne, Tongue-leaved Fig Marigold

;

3S. Al. pughiiiifoiiue, Dagger-leaved Fig Mari-
gold ; 39. AI. tortuosiun, Twisted-leaved Fig
Marigold ; 10. AI. emarginalum, Notch-flow-
ered Fig Marigold; 41. AI. hracteatuvi, Brae-
teatcd Fig Marigold.

There are other species that may be culti-

vated.

The first is an annual plant, distinguished by
its leaves and stalks being closely covered with,

pellucid pimple; full of moisture, which whea
the sun shines on them reflect the light, and
appear like small bubbles of ice, whence it

is called the Ice Plant : others name it the
Diamond Plant, or Diamond Ficoides. The
stem has opposite and alternate cylindrical

branches, which, when luxuriant, trail upon the
ground, and are from one to two feet Ion"'. The
first four or six leaves are opposite, each pair

crossing the other, very lax and succulent, waved,
blunt, attenuated or wedge-shaped at the base,

and connate, rather kceied underneath, cspeci-
all)- at the base, with a slight corresponding-

channel along the centre of the upper surface,

which is covered with less and duller pimples
than any other part of the plant: the margin is

regularly edged, with globular papulas or pim-
ples, which are less than those on the stems :

the upper leaves are alternate, growing less and
less, nearly sessile, small : the peduncles ex-
tremely short or none, alternate, from the axils

of the upper leaves : the segments of the calvx
unequal, three of them large and leafy, beset
with pilesccnt pimples, and acutely pointed ; the
two inner much smaller, frequently coloured
with a purplish tinge, acute at the points ; the
petals very narrow, blush-coloured Vviihout,

w hitish within, sometimes entirely white. It \i

a. native of Greece, flowering in July and August.
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The second species is an annual root, not much
branched, of short duration : the whole plant is

sprinkled over with glittering particles, like the

Ice-plant, to which it bears some affinity in

its duration : the stems are branching, of a

bright red colour, trailing; the leaves yellowish-

green, opposite, attenuated at the base : the

flowers suiali, axillary, solitary, on longish pe-

duncles, yellow : the calycine segments une-
qual, three being short, two longer and broader:

the petals numerous, scarcely equal to the long-

est segments of the calyx, linear, expanding in

the afternoon: the fi'aments numerous, yellow :

the anthers yellow: the germ roundish : capsule

obtuse-angled, obtruncate : the seeds nume-
rous, small, roundish, and brown. Introdu-

ced from the Cape, flowering in July and
August.
The third species has a biennial root : the

stems are prostrate, smooth, finally terminating

in flowers : the lower leaves many, almost as

long as the stems, resembling those of Aster
Tripolium, but thicker and more succulent:

among these spring three or four stems, some-
times more round, and having two or three

joints, at each of which are two smaller leaves

at the lower, and three or four at the upper
joints : the surface in all smooth and even, and
very minute white teeth about the edge, more
perceptible in the smaller leaves, and the lower
part of the others: the flowers are usually soli-

tary, silvery white, opening in the middle of the

day, and of short duration. It is a native of
the Cape, flowering from June to September.

Tile fourth is a biennial plant. A native of
the Cape, flowering in July and August.

The fifth species has a biennial root : the

stem is short, nearly the thickness of the little

finger: the branches are opposite, spreading
very much, obscurely angular, or round, her-

baceous, green, the lower ones procumbent, and
a foot and half long : the leaves thick, nar-

rowing into a short petiole, subsessile, en-
tire, ilat, somewhat waved, opposite on the

branches, at the flowers single; that is, the flow-

ers come out singly on a peduncle opposite to a

leaf ; these, the stems, peduncles, calyxes, and
germs, are covered with very minute shining
dots, which when examined with a magnifier

appear to be clear drops like ice : the flowers

have no scent, and are open from three to six in

the afternoon. It is a native of the Cape,
flowering from April to October.

In the sixth the plant whilst young is herba-
ceous, but becoming shrubby by age: the trunk
is then woody, a fins^er or more in thickness,

covered with a brownish ash-coloured bark :

the branches are decumbent, divaricating whilst

young, cylindric, tender, covered with minute
pimples, dark green, thick, fleshy, the bark
when old becommg somewhat woody, and as-
suming various flcxuose contorted directions :

all the branches are nearly of the same thick-
ness ; but the upper ones are shorter, and more
woody next the stem : the leaves are mostly
opposite, but not always so, especially on the
flowering branches, smooth, cylindric, convex
beneath, slightly channelled above, minute-
ly pimpled : the flowers are small. It is a

native of the Cape, flowering from June to

August.
In the seventh, the trunk, which attains tlie

thickness of the little finger, is smooth and
even, covered with a bay-coloured bark, and
has frequent joints where branches have fallen :

the branches are opposite, spreading irregularly,^

and decumbent from the weight of the leaves :

the leaves pale green and slightly glaucous, ob-
tusely triangular, smooth and even, opaque, mi-
nutely and thickly dotted so as to make a very fiae

net: the lower ones longer; their upper ones,
whence the peduncles arise, shorter and thicken
the calyx four-cleft : the petals narrow, the inner
ones gradually shorter, inwardly white, out-
wardly purple : the flowers are closed during
the day, open in the evening, aud continue
so during the night, at which lime they are
very sweet. It is a native of the Cape,
flowering from June to August.

There is a variety in which the flowers are

sowewhat larger, and of a very pale yellow on
the outside.

The eighth species has woody stems, a foot

and more in length, with many short branches
and clustered leaves, with which they are so
loaded that they cannot support themselves: the
leaves are short, bluntly three-sided, thick,

smooth, and shining, pale green, scarcely if at

all glaucous, with a few thick green dots: the
flowers solitary, at the ends of the branchlets, on
very short peduncles, large, whitish or very pale

yellow within, reddish on the outside and at the
lips: the petals very narrow, the inner ones gra-
dually smaller : they appear in July and August,,
and open before and after noon when the sun
shines, opening and closing several times, and
finally closing about the fruit, which is ovate,

with five lines or angles, five-celled. It is a
native of the Cape.
The ninth has woody stems, forming a

regularly branched handsome shrub, standing
without support, with a stout stem, from two to

three feet high and even more : the branches
many, spreading every way, having four lines

runningalongthcm, which give them the appear-
ance of being quadrangular ; the leaves are subtci-
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<^uetrovi3, wrinkled, bending this way and that,

somewhat resenibhng bulls' horns, glaucous,

except the younger ones, which are green and
less wrinkled ; when held up to the light they

appear to have innumerable pores : from one
a.\d of each pair of leaves, sometimes from bolh,

one pair of leaves usually springs, \\hich be-

comes a shoot, with several pairs of leaves on
it: the flowers terminating, white, opening
when the sun shines, from seven or eight in the

morning to two or three in the afternoon, and
smelling like those of May- or White-thorn.
It is a native of the Cape, flowering from June
to September.

The tenth has the stems and branches irregu-

lar and distorted, as in the thirty-ninth sort,

from which, however, it differs in being some-
what higher and more branched ; the branches

interwoven, less woody, but softer and more
fleshy, with the bark smoother and of a paler

yellow ; the leaves greener, something wider

and thinner, with the ridge on the outer and
the groove on the inner part more conspi-

cuous, though less concave ; the dots rather

oblong than round, shinine: like silver in the

sunshine j they are not produced in bundles, as

in that sort, but more loosely, and decussated :

the flowers are somewhat larger and paler : the

petals rather wider, becoming yellowish with
age. It is a native of the Cape, flowering in

July and August.

In the eleventh the leaves are numerous,
cither upright or bending upwards, rigid, thick,

and fleshy, about a finger's length, appearing to

be round, but slightly flatted on the inside,

especially near the base ; they are deep green

and glaucous, thickly set with small green dots

and some transverse lines, pointed at the end

;

the point purple or green : the flowers solitary,

on a short scape from the centre of the plant,

large : the calycine segments are unequal : the

petals very narrow, white, shining like silver in

the sun, void of scent, opening ahout noon in

July, August, and September. It is a native of
the Cape.

The twelfth species has the leaves clustered,

decussated, from an inch to two inches in

length, deeply glaucous, flat above, but below
produced into a sharpish back, towards the end,
both above and below, or on all the sides armed
with stitfish sharp toothlets ; they are smooth,
and do not appear to be dotted unless they are

held up to the light, but they have a few trans-

verse wrinkles : the peduncles arc from an inch
to an inch and half and two inches in height,

tender, round, usually leafless, but sometimes
having a pair of leaves: the flowers are solitary,

terminating, the form and size of a Daisy,

whitish with a tinge of purple, and streaked
with a purple line along the middle of each
petal both within and without j they spread out
regularly in two or three rows, and are some-
times entire, sometimes cut a little at the end,
opening about noon. It is a native of the Cape^
flowering from June to Aut;ust.
The thirteenth has the ped^incles one-flowered,

two-leaved : the corollas pale purple, sweet-
smelling, not longer than the calyx : the sta-
mens white, upright, and forming a cone: the
ajithers are yellow : the flowers open in the
morning as soon as the sun shines strongly upon
them. It is a native of the Cape.

There are different varieties; as the Great
Delta-leaved, the Small Delta-leaved Marigold.

In the fourteenth species, the Icallets of the calyx
being bearded at the tip, as well as the leaves
of the plant, show the origin of the perian-
thium. The least interior petals, which sur-
round the stamens, are white. It is a native of
the Cape.

There are several varieties; as the shrubby,
bearded, the small dwarf-bearded, and the great
dwarf-bearded.

The fifteenth has the peduncle very rug-
ged downwards, rather to the sight than the
touch : the calyx is awnless: the flower is

sweet-smelling, very like that of the preceding,
from which perhaps it originally sprung, losing
the beard of the leaves, and having it scat-
tered over the stem. It is a native of the Cape,
flowering the greater part of the year.

There are diffisrent varieties; as the purple
flowered, the pale flowered, and the striped flow-
ered.

The sixteenth species has the leaves linear,

semicylindric, channelled-flat, opaque, with
villose hairs scattered over them, especially at
the base : the stem is pubescent, with villose
hairs scarcely standing out : the plant is hairy,
prostrate, finally shrubby : the branches in di-
stant pairs, crossing each other, axillary, cy-
lindrical, covered with the permanent, cylindri-
cal, hairy sheaths of the connate leaves, whose
hairs are not very thick set, but short, while,
and rather pressed to the stem ; some of them
expanding, but pointed upwards : the leaves
are less succulent than those of any other species,

connate, but appearing distinct, unless attentive-
ly examined ; they are linear, scarcely pimpled,
or, if so, the pimples are extremely minute,
shining in the sun, and of a dark green colour

;

they are channelled above, with a convex or
rounded keel, slightly attenuated both ways,
rather dilating again at the very base, and em-
bracing the stem, where they are quite destitute

of succulency, and slightly membranaceous at

P 2
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the edges, with a wliite midrib : the membrane
at the base is cihate j the rest of the leaf nearly

smooth, or having distant small white hairs

scattered over both sides : the flowers are soli-

tary, terminating, rarely seen, openmg to a very

warm sun only in the forenoon. It is a native

of the Cape.
The seventeenth species has '.voody stems, at

bottom bay : the branches yellow ish-brown,

procumbent, round at bottom, but somewhat
angular above : the peduncles, however, are

round: the leaves are acutely triquetrous, glau-

cous, somewhat shorter and thicker, rougher

and more rigid, with frequent tubercles larger

and whiter, especially on the back, than in the

fortieth sort : the flowers are solitary, few

(two or three), violet purple and shining, but

becoming paler, opening two or three times,

before and after noon : the petals mostly of the

same size, entire or slightly cloven at the end,

lirmly connected at the base; they end suddenly

in fdaments, which are not scattered, but col-

lected into a head about the stamens, like a

crown. It is a native of the Cape.

The eighteenth has the leaves between papu-

lose and tubercled ; much rougher, more glau-

cous, and more acutely pointed, than in any

other reptant species : the branches arc angular,

and finally somewhat woody : in its triquetrous

leaves and reptant stems it is allied to the twenty-

fourth sort. In the open air it will extend the

branches above a foot and a half every way, and

ihey are fixed firmly to tlie ground at every joint

by strong fibres. It is a native of the Cape,

flowering in July and August.

The nineteenth species has the stems slender

and round: the branches rather frequent, reclin,

jng, with much smaller and more recurved leaves-

having only one short spinule at the back : they

end in a spinule short and whitish : the stems

and branches, though rigid, are procumbent :

the leaves, and internodes, which are elonga-

tions of the leaves, investing the stems, are

dotted with small dots of a fuller glaucous

green colour, and not so white : the bark of the

stem rather of a yellow and brown dusky

whitish colour : the internodes are thickened

above, and narrower beneath : the flowers are

axillary, on leafy peduncles. It is a native of

the Cape, flowering from June to August.

There are diflercnt varieties.

The twentieth is an upright thorny shrub,

from two to three feet high, much branched :

the branches opposite, axillary, ascending,

loundish-compressed, with a smooth cinereous

bark, throwing out in various places branching

spines : the leaves aic in pairs, at an interval of

an inch or an inch and lialf, glaucous, with fre-

2

qucnt green dots, pellucid when held up to the

light ; all the angles blunt, slightly swelled at

the inner bases, vcrv firm to the touch, termi-
nating in a very small white cartilaginous point,

or harmless bristle : the upper leaves are much
shorter : the spines appear as if terminatin"-,

but soon cease to be so, from the protrusion of
young shoots ; they are branched, nearly hori-

zontal, divaricating and trichotomous, each
from half an inch to an inch in length, awl-
shaped, vcrv sharp, resembling those of the
common Hawthorn, but not so strong or
pungent, covered with a grayish bark, and be-
set with a pair of distinct, opposite, chiefly

barren leaves, like those of the branches, but
only a-third of the size : the flowers small,

pale violet purple, on slender, leafless, green
peduncles. It is a native of the Cape.
The twenty-first species forms a low, much

branched, spreading shrub ; and, when old, has
a very large tuberous root, sometimes as big as a
man's head, partly protruded above the surface :

the stem woody, very thick at bottom, covered
with a bay-coloured bark : the branches bend-
ing, entwined: the leaves short, bluntly trique-

trous, with the back convex, the iimer or upjjcr

surface somewhat swelling, subglaucous, with
silver dots, so small as not to be visible except
when the sun shines : the flowers are at the ends
of the branches, on slender cinereous, or reddish

peduncles ; are small, of a pale red or vinous co-
lour: petals not numerous, broadish, blunt, equal

in size: the starnens collected into a bottle in the

middle. It flowers about noon, and is a native

of the Cape, flowering from June to September.
It is observed, that in old plants the extren>e

branches sometimes become thorny ; whicli

thorns are the peduncles of the preceding year;
thorns also sometimes come out from the fork-
ings of the branches, instead of flowers.

The twenty-second has the stems woodv^
procumbent, slender, round, with a yellowish

bark : the branches from each of the upper
axils : the leaves on the iiiner surface flat, on
the outer convex, bright green, inclining ta
gray, from their slenderness often hanging
down, appearing dotted when held up to the

light : the flowers at the ends of the branches
solitary, on long slender peduncles ; they are

large, especially on young plants, pale scarlet^

shining, and appearing powdered with sold dust
in full sunshine : the petals very numerous ; the
inner ones gradually smaller, entire or cuspidate

at the end, sometimes slightly bifid, cohering
at bottom : the flowers abundant, and opening;

several days successively about noon, especially

in June.

According to Mr. Haworth, in many stages of
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its growth it is very liable to he taken for the

twentv-seveiith sort, and that it frequently emits

roots from the joints of the stems, and thereby

becomes creeping. It is a native of the Cape,

flowering from .hme to September.

The twenty-third species is an upright plant,

woodv, lirm, growing to a larger size than most

of the species : the flowering-stem is rigid and
somevi'hat gray : the branches axillary, <)p|iosite,

from erect spreading, crossing each other in

pairs, and beset thickly with young leaves on
their lirst outset, whitish or glaucous, but final-

ly brownish, gradually shorter upwards, form-
ing a beautiful pyramidal glaucous plant, well

covered with fine leaves ; these when full

crown are from t*vo to three inches long,

slightly curved upwards or falcate, very glau-

cous, crossing each other in pairs ; very much
compressed at the sides, having pellucid dots

scattered over them, flatlish above and mucro-
nate : the flowers terminating in a sort of

corymb, large, showy, purple. It is a native

of the Cape.
The twenty-fourth has the stems a palm or

long span m length, creeping, when young
herbaceous and soft, three-sided, green, fre-

quently purple next the sun ; when old, more
round, still not woody but soft, tough, and
fungous, covered with a cinereous bark : the

leaves are usually in the same plane, or not de-

cussated, divaricating, or not approximating like

inany of the other species, thick, succulent,

bluntly three-sided, smooth and somewhat
shining, green : the flowers on short peduncles,

sometimes naked, but more frequently with a

pair of leaves on them ; solitary, small, violet

purple : the petals not very numerous : the

stamens many, short, not very much scattered,

but not collected into a head or upright. It

creeps so much that it seldom flowers, and
when it does the flowers do not continue long.

It is a native of the Cape.

The twenty-fifth species is a very low, bushy,

divaricating almost decumbent shrub, rarely

more than six or eight inches high : the branches

are opposite, slightly angular, axillary, divari-

cating, and densely crowded : the leaves very

minute and much crowded, glaucous, having

smooth pellucid dots, attenuated at the base,

very gibbous on the keel, sharply incurved or fal-

cate, near a quarter of an inch long, and ending

in an acute, white, just perceptible, bristly point

in the direction of the leaves : the flowers arc

purple, large, solitary, opening in the morning,
on short terminating peduncles : the leaves are

sometimes so much incurved as to form half

a circle, and are remarkably small. It is a na-

tive of the Cape.

The twenty-sixth is a small, very bushy,
rather glaucous shrub, from six inches to a foot

or more in height; the branches almost upright,

or often diBuse and panicled, round whilst
young, slightly angular when old, covered with
a brown bark, for the most patt opposite and
crowded : the leaves are also opposite and
crowded, rather glaucous, having pellucid spots,

usually distinct, but sometimes confluent ; they
are subtriTOnous with blunt angles, awl-shaped,
attenuated at the base, slightly incurvetl, some-
times almost sabre- shaped, from three quarters

of an inch to art inch and half in length: the flow-
ers are very numerous, reddish purple, like those

of the thirteenth sort but more handsome, expand-
ing in the fore part of the day in such profusion
as often to cover the surface of the plant: petals

linear, numerous. It is a native of the Cape,
and flowers from June to August.

It is very variable, assuming different appear-
ances, according to its treatment, and the dif-

ferent stages of its growth : its very numerous
beautiful purple flowers, covering the whole
plant, and produced every season, make it a
valuable species.

The twenty-seventh species grows up into a
long, slender, and not much Branched shrub,
from a foot to two feet high and more ; the
leaves are slender, oblong, bluntly three-sided,

green, not glaucous, rugged to the sight, not the

touch, with frequent green tubercles, which
when held to the light appear whitish and pel-

lucid: similar tubercles are observed in the

lower part of the fruit: the flowers terminating,

middle-sized, golden within, red on the outside
It is a native of the Cape, flowering froni May
to September.

The twenty-eighth is an elegant species, three

quarters of a yard in heightj with woody stems,
not so thick as the little finger, and not much
branched, procumbent, covered with an ash-
coloured bark : the flowers are on the upper
branches, solitary, terminating, large, of an
elegant yellow colour, composed of two or

three rows of petals, which are blunt, entire, and
sometimes jagged, the outer longer and flat, the

inner suddenly shorter, more erect, concave,
and at their base a circle of saftVon-coloured

anthers on very short filaments ; the bottom of
the flower being void, smooth, and even, hol-
lowed out like a dish : they open .several times

from eight in the morning to three or four in

the afternoon if the sun shines, and have a

little smell. It is a native of the Cape, flower-

ing in June.

The twenty-ninth species has stems from a

foot to two feet in height, procumbent, woodv,
and much branched : the branches are rounds
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slender: the leaves in pairs, at an inch or an

inch and half distance, an inch in length,

thickish, on an old plant narrower and shorter,

on a young one longer and thicker, not quite

round, but obtusely triangular, with the angles,

however, so blunt that they are rather cylindric

than three-sided
J

are overspread with glittering

spangles of a greenish yellow colour : the stems

and lower branches are bay-coloured and

smooth ; the upper ones reddish brown, rough

to the touch, with many whitish dots, which

were orisjinallv spangles: the peduncles and

calyxes shine with spangles like those of the

leaves, but thicker: the iiowers are terminating,

on peduncles from an inch to an inch and

half in length ; they are large, concave, with

the margin bent back, composed of numerous
petals, cohering to the base, gradually smaller,

and filamentose in the middle, of a dirty red

colour on the outside, but within very dark

orange-coloured, deepest at the edge ; the nar-

row middle petals next the white filaments be-

ing very dark, by which it is easily distinguished

from the other sorts. It is a native of the

Cape, flowering from May to August.

It varies with paler smaller flowers.

The thirtieth has the stem woody, from a

foot to two feet in height, covered with an ash-

coloured bark, deformed by age with irregular

wide fissures, knotted and jointed, divided and

subdivided into several opposite branches : the

leaves so bluntly triangular as to appear to be

round, an inch and half or two inches in

length, the size of a swan's quill, with dense

bundles of other leaves coming out from the

axils, glaucous, smooth, appearing pellucid

when held up to the light, purple at the end, as

are also the branches : the branches and leaves

are at short intervals; and, aflecting an upright

position, this plant has the appearance of a

shrub, though probably it would be weighed
down by the number and size of the leaves and
branches : the flowers are in a sort of umbel at

the ends of the branches, from the axils of the

leaves, small, pale yellow, and sweet smelling.

It is a native of the Cape, flowering iu May and
June.

It varies with shorter and more manifestly

three-sided leaves and fewer flowers.

The thirty-first species has the stems half a

yard high and more, woody, with frequent

joints, ash-coloured, with fissures at bottom,
bay-coloured and niore smooth above : the

lower and middle branches are twisted, the up-
per ones are straight and little divided : the pe-

duncles an inch and half or two inches long :

the flowers large, pale yellow, or sulphur-colour-

ed on both sides, sometimes slightly tinged with

red on the outside : the petals long, narrow,
cuspid, with smaller ones interspersed among
the others : they remain expanded only a few
hours, and contract about noon : but open
several times, and have a succession durins; the

summer months. According to Mr. Haworth,
it is a strong upright shrub, the flowers beinof

produced only by old plarits, and by them but

sparingly. It is a native of the Cape, flower-

ing in June and July.

The thirty-second species has the stems
longer, less pressed to the groimd than the va-

riety below : all the leaves at the joints are very

long, more thick and glaucous : the peduncles

not naked, but surrounded by a pair of short

leaves : the flower of a deeper yellow colour,

with a red line along the back : the stamens
numerous, neither collected norumch scattered:

yellowish, and whitish anthers : the styles very

many, (according to Linnreus, ten) reddish,

slender, villose: the capsules round, depressed,

fifteen- or sixteen-celled, with a crown on the

top of the same number of rays : the leaves

which spring from the axils of the larger ones
are less frequent and less bent in ; but these

younger leaves have the angles more acute, and
are more glaucous than the longer leaves at the
joints, which the nearer they are to the root,

the paler and more fiaccid they seem to be ; the
rest are more rigid and succulent, not wrinkled,

and scarcely dotted, but the lower ones have
transverse lines on their flat sides, are somewhat
wrinkled, and much dotted underneath : the

flowers are flat, and continue some days expand-
ing about noon.

There is a variety which throws out many
procumbent branches, tough at the lower part',

but not properly woody, herbaceous at the up-
per part, about three inches in length, round or

slightly angular, jointed at short intervals, with
bluntly triangular leaves, from which other
leaves spring in bundles, of the same form, but
shorter ; the root-leaves and those at the base
of the branches remarkably long : the leaves

bend like the horns of kine, whence the trivial

name ; they are somew hat glaucous, become
soft and flaccid, and then ap|)ear marked with
many lines and dots : the peduncles six inches
in length, or nearly so, and naked : the flowers

the sizeandalmostthe formofthoseof Dandelion,
but paler, or sulphur-coloured, composed of nu-
merous petals, of which the inner ones are shorter,

with a red purple streak running along the mid-
dle on the outside, the same tinge appearing at

the extremity and base of the petals. It is a
native of the Cape.

The thirty-third is stemless whilst young, but
acquires by age considerable trailing woody
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stems : Ihe leaves are connate, spreading, glau-

cous, opaque, not marked with lucid dots, some-

what i?abre-shaped, or attenuate tVoni the mid-

dle downwards to the base, where they are semi

-

cyliudric; thiekenino' towards the points, where

they are triquetrous, with a sharp keel, and sides

edsred with irregular harmless teeth ; terminating

in a similar tooth, placed on the inner side : the

flowers are large, showy, yellow, opening in the

afternoon, and closing in the evening. It is

a native of the Cape, flowering from May to

July.

There is a variety which is entirely sessile, of

a whitish glaucous colour, with the leaves paler

at the base, with frequent romid whitish dots,

especially towards the end ; they are shorter than

those of the preceding, n ore resupine, less tri-

quetrous, but with a rounder back, and more
frequent, longer, incurved prickles, termi-

nated by slender harmless spinules, which are

sometimes white, sometimes reddish : the leaves

have a white line at the end, which is continued

towards the back : there is first a flower in the

middle, and afterwards several come out suc-

cessively at the sides, all sessile. It is called

Ca<-C/wp Marigold.

Mr. Haworth has two other varieties ; the

Tiger-Chap Fig-Marigold, which is stemless in

all the stages of its growth ; being more succu-

lent and gross than the following: the leaves

are rather shorter, beset with much longer hairs

on the sides, and having numerous whitish spots:

the flowers are sessile, yellow, and large;—and

the Mouse-Chap Fig-Marigold, in which the

branches in very old plants are stmie inches long,

and numerous, forming a fine tufted plant : the

leaves connate, when young resembling the gap-

ino" jaws of a small quadruped, the denticula-

tions on each side resembling teeth; when old,

the leaves spread out, and are even recurved ; all

very glaucous, only about a fourth part of the

size of the others, and often roughly dot-

ted : the dots lucid, elevated into small tu-

bercles : the flowers small and of a yellow

colour.

The thirty-fourth species at first is alow plant,

but it becomes larger and stronger; it does not

however rise above a long span in height in six

years : the stem is then thick and woody, and

several reclining twisted branches spring from

it alternately, covered with a dusky reddish bark,

smooth, but transversely chinked and irregular;

at the end of which come out several leaves dis-

posed crosswise ; they are thickish, bluntly flat

at top, with a roundish back below, more com-
pressed towards the end, and terminating in a

process at the lower part ; their colour is deep

glaucous green, except the old ones, which are
"3

yellowish, and when dry, brown: the whole co-
vered with frequent green dots, pellucid when
held up to the light, protuberant towards the end
ot the leaves, and rendering them somewhat
rugged there : the peduncles an inch and half or
two niches long, bracteatcd ; the flowers openintr
in the afternoon, (about four o'clock) coming
out frequently several from the same peduncle,
but much smaller, and of a paler yellow colour
than in the Dog-Chap Fig-Marigold. It is a
native of the Cape, flowering from May to July,
The thirty-tifth is a middle sort, between the

caulescent and sessile ones, properly belonging
to those which are procumbent, and acquirin<>-

by age woody branches, short and pressed to the
ground, from which, at short distances, and on
short slender woody petioles, of a dusky pale
brown colour, spring thick leaves in clusters,
bright greenand shinuig, triquetrous inclining to
round, wider towards the base, and somewhat
flatted on the upper part, the lower part rounded,
towards the middle, where the flat part ends

;

some short processes come out on both
sides, sometimes on one side only, and some-
times they are wholly wanting; hence to-
wards the point the leaves take a difTerent
form, and have the sides from round flatted

;

they are not however broad and flat, but trique-
trous-cylindric. It is a circumstance peculiar
to these leaves, that one side of each is much
shorter than the other, and hence they are called
diff"orra : they have frequent largish dots on
them, which appear pale and pellucid, but some-
times dusky green ; they are generally protube-
rant, and thereby render the surlace irregular

:

the peduncles thick, herbaceous, bluntly trique-
trous, from half an inch to an inch and half in
length : the flowers rather large, like those of the
Tongue-leaved sort, but somewhat smaller, and
of a deeper yellow, internally of a shining golden
colour, externally of a reddish safl^roii'-colour,

and when far advanced, safl'ron-eoloured within.
It is a native of the Cape.
The thirty-sixth species has the lower leaves

oblique, the others more upright, not at all or
but little bent in or sickle-shaped ; they are long,
thick, rigid, smooth and shining, flat within or
on the top, underneath produced into a sharpish
back, which becomes blunter and rounder in the
lower part ; all the sides are nearly equal : they
are of a white elegantly glaucous colour, except
that they are yellowish near the base with slender
transverse lines : the flowers are large, yellow,
on a long thick peduncle.

The thirty-seventh has the leaves in it as well
as in all the varieties not decussated, but lyino-

in the same oblique plane. It is a native of the
Cape.
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There are several varieties.

In the first, the leaves are wide and com-
pressed about the edge : the flowers somewhat
large, witli blimt |x;tals, scattered and not nu-
merous, with scarcely any peduncle : one plant

has several heads, from each of which are pro-

duced clusters of leaves in pairs, disposed like

those of the Tongue Aloes, but with the edges

not horizontal but oblique : there are generally

three or four pairs of these leaves ; they are

broad and thick, fiat above, pillowed below,
Lright green, smooth and shining, sometimes
blunt, sometimes a little pointed, generally in

the shape of a shoemaker's knife : the younger
leaves in this and the other varieties are folded

together and obliquely inserted into each other :

the flowers come out successively in August and
iScptenibcr from the a.xils, beginning with the

lo\\cst, thev are subsessile, large, yellow, some-
what paler than in the following variety, shining

in the sun : petals som'ewliat blunter, entire, or

sometimes cut here and there.

The Broad Tongue-leaved variety has thick

leaves, flat above, convex beneath, with the

margins thicker and less uijright than in the

preceding, smooth and shining, pale green, es-

pecially toward the base, when held up to the

light appearing to be composed of innunjcrable
vesicles : three or four pairs of these leaves lie

in the same inclined plane; these are sometimes
flatter and blunt at the end, sometimes very
much cut at the edge: from the lower pair first,

and then from the next, a short peduncle arises,

obtusely triquetrous, bearing a large flower of a
shining golacn colour, with many stamens, hav-
ing oblong golden anthers.

The iNarrow Tonsjue-leaved variety is very

]ike the preceding, but the petals have a slight

tinge of red on the outside : the older leaves sre

more reflex ; the younger ones, which are closer

and more kixuriant, are somewhat twisted in and
excavated, and are of a fuller green colour: the

fruit is smaller and softer, not elexatcd, but
rather depressed, roundish, and conmionly
streaked with eleven angles; it is generally

eleven-celled ; the cells being the same in num-
ber as there are horns of the style, which are

depressed at the bottom of the flower imder the

stamens, and arc curled and wrinkled : the pc-

Uils in two or three rows, almost of the same
length, of a shining yellow colour. It flowers

in August and September.

There is another variety, w hich is distinguish-

ed fron) the others by the leaves being longer and
more erect : the peduncles of the flowers longer:

the capsules less globular, connnonly divided

into nine cells : the calycine segments four, three

longer and narrower, <nic shorter and broader.

with a membranaceous margin : llie flowers have

a double or triple row of petals, shining in

the sun with the splendour of gold : the sta-

mens numerous, with oblong saft'ron-coloured

anthers.

The thirty-eighth species grows up into a stem

an inch and morem thickness, and two or three

feet in height, standing upright with little or

no assistance, with a crown of clustered leaves

a long span in length at the top, and branches

a fool long and more at the base, which hang
down with the weight of a nudtitudc of leaves:

very old plants grow a yard in height, with long

incurved twisted branches : the stems and lower

branches are of a dusky yellowish colour, but

the upper flowering branches green ; on the low-

er part of these the leaves are alternate, but oa
the upper part, where the flowers come out,

clusletLd and somewhat shorter, in pairs at

short intervals, triquetnjus, with equal angles,

slightly grooved on the sides, especially on the

inner side; but the alternate ones have the inner

side rather fiat : they are not dotted, but are of a

deep green, almost glaucous, like the leaves of

Pinks, at the angles towards the base tinged

slightly with purple : the peduncles from the

axils of the upper leaves a span in length, thick,

at first hanging dow n, but alterwards erect : the

flowers large,, expanding when the sun shines,

straw-coloured above, tinged with red under-

neath, composed of numerous slender cuspid

petals, gradually smaller, and the inner ones fila-

mentose. The flowers are open from eight op

nine in the morning to four or five in the after-

noon. It is a native of the Cape, flowering

from May to August.
The thirty-ninth has the stem short, thickish :

the branches unequal, spreading irregularly on
the ground, covered with a smooth bark of a
dusky yellowish colour, with other smaller sim-
ple ones springing from them, which are also

irregular and t\\ isted : the leaves are pointed,
slightly excavated within in the middle, the outer
part produced and swelling, of a yellowish green
colour, with frequent minute dots regulaHy in

lines : the flovs ers are somewhat small, but
white; the petals narrow, peduncles short, so
that the flowers frequently scarcely emerge from
the bundles of haves : they arc filamtntosc, and
where white shine with a silvery brightness in
the sun ; but in the middle, next the stamens,
are slightly tinged with yellow, and shine less

:

they arc without scent, open two or three times,

and in the day time only. It is a native of the
Cape, ilowering from June to October.

The fortiei h has the sten' shrubby, but procum-
bent ; even when tied u]) its irregular twisteil

branches will hangdow^n; thev arc round towards
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>hetop,andofaye]lo\vishbaycoloiirjbutqiiadian-

gularat the bottom : 'the leaves tender, niucronate,

curved inwards, in bundles, acutely triangular,

deep green and glaucous, having small dots and
tubercles : the flowers are several, terminating,

middle-sized, with scarcely any odour, on slen-

der oblong peduncles : the calycine segments
sometimes hooked, sometimes not : the petals

very many, lying one over the other; the outer

larger, bifid or tritid at the end ; the inner ones
gradually smaller, entire, but not tilamcntose :

they are of a most vivid violet purple colour,

but the flowers expand only about noon, when
the sun is very hot : the flowers continue long,

nnd open several times it' the sun shines hot.

It is a native of the Cape, flowering from June
to August.
The forly-first species is from a foot and half

to two feet in height : the stem not very shrubby,

nor very thick : the branches woody, the thick-

ness cf a straw, procumbent, round, covered

with an ash-coloured bark : the upper shoots of

a. vellowish bay colour, becoming pale herba-

ceous; they are broadish inmicdiately under the

flowers, thence gradually more slender, slightly

compressed, and wmged on each side with a

process from the back of the leaves : the leaves

difibrm ; those which are fastened to the pedun-
cles (bractes) short and thick, the others longer

and not so thick, with other smaller leaves from
the axils ; all uncinate, subglaucous, rugged
with frequent tubercles of the same colour,

to the open air, and afterwards be turned out of

the pots, and planted with balls of earth about

them in a warm border, where they often thrive

and spread, but are not very productive of flowers

in this way. Some must also be continued in

pots, and removed to the shelves of the stove,

where they flower more plentifully.

The culture which they afterwards require, is,

for those in the pots to have frequent slight

waterings in dry weather, and the others kept

clean, and their branches permitted to spread

upon the surface of the ground.

All the perennial sorts may be easily increas-

ed bv cuttings planted during the summer
months. Those having shrubby stalks and

branelies, readily take root when planted out

in beds or in pots of light sandy soil, covered

with mats or glasses : in the latter case, being

shaded when the sun is warm. The cuttings of

these sorts need not be cut from the plant more

than five or six days before they are planted,

during which time they should be laid in a dry

room, not too much exposed to the sun, that

theparts which w ere separated from the old plants

may he.il over and dry, otherwise they are apt

to rot. They mav then be planted at about three

inches distance from each other, the earth being

pressed very close to them, and none of their

leaves buried in the ground, as from their

abounding with moisture, when they are covered

with the earth it is apt to cause them to rot,

which often destroys the cuttings. When they

which when held up to the light appear to be are taken from the old plants, they should there-

so many porous dots: the flowers are on peduncles fore be divested of their lower leaves, so as to

from an inch to two inches in length, alternately allow a naked stalk of suflicient length for

axillary, small, pale purple, petals'twisted about, being planted in the earth.

narrower towards the base, broader towards the Those in pots may be plunged in a hot-bed,

end, entire, in a single row, smellino like those or in a warm border, due shade and shelter be-

ef the Hawthorn, open both day and night, for ing given, and slight waterings in dry weather.

a long time, and in great abundance, there be- When they have stricken good roots, they should

ing a succession of them from July to October, be removed with balls of earth into other separate

It is native of the Cape. small pots of light sandy mould, being placed

Cidiure.—The annual and biennial sorts may in a shady situation, a very slight watering being

be increased by sowing the seeds in the early given to settle the earth about them. After they

spring months, on a fresb hot-bed, covered become well rooted, they may be removed, so as

with sandv earth, or in pots of fine sandy to have more sun ;
when they may be kept till

mould. ' autumn, being watered very slightly twice a

When the plants have attained a few inches week in summer and once afterwards, care be-

in growth, they should be planted on fresh ing taken to prevent their roots shooting through

hot-beds, or in pots plunged in them, to bring the pots, by shifting thent two or three times

ihem forward; and when They have taken root, in the summer, to pare them oft.

they should have very little water: when large In the autumn and winter they should be

enough, eaehshouldbeplantcdinasmallpot, filled protected in the green-house,

wiihhght freshearth, butnot rich, plunging tlicni The cuttings of the more succulent sorts

into a hot-bed of tan, shading them in the heat of should be left to heal over a much longer time,

the dav unlil ihcy have taken new root, when they being a little freed from leaves, and covered

ahouki have plenty of fresh air. About the begin- with glasses to prevent the wet. They should

jungof summer some of the plants may be inured have less water, and be removed less fre-

V^OL. II.
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quently. Tliey succeed well in an airy glass

case during the winter, when screened from the

Irosts.

Such sorts as do not afford cuttings, may also

be increased by planting and managing the bot-

tom side-heads or off-sets in the above manner.
They may likewise be increased bv seeds or cut-

tings readily in the stove.

The only culture necessary afterwards is, only

to give water frcquentlv in small quantities in

sunmier, and very sparingly in winter, shift-

ing the plants occasionally into larger pots.

These are plants which afford a fine variety in

green-house collections, and among other pot-

ted plants of similar growths.

MCSPILUS, a genus containing plants of

the deciduous tree, flowering shrubby, and ever-

green kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Icosumlria

Felllasgym and ranks in the natural order of

Pomacece.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthiuni, concave-spreading, five-cleft,

permanentt the corolla has five roundish con-

cave petals inserted into the calyx : the stamina

have twenty awl-shaped filaments, inserted into

the calyx : anthers simple : the pistillum is an

inferior germ : styles five, simple, erect: stigmas

headed : the pericarpium is a globular berry,

umbilicated, closed by the converging calyx,

but almost perforated by the navel: the seeds

five, bony, gibbous.

The species cultivated are: 1. M, Ger-

ma/iica, Dutch or Common Medlar ; 2. M.
arhiitifoUa, Arbutus-leaved Mespilus ; 3. il/.

Amela/ichier, Alpine Mespilus ; 4. M. Chamce-
Mf.spUus, Bastard Quince, or Mespilus; 5.

M. Canadensis, Snowy Mespilus ; 6. M. co-

ioiieasler. Dwarf Mespilus ;
'. M. tomentosa.

Quince-leaved Mespilus; 8. AI. pyracanlha,

£vergreen Thorn or Mespilus.

The first is a small or middle-sized branch-

ing tree : the branches woolly, armed in a wild

state with stiff spines, covered with an ash-co-

loured bark : the leaves oval-lanceolate, serrate

towards the point, somewhat woolly, on very

short channelled petioles ; the bractes linear, as

long as the corolla : the calyxes terminating,

fleshv, woolly within ; teeth longer than the

corolla : the petals white, blunt, entire, with a

very short claw : the stamens unequal, thirty or

more, with cloven anthers : the fruit an inferior

turbinated berry, umbilicated at top with a wide

depressed area, and crowned with the five linear

calycine leaflets, fleshy, reddish brown; pulp

thick mixed with callose granules, containing

five gibbous, wrinkled, one-celled stones, in

satb of which are two seeds.

It is observed that the wild tree differs from

the cultivated one in having more slender,

strigose, thorny branches, and much smaller

leaves, flowers, and fruits. Pallas found all the

parts very small, in his specimens from Persia,

with narrower leaves, serrulate frequently al-

most Lo the base. In those from Caucasus the

leaves were somewhat larger, and sometimes

quite entire: and according to Gmelin, in the

Persian Medlar, the leaves are red when they

burst from the buds : the spines only three or

four lines in length, stout, very sharp, spread-

ing : the styles four or five : the fruit much
smaller than in the garden sort. It is a native

of the South of Europe, flowering in June and
July.

There are two varieties, the narrow-leaved and
the broad-leaved ; the first jiTowing to a large

tree, rising with a straighter stem, and the

branches growing more upright than those of"

the Dutch Medlar : the leaves are narrower and
not serrate : ihe flowers smaller ; and the fruit

shaped like a pear. It is a native of Sicily.

The latter never rises v^'ith an upright trunk,

but sends out crooked deformed branches at a

small height from the ground : the leaves are

very large, entire, and downy on their under

side: the llowers very large, as also the fruit,

which is rounder, and approaches nearer to the

shape of an apple : this, bearing the largest

fruit, is now generally cultivated ; but there is

one with smaller fruit, called the Nottingham
Medlar, of a much quicker and more poignant

taste. There are also other varieties in the fruit,

which are now little attended to.

The second species seldom rises more than
five or six feet high, where it grows naturally

;

and three or four feet is the greatest height it

attains in this climate : the branches are few,

slender, upright: the leaves alternate, pale green

above, ash-coloured underneath : the flowers

produced in small bunches, on long peduncles,

at the sides and extremities of the branches :

the petals dull white, with several brown spots

on their upper side : the fruit small, roundish,

a little compressed, purple when ripe. It

flouers in M;iy, and the fruit ripens in October.

It is a native of Virginia.

It varies with red, with black, and with

white fruit.

The third rises with many slender stems

three or ibur feet high, puttmg out small side

branches covered with a dark purple bark ; the

leaves are three quarters of an inch long, and
half an inch broad, slightly serrate: the small

side branches, which sustain the flowers, are

very hairy and woolly, as are also the footstalks

and under side of tiie leaves, but their upper
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sides are smooth and green : the flowers come
out in bunches at the end of the shoots, are

larire and wliite : the petals are lone: and nar-

row, and the stamens about ten ni numl)er :

the fruit small and sweet, black when ripe.

According to Linn»us, while young the

branches, petioles, peduncles and under sur-

face of the leaves are tomentose ; but when so

far advanced as to bear fruit, it puts off ihe

pubescence and becomes smooth. It is a na-

tive of the South of Europe.

The fourth species has a smooth stalk, about

four or five feet high, sending out slender

branches covered with a purplish bark : the

•leaves are about two inches long, and one inch

and a half broad, yellowish green on both sides,

on long slender foot-stalks: the flowers axillary,

four or live together in a cluse head, purplish
;

with long, narrow, purplish bractes : the fruit

small red. While young, it is also woolly, but

when further advanced naked. It is a native of

the Pyrenees, &c.
The fifth is a low shrub, seldom more than

iive feet high, dividing into several smooth
branches, covered with a purplish bark : the

leaves grow upon long slender foot-stalks ; are

an inch and a half long, and an inch broad,

smooth on both sides, and serrate : the flowers

come out in small bunches at the ends of the

branches ; are about the size of those of the

common Hawthorn, and succeeded by small

fruit of a purplish colour. It is a native of Ca-
nada and Virginia, flowering in April and May.
The sixth species is a low spreading shrub,

not more than four or five feet high, covered

with a smooth ash-coloured or purple bark,

when young pubescent, but becoming smooth
with age : the leaves alternate, the upper surface

bright green and smooth, the lower white-to-

mentose, finely netted, about an inch lon^,

and three quarters of an inch broad : the pe-

tioles two lines in length, channelled above :

there are two lanceolate, acuminate, deciduous,

reddish stipules at the base of the petioles :

the peduncles either solitary and unbranched
from the tops of the twigs, or forming little

corymbs of three or four flowers, which are pe-

duneled, somewhat nodding, round and pubes-
cent, with a small bractc at the base. It is a

native of many parts of Europe and Siberia,

flowering in April and May.
The seventh has a smooth stalk about eight

feet high, dividing into many smooth branciies:

the leaves are two inches and a half loug, of a

thick substance, dark green on their upper side,

but downy on the under, standing upon short

foot-stalks : the flowers come out of the sidf of

the stalk, upon short small branches, five or six

growing upon each in a close bunch : the petals
areofapurple colour, little longer than the calyx,
which is woolly, with blunt segments : the
fruit is large, roundish, and of a fine red colour
when ri])e. It flowers in April and May.
The eighth species is a bushy irregulai- shrub:

the branches strigose and rugged, testaceous-
brown, divaricated, alternately spinuse: the
spines are axillary, commonly branched with
secondary spines, sometimes gemmiferous and
producing branchlets : the leaves scattered,
smooth, petioled, continuing till winter, lan-
ceolate with a point, crenate; but in the garden
serrate: the corymbs copious on the branches,
compound, subsessile, or elevated on the leafy

branchlets, on divaricating peduncles: the
flowers white, scarcely larger than those of
Elder : the berry globular, fulvous, the size of
a pea, umbilicated with the calyx

; pulpy and
five-seeded. But according to Scopoli, the
fruit is as large as the common Medlar ; the
seeds subovate and compressed. It is a native
of the South of Europe, flowering in May.

Culture.—They are all easily raised by seeds,

layers, grafting and budding ; 'but it is the best
practice to raise the Medlar kinds principally by
grafting orbudding, inorderto continue thesorts.

In the first method, the seeds should be sown
in autumn, in a bed of common earth, as they
usually lie a year, or more, before they germi-
nate, as in the haw and holly-berries, &c.
When the plants appear they should be watered

frequently in dry weather ; and in the autumn or
spring following, the largest be thinned out and
planted in nursery-rows, two feet by one
asunder j and in another year all the rest may
be set out in the same manner ; and in three or
four years they will be proper for being planted
out in the garden or shrubbery.

In the second mode the young branches should
be laid down in the autumn in thecommon method;
and they will be properly rooted by the autumn
following, when they should be planted out ia

nursery-rows in the same way as the seedlings.

The two last methods should be performed oil

stalks of the larger Medlar kinds, or sometimes
upon those of the White Thorn, raised frora

seed, as above ; but the Pear-stock is to be
preferred for the common Medlars, when intend-

ed as fruit-trees. The operations are performed
in the usual way, low in the stocks to form
dwarfs ; and for half or full standards, training

the first shoot for a stem, or the stock may be
let form a stem, and then be wrought at from
about three or four to five or six feet in height.

See Budding and Grafting.
Those intended for fruit-trees, whether

dwarfsj halfor full standards, in training, should,.

Q2
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for dwarfs, have the first shoots from the rrraft

or bud headed dow n short in spring, it' necessa-

ry, in order to force out a proper supply of bot-

tom branches, which nuist be trained as other

dwarf fruit-trees, either for standard-dwarfs or

espaliers. When for half or full standards, and

wrought low in the stock, the first shoot of

each should be trained for a stem, topping it

afterwards at the proper height to torce

out lateral shoots to form the head ; but

when wrought high in the stock, the first

shoots may either be shortened or suffered to

grow, as nrav seem mosi proper, according to

the natural disposition of the leading shoot, in

respect to its furnishing lateral branches. Af-
ter this training for the first year or two, to

give the trees their first proper formation, there

should not be any further general shortening of

the branches, practising ii only occasionally to

particular shoots, to procure more wood, when
necessary, to fill vacancies, to reduce any irregu-

lar growth, or to cut off dead parts.

In other respects the branches should be

principally left at full length, and the stand-

ards left to assume nearly their own natural

way of branching. See Pruning and Train-
ing.
They are all hardy, succeeding in any com-

mon soil and situation.

The first sort and varieties are cultivated as

fruit-trees, principally as standards, but some-
times as espaliers for variety ; and are often

introduced into the shrubbery plantations. All

the other species are proper for ornament
in shrubbery or other plantations, where they

effect a fine variety^ by their different foliage

and flowers, as well as their fruit in autumn and
winter, which remains long on the branches.

They should be disposed—the deciduous kinds

principally in assemblage with others of that

sort, and the ever-green kind also chiefly with
those of their own sort, arranging each sort ac-

cording to its height of gi'owth ; but the last

sort, being agreeably ornamental, both as an
ever-green and in its numerous clusters of fine

red berries in winter, should have a conspi-

cuous situation. From its being of a rather

slender growth, it is how ever ,commonly
trained against walls or the fronts of houses, for

the support of its flexiblebranches, as well as to

exhibit its berries more ornamentally. It may
however be trained as a standard shrub, like

the other sorts, in the open shrubbery ; in

which case it should be generally trained with
short single stems, and permitted to branch out
upwards into spreading heads.

MESUA, a genus containing a plant of the

exotic shrubby kind; for the hot-house.

It belongs to the class and order Monadel-
plua Polyundila, and ranks in the natural
order of Giitt'iJ'era.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-
leaved periantliium : leaflets ovate, concave,
blunt, permanent ; the two outer smaller ones
opposite : the corolla has four petals, retuse,

waved: the stamina are numerous filaments,

capillary, the length of the corolla, connate at

the base into a pitcher: anthers ovate: the
pistillum is a roundish germ : style c\lindric :

stigma thickish, concave : the pericarpium is a
roundish nut, acuminate, with four longitudinal

raised sutures • the seed single and roundish.

The species is M. ferrea, Ferreous Indian
Mesua.

In its native situation it is a tree with oppo-
site lanceolate leaves, five times as long as the
internodcs, quite entire, the upper surface
smooth and green, the under glaucous and
smooth; on very short petioles : the flower in

each axil of the leaves sessile : the petal very
large and rounded : the germ within the calyx :

the style thick, the length of the stamens

:

the stigma capitate. According to Rheede, it is

a very large tree, spreading like the lime, with
flowers the size and shape of the wild i-ose or
sweet brier, being much cultivated in Malabar
for the beauty of the flowers, which come out
there in July and August : and bearing smooth
green fruit in six years from the nut. It is a
native of the East Indies.

Culture.—This plant may be increased -by
seeds, la}ers, and cuttings.

The seeds should be sown in the sprin<r, in

pots of light earth, plunging them in a bark hot-
bed in the stove. When the plants have at-

tained some growth, they should be planted in

separate pots and replunged in the bark-bed,
where they must be kept.

The layers should be made from the young
branches, and be laid down in the autuninorearly
spring, being taken off' when well rooted, and
planted in separate pots, having the same ma-
nagement as the others.

The cuttings should be taken from the young
branches and be planted in the summer-, in pots
of light mould, and plunged in the bark-bed.
When they have stricken root, they should be
removed into separate pots, and be managed as

the others.

They aflbrd variety among other stove plants.

I'.IICHAUXIA, a genus containino- a plant

of the herbaceous, flowering, exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Octandria.

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order
of Cainpnnacece.

Tlic characters are : that the calyx is a one-
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leafed pcrianthium, sixtcen-pniltd : segment*

lanceolate, iiiiequal, the altcniatc ones reversed :

the eorulla one-pcialled, wheel-shaped, eight-

parted, larger than the calyx : segments linear-

lanceolate, spreading very much, revohUe at

the tip: nectary eight-valved, staminit'erous :

the stamina have eight awl-shaped, permanent

filaments : anthers linear, very long, pressed

close to the sivle : the pistiilum is an interior,

turbinate germ: style columnar, permanent:

stigma eight-parted : segments awl-shaped, re-

volute : the pericarpium is a turbinate capsule,

truncated, eight-celled, valveless: cells rhomb-
ed : the seeds very numerous, small, oblong,

inserted into the receptacles.

The species is M. campanii oides, Rough-
leaved Miehauxia.

It is a handsome biennial plant: the stem

simple, panicled when in flower, upright, her-

baceous, rough-haired, green, two feet high,

the thickness of the little finger, milky, as are

also the branches, peduncles and calyxes : the

branches alternate, axillary, flowering alll over,

spreading, reclining at the end : the root-

leaves are petloled, cordate ; the next pe-

tioled and runcinate : the stem-leaves half-

embracing, lanceolate, acute, widening into

ears at the base, irregularly gashed, serrate,

nerved, wrinkled, rough- haired, rigid, waved,

ascending at the sides, purple at the edge, four

in.ches long, an inch and a half wide: the flow-

ers are in a panicle, peduncled, braeted, hang-
ing down, white, four inches in diameter: some
slightly tinged with purple on the outside. It

\\as found in the Levant.

Culture.—It may be raised from seed procur-

ed from its native situation and sown in the

early spring season, in pots plunged in a hot-

bed, or on a moderate hot-bed. When the

plants have attained a little growth they should

be removed into separate pots and be re-plunged

in the hot-bed. It must afterwards be mana-
ged as tender green-house plants.

It aflords variety in collections of this sort.

MICHELIA, a genus containing a plant of

the tree or shrub kind.

It belongs to the class and order Poli/andria

Polygyria, and ranks in the natural prder of

Coaduiiuta;.

The characters are: that the calyx is a threc-

Icaved pcrianthium: leaflets petal-form, oblong,

concave, deciduous : the corolla has fifteen pe-

tals, lanceolate ; the outer ones larger : the

stamina have very many awl-shaped filaments,

very short : anthers erect, acute : the pistiilum

has numerous germs, imbricate in a long spike:

styles none : stigmas reflex, blunt : the peri-

carpium berries (berried capsules) as many.

globular, one-celled, half-bivalved, dispersed

in a raceme : the seeds four, (from two to

eight,) convex on one side, angular on the

other.

The species is ISI. Champacn, Champaca or

Indian Michelia.

In its native situation it is a loftv tree, with a

trunk as large as a man can compass, covered
with a thick ash-colourcd bark, but in this

climate it is only the size of a shrub : the leaves

are a span or more in length, and four or five

inches in width, contracted into an oblong nar-
row point, of a hard texture, fiat and smooth,
dusky green above, brighter green beneath, on
petioles an inch in length : the flowers on the

extreme twigs, axillary, on thick, upright pe-
duncles an inch and a half in length, and hav-
ing a very fragrant smell : the petals narrow, in

three rows ; in the outer row eight, three times
as broad as those in the middle row, which are

also eight; towards the top they are more round
and sometimes pointed or cuspcd, but less so

than in the middle row: in the inner row they
are small, short, very much cusped towards the

top, pale yellow : fruit oblong spheroidal, with
a thickish rind, first green, then pale whitish

yellow, having a very sharp taste, and not vcrv

pleasant smell. It is a native of the East

Indies.

Culture.—This plant may be increased by
seeds, layers, and cuttings, managed in the

same manner as the above sort.

It affords variety in collections of stove

plants.

MILFOIL. See Achillea.
MICE, a sort of vermin highly destructive to

several sorts of garden crops, such as peas and
beans in the early spring, and lettuces, melons
and cucimibers in frames in the winter season.

When discovered they should be immediately
destroyed. SeeVKitMiN.
MILDEW, a vegetable disease very hurtful to

some kinds of plants. It is supposed to proceed

from different causes: some consider it as a kind

of thick clammy moisture, which falls on, or

rather transpires from, the leaves and blossoms

of plants, which, by stopping up the pores,

prevents perspiration, and hinders their growth.
The author of The Philosophy of Gardening-

suspects it to be a plant of the fungous kind,

which grows without light or change of airj

and with its roots penetrates the vessels of the

vegetables to which it adheres, which are probablv

previously diseased, and thus deprives them of

their due nourishment. But what is connnon-
ly denominated mildew is an insect which is

frequently foimd in vast nun)bers feeding upon
the effused moisture. In a treatise upon- this
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disease by Mr. Scgar, it is conceived to be of a

very sharp corrosive nature, and by its acrimony
to hinder the circulation of the nutritious sap

;

in consequence of which the leaves begin to

fade, and the blossoms and fruit to be greatly

injured.

The author first mentioned conceives the best

method of removing it to be by admitting more
light and air, by proper thinning or pruning
so as to restore the natural vigour of the plants.

Mr. Forsyth has observed that, " contrary

to the common opinion, trees are more liable to

mildew on south and west walls, than on an
east wall ; and has frccjuently removed such
trees from a south or west wall, to a north

•or east wall, where they have perfectly re-

covered.

He advises " whenever danger is appre-

hended, to wash or sprinkle the trees well

with urine and lime-water mixed ; and when
the young and tender shoots are much infected,

to wash them well with a woollen cloth

dipped in the following mixture, so as to clear

them of all the glutinous matter, that their re-

spiration and perspiration may not be ob-
structed.

" Take of tobacco one pound, sulphur two
pounds, unslaked lime one peck, and about a

pound of elder-buds
; pour on them ten gallons

of boiling water ; cover it close and let it stand

till cold ; then add as much cold water as will

fill a hogshead. It should stand two or three

days to settle, when the scum may be taken oft",

and it is fit for use.

"There is a sweet saccharine substance found
on the leaves of certain trees, which is generally

but erroneously supposed to fall from heaven
like dew. It is known by the title of Honey-
dew. There are supposed to be two kinds of
it, one of which" Mr. Forsyth says "transpires
from the leaves of the trees where it is found

;

and the other is the excrement of a small insect

called a Vine-fretter, a species of the Aphis.
Bees and ants are very fond of both these

kinds of honey-dew." As this exudation, "by
its viscous quality," closes up the pores and
stcJps the perspiration of trees, it iTiUstof course,"
he thinks, " be very hurtful to them."

It is a vegetable disease, which should, in his

opinion, be treated in the same manner as the
mildew, by washing at the same times.

MIMOSA, a genus containing plants of the
shrubby and under shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Polygamia
Moneecia and ranks in the natural order of Lo-
mevtacece.

'I he characters are : that the calyx is a one-
kaffcd perianthium, five-toothed, very small :

the corolla has one petal, funnel-form, half-

five-cleft, small : the stamina have capillary,

very long filaments : anthers incumbent : the
pistillum is aii oblong germ : style filiform,

shorter than the stamens: stigma truncated:
the pericarpium is a long legume, with several

transverse partitions: the seeds many, roundish,
of various forms.

The species cultivated are: 1, M. plena.
Double-flowered Annual Sensitive Mimosa ; 2.

M. viva. Lively Mimosa ; 3. M. quadrivalvis,

Quadrivalve-poddcd Humble Mimosa ; 4, M.
5e/M'/7ii'a, Sensitive Plant; 5. Al.pitdica, Humble
Plant; 6. y^. i'(V£fa/f/, Long- twigged Mimosa;
7. M. punctata, Spotted-stalked Mimosa : 8.

31. pernamlmcanu, Slothful Mimosa; g. M,
asperala, Hairy-podded Mimosa; 10. M. pig-ra,

Slow American Sensitive Plant; II. M. glauca.
Glaucous Mimosa ; 12. M. cornigera, Homci
Mimosa, or Cuckold Tree; 13. AI. horrida,

Horrid Mimosa; 14. iVf. Famestana, 'Favnesxs.n

Mimosa, or Sponge Tree; 15. Ai. NiLotka,
Egyptian Mimosa; 16. tI/. wr/inV/o^o, Whorl-
leaved Mimosa ; 17. M. arhorea, Rough Tree
Mimosa; X&.AI. Lehheck, Lebbeck, or F.gyp-
tian Mimosa; 19. AI. latisiliqiia, I5road-pod-
ded Mimosa; 20. AI. taynarbidifolia. Tama-
rind-leaved American Mimosa ; 21. AI. circi-

?ialis. Spiral Mimosa; 22. AI. pennala. Small-
leaved Mimosa ; 23. Ad. latifolia. Broad-leav-
ed Mimosa; 24. AI. purpi/rea. Purple Mimosa,
or Soldier Wood; 25. AI. reticulata, Netted
Mimosa; 26. AI. scandens, Climbing Mimosa;
27. AI. myrlifoUa, Myrtle-leaved Mimosa;
28. AI. suaveolens. Sweet-scented Mimosa.
The first, when cultivated in the garden, has

great resemblance to the seventh sort ; but the
stalks never grow so erect, the wings of the
leaves are longer, and stand more horizontal

:

the heads of flowers are much larger, the
stamens are longer, and the flowers on the
under side of the spike which have no stamens
are double ; the pods also are shorter, and much
broader than those of that sort.

It is annual ; the stems round, herbaceous,
smooth, procumbent, rooting at all the joints :

the leaves three-paired or four-paired, contract-

ing with the least touch : from the axils of
these spring erect peduncles, four or five inches
high, with scales the whole length, sustaining

handsome, yellow, almost globular heads, the
same size with those of red clover: the flowers

difterent in shape, nature and use; those in the

middle truly five-petalled, in small five-cleft

calyxes, with many long stamens; but those in

the circuit, instead of stamens have oblong,
beautiful, golden leaflets, much wider and hand-
somer than the true petals, which are small
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and of a greenish colour. These double flowers

are barren ; but the single ones are succeeded by
flat, smooth, two-valvcd Irsrumes, containing

several black, shining, compressed seeds. It is

a native of La Vera Cruz.

The second species has trailing herbaceous

stalks, putting out roots at every joint, and
spreading to a considerable distance. A single

plant, in the stove, in one summer, has spread

near three feet square, and the branches so

closely joined, as to cover the surface of (he

bed ; but when permitted to grow thus, the

plants seldom produce flowers : the leaflets are

narrow, and the petioles are short and smooth :

the flowers axillary, on naked peduncles about

an inch in length ; they are of a pale yellowish

colour, and are collected into small globidar

heads : the ie2;i.mies short, flat, jointed, con-
taining three or four compressed, rouudish seeds.

It is a native of Jamaica.

The third has a creeping root : the stalks

slender, having four acute angles, armed pretty

closely with short recurved spines : the leaves

on long prickly foot-stalks, and thinly placed

on the branches : the win2;s two pairs, about an
inch asunder, short : the leaflets narrow, not
very close : the peduncles axillary, sustaining a

small globular head of purple flowers : the le-

gumes four-cornered, two inches long, four-

celled, four-valved ; containing several angular

seeds in each cell. It was found at La Vera
Cruz.
The fourth species rises with a slender woody

stalk, seven or eight feet high, armed with short

recurved thorns : the leaves grow upon long

foot-stalks which are prickly, each sustaining

two pairs of wings ; the outer pair has two lobes

which join at their base, and are rounded on
the outside, but straight on the inner edges,

shaped like a pair of sheep-shears ; they are

much larger than the inner, are almost two
inches long, and one inch broad in the middle :

from the place where these are inserted into the

slalk, come out small branches, which have

three or four globular heads of pale purplish

flowers coming out from the side, on short pe-

duncles ; and the principal stalk has many of

those heads of tiowers on the upper part for

more than a foot in length ; and this, as also

the branches, is terminated by similar heads of
flowers : the pods are broad, fiat, jointed, open-
ing by two valves, containing one, two, or

three compressed orbicular seeds : the leaves

move but slowly when touched, but the foot-

stalks fall when they are pressed verv hard.

It is a native of Brazil.

The fifth has the roots composed of many
hairy fibres, which sit close together, from

which come out several woody stalks, which
decline towards the ground, unless they are sup-
ported ; they are armed with short recurved

spines, and have v.inged or pinnate leaves, com-
posed of four, and sometimes five piniias. whose
bases join at a point, where they are inserted

into the foot-stalk, spreading upwards like the

fingers of a hand : the flowers from the axils,

on short peduncles, collected in small globular

heads, of a yellow colour: the pods short, flat,

jointed, in close clusters, almost covered with
stinging hairy covers. It is a native of Brazil.

The sixth species has the spike roundish, nod-
ding: the flowers ten-stamened, and yellow;
the lower ones of the spike without stamens or

petals. It is a native of the West Indies, flower-

ing in July and August.

The seventh rises with upright branching stalks

six or seven feet high, becoming woody towards
the root, with callous dots dispersed upon it,

but not perennial (at least they are not so here

in any situation, the plants always decaying in

winter) ; they are smootli, and the leaves are

composed of four or five jiairs of long winged
lobes, which have about twenty pairs of small

leaves ranged along the midrib ; are smooth and
rounded at their points, of a full green on their

upper side, but pale on their under : these small

leaves contract themselves together on their be-

ing touched, but the foot-stalks do not decline

at the same time, as those do which are titled

Humble Plaiits: it is therefore called the Sensi-
tive Plant by way of distinction : the flowers are

produced upon long foot-stalks, which come
out from the wings of the leaves, and are dis-

posed in globular heads which nod downward,
are yellow; and all those which have petals have

ten stamina in each, but those situated round
the border have neither petals nor stamina ; those

on the upper part of the spike are succeeded by
pods an inch and a half long, and a quarter of
an inch broad, which change lo a dark brown
when ripe, inclosing three or four compressed,

shining, black seeds. It is probably a native of
America.
The eighth species has the stems seldom more

than two feet and a half high, and smooth: the

leaves are composed of three or four pmnas,
which are shorter, and the leaflets much nar-

rower than in the first and seventh sorts: the

heads of the flowers are smaller, being made up
of many long white filaments, forming altoge-

ther a round head, and the pods longer and
narrower, an inch long, and a quarter of an inch

broad, with a round protuberance at each seed.

It grows naturally in all the islands of the

West Indies, where it has its name from the

leaves not contracting ou being touched.
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The n'mih species has a shrubby erect stalk

about five feet high, hairy and ariDcd with short,

broad, strong tliorns, which are white, standing

on each side, ahnost opposite, or ahernate : the

leaves five- or six-paired, with a strong midrib,

and between each pair two short strong spines,

pointing out each way : the leaflets extremely

narrow and very close : towards the upper part

of the stalk the flowers are produced from the

sides on short ptduncles ; they are collected

into globular heads, and are of a bright purple

colour : the stalks are also terminated by smaller

heads of the like flowers : the pods flat,jointcd,

about two inches long, and a quarter of an inch

broad, spreading like rays, there being com-
monlv five or six joined together at the base :

they separate at each articulation, leaving tlie

two side membranes or borders standing : the

seeds, which are compressed and square, drop

out from the joints of the pods, which arc hairy

at first, but as they ripen become smooth : the

petioles do not fall on being touched, but the

leaflets close up. It is a native of La Vera

Cruz.
The tenth has the stem recurved, prickles scat-

tered over it in pairs : the leaves commonly six-

paired, wiih many paired pinnas : on the universal

petioles there are recurved prickles between each

of the partial ones; and there is a straight upright

prickle which is longer, between each pair of

the partial ones, in place of a gland : the heads

are a;lobular : the legumes nverabranaceons-com-

pressed, jointed, ri;gged. It is a native of South

America.
The eleventh species has the spikes globular,

large, peduneled: the flowers white, apetalous,

ten-stamened : the legumes long, flat. It flowers

in April, and the seeds ripen in autumn; found

at La Vera Cruz.

The twelfth is a tree which seldom exceeds

twelve feet in height : it has numerous branches

forming a pyramidal figure : the leaves are small

;

the flowers are small, yellow, and void ofscent, in

a close cylindrical spike, an inch and a half long :

the legumes coriaceous, containing a buttery

pulp, in which the seeds are rolled up : the spines

are very singular, subaxillary and connate at the

base, resembling the horns of oxen ; brown, shin-

inii', hollow, and the longest more than five inches

in length ; they are all over the tree ; and when the

pods are ripe and the leaves fallen, they have a

sinsjular appearance. It is a native of Carthagena,

ilowering in June and July, and ripenmg seeds

in September.

The thirtecnlh species has the branches angu-

lar, smooth, with a brown bark : tiie leaves

«onietimes two from the axil of the spines :

jjartial four- or five-paired, inner shorter, with

leaflets froili five- to seven-paired, outer eight-tO

eleven-paired : leaflets linear, acute, smooth :

the spines in ]5airs white, purple at the tip : the

flowers in a globular head, axillary and solitary,

first sessile, then peduneled, shorter than the

leaves : the legumes compressed, and attenuated

at the base. It is a native of Uie East and West
Indies, S:c.

The fourteenth has the flowers many-stamen-
ed, very fragrant, yellow, in sessile heads ; the

petioles have a gland below the leaflets : the le-

gumes are fusiform. On account of the sweet-

ness of its flowers, ii has been dispersed through
most parts of Europe. It is brought by the

Italian gardeners, who bring over Orange -trees,

&c. in young plants, under the name of Gaxia.
It is a native of Saint Domingo, flowering from
June to AugTist.

The fifteenth species is a tree which arrives at

a large size in countries \\ here it grows naturally,

but in this climate is rarely seen more than eight

or ten feet high : it has the habit of the four-

teenth sort ; differing in having no callous dots

upon the branches : the bark is purple : the

spines in pairs, and longer than those of the

fourteenth: the branches purple, even : the par-

tial leaves about five pairs ; between two pairs

of the outer ones a gland is inserted into the

common petiole : the legumes necklace-shaped,

compressed: the joints roundish-rhomb-shaped:
flowers many-stamened, in peduneled heads. It

is a native of Egvpt and Arabia. It is the tree

which yields the Gum Arabic.

The sixteenth has leaves simple, linear, and
pungent or hard and prickly at the end, and
growing in whorls six or seven together ; but it

has dissimilar leaves, and the primordial ones,

or two or three first leaves which appear on the

seedling plants, arebipinnate. It is a native of
New South Wales, flowering from March to

May.
According to Mr. Curtis, it is some years in

arriving at its flowering state.

The seventeenth is a lofty tree, with an up-
right smooth trunk, covered with an agh-colour-

ed bark : the branches diverging, bent down,
smooth : the partial leaves twelve-paired : the

universal petiole round, striated, ferruginous-

pubescent : partial petioles also ferruginous : the

<;;land3 roundish, concave, between the petioles:

the scalelets bifid, minute, at the base of the

partial petioles: pinnas sixteen-or eightecn-pair-

cd, halved, subsessile, acute, entire, smoc)th ;

the spikes peduneled, subglobular, composed of

aa'^regate, sessile, white flowers : the peduncles

axillary, and slender: the seeds spherical, sinn-

ing black. It is a native of Jamaica, where it

is called JSlountuiu or IVUd Tamarind Tree.
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The eighteenth has the leaves destitute of

glands : the pinnas from twelve to twenty, an

inch in length : the hundlcs of flowers pedun-

<'led : the legume a span long. It is cultivated

in the gardens at Cairo, where it fiou ers in June,

and becomes a large tree. It is probably aaia-

tive of Egypt.
The nineteenth has tliebraetcas half-cordate:

the peduncles in threes: the flowers in heads:

an obsolete gland on the common petiole below

the partial pinnas : the germs are globular, two-

valved ; with two roundish, concave or hemi-
spherical leaflets : the leaves very smooth. It is a

native of the West Indies, flowering most part of

the summer.
.
The twentieth species has the branches with

few recurved prickles : the leaves four- or five-

paired : a gland between the lowest partial ones,

which are twelve-paired, but the lowest pinnule

wants the opposite on the inside : on the com-
mon petiole are two remote prickles, underneath

between each partial one : the stipules wide,

acuminate, purple : the legumes very wide. It

is a native of America.

In the twenty-iirst, the leaves divide into

many ramifications : the leaflets are roundish,

and placed in a very regular order : the seeds,

which are flat, and one half of a beautiful red

colour, the other half of a deep black, grow in

long twisted pods, and hanging by a small thread

for some time out of the pod, when they are

ripe, make a very agreeable appearance. It was
brought from the Bahama Islands.

The twenty-second species is fruteseent, be-

ing a large procumbent branching shrub : the

panicle very much branched, naked, terminat-

ing the stem and branches : the prickles small,

scattered over the stem and panicle : the leaves

having from twelve to twenty pairs of partial

leaves, with an oblong melliferous pore at the

base of the general petiole : the leaflets linear

and almost capillary : there are no prickles on
the petioles or peduncles, but a gland above the

base of the petioles : the flowers white, poly-

gamous, in a vast diffused terminating panicle,

of very many small globular heads. It is a native

of the East Indies.

The bark is there converted into a sort of tow,

which is used for stepping cracks both in houses
and boats.

The twenty-third sort has the flowers many-
stamened, sessile : the leaves arc like those of the

Walnut ; and the flowers are purple. It is a

native of South America.
The twenty-fourth has alfo puiplc flowers,

and is a native of South America.
The twenty-fifth is a tree with rigid branches,

that are flexuose from bud to bud : under each

Vol. 11.

bud is a pair of horizontal, whitish, stipular

thorns, the length of the leaves : the leaves aPe

petioled, conjugate, or one-paired, with pinnate,

six-paired leallets : the conmion petiole termi-

nated above by a gland, beneath by a prickle :

the leaflets (jblong-linear, blunt, at equal di-

stances, the lowest smaller : the legume oval, a

hand in length and half as much in breadth,

compressed, with large scattered seeds. It is a

native of the Cape.

The twenty-sixth climbs to the tops of the

tallest trees, to the height of one hundred and
lifiy feet, frequently overspreading many of the

neiohbourin": branches, and formiii"; larce ar-

hours : the withs are slender, but tough and
flexile, striated, stiff, and smooth : common
petioles long, opposite, thickened at the base,

round, very smooth, terminating in a tendril, by
v\hieh tlie branches are supported: the pinnas
four-paired, petioled, oblong, blunt at top,

cmarginate, nerved, smooth on both sides,

shining: the glands none: the tendril long,

upright, bifid at the end: the spikes axillary,

erect, very long, niany-flowered : the flowers ap-

proximating, subsessile, small : most of them
are abortive : and according to Browne, the fe-

male plants throw out their flowers separate, a:id

are succeeded by so many pods. It is a native

of both Indies, and in the West Indies is called

Cocoon.

The tv\'enty-sevcnth species is in height three

or four feet: the branches alternate, upright,

angular, with a very tough smooth bark : the

leaves of the young seedlings in pairs and pin-

nated, with oval leaflets : but when the stem
rises, the common footstalks of its leaves be-

come dilated, the leaflets cease to appear, and
the whole shrub is furnished only with such di-

lated naked footstalks, which are to all intents

and purposes leaves . they are alternate, vertical,

smooth, firm and glaucous : the stipules none :

on their upper edge near the base a small con-
cave gland : the racemes are axillary, solitary,

erect, of about six alternate heads, each having
three or four small white flowers : the pod linear,

pointed, zigzag, brown, with a very thick mar-
gin : the seeds about six, oblong: the flowers

on the young branches are very numerous, and
fragrant, like those of Spiraea Ulmaria. It is a

native of New South Wales.
It produces ripe pods, and perfects seeds in the

stove, but in the green-house the flowers go oft'

without any tendency to produce fruit. It is a
shrub of quick growth, and w hich blows very
readily.

According to Mr. Curtis, the foliage is usually

edged with red.

In the twenlv-ciohth the branches are most
^ R
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acutely triangular, and much compressed ; tlicir

edges bright red : the leaves alternate, four or

five inches long, with a rib and margin like the

last: the flowers in axillary racemes, yellowish
white, fragrant: the petals four: stanvens nu-
merous : the young capisules smooth and glau-
cous. It is a native of New South Wales.

Culture.—They are all capable of being in-

creased by seedj and some of the sensitive kinds
by layers and cuttings, but the first is by much
the Ijcst method.
The seed, procured from ihe nurseries or seed-

shops, should be sown in pots of light rich

mould early iathe spring, covering" it in with fine

earth a quarter of an inch deep, and plunging
the pots in the hot-bed ; if in a common hot-
bed under frames and classes, manaoino- them

I , (»
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nearly in the manner of tender annuals, and
when in a bark-bed in the stove, little trouble is

required. But moderate sprinklings of water
fcljould be given; and when the plants are two or

three inches high, they should be planted out
singly into sniail pots, preserving the earth to

their roots, replungitit:; them in the hot-bed, Sec,
giving water and occasional shade till they are

well rooted, repeating the waterings frequently.

The plants thould afterwards be continued either

in the hot-bed under glasses, or plunged in the

bark-bed of ihe stove, to facilitate their growth,
preserve them in vigour, and increase the sen-
sibility of the Sensitive kinds ; admitting fresh

air pretty freely.

The perennial sorts, both shrubbv and her-

baceous, must be kept in the stove all winter,

and principally the year round.

And they must be frequently removed into

larger pots to prevent the roots from getting

through the pots, which they are apt to da,

and by that means are often destroyed.

The Acacia kinds are the most tender, re-

quiring the stove almost constantly, except a
little m the heat of summer, when they must
be placed in a warm situation.

They should always have a bark hot-bed, and
be put in \ery small pots filled with sandv mould,
the heal of ihe stove being kept up to nbovc tem-
perate : as the leaves of some ot the:ii are shed,

they have often the appearance of being dried

when that is not the case.

Where there is not the convenience of a stove,

those who are curious to have the plants, may
have them in suninicr> bv the aid of a common
dung or tan- bark hot-bed under frames and

g asses, though not in winter ; bv raising sou\e

(>f the aimual, or any of the other kinds, bv seed

in spring, in a hot-bed under a frame, £cc.

keeping up the heat of the bed until the middle

of June, and continuing the plants always un-
8

der the frame, raising one end of the lights a

little, occasionally, in warm days to admit fresh

air; and as they rise in height, raise the frame at

bottom, to allow them full room to grow. About
iMidsiimmcr, or soon after, some of the low
spreading kinds may likewise be turneil out with

balls, or plunged in their pots into a warm sun-

ny border, and covered with large hand-glasses,

v^hich may be lifted otf occasionally just to view
the plants. By these methods the plants may
be preserved through the summer in their sensi-

tive qvialitv, though not equal in perfection to

those in stoves; nor can they be preserved alive

in winter out of the stove.

The shrubby kinds that afford spreading

branches may be layed any time iti summer, in

pots plunged in the bark-bed, where they then

take root, and are ready to pot ofif singly in the

autumn season.

The Sensitive and Humble sorts often branch
out profusely, so as to furnish plentv of youn^
shoots for cuitings, which should be planted

in pots in the summer season, plunging them in

the bark-bed, wherethey often readily take root,

and form good plants.

These modes should, however, only be prac-

tised when seed cannot be procured.

The general culture of all the species is after-

wards to keep them always in pots placed in the

stove, being plunged occasionally in the bark-

bed, especially the Spreading Sensitive kinds,

frequent waterings being given in summer and
winter, but considerably the most in the summer
season ; shifting them into larger pots as they

increase in growth. And althotigh most of the

sorts will live in tlie open air in the heat of sum-
mer, it is live best practice to expose them bu-t

sparingly.

The fourth and fifth sorts are held in -liigh

estimation on account of the singular scnsibihty

lodged in their leaves ;• which, in consequence

of being touched or sh.iken, either by tbe hand,

a stick, or the least wind blowing upon them,

the wings of the leaves suddenly close, and the

foot-stalks fall down.
The jierlods of time which the leaves, &c.

require to recover themselves, after falling from
any irritation, are according to the vigour of the

plant, the hour of the day, the sercneness of the

atmosphere, and the temperature of the heat of

the stove, Ike. being often from ten or fifteen

minutes to an hour or more.
The plants also every evening naturally

contract themselves, and expand again in the

morning. Ihev are all ornamental and curious.

MIMLXU.S, a genus containing a plant of

the herbaceous flowery (ornamental kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
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Anglo^permia, and ranks in ihc natural order

of Pcrsofiatfe.

Thccliaractersare: thatthccalyxisaone-lcafcd

periantliiuni, oblong, prismatic, five-cornered,

iive-foldcd, live-toothed, equal, permanent : ttie

corolla is one-pctalkd, ringent: tube the length

ofthecalvx: border two-lipped: upper lip up-

right, bifid, rounded, bent back at the sides :

lower lip wider, trifid, w'ah the segments round-

ed; the middle one smaller: palateconvcx, bitid,

protruded from the base of the lip : the stamina

have four filaments, filiform, within the throat;

two shorter: anthers bifid-kidney-form: the

pistilluni is a conical germ : style filitbrm, the

length of the stamens : stigma ovate, bifid, com-
pressed: the periearpium is an oval, two-celled

capsule, opening transversely at top : partition

membranaceous, contrary to the valves: the

seeds very many, and small : the receptacle ob-

long, fastened on each side to the partition.

The species cultivated are : ] . M. ringeiis,

Oblong-leaved Monkey-flower; 2. M. afaliis,

Wing-stalked Mimulus ; 3. M. mirantiacus,

Orange Monkey-flower.
The first has a perennial root : the stalk is

annual, square, a foot and half high, with two
oblong smooth leaves at each joint, broadest at

their base, where they join round the stalk, but

ending in acute points : the lower part of the

stalk sends out two or three short branches, and
tlie upper part is adorned with two flowers at

each point, from the bosom of the leaves on each

side ; they are of a violet colour, and have no
scent. It is a native of Virginia and Canada,
flowering in .Inly and August.
The second species has (he appearance of the

first sort : the stem is winged with four mem-
branes running down from tiie base of the peti-

oles, simple, smooth, with a branchlet or two at

top : the leaves are two inches long, veined, un-
equally serrate: the piduncles axillarv, solitary,

opposite, four-cornered, thickened ut top. It

is a native of North America, flo\\cring in July

and August.
The third has the stalk about ihree feet hioh,

much branched, shrubby, round, the \oung
wood grten, with a tinge of purple towards the

lower part of each joint, slightly viscid, as it

becomes older changing to alight-brown colour,

and discovering manifest fissures : the braitchcs

alternately opposite, ilowcr-bearing quite to the
base : the leaves are opposite, sessile, slightly

connate, the bliintness at the end jnrticularly

apparent when contrasted w ith a leaf o\' the first

sort, toothed or sliglitly serrate, smooth, veinv :

the flowt;rs inodorous, large, nearlv twice the

size of those of the .first sort, uniformly pale

orange, growing in pairs from the axils of the

leaves, on peduncles that are about half the length

of the calyx. It flowers during must of ilie

summer.
Culture.—This plant is very hardy in respect

to cold, but should have a loamy soft sod,

rather moist than dry, and not too much exposed

to the sun.

The first sort may be increased by parting the

roots not too small, and planting them in ati-

tumn, or the early spring, but the former is the

better season. It may also be raised by seeds,

which should be sown in aulnnm, soon after

thev become perfectly ripe, on a border exposed

to tl'.e morning sun.

The third sort may likewise be increased In

the same manner.
The fourth kind is best propagated by plant-

ing cuttings of the young shoots or branches in

the early "spring in pots of fresh mould, plun-

ging them in a mild hot-bed, being afterwards

managed as the other sorts.

The first is capable of bearing cold when
planted in a loamy, soft, rather moist soil, not

too much exposed to the sun.

This and the second sort may be introduced

in the borders and clumps, and the third among
other potted plants of the less tender kinds.

MINT. See Mentha.
MIKABILI8, a genus furnishing plants of

the flowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order PentanJria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Nyclagines.

The characters are: that the calyx has the outer

perianthium one-leafed, erect-ventricose, infe-

rior, five-parted : segments ovate-lairceolate,

sharp, miequal, permanent : mnerijlobular placed

under the petal, with a contracted entire mouth,
and permanent : the corolla is one-petalied, fun-

nel-form : the tube slender, \o\vz, thicker at top,

placed on the inner calyx : border from upright

spreading, entire, bluntly five-clelt, plaited; nec-
tarv spherical, fleshy, surrounding the germ,
with a i^ve-toothed moulh : teeth very sni.-.H,

triangular, coiiverging : the stamina have five li la-

ments inserted into theorilice of the ncctarv.aud
alternate with its teeth, within the inner calvx

free, more slender, fasiened at bottom to the

tube of the corolla, filiform, the length oi' the

corolla, inclining, unequal : i^nthers twin, round-
ish, rising : the iiistilhun is a turbinate germ,
within the nectary : style filiform, the length and
situation of the fctamcns : stigma globulnr, dot-
ted, rising: there is no periearpium : the inner

calyx incrusfs the seed and falls with it: I he seed

single, ovate -five-cornered.

The species, cultivated are: 1. M. jahipri,

Common Marvel of Peru ; i.'. M. dkholonu^
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Forked Mnrvel of I'tiu ; 3. M, longijiora,

Sweet-scented Marvel of Fern.

The first has ;i thick tlcsh^' root : the stem

thick, upright, iiiucli branclicd, and divided

three feet or niore in height : the leaves arc broad,

obloniT, and opposite: flowers terniinatiiig, about

six, in clusters close together without any leaf-

lets between them, and not longer than the leaf.

It is perennial, and a native of both the Indies,

flowering from July to October.

There are several varieties in the colour of the

flowers, as ptirple or red, white, yellow, variegat-

ed purple and white, and variegated purple and

yellow, but which resolve themselves into two
principal varieties; as with purple and white

flowers, which are variable ; some being plain

p(ir))le, others plain white, but most of them va-

riecraled with the two colours, and all found occa-

sionally on the same plant ; and with red and

yellow flowers, generally mixed, but sometimes

distinct on the same plant ; some plants having

only plain flowers, others only variegated, and

others again both plain and variegated: but the

plants which are raised from seeds of the purple

and white never produce red and yehow flowers,

or the contrary.

All these varieties are highly ornamental du-

ring the months of July, August, and September,

and, when the season continues mild, often last

till near the end of October. The flowers open-

ing only towards the evening, while the weather

continues warm, but in moderate cool weather,

when the sun is obscured, they continue open

almost the whole day, and are produced so plen-

tifully at the ends of the branches, that when ex-

panded the plants seem entirely covered with them,

and from some being plain, others variegated, on
the same plant, have a fine ai)pcarance.

The second species resembles tlie first sort

very much : the stalks have thick swollen joints

:

the leaves are smaller: the flowers not much
more than half the size, and do not vary in their

colour from their natural purplish red : tlie fruit

is very rou<;h. It is a native of Mexico ; and com-
mon in the West Indies, where it is termed

the Four o'clock Flower, from the circumstance

of the flowers opening at that time of the day.

In the third, the slalks fall on the ground, if

not supported ; they grow about three feet in

length, and divide into several branches; are

liairy and clammy: the flowers come out at the

ends of the branches, are white, have very long

ilender tubes, and a faint musky odour, as in

the other sorts ; are shut during the day, and ex-

pand as the sun declines: the seeds are larger

than those of the other species, and as rough as

those of the second sort. It is a native of

Mexico, flowering from June till September.

1

CiillKre.—In all the sorts the propagation Is

eflected by sowing the seed in the spring season,

either on a warm border or m a hot -bed;
but the latter method produces the plants con-
siderably more early, and in the greatest per-

fection.

When cultivated on warm south borders, in

the places where the plants are to remain, the

seed should be sown about the nnddle of April,

either in patches or in shallow drills, half an

inch deep, and six inches asunder : and when
the places can be covered with hand-glasses, or

a frame and lights, or the seed be sown in pots

under those jjrotections, or any other occasional

shelter during the night-time and in cold wea-

ther, it will greatly forward the germination of

the seed, as well as the growth of the young
plants afterwards. In the latter method, about

June, the plants will be fit to plant out into the

borders or into pots. Moist weather should be

cliosen for this purpose, and water and occa-

sional shade be given till well rooted : they theii-

readilv grow, and acquire a tolerable size ; but

they do not attain to a large size, or flower so

early by a month or six weeks as those forward-

ed in the hot-bed.

In the latter method, a hot-bed should be
prepared in March, or early in April, under
frame and lights, and earthed over about six

inches deep , then sowing the seed in the

earth of the bed in shallow drills half an
inch deep, as directed above, or in pots of

rich earth the same depth, plunging them in the

earth of the bed. The latter is the better me-
thod. The plants soon rise; when they should

have fresh air daily, in common with the other

plants of the bed, and frequent refreshings of

water ; and when nearly two inches high, be

planted out into another fresh hot-bed to for-

ward them, placing them either in the earth of

the bed, four or five inches asunder, or singly

in small pots (thirty-twos), plunging them in

the bed ; water and shade should be immediately

given till fresh-rooted, continuing the care of

admitting fresh air every mild day; and about the

middle or latter end of May, when they have

acquired a good size and strength, they should

be inured by degrees to the full air, so as that

they may be removed into it fully about the be-

ginningofJune, choosingmild cloudymoist wea-

ther, it~possible, for the business ; taking up such

as grow in the beds, with bails of earth about

their roots, and planting them in the borders ; but

those in pots may be turned out with the whole

ball entire, aud planted in that way. Some
should also be removed into large pots for moving

into particular situations. Water should be di-

rectly given, and occasional shade to such as
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require it, rcpeatinj the waterings to the whole,

till jliey have struck fresh root and begun to

grow, when they will not require any turlher

culture, except the occa.-ional support of sticks,

which is most necessary in the last sort.

As the setd ripens well, it will frequently pre-

vent the trouble of preserving the roots.

But when these are taken out of the ground

in autumn, and laid in dry sand during the

winter, secure from frost, and planted again in

the spring, thev grow much larger and flower

earlier than the seedling plants : or when the

roots are covered in winter w ith tanner's bark

to keep out the frost, they often remain secure

in the borders, where the soil is dry. WTien the

roots thus taken out of the ground are planted

the following spring in large pots, and plunged

into a hot-bed, under a deep frame, they may be

brouffht forward, and raised to the height

of four or five feet, and flower much earlier in the

season.

In collecting the seeds, care should be taken

not to save any from the plants which have plain

flowers ; and in order to have variegated flow ers,

the plain flowers should be pulled otf from those

plants which are intended to stand for seed.

As the second sort is less hardy than the first

and third, unless the plants are brought forward

in the spring they seldom flower till ver)- late,

and their seeds do not ripen perfectly.

All the sorts are proper for the principal bor-

ders of pleasure-grounds, being ver\- ornamental

in their large branchy grow th, as well as in their

extensive flowering.

Tlie root of all the sorts is a strone purgative.

MOLUCCA BAUM. See Moluccella.
MOLUCCELLA, a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous annual exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia

Gi/mnospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of FerticillatcB.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, very large, turbmate, gradu-

ally finishing in a %-ery wide, bell-shaped, tooih-

spmy, incurved, peniianent border : the corolla

is one-petalled, ringent, less than the calyx :

tube and throat short: upper lip upright, con-

cave, entire; lower lip trifid : the middle seg-

ment more produced, emarginate • the stamma

have four filaments, under the upper lip, of

w hich two are shorter : anthers simple : the pis-

tillura is a four-parted germ : style the size and

situation of the stamens : stigma bifid : there is

no pericarpium : fruit turbinate, truncate, in the

bottom of the open calyx : the seeds four, con-

vex on one side, angular on the other, at top

wide and tnmcate.

The species cultivated are: 1. M. Icevts,

Smooth ^^o^uccaBaum; 2. M. sp'mosa, Prickly

Molucca Baum.
The first has an annual root : the stem three

feet high, spreading out into many branches^

which are smooth, and come out by pairs :

the leaves are roundish, deeplv notched on their

edges, opposite, on long petioles, smooth, light

green on both sides : at the base of the petioles

theflowcr^ come out in whorls : immedia'.eiv un-
der the calyx also come out two bunches of pretty

Ions spines, one on each side, each bunch con-

sisting of five or six spines arising from the same
point : the corolla is small, and being placed at

the bottom of the large calyx is not visible at a

distance ; it is white with a cast of purple.

It is a native of Syria, flowering in July and
August.

In the second the root is also annual : the

stems smooth, purplish, four feet high, branch-

ing out in the same manner with the first : the

leaves are smaller, on shorter foot-stalks, deeper

and more acutely indented on their edges : the

calvx not so large, and cut into eight segments,

each terminated by an acute spine : the flowers

like those of the first sort. It is a native of the

Levant, flowering in July and August.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
sowing the seeds in the early autumn on a mild

hot-bed, or in pots plunged into it, and when
the plants have attained a little growth be

planted in small pots, and placed under a hot-bed

frame in winter, where they may have free air

in mild weather by taking oflTthe glasses, being

carefully covered in frosty weather, keeping them
pretty dry, otherwise they are apt to rot. In the

spriua: the plants may be turned out of the pot5,

with^their earth about their roots, and planted

in a warm border, defended from strong winds,

eiving them a little water to settle the earth to

Their roots; after which they require no other

care but to be kept clean from weeds, and be

supported with stakes.

Thev afford ornament and variety in the bor-

ders among other tender annuals.

MOLY. See Allium.
MOMORDICA, a genus furnishing plants of

the annual trailing and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia
Sijngeiies'ia, and ranks in the natural order of

Ciicurlhacea.

Thecharacters are : that in the male flowers the

calvx is a one-leafed perianthium, concave, five-

cleft: segments lanceolate, spreading: the corolla

five-parted, fastened to the calyx, more spread-

incr, large, veined, wrinkled : the stamina have

three awl-shaped filaments, short: anthers on two

filaments bifid, eared at the sides ; on the third

simple, one-eared only, consisting ofa compreised
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body and a fariniferous line once reflex: female
flowL-rs on the same plant : the calyx is a peri-
anlhium as in the male, siipcrioj-, deciduous:
the corolla as in the male : the stamina have
three filaments, very short, without anthers: the
jjistillum is an inferior germ, large : stvle
single, round, trifid, coknimar : stigmas three,
gibbons, oblong, pointing outwards : the peri-
caipium is a dry, oblong pome, opening elasti-

£aliy, three-celled : cells nien)branaceous, soft,

distant : the seeds several, and compressed.
The species cultivated are: 1. M. balsamina,

.Common Momordica, or Male Balsam Apple

;

2. M. cliarantia. Hairy Momoulica; 3. M.
Li/J/a, Egyptian Momordica ; 4. M. dateriwn,
Elastic Momordica.
The first has a trailing stem, like those of the

Cucnniberand Melon, extendingthree or fourfeet
in length, and sending out many side branches
^^hich have tendrils : the leaves are shaped like

those of the \'ine, smooth, deeply cut into se-
veral segments, and spreading open like the hand.
According to Martyn, the fniit is fleshy, ovate,
drawn to a point at each end, obscurely angular,
remotely tubercled in longitudinal row's, smooth
in the other parts, red when ripe, one-celled,
inflated, bursting irregularly, and dispersing the
seeds, which are ovate and pale brown, with
a spring. It is a native «f Jndia,, flowering in
June and July.
The second species has a round, slender,

branched stem, climbing by lateral tendrils : the
leaves are sinuate-palmate, wrinkled, smooth,
toothed, spread out into a ring, having the nerves
pubescent ; they are alternate and petioled ; the
flowers are sometimes hermaphrodite, on long,
axillary, one-flowered peduncles, of a jellow or
orange colour : the fruit oblong, bluntly angular,
tnbercled, drawn .to a point at each ei'id, white,
yellow, or green on the outside; within very red
and fleshy, one-celled ; it burs.ts dastically : the
seeds ovate, flat, bitten at the edge. It is a na-
tive of the East Indies, flowering in .Tune and
July. It varies, according to some, with short
pointed fruit.

The third has an iingular, ver)' much branched
stem, climbing by bifid spiral tendrils : the
Jeaves having jive or seven sharp auules, the
middle one double the lenglh of the oilfers, un-
equally serrate, veined, wnnkkd, on long alter-

nate petioles : tJic male flowers are several to-

other, terminating : the females lateral, and so-
Jitary : the pojne a foot long, two inches tbi^k,
roundish, usually drawn to a point at each end,
hairy, three-celled, with a white, flaccid, escu-
lent pulp, of an insipid flavour : the seeds are
oblong, eompresjed.and smooth. It is a native

.t).t the tuit Indies, llovvi'rin^ in July aiid Aujjuat.

The fourth species lias a large fleshy perennial
root, somewhat like that of Bryony : the stems
thick, rough, trailing, dividing into many
branches, and extending every way two or three
feet : the leaves are thick, rough, almost heart-
shaped, gray, on long foot-stalks : the flowers
axillary, much less than those of the common
Cucumber, of a pale yellow colour, with a green-
ish bottom : the male flower? stand on short
thick peduncles; but the female flowers sit on
the top of the young fruit, which grows to an
inch and half in length, swellinglike a Cu-
cumber, of a gray colour like the leaves, and
covered with short prickles : the fruit does not
change Its colour, but when ripe quits the pedun-
cle, and easts out the seeds and juice with c^reat

violence. It is a native of the South of Europe.
When the fruit is designed for medicinal use,

it should be gathered before it is ripe, otherwise
the greatest part of the juice, which is tlie only
valuable part, is lost, as the expressed juice is

not to be compared with that v\ Inch runs out of
itself; and the elaterium made from the clear
juice is whiter, and keeps much longer than that
which is extracted by means of pressure. All
the parts of the plant are bitter, and strongly
purgative.

.Ctt//^re.—All these plants may be increased
by sowing the seeds in the first three sorts upon
a moderate hot-bed in the early spring months,
as about Mar<;h ; and when the plants have had
a little growth, let them be pricked out into
another hot-bed, fre^h air being given in fine
weather, and water occasionally ; or they may
be let remain in the first hot-bed till they have
acquired suftleient growth, and have four'or five
leaves, when they shouJd be removed into the
hot-bed where they are to remain, one or two
plants being put into each light, due shade and
water being given till fresh rooted. They after-
wards demand the same management as the Cu-
cumber kind, the branches being suffered to ex-
tend themselves in the same manner. When
thus manageil and properly treated in respect to
air and water, they produce fruit and ripe seeds
m the latter end of sununer, when it mnst
be inuncdiately gathered to prevent its beino-
dispersed.

*

The plants may likewise be set in pots, and
placed in the hot-hoiue, tlieir vines or stems
being supported by slicks, m which mode they
have a much better appearance and eflTeet.

The fourth sort may be sown orsuftlred to scat-
ter, where the plants are to remain, <;r on beds
of fine mould in the autumn ; the plants beino-
afterwards thinned out or removed uito rows in
an open situation, three or four feet apart,
and as many distant in tbem, reiiuiring- only the
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further culture of bLlns kept clem from weeds.

Wlien the soil is drv, they often continue three

or four years.

All the sorts afford ornament, the first three

sorts in the stove, and the last in the open bor-

ders. The fniit of the last also affords a medi-
cinal substance by inspissalion.

MONARDA, a g-enus containing plants of

the fibrous-roited lierbaceous flowery bien-

nial and perennial ki'nds.

It belongs to the class and order Dlandrin
HJonogi/iiia, and ranks in the natural order of
fcrticillafcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
kafed tubular perianthium, cvUndric, striated,

with a five-toothed equal mouth, permanent : I he

corolla unequal : lube cvlindric, longer than the

calyx: border rinsenl : upper lip straight, nar-

row, linear, entire; lower lip reflex, broader,

trifidj middle segment longer, narrower, emar-
gmatf, ; lateral blunt : the stannna have two
bristle-shaped filaments, the length of the up-
per lip, in which thev are involved : anthers

compressed, truncate at top, convex below,
erect : the pistillum is a four-cleft germ : style

filiform, involved with the stamens : stigma bifid,

aeute : there is no pericarpium : calyx contain-

ing the seeds at the bottom : the seeds four,

roundish.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. Jistulosa,

Purple Monarda ; 2. .1/. oblongata. Long-leav-

ed Monaida; 3. M. didyma. Scarlet Monarda,
or Oswego Tea; 4. j\/. ntgosa, White Monarda;
5. M. punctata. Spotted Monarda.
The first has a perennial root, composed of

many strong fibres, and spreading far on every

side : the stems, near three feet high, are hairy

and obtuse-antrled; thev send out two or four

small side branches towards the top : the leaves

oblong, broad at the base, but terminating in

acute points, hairv, a little indented on their

edges, on short hairv foot-stalks : the stem and
branches termmating bv heads of purple flowers,

which have a long uivolucre, composed of five

acute-pointed leaves, it is a native of Canada,
flowcruig from .June to August.
The second species diflVrs from the first, in

having the leaves ovate at the base, and a little at-

tenuated, and more viljose underneath. It is a

native of iSI-orih America, flowering from July

to September.

The third has a perennial root : the stems
aboui two feet high, smooth, acute-angled : the

leaves indented on the edges, ou very short foot-

stalks ; V, hen bruised thev emit a very grateful

refreshing aUour : towards the top of the plant

come out two or four small side branches, with

smaller leaves of the same shape : the flowers are

produced in largcheads or wliorls at the top of the

strdk, and there is often a smaller whorl at a

joint below the head ; and out of the head arises

a naked peduncle, sustaining a small head or
whorl : the flosvers arc of a briiihl red colour.

They come out in July ; and in a moist season,

or when the plants grow in a moist soil, they
continue till the middle or end of September. It

is a native of North America.
The fourth species resenibles the following,

but the leaves are longer, smooth, wrinkled a
little like those of Sage, and the flowers white.

It is a native of North America, flowering from
July to September.
The fifth has stems about two feet high,

branching out from the bottom to the fop

:

the leaves lanceolate, coming, out in dusters at

e«ch joint, where there are two larger leaves,

and several smaller ones on each side ; the larger

leaves are two inches and a half long, tliree

quarters of an inch broad, and slightly indented

on their edges : towards the upper part of the

stem the flowers come out in large whorls, with

an involucre to each whorl composed of tea

or twelve sa)a!l lanceolate leaves, of a purplish

red colour on their upper side (four larger, and
four smaller, besides the leaves of the whorls) :

the flowers are pretty large, of a dirty yellow

colour spotted with purple. It is a biennial

plant; and a native of Maryland and Virginia,

flowering here from June to October.

Culture.—All these plahts may be increased

by parting the roots,, and some of them by slips

and cuttinirs as well as seeds.

As the tir^t sort does not increase fast by the

roots, the seeds may be sown in the autumn
on a bed of srood earth, and in the following

summer the plants be removed into nursery rows

half a foot apart, in a rather shady situation, and

in the beginning of the following autumn set out

where they are to remain and flower. T!>«y

succeed best in a soft loamy soil not too much
exposed.

The roots should be divided either in the au-

tunm or very early spring, but the former is the

better, bein<r afterwards either planted out in

rows to remain till I hey arc strong, or, when
stronc, at once where they are to remain.

Strong slips or cutting* of the branches may
be taken ciT in the beginning of swnmer, and

planted out in a shady border, due shade and

water being given till well rooted, when in the

autumn they may be removed to where they are

to remain.

1 !ij third sort succeeds best in a light soil,

in an iastern situation.

Thev all afford ornament in the borders and

clumps of pleasure-grounds.
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MONKEY-FLOWER. See Mimulus,
MONKEY's-BREAD. See Adansonja.
MONK's-HOOD. Sec Acokitum.
MONK's-RIiaBARB. See Rumex.
MONSONfA, a genus containing plants of

ihe herbaceous under-shrubby biennial and per-

ennial kinds, for the green-house.

It belongs to the class and order Moiiadtlphia

Dodecandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Gru'nuiles.

The characters are. that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianthium; leaflets lanceolate, awned,

equal, permanent: the corolla has five petals,

obovate, prseniorse - toothed, loiiger than the

calyx, inserted into the base of the pitcher of

stamens: the stamina have fifteen filaments,

united in five bodies, three in each, all connected

at the base, and forming a very short pitcher:

anthers obloiig : the pistilluin is a five-cornered

short germ: style awl-shaped: stigmas five, ob-

long : the pericarpium is a five-cornered capsule,

five-celled: each cell fixed to a very long, twisted,

terminating tail : the seeds solitary.

The species are: 1. M. speciosa. Fine-

leaved Monsonia; 2. M. lobata. Broad-leav-

ed Monsonia ; 3. M. ouata. Undulated

Monsonia.
The first has the radical leaves petloled, se-

veral, bininnate-quinate: leaflets linear, pinnate,

pinnassublanceolate : thcscapes twoorlhree, one-

flowered, a span high, twice as long as the leaves,

havins; in the middle a small six-leaved involucre,

with lanceolate leaflets ; the flower handsome :

in habit and fructification it bears great affinity

to Geranium, but is distinguished from it by

having the appearance of Anemone, and by the

stamens and style being diflTerent.

The second species is very like the preceding,

<lifl!ering in no respect from it, not even in the

very singular crow n of the germ ; but the leaves

are simple, bluntlv seven-lobed, crenate, blunt,

subpubescent (as the whole herb is), entirely

resembling those of some sorts of Geranium :

the fruit has a beak to it, with a very long

point.

The third has the stem herbaceous, columnar,

.and filiform : the leaves opposite, about equal

in length to the foot-stalks, ovate, crenated,

about fiaif an inch long, with some hairs : the sti-

pules are two on each side, subulate : the flowers

are axillary, on very long foot-stalks, of a whitish

yellow colour; about the middle of the length

of the foot-stalk are two stipules : the foot-stalk

of the flowers is upright : when bearing the

fruit it is deelinale-ereet from the stipules, onc-

flowercd.

All these plants are natives of tie C;ipc; the

two first being perennial, flowering in April

and May, and the third biennial, flowering in

August.
Ctilliire.—The first sort rarely, if ever, ripen-

ing seeds in this climate, must be increased by
cuttings of the root, which should be planted

in pots of good mould, and plunsed in a lan-

h<it-bcd, watering them occasionallv, when in a

little time buds appear on the to!)sof the cuttings

which are left out of the ground. Tliev should

be treated ashardv green-house plants, orlic after-

wards removed into separate pots, and shel-

tered under a good garden frame in the winter

season.

AiUJ the second sort should be raised in the

same manner.
But the third should be raised from seeds,

which must be sown in the early spring in pots

of light earth, and plunged in a mild hot-bed.

When the plants are come up, they should be

removed into other pots separately, and be ma-
naged as the other kinds.

Jhev afford variety among other potted plants.

MOON TREFOIL. See Mkdicago.
MOILEA, a genus furnishing plants of the

bulbous-tuberous-rooted herbaceous flowering

perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Triandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
EnsalcB.

The characters arc: that the calyx has iwo-
valved spathes : the corolla six-petalled : three

inner parts spreading; the rest as in Iris : the

stamina consist of three short filaments : anthers

oblong: the pistillum is an inferior germ : style

simple: stigmas three, bifid : the pericarpium
is a three-cornered capsule, three-grooved, three-

celled : the seeds very many, round.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. Iiiopetala,

Iris-petalled Moraea ; 2. M. Iridioides, Iris-

like Sword-shaped Morasa.

The first sort has two varieties, the first of
which has the bulb with the scales connected at

the sides a little compressed, but distinct at the

base : with ten compressed teeth, and as many
alternately shorter : the skin smooth, and dark-
coloured : the culm branched : branches three

or four : the leaves three or four, aw! -shaped,
pale-green, from five to seven or eieht inches in

length, and about half an inch broad, terminat-

ing wiih three angles ; the elumcs two-valved,
subglobular, Iwo-f^owered : the flowers are white:

the seeds of a reddish rust colour. It is a native

of the Cape, flowering in June.
The second has the scales connected at the

base, bifid, depressed, but not compressed : the
glume two-valved, two-i'owercd : the flowers

two, seldom more than two on a scape : the

roots are fibrous, like those of the Ilag-leavcd
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Iris, whe-.ice arise many small swortlsliaped leaves,

five or six inches long, and halt' an inch broad

in the middle, diminishing towards both ends,

of a deep green colour, lying over each other at

the base : the scape about eight inches high,

having one small leaf at each joint, and termi-

nated by one flower, covered with a two-valved

spathe, of a dirty white, with a blush of purple.

It is a native of the Cape, flowering in June,

and ripening seeds about the end of July.

The second species has a fibrous root ; the

scape a span or foot high, roundish or scarcely

compressed, jointed, smooth, simple or little

branched, upright, tlie length of the leaves : the

leaves cnsiform, narrovied at the inner base,

nerved, smooth, acuminate, upright : the flowers

from the uppermost axils of the leaves, some-
times three, but often only one : the spathe two-

valvcd : the germ pedicelled, sublrigonal, stri-

ated : the corolla is six-petalled : the three

outer petals obovate, oblong, bearded, spreading,

with a yellow spot in the middle : the three in-

ner vi'hite without spots, spreading like the outer

ones : the seeds numerous, variously angular,

depressed, with two flat sides. It is a native of

the Cape.
Cullure.—^These plants are all increased either

by seeds, offsets, or parting the roots, w hich should

be performed in August, in all the methods

;

the seeds being sown in small pots, and plunged

into a bed of old tanner's bark, imcjer a com-
mon frame. The seed is chiefly sown for the

sake of raising new varieties.

The plants also require the shelter of a frame

iti winter, being apt to draw up weak when
placed in the dry stove. Where they can enjoy

the free air in winter, when the weather is mild,

and be secured from frost and hard rain, they

flower and ripen their seeds better than with more
tender management. In summer they should be

fully exposed to the open air till the approach of

autumn, when they should be removed into the

shelter of the frame.

They afford variety among other potted plants

in the green-house, &c.
MOKINA, a genus furnishing plants of the

hardy herbaceous flowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diandiia

Moncgynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Aggregatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is double :

the perianlhium of the fruit inferior, one-leafed,

cylindric, tabular, permanent: mouth toothed ;

loothlets two, opposite, longer; all subulate,

acute: perianthium of the flower superior, one-

leafed, tubular, bifid ; segments emarginate,

blunt, permanent, upright, the size of the outer :

the corolla one-petalled, two-lipped : tube very

Vol. II.

long, widening above, a little curved in, filiform

at bottom: border flat, blunt, upper lip semi-bifid,

smaller; lower trifid; segments all blunt, uniform,

the middle one more lengthened: the stamina have

two bristle-shaped filaments, aproximating to the

style, parallel, shorter than the border : anthers

erect, cordate, distant: thepistillum is a globular

germ, under the receptacle of the flower : style

longer than the stamens, filiform: stigma head-

ed-peltate, bent in: there is no pericarpium : the

seed single, roundish, crowned wiih the calyx

of the flower.

The species is M. Persica, The Persian or

Oriental Morina.
It has a taper and thick root, running deep

into the ground, sending out several thick strong

fibres as large as a finger : the stem nearly three

feet high, smooth, purplish towards the bottom,
but hairy and green at the top : at each joint are

three or four prickly leaves, four or five inches

long, an inch and half broad, of a lucid geeen

on the upper side, but of a pale green and a

little hairy underneath, armed on their edges

with spines; the flowers axillary on each side,

some white and others purplish red on the same,

plant ; appearing in July, but do not produce

seed in this climate. According to some it has

the odour of Honeysuckle. It is a native of

Persia near Ispahan.

Culture.—This is increased by seed or off-sets

from the roots.

The seeds should be sown in the autumn in

the places where the plants are to grow, as, from
their having a strong tap-root, they do not bear

shifting well. The ground in the bed or border

near them should not be afterwards much disturb-

ed, the plants being only kept clean. They most-

ly flower in two or three years after being raised.

The off-sets should be slipped from the roots

while young, and be planted out where they are

to stand, in the latter end of the summer, being

afterwards treated as those raised from seed.

They decay to the ground in the autumn, new
leaves being sent up in the spring ; but the roots

continue several years when not stirred, or injured

by severe frosts.

They are highly ornamental in the principal

beds and borders of pleasure-grounds.

MOROCCO, RED. See Adonis.
MORUS, a genus containing plants of the

deciduous tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia Te-

trandria, and ranks in the natural order of Sca-

hridce.

The characters are : that the male flowers are

in an anient : the calyx is a four-parted perian-

thium : leaflets ovate, concave: there is no co-

rolla : the stamina have four awl-shaped fila-
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ments, erect, longer than the calyx, one within

each calvcine leaf : anthers simple : female

flowers heaped either on the same, or a different

individual tVoni the males: the calyx a ibur-

leavcd perianthium : leaflets roundish, blunt,

permanent, the two opposite outer ones incum-
bent : there is no corolla : the pistillum is a cor-

date germ : styles two, awl-shaped, long, reflex,

rugged : stigmas simple : there is no pcricar-

pium : calyx very large, fleshv, become suc-

culent, like a berry : the seed single, ovate, acute.

The species cultivated are: 1. M. vigra,

Common Mulberry Tree: 2. M. alba, White
Mulberry Tree; 3. M. papi/rifera, Paper Mul-
berry Tree : 4. M. rubra, Red Mulberry Tree

;

S. M. Indica, Indian Mulberry ; C. il/. tincto-

ria. Dyer's Mulberry or Fustick-wood.

The first differs from the second sort, accord-

ing to Linnseus, in having the leaves subquin-

quelobate, bluntish, and rugged, undivided and

shining ; the fructification of the second dioe-

cious, of this moncseious. These distinctions

are not however exact, as this is a larger, stronger

tree; and the fruit is dark blackish red and more
acid. According to Miller, it has generally male
flowers or catkins on the same tree with the fruit,

but it often happens that some of the trees which
are raised from seeds have mostly male flowers

and produce no fruit ; and he has observed

some trees which produced only catkins for ma-
ny years after they were planted, and afterwards

have become fruitful. "This," Martyn says,

" agrees with a general remark that he has made
on monoecious trees, that whilst they are young
they bear male flowers chiefly and very little

fruit." Trees of this sort of a certain age are

not only more fruitful than young ones, but

their fruit is much larger and better flavoured.

It grows naturally in Persia; whence introduced

into Europe.

This is the sort usually cultivated as a fruit-

tree in the garden.

There is a variety with palmate or elegantly

cut leaves and a smaller fruit.

The second species is a middle-sized tree, with

a whitish bark, of which a coarse sort of paper

may be made, and spreading branches : the

leaves are broad-lanceolate, obliquely cordate,

subserrate, undivided, or three-lobed, some cut,

smooth, petioled, scattered : the berries lateral,

juicy, insipid, pale, oblong. It is a native of

China, 8cc. flowering in June.

Miller observes that there are two or three va-

rieties of this tree, which diflfer in the shape of

their leaves, and in the size and colour of the

i'ruit ; but as it is of no other use but for the

leaves, the strongest-shooting and the largest-

laevcd should be preferred.

3

This sort is conunonly cultivated for its leaves

to feed silk-worms in France, Italy, 8cc.; and in

Spain, according to Mr. Townsend, they prefer

the White Mulberry in Valencia, and the Black
in Granada. But the Persians generally make
use of the latter; and Mr. Miller was assured by
a gentleman who had made trial of both sorts of
leaves, that the worms fed with the latter pro-
duced much the best silk ; but that the leaves of
the black should never be given to the worm's
after they have eaten for some time of the white,
lest they should burst. And Sir George Staunton
states, that the tender leaves growing on the
young shoots of the black sort are supposed in

China to be the most succulent or juicy.

The third is a tree which makes very strong-

vigorous shoots, but seems not to be of tali

growth, as it sends out many lateral branches
from the root upwards. The leaves are large,

some of them entire, others deeply cut into

three or five lobes, especially whilst tire trees are

young ; they are dark green and rough to the
touch on the upper surface, but pale green and
somewhat hairy on the under side, falling oft' on
the first approach of frost in autumn. The fruit

is little larger than peas, surrounded with long
purple hairs, when ripe changing to a black-pur-
ple colour, and full of sweet juice. It is a na-
tive of Japan and the South Sea islands.

The fourth species, which is the Virginian Red
or Large-leaved Mulberry Tree with black shoots,

grows to the height of thirty or forty feet in its

native situation, sending forth many large

branches. The leaves are not only largcrbut rougher
than those of the common Mulberry, though
in other respects they somewhat resemble them.
It produces plenty of catkins, in shape like those

of the Birch, and it has a dark reddish fruit. It

is a native of Virrrinia and Carolina.

The fifth IS a large tree, with a soft, thick,

yellowish bark, and a milky juice like the Fie;,

which is astringent. The branches come out on
every side. The leaves are on short footstalks,

rough, dark green above, pale underneath, al-

ternate. The flowers in round heads, at the
footstalks of the leaves, on each side the

branches, of an herbaceous white colour : the

fruit roundish, first green, then white, and fi-

nally dark red. According to Miller it is a mo-
noecious tree, but Linnaeus suspects it to be di-

oecious. It is a native of the East Indies.

The sixth species is a tall branching tree with
a fine head, the whcjle abounding in a slightly

glutinous milk of a sulphureous colour: the

timber is yellow, and is used in dyeing : the

spines awl-shaped, solitary, few; entire branches
arefrequently without any : the leaves acuminate,
serrate, smooLli on both sides, veined, distichous.
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on short petioles of various sizes : amcnts soli-

tary, pendulous, axillary between the petiole and
the spine, two or three inches in length, cylin-

(iric and very elose: the female flowers on a dif-

ferent tree, collected into a glohe : their recep-
tacles axillary, glaucous-green, solitary, with
short petioles : among the female flowers are

some chaffy bodies, which perhaps were flowers

suffocated by their neighbours and dried up : the

fruit yellowish green, sweet, but eaten chiefly

by birds. It is a native of Brazil.

Culture.—All the sorts are capable of being
increased by seeds, layers, cuttings, grafting,

and inoculating or buddine;.

The seed method is chiefly practised for those

which are not intended as fruit-trees, as they
are very liable to vary in 'that way. It should be
sown in the early spring, as about March, on
a bed of fine earth, in a warm aspect, or upon
amoderate hot-bed protected with glasses, in drills

to the depth of a quarter of an inch. Water
should be given slightly in dry weather ; and in

the heat of the day shade ; covering it in cold

nights. When the plants appear, they should
be well guarded from frost in the early spring,

and be kept clean during the summer, and pro-

perly shaded and watered, protecting them the

first autumn and winter, removing them in the

following March into nursery rows two feet

apart, and one distant, to continue a few years,

when they may be set out where they are to grow.
They should not be removed, either from the

seed-bed or nursery rows, till perfectly strong.

When intended for feeding silk-worms, they
should be kept in a low shrubby state.

They appear, from Sir George Staunton, to

succeed best in China, on beds about a foot

high in moist loamy soils.

When raised for fruit, great care should be
taken that the layers or cuttings be not only
taken from old fruit-bearing trees, but that the

branches made use of be also fruit-bearing.

The layers may be made from stools formed
for the purpose, or by raising large boxes, baskets,

or pots of earth, so as to lay the branches in

them in the autumn, by the slit method,
heading them down to two eyes each. When
they have taken root in the autumn following,

they may be removed into the nursery and
managed as the seedlinsrs.

The cuttings should be made from the former
year's shoots of such trees and branches as bear
v.ell, and have fine fruit, not being shortened,
but planted their whole length, leaving two or

three buds above the ground. They should be
jilanted in March ^i light rich earth, pressing

the mould well about them, in order that it may
he kept from getting too dry.

When well rooted in the foUowmg spring,

they may be removed into the nursery, being
regularly trained to stems by means of stakes
fixed to each of them, to which the principal
shoots should be trained, removing most of the
rest, except such as are necessary to detain the
sap for the support of the stem.
They may be trained to Standards, Half

Standards, and Dwarf Standards. See Puun-
iNG and 1'raining.

After standing three or four years in the nur-
sery, they will be ready to plant out for good.
They should have but little sun at the first

planting of the cuttings, but afterwards as much
as possible, provided the earth about them be
prevented from becoming dvy, by moss or other
means. The cuttings also succeed well when
planted in a hot-bed ; and in all cases when
covered by hand glasses.

Some also plant them in October.
The grafting and budding, or inoculating, are

certain methods of continuing the proper kinds,
and should be practised in the usual manner upon
the seedling stocks of any of the species. See
Grafting and Budding.
Mr. Forsyth remarks, that " as the fruit is

produced on the young wood, only such branches
as cross others, and such as are decayed, or
broken by accident, should be cut out, applyin"-
at the same time the composition. When, how-
ever, the heads become too full of wood, it will,

he thinks, be necessary to thin them, as the
fruit is larger and better flavoured where the
heads are kept thin of wood."
He advises planting these trees, when for fruit,

in grass orchards and pleasure-grounds, as " the
finest of the fruit, when ripe, frequently drops,
which, if it fall on dug or ploughed ground,
will be soiled and rendered unfit for use, as the
earth will adhere so to the fruit as to render
the cleaning of it inipracticable; but if planted
on lawns, or in grass orchards, the fruit can be
picked up without receiving any injury. An-
other reason for planting these trees on lawns or
in orchards is," he says, " that when full grown,
they are too large for a kitchen-garden. The soil

in which they thrive best is a rich, light, and
deep earth."

" He has tried the efficacy of his composition
on several of these trees in a very decayed hol-
low state of the trunk, cutting out all the dead
wood and cankered parts of some, and headino-

down others that were stunted and sicklv. After
these operations they put forth vigorous branches,

and bore excellent crojjs of fruit, more than dou-
ble the size of that which they produced in their

former state."

And he advises " those who have any old

S 9.
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decayed Mulberry-trees, to treat them in the

same manner; but those which are very much
decayed should be headed down ; this will throw

them into a healthy bearing state, and in two or

three years they will, he asserts, produce plenty

of fine fruit."

And as old trees of this sort bear better and

have finer fruit than young ones, it is of impor-

tance, he thinks, to restore them.

The fifth and sixth sorts are tender, requiring

the protection of the bark stove.

The first sort is raised for the fruit ; but the

others chiefly for the purpose of variety and or-

nament. The third is used for having the bark

made into paper in some countries.

MOSSING OF FRUIT-TREES. This is a

disease arising from the Moss Plant establish-

ing itself upon such fruit-trees as are in an un-

healthy state of growth or which are planted so

close together as to prevent a due circulation

of air ami dryness. The trees, by this means, are

not only injured, from the plant fixing itself upon
them, and restricting their growth, but probably

by the quantity of moisture that it attracts, and

the dampness that is produced in that way.

For the prevention and removal of this state

of fruit-trees, Mr. Forsyth advises the washing

them with a mixture of •J'resh cow-dung, urine

and soap-suds, as by this means the moss is not

only prevented from growing on the trunks and

branches, but the ova of insects are destroyed,

the trees nourished, and the bark kept in a fine

healthy state. It may also be removed by scrap-

ing the trees.

Apple-, Pear- , and Plum-trees are very liable to

be affected in this way.

MOTION OF PLANTS, the course or direc-

tion of growth in different parts of them.

In the roots and stems the direction is totally

opposite, the former either running directly

downward into the ground, or horizontally un-
der the surface; while the latter direct their

motion towards the air and light of the sun,

mostly in an upright manner, but sometimes

horizontally along the surface of the ground.

The causes which operate in promoting these are

the quest of nourishment in the root, and the

influence of the air and light of the sun

on the stem ; for when any number of plants

growing in (lots is placed in a room, which only

admits a small portion of light at one place, the

stems all incline towards that side ; in close dark

thickets, the young trees always lean to the part

where the most light penetrates ; and the new
shoots of espalier or wall-trees detach them-
selves from those supports, in quest of free

air and light.

It seems that the force of motion is create r in

the roots than in the stems ; the roots, without

ever once going out of their way, pierce the

hardest soils, penetrate into walls, which they

overturn, and even into rocks, which they split;

whereas the stems and branches surmount ob-

stacles by leaving their natural direction, and
over-topping them.
Though the natural tendency of most stems

or trunkd is to ascend, some by their weakness,

or natural growth, descend : and occasionally by
means of roots breaking out all along the stems
and branches, as in the Strawberry, Penny-royal,

and many other creeping plants, the stems are, by
the roots striking into the earth, tethered as it

v^ere to the ground, and only their extremities

have the powerof directing their course upwards.
The leaves and flowers of plants also direct

their course towards the air, and light of the sun;
the leaves always turning their upper surface

outward to the air and light ; which is verv ob-
vious in Wall-trees, and when a branch is over-

turned, so that the leaves are inverted, they na-
turally direct their surfaces again gradually up-
wards to the light and air, though this often

takes them several days' growth. Some flowers

are also supposed to have a particular daily

motion, so as to present their surfaces directly

to the sun, and follow the diurnal course of it,

as the Sun-flower, and most of the compound
flowers ; in all of which the disk or surface is

believed to look towards the east in the morninn^,

the south at noon, and the west in the evening.

And during the heat of the sun, the pinnated

or winged leaves, particularly of the papiliona-

ceous tribe of plants, rise vertically upward; the

opposite lobes or folioles, which compose these

leaves, rise so as to be generally applied close

together by their upper surfaces; but in that

state of the atmosphere which generally precedes

a storm, or during a close, moist, cloudy air,

the lobes of the same sort of leaves extend them-
selves commonly along the foot-stalk; and
after sun-set incline still lower, and hang di-

rectly down under the foot-stalk, being applied

close together like the leaves of a book, by their

lower surfaces ; a state which by Linnaeus is

called the sleep of ])lants.

The simple leaves of many plants, when their

surface is exposed to an ardent sun, also become
concave abo'^e, but gradually recover as the

heat declines. But, of all the motions of the

leaves of plants, none is so sudden and rapid as

those of the Sensitive and Humble kinds.

There is another kind of motion in plants;

that is, elasticity; which is resident particularly

in some sorts of seed-vessels, such as the Yel-
low Balsaminc, and Spurting Cucumber, &c.
in which their fruits, when arrived at maturity.
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burst open like a spring, and dart out their seeds

with an elastic force to a considerable distance

in many cases.

MOULD, such earthy substances as consti-

tute soils, when reduced into a fine pulverized

state in their particles. It is of different quali-

ties according to the nature of the earth or soil

in which it is found. But the best is probably

that which contains a large proportion of car-

bonaceous or vegetable matter. It is of very

different colours in diflerent cases, as hazel, dark-

gray,russet, ash, yellowish red, and various others.

But the first three colours are generally con-
sidered as denoting the best qualities, and the

last the most unfriendly for the growth of

vegetables.

For the purpose of the gardener, those moulds
which are capable of working well at all seasons,

are rather light and dry, perfectly mellow and fine

in their particles, being well enriched with vege-

table and animal matters, are the most proper

and capable of affording the largest crops of good
vegetables. See Earth and Soil.
MULCH, a term made use of in gardening

to signify such strawy dung as is somewhat moist
and not rotted. It is found useful for protecting

the roots of new-planted choice trees or shrubs
from severe frost in winter, and from being
dried by the fierce sun or drying winds in spring

and summer, before they are well rooted ; in

which cases it is spread evenly on the surface of

the ground round the stems of the trees, as far

as the roots extend, about three or four inches

thick, but w hich should be augmented in winter,

when the severitv of the frost renders it neces-

sary. It may also be employed for many other

purposes.

MOUNTAIN ASH. See Sorbus.
MOUSE-EAR. See HiERACiuM.
MUGWORT. See Artemisia.
MULBERRY-TREE. See Morus.
MUSA, a genus containing plants of the

perennial kind for the hot-house.

It belongs to the class and order Polygamia
Monoecia, and ranks in the natural order of

ScitamlnecB.

The characters are : that the hermaphrodite
flowers are more towards the base of the simple
spadix, separate in alternate spathes: the calyx

is a partial, ovate-oblong spathe. plano-concave,
large, many-flowered : the corolla unequal, rin-

gent : the petal constituting the upper lip, but
the nectary the under lip : petal erect, ligulate,

truncate, five-toothed, converging in front at

the base ; nectary one-leafed, cordate, boat-

shaped, compressed, acuminate, spreading out-

wards, shorter than the petal, inserted within

the sinus of the petal : the stamina have six

awl-shaped filaments, five of which within the

petal are erect, the sixth within the nectarv is

reclining : anthers linear, from the middle to the

top fastened to the filament ; but most frequently

there is only one anther on the sixth filament,

and very small ones or none on the rest : the
pistillum is a very large germ, obtusely three-

sided, very long, inferior : style cylindric, erect,

the length of the petal : stigma headed, roundish,
obscurely six-cleft : the pericarpium is a fleshy

berry, covered v^ith a husk, obscurely three-

sided, or six-sided, gibbous on one side, one-
celled, hollow in the middle : the seeds very
many, nestling, subglobular, wrinkled-tubercled,

excavated at the base, or only rudiments : males
on the same spadix, above the hermaphrodite
flowers, separated by spathes : the calvx, corolla,

and nectary as in the hermaphrodite : the stami-
na have filaments as in the hermaphrodites, equal,

erect : anthers as in hermaphrodites, on the fila-

ment placed within the nectary, most frequently
very small or none : the pistillum is a germ as

in the hermaphrodites, but less : style and stig-

ma as in them, but less and more obscure : the
pericarpium is abortive.

The species cultivated are : 1 . M. paradisiaca.
Plantain Tree : 2. M. sapientum, Bana.na. Tree.
The first rises with a soft herbaceous stalk,

fifteen or twenty feet high, and upwards, in its

native situation : the lower part of the stalk is

often as large as a man's thigh, diminishing
gradually to the top, where the leaves come out
on every side, which are often more than six

feet long and near two feet broad, with a strong-

fleshy midrib, and a great number of transverse

veins running from the midrib to the borders :

the leaves are thin and tender, so that where they
are exposed to the open air they are generally
torn by the wind ; for, as they are large, the wind
has great power over them : these leaves come
out from the side of the principal stalk, inclos-

ing it with their base ; they are rolled up at their

first appearance, but when they are advanced
above the stalk they expand quite flat, and turn

backward : as these leaves come up rolled in the

manner before mentioned, their advance upward
is so quick, that their growth may be almost dis-

cerned by the naked eye ; and if a line is drawn
across, level with the top of the leaf, in an hour's
time the leaf will be near an inch above it :

when the plant is grown to its full height, the
spike of iiowcrs will appear from the centre of
the leaves, which is often near four feet in lcngtl>,

and nods on one side : the flowers come out in

bimches, those on the lower part of the spike

being the largest ; the others diminish in their

size upward; each of these bunches is covered

with a spathe or sheath, of a fine purple colour
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within, which drops off when the flowers open :

the upper part of the spike is made up of male
or barren flowers, wliich are not succeeded by
fruit : the fruit is eight or nine inches long, and
above an inch diameter, a little incurved, and
has three angles; it is at first green, but, when
ripe, of a pale yellow colour, having a tough
skin, within which is a soft pulp of a luscious

sweet flavour : the spikes of fruit are so large as

to weigh upwards of forty pounds in some cases.

It is a native of the East Indies, flowering from
October to November.
The second species, or Banana Tree, differs

from the preceding in having its stalks marked
with dark purple stripes and spots : the fruit is

shorter and rounder, with a softer pulp of a more
luscious taste : but Mr. Dampier savs, it is less

luscious, though of a more delicate taste. And
according to Long, it has a softer, mellower
taste, and is more proper for fritters than the

Plantain. A very excellent drink is made from
the juice of the ripe fruit fermented, resembling

the best Southam cyder. It is found in the

West Indies.

There are several varieties of each species.

It is observed by Brown, that " these two
fruits are among the greatest blessings bestowed

by Providence upon the inhabitants of hot cli-

mates." And that " three dozen Plantains are

sufficient to serve one man for a week instead of

bread, and will support him much better."

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
planting the young suckers of the roots of such
plants as have fruited, taken off carefully with
root-fibres, in large pots filled with light rich

earth, and plunged in the tan-bed of the stove,

in the sunimer season.

They afterwards require to have water given

pretty plentifully in the hot summer months,
but more sparingly in the winter, and in less

proportions at a time. They succeed best in about

the same degrees of heat as the Pine Apple.

They should have the pots increased in size as

they advar.ce in growth.

But the best way to have them fruit well in

this climate is to shake them out of the pots,

after they have become fully established, with

the balls of earth about their roots, and plant

them in the tan-bed in the stove, old tan being
laid round them for their root-fibres to strike

into.

When new tan is added, care shoidd be taken

not to disturb their roots, and always to leave

plenty of old tan about them, to guard against

too nuich heat. 'Iliey should have water twice

a week in winter, about two quarts each plant

at a time, and in summer twice as much at a

time and every other day. The signs of per-

fecting their fruit, are their pushing out their

flower-stems in the spring. The stoves should
be sufficiently high for this purpose, as twenty
feet or more.

In their native country, these trees thrive

best where the soil is rich, cool, and moist.
Their fruiting in the South Sea islands is said

to be promoted by the use of lime and wood-
ashes.

They are mostly cultivated here by way of
curiosity and for variety.

MUSHROOM. SeeAGARicus.
MUSTARD. See Sinapis.
MYRICA, a genus furnishing plants of the

deciduous and evergreen shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dioecia
Tetrandria, and ranks in the natural order of
AmentacccB.

The characters are : that in the male the
calyx is an ovate-oblong ament, imbricate on all

sides, loose, composed of one-flowered, crescent-
shaped, bluntly acuminate, concave scales : pc-
rianthium proper none: there is no corolla : the

stamina have four filaments (seldom six) filiform,

short, erect: anthers large, twin, with bifid

lobes : female—the calyx as in the male : there is

no corolla : the pistillum is a subovate germ :

styles tw^o, filiform, longer than the calyx : stio-

mas simple : the pericarpium is a one-celled

berry : the seed single.

The species cultivated are: I. M. Gale,
Sweet Gale, Sweet Willow, or Candle-Berry
Myrtle ; 2. M. cerij'era, American Candle-
Berry Myrtle; 3. M. quercifolia, Oak-leaved
Candle-Berry Myrtle ; 4. M. cordifoUa, Heart-
leaved Candle-Berry Myrtle.

The first rises uith many shrubby stalks, from
two to near four feet high, dividing into several

slender branches, and is covered with a dusky
or rust-coloured bark, sprinkled with white dots:

the buds are composed of nine leafy shining
scales, the first nearly opposite, very short, rect-

angularly pointed, the rest ovate, and blunt :

the leaves are alternate, stiff, an inch and half

long, and half an inch broad in the middle, lioht

or yellowish green, smooth, a little serrate to-

wards their points, and emitting a fragrant odour
when bruised ; which is occasioned by the resi-

nous points with which they are sprinkled : they
are convoluted and petioled : the flowers appear
before the leaves ; and the flower-buds are above
the leaf-buds, at the ends of the branches, whence
as soon as the fructification is completed the end
of the branch dies, the leaf-buds which are on
the sides shoot out, and the stems become com-
pound : the aments or catkins arc of a short

ovate figure, of a yellowish brown colour, and
frequently sprinkled with shining resinous golden
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particles : thefruit is acoriaccous berry: theinale

and female ameiits are sometimes on distinct

plants, and sometimes on the same individual.

It is a native ol' thenorlhcrn parts of Europe.

It is said, that " the northern nations for-

merly used this plant instead of Hops," and

that '" it is still in use for that purpose iu some
of the Western Isles, and a few places of the

Highlands of Scotland."

It is here known by the names of Sweet Gale,

Goule, Guiile, Sweet IVUlow, JFild Myrtle,

and IDiitc'i Islyrtle.

The second species is a shrub, or a tree ac-

quiring a height of thirty feet in its native state :

the bark is warted : the branches unequal and

straight : the leaves evergreen, somewhat clus-

tered, blunt at the end, membranaceous- rigid,

wrinkled, smooth, covered underneath with very

minute, shining, orange- coloured, glandular

pores: the flowers are in aments, on different

individuals : the male aments, according to

Miller, are about an inch long, and stand erect

:

and Martyn says, the female aments are sessile,

axillary, linear, shorter than the leaves : scales

very minute, and between each of them an ob-

long minute germ, longer than the scales : two
filiform styles, the length of the germ ; and

reflex stigmas : the berry minute, roundish,

yellow. It is a native of America.

The third has the stalks slender, shrubby,

about four feet high, dividing into smaller

branches : the leaves are about an inch and half

long, and almost an inch broad, some of them
having two, others three deep opposite inden-

tures on their sides; they sit close to the branches,

and end in obtuse indented points : between the

leaves come out some oval catkins, which drop

off : it retains its leaves all the year, and is a

native of the Cape, flowering in June and

July.

The fourth species has a weak shrubby stalk,

five or six feet_ high, sending out many long

slender branches, closely garnished their whole
length with small heart-shaped leaves, sitting-

close to the branches, slightly indented and
waved on their edges : the flowers come out be-

tween the leaves in roundish bunches: they have

an uncertain number of stamens, and are all in-

cluded in one common scaly involucre or cover.

The leaves continue all the year green. It is

also a native of the Cape.

Culture.—The first two sorts may be raised

from seed, and the two last by layers. The first

kind requires a boggy moist situation, or to

be cultivated on bog earth in such circum-
stances.

The seeds should be procured from their native

situaiionj and sown in pots of rich earth, in the

spring, to the depth of half an inch, waterino; and
shading them during the following summer"^ and
on the approach of winter placed in a warm shel-
tered situation, or under a common frame. When
the plants have attained some growth, they
should be planted out in the spring in nursery
rows, to remain till of proper size to be planted
out in the pleasure-ground, where they succeed
best in a soil that is not too dry.

The two last sorts arc mostly raised by layino-

down the young shoots in the latter end of sum-
mer or in the autumn, twining them at a joint,
and watering them well during the following
summer, when the season is dry ; and when
they have formed good roots, which is seldom
the case till the second year, thev should be
taken o(fand planted in small pots fil'led with soft
loamy earth, being placed under glasses in a
common frame, aiid shaded from the mid-day
sun till fully rooted; when they may be re-
moved into a warm sheltered place d'urino- the
summer, and in the autumn removed into the
green-house, being afterwards managed as other
plants of that kind.

The first sorts are likewise sometimes raised
by planting the suckers of the roots in nursery-
rows as above in the autumn ; and all the sorts
occasionally by cuttings, though they strike
root with great dilSculty. In this last way the
young shoots are the most proper, which slioulJ
be planted in pots, and plunged in a hot-bed,
covering them close with glasses.

They are introduced, the two first in sheltered
clumps and borders, and the latter sorts in col-
lections of the grecn-housc kind, wl'icre they
aflfbrd a fine fragrance in their leaves.

MYRSINE, a genus comprising a plant of
the evergreen exotic shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Petilandria
Monogtjnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Blcornes.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianthium, small : leaflets subovate,.
permanent: the corolla one-petalled, half-fivc-
cleft : segments half-ovate, converging, blunt

:

the stamma have five filaments, scarcely visible,

inserted into the middle of the corolla: anthers
awl-shaped, erect, shorter than the corolla : the
pistillum is a subglobular germ, almost filling

the corolla : style eylindric, longer than the co-
rolla, permanent : stigma large, woolly, hanging
on the outside of the flower: the pericarp^iuiu

is a roundish berry, depressed, one-celled : the
seed one, subglobular, fixed obliquely to the
bottom of the berry.

The species cultivated is il/. JJ'rkana, African.

Myrsine.

It has the flowers axillarv, in threes, on short.
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peduncles : the corolla is pale, rugged with tes-

taceous dots
J

ciliate, closed: the stamens op-
posit,.' to, not alternate with, the segments of

the corolla: the stigma is pencil-shaped: the

berry of the same torm and shape with that of

Uua Ursi, and blue: the nucleus of the same
shape, globular, depressed a little. It is a native

of the Cape, flowering from iViareh to May.
Culture.—This plant may be increased by

sowing the seeds in spring on a hot-bed ; and
when the plants are fit to transplant, planting

them out singly into small pots of good mould,
due shade and water being given, and in

the autumn they may be removed into the

green-house for protection in winter.

They may also be raised by planting cuttings

of theyoimgshoots in pots in summer, due shade

and water being given. They afterwards require

the management of other green-house plants.

They afford variety among collections of this

sort of plants.

MYRTLE. See Myrtus.
MYRTLE, CANDLEBERRY. SeeMvRicA.
MYRTLE-LEAVED SUMACH. See Co-

RIARIA.

MYRTO-CISTUS. See Hypericum.
MYRTUS, a genus furnishing plants of the

evergreen shrubby kind for the green-house and

stove.

It belongs to the class and order Icosandria

Monogpiia, and ranks in the natural order of

HesperiJew.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed p"rianthium, four- or five-cleft, bluntish,

superior, raised internally into a subvillose ring,

permanent : the corolla has four or five petals,

ovale, entire, large, inserted into the calyx : the

stamina have very many capillary filaments, the

length of the corolla, inserted into the calycine

ring : anthers roundish, small : the pistillum is

an mferior germ, two-celled or three-celled ; the

seeds fixed to the partition : style simple, filiform :

stigma blunt : the pericarpium is an oval berry,

lunbilicated with the calyx, one-, two-, or three-

celled: the seeds few, kidney-form.

The species cultivated are : 1. il7. communis,

Conmion Myrtle ; 2. M. tomentosa, Woolly-
leaved JNIyrtle; 3. M. liflora, Two-flowered

Myrtle; 4. M. lucida, Shining Myrtle; 5. M.
dioica, Dioecious Americait Myrtle ; 6. M.
Zeylanica, Ceylon Myrtle ; 7- M. acris, Cut-

leaved Myrtle; 8. M. coriacea, Sumach-leaved

Myrtle; 9. M. Pimeiita, Pimento, Jamaica Pep-

per, or Allspice.

The first is well known as an elegant ever-

green shrub, but just too lender to abide the

winter without some protection in this climate,

except in the most southern and western parts :

the trunk is irregular, branching, covered with
a brown rough scaling bark : the leaves ovale or

ovate-lanceolate, entire, smooth on both sides,

dark-green, paler underneath, opposite and de-

cussated : the flowers come out singly from the

axils, and have a two-leaved involucre under
them. It is a native of Asia and the southern

parts of Europe, flowering in July and August.
There are several varieties, the principal of

which are:

The Common Broad-leaved or Roman Myrtle,

which grows to the height of eight or ten feet

in this climate, but much higher in Italy, where
it is the principal underwood of some of the

forests : the leaves are broader than most of the

other varieties, being an inch in breadth ; they
are an inch and half long, of alucid green, ending
in acute points, and are subsessile or on very-

short foot -stalks : the flowers are larger than
those of the other varieties, on pretty long slen-

der peduncles, from two to four at the same axil :

the berries ovate, and of a dark purple colour.

It is termed by some the Flowering Myrtle, be-

cause it flowers more freely here than the others,

and Roman Myrtle, because it abounds about
Rome.
The Box-leaved Myrtle, which has the leaves

oval, small, sessile, of a lucid green, and ending

in obtuse points ; the branches weak, and fre-

quently hanging down when permitted to grow
without shortening ; the bark is'. grayish : the

flowers are small, and come late in the summer

:

the berries small and round.

The Common Italian Myrtle, which has ovate-

lanceolate leaves ending in acute points ; the

branches grow more erect than in either of the

preceding, as also the leaves, whence it is called

by the gardeners Upright Myrtle. The flowers

are not large, and the petals are marked with

purple at their points, whilst they remain closed :

the berries are small, oval, and of apurple colour.

There is a subvariety of this wilh white ber-

ries : and the Nutmeg Myrtle seems, according

to Miller, to be only a subvariety of it.

The Oranfire-leaved, or what is sometimes
termed Bay-leaved Myrtle, which has a strong-

er stalk and branches, and rises to a greater

height : the leaves are ovate -lanceolate, in clus-

ters round the branches, and of a dark green :

the flowers ai»of a middling size, and come out

sparinsily from between the leaves : the berries

are oval, and smaller than those of the first va-

riety, but it is not so hardy as that.

The Portugal Myrtle, which has the leaves

much smaller than those of the next, being less

than an inch long, and not more than half an
inch broad, lanceolate-ovate acute, of a dull

greenj set pretty close on the branches : the
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flowers arc smaller, and the berries small and
oval.

The Brdatl -leaved Dutch INIvrtle, which has

leaves much less than those of the common sort,

and more pointed, standing close together on the

branches: tlie midrib on liie under side of ihe

leaves is of a purple colour : thev are of a darker

green, and sit closer to the branches : the flowers

are smaller, on shorter peduncles, and come out a

little later than those of the common sort.

The Double-flowering Myrtle, which is pro-

bably a sub-variety of this ; the leaves and
grow th of the plant, the size of the flowers, and
the time of the flowering, agreeing better with

this than any of the others.

The Uosemary -leaved or Thyme-leaved INIy-

tle, which has the branches growing pretty erect;

the leaves small, narrow, acute, sessile, and of

a lucid green : the flowers are small, appearing

late in the season. These varieties are con-
stant; but there are others which are propagated

in gardens and nurseries for sale, which are less

considerable and more variable, as; the Gold-
striped Broad-leaved Myrtle; the Broad leaved

Jew's Myrtle, having frequently the leaves in

threes; the Gold-striped Orange-leaved Myrtle;
the Silver-striped Italian Myrtle; the Striped Box-
leaved Myrtle ; the Silver-striped Rosemary-leav-
ed Myrtle; the Silver-striped Nutmeg Myrtle

j

and the Cock's-comb or Bird's-nest Myrtle.

The second species has the branches round,
toinentose : the leaves are an inch and half long,

elliptic, blunt, above dark ,and veined, reflex at

the edge, the nerves more conspicuous under-
neath, smooth above, hoary underneath, on very

short petioles : the peduncles axillary and ter-

minating, solitary, opposite, tomentose : bractes

two, small, oblong, at the base of the calyx,

which is turbinate and tomentose, with four

rounded segments : the petals oblong, tomentose-
hairy without, purple within. It is a native of
China, flowering in June and July.

The third rises with a divided trunk to the

height of eight or ten feet, sending out many
opposite branches covered with a gray bark :

the leaves are shorter and rounder at the points,

smoother and of a firmer texture than in the ninth

sort : the flowers come out from the side of the

branches between the leaves, on slender foot-

stalks, about an inch in length, two generally

from the same point: the berries are round, and
brighter than in the ninth: but the leaves and fruit

nut being aromatic are not in use.

As it retains its leaves, which are of a splen-

dent green, all the year, it makes a good ap-
pearance; but the flowers, being small and grow-
ing thinly upon the branches, do not make any
great figure. It is a native of Jamaica.
Vol. II.

The fourth species has the leaves of a singular

structure, being from ovate remarkably attenu-

ated into a lanceolate top : the t!owers are five-

pctalled. It is a native of Surinam.
The fifth has thick leaves : peduncles axillary

and terminating, brachiate-paniclcd, leno-th of
the leaves : petals few. Native of America.
The sixth species has a strong upright stalk,

covered with a smooth gray bark, tlividino- to-

wards the top into many slender stiff' branches :

the leaves are near two inches long, and an inch
and quarter broad, of a lucid green, and on very
short foot-stalks : the flowers come out at the
ends of the branches, several on one coiimion pe-
duncle, which branches out; and each flower

stands on a very slender pedicel : they are very
like the flowers of the Italian Myrtle. It is a

native of Ceylon.

The seventh sort may contend the palm of
elegance with most trees. It grows slowly, and
flowers late, twice in a year. By age it acquires

thickness and height beyond the mediocrity : the
trunk is handsome, straight, forming a very
lofty thick beautiful pyramidal head : the bark
in the younger trees is brown, then ash-coloured,

finally white entirely, or with large yellow spots
;

it is very smooth and even, especially in old

trees, but here and there hangs down in slender

shreds ; the flavour is astringent, not without
something of aromatic: the timber very hard,

red, compact, ponderous, and capable of being
polished ; used for the cogs of wheels in the

sugar-mills, and other works where considerable

frictioiT is required : the younger branches are

acutely four-cornered and green ; the leaves nu-
merous, quite entire, shining, bright green,

with transverse veins, blunt, attenuated into a

short petiole ; they are always opposite, com-
monly three or four inches long, of a very sweet
aromatic smell, and on account of their agree-

able astringency are used for sauce with food :

the flowers small, white with a slight tinge of
redness : the berries round, the size of peas,

crowned with the remains of the calyx, having
an aromatic smell and taste, which render them
agreeable for culinary purposes. It is a native

of the West Indies, where it is sometimes
called Bois d'Inde.

The eighth species has the whole of the plant

smooth : the leaves petioled, an inch long,

emarginate, from a reflexjjiargin becoming con-
vex, the upper surface shming very much, vein-

less, transversely but obliquely marked with
dusky nerved lines; the under suiface less shin-

ing : the younger leaves veined on both sides,

with minute raised dots scattered over the under
surface, which vanish in the older leaves, and
tbey have dusky spots impressed on the upper

T
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surface : the peduncles are purplish, twice as

long as the leaves, subracemose, in pairs : the

pedicels opposite, commonly four, very remote,

ihree-flovvered : the flowers are pedicelled : the

calyx is purplish, with roundish segments : the

petals oblong, small : the fruit globular, the

size of a pepper-corn. It is a native of the

West Indies.

The ninth grows to the height of thirty feet

or more, in its native state, with a straight trunk,

covered with a smooth brown bark, dividing up-
wards into many branches which come out op-

posite, garnished w ith oblong leaves, resembling
those of the Bav-tree in form, colour, and tex-

ture, but longer, and placed by pairs : when
these are bruised or broken, they have a very

fine aromatic odour like that of the fruit : the

branches grow very regular, so that the trees

make a fine appearance, and as they retain their

leaves through the year, they are worthy of be-

ing propagated for ornament and shade about

the habitations of the planters : the flowers are

produced in large loose bunches from the side

of the branches, towards their ends ; each branch
is also terminated by a larger bunch than the

other ; the flowers are small, and of an herba-
ceous colour. It is a native of the West Indies,

flowering in June, July, and August.
The berries areehieAy imported from Jamaica,

whence the name Jamaica Pepper; aud it is also

named All-spice, from a notion of its taste being
compounded of several other spices.

It begins to bear fruit in three years after it is

planted, but does not arrive at maturity until

seven, then often yielding one thousand pounds
weight of fruit from an acre.

According to the editor of Miller's Dictionary,
' the berries are generally gathered in July in their

green state, by twisting od' the twigs with the

hand, or a pole cleft at one end ; and are laid

on cloth spread over the barbacues or terraced

floors raised a little above the ground, inclosed

with an upright ledge of eight or ten inches in

height, and divided by transverse partitions into

lour or more square compartments, that each
may contain a day's picking. During the first

and second day they are turned often, that the

whole maybe more exposed to the sun; but

v.'hcn thev begin to dry, they are frequently

winnowed, and laid in cloths to preserve them
better from rain and dews, still exposing them
to the sun every day, and removing them under
coter every evening, till they are sufficiently

dried; which usually happens in ten or twelve

days, and is known by the darkness of their

complexion, and the rattling of the seeds : they

appear at this time wrinkled, and changed to a

very dark brown. In this state, being ready for the

market, they are stowed in bags or casks.

Some planters also kiln-dry them with great

success."

Cullure.—The first sort and all the difl^erent

varieties are capable of being increased by plant-

ing cuttingsofthe strong young shoots ofthe same
year, making them about six inches long, clear-

ing about three inches of the bottom parts, then

twisting them and setting them into pots filled

with light rich earth, closing it well about them,
and watering them to settle it. 1 he pots should

then be plunged in the tan hot-bed under glasses,

carefully shading them from the sun. This
should be done in the beginning of July, or in

the early spring. It is likewise useful to cover

them close with small glasses.

They may also sometimes be stricken in pots

in the natural earth, under a shallow frame and
glasses in the summer months, as well as in the

open ground in a warm situation.

Slips set out or treated in the same manner as

the cuttings, often strike root and produce good
plants.

After the plants raised in any of the modes are

well rooted and begin to shoot, they should be gra-

dually inured to the open air, so as to be set out

in it towards the latter end of August in a warm
sheltered situation, being brought under the pro-

tection of the green-house in the beginning of

autumn, and placed in the less warm parts of
it, having free air admitted when the weather
will permit. They should be gently watered

during the v\inter, removing any decayed leaves

that may appear upon them, and the mould of
the pots kept quite clean. The plants also suc-

ceed perfectly when placed under a common
frame in the winter season, air being freely ad-
mitted in fine weather.

In the succeeding spring the plants should be
removed carefully with balls of earth about their

roots into separate small pots of rich light earth,

watering them well at the time, and setting

them under a frame, or in the green-house, till

perfectly established, w hen they may be removed
into the open air, being placed in a warm
aspect.

Towards the beginning of autumn they should
be examined, and such plants as have their roots,

proceeding through the holes in the bottoms of
the pots must be removed into others a sizelarger,

loosening the mould and matted roots, after-

wards filling the pots up with fresh rich earth,

and watering them well. They should then be
placed in a sheltered situation, trinniiing them
to a regular figure, and turning them up-
right, when they have a tendency to be
crooked, by proper sticks. When thus care-

fully trained while in their young growth.
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tlie stems will afterwards continue straight

without support.

Thcv are also capable of being increased by
la^'ers. All such plants as are furnished with young
bottom shoots low enough for laying may have

theni laved in spring, in the usual way, when
they readily emit roots, and become fit to

transplant into separate pots in the autumnal
season.

And where seed is inade use of it should be

sown in spring, in pots of light mould, and

plunged in a moderate hot-bed : the plants soon

come up, which, when two or three inches high,

should be potted oft' separately into small pots,

and be managed afterwards as the others.

As the plants advance in growth, some new
varieties may perhaps be produced.

Those who raise large quantities of these plants

annually, should always keep some strong

bushy plants, in order to furnish slips or cut-

tings for the purpose.

The Double-flowering and Orange leaved

Myrtles are the mostdifficult to raise by cuttings
;

and the last sort, and those with variegated leaves,

are more tender than the others.

The common Broad-leaved, and Broad-leaved

Dutch, as well as the Portugal sorts, succeed

in the open ground in warm situations and dry

soils.

Where they are intended to have bushy heads,

the lower shoots should be trimmed off, and the

plants only suffered to branch out at the top in

different directions, so as to form handsome
heads. Those which are designed to be shrubby,

should have their lateral branches encouraged so

that they may be well feathered from the top to

the bottom. They should afterwards in general

be left to take their own natural growth, except

iust taking off the rambling shoots. When
their heads become thin and straggling, those

shoots which are proper for sendmg out new
shoots to fill up the vacancies and produce re-

gularly should be shortened by the knife.

The practice of clipping the shrubs with gar-

den-shears into globes, pyramids, &c., as is some-
times done, is very injurious ; the necessary

trimming should always be performed with the

knife, and that only as above, as the plants ap-

pear to the most advantage when they grow
naturally.

When the heads of the plants become very

irregular, or thin and stubby, they may be re-

newed by heading down all the branches pretty

short in sprino-, and shifting them into larger

pots of fresh mould, with the balls of earth about

their roots, giving plenty of water daring sum-
mer, when they will branch out again finely,

and form handsome full heads.

In respect to the general culture, as the plants

advance in stature they should annually be re-

moved into larger pots, according to the size of

their roots ; but care should be taken not to put

them into pots too large, which causes them to

shoot weak, and sometimes proves the destruc-

tion of them. When they are taken out of the

former pots, the eartli about their roots should

be pared off, and that withinside the ball gen-

tly loosened, that the roots may not be too closely

confined ; and then often replace them in the

same pots, when not too small, filling up the

sides and bottom with fresh rich earth, and giv-

ing them plenty of water to settle the earth to

their roots; which should be frequently repeated,

as they require to be often watered both in win-

ter and summer, and in hot weather they should

have it in large quantities.

The proper season for shifting these plants is

in April and August; for, if it be done much
sooner in the spring, the plants are in a slow

growing state, and not capable to strike out fresh

roots again quickly ; and when done later in au-

tunm, the cold weather coming on prevents their

taking root.

In the autumn, when the nights begin to be

frosty, the plants should be removed into the

green-house ; but w hen the weather proves fa-

vourable they may remain abroad until the be-

ginning of November ; for, if they are carried

into the green-house too soon, and the autunni

should prove warm, they make fresh shoots at

that season, which are weak, and often grow
mouldy in winter. When the weather is so se-

vere as to require the windows to be kept closely

shut, they are often also greatly defaced ; on
which account they should always be kept as

long abroad as the weather will permit, and be

removed out again in the spring before they

shoot out; and vihile they are in the green-house

should have as much free air as possible when
the weather is mild and proper for the purpose.

The tender kinds are mostly increased by seeds

;

but when any of them are pretty branchy, they

may also be tried by layers and cuttings. And
the eighth sort succeeds best in this way.

The seed should be procured from abroad,

preserved in sand, &c., and be sown in spring

in pots of fresh mould, plunging them in the

bark-bed : the plants come up the same sea-

son ; which, w hen two or three inches in height,

should be planted out in separate small pots, and

plunged in the bark -bed, supplying them with

water, and managing them as other woody plants

of the same kind.

As the second sort often branches out low,

some of the young shoots may be layed in spring,

by slit-laviiig or wiring, plunging the pots in

T i
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which they are layed in the tan-bed ; when they

will probably be well rooted in one year, though

it is sometimes two before they strike good root,

when they should be potted off into separate pots

and managed as the others.

The last sort is best raised in this way.

The cuttings of some of the short young

shoots should be made from such of the plants as

afford them, planting them in pots of fresh com-

post in July, plunging them in the bark-bed,

and covering them close with a low hand glass,

giving due water.

They mostly take good root the same year, and

are fit to plant out in separate small pots in the

following spring.

The general management of these sorts is

only that of keeping them always in the stove,

except a month in the heat of summer, when
they may be set T)ut in the open air. They
should be suffered to shoot nearly in their own
way, keeping them, however, to upright stems,

and allowing their heads to branch out accord-

ing to nature, except just reducing the very ir-

regular branches, giving frequent waterings in

common with other woody plants of the same
kind, and shifting them occasionally into larger

pots.

The first sort and varieties are highly orna-

mental plants for the borders and green-house,

and the other tender sorts in the stove col-

lections.

N
kind.

NAP
AP^A, a genus containing plants of

the hardy herbaceous flowery perennial

It belongs to the class and order Dioeeia

Monadelphia (Monadelphia PolyandriaJ , and

ranks in the natural order of Cohimniferce.

The characters are : that in the male the calyx

is a bell-shaped five-cleft perianthium, round,

permanent : the corolla has five oblong petals,

concave, patulous, convex with oblong claws :

the stamina have very many capillary filaments,

of a middling length, connected in a column :

anthers roundish, compressed: the pistillum is a

conical germ, minute : style cylindric, ten-cleft,

capillary: stigmas none: the pericarpium abor-

tient : female on a distinct individual : the calyx

and corolla as in the male : the stamina have

filaments as in the male, but shorter : anthers

small, effete : the pistillum is a conical germ :

style as in the male, longer than the stamens :

stigmas blunt : the pericarpium has ten capsules,

converging into an ovate form, sharpish, awnless :

the seeds are solitary, and kidney-form.

The species cultivated are: 1. N. Icevh,

Smooth Napaea ; 2. N. scabra, Rough Napaea.

The first has a perennial root, frequently

creeping : the stems smooth, about four tect

hi<:;h : the leaves alternate, upon pretty long

slerider foot-stalks, deeply cut into three lobes,

which end in acute points, and are regularly

serrate ; those on the lower part of the stem are

near four inches long, snd almost as much in

NAP
breadth, but they diminish gradually to the top

of the stem. At the base of the leaf comes out

the peduncle, about three inches long, dividing

at top into three smaller, each sustaining one
white flower, smaller than in the second sort, with

a longer column of stamens, the anthers stand-

ing out beyond the corolla. It is a native of

Virginia.

The second has also a perennial root, com-
posed of many thick fleshy fibres, striking deep

into the ground, and connected at the top into

a large head, from which come out many rough
hairv leaves, near a foot diameter each way,
deeplv cut into six or seven lobes, irregularly in-

dented on their edges, each lobe having a strong

midrib, all meeting at the foot-stalk, which is

large and long, arising immediately from the

root : the flower-stalks seven or eight feet high,

dividing into smaller branches, having one leaf at

each joint, of the same form as those below, but

diminishing iii size towards the top, where thev

seldom have more than three lobes, which are

divided to the foot-stalk. Towards the upper

part of the stalk comes out from the side at each

joint a long peduncle, branching out to vards the

top, and sustaining several white flowers, which
are tubulous at bottom where the segments of

the petal are connected, but spread open above,

and are divided into five obtuse segments : the

male plants are barren ; but in the female plants

the flowers are succeeded by ten capsules, placed

in a ring, semicircular, finishing at top in a re-
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curved dagger-point, compressed wcdge-sbapcd,

convex on the back, with a raised line along the

middle, flat at the sides and subcrenulate to-

wards the dorsal margin, one-celled, valveless,

or sometimes but seldom opening by two valves:

the flowers are in heads, and the fruit orbicular,

depressed, consisting of eight or ten joints. It

is also a native of Virginia.

Culture.—These plants are easily increased by

seeds, which should be sown on a bed of com-

mon earth in the spring, keeping them clear from

•weeds till autumn, and then transplantinj^ them

where they are to remain. They succeed best in

a rich moist soil, hi which they will grow very

luxuriantly, and must be allowed room.

The first sort may also be increased by part-

ing the roots, and planting them out where they

are to remain in the autumn.

They afford variety among other plants in the

borders.

NAPELLUS. See Aconitum.
NAPO-BRASSICA. See Brassica.

NAPUS. See Brassica.
NARCISSO-LEUCOIUM. See Leucoium.
NARCISSUS, a genus containing plants of

the bulbous-rooted perennial flowering kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria

Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Spathacece.

The characters are : that the calyx is an ob-

long spathe, obtuse, compressed, opening on the

flat side, shrivelling : the corolla has six ovate,

acuminate petals, flat, equal, inserted into the

tube of the nectary externally above the base :

nectary one-leafed, cylindric-funnel-form, co-

loured on the border : the stamina have six awl-

shaped filaments, fixed to the tube of the nectary,

shorter than the nectary : anthers oblongish : the

pistillum is a roundish germ, obtusely three-

sided, inferior : style filiform, longer than the

stamens : stigma bifid, concave, obtuse : the

pericarpium is a roundish capsule, obtusely three-

cornered, three-celkd, three-valved : the seeds

are many, globular, and appendicled.

The species cultivated are: \.N. pseiido nar-

cissus, Common DafTodil ; 2. N. poetiais, Po-

etic, or White Narcissus ; 3. JV. l>'^florus,Tv^o-

flowered Narcissus, or Pale Daflbdi! ; 4. N. li-

color. Two-coloured Narcissus ; 5. N. minor.

Least Daffodil : 6. N. triandrus. Rush-leaved

Narcissus, or Reflexed Daffodil ; 7 . N. orientalis,

Oriental Narcissus ; 8. N. Bulljocodiiim, Hoop-
Petticoat Narcissus ; 9. N. tazelta, Polyanthus

Narcissus ; 10. JV. serotimis. Late-flowering

Narcissus ; 11. A^. odorus, Sweet-scented Nar-

cissus, or Great Jonquil; 12. N. calalhinus,

Calathine Yellow Narcissus ; 13. N. jonqidlla,

Common Jonquil.

The fiirst has a large bulbous root, from which

come out five or six flat leaves, about a foot long,

and an inch broad, of a grayish colour, and a

little hollow in the middle like the keel of a boat:

the stalk rises a foot and half high, having two

sharp lonsjitudinal angles ; at the top comes oirt

one nodding flower, inclosed in a thin spathe :

the corolla is of one petal, biino; connected at

the base, but cut almost to the bottom into six

spreading parts ; in the middle is a bell-shaped

nectary, called by gardeners the cup, which

is equal in length to the petal, and stands erect :

the petal is of a pale brimstone or straw colour,

and the nectary is of a full yellow : the seeds are

roundish, black. It is a native of many parts of

Europe, flowering in March.
There are varieties with white petals and a pale

yellow cup, with yellow petals and a golden cup,

with a double flower ; with three or lour cups

within each other ; Tradcscant's large double
;

long-tubed flowered; short-tubed ; dwarf-stalk-

ed ; and the peerless DatTodil.

Many other varieties have likewise been no-

ticed by writers.

The second species has a smaller and rounder

bulb than the first: the leaves are longer, nar-

rower, and flatter : the stalk or scape does not

rise higher than the leaves, which are of a grayco-

lour : at the top of thestalk comes out one flower

from the spathe, nodding on one side : the co-

rolla snow white, spreaduig open flat, the petals

rounded at the points : the nectary or cup in the

centre is very short, and fringed on the border

with a bright purple circle : the flowers have an

agreeable odour, appear in May, and seldom

produce seeds. It is a native of Italy, &c,

flowering in April.

There are varieties with double white flowers,

with purple-cupped flowers, and with yellow-cup-

ped flowers.

The third usually produces two flowers : it fre-

quently occurs, however, with one, more rarely

with three ; in a high state of culture it probablv

may be found with more. When it has only

one flower, it may easily be mistaken for one of

the varieties of the second sort, but may be di-

stinguished from it by the petals being of a yti-

lowi'sh hue, or rather a pale cream colour ; the

nectary wholly yellow, not having the orange or

crimson rim, and by its flowering at least three

weeks earlier; the top also of the flowering stem

verv soon after it emerges from the ground

bends down and becorrKS elbowed; whereas in

that it continues upright till within a short time

of the flower's expandmg. It is a native of several

parts of Europe, flowering in May.
There are two or three varieties, as with

sulphur-coloured flowers, and with white re-

flexed petals, with gold-coloured borders.

The fourth species resembles the first; buj-
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the petals are white, the nectary is dark yellow and
larger, with a speadine, waved, notched border.
Gouan thinks it is easily distinguished liy its

leaves, which are scarcely a pahii^in length'and
halt' an inch in breadth; by its large "flower,
with cordate -ovate petals, imbricate at the base,
and sulphur-coloured, and by the nectary hav-
ing a reflex mouth, twelve-cleft or there-
abouts, the lobes also being toothed and curled :

the scape is the length of the leaves, or a little

shorter, and thick. Tt is a native of the South
of Europe, flowering in April and Mav.

There is a large variety, which approaches in
its general appearance very near to the lirst

sort; but it is a much taller plant, and has its

leaves more twisted, as well as more glaucous :

the flower, but especially the nectary, is much
larger, and the petals are more spreading, ft

is of a fine deep yellow colour, having sub-va-
rieties with double flowers, and is a" native of
Spain, flowering in April. It is sometimes
known by the title of Great Yellow Spanish-Bas-
tard Daffodil.

The lifih is nearly related to the first sort, but
is three times smaller in all its parts : the scape
is scarcely striated: the spathe is greenish : the •

flowers more noddimr: the petals distinct at the
base, lanceolate, straight, not oblique or ovate :'

the margin of the nectary six-cleft, waved,
curled. Jjut though the flowers are not so large
as those of the other species, when the roots
are planted in a cluster, they make a very pretty
show, and have this advantage, that they flower
somewhat earlier than any of the others. It is

s. native of Spain.
The sixth is of the same size with the second,

but the leaves are narrower by half and channel-
led : the spathe one-flowered: the whole corolla
snow-white : the petals ovate-oblong : the nec-
tary bell-shaped, shorter by half than the corolla,
with the margin straight, and unequally crenu-
late : the stamens three, seldom six : the anthers
dark yellow, shorter than the nectary. In
nurseries the flowers are of a pale yellow, having
two and sometimes three flowers'from a spathe.
It is a native of Portugal.

There are varieties with cup and petals wholly
of a gold colour ; with yellow with a white cupj
and with white, with a yellow cup.
The seventh species is broad-leaved, having

the appearance of the ninth sort : the corolla is

white : the nectary erect, half or one-third of
the length of the petals, trifid, yellow, with the
lobes emarginate. It is a native of the Levant,
flowering in May.

There are several varieties.

The eighth has small bulbs : the leaves very
narrow, having some resemblance to those of
the Rush, but a little compressed, with a longi-

3

tudinal furrow on one side; they are seldom
more than eight or nine inches long : the flower-
stalk slender, taper, about six inche; long: petal
scarce half an inch long, cut into six acute seg-
ments: the nectary or cup is more than two
inches long, very broad at the brim, lessening
gradually to the base, formed somewhat like the
old farthingale or bell-hoop petticoat worn by
the ladies. It is a native of Portugal, flowering
in April or May.
The ninth species has a large, roundish bulb :

the leaves three or four, long, narrow, plane:
the scape or flower-stalk upright, broadish,
angular, concave, from ten or twelve to eighteen
inches in height : the flowers six or seven to fen
from one spalhe, very fragrant, clustered, white
or yellow. It is a native of Spain and Portugal,
&c., flowering in February and March.

There are a great many varieties : the principal
of which are ; with yellow petals, with orange,
yellow, or sulphur-coloured cups or nectaries;
with white petals, with orange, yellow, or sul-

phurcolouredcupsorneetaries; with white petals,

with white cups or nectaries; and with double
flowers of the difiisrent varieties.

The flower catalogues contain about a hun-
dred sub-varieties under these heads. It may be
observed, that " the varieties with white petalsand
white cups are not so much esteemed as the
others ; there are, however, two or three with
large bunches of small white flowers, which arc
valuable for their agreeable odour, and for flower-
ing later than most of the others. There is also
one with very double flowers, the outer petals
white, those in the middle some white, others
orange-coloured," which " has a very agree-
able scent, flowers early, and is generally called
the Cyprus Narcissus," and is the most beautiful
of all the varieties when blown in glasses in
rooms or other places.

The tenth has a small bulb : the leaves few,
narrow : the stalk jointed, nine inches high : the
corolla while, cut into six narrow segments : the
cup yellow. It flowers late in the autumn, and
is a native of Spain, Italy, and Earbary.
The eleventh species has the flower deep yel-

low, three times as large as that of the ninth, soiTie-

times one only from a spathe, but frequently
more: the nectary not fringed, but divided at the
mouth into six blunt lobes. It possesses more
fragrance than many of the others. It is a na-
tive of the South of Europe, flowering in April
and May,

It varies with double flowers.

The twelfth resembles the ninth verv much,
but the petals are a little larger and sharper; the
nectary is the same length \vith the petal : the
leaves two or tliree, a h)oi or more ui length :

the stem is slender, strong, afoot in length : the
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flowers two or three from a spatlie, very elegant,

large and loose : the ])etals vellow : the cup halt'

an inch long, sinuated at the edge, of a deeper

yellow colour. It flowers in April, and is a

native of the soulhcrn parts of FJurope and of the

Levant.

The thirtccnlh is named from the narrowness

of its leaves, like those of Rashes ; there are two
or three of them usually on a plant, and they are

angular, fleshy, and almost round : the scape is

round, hollow, producing at top from three to

five flowers from a spathe, sometimes no more
than two, very fragrant petals orbiculate or mu-
cronatc, both they and the cup yellow : the bulb

small, white, covered with dark membranes. It

is a native of Spain, flowering in April and
May.

It varies with double flowers.

Culture.—All these different species and va-

rieties may be increased with facility, by plant-

ing the off-set bulbs from the roots; and by
sowing the seed in order to procure new varieties,

which is chiefly practised for the fine sorts of

Polyanthus Narcissus.

For this last purpose the seed should be care-

fully saved from the best and most curious plants

after being perfectly ripened.

The seed should be sown soon after it becomes
ripe, as about the beginning of August, in shal-

low boxes or flat pans perforated with holes in

the bottoms, aud filled with fresh light sandy
earth, beino- covered about a quarter of an inch

deep with fine sifted mould, and placed in such
situations as are only exposed to the morning
sun, till the beginning of winter, when they

should be removed to have the full sun, and be

sheltered from severe weather. In the spring,

when the plants appear, they should be occa-
sionally watered in dry weather, and be screen-

ed from the mid-day heat, ren)oving them into

cooler situations as the warm season advances,

keeping them free from all sorts of weeds. To-
wards the latter end of the summer, when
their stems decay, the surface inould of the

boxes or pans should be stirred or wholly
removed, and some fresh mould sifted over
the plants, being careful not to disturb the

roots, and keeping them rather dry in a shaded
place.

They should have the same manage-
ment annually, till the period of their leaves

decaying in the third summer, when the bulbs
should be taken up, and the largest separated
and planted out on raised beds "of light fine

mould, in rows six inches apart, and three or
four distant in them, having the depth of two
or three inches. The smaller bulbs may be
covered in on another bed with fine mould, to

remain till of sufficient size to be planted out as

above.

They should afterwards be kept clean ; and
when they show flowers so as to ascertain their

properties, they may be removed, and managed
in the manner directed below.

The ofl^-set bulbs of the o'id plants, especially

the double sorts, should be separated from the

roots annually, oral furthest every two or three

years, in the latter part of the summer, when
their leaves and stems decay, planting their larger

bulbs out at different tiines, from the end ofAu-
gust to the beginning of November, in order to

aJord variety ; but the earlier they are planted

the stronger they blow. When left out of

the ground till February, or later, they mostly

appear weak.
They succeed best where the soil is of a light,

dry, fresh, hazel, loamy quality, and the aspect

south-easterly; as where inclined to moisture

they are vc;,y apt to be destroyed.

They afterwards only require to be kept free

from weeds, and to have the ground stirred

above them in the autumn.
The small bulbs may be planted out in rows

in nursery-beds to increase for being planted out

in the same manner.
When these roots are planted in the open bor-

ders orother places, in assemblage with other bul-

bous flowers, they should be deposited in little

patches, about three or four roots in each, putting

them in with a blunt dibble, or holing them in

with agardet\-trowel, three or four inchesdeep; in

which mode they display their flowers more con-
spicuously than when planted singly.

Where a large quantity are planted out alone

in beds in order to exhibit a full bloom, as often

practised with the fine Po!i/anlhiis-Narcissi/s,

Jonquils, &c. the beds should be four feet wide,

with foot-and-half or two-feet wide allevs be-

tween thetT) ; in these beds the roots should be
planted in rows length-wavs, nine inches asun-

der, either with a blunt dibble or with a hoe,

three or four inches deep, and six distant in each

row, covering them evenly with the earth, and
raking the surface smooth.

In order to blow the Poli/a/it/ius-Narcissiis

and .Tonquil in the highest perfection, curioits

florists often bestow particular care in their cul-

ture : some, preparing beds of compost, as for the

fine Hyacinths, See. managing them in the same
manner. But they succeed well in beds of light

dry mould.
Where the bulbs of this sort are intend-

ed for sale, they should be lifted at furthest

every two years, to [irevent their becoming flat-

tened by pressure, and of course less valuable.

The bulbs mav be retained out of the ground
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•(wo or three months where it is necessary ; but

it is better to replant them as above.

Culiure in Glasses.— It is sometimes the

practiec to cultivate the Polyanthus Narcissus

and some ot" the large Jonquil kind in glasses in

rooms, in order to blow in the winter or early

spring season. For this purpose dry firm bulbs

siiould be chosen, and one placed in each single

glass or bottle provided for the purpose, any time

from October till the spring, being then filled

up to the roots of the bulbs with soft water, and

deposited inalight warm place: inthisjiiethod the

plants soon begin to grow, and send forth flower-

stems, affording gocjd flowers, which have a very

ornamental appearance.

The principal circumstances to be regarded in

this management are, those of keeping the glasses

well supplied with fresh portions pi water, so as

constantly to be up to the lower part of the

roots, and changing the whole, so as to keep it

always in a pure state.

They may likewise be raised in pots filled w ith

light sandy mould, and placed in the same
situations.

Also in hot-houses, they may be made to

blow early, when kept either in pots or

glasses.

When planted out in the manner mentioned

above, in the borders, clLuiips, and other parts

of pleasure-grounds, they are most of them
highly ornamental, producing much variety in

the early spring months.
All the different principal sorts may be pro-

cured from the seeds-men in London, who
import them for sale from Holland, where they

are raised in large quantities.

NASTURTIUM. See Trop.t.olum.
NAVELWORT. See Cotyledon and Cy-

NOGLOSSUM.
NAVEW. See Ehassica.
NECTARINE. See Amygdalus.
NELUMBO. See NvMPH.'EA.
NEPETA, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous perennial kind.

It belong? to the class and order Di(Ji/!ia)iiin

Gi/miio.ipcrmia, and ranks in the natural order

of Vrrtnilliitce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, tubular, cylindric : mouth
five-toothed, acute, erect : upper toothless lon-

ger ; lower more spreading : the corolla is one-

petalled, ringent: tube cylindric, curved inwards :

border gaping, opening, spreading, cordate,end-

jng in two reflex blunt very short scg\nents : up-

per lip erect, roundish, emarginate ; lower round-

i;h, concave, larger, entire, crenulate : the sta-

mina have four'awl-shaped filaments beneath

the upper lip, approximating, two of them

shorter: anthers incumbent : the pistiillum is a

four-cleft germ : style filiform, length and situa-

tion of the stamens : stigma bifid, acute: there

is no periearpium : calyx straight, containing the

seeds in its bosom : the seeds four, and sub-

ovate.

The species cultivated are: 1. TV. cataria,

Common Catmint ; 2. N. Pannonica, Hunga-
rian Catmint; 3. N. nuda. Naked or Spanish

Catmint ; 4. N. Italica, Italian Catmint ; 5. A\

tuherosa. Tuberous-rooted Catmint.

The fiist has a pereimial root, froin which

arise many branching stalks, two feet high and

more, upriglu, pubescent : the leaves are of a

velvet-like "softness, wrinkled, ash-coloured or

hoarv, particularly underneath : spikes composed

of interrupted whorls terminate the stem, and

comeout in branches from the axils of the leaves:

the flowers are subsessile, and separated at the

base by a small lanceolate bracte : the calyx

downy with green ribs : tha corolla white, with

a tiiisre of red, and spotted with purple

:

the wliole p'ant has a strong scent between Mint

and Pennyroyal. It is called Catmint, from

cats being very fond of it. It is a native of

most parts of Europe, flowering from July to

September.
The second species has a perennial root,

branched, woody, the size of a quill or more,

brown on the outside, knobbed at the end ; the

stems several, from three to four feet in height,

grooved, smoothish, with opposite branches

forming a panicle : the leaves oblong, blunt,

scarcely cordate, bluntly serrate, smooth, the

lower ones on longer- petioles, the upper ones on

very short ones ; they are successively smaller as

they approach the racemes, till they become so

sinall that the ends of the racemes seem to be

leafless : the raceines are axillary and opposite,

containing about twenty flowers : the bractcs

almost bristle-shaped : the calyx somewhat vil-

loseand striated : the corolla more or less red
;

in the cultivated plant very deep, and elegantly

dotted. It is a native of Hungary, Sec, flowering

from August to October.

The third has the stems two feet high, smooth,

strict, four-grooved; the older ones dark purple:

the leaves blunt, veined, naked, rugged on both

sides : the racemes hracliiate : thebractes linear:

the flowers distinct: the corollas whitish-rufes-

cent, with the beard of the palate white, and

the throat dotted with purple. According to

Haller, the flowers are blue and white. It is a

native of the South of Europe, flowering from

June to August.

In the fourth species, the stalks seldom

rise more than a foot and half high, sending

out very few branches : the whorls of flowers
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which form the spike are distant from each other,

and sit close to the stalk : the leaves short, oval,

heart-shaped : the plant is hoary and strong scent-

ed. It is a native of Italy, flowering Ironi June

to August.

The tilth has a thick knobbed root, from wliich

come out one or two stalks, that often decline

to the ground ; they are about two feet and a

half long, and send out two side branches op-

posite : the leaves are oblong, erenate, sessile,

deep areeii : the upper part of the stalk, for more
than a foot in length, has whorls of fiower.s, the

lower ones two inches asunder, but nearer all

the way up ; they sit very close to the stalks, and

are guarded by small bractes: the corolla is blue.

It is a native of Spain and Portugal, flowering

from .lune to August
Culture.—These plants are capable of being

increased by seeds, parting the roots, slips, and

cuttings, but thtvflrst is the principal mode.
The seeds niay be sown in the autumn or

spring, on a bed of light earth, raking it in

lightly : when the plants have attained some
growth, thev may be |)!anted nut in nursery rows,

to remain till the autumn, when they may be set

out where they are to remain ; or they may re-

main where sown, only thinning them properly

out.

The partings of the roots may be set out se-

parately, where they are to remain, in the be-

ginning of the autumn, or spring, being after-

wards kept free from weeds.

Slips or cuttings of the branches may be

planted out in the spring in shady situations,

occasional supplies of water being given till

they have stricken root.

The flrst sort and varieties, as well as manv of

the others, may afford variety in the borders,

clumps, and other parts of pleasure-grounds, in

mixture with herbaceous plants of different de-

scriptions. They are likewise some of them
cultivated for medicinal use.

NERIUM, a genus comprehending plants of

the evergreen flowering shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentavdria

Moniigi/iiia, and ranks in the natural order of

Curiloitce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianthivnn, acute, very small, perma-
nent: the corolla is onr-petalled, funnel-form:

tube cvlindric, shorter than the border: border

very large, five-parted; segments wide, blunt,

oblique: nectary a crown terminating the tube,

short, lacerated into capillary segments : the

stamina have five, awl-shaped filaments, very

short, in the tube of the corolla : anthers sauit-

taic, convergin»r, terminated by a long thread:

the pisiillvuii a roundish germ, bifid: style cv-

V</L. II,

lindric, the Imglh of the lubi- : stigma Ifuncate,

sitting on an orblet, fastened to the anthers : the
pericarpinm has two follicles, round, long, acu-
minate, erect, one-valvcd, opening longitudinally;

the seeds numerous, oblong, crowned with down,
placed imbricately.

The species cultivated are: 1. A'', oleander.

Common Rosebay, or Oleander; 9. A'^. odoruni,
Sweet- Scented Rosebay, or Oleander: 3. A'^,

cmtidyseiitericum, Oval -Leaved Rosebay; 4. A^.

coriD/diium, Brnad-Lcaved Rosebay.
Ttie first rises with several stalks to the lieicht

of eight or ten feet : the branches come out
by threes round the principal stalks, and have
a smooth bark, which in that with red flowers is

of a purplish colour, but in that with white
flowers of a light green : the leaves for the most
part stand by threes round the stalks, upon very

short footstalks, and point upwards; they are three

or four inches long, and three quarters of an inch
broad in the middle, of a dark green, very stiff",

and end in acute points : the flowers come out
at the end of the branches in large loose bunehesy
and are of a bright purple, or crimson colour,
or of a dirty white. It is a native of the Levant,
flowering in July and August.

In warm dry summers this plantmakes a fine

appearance, the flowers then opening in great
plenty ; but in cold moist seasons the flowers

often decay without expanding, unless the plants

are placed in a green-house or under a glass-
case.

The variety with white flowers is the most ten-
der; but there arc others, as the Stripe-leavftd ; the
Broad-leaved Double-flowered, the Striped Dou^
ble-flowered, and with diflferent shades of red

from purple to crimson or scarlet.

The second species rises with shrubby stalks

six or seven feet high, covered with a brown
bark : the leaves are stiflF, from three to four

inches long, and not more than a quarter of an
inch broad, of a light green, and the edges re-

flexed ; they are opposite, or alternate, or

by threes round the branches : the flowers are

produced in loose bunches at the ends of the

branches ; thev are of a pale red, and have an
agreeable musky scent. It grows naturally in

India, flowering from June to Auoust.
There is a variety with leaves six inches Ions,

and one inch broad in the middle, of a much thin-

ner texture than those of the first, and their ends
are generally refltxed ; they are of a light green,

and irregularly placed on the branches by pairs,

alternately, or by threes : the flowers are pro-

duced in very large bunches at the end of
the branches, upon long peduncles ; they have
three or four rows of petals one within another;

they are much larger than those of the coinmoa
U
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sort, and smell like these of hawthorn : the

plain flowers are of a soft red or peach colour;

but in most they arc beautifully variegated with

a deeper red, and make a tine appearance: the

usual time of flowering is in July and August,

but in a warm stove it will continue in flower till

Michaelmas : from the flowers being double,

Xhe\ are not succeeded by seeds. They are all sup-

posed to have a poisonous quality.

The thu'd is a middle sized tree, with bra-

chiale branches : the leaves opposite, flat, quite

entire, smooth : the flowers herbaceous or green-

ish white, in short subtcrniinating racemes : the

segments of the crown oblong, alternately trlfid

and linear. It is a native of the East Indies.

The fourth species is an elegant branched

shrub, four feet high, ntilky, wilh an ash-

coloured bark : the younser branches are shin-

ing, green, compressed a little, opposite at the

end : the leaves long, lanceolate, acute, quite

entire, shining, on short petioles, opposite : the

peduncles one-flowered, thickish, in pairs from
the divisions of the branchlets and decussating

with them : the flowers handsome, but without

scent: the perianthium green : tube of the corolla

greenisli yellow : the border snow-white. It is a

native of the East Indies, flowering most part

of the summer.
Culture.—These plants may be increased by

layers, cuttings, and suckers from the roots.

The layers should be made in the early spring

months, as from March till Mav, but the earlier

the better; the youngest lower branches being

chosen for tlie purpose, which should beslit-Iay-

ed, givina plenty of water during the summer, and
they will be mostly rooted by the autumn follow-

ing; but by plunging the pots in which they are

layed in a bark hot-bed their rooting may be
greatly forwarded : when they are properly root-

ed, thcv may be taken off and removed into se-

parate pots.

The cuttings should be planted in the spring

or the early part of summer, taking off the young
shoots, five or six inches long, and planting

them in large pots of rich mould, placing them
under glasses, and giving water and shade
occasionally : but if plunged in a bark-bed it

will greatly promote and forward their rooting.

The suckers arising fiom the bottom are

sometimes furnished with roots, but when this

is not the case a small slit should be given at

the lowest part ; afterwards applying fresh mould
around it, when fibres will be emitted by the

end of summer; they may then be taken off and
potted separately.

The til St sort and varieties is rather hardv, but
should be kept constantly in pots or tubs, to be
protected through severe winters.

The other S(jrts are often placed in the hot-

house durmg winter, but when less tendcrlv

treated and supplied more freely with air in mild

weather, they are said by some to succeed bet-

ter, provided they be carefully screened froin

every efiect of frost or severe cold.

They are very ornamental among other potted

planis of the less tender kinds.

KE'ITLE-TKEE. See Ckltts.
NEW JERSEY TEA. See Chanothus.
NICKER TREE. See Guilandina.
NICOriANA, a genus containing ])lants of

the herbaceous annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Penlandr'ia

]Monngyi)ia, and ranks in the natural order of
Luridce.

The characters are: that the calvx is a one-
Icaftd perianthium, ovate, half-five-cleft, per-

manent : thecorolla is one-petalled, tunnel-form :

tube longer than the calyx : border somewhat
spreading, half-tive-cleit, in five folds : the sta-

mina have five awl-shaped filaments, almost the

length of thecorolla, ascending : anthers oblong:
the pistillum is an ovate aerni : style liliform, the

length of the corolla : stigma capitate, emarginatc

:

the })ericarpium is asubovatecapsuie,maiked w ith

a line on each side, two-celled, two-valved, open-
ingat top : receptacles half-ovate, doited, fastened

to the partition : the seeds numerouSj kidney-
form, wrinkled.

The species cultivated are : 1 . iVi, fntlicosa.

Shrubby Tobacco ; 2. N. Tahacum, Virginian
Tobacco ; 3. N. ruslica, Common or English
Tobacco.

The first rises with very branching stalks

about five feet high : the lower leaves a foot

and half long, broad at the base where they

half embrace the stalks, and about three inches

broad in the middle, terminating in long acute

points : the stalks divide into n)any smaller

branches, terminated by loose bunches of flowers

of a bright purple colour, succeeded by acuie-

pointed seed-vessels. It was foiind at the Cape.
There is a variety which rises about five teet

high : the stalk does not branch so much as that

of the former : the leaves are large and oval, about
fifteen inches long and two broad in the middle,

but diminish gradually in size to the top of the

stalk, and with their base half embrace it: the

flowers grow in cLser bunches than those of the

former, and are v^hiie: they are succeeded by
short, oval, obtuse seed-vessels. It (lowers about
the same time with the former, and grows natu«-

rally in the woods of the island ol Tobago.
The second species has a large, l^iug, annual

root; an upright, stiong, round, hairy stalk,

branching tow arils the top; haves numerous,
large, pointed, entire, veiued, viscid, pale green ;
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bractes long, linear, pointed : the flowers in loose

dusters or panicles : the calyx hairy, about half

the length of the corolla, cut into tive narrow
segments: tube of the corolla hairy, gradually

swelling towards the border, where it disides

into five folding acute segnienls of a reddish

colour. It is a native of Virginia.

There are several varieties; as the great broad-

leaved, in which the Ic^aves are more than a foot

and a half long, and a foot broad, their furfaces

very rough and glutinous, and their bases half

embrace the stalk. In a rich moist soil the

stalks are more than ten feet high , and the up-

per pari divides into smajlt-r branches, which
are terminated by loose bunches of flowers

standing erect: they have pretty long tubes,

and are of a pale purplish colour. It fiov.ers in

July and August, and is the sort commonly
brought to market in pots, being soinetinies

called Oronoko Tobacco.

There is another, in which the stalks seldom

rise more than five or six feet high, and divide

into more branches. The leaves arc about ten

inches long and three and a half broad, smooth,
acute, sessile ; the flowers are rather larger, and

of a brighter purple colour. It flowers at

the saine time; and is called by some Sweet-
scented Tobacco.
The narrow-leaved rises with an upright

branching stalk, fonr or five feet high. The
lower leaves are a foot long, and three or four

inches broad : those on the stalks are much
narrower, lessening to the top, and end in very

acute points, sitting close to the stalks j they

are very glutmous. The flowers grow in loose

bunchts at tlie top of the stalks; ihey have

long lubes, and are of a bright purple or red

colour. They appear at the same time with the

former.—^These varieties are also all natives of

AiTierica.

The third has the stalks seldom rising more
than three feet high : the leaves smooth, alter-

nate, upon short footstalks : the flowers in

small loose bunches on the top of the stalks, of

an herbaceous yellow colour, appearmg in .Tuly.

It is commonly called English Tobacco, from its

having been the first introduced here, and being

much more hardy than the other sorts. It came
originally from America, under the name of

Petuui.

There is a variety \\hich rises with a strong

stalk near four feet high ; the leaves are shaped

like thwse of the preceding, but are greatly fur-

rowed on their surface, and near twice the size,

of a darker green, and on longer footstalks.

The flowers are of the same shape, but larger.

Culture.— The two fiist sorts may be increas-

ed by sowing the seeds annually ii^ the spring.

as March, on a hot-bed, the last in tiic natural
groimd.

The seeds should be covered about a quarter
of an inch deep ; and when the plants arc come
up they should be allowed fresh air dailv, and
occasional waterings, managing them as tender
annuals. When the plants are from three to
six inches high, as in May or the following
month, they should be planted out in moist
weather, in the open ground ; such as are de-
signed for ornament, singly, and those intended
for use, in rows, any where, three feet asunder;
giving a good watering as soon as planted, re-
pealing It occasionally till the plants have got
fresh root.

The second species may also be raised bv
sowing the seeds in a warm border in April, foV
setting out in the same maimer, or by sowino-
in patches in the flower borders, &c. to remain,
thinning the plants afterwards to one in each
patch.

In the third sort the seeds maybe sown in any
bed or border '

-^ the spring, raking them in
lightly. When nie plants are three inches hish,
they should be planted out where they areto
remain ; or they may be sown in patches to
remain, thinning the plants out afterwards as
above.

In America, where regular plantations are
made, the method is this ;

" The beds being prepared and well turned up
with the hoe, the seed, on account of its small-
ness, is mixed with ashes, and sown upon
them, a little before the rainy season. The
beds are raked, or trampled with the feet, to
make the seed take the sooner. The plants ap-
pear in two or three weeks. As soon as they
have acquired four leaves, the stronirest are
drawn up carefully, and planted in the field by
a line, at the distance of about three feet from
each plant. If no rain fall, ihey should be
watered two or three times. Iilvery morning
and evening the plants must be looked over, in
order to destroy a worm which sometimes in-
vades the bud. When they are about four or
five inches high they are to be cleaned from
weeds and moulded up. As soon as they have
eight or nine leaves, and are readv to put forth
a stalk, the top is nipped off", in order to make
the leaves longer and thicker. After this the

buds which sprout at the joints of the leaves

arc all plucked, and not a day is suflered to pass
without examinini;; the leaves, to destroy a large

caterpillar which is sometimes very destructive

to them. When they are fit for cutting, which
is known by the brittleness of the leaves, they
are cut with a knife close to the ground ; and,
after lying some lime, are carried to the drving

U 2
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shed or house, where the plants are hung up by
pairs, upon lines, leaving a space between that

they may not touch one another. In this state

they may lemain to sweat and drv. When per-

fectly dry, the leaves are stripped rroni the stalks,

and made into small bundles tied with one of the

leaves. These bundles are laid in heaps, and
covered witlv blankets. Care is taken not to

overheat them, for which reason the heaps are

laid open to the air from time to time and
spread abroad. This o[)eration is repeated till

no more heal is perceived in the heaps, and the

Tobacco is then stowed in casks for exporta-

tion." But, "In China, where the use of to-

bacco both in snuff and for sm;)king is very

general, buildings are not thought necessary, ac-

cording to sir George Staunton, as they are in

the West Indies, for curing it; there bemglittle

apprehension of rain to injure the leaves when
plucked. Thev are hung on cords to dr)^

withoLit any shelter, upon the spot in which
they grew."

It is probable that this plant might be grown
with advantage in this climate if it were not
prohibited.

These sorts, when cultivated for the purpose
of ornament, produce a fnie effect by their leaves

and flowers in the autumn, and alfo afford much
variety.

NIGELLA, a genus containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous flowering annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Poli/andria

Pentagi/iiia, and ranks ni the natural order of
Midthiliquce.

The characters are: that there is no calyx:

the corolla has live petals, ovate, flat, blunt,

spreading, more contracted at the base: the

nectaries eight, placed in a ring, very short;

each two-lipped; outer lip larger, lower, bifid,

flat, convex, marked wiih two dots; inner lip

shorter, narrower, from ovate ending in a line :

the stamina have numerous awl-shaped fila-

ments, shorter than the petals. Anthers com-
pressed, blunt, erect: the pistillum has several

germs (five to ten), oblong, convex, compress-
ed; erect, ending in styles which are awl-shap-
ed, angular, vervlong, but rcvolute, permanent

:

stigmas longitudinal, adna»e : the pericarpium
capsules as many, oblong, compressed, acumi-
nate, connected on the inside bv the suture,

gaping on the inside at top: the seeds very
many, angular, and rugged.

The species cultivated are: 1. N. damascena,
Commoa Fennel-flower; 9, iV. sat'wa, Small
Fennel -flower ; 3. A^. arvrnsis, Field Fennel-
flowerj 4. iV. Hispanica, Spanish Fennel-
flower ; 5. A''. orienlalLs, Yellow Fennel-
tiower.

The first rises with an upright branching stalk

a foot and a half high : tlie leaves much longer

and finer than those of the third: the flowers

are large, i)ale blue, with a five-leaved involucre

under each, longer than the flower ; they are

succeeded by larger swelling seed-vessels, with

five horns at the top. It is a native of the

South of Europe, flowering from June to Sep-
tember.

From the fine cut leaves about the flower, it

has the names of Feiiiiel-Jiower, DevU-hi-a-
hush, and Love-in-a-viist ; but the first is be-
come obsolete.

There is a variety with single white flowers,

and another with double flowers, which is fre-

quently cultivated in gardens with other an-
nuals for ornament.

The second species rises to the same height as

the preceding : the leaves are not so finely cut,

and are a little hairy: at the top of each stalk is

one flower, composed of five white petals, which
are slightly cut at their end into three points;

these are succeeded by oblong swelling seed-

vessels with five horns at the top, filled with

small pale-coloured seeds. It is a native of

Candia and Egypt, flowering from June to Sep-
tember.

The third rises with slender stalks near a foot

high, either sinffle or branching out at the bot-

tom, and having a few very fine-cut leaves^

somewhat like those of Dill. Each branch is

terminated by one star-pointed flower, of a pale

blue colour, without any leafy involucre : they
are succeeded by capsules, having five short

horns, inclining different ways at the top, and
are filled with rough black seeds. It is a native

of Germany^ &c. flowering from June to Sep-
tember.

There is a variety with white flowerj, and
another with double flowers.

The fourth species rises near a foot and half

high; the lower leaves are finely cut; but those

on the stalks are cut into broader segments: the

flowers are larger than those of the other species,

and of a fine blue colour, with green veins at

the back : the nectaries of a sea-green colour

:

the pistils are of equal length with the petals;

they with the stamens are of a deep pwrple or

puce colour: the capsvde has five horns, and
is of a firmer texture than any of the other. It

grows liaturally in Spain and the South of
France, flowering from June to September.

There is a variety with double flowers.

The fifth rises with a branching stalk a foot

and a half high ; with pretty lone leaves, liiiely

divided : the flowers are produced at the end of
the branches : the petals are yellowish ; a^ the

base of these are placed eight nectaries, between
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which arise a gvc-at number oF stamens, with an

unequal number of germs, from five to eight

or nine, oblong and eompressed : the capsules

are joined logeilier on their inner side, terminate

in horns, open longitudinally, and contain manv

thin compressed seeds, having borders roaiul

them. It is a native of Syria, flowering from

July to September.

Culture.—They are all increased by sowmg

the seeds on light earth where the plants are to

remain, as thev seldom succeed well when trans-

planted in patches at proper distances ,
and when

the plants are come up, they should be thin-

ned, leaving only three or four in each patch,

keeping them afterwards clear from weeds.

The best season for sowing is March ;
but if

some be sown in August, soon after ihey be-

come ripe, on a dry soil and in a warm situation,

they will abide the winter, and flower strong the

succeeding year. By sowing the seeds at dif-

ferent times, they may be continued in beauty

most part of the summer season.

As they are all annual plants, they require to

be raised every year.

The varieties with double flowers are chiefly

introduced into flower gardens.

They afford ornament and variety among other

annuals in the clumps and borders.

NIGHTSHADE. See Solanum.
NOLANA, a genus containing a plant of the

herbaceous trailing annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Penttuidria

Mouogynial and ranks in the natural order of

AsperiJoUce, or Luridce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

Icafed perianthium, turbinate at the base, five-

parted, five-cornered: segments cordate, acute,

permanent : the corolla is one-petalled, bell-

shaped, plaited, spreading, somewhat five-lobed,

twice as large as the calyx : the stamina have

five awl-shaped filaments, erect, equal, shorter

than the corolla: anthers sagittate : thcpistillum

is as five roundish germs : style among the

germs, cylindric, straight, the length of the sta-

mens : siigma capitate: the periearpium pro-

perly none : (drupes five, decumbent, three- or

five-celled :) the seeds five, with a succulent riud,

nnindish, with ihe inner base naked, immersed

in the receptAle, two- celled and four-celled

(solitary).

The species is N'. prostvata, Trailing No-
lan a.

It has an annual root, simple, filiform, often

three feet long, blackish : the stem a foot long,

herbaceous, prostrate, roundish, very smooth,

with white dots scattered over it : the branches

.alternate, the lower ones the length of the stalk :
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the leaves alternate, two together, reflex, rhomb-

ovate, quite entire, blunt, somewhat fleshv, nu

inch long, somewhat papulose, even, flat, veined,

unequal," alternately larger and smaller. Accord-

inii to Miller they come out single at some

jouits, by pairs at others, and frequently three or

"four at the upper joints : the petioles aneipilal,

scarcely shorter than the leaves, smooth, those

beloniii'ng to the upper leaves vaguely ciliale : the

peduncles lateral, solitary, spreading a little, an

inch long, one-flowered, round, thicker at top,

hairy: the flowers inferior. It is a native of

Java.

CuUurc.—These plants maybe raised by sow-

ing the seeds on a hot-bed in March. When
the plants are fit to remove, they should be

planted out singly into small pots filled with

light earth, plunging them into a fresh hot-bed

to" brine iheni forward. When their flowers

open in'the summer, as July, they should have

a lame share of air admitted when the weather

is warm, to prevent their fallmg away without

producing seeds. Under this management the

plants oft'en continue flowering till the early frosts

destroy them, and ripe seeds are produced in tht

beginning of the autumn.
They afi'ord variety among other tender an-

nuals.

NOLT ME TANGERE. See Impatiens.

NONE-SO-PKE'ITV. See Saicifraga.

NOSE-BLEED. See Acuilleas.
NUCIPERSICA. See AmYGu ALUS.

NURSERY, a portion of ground set apart

for the raisina; and nursing various sorts of trees,

shrubs, and herbaceous plants to proper states of

growth for supplying the ditfcrent gardens, orch-

ards, plantations, and other dipariinents-

In these .situations are raised all the difr( rent

sorts of fruit-trees, and fruii-bearmg shrubs, by

nursimi; and training them up to proper sizes

and growths for planting where they are to re-

main to produ.e their Iruil, as well as tlue vast

tram i>f forest- trees, lirirdy i>rn:imenial trees, and

deciduous and ever- green siirubs, traming them

up projxrly for the purposes for whu h tlicy are

desi-rned in plantations and pleasure-groundB.

A'nd various sorts of haidy herbaceous planis,

both of li-.e fibrous-, bulbous-, and tnl.erons-

rooicd kinds may be here provided \u proper

states for Iseing planted onl.'

'i'hese dilVeieiit sorts of plants are raised bv

seed, suckers, layers, cuiiuigr. ."hps. ofl-sei;,,

parting the lijots, gratlmg, budding, Jxc. as di-

rected under their several heads.

And as some of the vaiums sorts arc dra\\n

ofi" annuallv, to supplv diflerent situations, a

fresh supplv of voung plants sliould be aeeoid-
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ingly raised every year in the Nursery, of most
of the various kind-, so as to have it alwavs

fully stocked with most kinds in ditiereni states

of growth; some in secd-ljeds, others trans-

planted in nurscry-rovvs ; some one year, othtrs

two, three, or several years : all of which should

be well attended to, that there niav he a suflici-

ency of jilants of all sorts for turnisning every

diflerent department of gardening as they may
be wanted,

111 public Nursery-grounds, it is customary to

have convenient green-houses, glass-cases, and
stoves, with their proper appendages, for raising

tender exotics from the warmer parts of the globe,

w hich are alwavs placed in the warmest and most
sunny situations, having their fronts directly fac-

ing the south, to have all possible benefit from
the sun's influence; which seVve for raising and
luirsing the various tender plants to a proper

growth for furnishing other larger conservatories,

green-houfes, &c.
Size, Soil, and Situatiov. In respect to the

extent or dimensions of Nursery-grounds, they

should be accordins; to the quantity of plants re-

quired, or the demand for sale : if for private

use, from a quarter or half an acre to five or six

may be proper, which should be regulated ac-

cording to the extent of (he garden-ground and
plantations they are required to supply; and if fur

public or general cultivation, not less than three

or four acres of land will be worth occupying,

and from that to lifteen or twenty acres, or

more, may be requisite, in proportion to the de-

mand.
The soil for Nursery-grounds should be o'

different qualities, in order that it may suit dif-

ferent sorts of trees and plants.

Nursery-men generally prefer a loamy soil of a

moderately lii'lit nature: houever, thev maybe
formed of anvgood moderaitlvlightland,tluU has

fifteen or eighteen inches depth of good working
soil, but if two or three spades deej) it will be the

better; and where there is scope of ground to

choose i'rom,that where theic is a good depth, and
a naturally rich or good soil, should be preferred,

as the soil of a Nursery cannot be too good,

notwithstanding what has been advanced to the

contrary; as v\here the soil is poor and lean, ihc

plants are mostly laniriiid, weak, and stunted,

no art being able to improve them ; while those

raised in a good mellow soil alw ays assume a free

growth, and advance with strength and vigour.

It is not requisite, however, that the soil should

be very rich, nor over manured : a medium
between the two c::!remcs is the most pro-

per, such as good mellow pasture land, having

the sward trenched lo the bottcm, v, hleh is ex-

C

ccllent for the growth of trees; and any similar

eligible soil of corn-fields is also extremely pro-
per : any other good soil of the nature ot com-
mon garden-earih is likewise well adapted for a

Nursery-ground.
As to situation ; where it is rather low than

fiigh it is better, as being naturally warmer, and
more out of the power of cutting and boisterous

winds than a higher situation, though where
some parts of the ground ate high and others

low, it may be an advantage, in belter suiting

the nature of the different plants. It is also of
vast advantage to have Nursery-grounds fully

exposed to the sun and free air, and, if possible,

where there isthe convenience of having water for

the occasional watering of young seedlings, and
newly removed plants.

When for private use, where there is room,
Nursery-grounds may either be entirely detached,

or contiguous to the outer boundaries of the

shrubbery plantations of the pleasure-ground,

and so contrived as to lead insensibly into it by
w inding w alks, so as to appear part of the gar-
den or shrubbtiy.

Method of iiu losing, prcpnri7!g, and layingout.

In respect to the outside leuce, it may either be
a hedge and ditch, or a paling; the former is the
cheapest, and most durable; though where hares

and rabbits abound paling fences are most
eligible.

Paling, or other similar close fence, is how-
ever in general, for some part, extremely use-

ful to train young wall-trees to a proper growth
for garden-walls, 8cc.

After thus fenced in, the ground should be all

regularly trenched over one or two spades deep,

according to the natural depth of the soil ; after

which, proceed to divide itb\' walks intoquarters,

and other pans ; letting a principal walk lead di-

rectly thrwugh the middle or some principal part,

which may be from five to eightortenteet wide, ac-

cording to circumstances, having a broad border

on eacli side : another walk should be carried all

round next the outward boundary, four or five

fcLtwide, leaving an eight or ten feet border

next the ience all the way ; dividing the internal

part by smaller cross walks, so as to j'orm

the. whole into four, six, or eight principal

divisions.

One or more of these divisions should be ap-
pio]iriated for the reception of all sorts of seeds,

tor raibing plants to iurnish the other parts
;

subdividing it into four feet w^de beds, with

Ibot-wide a]le\s at least between bed and
bed. In llicse beds should' be sown seeds,

&c. of all such trees, shrubs, and herbaceous

plants as are raised from seed ; and which shoulii
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contain the various sorts of kernels r.ntl stones

ot'truit, to raise stocks for grarting anil buLkling

upon, r.s well as the scuds oK f'ore.-t-trccs, orna-

mental tries, shrubs, ike. and of numerous her-

baceous ]icrennials, ot'ilie fibrous and bulbous-

rooted tribes.

The season for sowing is both spring and au-

tunni, according to llie nature of the different

sorts, as uiav be seen under their ditllrent heads.

When the young tree and shrub scedlmg-plants

thus raised are one or two years old, they should

be planted out in Nursery-rows into the other

principal divisions, but many kinds of herba-

ceous plants require to be pncked out from the

seed-beds uhin only from two to three or four

rnonthsold. And, on the contrary, n)ost kinds

of bulbous seedlings will not be fit for planting

out in less than one or two years at the shortest

periods.

Aiioiher part of these grounds should be al-

lotted for stools of various trees and shrubs, for

propagation by layers, by which vast numbers
of plants of difl'erent kinds may be raised.

These should be strono; plants set in rows three

or four feet distance every way : such of them as

naturally rise with tall stems, after being planted

one yea:, are headed down near the ground, to

force out many lower slioois conveniently situ-

ated for laying them down. See Stools and

Laying.
The cuttings, suckers, slips, off-sets, See. of

hardy trees, shrubs, and plants, may be planted

oiit in any convenient part of the ground in

shady borders, &c. ; but for the more tender

kinds, some warm sheltered situation should be

provided.

The other principal divisions of these grounds

should be left for the reception of various sorts

of seedling plants from seminary quarters; as

well as for those that arc raised from suckers,

layers, cuttings, &c. to be planted in rows from

one to two or three feet asunder, according to

their natures and growths, allowing the tree and

shrub kinds treble the distance of the herba-

ceous perennial sorts. Of the tree and shrub

kirids some are to be planted for stocks to graft

and bud the select sorts of fruit-trees and other

choice plants upon, that are usually propagated

by such methods; others should be trained up
entirely on their own roots without budding

and grafting, as in most forest and other hardy

tree kinds; as well as almost all the sorts of

shrubs.

It is also pro;i:r to have some dry warm shel-

tered situation in the full sun in these grounds,

for occasional hot-beds of dung or tan, for rais-

ing and forwarding many sorts of tender or curi-

ous exotics by seed, cuttings, suckers, slips, &c»
which should be furnished with suitable frames

and lights, hand-glasses, garden-mats^ and other

requisites for that sort of culture.

JMetlwds and Times uf Sleeking ivith Plnn/s.

The particular modes of cultivation are fully

explained under the difftreut heads of the plants,

and the operations th^t are necessary in raising

them to the best advaiitage.

As [o the seasons for performing the works of
sowing, plant inij, &c. iheyaredifterenlinditlerent

kinds, but the autumn and spring are the prin-

cipal seasons : for planting out or removing, thij

principal season is about October and in April,

for tender kinds, especially the evergreen tribe;

but most other hardy trees and shrubs may be
transplanted any time in winter, in open mild
weather. The nature of the soil should, h(nv-

evcr, be regarded in this business.

'I'he harily herbaceous fibrous-rooted plants

may be removed alinobt anv time, either in au-
tunm or spring, and many sorts even in the

summer. But for the older or larger plants, the

autuimi or very early spring are the best periods,

vfhich are the only proper seasons for divi-

ding or slipping the roots of all these kinds for

further increase.

And lor the bulbous and such tuberous roots

whose leaves, like most of the bulbous tribe,

decay in the summer, the proper season for

planting or removing them is the spring and
sunmier months, when their flower-stalks

decay, as well as to separate their otT-sets for

increase ; which may either be planted again

directly, or kept out of ground one, two, or se-

veral months, though it is proper to plant the

principal part again in autumn, unless where
retained for sale, &c.
The succulent perennial sorts may be removed

almost any time in the spring, summer, or early

autumn, but the last is the best. But most kinds-

of succulent cuttings succeed best when planted

in the summer season.

Methods of JUposing the Plants.—In the distri-

bution of the diHerenl sorts in these grounds, each
should be separate : the fruit- forest- trees, &c. oc-

cupying spaces bv themselves nearly together; all

the shrub kind should also be ranged in separate

places, allotting suitable spots for herbaceous per-

ennials and tender plants, defenilcd with yew or

privet hedges, or a reed fence, &c. in which may
be set sueii plants, in pots, as are a little tender

whilst young, and require occasional shelter from
frost, but not so tender as to require to be housed
as green-house plants, &c. And in such places,

frames of various sizes may be placed, either

to be covered occasionally with glass lights, or
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with mats, to contain some of tliL'se more dioice

tender kinds in pots, to be nursed a year or two,
or longer, with occasional shelter, till gradually

hardened to bear the open air.

The arrangement of all the sorts in the open
grounds should always he in hnes or nursery-

rows, as already suggested : placing the fruit-

tree stocks, Sec. for grafting and budding upon,

in rows two feet asunder, when for dwarfs
;

hut for standards two feet and a half, and a foot

and a half in the lines. But as after being graft-

ed and budded thev become fruit-trctes, &c.
where they ^re to stand to grow to any large

size, they should be allowed the width of a yard

between the rows. Forest-trees should also be

placed in rows iVonnwo to three feet asunder,

and half that distance m the rows ; varying the

tlistance both ways, according to the time

they are to stand : the shrub kuid should like-

wise be arranged in njws about two feet asunder,

and fifteen or eighteen inches distant in each

line; and as to the herbaceous plants, they may
srcncrally be disposed in foiir-feet-wide beds,

or large borders, in rows, or distances, from six

to twelve or eighteen inches asunder, according

to their nature of growth, and time they are to

stand or remain in them.

By this mode of arrangement, a great nuiriber

of plants are included within a narrow com-
pass, but which is sufficient, as they are only

to remain a short time; and besides, they are

more readily kept under proper regulation.

In public grounds of this sort, many kinds of

seedling-trees and shrubs are planted out often

in much closer rows at first than these, not only

in order to husband the ground to the best ad-

vantaije, hut by standing closer it encourages

the siem to shoot more directly upward, and

prevent their expanding themselves much any

where but at top ; as for instance, many sorts

of ever -greens that are of slow growth the

first vear or two, such as the pine-trees, firs,

and several others ; which the nursery-gar-

deners often prick out from t!ie seminary, first

into four feet-wide beds, in rows lengthways, six

inches asunder; and after having one or two years

growth here, transplant thei7i in rows a foot

aiundcr ; and in a year or two after, give them

another and final transplantation in the Nursery,

in rows iw o or three feet asunder, as above :

these diflerent tiansplantiags encourage the

roots to branch out into many horizontal fibres,

and prepare them better for being finally plant-

ed out.

The various sorts of Nursery-plants, after

beino- raised in some of the above methods, are

sometimes pricked out by dibble^ in other

cases put iti by the spade, either by trenches,

slitting-in, trenching, or holing ; and some are

drilled m by a spade or hoe, according to the

kinds.

Sometimes young seedling-trees and shrubs

are pricked out from the seminary by dibble
;

sometimes ])ut in bv the spade in the following

methods : first, having set a line to plant bv,
the spade is stricken into the ground with its

back close to the hue, and another stroke given

at right angles with it ; then a plant set into the

crevice made at the second stroke, bringing it

close up mtoihc llrst-made crevice even with the

line, pressing the mould close to it with the foot

;

then proceeduig to plant another in the sai7ie way,
and so on.—A second method, ibr plants with
rather larger roots, is to strike the spade down
with its back close to the line, and then cut out a

narrow trench with it close along the line, making
the side next the line perfectly upright, placing

the plants upright against the back of the trench

close to the line, at the proper distances ; and as the

work proceeds, trimming in the earth upon their

roots : when one row is thus planted, the earth

should be trodden gently all along close to the

plants ; and then proceed to plant another row
in the same manner. Another method of plant-

ing out small tree and shrub plants is, after hav-
ing set the line as above, to turn the spade edge-

ways to the line, casting out the earth of that

spit, then a person ready with plauts, setting

one in the cavity close to the line, and directly

taking another such spit, turning the earth in

upon the roots of the plant, and then placing

another plant into the second cut, covering its

roots with the earth of a third spit, and so on
to the end : but sometimes, when the roots arc

much larger, holes are made along by the line

wide enough to receive the roots freely everv

way, covcrmg them in as above, as the work
proceeds, always pressing the earth gently with
the foot close to the roots, and closing it about

the stems, to settle the plants firmly in their

proper positions.

Fibrous-rooted herbaceoi^s plants are mostly

planted with a dibble, except when the roots are

large and spreading, or such as are removed with

hallo of earth ; wlicn they are more commonly
planted by holing them in with a garden trowel,

or small s|Kule for the purpose.

But bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants, such
as lilies, tulips, anemones, ranunculuses. Sec.

are commonly planted with a dibble, and many
sorts may be planted in drills drawn with a

hoe.

Thev are also sometimes planted, by raking or

trimming the earth from off the top of the beds
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from about three to four or live inches deep,

into the alleys, then placing the roots in rows

upon the surface, tluusting the bottoms a litlle

into the ground, and immediately covering them
with the earth which was drawn off into the

alleys, spreading it evenly over every part, so as

to bury all the roots to an equal depth in the

soil.

'I'he tender kinds of exotic plants, that require

occasional shelter whilst young, should many of

them be potted, in order for moving to warm
situations in winter ; or some into frames, &;c.

to have occasional shelter from frost, by glasses

or mats, as they may require ; hardening them,

however, by degrees to bear the open air fuUv

in the Nursery the year round. And the most
tender kinds, that require the aid of a green-

house or stove, should all be potted, and placed

in their proper situations. See Green-House
and Stove Plants.

General Culture ofthe Plants.—In themanage-
iTientof the various hardy Nursery-plants, those

intended as stocks or fruit-trees, should have

their stems generally cleared from lateral shoots,

so as to form clean straight stems, but never to

shorten the leading shoot, unless it is decayed,

or becomes very crooked, in which case it may
be sometimes proper to cut it down low in

spring, to shoot out again, training the main
shoot for a stem, with its top entire, till grafted

or budded. See Grafting, Budding, and
Training.

But in the culture of the fruit-tree kind, the

sorts designed for principal wall-trees, particu-

larly such as peaches, nectarines, apricots, &c.
should, when of one year's growth from graft-

ing and budding, be planted against some close

fence, as a wall, paling, reed-hedge, &c. and
their first graft or bud- shoot headed down in the

spring, to promote an emission of lower lateral

shoots and branches, in order to be regularly

trained to the fence in a spreading manner for

two or three years, or till wanted, to form the

head in a regular spreading growth, which in

public grounds of this kind should always be
ready in proper training, to supply those who
may wish to have their walls covered at once
by such ready trained trees. And a similar train-

ing, lioth for wall and espalier fruit-trees, may
be practised with some principal sorts in the

Nursery-rows in the open quarters of the ground,
by directing their branches, in a spreading man-
ner, to stakes placed for the purpose.

Standard fruit-trees should only be trained

with a clean single stem, five or six feet for full

standards, by cutting off all lateral shoots

arising below : half-standards should be trained

Vol. II,

with three- or four- feet stems, and dwarf stand-
ards in proportion by the same means.
The heads of the standards in some may be

directed by having the first immediate shoots
from the graft or bud, when a year old, pruned
short in spring, to procure lateral shoots, in or-
der to form a fuller spread of branches, proceed-
ing regularly together from near the sunnnit of
the stems, and thus give a more regular branchy
growth to ihem.

Forest-trees should, in general, be encourao-ed
to form straight clean single stems, by occasional
trimming off the largest lateral branches, which
also promotes the leading top-shoots in risino-

straight, and faster in height ; alwavs suffering-

that part of each tree to shoot at fidl length ; that
is not to top it, unless where the stem divides into
forks, when the weakest should be trimmed off,

and the straightest and strongest shoots or
branches left to shoot out at their proper bngth
to form the aspiring tops.

llie different sorts of shrubs should mostly
be suffered to branch out in their own natural
way, except merely regulating very disorderly

growths ; and some sorts may be trained with
single clean stems, from about one foot to

two or three high, according as may be thought
proper. But shrubs in general appear the
most agreeable when permitted to shoot out la-

terally all the way, so as to be branchy or feather-

ed to the bottoms of the stems.

Thefruit-trees in each species should, as soon as

grafted or budded, have all the different varieties

numbered, by placing large flat-sided sticks at the
ends of the rows, for which purpose the spokes
of old coach-wheels, or any thing about that size

of any durable wood, answers very well, paint-

ing or marking upon them the numbers, and
entering them in the Nursery-book, with the
name of the varieties to which the number-sticks
are placed ; by which, at all times, a ready re-

course may be had to the sorts wanted.
And it is useful to employ the same means to

trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants, especially

the varieties of particular species, when they are

numerous, such as in many of the flowery tribes
;

as auriculas, carnations, tulips, anemones, ra-

nunculuses, &c.
Watering Nursery-plants is very requisite in

dry hot weather, in spring and summer; such as
seed- beds and tender seedliag-plants,while youno-,

and when first planted out, till they have taken
good root ; also, occasionally, to new-layed layers

and newly-planted cuttings in dry warm weather;
but as to hardy trees and shrubs of all sorts,

when planted out at the proper lime, as not too
late in the spring, no creat regard need be paid

X
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in tliis respect, as ihcy generally succeed very

well witliout.

The next business is, in every winter or

spring, to dig the ground between the rows oi' all

sorts of trans'planted plants in the open Nursery-

quarters, a praciice which is particularly neces-

sary to all the tree anil shrub kinds that stand

wide enough in rows to admit the spade between

them ; this work is by the Nursery-men called

tuniiiig-in ; the most general season for which

is any time from October or November until

March ; but the sooner it is done the more ad-

vantatjeous it will be to the plants. The ground

is to be dug only one spade deep in these cases,

oroccedlng row by row, turning the top of each

•'pit clean to the bottom, that all weeds on

the top may be buried a proper depth. It is a

most necessarv annual operation, both to destroy

weeds, and to increase the growth of the young

plants.

And in the summer season great attention is

necessary to keep all sorts clean from weeds ; the

seedlings growing close in the beds must be

hand-weeded ; but among plants of all sorts that

sjrow in rows wide enough to admit the hoe, it

will prove not only most expeditious, but, by

looseningthetopof the soil, promote the growth

of all kinds of plants. It should always be per-

formed in dry weather, and before the weeds

grow large. See Hoe and Hoeing.
As soon as any quarter or part of these

grounds are cleared from plants, others

must be introduced in their room from the

seminary ; the ground being previously trench-

ed over for the purpose, giving it the addition

of manure if necessary.

It is supposed by some to be of advantage to

plant the ground with plants of a different kind

from those which occupied it before ; but this

IS probably not very material.

The tender or exotic plants of all kinds tliat

require shelter only from frost whilst young,

and by degrees become hardy enough to live in

the open air, should, such of them as are seed-

linss in the open ground, have the beds arched

over with hoops, or rods, at the approach of

winter, in order to be sheltered with mats in

severe weather; and those which are in pots,

either seedlings or transplanted plants, should

be removed in October in their pots to warm

sunny situations sheltered wilh hedges, &c. plac-

ino- some close under the fences facing the sun,

where they may have occasional covering of mats

iui'rosty weather; others that are more tender be-

ing: placed in frames, to have theoccaslonal cover-

ing either of glass-lights or mats, &.c. observing

that ihev are gradually to be hardened to the

S

open ground, and need only be covered in frosty-

weather; at all Oilier times they should remain

fullyexposed,and,hy degrees, as they acquire age

and strength, become inured to bear tUir 'ipen

air fully ; so as when they arrive at f'oni two or

three to four or five years old, ibcy may be

turned out into the open ground.

The stove and green-house kinds must be

managed according to the directions given ua-

der these heads. See Green-house Plants.
NUT, BLADDF^R. See Staphvl.ea.
NUT, CASHEU. See Anacardium.
NUT, COCOA. See Cocos.
NUT, MALABAR. See Justicia.

NUT, PHYSIC. SeejATKOPHA.
NUT-TREE. See Corylus.
NYCTANTHES, a genus containing plants

of the shrubby exotic flowering kind.

It- belongs to the class and order Dmndria
]\Ionogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Sepiari^.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthium, tubular, truncate, quite en-
tire, permanent: the corolla one-petalled, salver-

shaped : the tube cylindric, the length of the
calyx : border five-parted, spreading, with the
lobes two-lobed : the stamina have two filaments

in the middle of the tube, very short : anthers

oblong, the length of the lube : the pistiilum is

a superior germ, subovate : style filiform, the

length of the tube : stigmas two, acute : the pe-
riearpium is an obovate capsule, compressed, with
an emarginate dagger-point, coriaceous, two-
celled, bipartile : cells parallel, appressed, valve-

less : the seeds are solitary, obovate, convex on
one side, flat on the other, fastened to the bottom
of the cell.

The species cultivated is: iV. arhor Iristis,

Square-stalked Nyctanthes. Other species may
he i_ultivated for variety.

It is a shrub, with four-cornered, rugged
branches : the leaves are opposite, petioled,

ovate, oblong, quite entire, longer than the

branch-joints, rugged on both sides : the pedun-
cles axillary, opposite, solitary, four-cornered,
shorter by half than the leaf, two leaved at top,

with three-flowered pedicels : the partial involu-

cre four-leaved? the leaflets are obovate, the

length of the calyxes, blunt, containing three

sessile florets : the corolla funnel-shaped, with
a six- or eight-cleft border : the capsule coriace-

ous, superior, obcordate or obovate, tur"^idly

lenticular, in the twin, middle ventricose and
marked with a longitudinal elevated streak, com-
pressed at the sides into a narrow sharp nvargin,

the rest brittle, two-celled, bipartile ; with the
segments plano-convex, of a brown chestnut
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colour on tlie oulside, pale within, quite entire,

valvL-lfss. It is a native of the East Indies.

CiiUitre.—It may he increased by layers and
cuttings. The layers may be laid down in the

earlv part of the umnier, in the usual method,

being niade from the young branches, p'ujig-

ina the pots containing thcin in a bark hot-

bc'a.

The cuttings should be taken from the vouug
shoots, be planted out at the same time, and ma-
naged in the same manner.

The plants, wlvn fully rooted in either way,
may be removed into separate pots. They should

have due supplies of water, and be pruned and
removed into larger pots as there may be

occasion

I'hey are very ornamental and fragrant among
other potted tender plants.

NYMPH^EA, a genus comprising plants of

the herbaceous flowery aquatic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pohjavdria

Monoaynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Succidentce.

The characters are : that the caiy.x is an in-

ferior perianthium, four-, five-, or six-leaved,

large, coloured above, permanent : the corolla

has numerous petals (often fifteen) placed on the

side of the germ, in more than one row : the

stamina have numerous filaments (often seventy)

flat, curved, blunt, short : anthers oblong, fast-

ened to the margin of the filaments : the pistil-

lum is an ovate germ, large: style none : stig-

ina orbiculate, flat, peltate-sessile, rayed, cre-

nate at the edge, permanent : the pericarpium is

a hard berry, ovate, fleshy, rude, narrowed at

the neck, crowned at the top, many-celled,

(cells from ten to fifteen) full of pulp : the seeds

very many, and roundish.

The species are : 1. A'', ////ff/, Yellow Wafer
Lilyj ^. N. alba, While Water Lily; 3. N.
Lotus, Egyptian Water Lily ; 4. N, iielumiOf

Peliated Water Lily.

The first has the leaves sinooth, plane, e.Ncept

that they turn up a little at the edge to keep ofi'

the water, tough and pliant, ten or twelve inches

in diameter, floating, ovate or nearly orbicular,

bright green above, paler underneath, with

branched raised nerves or veins: the petioles

are smooth, three-sided, their lengtli depending
on the depth of water, sometimes five feet and
a half in Icnith. The case is the same with

the peduncle, which always elevates tlie flower

above the water; but after it is impregnated, the

seeds are ripened under water, and fall into the

mud at bottom to produce new plants : the pe-

duncles are round, succulent, and one-flowcrcd :

the flowers an inch and half in diameier, having

a vinous smell. It is a native of most parts of
Europe, flowering in .July and August.
The second species has a tuberous root, fre-

quently the size of the human arm, creeping

far and wide and deep in mud : the whole plant

is larger in all its parts than the first : the leaves

arc much the same, onlv larger : the petioles

and peduncles round, within full of pores, four

of which are generally larger ihan the rest ; hairs

interwoven between : the flow ers laree, being
sometimes six inches in diameter, very hand-
some and double.

According to Linnaeus, the flower raises itself

out of the water and expands about seven o'clock

in the morning, and closes again, reposing upon
the surface, about four in the evening. It is a

native of most parts of Eurojie, flowering in

Julv and August.
The third resembles the second very nuich in

the form of theflowerand leaves, but the latter are

toothed about the edge. It is a native of the hot
parts of the East Indies, Africa, and America,
flowering about the middle of September ne.ir

Cairo, in Lower Egypt. The Arabians call ic

Nupbar. A bread was formerly made of the

seed when dried and ground.

The fourth species has a horizontal root, lonn^,

creeping, consisting of joints linked tooether,

ovate-oblong, white, fleshy, esculent, Tubular
within : the leaves exactly peltate, with a cavitv

in the centre above, and dichotomous veins

springing from the same centre, orbiculate,

with a point on each side, a little waved, thin,

paler underneath, smooth, of difl^erent sizes,

from four to twelve inclies : the petioles erect,

very straight, round, hispid or murieatcd,
thicker below, attenuated above : the peduncle
the thickness of a finger below, attenuated above,
spongy, murieatcd, one-flowered : the flowers

as large as the palm of the hand, or larger,

purple. It is a native of the Indies, &c.
The Chinese have the roots not only served up

in summer with ice, but laid up in salt and vine-
gar for winter ; the seeds are son)ewhat of the
size and form of an acorn, and of a taste more
delicate than that of almonds : the ponds in

China are generally covered with it, and exhi-
bit a very beautiful appearance when it is in

flower; and the flowers are no less fraarant than
handsome.

Cull lire.—The t«o first sorts may be best in-

creased by procuring some of their seed-vessels

just as they become ripe and ready to open, and
throwing them into canals, ponds, ditches, or

oiherstaudingwatcrs, where theseeds, sinking to

the bottoms, atTord plants in the following 5prni;j

floating upon the suil'ace of their water.s.

X2
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When they have been once fixccl to the place

in this way, they iimltiply greatly, so as to cover

such places in a short tinu-.

They are also capable oF being cultivated in

large troughs or cisterns ot" water, having earth

at tlie bottom-, flourishing very well, and pro-

ducing annually large quantities of flowers.

The third and fourth species, as being tender,

sliould be kept in such troughs or cisterns, and

be set in a corner of the stove. In their native

situations tliev are increased both by their "roots

and seeds as the common sorts in this climate.

NYSSA, a genus containing a plant of the

acjuatic ornamental tree kind.

It bclonas to the class and order Po/T/jjaw/a

Dioecia, and ranks in the natural order of

HolmacecB.
The characters arc : that in the male the

calyx is a five-parted perianthium, spreading,

with a plane bottom : there is no corolla : the

stamina have ten awl-shaped filaments, shorter

than the calyx : anthers twin, the length of

the filaments : hermaphrodite—the calyx is a

perianthium as in the male, sitting on the germ :

there is no corolla; the stamina have five awl-

shaped filaments, erect: anthers simple: pis-

tillum is an ovate germ, inferior: style awl shaped,

curved inwards, longer than the stamens: stig-

ma acute : the pcricarpium is a drupe : the seed

is an oval nut, acute, scored with longitudinal

grooves, angular, irregular.

The species are : 1. N. integrlfoUa, Moun-
tain Tupelo ; 2. N. dentkulata, Water Tupelo.

The first rises with a strong upright trunk

to the height of thirty or forty feet, and some-

times near two feet in diameter; sending oflT

jnanv horizontal, and often depending branches :

the leaves are obovate, a little pointed, en-

tire, of a dark green and shining upper surface,

l)ut lighter and a little hairy underneath : those

of the male trees are often narrower and some-

times lance-shaped. The flowers are produced up-

on pretty long common footstalks, arising from

the base of the young shoots, and dividing

irregularly into several parts, generally from

six to ten, each supporting a small flower, hav-

ing a calyx of six or seven unequal leaves, and

from six to eight awl-shaped spreading stamens,

supporting short four-lobed anthers : the female

trees have fewer flowers produced upon much
longer simple cylindrical footstalks, thickened at

the extremity, and supporting generally three

flowers, sitting close, and having a small invo-

lucre. They are composed of five small oval

leaves, and in the centre an awl-shaped incurved

style, arising from the oblong gernj, which is

inferior^ and becomes an oval oblong berry, of

4

a dark purplish colour wlien ripe : the timber is

close-grained, and curled so as not to be split or
parted ; and therefore much used for wheels.
Sec. It grows naturally in Pennsylvania, and
perhaps elsewhere.

The second species rises with a strono' uprifjht

trunk to the height of eighty or a hundred feet

in its native situation, dividing into many
branches towards the top : the leaves are prctt'v

large, of an oval-spear-shaped form, generallV
entire, but sometimes somewhat toothed, and
covered underneath with a whitish down : rtjcv

are joined to long slender footstalks, and affixed

to the branches in somewhat of a verticillate or-
der, presenting a beautiful varied foliage : the
berries are near the size and shape of small
olives, and are preserved as that fruit is by the
French inhabitants upon the Missisippi, where
it greatly abounds, and is called the Olive-tree :

the tin)ber is white, and soft when unseasoned,
but light and compact when dry, which renders
it very proper for making trays, bowls, &c. It

grows naturally in wet swamps, or near larii'e

rivers, in Carolina and Florida.

CuUiire.—These trees may be increased by
sowing the seeds procured from the places where
they grow naturally, putting thein into the
ground as soon as they are procured, as they lie

Jong before they vegetate.

They should be sown in pots filled with liiTht

loamy earth, placing them where they may have
only the morning sun ; and during the first sum-
mer the pots should be kept clean from weeds,
being well watered in dry wearlier. The pots
should be plunged into the ground in the fol-

lowing autumn ; and, if the winter prove severe,

cover them with old tan, peas-haulm, or other
similar light covering. And in the following
spring they should be plunged into a moderate
hot-bed, hooped and covered over with mats

;

keepina; the earth constantly moist.

By this means the plants are brought up in the
spring, when^they should be gradually hardened
to bear the open air ; and during the following
sunniicr, the pots again plunged into an eastern

border, watering them in dry weather, care-

fully removing them into a frame in the au-
tumn, where they may be screened from frost j

but in mild weather be exposed to the open air.

In the spring following, before they begin
to shoot, they should be parted carefully, plant-

ing each in a small pot filled with loamy mould
j

and when thev are plunged into a moderate hot-
bed, it will promote their putting out new roots ;

after w hich thev may be plunged in an eastern bor-
der, and be sheltered again in winter undcraframe.
In the third spring, such plants as have made
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the greatest progress may be planted out in a

loamy soil, in a sheltered situation, where they

may be capable of enduring the cold oftliis cli-

mate. They make the greatest progress where
the soil is inclined to be moist.

They may likewise be propagated by layers

and cuttings, planted out in the autumn or
spring in the usual manner.
The plants afford ornament and variety in

shrubbery and other parts, where the ground
is of a moist quality.

O C I

OAK. See Ouercus.
OAK .JERUSALEM. SeeCnENOPODiuM.

OCIMUJM, a genus containing plants of the

tender herbaceous aromatic annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
Gi/mvospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of I'trticillatcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, two-lipped, very short, per-

manent: upper-lip flat, orbiculate, wider, ascen-

ding: lower-lip four-cleft, acute, converging:

the corolla is onc-petalled, ringent, resupine :

tube very short, spreading ; one lip turned up-
wards, \\ ider, half-four-cleft, blunt, equal ; the

other lip turned downwards, narrower, entire,

serrate, longer : the stamina have four filaments,

declined ; two a little longer, and two putting

forth a reflex process at the base : anthers half-

mooned ; the pistillum is a four-parted germ

:

the style filiform, situation and length of the

stamens : stigma bifid : there is no pericarpium :

calyx closed, cherishing the seeds : the seeds

four, ovate.

The species cultivated are : 1 . 0. BasiUaim,
Common Sweet Basil ; 2. 0. minimum, Bush
Basil ; 3. 0. ienviflorum, Slender-spiked Basil.

The first has the stem suflVuticose, three feet

high (a foot and half), erect, round, tomentose;
wi^h straight, ascending branches : the leaves

somewhat acute, serrate, pubescent, brownish-
red, waved, petioled, smelling like cloves : the

flowers are white, small, in long, upright, termi-

nating spiked racemes. The whole plant has a

strong scent of cloves. It is a native of the

East Indies, flowering in July and August.
There are varieties with purple fringe-leaves

;

with green fringe-leaves
; green with stud-

ded leaves ; and the Large-leaved Basil.

The middle-sized variety, or that which is

used in the kitchen, especially in French cookery,

rises about ten inches high, sending out opposite,

four-cornered branches from the very bottom i

O C I

the leaves are ovate-lanceolatc, ending in acute
points, indented on thtir edges. The whole
plant is hairy, and has a strong scent of cloves,
which to some is very agreeable.

The chief sub-varieties of which are : the
Common Basil, with very dark green leaves and
violet-coloured flowers; the Curled-leaved Basil,

whh short spikes of flowers; the Narrow-leaved
Basil, smellmg like fennel ; the Middle Basil,

with a scent of citron ; the Basil with studded
leaves ; and Basil with leaves of three colours.

The second specie? is a low bushy plant, sel-

dom more than six inches high, branching from
the bottom, and forming an orbicular head : the
leaves small, smooth, on short footstalks : the
flowers in whorls towards the top of the branches,
smaller than those of the first sort, and sel-

dom succeeded by ripe seeds in this climate. It

is a native of the East Indies, annually flowerin"-

in July and August.
There are varieties with black purple leaves,

and with variable leaves.

The third has the stem from one to two feet

high, roundish, purple, brachiate, having spread-
ing hairs scattered over it : the branches shorter :

the leaves bluntly serrate, soft, on long petioles :

the spikes terminating, in threes, long, narrow,
peduneled ; with opposite, smooth, bractes,

closely reflex : the flowers three from each
bracte, subsessile, which are so small as scarcely

to be visible to the naked eye : thev beo-in to

open from the top of the spike. It is a native

of Malabar, &c.
Culture.—They areall capable of being increas-

ed by sowing the fresh seeds in the latter end of
March, upon a moderate hot-bed, covered to the
depth of five or six inches with good light mould,
putting them in a (juarter of an inch deep, fresh

air being given daily, and slight waterings occa-
sionally. When the plants have attained a few
inches in growth they should be pricked out upon
another hot-bed four inches apart, or set in pots
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of a small size, plunging them in the hot-bed,

water and occasional shade being given till fresh

rootedj with fresh air and water in small propor-

tions afterwards. Inlhe latter end of the spring or

i)eginning of summer, they should be begun to be

hardened, and in the hot weather set out in the

open air where wanted. Some mav be set out in

the borders in the open ground, a slight watering

being a;iven at the time.

In order to obtain good seeds, a few of the

potted plants should be placed in a good green-

house or glass case in the latter end of the sum-
mer, fresh air being freely admitted.

The first sort and varieties are often used as

culinary herbs, and all the sorts may be set out

among other potted plants in rooms and win-
dows, especially the bush sort, as well as in the

borders and clumps for ornament and variety.

OENOTHERA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous, biennial, pe-rennial and under
shrubby perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Octandria,

Monogyiua, and ranks in the natural order of

Cali/canthenKE.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-leaf-

ed, superior, deciduous perianthiuin: tube cylin-

drical, erect, long, deciduous : border four-cleft

:

the segments oblong, acute, bent down : the co-
rolla has four petals, obcordate, flat, inserted into

the interstices of the calyx, and the same length

\\\i\\ the divisions of theealy.x : the stamina have
eight awl-shaped filaments, curved inwards, in-

serted into the throat of the ealvx, shorter than
the corolla: anthersoblong, incumbent: thepistil-

Jum is a cylindrical germ, inferior : style filiform,

the length of the stamens : stigma four-cleft,

thick, blunt, reflex: the pericarpium is a cylin-

drical capsule, four-cornered, four-celled, four-

valved, with contrary partitions : the seeds very

many, angular, naked : the receptacle columnar,
free, four-cornered, with the angles contiguous
to the margin of the partitions.

The species cultivated are: 1. 0. lierniis,

Broad-leaved Tree-Frimrosc ; 2. 0, lungiflora.

Long-flowered Tree-Primrose; 3. 0. viollisshnn.

Soft Tree-Primrose J 4. 0. frnticosa, Shrubby
Tree- Prim rose ; 5. 0. piimila, Dwarf Tree-
Primrose.

The first has a biennial fusiform fibrous root,

yellowish on the outside, vi bite within : from
this, the first year, arise many obtuse leaves,

which spread flat on theground; and from among
which, the second year, the stems come out,

three or four feet high, upright, of a pale srreen

colour, the thickness of a finger, not hollow but
pithy, angular, slightly pubescent and rugged,
tinged with purple, especially towards the bot'tom,

branchtxl alternately almost from the ground

:

the root-leaves run down into a three-sided pe-
tiole an inch in length : the stern-leaves sessile,

bright lightish green, pubescent on both sides,

waved a little about the edge, and having a few
small teeth near the base : "they are from five to
seven inclies in length and two inches in breadth,
having a considerable midrib runnintr the whole
length, very wide and tinged with purple towards
the base, at the back very prominent, with while
nerves springing from it, and curved towards the-

point : the flowers are produced all along the
stalks on axillary branches, and in a terminatiiio-

spike : the leaves on the former are similar to tlie

stem-leaves, but much smaller, being not more
than two inches long, and little more than half
an inch in breadth : the flowers are solitary, each
being separated by a leaflet or bracte, wider in
proportion at the base than the proper leaves,
and drawn more to a point, diminishing Gradu-
ally towards the lop of the spike, till they be-
come linear, scarcely half an inch in length, and
a line in breadth.

It is observed that the flowers usuallv opea
between six and seven o'clock in the ev'enino-,

whence the plant is called Kvenino- or Night-
Primrose : the uppermost flowers come out "first

in .fune, the stalk keeping continually advancino-
in height, and there is a constant siiccession of
flowers till late in autunm. It is a native of
North America. The roots are said to be eaten
in some countries in the spring season.
The second species has also a biennial root

:

the root-leaves are numerous, broad-lanceolate,
toothletted, pubescent, with a white rib, ob-
liquely nerved : the stems usually five, springino-
out below the root-leaves, quite simple, ascend-
ing, rough-haired, green with long spreadin"-
white hairs : the central stem grows up later^
the stem-leaves are ovate-oblong", sessile, like the
root-leaves : the flowers axillary from the upper
leaves, with the germ and caiy.x hairy. It is

remarked by Curtis, that luxuriant specimens
exceed five feet in height, that the flowers are un-
commonly large and showy, and continue blow-
ing from July to October. It is a native of
Buenos Ayres.

The third has a shrubby stalk more than two
feet high, hairy, with narrow-lanceolate sessile

leaves, a little waved on their edges, and cndintr
in acute points : the flowers are axillarv like the
other sorts, at first pale ycHow, but as they de-
cay changing to an orange colour, smaller 'than
those of the first sort : the seed-vessels slender,
taper, hairy. It is also a biennial plant, and a
native of Buenos Ayres. flow erinir troui ,/une to

October.

The fourth species is a pereuni.il, but alto-

gether herhaceousj at least here, and therefore
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mipropLTly namcdjhitlcosa : tlie flowers which

are laige and showy, though they open in the

evening, remaia expanded during most oi' the

ensuing day : the flower-buds, germ, and stall<,

are enlivened by a richness of colour which

contributes to render this species one ol' the

most ornamental Mud desirable. It is a native

of Virginia.

The^lit'ih has also a perennial fibrous root :

the lower leaves ovate, small, close t:) the

ground : the stalk slender, near a foot high :

the leaves smaller, light green, sessile, ending

in blunt points : the flowers small, bright yel-

low : it sends up many flowering-stems, pro-

ducing bhissoms from April to July, opening in

the morning as well as evening. It is a native

of North America.

Culture.—These plants are all capable of being

raised from seeds, and some of them by parting

the roots and cuttings.

The seed should'be sown cither in the autumn

or early spring, in the first and third sorts, upon

abed or border in the open ground, thinning and

•watering the plants properly, and keeping them

free from weeds till the following autumn, when

they may be renioved with balls of earth about

their roots to the places where they are to re-

main. Or some may be set out at the time of

thinning in nursery-rows, six iivches apart.

They also rise without trouble from the scat-

tering of the seeds.

In the second sort, the seed should be put in-

to the ground in the open borders or other parts,

about the la'Uer end of March, where the plants

are to remain. One plant is sufficient in a place,

which should have a stick set to support its

branches when they have advanced a little.

The fourth sort' may be readily increased by

sowing the seeds as above, and by partnig the

roots and cuttings of the young branches, plant-

ing them out in the open borders or other places

where they are to grow in the autumn, for the

first method, and the spring for the latter, giving

water as there may be occasion.

In the fifth sort, the seeds should be sown in

pots of light earth in the autumn, plunging them

in a hot^bed frame during the winter. When
the plants have attained proper growth in the

s.pring, they should be removed into separate

pots, which should be protected in the following

winter under a garden frame. And some may

be planted out in the open ground, where they

often succeed in mild winters.

The parted roots should be planted out in the

spring, either in pots or the open ground.

The plants raised from seed are m general the

best, as flowering more strongly.

By cutting down the stems of the plaiits in

the first year of their flowering before they |)er-

fect their seeds, the plants may sometimes be
rendered more durable.

The first two sorts, as has been seen, are bien-

nial, and the others peremiial; the former should

of course be raised annually.

Tlicy are all proper for affording ornament and
variety, either in the open ground or among
other potted plants. The second and third sorts

arc often considered as greeen-house planis, but
they succeed well in tire open ground.

OFI''-SCT, a sort of sucker or small young-

plant, issuing from the sides of the main root

of diflerent sorts of perennial plants, whether
bulbous-, tuberous-, or fibrous-rooted, by means
of which they are often readily increased.

The method of increasing by Ofi-sets is appli-

cable in general for all sorts of bulbous- and
tuberous-rooted perennial plants, such as tulips,

anemones, &cc. in which there are small bulbs,

or tnberSj that on being planted out afford

plants of exactly the same kind as those from
which they are taken, and which, after having

one or two years' growth^ flower, produce

seed, and furnish a supply of OB"-sets in their

turn.

In the vast tribe of fibrous-rooted perennial

plants, most sorts afford a progeny of this sort,

for propagating and perpetuating their respective

species and varieties, both in the flowery kindj

&c., aiid in some esculents, but more consider-

ably in the former ; by which numerous sorts of

the most beautiful flowering perennials are mul-
tiplied.

Off-sets are therefore not only an c.'\peditious

and certain method of propagation, but by w hieh

there is a certainty of having the desired sorts

continued, whether species or particular varieties.

They have this advantage over seedlings, that

the plants of the flowery kind often flower in

one year; whereas seedling plants of the bulb-

ous kinds are frequently four, five, and some-

times six or seven years before they flower in

perfection. By seedlings new varieties are prin-

cipally gained, the roots of which furnishing.

Oft-sets"by which they are increased.

The separating Off-sets may be performed in

some sorts every year, in -others once in two or

three years, according to the sorts, and the in-

crease of Off-sets afforded by the main roots.

The proper seasons for separating or taking

them ofl", in the bulbous- and many tuberous-

rooted plants, are chiefly summer and autumn,

when they have done flowering, and the leaves

are decayed, as at that period the roots of these

sorts, . having had their full growth, assume aa
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inactive slate, drawing little nourishment from

the earth for a tew weeks. It is also the only

proper period I'ur moving all the bulbous kinds

in particular, both to separate Oft-sets and

transplant the main roots, or to take them np

for keeping for a while. See Bulb.
The roots should be taken up in dry weather

if possible, and all the Off-sets separated singly

from the main bulb, &c. planting them in

nursery-beds, in rows six inches asunder, by
dibble, or in drills two or three inches deep, or

in any other method that may be suitable.

They should remain a year or two, according to

their size, in this situation to get strength ; then

be transplanted, at the proper season, where they

are to continue, managing them as other bulb-

ous- and tuberous-rooted plants. See Bulb
iind Tuber.

The Off-sets of fibrous-rooted perennial

plants, may either be slipped oft' from the sides

of the main roots as they stand in the ground,

or the roots may be wholly taken up, and parted

into as many slips as there are Off-sets properly

furnished with fibres.

In this sort the proper season is autumn,
when their stalks decay, or early in spring, be-

fore new ones begin to shoot forth; though

some hardy sorts may be slipped any time m
open weather from the autumn to the early

spring, and others almost any time when they

occur ; planting them by dibble, the smaller

ones in nursery-beds, in rows six or eight in-

ches asunder, to have a year's growth ; and
the larger ones at once where they are to re-

main.
In several sorts of under-shrubby perennial

plants that are capable of being increased by Off-

sets from the bottoms, the proper season for tak-

ing them off is the autumn and spring, or in the

hardv kinds any time in open weather, during

the autumn or early spring, planting them in

nursery-rows for a year or two, or till of proper

size for the purposes they are designed for.

The Off-sets of succulent plants should gene-

rally be slipped oft' in summer, and, previous to

planting those of the tender kinds, be laid on a

dry shelf for some days, till the moisture at bot-

tom is dried up ; then planted in pots of dry

soil, antl managed according to their difterent

kinds and habits of growth. See Succulent
Plants.

Ofi'-sets are never produced from annual

plants of any kind.

The particular management that is requisite

in the different kinds is fully explained under

the Culture of the plant to which it belongs.

OIL-TBEE. See Ricinus.

OLD-MAN'S-BEARD. See Clematis.
0L?2A, a genus containing plants of the

exotic tree kind. The Olive Tree.

It belongs to the class and order Diandna
Moiwgyniu, and ranks in the natural order of
SepiaticB.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a one-

leafed peiianthium, tubular, small, deciduous :

mouth four-toothed, erect : the corolla one-

petalled, funnel-form : tube cylindrical, the

length of the calyx: border four-parted, flat :

segments subovate : the stamina have two, op-
posite, awl-shaped filanxnts, short : anthers

erect : the pistillum is a roundish germ : style

simple, very short ; stigma bifid, thickish, with

the clefts cmarginate ; the pericarpium is a sub-

ovate drupe, smooth, one-celled: the seed is

a nut, ovate-oblong and wrinkled.

The species cultivated are : 1.0. Evropcea,

Common European Olive; 2.0. Capensis, Cape
Olive; 3. 0. lAmeiicaiia, American Olive; 4.

0. fragra7is. Sweet-scented Olive.

The first grows naturally in woods in the

South of France, Spain, and Italy, and is there-

fore not cultivated : the leaves are much shorter

and stifter than those of the cultivated Olive :

the branches are frequently armed with thorns,

and the fruit is small and of little use.

There are several varieties; as the Warted
Olive, which is a native of the Cape. The Long-
leaved, which is chiefly cultivated in the South
of France, and from which they make the best

oil. The young fruit is the most esteemed

when pickled.

There are several sub-varieties. The Broad-
leaved, which is chiefly cultivated in Spain,

where the trees grow to a much larger size than

the preceding ; the leaves are much larger, and
not so white on their under side: ihe fruit is

near twice the size of the Provence Olive, but of

a strong rank flavour, and the oil is likewise

strong.

There are also other varieties; as the narrow-
leaved, short hard-leaved, shining-leaved, Afri-

can, Lucca, &c.

It is observed that the Olive seldom becomes

a large tree; but two or three stems frequently

rise from the same root, from twenty to thirty

if ct high, putting out branches almost their whole

length, covered with a gray bark: the leaves are

stift', about two inches and a half long, and half an

inch broad in the middle, gradually diminishing

to both ends, of a lively green on their upper side

and hoarv on their under, standing opposite :

the flov^ers are produced in small axillary

bunches ; they are small, white, and have short

tubes spreading open at top : the fruit is a su-
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pcrior-berricd drupe, of an oblong splicroidal

form, and of a yellowish green colour, turnino-

black when ripe

The usual HKthod of making oil from Olives
in Italy is, to crush the fruil to a paste with
a ppipcndicular mill-stone running round a
trough; which is then put into flat round bas-
kets, made of rushes, piled one upon another
under the press : after the first pressure, scald-
ing water is poured into each basket, its contents
stirred up, and the operation repeated till no
11.Te oil can be skimmed oH" the surface of the
tubs beneath: but this is not a good method; the
oil is seldom pure, keeps ill, and soon e;rows

raucid : but by another process, which is that of
pounding the fruit in a mortar, the crushed
substance being then thrown into a long wool-
len bag, and rubbed hard upon a sloping board,

and then wrung, adding afterwards hot water,

and continuing to press as long as a drop of oil

can be drawn, the work is much more efl'ectually

performed.

The unripe Olives when pickled, especially

the Provence and Lucca sorts, are to many
extremely grateful, and supposed to excite ap-
petite and promote digestion. According to

Miller they are prepared by repeatedly steeping

them in water ; to which some add alkaline salt

or quick-lime, in order to shorten the process
;

after which they are washed, and preserved in a
pickle of common salt and water, with some-
times the addition of an aromatic.

The best salad oil is of a bright pale amber
colour, bland to the taste, and without the least

smell.

It has been observed that, with a little pro-
tection in severe frost, the Olive-tree may be
maintained against a wall about London, but
that in Devonshire there are some of these trees

which have grown in the open air many years,

and are seldom injured by frost, yet the sum-
mers are not warm enough to bring the fruit to

any great perfection.

The second species is a small tree, or rather

shrub, not branching much : the trunk straight,

with many joints ; bark subhirsute, blackish
brown, with ash-coloured dots and lines : the

leaves conjugate, decussated, sometimes sinu-
ated at the end, but commonly entire, dense,
and rioid, moderately concave, paler or deeper
green, out always paler underneath, with oblique
smooth veins, less conspicuous underneath than
above : from the axils and at the end of the

branches the flowers come out in racemes in

June and July, sometimes thinly disposed, but
sometimes so luimerous that the racemes hang
down. It is a native of the Cape.
The third has the leaves opposite, evergreen.

Vol. IL

pctioled, shining : the racemes short, axillary,

brachiate, with opposite pedicels : the segments

of the corolla rcvolute : the style so short as to

be scarcely any : the stigma biiid : the drupe

globular, e\'en, handsome: the nut obovate,

substriated, perforated at the base : and tlicrc are

male and female flowers on the same plant with

the hermaphrodites. It is a native of Carolina

and Florida, flowering in June.

The fourth species is a large tree in its native

situation, the branches and branchlets trichoto-

mous, obscurely i'our-corncrcd, smooth ; the

leaves dec\issatcd, oblong, sharp, a little bent

back at the edge, parallel-nerved, reticulated,

smooth, deep green above, paler underneath,

spreading, frequent on the branchlets, a finger's

length : the petioles scmicylindric, grooved,

smooth, a quarter of an inch in length : the

flowers on thf: branchlets, aggregate in umbels,

about six or eight together; peduncles filiform,

one-flowered, smooth, half an inch in length :

the flowers are very sweet-scented. It is a

native of China, he, flowering in July and the

following month.
Culture.—These plants may be propagated in

this climate by layers, which should be made
from the young branches in the spring, in the

usual manner, and be occasionally \\atcrcd

during the summer season, when in the auttimn

following they may be taken off and be planted

in separate pots, being duly watered and placed

in proper shade till fresh rooted, removing them
in the beginning of the autumn into the shelter

of the green-house. The layers sometimes, how-
ever, require two summers before they become
perfectly rooted.

It is notwithstanding the best method to pur-

chase plants ofthis sort, which are annually sent

to the Italian warehouse-men in London, of

pretty large sizes, with orange and other trees, as

they are very tedious in raising from layers.

These plants, after being thus procured, and

cleaned from filth by soaking their roots in water,

should be planted in pots filled with fresh sandy

light earth, plunging them in a moderate hot-

bed, shading them in the hot sun, and refreshing

them occasionally with slight waterings as the

earth in the pots becomes dry. When they begin

to shoot they should have air admitted pretty

freely in proportion to the weather, being after-

wards inured to the open air in a place defended

from winds, removing them in the beginning of

autumn into the green-house.

When they have in this management acqui-

red strong roots, they maybe removed with earth

about them, and be planted out in the open

ground in a dry warm situation, being managed

as myrtles ani other similar plants. When
Y
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covered by mats in the winter frost, great care

must be taken to prevent llicir becoming mouldy,
by not letting them remain covered too long,

without the air i_>eing admitted.

They flower and produce fruit sometimes in

two or three vears.

They all afford variety among other green-

house plants as well a.» in other situations.

OLIVE. See Olea.
ONONIS, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelphia

Dccandrla, and ranks in the natural order of

Pap'ilionacece or Leguminosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianthium, almost the length of the

corolla : segments linear, acuminate, slightly

arched upwards ; the lowest under the keel : the

corolla is papilionaceous : banner cordate, stri-

ated, depressed at the sides more than the other

petals : wings ovate, shorter bv half than the

banner . keel acuminate, as long as or longer

than the wings: the stamina have ten filaments,

connate in an entire cylinder : anthers simple :

the pistillum is an oblong germ, villose : style

simple, rising : stigma blunt : the pcricarpium

is a rhomb-shaped legume, turgid, subvillose,

one-celled, Iwo-valved, sessile : the seeds few
and kidney-form.

The species principally cultivated are : 1. 0.
Nafri.r, Yellow-flowered Shrubby Rest-harrow;

2. 0. tridentattt, Three-toolh-leaved Rest-har-

row ; 3. 0. fruticosa, Shrubby Rest-harrow;

4. 0. rotundif'oHa, Round-leaved Rest-harrow.

There are other species both of the annual

and perennial kinds, that may be cultivated for

variety.

The first is a very strong-smelling plant, with

a resinous odour, and not very clammy : tlie

leaves oval, flattish, serrate only at the top, not

fleshy : the peduncle the length of the awn :

root large and wrinkled: the stems more or less

upright, commonly a foot high : leaflets oblong,

villose, toothed at the end : the flowers large,

yellow, solitary, on a peduncle elbowed at two-
thirds of its length, whence springs a thread

like an awn : the upper part of the flower is

rayed with red lines: legumes oblong and vil-

lose. It is a native of the South of France,

&c.
The second species has erect shrubby stalks,

a foot and a half high, dividing into slender

branches very full of joints : the Icafiets are

narrow, thick, flcshv, on short footstalks : the

flowers at the ends of the branches in loose pa-

nicles, some of the peduncles sustaining two
and others but one flower : they are of a fine

purple colour, and appear in June; the seeds

ripening in September. It is a native of Spain
and Portugal.

The third species is a very beautiful low
shrub, ri-ing with slender stalks about two feet

high, dividing into many branches : the flowers

come out in panicles at the ends of the branches
upon long peduncles, which for the most part

sustain three large purple flowers : the legumes
are turgid, about an inch long, hairy, inclosing

three or four seeds. It is a native of the South
of France, flowering in May and June.

It varies with white flov,-ers.

The fourth has the stem round, striated,

somcwliat villose, a foot and half or two feet

in height : the leaves are petioled, serrate-tooth-

ed, with the teeth alternately larger and smaller,

villose, large ; the end leaflet larger and rounder

than the others : the stipules green, sheathing,

obsoletely serrate, with longitudinal prominetit

nerves : the flowers form handsome bunches at

the ends of the branches ; they are on a long-

peduncle, frequently three together, each on its

proper pedicel, of a purple colour. It is a
native of Switzerland, flowering from Mav to

July.

Cidiure.—These plants may be increased by
seeds, cuttings, and slips, according to the

different kinds.

The seeds of the first sort should be sown
upon beds of light earth in the early spring, as

about April, thinly in drills, when they should

be properly thinned out during the summer
months, and kept perfectly free from weeds

;

when in the beginning of the autumn they may
be removed into the places where they are to

remain. It may likeuise be increased by cuttings

planted out at the same time.

Though this sort is pretty hardy when the

winters are not very severe, a fevv plants should
always be kept in the green-house. And as it

is apt to grow out of form it should be kept well

cut iri, and new plants be frequently raised

from seeds.

These plants cannot be preserved in pots.

They flower the second vear.

The second sort should have the seeds sown
in pots and placed in a mild hoi-bed, or on
a very warm sheltered border, in the early

spring ; but the first is the best method, the

plants being afterwards managed as tender

]ilants, having either t!ie protection of the green-

house or of mats.

The third sort is raised from seeds sown cither

in pots or warm borders in the early spring

months. It succeeds best in shady situations

where the soil is of a sandy quality. The pot-

ted plants are often inlrodnced in green-house

collections ; but they are capable of with-
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itmiding tlic severity of most winters in tlie open

air.

The founli sort sbouki have the seeds sown in

the early spring nn an open border, the plants

being afterwards projierly thinned and kept clean

from weeds. It niav likewise be raised I'roni

filips plantcol out at the same season. It is very

bardv, and requires little trouble in its cultivation.

They are all plants whieh afford ornament and

variety in theborders, or amongother potted plants

of the green-house kind.

OPHIOXYLUM, a genus containing a plant

of the shrubby climbing kind.

It belongs to the class and order Vohjgamla

JMonoecia, and ranks in the natural order of

ylpocinccc.

The characters are : that in the hermaphrodite

flowers, tlie calyx is a five-cleft perianthium,

acute, erect, very small : the corolla is one-

petalled, funnel-form : tube long, filiform, thick-

ened in the middle : border five-parted, spreading

a little, without a nectary: the stamina have five

filaments, very short, in the middle of the tube:

anthers acuminate : the pistillum is a superior

germ, roundish: style filiform, the length of the

stamens : sligma capitate : the periearpiuni is a

berry twin, two-celled : the seeds solitary, round-

ish. Male flowers on the same plant: the calyx

as in the hermaphrodites (bifid) : corolla onc-

petalled, funnel-form: tube long: border five-

rleft : nectary in the mouth of the corolla, cy-

lindric, quite entire : the stamina have two

filaments, very short : anthers acuminate, con-

verging within the nectary.

The species is 0. serpcntlnum, Scarlet-flow-

ered Ophioxylum.
It has the stem upright, round, quite simple:

the leaves in fours placed cross-wise, lanceolate-

ovate, smooth, acuminate, petioled : nectary like

that of narcissus ; but according toBurmann the

stem is three-cornered, jointed, stiiated; at each

joint are threeleaves, which are oblong acuminate,

entire not serrate, in which they differ from those

of the peach-tree, whose form they resemble :

petioles short; at the top of the stem are many
florets in a sort of nmbel ; and Jussieu describes

it as a shrub with three or four leaves in whorls;

flowers glomerate, terminating, males n)ixcd

with the hermaphrodites, two-staniened only,

with a cylindric entire crown at the throat of

the tube, without any germ: the berry fleshy,

two-lobed, within a very small three- or five-cleft

calyx, lenticular-compressed, two-celled, of a

brick-red : it is a native of the East Indies,

flowering in Way and the following month.

Culture.—This may be raised by seeds, which

should be sown in pots in the early spring and

be plunged in a bark hot-bcdj and when the

plants have attained some growth, ren-oved into

separate pots and re-plunged in the bark liot-bed

of the stove, where the plants must be constantly

kept. It may likewise be increased by layers and
cuttings, which should be laid down or planted

out at the same season and have tlie same sort of

management as those procured from seeds.

They are ornamental stove plants.

Oi'IIRVS, a genus comprising plants of the

bulbo-fibroLis-rooted perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Gyiiandna
Dimuhia, and ranks in the natural order of

Orchidece.

The characters are : that the calyx has wander-
ing spathes: spadix simple : perianthium none,;

the corolla has five oblong petals, converging

upwards, equal ; two of these exterior : nectary

longer than the petals, hanging down, posteriorly

one somewhat keeled : the stanvina have- two fila-

ments, very short, placed on the pistil: anthers

erect, covered with the inner margin of the

ncctarv: the ])istillum is an oblong germ, con-

torted, inferior : style fastened to the inner n)ar-

gin of the nectary: stigma obsolete: the pcri-

carpium is a subovate capsule, three-cornered,

blunt, striated, thrcc-valved, one-celled, opening

at the keeled angles : the seeds numerous, like

saw-dust; the receptacle linear, fastened to each

valve of the pericarpium.

The species cultivated are: 1. O.ovafa, Com-
mon Ophrys or Twavblade; 2. 0. .?/;;?•&/«, Spiral

Ophrys, or Triple Lady's Traces; 3. 0. n'ldus

avis, fjird's-nest Ophrvs ; 4. 0. miisclfcra. Fly

Ophrys ; ,'5. 0. apifcra, Bee Ophrys ; 6. 0. aroiii-

J'era, Spider Ophrys; 7. 0. monorchh, Yellow
or ISIusk Ophrys ; 8. 0. anthropophora, Man
Ophrys.
The first has a perennial root, consistinsr like

thethird of numerous thick fleshy bundled fibres,

and renewed everv year : the stem from twelve

to eighteen inches, and even two feet in height,

below the leaves much thicker than abo\c, and
naked ; above the leaves downy ; the lower part

of the stem immediately above the root is clothed

with a membranaceous spathe of two-or three

leaves ; about one-third of the height of the stem
areplaccil two very broad ovate leaves, one embra-
cing the other at the base, marked with about

seven nerves, and much icscnibling the leaves of
the broad plantain ; above these are two or three

very short ovate, acuminate stipules : the (lowers

numerous, in a loose spike, four inches long or

more, yellowish green. 1 he flowers have a fra-

grant musky scent. It is a native of most parts

of Europe.
It varies with three leaves.

The second species has from one to three bulbs,

or sometimes four, varying from oblong, and half

Y 2
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an inch in length, to cylintlrical and an inch and longer, acuminate; upper lip narrowed above

half long, rough or \ illose, pointed, and furnished with a point, longer than the lower lip, of a green

with a few fibres : the stem from six to nine colour : the filaments long : anthers very large

:

inches high, the lower part smooth, the upper the germ longer than the petals, but shorter than

downy : the root-leaves four or more, forming a the bracte, large, deeply grooved. It is a native

tuft, ovate-lanceolate, smooth, entire at the of Europe, flowering in June and July,

margins, bright green, half an inch in breadth. The sixth species has the stem six inches high,

dotted when magnified, and faintly ribbed. By more or less according to its place of growth,

the side of these, and not from amongst them, round, smooth, covered below with leaves em-
arises the stem, clothed with three or four lance- bracing it; the leaves next the root an inch and

olate, acuminate, embracing le;iyes, downy, and half long, almost an inch broad, ovate-lanceolate,

membranous at the edoe : the spike from two to somewhat blunt, marked with impressed lines,

four inches long, twisted in a spiral form, with smooth, spreading on the ground ; those of the

numerous (fifteen or more) flowers, grow ing from stalk few, narrower and more pointed : the flow-

one side, and following its spiral direction. It ers from tln-ee to six, in a thin spike. It is a

is a native of many parts of Europe, flowering native of Britain, flowering in June,

from August to October. It is fancied by some to resemble a bee, by
The third has the root composed of many others a spider ; from the breadth of the lip, and

strong fibres, from which arise two oval veined its being marked with different shades of brown,

leaves, three inches lone, and two broad, joined it derives its resemblance to the latter. Others

at their base; between these springs up a naked have dicovered a likeness to a small bird in the

stalk about eight inches high, terminated bv a flower.

loose spike of herbaceous Howers, resembhng The seventh has a single bulb, round or some-

gnats, composed of five petals, with a long bifid what oblong, with a few thick fibres from the

lip to the nectarium, a crest or standard above, crown: the stem about six inches high, round

and two winars on the side. It is a native of and smooth : the root-leaves two or three, sheath-

many parts of Europe. ing the stem, lanceolate, acute, smooth, of a

The fourth species has the bulbs roundish : shining yellowish green, marked with parallel

the stem from nine to fifteen inches high: the veins: on the stem one or two sessile awl-shaped

leaves three or four, sheathing the stem at the leaves: spike an inch or an inch and half long,

base, lanceolate, pale green, smooth, shining, of numerous flowers, which are greenish yellow,

marked with numerous longitudinal nerves, the with a faint musky smell. It is a native of many
intermediate space covered with a thin somewhat parts of Europe; Sweden, Denmark, &c., flower-

pellucid puckered skin, giving them a silvery hue : ing in July.

the upper part of the stem naked, yellowish green. The eiijhth species has a stem about afoot

nearly round, smooth : the bractes linear-lance- high, firm, smooth, round at the base, soine-

olate, much longer than the germ, pale yellowish what angular upwards: the root-leaves four or

green : the flowers in a long thinly scattered five, sheathing the stem at the base, lanceolate

spike; sometimes fifteen in number, but seldom

more than four or five : it has much resemblance

to a fly. It is a native of Sweden, &c. It

flowers in May and June.

but varying in breadth, spreading : above these

one or two more, closely embracing the stem :

the flowers numerous, in a long loose spike.

They vary in number from ten to fifty. The lip

There are several varieties, as the flv-shaped
; of the nectary is so divided as to bear a coarse

the great fly ; the large green fly ; the blue fly ; resemblance to the human arms and legs, whence

and the yellow fly. it has been named Man Orchis. It is a native

The fifth has the .stem about afoot hioh, Icafv, of the southern parts of Europe, and England,

round except between the fructifications, v\hcre flowering in June.

It is compressed : the leaves alternate, lanceolate. It vanes in size, and in the colour of its

sheathing, pubescent, nerved: the bractes longer flowers, from yellow green to bright ferruginous.

than the germs, lanceolate. The three outer Ciillure.—All these plants may be introduced

petals large, spreading, purple, with the keel and into the different parts of pleasure-grounds trora

two nerves green; the two inner petals very tiie places w here they crow naturally in this coun-

small, hairy, rellex, green : the lower lip of the try, and be preserved ; but they do not admit of

nectary large, wide, but shorter than the petals, being propaijated in them ; the ])roper period for

dusky purple mixed with vcUow, three- lohed, tiie this purpose is just before the stalks decay, in the

.^ide-lobes smaller, hairv, reflex, triangtilar, aeu- latter end of summer or beginning of the autumn,

minate ; the middle one verv large, inibescent, as at that season the bulbs will be in the best state

ihrce-lobed, bent down, the middle segment for growing strong and flowering the following
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year. The roots shouW be taken up ^^ itli larne

balls ol' earth round them, and be planted agani

an soon a? possible. They should also be placed

as fi>' ;^ :it the soils and situations may be as

nearly as possible similar to those from which

they were taken ; those laken from woods being

planted out iu shady situations; those from boggy

or marshy places, in the more moist and boggy

parts ; and those from dry elevated situations, in

such as have the greatest degrees -.jf dryness and

are the most open. They should afterwards be

as little disturbed as possible by anv sort of cul-

ture ;—with this sort of management the roots

will often continue for several years, flowering

annually during the summer.

In the cultin-e of the sixth sort Mr. Curtis

succeeded, by taking them up from their natural

situations when in flower, and baling their roots

no more than was necessary to remove tlie roots

of other sorts of plants ; then tilling large-sized

garden-pots with three parts goocT moderately

stift" loam and one part chalk mixed well toge-

ther, passing them through a sieve somewhat finer

than a cinder sieve, afterwards planting the roots

in them to the depth of two inches, and, where

there is more than one, three inches apart, water-

ing them occasionally during the summer season

in dry weather, and on the approach of winter

placing the pots under the protection of a frame

and glasses in order to prevent their being injured

bv wet or frosts^
' They all afford variety, and are highly orna-

mental' in the clumps, borders, and other parts of

shrubberies, he.
ORCHARD, a portion of garden-ground set

apart for the gro'.vth of different sorts of the more

common sorts of fruit, but mostly that of the

apple kind. The trees in this case are mostly of

the standard kind, especially when large supplies

offruitarewanted, and generally consist of Apple-

trees, Pear-trees, Plum-trees, and Cherry-trees;

and, to render it more con.plete, should contain

Quinces, Medlars, Mulberries, Service-trees,

Filberts, Spanish Nuts, and Barberries, as well as

Walnuts and Chestnuts.- As the twolast sorts are

well adapted for sheltering the others from high

winds, they should, Mr. Forsyth thinks, beplant-

ed in the boundaries of the orchard, a little closer

than ordinary', for that purpose.

In providing trees, especially of the apple kind,

for this purpose, too much care cannot betaken

to admit of none but such as have good roots,

fair clean stems, and proper heads ; and at the

same time attention should be paid that a proper

assortment of the dificrent sorts be procured for

the supply of the table during the whole year, a

few of the Summer sorts are sulBcient, but more
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of the Autumn, and still a larger quantity of ths

Winter kind will lie necessary; as upon this last

sort the chief dependence must be placed from

the btQ:inning of the year till nearly the period

of t'le fruit being ready again.

In districts where the pnicejs of cyder-niaking

is conducted upon a laige scale, large orchards

of apples only are often met with ; and in some

counties, as Kent, there are orchards wholly of

Cherries, or tliese and Filberts. In general, how-
ever, tlicre ou>;hl lo be a uuich larger proportiiin

of Apples than ofany other fruit iu or-haids, as in

proper -juiations they are very profitable; and, in

addition, the trees have a deligbtiid appearance

when iu bloisom, as well as wh.ii the fruit is

ripe.

Sttuafiun mid Soil.—In respect to situation,

an orchard should rather be elevated than low, as

en a gentle declivity ; open to the south and

sriuth-east, to give free admission to the air and

rays of the sun, as well as dry up the damps

and disperse the fogs, iu order to render the trees

healthv, and give a fine flavour to the fruit. It

should likewise be well sheltered from the east,

north, and westerly winds, by suitable planta-

tions, where not naturally sheltered by hills or

rising grounds. Such plantations, when they

consist of forest-trees, should neither he too large

nor too near the orchard ; as where that is the

case they prevent a free circulation of air,

which is injurious to the trees. Where the

ground does not admit of such plantations, Mr.

Forsyth advises planting cross rows of fruit-trees,

in the manner directed in gardens, as well as

some of the largest-growing trees nearest the

outsides exposed to those winds, two or three

rows of which should, he says, be planted closer

than ordinary, which would greatly shelter those

in the interior parts of the Orcliard, and be of

great service, in addition, to the walnut and

chestnut trees, as mentioned above.

Orchards are planted on many different sorts

of soil and succeed well ; but a dry friable loam

is probably the most suitable, as trees of this

sort are impatient of moisture. Such as have

been mentioned for gardens v\ill answer perfectly

well, and such as produce good crops of corn,

grass, or other vegetables, are mostly proper for

an Orchard ; and "though the above sort is to be

preferred, any of a good quality, not too light

or dry, nor wet, heavy, or stubborn, but of a

moderately soft and pliant quality, will be found

to answer the end perfectly. The shingly and

gravelly soils disagree very much with fruit-trees,

unless there be loam intermixed with them.

They succeed much better on a chalk bottom,

or subsoil. On such a soil, Mr. Forsyth ha&
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•sen) rouls twelve feci deep, and tlic trees tluive

well. Where the bottom is clay, the roots

should, he uays, lie cut-in oiiec ui tour years, to

prevent them iVuiii penetrating the clay, which

would greatly injure the trees. Whatever the

Mature of the soil may be, it should have a good

depth, as two or three il'Ct. Where the soils

ire uet they should be well drained in the same
manner as has been directed for gardens, or by

forming the land in ridges with furrows between

tlic rows to convey otT the moisture, the turf

being rclald in case of the ground being in the

slate of sward.

Size.—In regard to the size of an Orchard, it

iiiay vary from one to ten and fifteen or more

acres, according to the quantity of fruit wanted,

or the proportion of ground that is fit for the

purpose.

Prt-parriiion.—This is effected in different

ways : but the best method is, probably, before

planting tiie trees, to trench it two spits deep,

and ten feet broad, where the rows are to be

])Ianled, and to loosen a spit below, unless it be

clav, which should, Mr. Forsyth says, be trodden

down. Where the ground is in pasture, it should,

lie says, be ploughed, and well summer-fallowed,

till the grass be killed, otherwise when it is laid

in the bottom in trenching, which it gene-

rally is, it will be very apt to breed grubs,

which do much mischief. In bad shingly or

gravelly soils, he recommends that holes should

be dug at least three feet deep, and filled up with

good'mould: if mixed up with rotten dung,

rotten leaves, or other manure, the trees will in

time amply repay the expense: the dung used

for this purpose should, he says, be that from

the melon and cucumber beds, mixed with the

mould from the same, wlTen the beds are broken

up in autumn, or winter; and be laid up in

heaps, and continued so for one year at least ; but

be Ircqnently turned and have some good fiesh

mould mixed with it. It is the practice v.ith

sonic to only dig holes large enough to receive

the roots, especially in grass-ground \^ hich is to

be continued so. Others prep:tre the ground

bv deep ploughing, if the Orchard is to be

of great extent. The sward, if pasture, should

be ploughed-in some time in spring; a good

suninier-i'allow should be given it, ploughing it

two or ihi-ee times, which will rot ihe turf. A
fortnight or three weeks before planting, it should

have a good deep ploughing to prepare it for the

reeepticni of the trees. In Kent, and some other

hop districts, they prepare their orchard-ground

by the grow th of hops upon it with the fruit-

trees, by which they are much protected and

broujrht forwaid.

Seasmi of Plavthig—In relation to the period

of j'l.uiting, it maybe performed with success

nt different seasons, according to the nature
of the land, 'ihe best time lor planting on a

dry soil is, Mr. Forsytli says, in October; but,

if v.et, the latter end of February, or the month
of March, will be a more fit season. The chief

circumstance in this business is to suit the trees

as much as possible to the soil, and to plant

them at proper distances from each other ; w hich

may be from forty to eighty I'eet, according to

the size of the trees when lull grown. He ob-
serves that fruit-trees, when planted too thick,

are very liable to blights, and to be covered with
moss, which robs them of a great part of their

nourishment, besides spoiling the flavour of the

fruit.

Procvr'uig the Trees.—In providing the trees

it is a good practice to procure them froni a soil

nearly siu'ilar to, or rather worse than, that w here

they are intended to be planted ; as trees trans-

planted from a rich soil to a poorer one never

thrive so well ; but if from a poor to a richer sojl,

they gcneralK' succeed in a perlect manner.
Good trees, which have been pvoperly pruned,

which are quite free from bruises and disease,

should always be carefully selected; and tlieir

roots be preserved as much as possible when
taken up.

Tlie most proper sorts of trees for small or-

chards may be those of the Jancting, Golden
Pippin, Nonesuch, liibston Pippin, Nonpareil,

Oucen, Sky-house, Golden Picnnet, Aromatic
Pippin, Grey Leadington, Scarlet Pcarmain,
Lemon Pippin, Pommegrisc, French Crab,
Russeting and Codling kinds. But various

other sorts may be employed where the orch-
ards are extensive, and a great variety of fruit

necessary.

Planting the Trees.—^W^ith regard to the pro-

per distance of planting the trees, it should be
regulatLd by tliC natural grow th or spreadina of
them w hen fully grown, as well as the nature

and goodness of ihc soil. It was formerly the

practice to have them put in at narrow distances
;

but at present ten. twelve, or fifteen yards arc

more common, and in the cyder districts from
twenty to twenty five yards are in use. The
usual mode of arranging the trees is, in open
grounds in lines or rows; but in close plantations

the quincunx method is more in use. Iir the

row method, wjicn it can be done, they should
be in the direction of nonh and south, or one
point more to the east, as by this means they
will have the advantage of the sun from the early

part of the morning in the spring season, which
will in a great measure prevent the damp
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foos from hanging upon them and hindering

tlie due increase ot the fruit.

In the act of planting or putting them into

the ground, great care sliould lie taken that they

are not put in to too great a depth, as where that

is the case they are in great danger of being de-

stroyed. It is' also necessary that a bed of tine

good mould be provided for them, and that it be

carefully put in with them, so as to be properly

insinuated among the fibres of the roots, and

afford them due support; the whole being

carefully trodden round the plants in finishing

the business.

Upon this being performed in a proper and

perfect manner, and the young trees afterwards

kept perfectly steady by suitable supports, the suc-

cess of the planter in a great measure depends.

Where the trees are planted in the quincunx

order, and at the distance of eighty feet, Mr,

Forsyth says, "the ground between the rows may

be ploughed and sown with wheat, turnips, &c.

or plant'cd with potatoes : the ploughing or dig-

ging the ground, provided it be not done so deep

as to hurt the roots, by admitting the sun and

rain to meliorate the ground, wUl, he thinks,

keep the trees in a healthy flourishing state. It

will be necessary to support the young trees by

tying them to stakes until they are well rooted,

to prevent their being loosened or blown down
by the wind.

" In the spring after planting, if it prove dry,

some turf should be dug and laid round the stems

of the young trees with the grassy side down-

wards ; which will keep the ground moist, and

save a deal of watering : if tlie trees have taken

well, this need not be^vepeatcd, as they will be

out of danger the first year. The turf should be

laid as far as the roots of the trees are supposed

to extend ; and wiien it is rotted it should be

dug-in, which will be of great service to their

roots.

" Such trees as are of very difiercnt sizes when
full grown should not, he says, be planted pro-

miscuously ; but, if the soil be properly adapted,

the larger planted in the back parts or higher

tirounds, or at the north ends of the row s, if

they run nearly north and south, and the others

in succession according to their size. The trees

when planted in this manner will have a fine

effect when grown up ; but if ihey are planted pro-

miscuously, they will not appear so agreeable to

the eye ; and, besides, the smaller trec-s will be

shaded by the larger, which injures them, and

spoils the flavour of the fruit.

" It is advised that Orchards should be dunged

once in two or three years with some sort of

good manure, as this is of much advantage in

rendering them fruitful and productive.

"The stems of trees in those where cattle feed

should be high enough to prevent iheir ealuig,

the lower branches ; ^md fenced in such a man-
ner as to prevent their being barked, or injured

by the cattle rubbing against them, particularly

when young ; which may be done by triangles

of wood, or the trees may be bushed with

thorns.

But in orchards where cattle arc not permitted

to go, Mr. Forsyth prefers " dwarf-trees to

stan'dards, t.aking care to proportion the distance

of the rows to the size of the trees."

After-Muiiageme7il

.

—This chiefly consists in

keeping the trees properly pruned and cut-in; as

where this is judiciously done the trees will come
into beariny; sooner, and continue in vigour hiE

neai-ly double the conmion time. But with these

standard-trees less culture is necessary tlian in

other cases. No branch should ever be short-

ened, unless for the figure of the tree, and then

it should be taken off close at the separation.

The more the range of branches shoot circularly,

a little inclining upwards, the more cqaady Will

the sap be distributed, and the better the tree

bear. The ranges of branches should not be

too near each other, that the fruit and leaves

mav not be deprived of their full share of sun
;

and where it suits, the middle of the tree

should be so free froni wood, that no branch

may cross another, but all the e\trcmities point

outwards.

About October or November, or as soon as

the fruit is removed, is the most proper season

for this work. It is the best practice to take otV

superfluous branches with a saw, and afterwards

to smooth ihe place' with a knife; for it is essen-

tial that every branch which is to come otF

should be cut perfectly close and smooth. The
wounded part may then be smeared over with a

proper composition. Such branches should al-

ways be taken off as come near to the ground,
that have received any material injury, where the

leaves are much curled, or that liave a tendency

to cross the tree or run inwards. And a little

attention may be given to the beauty of the head,

leaving all the branches as nearly equidistant

as possible. Where there are any remaining
blotches, they should be opened or scored with
a knife ; and where the bark is ragged from any
laceration, it should be pared gently down to

the live wood : touching over each witii a pro-

per composition. This being done, the moss should
be rubbed clean off, and the trees scored. \a
this last operation, care should be taken not to

cut through the inner or white rind, which joins

the bark to the wood. When trees are much
thinned, they are subject to tlirow out great

quantity of young shoots in the spring, wliich
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should be rubbed off, and not cut, as cutting is

apt to increase the number.
The great enemy to orchards where apples

arc grown, is Misletoe, and is often pernntted
to become very injurious to them. The usual

method of clearing trees from it, is to pull it

out with hooks in frosty weather, when brittle,

and readily broken off from the branches. A
labourer is capable of clearing fifty or sixty trees

in a day.

Moss, moist spring frosts, blights, and several

other similar causes are highly injurious to

this sort of tree, as is shown under these parti-

cular heads.

ORCHIS, a genus containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous bulbous-rooted flowery per-

ennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Gi/iiaiidria

Diandria, and ranks in the natural order of
Oi-cliidete.

The characters are : that the calyx is a wan-
dering spathe: spadix simple: perianthiumnone:
the corolla has five petals ; three outer, two in-

ner, converging upwards into a helmet : nectary

one-leafed, fastened to the receptacle by the

lower side between the division of the petals :

upper lip erect, very short ; lower lip large,

spreading wide : tube behind horn-shaped, nod-
ding : the stamina have two filaments, very slen-

der, very short, placed on the pistil : anthers ob-
ovate, erect, covered with a bilocular folding of

the upper lip of the nectary : the pistillum is an
oblong germ, twisted, inferior : style fastened

to the upper lip of the nectary, very short : stig-

ma compressed, blunt: (he pericarpium is an
oblong capsule, one-celled, three-keeled, three-

valved, opening three ways under the keels, co-
hering at the top and Ijase : the seeds numerous,
very sma'l, like saw-dust.

The species cultivated arc : 1.0. 1'tfolia, But-
terfly Orchis ; 2. 0. morio, Female or Meadow
Orchis; 3.0. 7Hc/.9<r»/(/ Male or Early Spotted Or-
chis ; 4. O.milUaris, Man Orchis; 3. 0. lal'ifo-

//a, Broad-leavedorMarshOrchis; 6.0. macula-
^a.&otted Orchis; 7- 0. coffojivea, Long-spurred
Or<fliis ; 6. O. aiorliva. Purple Bird's Nest, or

Bird's Nest Orchis.

The first has ovate bulbs, tapering to a point
at the base, while within and wiUujut ; thick

fleshy fibres come out above them from the base

of the s'cm : the stem a fooi or eighteen inches

high, smooth, six-angled, three ribs rinming
down from each leaf : leaves usually two, (some-
times three,) springing from the root, ovate,

blunt, taporingat the base, five or six inches long,

and from two to three inches wide, smooth, pale

green above, silvery beneath, marked with nu-
merous parallel veins : on the stem are tur-jc

or four lanceolate, sessile leaves, the lowest

of which arc longest : the flowers arc numer-
ous in a long loose spike. It is a native of
Britain, &c.
The second species has roundish bullwi, the

size of a hazel-nut or of a nutmeg, one fixed to

the base of the stem, and the other connected to

the base by a fibre half an inch lono;, and the

thickue«s of packthread: above them are largish

spreading fibres : the stalk from six or seven

inches t'> a foot or more in height, upright and
leafy : the leaves embracing, lanceolate, marked
with lines, glaucous, shining on the upper side,

underneath silvery ; the bottom ones for the

most part turning back and variously contorted;

the flowers few, from six to eight, seldom more
than twelve, purple, sitting loosely on the stalk.

It is a native of this country.

There are varieties with purple flowers, with
red flowers, with violet flowers, witn flesh-co-

loured llowers, and with white flowers.

The third has large, oval bulbs, both fixed to

the base of the stem, which is about a foot high,

round, smooth, upriijht, solid, above naked and
purplish, below clothed with surrounding leaves;

these are lanceolate, alternate, broadish, the

lower ones sheathing at the base, spreading up-
wards, briofit green and shining above, glaucous

beneath, marked longitudinally with parallel

veins, and usually spotted with large brown or

dark purple spots : the upper leaves closely sheath

the stem, and are pale green : the flowers in

a loose spike, numerous. It is a native of

England.
The fourth species has the stem about one

foot high, round and smooth : the leaves about

four, sheathing, acutely lanceolate, the three

lower spreading, the upper one closely embra-
cing, brioht green, with numerous parallel veins:

the spike from one to two inches long, with
numerous flowers : bractes very short, membra-
naceous, oval bui pointed, and terminated with

an awn : petals all convergent,, three exterior

large and broad, oval- lanceolate, acute, two in-

terior, narrow, linear or somewhat awl-shaped,

all greenish white with purple lines : lip of the

nectarium purjjlish, or white with purple dots,

long and narrow, divided into three segments, the

Ivvo outer near the upper part linear, half as long

as the lip, the lower again slightly divided into

three, the two outer broader, rounded, slightly

serrate, the middle one appearing like a spine ;

horn blunt, half as long as the germ : cases to

the anthers distant : the anthers yellow. It is a

native of Britain.

There are several varieties.

The filth has broad and flat bulbs, divided intoa

few fingers, which sometimes run out into a long

6
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fibre, striking downwards; several short tlilck

fibres also shoot out laterally from the top ot" the

bulbs : the stem about a foot (or eighteen

inehes) high, smooth, hollow, somewhat anp'u-

lar towards the top : the leaves five or six, alter-

nate, sheathing the stem to the spike, aeutcly

laneeolate, keeled and marked with parallel veins,

pale green, rarely spotted, and when so, very ob-
scurely ; the bractcs much longer than the flowers,

resembling the uppermost leaves, acutely lanceo-

late, green, sometimes with a tinge of purple:
the' flowers very mniierous (fortv), in a close

Bomewhat conical spike, i'or the most part ro-eor
flesh-coloured with us, often purple, rarelv white.

It is a native of Europe, flowerinc at the end of
May.

There are difl'erent varieties.

The sixth species has pahnatcd, compressed
bulbs, with the segments much divaricated : st-.-m

solid, from seven or eigl;t to eighteen inches
high, the lower part round, the u])pcr somewhat
angular : the lower leaves embracing the stem,
lowest constantly short, broad and blunt, the

next considerably longer, bluntly lanceolate;

above these more acutely lanceolate ; upper ones
very narrow and apparently sessile, but the niar-

gins are decurrent, whence the angular appear-
ance of the stem ; beneath they arc silvery green,

with parallel green nerves, above pale green, often

partially covered with the same silvery skin,

marked with numerous reddish brown spots,

mostly oval and transverse, but sometimes irre-

gular: the flowers numerous (forty) in a close

conical spike. It is a native of Europe.
It varies with purple flowers, red flowers, and

white flowers.

The seventh has palmated, compressed bulbs

;

the stem twelve to eighteen inches high, smooth
and firm, round below; angular upwards; lower
leaves sheathing the stem, long, narrow, and
acutely lanceolate, bright green, shining, keeled,

with a strong midrib, on each side of which are

two or three faint veins and one strongly marked :

the lower stem-leaves embracing, upper sessile,

lanceolate, acute, decreasing in size till thcv re-

semble the bracte : the flowers flesh-coloured or
pale purple, (forty-two) in a loose spike, three

inches long, smelling very sweet. It is a native

of Europe.

The eighth species has the roots composed of
thick horizontal fibres wrinkled transversely:

the stem straight, upright, eighteen inches or
more in height, blue or violet, leafless but sheath-
ed with scales: the flowers in a very long thin

spike, violet. It is a native of France, ike.

The whole plant is of a violet or deep purple
colour.

Vol. II.

Culture.—These curious plants may all be in-
troduced and preserved in the pleasure-grounds,
by proper care in removing them from Their na-
tive situations, which sliould always be done
when their leaves decline, being previously mark-
ed. When removed at other seasons, they sel-

dom succeed.

They should be taken up with balls of earth
about their roots, and be immediately replanted,
ill a soil and situation as nearly as possible the
same as that from which they were taken.
When thus managed, they continue many years
flowering in a strong manner.

.They aftbrd much variety where the difl'erent

kinds are introduced in the borders and oiIut
parts.

ORIGANUM, a genus aflFording jjlants of the
herbaceous annual and under-shruljby perennial
kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamin
Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order
of FtrlidUatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a spiked
involucre, composed of imbricate, ovate, co-
loured bractes : perianthium unequal, various: the
corolla one-petalled, ringent : tube cylindrical,
compressed: upper lip erect, flat, blunt, emargi-
nate: lower trilld, the segments almost equal : the
stamina have four filiform filaments, thclenn;lh
of the corolla, of which two arc longer : anthers
simple : the pistillum is a four-cleft germ : style

filiform, inclined to the upper lip of the corolla:
stigma very slightly bifid : there is no pericar-
pium : calyx converging, fostering the seeds at

bottom : the seeds four, ovate.

The species cultivated arc: 1. 0. vnltrarn.

Common Marjoram ; 2. O.onitcs, PotMarjoram
;

3. 0. majoruna, Sweet or Knotted Marjoram
;

4. 0. heradentiaim, Winter Sweet Marjoram
;

5. 0. jEgyptianim, Egyptian Marjoram ; 6. 0.
diclamnus, Dittany of Crete or Candia.
The first has a perennial, creeping, horizontal,

brown root, tufted with numerous fibres: the
stem a foot, eighteen inches, or near two feet in
height, upright, somewhat woody, a little downy,
and often tinged with [)urple : the branches op-
posite, upright, more tender than the sUlk, in
other respects similar : the leaves are ovate,
pointed, finely and thinly toothed, above nearly
smooth, beneath downy, dotted onboth sides, the
edges finely ciliate, spreading: the petioles downy :

axils of the leaves, in the cultivated plant, bear
numerous smaller leaves. It is an aromatic and
ornamental plant, growing wild in thickets and
hedges, chiefly in a calcareous soil; and flower-
ing from the end of .lune through the following
month. It is found in most parts of Europe.
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There are varieties with white flowers and

Ii<2;ht-"'reen stalks; with purple flowers and with

variegated leaves; which is sometimes cultivated

in sjardens, under the title of t'ot Marjoram, used

in soups.

Tlie second species has the habit of Sweet

Marjoram, but it is woodv : the stems woodv,
perennial, a tout and half high, branched, spreid-

ing with long hairs : the leaves small, sub-;essile,

?cale, thinlv serrate, tonicntose on both sivlcs
;

with rudiments of branches from the axils ; the

spikes heaped, as in the third sort, but oblong,

hv threes on each peduncle, the middle ones

sessile, villose : the liowers are white, appearing

in July. It is a native of Sicily.

The third has a biennial, brown root, with

manv long tough fibres : the stems numerous,
woody, branched, a foot and half high -. the

leaves are downy, entire, pale green, pctioled :

the flowers small, white, appearing successively

between the bracteal leaves, which are nume-
rous, and form roiuidish compact terminating

spikes. It begins to flower in July, when it is

cut for use, and called Knotted Marjoram, from
the flowers being collected into roundish knot-

ted close heads. It is probably a native of China.

The fourth species has a perennial root, from
which arise many branching stalks a foot and

half high, hairy, and inclining to a purplish

colour : the leaves ovate, obtuse, hairy, gTeatly

resembling those of Sweet Marjoram, on short

foot-stalks : the flowers in spikes about two
inches long, several arising together from the

divisions of the stalk : the flowers are small,

vhite, peeping out of their scaly covers. It

grows naturally in Greece, &c.
It is at present commonly known by the name

of Winter Sweet Marjoram, but was formerly

called Pot Marjoram, being chiefly used for

nosegays, as coming sooner to flower than

Sweet Marjoram.
There is a variety with variegated leavss.

The fifth is a perennial plant with a low
shrubby stalk, seldom rising more than a foot

and half high, dividing into branches: the

leaves roundish, thick, woolly, hollowed like

a ladle ; they are like those of common Marjo-
ram, but of a thicker substance, and have much
the same scent: the flowers are produced in

roundish spikes, closely joined together at the

top of the stalks, and at the end of the small side

branches ; they are of a pale flesh colour, peep-

ing out of their scaly coveriiigs. It is a native

of Egypt, flowering from June to August.

The sixth species is also a perennial plant

:

the stalks hairy, about nine inches high, of a

purplish colour, sending cut small branches

6

from the sides by pairs : the leaves round, thick,

woollv, very white ; the whole plant has a

piercing aromatic scent, and biting taste : the

flowers are collected in loose leafy heads of a

purple colour, nodding, and small. It is a na-

tive of the island of Candia, flowering from
June to August.

Culture.—The four first sorts may be readily

increased by slips, cuttings, and parting the

roots, and in the first and third sorts also by
seeds.

The seed should be procured fresh from the

seed-shops, and be sown in the early spring

months, as IVlarch or the fcjllowing month, on a

bed or border of good light mould, raking it in

lightly. When the plants are up and have at-

tained a few inches in grov^th, they should be

planted out during moist weather, in a warm dry

situati(jn, in rows ten or twelve inches distant, to

remain, water being given occasionally till they

become perfectly rooted. When the plants are

designed for the borders or clumps, the seeds

may be sown in patches where the plants are to

remain.

The roots of the strongest plants may be
parted so as to have some root- fibres to each in

the early autumnorspring season, and be planted

out in rows in the same manner as those raised

from seed; havino- the same management after-

wards till fresh rooted. The slips or cuttings

of the branches should be taken oft' in the sum-
mer, and immediately planted out where the

plants are to remain.

All the sorts should be afterwards kept per-

fectly clean from weeds during the summer sea-

son, and in the autumn have the decayed stalks

cleared away, loosening the mould about the

plants ; and when in beds, digging the alleys and
throwing a little of the earth over the beds.

When necessary the plants may be removed
into the pleasure ground, with small balls of

earth about their roots, either in the autumn or

early spring.

The other tender kinds may be increased by
planting slips or cuttings of the young shoots,

in the spring and summer months; in the

former season in pots of light earth, plunging
them in a mild hot-bed, but in the latter either

in pots or warm shady borders ; water being
immediately given and occasionally repeated in

small proportions, being covered down by hand
glasses in the latter case, to expedite their root-

ing; being removed, when the plants begin to

shoot at the top. In the autumn the plants may
be removed into separate small pots, and after-

wards treated as the more hardy plants of th«

green- house kind.
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The tlircc first sorts arc useful as culinary

plants, as well as ornamental in the borders

of the pleasure groinul : and the other kinds

afford varittv in the green-house collections.

ORNITlJOGALUM, a genus containing

plants of the bulbous-rooted, flowery, herba-

ceous, perennial kind.

It belon<z;s to the class and order Hc.raiidria

Mo/>oiii/i:ia, and ranks in the natural order of

Coin)mri/:e.

The characters arc : that there is no calyx :

the corolla has six petals, laneer;late, upright

below the middle, above it spitading, perma-

nent, losing their colour: the t.tainina have

six upright tilanients, alternately widening at

the base, shorter than the corolla; anthers

simple: thepistillum is an angular germ : style

awl-shaped, permanent : stigma blunt : the pe-

ricarpium is a roundi^h capsule, angular, three-

celled, three- valved : the seeds many and

roundi.sh.

The species cultivated are: 1. O.vmlellatiim,

Umbelled Star of Bethlehem ; 0. 0. lutmm.

Yellow Star of Bethlehem ; 3. 0. winhninn,

Small Star of Bethlehem ; 4. 0. Pyrenukitm,

Pyrenean Star of Bethlehem; 5. 0. latiJoliinM,

Broad-leaved Star of Bethlehem; 6. 0. pyravii-

dale, Pvramidal Star of Bethlehem ; 7- 0.

vn'fo/iiim, One- leafed Star of Bethlehen) ; 8.

0. nutans, Neapolitan Star of Bethlehem ; 9.

0. Capense, Cape Ornithogalum; 10. O.aureum,

Golden Star of Bethleheni.

The first has a solid bulb, having smaller

bulbs joining to it : the root-leaves (sometimes

five) soft, keeled, or convex on the outside and

channelled within, with a white silvery streak,

from one to two lines in width, and above a

foot in length, linear, bright green : the scape

upright, round, very smooth, a long span or

a fo'ot in height, terminating at top in alter-

nate peduncle's, very long and broad ; all toge-

ther forming a sort of corymb, resembling an

irregular umbel, but not springing from the

same point; the lower ones being longer; the

flowers are all nearly of the same height ; they

are one-flowered, and each has a white, mem-
branaceous, lanceolate, very large bracte.

Woodward remarks thit it is improperly called

iimitllatnm, as the flowers are in a most evident

spike (or rather corymb). It is a native of the

southern parts of Europe, &c., flowering in April

and May.
The second species has the root-leaves gene-

rally single, and longer than the stem, which is

froiii four to six inches high : the stem-leaves

two, three, or four, one very large, the other

smaller, all unequal ; fringed with fine white

hairs < from these arise a few fruit-stalks, (three

to seven) each supporting one flower, and form-

ing an umbel. It is a native of iii'st parts of

Europe, flowering in April.

its roots have been used for food in times of

scarcity, in Sweden.
In the third, according to Miller, the bulbs arc

not larger than peas. Tlure is one or two nar-

row keel -shaped leaves about dv^ inches long,

of a grayish colour, arising from th<m. The
stalk IS angular, about four inches high, having

two narrow keel-slmpcd leaves just below the

flowers, u hicli are di-^posed in an umbel on branch-

ing peduncles, vellow within but of a purplish

green on the ou't>ide ; they appear in May, and

arc succeeded by small tiiangular capsules filled

with rediljsh uneven seeds. It is a nati\e of

Sweden Sec.

The fourth species has a naked stem, a foot

and half or tuo feet high ; the flowers are in a

long spike on slender peduncles, each arising

from a membranaceous half-embracing bracte,

broad at the base, tapering to a point : the bulb

pretty large, with several long keeled leaves

coming out from it and spreading on the

ground ; among these comes out a single naked

stalk about two feet long, sustaining a long loose

spike of flowers of a yellowish grteu colour,

on pretty long peduncles, and spreading wide

from the principal stalk. The flowers have an

agreeable scent, and appear in May. It is a na-

tive of some parts of Europe.

The fifth hLis a large bulb ; the root-leaves

are several, broad, sword-shaped, spreading on

the ground ; the stalk thick, strong, between

two and three feet high, bearing a long spike of

large white flowers, upon long pedicels : the

leaves are a foot long, and more than two inches

in breadth. It has been obverved by Clusias,

with above one hundred flowers on a spike. It

is a native of Egypt and Arabia, flowering in

June.

The sixth species has a very large oval bulb,

from which arise several long keeled leaves, of

a dark green colour ; in the middle of these

springs up a naked stalk, near three feet high,

terminated by a long conical spike of white

flowers, on pretty long pedicels. It grows na-

turallv in Spain and Portugal, flowering in

June.

The seventh has an ovate bulb, the size of

a hazel nut ; the leaf is upright, flat, broad-

lanecolate, blunt, naked, ciliate, sheathing the

scape at the base ; the scape upright, round,

longer than the leaf, terminated by a few-

flowered raceme ; the flowers pcduncled, alter-

nate. It is a native of the Cape of Good
Hope.
The eighth species has a pretty large, c^n;-

Z 2
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pressed bulbous roof, from \\lilch come out

many long, narrow, keeled leaves ot a Jark green

colour . tiie stalks are very thick and succulent,

about a foot higli, sustaining ten or twelve

flowers in a loose spike, each hanging on a

footstalk an inch long. It is a native of Italy,

flowering in April and May.
The ninth has an irrecular tuberous root,

varying!; greatly in form and size, covered with

a dark brown skin, from which spring several

leaves,upon pretty long footstalks, having several

loniiitudinal veins : the flower-stalks are slender,

naked, and about a foot high, sustaining several

small greenish-white flowers, formed in a loose

spike, standing upon long slender pedicels : they

come out in November. It is a native of the

Cape of Good Hope.
The tenth has a whitish bulb, from which

spring three or four smooth, somewhat fleshy,

upright, dark green leaves, about half an nich

wide, and three or four inches long, edged with

white, and, if magnified, appearing fringed with

very fine villose hairs: the stalk is naked, from
eight to twelve inches high, supporting many
flovi'ers, which spring from the axils of large,

hollow, pointed bractes, and, opening one after

another, keep the plant a considerable time in

flower ; they are usually of a bright orange or

gold colour, but sometimes paler. It is a native

of the Cape of Good Hope, flowering in

January and February.

Culture.—All the sorts are capable of being
increased by planting the strong ofi-sets from
the old roots in the latter end of the summer
season, when their leaves and stems begin to de-

cay, either in beds or the borders ; the old roots

may either be immediately replanted or kept out

of the ground some time, but they flower much
stronger when put into the ground in autumn,
than if ke))t out till the spring. The small off-

set bulbs should be planted out in nursery rows
in beds for some time, till sufficiently large to be
finally set out where they are to grow. They
sihould have a light sandy soil, little manured.
They afterwards require the same mangement

as other hardy bulbs. SeeBuLB; but thev should
be removed every other year, as when let remain
longer they become weak.
The two last sorts should have tlie off"-scts or

slips planted in separate pnls, at the same time
with the above, filled with good light earth,

placing them under a hot-bed frame, so as to be
protected from wet during the winter season,

giving them full air in the summer. ^ he old

roots may be taken up in the autumn as in the

other sorts, and after being kept a little while out
of the ground, be replanted in the beginning of
the autumn.

The hardy sorts are all highly ornamental
among other flowering bulbous-rooted plants, in

the borders, clumpis, &c.
And the two last kinds afford variety in the

collections of potted plants of the flowering

bulbous rooted sorts.

OROBUS, a genus containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous fibrous-rooted perennial flowery

kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelphia

Dc'cnnJria, and ranks in the natural order of

Piipilioriaccce or Legumlnosce,
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, tubular, blunt at the base

:

mouth oblique, five-toothed, very short; the three

lower toothlets sharper ; the two upper shorter,

more deeply and bluntly divided : shrivelling:

the corolla is papihonaceous : banner obcordale,

reflex at the tip and sides, longer: wings two,
oblong, almost the length of the banner, rising,

with the edges converging : keel manifestly bifid

below, acuminate, rising; with the edges con-
verging, parallel, compressed ; the bottom ventri-

cose : the stamina have diadelphous filaments,

(simple and nine-cleft), ascending: anthers

roundish : the pistillum is a cylindrical germ,
compressed: style filiform, bent upwards, erect:

stigma linear, pubescent on the inner side from
the middle to the top : the pericarpium is a round
legume, long, acuminate, and ascending at the

end, one-celled, two-valved : the seeds very many
and roundish.

The species cultivated are : 1 . O. lalhyroides.

Upright Bitter-Vetch ; 2. 0. luteus, Yellow
Bitter-Vetch; 3. 0. wr«2/5. Spring Bitter-Vetch;

4. 0. tuberosus, Tuberous Bitter-Vetch ; 5. 0.
niger, Black Bitter-Vetch ; 6. 0. Pi/renaiais,

I'yrenean Bitter-Vetch.

The first has a perennial root : the stalks three

or four, branching, about a foot high : the leaf-

lets smooth, stiff, of a lucid green: the flowers

in close spikes on short peduncles, from the axils

of the leaves at the top of the stalks, where are

generally three or four of these spikes standing

together: the corolla is of a fine blue colour:

the flowers appear in June. It is a native of
Siberia.

The second species has a very thick root, often

transverse, hard, with the fibres widely diffused :

the stem is afoot high and more, straight, angular,

striated, smooth : the leal'ets four or five pairs,

entire, veined on both sides, netted, smooth,
whitish underneath, terminated by a bristle;

sometimes there is an odd leaflet : the stipules

semisagittate, entire, or obscurely serrate with
distant teeth, of the same colour with the leaves :

peduncles angular, striated, smooth, naked, twice

as long as the leaves : the flowers in loose spikes.
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all directed the same way, twelve or more, of a

yellow colour. It is a native ot" Siberia.

Tile third has a perennial root, creepins;, not
tuberous, woody, black, with many strong libres

:

the stem about a toot high, upright, unl)ranched,

smooth, angular, twisted or elbowed at each in-

sertion of the leaves: the leaves alternate, peti-

oled, leaflets two or three pairs, without an odd
one, large, ovate-lanceolate, sessile, quite entire,

nerved, bright green, smooth, tender : the sti-

pules at the base of the petioles large, wide : the

ilowers are blue. It is a native of many parts of

Europe, flowering in March or April.

There are varieties with purple flowers, with

pale blue flowers, with deep blue flowers.

The fourth species has a perennial root, con-
sisting of tough fibres, swelling here and there

into irregular tubercles, each of which produces

a stalk about a foot high, simple, upright, hav-
ing two or three leafy or winged angles : the

leaves are alternate, three or four in number ;

each consisting of two or three pairs of smooth
sessile leaflets without an odd one, the petiole

terminated by a kind of awn, as are the leaflets,

being a production of the midrib ; leaflets all el-

liptical, blueish underneath, the lower ones

broader, the upper approaching to linear, all liav-

ing three nerves or longitudinal veins : the stipules

in pairs at the base of each leaf, frequently en-
tire, but more often jagged at bottom, with one
or several teeth : the flowers from two to four

or five in a thin spike on naked slender axillary

peduncles, ofa reddish purple. It is a native of

most parts of Europe, flowering in May and June,
and sometimes in April.

It is sometimes called JFuod-Pea and Heath-
Pea.
The fifth has a perennial root, strong, woody

:

the stems many, branching, two feet high, hav-

ing one pinnate leaf at each joint, composed of

five or six small, oblong, oval leaflets : the flowers

are on very long axillary peduncles, having four,

five, or six purple flowers at the top. It is a na-

tive of most parts of Europe, flowering from
May to July.

The sixth species has the stem angular, with

the angles slightly winged, branched, somewhat
villose ; the leaflets on short petioles; the nerves

underneath villose : the stipules oblong, one-

tailed: the racemes striated : the flowers directed

one way, pendulous: standard obeordate, red,

v/ith lines of a deeper colour. It is a native of

the South of Europe.
Culture.—All the sorts are capable of being

increased by seeds and parting the roots. The
seed should be sown in the beginning of the au-
tumn, as in September or October, in the clumps,

borders, or other parts where they are to remain,

or on a bed of good earth, to be afterwards prick-

ed out and transplanted. The plants should be
kept perfectly free from weeds.
The roots of the large plants may be parted in

the autumn, and inunediately planted out where
tlie plants are to grow. The small roots may be
set in nursery rows, to remain till sufficiently

strong for being finally planted out.

They are all liardy flowerino; ornamental plants

for the borders, clumps, and other parts of
pleasure-grounds.

ORYZA, a genus containing plants of the
exotic annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Ilexandria
Digynia, and ranks in the natural order of Gia-
mina or Grasses.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
flowered glume, two-valved, very small, acu-
minate, almost equal : the corolla two-valved :

valves boat-shaped, concave, compressed, the
larger fivc-angled, awncd ; nectary (petals of
Micheli) two-leaved, flat, on one side of the
germ, very small : leaflets narrow at the base,

truncate at the tip, caducous: the stamina have
six capillary filaments, the length of the corolla

:

anthers bifid at the base : the pistillum is a tur-

binategerm: styles two, capillary, reflex: stigmas
club-shaped, feathered : there is no pericar|)ium :

corolla growing to the seed, oval-oblong, com-
pressed, margms thin, two streaks on each side

at the side : the seed single, large, oblonir, blunt,

compressed, with two streaks on each side.

The species is 0. satira, Rice.

It has the culm from one to six feet in leno'th,

annual, erect, simple, round, jointed: leaves su-
bulate-linear, reflex, embracing, not fleshy : the
flowers in a terminating panicle : the calycine
leaflets lanceolate : the valves of the corolla equal
in length ; the inner valve even, awnless ; the
outer twice as wide, four-grooved, hispid, awned

:

the style single, two-parted. It is a native of
India.

There are several varieties.

The Common Rice has the culm four feet hioh :

the panicle spiked, the spikes conmionly sim-
ple : the fruit oblonu;, pale, with hnig awns. It

is late, and is cut from six to eight months after

planting.

The Early Rice has the culm three feet high t

the panicle spiked ; spikes branching : the fruit

turgid, brownish red, with shorter awns. It

ripens and is cut in the fourth month from
planting.

The Dry or Mmintain i?fee has the culm three
feet high, and more slender ; the fruit longish,

with awns the longest of all. It is sown on
mountains, and in dry soils.

The Clammy Rice has the culm four feet high ;

4
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the leaves wider, yellowish : panicle large, with

shorter awns : the seed oblong, largish, glutinous,

usually verv white. This is culuvatcd both in

wet and dry places.

It varies with a black seed, which is higher

flavoured, and ali^o with a red seed.

There are other varieties.

' Culture.—^Thcse plants may be increased by

seeds in the early spring.

The seeds should be sown on a hot-bed, and

when the plants are come up, be transplanted

into pots (iUcd with rich light earth, and placed

in pans of water, which ^hould be plunged into

a hot-bed ; and as the water wastes, it must be

renewed from time to time. They must be kept

in the stove all the summer, and towards the end

of August they will produce the grain, which

will ripen tolerably well, provided the autunin

prove favourable for the pl.mis.

They afford va.nety inthe hot housecollcetions.

OSIER. SceSALix.
OSTEOSl'ERMUM, a genus comprising

plants of the shrubby exotic kind for the green-

house.

It belongs to the class and order Sijngene^ia

Puhjsj^amia Necessaria, and ranks in the natural

order of CimiposUce Dhcohhip.

The characters are: that the calyx is common,
simple, hemispherical, many leaflets aw'l-shapcd,

small : the corolla is compound, rayed : the eo-

roUets hermaphrodite very many, in the disk :

females about ten in the ray : proper of the hcr-

rnaphrodite tubular, five- toothed, the length of

the calyx : of the female ligulate, linear, three-

toothed, very long: the stamina in the herma-

phrodites have live capillary filaments, very

short ; anther cylindrical, tubulous : the pistil-

lum in the hermaphrodites has the germ very

small : style fdiform, scarcely the length of the

stamens: stigma obsolete :— in the females, germ

globular : style filiform, the length of the sta-

mens : stigma emarginate : there is no pericar-

pium : calyx unchanged : the seeds in the her-

maphrodites none-—in the females solitary, sub-

globular, coloured, at length hardened, inclosing

a kernel of the same shape : pappus none : the

receptacle is naked and flat.

The species cultivated are: 1. 0. spinosum.

Prickly Osteospermum ; 2. 0. phiferum,

Smooth Osteospermi'.m ; 3. 0. monUiferum,

Poplar-Leaved Osteosperumm ; 4. 0. f'lJy-

gaUjUts ; 5. 0. ccerukum. Blue- flowered

Osteospermum.
The first is a low shrubbv plant, which sel-

dom rises above three feet high, and divides into

many branches : the ends of the shoots are beset

w ilh green branching spines : the leaves are very

clammy, especially in warm weather ; they are

long and narrow, and set on without any order :

the flowers are produced singly at the ends of the

shoots ; they are all yellow, and appear in July

and August. It is a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, {lowering from February to October.

The second species has the angles of the

branches tof)thleted by the back ol the peti-

oles nmning down, and are frequently wholly

involved in wool, which disappears with age : the

leaves are wedge-form, erose : the peduncles

scaly : the flow ers small : the seeds obovate :

the stem four or five feet high, dividing into many
branches towards the top, which spread out flat

on every side; they have a purplish bark. It

produces tufts of yellow flowers at the extremity

of the shoots, from spring to autumn.
The third rises with a shrubby stalk seven or

eight feet high, covered with a smooth gray

bark, and dividing into several branches : the

leaves alternate, of a thick consistence, covered

with a hoary down, which goes oft' from the

older leaves, unequally indented on their edges :

the flowers are in clusters at the ends of the

branches, six or eight coining out together on pe-
tioles an inch and half long, of a yellow colour.

It seldom flowers in this climate; but the time

of its flowering is July or August.

The fourth species has three small branches :

the leaves small, oblong, sessile, on some of the

upper branches imbricate : the flow ers come out
at the end of the branches, standing singly on
peduncles about an inch long.

The fifth is an undershrub, three feet high,

with a strong smell : the root woody, branching,

fibrous : the stem somewhat woody, erect, round,

regularly branched, gray : the leaves alternate,

spreading : segments alternate, (some almost
opposite,) oblong, acute, serrate ; the lower si-

nuses wider, deeper, parallel to the midrib; the

upper ones rounded ; they are without veins, and
have only one nerve prominent beneath ; are of

the same colour on both sides, and fragrant, from
an inch and a half to two inches in length, and
fifteen lines m breadth: the flow ers terminating,

very loosely cor\-n:bed, peduncled, erect, blue,

an inch wide. It is a native of the Cape.
Culture.—These plants may be increased by

cuttings of the young shoots, which may be
planted in any of the summer months, upon a

bed of light earth, being watered and shaded
until they have taken root, when they must be
taken up and planted out separately in pots ; as

when they are suffered lo stand long, they are

apt to make strong vigorous shoots, anil be diffi-

cult lo transplant afterward, especially the second

and third sens ; but there is not so much dans,er

of the first, which is not so vigorous, nor so easv

in taking root as the other. In the summer seasoti
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tlie pois should be freqiientlv removed, to prevent

the plants from rooting throuefh the holes in the

bottoms of the pots into the ground, which they

are very apt to do when they continue long undis-

turbed, and when thev shoot very luxuriantly;

and on their being removed, these shoots, and
sometimes the \<'hole plants, are destroyed.

As the plants are too lentler to live in the open
air in this climate, they should be placed in the

green-house in October, and be treated in the

same manner as Myrtles, and other hardy green-

house plants, which require a lait^e share of air

in mild weather; and in the beginning of May
the plants removed into the open air, and placed

in a sheltered situation during liie sunnner sea-

son. As the first and second sorls are very

thirsty plants, ihey should have plenty of watei-.

These plants aftbrd variety among others of

the green-house kind.

OSWEGO TEA. See Monarda.
OSYRIS, a genus containing a plant of the

shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dioecia

Triandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Cahjafiorce.

The characters are : that in the male, the

calyx is a one-leafed perianthium, trifid, turbi-

nate: segments equal, ovate, acute : there is no
corolla, except a triple nectariferous rim: the

stamina have three filaments, very short : anthers

roundish, small : in the female, the calyx is a

perianthium as in the male, superior, permanent,

very small : there is no corolla, as in the male :

the pistillum is a turbinate germ, inferior : style

the length of the stamens : stigma three-parted,

spreading, (roundish) : the pericarpium is a

globular berry, one-celled, umbilicated : the

seeds bony, globular, filling the pericarpium.

The species cultivated is O. alha. Poet's Casia.

It is a very low shrub, seldom rising above

two feet high, having woody branches : the

leaves long, narrow, of a bright colour : the

flowers of a yellowish colour ; succeeded by

berries, which at first are green, and afterwards

turn to a bright red colour, like those of the

Asparagus. It is a native of France, &c.

Culture.—These plants are increased, by sow-

ing the berries in autumn as soon as ripe, in some

gravelly, stony, or similar situation, on the side

of a rising ground, either in the places where the

plants are to remain, which is the most success-

ful, or in a nursery-bed for transplanting. As
the seeds often remain two years before they ve-

getate, the places should be kept clear from

weeds during that time, or till the plants appear.

They afterwards require only to be freed from

weeds.

''"hey aflord variety in beds, borders, or other
places, by the beauty of their fruit.

OTHONNA, a genus containing plants of
the shrubby exotic evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order uvugencsla
Pohjgnm'm Neccssann, and ranks in the "natural

order of Cni/iposiUc Dhco'idca-.

The characters are : that the calyx is conininn,
quite simple, one-leafed, blunt at the base, sharp
at the end, equal, divided into eight or twelve
segments: the corolla compound, rayed : corol-
lets hermaphrodite many, in the disk': females in
the ray, the same number with the segments of
the calyx, often eight (about ten,) : iirojier of the

hermaphrodite, tubular, five-toothed, scarcely
longer than the calyx : of the female, ligulate,

lanceolate, longer than the calyx, three-toothed,-
reflex : the stamina in the hermaphrodites, fila-

ments five, capillary very short: anther cylindric,

tubular, the length of the corollet ; the pistillum

in the hermaphrodites, germ oblong: style fili-

form, commonly longer than the stamens : stia-

ma bifid, simple : in the females, germ obloncr :

style filiform, the same length as in the others :

stigma reflex, larger: there is no pericarpium :

calyx unchanged, permanent : the seeds in the
hermaphrodites none : in the females solitary,

oblong, naked or downy : the receptacle is nak-
ed, dotted : (somewhat villose in the middle, ex- ^
cavated about the edjie.)

The species cultivated are: 1. 0. lulhosa.

Bulbous African Ragwort ; 2. 0. peclinata.

Wormwood-leaved African Ragwort; 3. 0.
alrotanlf'olia, Southernwood - leaved African
Ragwort; 4. 0. cornnopifulia, Bnckshorn-leav-
ed African Ragwort ; 5. 0. chelrifoUa, Stock-
leaved African Ragwort ; 6. 0. arboresctns.

Tree African Ragwort.
The first has a thick shrubby stalk, dividino-

into several branches, which rise five or six feet

high; the leaves come out in clusters from one
point, spread on every side ; they are smooth,
narrow at their base, enlarging gradually to their

points, which are rounded ; their edges are acute-
ly indented like those of the Holly : from the
centre of the leaves arise the foot -stalks of the
flowers, which are five or six inches long,

branching out into several smaller, each sustain-

ing one yellow radiated flower, sha|)cd like the
former ; these are succeeded by slender seeds

crowned with down. It flowers in May and June.
It is herbaceous, and varies with ovate,

quite entire leaves; with the root-leaves pin-
nate, quite entire; with the leaves linear, very

narrow; with the leaves lanceolate, quite en-
tire ; with the leaves lanceolate, toothed ; with,

the leaves ianceolate-sub-elliptic; with the leaves
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subl.iriccolalc, ihrcc-lootheJ, or shrubby; with
tl'ic leaves ol' ilie top lautcolate, subscssile

;

and with the leaves alternate, lanceolate, toolh-

ed. It is an extremely variable plant.

The second epecics rises with a shrubby stalk

about the thickness of a man's thumb, two or

tliree feet high, dividing into many branches,

covered with a hoary down : the leaves hoary,

about three inches long and one broad, cut into

many narrow segments almost to the midrib
;

these segments are equal and parallel, and have
two or three teeth at the end : the flowers are

produced on long axillary peduncles towards the

ends of the branches ; they have large yellow
rays ; and are succeeded by oblong purple seeds

crowned with down. It llowers in May and
June.

The third has a low, shrubby, branching stalk :

the leaves are thick, like those of Sampire, and
are cut into many narrow segments: the flowers

are produced on short peduncles at the ends of

the branches, are yellow, and the seeds brown.
It flowers from January to March.
The fourth species rises with a shrubby stalk

four or live feet high, dividing into several

branches: the leaves grayish, placed without
order ; those on the lower part narrow and entire,

but the others indented on the edges : the flowers

are produced in loose umbels at the ends of the

branches, and are yellow. It flowers from July
to September.

The fifth has a strong fibrous root, which
shoots deep in the ground, and sends out many
woody stems, which spread on every side, and
trail upon the ground : the leaves grayish, ses-

sile, and of a thick consistence, narrow at the

base, enlarging upwards, and broad at their

points, where they are rounded : the flowers are

produced upon long, thick, succulent, peduncles

at the ends of the branches, and from the axils

;

they are yellow, the rays sharp jointed, and not
much longer than the calyx, which is cut into

eight equal segments at top ; the disk is large,

and the florets as long as the calyx. It is a na-
tive of Africa.

The sixth species has the height (at five years

of age) of one foot, with a stem the thickness

of a human finger, rcsenibiing Sedum arhoreacens,

and like that fleshy and «oody, though never so

tall or thick, pliant, covered with a brownish
ash-coloured bark, not rough hut rather smooth,
and having woolly tubercles scattered over it:

the branches also have them, and are obliquely

curved inwards : the ends of the branches and
base of the leaves have a fine wool on them,
not conglobated but scattered : the branches
are otherwise naked, somewhat woody, covered

witli a bark like that of tlie stem, brownish green
towards the end, more tender and herbaceous

;

these leaves come out alternately at short di-

stances ; they are oblong, wider towards the top,

and blunt; contracted towards the base, green
on both sides, somewhat glittering, and as it were
mealy, like those of Auricida, flat, thickish, suc-
culent and smooth, veinless, with only a white
nerve protuberant underneath, and on the upper
part a little holios'.ed next the base. It is a plant

that makes very slow progress in this climate.

In August it puts out young leaves, which it

keeps all the winter; the heads of flowers ap-
pear about the end of November, and do not
open till the middle or end of January : in spring

the leaves gradually drop oflT. and the plant ap-
pears as if dead till the succeeding autumn.

All the species, except the fifth, are natives of
the Cape.

Culture.—^These plants may be increased, by
planting slips and cuttings of the young shoots
or branches during the summer months, in pots
filled' with fine earth, plunging them in an old

tan hot-bed under glasses, carefully shading
them frojTi the heat of the sun till perfectly

rooted ; thci-r striking may be promoted by be-
ing covered with small glasses. When they are

become well rooted, they should be removed with
balls into separate pots filled with loamy iTiould,

placing them in a sheltered shady situatioii till

autumn.
They should be preserved in a good green-

house m the winter, having as much free air as

possible, and in the summer placed in a sheltered

warm situation.

The fifth sort may sometimes he preserved in
the open ground in such situations.

They produce variety among other potted
plants of the green-house kinds.

OXA.LIS, a genus containing plants of the
hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Penlagpiia, and ranks in the natural order of
Cminales.

The characters are : that the calvx is a five-

parted perianthium, acute, very short, perma-
nent: the corolla five-parted, often cohering by
the claws, erect, obtuse, emarginate: border
spreading: the stamina have ten capillary fila-

ments, (awl-shaped,) erect; theouter ones short-

er: anthers roundish, grooved: the piscillum

is a five-cornered germ, superior: styles five, fili-

form, the length of the stamens : stigmas blunt:

the pericarpium is a capsule, five-cornered, five-

celled, ten-valved, (Jacqu.) five-valved gaping
at the corners longitudinally : the seeds are round-
ish, flying out covered with a fleshy elastic aril.
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The species cultivated are : 1. 0. Acelosella,

Common Wood Sorrel; 2. 0. stricta, Upright
Wood Sorrel; 3. 0. caprina, Goat's-tbot Wood
Sorrel; 4. 0. versicolor. Striped-flowered Wood
Sorrel ; 5. 0. purpurea. Purple Wood Sorrel

;

6. 0. tncarnata. Flesh-coloured Wood Sorrel.

There are many other species that may be

cultivated.

The first has a perennial roof, branched, round,

knobl)?d, creeping, with very fine fibrils on every

side, partly white, partly red, having- an ovate,

acute, thick, rigid scale like a tooth at the knobs :

stipe partly subterraneous, partly standing out,

sometimes very little, sometimes several inches,

then procumbent and striking roots into the

ground, toothleted at the knobs like the root,

round, somewhat hirsute, red, closely toothlet-

ed above with the permanent joints of decayed

leaves, perennial, putting forth from its top

several airgrcgate leaves and scapes : the petiole

jointed, round, somewhat hirsute, red, especially

at bottom, from two to three inches long, al-

most upriglit but weak : the leaflets subscssile,

near half an inch long, wider, green and hirsute

«n both sides, shortly ciliate: the scapes one or

two, jointed at the base, round, somewhat viliosc,

red, the length of the leaves ; with embracing,
villose, jointed braetes above the middle : the

calycine leaflets oblong, acute, sometimes bifid,

somewhat hirsute, ciliate, purple at the tip, up-
right. It is a native of Europe.

There is a variety with purple flowers.

The second species has a perennial, creeping

toot, round, putting out capillary fibres at the

knots, branched : the stems from the root as it

creeps along several, roundish, slender, some-
what villose, purplish, finally branched, half a

foot high and more, upright, but being weak
often lying down, annual : the leaves are alter-

nate, a few sometimes opposite, ternate : the

petiole springing from a joint margined in front,

round, villose, spreading, from two to four inches

long, flaccid : the leaflets subpetioled, somewhat
hirsute on both sides with decumbent hairs and
green, ciliate, scarcely half an inch long : the

peduncles axtllary, jointed at the base, round,

villose, upright, about the same length with the

leaves, having from two to seven flowers in an

umbel, with a pedicel often branched. It is a

native of North America, flowering from June
to October.

The third has the bulb ovate-triangular, even :

the stipe subterraneous, terminated by an umbel
of leaves and scapes : leaves several : the petiole

jointed at the base, channelled, smooth, from
two to three inches in length : leaflets obeordate,

sessile, green above, bright purple underneath, a

third part of an inch in length j lobes oblong.

Vol. II.

rounded ; the scapes several, smooth, erect, skn-
der, half a foot in Icnjjih, umbellii'erous : the

Icnflcls of t!ic involucre few, acute, minute,
smooth : peduncles from two to four, one-Hower-
ed, sometimes villose, erect, about an inch in

length : the flowers of a yellow colour. It is a

native of the Cape.
The fourth species has an ovate bulb, half an

inch long, covered with a black skin, within
which are frequeiitlv several bulbs : hence when
cultivated it has almost always many stipes:

these are out of the ground, have a few scales

on them, arc round, slender, hare a very few
hairs scattered over them, are six inches long,

sometimes leafless, sometimes having a single

leaf at top, when young almost upright, but af-

terwards wholly procumbent, terminated by a

dense umbel of leaves and flowers : leaves seve-

ral, upright,and spreading a little : petiole joirited

at the base, filiform, villose, from one to two
inches in length: leaflets subsessile, wedge-form

-

linear, emarginate, at the edges and underneatk
appearing somewhat villose when magnified,

above smooth and dotted, underneath having
two orange-coloured calluses below the tip,

about half an inch in length : the scapes several,

jointed at the base, round, a little hirsute at top

with capitate hairs, in other parts with simple

ones, almost upright, longer than the petioles

and twice as thick ; braetes alternate, approxi-

mating, and ciliated at top with capitate hairs :

calj'cinc leaflets lanceolate, acute, erect, ciliate

and hirsute with capitate or simple hairs, green

with theedges blood-red, and two oblong orange-

coloured calluses below the tip connected at top.

It is a native of the Cape.
The fifth has also an ovate bulb, loose, small,

loosely inclosed in a skin, from three to six times

the size of the bulb : the stipe subterraneous,

from one to three inches long, round, slender,

often bulbiferous, terminated by a detise umbel
of leaves and flowers : the leaves very many,
spreading or lying on the ground : the petiole

jointed at the base, densely villose, pale green,

from one to three inches long: the leaflets sessile,

quite entire, villose at tke edges, quite smooth
above, underneath somewhat hirsute and much
dotted, always green on both sides without any
other colour, half an inch and more in length :

scapes several, jointed at the base, round, some-
what villose, pale green, almost upright, longer

than the leaves : braetes sublinear, sharp, villotse,

approximately alternate at bottom : the calycine

leaflets lanceolate, acute, hirsute, ciliate, with

simple hairs, green with blood-red spots at the

edges, erect. It is a native of the Cape.
I'he sixth species has the bulb in the young

plant ovate, covered with a brown skin, twice

e A
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the size of a pea : the root in the mature plant

consists of several logs slenderly tusiform, ter-

minating in a long fibre, ronnil, the thiekness of

a reed and more, some inches in length, fleshy,

brittle, pale, somewhat pellucid and sweet: the

stipes very many, herbaceous, round, the thick-

ness of a pigeon's quill, or even of a reed, thick,

green or purplish brown, a foot and a half high,

upright, but so weak as not to be able to sup-
port themselves without assistance, at the base

and origin of the branches having an ovate-

acuminate stipule ; both they and the branches

terminated by distant umbels of leaves and
flowers : the loaves several, at remote distances

in whorls : the petiole jointed at the base, round,

slender, snioothish, spreading a little, about two
inches in length, green : the leaflets on short

petioles, equal, quite entire, flat, spreading very

much, about half an inch in length, above green

and smooth, underneath dotted, more or less

purple-flesh-coloured, appearing densely villose

in the magnifier, with a row of orange-dots, be-

coming black in the dried leaves, and observable

only in the microscope with the light thrown on
it: the peduncles jointed at the base, axillary.

round, pubescent in the magnifier, green, the-

length of the leaves ; with bractcs towards the-

top ojiposile, erect and jointed : above these nod-
ding and purple.

Culfure.— The first sort ntay be readily in-

creased, by planting the divided roots in a moist

shady border in the early spring season ; and
afterwards they require only to be kept clear froi-n

weeds.

The other sorts may be increased, by planting

ofF-sets from the roots or bulbs that come out

from the sides of the stems, in pots filled with

good light mould, sheltering them in the dry

stove or under a frame during the winter, ad-

mitting as much free air as possible in mild

weather. They only require to be protected in

the winter season afterwards, and occasionally

removed into other pots.

T he two first sorts and varieties may be intro-

duced in the borders, and the others afford va-

riety among other potted plants.

OX-EYE. See Buphthalmum.
OX-SLIP. See Primula.
OXYACANTHA. See Berberis^
OXYCEDRUS. See Junipekus.
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P^ONIA, a genus comprising plants of the

large herbaceous flowery perennial kind.
It belongs to the class and order Pvlijandria

D'gi/uia, and ranks in the natural order of
AlullisUiqncB.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianthium, small, permanent : leaflets

roundish, concave, reflex, unequal in size and
situation: the corolla has five roundish petals,

concave, narrower at the base, spreading, very
large: the stamina have numerous filaments,

(about three hundred) capillary, short: anthers
oblong, quadrangular, erect, four-celled, large :

the pistiUum consists of two ovate germs, erect,

tomentose : styles none : stigmas compressed,
oblong, blunt, coloured : the pericarpium has as

many capsules, ovate-oblong, spreading and re-

flex, tomentose, one-celled, one-valved, open-
ing longitiidiiially iiiwards : the seeds several,

oval, shining, coloured, fastened to the opening
suture.

V 2E O

The species are : 1 . P. officinalis, Common
Peony ; 2. P. tenuifolia, Slender-leaved Peony.

The first has a thick large root, constituted''

of several thick fleshy tubers, hanging by strings-

to the main head, with upright round smooth
stems, branching half a yard or two feet in

height : the leaves are larce, many-lobed, with
oblong-oval spreading folioles : the flowers large,

deep red or purple, on the terminations of the

stalks.

There are two principal varieties: the Com-
mon Female and Male Peony.
The former of these has the roots composed of

several roundish thick knobs or tubers, which-

hang below each other, fastened viilh strings :

the stalks are green, about two feet and a half

high: the leaves composed of several unequal
lobes, which are variously cut into many seg-

ments: they are of a paler green than those of the

latter sort, and hairy on their under side : the

flowers are smaller, and of a deeper purple colour.
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The latter has the roots composed of several

oblong knobs banging by strings fastened to the

main buad : the stems the same height with the

preceding : the leaves are composed of several

ovate ioires, some of which are cut into two or

three segments; they are of a lucid green on

their upper side, but are hoary on their under

:

the stems are terminated by large single flowers,

composed ot five or six large roundish red

petals.

The flowers in boih sorts appear in May, and

are natives of several parts of Kurope, as Switz-

erland, Dauphine, Carniola, Piedmont, Sile-

sia, &e.
Miller savs, that " it is scarcely necessary to

observe that the old names of Male and Female

have nothing to do here with the sexes, the

flowers of both being hermaphrodite."

There arc several subvaricties of the Female

Peomj with double flowers, dilVering in size and

c )lour, cultivated in gardens. The Male Peony

also varies with pale, and white flowers, and with

larner lobes to the leaves: they also vary much
in different countries.

" 1 here is the Foreign Peony, with a deep-

red flower: the roots are composed of rounilish

knobs, like those of the Ftwiile Peony : the

leaves are also the same, but of a thicker sub-

Ktanee : the stalks do not rise so high : the

flowers have a greater number of jietals, and ap-

pear a little later. It is a native of the Levant.

The large double purple Peony is probably a sub-

variety of this."

The Hairy Peony, with a larger double red

flower : the roots like the common Female Peony

;

but the stalks taller, and of a purplish colour :

the leaves much longer, with spear-shaped entire

lobes: the flowers ^large, and of a deep red

colour.

The Tartarian, with roots composed of oblong

fleshy tubers of a pale colour : the stalks about

two feet high, pale green : the leaves composed

of several Tobes, irregular in shape and size,

some having six, others eight or ten spear-shaped

lobes, some cut into two or three segments,

and others entire; of a pale green, and downy

on their under side : the stalks are terminated

by one flower of a bright-red colour, a little less

than that of the common Female Peony, having

fewer petals.

'Jlie Portugal Penny, \\\lh a single sweet flower,

has not roots composed of roundish tul)crs, but

has two or three long taper forked fangs like

fingers : the stalk rises little more than a foot

liigli : the leaves are composed of three or four

oval lobes, of a pale colour on their upper side,

and hoarv underneath : the stalk is luminated

by a single Hower, which is of a bright r(.d co-

lour, smaller than the above, and of an agree-

able svi'eet scent.

The second species has a creeping root, put-

ting forth tuberous fibres, with tubercles the

size of a hazel nut, white, fleshy, of a bitterish

taste : the stem scarcely a foot high, and com-

monly single, but in the garden eigiiteen inches-

hio-hj'and several from the same root : the root-

leaves none : the stem round, very obscurely

siroovcd, smooth, as is the whole plant, naked at

bottom, having there only a lew sheathing scales :

the leaves frequent, alternate, the upper ones

gradually less, on a round petiole, channelled

above, quinate: the leaflet scut into verymany nar-

row sctrments : tb.e upper leaves siinply multifld :

the fioXver sessile at the uppermost leaf, s iibglo-

bular, accompanied by two leaflets, one niuliifid,

the other simple, both dilated at the base. It

is a native of the Ukraine.

Culture.—The single sorts are easily raised by

seed, and the double by parting ilie roots.

The seed should be sown m autumn, soon

after it is perfectly ripened, or very early in the

spring, (hut the former is the better season,) on

a bedor border in the open ground where the

soil is rather light, raking it in lightly. It inay

also be sown in small drills.

Theplants should afterwards be properly thin-

ned, kept perlecl 1 v free from weeds, and be occasi-

onally watered when the weather is hot and dry.

As they should remain two seasons in the beds,

it is necessary in the second autumn to spread

some light mould over them, to the depth of an

inch ; and in the autumn following ihey may be

removed where they are to remain. Plants of the

double-flowered kinds are often produced from

these.

The roots of the old double-flowered plants

may be taken up in the beginning of the autumn,

and divided so as to have one bud or eye or more

to each part, or crown, as without care in this

respect they never form good plants. And
where regard is had to ilie flowering, they should

not be too much divided, or the ofi'-sets made
too small, as when that is the case they do not

flower strong. But where a great increase is

wanted, they may be divided more, being left

loirger in the nnrsery-beds.

They should be planted out as soon as possible

after they are separated, though w hen necesary

they may be kept some lime out of the eanh.

The large off-sets may be set out at once where

they are to remain; but the small ones are best

set in nursery-beds for a year, or till of proper

strength for planting out.

The plants may afurwards be su Hired to re-

main several years unremoved, till the roots arc

increased to very large bunehes, and then he

2 A e
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taken up, when the stalks decay, in autumn,
divided, and replanted in their allotted places in

the manner directed above.

All the sorts arc hardy plants, that are capable

of flourishing in any common soil in almost any

situation, either in open exposures or under

the sliadc of trees.

The Portugal variety, however, should have a

warmer situation and lighter soil than the others.

Thev arc proper ornamental flowery plants for

large borders, and may be had at all the public nur-

series, [n planting, one should be put here and

there in different parts, placing them with tne

crownsof the roots a lit tie within the surface of the

earth, and at a yard at least distant from otner

plants, as they extend themselves widely every way,

essuming a large bushy growth ; and, togteher

with their conspicuous large fiov^ers, exhibt a

fine appearance, and are olten planted at the

terminating corners of large borders adjoining

principal walls, displaying a bushy growth in

their foliage and flowers. When the Howers are

gone, the capsules opening lengthways discover

their coloured seeds very ornamentally, especially

in that called the Male Peony and varieties. And
to forward this, the capsules may be slit open on

the inside at the proper valve ; whereby they will

expand much sooner, and display their beautiful

red Seed more conspicuously.

PAINTED LADY PEA. See Lathyrus.
PALM TREE. See Cham^rops and Cocos.
PALMA CHRISTL See Ricinus,
PALMETTO. See Cham^rops.
PANAX, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous and shrubby perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Polijgamia

Dioecia {Pentmidria D/gi/nia), and ranks in the

natural order of Hederaceee.

The characters are : that in the hermaphrodite

flowers the calyxisasinipleunibel, equal, cluster-

ed: involucre many-leaved, awl-shaped, small,

permanent : perianthium proper, very small, five-

toothed, permanent : the corolla universal uni-

form: proper, of five oblong equal recurved petals:

the stamina have five filaments, very short, cadu-

cous : anthers simple : pistiUuni a roundish germ,

inferior: styles two, small, upright : stigmas sim-

ple: thepericarpium isacordate berry, umbilicate,

two-celled: the seeds solitary, cordate, acute, pla-

no-convex : malefiowers on a distinct plant : the

calyx is a simple umbel, globular; with very many
equal coloured ravs : involucre composed of lan-

ceolate sessile leaflets, the same number with the

external rays: perianthium turbinate, quite entire,

coioqred : the corolla has five petals, oblong,

blunt, narrow, redex, placed on the nerianthium :

the stamina have five filaments, filiform, longer,

inserted into the perianthium: anthers simple.

1

The species cultivated are : 1 . P. qninquefoUa,

Ginseng; 2. P. trifolia, Thre;-lcaved Panax ;

3. P. andeata. Prickly Panax.

The first has a fleshy taper root as large as a

man's finger, jointed, and frequently divided

into two branches, sending oft" many short slen-

der fibres : the stalk rises near a foot and half iia

height, and is naked at the top, where it gene-

rally divides into three smaller foot-stalks, each

sustaining a leaf composed of five spear-shaped

leaflets, serrate, pale green and a little hairy: the

stalk is erect,' smooth) round, simple, tinged of

a deep purple colour : the leaves arise with the

flower-stem fn)m a thick joint at the extremity

of the stalk; are generally three, but sometimes

more : the five leaves into which each of these is di-

vided are of an irregularoval shape, veined, point-

ed, smooth, deep green above, on short foot-

stalks, from a common petiole, which is long,

round, and almost erect : the flowers grow on a

slender peduncle, just at the divisions of the pe-

tioles, and are formed into a small umbel at the

top; they are of an herbaceous yellow colour,

and appear at the beginning of June : the berries

are first green, but afterwards turn red ; and in-

close two hard seeds, which ripen in the begin-'

ning of August, or soon afterwards. It is a na-

tive of Chinese Tartary.

The second species has the stem single, not

more than five inches high, dividing mto three

foot-stalks, each sustaining a trifoliate leaf, with

the leaflets longer, narrower, and more deeply-

indented on their edges than in the first species :

the flower-stalk rises, as in that, from the divi-

sions of the petiole. It is a native of North
America.

It is so nearly allied to the first sort, that Lin-
naeus doubts whether it be any thing more
than a variety of that, only much smaller.

The third is a shrub with a recurved prickle at

the base and at the tip of the petioles : the leaves

are solitary, ternate, tern at the flowers; with
ovate, blunt leaflets : the umbels are petluncled,-

hemispherical, and simple : the flowers with three

styles. It is a native of China.

Culture.—^The first an^ second sorts are in-

creased by sowing the seeds procured from
abroad upon a moderate hot-bed, or in pots

plunged into it, in the early spring season; and
when the plants have acquired a few inches in

growth, removing them into beds or borders where
the mould is good, and the situations sheltered.

The third sort is increased by layers or cut-

tings, laid down or planted out in the summer
mouths in pots, and plunged in the bark-bed of

tlie stove. When they have stricken root, they

may be removed into separate pots, and be coi;-

stautly kept iu the stove.
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The two first sorts afford variety in the borders,

and the last among stove collections.

PANCRATIUM, a genus containing plants

of the biilbous-rooled flowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria

Monogynia, and ranks in tiie natural order of

Spalhaccce.

The characters are : that the calyx is an oblong

spathe, obtuse, compressed, opening" on the flat

side, shrivelling : the corolla has six petals, lance-

olate, flat, inserted into the tubeof the nectary on
the outside above the base : nectary one-leafed,

cylindric-funnel-form, coloured at lop, with the

mouth spreading and t\<'e!ve-eleft : the stamina

have six filaments, awl-shaped, inserted into the

tips of the nectary, and longer than they are :

anthers oblong, incumbent : the pistillum is a

bluntly three-cornered germ, inferior: style fili-

form/longer than the stamens: stigma blunt:

the pericarpium is a roundish capsule, three-

sided, three-celled, three-valved : the seeds seve-

ral, globular.

The species cultivated arc : 1 . P. inaritimum,

Sea Pancratium; 2. P. lUyrkum, lUyrian Pan-

cratium ; 3. P. Zeylunkum, Ceylonese Pan-

cratium; 4. P. Mexicmni.m , Mexican Pancra-

tium; 5. P. Carihceii-in, Caribean Pancratium;

6. P. Caroliniaimm, Carolina Pancratium ; 7.

P.Amhoinense, Broad-leaved Pancratium; 8. P.

verecundum. Narcissus-leaved Pancratium.

The first has a large, coated, bulbous root, of

an oblong form, covered with a dark skin: the

leaves are shjiped like a tongue ; are more than

a foot long, and one inch broad, of a deep green,

.six or seven of them rising together from the

same root, encompassed at bottom with a sheath :

between these arises the stalk, which is a foot

and half long, naked, sustaining at the top six or

eight white flowers, inclosed in a sheath, which

withers and opens on the side, to make way for

the flowers to come out.

According to Mr. Miller, the root resembles

that of the Squill, but is less, covered with a

brown skin, and white within, the coats pellucid

and gently striped, viscid or full of a clammy
iuice,"" bitter to the taste without acrimony. It

is a native of the South of Europe.

1 he second species has a large bulb, covered

with a dark skin, sending out many thick strong

fibres, striking deep in the ground : the leaves

are a foot and half long and two inches broad,

of a grayish colour : the scapes thick, succulent,

near two feet high : the flowers six or seven,

white, shaped like those of the first sort, but

with a shorter tube, and much longer stamens.

It flowers in June, and frequently produces seeds.

It is a native of the South of Europe.

The third has a pretty large bulbous root : the

leaves long and narrow, of a grayish colour, and
pretty thick, standing upright : the stalk rises

among them, a foot and half high, naked, sus-

taining one flower at the top : the nectary is

large, cut at the brim into many acute segments:

the stamens long, and turning towards each other

at their points; in which it difl^ers from the other

species : the flower has a very. agreeable scent,

but is of short duration. It is a native of

Ceylon.

The fourth species has the stetn or scape a

long span in height, round, forked towards the

top, or dividing into two peduncles, with two
oblong tender membranaceous greenish leaflets,

and terminated each with a white flower, divided

to the very base into six narrow segments; in

the middle of these is a white bell-shaped tube,

which Linnaeus names the nectary, more tender

than the petals ; the mouth angular, and from
each angle putting forth a filament, long, slender

and white, terminated by an oblong incurved

saffron-coloured anther : the flowers have no
smell, and shrivel up over the fruit: leaves four,

reclining, smooth, pale green and somewhat
glaucous, ridged, slightly grooved in the middle)

and with a single streak on each side, otherwise

veinlcss, a long span or a little more in length,

an inch or an inch and half in width, produced

to a point at the end. It flowers in May.
The fifth has the leaves about a foot long

and two inches broad, having three longitudinal

furrows : the stalk rises about a foot high, then

divides like a fork iiito two small foot-stalks, or

rather tubes, which are narrow, green, and at first

encompassed by a thin spathe, which withers,

and opens to give way to the flowers : these are

white, and have no scent. It is a native of the

West Indies.

The sixth species has a roundish bulbous root,

covered with a light brown skin, from which
arise several narrow dark green leaves, about a

foot lone : among these comes out a thick stalk

(scape) about nine inches high, sustaining six

or seven white flowers, with very narrow petals,

havino- large bcll-shapcd nectariums or cups,

deeply indented on their brims : the stamens do

not rise far above the nectarium. It is a native

of Jamaica and Carolina.

The seventh has the bulb oblong, white, send-

ino- out several thick fleshy fibres, which strike

downward : the leaves are oii very long foot-

stalks, some ovate, others heart-shaped, about

seven inches long and five broad, endingin points, .

having many deep longitudinal furrows; they

are of a light green, and their borders turn in-

wards : the stalk thick, round and succulent,

rising near two feet high, sustaining at the top

several white flowers, shaped like those of
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tW oilier sorts ; but the petals are broader, the germs, sessile, five-cornered^ convex at top,

tube is shorter, and the stamens are not so lousr smooth : style none: stigmas two, cordate, mar-

as the petals: there is a thin sheath, which

splits open longitudinally. It is a native of

Aniboyna.
There are several varieties : as the Amerkan,

which grows naturally in the islands of the West
Indiesjwherc it is called IVhite Lilij ; and the

lalif'olnim and ovatum also grow naturally in

the same jilace.

The eighth S]jecies has the leaves a foot and pretty erect irunk of ten feet in height, and a

a half lontr, half an inch wide : the scape erect, branching round head ; but is generally in iorni

compressed, a foot high ; the spsthes oblong-lan- of a verv larse,. branching, spreading bush. From
ceolate, acuminate, whitish, shrivelling; theouter the stems or larger branches issue large carrot-

larger, an inch and half in length : the flowers shaped blunt roots, descending til! they come to_

fragrant, on three-cornered pedicels, scarcely the ground, and then dividing : the substance of

half an inch ionff. It is a native of the East the most solid is sometliing like that of a cao-

gined: the pericarpiuma sub-globular fruit, large,

consisting of numerous wedge-shaped drupes,

convex at top, angular, farinaceous, one-seeded :

the seed solitary, oval, even, in the centre of the

drupe.

'fhe species is P. oduralissimus, Sweet-scent-

ed Pandanus, or Screw Pine.

This is sometimes found with a single and

Indies ; flowering from June to August.

Culture.—All these plants are capable of be-

ing increased bv planting otf-sets from the roots

in the latter end of sunnner, when their stems

and lea\'es decay. The roots may be divided

every second or thiid year.

In the two first sorts, the oflf-sets may be plant-

ed out in nursery-beds for a year or two, to be-

come sufficiently strong, when they may be re-

moved into warm sheltered dry borders ; the first

being sheltered from frost in severe winters, and

bagc stalk, and by age acquires a woody hardness

on^the outside : the leaves are confluent, stem-

clasping, closely imbricated in three spiral rows,

round the extremities of the branches, bowing,

from three to five feet long, tapering to a very

lontT fine triangular point, very smooth and glossy;

niai~gins and t)ack armed with very fine sharp

spines ; those on the margins point forward ;

those of the back point sometimes one way,

sometimes the other.

Tlie male flowers are in a large, pendidous.

the latter in very severe weather, by being covered compound, leafy raceme, the leaves of which are

^vith tanner's bark, straw, or peas-haulm. The white, linear-oblong, pointed and concave,

second sort may also be increased by seeds sown The female flowers are on a difierent plant,

in pots, and plunged in. a hot-bed. terminating and solitary, having no other calyx

The other sorts must be planted out in small or corolla than the termination of the three rows

pots filled with light earth, separately plunging of leaves forming three imbricated fascicles of

them in the bark-bed of the stove. They should white floral leaves, like those of the male raceme,

be kept constantly in the tan-bed, and have the which stand at equal distances round the base of

management of other tender bulbs. In this way the young fruit. It is a native of the warmer parts

they generally succeed well. of Asia, flowering chiefly during the ramy sea-

The two first sorts afford variety in the dry son ; it is much employed there for hedges, and

warm borders of the pleasure-ground, and the answers well, but takes much room. The ten-

other kinds produce variety as well as fragrance der white leaves of the flowers, chiefly those of

in the stove collections. the male, yield that most delightful fragrance

PANDANUS, a ercnus containing a plant of for which they are so generally esteemed ; and

the herbaceous perennial exotic kind, for the of all the perfumes, it is by far the richest and
gtove.

It, belongs to the class and order Dioecia

JSioiiamhid.

The characters are : that in the male the calyx

has alternate spathes, sessile, serrate-spiny: spa-

dix decompound, naked: perianthiuin proper

none: corolla none: the stamina have very many
filaments, solitary, placed scatteredlv on the outer

ramificatiims of the spadix, very short : ambers
oblong, acute, erect: in the female, the calvx has

four spathes, terminating, converging : spadix glo-

bular, covered with numerous fructifications,

most powerful

CuUure.—This plant may be increased by

sowincthc seeds, brought from the places where

it grows naturally, in pots of light earth, and

pliTnging them in the bark-bed of the sli)ve,

where they must be c(mstanl!y retained, having

the management usually practised tor other

tender exotic plants,

Tiicy have a fine ornamental effect among
other stove plants, in their large sprejdmg

foliage.

PilPAVFR, a genus containing plants of the

scarcely included: peiianthium none : ihereisno hardv herbaceous fibrous-rooted annual and pcr-

corolla ; tjie pislillum has numerous aggregate ennial kinds.
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Tt belongs to the class anJ order Pohjandria

Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

JUmeadece.

The characters are: that the calvx is a two-
leaved perianthiinn, ovate, cmartiinate : leaflets

siihovate, concave, obtuse, caducous : the corolla

has four roundish petals, flat, spreading, large,

narrower at the base ; alternately less : the sta-

mina have numerous filaments, capillary, much
shorter than the corolla: anthers oblong, com-
pressed, erect, obtuse : the pistilluin has a round-
ish, large germ : style none : stigma peltrte, flat,

radiate : the pericarpium is a crowned capsule,

with the large stigma, one-celled, half-many-
celled, opening by many holes at the top under

the crown : the seeds numerous, very small :

receptacles, longitudinal plaits, the same num-
ber with the rays of the stigma, fastened to the

wall of the pericarpium.

The species cultivated are : I . P. snmnijentm,

White Poppy ; 2. P. Rlioeas, Corn or Red Poppy
;

3. P. Camiric7im, Welsh Poppy ; 4. P. Ori-

entale, Oriental Poppy.
The first has the stalks large, smooth, five or

six feet high, branching : the leaves large, grayish,

embracing at the base, irregularly jagged on their

sides : the flowers terminating, whilst inclosed

in the calyx hanging down, but before the co-

rolla expands becoming erect : the calyx is com-
posed of two large oval grayish leaves, that se-

parate and soon drop off: the corolla is com-
posed of four large, roundish, white petals, of

short duration; and succeeded by large roundish

heads as big as Oranges, flatted at top and bot-

tom, and having an indented crown or stigma :

the seeds are white. It is a native of the south-

ern parts of Europe, hut probably originally from
Asia.

There are several varieties, differing in the

colour and multiplicity of their petals, which
are preserved in gardens for ornament : the

Single-flnwered sort is chiefly cultivated for use.

The Common Black variety of Poppy has

stalks about three feet high, smooth, and divid-

ing into several branches : the leaves are large,

smooth, deeply cut or jagged on their edges,

and embracing: the petals purple v.'ith dark

bottoms ; succeeded by oval smooth capsules

filled with black seeds, which are sold under the

name of Maw-seed.
Of this there are many sub-varieties: as with

large double flowers, variegated of se^eral colours;

with red and white, purple and white, and some
finely spotted like Carnations.

There are few plants whose flo'.'.ers are so

handsome ; but as they have an offensive scent,

and are of short duration, they are not in ge-

neral much regarded : they are annual, flower-
ing in June.
The second species has the stem from one.

to two feet high, upright, round, branched,
purplish at bottom, with spreading hairs, bul-
bose at the base : the leaves are sessile, forming-
a kind of sh.cath at bottom, hairy on both sides ;.

the segments or leaflets unequally tool lied or ser-

rate, each tooth rolled back at the edge, callous-

at top, and terminated by a small spine:"lhe pedun-
cles long, round, upright, one-flowered, red, the
hairs on it spreading horizontally. It is a native
of every part of Europe, &c. flowering IVom June
to August.

There is a variety with an oval black shin-
ing spot at the base of each petal, from wliich-

many beautiful garden sub-varieties are produced
which have double flowers, white, red bordered
with white, and variegated.

In the third the stalks are a foot high, and
smooth : the pinnas of the leaves are deeply cut
on their edges ; and there are a few small leaves

on the stalk shaped like the lower ones :- the up-
per part of the stalk is naked, and sustains one
large yellow flower, appearing in June; being
filled with small purplish seeds. It is a native

of Wales, he.
The fourth species has a perennial root, com-

posed of two or three strong fibres as thick as a
man's little finger, a foot and a half long, dark

brown on the outside, full of a milky juice,,

which is very bitter and acrid : the leaves a foot

long, closely covered with bristly white hairs :

the stems two feet and a half liigh, very rough
and hairy, having leaves towards the lower part

like the root-leaves, but smaller: the upper part

is naked, and sustains- at the top one very large

flower, of the same colour with the common
red sort. It was found in Armenia, and flowers

here in May.
There are a few varieties, differing in the colour'

of the flowers ; and it is said that the flower \i

sometimes double, but with us it is always,

single.

Culture.—All the different sorts may be in-
creased by seeds, and tlie two last sorts also-

by parting and planting out the roots.

The seeds should he sown in the autumn, or

very early in the spring, (but the former is the

better season,) either in the places where the

plants are to grow, or in beds, to be afterwards

planted out. The first is probably the best me-
thod, as these plants do not bear removing welL
When they are cultivated for ornament, seed

of thefinest double sorts shouklbe carefully pro-

vided and made use of, and be sown in patches..

In the practice ofMr. Bull in cultivating the first
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Sort for the purpose of preparing: opium from it,

" the seed was sown at the end of February, and

aoaiii the second week in March, in beds three

feet and a half wide, well prepared with good

rotten dung, and often turned or ploughed, in

order to mix it well, and have it fine, either in

small drills, three in each bed, or broadcast ; in

both cases, thinning out the plants to the di-

stance of a foot from each other, when about

two inches high, keeping them free from weeds."

They produced from four to ten heads each,

and showed large flowers of diflcrent colours.

*' With an instrument something like a rake,

but with three teeth, the drills may, he says, be

made at once." He found that the plants did

not bear transplanting; as, out of 4000 which he
transplanted, not one plant came to perfection.

The roots of the two last sorts may be divided

in the autumn, or spring, (but the first period is

the better,) leaving some root fibres to each part-

ing, jjlanting them out where they are to remain,

as soon afterwards as possible.

In all the so'rt* the plants only require after-

wards to be kept free from weeds, and those

railed from seed properly thinned out.

They all afford ornament and variety in the

clumps, borders, and other parts of pleasure

grounds and gardens ; and the first sort may
sometimes be grown to advantage for the pur-

pose of having the juice which it affords made
into opium.
PAFAW-TREE. See Carica.
PAPER-FRAMES, such as are fonned with

oiled paper upon a slight frame-work of thin

slips of wood.
They are useful for several purposes in the

early spring and sammer season ; such as in de-

fending late hot- beds, and sometimes in parti-

cular natural ground beds of curious tender

plants, seeds, cuttings, &c.
In making them when formed as above, either

in a ridge manner, with two sloping sides,

•longways, or arch-fashion, in dimensions from
five to ten feet iu length, three to four in width,

and two to three feet in perpendicular height

;

the wood-work is covered with laro;e sheets of
strong V. hite paper pasted on securely, and when
dry, brushed over regularly with linseed oil, to

resist and shoot off the falling wet of rains and
dews, and to render ihcm more pellucid, so as to

admit the rays of light and the heat of the sun
in a proper degree. When thus prepared and
perfectly dry, they are ready for placing over the

oeds, for the purposes required; in which the
paper continues durable generally only one sea-

Son ; but the frame-work will last several years,

by being fresh papered.

These kinds of temporary Frames are also use-

ful in some of the hand-glass crops of melons,
and occasionally in those of cucumbers, but more
generally in the former; which after having ad-
vanced in growth, to fill and extend beyond the

compass of the hand-glasses, they should be re-

moved, and the Paper-frames placed over the bed,

covering itwhollv in width and length, the run-

ners of the plants being trained out rei!;ularly along

the surface; continuing thcin constantly over the

plants, which are thereby protected from external

injuries, and inclement weather, either cold or
excessive rains, winds, &c., likewise from the too

powerful heat of the sun. See Cucumis Melo,
Thcv may also be used for late hot-bed cu-

cumbers, when in want of garden-frames or

hand-glasses for the purpose, being placed over

the bed, at once, finally to remain : and with
proper care in giving occasional air, water, and
covering over the frames with mats in cold

nights, and very hard rains, &c., cucumbers
may be raised in a tolerable manner.
They mav likewise be employed occasionally,

in default of others, in the raising most of the

less hardy or tenderer annuals, boTb in sowing
them in hot-beds and warm borders of natural

earth.

Paper-frames may likewise be used advanta-
geously in pricking-out many sorts of small

tender seedling plants in the hot summer
months, to defend them from casual unfavour-

able night air, heavy rains, &c., and afford a
fine growing shade from the hot rays of the mid-
day sun. The same kind of frames may still

further be beneficial in raising many sorts of
tender exotics, from small cuttings and slips in

summer, both of the woody, herbaceous and
succulent kinds, either planted in hot-beds or ia

the natural earth, as the different kinds may
retjuire ; which being covered close with them, '

they exclude the outward air, admit the light

and influence of the sun in a proper degree, and
at the same time afford a peculiar kindly shade.

They are chiefly made in the forms mentioned
above, in an open manner, having the ribs or

spars twelve inches asunder, first forming a

bottom frame, rather stronger than the other

parts, with a ridge-piece supported at a proper

lieight, extending longways in the middle; then

narrow side rafters, arranged from the bottom
to the ridge rail at top, a foot distant, both for

the advantage of pasting the paper regularly,

and to adnnt a proper degree of light between
them, through the paper : but when of great

length, it is proper to have one or two pannels

on one side, eighteen inches or two feet in

width, to open outward vvitii hinges, convenient
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for admitting air, and performing other occa-

sional culture : the whole being thus formed in

the wood work, it is then proper to extend lines

of packthread cross-ways of the ribs, going

round each, level or even with the upper surface

of the frame, continuing two or three rows a

foot asunder, from the lower part upward,

drawins;; other lines, crossing and intersecting

these at the same distance, regularly between the

ribs of the frame-work ; which arrangement of

the lines is of essential service for the more
effectual support of the paper when pasted on

the frame, and strengthening it against the

power of winds and heavy rains. The paper for

this use should he of the larger strong printing

or demy kind; which, previously to pasting on the

frame, should be moderately damped with water,

that it may not sink in hollows after being fixed;

and as soon as thus prepared it should be pasted

on, sheet and sheet, in a regular manner, one

large sheet and a half, or two at most, generally

ransring from bottom to top, contriving to have

whole ones along the ridge-rails above, extend-

ing lengthways and across, placed conveniently

to join regularly with the other sheets below
;

and if, at the intersections of the packthreads,

a small square or round bit of the same paper

be pasted on the inside to the main sheets over

that part of the packthread, it will give it addi-

tional strength against rain and wind.

When the paper is thus pasted on, and per-

fectly dry, it must be oiled over with linseed oil,

either raw or boiled : the latter is however ra-

ther apt to harden the paper, and more liable to

crack or break : it may be applied by means of

a painter's soft clean brush, dipping lightly,

and brushing the outside of the paper all over,

equally in every part ; then placing the frame

in some dry covered shed, to remain till the

whole is thoroughly dry: when it may be used.

Though these sorts of frames may be cheap,

and answer many little purposes of the gardener,

they are not by any means so useful as those

made with glass.

PARIETARIA, a genus containing a plant

of the shrubby kind for the green-house.

It belongs to the class and order Polygamia

Monoecia, and ranks in the natural order of

Scahidce.

The characters are : that the hermaphrodite

flowers are two, contained in a flat six-leaved

involucre : the two opposite and outer leaflets

larser : the calyx is a one-leafed perianthium,

four-cleft, flat, blunt, the size of the involucre

halved : there is no corolla, unless the calyx be

called so : the stamina have four awl-shaped fi-

laments, longer than the flowering perianthium

and expanding it, permanent : anthers twin :

Vol. II.

the pistillum is an ovate germ : style filiform,

coloured : stigma pencilform, capitate : there is

no periearpium : perianthium elongated, larger,

bell-shaped, the mouth closed by converging
segments : the seed one, ovate ; female flower
one, between the two hermaphrodites, within the

involucre : the calyx as in the hermaphrodites :

there is no corolla: tlic pistillum as in the herma-
phrodites : there is no periearpium : perian-
thium thin, involving the fruit : the seed, as in
the hermaphrodites.

The species cultivated is P. arhorea. Tree
Peilitory.

It is an upright soft shrub, the height of a
man : the root w oody, branched, fibrous, rufes-
cent: the stem woody, upright, round, the
bark full of chinks, ash-coioured : branches
and branchlets alternate, spreading, villose,

pithy: the shoots red, very villose with hoary
hairs : the leaves alternate, sprcadmg, entire,

nerved, three-nerved above the base, veined:
nerves and veins prominent underneath, grooved
above, somewhat wrinkled, the younger ones
very much so, underneath villose soft, above
bright green, scarcely paler beneath, from four
to six inches long, and from two to four wide:
the flowers conunonly three, clustered, from the
axil of each bracte, sessile, in the male yellow,
in the female red herbaceous. According to

L'Heritier, the male and female flowers are on
different plants. It i» a native of the Canary
islands, flowering from February to May.

Cidiure.—This may be increased by planting
cuttings of the young shoots in the summeV
season, watering them occ.isionallv till they
have stricken root. When the plants are well
rooted, they may be removed with balls about
their roots into separate pots, and have the con-
stant protection of the green-house.
They aflbrd variety in these collections,

FAIIKINSONIA, a genus containing a plant
of the exotic flowering tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Decajidria
Mo7iogyiiia, and ranks in the natural order of
Lomentaccce.

The characters of which are : that the calyx
is a one-leafed perianthium ; at the base hell-

shaped flattish, permanent : border five-parted :

segments lanceolate-ovate, acute, coloured, re-

flex, almost equal, deciduous: the corolla has
five petals, with claws, almost equal, spreading
very much, ovate; the lowest kidney-form^
claw upright, very long: the stamina have ten
awl-shaped filaments, villose below, declined :

anthers oblong, incumbent ; the pistillum is a
round germ, long, declined : style filiform, rising,

the length of the stamens: stigma blunt: tl)c

pericarjiium is a legume very Iou't, round,
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swcllinrr over the seeds, (whence it is nccklacc-

forni,) acuminate : the seeds several, one to each
joint of the legume, ohlong, subcylindiic, blunt.

'J lie species is t. (nuleata, I'rickly I'arkin-

sonia.

It is a small tree, with a trunk tcii or twelve

feet high, unarmed, even : the branches hwg,
subdivided, fle.xucse, prickly, strict : the prickles

two opposite at the sides of the petioles, one

between them three times as long as the others,

awl-shaped, upright: the leaves alternate, in

fours from the same bud, ]iinuatc, very long,

linear I general petioles linear, thicker at the base,

fiat, somewhat convex, spreading, very smooth :

kaiiets extremely small, on very sh'jrt petioles,

ovate, smooth : racemes terminating and axillary,

solitary, shorter than the leaves, erect, (eight to

ten,) niany-flowertd : flowers alternate, scatter-

ed, yellow, on long peduncles. In Jamaica it

\i coXicd Jcrusalejn 7 /ivrii. It was first intro-

duced there from the main, but now grows
wild in manv parts, and in the other islands of

the West Indies, where it was originally culti-

vated for inclosures : it seldom rises above eight

feet in height, and is well sup]ilicd with strong

thorns on every part: the branches are flexile

and small, and the trunk seldom grows to any

considerable thickness. It flowers several times

in the year, and is said to bear long slender

bunches of yellow flowers, hanging down like

those of laburnum : they perfume the air to a

considerable distance ; for which reason the in-

Iiabitants of the West Indies plant them about

their houses.

Culture.—It is capable of being increased by

sowing the seeds in pots filled with light rich

mould, early in the spring season, plunging

them in a hot-bed. When the plaiils have at-

tained a few inches in growth, they should be

carefully removed into other small pots, sepa-

rately re-plunging them in the hot-bed, shading

them till fresh rooted, when fresh air should be

admitted according to the warmth of the season.

The only method by which these plants have been

kept v^ith success through the winter, in this

climate, has been by hardening them in July and

August to bear the open air; and in September

placing them on shelves in the dry stove, at the

areaiest distance from the fire, so that they may
be in a very temperate state of warmth.

These plants afford ornament among other

potted plants of the stove kind.

PARTERRE, a spacious level plot of ground in

the [ilcasure garden, divided into many little par-

titions of different figures and dimensions; by

means of edgings or lines of dwarf-box, or by ver-

ges of grass turf, with fine gravel walks between,

ike. This sort of works were formerly in great

estimation, and were commonly situated direetly

in the front of the house, generally the whole,

width and sometimes more, extending propor-
tionably in length : and where the interuiixture

of the ligures is artfully disposed, they strike the

eye very agTceably, and aflord an ornamental
etl'ect at all seasons. .

The general figuie of a Parterre is an oblong or
long square, about as long again as broad : a level

open spot in some conspicuous part, as above, \i

mostlychosen for the purpose: first formini''alon"'

bed or border of earth, all round, for a boundary
;

the internal space within this border being then
traced out into various little partitions, or inclo-

sures, artfully disposed mto different figures cor-
responding to one another, sirch as long squares,

triangles, circles, various scroll-works, nourishes
of embroidery, and various other devices ; all of
which are formed either by lines of dwarf-box,
with intervening alleys and tracks of turf, sand,
fine gravel, small shells, &c. as above, or formed
sometimes entirely of verges of fine turf, dis-

posed into wide or narrow compartments, as the

figure may require: and sometimes they consist

of box-edgings, and tracks of turf together ; the
partitions or beds of earth formed by the tracks

of box and turf, &c., being planted with some
choice flowers ; but no large plants to hide the

form, as the regularity of it, in the artful distri-

bution of ihe different figures, is intended as a
decoration to the whole place long after the

season of the flowers is over. Some prefer Par-
terres composed entirely of turf and beds of
earth, perfectly even, without any other figure

than the long square, forming a border of earth

all round, within which are spots of grass, and
beds or borders of earth of difierent sizes.

And sometimes Parterres, with box-edgings,
are formed into labyrinths or mazes; and some
are made to represent coats of arms with the
proper supporters. All crowded designs, how-
ever, lose their effect.

Works of this sort are now almost wholly in

disuse in this country : however, for the sake of
variety, they may still be admitted, though not
immediately in the front of the house.

PARTING ROOTS, the practice of dividing

the roots of some sorts of plants in order to their

being set out ; which is an expeditious mode of
increasing a great number of fibrous-rooted per-

ennial plants. A great number of herbaceous-,

fibrous-, and tuberous-rooted perennial plants

often increase by the root into large clusters

or bunches, composed of numerous small slips

or off-sets, particularly many of the flowery

tribe, such as the campanula, perennial sun-

flower, golden-rod, perennial aster, polyanthus,

and daisy, balm, mint, burnct, cives, and penny-
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roj'al, with innumerable other sorts; which
from one small slip or ofT-set of the root, often

in a season or two multiply into a large cluster

of such otf-sets ; and these clusters of roots be-

ing parted into several separate slips, with root-

fibres at their bottom, and one or more buds at

top, each commences a distinct plant ; so that,

by parting the roots in this way, one jilant may
instantly be multiplied into many, each of which
becomes alike in growth and general habit to

the original, and all flower the ensuing season in

their due course; and in their turns detach from
their sides all around, a due supply of off-sets for

further propagation.

The best general season for Parting Roots is in

the latter end of summer or autumn, after they

have done flowering, and the stalks arcdecaved
;

which is in August, and the two following

months; in which, when the detached ofl"-sets

are planted directly, tliey will take good root

before winter. But in many hardy sorts it may
be performed almost any tim'^, in open weather,

from September till March ; and some of the

tender kinds succeed best in spring. In these

cases it should, however, be done before they

begin to shoot forth their stalks or advance con-
siderably in their spring shoots.

In performing the business, when any plant

designed to be increased has multiplied by its

roots into a cluster of ofl'-sets, the whole may
either be taken up entirely, and the root parted

into as many slips as are furnished with fibres,

&c., or a quantity of slips may be detached

from the sides all around as the parent plant

stands in the ground : in either method, the

work may in many sorts be effected easily with

the hand ; and in others by the assistance of a

knife, &c. And when it is wanted to make as

great an increase as possible, the root may be
parted into as many slips as may be convenient,

provided each is furnished with some fibre or

root-part, and crowned with one or more buds
or eyes for forming shoots at top. But in the

flowery tribe, when the detached ofl'-sets are

wanted for floweiing as strong as possible the

ensuing season, they should not be parted too

small, but into middling-sized slips, where prac-

ticable; which being planted in the proper

places will flower in tolerable perfection in the

foUowin'? season. The slips should generally

be planted directly by dibble; the very small

ones in nursery-beds' to stand till next autumn,
to acquire strength: then transplanted with balls

into the places where they are to remain ; but the

larger ones at once where they are to grow.

This method may be practised in many sorts

annually, as numbers of the herbaceous peren-

flials multiply in one season into large bunches.

PARSLEY. See Apium.
PARSNEP. See Pastinaca.
PARTHENIUM, a genus containing plants

of the annual and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia
Pentandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Nucamcntucece.

'i'he characters are : that the calyx is a com-
mon quite simple perianthiun), five-leaved,

spreadine: : leaflets roundish, flat, equal : the

corolla compound convex : corollets herma-
phrodite many in the disk : females five in the

ray, scarcely surpassing the others : proper of
the hermaphrodites one-petalled, tubular, erect,

with the mouth five-cleft, the length of the

calyx : of the females one-petalled, tubular, li-

gulate, oblique, blunt, roundish, tlie same length

with the other : the stainina in the hermaphro-
dites—filaments five, capillary, the length of

the corollet: anthers as many, tliickish, scarcely

cohering : the pistillum of the hermaphrodite

—

germ below the proper receptacle, scarcely ob-
servable : stvle capillary, generally shorter than

the stamens : stigma none: of the female, germ
inferior, turhinate-cordatc, compressed, large :

style filiform, the length of the corollet: stigmas

t'\'o, filiform, the length of the stvle, spreading

a little : there is no pericarpium : calyx un-
changed: seeds in the hermaphrodites abortive;

in the females solitarv, turbinate-cordate, com-
pressed, naked: the receptacle scarcely an v, fiat

:

chafls separate the florets, so that each female

has two hermaphrodites behind.

The species are : \. P. Hi/stei'ophor?/-;, Cut-
leaved Parthenium, or Bastard Feverfew ; '2. P.

integrifhlhim, Entire-leaved Parthenium.

The first is an annual plant, growing wild in

great plenty in the island of Jamaica, where ills

called Wild Wormwood; and thrives verv luxu-

riantly about all the settlements in the low land';.

It is observed to have much the same qualities

with Feverfew. It flowers here in July and
August.

'i'he second species is a perennial plant, which
dies to the ground every autumn, and shoots up
again the following spring. It rises three feet

and more, with thick, round, fleshy stems : the

leaves half embracing, hirsute, not hairy, some-
what paler underneath, with frequent oblique

veins or nerves : root-leaves large and long, on
keeled petroles : the flowers grow in a corymb
at the ends of the stem and branches: the heads

are snow-white above, like those of Gnapha-
lium, whitish green below, and villose at first.

It is a native of Virginia, flowering in Jidy,

but seldom produces good seeds in this cli-

mate.

C'«//Hre.—The first sort may be increased by
2 B 2
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sowing the see^s on a hot-bed early in the

spiiiig ; and when the plants come up, trans-

planting them upon another hot-bed, about five

or six inches distant, giving them water and

shade until they have taken new root ; after

which, they must have a pretty large share of

fresh air in warm weather, by rai^^ing the glasses

of the hot-bed every day, and be duly watered

every other day at least. When the plants have

grown so as to meet each other, they should be

carefully taken up, preserving a ball of earth to

their roots, and each planted into a separate pot

filled with light rich earth; and be plunged into a

.moderate liol-bed till fresh rooted ; after which

they may be exposed, with other hardy annual

plants, in a warm situation^ where they will

flower in July : but if the season should prove

cokl and wet, it will be proper to have a plant

or two in shelter, either in the stove, or under

tall frames, in order to have good seeds, if those

plants which are exposed should fail.

The second sort may be increased by parting

the roots in autumn, and be planted in the full

ground, where it will abide the cold of our or-

dinary winters.

They afford ornament in the borders and

among potted plants.

PASQUE-FLOWER. See Anemone.
PASSEKINA, a genus containing plants of

the shrubby exotic evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Octandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

VepreculcB.

The characters are : that there is no calyx :

the corolla is one-petalled, shrivelling: tube cy-

lindrical, slender, ventricosc below the middle :

border four-cleft, spreading : segments concave,

ovate, blunt : the stamina have eight filaments,

bristle-shaped, the length of the border, placed

upon the point of the tube : anthers subovale,

erect : the pistillum is an ovate germ, within

the tube of the corolla : style filiform, spring-

ing from the side of the very point of the germ,

the same length with the lube of the corolla :

stigma capitate, hispid all over with villose

hairs : the pericarpium is coriaceous, ovate,

one-celled : the seed jingle, ovate, acuminate

at both ends, with the points oblique.

The species cultivated are : 1 . P. Jiliformis,

Filiform Sparrow-wort ; 2. P. hirsuta. Shaggy
Sparrow-wort; 3. P. capiiata. Headed Spar-

row-wort; 4. P. ciliata, Ciliated Sparrow-

wort; 5. P. luiiflora. One-flowered Sparrow-

wort.

The first rises with a shrubby stalk five or six

feet high, sending out branches the whole

length, which, when young, grow erect, but

»(» they advance in length, they incline towards

a horizontal position ; but more so, when the

small shoots at the end arc full of flowers and
seed-vessels: the branches are covered with a

while down like meal, and are closely beset

with very narrow leaves in four rows, so that the

young branches seem as if they viere four-cor-

nered : the flowers come out at the extremity of
the young branches, from between the leaves,

on every side, are small and white, so that they

make no great appearance. It is a native of the

Cape, flowering from the month of June to

August.
The second species has shrubby stalks, which

rise to a greater height than the former : the

branches grow more diffused, and are covered
with a mealy down : the leaves imbricate, short,

thick, succulent, smooth and green on the

outside, but downy on the inner: the flowers

small and white, like those of the former, ap-

pearing about the same time. It is a native of
Spain and Portugal.

The third has the leaves scattered : the heads
terminating, globular : the peduncles tomen-
tose, thickened : the flowers many, while, sessile

without a tube : the stamens above the throat

sixteen, the eight inner of which are castrated :

stems shrubby, compound, with rod-like red

branches: the leaves erect, acuminate: the com-
mon peduncles from the end of the branches,

turbinate, tomentose. It is a native of the

Cape.
The fourth species has a shrubby stalk, rising

five or six feet high, sending out many branches
which are naked to their ends, where they have
oblong leaves, standing erect, and having hairy

points : the flowers are small, white, and come
out among the leaves at the end of the branches:
but according to Linnaeus purple, witli the throat

villose. It is a native of the Cape, flowering

here in June.

The fifth has a shrubby stalk, seldom rising

more than a foot high, dividing into many
branches, which are slender, smooth, and spread

out on every side ; the leaves dark-green, having
the appearance of those of the fir-tree, but
narrow cr : the flowers are larger than those of
the former, and the upper part of the petals is

spread open flat : they are of a purple colour, and
appear about the same time as the former. It is

a native of the Cape.
Culture.—All the sorts may be increased by

cuttings planted in a bed of loamy earth, during
the summer months, and closely covered with
a bell or hand glass to exclude the air, shading
them from the sun, and refreshing them now
and then with water. When well rooted they

may be planted out, each into a small pot filled

with loamy earth
;
placing them in the shade
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till they have taken new root ; then be removed

into a sheltered situation, to renwiii till the be-

ginning oF autumn, when they must be placed

in the green-house, and treated as the myrtles.

They may likewise be increased by layers.

The second sort may also be raised by sowing

the seeds in autunni, sonn after they are ripe, in

small pots (illed with light earth, plunging them

into an old bark-bed under a common frame in

winter : the plants rise in the spring, and must

be treated like the cuttings. The seedling j-hmts

grow tiie most erect, and make the handsomest

appearance.

This sort is capable of living abroad in com-

mon winters, in a dry soil and warm situation ;

but in hard frosts the' plants are frequently de-

stroyed : one or two should therefore be kept in

pots, and sheltered during that season.

They afford variety among other potted green-

house plants.

PASSIFLORA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous and shrubby flowering kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Gynnndna
Pentandna~ {Penlandria Trigynia,) {Monadel-

phia Ptnlandna,) and ranks in the natural order

of Cuciirb'ttacece.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

parted perianthium, flat, coloured : the corolla

has five petals, seniilanceolate, flat, blunt, of the

same size and form with the calyx : nectary a

triple crown ; the outer longer, encircling the

style within the petals, more contracted above :

the stamina have five awl-shaped filaments, fast-

ened to a column at the base of the germ, and

united at bottom, spreading: anthers incum-

bent, oblong, blunt : the pistillum is a roundish

germ, placed on the apex of a straight, cylin-

drical column : styles three, thicker above,

spreading: stigmas capitate : the pericarpium is

a fleshy berry, subovate, one-celled, pedicelled :

the seeds very many, ovate, arilled : receptacle

of the seeds triple, growing longitudinally to

the rind of the pericarp.

The species cultivated are : 1 . P. cocmlea,

Common or Blue Passion-flower ; 2, P. incar-

nnta, Rose-coloured Passion-flower; 3. P. lutea,

Yellow Passion-flower ; 4. P. serrat'ifoUa,

Notch-leaved Passion-flower; 5. P. malljormis,

Apple-fruited Passion-flower ; 6. P. (juadran-

gularis, Square-stalked Passion-flower; 7- P.

ula/n, Wing-stalked Passion-flower; 8. P. laitri-

Jhlia, Laurel-leaved Passion-flower, or Water

Lemon ; 9. P. multiflura, Many-flowered Pas-

sion-flower: 10. P. ridn-a, Red-fruited Passion-

flower : 11. P. Murudtja, Moon-shaped-leaved

Passion-flower; 12. P. respertilio, Bat-winged

Passion-flower; 13. P. rotundifolia. Round-

leaved Passion-flower; 14. P. ci/iata, Ciliated

Passion-flower; 15. P. suherosa, Cork-barked

Passion-flower; 16. P. /iofoie?-/rea, Si'ky-leaved

Passion-flower ; 17. P. glaitca, Glaucous-leaved

Passion-flower; 13. P. minima, Dwarf Passion-

flower.

The first rises in a few years to a great height,

with proper support: it may be trained up more

than forty feet high: the stalks will grow almost

as larsre as a man's arm, and are covered with a

purplFsli bark, but do not become very woody :

the shoots often grow to the length of twelve or

fifteen feet in one summer, and being very

slender, must be supported, otherwise they will

hang to the ground, intermix with each other, and

appear very unsightly : at each joint is one leaf

composed of five smooth entire lobes; the middle

one, which is longest, almost four inches long,

and one inch broad in the middle ; the others

are gradually shorter, and the two outer lobes

are frequently divided on their outer side into

two smaller ones : their foot-stalks are near two

inches long, and have two embracing stipules at

their base; and from the same point issues a

long clasper or tendril : the flowers eome out at

the same joint with the leaves, on peduncles

almost three inches long ; ihcy are blue, have

a faint scent, and continue only one day

:

the fruit is egg-shaped, the size and shape of

the Mogul- pkuVi, and when ripe of the same

yellow colour. It grows naturally in Brazil.

There is a variety with much narrower lobes,

divided almost to the bottom: the flowers come
later in the summer : the petals are narrower,

and of a purer vidiite colour.

The second species has a perennial root : the

stalks arc annual, slender, rising four or five feet

high : at each joint one leaf, on a short foot-

stalk, having mostly three oblong lobes, but the

two side ones are sometimes divided part of their

length into two narrow segments, and thus he-

coming five-lobed ; they are thin, of a light

green, and slightly serrate: the flowers are pro-

duced from the joints of the stalk, at the foot-

stalks of the leaves, on long slender peduncles,

in succession as the stalks advance in height

during the summer months : they have an agree-

able scent, but are of short duration, opening

in the morning, and fading away in the even-

ing : the fruit is as large as a middling apj)le,

changing to a pale orange colour when ripe.

It grows naturally in Virginia.

The third has a creeping root, sending up

many weak stalks, three or four feet high : the

leaves are shaped like those of ivy, and almost

as laree, but of a pale green and very thin

consistence: the peduncle is slender, an inch

and half long : the flowers dirty yellow, not

larger than a sixpence when expanded. It is
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a native of Virginia and Jamaica, flowering in

May and June.

.
The fourth species is perennial and shrubby : the

stems are round -, the younger ones very slightly

villose, and climbing very high : the stipules are

linear and acuminate : the footstalks of the leaves

furnished with two pairs of glandules : the leaves

ovate, smooth, and slightly serrated round their

w hole outline : the peduncles are one-flowered

and solitary : the flowers have an extremely

agreeable odour. It is a native of the West
Indies, flowering from May to October.

The fifth has a thick stem, triangular, by
slender tendrils thrown out at every joint rising

to the height of fifteen or twenty feet: at each

joint is one leaf, six inches long, and four broad

in the middle, of a lively green and thin texture,

having a strong midrib, whence arise several

small nerves, diverging to the sides, and curving

np towards the top : petioles pretty long, having

two small glands in the middle : two large sti-

pules encompass the petioles, peduncles and ten-

drils at the base : the peduncles are pretty long,

having also two small glands in the middle : the

cover of the flower is comppsed of three soft

velvety leaves, of a pale red, with some stripes

of a lively red colour ; the petals are white, and
the rays blue : the flowers being large make a fine

appearance, but are of short duration ; there is

however a succession for some time : the fruit

is roundish, the size of a large apple, yellow when
vipe, having a thicker rind than any of the other

sorts. It grows naturally in the West Indies.

In the sixth the stem is almost simple, thick,

membranaceous at the four corners, somewhat
hispid : the leaves are petioled, five or six inches

long, entire, somewhat rugged, but without any
pubescence: the tendrils very long, axillary : sti-

pules in pairs, ovate at the base of the petioles,

on which are six glands: the peduncles oppo-
site to the petioles, thicker: the flowers very

large, encompassed by a three-leaved involucre,

the leaves of which are roundish, concave, entire,

smooth, pale : the fruit is very large, oblong,
and fleshy: the liower is much larger, though
very like the above sort in colour. It is a native

of Jamaica.

The seventh species is verv like the prccedin>'-

at first sight : the open flower has also a creneral

resemljlanee ; but the peduncle is cylindrical;

the three divisions of the involucre small, lan-

ceolate, with glandular serratures ; the pedicel

thickest at the insertion into the convex base
of the flower : the five or six outer petals are

oblong with an awn, the inner longer; the
ouicr principal ravs thinnest and shortest; ini-

|)erfcct rays in a double row, below antl distinct

from them a single row ; no impcricct opercu-

lum ; operculum partly horizontal and partly

turning up to the column, then folding back
down again and embracing the column, with
which it is so connected that it appears inseparable,

but is not joined tothecolunm: nectary round
the colunui, confined by the base: the colunni
comes to the bottom of it. It is a native of the

West Indies.

If this does not equal the first sort in elegance,

it exceeds it in magnificence, in brilliancy of co-
lour, and in fragrance, the flowers being highly
odi'>rifcrous.

The eighth has a suflrutcscentstem, with very
divaricating, filiform branches: the leaves a lit-

tle emarginateat the base, nerved, and very smooth,
on short petioles compressed a little, having two
glands under the base of the leaf: the tendrils are

very long : the peduncles the length of the peti-

oles : the three leaflets of the involucre are round-
ish, concave, with blunt glandular toothlets about
the edge, and pale : the five leaflets of the calyx
are broad-lanceolate, slightly membranaceous at

the edge, horned with a point or awn, smooth,
variegated on the inside with blood-red dots :

petals five, the length of the calyx, narrower,
acuminate, with blood-red dots scattered over
them : the flowers are very handsome and odori-
ferous, but the fruit ovate and watery. It flovi'ers

in June and July, and is a native of Jamaica.
The ninth species has slender stalks, sending

out many small branches, and climbing to the
height of twenty-five or thirty feet : by age they
become woody towards the bottom, and their

joints are not far asunder : the leaves are on short
slender petioles, three inches and a half long,
and two broad in the middle, rounded at the
base, but terminating in a point at top, smooth,
entire, and of a lively green colour : the flowers

are axillary, on long peduncles, having an agree-
able odour, but seldom coiUinuing twenty hours
open . There is a succession of them from June to

September, and the fruit will sometimes ripen in

this climate. It grows naturallv at La Vera Cruz.
The tenth has an herbaceous stem, twining

round, grooved, hirsute, red: the lobes of the
leaves entire, nerved, somewhat hispid, soft: the

petioles round, red, villose, without glands : the
tendrils subaxillary : the llowers alternate, nod-
ding, on solitary one-flowered peduncles: the
fruit spherical, marked with six lines, scarlet

when ripe, hirsute. It is a native of the West
Indies, flowering in April and May.
The eleventh species has an herbaceous,

grooved, smooth stem : the leaves ovale or
oblong, two-horned, with an intermcdiaie bristle,

three-nerved, veined, smooth, entire : dots on the
back hollowed, ixliucid : the petioles grooved,
smooth, destitute of iilands : the leiulriis sub-
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axillary, filifomi, long: Ibc iTowcrs In pairs,

axillary, scarlet, large : the berry ovate, the

size, of a pigeon's egg, and pedicelleil. It is a

native of life West Indies.

The twelfth has slender, striated, roundish

stalks, less than a straw, of the same thick-

ness from top to bottom, and of a brownish

red colour, dividing into many slender branches:

the leaves shaped Tike the wings of a bat when

extended, about seven inches in length, or rather

breadth, from the base to the top not more than

two inches and a half, the upper ones smaller,

the middle wider, and the losver narrower,

smooth and somewhat shining; the colour in

the upper ones pale, in the middle deeper, in

the lower darker green, with two purple tuber-

cles or glands towards the base, where they are

Connected with the petiole; which is set half

an inch from the base of the leaf,. three nerves

sprintring from it, two extending each way to

the narrow points of the leaf, ilie other rismg

upright to the top, where is the greatest length

of the leaf: the Howers are on short romid pe-

duncles from the axils of the middle and upper

leaves, white and of a middle size, about three

inches in diameter when expanded : they are

without scent, open in the evening or during the

nif^ht, in the month of July, and finally close

about eight or nine o'clock in the morning. It

is a native of the West Indies.

The thirteenth species has the stem sufTrutes-

cent at bottom, subdivided, angular, grooved :

the leaves semiovatc, three-nerved, veined,

smooth on both sides, marked behind longitu-

dinally with pellucid dots : lobes terminated by

very small bristles ; the middle one a little

larger than the others : the petioles short, with-

ourelands: the tendrils filiform, very long: the

stipules two, opposite, awl-shaped : the pedun-

cles axillary, filiform, an inch long : the flowers

nodding, pale green, rather large : the berry egg-

shaped. It is distinguished from the other sorts

by its rounded leaves slightly three-lobed at top

only. It is a native of Jamaica.

The fonrteenth runs to a great height, and has

dark-creen glossy leaves: the involucrum is com-

posed°of three leaves divided into capillary seg-

ments, each terminating in a viscid globule : the

pillar supporting the ger~men is bright purple with

darker spots : the petals are greenish on the out-

side, and red within : the crown consists uf four

rows of radii, which are varied with white and

purple. It is a native of Jamaica.

The fifteenth species rises with a weak stalk to

the height of twenty feet : as the stalks grow

oldj they have a thick fungous bark like that of

the Cork-tree, which cracks and splits : the

smaller branches are covered w ilh a smooth bark

:

7

the leaves ars smooth, on very short petioles :

the middle lobe is much longer than the lateral

ones, so that the whole leaf is halbcrt-shaped :

the flowers are small, of a greenish yellow co-

lour : the fruit egg-shaped, dark purple when
ripe. It is perennial, and a native of the West
Indies, fiowering from June to September.

In the sixteenth species the stalks rise twenty

feet high, dividing into many slender branches,

covered with a soft hairy down : the leaves are

shaped like the point of a halbert, three inches

long, and an inch and half wide at the base, light

green, soft and silkv to the touch, standing ob-

liquely to the foot-stalks : the flowers are not

half so large as those of the common or blue

Passion-flower: the fiuit small, roundish, yel-

low when ripe, leaves ovate, tomentose on
both sides: lateral lobes short; with an obsolete

gland underneath behind the sinus of the lobe..

It grows naturally at La Vera Cruz, fiowering

most part of the summer.
In the seventeenth, the whole plant Is very

smooth and even : the leaves glaucous underneath,.

undotted : the petioles furnished with two or four

glands below the middle : the stipules acute, quite

entire, more than half an inch in length : the

flowers are sweet. It is a native of Cayenne.

The eighteenth species has the stem twining,,

simple, becoming corky at the base with age,

ro-nd, smooth: the leaves subpeltate, subcor-

date; lateral lobes almost horizontal; all acute,

nerved, smooth on both sides : the petioles short,

round, reflex, smooth : the glands two, opposite,

small, sessile, concave, brown, in the middle of

the petioles: the stipules two, opposite, awl-

shapcd, by the side of the petioles : the tendrils

long, between the petioles : peduncles axillary,

solitary, longer than the petioles, loose, one-

flowered : the flowers small, whitish : the berry

small, blue, egg-shaped.

Culture.—fn all the sorts It Is either by seeds,

layers, or cuttings, according to the kinds.

The first or hardy sort Is capable of being

raised either by seeds, layers, or cuttings : the

seed should be sown In the early spring, as

March, in large pots, half an inch deep, either

plunging them in a warm border, and as the wea-

ther becomes warm moving them to the shade; or

in a hot-bed, which will forward the germination

of the seed more fully, and the plants will rise

sooner; which should afterwards be h.ardened

o-raduallv to the open air till the autumn, and

then placed under a garden-frame for the win-

ter, to have shelter" from frosts,, and in the

spring planted out In pots, or some in the nur-

sery ; and In a year or two they may be trans-

planted w here they are to remain^ against some

warm south wall.
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The layers ^should be laid do\\'n from some

of the branches in the common way in the

spring, when they will readily emit roots, and
make proper plants by autumn ; when, or ra-

tlier in spring following, they should be taken
off and transplanted either into pots in nursery
nu', >, or where they are to remain.

I'he cuttings should be made in February or

March from the strong young shoots, in length

from about eight to ten or twelve inches, plant-

ing them in any bed or border of common
earth, giving frequent watering in dry weather,

and when sunny and hot, if in a situation ex-

posed to them, a moderate shade of mats will

be of much advantage. They will emit roots

at bottom, and shoots at top, and become good
plants by autumn, allowing them the occasional

shelter of mats, &c. during the winter's frost;

and in the spring let them be planted out. If a
quantity of these cuttings be planted close, and
covered down with hand-glasses, it will forward

their rooting; observing, however, when they

begin to shoot at top, to remove the glasses, in

order to admit fresh air.

The second and third, or green-house kinds,

may be increased by seed, layers, and parting

the roots : the seed, obtained from America,
should be sown in pots in March or April,

plunging them in a hot-bed to raise the plants,

which afterwards inure to the open air in sum-
mer, giving them the shelter of a green-house
or frame in winter; and in the spring following

plant some out in pots, placing them among
the green-house plants : and others may be
planted in the full ground, under a warm fence,

to take their chance.

The layers should be made in the summer
from young shoots, which will readily grow,
and become good plants for potting off' in au-
tumn. The parting the roots should be done in

spring, before they begin to shoot. The second
sort multiplies exceedinglv by its creeping roots;

which should be divided into slips, and planted

in a bed of rich earth till autunm, when some
should be transplanted into pots for occasional

shelter in winter.

All the other more tender stove kinds are ca-

pable of being increased by seeds, lavers, and
cuttings: The seeds are procured ehieflv from
abroad; and should be sown in spring in pots,

plunging them in a hot-bed, or in a stove bark-
bed : the plants soon appear, which, when three

inches higl-,, should be pricked out in separate

small pots, giving water, and re-plunging them
in the hot-ljed, occasionally shading them till

roofed : as they advance in growth, thcv should
be shii'tcd into larger pots, and be retained con-
sta/ulv in the slove.

The layers should be made from the young
branches in the spring or beginning of summer,
which will readily grow, and be fit to pot off

separately in autumn.
The cuttings should be made in the spring or

summer, from the voung shoots, planting them
in pots, plunging them in the bark-bed, and
giving water frequently; when most of them will

take root, and be fit to pot off singly in autumn.
In respect to their general culture ; as in se-

vere winters, in the first sort, the branches,
if not duly protected, are sometimes killed, it is

advisable at such times, whilst the plants are

young in particular, to give them the shelter of
mats during the inclement season, and protect

their roots with dry litter laid over the ground;
carefully uncovering their branches as soon as

the frost breaks: this covering, however, is only
necessary in very severe frosts.

The green-house sorts should generally be
potted, to move to shelter in winter, either of
a green-house, or deep garden-frame: some
plants of each sort may also be planted in the

full ground, in a warm border, to take their

chance; covering the ground over their roots in

severe weather ; and in the different orders of
planting, placing stakes for the support of their

climbing growth in the summer. And all the
stove kinds must constantly be kept in pots,

placed in the stove, and for the most part

plunged in the bark-bed; placing strong stakes

for the purpose of training the branches to, and
managing them as other stove-plants of a si-

milar growth. See Stove-Plants.
The first sort is highly ornamental in the

open ground when trained against southern
walls, Sec. ; and those of the green-house, and
stove kinds, among other plants in these col-

lections.

PASTINACA, a genus containing plants of
the herbaceons esculent kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Dlgi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of Um-
leUatcB or UmlelUfirce.

The characters are : that the calyx is an uni-
versal umbel, manifold, flat : partial manifold :

involucre universal none : partial none : pcrian-

thium proper obsolete : the corolla universal

uniform: florets all fertile : proper of five lance-
olate involute entire petals : the stamina have
five capillary filaments : anthers roundish : the
pistillum is an inferior germ : styles two, reflex :

stigmas blunt : there is no pericarpium : fruit

compressed flat, ellijitic, bipartite : the seeds two,
elliptic, girt round the edge, almost ilal on both
sides.

The species cultivated are : \. P. saliva. Com-
mon Parsncp ; 2. P. Opopanax, Rough Parsnep.
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In the first, in the wild plant, the root is

biennial, simple, whitish, putting forth some
large fibres from ihe side: the stem single, three

or four teet high, erect, rigid, angular, pu-
bescent, hollow, branched : the leaves alternate,

smaller than those of the cultivated kind,

and of a darker green ; in open situations pu-
bescent, especially the root-leaves: the flow-
ering-branches come out from the axils of the

leaves from top to bottom, supporting umbels
which arc smaller than that which terminates

the stem: the flowers small, yellow, v/ith infiex

regular petals.

It is a native of most parts of Europe; but
the garden or cultivated variety has smooth
leaves, of a light or yellowish green colour, in

which it diflers from the wild plant: the stalks

also rise higher, and are deeper channelled : the

j)edunclcs are much longer, and the flowers of
a deeper )'ellow colour : the roots are sweeter
than those of carrots, and are much eaten by
those who abstain from animal food in Lent, or

eat salt-fish; and are highly nutritious. Hogs
are fond of these roois, and cattle will eat them.
The second species has a perennial root, as

thick as the himian arm, yellow, branched: the
branches an inch or an inch and half in thick-

ness, a foot and half in length, tubercled, with
a corky bark : the stem from three feet to the
height of a man, the thickness of a finger, stri-

ated, covered at the base with scariose mem-
branaceous scales, like the Ferns; in other parts

very smooth and shining ; angular at top, espe-

cially at the branches. Primary (or root) leaves

r]uite simple, cordate, acutely erenate: the others

ternate or quinate, with the end leaflet always
cordate and very large ; the lateral ones ob-
liquely cordate, with the upper lobe shorter :

the lowest stem-leaves more compound, consi-
dered as a whole triangular, two feet \oncr, bi-

pinnate, having five pinnules on each side; the
lowest pinna pinnate, commonly with five leaf-

lets, the end one cordate, the rest sessile and
obliquely cordate : the leaflets are an inch to

two inches long ; the other pinnules are first

ternate, then simple. The other stem-leaves
decrease, and are first quinate, next ternate,

and at the branches simple. Petiole of the
root-leaves from the sheath to the first pinna
flattish above and thence angular-keeled ; on
the contrary, that of the branch-leaves is fur-

rowed. Sheaths wide striated, in the root-leaves

very strigose : in the stem-leaves smooth. All
the leaflets are hairy, especially at the back. At
the flowering-branches there are spathaceous
sheaths, which arc naked, or destitute of leaves.

The umbelliterous branches are very smooth
;

first alternate, erect, then two, three, or four
Vol. II.

together in a sort of whorl, two or three inches
long, with one or two spathaceous leaflets to-

wards the middle, or at the top. The universal

umbels have usually seven or eight rays, an inch
long, of a yellowish green colour: the fruits

flat, with the rim thicker, three or four lines in

diameter, and a little longer : the juice is yel-

low, bearing no marks of a resinous or aro-

matic principle. It flows out where either the

leaf or stalk is broken. They are both very

rough ; the frrmer dark green, the latter seven
or eight feet high : the stalks divide towards the

top into many horizontal branches, each ter-

minated by a large umbel of yellow flowers

;

which appear in July. It is a native of the

south ol' Europe.

It commonly ripens its seeds in this climate,

and its juice manifests some of the qualities dis-

covered in the officinal Opopanax : but it is

only in the warmer regions of the East, where
this plant is also a native, that the juice con-
cretes into this gum-resin. It is obtained by
means of incisions made at the bottom of the

stalk.

Culture.—Tn the first sort it is easily eflx-cted by
sowing fresh seed in the latter end of February,

or begmning of the following month, upon a

bed prepared in a spot of the best light, rich,

deep soil, in one of the most open airy quarters of
the garden, by being trenched one full spade

deep at least, or if two the better, provided the

depth of good staple admit, that the roots may
have a due depth of loose soil to run down
straisrht to their full lena;th. And if the ground
be previously trenched up in rough ridges in.

winter, especially where stifl" or wet, and lie

exposed some time to the sun and air, it will

be much improved for this purpose. At the time

of sowins. the <rround should be made level and
even on the surface, but not raked till alter the

seed is sown, which should be performed while

the ground is fresh stirred, or before the sur-

face becomes too dry, so as, in raking, the clods

will readily fall under the rake to bury the seed

regularly.

The seed should be sown broad-cast thinlv,

cither all over the surface, or the groiuid niavf

be divided into four-feet-wide beds, as most
convenient, but for large quantities the former
is the most eligible practice. As soon as the

sowing is done, if light ground, it is the practice

with some to tread down the seeds evenly, and
finish with an even good raking, to cover all the

seeds equally, smoothing the surface. In about

three weeks the seeds beain to germinate, and
the plants soon appear above ground. When
thev are two or three inches higii, thev sIiouIlI

be thinned to recular distances, and cleaned

2 C
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from weeds ; which may be done either by hand
or small-hoeing; but the latter is preferable tor

the benefit of the crop, and consideral)ly the

most expeditiou.-i : it should generally be per-

formed bv a three- or four-inch hoe. Dry wea-
ther should be chosen for the purpose, and the

plants cut out to about ten or twelve inches di-

stance, as they should have large room, cutting

up all weeds as the work proceeds. After

this, no more culture is required till the future

progress of the weeds renders another hoeing
necessary; and probably another repetition may
also be required, till the plants are m full leaf,

when they cover the ground, and bid defiance

to any furtlier interruption from weeds.

In the autumn, about October, the roots will

be arrived nearly at their full growth ; when the

leaves begin to tnrn yellow and decay, which is

a certain sign of their maturity: they may then
be dug up for use, as they are wanted.

These roots may either remain in the ground
all winter, and be taken up as wanted, or a

quantity may be dug up in autunm, and their

tops pared off close, and then buried all winter
in sand, in a shed or other dry place, to be
ready at all times for use : some should also be
left ni the ground for spring service, as January
or the beginning of February, digijing them up
just before they begin to shoot, and laying them
in the sand ; as by taking them up at this time,

it retards their effort for shooting, so as that

they continue in tolerable perfection until the

latter end of April or longer.

In order to have parsneps in due perfection,

great care is necessary to save seed only from
some of the finest rooted plants ; for which pur-
pose, a quantity of the large, long, straight

roots should be selected, trimming off their

leaves, and planting them in rows three feet

asunder, and two dist^int in the lines, about an
inch deep over their top ; in uhieh method they

will shoot up strong in spring for flowering, and
ripen seed ni the latter end of August, or early

in September ; \\ hen in a dry day, the umbels

of seed shoidd be cut off and spread upon mais
to dry and harden, afterwards thrashing out the

seeds, and putting them up in bags for use.

The second sort may be raised, by sowing the

seed in the places where the plants are to remain,

at the same season as the above ; keeping the

plants afterwards propeily thmued and clear

from weeds.

The first is an useful esculent root, that con-

tains a large proportion of nutritious matter;

but the latter is chiefly cultivated for affording

variety in the borders or other parts of pleasure-

groimds.

PEA. See Pisum.

PEA, EVERLASTING. See Lathyros.
PEA, HEART. See Caudiospermum.
PEA, PIGEON. SeeCvTisns.
PEA, SWEET. See Lathyrus.
PEA, WING. See Lotus.
PEACH TREE. See Amvgdalus.
PEAR TREK. See Pyrus.
PELARGONIUM, a genus containing plants

of the fine shrubby under shrubby evergreen
and herbaceous perennial kinds for the green-
house.

It belongs to the class and order Monadelphia
Heptimdria, and ranks in the natural order of
Grubiales.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthium, five-parted : segments ovate,
acute, concave, permanent, upper segment end-
ing in a capillary nectariferous tube, deeurrent
along the peduncle : the corolla has five petals,

obeordateorovate, spreadnig, large, irregular : the
stamina have ten awl-shaped filaments, united at

the base, spreading at top, unequal in kngih, all

shorter than the corolla, three of them (seldom
five) castrated : anthers seven, oblong, versatile:

the pistillum is a five-cornered germ, beaked :

style awl-shaped, longer than the stamens, per-
manent : stigmas five, reflex: the pericarpnnn is

a five-grained capsule, beaked, the cells opening
inwards : the beak spiral, bearded on tlie in-
side: the seeds solitary, ovate-oblon >.

The species cultivated are: 1. P. alchemil-
loides, Lady's-mantle-leaved Crane's-bill ; 2.

P. odorntissimum, Sweet-scented Crane's-bill

;

3. P. grossularioide^. Gooseberry-leaved Crane's-
bill ; 4. P. coria/idiifoliu/ii; Coriander- leaved

Crane's-bill; 5. P. carnosum. Fleshy-stalked
Crane's-bill; 6. P. ceiatoplujllum, Horn-leaved
Crane's-bill ; 7. P. gibbosiim, Goutv Crane's-
bill ; 8. P. radula, Multifid leaved Crane's-bill

;

9. P. papilkmaceum, Butterfly Crane's-bill

;

10. P. inqiihians. Scarlet-flowered Crane's-bill;

11. P. zonale, Common Horse-shoe Crane's-
bill ; 12. P. himlor, Two-coloured Crane's-
bill; ]3. P. f^/j/o/wm. Balm-scented Crane's-
bill; 14. P. capifalum. Rose-scented Crane's-
bill; 15. P. o/z/i/ftoii^m, Clammy Crane's-bill;

16. P. cuaillatitm, Hooded Crane's-bill ; 17.
P. corda/.um, Heart-leaved Crane's-bill; 18. P.
eckinatinn, Priekiy-stalked-Crane's-bill ; 19. P.
tetragoniim. Square-stalked Crane's-bill ; £0.
P. LeluUnum, Birch-lcaved Crane's-bill; .M . P.
glaticiim, Spear-leaved Crane's-bill ; \l'-2. P.
acctosum, Sorrel Crane's-bill; 23. P. scubrum.
Rough-leaved Crane's-bill ; 24. P. ternatum,
Ternate Crane's-bill; 25. P. tricolor. Three-
coloured Crane's-bill.

The first sends out several herbaceous stalks

about a foot and half in length. The flowers are
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pale blush-colour, several together upon very

ioiia; peduncles : and there is a succession of

them iluring ail the summer months.
There is a variety with a dark circle in the

middle of the leaves.

The second species has a very short fleshy

stalk, dividing near the ground into several

heads, each having many leaves, on separate

footstalks from the heads ; they are soft and
downy, and have a strong scent like aniseed.

From tiiese heads come out several slender stalks,

near a foot in length, prostrate, with rounder

leaves than iliose near the root, but of the same
texture and odour : the flowers are produced

from the side of these stalks, three, four, or five

-standing together upon slender peduncles ; they

are white, but being small they make little ap-

pearance.

The third has the stem prostrate, four-corner-'

ed, smooth ; as is also the whole plant, which is

biennial, sendinsr out a great nainbcr of very

slender trailing stalks, extending a foot and half

in length : the leaves are small, marked with

lines; the peduncles are capillary, with two or

three small flowers, of a pale flesh-colour. They
continue in succession all the sunnner.

The fourth species is an annual or rather bien-

nial plant, with branching stalks near a foot

high : the lower leaves stand upon long foot-

stalks, but those on the upper part sit close to

the stalks : the flowers stand upon naked pe-

duncles, which proceed from the side of the

stalks, on the side opposite to the leaves : they

grow three or four together upon short separate

pedicels : they are of a pale flesh-colour, and
appear in July.

The fifth has a thick fleshy knotted stalk,

rising about two feet high, sending out a few

slender fleshy branches, thinly set with leaves,

which on the lov\erpart of the stalk are pelioled,

but above sessile : the flowers are jiroduced in

small clusters at the ends of the branches: the

petals are narrow and white, making no great

appearance ; they continue in succession most
part of the summer.
The sixth species flowers in May, and con-

tinues to do so during most of the summer
months : the seeds ripen in this climate. It is

a native of the South-west coast of Africa.

'I'iie seventh has a round fleshy stalk with

swelling knots at the joints, rising about three

feet high, and sending out several irregular

smooth branches : the leaves are thinly disposed,

smooth, fleshy, gray, ending obtusely, and
standing on short footstalks : the flowers four

or five on a peduncle; the petals dark- purple,

having a very agreeable seent in the evening ;

it flowers most part of the summer.

The eighth species has a shrubby stem, cover-
ed with an ash-coloured baik, branched, two
tcct high : the leaves are numerous, alternate,
nearly equal to the petioles, very deeply five-

clctt: the segments pinnate and bipim.ate,
linear : stipules wide, acuminate and shrivel-
ling: the peduncles axillary, solitary, with one,
two, or three flowers : involucre generally five-

cleft, shrivelling. The whole plant has a stinng
smell of turpentine. The leaves in the youno-
plants are often three inches long ; but in old ^nes
only one third of the size, and more numerous.
It has the name Radula, from the rouirh rasp-
like surface of its leaves. It flowers from
March to July.

There are tv/o varieties, a larger and a smaller

:

and as it is readily raised from seeds, it afi'ords

many seminal varieties.

I'he ninth rises with an upright shrubby stalk

seven or eight feet high, sending out several side

branches with large, angular, rough leaves, on
short footstalks : the flowers are produced in
large panicles (umbels) at the ends of tlie

branches : the two upper petals, nvhich are
pretty large, turn upwards, and are finely ^varie-

gated ; but the three under ones are very small,
and, being bent back, are screened from sio-ht,

unless the flower be viewed near. It flowers
from April to July.

_ The tenth species rises with a soft shrubby
stem to the height of eight or ten feet, sending
out several branches, which are generally ereet":

the leaves of a thick substance, and a lucid
green, on pretty long footstalks, covered with
soft hairs on their under side ; the flowers
are in loose bunches (umbe's), on long, stiflT,

axillary peduncles ; the corolla bright scarlet:

the flowers make a fine appearance, and there
is a succession of them during all the suninier
months.
The eleventh rises with a shrubby stalk four

or five feet high, and divides into a great num-
ber of irregular branches, so as to form a large
bush, frequently eight or ten feet in height : the
leaves are indented on the edge in several obtuse
segments, cut into short teeth ; there is a pur- "

plish curved zone in form of a horse-shoe, from
one side of the base to the other, correspond-
ing with the border; and when gently rubbed,
the leaves have a scent like scalded apjjlcs : the
flowers are produced in pretty close bunches, on
axillary peduncles, five or six inches in lenoth,

coming out towards the ends of the branches
;

they arc of a reddish puiple colour, and con-"
tinue in succession great part of the sum-
mer.

There is a variety wiih fine variegated leaves,

and the flowers vary much in colour from
t! C 2
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purple, through the diflercnt shades of red to

high scarlet.

'i"he twelfth species has the stem slirubbv,

twisted, covered with an ash-coloured bark : the

branches round, villose, sub-herbaceous, a foot

long : the leaves opposite, on long jH'tioles,

glaucous, rugged ; lobes curled, toothed : the
stipules alinost embracing, acuminate : the
common peduncle ol'ten opposite to a leaf, or
lateral, sometimes axillary, longer than the leaf:

involucre one-leafed, many-parted, shrivellinc;
;

rays about thirteen, scarcely an inch lonsr. It

is remarked by Jacquin, that the whole has a
very stronti; smell : and Curtis sa\-s that it ob-
viously differs from all the other species in the
particular shape of its leaves, rnd the colour of
the flowers, which are usually or a rich and very
dark purple edged with white. It flowers from
June to Auaust.
The thirteenth species rises with an upright

shrubby stalk to the height of seven or eight

feet, sending out many pretty strong branches :

the leaves are somewhat like those oT the vine
;

the lower on long petioles, the upper on short
ones ; when rubbed, they have a seent of balm :

the flowers grow in compact clusters, on the top
of long, naked, axillary peduncles, rising much
higher than the branches; being small and of a
pale blue colour, making no great figure; but
containing a succession for most part of the
summer.
The fourteenth rises with a shrubby stalk four

or five feet high, dividing into several weak ir-

regular branches : the leaves arc divided into
three unequal lobes, which are hairy, and waved
on their edges ; they are placed alternately, and
their footstalks are hairy : the flow ers grow in
close roundish heads, forming a sort of corymb;
are of a purplish blue colour, and continue in

succession a great part of the summer : the
]eaves, when rubbed, have the odour of dried
roses.

The fifteenth species has a shrubby stem,
covered with a gray bark, three feet hiy;h and
more; branches declining and decumbent, green,
clammy, as is the whole'^plant: the leaves are
alternate, the uppermost sometimes opposite,
often shorter than the petioles, large, acute,
sinuate : the stipules wide-acuminate, shrivel-
ling : the conmion peduncles axillary, lateral,

or opposite to a leaf, erect, solitary, longer than
the leaves: involucre five-leaved, the" leaflets

ovate-acute, shrivelling : rays from three to

eight, half an inch long : the middle of the leaf
is generally stained with purple. It flowers in
May and June, continuing to September.

Several varieties have been produced from
seed.

The sixteenth rises with a shrubbv stalk eio-hl
or ten feel high, sendmg out several irreg;nlar
branches : the leaves are roundish, with the
sides erect, so as to form a hollow or hood,
whence termed cowled ; are heart-shaped at the
base, or kidney-shaped, and from the footstalk
run many nerves arising from a point, but di-
verging towards the sides ; the borders are
sharply indented ; those on the lower part of the
branches have long footstalks, and are placed
without order on every side, but those on the
upper part have shorter footstalks, and stand
opposite : the flowers are produced in large pa-
nicles (or umbels) on the tops of the branches,
of a purple blue colour. It flowers from June
to September.

The seventeenth species has a shrubbv branch-
ed stem, when young red, when very youno-
green and villose, when old covered with an
ash-coloured bark : the leaves are alternate, al-
most equal to the petioles, tomentose, whitish
underneath : the stipules subovate : the flower*
at the ends of the stem and branches in nume-
rous umbels. It flowers from March to July.

There are several varieties.

The eighteenth has the stalk green, surface
smooth and somewhat glossy, beset with spines
which bend back and terminate in brownish
weakish points ; these appear to have been pri-
marily the stipules, which become thus fleshy
and rigid : the leaves are on long footstalks,
veiny, soft and downy, especially on the under
side, which is of a much lighter colour than the
upper : the fl^owering stem proceeds from the
summit of the stalk, and is a foot or more in
height : as it advances it throws out its branches
or peduncles, ultimately about five in number,
each of which has a leaf at its base, similar to
the other leaves of the plant, but smaller, and
terminates in an umbel of seven or ei^-ht

flowers of a spotted purple colour. In its habit
it somewhat resembles ihe precedin"-. It flowers
from May to September.

It varies with petals of a rich purple colour,
in which the spots are similar, but not so con-
spicuous.

The nineteenth species has angular stems,
angles four, sometimes three, suctailent, as is.

the whole plant, procumbent w hen they shool
out into length, at first hairy, afterwards very
smooth, much branched, and three feet hitih :

the leaves alternate, almost equal to the petioles,
orbiculate, five-lobed ; the younger villose, tooth-
crenate, violate-coloured underneath, and above
having a dark red zone; the older crenate,
fleshy, dark green, with a few villose hairs,
and frequently with a zone: the stipules short,
semicircular, spreading, shrivelling: the pc-
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diinclcs axillarv, erect, rugged ; wiih four sub-

ovate stipules at the forks. Mr. Curtis observes

that a vein of singularity runs through the whole

of this plant: its stalks are unequally and ob-
tusely quadrangular, sometimes more evidently

triangular : its leaves few and remarkably small

:

its flowers, on the contrary, arc uncontnionly

large, and, what is more extraordinary, have only

four petals
;

previous to their expansion the

body of filaments is bent so as to form a kind of

bow.
There is a variety with beautifully coloured

leaves.

The twentieth has a shrubby stem, four or

five feet high, sending out several branches : the

peduncles long, coming out from the side of the

branches: the flowers vary considerably both in

size and colour : its foliage is ditierent from
that of the other sorts, and, as its name imports,

like that of the birch-tree. It flowers most part

of the summer.
In the twenty-first, the whole plant is very

smooth, glaucous, and in a manner whitish :

the stem shrubby, with round, rod-like, declin-

ing branches, two feet high : the leaves opposite,

often shorter than the petioles, which are round
and erect : the stipules lanceolate-acuminate,

fleshy, deciduous : the peduncles alternately

axillary, very long, one- or two-flowered. It

flowers from June to August.
The twenty-second species has a shrubby

stem, six or seven leet hUrh, sending out several

side branches : the leaves of a gray colour, and
having an acid taste like sorrel: the peduncles

axillary, long, sustaining three or four flowers^

with narrow unequal petals, of a pale blush-co-

lour, with some stripes of a light red : the flowers

continue in succession most part of the summer.
There is a variety with scarlet flowers raised

from seed.

The twenty-third has a shrubby stem, round,

three or four feet high, the thickness of a finger,

upright, of a reddish bay colour, branching from
the axils, very rough, as is the whole plant, but

becoiniug smooth with age: the leaves on long

petioles, very widely wedge-shaped, three-nerv-

ed, acute, stiflish, alternate, except the upper
ones next the flowers, which are opposite, the

lower ones seven or eight inches in length

reckoning the petioles ; the lobes gashed or

thinly toothed, but sometimes quite entire : the

stipules small, ovate-acuminate, on each side

I'.exl the petiolf.s: the common peduncles ter-

minating and axillary, short, sustaining com-
monly from four to six flowers, of a purple

rose-colour, with dark blood-red spots. It

flowers from August to November.
The twenty-fourth has a sufll'ruticose stem,

dichotomons, round, purple, villosc, erect, two
feet high and more : branches simple, short,

resembling the stem : the leaves rigid, strigose-
rugged, an inch long : serratures pm-plish ^ the
petioles villose, the length of the leaves ; the
stipules two or more, ovate-acute, concave, a
line in length : the flowers lateral and terminat-
ing, nmbelled : involucres lanceolate, purple,
subciliale. It differs materially from the other
sorts in the unusual roughness of the stalks, as
well as in its whole habit.

The twenty- fifth species, which is but newly
introduced, scarcely exceeds a foot in heiffht',-

growing up with a shrubby stem, and spreadino-
widely into numerous flowering branches, so
much disposed to produce flowers in a constant
succession, that during most of the summer the
plant is loaded with a profusion of them. For
the most part they go oft' without seed; and
when any is produced, there is generally one
perfect and four abortive. The whole plant is

covered with short white hairs, which give to

the foliage a somewhat silvery hue. llie twa
uppermost petals are of a beautiful red, having
their bases nearly black ; the three lowermost
are white.

Most of the above species are natives of the
Cape.

Ilicre are also many other species that may be
cultivated.

Culture.—All the sorts may be increased by
seeds, which should be sown in the early spring-

in pots filled with kitchengardenmould, plunging
them in a moderate hot-bed. The plants soon-

appear; when they should have fresh air as much
as possible, to prevent their being drawn up
weak. When the plants have attained some
growth, they should be removed into separate

small pots filled with the same sort of earth, re-

plunging them in the hot-bed till fresh rooted,

and givuig proper shade. They should after-

wards be gradually inured to the open air, in-

order to be placed out in it in the summer
season in a sheltered situation.

They may also be raised in the open ground
without the hot-bed, but not so well.

But they are more commonly increased, espe-
cially the shrubby sorts, by cuttings of the young
branches, which should be planted in a shady
border in the summer, or in pots, and pliuioed in
any hot-bed ; which is the better metliod. When
well rooted they may be taken up, and planted
into separate pots, placinsr them m the slnde •

II

they have taken new root; after which they
may be removed into a sheltered situation, and
be treated in the same manner as the secdlino-

plants. The fifth, seventh, and fifteenth sort^

have more succulent stalks than the others : t]w
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ciillings should ihercforc be planted in pots

filled with the same son of earth, and plunged

into a very moderate hot-bed, where thev may
be shaded from the sim in the heat of the day,

and have but little water; for these are very apt

-to rot with nuich moisture. When these are well

rooted, tht-ymav be removed, arid planted in se-

parate pots filled with the same sort of earth, and

placed in the shade till they have taken new-

root; then they may bd removed into a sheltered

situation, where they may remain till au-

tumn. These sorts should be sparingly watered,

especially in the winter season, as they are apt

to take a niouldincsd with moisture, or in a

damp air. They thrive much better in an airy

glass-case than in a green-house, as in the

former they have more sun and air than in the

latter. But all the other shrubby sorts are pro-

per for the green-house, where they only re-

quire protection from frost, but should have a

large share of free air when the weather is mild.

They require water every week, in mild weather

.once or twice; but it should not be given them
in too great plenty, especially in frosty weather.

These plants should be hardened in the spring

gradually, and towards the middle or end of

May be taken out of the green-house, and at

first placed under the shelter of trees, where
they may remain a fortnight or three weeks to

harden ; and then be removed into a situation

where they may be defended from strong winds,

and enjoy the morning sun till eleven o'clock,

where they will thrive better than in a warmer
situation. And as these sorts grow pretty fast,

they soon fill the pots with their roots; and

when thev stand long unremoved in summer,
.they frequently put out their roots through the

holes at the bottom of the pots into the ground,

when the plants grow vigorously ; but if sufi'ered

to continue long in this manner, it is difficult to

remove tl>em ; as, if their roots be torn off, all

the younger branches decav, and the plants are

frequently killed. The pots should therefore be

moved once in a fortnight or three weeks, in

the summer months, and the roots which
may be then pushing thiough the holes cut off,

to prevent their striking into the ground.

They require also to be new potted at least

twice in the summer ; the first time after they

have been three weeks or a month out of the

green-house; the second towards the end of
August, or the beginning of September, that the

plants may have time to establish their new roots

before they are removed into the green- house.

When this is performed, all the roots on the

joutttide of the balls of earth should be carel'ully

pared off, and as nnich of the old earth drawn
away from the roots, as can be done with safely

to the plants; then, where they require it, they
should be put into pots a .^ize larger than those
out of wdiich they were taken, putting a quan-
tity of fresh eatth into the bottom of each pot,

)ilacing the plants upon it, being careful that

the ball about the roots of the plant be not
so high as the rim of the pot, that some room
may be left to contain the water which may be
given to them. Then the cavity all round the

ball should be filled up with fresh earth, be
gently pressed down, and the bottom of the pot
beaten upon the ground, to settle the earth ; the
plant being then well watered, and the stem
fastened so as to prevent the wind from dis-

placing the roots before they are fixed in the

new earth.

Where such mould as has been mentioned
cannot be procured, fresh hazel loam from a

pasture, mixed with a fourth or a fifth part of
rotten duno; ; or, where the carih is inclinable to

bind, a mixture of rotten tan ; and, where light

and warm, a mixture of neat's-dung may be em-
ployed. This compost should be mixed three

or four months before it is used, and be turned

over three or four times, that the parts may be
well incorporated.

The shrubby sorts require to be looked over

frcquentlv during the winter, while thev are in

the green-house, to pick off all decayed leaves

from them, which if left on will not only
render the plants unsightly, but by their falling

off make a litter among the other plants ; and
if thev are suffered to rot in the house, they

occasion a foul, nasty, damp air, which is very
prejudicial to all the plants.

'i'he first sort from having herbaceous stalks

is best increased by seeds, though cuttings of it

will take root.

And the second sort may not only be propa-

gated by seeds, but also from heads slipped off

from the short fleshy stalk ; which should have
their lower leaves stripped off, and be then
planted single in a small pot ; or where the

heads are small, two or three may be put into

one pot
;
plunging them into a very moderate

hot-bed, shading and refreshing them gently

v,-ith water. They take root in a month or five

weeks ; when they should be hardened gradu-

ally to the open air, where they may remain till

autumn, wlien they must be removed into shel-

ter, as in the other kinds.

The sixth kind is capable of being increased

both by seeds and cuttings, but is found to be
more tender than many other sorts, and more
liable to be injured by damps. The eightli

species is readily increased by cuttings ; but

the twelfth is more difficultly raised in this wav.
The filteenth is easily raised by cuttings, and
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sometimes by seeds : and the seventeenth rea-

dily strikes from cuttings: the eighli;enth pro-

duces seeds, but is more usually increased by

cutting's : and the nineteenth and twentieth are

readilv propagated in tne same way : the twenty-

first is likewise raised from cuttings, but they

are not very free in striking : the twenty-fourth

is raised 111 this manner without difficulty: but

in the twenty fifth, from the branches running

out specdilv into liowcring stalks, tcw are

formed proper for cuttings, and these are struck

with dilHciilty.

All these plants are highly ornamental, and-

afford consideral)le variety in coileclions of

green-house plants.

PELLITORV, BASTARD. Sec Achillf.as.

PELLITOHY OF SPALV. See Anthemis.
PENNY-ROYAL. See Mentha Pole-

GIUM.
PENTAPETF.S, a genus comprising a plant

of the exotic kind, for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Mnnadelphia

Dodtcandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Col/iHinifercB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a double

perianthium : outer three-leaved, one-sided,

caducous : lea'iets linear, acuminate : inner

one-leafed, five-parted, permanent : segments

lanceolate, acuminate, spreading, longer than

the corolla : the corolla has live paals, roundish,

spreading, fastened to the pitcher of stamens: the

stamina liave fifieen filaments, filiform, upright,

shorter than the corolla, united below into a pen-

tagon pitcher, but free above : anthers sagittate,

upright : ligules five, linear-lanceolate, petal-

shaped, upright, each between every three sta-

mens, springing from the pitcher : the pistillum

has an ovate germ : stvle filiform, thickened

above, striated, longer than the stamens, per-

manent : stigma obsoletely five-toothed : the

pericarpium is a membranaceous capsule, sub-

globular, acuminate, five-celled, five-valved

:

partitions contrary; the seeds eight, ovate, acute,

four on each side, fastened within side to the

partition.

The species is P. Fhccnicea, Scarlet-flowered

Pentapetcs.

It is an annual plant, which dies in the au-

tumn soon after it has ripened seeds : it has an

upright stalk from two to near three feel high,

sending out side branches the whole length :

those from the lower part of the stalks are the

lontjest : the others gradually diminish, so as to

form part of a pyramid. They are garnished

with leaves of diflerent forms ; the lower leaves,

which are largest, are cut on thdr sides towards

the base into two side lobes which are short, and

the middle is extended two or three inches

1

further in length, so that the leaves^ greatly re-

semble the point") of haiberts in their shape ; they
are s',ighil\' serrate, and of a lucid green on-

their upper side, but paler on theirunder, stand-

ing upon pretiy long footstalks: tiie leaves

which are on the upper part of the branches are'

much narrower, and some of them have very
small indentures on iheir'sides ; they sit closer

to the stalks, and are placed alternately : the

flowers are axillary; they come out for the most
part singly, but sometciiies there are two arising

at the same place from the side of the footstalk

of the leaves: the peduncle is short and slender;

thev are of a fine scarlet colour, appearing ia-

July. It is a native of India.

Culture.—This plant may be increased l)y

sowing the seeds upon a good hot-bed early in

March ; and when the plants are fit to remove
there should be a new hot-bed prepared to re-

ceive them, into which must be plunged some
.small pots filled with good kitchen-garden earth;

into each of which one plant should be put,

giving them a little water to settle the earth to

tlieir roots, shading them from the sun till they

have taken new root; when they should be

treated in the same way as other tender exotic

plants, admitting the free air to them every dav
in proportion to the warmth of the season, and
covering the glasses with mats every evening.

When the plants are advanced in their growth
so as to fill the pots v^ith their roots, they

should be shifted into larger pots, filled with

the same sort of earth as before, and plunged

into another hot-bed, where they may remain

as long as they can stand under the glasses of

the bed without being injured ; and afterwards

they must be removed either into a stove or

a glass-case, where they may be screened from
the cold, and in warm weather have plenty of

fresh air admitted to them.

These plants are sometimes turned out of the

pots, when they are strong, and planted in warm
borders; where, if the season prove very warm,
the plants will flower tolerably.

PENTS TEIMON, a genus containing plants

of the hardy herbaceous flowering kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didyno.mia

An'^iosperm'.a, and ranks in the natural order of

Penoualae.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, five-parted, permanent

:

segments lanceolate, almost equal: the corolla

one-pelalled, two-lipped : tube longer than the

Cdly\, gibbous above at the base, wider at top,

and there ventricose underneath : upper lip up-

right bifid ; segments ovate, blunt, sliorler than

the lower lip: lower Up three-parted ; segments

ovatej blunt, bent down, shorter than the lube s
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tlic stamina have four filiforni filaments, diverg-

ini; at the tip, inserted into the base of the tube,

and shorter than it; the two lower longer:

.anthers roundish, distant, included, bilid

;

Aviih the lobes divaricating : the rudiment of

a fifth filament between the upper ones in-

serted into the lube, the same lenoth with the

stamens, filiforni, straight, bearded above at the

tip: the pistilluni is an ovate germ: style fili-

form, the length of the tube, beni down at the

tip: stigma truncate: the pericarpium is an

ovate capsule, acute, compressed, two-celled,

two-valved : the seeds numerouSj subglobular :

the receptacle large.

The species cultivated is P. Icevigala, Smooth
Pcntstemon.

It has a perennial, creeping, fibrous, white

root : the steu) a foot and half high and more,
round, purple below, brachiale : the lower leaves

ovate-acuminate, <jnite entire, peiioled, some-
times purjile underneath, on petioles winged
to the base : the stem-leaves ovate-lanceolate,

opposite, embracina:, toothletcd, smooth on both

sides : the flow erinij branches in a manner dicho-

tomous, with the flowers two together : the corolla

pale purple, somewhat hirsute on the outside.

Cidture.—This plant may be increased by
sowing the seeds either in the autumn or early

spring in the places where they are to remain,

or in beds, to be removed in the beginning of

the summer to the borders or clumps of the

pleasure-grounds.

Thev atTord variety among other plants of si-

milar cTowth in these situations.

PEPPER. See Piper.

PEPPER, GUINEA. See Capsicum,
PEPPER, JAMAICA. See Myrtus.
PEPPERMINT. See Mentha.
PERENNIAL PLANTS, are such as are of

long duration. Such plants as are perpetuated

•bv the roots, whether the leaves and stalks decay

annually in winter, or always remain, provided

the roots are of many years duration, are per-

ennial. All plants, therefore, with abiding

roots, both of the herbaceous, shrub, and tree

kinds, are perennials; though in the general ac-

xcptation of the word perennial, it is most com-
monly a|iplied to herbaceous vegetables with

durable roots, more especially those ofthe flow ery

kind, which among gardeners are conmionly
called siiTiply perennials, particularly the fibrous-

rooted tribe: but it is equally applicalile to fibrous,

tuberous, and bulbous-rooted plants, whose
roots are of several years' duration : likewise all

shrubs and trees of every denomination, as hav-

injr abiding roots, are perennial jjlants.

And these sorts of plants consist both of dc-

fiduous and ever-green kinds ; those that cast

tlieir leaves, &c. in winter being termed decidu-

ous perennials, and those which retain their

leaves, cver-greens.

The herbaceous perennials, of the fibrous,

tuberous, and bulbous-rooted kinds, for the

greater |)art have annual stalks, rising in spring

and decaying in winter ; and a great many hjse

their leaves entirely also in that season, such as

the perennial sun-flower, asters, and numerous
other sorts ; and many retain their leaves all the

year, but not their stalks ; as is exemplified iti

the auricula, polyanthus, some campanulas,

pinks, carnations, and many other plants.

Numbers of the herbaceous perennials multi-

ply exceedingly by ofl-sets of the root, bv which
they are readily prc>pa2;aied. See Off-set, &:c.

All the tree and shrub perennials are durable

in root, stem, and branch ; but renew their

leaves annually. Even the ever-green kinds,

although they are in leaf the year round,

put forth new leaves every year, to w hich the

old ones gradually give place. See Deciduous-
and EvER-GREEN Trees, &c.
PERIPLOCA, a genus comprising plants of

the woody climbing kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria

Digynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Co7itortcE.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

cleft perianthium, verv small, segments ovate;

permanent: the corolla one-petalled, wheel-
shaped, five-parted : segments oblona;, linear,

truncated, emarginate: nectary very small, five-

cleft, surrounding the genitals, putting out five

threads, curved inwards, shorter than the corolla,

and alternate with it : the stamina have short

filaments, curved inwards, converging, villose :

anthers twin, acuminate, converging over the

stigma; with lateral cells : pollen bags five, at

the notches of the stigma, each common to two
anthers : the pistillum consists of two ovate

germs, approximating : styles united at top

:

stigma capitate, convex, five-cornered, with the

corners notched : the pericarpium consists of two
large follicles,oblong,ventrieose, one-celled, one-
valvedj-p^lued together at the tip : the seeds very

many, imliricatcd, crowned with a down : the

receptacle longitudinal, filiibrm.

The species cultivated are: 1. P. Grceca,

Common Virginian Silk or Periploca ; 2. P.
Secamone, Green Periploca; 3. P. Iiidica, In-
dian Periploca; 4. P. ^fiicana, African Pe-
riploca.

'i"he first has the stems shrubby, twining round
any support more than forty feet in height, co-

vered with a dark bark, and sending out slen-

der branches which twine round each other: the

leaves are ovate-lanceolate, near four inches long,
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and two broad in the middle, of a lucid green

on their upper side, but pale on their under,

opposite, on short footstalks ; the flowers come

out towards the ends of the small branches in

bunches, and are of a purple colour. It is a

native of Syria, flowering in July and August,

but rarely ripening seeds in this climate.

It is sometimes called Clmbhig Dog's-Bmte.

The second species has a t\vining,shrubby, even

stem: the leaves are opposite, petioled, even,iin-

derneath paler, veined transversely : the panicles

axillary, alternate, dichotomous, shorter than the

leaves : theflowers are small. It differs obviously

from the first sort in its small copiousflowers. It

is said to be a native of Egypt ; but its place of

growth is uncertain ; flovvering in July.

The third has many slender stalks, which

twine about each other, and by a shrub or other

support will rise near three feet high, putting out

several small side-branches; these are hairy, as

are also the leaves; which are about three quarters

of an inch long, and half an inch broad, stand-

ing by pairs upon very short footstalks : the

flowers come out in small bunches from the side

of the stalks; are small, of a dull purple colour,

and have a sweet scent. It flowers in the sum-
mer, but does not produce seeds in this climate.

It is a native of the Cape.

There is a variety with smooth leaver and

stalks, which comes from the same place.

Culture.—These plants maybe easily increased

by layers made from the young wood in the early

spring or sumtaier season. When they are fully

rooted, they may be taken oft" and planted out,

the first or hardy kind, either where they are

to remain, or in the nursery, to be afterwards

removed; and the two last, or tender sorts, into

pots, to be protected during the winter.

The first sort likewise often succeeds by

cuttings, and also the two last by the use of

the hot-bed.

They may all be increased also by sowing the

seeds procured from abroad in pots of light earth,

plunging them in the hot-bed.

Thev'should all beplaced near support, to pre-

vent their trailing upon the ground and fasten-

ing about other plants.

Where the two last sorts are kept constantly

plunoed in the tan-bed of the stove, they thrive

and ilower much better than in any other situa-

tion, but they should not be kept toov.arm in win-

ter; and in the summer they hhould have a large

share of free air admitted to them ; for when
they are kept too close their leaves will be covered

with insects, and the plants become sickly in a

short time.

The first sorts only require a little protection

Vol. II.

in the winter. They all afford variety among
potted plants.

PP:RIWINCLE. See Vinca.
J'EKOLA. See Momordica.
PEHSEA. See Laukus.
PEIiSIAN LILY. See Fritillaria.
I'ERSICA. See Amygdalus.
PERSICAKIA. See Polygonum.
PERUVIAN MASTICK TREE. See Schi-

NUS.
PETIVERIA, a genus containing plants of

the woody exotic perennial evergieen kind for

the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Hexaiidria
Tclragt/nia {Heptandria Monogyjiia), and ranks
in the natural order of Holoracece.

The characters are: that the calyx is a four-

leaved perianthium: leaflets linear, blunt, equal,

spreading, permanent : there is no corolla (ex-

cept the coloured calyx) : thestamina have six or

eight unequal, awl-shaped, convergingfilaments:

anlhers erect, linear-sagittate, bifid at top : the

pistillum is an ovate germ, compressed, emar-
ginate : style very short, lateral, in the groove of
the germ : styles four, permanent, finally bent
outwards, spinescent: stigma pencil -shaped :

there is no pericarpiun), except the crust over

the seed : the seed single, oblong, narrower be-

low, roundish, compressed, emarginate; with
four barbed hooks, bent back outwards, rigid,

acute, the middle ones longer (naked, but arm-
ed above with reflex spines).

The species are : 1 . P. aUiacea, Common
Guinea-Hen Weed ; 2. P. octandra. Dwarf
Guinea-Hen Weed.
The first has a strong root, striking deep into

the ground : the stems from two to three feet

high, jointed, and becoming woody at bottom :

the leaves oblong, three inches lorjg and an

inch and half broad, of a deep green and
veined, placed alternately on short footstalks :

the flowers are produced in slender spikes at the

ends of the branches; are very small, and make
no fioure. It is conmion in the West Indies,

flowering here m June.

It thrives most iti a dry gravelly soil and a

shady situation.

The second species differs from the first, in

having a shorter and narrower stalk ; and in the-

flowers having eight stamens ; anel, according to

Linnreus, the leaves are more risjid and quite

smooth, the filaments purple and not white. It

is a native of the West Indies.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
slips or cuttings planted out in the summer, a^

well as by seeds ; which must be sown on a hot-

bed early in the spring. \\ hen the plants are

2D
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come up, they shouldbe removed into separate pots, rate small pot filled with light loamy earth, and
and pKmged into a moderate hot-bed. When replunged into a hot-bed of tanner's bark, and
iheplants have obtained a good share of strength, be afterwards placed in the bark-bed in the

they should be inured by degrees to the open air, stove, where they must constantly remain, and
into which they may be removed towards the end be treated like other plants of the same country.

of June, placing; them in a warm situation, Thev aftbrd ornament in stove collections.

where they may remain till autumn, when they

must be placed in the stove, and during winter

have a moderate degree of warmth.
They afford variety, and produce a good effect

among other potted plants.

PETOLA. See Momordica.
PP'.TREA, a genus containing a plant of the

climbing exotic shrubby kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Didynajnia

PETTY WHIN. See Genista.
PHASEOLUS, a genus containing plants of

the climbing esculent and flowering kinds.

It belongs to the class and order D'ladelpliia

Decandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Pap'/lionaceee or Leguminosce

.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed, two-lipped perianthium : upper lip emar-
ginate ; lower three-toothed : the corolla pa-

ylngwspermia, and ranks in the natural order of pilionaeeous: banner heart-shaped, blunt, emar-

Personutce. ginate, reclined; the side bent back: wings ovate.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one- the length of the banner, placed on long claws :

leafed, bell-shaped perianthium: border five- keel narrow, rolled spirally contrary to the sun :

parted, spreading, very large, coloured, perma- the stamina have diadelphous filaments, (simple

nent : segments oblong, blunt, closed at the

throat by five doubled, truncated scales : the co-

rolla one-petalled, wheel shaped, unequal, less

than the calyx : tube very short : border flat,

tive-cleft: segments rounded, almost equal.

and nine-cleft,) within the keel, spiral : anthers

ten, simple : the pistillum is an oblong germ,
compressed, villose : style filiform, bent in spi-

rallv, pubescent above: stigma blunt, thickish,

villose : the periearpium is alegume long, straight.

spreading very much ; the middle one larger and coriaceous, blunt with a point : the seeds kidney-

of a different colour: the stamina have fourfila- form, oblong, compressed.

ments, concealed within the tube of the corolla, The species is P. vulgaris, Common Kidney-

ascending, two shorter : anthers oval, erect : the Bean.

pistillum is an ovate germ : stvle srniple, the Other species may be cultivated for the pur-

length of the stamens : stigma blunt : the peri- pose of variety as flower-plants,

carpiuni is a capsule obovate, flat at top, two- It has the stem more or less twining,

celled, concealed at the bottom of the calyx: the but in some of the cultivated dwarf varieties

seed single, fleshy. scarcely at all so, quite simple or unbranched :

The species is P. volullUs, Twining Petrea. the leaves ternute, acuminate, rounded at the

This rises with a woody stalk to the height of base, rough, on long petioles: the flowers axil-

fifteen or sixteen feet, covered with a light-gray lary, in twin racemes, or else on twin petioles:

bark, and sending out several long branches, corolla white, yellow, purple or red : the banner

having a whiter bark than the stem : the leaves has a callus, but a small one, and placed near

are at each joint, on the lower part of the the edge above the claw : there is a white neeta-

branches placed by threes, but higher up by rif'erous scale between the claw of the banner

pairs; are five inches long, and two inches and and the single stamen, bent upwards, and grow-

a half broad in the middle, drawing to a point ing to the filament : besides this, an obliquely

at each end; stiff, and their surface is rough, bell-shaped, pellucid, striated nectary surrounds

of a liorht green, having a strong dark midrib, the pedicel of the germ within the connate fila-

-vvith several transverse veins running to the bor- ment ; the size differs in the several varieties-:

ders, which are entire : the flowers are produced the legume oblong, swelling a little at the seeds,

at the ends of the branches in loose bunches, when ripe one-celled : the seeds several, ovate or

nine or ten inches long ; each flower upon a slen- oblong kidney-shaped, smooth and shining;

der pedicel about an mch in length, of a fine blue varying much in shape and size, but particularly

colour.

There is a variety with bright blue petals.

Culture.—This is increased by seeds, which

must be obtained fiom the places where the

trees grow naturally, and be sown in pots

plunged In a good hot-btd; and when the plants

tome up, they should be each planted in a sepa-

in colour ; being white, black, blue, red, and
variously spotted. It is aimual, and a native of

both the Indies.

They were formerly called Sperage Beans,

French Bams, 8cc.

The principal sub-varieties of the dwarf, or

low-growing sons, are : the early while dwarf,
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the early speckled dwarf ; the early yellow ; the
early liver-coloured; the early dun-coloured
dwarf; the larger white or cream-coloured
dwarf; the larger black and white speck led dwarf;
the black-streaked dwarf; the red speckled
dwarf; the speckled amber dwarf; the spar-
row-egg dwarf; the Canterbury white dwarf;
the Baitersea white dwarf; the China speckled
dwarf, consisting of black and white, speckled,
brown and white, red and white, &c. These are
ot upright dwarf bushy growth, rarely exceeding
fifteen or eighteen inches in height ; and seldom
throw out runners, except the Canterbury and
Battersea sorts, which sometimes send out a
few stragglers, but which seldom extend tounich
distance.

The first three or four sorts are at present in

most esteem for their coming early into bearing:
' being of smaller growth than the other sorts,

they sooner form themselves for blossom and
bearing, of course are proper for planting for

the earliest crops, and for forcing in hot-beds,
&:c. As they, however, do not continue long
in bearing, they are not so proper for the main
crops as the larger dwarf sorts

;
particularly the

black and white speckled, the Canterbury and
Battersea kinds, which are all excellent bearers

;

but the two latter most of all, and the pods are

smaller, more numerous, and esteemed the
sweetest eating of all the dwarf kinds whilst
young, though the pods of the large white dwarf,
and the speckled kind in particular, continue
exceedingly good, even when of pretty large

size, but superior in the latter, both in a more
plentiful longer production, and goodness for

eating, being excellent for a principal crop in

a taniily garden ; as are also the Battersea and
Canterbury sorts, which should not be omitted
on the same occasion ; and these two varieties

are in most esteem for general culture by the

market-gardeners, for main crops, as being by
them considered both the most profitable in

bearing, and having a smaller pod, the most sale-

able in the markets : however, any of the other
dwarf sorts are also proper to cultivate occa-
sionally, for variety, both for private and public
use.

There is a scarlet bean which is by some con-
sidered a distinct species, but probably a variety

of this, the running or twining stalks of which,
if properly supported, rise to the height of
twelve or fourteen feet: the leaves are smaller
than those of the common garden-bean : the
flowers grow in large spikes, are much bigger,
and of a deep scarlet colour: the pods are large

and rough ; and the seeds are purple marked
with black, sometimes pure white.

The principal subvarieties of these are ; the

large scarlet climber, which rises with many
twining runners upon support, eight or ten to

twelve or fifteen feet high, having numerous
large clusters of scarlet flowers, succeeded by
large, thick, rough, fleshy seed-pods, containing

large, thick, purplish beans.

The large white climber ; having large clusters

ofwhite flowers, large, thick, rough seed-pods, and
white seed. These sorts are alike in respect to

their growth, differing only in the colour of iheir

flowers and seed, which is pretty permanent

:

thev are great bearers ; and the plants ' of the

same crop continue in bearing from July or Au-
gust until October; the pods, even when large,

boiling exceedingly green, being remarkably
tender and well fia\oured.

The large Dutch climber, which rises with
twining runners, upon support, ten or twelve

feet high ; numerous clusters of white flowers,

succeeded by long, broad, compressed-flat,

smooth pods, containing large, oblong, flat,

white Seed : this is also a very great bearer, but
it does not continue near so long in production

as the two former climbers ; its pods, however,
which are very long, smooth, and fleshv, boil

exceedingly green, tender, and good : and, of
the runner kind, it is a very desirable family
bean, inferior to none for sweetness of fla-

vour.

But the following sorts are of a more mode-
rate growth. The negro runner : the Battersea

while runner: and, the Canterbury runner;
which, though climbers, ramble less, but bear
plentifully and continue some time. The pods
are smaller, but very tender, very delicate in

eating, while in moderate young growth.
Culture.— As these are all plants of the an-

nual tender tribe, they require to be raised every

year, in the latter spring and summer months,
as from April till June or later, by different sow-
ings, at the distance of a few weeks, when the

danger of frosts is over.

Culture in the Dwarf Kinds.—In cultivating

these sorts, proper kinds should be chosen for

the different crops. As for the forv/ard ones, any
of the early sorts are proper, but the early white,

early speckled, dun, and yellow kinds are rather

the earliest bearers; and for the main crops any of
the larger dwarf kinds, though preference should
be given to the speckled, the Battersea, and the

Canterbury dwarf kinds, as being all plentiful

bearers, and continuing long in successional

bearing on the same plants.

These sorts of beans, from their tender nature,

seldom admit of being sown or ]ilanted earlier

than April, when the weather is become a little

settled ; as the seed is not only impatient of
cold moi sture in the ground, and ve-'y subject

2 D 2
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to rot, but the young plants that happen to come
lip early are often cut off, or greatly injured, by

the morning frosts, or cokl cutting winds, that

frequently prevail in the beginning of this and

the following month. But to\vards the middle

of it, if the weather is fine and dry, some may i)e

ventured in a warm dry situation and light soil,

for the early natural crops; and in the latter end

of it, or beginning of the following month,
when the weather is suitable, it is proper to be-

gin to put in the first general crops in tiie open

quarters, &c., and to continue planting some
every fortnight or three weeks until the middle

or latter end of July; by which means regular

supplies of young kidney-beans may be had for

the table or market, from about the middle or

latter end of June until the beginning of the

autinnn season.

\V'here, ho\\ever, it is desired to try them as

early as possible in the full ground, some may
be put in about the beginning of April, in dry

weather, close under a warm wall, or other

similar situation w here the soil is dry ; and in

a fortnight after some more, in a larger por-

tion. If the first should fail, these sometimes

succeed ; and if both are attended with success,

one will follow the other in bearing ; though it

is two to one against the success of the first

planting. But as only a few should be planted

so early, if they fail, it is only the loss of a little

labour and seed, as the same ground will do

airain ; and if they succeed and produce only a

few hut a week sooner than common, they will

be esteemed a raritv, either for fannly use or

the market.

They all succeed in any common dry soil of

the garden ; but for the forward crops, a dry

light soil should constantly be chosen, rejecting

heavy and wet grounds, for in such a soil most

of the early-planted seed infallibly rot. Like-

wise for the early crops, it is higly requisite to

have a sheltered warm situation full to the sun:

a warm south border is a very proper exposure
;

but for the main crops, any of the open quar-

ters may be made use of with propriety.

The methods of sowing or planting all the

sorts is in shallow drills, from two to three feet

asunder, to reniain where sown.

For the early crops, taking advantage of a dry

day, neat drills should be drawn with a hoe

from north to south, two feet or thirty inches

asunder, and near an inch deep ; and to afford a

greater chance of success, a drill may be made
close along under the wall, where practicable

;

in these drills the beans should be dropped in

rows along the bottoms, only about an inch

and a half asunder, as many of this early sowing

may fail ; covering them evenly with the earthj

not more than an inch deep ; as when covered

too deep at an early period many are apt to rot,

by the cold moist dampness of the earth. As
soon as they arc covered in, the surface should be

lightly raked smooth ; when the work is finish-

ed. They come up in about twelve days or a

fortnight ; when they should be managed as di-

rected below ; and the plants mostly come into

bearing in six or eight weeks afterwards.

For the main crops to be planted aftevvards, al-

most any situation, either in the borders, or an open
exposure, may be employed; though an open situa-

tion in any of the large quarters is, as has been seen,

the most proper. In this case drills should be
drawn two feet and a half asunder, and about one
inch deep ; or, when it is designed to plant rows

of savoys or cabbage-plants between, (as is often

practised where necessary to husband the ground
to the best advantage, but which should always

be avoided if possible,) the drills should be a

yard asunder at le.ast ; the beans being dropped
in singly along the bottom of each drill, about
two or three inches asunder, covering them in

evenly afterwards with the earth about an inch

deep, and finishing with a light raking to smooth
the surface. They mostly come up at this season

in ten or twelve days, and sometimes sooner in

fine weather ; and the plants nsually come
into plentiful bearing in six or eight weeks af-

terwards.

In planting out the later general crops, when
the weather proves very dry and hot, and the

ground of course very dry, it is proper either to

soak the beans a few hours in soft water pre-

vious to planting; or, instead of this, letting

the drills for the reception of the beans be well

watered, and planting them immediately as above,

covering them in the proper depth. Either of

these methods is very advisable in dry weather

in the heat of summer ; it being necessary at

such times to promote the free germination of

the seed, in order to bring them up soon and
regularly, as they would otherwise rise in a

straggling manner.
In regard to the general Culture.—^When the

plants of all the above crops are come up, they

are in general to remain where sown or planted,

to yield their produce ; though when necessary

some niav be transplanted, keeping them clean

from weeds by occasional hoeing in dry weather
;

and when the plants are advanced about three or

four inches high, hoeing up a little earth to their

stems on each side, which will forward theirgrowth
and promote theirstrength ; continuing the care of

destroving weeds as often as their growth may
render it necessary ; which is principally all the

culture required for these sorts, in the full

groundj till they arrive at a bearing state, and
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their produce is fit to gather ; except to the

earliest crops on warm sunny borders, m very

dry hot weather, when it may be beneficial to

give occasional waterings to the plants in the

)nornings or evenings, especially when in blos-

som, and fruiting.

In gathering the produce of these sorts of

beans, it should always be performed when the

pods are quite voung, or at least before they be-

come large, and the beans in them attain any

considerable size, as they are then tough,

stringy, and rank tasted ; and in order to con-

tinue' the plants in bearing as long as possible,

the gatherings should be regularly repeated two

or three times a week ; for by gathering the

pods often and dean, as they become fit, the

plants blossom more abundantly, and continue

fruiting more plentifully and for a much longer

period.

Large quantities of these dwarf kinds are

often cultivated in the gardens and fields in the

nciiihbourhood of large towns, for supplying the

markets during the Tatter part of the sunmier

season.

Culture of early Crops Inj artificial Heat.—
In order to "have these sorts of beans as eariy as

possible, recourse is had to raising them by the

aid of heat, in two or three different methods,

as by raising the plants in a hot-bed, an inch or

two high, and then planting them out into a

warm border, by raising and continuing the

plants in a hot-bed so as to bear their crops,

and by aid of a hot-house.

In the first of these methods, they may be

forwarded a fortnight earlier than those sown en-

tirely in the full-ground ; for this purpose, to-

wards the latter end of March, or eariy in the

following month, a moderate hot-bed should

be prepared a foot and a half or two feet in

depth of dung, covered either with a frame or

hand glasses, or arched over with hoops or rods,

to be covered with mats ; earthing the bed with

fine, light, rich mould, six inches deep ;
then

having'some seed of the early sorts, it should be

sown pretty close either all over the surface, an

inch or two apart, covering them with earth

about half an inch deep, or in small close drills,

earthing them over the same depth ; or where

only a few are wanted, they may be sown in

large, pots at about an inch distance and half a

one deep, and the jwts plunged into a hot-bed,

or placed in a hot-house ; and when the plants

come up, the pots be removed by degrees into

the full air in warm days, to harden the plants

for transplantation : and it is a good method to

plant a quantity of beans in small pots (thirty-

twos or forty-eights), three in each pot, plun-

ging the pots in a hot-bed; and when the plants

are fit for being transplanted out, they can be

readily turned out of the pots with the whole ball

of earth about their roots, so as not to feel their

removal. But in raising the plants in either of

these methods with this view, attention is par-

ticularly necessary to inure them gradually to

the full air, by takingoft'the covers of theglasses

or mats in all mild weather from those in hot-

beds, and only covering them in cold nights

;

or the pots in the hoc-house should be placed

abroad in fine days ; but as they advance in

growth, and the weather becomes warmer, they

must be exposed by degrees to the full air, day

and niwht, to harden them properly, previously

to their being finally transplanted out. They
should also be allowed frequent moderate re-

freshments of water.

When they have shot out their proper leaves

an inch or two broad, and all danger of frosty

mornings and other bad weather is apparently

over, proceed to plant them out into a warm
iJnrder, under a wall or other fence, taking

them up with their roots as entire as possible,

and with as much earth as will hang about them,

or with a small ball of earth ; and those raised

in small pots by threes may also be easily turned

out with the whole ball of earth entire : and as

to the mode of planting them, those which can-

not readily be taken up with balls may be

planted by dibble, in a row along close under a

south wall, or some in cross rows two feet

asunder, forming shallow drills for their recep-

tion, in which the plants should be set three or

four inches apart; but those with good balls

about their roots should be holed in with a

trowel ; and if some of those for a small early

production are also disposed in patches, three

plants in each, so as to be covered occasionally

in cold nights with hand-glasses, it will be

found very beneficial in forwarding their growth.

As soon as they are planted, in either method,

a moderate watering should be given to settle

the earth close about the roots, and repeated in

dry weather as there may be occasion, till the

plants have taken fresh root in their new situa-

tions.

After this they should be kept clean from

weeds ; and when they are a little advanced in

growth, some earth drawn lightly up about their

stems ; and as the warm season advances, if it

prove hot and dry, refreshments of water will

greatly forward and strengthen the growth of

the plants and forward their perfection.

In the second method—about the beginning or

towards the middle of February a dung hot-bed

should be made, either a small one in which to.

sow the beans thick for being transplanted,when

the plants arc about an inch high, into a larger
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hot-bed, to remain for bearing ; or a large oneat
first, in which to sow the seed and continue the
plants to attain perfection, as for one, two, or
more three-light frames, about two feet and a
half higli in dung : and when the great heat and
steam are a little abated, the bed should be
covered with light, rich, dry mould, six or eight
inches thick, for the reception of the seed; then
small drills should be drawn from the back to

the front of the bed, near an inch deep, and
about fifteen or eighteen inches asunder

; pla-
cing the beans two or three inches apart, and
covering them evenly with the earth the above
depth, then putting on the lights, tilting them
behind an inch or two high dailv, to give vent
to the steam ; and u hen the plants appear, con-
tinuing every day to admit air to them at all op-
portunities, in proportion to the temperature of
the weather and heat of the bed, to prevent their

drawing up weak, and promote their strength as

they rise in height; bestowing also at this time
moderate refreshments of water in sunny days

;

and when they are two or three inches high,
applying a little earth to their shanks; likewise

supporting a moderate heat in the bed during
the cold weather, by occasional linings of hot
dimg: and accordingly as the plants advance in

growth, and the warm season increases, aut'-

incnting gradually the portion of fresh air daily

to harden them by degrees, so as almost to be
fully exposed occasionally in verv warm days,
especially when beginning to blossom; but
keeping them close on nights ; continuing also

the care of frequent light waterings, which must
be increased in quantif)- as the plants advance in

size, particularly when Ujcy are in blossom and
in a fruiting state: in their advanced growth, if

they press much against the glasses of the frame,
it is proper to raise it at bottom two or three

inches, to give rooom at top for their free

growth, which is necessary to promote a plen-
tiful bloom for furnishing a sufHeiently full

crop of beans.

In this mode they may be had at as early a
period as possible, as in April or early in May

;

but to have a constant succession of earlv kidney-
beans till crops in the natural-ground come in,

another crop should be brought forward in hot-
beds, as above, in three weeks after the first liot-

bed is made up.

Where frames cannot be afforded for the
above purpose, it may be effected in March v.^ith

occasional coverings of mats ; a hot-bed being
made about two feet high of dung, earthino- it

directly six or seven inches thick, sowing the
beans as directed above, then arching the bed
over with hoops, &c., and covering it every
flight, and in all bad weather, with mats; but

admitting the free air every mild day, gradually
hardening the plants as they acquire strength,
and giving occasional waterings.

In the third method—early kidney-beans may
be obtained with very little trouble at almost
any time in winter or spring, by raising them
in pots, or long narrow trough-like boxes, about
two or three feet Jong and eight or ten inches
broad at top, placing them any where in the
lower part of the hot-house ; when the plants
will succeed.

The proper kinds for this purpose are : the early
white, yellow, and dun-coloured dwarfs, the
latter being ratlier a preferable bearer, continuino-
in longer production ; and the speckled dwarf
also succeeds very well, and continues lono- in
bearing in this mode of culture.

In respect to the method of management in
these cases, any time in winter or early in sprino^,

some large pots (sixteens or twenty-fours) or
boxes may be filled with light rich earth, and
placed in the hot-house, some being arranged
upon the top of the surrounding wall of the
bark-bed, and on the top of the front flues to-
wards the upright glasses, and in other similar
convenient situations as room may admit,
planting in each pot four beans, near an inch
deep ; or, if boxes, along the middle, in a sort of
double row, triangular-ways, about four inches
asunder, and the above depth : they soon germi-
nate, and in a few days appear above ground :

when they begin to sprout, it is proper to

moisten the mould with a little water, which
facilitates the protrusion of the plants out of the
earth.

Their after-culture is very easy :^when they
are come up, frequent waterings should be
given, as three times a week, as the earth dries
very fast. It should always be kept moderately
moist, in order that the plants may blossom free-
ly and produce a plentiful crop, which is often
in as great perfection as in the full-ground.
As in the other crops, they should be gathered

often ; as it is the way to continue the plants
long in a bearing state.

A regular succession of early young crops of
these beans may be obtained in this w^ay two
or three months, by repeated sowings at the in-
terval of about three weeks, so as to have youno-
plants advancing in pots or boxes in two or three
dilferent degrees of growth succccdin"- each
other.

Where there is not much stove-room, it may
be proper to plant the beans for succession crops
in small pots (forty-eights), tliree beans in each;
and as these take up but little room, they may
be stowed any where close together, or between
the other larger pots : the plants will come up
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and be advancing iii growth, so as that when
those of the preceding crops are going off, these

may be readily turned out of the small pots with

the whole ball of earth about their roots, and

replanted into large pots, &c. to remain for fruit-

inn, giving water at planting, and frequently

afterwards, as above, in the first crop: by this

practice a month's growth in the plants may
be gained, and a constant succession of beans

for the table be had.

Culture in the Climbing Kinds.—These are

raised from the seed, by sowing it annually in the

later spring and sunnner months, as in the

dwarf sorts. For this purpose the scarlet run-

ner and the white sub-variety of it are the most
proper for the general crops, as being not only

very great bearers and continuing in perfection

two or three months, but from their pods,

when even pretty large, remaining green, fleshv,

tender, and well flavoured. Some of the Dutch
runners, and any of the other climbers, may
also be cultivated with advantage.

The most proper season to begin planting the

main crops of all those sorts is the first or

second week in May, if the weather be fine ; as

being of a delicate nature like the dwarfs, when
planted earlier, both the seed and plants are

subject to danger from the same causes : how-
ever, in a south border, or some similar warm
situation and dry soil, a few may be planted in

the middle or towards the latter end of April,

to take their chance ; but for the general crops,

the most successful season for planting is from
the above period until the middle or latter end
of June, but not later than the beginning of
July : but where the scarlet kind and variety are

planted principally, one planting in May or be-
ginning of June will come into bearing in July
or August ; and when the pods are kept gathered

ctean, according as they are fit for use, the plants

continue shooting, blossoming, and bearing

abundantly until the end of September, and
often until the end of October, or even till de-

stroyed by the cold and frosts : but two plant-

ings of any of the sorts of runners, one in May
and the other in June, or early in July, are

amply sutEcient to furnish a very abundant
supply for the whole season of this sort of
crop.

All these kinds prosper almost any where in

the garden, both in close and open situations
;

choosing principally a lightish soil, especially for

the forward crops : and the richer the ground,
the better it is for the purpose.

As all the running kinds require support of
some kind or other to climb upon, they should
be planted either in wide rows, for the conveni-
ence of placing tall sticks or poles along each

row for the runners of the plants to wind them-
selves round for support, or be planted against

some sort of ftnee or treillage work for the

same purpose of training up and supporting the

runners. When, however, it is designed to

train them upon sticks or poles, drills should be
drawn four feet or four and a half asunder, es-

pecially for the larger kinds, and an inch deep,

in which the beans should be dropped three or

four inches apart ; covering them in evenly with
earth, and raking the surface smooth. The
beans will sprout in a few days, and come up in

less than a fortnight.

When the plants are three or four inches
high, a little earth should be drawn with a
hoe up to their stems, to strengthen them, and
encourage them to send forth strong runners.
At this time also all weeds between the rows
should be cut up and be removed.
As soon as they begin to push forth their

runners, some tall sticks or poles should be
placed for them to ascend upon ; and as they are

placed, conducting the ruimers towards them,
in a direction according to their natural mode of
climbing, which is generally to the right, or con-
trary to the sun's motion : they will thus natu-
rally encircle the sticks or poles, and ascend to

their tops, even if ten or fifteen feet high,
producing blossoms and fruit from bottom to

top.

When it is intended to plant these sorts

against fences for support, it should be done in

a row close along to the fence; and if against a
wall or paling, either placing tall poles, or draw-
ing some strong packthreads from top to bottom
atsix inches distance; the plants readily twinino-

round them, and supporting themselves to a.

great height.

In gathering the produce of all these kinds,
the same circumstances should be attended to as-

in the dwarfs—to gather the pods whilst youno-
and tender ; and to continue the plants Ion"- in
full bearing, always gathering the pods clean as
they become of a proper size: and they will con-
tinue fruiting more abundantly and in better

perfection.

When it is intended to cultivate any of these
climbing beans as flowering-plants, the scarlet

kind and its variety are the best sorts for the
purpose. They should be sown as above in any
of the compartments of the pleasure-garden, in

patches, alternately scarlet and white sort, two
or three beans in each patch, about an inch
deep; and when the plants are up and begin to

push forth runners, tall poles or branchy sticks

should be placed for them to climb upon: they,

will thus effect a very fine variety all summer,,
until the autumn.
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These kinds of beans are also often employed

to run over arbours, and to twine round lines,

from the top of tall stakes, and stems of small

trees ; also to run up along the sides of houses,

or against walls, either upon poles, or upon
packihread-strings, suspended from above, about

\\hich they will t\\'ine themselves many feet

hii'h, bearing abundance of flowers and fruit:

they arc likewise sometimes trained to form
shady walks, by means of sticks or poles ar-

ranged along each side, or by support of a sort

of treillage-work, ranging some tall stakes five

or six feet asunder, railuig them along the

top with poles, or pan-tile laths, or extending

strong packthread lines; and from titherof which

suspending strings to the ground, six or eight

inches asunder, fastening them down wiih pegs :

upon these strings the plants will climb, and form

a close hedge; or they might be occasionally

arched over the top in a similar manner, for tiie

runners to extend, and form a vaulted roof and

complete shade. Thus this fine climber may
be trained in various ways according to fancy,

both for use and ornament ; from which those

not accommodated with gardens may plant them

in pots or boxes, to be placed in court-yards,

windows, balconies, Sec.

Saving Seed.—In order to have perfectly

good seed, it is necessary to sow a sufficient

quantity in rows on purpose, suffering the whole

crop of the plants to remain without gathering

any for use: by this means the seed ripens early,

and in the highest perfection ; which is essen-

tiallv necessarv for those who design the seed for

public supply. In private gardens, and many
others, they often, however, after having ga-

thered the'prime of the principal crops, leave

the latter produce of them to grow for seed;

which, although it may be tolerably good, is not

aUvays so large, plump, and fine, as in the

former method.

When the seed is quite ripe, which is easily

known by examining a few of the pods, the plants

should be pulled up and spread loosely along in

rows, or upon any low hedges, &c., turning

them occasionally that the beans may dry and

harden well ; which when effected, either thrash

them out directly, or lay them up in some dry

loft or other room till convenient ; and when
thrashed out and cleared from the rubbish,

spread them upon some clean airy floor, or some

such place in the dry, to harden perfectly ; then

ihcy should be put up in bags for next year's

yse :—some think the change of seed of this

kind to be of much consequence.

PH ILADELPHUS, a genus containing plants

of the hardy deciduous flowering shrubby kind.

It belongs to file class and order Icosandria

Moriogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Hesperidece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthium, four- or five-parted, acumi-
nate, permanent : the corolla has four or five

roundish petals, flat, large, spreading : the sta-

mina have twenty or twenty-five awl-shaped
filaments, the length of the calyx : anthers erect,

four-grooved : the pistillum is an inferior germ :

style filiform, four- or five-parted : stigmas

simple : the pcricarpium is an ovate capsule,

acuminate at both ends, naked at the top by the

calyx beina; barked, four- or five-celled: parti-

tions contrary: the seeds nunierous, oblong,

small, decumbent, arilled, fastened to the thick-

ened edge of the partitions : arils club-shaped,

acuminate, toothleled at the base.

The species is P. coronarius, Common Sy-
ringa or Mock Orange.

It is a shrub that sends up a great number of

slender stalks from the root, seven or eight feet

in height, having a gray bark, and jiutting forth

several short branches from their sides: the leavci

ovate or ovate-lanceolate; those upon the young
shoots three inches and a half long, and two
broad in the middle, terminating in acute points,

and having several indentures on their edges
;

they are rough and of a deep green on- their

upper side, and pale on their under ; stand op-

posite upon very short footstalks, and have tlie

taste of fresh cucumbers : the flowers come out

from the side, and at the end of the branches,

in loose bunches, each on a short pedicel ; they

are white, and have a strong scent, which at

some distance resembles that of orange-flowers
;

but near, it is too powerful for most persons :

the flowers appear at the end of May, and con-
tinue a great part of June. It is a native, proba-

bly, of the South of Europe.

There are two varieties : the dwarf syringa,

which seldom rises above three feet high : the

leaves are shorter, more ovate, and little indent-

ed on their edges : the flowers come out singly

from the side of the branches, and have a double

or treble row of petals of the same size and form
as the other, and the flowers have the same
scent ; but flowering very rarely, it is not so

much in estimation.

The Carolina syringa, which rises with a

shrubby stalk about sixteen feet high, sending

out slender branches from the sides, opposite to

each other : the leaves smooth, shaped like those

of the pear-tree, entire, opposite, on pretty long

footstalks : the flowers are produced at the ends

of the branches ; they are large, but without

scent ; each has four white oval petals spreading

open, and a large calyx composed of four acute-

pointed leaflets.
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Culture.—These plants maybe increased by

suckers, layers, and cuttings.

The suckers are seni from the roots in great

plenty; these should be taken t'ron» the old

plants in autumn, and be planted in a nursery,

to srow one or two years till they have obtained

sufficient strength, when they may be removed

to the places where they are to remain.

The layers may be laid down in the autunm,

being made from the young twigs. These may
be taken ofl" in the foljowing autumn, when well

rooted, being planted out where they are to remain.

The cuttings of the young shoots may be

planted in the autumn, in a shady situation,

where they soon form plants.

The plants are extremely hardy, and thrive

in almost any soil or situation, but grow taller

in light good ground than in that which is

stiff'.

They are commonly disposed in plantations

of flowering shrubs, among others of the same

growth ; nnxing very well with lilacs, gelder

roses, and laburnums; and particularly valuable

from their thriving under the shade of trees,

and forming a blockade against low buildings,

where persons have no objection to their strong

smell.

PHILLYREA, a genus containing plants of

the hardy evergreen shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Sepiarke.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, tubular, four-toothed, very

small, permanent: the corolla one-pctalled,

funnel-form : tube scarcely any : border four-

parted, revolute, acute ; segments ovate : the

stamina have two filaments, opposite, short:

anthers simple, erect : the pistillum is a supe-

rior roundish germ : style simple, the length of

the stamens : "stigma thickish : the pericarpium

is an ovate-globular, two-celled berry : the seeds

solitary, flattish on one side, convex on the

other, one of them frequently abortive.

The species are : 1 . P. media, Lance-leaved

Phillyrea ; 2. P. avgustlfolia, Narrow-leaved

Phillyrea ; 3. P. latifoUa, Broad-leaved Phil-

lyrea.

The first rises to an equal height with the

third or true sort, but the branches are more

diftuscd, and have a darker bark : the leaves are

of a darker green, are more than two inches

long, and ahiiost an inch and half broad, a little

serrate on their edges, opposite on short fool-

stalks : the flowers axillary, in long bunches, of

an herbaceous white colour.

There are several varieties : namely, the privet-

leaved and oJive-leaved; which are of humbler

Vol. II.

growth, seldom more than eight or ten feet high

:

the branches of the first are weaker, and spread
wider, and are covered with a light brown
bark: the leaves are stiff", almost two inches long,
and half an inch broad in the middle, drawing to a
point at both ends, and sit close to the branches;
the flowers are in little axillary clusters, small
and whiter. In the latter the branches are
stronger, and spread out wider; the bark is of
a lighter colour : the leaves are stiff", sn)ooth,-
and entire, on very short footstalks, of a lucid
green, and terminating in a point : the flowers
in clusters, on pretty long peduncles, from the
axils of the young branches, imall and white.
And in the Kew catalogue there are three other
varieties mentioned : namely, the long-branched,
which has long upright branehes ; the drooping,
which has the branches hanging down and
straddling ; and the box-leaved.

The second species has the stalk ten or twelve
feet high, sending out opposite branches, covered
with a brown bark spotted with white: the leaves
are smooth, stiff", narrow, entire, sessile, about
an inch and half long, and half an inch broad
in the middle, drawing to a point at both ends,
of a light green, and pointing upwards : the
flowers come out in large clusters at each joint
of the branches, sitting close like whorled
flowers, and almost surrounding thein ; they
are small aiul white.

There is a variety termed rosemary-leaved,
which is of humbler growth, seldom rising
more than four or five feet high, sending out
slender, opposite, straight branehes, sparsedly
disposed : the leaves dark green, stiff, and en-
tire ; about an inch long, and not more than an
eighth of an inch broad, sessile: the flowers are
small, white, m clusters from the side of the
branehes: the berries very small, rarely ripening
in this climate. And in the Kew catalogue
another variety is mentioned, under the name of
Dwarf Phillyrea.

The third, True or Smooth Broad-leaved, rises

with a strong upright stem to the height of
eighteen or twenty feet, dividing into several

branches, covered with a smooth grayish bark :

the leaves are entire (or obscurely serrate), firm,
of a light green, an inch and half long, and an
inch broad, on short footstalks: the flowers are
axillary, on each side, of an herbaceous white
colour, in small clusters; they come out in

March, but being small make no great aj)pear-

ance.

There is a variety, the prickly broad-leaved,
which is as high as the smooth one, and sends
out several strong branches, which grow erect,

and are covered with a gray bark : the leaves are

an inch and half long, and an inch broad, firm,

2 £
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of a lucid green, and serrate, each serrature end-
ing in a spine. And the Kew Catalogue has
another, under the name of Ilex-leaved.

Culture.—These plants are capable of being
increased either from seeds or layers, but the

latter being the most expeditious method is

chiefly preierred in this climate.

The best season for laying them down is in

autumn, when the ground should be dug round
the stems of the plants intended to be laycd,

rendering it very loose ; then making ehoice'of a

smooth part of the shoot, a slit should be made
in it upwards, in the manner practised in

laying carnations, bending the branch gently
down to the ground, making a hollow place to re-

ceive it; and having placed the part which was
slit into the ground, so as that the slit may be
open, it should be fastened down with a forked
stick that it may remain steady, covering that
part of the branch w ith earth about three inches
thick, keeping the upper part erect. The layers

must be kept clean from weeds in the spring
and summer following, as if suffered to grow
up amongst them, they will prevent their taking
root.

In the autumn following most of the plants
thus laid will be rooted, at which time they may
be taken oft", and carefully planted in a nur-
sery, where they may be trained three or four
years in the manner they are intended to grow

;

during which time the ground should be dun-

between the rows, and be cut about the roots
of the plants every year, to cause them to

strike out strong fibres, so as to support a e;ood
ball of earth when they are removed. Tlieir

stems should likewise be well supported with
stakes, in order to make them straight, other-
wise they are very apt to grow crooked and un-
sightly. When they have been thus nianaoed
three or four years, they may be removed into

the places where they are designed to ren)ain.

The best time for this is the end of Septem-
ber, or the beginning of October, but in remov-
ing them, their roots should be dug round; and
all downright or strong roots, which have shot
out to a great distance, be cut off", that thev may
have balls of earth preserved lo their roots, other-
wise they are liable to miscarrv : and when
placed in their new situations, some mulch
should be laid upon the surface of the ground
lo prevent its drying.

'J'he plants should likewise be supported with
stakes until they have taken fast hold of the
earth, to prevent their being turned out of the
ground, or displaced by the winds, which de-
stroy the (ibres that are newly j)ut out, and
greatly injure the plants.

They delight in a middling soil, which is

neither too wet and stiff nor too dry, though the
latter is to be preferred to the former, provided
it he fresh. The sorts with small leaves are
conuiionly two years before they take root wheiT
laved : therefore they should not be disturbed, aS'

the raising them out of the ground greatly re-
tards their rooting.

In the seed method, the seeds should be sown
in the autunm soon after they are ripe, as when
they are keptoutof ihegroinid till spring they do
not grow the first year. They succeed b'cst when
sown in pots or boxes filled with licht loamy
earth, and placed under a garden frame v\ here
they may be screened from hard frost, but always-
exposed to the open air in mild weather. If the
seeds are sown early in the autumn, the plants
appear in the spring ; but if they should not
come up, the pots should be plunged into the
ground in an cast border, where they may only
have the morning sun, in which situation they
should remain the following summer; durino^
which time they may be constantly kept clean
from weeds, and in the autumn removed aeain
under a frame for shelter in winter, and "the
spring following the plants will certainly come
up, if the seeds were good. Towards the mid-
dle of April, the pots should be again plunged
into the ground on an east border, to prevent
the air from drying the earth through the pots,
which is generally the case when the pots stand
upon the ground; so that they mtist then be
frequently watered, which should not be prac-
tised to these plants where it can be avoided.
In the autumn following the plants should be
carefidly taken out of the pots and planted out
in a nursery-bed, covering the surface w ith old
tan to keep out the frost ; and if the winter
prove severe, they should be covered with-
mats : afterwards they may be treated as those
from layers.

These shrubs are so hardy as to thrive in the
open air in this climate, and are never injured
except the winters are very severe, which some-
times causes their leaves to fall, and kills a few
of the weaker branches, but these are repaired
by new shoots the following smnmer ; so that
there are few evergreen trees which are hardier,
or that more deserve to be cultivated for the
purposes of ornament. »

The first and third sorts and varieties are
very proper to intermix with other evergreens of
the same growth, to form clumps in pleasure-
grounds and parks, or to plant round the borders
of woods which are filled with decidtioiis trees,

where in the summer time their dark shades
make a fine contrast with the brighter green
leaves of the deciduous trees ; and in winter,
when the latter are destitute of leaves, they have a
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fine effect. These may be trained up lo stems,

eo as to be out of the reach of cattle, and be

planted in open places, where, if they are fenced

against cattle till they are grown up, they may
be afterwards exposed. The others, which are of

humbler growth, should be confined to gardens

or other inelosures, where they may be secured

from e.ittle, &c. They should only have the

irregular branches pruned in, occasionally as

they want it.

PHLOMIS, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby and under-shrubby evergreen kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
Gijmriospbnnia, and ranks in the natural order

of Verlidllat(B or LalialcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, tubular, oblong, live-eonier-

L'd, toothed, permanent : involucre below the

whorl: the corolla one-petalled, ringent : tube

oblong: upper lip ovate, vaulted, incumbent,

compressed, villose, obsoletely bilid : lower lip

trifid : the middle segment larger, two-lobed,

blunt ; the side ones small, more acute : the

stamina have four filaments, concealed under

the upper lip, of which two are longer : anthers

oblong: the pistilluni is a four-parted germ: style

the length and situation of the stamens : stigma

bifid, acute ; the lower cleft longer : there is no
pericarpium : calyx containing the seeds at the

bottom : the seeds four, oblong, three-sided.

The species are: 1. P. fruticosa. Shrubby

Phlomis, or Jerusalem Sage; 2. P. purpurea,

Sharp-leaved Purple Phlomis ; 3. P. Ilalica,

Blunt-leaved Purple Phlomis ; 4. P. LTjchiiiiis,

Sage-leaved Phlomis ; 5. P. laciniala, Jagged-

leaved Phlomis; 6. P. ;«Z'e?-o.vrt, Tuberous Pfdo-

mis; 7. P. Zfijlauka, White Phlomis; 8. P.

nepetifoUa, Cat-mint-leaved Phlomis ; 9. P.

leonurus. Narrow-leaved Phlomis, or Lion's-

Tail ; 10. P. Leonilis, Dwarf Shrubby Phlomis.

The first has a pretty thick shrubby stalk,

covered with a loose bark, rising five or six feet

in height, and dividing into many irregular

branches, which are four-cornered, woolly

when young, and afterwards become woody :

their joints are pretty far asunder; at each of

these are placed two roundish leaves opposite,

on short footstalks ; they are woolly on their

underside: the flowers come out in thick whorls

round the stalks, and are yellow ; they appear

from June to August ; but the seeds very rarely

ripen in this cluuate. It grows naturally in

Spain and Sicily.

There arc two varieties : The Narrow-leaved

slirubbv Phlomis, or Jerusalem Sage, which does

not rise so high as the above; the branches are

weaker ; the leaves longer, narrower and round-

er j the whorls of tiowers smaller, but the

flowers of the same shape and colour. These
have been long culti\'ated under the title of
French Sage, &c.
The Broad-leaved shrubby Phlomis, which

has a shrubby stalk like the former, but much
lower, seldom rising more than three feet and
a half high, sending out branches on every side:

the leaves hoary, broader than either of the
former, of an oblong ovate form, on pretty

long footstalks and whiter: the whorls large,

with bigger flowers, the upper lip of which is

very hairv.

'i'he second species has the stem rather shrub-
by, erect, branched, slightly quadrangular, co-
vered vi/ith thick wool, especially the younger
branches : the leaves are opposite, ovate-oblong,

obtuse, crenate, netted-veined,' woolly on both
sides, but most on the under one ; the lower-
most cut off at the base, but not heart-shaped,

on long footstalks ; the upper ones on shorter :

the footstalks channelled, very woolly : the
wool of the whole plant is formed like little

stars : the whorls sessile in the axils of the

upper leaves, consisting of six or eight flowers

which are sessile, the same size with those of
the first sort, but pale purple. It has a soapy
smell, and is a native of Spain, flowering in

June.

The third has the leaves less distinctly veined
on the under side than in the second sort, and
almost equally woolly on both sides, instead of
being green on the upper ; the lowennost are

heart-shaped at the base : the bractes are blunt,

by no iTieans pungent; half as long as the calyx,

which is also remarkably obtuse. It is a native

of Italy and Portugal, flowering from June to

August.
The fourth species has the habit of the first,

but the leaves are narrower: the corolla is

scarcely bigger than the calyx : the involucres

linear, crinite with long hairs : the root is hard,

thick, twisted : the leaves oblong, russet-co-

loured, cottony : the flowers of a golden colour,

handsome, and very apparent : the bractes cor-

date, acuminate. It is a native of the South
of France, &c., flowering from June to Au-
gust.

1 he fifth has a perennial root : the stalk a
foot and a half high which decays in the au-
tumn, but the lower leaves continue all theyeaj:

the stem leaves are of the same shape with the

lower, but smaller: the flowers in whorls: calyx

downy : corolla of a dusky purple colour : they

appear in June, but the seeds do not ripen in

this climate. It was found in the Levant.

The sixth species has a tuberous root : the

stalks are purple, four-cornered, five or six feet

high : the leaves six inches long, three broa^d

2 E 2
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at the base, terminating in acute points, deeply

crenate on their edges : the flowers of a pale

purple colour and hairy : they appear in June
and July, and the seeds ripen in September

;

soon after which the stalks decay; but the roots

abide many years. It is a native of Siberia.

The seventh species has the stem of the same
stature with the ninth, two feet high, upright,

herbaceous, four-cornered, blunt : the leaves

siib-tomentose, marked with lines, petioled, re-

motely subserrate, longer than the internodcs :

the whorls sub-terminating with an awl-shaped

involucre.

It is biennial, and a native of the East Indies,

flowering from June to October.

The eigluh has the stem simple, upright,

quadrangular, blunt: the leaves deeply and
somewhat bluntly serrate, green : the petioles

the length of the leaves: the whorls few towards

the lop, globular, many-flowered : the calyx

somewhat hairy, cylindrical, with a spiny and
very sharp border, the upper tooth twice as

large as the rest, and from four to six small

teeth : the corolla villose, of the same appear-

ance and colour with that of the ninth sort, but

only one-third of the size ; upper lip roundish,

long, emarginate ; lower short, trifid, even: in-

volucre awl-shaped, reflex : filaments cohering

in pairs : stigmas two, filiform, the upper shorter

by half than the under. It is annual, and a na-

tive of the East Indies, flowering here in September

and October.

The ninth species is a very handsome plant

when it is in flower. It rises v^'ith a shrubby
stalk seven or eight feet high, sending out seve-

ral branches, which are four-cornered: the

leaves are about three inches long, and half an

inch broad, hairy on their upper side, and vein-

ed on their under : the branches have each two
or three sessile whorls of flowers towards the

ends : the corolla is of a tawny or golden co-

lour, and shining like silk ; upper lip long, to-

mentose, ciliate, quite entire; lower lip short,

naked, membranaceous; the lateral segments
reflex, dry, the intermediate one trifid, emargi-

nate in the middle: the filaments snow-white:
the anthers two-lobed, yellow, havinc; globular

meal sprinkled over them only at the base. It

is a native of the Cape, flowering from October
^o December.

There is a variety of it with variegated leaves.

The tenth has the stalk shrubby, s([uarc, three

feet high : branches four-cornered, in pairs

:

leaves rough on their upper side, veined, and
pale green on their under: the corolla neither

so long nor sodeep coloured as in the ninth sort,

to whicli it bears much resemblance, and is near-

ly allied ; but the leaves are ovate, not lanceo-

1

late, and more tomentose : it differs materially
from it by its awned calyxes : it agrees more
with the eighth, but dift'ers from it in havin"' a
shrubby stalk ; small, blunt, more compact
leaves; and the neck of the calyx rough-haired.
It is a native of the Cape, flowering in June
and July.

Culture.—All these plants may be increased
by layers and cuttings.

The two first hardy sorts in particular crow
freely by the first method : the young branches
should be chosen, and laitl in the common w-ay,

any,time in autunm, spring, or sunmier ; when
they readily strike root, and commence proper
plants by the autunm following, when they
should be planted where they are to grow.
The cuttings should be made from the youn*^

shoots in spring and summer, being planted in

a shady border, giving plenty of water in dry
weather; when many of them will lake root,

and make good plants by the autumn following.

The cuttings of the green-house kinds should,
when made in the spring, be planted in pots, in
order to be continued in shelter until May ; or
if the pots be plunged in a hot-bed, it will

greatly forward their rooting; though, when
the young shoots are planted in June or July,
in a bed or border of rich earth, many of them
take root, but may be nmch forwarded if cover-
ed down close with hand glasses, removing the
glasses when the cuttings begin to shoot.

The fifth n)ay likewise be increased by slips

planted at the same time; and the sixth by off"-

sets. The seventh should be preserved in the
bark stove.

They are all very ornarnental plants in the
borders, green-house, and stove collections, ac-
cording to the kinds,

PHLOX, a genus comprising plants of the
herbaceous, fibrous-rooted, flowery, perennial
kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Monogynla, and ranks in the natural order of
Rolacece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthium, cylindrical, ten-cornered,
five-toothed, acute, permanent : the corolla
one-petalled, salver-shaped : tube cylindrical,

longer than the calyx, narrower below, cun'ed
in : border flat, five-parted : segments equal,,

blunt, shorter than the tube : the stamina have
five filaments, within the tube of the corolla,
two longer, one shorter : anthers in the throat
of the corolla : the pistillum is a conical
germ : style filiform, the length of the stamens :

stigma trifid, acute: the periearj)iuni is an ovate
capsule, three-cornered, three-celled, three-valv-
ed : the seeds solitary, ovate.
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The species are: 1. P. pankulala, Panicled

J^ychnidea; 2. P. suaveolens, White-flowered

Lychnidea; 3. P. maadatn, Spotted-stalked

Lvchnidea; 4. P. pilosa, Hairy-leaved Lych-

nidea ; 5. P. Carolina, Carolina Lychnidea ; 6

P. glaberrhna, Smooth Lychnidea; 7. P. di-

vaiicata. Early-flowering Lychnidea.

The iirst has the stalk smooth, of a light

green, about two feet high, sending out a few

side branches : the leaves are near three inches

long, and one broad in the middle, of a dark

green, and sessile : the flowers in a terminating

corymb, composed of many smaller bunches,

which have each a distinct footstalk, and sup-

port a great number of flowers, which stand on

short slender pedicels : the calyx short, cut al-

most to the bottom into five narrow acute seg-

ments : the corolla is pale purple, appearing

late in July, and often followed by seeds which

ripen in autumn. It is a native of North Ame-
rica, flowering in August and September.

The second species has white flowers, mo-
derately sweet-scented. It is a native of North

America, (lowering in July and Angust.

The third has upright stalks, of a purplish

colour, closely covered with white spots, and

about three feet high : the leaves about three

inches long, and one broad at their base, ending

in acute points. Towards the upper part of the

stalks are small branches opposite, each ter-

minated by a small bunch of flowers ; but on

the top of the principal stalk is a long loose

spike of flowers, composed of small bunches

from the axils at each joint; each cluster having

one common peduncle near an inch long, but

the pedicels are short. The flowers are of a

bright purple colour, and appear late in July

:

if the season be temperate, or the soil moist,

they continue in beauty a great part of August,

but rarely perfect seeds in this climate. It is a

native of North America, flowering in August.

The fourth species has the stalks about a foot

high : the leaves narrow-lanceolate, ending in

acute points, sessile, a little hairy : the calyx

cut into acute segments almost to the bottom :

the tube of the corolla slender and pretty long,

cut at top into five ovate spreading segments :

the flowers light purple, appearing at the end of

June, but seldom producing seeds in this cli-

mate. It is a native of North America.

The fifth resembles the sixth, but the stem is

three times as high, and somewhat rugged : the

leaves wider, and ovate-lanceolate : the corymb

consisting of numerous flowers, with several

peduncles from the uppermost axils of the leaves,

erect, and fastigiate into a sort of corymb of a

dark purple colour. It grows naturally in Ca-
rolina, flowering from July to September..

The sixth species has the stalks near a foot

and half high, dividing into three or four small

branches towards the lop, each terminated by a

corvmb of flowers : the lower leaves opposite,

three inches long, and near half an incii broad

at the base, ending in long acute points, smootli

and sessile ; the upper ones are alternate : the

tube of the corolla twice the length of the ca-

lyx ; segments of the border roundish, spread-

ing, of a light purple colour: the flowers appear

in June, but seldom produce seeds in this

climate. It is a native of North America, flow-

ering from June to August.

The seventh species has the stems almost up-
right, simple, and then divided intotwo branches:

the leaves opposite on a simple stem, in five

oppositions, softish, rugged ; the upper ones al-

ternate : the flowers from the partings of the

stem and the axils of the alternate leaves, twO'

together on separate pedicels : the calyx five-

parted : the corollas pale blue, with a crooked

tube : the flowers appear at the end of May, or

beginning of June, but are rarely succeeded by
seeds in this climate. It grows naturally in

North America.
Culture.—These are generally increased by

parting their roots, as they do not often produce

seeds in this climate. The best time for per-

forming this is in autumn, when the stalks be-

gin to decay. The roots should not, however,

be divided into too small heads, when they are

expected to flower well the following summer;
nor should they be parted oftener than every

other year, as, when they are too often removed

and parted, it greatly weakens the roots, so that

they send out but few stalks, and those so weak,

as not to rise their usual height, and the bunches

of flowers are much smaller.

The large root off"-sets may be planted out at

once where they are to remain ; but the small:

ones in nursery-rows, for further increase in

size.

When the roots are parted and removed, it is

a good way to lay some old tan, or mulch, upon
the surface of the ground about their roots, to

prevent the frost from penetrating; for, as they

will have put out new roots before winter,

the frost, when it is severe, often kills the fibres,

whereby the plants suffer greatly, and are some-
times wholly destroyed.

The first and sixth sorts may be increased

pretty expeditiously by their spreading roots, but

the others but slowly this way ; of course it is a

better method to have recourse to cuttings. The
best season for planting the cuttings is about

the end of April, or the beginning ot the follow-

ing month, when the young shoots from the

roots, which are about two inches high, should
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be cut ofl' clo?e to tlie ground, and their tops

shortened, behig then jilanled on a border of

light loamy earth, and shaded from the sun un-
til thev have tal<cn root; or if tlicy are planted

pretty close together, and covered with bell- or

hand-glasses, or in pots, shading them every

day from the sun, they will put out roots in five

or six weeks ; but on their beginning to shoot,

ihe^-lasses should be gradually raised to admit

the free air to them, otherwise they are apt to

draw up weak, and soon spoil : as soon as thev

are well rooted, the glasses should be taken ofl",

and the plants inured to the open air; being

soon afterwards removed into a bed of good soil,

planting them about six inches distance every

wav, shading them from the sun, and watering

till they have taken new root ; after which, when
kept clean from weeds, they require no other

care till autumn, when they should be removed
into the borders or other parts, where they arc

designed to remain.

VVhen some of the platits are put into pots,

and sheltered under a hot-bed frame in winter,

they flower stronger the following summer. ,

These plants succeed best in a moist rich mel-
low soil, growing taller, and flowering more
strongly and in larger bunches. In poor dry

soils they often die durmg the summer, when
not constantly watered with care.

Some of the plants afford ornament in the

borders, clumps, and other parts of pleasure-

grounds ; and those planted in pots to be placed in

court-yards, or other places near the habitation,

vhen they are in beauty, and being mixed with

other flowers, are highly ornamental.

PHQi!NIX, a genus containing a plant of

the evergreen exotic tree kind.

It belongs to. j^ppendix Palmtv, (Dioecia Tri-

andria,) and ranks in the natural order oiPalmce,

or Palma.

The characters are : that in the male flowers

the calyx is an universal one-valved spathe :

spadix branched: perlanthium three-parted, verv

small, permanent : the corolla has three petals,

concave, ovate, somewhat oblong : the stamina

have three very short filaments : anthers linear,

four-cornered, the length of the corolla: female

flowers on a different plant, or on the same spa-

dix : the calyx as in the male : the pistillum is

a roundish germ : style awl-shaped, short :

stigma acute : the [)cricarpiuni is an ovate, onc-

cclled drupe : the seed single, bony, subovate,

with a lonsiitudinal groove.

The species is P. ducttjJifera, Date Palm-
tree.

It rises to a great height in warm climates :

the stalks are generally full of rugged knots,

which are the vestiges of the decayed leaves, for

the trunks of these trees are not solid like otheT

trees, but the centre is filled with pith, round
which is a tough bark full of strong fibres while
young, but as the trees grow old, this bark
hardens and becomes woody : to it the leaves

are closely joined, and in the centre rise erect,

being closely folded or plaited together ; but after

they are advanced above the sheath which sur-

rounds theni; they expand very widely on every
side the stem, and as the older leaves decay the

stalk advances in height : the leaves when
grown to a size for bearing fruit are six or eight

feet long, and may be termed branches (for the

trees have no other); these have narrow long
leaves (or pinnae) set on alternately their whole
length : the small leaves or lobes are towards
the' base three feet long, and little more than
one inch broad ; thev arc closely folded together

when they first appear, and are wrapped round
by brown fibres or threads, which fdll off as the

leaves advance, making way for tliem to ex-
pand ; these never open flat, but are hollow like

the keel of a boat, with a sharp ridge on their

back ; are very stiff, and, when voung, of a
bright green, ending with a sharp black spine.

These trees have male flowers on difierent plants

from those which produce the fruit, and there is

a necessity for some of the male trees to grow
near the females, to render them fruitful ; or at

least to impregnate the germ, without which the

stones which are taken out of the fruit will not
grow : the flowers of both sexes come out in

very long bunches from*he trunk between the

leaves, and are covered with a spatha (or sheath)

which opens and withers ; those of the male
have SIX short stamina, with narrow four-cor-

nered anthers filled with farina. The female
flowers have no stamina, but have a roundish
germ, ^^hich afterwards becotries an oval berry,

with a thick pulp inclosing a hard oblong stone,

with a deep furrow running longitudinally : the

bunches of fruit are sometimes very large. It is

a native of the Levant.

Culture.—This plant may be increased by
seed, procured from abroad, or taken out of the

fruit, which should be sown as soon as possible

in pots of light rich earth, plunging them in a

lan hot-bed, or in the bark-bed in the stove,

giving moderate waterings ; when they soon
come up; and when a few inches high, they
thould be pricked out into separate small pots,

plunging them in the hot-bed or bark-ljcd;

where they must remain, giving frequent water-
ings, and shifting them into larger pots, accord-
ing as their progress of growth may require.

When they are removed, great care should be
taken tiot to injure their large roots^ or to over-

pot them.
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This, like the rest of the Palm tribe, has no

other branches than its large leaves, each of

which is coiTiposcd of a leaf and branch, al-

ways arising from the top ; and as the old leaves

fall, the stem forms Itself and advances in

height ; but although the leaves grow very tall in

a few years, the stem advances but slowly, and
can never be expected to arrive at a flowering and
fruiting state in this climate : it, however, merits

a place in the hot-house collections for its sin-

gularity.

The berries of this tree are the dates of the

shops, which are imported from Africa and
the countries in the Levant.

PflYLlCA, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby, evergreen, exotic kind. Bastard Ala-

ternus.

It belongs to the class and order Pentnndria

Monogi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of

The characters are : that the calyx is a com-
mon receptacle of the fructifications collecting

the flowers into a disk : perianthiuni proper one-

leafed, five-cleft, turbinate, mouth villosc, per-

manent: there is no corolla: scalelets five, acu-

minate, one at the base of each division of the

calyx, converging : the stamina have five fila-

ments, very small, inserted under the scalelet

:

anthers simple : the plstillum is a germ at the

bottom of the corolla: style simple: stigma ob-

tuse : the pericarpium is a roundish capsule,

three-grained, three-celled, three-valved, crown-
ed : the seeds solitary, roundish, gibbous on
one side, angular on the other.

The species are: 1. P. ericoides. Heath-
leaved Phylica ; 2. P. plumosa, Woolly-Ieivcd

Phylica ; 3. P. I'uxif'olla, Box-leaved Phylica.

The first is a low bushy plant, seldom rising

more than three feet high : the stalks are shrub-

by and irregular, dividing into many spreading

branches, subdividing into smaller ones : the

young branches a'-e closely beset with short,

narrow, acute-pointed, sessile leaves, of a dark

green, and continuing all the year. At the end
of every shoot, the flowers are produced in

small clusters sitting close to the leaves : they

are of a pure white, begin to appear in the au-
tumn, continue in beauty all winter, and decay

in spring. It srows naturally at the Cape, and
the flowers are slightly odoriferous.

The second species has an erect shrubby stalk,

which rises near three feet high, covered whh a

purplish bark, and here and ihere some white

down upon it : the leaves are narrow, short,

acute-pointed, sessile, alternate on every side,

chick, nerved, dark green on their upper surface,

but hoary on their under : flowers collected in

small heads at the end of the branches^ white.

woolly, fringed on their borders, cut into six
acute segments at top. It llowers from March
to May.
The third rises with a shrubby upright stalk

five or six feet high, when old covered with a
rough purplish bark, but the younger branches
have a woolly down : the leaves are thick, the
size of those of the box-tree, veined, smooth
and of a lucid green on their upper side,' but
hoary on their under; they have short footstalks,
and stand without order on the branches : the
flowers are collected in small heads at the ends
of the branches ; they are of an herbaceous
colour, and make no great appearance. It

flowers during a great part of the year.

Culture.—•They are chiefly increased by cut-
tings and slips of the young shoots.

In spring, as about March or April, a quan-
tity of young cuttings, or slips of the small
shoots, should be taken ofi', planting them in
pots of rich earth, plunging them in a hot-bed,
or in the bark-bed in the stove

; giving frequent
waterings, and occasional shade Irom the sun,
when they will soon emit roots, and become
proper plants fit for potting off" separately in
autumn: or the young cuttings or slips may be
planted any time in summer, particularly in June
and July, in pots as above, and placed under a
hot- bed frame, or covered close with hand glasses,
being watered and shaded; when they, will
also grow, but not be so forward as those of the
spring planting.

They are somewhat tender plants, requiring
shelter in winter in this climate : of course they
must always be kept in pots, and placed amonir
the green-house exotics, where they will effect

a very agreeable variety at all seasons, and flower
annually a great part of the autunm and winter,
but do not produce seed in this climate.

PHYLLANTHUS, a genus furnishing plants
of the evergreen exotic tree and shrubby kind.
Sea-side Laurel.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia
Triandria, and ranks in the natural order of

• Tricoccce.

The characters are : that the male calyx is a.

one-leafed perianthium, six-parted, bell-shaped,
coloured : segments ovate, spreadmg, blunt, per-
manent : there is no corolla, except the calyx
be called so : the stamina have three filaments,
shorter than the calyx, approximating at the base, .

distant at the tips : anthers twin : females—the
calyx a perianthium as in the males : there is no
corolla : nectary a rim of twelve angles, suround-
ing the germ : the pistillum is a roundish aemi,
obtusely three-cornered : styles three, spreadinsr,

bifid : stigmas blunt : the pericarpium is ~a
roundish capsule, three-grooved, three-celled ;
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cells bivalve : the sccJs are solitary and round-

ish.

The species are : 1. P. Niriiri, Annual Phyl-

janthus ; 2. P. graiidtfolia Great-leaved Phyl-

lanthus; 3. P. Emblira, Shrubby Phyllanthus.

The first has a filiform, long, white root

:

the stem herbaceous, about afoot high, branch-

ed, erect, roundish, even : the leaves alternate,

distant, often only terminating : the petioles

filiform, bearing both leaves and flowers : the

leaflets contract every evening, turhmg their

under side outwards : the flowers are produced

on the under side of the leaves along the midrib,

and turn downwards. It usually flowers here

from June to October. It is common in Bar-

badoes.

The second species rises with a tree like stem

and branches: the leaves are large, ovate, ob-

tuse, and entire. It is a native of North Ame-
rica.

The third rises in its native situation, with a

tree-like stem, to the height of twelve or four-

teen feet, but in this climate not more than

half that height, sending out from the side many
patulous branches : the leaves have very narrow

leaflets. It has a berry-like fruit, and is a native

of the Indies.

Culture.—These plants, where seeds can be

procured from their native situations, may be

raised in that way. They should be sown
in pots filled with light earth, and plunged

in a hot-bed ; and when the plants have acquired

some growth, they shoidd be planted out into

separate pots filled with the same sort of mould;

being replungcd in the hot-bed, due shade and

water being given, until they become perfectly

rooted ; after which they should be constantly

kept in the bark-bed of the stove, and have the

management of other plants of the same tender

sort.

They may also sometimes be raised by plant-

ing out slips, or by layers managed in the same
way as those from seeds.

They afford a fine variety in their beautiful

foliage, and the flowery kinds have a singular

efiect in their flowers.

PHYLLIS, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby evergreen exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandnn
Digynia, snd ranks in the natural order of Stcl-

latce.

The characters are : that the calyx has no
umbel (but a panicle) : perianthium very small,

superior, two-leaved, obsolete: the corolla has

five petals, lanceolate, obtuse, revolute, scarcely

connected at the base : the stamina have five

filaments, shorter than the corolla, capillary,

flaccid : anthers simple, oblong : the pistiUum

is an inferior germ : style nonfe : stigmas two,
awl-shaped, pubescent, reflex: there is no peri-

carpium : fruit turbinate-oblong, blunt, angu-
lar : the seeds two, parallel, convex and angular
on one side, flat on the other, wider at top.

The species is P. Nulla, Bastard Hare's-Ear.
It rises with a soft shrubby stalk about two

or three feet high, which is seldom thicker than
a man's finger, of an herbaceous colour, and full

ot joints. These send out several small side

branches towards the top, garnished with spear-

shaped leaves near four inches long, and almost
two broad in the middle, drawing to a point at

each end ; they are of a lucid green on their

upper side, but pale on their under, having
a strong whitish midrib, with several deep veins
running from it to the sides : the leaves are for

the most part placed by threes round the
branches, to which they sit close : the flowers

are produced at the ends of the branches, in

loose panicles ; are > nail, of an herbaceous co-
lour at their first appearance, but before they
fade, change to a brown or worn out purple, and
are cut into five parts to their base, where they
are connected, and fall ofl" without separating.

It is a native of the Canary Islands, flowerino- Tn
June and July.

Cidture.—The plants may be increased by
sowing the seeds in the early spring months, as
about March, in pots filled with light earth, and
plunged in a hot-bed j and when the plants have
attained some growth, they should be planted
out in separate pots, replunging them in the hot-
bed, due shade being given till they become well

rooted. In the summer season they should be
set out in a sheltered situation, so as to have
the morning sun, and be frequently watered.
In the winter they naist be well sheltered from
frost, but have as much air as possible in mild
weather.

In the second year, when the plants are

shaken out of the pots and placed in a proper
situation in the open ground, they flower better

and afford more perfect seeds than when kept
in pots.

They may also be raised by cuttings planted
out in the summer season.

New plants should be raised every two or
three years, as they do not last Ions;.

They afford an agreeable variety among other
evergreen plants of the green-house kind.

PHYSALIS, a genus comprising jilants of
the herbaceous and shrubby ornamental kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentaiidr'ia

Mi)nogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Lur'uhe.

The characters are : that the calvx is a one-
leafed perianthium, ventricose, half-five-cleft.
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small, fiTC-cornerod, with acuminate segment?,

permaiu'nt : the corolla oue-pctallcd, wheel-

shaped : tube very short : border half-five-clcl't,

lavae, plaited : segments wide, acute : the sta-

mina have five lilamcnts, awl-shapcd, very

sfnall, converging: anthers erect, converging

;

the pistiilum is a roundish germ : style filiForm,

generally loni;erthan the stamens: stigma blunt:

the periearpinm is a subglobular berry, two-
celled, small, within a very large, inflated,

closed, five-cornered, coloured calyx : the re-

ceptacle kidney-form, doubled: the seeds very

many, kidney-form, compressed.

The species are: 1. P. angidatn, Tooth-leaved

Winter Cherry; 2. P. pulescens. Woolly Win-
ter Cherry; 3. P. yllkekingi, Common Win-
ter Cherry ; 4. P. Pensylvanica, Fennsylvanian

Winter Cherry ; 5. P. viscosa, Clammy Win-
ter Cherry ; 6. P. soniJiifera, Clustered Winter
Cherry; 7. P.^fx«o5«, Flexuous Italian Winter
Cherry; 8. P. ar^ore.?ce;;.y, Tree-like Physalis, or

Winter Cherr)'; (J. P. Curassavica, Curassavian

Winter Chtrrv.

The lirst has a staight stem, the thickness of
the little finger, about a foot high, three-corner-

ed below, four-cornered above, as are also the

bn-anches, which come out obliquely from top to

bottom, in alternate order, and are thicker at

the base : the lower leaves wider and rounder
than those about the middle of the stem, and
these larger than those of the branches, deeply

toothed or jagged: the flowers five-cornered, of

an extremely pale yellow colour, with spots of a

darker yellow at the baSe. It is a native of both
the Indies, &c.

There is a variety vvhich is taller, with entire

leaves, smaller flowers of a paler yellow colour.

The second species branches out very wide
close to the ground, and the branches frequently

lie upon it; they are angular and full of joints,

dividing again into smaller branches : the leaves

arc on pretty long footstalks, about three inches

long and almost two broad, having several acute

indentures on their edges : the flowers pro-

duced on the side of the branches upon short,

slender, nodding peduncles; they are of an her-

baceotis yellow colour with dark bottoms, and
are succeeded by large, swelling bladders; of a

light green, inclosing berries as large as com-
mon cherries, which are yellowish when ripe.

It flowers in Julv, and is a native of Virginia.

These are both annual plants.

The third has perennial roots, creeping to a

iireat distance : they shoot up many stalks in

the spring a loot high or more : the leaves of

vuious sliapes, some angular and obtuse, others

oblong and acute-pointid, of a dark green, on
long footstalks : the flowers axillary, on slender

Vol. II.

peduncles, white, appearing in July ; the berry
rouiid, the size of a small cherry, inclosed in

the inflated calyx, which turns of a deep red in
the autumn. It is a native of the South of
Europe, &c.
The fourth species has many procumbent

or erect stems, scarcely a foot in height, some-
what flexuose, roundish or obscurely angular on
the top, at the flowers branched, having an ob-
scure down scattered over them : the leaves are
alternate, ovale, blunt, scrrate-repand, almost
naked above, obscurely tomentose underneath,
next the flowers in jiairs : the flowers axillary

on very short peduncles, larger than those of
the common sort, and of a pale yellow colour.
They arc succeeded by very small yellowish
berries, which ripen in the autumn when the
season proves warm. It is a native of North
America, and flowers from July to September.
The fifth has a creeping root, sending up a

great number of smooth stalks, about a foot
high, dividing towards the top into small spread-
ing branches : the leaves heart-shaped or ovate,
about three inches long, and two broad near
their base, entire, rougTi to the touch, of a pale
yellowish green, alternate, on pretty long foot-
stalks : the flowers are towards the top, axillary,

on long slender peduncles, of a dirty yellow
colour with purple bottoms. They appear in

June and July, and are succeeded by viscous
berries about the size of the common sort, of
an herbaceous yellow colour, inclosed in a
light-green swelling bladder. It is a native of
America.
The sixth species rises with a shrubby stalk,

near three feet high, dividing into several

branches which grow erect, and are covered
with a w oolly down : the leaves ovate-lance-

olate, almost three inches long, and an inch
and a half broad in the middle, downy, and on
short petioles : the flowers small, of an herba-
ceous white colour, sitting very close to the

branches, and succeeded by small berries nearly

of the same size as the common winter cherry,

and red when ripe. It is a natix-fe of Spain,

Sicily, &c., flowering in July and August.
The seventh rises to the height of five or six

feet, sending out long flexuose branches covered

with a gray bark : the leaves oblong-ovate,

often placed opposite, sometimes by threes

round the branches, to which they sit close :

the flowers in clusters at the base of the petioles,

small, of an herbaceous yellow colour: they

are succeeded by round purplish berries having

ten cells, each including one seed. It flowers

in July and August, but not unless the season

is warm. It is a native of the East Indies.

The eighth species has a shrubby stalk,

2F
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ten or tweTve feet high, dividing towards the

top into several small branches, covered with

a gray hairy bark : leaves on the lower part

alternate, but towards the end of the branches

opposite ; the lower leaves from three to four

inches long, and two broad in the middle, draw-

ing to a point at both ends ; they are of a pale

green, and downy : the flowers from the axils

towards the end of the branches, one or two at

the same joint opposite, on short nodding pe-

duncles ; are small, of a pale dirty yellow co-

lour, with purple bottoms: berries small, spheri-

cal, red, inclosed in an oval dark-purple blad-

der. It flowers in June and July.

The ninth has a perennial creeping root :

the stalks several, slender, about a foot high,

becoming somewhat woody, but seldom lasting

above two years ; the leaves alternate, on short

footstalks ; they are about two inches long, and an

inch and half broad: the flowers axillary towards

the top, on short slender peduncles: petals small,

sulphur-coloured with dark -purple bottoms

:

they appear in July and August, but are rarely

succeeded by berries in this chmate. It is a

native of Curassao in the West Indies.

Culture.—These plants are all capable of

being increased by seeds ; the second, third,

fourth, and fifth sorts, also by parting the roots;

the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth, likewise

by cuttings.

In the first sort, the seed should be sown in

the early spring, as April, in pots ofjight earth,

plunging them in a moderate hot-bed. When
the plants have acquired a few inches in growth

they should be removed into separate pots, gra-

dually inuring them to the open air, in order

that they may be removed with balls into the

clumps or borders. But it is probably a better

method to sow them in the latter end of May
in the places where they are to remain, as they

do not bear transplanting well.

They must be raised annually.

In the herbaceous kinds the seeds should be

sown in the autumn as soon as they are ripe, or

early in the spring, in the beds, borders, or

clumps where they are to remain ; or they may
be transplanted into other beds to remain till

the following autumn, when they may be re-

moved to the situations where they are to re-

main.
The roots may be parted either in the early

autumn or spring season, when the weather is

mild. The divided parts should have root-fibres

left at the bottoms and a bud in each at the

tops in order to their succeeding properly.

In the sixth and seventh sorts, the seed

should be sown in pots of light mould in the

early spring and plunged in a mild hot-bed.

When the plants have had a little growth they

should be pricked out into separate small pots,

proper shade and water being given ; being af-

terwards managed as the shrubby exotics of less

tender plants.

They may likewise be raised from cuttings

made in the later spring or sununer months,
which should be placed in pots of light mould
and plunged in the hot-bed, due shade and
water being given till they have stricken root.

And the two last sorts may be raised from
seeds or cuttings in the same way, by the aid

of the bark hot-bed of the stove.

The first and the other herbaceous sorts are cu-
rious ornamental plants in the borders, clumps,
and other parts of pleasure-grounds, and the

four best shrubby sorts in the gretn-house and
stove collections.

PHYTOLACCA, a genus affording plants

of the herbaceous hardy kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dccandria
Decagi/ina, and ranks in the natural order of
MUcellaiiece.

The characters are : that there is no calyx,

unless the corolla be called a coloured calyx :

the corolla five petals, roundish, concave, spread-

ing, bent in at top, permanent : the stamina
have eight, ten, or twenty, awl-shaped fila-

ments, the length of the corolla: anthers round-
ish, lateral : the pistillum is an orbiculate germ,
depressed, divided externally by swellings, end-
ing in eight or ten verv short spreading-reflex

styles : the pericarpium is an orbiculate berry,

depressed, marked with ten longitudinal grooves,

umbilicated with the pistils, and having as many
cells : the seeds are solitary, kidney-form and
smooth.
The species cultivated are : 1. P. octandra.

White-flowered Phytolacca ; 2. P. decandra,

Branching Phytolacca, or Virginian Poke; 3.

P. icosandra, Red Phytolacca; 4. P. dioica,.

Tree Phytolacca.

The first has the stalk herbaceous, two feet;

high, about the size of a man's finger, and
divides at top into two or three short branches :.

the leaves ovate-lanceolate, near six inches long,

and almost three broad ; they have a strong

midrib, and several transverse veins, are of a

deep green, and the footstalks are an inch and
half long: the peduncles come out from th'jsidc

of the branches opposite to the leaves, are seven

or eight inches long ; the lower part, about two
inches in length, is naked ; the remainder has

sessile flowers, white with a blush of purple in

the middle, cut into five segments almost to

the bottom, and having from eight to fourteen

stamens, and ten styles : the berries tlat, with,

ten deep furrows.
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\n some places it is found a palatable wliolc-

some green : the tender stalks are frequently

served up for young asparagus.

In the second species the root is very thick

and fleshy, as large as a man's leg, divided into

several tliick fleshy branches, which run deep

in the ground : the stems three or four, herba-

ceous, as large as a good walking-stick, of a

purple colour, six or seven feet high, dividing

into many branches at the top: the leaves five

inches long, and two inches and a half broad,

rounded at their base, but terminating in a point,

placed without order on short footstalks ; they

are of a deep green, and in the autumn change

to a purplish colour: the peduncles come out

from the joints and divisions of the branches,

and are about five inches long; the lower

part is naked, but the upper half sustains a

number of flowers ranged on each side like com-
mon currants. Each flower stands upon a pe-

dicel half an inch long, and the petals are pur-

plish: the berry depressed, with ten furrows.

It flowers in July and August. It is a native of

Switzerland, &c.

In some places the young shoots are boiled

and eaten as spinach.

The third rises with an herbaceous stalk, from

two to three feet high, with several longitudinal

furrows, and changes at the end of summer to

purple. It divides at top into three or four

branches : the leaves arc lanceolate, six or seven

inches long, and almost three broad in the mid-

dle, of a deep green, on short footstalks ; some

are alternate, others opposite, and they are fre-

quently oblique to the footstalk : the peduncles

come out from the side of the branches oppo-

site to the leaves; they are nine or ten inches

long, the lower part being naked, but for a

shorter space than in the other sorts ; the upper

part narrow and commonly inclined : the flowers

are larger, white within, of an herbaceous co-

lour on their edges, and purplish on the out-

side, on short pedicels.

The fruit is a globular berry. It is annual.

The fourth is a shrub two fathoms in height :

the stem upright, a little branched, very thick,

gray : the leaves scattered, oblong-ovate, acu-

minate, entire, smooth, flat or ascending on the

sides, five inches long, and two inches and a

half wide: the petioles spreading, cylindrical,

reddish, equal to half the leaf in length : the

racemes terminating, peduncled, solitary, pen-

dulous, bracteatc, six inches long: the flowers

scattered, pedicelled, spreading very much,

whitish green : the males five or six lines in

breadth, the females smaller by half. Both the

male and the female plants flower every spring,

but the latter is probably barren. It is a native

of South America.
Culture.—The three first sorts may he in-

creased by seeds, which should be sown in pots,

in the spring, and plunged iii a moderate hot-

bed : when the pla\its have had a few inches

growth, they should be removed into separate

pots in the first and third sorts, but in the se-

cond into the borders or other parts, allowing

them good room. The two former may be set

out in warm borders or other places during the

summer in the pots, being carefully watered,

shaded, and kept free from weeds.

The fourth sort may be raised by planting

cuttings in the summer season, in pots filled

with Tight earth, plunging them in the bark

hot-bed and covering the pots with hand glasses,

proper shade being given. When well rooted,

they should be removed into separate pots of a

small size, re-plunging them in the hot-bed

with proper shade till rooted, when they should

be gradually inured to the open air, being re-

moved into a moderate stove during the winter

season.

They aflJbrd ornament and variety among
potted plants of the stove kind ; and the se-

cond sort, in the borders of the natural ground.

PIGEON PEA. See Cytiscs.
PIG-NUT. SeeBuNiuM.
PILEWORT. See Ranunculus.
PIMENTO. See Myrtus.
PIMPERNEL. See Anagallis.
PIMPINELLA, a genus containing a plant

of the annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria

Di^ynia, a'lid ranks in the natural order of Um-
heUatce or Umhelliferce

.

The characters are : that the calyx is an uni-

versal umbel of many rays : partial of still more

:

involucre universal none : partial none : perian-

thium proper scarcely observable : the corolla

universal almost uniform : florets all fertile

:

proper, petals five, inflex-cordate, almost equal :

the stamina have five filaments, simple, longer

than the corolet : anthers roundish : the pistil-

luni is an inferior germ : styles two, very short:

sti2;mas subglobular : there is no pericarpium:

fruit ovate-oblong, bipartile : the seeds two,

oblon"", narrower towards the top, on one side

convex and striated, on the other flat.

The species cultivated is P. Anisum, Anise.

It has an annual root : the lower leaves are

divided into three lobes, which are deeply cut on

their edges : the stem a foot and half high, di-

viding" into several slender branches, which have

narrow leaves on them, cut into three or four

narrow segments : the umbels pretty large and
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loose, on long pcdimclcs : tlie flowers small,

yellowish white: the t^cccls oblong, swtHino-.

It flowers in July ; and it' the season prove waini
the seeds will ripen in autumn. It is a native of
Egypt.

'rhe seeds have an aromatic smell, and a plea-
sant warm taste, aceompanicd wish a consider-
able degree of sweetness.

Culture.—The seeds shoidd be sown in the
early part of April on a dry warm border, where
the plants are to remam, being afterwards
properly thinned out and kept free"from weeds.
These plants, however, seldom afford much proln
by their seeds in this climate.

They produce variety in the borders, &c., of
pleasure-grounds, as well as in pots in other
places when cultivated in that way.
PINASTER. See Pin us.

PINEA. See Pinus.
PINE-APPLE. See Bromelia. »

PINE, SCREW. SeePANDANus.
PINE-TREE. See Pinus.
PINGUIN. See Bromelia.
PINUS, a genus containing plants of the

evergreen and deciduous tree-kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia
Munadelphia, and ranks in the natural order of
Conijerce.

The characters are : that the male flowers are
disposed in racemes : the calyx has scales of the
bud opening, and no other: there is no corolla :

the stamina have very many filaments, connect-
ed at bottom into an upright cokmm, divided at

top: anthers erect, naked: female flowers on
the same plant : calyx is a subovate strobile,

consisting of scales which are two-flowered, ob-
long, imbricate, permanent, rigid : there is no
corolla : the pistillum is a very small germ :

style awl-shaped : stigma simple : there is no
pericarpium : strobile serves for a calyx, havino-
before been closed, but now only converging: the
seed is a nut_ augmented by a membranaceous
wing which is larger than the seed, but less than
the scale of the strobile, oblong, straight on
one side, gibbous on the other.

The species arc: 1. P. ii/lresiris, Wild Pine-
Tree ; 2. P. Pinaster, Pinaster, or Cluster Pine-
Tree; 3. P. inops, Jersey Pine-Tree ; 4. P.re-
wiOM, American Pitch Pine-Tree ; 5. P. Iiale-

peusis, Aleppo Pine-Tree ; 6. P. Pineu, Stone
Pine-Tree

; ;. P. Tceda, Torc]^ Pine, or Three-
leaved Virginia Pine ; S. P. paluslris, Swamp
Pine-Tree; 9. P. cew^-c, Siberian Stone Pine-
Tree ; 10. P. occidentalis, West Indian Pine-
Tree; II. P. Sirol'us, Weymouth J^ine-Tree

;

12. P. Cedrut, Cedar of Lebanon"; 13. P.pen-
dula, Black Larch-Tree; 14. P. Larir, Com-

mon White Larch-Tree; Ki. P. P]ien, Silver
Hr-Tree; 16. P. Balsamea, Ralm of Gilead
Fir-Tree; 11. P. canadc/i.iis, llcmlovk Spruce
Fir-Tree

; 18. P. u/gro, Black Spruce fir-Tree
;

IP. P. Abies, Norway Spruce I'ir-Tiee ; 20. P.
alia, White Spruce Fir-Tree; ei. P. orien-
talis. Oriental Fir-Tree.

The first in a favourable soil grows to ihc
height of eighty feet, with a straight trunk : the
bark is of a brownish colour and full of crevices :

the leaves issue from a white truncated little

sheath in pairs; they are linear, acuminate^
quite entire, striated, convex on one side, flat

on the other, mncronate, bright green, smooth,
from an inch and half to two inches or a little

more in length, shorter fJKm in the Pinaster and
Stone-Pine, broader, twisted, and of a erayisli
colour: the scales of the male catkins roll back
at top, and are feathered; the inner and upper
scales of the cones gradually terminate in a short
awn, but the lower scales have none ; the scales
open very readily ; the cones small, pyramidal,
ending in narrow points, of a light colour, with
small seeds. It is here often called Scotch
Fir, from its growing naturally in the moun-
tains of Scotland; but is common in most parts
of Europe, particularly in the northern parts.
The wood aflfbrds the red or yellow deal, uhich
is the most durable of any of the kinds yet
known : the leaves are much shorter than those
of the Pinaster and Stone Pine, broader, of a
grayish colour and twisted: the cones arc small,
pyramidal, and end in narrow points; thev are
of a light colour, and the seeds are small.
The trunk affords masts to our navy, and

from it and the branches tar and pitch are c^-
tained, as also by incision barras. Burgundy
pitch and turpentine.

There are several varieties : as the Tartarian,
which has a great resemblance to it, but the
leaves are broader, shorter, and their points are
more obtuse; they emit a strong balsamic odour
when bruised : the cones are verv small, as are
also the seeds, some of which are black, and-
others white. It grows naturally in Tartary.
The Mountain, or Mughoe, which has very

narrow green leaves, grows sometimes by pairs,
sometimes by threes from the same sheath,
generally standing erect : the cones are of a
middling size and pyramidal : the scales fiat,

having each a small obtuse rising, but very com-
pact till they are opened by the" warmth'of the
sun the second spring: the seeds of this are
much less than those of the. second sort, but
larger than those of the first. It is a native
of the Swiss mountains, where it is often called
Torch Pine, growing to a great hfiight.
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Tlic Sea Pine, which lias smootli leaves: the

coiics are very iong and slender ; and the seeds

arc ahout the same size with those of the second

species. It grows in the maritime parts ot"

Italy, Sec.

Others are likewise mentioned by writers.

The second species grows to a large size :

the branches extend on every side to a consider-

able distance, and whilst the trees are young,

they are fullv furiiished with leaves, especially

when they are not so close as to exclude the air

from those within ; but as they advance in

a'le the branches appear naked, and all those

which are situated below become unsightly ; for

this reason, and because the timber is much
pret'erable to it, the first species has been

more generally cultivated. Its branches grow
at a wider distance than those of the first sort,

and are more horizontal : the leaves much larger,

thicker, and longer, grow straight, have a broad

surface on their inside, which has a furrow or

channel running longitudinally ; they are of a

darker green and their points obtuse : the cones

are seven or eight inches long, pyramidal, with

pointed scales: the seeds oblong, a little flatted

on their sides, and have narrower wings on their

tops. It grows naturally in the n»ountains of

Italy, &c.

The third never rises to any great height, and

is the least esteemed in thecountry of allthe sorts.

While the trees are young they make a pretty good

appearance, but when they get to the height of

seven or eight feet they become ragged and un-

sightly, and arc seldom worth cidtivating in

this climate. It is a native of North Ame-
rica.

The fourth species is also a native of North
America, and may be cultivated in this cli-

mate.

The fifth species branches out on every side

near the root ; they at first grow horizontally,

but turn their ends upwards; their bark is

smooth and of a dark gray colour : the leaves

are long and yery narrow, of a dark, green, and

if they are bruised emit a strong resinous odour :

the cones come out from the side of the

branches ; are not much more than half the

length of those of the second species, but are full

as large at their base: the scales are flatted, and

the point of the cones obtuse : the seeds much
less, but of the same shape. It is a native of

Aleppo, &c.
The sixth has the leaves not quite so iong as

tho.sc of the second species, and of a grayish or

sea-green colour : the cones are not more than

five mches long, but very thick, roundish, and

end obtusely : the scales are flat, and the seeds

mure than twice the size of those of the second

sort : the kernels are frequently served up in de-

serts during the \\ inter season in Italy and the

South of France.

It grows to a considerable height, with a

straight and fair stem, but rough bark : the

leaves contribute to diversify the scene in plan-

tations, as they difler in colour from the other

sorts, and are arranged in a difi'erent manner

:

the cones are very large and turbinate, striking

the eve by their bold appearance wlien hanging
on the trees; and when closely examined, afford -

ornament from the beautiful arrangement of

their scales. It is a native of the South of

France, Sec, is chiefly grown for ornament and "

the kernels w hich it affords.

The scvenlh has very long narrow leaves,

Crowinsr by threes out of each sheath • the cones

are as large as those of the sixth sort, but more
pointed, and the scales looser, opening hori-

zontally and discharging the seeds. The wood
of this tree is like that of the first sort, but has

more resin. It is a native of North America,

and is cultivated under the name of Frankin-

cense Pine.

There are different varieties ; as the Three-

leaved Virginia,whieh has the leaves long, ge-

nerally three in each sheath: the cones in clus-

ters routid the branches, as long as those of

the second sort, but with rigid scales : the seeds

also nearly as large as those of it. It grows na-

turally in Virginia, and other parts of North
America, where it rises lo a great height.

The others differ but little from this.

The eighth species, in its native swampy situa-

tion, grows to the height of twenty-five or thirty

feet : the leaves are a foot or more in length,

growing in tufts at the ends of the branches,

having a singular appearance. The wood is of

little use but for fuel. It is a native of Carolina

and Georgia.

The ninth is <iflcn confounded wilh the sixth

sort ; but the cones of the latter are short and
roundish, with close scales, whereas those of it

are long and the scales looser : the leaves have

a near resemblance ; but the plants raised from
seeds of that sort make much greater progress

than this, whichcan scarcely be kept alive in this

climate. It is a native of Switzerland, Siberia,

&c.
The tenth species has been confounded with

the eleventh sort, and is a native of Hispa-
niola.

'I'he eleventh is one of the tallest species,,

often attaining a hundred feet in height in its

native countrv : the bark is very smooth and

delicate, especially whilst the tree is young

:

the leaves are long and slender ; they are pretty

closely placed on the branches, and make a fine
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.T))pearaiice : the cones are long, slender, and
very loose, openiny; with the first warmth of the

spring; so that if the seeds are not gathered in

winter, the scales open and let them out : the

wood is esteemed tor masts of ships. It is often

called the White and New England Pine, and is

highly ornamental.

The twelfth species is a noble tree, which has

a general striking character of growth so pecu-

liar to itself that no other tree can possibly be

mistaken for it. It is placed with the Larch, in

the genus with Firs and Fines, as agreeing with
the former in its foliation, with the latter in be-

ing evergreen. Its arms grow in time so weighty
as often to bend the vcrv stem and main shaft

:

the leaves much resemble those of the Larch,

but are somewhat longer and closer set, erect,

and perpetually green, which in that are not;
but hanging down, dropping off, and deserting

the tree in winter : the cones are tacked and
ranoed between the branch-leaves, in such order

as nothing appears more euiious and artificial,

and at a little distance exceedinelv beautiful :

they have the bases rounder, shorter, or rather

thicker, and with blunter points; the whole cir-

cumzoned, as it were, with pretty broad thick

scales, which adhere together in exact series to

the very summit, where they are somewhat
smaller, but the entire lorication smoother
couched than those of the Firs ; within these

repositories, under the scales, nestle the small

nutting seeds, of a pear-shape : the cones grow
upon the upper part of the branches, and stand

erect, having a strong, woodv, central style,

by which thcv are firmly attached to the branch,

so as with difficulty to be taken off; and which
remains upon the branch after the cone is fallen

to pieces, which never drops off whole, as in

the Pine sort. It is a native of Mount Leba-
non, &c., and is very lasting, being indestruc-

tible by insects.

The Cedar is now so far naturalized to our
country as to produce ripe seeds ; we may there-

fore have supplies without depending on the

cones from the Levant: but it is found that

they are more apt to produce and ripen their

cones in hard winters than in mild ones
;

which is a plain indication that they will suc-

ceed even in the coldest seasons of the north-

ern parts of the Island, where, as well as in

the other parts, they might be propagated to

great advatnage.

The thirteenth sort is not much cultivated
;

but a particular sort of it has been brought

from North America, which diHers irom tlie

Eurojiean sort in having darker shoots, but

which has not long been known in Europe,

though it grows plentifully in some of the north-

ern parts of America. As it does not promise to

make so large trees as the European sort, it

should be planted witli those of lower growth,
to make a variety. It endures the severest cold

of this climate.

The fourteenth is of quick growth, rising to

the height of fifty feet: the branches ars slender,

and their ends generally hang down : the leaves

are long and narrow, in clusters from one point,

sprearlmg open above like the hairs of apainter's

brush, of a light green, and falling off in au-
tumn ; in which circumstance this and the pre-

ceding differ from all the other species In the

month of April the male flowers appear, dis-

posed in form of small cones : the female

flowers are collected into egg-shaped obtuse
cones, which in some have bright purple tops,

but in others they are while ; this difference is

accidental, for seeds taken from either will pro-

duce plants of both sorts : the cones are about
an inch long, and the scales are smooth ; under
each scale two winged seeds are generally lodg-

ed. It is a native of the South of Europe, and
highly useful for planting in bleak situations,

for the purpose of timber, &c.
There are different varieties :—the American,

the Siberian, and the Chinese, require a colder

climate than England, for the trees are apt to

die in sunmier here, especially if they are planted

on a dry soil ; the cones of these which have been
brought to England seem to be in general

larger than those of the common sort; but
there is so little difference between the trees iu

their eharacteristic notes, that they cannot be
distinguished as different species, though in the

growth of the trees there is a remarkable dif-

ference.

In the last, the cones are much larger than
those of the common sort, and end in acute
points : the scales prominent like those of the

first species, and have little resemblance to those

of the Larch. They are of a shrubby, spread-

ing, but so hardy, as to thrive in the open air

without any protection.

In the first, of which the branches are more
slender, wiih a bark more inclinintr to yellow, and
the scars more slender and clustered, the leaves

are more tender, narrow, more glaucous, and
the outer ones in each bundle shorter : cones
only one-third of the size, blunt, with scales

scarcely exceeding twelve in number, thinner,

more shining, retuse-emarginate ; the w ings of
the seeds are straight, more oblong, narrower,

and, together with the seed itself, of a more dilu-

ted gray colour.

In the second, the bark of the branches is of

an ash-coloured gray : the leaves a little wider,

bright green, all nearly equal, commonly more
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than forty in a bundle : the cones an inch long,

with above thirty woody, striated, rounded, en-

tire scales : the seeds brownish-erav, with sub-

triangular wings somewhat bent in. In both,

the cones are bent upwards on very short pe-

duncles.

It is observed by the editor of Miller's Dic-

tionary, that " no tree is more valuable, or bet-

ter deserves our attention in planiina; than the

Larch." It is a native of the South of Europe
and Siberia.

The timber is not only used in houses, but in

naval aichiteciure also. " It seems to excel," he

says, "for beams, doors, windows, and masts of

ships: it resists the worm : being driven into the

ground it is almost petrified, and will support

an incredible weight : it bears polishing excel-

lently well, and the turners abroad much desire

it. It makes everlasting spouts, pent-houses

and f'eatheredge, which needs neither pitch or

painting to preserve them ; excellent pales,

posts, rails, props for vines, &c. ; to these we
may add the pallettcs on which painters separate

and blend their colours.

The fifteenth species is a noble upright tree :

the branches not very numerous, but the bark
smooth and delicate : the upper surface of the

leaves of a fine strong green, and their under
has two white lines running lengthwise on each

side of the midrib, giving the leaves a silvery

look, from which it takes its name : the cones
are large and grow erect, and when warm
weather comes on soon shed their seeds : the

scales wide, deltoid, rounded above, below
beaked, and appendicled with a membranaceous
spatulate dorsal ligule, terminated by a recurved

dagger-point: the nuts rather large, membra-
naceous, variously angular, dun-coloured. It is

a native of Switzerland, &c.
It has been observed in Ireland, that no tree

grows so speedily to so large a size as the Silver

Fir.—Some at forty years growth, in a wet clav

on a rock, measuring twelve feet in circum-
ference at the ground, and seven feet a.id a half

at five feet high; one tree containing seventv-

six feet of solid timber. The earl of Fife also re-

marks, that no trees make a greater progress

than this and the Larch. It is found to be ex-
cellent for boat-building.

The sixteenth is a beautiful tree, which rises

with an upright stem : the leaves are dark-green

on their upper surface, and marked with wliitish

lines underneath : the cones are rouudisii and
small : the buds and leaves are remarkably fra-

grant. From wounds made in this tree a verv

fine turpentine is obtained, which is somt times

sold for the true Balm of Gilead. It grows to

a large size in America, but has not done so in

this climate.

It has very much the habit of the Silver Fir,

but the leaves are wider and blunter, disposed
on each side along the branches like the teeth
of a comb, but in a double row, the upper one
shorter than the under : underneath marked
with a double glaucous line, and each has eight
rows of white dots, and are often cloven at top.

It is a native of Virginia.

The seventeenth species is a beautiful but de-
licate tree, and must have a good soil, with a
warm situation ; and it will be improved bv
tying its leading shoot to a stake annually as it

advances.

It has the cone of the size and shape of a
small hen's egg, and the whole of an ash-co-
loured bay : the scales coriaceous, thick, triangu-

lar, the outer side rounded and somewhat crenu-
late : the nuts a little smaller than in the Black
Spruce, with a winged membrane on the outer

side only. It is a native of many parts of
North America, and does not thrive well in

this climate.

The eighteenth, or Black Spruce, has shorter
leaves, whiter on their under side than the

White : the cones also are smaller and more
compact. There is also a Red Spruce; but
there seems to be no difference between this

and the Black, either in the cones which have
been brought from Newfoundland, or the

young plants which have l)een raised in gardens
in this climate.

The appellations of White and Black are

given from the colour of the bark, as their

is little difference in the colour of the wood, and
the leaves of the Black are whiter on their under
side than those of the White. Thev are both na-
tives- of North America;—the White upon the

mountains ; the Black upon the low grounds,
generally in bogs or swamps. The first is by
much the largest tree. This sort is easily

known by its narrow leaves, placed on every

side of the branches, and its long pendulous
cones, which do not fall to pieces on the tree,

but drop off entire the followmg summer : the
scales open and emit the seeds on the first

warmth of the spring.

There is a variety of this tree cultivated

under the title of the Long-coned Cornish Fir,

in which the leaves are longer, broader, of
a lighter colour, and fuller on the branches : the

cones also longer.

The nineteenth species is the loftiest of Eu-
ropean trees, attaining a height from 125 to

150 feet, with a very straight trunk, and throw-
ing out its spreading branches so as to form an
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elegant pyramid: the leaves are clustered, with-

out order, from an oblnnji; cortical scale, Ibur-

corncrcil, drawn out into a siiarp point, tliickish,

coninionlv curved a liltlej compressed, slightly

keeled on b-jth sides, shining on the upper sur-

t'ace : the male cones or calkins are ovate, scat-

tered in the axils of the leave^^, purple: the

young female cones are also purple; and when
ripe pendulous : iht^ have eisiht rows of scales

in a spiral, each row having from twenty to

twenty-three scales, in each of which are two
seeds. It is a native of Norway.

There arc two principal varieties : the White
and the Red, both of which aflbrd the white

deals. And Bitrgundi/ Pitch is prepared from
the resin procured from this Iree by boiling and
straining it throueh a cloth.

There is no tree that yields greater profit than
the Spruce Fn- in cold land ; no tree is more
beautiful standing singljon turf in large planta-

tions, or more useful for shelter in cold soils and
situations.

The twentieth is distinguished from the Black
Spruce by the marks which have been given

under the eighteenth species.

The twenty-first species was found in the Le-
vant, and may be cultivated for variety.

Culture.—In all the sorts and varieties the

increase is effected by means of .«eeds, which
may be obtained from the well ripened cones by
exposing them to the heat of a gentle fire or

that of the sun, in w hich way the cells open and
the seeds may be readily taken out. When the

cones are not made use of in this way, they

will remain several years without the seeds

being injured, especially where they are close.

They should be sown in the early spring

months, as JNlareh or the following month, on
beds of fine earth, in a north-east aspect, or in

large pots or boxes for the purpose of being oc-
casionallv removed into different situations as

may be found necessary. They should be co-

vered with nets to prevent the birds from peck-
ino- otf the tops of the young plants, while the

husks of the seeds are upon them j and be

likewise screened from the heat of the sun at

first.

All the soits, except the Stone Pine and a few
others, the Scales of the cones of which are

very hard, soon come up; but these frcfpiciuly

remain more than a year; the 'ground should

therefore not be disturbed, being onlv kept clean

from weeds in such cases.

Soaking tlie seeds in these cases njavbe useful,

as well as oowing them in shaded situations.

The young plants in all the sorts shi)uld be

kept quite ckau and occasionally refreshed with

1

water when the season is dry, in a very gentle
manner, so as not to disturb the plants.
When they come up too close the plants

should be thinned out in the summer, the thin-
nings being planted out immediately in a sepa-
rate bed, in a sliady place, being gently watered
as there may be occasion. Tliey should be set
out in rows at the distance of four or five, and
three or four in the rows. The tender kinds
should be sheltered during the winter by frames
or mats from the frosts, but with the others it is

unnecessary.

When the plants have remained in these beds
a year or more according to circumstances, they
should be removed into other rows in the
nursery at the distance of two feet, and one or
more in the rows. In this situation they should
remain till the periods of their being finally
planted out.

The best season for the removal of the plants
in all cases is towards the latter end of March
or the beginning of the following month.
Where it can be done, it is the best way not to

let them remain too long in these nursery situa-
tions, as the plants are always found to succeed
best when planted out before they have acquired
too large a growth.
When large plantations are to be made it is ad-

vised by some to raise the plants on a portion of
the same ground, or as nearly similar to it as
possible.

It is advantageous when they are to remain to
have a large size to transplant them every two
years, as by that means they form better roots
and such as spread out more laterally, and of
course the plants may be afterwards removed
with greater safety.

In removing the plants, at all times great care
should be taken to preserve the roots as much
as possible, as well as all the branches, without
cutting them.
When they have been finally removed, they

require little more trouble, it being only neces-
sary to keep them perfectly free froln weeds, and
supporting the larger sorts of plants with proper
stakes : ail the sorts should be suffered to take
their own natural growth ; being careful to pre-
serve their tops perfectly entire, to shoot up as
fast as possible and tobranch out in theirown way
as no piuiiing is wanted, unless in the lowermost
branches in particular trees which are thouaht
too low and straggling, when these mav he oc-
casionallv trinnned, cutting them close to the
stem; but pruning should be very sparinolv
practised to the-;e resinous trees, as lopp,m»' The
branches ecjnlributes to retard th.eir growth as
well as im[;air their beautv. in large forest
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plantations, where the trees are arrived to a

•large growth, it is however customary to lop

their lower branches grackialiy for faggots, ac-

cording OlS they begin to decay ; for where these

trees stand close, the upper brandies generally

kill those below, so that tiie lower tiers decay

gradually and successively ; in which case these

decaying lower branches may be lopped by de-

grees in winter.

After the plantations designed for timber-

trees have had eight, ten, or twelve years'

growth, it may be proper to begin to thin theni

;

those thinned out may serve for many smaller

purposes, being careful in thinning to leave a

sufficiencv of the finest plants standing at pro-

per distances to grow up for timber.

These trees are all highly ornamental ever-

greens for the pleasure-grounds.

In regard to the distribution or arrangement

of the trees in the plantations, and mode of plant-

ing, those designed for the shrubbery and for

ornamental plantations may be disposed both in

assemblage with other trees, and to form

•clumps, and continued plantations. Those in-

tended as forest-trees should generally be dis-

posed alone in considerable plantations. The
method of planting them is the same as in

other hardy trees ; but where large plantations

in out-groiuxls are intended either for pleasure

or profit, there will not be any great necessity

for a previous preparation of the soil, with re-

spect to digging or ploughing, only just to dig a

hole for each tree : the same rule may also be ob-

served in planting clumps of them in lawns, parks,

and other grass-grounds, the mould being made
fine in the bottoms of them. Those designed

principally for ornament should be disposed at

such distances as that their branches may ex-

tend freely every way ; as the beautiful display

of the head is a great merit in these trees in such

plantations; but those intended for timber plan-

tations may be put only four or five feet distant,

in order tliat they may draw one another up
straio'hi and tall more expcditiouslv, and to ad-

mit of a gradual thinning after a few years'

growth, for poles. Sec.

The proper methods of raising and planting

out all the different sorts, in the view of afford-

ing timber or shelter in large plantations, may
he seen in the new edition of Miller's Dicti-

onary.

PIPER, a sjenus containing plants of the

herbaceous shrubby perennial exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria

Trigynia, and ranks in the natural order of Pi-

perites.

The characters arc : that the calyx has no
Vol. II.

perfect spathe : spadix filiform, quite simple,

covered with florets: perianthium none : there

is no corolla : the siainina have no filaments :

anthers two, opposite, at the root of the germ,
roundish : the pistilltuii has a larger ovate germ :

style none : stigma threefold, hispid : the pc-

ricarpium is a roundish one-celled berry : the

seed single, globular.

l^he species are: 1. P. nignrm, Black Pepper:
2. P. Jlmalago, Rough-leaved Pepper; 3. P.
longum, Long Pepper; 4. P. metliysticum, In-

toxicating Pepper, or Ava; 5. P. retiailahim,

Netted-leaved Pepper; 6. P.adimmm, Hooked-
spiked Pepper; 7- P. peUuddum, PelJueid-lcaved

Pepper ; S. P. ohtusifoUum, Blunt-leaved Pep-
per.

The first has a shrubbv, very long, rotmd,

smooth, jointed stem, swelling towards each

joint, slender, branched, scandent or trailing,

rooted at the joints : the leaves acuminate,

quite entire, equal at the base, llattish, bent back
a little at the top and edges, alternate, of a dark

green colour, at the joints of the branches upon
strong sheath-like footstalks: the flowers ses-

sile, lateral, and terininating, in simple, longisli

spikes, opposite to the leaves : the berry globu-
lar, of a red brown colour. It grows in the

East Indies and Coehinchina.

Martyn observes, that " White Pepper was
formerly thought to be a different species from
the Black ; but it is nothing more than the ripe

berries deprived of their skin, by steeping them
about a fortnight in water ; after which they

are dried in the sun. The berries, falling to

the ground when over-ripe, lose their outer

coat, and are sold as an inferior sort of White
Pepper."

The second species is a shrub from three to

ten feet in height : stem even : branches dicho-

tomous, jointed, subdivided, round, brownish
green : the leaves alternate, acuminate, not ob-

lique, nerved and veined, very thin, bright

green, smooth, paler underneath : the petioles

round, smooth : the joints swelling: the spikes

peduncled, opposite to the leaves, filiform, loose,

many-flowered: the flowers clustered: the berry

sessile, containing a single seed, double the size

of hempseed, black when ripe, of a taste slightly

pungent. It is a native of Jamaica and Hispa-

niola.

The third has the stems shrubby, round,

smooth, branched, slender, cliinbing, but not

to any considerable height: the leaves differing

much in size and form; but commonly heart-

shaped, pointed, entire, smooth, nerved, deep

green, alternate: the flowers small, in short

dense terminating spikes, which are nearly cy-

2 G
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liiidric.l1 : the berries are very small, and lodged inch and half long, and three quarters of an inch

ni a ptilpy niatier: like those oi' Black Pepp .t they

are iJrst green, and become red when ripe ; they

are holt e-i to the taste in the immature state,

and are thcretorf gathered whdst green, and dried

in the sun, when ihev change to a blackish

or dark gray colour. It is a native ot" the East

Inilifs.

Tiie fourth species has a diehotomotis stem.

broul : the sp'.kes of ilowers come out at the
end of the stalks, are slender, about an inch
lonsr, and straiiiht : the flowers are very small,

and sessile, a[)pear m July, and are succeeded by
very small berries, each containing a small

seed like dust. It is a native of South Ame-
rica.

The eighth species sends out from the root

spotted, attaining the height of a fathom: the many succulent herbaceous stalks almost as large

leaves oblong-cordate, not roundish-cordate: as a mati's little finger; they are jointed, and
the spikes straigiit, short, solitary, and not ag- divide into many branches, never rising above a

gresxaie, long, and nodding. It is a native of foot high, but generally spread near the ground,

the islands of the South Seas. putting out roots at each joint, propagate very

[t has the property of intoxicating when fast, and soon cover a large space of ground :

chewed. the leaves are very thick and succulent ; they are

The (IFtli is a shrub: the stem about five about three inches long and two broad, very

feet high, sending out several side branches smooth and entire ; the peduncle comes out at

which have protuberant joints : the leaves six the end of the branches ; this is also very suc-

inches long and five broad near their base; they culent, and the wdiole length, including the

have five veins springing froni the footstalk, the spike, is about seven inches: the _spike is

middle one goinfi; in a direct line to the point ; straight, erect, and about the size of a goose-
quill, closely covered with small flowers which
require a glass to be distinguished ; the whole
spike much resembles the tail of a lizard. It is

a native of South America, flowering from

the two side veins diverge towards the edges of

the leaves in the middle, but approach again at

the top ; the surface of the leaves is full of small

veins, which form a sort of net-work : the spikes

come out from the side of the branches opposite April to September
to the leaves ; they are slender, and about five

niddle, and
herbaceous

mches long

are closely

a little bcndins in the middle, and
set with very small

flowers. It is a native of Jamaica.

The sixth species has the stems several, shrub-

Ctdture.—All these plants may be increased

by seeds, procured fresh from the countries

w here the plants grow naturally, which should

be sown upon a good "hot-bed in the spring,

and when the plants come up and are fit to

by, round, knobbed at the joints, smooth, an transplant, be each put into a separate small pot

inch and more in thickness, branched, ash-co- filled with light fresh earth, and replunged into

loured, upright, eight feet high : the branchlets a hot-bed of tanner's bark, shading them every

green, the thickness of a quill, spreading very day from the sun till they have taken fresh root,

much : the leaves alternate, on short jictioles, when they must be treated in the same way as

in a double row, a little shorter at the inner other tender exotic plants, admitting fresh air to

base, deep green above, rugged backwards, them dally in proportion to the warmth of the

rough-haired when examined by a glass; nn- season, to prevent their drawing up weak; and

derneath pale green, villose but not rugged
;

when the nights are cold the glasses of the

quite entire, netted with numerous veins, many- hot-bed should be covered with mats,

nerved if the principal veins be considered as They all require the constant protection of a

nerves ; they are about half a foot in length, and hot-house.

have little taste or smell : the stipule lanceolate, As the stalks of most of them are tender when
acute, converging, smooth, striated, caducous : young, they should not have much wet, which
the peduncles alternate, opposite to a leaf, soli- rots them ; and when water is given it must be

tary, erect, round, somewhat villose, half an wiih caution, not to beat down the plants ; for

mch long : the spikes solitary, slender, yellow- w hen that is the case they seldom rise again, af-

ish, two or three inches in length, towards the terwards.

origin of the branchlet bowed, so closely co- In some of the sorts they may be raised from
vered with minute fructifications, that it is scarce- layers or cuttings,

ly possible to detect their structure even with a In the after-management of the plants, they

microscope. It is called Spanish Elder in Ja- must be plunged into the tan-bed of the bark-

maica, where it is a native. stove in the autumn, and during the winter be

The seventh is annual : the stalks are succu- sparingly watered: they require the same warnuh
k-«t, seven or eight inches hich : the leaves an as the Coflec-trcc. In the summer a large
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share of fresh air must be admittoc! in hot
weather, and they must be constantly kept in
the stove, as sugsrestcd above.

They atibrd ornament and variety in stove-
collections.

PIPER. See Capsicum.
PIPER .TAMArCA. See Mvrtus Pimenta.
PIPERIDGE TREE. See Berceris.
PISCIDfA, a genus furnishing pants of the

exotic tree kind.

It belongs to I he class and order Diadelplila
Decandrla, and ranks in the natural order of
FapUionacecB or Legiiminos(P.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed, bell-shaped, five-toothed pcrianthiuni

:

the upper teeth nearer: the corolla papiliona-
ceous : banner ascending, einarginate : winsrs
the length of the banner : keel crcscent-shapeH,
ascending : the stamina have ten filaments,
uniting in a sheath cloven above : anthers ob-
long, incumbent : the pistillum is a pedicellcd
germ, compressed, linear : style filiform, ascend-
ing : stigma acute : the pericarpium is a pedi-
cellcd legume, linear, with four longitudinal
membranaceous angles, one-celled, separated
by doubled isthmuses: the seeds some, subcy-
lindric.

The species are: 1. P. Enjthrhia, .Jamaica
Dogwood Tree ; 2. P. Cartliaginimsis, Cartha-
ginian Piseidia.

llie first in its native situation rises with a
stem to the height of twenty-five feet or more,
almost as large as a man's body, covered
with a light-coloured smooth bark, and sending
out several branches at the top without order

:

the leaves are pinnr.te, with seven leaflets for the
most part, two inches long, and one inch and a
half broad, commonly opposite : the flowers of
a dirty white colour, succeeded by oblong pods,
which have four longitudinal wings, and are
jointed between the cells. It is a native of
Jamaica.

The second species differs from the first in
the shape and consistence of the leaves, which
are more oblong and of a firmer texture; in
other respects they are very similar. It is a na-
tive of the West Indies.

Culture.—They are capable of being increased
by seeds, when they can be obtained Tresh from
the countries where they grow naturally, i'hey

should be sown upon a good hot-bed in the
spring, and when the plants come up and are
lit to transplant, be each phuitcd in a small pot
filled with light earth, and plunged into a hot-
bed of tanner's bark, and afterwards treated in

the same way as the other tender exotics of the
same kind.

They afford variety in tlie stove.

PISONIA, a genus containing plants of the
exotic tree kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Po!i/gamia
Dioecia, {Heptandriu Monogijma,) and ranks in
the natural order of Nktarruiecp.
The characters are: that in the male—the

calyx is scarcely any: the corolla one-pelalled,
bell -shaped, five-cleft: segments acute, patu-
lous : the stamina have five, six, or seven awl-
shaped filaments : anthers roundish, twin : the
pistillum is an oblong germ : style short: stig-
ma pencil-shaped : female—the calyx and co-
rolla as in the male: the pistillum is an oblong
germ : style simple, cylindrical, longer than the
corolla, erect: stigmas bifid: the pericarpium is

an oval berry, often five-cornered, valvcless,

one-celled: the seed single, smooth, oblong.
The species is P. aciileata, Prickly Pisonia.
The male and female plants differ consider-

ably.

The first has stalks .as thick as a man's arm,
which rise ten or twelve feet hiffh: the bark is

of a dark brown colour, and smooth ; these send
out many branches by pairs opposite, w hieh arc
much stronger than those of the female, and do
not hang about so loose : they are garnished
with obovate stiff leaves, an inch andahalFlong,
and an inch and a quarter broad, standing op-
posite, on short footstalks. From the side of
the branches come out short spurs, like those of
the Pear-tree, having each two pairs of small
leaves at bottom, and from the top comes out
the peduncle, which is slender, about half an
inch long, dividing at the top into three; each
of these sustains a small corymb of herbaceous
yellow flowers, each having five stamina stand-
ing out beyond the petal, terminated by obtuse
anthers.

In the female the stalks are not so strong as
those of the male, of course require support.
These rise eighteen or twenty feet high, sending-
out slender weak branches opjiosite", v. liich arc
armed with short, strong, hooked spines, and
have small oval leaves, about an inch and three
quarters broad; these stand opposite on the
larger branches, but on the smaller thev are al-

ternate, and have short footstalks : the fiowers
are produced in small bunches at the ends of the
branches, sitting upon the germ ; they are shap-
ed like those of the male, but have no stamina;
in the centre is situated a cylindrical st)!c,

crowned with five spreadinsr stigmas : the germs
afterwards turn to a ehanuelled, five-coruered,

glutinous capsule, armed with small crooked
sjiines, each containing one oblong, oval, smooth
seed. It is a native of .laaiaica, where it is

called Cock's-spiir, or Fingrigo; and flowers in

March and April.

2 G 2
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Culture.— It is increased by seeds, which

should be sown in pots filled with Ught rich

earth, and plunged into a hot-bed of tanner's

bark; and when the plants come up, thev

should be transphnitcil into separate pots, and

plunged into the hot-bed again, where they may
remain till autumn, when they should be re-

moved into the stove, and plunged into the bark-

bed, and treated in the same manner as has been

directed for several tender plants of the same

country ; in hot weather giving them plenty

of water, but in winter more sparingly.

They are too tender to thrive in the open air

of this country at any season of the year, they

should therefore be constantly kept in the stove.

They retain their leaves most part of the year in

this climate.

They afford variety in stove collections of

exotic plants.

PISTACHIA NUT. See Pistacia.

PISTACIA, a genus containing plants of the

exotic deciduous tree and shrubby evergreen kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dioecia

fentandna, and ranks in the natural order of

AmentacecE.
The characters are : that in the male—the

calyx is a loose ament, scattered, compressed, of

small one-flowered scalelets : perianthium pro-

per, five-cleft, very small : there is no corolla :

the stamina have five filaments, very small :

anthers ovate, four-cornered^ erect, patulous,

large : female—the calyx ament none : perian-

thium trifid, very small : there is no corolla :

the pistillum is an ovate germ, larger than the

calyx ; styles three, reflex : stigmas thickish,

hispid : the pericarpium is a drupe dry, ovate :

the seed is a nut ovate, smooth.

The species are: I. P. vera, True Pistacia

Tree; 2. P. re?f/u//</»/5, Common Turpentine

Tree ; 3. P. Lenthcus, Mastick Tree.

The first grows to the height of twenty-five

or thirty feet ; in its native situation the bark

of the stem and old branches is of a dark russet

colour, but that of the young branches is of a

light brown : the leaves are composed of two or

three pairs of leaflets terminated by an odd one
;

they approach towards an ovate shape, and their

edges turn back; They cinit an odour like that

of the nut, when they arc bruised. Some of

the trees produce male flowers, others female
;

and some, when they are old, have both on the

same tree. The male flowers come out from

the side of the branches in loose bunches, and

are of an herbaceous colour: the female flowers

come out in the same manner iir clusters. It is

a native of Persia.

In the second species the situation of the

buds is similar to that in the preceding species :

the leaflets seven, the middle ones for the mn<f^

part larger, or the odd leaflet and the two inmost
smaller than the four others; each ovate-oblong,

by no means acuminate but styled, most of
them also are wider on one side. It is by some
described as a low shrub, but very thick : the

wood is odorous and balsamic : the leaves have
two pairs of leaflets, terminated bv an odd one
which is larger: they are firm, and shining on the

upper surface: the flowers from branching cat-

kins at the axils of the leaves, and are reddish.

It is a native of Barbary and the South of Eu-
rope, flowering here iir June and July.

The Cyprus or Chian Turpentine, which this

tree furnishes, is procured by wounding the
bark of the trunk in several places, during the

month of July, leaving a space of about three

inches between the wounds ; from these the
Turpentine is received on stones, upon which it

becomes so much condensed by the coldness of
the night, as to admit of being scraped off with
a knife, which is always done before sun-rise t

in order to free it from all extraneous admixture,,

it is again liquefied by the sun's heat, and passed
through a strainer; it is then fit for use.

The third rises to the height of eighteen or
twenty feet, the trunk being covered with a gray
bark. It sends out many branches, which have
a reddish brown bark : the leaves have three or
four pairs of small leaflets, of a lucid green oi\

their upper, but pale on their under side : the
midrib has two narrow borders or wings running
from one leaflet to another : the male flowers

come out in loose clusters from the sides of the
branches, are of an herbaceous colour, appear in
May, and soon fall ofl"; they are generally on
diflerent plants from the fruits, which also
grow in clusters, and are small berries, of a
black colour when ripe. It is a native of the
South of Europe and the Levant.

There is a variety which rises to the same
height as the preceding ; but differs from it in
bavmg a pairor two of leaflets more to each leaf,

much narrower and of a paler colour. It is a
native of the country about Marseilles, &c.

Culture.—The firs t is capable of being increased
by the seeds or nuts, procured from abroad and
planted in the spring, in pots filled with lioht

kitchen-garden earth, plunging them into amo-
derate hot-bed : when the plants appear, a lar^e
share of air should be admitted to them, to pre-
vent their drawing up weak ; and by decrees
they should be hardened to bear the open air, to

which they may be exposed from the i:errinning

of June till autumn, when they should be'placed
under a hot-bed frame to screen them I'rum the
frost in winter ; as while young, they arc too
tender to live through the winter in this climate
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w'lihout ]irotcction, but should always be ex-

posed to the air \n mild wcatlicr : thev shed

their leaves in autumn, and therefore should not

have much wet in winter. In the spring, before

the plants begin to shoot, thev must be removed
each into a separate small pot ; and be plunged
into a very moderate hot-bed, to forward their

putting out new roots. As soon as thev begin

to shoot, they must be gradually hardened, and
placed abroad again.

These plants may be kept in pots three or

four years till they have got strength, during
which time they should be sheltered in winter;

and afterwards be turned out of the pots, and
planted in the fidl ground, some against hioh

walls to a warm aspect, and others in a shel-

tered situation, where they bear the cold of our
ordinary winters very well, but in severe frosts

are often liable to be destroyed. The trees

flower and produce fruit, but the summers are

seldom warm enough to ripen the nuts.

The third sort is also capable of beins: in-

creased by laying down the young branches,

which, if properly managed, put out roots in

one year, and may be cut off from the old plants,

and be planted out into separate small pots.

These must be sheltered in winter, and in sum-
mer placed abroad in a sheltered situation, and
treated in the same way as other hardy kinds of
green-house plants.

When raised from seeds they should be taken

from trees growing in the neighbourhood of the

male plants, as otherwise they will not grow.
When these plants have obtained strength,

some of them may be turned out of the pots,

and planted against warm walls ; where, if their

branches are trained against them, they endure
ordinary winters very well, and with a little

shelter in severe wintersmay be preserved with

safety.

They .are curious and ornamental in different

situations.

PISUM, a genus comprising plants of the

hardy herbaceous kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diadtilphia

Decandria, and ranks in the natural order of
PapUionaccce or LegiimhioscB.

The characters are : that the calvx is a one-
leafed, five-cleft, acute, permanent perianlhiuni;

the two upper segments shorter: the corolla is

papilionaceous: standard very broad, obcordate,

reflex, emarginate with a point : winas two,
roundish, converging, shorter than the standard :

keel compressed, semilunar, shorter than the

wings: stamina have diadelphous (ilan:ients
;

one simple, superior. Hat, awl-shaped ; and
nine awl-shaped below the middle united into a

cylinder which is cloven at top : anthers round-
ish : the pistillum is an oblong, compressed
germ : style ascending, triangular, membrana»-
ceous, keeled with the sides bent outwards :

stigma growing to the upper angle, oblong,
villose

: the pcricarpium is a large legume, lono,
roundish or compressed downwards, with the
top acuminate upwards, one-celled, two-valved;
the seeds several, globular.

The species are: 1. P. sativum, Common
Pea ; 2. P. marilimum, Sea Pea ; 3.P. Odirus,
Yellow-flowered Pea.

The first has an annual, slender, fibrous root

:

the steins hollow whilst young, brittle, brancheil,
smooth, weak, climbing by terminating ten-
drils: leaves abruptly pinnate, composed usually
of two pairs of leaflets, which are oval and
smooth : the stipules large, surrounding the stem
or branch : the flowers lateral, two or three to-
gether on long peduncles: the corolla white,
greenish white, purple or variegated : the le-

gumes- commonly in pairs, about two inches
long, of an oblong form, smooth, swelling at the
straight suture, where the seeds are fastened,
flatted next the other suture, which arches, espe-
cially towards the end : the seeds from five or
six to eight or nine, commonly globular, but in

'

some varieties irregular or approachino- to a
cubic form, smooth, white, yellow, blue, gray,
brown, or greenish, with a small oblong unibi-
licus : the colour of the whole plant is glaucous,
or hoary green, from a white meal which covers
it. It is said to be a native of the South of
Europe.

There are two principal varieties, the white
and gray; and several sub-varieties, the principal

of which are

:

Early kinds.—The Early Golden Hotspur
;

Early Charlton Motsjiur; Nichols's Early Gold-
en Hotspur; the Early Charlton ; the Headmg
Hotspur ; Masters'* Hotspur ; Ormrod's Hot-
spur; Early Dwarf Hotsjuir; Leadman's Dwarf;
Fan Spanish Dwarf ; Early Dwarf Frame Pea;
Pearl I'ea ; Cluster Pea; Royal Green Pea;
Essex Hotspur; the Dwarf Pea; the Sugar
Pea.

Laie kiinh.—Spanish Movotto ; Nonpareil ;

:

Sugar Dwarf; Sickle Pea; Marrowfat; Dwarf
Marrowfat; Rote or Crown Pea; Rouncival
Pea ; Gray Pea; Large Gray J'ea; Crooked Gray
I'ea; Long-bearing Pea; Green Field Pea;
White Field Pea ; Pig Pea.

Manv of the first sub-varieties are verv early,

and, being low growers, require sticks of three

or four feel only in height, and often not so

much. New varieties of these are raised almost

every year^, which, because they differ in some
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slight particular, are sold at an advanced price,

and hare frequently the names of the persons

who raised them, or the place where they first

grew. These varieties are not permanent, and
without the greatest care will soon degeneraie.

The second species has a perennial root, run-

ning far and deep among the stones or into the

sand in every direction : the stems are procum-
bent, quadrangular, a little compressed, striated,

smooth, leafy, many-flowered, glaucous, often

reddish : tlie leaves alternate, alternately and
abru|-)tly pinnate, spreading: the leaflets sessile,

oval, obtuse with a little point, entire, smooth,
many-veined, glaucous; common footstalk flat-

tish, striated, ending in a branched thread-

shaped smooth tendril : the stipules two toge-

ther, equal, acute, toothed at the base, of the

texture and colour of the leaflets, but smaller :

the clusters of flowers axillary, solitarv, as lono-

as the leaves, erect, numv-fiowercd : the com-
mon peduncle round, striated, smooth : pedicels

alternate, short, single-flowered : the flowers

rather large, a little drooping : the corolla beau-
tifully variegated with red and purple.

According to Mr. Woodward, the stems are

slightly pubescent and short : leaves numerous :

leaf-stalks angular, pubescent: leaflets alternate,

on the lower leaves five or seven, upwards nine
or eleven; there being always onemore on the

lower than on the upper side of the leaf-stalk,

which is terminated by a tendril, sometimes
simple, but oltener bllld at the extreniitv : sti-

pules oval-lanceolate, broad, arrow-shaped at

the base : flowers crowded on the summit of
the naked peduncle : pods long and narrow.

It is remarked by Dr. Smith, that this spe-
cies 13 almost as nearly allied to Lathyrus as

to Pisum, both in habit and generic character
;

and that Pisum sativum is not more different in

external appearance from the genus of Lathy-
rus, than Vicia Faba or the Bcai\ is from the
other Viciae. These, however, he adds, are

matters of opinion : and in so natural a class,

it is very diftieult to find out certain and obvi-
ous marks of distinction. It is a native of the
sea-shores of Europe, &c.

'i'he third has an annual root: the stalk is an-
gular, ne?.r three feet high : the leaves on v\ino-

cd footstalks, each sustaining two oblonsj leaf-

lets : the HowTrs ?re pale yellow, and small :

llic pods two inches long ; containing five or six

roundish seeds, a little compressed on their

sides ; these may be eaten green, but unless
they arc gatheied very young, they arc coarse,
and at best not so good as ihc common Pea. It

is a native of the South of F.uropc, and of the
Levant. It flowers in.}une and Julv.

Culture hi the vpoi Ground.—^AU the sorts
of the first kind are raised from seed, sown an-
nually ; and as those of one sowing continue but
a short time in bearing, several sowings are re-
quisite each season, to continue successions for
the table all summer : each sowing to reniain
where sown, choosing a warm dry border, &c.
for the earliest crops ; and for the succeeding
ones, any of the coinmon quarters, in a free ex-
posure, distant from the shade of trees, &c.,
but open to the sun.

For the late crops the more moist parts are

the best.

The general sesaon for sowing is any time in

open weather, from the latter end of October, or
in November, until May or June.

But in order to have green Peas as early as
possible, recourse must be had to the assistance
of hot-beds, by the aid of which they are

obtained in March and April, and continued till

the coniing in of the natural a;round crops, in
the latter end of May or beginning of the fol-

lovi'ing month.
The early and first genm-ul Crops.—To-

wards the latter end of October, in November
or December, as the weather may be conveni-
ent, the earliest crops should be put into the
ground. In warm soils and situations it is al-

ways advisable to sow a few in the two former
months ; but in general, and especially in open
exposed grounds, November and December is

time enough to begin the principal sowinos.
For this purpose the Earliest Charlton or GoFd-
cn Hotspurs are the most proper.

And in order for their reception a. warm south
border, or some other dry, sheltered, sunny
situation should be dug over and prepared';

when, in a dry day, drills should be drawn by a
line, ranging south and north, to enjoy the
greater advantage of the sun's infiuence, niaking
them an inch and a half deep, and two feet and
a half at least asunder ; but if designed for

sticks, three feet and a half w ill be a more pro-
per distance. Then the seed should be scatter-

ed in evenly along the middle of each drill,

rather thickish, as they are liable to accidents
from vermin and th.e season, covering, them
in regularly with the earth either w ith a rake or
hoe, being careful tliat they arc all equally co-
vered tile depth of the drills ; and then with
rake lightly trim the surlacc smooth; which
flnishes the work.
The peas begin to germinate in a fortnight, if

mild weather, and come up in three weeks or a
month, luit seldom in less liuic at this season;
when the plants arc to be managed as dircctetl
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Anoilicr sowing shoiikl be pcrfoi-nucl in three

weeks or a nionlh al'tcr ibis; or wben the first

was sowed in October or early in the i'ollowiu"'

iDoiUii, it is belter to repeat the sowinjr \n a.

f'ortniiiht or three weeks, for fear the first sliouiii

fail ; and after this continue sowing once in

three weeks or a month all winter in mild wea-
ther. But towards spring; a principal crop of
the Reading and other large Hotspin-s sb.onld

be sown; and as the season advances, the so«--

ings be made in more open exposures, and more
in qiuiitity than the early ones; and as the sprino-

draws on, the sowings should also be repeated

oftener; as from the close of the year till the
beginning of April, they should he once in three

weeks; and from that time till May, once a

fortnight, especially as the warm weather in-

creases.

The winter and eailv spring sowings differ

materially in the time they require to germinate :

those sown any time in winter are sometinaes
three weeks or near a month before thev ap-
pear, while those sown towards spring come up
much sooner in the later spring sowings, often
in a very short time.

Ill the later of the above sowings, some of the
dwarf sorts may be introduced ; as Leadman's
Dwarf, both for middle and late crops.

As the plants of each sowing come up, and
are advanced two or three inches in height, it is

proper to begin the first culture by drawing a
little earth with a hoe, or small rake, liglitly up
to their stems on each side of the different rows
to strengthen and forward their growth, re-

peating the earthing once or twice at proper in-

tervals, as occasion may require, and at the
same time cutting up and clearing away all

weeds ; and when the crops are six or eight
inches in height, those designed for support
should be sticked.

As the earliest crops are often in danger from
the severity of frosts, it is proper, when they
arc about an inch or an inch and a lialf hish, to

draw a little fine earth lightly up to their stems
in a dry day ; it will also be of much advantage
to give occasional protection to such crops in

severe weather, by covering them lightly with
long, light, dry litter, of the strawy kind, or by
mats ; which, where there is but a moderate
quantity in warm borders, may be more easily

tifecteil ; but this need only be practised in very
severe frosts. They must however be carefully

uncovered every fine day in temperate weather ;

and the moment the frost disappears the cover-
ing be entirely removed ; as they must by no
means be kept too close, which would draw
them lip weak and tender.

When in blossom, if the weather should
prove dry and warm, a few Qood waterin<is in
the mornings will be beneficial ; and when the
blossoming plants are advanced a considerable
height, if they are then topped, it will promote
their podding and coming to perfection.
As to the suececdingcrops of thediflerent kinds,

all they require is hocinguptheeartii totheirstems
oecasionally, and cutting up all weeds wiien they
app-'ar; those designed Tor support bcinu' always
slicked as soon as they are half a foot hrgh, or a
little more, before tb.ey begin to fall down on their
sides, providing sticks about four or ilve feet
long, and placing one range to each row princi-
pally on the south or most sunny side of the
rows, as the plants naturally incline towards tha
sun, and of course more readily attach them-
selves to the sticks.

In the culture of the larger kinds, for succcs-
sional general crops, such as the Marrowfats

;

Spanish Morattos ; Sec. ; thev may be begun
sowing inJanuary, the Dwarf Marrowfats first

;

but the three following months are the most
jjropcr for the general crops of

_
all the large

kinds ; a free exposure in the most open quar-
ters being made use of, drawing drills by line,
about an inch and a half or two inches' deep,
and not less than a yard asunder, and when
slicked, four feet, and for the largest sorts four
feet and a half to five feet, in sincle or double
rows.

In these cases the seed should be sown thinly
along the middle of each drill, drawing the earth
evenly over them with the rake, hoe, or feet,
covering them equally the depth of the drills,
and raking the surface smooth ; these sowings
being repeated once a fortnight or three weeks;
and as the spring advances, once a fortnight,
especially from the beginning of April until
the end of the following^momli. Afterwards a
few may be sown every ten or twelve days. Late
sowings are, however/ seldom very frui'tl'ul, be-
ing often attacked with the mildew ; but it is

proper to endeavour to have some as long in the
season as possible.

When these different crops are couie up about
three inches high, they should have earth laid up
to them on each side of the rows, cutting down
all weeds, and repeating the hoeings occasion-
ally according as the growth of weeds may re-
quire ; and w hen they are half a foot, or eight
or ten mches high, they should have the sticks
placed to them ; which for these large sorts
require sticks six or seven feet high, at least,

placing them on the sunny side of Uie rows, as
directed above.

For laie crops, any of the sorts, either Hot-
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spurs or larger kinds, may be conlimieci sowing

all Mav and unlil the middle or latter end of

June; likewise some of the dwarf sorts at a later

period for late production. It may be proper

to sow larger portions of Rouncivals for the

latest crops, on account of their being rather the

hardiest to struggle with the summer's heat and

drought, and thereby most to be depended on

for a late production.

For these crops some of the moistest ground

should be chosen ; and if the weather should

prove very dry and hot, it will he of importance

to soak the seed in soft water six or eight hours

previous to sowing ; or the drills may be well

watered after it has been done; either of which
will promote their rising expeditiously and more

regularly.

It may be observed, in respect to the times of

sowing, that It is a good rule, in the diflerent

sorts, as soon as one crop appears fairly

above o-round, to sow another to succeed it of

the same kind, so as to have a regular succession

of crops following one another in bearing ; and

if a crop of Marrowfats, &c., and another of

Hotspurs, be sown on the same day, the Hot-

spurs will come into bearing a fortnight the

soonest, and the Marrowfats will arrive to a

bearing st*e about the time the others are going

out, just in due time to succeed them ; which

should be attended to in order to have these sorts

form a regular succession to each other.

In gathering the crops, both hands ought al-

Avays to be employed ; one to hold the peduncle

cr footstalk of the Iruit, while the other pulls the

pods ; otherwise the stem or main stalk of the

plant, being slender, fragile, and weak, is liable

to be broken and destroyed ; and the gatherings

should alw ays be regularly performed according

as the pods till, never letting them stand to grow
old, as they are in the greatest perfection

for eating while green, and the plants continue

lono-erin bearing. Crops of peas continue only

about a fortnight in full bearing, during which

time they furnish a plentiful gathering of pods

in their perfection; though in moist showery

weather they sometimes continue shootino: and

flowering three -or four weeks; but the produce

after the first fortnight is generally inferior both

in c[uantity and quality.

As soon as the crops are past bearing, all the

sticks should be taken up and tied in bundles,

beino- set upright in any dry comer for future

use.

Cvllure in Ilol-lals.—In order to have

green Peas as early in the year ;'.s possible, re-

course must be had to the assistance of hot-

ihetls ^ and the proper sorts for this purpose- are

1

the early dwarf kinds, which by this mean?
may be brought into bearing in March, or the

following month.
In this intention it is rather the best mode to

raise the plants first in the natural ground, by
sowing in October or the following month,
giving occasional protection from frost ; and
when one or two inches high, to transplant them
into the hot-bed, in January or the beginnino of
the follov/ing month, as by this practice the

luxuriant growth of the plants is so checked by
the removal, that they shoot more moderately,
and thereby blossom and bear sooner and more
abundantly.

The sowings should be performed in a warm,
dry, south border, or in some similar dry
sheltered part of light srood earth, in a bed of
proper dimensions to have the protection of a

frame, &c., in severe weather 5 sowing them in

drills about a foot asunder, in the manner as for

the common crops: when they are come up and
advanced a little in growth, in a dry day some
fine earth should be drawn up to their stems,
giving suitable protection in bad weather.

But thev may be sown on a moderate hot-bed
in Decenilier or January, under fratnes, &c.,
and when the plants are up, plenty of free air

should be admitted every temperate day, and be
defended in the nights from frost, snow, and
cutting cold ; or some may be sown in large

pots, and be placed in a hot-house, &c., to

bring up the plants quickly for transplanting in-

to the intended hot-bed in January. And they

may be sown at once in a hot-bed at the above
periods, to remain for bearing : but it is gene-
rally more eligible to have the plants previously

raised an inch or two in height, either by early

sowing in the full ground, or forwarded under
frames, or in a hot-bed, &c., as above, for trans-

planting into a fresh -made hot-bed for bearing.

In either of the above methods of raising the

plants for transplanting, when advanced from
one to two inches in growth, or little more, they

are proper for planting out into the hot-bed to

remain for fruiting.

In nnkl weather, towards the middle or latter

end of January, or the beginning of the fol-

lowing month, at furthest, a hot-bed for one or

more of the largest three-light frames and glasses

should be prepared, which may be either of

dung or tan ; the latter, where it can be obtained

easily at a moderate expense, is considerably the

best for this pur])ose. It should be made two
feet and a half or a yard thick, and covered

with frames and lights, and \\ hen in a moderate

tempei-ature the earth be put on for the rece|)-

tion of the plants. Any light good dry earth
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Hiav be employed, which should be laid eight or

Icn inches thick ;ill over the bed ; then in a dry

mild dav the plants may be taken up, raising

them with their roots as entire as possible, with

what earth will readily hang about the fibres ;

and after drawing small drills in the earth of

the hot-bed, from the back to the front of the

frame, a foot and a half asunder, and about an

inch deep, the plants should be put in the drills,

not more than an inch apart, covering in the

earth close to their roots and steins, and giving a

very light watering, just to settle the earth ; alter

which the lights should be put on ; being care-

ful to raise them occasionally at the upper end
to give vent to the steam, &c. : and at first plant-

ing out, when in sunny weather, if the plants

should flag, a moderate shade should be given in

the middle of the dav, till the plants have taken

root and established themselves.

Alter this, fresh air must be admitted to the

plants daily in fine weather to strengthen them,
by tilting the upper end of the lights according

to the temperature of the bed and outward air
;

keeping them close in cold nights, and covering

also with mats : occasional moderate waterings

should likewise be given in fine days, and, as

the plants advance in grow th, a little earth be
drawn up to their stems once or twice; repeat-

ing the moderate refreshments of water fre-

quently as the warm season advances; which
may be given more freely when the plants are in

bloom. And according to the advanced growth
of the plants and increased warmjh of the wea-
ther, a larger share of fresh air in proportion

should be given ; and when they are in blossom,

if the sun at any time appears too violent for

them through the glasses, it is advisable to give

a very slight shade an hour or tw'o in the heat

of sunny days ; likewise, when in full blossom
and fruiting, to admit plenty of free air, even
sometimes in fine days shoving the glasses en-
tirely oflT ; also still continuing the waterings

more abundantly during the time of setting and
growth of the pods, and indulging them with
the benefit of warm showers of rain. In this

way the plants may be brought to bearing in

March or April ; and by a succession of two
crops, in hot-beds made at three or four weeks'
interval, and managed as above, a supply be
continued till the natural ground crops come
into bearing in May.
Where there is the convenience of fruit for-

cing-houses, hot-walls, &;c. a few of the earliest

kinds, either previously raised in young plants

an inch or two in growth, as in the hot-bed cul-

ture, or in default of it, the seed sown ; and
which being in pots, are placed in these depart-

ments ; or where there are internal borders of
Vol. II.

earth, some young plants may be placed therein.

The internal moderate iieat of the above depart-

ments, effected eithL-r by bark -beds, &c. or fire,

or both occasionally, in a requisite degree for

forcing the fruit-trees to early production, for-

wards the malso, so as to have some for gathering
in the most early season, in a small proportion.

Cullure in the Field.—Where designed to

raise crops in order to gather the produce ffreen

and young for the supply of markets, Novem-
ber, or rather December, is soon enouch to be-
gin the first sowings, especially in open exposed
grounds ; a <lry light soil being chosen for the
more forward sowings. As to the sorts, any of
the Hotspurs may be used for the forward cro])s,

and for a general crop the Reading Hotspur i»

excellent ; and after that sort, theMasters's and
Ormrod's, he. but of the large kinds the Mar-
rowfats and Spanish Morattos should be chosen
for the main crops.

The ground for their reception must be pre-

pared by proper ploughing and harrowing ; drills

are then to be drawn with a hoe crossways the
lands, or with a drill-plough lengthways, two
feet at least, or two and a half asunder for the

early and three for the larger sorts. As no sticks

are intended for these large field crops, having
sown the seed, it should be covered in either

with the hoe, rake, or harrow ; but the hoe or
rake will cover them more evenly, and almost as

expeditiously. When they come up thev must
be kept clean from weeds, by broad-hoeing

;

but this is sometimes performed in fields by
horse-hoeing for the sake of expedition; which,
having hoes fixed in a sort of plough horizon-
tally, is drawn by a horse between the rows, a

man holding the plough-shafts to guide it :

but as this can only cut down the weeds, a com-
mon drawing hand-hoe must be used to earth

up the plants : though this is often disregarded

in the field-culture, it however proves very be-
neficial to the crops.

In these eases the rows should be laid down
so as to face the sun as nmeh as possible.

Saving Seed.—In order to save seed, some of
each sort should be suffered to stand entirely for

that purpose, or some sown of each purposely in

different parts, and the whole produce suffered

to remain and ripen for seed.

In the latter mode they should be sown in

February in some open ground, in rows tv.o or

three feet asunder, no sticks being required, and,

when the plants come up, be kept clean from
weeds by hoeing, the earth being laid up to their

stems once or twice. When they are in bloom,

they should be examined row by row, to sec if

there be any degenerate sort, which, when pre-

sent, must be pulled out; or if any improved
2 II
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variety be discovered, to mark it ; which is ihe

only method to preserve both the purity oF the

known sorts, and to procure new varieties.

For example, if amongst tlie Hotspurs any large

sorts appear, thev should be removed directly
;

"also any Motspurs, Sec,, from amongst the large

kinds, and different sorts of any of these from

each other ; and if any new sort discovers itself

either by flowering earlier than all the rest, or

possessing some other sini>nlaiity, or noticeable

merit for calture, ii should be carefully marked,

tile seed being saved separate, to sow separately

for furnishing a proper increase.

According as the seeds of the different sorts

ripen in July and August, which is discoverable

by tlK; pods changing brown, and the seed be-

comirig a little hard, ihe haum should be cut or

pulled up in dry weather, and exposed in heaps

in the sun, turning them every day ; and when
the seed is become perfectly dry and hard, it

may either be threshed out directly, or stacked

up in a dry situation till another opportunity :

but when threshed, each sort must be kept se-

parate, and when properly cleaned be put up in

sacks with the name of each upon them.

PLANE TREE. See Platan us.

PLANTAIN TREE. See Heliconia.
PLANTATION, a large collection of differ-

ent sorts of trees, planted out either for orna-

ment, or the advantage of the wood as timber,

or for both purposes.

Plantations of these kinds not only afford

great improvement to estates, but are highly or-

namental to the country. They should there-

fore be more particularly attended to where there

are large tracts of poor barren lands that cannot

be converted to the more profitable purposes of

tillage or grass.

They have also a fine effect in the vicinity of

habitations and pleasure-grounds. And in

many cases the proprietors of estates, whether

of large or moderate sizes, may reap great plea-

sure and advantage in allotting a part of them to

this use, as they give grandeur as well as an air of

fertility; and, 'after the first eight or ten years,

in many cases bring in great profit by the gradual

thinning of tlie underwood, besides leaving a

sufficiency of standards to attain full growth.

The expense attending the making of Planta-

tions, and the knowing that they must wait seve-

ral years before the trees iiave made any consi-

derable progress, or can afford any advantage,

often prove an obstacle in attempting the pro-

secution of the business ; but the expense of

planting where the plants are raised on the

grounds, will not be so great as may he imagined,

especially as a small spot of nursery-ground

wdl raise plants enough in three or four years.

to plant a great many acres of land, and the

expense of raising and planting, with the loss of

time in walling until the plants atHin some
growth, will be.compensated by the first fail or

thinning, in eight or ten years afler planting
;

and the stools wi'.ich remain shoot up again, in

many of the deciduous kinds, and afford a lop-

ping every eight or ten years, exclusively of the

due portion of standards left at proper distances,

to attain full growth for timber.

la making Plantations, it is necessary to

choose such trees as are the best adapted to the

nature of the particular soil and situation.

As to the proper sorts of trees or shrubs,

most of the deciduous and ever-green kinds may
he employed with propriety, and young plants,

of from about two or three to five or ten feet

in height, alwavs prove more successful than

such as are older; for although some, from their

being in haste to have Plantaiions as forward as

possible, transplant tall trees, perhaps twelve or

fifteen feel high or more, especially for those

of the ornamental kind; those of younger
growth always take root sooner, and establish

themselves more firmly, so as to form consider-

ably the finest Plantations at last, and are of

longest duration : for though large trees of from

fifteen to twenty feet in height, especially of the

deciduous kind, may with care be transplanted,

so as to grow, and probably thrive tolerably for

some years, yet by not rooting firmly like young
plants, they often fail, and after some years'

standing have hardly made any shoots, and at

last gradually dwindle and perish. Large trees

should of course never be employed except on
particular occasions, where a few may be neces-

sary to form an immediate shade or blind, See.

in some particular place : but for general work,

young plants, either raised, or purchased from
the nurseries, should be made use of. And for

principal Timber Plantations in particular, such

jilants as are only from about two or three, to

five or six feet in height, or eight or ten at most,

must be employed, having those of the same
Plantation, as nearly of equal growth as possi-

ble. See Planting.
. Where Plantations are intended principally

for ornament, as great a variety as possible of

the different sorts of hardy trees and shrubs

should be employed, and should consist of lofty

and nuddling growing trees, as well as of

shrubs. See Deciduous and EyER-GKEEN
Trees.

In regard to the disposition of the plants,

the deciduous and ever-green kinds may be

planted in separate compartments, or in mix-

ture, and sometimes the tree-kinds by them-

selves, some in running varying Plantations^.,
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tciwards the boiiiularies oF lawns, parks, pad-
docks, &c. others in avenues, groves, thickets,

and cUinips, variously disposed in diOerent
parts ; and somctinies the trees and shrubs toge-
ther, t'orniing shrubljcries, wildernesses, shady
walks, and wood-works

;
placing those of taller

growth backward, and the lowei-'in front ; bor-
dering the whole with the most beautifnl flow-
ering shrubs and showy evcr-greens, espceially
next the ])rnicipal w alks and lawns, varvino- the
form of all the several compartments, sometimes
by moderate sweeps and curves outward and in-
ward, of different dimensions, other parts in

long easy bends, varied projections and breaks,
so as to diversify the scene in imitation of natu-
ral Plantations. The proper distances, in plant-

^ ing, mav be from five or ten to fifteen or twenty
feet : for example, the tall trees designed for
continued Plantations may be from ten to fifteen

or twenty feet, varying the distance in different

parts, according to light and shade, &c. and
those in groves, where open may be fifteen or
twenty feet distance, and where close ten or
twelve; for thickets, five or six feet, or closer
in particular places where a very dark shade or
thick coverture of wood is required ; and in
clumps of trees, from live or ten to twenty feet

between the trees in each clump, varving the
distance occasionally, according to growth, as
also the sorts and numbers of trees in each, from
two or three, to five, ten, or more. The form
of the clumps may sometimes be triangular, at

other times quadrangular, pentangular, &c. and
some in curves, others in straight lines, to cause
the greater variety. And in shrubbery clumps,
and wilderness compartments, where the trees

and shrubs are employed pron)iscuously, they
may be planted from five to ten feet distance

;

the taller growths being placed backward eight
or ten feel asunder, placing the lower plants
gradually forward according to their gradations,
to the lowest in front, as above, at four or five

feet distance : and if the trees and shrubs of the
plantations in general are disposed somewhat in
the quincunx way, they appear to the greater
advantage, and produce a better effect.

But when large Plantations are to be formed
into woods, &c. composed principally of forest

and timber trees for profit, particular sorts must
be chosen, consisting of deciduous and ever-

green trees. Of the first kinds the oak, elm, ash,

beech, chesnut, hornbeam, birch, alder, ma-
ple, sycamore, plane, poplar, lime, walnut,
wild cherry, mountain-ash, larch, willow, hazel,
8cc. and of the latter sort, the pine, firs, cedar
of Lebanon, holly, bay, laurel, yew, ever-green
oak, box tree, and some others. See Fokest
7'kk£s.

In forming woods, or Plantations of timber-
trees, there are two methods chietly [)ractised :

one is by raising the trees from seed at once on
the ground where the Plantation is intended to

be, especially the deciduous kind, and which is

effected by sowing the seed in drills, a yard
asunder, the plants remaining where raised,

thinning them gradually : the other method is

by previously raising the plants in a nurserv, till

two or three feet high, then transplanting them
into the places allotted them, in rows at the
above distance, to allow also for gradually thin-
ning. Either of these methods may be practised,

as most convenient ; but the former, or that of
raising the plants where they are to remain,
though it may be more expeditious, and at once
gets rid of the trouble of transplanting, will

require greater attendance for a few years, till

the plants have shot up out of the way of weeds
;

but the trees, from theiralways remaining where
raised, without being disturbed by removal, may
probably make a greater progress. The latter

method, or that of raising the trees first in a
nursery, is rather the most coionionly practised,
as being thought the least troublesome and ex-
pensive, with regard to the attendance at first

of the young growth.
The preparation of the ground for the final

reception of the seed or plants, is mostly per-
formed by deep ploughing and harrowing, upon
such ground as the plough can be employed
on; but, where this or other tillage is not prac-
ticable, only young plants from the nursery can
be used, digging holes, ike. at proper distances,

one for the reception ot each plant: where, how-
ever, the ground can be tilled, it will prove very -

advantageous by performing it a year before
;

sowing it with a crop of turnips, or others of a
similar kind ; and when these come off, plough-
inij; and harrow ing the ground again, for the re-

ception either of tiie seed or plants the ensuing
season.

The most proper season for performing this

sort of planting, cither by seed or plants, is

any time in dry mild weather, in the autumn,
as from October till February, or later on moist
soils. Where large tracts are to be jjlanted, both
the seed and plant methods must be pursued all

winter, at every favoural)lc opportunity.

The seeds may be put in, in furrows or drills

one to two or three inches deep, and three or

four feet asunder, scattering them along tlie

middle of the drills, and coverins; the earth

evenly over them, the depth of the Jrills or fur-

ro\vs ; but sometimes the seeds are scattered or

sown promiseuouslv over the general surface,

and harrowed into the ground, being well pro-

tected from birds and vermin.

2 H 2
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Where young pl-ints are employed, tliey

should be phinted out in rows, three or iour feet

asunder, as direetcd for the seed, and one or

two feet apart in the lines ; ihev may be planted

either bv opening small apertures or holes with

the spade for each plant ; or, if very small

plants, It is sometimes performed by making
only a slit or crevice with the spade for each

plant ; and sometimes by opening or forming
small trenches the whole length, then inserting

the plants, one jierson holding whilst another

truns in the earth about their roots: some again,

in very large tracts, where the situation admits

of previous ploughing and harrowing to divide

and break the earth into small particles, open
furrows with the plough, two or more persons

being employed in depositing the trees in the

furrow, whilst the plough following immediately
with another furrow cavers the roots of the

plants with the earth, and afterwards treading

each row upright. See Planting.
The grounds where the Plantations are made

should be previously well fenced in all round
with a deep ditch, &:c. to guard against the en-

eroaehnients of cattle or other animals.

In the after management, while the Planta-

tions are voung, they must have some attend-

ance to destroy weeds, which may be expedi-

tiously executed by hoeing between the rows in

dry weather, or occasionally by horse-hoeing
;

and this care will be needful for two or three

years, especially to the secdhng plantations, un-
til the trees are advanced out of the reach of

weeds; after which no further trouble will be

required until the trees are ready for the first fall

or thinning, for poles, faggots, &c.
After eight or ten years growth, they are

mostly of a proper size to begin the first fall by
a moderate thinning, which will serve for poles

and faggot-wood, to repay some of the expense

of planting, &c. But only part of the Plantation

should be lopped the first year; thinning out

the weakest and most unpromising growth first;

leaving a sufficiency of the most vigorous plants

pretty close, to grow up for larger purposes
;

the year following thinning another part, and
so continue an annual thinning-fall till the

whole Plantation has been gone over ; cutting

each fall down near the ground, leaving the

stools to shoot out again, especially in the deci-

duous kinds ; and by the time the last fall has

been made, the first will have shot up, and
be ready to be cut again. So the returns of fall-

ings may be contrived to be every six, seven,

eighty or ten years, or more, according to the

uses the poles or wood are wanted for : and if

larger poles, &c. are wanted, the fall may be

only once in fourteen, eighteen, or twenty

years, still, at everv fall, being careful to leave

enouffh of the most thriving plants for stand-

ards ; beino' Kit pretty close at first, that they

may mutually draw each other up in height;

but thinned out every succeeding fall as they

Increase in bulk and meet, so as to leave a suf-

ficient quanlilv of the principal trees at proper

distances to grow up to timber, which in their

turn, as they become fit for the purposes in-

tended, may also be felled according as there

may be a demand for them, to the most ad-

vantage; having young ones from the stools

coming up in proper succession as substitutes,

so as the ground may be always occupied as

completely as possible.

PLANTING, the operation of inserting

plants, seeds, and roots, into the earth, for the

purpose of vegetation and future growth.

There are various methods of performing this

business in practice for different sorts of plants,

seeds, and roots; as Hole Planting; Trench
Planting; Trenching-in Planting; Slit or Cre-

vice Planting; Hollng-ln Planting; Drill Plant-

ing; Beddlng-ln Planting; Furrow Planting;

Dibble Planting; Trowel Planting; Planting

with balls of earth about the root : Planting in

pots, &c. all of which are occasionally used by
different practitioners in the several branches of

gardening, according as the methods are most
proper for different particular sorts of plants.

In the first, or Hole Planting, which is the

principal method practised with most sorts of

trees and shrubs in the full ground, and which
is performed by opening with a spade round

holes In the earth, at proper distances, for the

reception of the plants, each hole should be

dug large enough to admit all the roots of the

tree or shrub freely everyway to their full spread,

without touching the sides of the hole, and
about one spade deep, or a little more or less,

according to the size of the roots and nature of

soil, so as, when planted, the uppermost ones

may be only about three or four Inches below
the common surface, or as low as they were

before in the ground; though in very humid
soils, where the water is apt to stand, the holes

should be shallower, so as the uppermost roots

may stand full as high as the general level, or

higher if necessary, raising the ground about

them, especially when performed In winter.

When the soil has been thus dug out, the bot-

toms should be well loosened ; the mould in

digging out being laid in a heap close to the

edge, in order to be ready to fill in again : the

holes being thus prepared, and having slightly

trimmed the roots, Sec. of the trees, one tree

or ])lant must be placed in the middle of the

hole, making all its roots spread equally around

;
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a person holding the plant erect by tlie stem,

wliik' anothfi- witli his spade casts in the earth

about the roots, taking particular care to break

all large clods, and irnii in some of the. linest

mould first all round aljout the roots in general,

shaking the tree occasionally, to cause the fine

soil to tall in close among all the small root

fibres ; and where the tree stands too deep,

shake it uj) gently to the proper height ; and
having filled in the earth to the lop of the hole,

it should be trodden gently all round, first round
the outside to settle the earth close to the ex-

treme roots, continuing the treading graduallv

towards the stem, to which the mould should

be pressed moderately fiini, but no-where too

hard, only just to settle the earth, and steady

the plant in an upriglit position : then all the

remammg earth should be pared in evenly round
the tree, to the width of the hole, raising it

somewhat above the general level of the ground,

to allow for settling, giving it also a gentle

treading; and finishmg it otl" a little hollow at

top, the better to receive and retain the moisture

from rains, and giving occasional waterings in

spring and summer, especially for the choicer

kinds of trees and shrubs.

After this, in winter, or late in spring, it

may be of advantage to the choicer kinds of

trees and shrubs, to lay some long mulch at top

of all the earth, both to keep out the winter's

frost, and prevent the drying winds and drought
of spring and summer from penetrating to the

roots before the trees are well rooted in their

new situations. But some, instead of mulch,
use grass turfs turned upside down, especially

when planting upon grass ground, or any out-

plantations where turfs of grass can be obtained;

or in orchards, where the ground is in grass;

in which case it may be proper to bank some
turfs round the sides and top of each hole, par-

ticularly for large trees; which will steady tliem

more effectually, as well as preserve the mois-
ture, if much dry weather should happen the

succeeding sunmier.

In. the second, or Trench Planting, which is

a method sometimes practised in the nursery, in

putting out seedling and other small trees and
shrubs in rows ; and also used for box edgings,

as well as sometimes for small hedge-sets, &c.
and always in setting out Asparagus ; it is

performed by opening a long narrow trench with

a spade, making one side upright, then placing

the plants against the upright side, and turning

the earth in upon their roots. When used for

young seedlings, or other small trees, shrubs-,

&c. the ground is previously trenched or dug
over : a line is then set, and with a spade

held with its back towards the line, a nairow

trench six or eight inches deep is cut out,

turning the earth from the line, making the line

side nearly perpendicular: the plants are then

inserted in the trench at small distances, close

to the upright side, covering in the earth about

the roots in planting ihem : and having planted

one row, the earth should be evenly trodden in

all the wffv along, to settle it close, and fix the

plants steady, proceeding from row to row in

the same manner.
But in plantinglarger trees in the nurserv way

by this method, a larger trench will be requi-

site : sometimes a trench one or two spades

wide, with jiroportionabie depth, according 33

the roots of the trees require, is made ; and
having opened it all the way along the intended

row, the trees are placed along the middle of the

trench, filling in some earth to each tree as

placed, one person holding it erect whilst an-
other throws in the earth ; and having placed one
row, trim in all the remaining earth evenly

;

then treading it closely all the way to fix the

plants steady and in a perfectly upright manner.
In the third, or Trenching-in Planting,

which is also sometimes practised in light plia-

ble-working ground,^ for young trees in the

nurserv way, and sometimes with hedge-sets,

&C. being performed by digging along bv a line,

about one spade m width, and planting at the

same time ; a line is set ; and then having the

plants ready, with a spade begin at one end, and
standing side-ways to the line, throw out a spit

or two of earth; which forming a small aperture,

another person being ready with the plants, he
directly deposits one in the opening, while the

digger proceeds with the digging one spade wide,

covering the roots of the plants with the earth of
the next spit ; and anollicr aperture being
thus formed, another plant is placed in : the

digger, still proceeding, covers its roots, as be-

fore, with the next spit of earth ; and so

on to the end of the row, placing them at

about a foot, or fifteen or eighteen inches
asunder, according to the size of the plants.

When larger trees with more spreading roots

are used, instead of digging the trench only
one spade wide, two may probably be requisite

for the proper reception of the roots; likewise,

in forming the openings for the plants, they
should be made large enough to receive the

roots freely, digging the earth over them as

above. Atter having planted one row of plants,

the earth "should be trodden evenly along to set-

tle it to the roots, and steady the plants in an
upright position. There is another method of
this sort of .planting sometimes used for some
sorts of roots, such as horse-radish sets, pota-

toes, &c. which is performed by conmioa:
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trenching', placing a row of sets in each trencli.

'I he horse-radish should be planted in the bot-
tom of the open trench, twelve inches in depth,
turning the earth of the next over them; and
the potatoe-sets be placed about from four to

five or six inches deep, covering them also with
the earth of the next trench.

In thcfvi/yth. vmde, or that of Slit Planting,
which is |)erformcd by making slits or crevices

with a spade in the ground, at particular di-

stances, for the reception of small trees and shrub
plants, a slit is made for each plant, which
js inserted as the work proceeds; and is practised

sometimes in the nursery-way. Sec, in putting

out rows of small plants, suckers, &c., at from
about a foot to eighteen inches or two feet high,

and which have but small roots: it is also some-
times practised in out grounds, where large

tracts of forest-trees are planted, and wiiich are

planted out at the above sizes, and in the most
expeditious and cheapest method.

It is performed in this manner: a line is set,

or a mark made ; and then having a quantity of

plants ready, they are planted as the work pro-

ceeds in making the slits : a man, having a good
clean spade, strikes it into the ground with its

back close to the line or mark, forming a cre-

vice, taking it out again directly, so as to leave

the slit open, giving another stroke at right

angles with the first ; then the person with the

plants inserts one inmiediately into the second-

made crevice, bringing it up close to the first;

and directly presses the earth close to the plant

with the foot
;
proceeding in the same manner

to insert another plant; and so on till all is

finished : which is a very expeditious way of

putting out small plants, for large plantations,

but should never be employed where other bet-

ter methods can be used.

A man and a boy in this method will plant

out ten or fifteen hundred plants, or more, in

a day.

In the Jifth, or Holing- in Planting, which
is sometimes used in the nursery, in light loose

ground : also sometimes with potatoes, &c., in

pliable soils ; the ground being previously dug
or trenched, and a line placed, it is thus per-

formed : a person with a spade takes. out a

small spit of earth, to form a little aperture, in

which anolher person directly deposits a plant,

&c. The digger at the same time taking an-

other spit at a little distance, turns the earth

thereof into the first hole over the roots: placing

directly another plant in the second opening,

tlie digger covers it with the earth of a tiiird

spil, and so on to the i nd of the row.

In the Hxth, or Drill Planting, which is

by drawing drills with a hoe from two to four

7

or five inches deep, for the reception of seeds

and roots, and is a convenient method for many
sorts of large seeds, such as walnuts, chesnuts,

and the like ; sometimes also for broad beans,

and always for kidney-beans, and peas ; like-

wise for many sorts of bulbous roots, when de-
posited in beds by themselves; the drills for

these should be drawn with a common hoe,

two or three inches deep; and for large kinds of
bulbous roots, four or five inches in depth, co-

vering in the seeds and roots with the earth, al-

ways to the depth of the drills.

In the seventh, or Bedding-in Planting,

which is fre4acnlly practised for the choicer

kinds of flowering bulbs, such as Hyacinths,
&c., also for the larger seeds of trees, as acorns,

large nuts, and other larger kinds of seeds,

stones, and kernels, it is performed by draw-
ing the earth from ofl'the tops of the beds some
inches in depth, then planting the seeds or

roots, and covering them over with the earth,

drawn off for that purpose; for which the ground
should be previously dug or trenched over, raked,

and formed into beds three or four feet wide,

with alleys between ; then with a rake or spade
trimming the earth evenly from off the top of

the bed into the alleys, from two or three to

four inches deep for bulbous roots, and for seeds,

one or two, according to what they are, and
their size ; afterwards, for bulbous roots, draw-
ing lines along the surface of the bed, nine

inches distance, placing the roots bottom down-
ward, along the lines, six or eight inches apart,

thrusting the bottom into the earth : but when
for seeds, they may be scattered promiscuously;

and having thus planted one bed, then with the

spade, let the earth that was drawn ofl' into the

alley be spread evenly upon the bed as^ain over

the roots or seed, &c., being careful that they

are covered all equally the above depth, raking

the surface smooth and fine.

This method is in occasional practice, in

planting several kinds of the larger prime sorts

of bufbous-rooted flowers in beds; and nursery-

men also practise it in planting many of their

larger seeds, nuts, &c.

And another method of this kind is occa-

sionally practised in some parts, particularly for

planting potatoes in low wet grounds, which is

by dividing the ground into beds, four feet wide,

with alle\s two or three feet in width ; then

digging the beds, and placing the potatoe-sets

in three rows along each bed, a foot asunder in

the rows : this done, the alleys are dvig one
spade dej)th, casting the soil upon the beds over

the sets, so as to cover them four or five inches

deep ; in this wav, where the ground is very w et,

the alleys drain the moisture from the beds, so
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as sometimes to afford great crops. Sometimes,

in low moist gromuis, that are in grass or sward,

the bods are aiarked nut as aiiove, and without

dic<;iiin the a;rouiid; placinsi the potatae sets im-
niechatelv upon the sward, ihen digging the al-

leys, first turning up the sward, and placing it

topsv-turvv upon the bed, so as to he sward to

sward over the stts ; then finishing bv appl\ing

more tarth from the alleys, to cover in the sets,

the proper depth of tour or five niches. This,

in some counties, is called the lazy-bed method,

because the ground is not dug over.

/// the eighth, or Fiinoio Plunting, which

is by drawing furrows with a plough, and de-

positing Sets or plants in them, covering in also

with the plough : it is sometimes practised for

planting potaloe-sets in fields, and has been

adopted in planting young trees for large tracts

of forest-tree plantations, where the cheapest

and most expeditious method is required ; but

this method can be practised onlv in a light

pliable ground, and is performed thus : a furrow

being drawn, one or two persons are employed
in placing the sets or plants in the furrow, whilst

the plough following immediately with another

furrow, uirns the earth in upon the roots of

the plants. This is not a mode to he nmch
advised.

In tlie ninth, or Dilille Planting, which is

the most commodious method for most sorts of

fibrous-rooted seedling plants, particularly all

the herbaceous tribe; also for slips, off-sets,

and cuttings both of the herbaceous and shrub-

by kinds ; likewise for some kinds of seeds and
roots, such as broad-beans, potatoe-sets, Jeru-

salem artichokes, and horse-radish-sets, with

numerous sorts of bulbous roots, hue, it is ex-

peditiouslv perfi rmed with a dibble or setting-

stick, bv making a narrow hole in the earth for

each plant, inserting one in each hole always

as the work proceeds.

Having a dibble pr setting-stick, it is used by
thrusting it into the earth in a perpendicular de-

scent, in depth as the particular plants. Sec,

may require ; directly inserting the plant, seed,

or set, as each hole is made, closing it imme-
diately by a stroke of the dibble. In setting

any kind of plants, slips, cuttings. Sec, having

Ions; shanks or stems, it is proper to make holes

a proportionable depth, to admit them a con-

siderable way in the ground ; for example, cab-

bage-piants, savoys, &c., should be planted

down to their leaves ; slips and cuttings should

be inserted two parts of three, at least, in the

ground ; being particulaily careful in dibbling-

m all sorts of plants, to close the holes well in

everv part about the roots, by striking the dib-

ble slantways into the ground, so as to strike

the mould first firmlv up to the root and fibres,

at the same time bringing it close to tlie stem.

See Dibble.
In the tenth mode, or Trowel Planting,

it is performed with a garden trowel, made
hollow like a sCoop, and is useful in transplant-

ing manv sorts of vouug fibrous-rooted plants

with balls of earth about their roots, so as not

to feel their removal.

The trowel is employed both in taking up the

plants, and planting them.
In the elercnth, or Planting ifith Balls of

Earth about the Roots, which is the removing
a plant with a large ball of earth about its roots,

so as by having its roots firmlv attactied to the

surrounding earth, it still, during the operation,

continues its growing state, without receiving

any, or but very little check from its removal

:

this is often practised more particularly for the

more delicate and choicer kinds of exotics, both
trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants ; and occa-

sionally for many of the fibrous-rooted, Ho>verv

plants, both annuals, perennials, and biennials,

even in their advanced growth and flowering

state, when particularly wanted to supply anv
deficient compartments ; though it is not so eli-

gible for bulbous-rooted kinds : likewise, when
intended to remove any sort of tree or plant out

of the proper planting season, as very late in

spring, or in summer, it is proper to transplant

it with a good ball of earth, to preserve it i/<ore

certainly in a state of growth. Some trees and
shrubs are more difficult; to remove with a ball

than most kinds of herbaceous fibrous-rooted

plants, though many of the tree and shrub kinds

having very fibry roots, also readily rise with

good balls.

In transplanting any of the tree and shrub

kinds by this method, if ihev grow in the full

ground, the operator must be careful to begin to

open a trench with a spade at some distance from
and round the stem, perhaps a foot, or two or

three, according to the size of the tree and ex-

pansion of the roots, digging a sort of trench all

round, a spade or two wide, or more if large

trees, and in depth below all the roots; all the

time having great care not to disturb the ball or

mass of earth between the stem and trench,, but

preserve it as? entire as possible. W hen the

whole has been detached, the plant should be re-

moved into the situation for which it is intend-

ed, with the whole of its ball about its roots.

When trees or shrubs, with balls to their

roots, are intended to be sent to considerable

distances, they should be placed singly in osier

baskets, in order to preserve the ball ; having

a basket for each tree; the baskets to be of an

upright make, in width and depth in proportion
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to the ball, with two lianclles at top, especially

if large, and generally worked rather open at the

sides, as sonielinies the basket and all is placed

in the ground, when the plant cannot be readily

removed without daiiger of breaking the bad of

earth about it.

In respect to the method of planting in pots

in general, having the pots and mould ready

for the reception of the plants, previous to

planting them place some pieces of lilc, pot-

sherds, or ovster-shell, &c., over each hole at

the bottom of the pots, to prevent the holes be-

ing clogged and stopped with the eanh, anil the

earth from being washed out with occasional

watering; also to prevent the roots of the plants

getting out : then having secured the holes, put

some earth in the bottom of each pot, from two
or three to five or six inches or more in depth,

according to the size of the pot, and that of the

roots of the plant ; then insert the plant in the

middle of the pot upon the earth, in an upright

position, making its roots, if without a ball of

earth, spread equally every way; directly adding

a quantity of tine mould about all the roots and

fibres, shaking the pot to cause the earth to set-

tle close thereto: at the same time, if the root

stand too low, shake it gently up ; and, having

filled the pot with earth, press it gently all

round with the hand, to settle it moderately

firm in every part, and to steady the upright

posiure of the plant, raising the earth however

within about half an inch, or less, of the top of

the pot, as it will settle lower; for some void

space at top is nccessaary to receive waterings

occasionally : as soon as the plant is thus potted,

give it directly a moderate watering to settle the

earth more effectually close about all the roots,

and promote their rooting more expeditiously in

the new earth ; repeating the waterings both be-

fore and after they have taken root, as occasion

may re(]uire.

In transplanting plants in pots froin one pot

to another, they may in general be shifted with

the whole ball of earth contained in the pot

about their roots entire, so as to preserve the

plant all along in its growing state, as scarcely

to shrink or retard its grovvth by thi; operation

;

for plants growing singly in pots, and of

some standing, whose roots and fibres have
established themselves firmly in the earth, will

readily remove out of the pots with the entire

ball in one compact lump, surrounding all the

roots and fibres, retaining their growing state by

still drav.ing nourishment from the surrounding

ball of earth.

The removing of plants from one pot to

another with balls, is in some cases to be

avoided ; as where a plant appears diseased or in

a bad state of growth, as it is most probable the

fault is in the root or earth ; therefore, it is eli-

gible to shake the whole entirely out of the earth,

in order to examine its roots, and trim off' all

decayed and other bad parts; then, having a

fresh pot, and some entire new compost, re-

plant the tree, See., therein.

In potting plants from the full ground, or

beds of earth, &c., if they have been previously

pricked out at certain distances, and have stood

long enouiih to fix their roots firmly, many sorts

may be potted with balls, paiticularly most of

the herbaceous, fibrous-rooted kinds, and many
of the shrubby tribe, by taking them up care-

fully with the garden-trowel, or with a spade,

as may be convenient, according to the size of

the plants ; and, if necessary, pare the balls

round to fit the pot.

Seedling plants, or those raised from seed-

beds, by their growing so close together, rarely

admit of potting with balls to their roots ; so that

when it is intended to pot such, they must be

drawn out of the earth with the root as entire as

possible, and be potted separately in small pots,

shifting them occasionally into larger.

Sometimes in pot-planting, to save room,
and for other purposes, several small plants arc

planted in each pot, especially \\hcn de-

signed as nursery-pots, to receive either small

seedlings, off-sets, slips, cuttings. Sec, just to

strike them, and forward them a little at first,

either in hot-beds, or for removing them to dif-

ferent situations, such as occasional shade,

shelter, &c., and in which some sorts of small

slips and cuttings are sometimes planted many
together, ni one or more wide pots, especially

where large supplies of some particular sorts are

required, such as myrtle cuttings and pipings of

pinks, &c., sometimes to the amount of a hun-
dred or two of these small sets in one capacious

pot or wide store pan. The small seedling?,

slips, cuttings, ofF-sets, &:c., when they arc a

little forwarded, or properly rooted, and shoot a

little at top, should be all potted off, in pro-

per time, each in a separate pot, especially

if plants of any duration
;

giving them small

pots at first, and as they increase in size shift-

ing them into larger ones.

When any large growing plants, such as

oranaje- and lemon-trees, or any other kinds, are

become too large for pots, they should be shifted

into tubs: these tubs should be made of full-

inch thick staves, and adapted to the size of

the respective plants; each tub to be well hooped

with iron, and furnished with two hooked or

bow iron handles at top, by which to move
them, either by hand, or, when very large tubs,

to receive poles between two men for moving
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pot with something; or, if small plants, you
may turn tiic pot mouth downward, and strike
the edge gently against any firm substance. In re-
planting tho^se potted plants, if the sides of the
ball of earth is much malted with the fibres of
the root, it is proper to pare off the grossest
part, together with a little of the old earth, espe-
cially if to be planted in pots again ; then put it

m a pot a size larger than before, filling up all

round with fresh mould, finishing with a" mode-
rate water! nsr-

In regard to the proper state and preparation
of trees for planting, it may be observed that
young trees, both of the fruit and forest kinds,
are the most suitable, and succeed best ; as

the plants where wanted ; having holes at the
bottom of the tubs to discharge the superfluous
moisture

;
placing some stones, &c., to prevent

the holes being clogged with the earth ; the me-
thod of planting and transplanting being the
same as iu Pot-Planting.

In the twelfth mode, or Planting in Pots,

which is practised to all tender exotics, in order

for moving them to shelter occasionally, such as

all kinds of green-house and hot-hou!^e plants;

and likewise for many sorts of hardy flowering-

plants, for the convenience of moving them oc-
casionally to adorn particular compartments;
and for the convenience of moving some curious

sorts when in flower to occasional shelter from _. _ „._

the sun's rays and excessive rains, in order to from three or four to six or eight feet in heioht,
preseive their beauty and prolong the time of and from three or four to five or six years old!
their bloom ; such as the fine auriculas, carna- See Forest-, Dwarf-, and Standard-Trehs.
tions, Sec. In forest-trees, the straightest, most vigorous.

In planting in this way, it is highly requisite and thriving plants of the respective kinds should
carefully to adapt the sizes to the size and na- always be chosen.
ture of the different plants intended to be potted: In preparing for planting, in taking up the
if small plants, begin first with small pots, one trees out of the nursery, the greatest care is ne-
plant only to each pot, especially if to remain ; cessary in raising them with as great a spread of
but according as the different plants advance in roots as possible, which is often ill attended to,
growth shift them into pots one or two sizes especially when large orders of plants are to be
larger, which may be requisite to many sorts drawn in a hurry. The ground about the trees
once a year, to others once in two or three should always be opened with the spade widely
years, according to circumstances. round the roots, and deep enough to get to their

Garden-pots for this use are of several regular bottom without hacking and cuttino- them with
sizes, from two to sixty in a cast, distinguished the spade, but so as to raise each pTant with all

at the pot-houses accordingly ; 'as twos, sixes, its roots as entire as possible. After bavin"-
twelves, sixtcens, twenty-fours, thijrty-twos, taken up the trees ont of the nursery, &c., it i*

forty-eights, sixties, or sixty-fours, Sec, each also of great moment to have them replanted as
pot having one or more apertures at bottom to soon as possible in the places allotted for them

;

discharge the superfluous moisture. They are for, although by properly covering the roots
sold by the potters at so much per cast, large

and small, all of a-price; those of only two in

a cast the same as those of sixty ; and from two
. shillings to half a crown or three shillings per

cast is the general price. See Pot, Gardkn.
Sometimes, instead of baskets, small vouno-

trees and other plants with balls, intended to be
sent to any distance, arc put separately in

pots, and when they are to be placed in the full

ground, each should be turned out of the pot

with the ball entire.

litter, or, if sent to any considerablewith litter, or, if

distance, by tying them in bundles, and pack-
ing them up with plenty of straw about the
roots, and afterwards closely matted round, they
may be preserved in tolerable good conditit)n a
fortnight or longer—yet, where it is possible to
plant them the same day, or in a day or two
after, before the small libres are shrunk or dried,
it will beef much advantage in the first growth
of the trees ; but when this cannot be done they
should be immediately laid in the ground in a

Trees and other plants that have generally trench,

grown in pot-, where they have been of some In preparing for planting, the roofs must have
standing, have the whole earth by means of an occasional trimming, not however to re.
the numerous fibres formed into one compact trench or reduce any but the maimed and de-
lump, so that it.will readily come out entire and cayed part* ; therefore previous to planting cx-
finn ; or to such as do not so easily quit the pot, amine the root, and cut out all such parts as
a long blade of a knife, or some other thin in- have been broken or damaged in taking up, and
strumcni, may be thrust down between the ont- any casual decayed parts or other blemishes, be-
side of the ball and pot all round, and it will ing careful to leave all the sound roots every
then readily come out, either in drawing by the where entire; leaving also all the small fibres

ftem of tive plant, or by striking the edge of the that are fresh and vigorous, only trimming: off
Vol. U.

"
2 I
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such as are become dry and moiikls' ; suffering

all tbc main roots to remain^ mostly at Rill

length, except just .to tip oft' their ends a little

on the under side, sloping (jatward ; and reduce

any very long stragglers, and shorten long per-

pendicular tap-roots, more particularly ol:' fruit-

trees, to prevent their running down into a bad

soil, and to promote their throwing out others

horizontally.

And \\ith regard to the preparation of the

heads of the trees, the principal care is to trim o.T

the straggling shoots and branches from the

stems, leaving the heads for the generality entire,

only just retrenching very irregular branches, and

shortening any very long stragglers ; always suf-

fering the main or leading top shoot to remain

at length, particularly in forest-trees, and all

others that are to grow to a lofty stature.

Fruit-trees, however, sometimes require a

more accurate regulation of the head preparatory

to planting, part'icularly dwarfs for espaliers and

walls, if the fruit-tree is taken from the nur-

sery at one year old from the budding and graft-

ing, and with its first shoot from budding and

grafting entire, this first shoot must necessarily

be shortened or headed down to force out lateral

wood below, to furnish the bottom properly
;

but this heading down is not necessary at the

time of planting, but should remain till spring,

until the tree has taken fresh root and begins to

shoot; for the head remaining greatly promotes

the rooting; when in March or the beginning of

April, head it down within half a foot, or five

or six eyes of the insertion of the bud or graft,

and the shoot so headed will throw out, from

its remaining lower eyes, several lateral branches

the ensuing summer.
If it is two, three, or more years old from the

budding and grafting, and the first shoots were

headed down in the nursery at the proper time,

it is proper to plant it with its whole head en-

tire, only retrenching any irregular branch, or

any very luxuriant shoot ; or thin out the worst

of such as are evidently too close or crowded,

leaving however all the regular branches at full

length, except just to reduce any very long

rambler.

For new planting trees it is very improper to

retrench the branches too severely, and cut all

that remains short, as is very often practised, on

a supposition of strengthening their roots, which

however has often the contrary effect ; for the

branches and leaves imbibe the refreshing influ-

ence of the air,. Sec, which, being conveyed

to the roots, proves nutrimental, and contri-

butes exceedingly towards vegetation, and con-

sequently promotes the rooting afresh more ex-

peditiously and eflcctually. Besides, by a se-
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vcrc retrenching and a general shortening, of

fruit-trees in particular, in most sorts the very

])arts \vhere fruit would have been soon first pro-

duced are cut oft", and it will probably cost the

tree two or three years growth to furnish new
branches equal to those cutaway, as well as re-

tard its bearing in proportion. And it often

happens by such a general amputation of the

branches of all new planted trees at the time of

planting, that they, for want of branches to

collect vegetative nourishment, either make very

little progress in shooting for two or three years

after, or sometimes, when they do shoot, throw

out a profusion of unnecessary wood from the

remaining eyes or buds.

Therefore if young fruit-trees at planting, whe-

ther dwarfs or standards, are furnished with five

or six or more good regular principal branches,

of one, two, or more years growth, it is im-

proper to retrench any part of them, and dis-

figure the tree, particularly apples, pears, plums,

ai°d cherries, which should at all times be but

sparingly shortened ; and since several good

branches being already obtained in the proper

parts to give the head its first regular form, they

in their turn readily furnish more ; and if there

is a vacancy in any part, it will be better to en-

deavour to 'fill it by stopping some of the young

shoots produced the summer after planting, by

either pinching or pruning them in May or June

the same year to three or four eyes, or cutting

themdowii to that length in the winter or spring

following.—Some fruit-trees, however, such as

peaches, nectarines, &cc., against walls, require

most of their young shoots to be shortened an-

nually.

Forest-trees, Sec, in their preparation pre-

vious to planting, after being drawn out of the

nursery, shoulcFonly have the blemished roots

trimmed, and all branches from the lower part

of the stem pruned off, cutting the lower ones

close, the others to two, three, or four inches,

particularly the deciduous kinds, leaving the

head always tolerably branchy, and mostly en-

tire ; not to trim away all the branches to one

leading shoot only, as is often practised, but

leave a proportionable share of the upper more

erect branches, to form some tolerable head, and

only just retrenching the lower stragglers, very

long rambling lu.xuriants, and very irregular

growths, to preserve a little regularity; being

particularly careful to leave always the top or

leading shoot perfectly entire, unless it is de-

cayed,"or is very crooked, bending much down-

wards, &c., in which cases, if any straight

shoot is conveniently situated, the crooked part

may be retrenched down to the straight shoot,

which leave entire to run up in height, as with-
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out a leader a tree can never aspire to any con-
siderable stature; for the leader, by its annual
erect shoot, gradually increases the length of
the stem, and, as it advances, sends out a sup-
ply of laterals to furnish the head, branching
and spreading.

In planting tall trees, where it is designed to
form shade, shelter, or blind as soon as possi-
ble, very little reduction of the branches of the
head should be suffered, only to reduce any very
irregular growers.

In removing pretty large trees of any sort
with considerable heads, especially when very
spreading or crowded, it may be proper to re'-

ducc the whole regularly in some proportion to
the root, that the winds may not have too much
power to incommode it after planting ; in which
cases it may be necessary to retrench or re-
duce some of the most extensive lower
branches, and thin out some where much crowd-
ed, reducing others down to some convenient
lateral branch they may support, so as each re-
duced branch may, notwithstanding its reduc-
tion, terminate in a leader, having its top en-
tire, not to exhibit naked ends of branches,
standing up like stumps.

In respect to the preparation for planting of all

the shrub kind, only just trim the straggling un-
der branches and shoots from the lower part of
the stem, retrenching any luxuriants of the heads
that seem to shoot away very irregularly and vi-
gorously at the expense of the neighbouring
branches, and reducing long ramblers, &c.,
just to preserve a little regularity.

All new planted tall trees should be staked as
soon as planted, in order to support them steady
every where till they are well rooted and have
somewhat established their roots, that winds may
not overset, or otherwise incommode them;
particularly all trees of six, eight, or ten feet

high, and upwards ; one tall stout stake being
placed to each tree, or more, if the trees are of
large size, sharpening the lower ends, and driv-
ing them firmly into the ground near the stem

;

or if larger trees, place it slantways, at a little di-
stance, so as its top reach the upper part of the
stem, on the opposite side to that most exposed
to the winds, in which it will have the greatest
effect; but large trees with full heads, should
generally have very tall strong stakes, three to

each tree, placed triangular-ways, in an oblique
or slanting direction, afterwards binding the
•stems of the trees firmly to the stakes, previ-
ously wrapping some soft substance, such as

hay-bands, &c., round them, at the part where
it is to be fastened to the stakes, in order to save
the ba;k from being rubbed off'agaiustihe stakes
by the motion of the winds, \v))ich is more par-

ticularly necessary to tall plants that are much
exposed.

Large trees of considerable stature, with full

heads, are often supported with ropes suspended
from the top of the stem three different ways,
straining them tight, and the end of each rope
staked securely down to the ground ; so that
whatsoever way the wind blows the ropes stay
the tree still in its upright position.

Such new planted trees as are exposed to cat-
tle should each be well fortified all round the
stem with thorn bushes.

The general season of planting, for all sorts

of trees, is autumn and spring, as from the be-
ginning of the decay of the leaf, in October,
until December, for the former; though ever-

greens may be begun to be transplanted towards
the middle or latter end of September and con-
tinued till December. And for the spring plant-
ing, February and March is the principal time,
but may be continued occasionally until April

;

and several sorts of tender young evergreens
succeed best when planted the beginning of
that month, or later. Much, however, in this

business, must depend on the soil and state of
the weather.

In preparing to plant herbaceous fibrous-rooted
plants, care is to be had to remove them with
good roots

;
young seedlings, &c., especially

require particular care in drawing them with
proper roots. When they are to be taken all

clean up, they may be readily loosened and
raised out of the earth with some instrument
with all their fibres entire ; but when they are
only to be thinned, they do not admit of this,

as It would disturb the remaining plants, so
must be drawn out by hand carefully, with as
much root as possible.

Many sorts of fibrous-rooted plants, however,
are so hardy, and apt to grow, that if taken up
almost any how, with a little root, they will

strike : it is nevertheless advisable to use care in

drawing all sorts for planting with tolerable

roots, as they will in proportion make more
progress in their future growth. And as to any
trimming preparatory to planting, very little is

wanted, only in some sorts, just shortening
very long naked spindly roots, and trimming
any straggling fibres ; though in numbers of
plants of this tribe hardly any trinmiing at all

is required, either in root or top.

PLATAN US, a genus containing plants of
the exotic deciduous tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia
Pohjandria, and ranks in the natural order of
ArnentacecE,

The characters are : that the male flow-ers are

compound, forming a globular anient. The
2 I 2
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calyx is a few small jags. The corolla scarcely

apparent : the stamina have oblong tilanients,

thicker at top, coloured : anthers i'our-corner-

ed, growing round the filament at the lower

part— female tiowers {orniing a globe, nume-
rous, on the same tree: the calyx has many very

small scales: the corolla has many petals, con-

cave, oblong, club-shaped : the pistillum many
awl-shaped germs, ending in awl-shaped styles

;

with a recurved stigma : there is no pericarpium :

fruits many, collected into a globe : the seed

roundish, placed on a bristle-shaped peduncle,

and tern)inated by the an 1 shaped style; with a

capillary pappus adhering to the base of the

seed.

The species are : I . P. orientalis, Oriental

Plane Tree; '2. P. Occident alis, American Plane

Tree.

The first has the stem tall, erect, and covered

with a smooth bark, which annually f;i!ls oft

;

it sends out many side branches, which are ge-

nerally a little crooked at their joints; the bark

of the young branches is of. a dark brown, in-

clining to a purple colour; the leaves are placed

alternate, on foot-stalks an inch anda half long;

the leaves themselves are seven inches long and

eight broad, deeply cut into five segments, and

the two outer are slightly cut again into two

more ; these segments have many acute inden-

tures on their borders, and have each a strong

midrib, with many lateral veins running to the

sides; the upper side of the leaves is of a deep

green, and the under side pale. The flowers

come out upon long peduncles hanging down-

ward, each sustaining five or six round balls of

flowers; the upper, which are the largest, are

more than four inches in circumference; these

-sit very close to the peduncle. The flowers are

so small as scarely to be distinguished without

glasses ; they come out a little before the leaves,

which is in the beginning of June; and in warm
summers the seeds will ripen late in autumn,

and it left upon the trees will remain till spring,

when the balls fall to pieces, and the bristly

down wdiich surrounds the seeds helps to trans-

port them to a great distance with the wind. It

js a native of Asia.

There are two varieties, as the Maple-leaved,

which has not its leaves so deeply cut as those

of the eastern plane: they are divided into five

segments, pretty deep, but are not lobed, like

those of the occidental plane. The petioles are

nmch longer than in either of the species, and

the upper surface of the leaves is rougher, so

that they might be taken for difi'erent sons, if

it was not known that they rose from the same

seeds.

The Spanish Plane, which has larger leaves

than cither of the sorts, and are more di-

vided than those of the occidental, but not so
nmch as those of the oriental. Some of the

leaves are cut into five, and others into three

lobes only ; these are sharply indented on the

etiges, and are of a light green ; the footstalks

are short, and covered with a short down. This
is by some called the Middle Plane Tree, from the

leaves being of a shape between the two species.

These are highly ornamental trees for plea-

sure-grounds.

The second species grows to a large size, the

stem very straight, and of equal girth most part

of the length ; the bark is sniooib, and annu-
ally falls oft' like that of the former ; the branches
extend wide on every side ; the young ones
have a brownish bark, but the old ones a gray

bark ; the footstalks of the leaves are three

inches long ; the leaves are seven inches long,

and ten broad ; they are cut into three lobes or
angles, and have several acute indentures on
their borders, with three longitudinal midribs,

and many strong lateral veins. The leaves are

of a light green on their upper side and paler on
their under. The flowers grow in round balls

like the former, but are smaller. The leaves

and flowers come out at the same time with
the former, and the seeds ripen in autumn.
It is a native of most i)arts of America.

This is also an ornamental tree in the same
situations.

Culture.—^These plants may be increased by
seed, layers, and cuttings ; but principally in

the two last methods.

The best season for sowing the seeds is au-
tumn, if they can be procured, otherwise in the

spring, upon a somewhat lightish, mellow soil :

the ground having been dug and raked, it should
be formed into four-feet wide beds, and the

seeds then scattered evenly on the surface, and
raked in, or with the back of a rake the earth

be previously trimmed oft" the surface near half

an inch deep into the alleys ; then sowing the

seed, and directly, with the rake turned the

proper way, drawing the earth evenly over the

seeds, and trimming the surface smooth, when
many of the plants will rise in spring, but pro-

bably not generally till the spring following.

When they are one or two years old, they should

be planted out in nursery-rows, two feet asunder,

and about half that distance in the lines; to re-

main till of a proper size for being finally set

out.

In the layer method, some stout plants must
be planted for stools, which in a year aFtel- must
be headed down near the bottom, that they may
throw out many shoots near the ground con-

venient for laying; which, in the autumn after
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thev arc produced, should be laid down bv stit-

laying; and by the autumn after, they will be

well rooted, and form plants two or three feet

high, which may be separated, and planted in

nursery -rows, as the seedlings. They succeed
very readilv in this way.
Most of the sorts take tolerably by cuttings of

the strong young shoots ; but the latter more
freely tb.an the former kinds. The most proper

season for jilanting them is the autumn, as soon
as the leaf falls, or occasionally in the spring;

choosing a moist soil for the purpose, when
many of the cuttings will grow, and make tole-

rable plants by the autumn following.

These last two methods are the only ones in

order to continue thedistinct varieties effectually.

They have a very ornamental effect in all sorts

of plantations, from their large growth and
the !?Teat size of their leaves.

PLEASURE-GROUND, any ornamented
ground round a residence. It compreiierids all

the ornamental compartments or divisions of
ground and plantation ; such as lawns, plan-

tations of trees and shrubs, flower compart-
ments, walks, pieces of water, &c., whether
situated wholly within the space generally con-
sidered as pleasure-ground, or extended over ha-
ha's, or by other communications, to the adja-

cent fields, parks, paddocks, or out-grounds.
In designs for pleasure-grounds, modern im-

provements reject all formal works, such as

long straight walks, regular intersections, square
grass plots, corresponding parterres, quadran-
gular and angular spaces, inclosed with high
clipped hedges, &c., as well as all other uni-
formities ; instead of which, open spaces of
grass ground of varied forms and dimensions,
and winding walks, all bounded with planta-

tions of trees, shrubs, and flowers, in various

clumps and other distributions, are exhibited \n

a variety of imitative rural forms, as curves,

projections, openings, and closings, in imita-

tion of a natural assemblage, having' all the va-

rious plantations o])en to the walks and lawns.

A spacious open lawn of grass ground being
generally first exhibited immediately in the front

of the mansion, or main habitation, sometimes
widely extended in open space on both sides to

admit of greater prospect, &c., and sometimes
more contracted towards the habitation, widen-
ing gradually outward, and having each side

embellished with plantations of shrubbery,

groves, thickets, &c., in clumps, and other
parts, in sweeps, curves, and projections, to-

wards the lawn, &c., with breaks or openings
of grass spaces at intervals, between the planta-

tions; and serpentine gravel-walks 'vindmg im-
der the shade of the trees : extended plantations

being also carried round next the outer boundary
of the ground, in various openings and cJiisings,

having also gravel-walks v/inding through them,
I'or shady and private walking ; and in the m-
teriof divisions of the ground serpentine wmd-
ing walks exhibited, and elegant grass opens,
aiTanging various ways, all bordered with shrub-
beries, and other tree and shrub plantations,

flower compartments, &c., disposed in a va-

riety of diflerent rural firms and dimensions, in

easy bendings, concaves, proiections, and straiiz;ht

ranges, occasionally ; with intervening breaks
or openings of grass ground, between the com-
partments of plantations, &c., both to promote
rural diversity, and for comuumication and
prospect to the different divisions ; all the plan-
tations being so variously arranged, as gradually

to discover new scenes, each furnishing fresh

variety, both in the form of the jJesign in dif-

ferent parts, as well as in the disposition of the
various trees, shrubs, and flowers, and other or-
naments and diversities.

So that in these designs, according to modern
gardening, a tract of ground of any extent may
have the prospect varied and diversified exceeding-
ly, in a beautiful representation of art and nature,

so that in passing from one compartment to an-
other, new varieties present themselves in tha
most agreeable manner ; and even if the figure of
the ground be irregular, and its surface has many
inequalities, in risings and fallings, and other

irregularities, the whole may be improved with-

out any great trouble of squaring and levelling,

as, by humouring the natural form, even the very

irregularities may be made to conceal their na-
tural-deformities, and carry along with them an
air of diversity and novelty. In these rural

works, however, we should not entirely abolish

all appearance of art and uniformity ; for these,

when properly applied, give an additional beauty

and peculiar grace to all natural productions,

and sets nature in the fairest and most advan-
tageous point of view. One principal point in

laying out a pleasure-ground, is for the designer

to take particular care that the whole extent of

his ground be not taken in at one view, as

where the contrary is the case there is a lame-
ness and want of proper effect produced.

It is impossible to give any directions for

planning a pleasure-ground; as the plan may be

varied exceedingly, according to the natural

figure, position, and situation of the land, and
taste of the designer.

In respect to the situation, it must be imme-
diately contiguous to the main house, whether

hiajh or low situated: however, a soniewhal ele-

vated situation, or the side or summit of some

moderate rising ground, is always the most
8
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eligible on which to erect the chief habitation,
arranging the pleasure-ground accordingly

;

such an exposure being the most desirable, both
for the beauty of the prospect and heathfulness
of the air

; a low level situation neither afford-
ing a due prospect of the ground, or the adja-
cent country, besides being liable to unwhole-
some dampness, and sometimes inundation in
%ymter: there are, however, many, level situa-
tions, forming plains or flats, that possess great
advantages both of soil and prospect, and the
beauties of water without too much moisture

;

there are also sometimes large tracts of ground,
consisting both of low and high situations, as
level plains, hollows, eminences'^ declivities, and
other inequalities, which may be so improved
as to make a most desirable pleasure-ground, as
the scene may be varied in the most beautiful
manner imaginable; but as the choice of situa-
tion and scope of ground is not always attain-
able, every one must regulate his plan in the
most commodious manner possible, ao^reeable to
the nature of the particular situation,'^ extent of
ground, and plan which has been adopted.
The extent of pleasure-grounds may be vari-

ous, according to that of the estate or premises,
and other circiimstanccs, as from a quarter or
half an acre to thirty or foity or more.
The ground for this purpose should previ-

ously be well fenced in, by a wall, paling,
hedge, or parts of each sort, and in some par°s
a fosse or ha-ha, where it may be necessary to
extend the prospect, either at the termination of
a lawn, walk, or avenue ; and the close fences
should generally be concealed wlthinside, par-
ticularly the wall and paling fences, by a rano-e
of close plantation, unkiss where the wall may
be wanted for the culture of wall-fruit. But
sometimes, when the pleasure-ground adjoins
to a fine park, paddock, or other agreeable
prospect, the boundary fence on that side is
often either a low hedge, or a ha-ha ; but many
prefer the latter, especially at the termination of
any spacious open, both to extend the prospect
more eflectually, and give the ground an air of
greater extent than it realivhas, at a distance

;the ha-ha being sunk, nothing like a fence ap-
pears, so that the adjacent park, fields, &c.,
appear to be connected with the grounds.
The arrangement of (he several'divisions, both

internal and external, must be wholly reo;ulated
by the nature and extent of the ground.

"

And in whatever mode such grounds are laid
out, the whole of the different quarters, walks,
and other parts, should be kept in an exact and
neat order.

J'LIANT MEALY TREE. See Vieuh-

P L U
PLINIA, a genus comprising a plant of -the.

exotic shrubby kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Itosandria
Momgijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Rosaci'ce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, five- or four-parted : seo-ments
acute, flat, small: the corolla five- or four-pe-
talled : petals ovate, concave : the stamina have
numerous capillary filaments, the lenf;th of the
corolla

: anthers small : the pistillum is a su-
perior, small germ : st)Ie awl-shaped, longer
than the stamens : stigmi simple: the pericar-
pium is a very large drupe, globular, grooved :

the seed single, very large, globular, smooth.
The species is P. jicdunculata, Red-fruited

Plinia, or Myrtle.
It has the leaves opposite, petioled, simple,

even, like those of myrtle, ovate : tlie flowers
are pednncled, the length of the leaves, subum-
belled : the calycine leaflets four, ovate, con-
cave, spreading, coloured, reflex: the petals,
four or eight, obovate, sessile, twice as long as
the calyx : the filaments verv many, capillary
the length of the petals, inserted into the rel
ceptacle : anthers roundish : germ inferior,
roundish angular : the style filiform, the length
of the stamens : the stigma simple : the be°rv
roundish, the size of a plum, with eight swell-
ings, one-celled, nmbilicated, with a four-tooth-
ed calyx, red and sapid : seed single, sub-glo-
bular. It is a native of Brasil, flowering in^Ja-
nuary and February.

Culture.—It is increased by the seeds, which
should be procured from libroad, and which
should be sown in pots, filled with rich mould,
plunging them in a bark hot-bed, when they
appear in the same season. They mav also be
increased by planting cuttings of the young
shoots, in the later spring and summer months,
in pots filled with good earth, covering them
with hand- or bell-glasses, and watering them
occasionally. They may be so rooted as to be
fit for removing into separate pots the same year.

It is highly ornamental in stove-collections,
from its flowerinir in the vvinter season.
PLUM. Seel'RUNUo.
PLUM, MAIDEN. See C^^mocladia.
PLUMBAGO, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous flowering perennial kinds.
It belong to the class and order Pentandria

Munogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Plumbagines.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, ovate-oblong, tubular, five-
cornered, rugged, with a five-toothed month,
permanent : the corolla one-pctalled, funnel-
form : tube cylindrical, narrower at top, longer
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than the calyx : border five-cleft, from crect-

sprcaciiii"', with ovate segments : nectary of

live very small acuminate valves iu the bot-

t(ini of the corolla, ir.closing the germ : the

stamina iiave live, awl-shaped filaments, free

within the tube of the corolla, placed on the

valves of the nectary : anthers small, oblong,

versatile : the pistillum is an ovate germ, very

small : style simple, the length of the tube

:

stii'fma five-cleft, slender : the pericarpium is

an oblong capsule, five-cornered, terminated by

the permanent style, one-celled, five-valved,

clothed with the calyx : the seed single, oblong,

fastened to a thread, pendulous.

The species cultivated are : 1. P. europcea,

European Leadwort; 2. P. zeijlanica, Ceylon

Leadwort ; 3. P. rosea, Rose-coloured Lead-

wort; 4. P. scandens, Climbing Leadwort.

The first has a perennial root, striking deep

into the ground : the stalks many, slender,

three feet and a half high, and channelled : the

leaves three inches long and two broad, smooth,

entire, of a grayish colour. The upper part of

the stalks send out many slender side branches,

which have small leaves on them : these and

also the principal stalks are terminated by tufts

of either blue or white flowers, which are small

and succeeded by rough hairy seeds. It is a

native of the South of Europe and Africa, flow-

ering here in October.

The second species is a perennial plant, with

a strong fibrous root, from which arise many
slender stalks, growing near four feet high :

the leaves about three inches long, and an inch

and half broad near their base, ending in acute

points ; they are alternate, and on short foot-

stalks : the upper part of the stalks divides into

small brandies, having smaller leaves on them,

and terminating in spikes of flowers : seeds co-

vered with the prickly calyx : the upper part of

the stalks and tiie calyx of the flowers are very

glutinous, sticking to the fingers, and entang-

ling small flies that settle on them. It is a na-

tive of the East Indies and of the Society Lies,

flowering from April to September.

The third is a shrubby plant, u hich frequently

grows to the height of four or five feet, and is

perpetually putting forth flowering spikes ; these

continue a long time, and hence, with proper

management, may be kept in flower during

most part of the year. The calyx has capitate

glutinous hairs scattered over it : the filan)ents

are dilated at the base and arched : the capsule

superior, clothed with the permanent calyx,

ovate-oblong, ending in the subulate-setaceous

style, obscurely five-cornered : the seed oblong,

acuminate above, of a dark blood-red or ferru-

ginous colour, suspended by a filiform umbilical

chord, springing from the base of the capsule.

It is,a native of the East Indies.

The fourth species has a sufirutesccnt stem,

scandent, sometimes decumbent, loose, flexuose,

branched, round, striated, smooth : the leaves

are alternate, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, nerv-

ed, spreading, entire, smooth on both sitics

:

two smaller leaflets at the base of the middlcj

and two above it : the petioles very short, com-
pressed, channelled, half embracing, membra-
naceous at the edge, with a red spot at the base

underneath : the flowers terminating, subpa^

niclcd, commonly in spikes, sessile, scattered,

approximating: the leaflets sessile under the

flowers ; the calyx inferior, bellying in the mid-
dle and towards the base, five-grooved, with
glanduliferous hairs: the border of the corolla

five-parted: parts roundish, emarginate, with a

verv short point in the middle : the nectariee

roundish, yellow, round the germ, inserted into

the bottom of the calyx : the filaments thicken-

ed, approximating, awl-shapcd ; anthers placed

on the top of the filaments, blue : style the

length of the stamens ; seed coated, as it were

included in a capsule, and covered with the per-

manent calyx. It is a native of South America
and Jamaica, flowering in July and August.

Culture.—The first sort is increased bv part-

ing the roots in the autumn, when the stems de-

cay, and planting them in a dry soil. They
should afterwards be kept clean from weeds, and

have proper support.

The three other sorts should be raised from
seeds, which should be sown in pots, in the

spring, and plunged in hot-beds. They likewise

may sometimes be raised by planting slips and

cuttings in pots, and plunging them in the

same sorts of hot-beds.

These are all ornamental flowering plants

;

the first in the pleasure-grounds, and the others

in pots among hot-house collections.

PLUMERIA, a genus containing plants of the

succulent flowering exotic kind, for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria

Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

CnntortcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, blunt, very small : the corolla

one-petalled, funnel-form: tube long, widening

gradually: border five-parted, from erect-spread-

ing; segnients ovate-oblong, oblique: the sta-

mina have five, awl-shaped filaments, from the

nnddle of the tube : anthers converging : the

pistillum is an oblong, bifid germ : styles scarcely

any : stigma double, acuminate : the peri-

carpium consists of two follicles, long, acumi-

nate, ventricose, bent downwards, nodding,

one-celled, one-yalvcd: the seeds numerous.
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oblong, inserted into a larger ovate membrane at

the base, imbricate.

The species are : 1. P. n/lm, Red Plumeria,
orJasminc; 2. P. alba, White Plumeria; 3.

P.ohliisa, I)!unt-leaved Plumeria; 4. P.pudica,
Close-flowered Plumeria.

'J"he first rises to the height of eighteen or
twenty feet : the stalks are covered with a dark
green hark, having marks where the leaves are

Fallen off; they are succulent, abound with a
milky juice, and within are somewhat woody:
towards the top they put out a few thick succulent
branches, with leaves at their ends of a light-

green colour, full of milky juice, having a laroe

midrib and many transverse veins : at the ends
of jtlie branches also come out the flowers in

clusters; shaped like those of the Oleander or
Rose bay, of a pale-red colour, and having an
agreeable odour. They are produced in this

climate in July and August.
The second species has the habit-of the first,

but is not much branched, and rarely exceeds
fifteen feet in height; it abounds, like that, in a
milky juice : the flowers are in spikes, white
with a yellowish eye, and diffuse a very sweet
odour to a considerable distance. It is a native
of Campcachy.
The third produces small white flowers re-

sembling those of the second: the leaves are

oval -lanceolate, and the peduncles branched.
Some describe it as a thick tree, exceeding the
middle size, with an ash-coloured, smooth,
milky bark, a juicy brittle wood, and spreading,
thick, twisted branches : the leaves quite entire,

large, flat, smooth, scattered, with many trans-

verse ribs : the flowers terminating, in com-
pound spreading upright racemes. It is a na-
tive of the West Indies.

The fourth species is an uprigdt milky shrub,
five feet in height, of the same habit with the
others : the leaves oblong, flat, veined : the
flowers numerous, yellowish, the border con-
tinuing erect and shut, even after they drop;
being rolled up like the flowers of Hibiscus:
they succeed each other continuallv for two
months together; and have an odour much
more agreeable than that of the preceding spe-
cies, or even of any other known flower. It is

a native of South America.
Culture.—These plants are capable of being

increased by seeds and cuttings of the young
branches.

The seeds should be procured from the na-
tive situation of the plants, and be sown in

pots, filled with a light saudv compost, plung-
ing them in a hot-bed, covered by glasses, or

the bark-bed in the stove, when they readily ve-

getate; and when the plants have attaiucd a few

inches in growth, they should be removed into
separate pots, of a small size, which must \>e

plunged in beds of the same kind as the above.
The cuttings should be made from the youno-

branches, and after being laid in the stove or
some other dry situation, to dispel their succu-
lence, and heal over the wounds, be planted
out during the summer months, in pots, filled

with light dry mould, plunging them in the
bark-bed of the stove, giving occasional shade
and very slight waterings, tid they have stricken
fresh root, and when they have become well
rooted, they may be removed into separate pots,
being managed as otiier stove exotics.

They afford much ornament and varietv
among collections of stove plants ; especi'-

ally the red sort; and when set out with other
potted plants in the summer, have a delightful
fragrance.

POISON-ASH. See Rhus.
POISON-NUT. See Strvchnos.
POISON-OAK. See Rhus.
POLEiMONIUM, a genus containing plants

of the fibrous-rooted, herbaceous flowering pe-
rennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Peiitandria
Monogyma, and ranks in the natural order of
Campanacece.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, half-five-cleft, inferior, goblet-
shaped, acute, permanent: the corolla one-
petalled, wheel-shaped: tube shorter than the
calyx, closed by five valves placed at the top

:

border five-parted, wide, flat : segments round-
ish, blunt : the stamina have five filaments, in-
serted into the valves of the tube, filiform,

shorter than the corolla, inclining : anthers
roundish, incumbent : the pistillum is an ovate,
acute, superior germ : style filiform, the length
of the corolla : stigma trifid, revolute : the peri-
carpium is a three-cornered capsule, ovate, three-
celled, ihree-valved, opening three ways at top,
covered : partitions contrary to the valves : the
seeds very many, irregular,' sharpish.

The species are: 1. P. cocruleum. Common
Polemonium ; e. P. reptans, Creeping Polemo-
nium, or Greek Valerian.

The first has a perennial, fibrous root : the
herb smooth : the stems upright, rising to the
height of eighteen or twenty inches, seldom
more, leafy, panicled : the leaves alternate, un-
equally pinnate, many-paired ; leaflets elliptic-

lanceolate, quite entire: the corolla between
bell-shaped and wheel-shaped, blue: the calyx
bell-shaped, half-five -cleft : the filaments di-

lated at the base and membranaceous : capsule
clothed with the calyx, ovate-globular, obso-
letelj three-grooved, thin, subpellucid : seeds
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six in each cell, in a double row, fastened to

the inner angle of the cell, variously angular,

eroded on the surface, of a dark rust colour. It

is a native of Asia, flowering in May.
There are varieties with white flowers, with

variegated flowers, and with variegated leaves.

The second species has creeping roots, by
which it nnilliplies very fast. The leaves have

seldom more than three or four pairs of leaflets,

which stand at a much greater distance from
each other than those of the common sort, and
are of a darker green. The stalks rise nine or ten

inches high, sending out branches their whole
length. The flowers are produced in loose

bunches, on pretty long peduncles ; they are

smaller than tliose of the common sort, and of

a lighter blue colour. It is a native of America.
Cullure.—^These plants may be increased by

seeds and parting the roots.

The seeds should be sown in the spring, upon
a bed of light earth, and when the plants are

pretty strong they should be pricked out into

another ixd of the same earth, four or five inches

asunder, shading and watering them until they

have taken new rcot ; keeping them clear from

weeds until the beginning of the autumn, and
then transplanting them into the borders of the

pleaiure-ground. The plants are not of long du-

ration ; but by taking them up in autumn and

parting their roots they may be continued some
years : but the seedling plants flower stronger

than those from offsets.

The varieties can only be continued by part-

ing the roots at the above season. They should

have a fresh light soil, which is not too rich,

as the roots will be apt to rot in winter, and the

stripes on the leaves to go off.

The second sort may be increased by seeds or

offsets in the same manner, and is equally

hardy, but much less beautiful.

They afford ornament among flowery plants

in the borders and other parts.

POLEY-MOUNTAIN. See Teuciuum.
POLYANTHES, a genus containing plants

of the bulbo-tuberous rooted herbaceous flow-

ering perennial exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria

Monomjnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Coronar'ice.

The characters are : that there is no calyx :

the corolla one-petalled, funnel-form:' tube

curved inwards, oblong : border patulous, with

six ovate segments : the stamina have six fila-

ments, thick, blunt, at the jaws of the corolla :

anthers linear, longer than the filaments : the

pistillum is a roundish germ, at the bottom of

the corolla : style filifonii, mostly shorter than

the corolla : stisnia trifid, thickishj melliferous :

Vol. II.

the pericarpium is a roundish capsule, obtusely

three-cornered, at the base involved in the co-

rolla, three-celled, three-valved : the seeds very

manv, flatj incumbent, in a double row, semi-

orbiculatc.

The species is P. iuherosa. Tuberose, or In-

dian Tuberous Hvr.cinth.

It has an oblong bulb-like tuberous root,

which is white, s^-iiding forth a few long but

very narrow leaves, and an upright, firm,

straight stem, of considerable length, which is

ternunated by a long spike of large white flow-

ers, placed in an alternate manner, it is a na-

tive of India.

There are varieties with a double flower, with

striped leaves, and with a smaller flower. The
last is frequent in the south of France, whence
the roots have been often brought here early in

the spring, before those roots iiave arrived from
Italy which are annually imported ; the stalks

of it are weaker, and do not rise so high, and

the flowers are smaller than those of the com-
mon sort, but in other respects it is the same.

The Genoese are the people who cidtivate this

plant to furnish all the other countries where

the roots cannot be propagated without great

trouble and care, and thence the roots are an-

nually sent to this and other countries. In most
parts of Italy, Sicily, and Spain, the roots thrive

and propagate without care where they are

once planted.

It has been long CJiltivated in this country

for the exceeding beauty and fragrancy of its

flowers.

Culture.—These plants are chiefly increased

by off- sets from the roots.

The blowing roots that are annually brought

from abroad, for sale, are mostly furnished

with oft-sets, which should be separated pre-

viously to planting; those also raised herein

the garden are frequently furnished with off-sets,

fit for separation in autumn, when the leaves

decay. They should be preserved in sand during

winter, in a dry sheltered place; and in the

beginning of the spring, as March, be planted

out either in a bed of Tight dry earth in the full

ground, or, to forward them as much as possible,

in a moderate hot-bed, sheltering them in cold

weather either by a frame and lights or with

mats on arched hoops, letting them enjoy the

full air in mild weather, giving also plenty of

water in dry seasons during the time of their

growth in spring and summer.
They should remain in this situation till their

leaves decay, in autumn ; then they should be

taken up, cleaned from earth, and laid in a

box of dry sand, to preserve them till spring

following,' at which time such roots as are
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Jarge enough to blow may be planted and ma-
naged as directed below, and the smaller roots

planted again in a nursery-bed, to have another

year's growth ; afterwards planting them out tor

tiowcring.

The roots of these plants are mostly sold at the

rate of about twelve or fifteen shillings per hun-
dred, care being taken always to procure as large

roots as possible, as on this depends the success

of having a complete blow.
In order to blow them in a perfect manner,

they require artificial heat in this climate, and
should be planted in pots, and plunged in a

hot-bed, under a deep frame, furnished with
glass lights; or placed in a hot-house, where
they may be blowed to the greatest perfection,

with the least trouble.

The principal setison for planting them is as

above ; but in order to continue a long succes-

sion of the bloom it is proper to make two or

three diflerent plantings, at the interval of about
a month.
Where dung hot-beds are employed, six

inches depth of earth, or old tan, should be
hid, in which to plunge the pots ; but if bark or

tan be used, no earth is necessary, as the pots

may be plunged immediately into the bark.

Having the hot-beds ready, and the roots pro-
vided, and some proper sized pots, twenty-fours,
one for each root, fill the pots with light rich

earth ; and, after having divested the roots of all

loose outer skins, and al: otf-sets, plant one in
each pot, in depth, so as the top of the root be
about an inch below the surface of the earth,

plunging all the pots in the hot-bed close toge-
ther, or so that the bed may contain the num-
ber required ; and as soon as they are all thus
placed, put on the lights of the frame.

In the hot-house method, the pots of roots
as above should be plunged to their rims in

the bark-bed, or placed in the front part of the
house; but the former is the better method.
They afterwards require to have a portion of

fresh air daily admitted, by liltinn; the upper
ends of the lights, keeping them clo?e down on
nights ; also moderate waterings, w hich how-
ever should be applied very sparingly, till the
roots begin to shoot, when repeat them mode-
derately as occasion may require, taking care
when the shoot begins to advance to "admit
fresh air more freelyj'in proportion, to strength-
en the stems, according as they advance in
height ; and when they have risen near the
glasses, it is proper to deepen the frame, either
by the addition of another at top, or by raising
it at bottom six or eight inches, in order to give
the stems sufficient room to shoot to their full

Stature, repeating this once or twice, as the

growth of the plants renders it necessary, still

assisting them with plenty of water, and a large

portion of fresh air daily, either by raising one
end of the lights as above ; or when the plants

are advanced some tolerable height, and in the

warm season, the lights may be taken away
entirely, occasionally, in fine mild days, which
will strengthen and inure them gradually to the

full air : but always draw on the lights again to-

wards the evening, or at the approach of a

sharp air, cold blasts, or heavy rains -, but as the

summer approaches begin to expose them fully,

only giving occasional shelter in cnld nights or

very wet weather, either by the glasses, or mats
supported on hoop arches, till they begin to

flower, which will be about the middle or latter

end of June, or beginning of July; when the

plants in their po{s may be removed where
wanted ; either to adorn any of the garden com-
partments, or any apartment of the house, a

tall straight stake being placed to each plant,

to fasten the stem to for support.

The plants must still be duly supplied with
water all the time of their bloom, as every other

day, or oftener, in very hot dry weather.

Sometimes roots when planted in May in the

full ground, v.'ill shoot tolerably strong, and
produce flowers in autumn.
They are all highly ornamental, but especially

the single and double sorts, among other tender

potted plants. The dwarf and variegated sorts

also afford a fine variety.

POLYANl^HUS. See Primula.
POLYANTHUS-NARCISSUS. See Nar-

cissus.

POLYGALA, a genus containing plants of

the woody, under shrubby, and herbaceous per-

ennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelphia

Octandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Lomentacece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved, small perianth : leaflets ovate, acute

:

two below the corolla, one above that, and tv^o

in the middle, subovate, flat, very large, co-

loured, (the wings) permanent : the corolla sub-
papilionaceous : standard almost cylindrical, tu-

bular, short, with a small reflex mouth, bifid :

wings ; keel concave, compressed, ventri-

cose towards the tip : appendix of the keel, in

most of the species two three-parted pencil-

shaped bodies, fastened to the keel towards the

tip : the stamina have diadelphous filaments

(eight connected) inclosed within the keel : an-
thers eight, simple : the pistilluin is an oblong
germ : style simple, erect : stigma terminating^

thiekish, bifid : the pericarpium is an obcordate

capsule, compressed with an acute margin, two-
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celled, two-vaU'cd : partition contrary to the

valves; opuning at eacli margin: the seeds so-

litary, ovate (with a glandular umbilicus).

The species cultivated are : 1 . P. mi/r/ifolia,

Rlyrile-leaved Milk-wort; 2. P. Chamcebuxus,
Box-leaved Milk-wort.

The lirst has a shrubby stem, covered with a

smooth lirown bark, rising four or five feet

high, and seadina: out several spreading branches

towards the top: the leaves about an inch long

and a ijuarter ot'au inch broad, lucid green, and

sessile. The flowers are produced at the ends of

the branches ; they are large, while on the out-

side, but of a bright purple within : wings ex-

panded wide, and standard incurved. It conti-

luies flowering most part of the summer : each

cell of the seed-vessel contains one hard smooth
shining seed. It grows naturally at the Cape of

Good Mope.
The second species rises with a slender,

branching, woody stalk, about a foot high,

when it grows upon good ground, but on a

rocky soil it is seldom more than half that height.

The branches are closely garnished with stitf

smooth leaves, of a lucid green : from between

the leaves, towards the top of the branches, the

flowers come out upon very short peduncles;

they are white on the outside, but within are of

a purplish colour mixed with yellow, and have a

grateful odour. According to'Martyn, it is an ele-

gant little evergreen shrub, of low growth, with

leaves like those of Box, producing flowers from

May to October, but most plentifully in May ar.d

June ; each flower stands on a peduncle, pro-

ceeding from a kiud of tri])hyllous cup, formed

of floral leaves. It is a native of Austria, &c.

Culture.—^The first sort may be increased by

seeds, which should be sown in small pots,

filled with light loamy earth; soon after they

are ripe, placing them where they may have the

morning sun only till October, when they should

be placed under a hot-bed frame, and be plunged

into old tanners bark which has lost its heat,

where they may be defended from frost during

the winter, and in the spring the pots should be

plunged into a moderate hot-bed, which will

bring up the plants. When these appear, they

should not be too tenderly treated, but have

a large share of free air admitted to them ;

when they are fit to transplant, they should

be carefully shaken out of the pots, and sepa-

rated, planting each into a small pot filled

with soft loamy earth, and plunged into a very

moderate hot-bed, to forward their taking new
root, shading thenj from the sun, and gently re-

freshing them with water as they may require.

When they are rooted, they must be gradually

inured to the open air, and ui June they may be

placed abroad in a sheltered situation, where
they may remain till the middle or latter end

of October, according as the season proves fa-

vourable; then they must be removed into the

green-house ; and treated in the same way as

the Orange-tree, being careful not to give them
too much wet during the winter season.

The second sort was formerly thought difti-

cult to raise bv seeds ; but at present it is readily

increased by parting its creeping roots, and
planting them in bog earth, on a shadv border,

where it thrives very well, and spawns much.
The first aflbrds variety when set out among

other potted plants of the erecn-house kind
;

and the latter, in the borders, Sec.

POLYGONUM, a genus containing a plant

of the herbaceous annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Octa/iJr'ra

Trigi/iiia, and ranks in the natural order of

Holoracfce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a turbi-

nate perianth, coloured internally, iive-)3aried :

segments ovate, blunt, permanent: there is no
corolla, unless the calyx be taken for it: the

stamina have conmionly eight filaments, awl-

shaped, very short : anthers rouiidish, incum-

bent: the pistillum is a three-sided germ : styles

commonly three, filiform, very short : stigmas

simple: there is no pericarpium : calyx involv-

ing the seed : the seed single, three-sided, acute.

The species cultivated is P. onentale, Oriental

Persicaria.

It has a root composed of many strong fibres,

growing in tufts : the stem is jointed, eight or

ten feet high, the lower part becomes woody,

and as thick as an ordinary walking-cane, of a

fine green, and a little hairy : the leaves are al-

ternate, often a foot long, and six inches broad

in the middle, terminating in acute points

;

they have one strong midrib, and several trans-

verse veins, which run upwards towards the

point; their surfaces are a litt'e hairy, the up-

per of a bright green, and the under paler:

the petioles are broad, half embracing at their

base : the flowers in close terminating spikes,

seven or eight inches long, hanging downwards :

the stamens five, six or seven. The stipules

are deserving of notice, being unusual in their

form, and making the stem look as if ruftlcd.

Thunberg remarks that the margin of the sti-

pules is entire and revolute. It is a native of

the East Indies, l^owering from July to October.

There is a dvv.irf variety, and another with

white flowers.

Culture.—This plant is constantly raised from

seeds, and is said to rise from scattered seeds

better than when sown: but where they are

sown, it should be in autunm, soon after they
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are ripe, as when sown in the spring they rarely

succeed ; or if some plants come up, they sel-

dom grow so strong. They may be removed in

the spring into the borders of the plantation or

flower-garden, giving them room. They are,

however, conmnonly sown iii the spring with
other annuals; thinning the seedlings, when they

appear, so as to stand a foot apart. About the

beginning of July the side shoots should be

pruned ofl", to make them advance in height,

and preserve them within compass; and when
Ihey are pruned up to five or six feet, they may
be permitted to shoot out side branches. It de-

lights in a rich moist soil. The plants are some-
times sown on hot-beds, in March, in order to

be more forward.

These plants are distinguished for their supe-

rior stature and the brilhancy of their flowers :

they frequently grow to the heioht of eight or

ten feet, and rival the sun-flower.

POMEGRANATE. See Punica.
POMFION. See Cucurbita.
POMUM. See Pyrus.
POPPY. See Papaver.
POPPY, HORNED. See Chelidonium.
POPPY, PRICKLY. See Argf.monl.
POPULUS, a genus containing plants of the

hardy deciduous tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dioecia
Octandrio, and ranks in the natural order of
^)?ienlacece.

The characters are : that in the male—the

calyx is an oblong anient, loosely imbricate, cy-
lindrical, composed of one-flowered, oblong,
flat scales, torn at the edge : the corolla has no
petals : the nectary one-leafed, turbinate below,
tubular, ending at top obliquely in an ovate
border : the stamina have eight, extremely short

filaments : anthers four-cornered, large : female
—the calyx and scales as in the male : the co-
rolla has no petals : nectary as in the male: the

pistilluni is an ovate-acuminate germ : style

scarcely manifest : stigma four-cleil: the peri-

carpium is an ovate capsule, two celled, two-
valved : valves reflex : the seeds numerous,
ovate, flying with a capillary pappus.
The species cultivated are : 1. P. alba, White

Poplar ; 2. P. trenmlu. Trembling Poplar Tree,

or Asp ; 3. P. nigra, Black Popliir Tree ; 4. /-".

dilatata, Lombardy or Po Pojlar Tite ; ,'5. P.

iulsam[f'(ra, (Common Tacaui.ihaca Poplar Tree ;

6. P. candicans, Heart-leaved Tacamahata Pop-
lar Tree; 7- P- Iceuigata, Smooth Poplar Tree;

S. P. vioidllfha, Canadian Poplar Tree; {). P.

Grcecu, Athenian Poplar Tree; 10. P. ficUro-

phylla, Vr.rious-leaved Poplar Tree; 11. P.
angiilutd, Carolina Poplar Tree.

The fij-st grows very tall,^ with a straight

trunk, covered with a smooth whitish bark

:

the leaves are smooth, blackish green above,
but having a thick wliite cotton under-
neath ; they are abotit three inches long, on pe-
tioles an inch in length, flatted and orooved on
each side : in young trees the leaves are round-
ish, but in adult ones angular, divided into
three, five or seven lobes ; thev are without
glaudsj either at the base or on the serratures.

The flowers are exactly similar to those of the
second sort. It is a native of Europe, from
Sweden to Italy; also of Siberia and Barbary.

There are two varieties ; the Common White
Poplar, and the Great White Poplar, or Abele.
In the first, the leaves are rounder, and not
much above half the size of those of the latter

;

and the shoots of the latter are paler, the catkins
are larger, ahd the down of the seeds whiter and
longer.

In the latter the leaves are large, and divided
into three, four, or five lobes, which are in-
dented on their edges ; they are of a very dark
colour on their upper side, and very white and
downy on their under, standing upon foot-
stalks, which are about an inch long : the
young branches have a purple bark, and "are co-
vered with a white down, but the bark of the
stem and older branches is gray. In the begin-
ning of April the male flowers or catkins ap-
pear, which are cylindrical, scaly, and three
inches long, and about a week after come out
the female flowers on catkins, which have no
stamina like those of the male. Soon after

these come out, the male catkins fall ofl^, and
in five or six weeks after, the female flowers
will have ripe seeds inclosed in a hairy covering,
when the catkins will drop, and the seeds fe
wafted by the winds to a great distance. Ac-
cording to Mortimer, the best sort comes from
Holland and Elanders. Hence in some places it

is called Dutch Beech.
The second species has a green smooth bark.

The leaves at first breaking out are hairy above
and cottony underneath, but when full grown
are smooth; they are slightly heart-shaped,
smaller and more approaching to circular than
in the preceding, with a few angular teeth on
the edges. According to iinnceus they are rolled

iiiwardj at the edge, and have two glands run-
ning one into the oiher on the inner side above
the base. He also observes, that the leaf-stalks,

are flatted towards the end, whence the perpe-
tual trembling of the leaves with every breath of
wind : but the petioles being ilai in the White
anJ Black Poplars, as well as in this. Dr. Stokes
accounts better for the phasnomenon, from the
plane of the long leaf-stalks being at ri^ht an-
gles to that of the leaves, which allows Ihenj a.
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much freer motion than could have taken place

had then- planes been parallel. 'J'his trembling

of the leaves has been so generally noticed as to

have become proverbial. This tree is of speedy

growth, and will grow in any situation or soil,

but worst in clay. It impoverishes the land :

its leaves destroy the grass, and the numerous

shoots of the roots spread so near the surface,

that they will not permit any thing else to grow.

The wood is extremely light, white, smooth,

woolly, soft, durable in the air. Pannels or

pack-saddles, canns, milk- pails, clogs, pattens,

he, are made of the wood. It is a native of

Europe, from Sweden to Italy.

The third lias a naked lofty trunk, covered

with an ash-coloured bark, and a regular hand-

some head : the leaves are slightly notched on
their edges, smooth on both sides, and of a light

green colonr. They have no glands at the base,

but the serratures are glandular on the inner

side : the petioles arc yellowish. It is a tree of

quick growth, and on the banks of rivers and

in moist situations it grows up to a great height,

throwing out numberless suckers from the roots.

It loves a moist black soil, and bears croppmg
well : the bark, being light like cork, serves to

support the nets of fishermen. The wood is not

apt to splinter : it is light and soft, and some-

times used by turners. It is incomparable, ac-

cordino' to Evelyn, for all sorts of white wooden

vessels, as trays, bowls, and other turner's ware;

and is of especial use for the bellows-maker, be-

cause it is almost of the nature of cork, and for

ship-pumps, though not very solid, yet very

close and light. It affords useful rafters, poles,

and rails, and in a proper soil makes a very

quick return for such purposes. It is excellent

for flooring-boards, and is much used for the

purposes of deal m some midland counties. It

is a native of Europe, from Sweden to Italy.

The fourth species differs from the third sort

chieflv in Its close conical manner of growth,

like the Cypress. The leaves are greater in

breadth than length, whereas in that the longi-

tud nal diameter is the greatest.

This has been esteemed by some as no more

than a variety of that ; and indeed it can scarcely

be considered as a distinct species. It has

been stated in Mr, Young's Annals, that the

Italian Poplar is fit to curfor bu'lJing uses in

twelve years, and that at eight years growth they

are forty feet high. For rafters, small beams.

Studs, boards, &c. it is very durable.

The peculiar use of it in this country has hi-

therto been for ornameiUal plr.ntations, and co-

vering unsightly builduigs. To the latter pur-

pose Its upright close conical mode of growing,

with its feathering very readily down to the very

ground, particularly adapts it. The conic f'ornr

of it, as a deciduous tree, is peculiar. Among
evergreens \vc find the same character in the

Cypress ; and both trees in many situations have
a good effect. One beauty the Italian Poplar
possesses which is almost peculiar to it ; and
that is the waving line it forms w hen agitated

by wind. Most trees in this circumstance are

partially agitated ; one side is at rest, while the

other is in motion; but the Italian Poplar waves
in one simple sweep from the top to the bot-

tom, like an ostrich-feather on a lady's head.

All the branches coincide in the motion ; and
the least blast makes an impression upon it,

when other trees are at rest. Although this tree

sometimes has a good effect, when standing sin-

gle, it generally has a better when two or

three are planted in a clump.
In the fifth, the growth seems not to be to a

very large size : the bark is smooth, like that of
the third sort ; the young branches have nuieh
the same appearance, but their annual shoots

are seldom more than a foot in length. The
leaves resemble those of the Pear-tree ; are about

four inches long, and an inch and half broad in

the middle, drawing towards a point at each

end ; their upper side is of a deep green, and their

under side is hoary ; theyJstand upon long foot-

stalks, and are placed without order upon the

branches. The male flowers come out from the

side of the branches in long catkins, r in April

and May, and fall off soon after ; their stamens

are numerous, irregular in height, and crowned
with headed anthers of a purple colour. The
hermaphrodite flowers ate produced at the end

of the shoots upon long slender peduncles, in

very loose catkins, having a leafy involucre un-
der each, which is oval and entire ; and from
the bosom of that arises tlie peduncle, which is

very short. Upon the top is placetl the petal or

calyx, (or nectary, aceordino;to Linnaeus) shaped

like a wide cup, having a large style in the cen-

tre, and two stamens on one side, terminated

by pyramidal purple anthers. These flowers ap-

pear in July, and are succeeded by oval capsules

terminating in a point, and inclosing downy
seeds. The scaly covers of the buds abound

with a tenacious ha'sani in the spring, btcon.lng

liquid bv heat. It is of a yellowish colour and a

fragrant scent. It is a native of Canada -and

some other pa!:ts of North America.

There are varieties, with much wider leaves;

the Daurian, with a longer ovate leaf, more like

this sort ; ami an Altaic variety, with a lanceo-

late leaf.

In Siberia the trunk is straighrish, not tall,

covered with an ash-coloured bark ; the wood

reddish, closer, and a little harder than in the
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common Poplars. The branchlets in the Altaic

tree arc more slender, and rcd-likc; in ilic Dau-
rian thick, short, knobbed, and wrinkled, with

a yellow skin sometimes of a very deep colour:

the leaves in the rod-like variety ovate- acianii-

nate, in the Altaic commonly lanceolate; in

the common Danrian ovate and thicker, -o as to

be in a manner coriaceous ; in both very sharp,

serrate, quite smooth, shining as if varnished,

flecp green above, pale underneath : anients ter-

minatino-, thick, the female ones ripening in

Jutie; containin.?; ovate thick rugged capsules,

subcalycled wilh the receptacle, scarcely pe-

tluncled.

The sixth species is resinous, like the pre-

ceding; but the leaves are ditlerent, being hol-

lowed next the petiole and drawn out at the

point. It flowers earlier, as in March. It is a

native of Canada.

The seventh is a native of North America,

flowering in March and April.

The eighth species is a native of Canada,

flowering in May.
The ninth resembles the tenth species iia

growth and foliage. It is a native of the islands

of the Archipelago, flowering in March .and

April.

The tenth species is a large tree, having nu-

merous branches, veined and angular, the leaves

bioad and slightly serrate : flowers in loose

aments, making little show. It is a native of

Virginia and New York, flowering in April

and May.
The eleventh shoots very strong, and is gene-

rally cornered, covered with a light green bark

like some sorts of willow. The leaves upon
young trees, and also upon the lower shoots, are

very large ; but those upon older trees are

smaller : as the trees advance their bark be-

comes of a lighter colour, approaching to gray :

the aments are like those of the third sort ; and

the anthers are purple. It grows naturally in

Carolina, where iit becomes a very large tree,

and flowers in March.
Cidtuie.—All the sorts are readily increased

by cuttings, layers, and suckers.

The planting of the cuttings is the most expe-

ditious mode of raising all these trees, as they

grow freely without any trouble, when made ei-

ther from the young year-old shoots, a foot and

a half in length, and planted a foot in depth, or

large truncheons of two, three, or more vears

crowth, from about a yard to five or six feet

lonsr, planted in moist places : though thefe

large cuttings or truncheons are not |)roper for

general plantations, only in some particular

parts, as in a marshy or watery situation, where

shade and shelter, &c., may be required as soon

as possible, in which they maybe planted filially

to reiDain, ])atting them ii> to the depth of one-

or two ftet.

In order to raise plants for regular plantations,

or for handsome standards, it is the best method
to raise them principalK' from young cuttings of

one year's growth, or two at most. These young
cuttings should be made about fifteen or eigh-

teen inches long, and planted out in nursery-

rows two feet asunder, placing each cutting two
parts or half-wav in the ground, and about a

foot distant in the lines, they readily take root,

and make good shoots the following sunmier,

care being taken to trim off the strasrgling late-

rals in order to encourage the leading shoot to

grow straight, and rise more expeditiously in

height : after having had from two to four or

five vears growth, in this situation, they may be

filially removed for the purposes for which they

are wanted.

The layers may be laid down in autumn,
choosing the lower young shoots, which are

convenientlv situated, laying them by slit-lay-

ing. They v.ill be well rooted, and fit to remove
by the autumn followins:, in nursery-rows, to

have two or three years growth.

The suckers, which souse of the sorts send

up in abundance from the roots, as the fifth

sort, may be taken up after the fall of the leaf,

and be planted in nursery-rows, as directed ibr

the cuttings. They form good plants in two
years.

The plants raised in anv of the above methods,
after having obtained from two or three to five

or six years growth, are of a proper size for fur-

nishing plantations, or other places.

These trees are also capable of being raided

from seed, if care be taken to gather a quantity

as soon as ripe; and sow them in autumn, in

beds either broad-cast or in drills, half an inch

in depth.

These trees may be eiTiployed in assemblage

for ornanjcnt in out-grounds, which are de-

tached from fine lawns and walks, as on ac-

count of the great litter the falling of their cat-

kins in some sorts occasions, they are improper,

but are excellent for planting towards the boun-
daries of parks, padilocks, and fields, the sides

of rivers and brooks, and to intersperse with
other trees in large plantations, in any interior

parts. The White Poplar, the Carolina, Ta-
camahaca, Lombardy and Athenian Poplars,

are proper to introduce as ornamental trees, and
are finely adapted to be employed in assemblage
in forming large avenues, open groves, and
clumps in parks, &c., though any of the sorts

are eligible on the same occasions to increase

the variety ; and all the sorts may be employed
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to advantage in any large tracts of plantation.

To marshy grounds no trees are bctitr adapted

than Poplars, especially the first three species, all

ofvvhith thrive remarkably in moist situations.

As forest or litnber trees, the White, Black,
Tremulous, and Lombardy Poplars are proper

to be employed.

Marshy lands may be improved to much ad-

vantage by coppices of these trees, to cut everv

four, five, or SIX years for [loies, and other small

purposes
J
being planted in rows a yard asunder,

and in seven years they will be fit to cut for

many small uses, and the stools shooting up
again strong, aflbrd a cutting every four or five

years afterwards.

Some sorts may also be planted occasionally

to form hedges m moist or other situations,

more particularly the Lombardy Poplar, as this

sort is peculiar in branohnig out numerously
from the bottom upwards, and may be planted

hedge-fashion along the sides, or top of outward
watery ditches, in large plants, so as at once to

form a hedge ; they being topped to five, six, or

seven feet.

PORRUM. See Allium.
PORTLANDIA, a genus containing plants

of the trailing evergreen exotic kinds, for the

stove.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
RuhiacecE.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianth, superior : leaflets oblong-lan-

ceolate, permanent : the corolla one-petalled :

tube long, fuiinel-form-ventricose : border

shorter than the tube, five-parted, acute: the

stamina have five awl-shaped filaments, declined,

almost the length of the corolla, from the bot-

tom of the tube : anthers linear, erect, the

length of the corolla : the pistillum is a five-

cornered germ, roundish, inferior: style sim-

ple, the length of the stamens : si igma oblong,

obtuse: the pericarpium is an obovate capsule,

five-streaked, five-cornered, retuse, two-celled,

two-valvtd; opening at the top; partition con-
trary : seeds very many, roundish, compressed,

imbricate.

The species cultivated is V . grand'ijlora, Great-

flowered I'orllandia.

It has a shrubby, upright stem, branched,

knotty, with a smooth bark cracking longitu-

dinally : the branches opposite, spreading,

round, scarcely divided, leafy, covered with

smooth green bark : the buds are gummy : the

leaves opposite, spreading, somewhat length-

ened at the point, equal at the base, entire, very

smooth, paler beneath, marked with alternate

veins projecting oii both sides : the footstalks

are very short, thick, round below but flattish

above: the stij)nles between the leaves, connate,
triangular, pointed, very smooth, pale, closely
pressid to the branch : the flowers axillary,

mostly solitary, between the stipules, pedun-
cled, a little nodding, very large, white, beau-
tiful, most fragrant at night, in ihe bud yellow-
ish tipped with red. It was found in the West
Indies, flouering in July and August.

Culture.—These plants may be raised either
from seeds or cuttings.

The seeds when procured should be sown in
pots, filled with light earth, in the spring,
plunging them in the tan-bed, in the stove.

When the plants are sufficiently strong, they
should be removed into separate pots, and be
rcplunged in the bark hot-bed, where they must
be constantlv kept.

The cuttings of the young shoots should be
planted out singly, in pots filled with the same
sort of mould, plunging them in the bark-bed
of the stove; when they have taken good root

they should be removed into larger pots, re-

plunging them into the tan-bed, where they
must remain.

They afford a fine effect, when trained on the

back part of the stove, in their larger flowers.

PORTULACA, a genus containing plants of
the heibaceous and shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dodecandria
Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
SuccidentcE.

The characters are : that the calvx is a bifid

perianth, small, compressed at the tip, perma-
nent (two-leaved, superior, caducous): the
corolla has five petals, fiat, erect, blunt, larger

than the calyx : the stamina have many fila-

ments (to twenty), capillary, shorter by half

than the corolla: anthers simple: the pi stillum
is a roundish germ (half inferior) : style simple,
short: stigmas five, oblong, the length of the
style : the pericarpium is a covered capsule,

ovate, one-celled (cut transversely) : recepta-

cle free (five, free, separate) : the seeds nu-
merous, small.

The species cultivated are: 1. P. oleracea,

Garden Purslane; 2. f. Anucariipsens, Round-
leaved Purslane.

The first is an annual herbaceous plant, with
a round, smooth, procumbent, succulent stem,
frequently red, and diflused branches, often

throwing out fibres at the joints : the leaves

more or less wedge-shaped, oblong, blunt,

fleshy, smooth, quite entire, sessile, clustered,

especially at the ends of the branches : the

flowers are sessile, scattered : corollas yellow,

spreadine;
;

petals subtruncate at the tip and
eniarginate : the stamens ten ; the capsule one-
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celled, opening horizontally : the seeds round,

black, very small. It is a native of both In-

dies, China, Cochinchina, and Japan. It was

I'ormerlv much in recjuest as a wholesome salad

and pickle, hut at present is little in use.

'I'here are several varieties. The garden Pur-

slane differs from the \\ild, only in having

larger and more succulent leaves. If it be per-

mitted to scatter the seeds, in two years it will

become in every respect like the wild plant. Of
the two other varieties, one is with deep-green

leaves, and the other with yellow leaves, which
is called Golden Purslane.

The second species has a shrubby stalk, four

or five inches high : the leaves are thick and

succulent. At the top of the stalk comes forth

a slender peduncle about two inches long, sup-

porting four or five red flowers, appearing in

July, but not succeeded by seeds in England.

It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Culture.—These plants may be increased by

seeds and cuttings, according to the difierent

kinds.

In the first sort, the seeds should be sown in

slight drills, or broad-cast over the surface, at

diflerent times, in the spring and summer, from

March to June, or later, at the distance of three

weeks, the early sowing being made on slight

hot-beds, but the late ones in the open borders,

where the ground is light and dry, occasional

light \\ aterings being given afterwards, both be-

fore asid after the plants appear, which must re-

main where they come up, and are mostly fit for

cutting in the course of a month or five weeks.

In gathering them, the young tops should be cut

off\.\ith a knife, and they afterwards shoot out

fresh tops.

In the second sort the cuttings should be

planted in pots filled with light dry mould, and

plunged in the tan-bed, in order to promote
their rooting, moderate shade and waterings be-

ing given till they have stricken good root, be-

ing kept in the stove, and afterwards managed
as the succulent kinds of aloes.

The last affords variety among other stove

potted plants.

PORTULACARIA, a genus furnishing a

shrubby plant of the succulent green-house kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandrla

Tr'igi/nia.

The characters are : that the calyx is a two-
leaved perianth, coloured, permanent: leaflets

roundish, concave, obtuse, spreading very much,
opposite: the corolla has five obovate petals,

obtuse, quite entire, concave at top, flat at the

base w ith the sides mutually incumbent, spread-

ing very much, almost three times as long as

the calyx, permanent : the stamina have live

awl-shaped filainents, very short, erect, two on
each side of the germ, the otlif r solitary : an-
thers erect, ovate : the pistillum is a three-

cornered germ, superior, the length of the pe-

tals : style none: stigmas three, spreading very

nmch, ascending at the tip, muricated above :

there is no pericarpium : the calyx and corolla,

now erect, closely embrace the base of the seed :

the seeds single, ovate-oblong, obtuse, winged-
three-sided.

The species is P. yijrn, African Purslane

Tree.

It rises with a strong thick succulent stalk to

the height of three feet, sending out branches

on every side, so as to form a kind of pyramid,

the lower branches being extended to a great

length, and the others diminishing gradually to

the top ; they are of a red or purplish colour and
very succulent. The leaves are also succulent

and roundish, very like those of Purslane,

whence the gardeners call it the Purslane Tree.

It is a native of Africa. It is not known that

it has yet flowered in this climate.

Culture.—It IS readily increased by cuttings

of the stems or branches, planted during any of

the summer months, having been laid to dry

for some days before, in pots filled with sandy
earth, being placed in a frame, and shaded in

hot weather, and protected from wet. They are

also much forwarded by being plunged in the

bark-bed of the stove. It must be placed in a
warm glass case in winter, where it may enjoy

the full sun, and should have very little water
during that season. In summer the plants

should be placed abroad in a sheltered situation,

and in warm weather be refreshed with water

twice a w^ek ; but the stalks being very succu-

lent, too much wet is always hurtful.

These afford variety among other green- house
plants.

POTATOES. See Solanum.
POTATOES, CANADA. See Helianthus

TUBICROSUS.
POTENTILLA., a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous and shrubbv kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Icosandria

Pohjgijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Senticosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed, fiatlish, ten-cletVperianth : the alternate

segments smaller reflex : the corolla has five

roundish petals, spreading, inserted by their

claws into the calyx : the stamina have twenty
filaments, awl-shaped, shorter than the corolla,

inserted into the calyx ; anthers elongate-lunu-

late : the pistillum has numerous germs, very
small, collected into a head: styles filiform, the

le.ngth of the stamens, inserted into the side of
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the germ : stigmas obtuse : there is no pericar-

piuni : common receptacle of the seeds round-

ish, juiceless, very small, permanent, covered

with seefls, inclosed within the calyx: the seeds

numerous, acnminate-wrinkled.

The species chiefly cultivated are: 1. P. yni-
ficnsa, Shrubby Cinquetoil ; '2. P.Jragarioides,

Strawljerry-leaved Cinquefoil ; 3. P. recta. Up-
right Ciutpiefoil ; 4. P. Movspelieiisis, Montpe-
lier Cinquefoil ; 5. P. grandijiwa, Great-flow-

ered Cinquetoil.

Other species may be cultivated for variety.

In the first, the whole plant is set with fine

sih'vr) hairs: the stems erect, clothed with a

brown bark which cracks longitudinally, branch-

ing very much, about three feet (or in gardens

four feet) high, frequently reddish : the leaves

alternate, covering the branches, petioled, qui-

nate-pinnate, or consisting of live rarely seven

oblong leaflets, somewhat rolled back, quite

entire, hairy underneath ; the upper ones ter-

rate. Dr. Withering remarks, however, that

the leaves can hardly be called pinnate, consist-

ing of two pairs set cross-wise, rising from the

same point, with a terminating one divided

down to the base into three open segments ; and
that the leaflets are linear-lanceolate, turned

back at the edges, dark green above, pale un-
derneath. Flowers terminating, solitary, pe-

duncled, of a bright yellow or golden colour,

and very ornamcntcfl. It is a native of Oeland,

England, Siberia, and China, flowering here in

June and July.

It has a beautiful appearance, in its numerous
flowers.

The second species has the root somewhat tu-

berous : the leaves silky on hairy petioles, with

three, five, or seven leaflets, which are ovate,

opposite, serrate, lessening as they approach
the base : the runners are decumbent. It is a

native of Siberia.

The third has a stem about a foot high, rigid,

covered with a pile rather than hairs, reddish,

at top corvmbed, or dividing into several pe-

duncles forming a sort of umbel : the leaves are

large, having each five or seven oblong villose

leaflets, frequently of a russet colour, with ten

or twelve blunt teeth; when old almost naked :

the lower ones are petioled, the upper ones ses-

sile, finally bccomina, linear and stipular. The
flowers are abundant on the top of the stem,
erect on solitary peduncles, altogether making
the stem panicled. It is a native of Germany and
the South of Europe, flowering in June and July.

The fourth species is a perennial plant : the

stalks grow erect, about a foot high ; they are

very hairy : the leaflets oblong, serrate : the pe-

duncles come out above the joints of the stalk :

Vol.. II.

the flowers are white and larpc : they come out

in June; and the seeds ripen in autumn. It is

a native of the South of France.

The fifth has also a perennial root : the stems

trailing : the leaflets ovate, obtuse, bluntly in-

dented on their edges : the flowers larger than

in the fourth sort, and the whole [)lant of a

deeper green. It flowei-s in Julv, and the seeds

ripen in autumn. It is a native of Switzerland
and Siberia.

Culture.—The first sort may be readily in-

creased by suckers, la\'ers, and CLittings, which
may be laid down or planted out in the autumii
or spring season, and be removed into the nur-

sery in the spring following ; and after having
two or three years growth in that situation,

they will be fit for planting out in the clumps
and shrubbery borders.

When removed from their natural situations

into these places, the best season is in the au-

tumn, before the frosts begin, that they may
get well rooted. They should be watered occa-

sionally in dry weather.

They succeed best in a cool moist soil and
shady situation.

All the other kinds may be increased by part-

ing the roots, and planting them out in the au-

tunm, or by sowing the seeds either in the au-
tumn or spring seasons.

They all aflbrd ornament and variety in the

different parts of pleasure-grounds.

POTERIUM, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous and shrubby perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia
Pohjandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Miscellanece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

leaved perianth : leaflets ovate, coloured, cadu-

cous : the corolla four-parted : segments ovate,

concave, spreading, permanent : the stamina

have very many filaments, (thirty to fifty) capil-

lary, very long, flaccid : anthers roundish,

twin.—Female flowers in the same spike above

the males : the calyx a perianth as in the male:
the corolla one-petalled, wheel-shaped : tube

short, roundish, converging at the mouth

:

border five-])arted : segments ovate, flat, reflex,

permanent : the pistillum has two, ovate-oblong

germs, within the tube of the corolla : styles

two, capillary, coloured, flaccid, the length of

the corolla: stigmas pencil-form, coloured : the

pericarpium is a berry formed of the tube of

the corolla, hardened, thickened^ closed: the

seeds two : inverted.

The speeies are: 1. P. Sanguisorba, Lesser

Upland or Common Garden Burnet ; 2. P.
hi/briduni. Sweet Burnet j 3. P. sp'uwsum,

Pricklv Shrubby Burnet.

2L
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The first has a perennial root, penetrating

deep into the earth : the stems nearly upright,

from nine inches to a toot high, and a toot and
half in cultivation ; branched, striated, reddish,

smooth except at bottom, where they are slightly

hairy : the leaves unequally pinnate, on pretty

long peduncles, next the root collected into a

tuft, on the stem alternate : the leaflets smooth,
pale or blueish underneath, deeply serrate about
the edge, tlie lower ones on the same leaf com-
nioniv alternate, and the upper ones opposite:

the bottom leaves have seven or eight pairs of

njuudish leaflets ; the stem-leaves have five or

six, or at top only two pairs of ovate pointed

leaflets : "the petiole is lliree-cornered, chan-
nelled, hairy, and somewhat membranaceous at

the base. Stipules toothed : the flowers are pe-

duncled in little roundish heads ; greenish,

sometimes purplish on tlie outside, the termi-

nating one largest ; each head has male flowers

below, and female or fertile flowers above, ex-

panding before the former, which are frequently

imperfect hermaphrodites. It is a native of

Englapd, Germany, Switzerland, &c., flowering

in May, and sometimes in April.

It is frequently cultivated for winter and
spring salads, and for cool tankards.

The leaves and seeds are mildly astringent,

and have been used in dysenteries and hjemor-

rhages.

The second species is a biennial plant, decay-

ing soon after the seeds are ripe : the leaves are

composed of three or four pairs of oblong leaf-

Jets, placed a little alternate ; they are deeply in-

dented, and have an agreeable scent : the stems

two feet high, with one of these leaves at each

ioint, gradually diminishing in size to the top
;

and just above the leaf arises a long peduncle,

which supports two or three small ones, each

sustaining a small roundish spike of flowers.

These appear in July, and are succeeded by seeds

which ripen in autunm. It is a native of the

South of France, Italv, and Barhary.

The third has a shrubby stalk, rising about

three feet high, and dividing into several slender

branches, armed with sharp branching thorns :

the leaves are very sn)all, unequally pinnate,

with six or seven pairs of opposite leallets, of a

lucid green, and continuing all the year : the

flowers of an herbaceous colour, in small heads

at the ends of the branches : they appear the be-

ginning of June, and there is a succession of

them most part of the summer; but those only

which come early, are sometimes succeeded by

seeds in England. It is a native of the Levant.

Culture.—The first sort may be readily in-

creased bv seeds and parting the roots.

The seeds should be sown in the autumn, on

a bed or border of light mould, when they arc
perfectly ripened. When the plants have at^

tained two or three inches in heiiiht, they .should

be planted out on a bed, at the distance of a

foot, when for salads, or in the borders where
they are to remain.

The roots may likewise be parted in the au-
tumn, and planted where they are to remain, in

the same manner as the above.

The second sort may be increased in the same
wav.
And the last sort may be raised from slips or

cuttings, which should be planted in a bed of
light earth during the summer season, and co-
vered with glasses or in pots, and placed under
a frame and glasses, giving shade and water oc-
casionally.

They may also be had more forward by plun-
ging the pots in a moderate hot-bed under glasses.

They should be removed into separate pots when
they have stricken good root and are well esta-

blished. They should afterwards be protected

from frosts in the winter, by being placed in a
mild hot-bed, and have but little water in the

winter season.

The first sorts are ornamental in the borders,

clumps, and other parts, and the last among
other potted greenhouse plants.

POT, GARDEN, such as are made use of for

plants and flowers.

Pots of these kinds are particularly necessary

in the culture of numerous sorts of plants, such
as all tender exotics of the greenhouse and stove

sorts, which must be planted in them for

the convenience of moving them in and out of

their departments as there may be occasion.

They are also exceedingly useful in raising

many young seedlings and cuttings that require

moving to occasional shade, shelter, and arti-

ficial heat ; likewise for many young plants that

are tender whilst young, and require to be re-

moved under shelter for the first two or three

winters, but become hardy enough afterwards

to bear the full air the year round; and likewise

to plant many of the more curious hardy flower-

ing plants and others, and choice flowering

shrubs, &c. in, to remove occasionally to adorn
particular compartments or situations.

In general there are about eight difl\rent sizes

of this sort of jMJts made use of, which are ne-

cessary ill order to suit the different sorts of

plants, as well as all sorts in their difierent

stages of growth ; as,when the plants are voung
and of small size, they may be first planted in

small ones, and as they increase in bulk be

shifted into those a size larger, repeating it as

often as necessary. See Planting in Pots and

Shifting Plants.
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The several sizes are in regular gradation,

each size having its name for the convenience of

readily supplying the sizes wanted for particular

uses, being always reckoned by the cast at the

houses, from two to sixty pots to each, ac-

cording to their sizes, the largest having only

two to a cast, and the smallest sixty; so that,

beini>; of eight different sizes or casts, they arc

distinguished by the foUowmg terms, twos,

eights, twelves, sixteens, twenty-fours, thirty-

twos, forty-eights, and sixties ; the several

casts from the twos being in a gradual diminu-

tion in size, and the price of the different casts

is the same ; those of two, &c., being as much
as those of sixty, and so of the rest : from two
to three shillings is the general price per cast at

the potteries in the vicinity of London.
In garden pots there is also a particular shal-

low sort of a wide, squat, pan-form make,
used on some occasions, especially among the

myrtle-gardeners in the neighbourhood of Lon-
don, in raising great quantities of these plants

annually, in order to have always a regular suc-

cession advanced to proper growth, for the mar-
kets. These kinds of wide shallow pan-pots

are employed to prick or plant out the requisite

supplies of numerous small myrtle cuttings, in

summer, 8cc., for annual propagation, and
which are conunonly called store-pans.

In these store-pans they generally prick a

great number of such small slips or cuttings, at

ouly about an inch or two apart, often to the

amount of hundreds in each, just to strike them,

and remain two or three months or more, till

advanced a little in growth ; in which time the

pans thus stored are convenient for removing
to different situations required, such as, at first

planting or afterwards, either into a hot-bed,

whereby to strike the cuttings more expedi-

tiously, or for the same advantage, when in

•want of hot-beds, to be placed under a garden-

frame and lights, or under hand-glasses, either

with or without a hot-bed ; and also for remov-
ing to a green-house or garden-frame, for pro-

tection in winter, &c., all of which being thus

(continued in them, according to the progress of

growth which they make; so that, when they

discover themselves to be well struck in bottom
radicles and have shot a little top, they may be

pricked out separately into small pots, or occa-

sionally three, four, or five in larger ones, for a

year, then separated as above, or sometimes
bedded out in the spring in beds of natural earthy

six or eight inches apart, to accjuiie an advanced

state of growth till autumn, and then potted off

singly.

The same kind of pan-pots are also useful for

several other purposes of propagation, both to

sow seeds and plant small cuttings, slips, Sec.

in, of tender exotics, and of various other sorts

of curious or particular kinds of plants, both of
the green-house, hot-house, and the open
ground, in order to have similar culture as the

above. These pan-pots are from ten to twelve,

or fourteen inches in width, and about six inches

deep, having holes at bottom as in the common
kind. And another sort of pot of difierent make
from the general kind is sometimes used for

planting some kinds of bulbous roots in,

for blowing in the apartments of the house

;

they are narrow and upright, of equal width
from bottom to top, six, eight, or ten inches

deep, or a little more, and from three to fom" or

live inches in width ; and are occasionally used

for planting bulbs of the Guernsey lily and some
other sinnlar kinds, to blow in autumn and
winter, in the windows or on the chimney-piece

of the dvi'elling or sitting-room, or in a green-

house, or hot-house, &c., as they appear neat,

and admit of being placed close, or in a smaller

space than the common pots, one bulb being-

planted in each ; they being previously filled

with light sandy earth to near the top. See

Planting in Pots.
All these several sorts of pots may be obtained

at thj potteries in the different parts of the king-

dom.
In choosing the pots it is necessary to see

that they are burnt sufficiently hard, and so per-

fectly sound as to ring when struck with your

knuckles, and that they have all holes at the

bottom to discharge the superfluous moisture

from the earth about the roots of the plaSits,

the larger sorts having generally four holes, one

in the middle of the bottom, and three around

the circumference, at equal distances ; but the

smaller kinds commonly only one in the middle

of the bottom.

In respect to the sizes of pots that are proper

for the different sorts of plants, it is commonly
mentioned in the culture of the plants where any

particular sizes are necessary.

Where small pots are advised, it is generally

to be understood either as sixties, forty-eights,

or thirty-twos, according to the sorts or sizes

of the plants that are to be potted.

POTTIiNG OF PLANTS. The operation of

placingor planting different sorts of plants, roots,

and cuttings. Sec, in pots. In this business

more care and attention is necessary than is ge-

nerally bestowed.

POt-IlERBS, such as arc used for different

culinary purposes, consisting of diifcrent sorts

of the small aromatic kind, and some others.

But in a more general signification they com-
prehend many of the other kitchen garden vegc-
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tables, but are principally understood to be such
as are in request to improve soups, broths, and
Bonie other similar culinary preparations, in

which, sometimes, several different kinds of
small herbs are used in dift'erent proportions,

both in composition, and singly.

They are chiefly the ibllowing sorts : thyme,
marjoram, savory, sage, parsley, mint, penny-
royal, sorrel, chervil, basil, coriander, dill, fen-

nel, marigold, borage, burnet, tansey, tarra-

gon, chives, leeks, onions, green-beet, white-
beet, spinach, celery, endive, lettuce, love-

apple, capsicum, and purslane.

Those made use of separately, as salad-herbs,

are green and white spinach, to boil as separate

dishes ; celery, endive and lettuce, as choice

salad herbs, and sometimes to stew. But of
the above, the thyme, marjoram, savorv, pars-

ley, sage, mint, marigold, penny-royal, leeks,

celery, and onions, are in the greatest request.

Proper supplies of the different sorts may be
raised in the manner directed, under their parti-

cular heads. See Aromatic and Kitchen
Garden Plants.
PKASIUM, a genus containing plants of the

low shrubby exotic evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didi/namia
Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of Vertieillatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthlum, campanulate- turbinate, erect,

bilabiate; upper lip wider, semitrifid, acute;

lower lip a little smaller, two-parted : the co-
rolla one-petalled, ringent : upper lip erect,

ovate, obsoletely emarginate, concave : lower
hp wider, trifid, reflex : the middle segment
larger: the stamina have four awl-shaped fila-

ments, pressed to the upper lij), spreading,

shorter than the upper lip : two shorter than the

two others : anthers oblong, lateral : the pistil-

lum is a quadrifid germ: style filiform, length and
situation of the stamens : stigma bifid, acute,

with one segment shorter : the pericarpium con-
sists of four berries, at the bottom of the calyx,

roundish, one-celled ; the seeds are solitary,

roundish.

The species are: 1. P. majiis, Great Spanish
Hedge Nettle; 2. P. minus. Small Spanish
Hedge Nettle.

The first rises with a shrubby stalk two feet

high, covered with a whitish bark, and divides

into many branches which are declining : the

leaves are the size of those of baum, cordate,

smooth, blunt, petioled. The flowers come out
from the bosom of the leaves in whorls round the
stalks : are white, and have large permanent ca-
lyxes, cut into five points. It is a native of
Spain, &c., flowering here from June to August.

8

The second species has a shrubby stalk like
the former, but rises a little higher: the bark rs

whiter, the leaves are shorter and ovate, and of
a lucid green : the flowers are somewhat larticr,

and are frequently marked with a few purple
spots. It is a native of Sicily.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
seeds and cuttinsrs.o
The seeds should be soon on a bed of light

mould, in the early spring season, as about
April^ the plants being afterwards kept clear

from weeds, and in the following autumn be
removed and placed in the situations where they
are to remain, or in pots to be gradually har-
dened as they advance in growth.
The cuttings should be taken from such

plants as are strong, and where the shoots are

short and good, and if a joint of the former
year's wood be taken to each of them, they suc-
ceed better. They should be planted out either

in a shady border or in pots in the latter part
of the spring season, as about the end of April.
When the plants have stricken good root in
the borders, they should be removed into the
situations where they are to remain, and those
in pots into separate ones. These in pots
should be placed under a frame during the
winter, or in the green-house, where they can
have plenty of free air when the season is dry.

They only require to be screened from severe
frosts. When planted in the open ground they
should have a dry poor soil and sheltered situa-

tion. These plants afford much ornament in
the green-house collections, and among other
evergreen shrubs of the more hardy kinds.

PRICKLY PARSNEP. See Echinophora,
PRICKLY PEAR. See Cactus.
PRIMROSE. See Primula.
PRIMROSE NIGHTLY, or TREE. See

Oenothera.
PRIMROSE PEERLESS. See Narcissus.
PRIMULA, a genus containing plants of

the low fibrous-rooted herbaceous flowery peren-
nial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Preciis.

The characters are : that the calvx is a many-
leaved involucre, many-flowered, verv small?
perianthium one-leafed, tubular, five-cornered,
five-toothed, acute, erect, permanent : the co-
rolla monopetalous : tube cylindrical, the length
of the calyx, terminated by a small hemispheri-
cal neck : border spreading, half-five-cleft : seg-
ments obcordate, emargniate, obtuse: throat
pervious : the stamina have five very short fila-

ments, within the neck of the corolla: anthers
acuminate, erect, converging, iiickKled : the
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pistillum is a globular germ : style filiform, the

length of the calyx : stigma globular : the peri-

carpium is a capsule cylindrical, almost the

length of the perianth, covered, one-celled,

opening with a ten-toothed top : the seeds

numerous, roundish : receptacle ovate-oblong,

free.

The species cultivated are: 1. P. vulgaris.

Common Primrose; 9. P. ela/inr, Great Cow-
slip or Oxlip; 3. P. officinalis, Common Cow-
slip or Paigle ; 4. P.farinosa, Bird's-eye Prim-

rose ; 5. P. Icmgifolia, Long-leaved Bird's-eye

Primrose ; 6. P. cortusoides, Cortnsa-lcaved

Primrose
J

7. P. marginata, Silver-edged Prim-

rose ; 8. P. Juricula, Auricula or Bear's-ear.

The first has a perennial root, growing ob-

liquely, appearing as if bit off at the end, beset

with thick reddish scales which are the remains

of past leaves, sending down numerous very

long round whitish fibres ; it has a singular

smell, somewhat like that of anise : the leaves

are obovate-oblong, about a haad's-breadth in

length, nearly upright, tapering to the base,

blunt, veiny, wrinkled, smooth above, hirsute

beneath, rolled back at the edge when yoimg,

slightly waved, unequally notched, the midrib

whitish, terminating in a footstalk of a reddish

colour, channelled on one side and keeled on

the other : the scapes or peduncles numerous,

the length of the leaves, upright, round, hir-

sute, pale green, having awl -shaped bractes at

the base, after the flowering is over bending

back : the flowers upright, large, sweet-scented:

the corolla is of a pale sulphur colour ; each of

the five clefts obcordate, aiid marked at the

base with a spot of a much deeper yellow : the

mouth has a faint rim round it. The flower of

the wild Primrose k a pale brimstone colour

;

but in some places it is found of a purple hue.

The varieties are numerous, being partly wild

and partly produced by cultivation. The prin-

cipal of vvhich are ; the Common Yellow-

flowered: the White: the Paper-while : the Red :

the Double Yellow : the Double White : the

Double Red : the Double Pink : the Double

Crimson Primrose. It is a native of most parts

of Europe, flowering in March and April with

the Wood Anemone.
It is observed, that a fine flower of this sort

should possess a graceful elegance of form, a

richness of colouring, and a perfect symmetry

of parts. The properties are mostly similar to

those whith distinguish the Auricula, in what

relates to '.he s'.em or scape, the peduncles or

flower-stalks, and the formation of the umbel,

bunch or thyrse, vulgarly termed the truss : the

tube oi the corolla above the calyx should be

short, well filled at the mouth with the anthers.

and fluted termination rather above the eye : the

eye should be round, of a bright clear yellow,

and distinct from the ground colour : the giourid

colour is most admired when shaded with a

light and dark rich crimson, resembling velvet,

with one mark or stripe in the centre of each

division of the border, bold and distinct from

the edging down to the eye, where it should

terminate in a fine point : the petals, technicaliv

termed the pips, should be large, quite flat, and

perfectly circular, excepting the small inden-

tures between each division, which separate it

into five (sometimes six) heart- like segments ;

and the edging should resemble a brisrht gold

lace, bold, clear and distinct, and so nearly of

the same colour as the eye and stripes, as

scarcely to be distinguished from it.

The second species has the leaves contracted

towards the middle, almost as in the Cowslip :

the scapes few, erect, longer than the leaves,

many-flowcrcd : the flowers umbelled, pedicel-

led, the outer ones generally nodding; like those

of the Primrose in form and colour, but smaller.

From which it is evidently distinguished by its

many-flowered scape ; as it is from the cowslip-

by the flat border of the corolla. It is found

in the woods and other places in this Country,-

flowering in April and May,
Martyn remarks that if it be a variety, it is

rather of the former than the latter. And Dr.

Smith rather inclines to think that it is a hybrid'

production, or mule from a Primrose impreg-

nated by a Cowslip.

It varies much in the colour of the flowers,

but the chief are purple-flowered, red-ilowered,

gold-coloured, orange-coloured, with various

shades of each-.

The third has a root like that of the Primrose,

but smelling more powerfully of anise : the

leaves obovate-oblong, contracted suddenly to-

wards the middle, or rather ovate with the pe-

tiole winged, shorter than those of the Prim-

rose by nearly one half, fuller at the edge,

which is somewhat folded as well as notched,

stronger, of a deeper green, not running so

taper at the base, covered on the under side

with softer and shorter hair : the petioles

smoother, whitish with scarcely any red in

them : the scapes few, three or four times

longer than the leaves, round, upright, pale,

villose ; the involucre at the base of the umbel,

surrounding the peduncles, consisting of many,

very small, concave, pale, acuminate leaflets :

the' flowers in an umbel, unequally pedicelled,

hanging down, generally to one side, full yel-

low with an orange-coloured blotch at the base

of each segment, contracted about the middle

of the tube, where the stamens are inserted,
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paler, underneath, very fragrant. It is a native

of Europe, flowering in April and May,
The varieties are the Common Single Yellow

Cowslip : Double Yellow Cowslip : Scarlet Cow-
slip; and Hose, and Hose Cowslip.

The frairrant flowers of these plants make a

pleasant wine, approaching in liavour to the

muscadel wines of the South of France. It is com-
monly supposed to possess a somniferous quality,

'llie fourtii species has a perennial root, some-

what prsemorse, with numerous, long, per-

pendicular lihres, and sweet-scented : the leaves

obo\ate-lanceolate, bright green, smooth and

even, thickish, here and there turned back on

the edges, underneath vemed and powdered

with while meal : the scape a hand's-breadth or

span in height, far exceeding the leaves, round,

upright, stiif and straight, of a pale green co-

lour and mealy : the flowers sweet-scented, of

a purple yellow colour, in an upright umbel,

having at its base a many-leaved involucre, each

leaflet of which is awl-shaped, and placed at

the base of each peduncle. It is an elegant

plant; is a native of many parts of Europe,

flowering in July and August.

It varies in the size of the plant, having been

found wild a foot and half in height, and in

the cultivated plant a tendency to become vivi-

parous, has been observed by Curtis, or to produce

one or more tufts of leaves among the flowers

of the umbel. In its wild state it seeds readily,

and frequently when cultivated : the flowers

also vary with different shades of purple, and

have been found entirely white.

The fifth bears a great affinity to the fourth,

but the leaves diflcr in form, colour, and mode
of growth ; when fully grown being twice the

length of those of the other: they are not

rnealy, the under side being as green as the

upper, and they have a greater tendency to grow
upright : the scape is shorter and thicker : the

flowers form a similar umbel, but each is

smaller, and in point of colour much less bril-

liant. Upon the whole, though superior ia

size, it is inferior to that in beauty. It flowers

early in May.
The sixth species, in the wrinkled appearance

of iis foliage, approaches the first sort ; whilst

in its inflorescence, the colour of its (lowers,

and solitary scape, which rises to an unusual

height, it bears an aftiuity to the fourth. In

the winter it loses the leaves entirely, and
forms a sort of bulbous hybcrnacle under ground:
this circumstance is necessary to be known, as

it subjects the plant to be thrown away as dead.

It flowers in June and July ; and is a native of

Siberia.

The seventh, in its farinaceous tendencv, ac-

7

cords with tlie eighth sort, but is very unlike it

in its wild slate, the leaves being much nar-

rower : the flowers larger, and of a difierent

colour : the colour of the flowers approaches
to ihai of lilac : it becomes mealv, particu-

larly on tiic edges of the leaves, between tlie

serralures, where it is so strong as to make the

leaf appear with a white or silvery edge. It is

a delicate pretty plant, with a pleasing musky
smell, and flowers in March and April. It is

probably a native of the Alps.

The eighth species has the leaves fleshy, suc-

culent, with the edges mealy, serrated ; or en-

tire, according to some—deeply and equally

toothed all round, as others affirm ; while some
say that the young leaves are entire : the adult

ones serrate above the middle : the petioles leafy

or winged : the leaflets of the involucre unequal,

wide, lanceolate or blunt : the flowers very

sweet, four or five, in an uprighi umbel : the

calyx one-third of the length of the tube of the
corolla, bell-shaped, toothetl, mealy, as is also

the scape : the tube of the corolla gradually

widening upwards, not contracted at the neck :

the border concave : the segments emarginate
but not deeply, and not cut to the neck : the

most common colours are yeiilow or red, but it

IS found also purple and variegated, with a white
tye powdered with meal : capsule spherical or

ne;\rly so, flatted a htlle at top, of a coriaceous-

cartilaginous substance, sprinkled with meal.
It is a native of the mountains of Switzerland,

Austria, &c., flowering in April and May.
It varies much in the leaves and flowers; as

the oblong-leaved ; roundish-leaved ; broad-

leaved ; narrow-leaved
;
green-leaved ; white- or

meal-leaved ; the purple-flowered, of various

shades and variegations ; red-flowered, with dif-

ferent shades and variegations; yellow-flowered,

of different shades ; double purple-flowered ; dou-
ble yellow-flowered ; variegated purples, &c.
With regard to the properties of a fine auri-

cula, they are these according to Marlyn :
" The

stem should be strong, upright, and of such a
height as that the umbel of flowers may be
above the foliage of the plant : the peduncles
or footstalks of the flowers should also be strong:,

and of a length proportional to the size and
quantity of the flowers ; which should not be
less than seven in number, that the umbel may
be regular and close : the tube, eve, and border
should be well proportioned ; which they will

be, if the diameter of the first be one part, of
the eye three, and the whole border six jiarts or
thereabouts : the circumference of the border
shoidd be round or nearly so, or at least not
what is called starry : the anthers ousjht to he
large, bold, and fill the tube well ; and the tube
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should terminstc rather above the eye, which

should he verv white, smooth and round, with-

out cracks, and distinct from the ground-co-

lour : the ground-colour should be bold and

rich, and regular, whether it be in one uniform

circle or in bright patches : it should be di-

stinct at the eye, and only broken at the outer

part into the edging : a fine black, purple, or

brii^ht cofice-colour contrast best with the white

eye : a rich blue, or bright pink is pleasing,

but a glowing scarlet or deep crimson would be

most desirable, if well edged .with a bright

green; this, however, can seldom be expected :

the green edge is the principal cause of the va-

riegated appearance in this flower, and it should

be in proportion to the ground-colour, that is,

about one-half of each ; the darker grounds are

generally covered with a white powder, which

seems necessary, as well as the white eye, to

guard the flower from the scorching heat of the

sun's rays."

It is observed, that all flowers that want any

of the above properties are turned out into the

borders of the garden or rejected wholly by

every good florist ; for as there are varieties

every year from seeds, the bad ones must make
room for their betters : but in some the passion

for new flowers so much prevails, that supposing

the old iiower to be greatly preferable to a new
one, the latter must take place, because it is of

their own raising.

Culture.—These beautiful plants are raised

without nuich diificulty, by proper care and at-

tention in their management with respect to

the parting of the roots, and the planting them
out in then- due season ; they succeed best in a

strong soil, and some of them, as the Primrose

kind, in a shady situation.

Culture ill the Pohjanthus klmls.—These are

all capable of being mcreased by seed and the

parting of the roots, the former being the only

method for obtaining new varieties, or a large

supply of plants. The seed should be collected

from such flowers as have large upright stems,

and which produce many flowers upon the stalk,

being large, beautifully striped, open, flat, and

not pin-eyed, as from such seed a great variety

of good sorts may be expected ; care should be

however taken that no bad or common flowers

stand near them, as they will be apt to debase

them, by the admixture of their farina.

The seeds siiould be sown in boxes or large

pots filled with light rich mould. The proper

season for this business is in the autumn, or

the early spring; but the former is the better,

as by sowing then the plants come up v. ell the

same vear, and are strong and fit to plant out

the following spring, and are fine plants for

flowering the second spring. In the first season
the sowing should be performed as soon as pos-
sible after the seed becomes well ripened,

though some advise December as a good time ;

but when in the latter, or the spring season, it

may be done in February, March, or the fol-

lowing month. The seed should be sown over
the surface tolerably thick, being covered in

very lightly, and the boxes or pots placed where
they may have a little of the morning sun, but
not by any means the mid-day heats. The
plants may be much forwarded by the pots or

boxes- being plunged in a mild hot-bed ; in
the spring, when dry, they should be frequently

refreshed with water, in very moderate propor-
tions at a time, removing the plants more into

the shade as the heat advances, as it soon de-
stroys them. The autumn-sown plants should

have a warm situation during the winter, or be

protected from frosts or severe weather by
glasses or other means.

In the spring or early summer the plants of
the diflferent sowings will be sufficiently stronj^

to plant out, for which a bed or shady border

should be prepared, and made rich by neat's

dung, on which the plants should be set out
about four or five inches distant in every direc-

tion, care being taken to water them occasionally

till well rooted, after which they only require

to be kept free from weeds ; and when they

flower in the following spring the best flowers

should be marked, and the rest be removed into

the borders or other places for aflTording variety
j

and the valuable plants may be removed, when
they have finished flowering, into the borders or

beds where tl>ey are designed to flower and re-

main, in the same manner as above, watering

them sliohtlv till well rooted a<;ain. The roots

afterwards require to be parted and removed an-

nually, and the earth of the borders renewed,

to prevent their degenerating.

It is necessary, in order to keep up a proper

stock of plants, to raise new seedling plants

every two or three years, as the old plants

mostly decline in beauty after the third year.

In the latter method, the roots should be

parted in the beginning of the autumn, as soon

as the flowering is over, and it may likewise be

done early in the spring ; but the former is the

best time, as the plants get stronger and flower

better in the spring.

In performing the work the plants should be

taken up out of the ground, and each bunch
divided into several slips, not too small, unless

where a great increase is wanted, being carctul

to preserve some root to each slip ; ihey are then

to be planted in a fresh dug border, enriched

with dung as abovCj setting them five or six
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inches asunder, giving them water directly, and
repeating it occasionally till thev have taken good
root. The approved sorts may in this way be
easily preserved.

These plants are observed by the editor of
Miller's Dictionary to be very liable to the de-
predations of snails and slugs, in the spring of
(he year ; the plants and pots therefore should be
carefully exaanned on all sides early in the

nioniiiig. But their worst eneniv is a small red

spider or Acarus, which in suninier forms its

web on the under side of the leaves. These
little insects, scarcely visible without a magni-
fying glass, cause the leaves to become yellow
and spotted, and eventually destroy the plant :

-they multiply with such rapidity as to take pos-
session of a whole collection in a very short

•time. vSuch plants as appear infected should
therefore be inunediately selected from the rest,

taken up, and soaked for two or three hours in

a strong infusion of tobacco water, and then re-

planted in a fresh soil or compost, and removed
to a situation at a distance from the former.

But if the whole bed or border be overrun with
this insect, it is best to take up all the plants,

and, having soaked them, to plant them else-

where. The bed or border should then be
trenched up, and remain fallow to the next sea-

son, or be planted with another crop not liable

to this calamity.

In their after-management, they are said to
" blow at the same time, and require nearly the

same treatment, as Auriculas, both with respect

to soil and situation ; they are however more
impatient of heat and drought, and more partial

to shade and moisture. They may be set in the

same sized pots, and in the same compost as

the Auricula, only with the addition of more
loam ; or they may be planted on cool shady
beds or borders, being very hardy, and seldom
perishing in the coldest and wettest seasons, be-
cause their parent is a native of this country

;

but during the heats of summer they are fre-

quently destroyed, unless proper precautions be
taken. This dislike of heat seems to indicate,"

it is added, " that the Polyanthus is rather the

offspring of the Primrose, which requires shade,

than of the Cowslip, which grows in open pas-

tures ; though Mr. Miller seems to regard it as a

variety of the latter."

The roots of the wild plants, when they can
be procured, may be taken up, divided, and
planted out in the autumn, when they will

flower in the following spring.

The fourth sort readily seeds in its wild state,

and also frequently when cultivated : but it is

scarcely worth the pains to raise it from seed,

stHce a strong root may be divided so as to form

many plants ; the best time for doing this is in
the spring, soon after the leaves are expanded.
Each off-set should be placed in a separate pot,
filled with two parts of siiffish loam, and one part
of light sandy bog earth, watering and setting
them in the shade, under a north wall or palinc;,
but not under trees, keeping them there duririg
summer in pans of water, but in the autumn,
as the wet season comes on, taking them out of
the pans, and either laying the pots on their
sides, or placing them during winter under a
common cucumber frame, to keep them from
immoderate wet, which this plant cannot bear,
although it be a native of bocgy meadows. In the
following if not the same year these plants will
blow strong

J
and they should be thus treated

every year, as they require to have their roots
frequently parted.

The fifth sort is increased by parting the
roots, either in September or at the beginning
of March. It is hardy, of ready growth, and
will succeed either in the pot or border, by
guarding it from the sun in summer and from
severe frost and too much wet in winter.
The sixth species, which is yet a rare plants

must be treated with care, as the fifth sort, and
may be raised from seeds, or increased by part-
ing the roots ; but it is apt to be lost it not
well attended to.

The seventh sort is delicate, and should be
placed in a pot of stiffish loam, mixed with one-
third rotten leaves, bog-earth, or dung, and
plunged in a north border, taking care that it

does not suffer for want of water in dry seasons
;

as when thus treated it increases by its roots
nearly as readily as the Auricula.

Culture in the Auricula kinds.—These plants
may all be increased by seeds in order to pro-
cure new varieties, and by slipping the roots to
increase the approved kinds.

In order to obtain good flowers from seeds,
choice should be made of the best flowers,
which should be exposed to the open air, that
they may have the benefit of showers, without
which they seldom produce good seeds : the lime
of their ripening is in June; which is easily
known, by their seed-vessels turning to a
brown colour, and opening, being then care-
ful lest the seeds be scattered out of the vessel,
as they will not be all fit to gather at the same
time.

The proper soil for this sort of seed is good,
fresh, light, sandy mould, mixed with very
rotten neat's dung, or very rotten dung from the
bottom of an old hot-bed ; with which the pots,
boxes, or baskets in which the seeds are to be
sown should be filled ; and having levelled
the surface very smooth, the seeds should he
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sown sifting over them a little rotten willow
iTiou'.d ; then covering thcni with a net or wire,

to prevent cats or birds from scratching out,

or biir\iiig ihe seeds so as to destroy them.
Some pci'sons never cover the seeds, but leave

them on the surface, for the rain to wash them
into the ground, which is often the best me-
thod. The ijoxes, 8cc., should then be placed

so as'^to receive half the day's sun, during the

winter season ; but in the beginning of March
be removed, where they may have only the

Diorning sun till ten o'clock ; for the young-

plants now soon begm to appear, which, if ex-

posed to one whole day's sun only, are all de-

stroyed. The proper season for sowing the seed

is in the latter end of sumiTier, or begmning of

autunm, as about September, but they may be

sown in the spring.

During the summer season, the plants in dry

weather should be often refreshed with water,

never giving them too great a quantity at once.

In the July following, the plants will be large

enough to remove, at which time a bed must
be prepared, or boxes, filled with the above-

mentioned soil, in which they may be planted

about three inches apart, and shaded when in

beds, every day, till they arc thoroughly rooted,

as also in very hot dry weather ; but if they are

in baskets or boxes, they may be removed to a

shady situation.

When planted in beds, there should be some
rotten ncats' dung laid about ten inches under

the surface, and beaten down close and smooth :

this will prevent the worms from drawing the

young plants out of the earth, which they ge-

nerally do where this is not practised. This

dunff should be laid about half a foot thick,

which will entirely prevent the worms getting

through It until the plants are well established

in the beds ; and the roots strike down into the

dung by the spring, which makes their flowers

stronger than usual : these beds should be ex-

posed to the east, and screened from the south

sun as much as is necessary.

In the spring; following many of these flowers

will show ; when such of them as have good

properties should be selected, which should

be removed each of them into a pot of the same

prepared earth, and preserved until the next

season, at which time a judgment of the good-

ness of the flower may be formed ; but those

that produce plain-coloured or small flowers

should be taken out, and planted in borders in

the out-parts of the garden, to make a show, or

gather for nosegays, &c. ; the others, which do

not produce their flowers the same year, may
be taken up, and set out into a fresh bed, to

e main till their properties are known.
Vol. II.

In the second method, the oflTsets or slips

may be taken from the old roots, in the spring

or autumn, and be planted into small pots

filled with the same sort of earth as was directed

for the seedlings, and during the sumiiicr sea-

con b'j set in a shady place, and must be often

g .-ntly refreshed with water, and in the autunm
i.!:d winter be sheltered from violent rains. In

the spring follov^ing the^e plants produce flow-

ers, though but weak ; therefore, soon after they

are past flowering, t'uey should be put into

larger pels, and the second year they will blow

in perfection.

In order to obtain a fine blooin of these flow-

ers, the plants should be preserved from too

much wet in winter, which often rots and spoils

them, letting them have as much free open air

as possible ; but not be too much exposed to the

sun, which is apt to forward their budding for

flower too soon; and the frosty mornings, which

often happen in March, thereby destroying their

buds, if they are not protected ; to prevent

which, those who are curious in these flowers

place their pots in autumn under a common
hot-bed frame, where, in good weather, the

plants may enjoy the full air, by drawing off

the glasses; and in great rains, snow, or frost,

be screened by covering them.

About the beginning of February, when the

weather is mild, the upper part of the earth

in the Auricula pots should be taken off as low

as can be, without disturbing their roots, filling

up the pots with fresh rich earth, which greatly

strengthens them for bloom. As those plants

which have strong single heads always produce

the largest clusters of flowers, the curious floHst

should'pull off the offsets as soon as it can be

dr)ne with safety to their growing, to encourage

the mother plaiits to flower the stronger; they

should also pinch off the flowers in autumn,

where they are produced, and not suffer them to

open, that the plants may not be weakened by

it. The pots should be covered with mats in

frosty weather, during the time of their budding

for flower, lest the sharp mornings blight them,

and prevent their blowing. When the flower-

stems begin to advance and the blossom buds

grow turgid, they must be protected from hasty

rains, which would wash off their white meally

farina, and greatly deface the beauty of their

flowers, keeping them as much uncovered as

possible, otherwise their stems will be drawn up

too weak to support their flowers, (which is

often the case w hen their pots are placed near

walls) giving them gentle waterings to strengthen

them, but none of the water should be let fall

into the centre of the plant, or among the leaves.

When the flowers begin to open, their pots

2 M
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should be removed upon a stage (built with

rows ot shtlves, one above aaolhtT, and covered

on the top, to preserve iheni from wet : this

should be open to the morning sun, but shel-

tered from the heat ot the sun ni the middle of

the day) : in this position they will appear to

much greater advantage than when they stand

upon the ground ; for, their flower,' being low,

their beauty is hid ; whereas, when they are ad-

vanced upon shelves, they are fully seen. In

this situation they may remain until the beauty

of their flowers is past, w hen they must be set

abroad to receive the rains, and have open free

air, in order to obtain seeds, which will fail if

they are kept too long under shelter. When
the seed is ripe it should be gathered when it is

perfectly dry, and exposed to the sun in a win-
dow upon papers, to prevent its growing moul-
dy, letting it remain m the pods till the season

for sowing.

It is observed by the editor of Miller's Dic-
tionary, that " those who are very nice in rais-

ing Auriculas, direct the compost to be made of

one half rotten cow-dung two years old ; one
sixth fresh sound earth of an open texture ; one
eighth earth of rotten leaves ; one twelfth coarse

sea or river sand ; one twenty-fourth soft de-

cayed willow wood ; one twenty-fourth peaty

or moory earth ; one twenty-fourth ashes of

burnt vegetables, to be spread upon the surface

of the other ingredients. This compost is to be
exposed to the sun and air, turned over once or

twice, and passed as often through a coarse

screen or sieve ; then be laid in a regular heap
from fifteen to eighteen inches thick, and in

this state remain a year, turning it over two or

three times, and keeping it free from weeds."
It is added, that " the pots for Auriculas

should be hard baked : the inner diameter of
the top be six inches and a half, of the bottom
four niches, and they should be about seven

inches deep, for common-sized blooming
plants : but smaller plants and offsets should
have smaller .shallower pots, and very large

plants should have larger pots in proportion
;

the bottom should have a small degree of con-
cavity, and the hole should be half an inch in

diameter : the rims should project about half an
inch, m order to take up and remove them with
greater ease and safety. The pots should be bu-
ried in wet earth, or mmiersed in water three or

four days or a week, before they are wanted, to

take oft' their absorbent property."

In the after-management of the plants, they

should be potted annually soon after bloom

;

curtailing their fibres, if grown very long, and
cutting off the lower part of the main root if

loo long or decayed. The offsets at tins season

strike freely, and become well established be-

fore w inter. The plants should be carefully ex-

amined, and where any unsoundness appears,

be cut out entirely with a sharp penknife, ex-

posing the wounded part to the sun, and when
it is quite dry, applying a ceinent of bees-wax

and pitch in equal quantities, softened in the

sun or before a fire. If the lower leaves be yel-

low or dried up, they should be stripped off in a

direction downwards. Having put the hollow

shell of an oyster over the hole of the pot, three

parts of it should be filled with compost, highest

in the middle, placing the plant there, with its

fibres regularly distributed all round ; then filling

the pot up with the compost, adding a little

clean coarse sand close round the stem on the

surface, and striking the bottom of the pot

against the ground or table to settle the earth.

The true depth of planting is within half an inch

of the lowest leaves, as the most valuable fibres

proceed from that part ; and the offsets will be

thereby encouraged to strike root sooner. When
these have formed one or more fibres of an inch

or two in length, they may, by means of a piece

of hard wood, or by the fingers, be separated

with safety, and planted round the sides of a

small pot, filled with the same compost, till

they are sufficiently grown to occupy each a se-

parate pot : if a small hand glass be placed over

each pot it will cause the fibres to grow more ra-

pidly ; but if it be long continued, it will draw
up and weaken the plants. And in the begin-

ning of May, as soon as the operation of pot-

ting is finished, the plants should be placed in

an airy, shaded situation, but not under the

drip of trees. Here they may remain till Sep-
tember or October, when they should be re-

moved into shelter.

The plants should, in the first favourable wea-
ther in February, be divested of their decayed
leaves ; and by the middle of that month earth-

ing them up; that is, taking away the super-

ficial mould of the pots about an inch deep, and
putting in fresh compost, with the addition of a

little loam, to give it more tenacity. This con-
tributes greatly to the strength of the plants,

and the vigour of their bloom ; at the same time
it affords a favourable opportunity to separate

such of}"-sels as appear to have sufficient fibre to

be taken off at this early season. The pots with
these ofl-sets should be placed in a frame, in a

sheltered situation till their roots are established.

Though frost, unless it be very rigorous, will

not destrov the plants, it will injure them, and
perhaps spoil the bloom, especially early in the

spring ; ihey should therefore be covered with

mats in a severe season. When any plant has

more than one or two principal stems, it is ad-
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visable to pinch off tlic smallest and weakest,

in order to render the blossoms of that which

remains larger and more vigorous. And when

the flowers (pips) become turgid and begin to ex-

pand, the plants should be selected from the

rest, removing them to a calm shady corner,

suspending small hand-glasses over them.

In this culture the stages for the pots to stand

on whilst in bloom slmuld have a northern

aspect, and should consist of four or five rows

of shelves, rising one above another, the roof

bein>T covered with frames of glass ; the tallest

blowing plants being placed behind, and the

shortest in front. The plants must be regu-

larly watered two or three times every week

during the blooming season.

AlTthcse plants are highly ornamental ; the

former in beds and border's, and the latter sorts

among curious potted How ering plants.

PRINCE'S FEATHER. See Amaranthus.

PRINCE'S WOOD. See Cordia and Ha-

muli a.

PRINOS, a genus containing plants of the

deciduous and evergreen shrubby sorts.

It belongs to ilie class and order He.randria

Monoaynia, and ranks in the natural order of

J)u)nos(B.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, half-six-eleft, flat, very small,

permanent : the corolla one-petalled, wheel-

shafied : tube none : border six-parted, flat :

se'-ments ovate: the stamina have six awl-

shaped filaments, erect, shorter than the corolla :

anthers oblong, blunt: the pistillum is an ovate

germ, ending in a style shorter than the stamens,

and an obtuse stigma: the pericarpium is a

roundish berry, six-celled, much larger than

the calyx : the seeds solitary, bony, obtuse, con-

vex on one side, angular on the other.

The species cultivated are : I. P. verticillata,

Deciduous Winter Berry ; 2. P. glabra, Ever-

green Winter Berry.

The first rises with a shrubby stalk to the

height of eight or ten feet, sending out many

branches from the sides the whole length : the

leaves are lanceolate, about three inches long,

and one inch broad in the middle, terminating

in an acute point, of a deep green, veined on

the under side, alternate on the branches upon

slender footstaifcs: the flowers come out from

the side of the branches, single or two or three

at each joint : the berries are the size of those

of HoUv, turning purple when ripe. It flowers

in July.

The second species has leaves alternate, peti-

©led, oblong, of a firm texture, smooth, acute:

there are conmionly two serratures towards the

tip : the peduncles axillary, small, commonly

PRO
three-flowered. It is of lower growth than the

preceding ; the leaves are shorter and serrate at

their points only. It is a native of Canada,

flowering in July and August.

Culture.—In these plants it is effected by

seeds, sown soon after they are ripe, or early in

the spring, upon a bed of light earth, covering

them about half an inch with the same sort of

earth : but the seeds which are put into the

ground in the autumn will many of them come
up the following spring, while those which are

kept longer out'of the ground, often remain a

whole year before the plants appear, as in Holly,

Hawthorn, and some others. The seeds may
be forwarded in their growth by means of a hot-

bed. When the planls have sufficient strength

they should be planted out, some in nursery-

rows and others in pots. They delight in a

moist soil and a shady situation. In hot land

they make little progress, and rarely produce

any fruit.

They are ornamental, and afford variety in the

pleasure-grounds and among potted plants.

PRIVET. See LiGUSTRUM.
PRIVET, MOCK. See Phil LYRCA.

PROTEA, a genus containing plants of the

ornamental shrubby exotic kind.

It belongs to the' class and order Tetrandria

Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

j4ilgregat(B.

"the characters are : that the calyx is a com-

mon perianth, usually imbricate : scales perma-

nent, various in form and proportion : perianth

proper none : the corolla universal uniform :

jiroper one, two or four petalled, with the pe-

tals different in figure : the stamina have four

filaments, inserted into the petals below the

tip: anthers linear : the pistillum is a superior

germ, awl-shaped or roundish : style filih>rni :

stigma simple : there is no pericarpium: calyx

unchanged.
The species cultivated are : 1 .P. conifera. Cone-

bearing Protea ; 2. P. argeniea, Silvery Protea.

There are several other species that may be

cultivated for variety.

The first has a stem erect, three feet high,

with branches in whorls and subdivided: the

leaves terminated by a concave smooth gland :

the cone tomentose' ovate, the size of a pea

;

the branches are in whorls and again subdivided,

the leaves elliptic, the cone of flowers tomen-

tose, and the floral leaves concolour.

The second species has a strong upright stalk,

covered with a purplish bark, dividing into se-

veral branches which grow erect: the leaves

broad, shining, silvery, making a fine a]ipear-

anee, when the plant is intermixed with other

exotics. It flowers in August.

2 M ^2
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Ctdfure.—These plants are increased by seeds,

procured from the places of their native growth;
which, as soon as obtained, should be sown in
pots, filled with sandy loam, and placed in a
moderate hot-bed ; and when the plants are
come up, moderate air should be given, or they
should be placed in an airy glass case, or to-
wards the front of a green-house; and be after-
wards managed as other similar exotics of that
kind.

They are also sometimes raised bv ciittintrs, in
spring and summer, by the assistance of a'hot-
bcd, in the same manner. They should not
have much water afterwards, nor be treated in
too tender a manner.
Thev are ornamental among other potted plants.
PRUNING OF TREES. The operation of oc-

casionally cuttmg out parts, in order to give them
any desired form, and to retrench or reduce ir-

regular and redundant or superfluous growths.
It is particularly necessary to be practised on

many sorts of fruit-trees, more especially the
dwarf sorts, such as all kinds of wall and espalier
fruit-trees

; it is also necessary, occasionally,
for standard-trees, both dwarfs and half and full

standards, and for some sorts annually, as all

kinds of wall-trees, espaliers, and most other
dwarf or trained fruit-trees; which is done in
order to preserve the proper figure, and to keep
ihem within their limited bounds, as well as to
promote fruitfulness ; but as to common stand-
ards, whose heads have full scope of growth
every way, they require but very little prunino-,
except just to retrench any occasional redund-
ancy, ill-growing branches, and dead wood.
Wall-trees and espaliers require a general regu-
lation in this way, twice every year : in su°n-
mer, to rjtrench the evidently superfluous and
ill-placed shoots of the year,'and to train in a
supply of the most regular ones ; and in winter
to give a general regulation both for the supply
of young wood left in summer, and to the old
branches where necessary.

In pruning these sorts' of trees, as they have
their branches arranged with regularity to the
right and left, one above another, in a' parallel
manner, four, five, or six inches asunder, and
forming a regular spread, so as the branches
of each tree completely cover a certain space of
wall, kc, and as the whole spread of branches
constantly send forth every year a srrcat number
of unnecessary and useless shoots," each should
be limited to a certain space. An annual prun-
ing is consequently necessary to retrench the re-
dundancies, and all irregular and bad shoots,
10 give the proper bearing branches due room,
as well as to confine each tree within its proper
limits, consistent with its regular form.

3
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The first pruning for wall fruit-trees, to give

the head its first regular formation, is effected

by pruning short or heading down in spring all

the shoots produced the firs't year from budding
and grafting, and when a year old being mostly
pruned down in March, within four or "live eye's

of the bottom, to throw the sap more Into the
remaining lower buds, and thus, instead of run-
ning up to one stem, to push forth several
strong shoots from the lower part the ensuing
summer, so as to fill the necessary space of wall-
ing and es))alier regularly quite from the bottom,
which shoots being trained straight and regular
in a spreading manner, each at'full length all

summer; and in the winter or spring followine,
where a supply of more principal shoots shall

seem necessary to form the head more eflectu-
ally, pruning short also these shoots, each to
four or five eyes, when they will throw out the
same number of shoots the same year, which,
according as they advance in length, should be
trained at regular distances at full length during
the summer, for the shoots of wall-trees should
not in general be shortened in the summer sea-
son, as that would cause them to push forth
many superfluous unnecessary lateral shoots

;

though sometimes, in order to fill a vacancy as
soon as possible, strong young shoots, by being
pinched or pruned early in the season, as May
or beginning of June, to four or five eyes, will

throw out several proper shoots the same sum-
mer. The work of pruning short should be oc-
casionally repeated one or two years, cither in

general or on particular shoots, as may seem
necessary, till a proper set of branches are by
that means obtained to give the head of the tree a
proper formation ; afterwards it may be omitted,
except occasionally to any particular shoot to fill

a vacant space ; but some sorts of wall-trees re-

quire almost a general shortening of their sup-
ply of shoots, such as peaches, nectarines, &c.,
which bear only on the young wood, have that

of each year shortened, to force out a supply of
shoots for future bearing : other sorts of wall-
trees and espaliers are not, in the general course
of pruning, to be shortened, such as pears, ap-
ples, plums, and cherries, which continue bear-
ing in the same wood of from two or three to

many years' growth. See Espaliers.
When the trees have been tlii^s furnished with

a proper spread of branches trained regularly to

the wall and espalier, they every year throw out
many more shoots than are wanted, or can be
converted to use, by some being too numerous,
others ill placed, and others of a bad growth;
all of which must therefore be regulated ac-
cordingly by proper pruning; as the regular

figure of the tree, by being well furnished in
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every part equally from the bottom to the top of

the wall or espaliLr with proper branches, capa-

ble of prcducmg good fruit, is the principal ob-
ject of this operation.

In performing it the operator should be care-

fid to Iree the trees of every thing that is su])cr-

fluoup, irrcgidar, or hurtful, both in the Luni-

mer and winter pruiiings. 'J"ho«c branches are

superfluous, which though good and well placed,

are more than wanted or that can be properly,

laid in, and those irregular which aie so ill

placed as' not to be trained with regularity to the

wall or espalier, such as all ibrc-right shoots,

beinc; such as grow inmiediatclv from the front

or back of the branches in a fore-right direc

-

tion ; and those are hurtful which are of bad

growth, such as all very rank or singidarly lux-

uriant rude shoots. ^ The sujierfluous (n redund-

ant growths should of course be thinned by
pruning out all that seem to cause confusion

;

and the irregular and hurtful rank shoots be dis-

placed, cutting all these ofl' quite close to the

place whence thev proceed, only leaving a pro-

per supply of the regular or best placed side-

shoots where necessary, so as to preserve every

part well furnished with bearing wood, trained

straight and close to the wall or espalier, at

equal distances. Some sorts of wall-trees, &c.,

however, require a general annual supply of

young wood, such as peach and all other trees

which bear only on the shoots of a year old
;

others recpjire only an occasional supply of

wood, such as apples, pears, &c., and all other

kinds that hear on the old wood of from two or

three to ten or twenty years old or more; so

that the same branches continue in bearing many
Years, and the trees require only a supply of

youna; shoots now and then to replace any xyorn

out or dead branches. See Summer and Win-
TEn Pruning.

This art chiefly consists in being acquainted

with the nature of bearing in the different sorts

of trees, and in the forming an early judgment of

the future event of shoots and branches, as well

as other circumstances, for which some rules

may he given ; but there are particular instances

which cannot be jud2;td of but upon the spot,

and depend chiefly upon practice and observa-

tion.

With regard to the nature or mode of bearing

of the different sorts of wall- and espalier-trees,

&c. peaches, nectarines, apricots, &c., all pro-

duce their fruit principalh' upon the young wood
of a year old ; that is, the shoots produced this

year bear fruit the year following, and the same
of every year's shoots; so that in all these trees,

a general supply of the best regular shoots of

each year should be every where preserved^ both

in the summer and winter pruningSj at regular

distances (juile from the bcHom to the extremity

of the trees on every side, in such order as to

seem coming up reaularlv one after another;

and trained principally all at full length durnie,

their summer's growth ; but in tlie \\inter prun-

ing generally shortened, according to the

strength of the different shoots, in order to pro-

mote their throwing out more eflectually a sup-

ply of young wood the ensuing summer, from
the lateral eyes, in proper places for training in

for the next year's bearing; the fruit-buds being

mostly produced along their sides immediately

from the eyes, as they rarely form anv consi-

derable fruit-spurs, as in the apple, pear, &c.,

the same sho'-.ts producing the iruit and a supply

of shoots at the same time for the succcedmg
year's bearine'. All these trees also bear on
casual small natural spurs, sometimes arising

on the two and three years' wood, one or two
inches in length, which are generally well fur-

nished with blossom buds in the proper season
;

and should be preserved for bearing; always

however depending on the main young shoots

as the principal bearers.

Vines also produce their fruit always upon
the young wood, shoots of the same year arising

from the eyes of the last year's wood only, and
must therefore have a general supply of the best

regular shoots of each year trained in, which
in the winter pruning should be shortened

to a few eyes or joints, in order to force

out shoots from their lower parts only, pro-

perly situated to lay in for bearing fruit the fol-

lowing year.

Figs bear also only upon the young wood of a

year old, a general sup])ly of it is of course ne-

cessary every year ; but these shoots should at

no time be shortened, unless the ends are dead,

as they always bear jirincipally towards the ex-

treme part of the shoots, which if shortened

would take the bearing or fruitful parts away.

And these trees mostly throw out naturally a

suflficient sujiply of shoots every year for future

bearing without the precaution of shortening

them.
And as to apple-, pear-, plum-, and cherry-

trees, they bear principally generally on spurs

arising in the general branches, of from t\\o or

three to ten or twenty years old, the same
branches and spurs contiiming bearing a great

number of years, as has been seen, so that hav-

ing once procured a proper set of branches, in

the manner already directed, to form a spread-

ing head, no finther supply of wood is wanted

than only some occasional shoots now and then

to supply the place of any casual worn-out or

dead branch as before suggested ; these spurs or
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fruit-buds are short robust shoots, of from about

half an inch to one or two inches long, arising

naturally in these trees, first towards the once

extreme parts of the branches of two or three

years old ; and as the branch increases in length,

the number of fruit-buds increases likewise ;

this therefore determines, that in the general

course of pruning all these kind of trees, their

branches that are trained in for bearing must

not be pruned or shortened, but trained at lull

k-niTth, as where shortened it would divest

them of the parts where fruit-buds would have

first appeared, and, instead tbereof, would throw

out a number of strong unnecessary wood-

shoots, from all the remaining eyes ; therefore

all the shoots or branches of these trees should

be trained principally at full length, and as they

advance still continue them entire. When how-

ever there is a vacancy, and only one shoot,

where rwo or three may be requisite, pruning or

shortening is allowable to force out the proper

supply. See Dwarf Trees.
In these trees care is necessary to preserve all

the proper fruit-buds or spurs, which are readily

distinguished by their short, thick, robustgrowth,

rarely exceeding one or two inches in length.

In the course of pruning all sorts of wall- and

€spalier-trees, all improper and ineffectual shoots

and branches, necessary to be displaced, must

be taken off" quite close to the place whence they

arise; which in the summer pruning, if attend-

ed to early, while the shoots are young and

tender, may readily be rubbed off close with the

thumb ; but when the shoots become older and

woody, as they do not readily break, it must be

.done with a knife, cutting them as close as

possible : all winter pruning should however be

perforiTied with a knife.

In pruning in summer, the necessary supply

of regular shoots that are left for training in,

should never be shortened, unless to particular

shoots to fill a vacancy, or to reduce within

bounds any too long extended shoots ; as by a

general shortening in this season, all the shoots

so treated would soon push again vigorously from

everv eye, and run the trees into a perfect

thicket of useless wood ; therefore all sorts,

whether they require shortening in the winter

pruning or not, should, in the summer dress-

ing, be laycd in at full length.

Summer Priming.—This is a necessary ope-

ration, as in spring and summer wall- and espa-

lier-trees abound with a great number of young

shoots that require thinnmg and other reforms to

preserve the requisite regularity and beauty of

the trees, and encourage the fruit; and the

sooner it is performed, the better ; it is there-

fore advisable to begin in May or early in the

following month, and disburthen the trees in

time of all redundant or superfluous growth,

and ill placed and improper or bad shoots
;

which may be then performed with more expe-

dition and exactness than when delayed till alter

the trees have shot a considerable length and

run into confusion and disorder: besides the in-

jury of the fruit is prevented. It is therefore of

importance to proceed in this operation early,

when the same year's shoots are sufficiently

formed to enable you to make a proper choice.

The business now is to thin and regulate the

unnecessary shoots, by pruning away the super-

fluous ones, and all such as are ill-placed and

of bad growth, retrenching the most irregular-

placed, weakest, and all such as are evidently

not wanted for use, and where two or more
shoots any where arise from the same eye, clear-

ing all away but one of the best, reserving a suf-

ficiency of the moderately strong and most re-

gular-placed side shoots, and always a leading

one at the end of everv branch, where it com-
modiously occurs ; all of which should be re-

tained to be regularly trained in to choose from

in the winter pruning, leaving more or less in

proportion, according to what the trees are, or

the mode of bearing, though in all those trees

that bear ahvays on the young wood, at least

doubly or trebly more shoots should be left in

this pruning than what may appear necessary,

especially of peaches, nectarines, apricots, vines,

figs. Sec, as it is highly requisite to reserve

plenty of regular young wood in summer, to

choose from in winter pruning, to lay in for

next year's bearers ; but as to apples, pears,

plums, cherries, Sec, which continue bearing

many years on the same branches, only here and

there some good w ell-placed shoots need be left

towards the lower parts, or in any vacancy be-

tween the main branches till winter ; and if then

not wanted, be easily retrenched.

Where, however, a tree is in general inclined

to luxuriancy, it is proper to retain as many of

the regular shoots as can be connnodiously

trained in with any regularity, in order to divide

and exhaust the too alnmdant sap, which causes

the luxuriancy ; as by humouring somewhat the

natural inclination of luxuriant trees by leaving

plenty of branches and these mostly at full

length, thev may the most readily be reduced

to a more moderate state of growth.

Great attention should always be paid to the

lower parts of the trees, as it is frequently the

case to find proper shoots arising in places ne-

cessary to be trained in, either to supply a pre-

sent or future vacancy, or as a reserve to re-

place any decayed or worn-out or other bad

branch, so that if moderately strong well-
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placed shoots arise in such parts, they are parti-

cularly to be regarded at this time ; aud in

winter pruning, such of them as are not wanted

may be easily'ciit out and removed : but all

weak trifling shoots should now be taken out.

After having summer-pruned and cleared any

tree from all useless shoots, ail the remaining

proper shoots should be directly, or as soon

as ihev are long enough, trained in straight

and close to the wall or espaliers, at full length.

When there is any great vacancy in some parti-

cular part, it may however be proper to cut

or prune one or more contiguous shoots to three,

four, or five eves or buds, in order to promote

an emission of laterals accordingly the same sea-

son, more eflectually to supply the vacant spa-

ces ; but all the rest should be trained at full

length till winter pruning, when they must un-

dergo another regulation. Those of such trees

as require it, as peach, nectaiine, &c., should

he shortened.

The work of training in the shoots in this

season, is performed when against .vails, both

by nailing, by means of proper shreds and nails,

and occasionally, by fastening in the smaller

shoots, with little sticks or twigs stuck between

the main branches and the wall ; and for espa-

liers, by tying them with small osiers, rushes,

or bass strings.

After having thus summer-dressed and trained

the trees, it v.'ill be necessary to look them oc-

casionally over, in order to reform such branches

or shoots as may have started from their places

op taken a wrong direction, and according as any

fresh irregular shoots are produced, they should

be displaced; and likewise as the already trained

shoots advance in length or project from the

wall or espalier, be tramed in close, continuing

them at full length during their sunniier's

growth ; every thing being kept close and regu-

lar, by which the trees will appear beautilul to

the eye, and the fruit show itself, and attain its

due perfection more effectually.

IVinter- Pruning.—In this pruning, a gene-

ral regulation miist be produced both in the

mother branches, and thesupply of young wood

laid in the preceding summer. The proper time

for this work is, in most wall-trees, anytime

in open weather, from the fall of the leaf in

November until March. And in performing

the business, it is proper to unnail or loosen a

great part of the branches, particularly of peach-

es, nectarines, apricots, vines, and such other

trees, as require an annual supply of young

wood, and considerable regulation in the general

branches.

All the principal or mother branches should

first be looked over, and examined, to see if

any are vi'orn out or not furnished with parts

proper for bearing fruit, and such branches be

cut down either to the great branch from which
they proceed, or to any lower shoot or good
branch they may support toward their bottom
part, leaving these to supply its place ; like-

wise examining if any branches are become too

louo- for the allotted space either at sides f)r top,

and reforming them accordingly, by shortening

them down to some lower shoot or branch pro-

perly situated to supply the place ; being careful

that every branch terminates in a young shoot

of some sort for a leader, especially in all parts

where room to extend them, according as the

limited space admits, having the leader either

placed naturally at the termination of the branch
;

or, where too long in any particular parts of

thfi tree, pruned conforniablv to some lower

shoot. Sec, so as that it may still terminate in

a proper leader, and the extended branches not

cut to naked stumpy or stubbed ends, as is

often practised bv inexperienced pruners. And
from the principal or larger branches, pass to the

young wood of the year : or, in proceeding both

in the occasional reform among the principal or

older branches, and more general regulation in

the young wood of the year, or shoots of the

preceding summer, the above intimations rela-

tive to the principal branches should be ob-

served in the pruning in the whole, both on the

old and young wood, and be carried on regu-

larly together at the same time, cutting out or

retaining according to circumstances ; as for

instance, in the oUier vi'ood observing the above

particulars, and as below, and in the general

supply of young wood, cutting out close all

fore-right and other irregular shoots that may
have been omitted in the summer-priming; like-

wise all very weak shoots, and those of very

luxuriant growth, nnless it be necessary to keep

some to sup[)ly a vacant place ; then of the re-

maining regular shoots, selecting a greater or

smaller portion to leave either as a general

supply for next vear's bearing, as is requisite for

peaches, nectarines, apricots, vines, and figs

;

or only in others some occasional shoots, such as

in full-trained apple-, pear-, plum-, and cherry-

trees, &c., either sometimes to furnish casual

vacancies, or to supply the places of any de-

fective or improper branches, or ineflectual

bearers, as may casually occur, or that of de-

caved or dead wood.

But as peach, nectarines, apricots, vines, and

fitrs, always bear principally on the year-old

wood, as already noticed, a general supply of

young shoots laust be left in every part from
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bottom to top at regular ilistaiiccs, and, at the

same time, sonic proportional part of the most
naked old wood, and of the two preceding years

past bearers, be pruned out to make proper room
for this requisite young successional supply of

future bearers in the following summer, to be

now retained in a general manner, both laterally,

and as terminals to the general patent branches,

which should be pruned accordingly ; and mostly

all the said supply of the present retained sboots,

except the fis, must be more or less shortened

according to their situation and strength, to en-

courage their furnishing more readilv a proper

suppiv of shoots in sprinir and summer tor the

succeeding vear's bearine, as noticed before,

leaving the strongest shoots always the longest,

as is more fully explained under each of their

rtspccuve genera ; but as the fisrs always bear

towards the end of the shoots they must not be

shortened.

With respect to the apples, pears, plums,
cherries, &c., as they continue to bear on the

same branches of from two or three to many
years standmg, the said bearers must be conti-

nued accordingly ; and the trees only require an
occasional supjdy of young wood, according as

any of the branches become defective, or unfit

for bearing, and want removing ; which should
now be cut out as may seem necessary, training

in here and there in proper plaseos some good re-

gular young shoots tov^ards the lower part, and
where it may seem necessary, to be coming gra-

dually forward to a bearing state, to be ready to

replace worn-out and other useless branches, to

be cut out, as they may occur : and of the

young wood, selecting what may appear neces-
sary of the best well-placed shoots, and the su-

perabundance, or those not wanted for that

purpose, together with all irregular-placed

shoots, rank luxuriants, and other ineftectual

growths, should be now cut clean out, close to

whence they originate, not leaving any spur or

stump, as every one would push out several

strong unnecessary shoots the next spring, to

the prejudice of the trees and fruit : particular

regard slioidd be paid to preserve the shoots at

the termmation of all the already trained branch-
es entire, but not more than one to terminate
each branch

;
preserving also carefully all the

proper fruit-spurs, taking care that the supply
of young w ood be occasionally reserved, and the

branches in general of these trees be trained in

at full length, and continued so in future, as

far as the linnted space will admit : and accord-

ing as any extend above the wall or espalier or

any where beyond their proper limits, they be
pruned down with discretion to some convenient

bud, or lateral shoot, or lower branch, whieli

should be trimmed entire.

In this pruning, as in the summer c'r-ssiiig,

it is of importance to have a strict eye to the

lower parts of wall-trees, Sfc, to see if there is

any present vacancv or any that apparently will

soon happen ; in which cases, if aiiv good shoot

is situated contiguous, it should be trained in

either at full length, or shortened to a few eyes

to force out two or more shoots if they shall

seem necessary ; for precaution should ever be

observed in taking care to have betimes a suf-

ficient stock of young wood coming forward to

iill up any casual vacancy, and substituting a

new set of branches in place of such as arc

either decayed or stand in need of retrenchment.

In wall-trees and espaliers there are some-
times many large disagreeable barren spurs, con-
sisting both of old worn-out fruit spurs, and of

clusters of stumps of shortened shoots project-

ing considerably from the branches, occasioned

by unskilful pruning when retrenching the su-

perabundant and irregular shoots, which, in-

stead of being cut out close, are stumped off to

an inch or t\\ o long, and in the course of a few
years, form iiumerous barren stumps, and very

little fruit, the trees appearing like a stumped
hedge. In this season of pruning, (in this case)

it is proper to reform them as well as possible by
cutting all the most disagreeable stumps clean

out close to the branches, leaving these at full

length, especially in apples, pears, &c., and re-

serving an occasional supply of young wood in

different parts : thus in t\\ o or three years sueh
trees may be reduced to a regular figure and a

proper state of bearing.

It is observed that bad pruning ruins many a

good tree, as is observable in numerous gardens,

where the wail-trees and espaliers appear as just

described, pruned every year, yet never pro-

ducitig any tolerable crop of fruit.

Severe injudicious pruning in strong wood is

greatly prejudicial to the health of some sorts of
slone-fruil-trees, by causii}g tliein to gum and
soon decay. I'lums and cherries, in particular,

are often greatly damaged by a too severe disci-

pline of the knife, these being very liable to

gum by large amputations: it is therefore of im-
portance to attend to these trees well in the sum-
mer-pruning, to retrench all the superfluous and
irregular shoots betimes in the summer while
quite young, and pinch others occasionally

where wood is wanted to fill vacancies, so as to

require but little pruning out of large wood in

winter.

A general nailing, &C., must every year be
perforraedj according as the pruning advancesj
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as it is proper tliat every tree, as soon as pruned,

be directly nailed to the wall, or if espaliers,

•ied or nailed to the trcillage, being careful in

the winter pruning, as the work of nailing, &c.,

will re(]nire to be performed more or less upon
all the l)ranehes, to train them with great regu-

larity, nailing thtni along horizontally, as

strai'^ht and close as possible; never crossing

any of the branches, but training them distinctly

and parallel four to five or six inches asunder,

or in proporti.)n to the size of the leaves and

fruit of the diflerent sorts, making the opposite

branches of each side arrange e(jually in the

same manner and position.

Pruning of Standard Trees.— Standard fruit-

trees require but very little pruning ; for, as their

branches have full scope above to extend them-
selves every way, they must not be shortened :

besides, as the standard fruit-trees, consisting

principally of apples, pears, plums, and cher-

ries. Dear fruit on natural spurs arising to-

wards the upper parts of the branches, this de-

termines that they must not be shortened, nor any

other pruning be practised than just to reform

any great irregularity, &c., in them. In these

trees, the first occasional pruning necessary is

the first two years of their growth, in order to

form their heads somewhat regular, by retrench-

ing any irregular shoots ; and when designed to

have them form more regular spreading heads, to

prune the first shoots, when a year old, down
to four or five eyes, in order to force out lateral

shoots from these lower buds the following sum-
mer, to give the head a proper fonnation. After

this, the branches should be suffered to take

their natural growth, except that, if, w hile the

trees are young, any very luxuriant shoots ram-
ble away considerably from all the others, and
draw most of the nourishment, it is proper to

prune them, either by retrenching entirely very

irregular ones, or shortening others to some re-

gularity, to branch out consistently with the re-

quisite form of the head of the tree ; but except

in such cases of reducing irregularities, the

heads of all kinds of standards always should be

left to branch away as fast as possiiile, both in

length and laterally, agreeably to their natural

mode of growing ; and they will naturally fur-

nish themselves abundantly with bearing wood.
In standard fruit-trees of some vears' growtli,

as irregularities and disorder w ill occasionailv

happen, thev should be regulated a litiK; by
pruning out the most conspicuously irregidar

and redundant growths in the winter season.

For instance ; where any considerable branch-
es grow right across others, or in any other

awkward direction, to inconnnode or cause con-
fusion, or much irregularitv in the head, they

Vol. II.

should be retrenched close ; likewise any branch
that rambles eonsiderai)ly from all the rest,

should be reduced to order, by cutting it down
to some convenient lower branch, so as to pre-

serve some regularity. Where the head is con-
siderably crowded with wood, let the worst of
the redundancy be thinned out as regularly as

possible, cutting them close to their origin

;

and as sometimes very vigorous shoots arise in

the heart of the tree, or towards the bottom of
the main branches, growing upright, and crowd
the middle of the head, they should be con-
stantly retrenched to their very bottom ; cutting

out also any very cankered parts, and all de-

cayed wood ; and clearing off all suckers from
the root and stem. The standard trees thus

disburthened from any considerable irregularities

and confusion, so as all the proper branches

have full scope to spread free and easy in their

natural manner, will not fail to repay the trou-

ble in the superior quality of their future fruit.

See Ouchard-Trees.
Pruning of Forest Trees, C^c.—With respect

to pruning of forest and ornamental trees, flow-

ering shrubs, &c., it is very inconsiderable.

Forest trees, &c., must be sulfered to run up as

fast as possible, so that their heads should not
be shortened ; all that is necessary is, to prune
off the lateral branches occasionally from the

stem ; or, if while young, any lateral shoot of

the head, which is of a very rude rambling
growth; but otherwise suffering the top and ge-

neral branches of the head to reniain entire, and
take their own natural growth ; only pruning
the lower stragglers occasionailv. It is however
very improper to trim up tiie stem too high, as

often practised to forest trees, as scarce to leave

any upper branches to form a head : never, there-

fore, trim the stem much higher than the full

spread of the principal branches, as a full head
is both ornamental and essentially necessary to

the prosperitv of the tree. See 1'lanting.
And as to the shrub kind, they should, for

the general part, take their own irrowth at top
;

and only be pruned occasionally in any lower
stragglers, from the inferior jiart of the stem, or

any very irregular rambling shoot of the head,

and all dead wood. Except in these cases, their

heads mostly shoulil be suffered to shoot in their

own way, according to their different modes of
growth, in which they will appear always the

most agreeable. Where, however, it is re-

quired to keep shrubs low, they must be regu-

lated, as conveiiient, with the prunint!;-1,.nife, as

being more proper than the gardni-shears,

which should never be used in that hu.-iness to

shrubs and trees in rural growth.

The particular method to be followed witli

2 K
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cacli sort <if tree has been shown under the proper
head to which it belongs.

Pruitiiig hu[dements.—For the purpose of ge-
neral [)riming, several implements are necessary,
such as pruning-knives, saws, chisels, hand-
bills, hatchets, &c. Two or three different

sizes of knives are requisite, in order to prune
neatly; a .strong one for cutting out larger

branches, shoots, &c., and a smati one for the
more exact pruning: anionc; the smaller branches

11 1and shoots of peach and nectarine trees, &c.
I'bese knives are generally made curving at the
pomt, and they should not be too lone:, broad,
and clumsy, but have rather a shortish narrow
blade, and but very moderately hooked at the
point, for when too crooked thev are apt to hang
lu the wood, and not cu clean ; it is also proper
to 1m; furnished with a strong ihick-backed knife,

to use by way of a chisel occasionally, in cut-
ting oat any hard stubborn stumps, Sec, placing
the edge on the wood, and with vour nailing

hannner striking the back of it, and it will rea-

dily cut through even and smooth. A long
knife with a concave edge, and a pruning-knife
with a convex edge, are also recommended by
Mr. Forsyth.

Hand-pruning saws are likewise proper for

cutting out any large branch too thick and stub-

born for the knife : these should be of mode-
rate sizes, one being quite small and narrow, in

order to introduce it occasionally between the

iorks of the branches, to cut to exactness.

And as saws generally leave the cut rough, it

is proper to smooth it with a knife or a pruning-
chibel.

The pruning-chisels are necessaiy to use oc-

casionally, both to cut off any thick hard

branches and large hard knotty parts, or stumps,
and to smooth cuts in large branches, &c., af-

ter a saw; they should be flat, and from about

one to two inches broad : sometimes large

strong chisels, fixed on a long pole, are used in

jiruning or lopping brandies from the stems of
high standard forest trees, one man holding the

chisel against the branch, while another, with

a large mallet or beetle, strike* the end of the

pole. A hand-bill and hatchet are also neces-

sary to u?e occasionally among larger kinds of

the standard trees.—See Tool.
All these pruning-tools, in their proper dif-

ferent sizes, may be had at the cutlery shops,

and of the ironmongers, and many of the nur-

sery and seedsmen.

PHUNUS, a genus containing jilants of the

fruit-tree, flowernigand c.ergreen shrubbvkind.

It belongs to the class and order hosandria

MQitiigtjnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Poinacew.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, bell-shaped, five-cleft, decidu-
ous : segments blunt, concave : the corolla ha#
five petals, roundish, concave, large, spreadin?,
inserted into the caly.< by their cjaws : the sta-

mina have twenty to thirty awl-shaped fila-

ments, almost the length of the corolla, in-

serted into the calyx : anthers twin, short : the

pistillum is a superior, roundish germ : style

filiform, the length of the stamens : stigma or-

bicular : the pericarpium is a roundish drupe :

the seed is a nut, roundish, compressed, with
sutures a little prominent.

The species cultivated are : ! . P. domcatica.

Common Plum Tree; 2. P. insitiiia. The Bul-
lace Plum Tree ; 3. P. Anneniaca, Apricock or

Apricot Tree ; 4. P. Cerasiis, Common or

Cultivated Cherry Tree; 3. P. Avium, Small-
fruited Cherry Tree ; 6. P. Padus, Common
Bird Cherry Tree; 7. P. rubra, Cornish Bird

Cherry Tree ; 8. P. Virginiana, Common Ame-
rican Bird Cherry Tree

; 9. P. Canadensis, Ca-
nadian Bird Cherry Tree; 10. P. Alahaleb, Per-

fumed Cherrv Tree; 11. P. CaroUniana, Ever-
green Bird Cherry Tree; 12. P. Lauro-cerasus,

Common Laurel; 13. P. Lusitanica, Portugal

Laurel.

The first is a tree of a middling size, irrowins:

to the height of fifteen or twenty feet, branch-
ing into a moderately-spreading head : the leaves-

are on short petioles, which have one or two
glands towards the end ; they are slightly serrate

and smooth ; when young convoluted or coiled,

and pubescent underneath : the peduncles short,

commonly solitary : the ealvx erect: the petals

white, obovate : the drupe is an oblong sphe-

roid, swelling a little more on one side and
there grooved, of a blue colour, with a bloom
on it : pulp yellowish, tender : the shell bony,
ovate, pointed at both ends, and compressed :

it loves a lofty exposure, and is a native of Asia

and Europe. The cultivated garden Plums are

all derived from this species.

The varieties of garden and orchard Plums
are very numerous, differing in the form, taste,,

colour and substance of the fruit ; but those

mostly cultivated in this country are the follow-

ing, accordino; to Mr. Forsylli, and the times at

which they ripen :

Tlie Jaunhative, or White Primordian, which;

is a small plum, of a yellov/ colour, and mealy :

it ripens in the latter end of July, or beginning

of August : one tree of this sort will be suf-

ficient for a garden of the common size. The
f'arlv Damask, which is commonly called the

Morocco Plum, and which is middle-sized, and
the flesh good : it ripens about the beginning

of August, or sometimes a little later. 'Ihe
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Little Black Damask, which is a rich fruit, a

good bearer, and becomes ripe about the latter

end of August, or thereabouts. The Great Da-
mask Violet of Tours, w hich is a fine rich plum
of a bluei^h colour, and becomes ripe in August.

The Red Orleans, w hich is large, of a rich juice,

and becomes ripe in the latter end of August.

The Fotheringhani, which is an excellent pknn,

of a dark led, and the juice rich : there is hardly

anv plum that excels it, according to the opinion

of some. The Blue l-'erdrigon, which is of a very

good taste, and ripens in August, The White
Perdrigon, which is a pretty good fruit, and has

a sweetish taste mixed wi^h tartness : it ripens

in the begiiniing of Scptemljcr. The Red Impe-
rial, or Red Bonum Magnum, which is a great

bearer, and mostly used for baking : it is ripe

about the latter end of September. The White
Imperial Bonum Magnum, or Egg, White
Holland, or Mogul, which is a large fruit, and,

like the Red, mostly used for baking: it is a

great bearer, and ripens about the beginning of

October. The La Royale, which is a tine plum,
tqual to the Green Gage, but a shy bearer: it

is of a red colour, and ripens in the latter end of

^September. The Little Oueen Claudia, which, is

a small rich fruit, becoming ripe in September.
The Large Queen Claudia, orDauphiny, which
is an excellent plum, of a yellowish green, and
ripens about the bcgiiming of October. The
Green Gage, which is of an exquisite taste, and
«ats like a sweetmeat: its colour and size suf-

ficiently distinguish it from any other: it ripens

an August and September : it has several sub-
varieties, all of which are of good qualities.

The Drap d'Or, which is a good plum, and a

plentiful bearer : it is ripe about the latter end
of September. The Chester, which is rich, and
a great bearer: it is ripe about the latter end of

September. The Apricot, which is larcje and
sweet, and is ripe in the beginning of October.

The Maitre Claud, wliich is a large round
whitish plum: the juice is very brisk, though
sweet : it is accounted among the best white
plums that we have, and ripens about the be-
ginning ofOctober. The Myrobolanus, or Chcrrv
Plum, which is a middle-sized sweet fruit, and
ripens about the beginning of September : th\s

plum is frequently planted for ornanient, as

it blossoms early. The La Mirahellc, which is of
an amber colour, aiid small, but full of juice,

and excellent for sweetmeats : it bears well,

and becomes ripe about the beginning of Sep-
tember. The Brignole, which is esteemed the

best plum of any for sweetmeats : the flesh

is dry, but of a rich flavour: it is ripe about
the latter end of September. The Red Diaper,

wjiich is large, and of a very high flavour : it

ripens about the beginning of September. The
Saint Catharine, which is one of the best, and
is much used for confectionary; il is also very

good for the table, having a rich sweet juice ;

and is a good bearer, hanging the longest of anv
upon the tree : Mr. Forsyth says, he has had
them in gathering six weeks: it ripens about
the latter end of September. The imperatricc, or

Empress, which has an agreeable tlower, and
ripens about the middle of October : it is one,

of the latest plums, and should not be gathered
till it begins to shrivel ; it will then eat like a
sweetmeat, and make a great addition to the ta-

ble in the latter end of October and beginning
of November. Monsieur's, or the Wentworth,
which IS a large fruit resembling the Bonum
Magnum : it ripens about the beginning of
October, and is good for preserving, but too
sharp to be eaten raw. The Winesour, or York-
shire, which is one of the best for preserving:
it is rip>e in October. The Damson, of which a
fine large sort from Shropshire, raised from
-suckers or stones, is an abundant bearer, of a
rich flavour, and good for baking or preserving :

it ripens in the latter end of September, and
continues till near the latter end of October to
be good and fit for use.

To these Mr. Forsyth adds the following list

:

The Admirable, the Black Damascene, the
Black Pear, the Blue Matchless, the Damas
Noir de Tours, the Don Carloses, the Double-
flowered, the Early Blue Primordian, the farly
Red Primordian, the Early Amber, the Early
Tours or Precoce de Tours, the Early Violet,

the Early Orleans, the Fine Early Phim, the
.Tacinthe or Hyacinth, the Koa's Imperial, the
La Prune Suisse, the La Prune Valeur Valentia,

the Matchless, the Maugeron, the Muscle, the
Persian, the Red Oueen Mother, the Royal Pea,

the Royal Dauphin, the St. Julian, the Semina,
tlie Small M^hite Damascene, the Sjianish Da-
mascene, tlie Striped-leaved, the True Prune,
the Vcrte-doek or Ver-dock, the Whitton or
Nutmeg, the White Bullace, the White Or-
leans, the White Pear, the White Perdrigon.
The following sorts are rcconmiended by the

same writer as proper for a small garden : The
Jaanhalive, the Early Damask, the Orleans, the
La Royale, the Green Gage in different sorts,

the Drap d'Or, the Saint Catharine, and Impe-
ratricc ; the Magnum Bonum for baking ; and
the Winesour for preserving.

The second species is a tree which grows
twelve"or fifteen feet high or more: the branches
are generally thorny : the leaves on short peti-

oles, ovate attenuated at the base, serrate, vil-

lose underneath : the calyx is almost upright:

the petals white, obovate: the drupe roundish,

2 N 3
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The fruit is acid, but so tempered by sweetness

and roughness as not to be unpleasant, especially

alter it Ts mellowed by frost. It is a native of

Germany, flowering in April.

It varies with black, and white or rather wax-

coioured fruit; and also with a red, bitter, un-

pleasant iruit.

The th'rd is sufficiently distinguished by its

broad roundish leaves drawn to a point at the end,

smooth, glandular at the base in front, where

they are sometimes slightly cordate, and unequal,

that is, one side longer than the other: the edge

is tinely serrate : the petiole is from half an inch

to an inch in length, connuonly tinged with

red: the vernant iJaves convoluted, rolling up-

wards more or less ; the leaves have a disposi-

tion to this at all times : the flowers are sessile,

white tinged with the same dusky red that ap-

pears on Vhe petioles : the fruit is round, yel-

low within and without, firmer than plums and

most peaches, inclosing a smooth compressed

stone, resembling that of the plum. It is a na-

tive of Asia.

There are many varieties of this ; but the fol-

lowing are the most commonly cultivated, ac-

cording to Mr. Forsyth : The Masculine, which

is a small roundish fruit: it is the earliest of

all the apricots, ripening about the latter end of

July; and is chiefly esteemed for its tart taste:

when fully ripe, it is of a red colour towards

the sun, and of a greenish yellow on the other

side. The Orange, which is pretty large, but ra-

ther dry and instpid, and fitter for tarts than for

the table : it is of a deep yellow colour when

ripe, which is about the latter end of August:

this is considered as the best for preserving.

The Algiers, which is a flalted-oval-shaped fruit,

of a straw colour, juicy, and high-flavoured : it

ripens about the middle of August. The Roman,

which is larger than the Algiers, rounder, of a

deep yellow, and not quite so juicy : it is npe

alwut the middle or latter end of August. The

Turkey, which is larger, and of a deeper colour

than the Roman ; ils^ shape more globular, and

the ffesh firmer and drier: it ripens about the

latter end of August. The Breda, (brought from

thence to England,) which is originally from

Africa : it is large, round, and of a deep yellow

colour ; the flesh is soft and juicy : it is an ex-

cellent fruit, especially if ripened on a standard,

becomina: ripe about the latter end of August.

The Brussels, which is held in very great esteem

on account of its bearing so well on standards,

or large dwarfs : it is of a middling size, red

towards the sun, with many dark spots; and of

a o-recnish yellow on the other side : it has a

brfsk flavour, is not liable to be mealy or doughy,

and is preferred by many to the Breda; but when

7
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the Breda is planted as a standard, the fruit ii

more juicy and of a richer flavour : it ripens ia

August oil a wall, but not before the latter end

of September on standards. The Moor-1'ark,

called also Anson's, Temple's, and Dunmore's

Breda, which is a fine fruit, and ripens ahout

the latter end of August. The Peach, which was

introduced from Paris, by his Grace the Duke
of Northumberland, at Sion-house, in 1767:

it is the finest and largest of all apricots, and is

generally thought to he ttie same as the Moor-

Park ; but upon a minute examination the leaves

will be found to differ: it ripens in August.

The Black, which has been very lately intro-

duced, by Sir Joseph Banks, from France, in

which country it is highly esteemed. It is ob-

served, that
'" the trees that Sir Joseph planted

in his gardens at Spring Grove, near Hounslow,

bore fruit last season, (1792) for the first time

in this country ; but, in consequence of the wet

and unfavourable weather, it did not arrive at

perfection. It ripens about the second week in

August."
To the above list Mr. Forsyth has added the

following: The Great Apricot, the Holland

Apricot, the Provence Apricot, the Alberge,

the Angoumoise, the Blotched-leaved,the Nancy
Apricot, which has a fine large fruit ; the Dutch

Apricot, the G rover's Breda, the Persian, the

Royal Orange, the Transparent, the Portugal

Apricot, which has a small fruit.

The following are advised as proper for small

gardens, in order to have regular successions of

fruit : The Masculine, the Roman, the Orange,

the Breda, and the Moor-Park.

The fourth species is a tree that has ash-co-

loured, shining, roundish branches : the leaves

petioled, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate,

unequally serrate, veined; the younger ones

folded together flat, and more or less pubescent

underneath : the stipules toothed, glandular j

the umbels leafless, few-flowered, nodding

:

the calyx reflex : the petals white : the drupe

red and acid. It differs from the plum in having

the stone nearly globular, with the kernel of the

same shape. It is a native of Asia and Europe.

It loves a sandy soil and an elevated situation.

The varieties are numerous; but the following

are those most in cultivation, according to the

above author : The Small May Cherry, w hich is

the first ripe, and requires a good wall : one or

two trees of this kind may be sufficient for a

large garden : it »« ripe in June. The May
Duke, which comes in about the same time as

the former, bui is larger: it is an excellent

cherry, and bears well ag.ainst a wall. The

Archduke, which, if permitted to ripen pro-

perly, is an excellent cherry : it becomes ripe
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in June and July. The Heitfordsliirc Cherry,

which is a sort of Heart, but firmer and of a

finer flavour than Hearts in general: it docs

not ripen till the latter end of July, or begin-

ning of August, which renders it the more va-

luable, as it suceeds more early Cherries. The

Bleeding Heart, or Gascoign's, which is a very

large cherry of a long form, and dark colour

:

it has a pleasant taste, and ripens in the latter

end of July. The Harrison's Heart, which is a

fine cherry : it was introduced from the East

Indies by Governor Harrison, grandfather to

the present Earl of Leicester, and first cultivated

at his seat of Balls in Hertfordshire : some of

the trees, Mr. Forsyth is informed, he presented

to George the First'; and they are at this time in

a flourishing state, bearing fine fruit, in Ken-

sington Gardens : it is ripe in July and Au-
gust. The Black Heart, which is a fine cherry,

but too well known to require any description.

The Morelln, or Milan, which is a very fine fruit

when kept till the month of October, and makes

a very great addition to the dessert at that

time of Uie year : it is the best cherry that we
have for preserving, and ior making cherry-

brandy. The Carn"ation, wh.ieh takes its name
from its colour, being red and white : it is a

largce round cherry, but not so sweet as the

Duke Cherry : it' ripens in the latter end of

July. The Yellow Spanish, which is of an oval

shape and amber colour, and is a sweet pleasant

fruit : it is ripe in August and September. The

Corone, or Coroun, which resembles the Black

Heart, and which is an excellent fruit, and a

good bearer, ripening about the beginning of

August. The Lukeward, which comes in scon

after the former, and is also a fine pleasant fruit,

and a good bearer : it ripens in the beginning

of August. The Graffion, which is supposed by

manv to be the same with Harrison's Heart

;

but, upon aclose examination, Mr. P'orsyth finds

it to be a different cherry : its flesh is firmer

and the stone flatter : it ripens in July and Au-
gust. Ronalds's Large Black Heart, which was

introduced into this country in the year I7y4

from Circassia, is a fine large cherry, a great

bearer, and valuable as a forcing sort : it is well

worth cultivating, ripening in the beginning of

July. The Eraser's Black Tartarian, which is a

fine large fruit. The Fraser's White Tartarian,

which is white and transparent. These cherries

are excellent bearers, but particularly the Black

kind : the fruit is of a fine brisk flavour, and

they ripen early. The Lundie Gean, cultivated

at Lord Viscount Duncan's, near Dundee,

which is black, and almost as large as a Black-

Heart Cherry : Mr. Forsyth says, " it is now-

common in the nurseries about Edinburgh ; and

that Messrs. Gray and Wear have had it for

some years in their nursery at Brumpton-park."
The Transparent Gean, which is a small deli-

cious fruit.

To these the following list is subjoined : The
Amber Heart ; the Black Mazard ; the Churchill's

Heart ; the Double-blosscnued ; the Flemish
Heart ; the Gross Goblet ; the Holman's Duke

;

the Jeffrey's Royal ; the Kensington Duke ; the

Large Spanish Cherry; the Late Large Morelio;
the Montmorency ; the Ox Heart ; the Purple

Heart; the Ked Heart ; the Spanish Black ; the

South's Large Black; -the Swedish Black Heart;
the Tradcscant's ; the Turkey Heart ; the Weep-
ing ; the Wentworth Heart ; the White Heart.

The following are recommended as proper for

a small garden : The May Duke; the Large
Duke Cherry; the Archduke; the Black Heart;
the Harrison's Heart; the Ox Heart ; the Tur-
key Heart; and the Kensington Duke Chcny.
The fifth grows to be a large tree, fit ior tim-

ber, and is frequently found growing as such in

the woods. It is supposed to be a native of
England.

The only varieties raised by seeds, from this,

are the Black Coroun, and the Small W^ild

Cherry ; of which there are two or three sub-

varieties, differing in the size and colour of the

fruit.

It is observed by the editor of Miller's Dictio-

nary, that " the wild cherries are proper to plant

in parks, because they grow to a large size and

make beautiful trees. In spring, when they are

in flower, they are very ornamental ; the fruit is

good food for birds ; and the wood is very useful

for turners. These trees thrive in poor laud bet-

ter than most other sorts. The French often

plant them for avenues to their houses, on poor

land; they also cultivate them in their woods,

to cut for hoops; and the stones are generally

sown for raising stocks, to graft or bud other

Cherries upon, being of quicker growth and of

loncer duration." It is added that " the Garden

Cherry grows only about fifteen or t\\'eiity feet

high, whereas this attains forty or fifty feet in

height, with a more erect and lofty head."

'J'he sixth species rises to the height of ten or

twelve feet, and, if permitted to stand, will have

a trunk of nine or ten inches in diameter. The
branches grow wide and scattering, and are co-

vered with a purplish bark : the kaves ovate-lan-

ceolate, alternate, slightly serrate: the flowers

are in long loose bunches from the .'^ide of the

branches : the petals white, much smaller than

those of the Cherry : the flowers ranged alter-

nately, each on a small pedicel : they have a

strong scent, which is very disagreeable to most

persons. They appear iii May, and are sue-
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ccLcied by small roundish fruit, at first grcc-n,

ntterwards red, but when ripe black; inclosing
a roundish furrowed stone or nut, which ripens
in August. It is a native of most parts of
Europe.

It is commonly propagated in the nurseries as
an ornaaieatal tree or shrub, growino- well in
woods, groves or fields, but not in a moist soil.

]t bears lopping, and suSers the grass to grow
under it. It is sometimes called the Cluster
ClK'rry Tree.

'Jlie seventh rises with a straight upris;ht stem
more than twenty feet high : tlie branches are
shorter, and closer together than those of the
sixth sort, and naturally form a regular head :

the leaves are shorter and broader, and not so
rough : the flowers grow in closer shorter spikes,

standing more erect : the fruit is larger, and red
when ripe. It flowers a little later than the sixth
sort, as in May and June ; and the fruit ripens
in August. It grows naturally in Armenia.
The eighth species rises with a thick stem

from ten to thirty feet high, dividing into many
branchesjwhich have a dark purple bark : the

leaves are ovate, alternate, on short footstalks,

of a lucid green, slightly serrate, and conti-

nuing in verdure as late in the autumn as any of
the deciduous trees : the fruit is larger than that

of the preceding, is black when ripe, and is soon
devoured by birds : the wood is beautifully vein-

ed with black and white, and polishes well. It

is a native of Virginia and other parts of North
America.

In the ninth the branches are even : the leaves

less rigid than in the others, finely serrate, green
on both sides, but manifestly villose to the

touch, and ending in the petiole at the base. It

is a native of North America.

The tenth species is a low crooked tree : the

•wood is red^ very hard, and sweet-scented : the

leaves wide and pointed, approaching to those

of the wild pear: the flowers white: the fruit

black, yielding a bitter purple juice, the stain

of which is not easily effaced : the stone is

smooth, round, and a little flatted on the sides
;

inclosing a bitter perfumed kernel. The birds

are very fond of the fruit. It is a native of

Germany, Switzerland, Austria, &;c. flowering

in April and May. Ray calls it Rock Cherry.

The eleventh is rather a shrub, if we judge

from its growth in this climate; the stalk does

not rise more than three feet high, but sends

out lateral branches spreading on every side,

covered with a brown bark : the leaves are al-

ternate on very short footstalks, near two inches

long and three quarters of an inch broad, with

small acute indentures on their edges; they are

of a lucid green, continuing their verdure all

the year. It is a native of South Carolina,
flowering in May.
The twelfth species is a shrub sending off lon^

spreading branches, covered with a smooth
brown bark : the leaves are elliptical or obovate,
slightly serrate, alternate, upon strong, short
foot-stalks : the flowers on short axillary pe-
duncles : the calyx ovate; segments refle.x,

pointed: the petals small, white": the filaments
about eighteen: the fruit resembling a black
cherry, both in its external and internal structure.
It difl'ers from the Portugal sort in having the
twigs and petioles green, whereas in that they
are reddish brown". The leaves are of a yel-
lowish green, whereas the green on the upper
surface is very dark in that ; they are also much
wider in proportion and elliptical, but in that
they are rather lanceolate ; they are both toothed
about the edge, but this more slightly, and the
serraturcs of this are ve y harsh to the touch,
as if they had prickles al'the end : the veins are
iiiuch more prominent at the back of the leaves
in this ; in that the leaves are commonly re-
pand along the edge ; but in this they are flat,

except that the edge is a little bent back. The
leaves in both are acuminate but end bluntly,
and they generally bend down at the point.
The young leaves are inclined to fold together
upwards, like those of the Cherry, in' this;
but in that they are rcvolute, leaving a wide
longitudinal hollow above : the old leaves are
generally imperfect at the end, and in this are
sometimes retuse or emarginate. The glands,
which are obsolete, are placed on each sTde the
midrib, about half an inch above the petiole.
It flowers in April, and is a native of the Le-
vant, of Caucasus, &c.
The thirteenth rises with a strong tree-like

stem to the height of twenty feet or more, send-
ing out many branches on every side, which
have a shining purplish bark : the leaves are on
short foot-stalks, of a lucid green, about three
inches long, and an inch and^half broad in the
middle; they are sometimes slightly serrate, but
generally entire : the flowers 'are produ-ced in
long bunches from the side of the branches,
white, and shaped like those of the twelfth sort

:

the berries arc oval, pulpy, at first green, then
red, and \\ hen ripe very dark purple ; smaller
than those of the last sort and narrower at the
end ; enclosing an oval stone, like that of the
Cherry, but more pointed at the top. It flowers
in June ; and is one of the most beautiful ever-
green shrubs, having a fine appearance in long
racemes of fine white flowers. It was intro-

duced from Portugal.

Culhire in the Plum Kind.— It is obvious that

all the varieties were first obtained by seed, or
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the stones of the fruit ; and the approved kinds
acquired in this manner were afterwards multi-

plied by grafting antl budding ; as they dn not

continue the same sorts from seed, for from the

seed of one tree many different sorts may be

produced, and probably none like the mother-
tree, and very few that afford fruit worth eating:

but when in possession of anv approved sorts,

they may be multiplied at pleasure, by ingrafting

shoots or buds of them into any kind of Plum-
stocks. Of course the mode of increasing these

trees is, by grafting, budding, and occasionally

by layers ; but the two former are the most usual

methods of practice.

The two first modes may be performed upon
stocks of any sorts of the Plum-kind, which
have been raised from the stones, sown in au-
tumn in beds of good earth, about two inches

deep ; and when the plants are a year old, plant-

ed out in nursery rows two feet and a half asun-
der; when, after having from one to two or three

years' growth, they are in a fit state for.grafting

or budding with the desired sorts; which is

performed in the usuaJ way, either low in the

stock for dwarfs, or at several feet height for

standards. See Grafting and Inoculation.
These trees may be trained either as dwarf

wall trees, espaliers, or as standards and half

standards.

When the first shoots from the graft or bud
are one year old, those of the trees designed as

dwarfs for walls, &,c. should be headed down
within five or six inches of the bottom, parti-

cularly the budded trees, in order to force out
laterals from the lower eyes, so as to furnish a

proper set of branches, proceeding regularly

from the bottom of the tree, to cover every part

of the wall or espalier. With regard to the

standards, their first shoots may either be suf-

fered to run and branch in their own way, or

headed to a few eyes, if it seem necessary, to

force out lower laterals to give the head a more
regular spreading form, afterwards letting them
all take their own natural growth.

When the trees raised in either of these rnodes

are from one to two or three years old, they

are of a proper size for being finally planted out

in the garden, or other pkce; though trees which
are much older mav be safely removed ; hut the

younger they are planted where thty are to re-

main, the sooner and more firmly they establish

themselves, and form for bearing.

In the laver method, which is only practised

occasionally, the business may be performed any
time from November till Alarch, choosing the

last summer's shoots, and laying them down by
sUt-IaTjins;. when in one year they v;ill be rooted,

and must then be separated, and pfanted in nur-

sery rows, being trained either for dwarfs or

standards as may be required.

i^nd the Double Blossom, the Striped varie-

ties, and the Stonelesskind, are all increased by
budriing or grafting upon any kinds of Plum-
stocks, either fordwarts, or half or full standards.

The Bullace kinds arc capable of being in-

creased by sowing the berries or stones an inch
deep in a bed of common earth in autumn ; but
to Continue the different varieties distinct, th'.y

must be increased by budding, grafting, or lay-

ing, as in the other sorts.

The proper season for planting all the sorts of
these trees is any time, in open weather, from
November until March. And trees of all the

varieties will mostly succeed in atiy common
soil, and open exposure; but some of the best

sorts should always be put for walls and espa-

liers, those for walls generally having an east or

west aspect, or even a south wall for some of

the choicest sorts ; and a few may also be planted

aiiainst a north wall,' to furnish late fruit ; and
those for espaliers may be planted round any of
the open quarters, as also the standards.

The trees designed for walls and esjialiers

should be planted out fifteen or eighteen feet di-

stance ; though where the walls, &c. are rather

low, eighteen or twenty feet distance may be
requisite, in order that, in default of a proper

height of walling, there may be more scope ta
train the branches horizontally. But when the

trees thus pkuited are quite young, as only of
one year's shoot from the grafting or buildmg,

they should in March be headed down, as above,

to four or five eves, to force out lower horizon-
tals in the ensuing summer ; which, according

as they advance in length, should be trained ho-
rizontally at full length all sunnner, unless it be

necessary to forward a further supply of lower

branches as fast as possible; in which case, the

young shoots should be pinched off in May down
to a few eves, when each wUl throw out several

lateral branches the same year, which should also

be trained horizontally at full length during their

summer's growth; and in the winter pruning,

cutting out only any foreright and back shoots,

training-in all the regular ones at full length ; as

the branches of these trees should be shortened

oidy occasionally to procure wood to fill vacan-

cies, as the branches always forn^ fruit-spurs

first towards their extreme parts, which would
be destroyed by shortening: so that, after having

shortened the first and second year's shoots oc-

casionally, as above, and thereby procured a

proper set of lower horizontals, to give the head

its first form; the whole may then be trained in

entire about four, five, or six inches asunder ;

and, accordingly as the trees shoot^ every sum-
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mer training in a necessary supply of the regu-

lar shoots to fill the wall, &c. at the same time

retrenching superflailies, and irregular and very

rank luxuriant growths, training the supply of

retrular wood still at full length at the above di-

stances ; by which the trees will soon cover a

laroc space, and the same unshortened !)ranches

continue Ijcaring many years. See Pruning.
The necessity of this bjrb of training is ob-

v'-!us from all the sorts bearing principally upon
spurs, half an inch or an inch long, arising from

the sides of the branches, of from one or two

to many years old, w hich if shortened would
throw out a multiplicity of useless wood, and

liardl)- any fruit-spurs.

All the sorts of wall and espalier trees of this

sort should be pruned twice every year, as in

summer and winter, in order to retrench the

superfluities of each year, and all foreright and

other irregular shoots, and bad wood, and to

train in a necessary portion of young wood
where wanted to fill vacancies, or to supply the

place of decayed, worn-out, and other Ijad

branches. See Pruning.
The standard-trees should be trained as full

standards and half-standards, budding or graft-

ing the former six feet high, and the latter only

three or four ; both kinds being worked low in

the stock, training the first shoots to those

heights for stems, then suffering them to branch

and form heads : these may be planted out at

from twenty to thirty feet distance, letting their

heads form naturally.

Mr. Forsyth advises, that in choosing the trees

the same directions should be observed as given

below for apricots. " Clean straight plants,

with single stems, should be employed, as those

with two never make handsome trees on walls or

standards, and the border should be managed as

directed for apricots ; digging the holes the same
width and depth, and loosenmg the bottom : ;!ien

fill up the holes with fine fresh loam, or the mould
that was used the preceding year for melon and

cucumber beds ; being careful to keep the mould
a proper height above the border, and the roots

of the trees as near the surface as possible,

spreading them horizontally. When there are

any tap-roots, ihev should always," he says,

" be cut off, as should also the fine hairy roots,

as they are liable to gel mouldy and rot, and

thereby bring on a putrefaction of the mould
about the root of the tree. When the roots

aie not spread near the surface of the ground,

it will," he say--, " prevent the sim and air from

penetrating to them ; and the fruit, of course,

w ill not have so fine a flavour." He further ad-

vises " that the steu'.s of young plum-trees

should never be cut when first planted, but be left

till the buds begin to break, when they may be

headed down to five or more eyes, always ob-

serving to leave an odd one for the leading shoot;

always cutting sloping towards the wall, and as

near to an eye as possible. T luis managed, the

shoots will," he says, " soon fill the wall with
fine wood. When it is found that some of the

shoots are too luxiiriant, tiiev niay have the tops

pinched offwiih the finsifrand thumb, as above,

about the beginning of June in the first year

after planting ; bv doing w hich plenty of wocid

may be obtamed to fill the botton) of the wall."

He adds, that " a ereat deal depends on the

first and second year's nianagemeut of the

tiees."

With respect to the distance from each other

at which Plum-trees should be planted against a

wall, " it depends," he savs, " on the h; ight of

the wall. If the wall be ten feet high, which is

the common height, they may be planted at

eight yards distance from tree to tiee ; but if the

wall be twelve feet high, or more, seven yards

will be sufficient." For his part, he prefers a

wall of ten or twehe feet, which w ill, he ihiaks,

be found high enough, if the branches are train-

ed horizontally; by which means the trees will,

he thinks, be much more fruitful, and not grow
so luxuriantly. He further adds, that " by training

an upright shoot on the Plums, as directed for

Pears, fine kind shoots may be gotten from the

sides. The leading shoot should be shortened,

leaving it from one to two feet long, according

to its strength. If the leading shoot be very strong,

it may," bethinks, "be topped twice in the

summer, as for Pears, and at the same time re-

peating the same every year till the wall is filled

to the ton." He would always recommend,
where it is convenieii;, to allot one wall for

Plums ard another for Cherries, as they always
thrive best by themselves, or when distinct.

As there w ill be PK; i-trees to spare, that were
planted between Pear-trees, when they begin to

meet, these should, he says, be planted against

another 'vall, or as dwarf standards. Those in-

tended for standards should, he says, be prepared

in the following manner : The year before they are

to bi. |,lan*f d they should be cut in the side-shoots

at difierent lengths, from one foot to three, ac-

cordin;j; to the size of the trees ; suffering them
to grow rade all the summer, neither nailing in

nor cutting the side and foreright shoots. And
some time during the winter the ground round
their roots should be opened, cutting in the strong

ones (which will cause them to put forth fine

younsi fibres) ; then fillini in the earth. In the

foliowing autumn, o.- during the winter (the

soon' ;• the bettei), thev should be transplanted

out as Standards. And in transplanting of the
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trees, especially large ones, he considers it to

be of great consequence that they be placed in

the same position (that is, having the same parts

facing the same points of the compass) as for-

merly. If notice he taken when a tree is cut

down, it will, he says, be found that three parts

in four of the growth are on the north side.

When it is intended to plant them against a wall,

they should never be cut in the side-shoots, but

only the roots ; by this method the trees will, he
says, bear fruit the first year after transplanting,

and there will be a great saving of time and
money. He has often transplanted old Plum-
trees that have been headed down that have

made very fine roots, which he has divided, and

thereby obtained four or five trees from one,

cutting them so as to form them into fine heads.
*' Some that were transplanted in 179S were in

full blossom in 17P9, producing some fruit,

and in 1800 bearing a full crop."

It is recommended further by the same author,

that *' the ground in the borders and quarters

uhere fresh trees are to be planted should be

well trenched, two spits deep at least, to give the

roots room to run into the fresh-stirred ground."

And he says that when trees are planted with-

out stirring the mould they seldom thrive well.

He advises that " svhen Plum-trees are plant-

ed for standards in an orchard which is to be

kept for grass, they should be in rows at the di-

stance of twenty yards from each other. If in

the kitchen-garden for standards, he would al-

ways recommend the planting of dwarfs." The
tree may be trained up to have a stem of about

three feet high, at the distance of seventeen

vards. " If the garden is laid out with cross-

walks, or foot-paths, about three feet wide,

ihe borders should be made six feet broad, plant-

ipg the trees in the middle of them. In the

royal gardens at Kensington, which are very

long and narrow, and \\here the winds are very

hurtful, he has, he says, planted two rows of

apple-trees, intermixed with other fruit-trees,

alternately, one row on each side of the middle

walk (which runs the whole length of the gar-

den), at the distance of seventeen yards from
each other. He has also made cross-walks of

three feet broad at the distance of seventy vards,

with borders on each side six feet wide, having

two rows of trees in each border, about twelve

or fourteen feet asunder. These dwarf-trees are

very useful in breaking the force of high winds,

ancl are at the same time of such a height that

a man standing on the ground may gather the

fruit. As Plum-trees may be planted in the

yame manner and lor the same purpose as the

.above, he can have the quarters clear for crops

for the kiicheri, and a free air be admitted, which
Voi. If.

can never be had where espaliers arc planted :

Dwarf Standards can, he says, be kept to

what size you please; they look much -hand-

somer than espaliers, and produce a greater

quatuity of fruit."

In regard to the method of managing and

restoring old decayed trees of this sort, he re-

marks that he has restored " some of them
which were so far decayed as to have only

from one to two or three inches of bark left ; they

are now completely filled up with sound wood,
with large lieads, which at four years' growth
filled a wall sixteen feet high, and are at this

time full of fine fruit; some of the stems are

several inches in circumference, bearing treble,

the crops produced by young trees that have

been planted three times as long as they have

been headed down. Where the trunks are be-

come hollow, he- always cuts out all the looic

rotten parts, and also examines the roots, cut-

ting off what is rotten, injured, or decayed.

This method should, he says, be pursued with

all hollow and decayed trees ; and, if properly

executed, they may be so completely filled up,

as scarcely to leave a mark beliind, even where
the wood is totally decayed. He has had shoots

from trees of this sort which have been headed,

that have grown upwards of seven feet long, and
a5 large as a walking-stick, in one summer :

this should never be suffered ; but they should

be ])inche(l off with the finger and thumb, in

the beginning of June, close to an eye or a

bud, unless the wall be filled to the top; in

w hich case they should never be cut while they

continue to bear handsome fruit. Before they

begin to cease from bearing, you must always,

he says, begin with shortening every other shoot,

leaving them only from six inches to a foot long,

and nail them in till the second year, taking

carp to rub off the superfluous and strong fore-

right shoots; by that time they will begin to

bear J then cut out the others that have done
bearing : by this method yoii will, he thinks,

keep the trees in a flourishing slate. When the

branches are thus managed, they will frequently

throw out small dugs, or foreright shoots, about

an inch or two long, which will flower next

year. They should never, he says, be shortened

till after the fruit is set and become about the

size of a large pea ; by that time the leaves will

have covered the fruit, and be able to protect it

from the inclemency of the weather. You may
now shorten these shoots close to the fruit,

which will leave them from one to two inches

long. This method he has practised with great

success for several years. By leaving these short

foreright shoots, the fruit is, he says, protected

till it is out of danger of bein<r killed bv the

20
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frost, or stuntcil by the cold north and north- standards is performed low in the stock, and
west winds that happen about the tatter end of the first shoot trained up for a stem.
March and begirininLr of April. The cold chill- The operation of budding shoidd he performed
iiig rain and snow, which are al<o very injurious in August, being cartful to procure shoots from
to the fruit, will be thrown off' by tlie branches which to take the buds from trees of the best

standing out from the trees. He by no means sorts, performing the operation in the usual
likes to see great spurs standing out f-om the way. See Inoculation.
wall ; for ihey are always sure to be ininred by The buds shoot in the following spring ; at

the frost and cold winds. When the shoots are which time, before they begin to push, the

left naked, he has often seen the plums turn stock should be headed down a little above the
\ellow, and drop after they have grown to a insertion of the bud ; soon after which the
considerable size, from their being exposed to the buds will shoot and advance rapidly, and by
coldtrosty winds and rain. They should there- autumn form a large shoot, and the trees are

fore, he thinks, in cold and frosty weather, be
covered in the same manner as Apricots. Plums
are, he remarks, more tender than any other

sort of stone-fruit, owing to the flower-cup
dropping sooner than that of peaches, necta-

then proper for planting out for good, especially

the dwarfs intended for wall-trees ; or some may
remain a year or two longer in the nursery, and
be trained in a proper manner for planting

against vi'alls ; and others for standards. Bui
Tines, &c. And they are very liable to decay, whether they remain in the nursery, or are

after cutting off large limbs or branches, which planted out into the borders, the first shoot from
alwavs brings on the gum and canker, if it be the bud should iti the March following be
lelt to Nature to perforin the cure. He would, headed down to four or five eyes, to procure
therefore, recommend the application of the lower horizontal branches, as in the Plum.
Composition (in the same manner as directed for When those intended for wall-trees are of
other sorts of fruit-trees) to every shoot where one year's growth, with their first shoots or
the knife touches, as soon as the trees are cut head entire, they are of a proper size for plant-

and nailed." And with the intention of having ing out finally where they are to remain. They
the trail large and fine, care must be taken to mav be planted out any tiine in open weather,
thin it where it is too thick ; but that must not from October until the beginning of March,
be done too soon, lest it should be pinched by choosing a south wall for the early and some
the cold. The fruit ought to be of the size of other kinds, to come in forward; but as those

.1 small marble, and well sheltered by the leaves, exposed to the fall south sun are apt to become
before any attempt is made to do this." He soon mealy, it is proper to plant a principal

advises never to pull off the leaves that shelter supply ao-ainst east and west walls,

the fruit, till it is full-grown and begins to turn. Mr. Forsyth however thinks, "the best time
See Amygdalus. for planting Apricots is in autumn, as soon as

In conclusion it is also observed, that " he the leaf begins to fall. The person who goes
has taken up several old trees from the walls, to the nursery for the plants should, he says,

when they have grown too near each other, and make choice of those which have the strongest

planted them out as standards, at the same time and cleanest stems ; and if he can procure such
shortening their branches to form handsome as have been headed down, (to use the phrase

heads, which are now full of fine fruit." These of the nurserymen) of two or three years'

hints and directions are highly deserving of growth, they will bear and fill the walls much
attention, as being the result of much practical sooner than those which have not been so

experience. treated. He should make choice of trees with

Culture in the Apricot kind.—These trees are one stem; or, if they have two, one of them
increased by budding them upon any kind of should be cut off; for by planting those with

Plum-stocks, for which purpose they are raised two stems the middle of the tree is left naked,
Irom the stones of the fruit, sown in autuinn in and, of course, one third of the wall remains
beds of light earth two inches deep; when they uncovered." And though it is a |iractice with

will come up the following sprins;:, and in au- many to make choice ot those with the smallest

tumn or spring after be fit to plant out in nur- stems, he thinks they always make weaker
sery-rows ; when in a year or tw o they will be shoots than the others.

fit to bud for dwarfs for walls, &c. but for half These trees succeed in any common soil ; they

standards and full standards thcv must have are usually planted in a range close along the

three, four, or five years' growth, and be wall, at eifrhteen feet distance, with their heads

trained up with stems from three or four to six entire, v^hich should be fastened either to the

feet high ; though sometimes the budding for wall or to stout stakes, oi»e to each tree, to pre-
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serve them stcadv until spring, when they must
liave their first pruning, ice.

Mr. Forsyth however directs that, " if the

borders wherein the trees are to be planted be

new, thev should be made two feet and a half

or three feet deep, of good light fresh loam ;"

and that, "if the trees a"e to be planted in old

borders, where the earth has been injured bv
the roots of the f(jrnier trees, it will be neces-

sary to take out the old mould at least three feet

iieep, and four feet wide, filling up the hole

with fresh loam, taking care to plant the trees

about eie,ht inches higher than the level of the

old border, to allow for the sinking of the earth,

that they may not be too deep in the ground."
After being planted, if the trees are only one

year old, with their first head from the bud en-

tire, they should be headed down in the spring,

to four or five eyes, to force out branches below
;

after which the trees should have water in dry

weather, and the shoots from all the remaining
eyes should in summer be nailed up regularly

to the wall at their full length ; and if any fore-

rifht or back shoots come out, they should be

rubbed off, being careful to continue the regular

shoots to the wall all summer and the following

winter ; and in spring each shoot should be

shortened to about eight, ten, or twelve inches,

according to their strength, leaving the lower-

most ones, on each side, rather the longest

;

this pruning short being still necessary in order

to procure a further supply of lower branches,

that every part of the wall may be occupied
quite from the bottom ; having particular atten-

tion to preserve nearly an equal number of
branches arranging on each side of the tree,

nailing them close to the wall horizontally,

four, five, or six inches asunder. In the sum-
mer following, each horizontal branch will push
out three or four, or more, new shoots, of
which, if any rise fore-right and behind the

branches, they should be rubbed off earlv in

the season, nailing iu all the regular side-shoois

at full length during the summer, except it is

necessary to pinch any particular shoot eailv

to fill a vacancy. In the winter prunin-r, if

there be any superfluities, or irregular growths
left in summer, thev should be cut out close,

and all the regular-placed necessary shoots bu

shortened, though they should not now be

pruned so short as in the two first years, only
cutting each shoot according to its strength,

from about eight or ten to fifteen or ei<ihtoen

inches long : as the head of the tree is how toler-

ably well formed, therefore pruning only so as

to obtam a further supply of wood, and a pro-

duction of fruit ; for as these trees bear princi-

pally upon the year-old wood, it is proper to

train in a general supply of yovuig shoots, of

each year, in every part ; the same shoots pro-

ducing at the same time both a crop of fruit

and a supply of wood for next year's bearinsr-

The annual supply of wood must always, how-
ever, be shortened in the winter pruning ; for

if left entire it would produce only some shoots

near the top, and leave the botlon) naked, so

as in a few years the whole tree would become
very thin of beai ing-wood below, and bear only
a little towards the extreme parts of the branches.

In the winter pruning, the shoots should always
be shortened according to the strength of the

tree and situation and strength of the respective

shoots. And as these trees bear also upon short

spurs, arising upon the two-years-old branches
it is proper to preserve them wherever they ap-
pear, only retrenching such as project consi-
derably fore-right; leaving all those of one or two
inches long, as the young shoots, of one year's

growth, are the principal bearers : (hose produced
one year l"ar fruit the next, and a general supply
must be every year retained, and not shortened
in summer, which would force out laterals from
every eye, and spoil the shoots for next year's
bearing; but in the winter pruning, a general
shortening is necessary, and (he whole tree
should then be regularly nailed to the wall.

Mr. Forsyth says that, "when the trees are
planted, they should by no means he headed
down till the month of April or Mav, when
they begin to throw out fresh shoots : strono-

trees should be cut a foot from the ground ; and
those that are weak, about half that leninh.
But in backw-ard seasons, they should not be
headed down so early ; never until the buds are
fairly broken : always observing to cut slopinff
towards the wall, and as near to an eye as pos"^

sible, that the young leading shoot may cover
the cut ; which operafion should be again per-
formed in the next March or April : the shonlii

that are then thrown out must be traiticd hori-
zontally, to cover the wall .» the niuiiher o'f

these to be left ought to be from three to six «n
each side, according to the strength of the main
shoot; taking care to rub -off with the finger
and thumb the fore-right shoots all over the
tree, except a few which may be wanted to fiH

up the wall, near the body of it : and in the
second year the horizontal sh( ots must he
shortened in the same manner, according to

their growth ; and so on every vc, r till the wall

shall be completely covered from top to bottom."
He adds that " it is a frequent practice with some
gardeners^ to head down the trees at the time of
planting; which often proves fatal to them.*'

2 O 2
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These trees must be primed twice every year,

as in summer and winter.

In the summer pruning, the irregularity of
the numerous shoots should be reformed, begin-
ning in May or early in June, and rubbing or

cutting off close all fore-right and back shoots,

and all superfluities or very rude growths ; re-

taining, however, in every part, a full supply of
the regular side-shoots, as succession-wood for

the next year's bearing, training them in at full

length, as above, to remain till the winter
pruning; as it is of importance to leave more
than a suflSciency of the well -placed shoots at

this season, to have plenty in every part to

choose from in the general winter pruning.
See Pruning.

In the winter pruning, a general reform
should be made in all the branches and shoots,

retrenching all worn-out and old naked branches
ill-furnished with bearing-wood; at the same
time selecting and retaining, in every part, the

best shoots for next summer's bearing, cutting

out close all the superfluous or unnecessary and
ill-placed shoots, and reducing part of the

former year's bearers and unfruitful old branches
in every part of the tree, to make due room to

train the necessary supply of young wood at

proper distances : being careful, in retrenching

the old wood occasionally, to prune it down
either to a young shoot, or to some convenient
branch it supports, which is furnished with one
or more such shoots, so as every branch may
also terminate in a young shoot for its leader,

cutting off all the small shoots arising from the

aides of the main ones, and letting the general

supply of young wood in every part be now
shortened moderately, according to theirstreno th

:

the smaller shoots njay be cut to about eight or

ten inches, the middling ones to twelve or fif-

teen, and the strong shoots to eighteen inches or

two feet long, pruning them generally to a

wood-bud, in order to obtain a thoot at the end
for a leader. All dead wood, cankered parts,

decayed spurs, and stumps should be cut out

;

and as soon as one tree is pruned, let it be di-

rectly nailed, which should be performed with
great regularity, training all the branches, &c.
horizontally, as straight and close to the wall

as possible, at equal distances. See Pruning.
When these trees are of a strong vigorous

growth, the shoots should be left thicker or

more abundant than in moderate shooting trees,

shortening them less in proportion, that by di-

viding the sap among many and a greater ex-

tent of branches, the luxuriancy may be re-

strained, as the more the strong young wood in

a luxuriant tree is pruned, or the shoots short-

ened, the more vigorous the tree shoots, and
produces little fruit. See Amygdalus.
The old trees should be well attended to in

pruning, to continue them in a good fruitful

state, by encouraging young wood in proper
abundance ; as by this care the trees not only
more certainly produce crops, but the fruit ge-
nerally ripens earlier, and has a peculiar richer

vinous flavour. As these old trees are apt to

run up naked below in the main branches, care
should be taken when young wood advances in

these parts, as well as in all vacant spaces, to

preserve it so as to continue all the parts of the
tree, from bottom upwards, regularly furnished
with bearing wood.

In respect to old decayed trees, Mr. Forsyth
says, " it has been the general practice to train

wall-trees in the form of a fan, which occasions
the sap to rise too freely to the top, leaving the
lower part almost naked ; so that scarcely one
quarter of the wall is covered with bearing
wood." flc says that, " in that case, it will

be necessary to cut down the whole of the tree,

as near to the place where it was budded as pos-
sible, always cutting it at an eye or a joint: if

there should be any young shoots on the lower
part of the tree, it will be proper to leave them,
training them horizontally, which will check
the flow of the sap, and thereby render them
much more fruitful." He adds that, " very
frequently, when large branches have been cut
oft" in a careless manner, and the wounds left

to nature, the whole tree is infected with the
gum and canker; which, if not checked, will

in a short time totally ruin it : the best remedy
in this case is, he thinks, carefully to pare off

the cankered part of the bark with a draw-knife,
or other convenient instrument. You will fre-

quently find the white inner bark infected,

which must also be cut away, till no appearance
of infection remains ; this may be easily known
by the brown or black spots, like dots made
with a pen, of which not one must be sufliered

to remain : all the branches so cut and pared
should, he says, be immediately covered with
the composition in a liquid state." And " as

we sometimes see walls with all the trees in-

fected, it will in that case be most prudent to

cut every other tree, leaving the rest for a sup-
ply of fruit till those whicii are cut beo;in to

bear ; this will be in the second or third year

:

when trees are in a very bad condition, they
should, he thinks, be cut in a partial manner,
taking off the worst branches first, particularly

those in the middle of the tree, always cutting

as near to the graft as possible ; or every other

branch may at first be taken out, leaving the
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rest to bear ; by which means there will be a

supply of fruit while the other parts of the tree

are renovating : it should be remembered, how-
ever, that all the cankered bark must be cut oft"

without loss of time ; otherwise the new wood
will be infected. Old trees thus headed down
will, he says, sometimes throw out very strong

and vigorous shoots, which it n)ay be necessary

to top, as it will cause them to throw out side-

shoots, and soon fill up the wall with fine bear-

ing wood ; but they should never be suflered to

have any fore-right spurs, except little dugs

:

the topping should be done in the beginning of

June, which will cause the tree to produce fine

bearing wood for the next year : those trees

must be pruned in March following, shortening

the shoots from fifteen to six inches, but ac-

cording to their strength, always leaving the

strongest shoots longest. And wherever the

knife has been used, the Composition must, he

says, be immediately applied."

It is also observed that, " after the fall of

the leaf, it will be proper to unnail the young
shoots, leaving only a few to prevent the tree

from being broken by the wind. By this method
they will be more exposed to the sun and air,

which will ripen and harden the wood much
more speedily than if they be left nailed." He
adds that " he has a great dislike to autumnal
pruning of fruit-trees, of all kinds of stone-

iruit in particular ; for by pruning at that season

you seldom fail to bring on the canker : and no
iVuit-trees are more liable to this disease than
the Apricot : the reason is obvious,—the great

.acidity in these trees, the exposure of the

wounds, and the dormant slate of the sap, pre-

.dispose to mortification ; whereas, in sprina;,

when the sap is beginnmg to flow, and will fol-

low the knife, the lips will quickly grow : if

the branches are small, a fresh bark and fresh

wood will in one season completely cover the

wound ; but if large, a time proportionate to

their size will be occupied : this process, how-
ever, is manifestly much accelerated by the ap-
plication of the composition, which excludes
the air and wet from the air- and sap-vessels of
the tree."

In regard to the standard-trees, they some-
times in favourable seasons bear plentifully,

particularly the Breda and Brussels Apricot,
either in half or full standards: the hah stand-
ards are more out of the power of the winds
and cold air.

These should be planted in a sheltered warm
situation in the full sun, that they may have
the greater chance of setting a good crop of
fruit, and of ripening more effectually with a

rich flavour : their culture is nearly the same as

8

that of other standard fruit-trees: they require

but little pruning, only just to reduce or re-

trench any very irregular growth or out-grow-
ing rambler, or occasionally to regulate eon-
fused crowding branches, and to cut uut decayed
wood ; all which should be performed generally

in winter.

Covering andprotecting the Blossom and young
Fruit.—As trees of this kind planted against
walls blossom very early, both blossom and
young fruit are very liable to be injured by frosts

and catting blasts; it is therefore useful to afford

occasional protection, in unfavourable seasons,

to some of the forwardest and most valuable
kinds, either with mats suspended over the

trees, or twigs of evergreens stuck between the

branches, beginning the covering as soon as

the blossom begins to expand, and continuing
it till the fruit is fairly get : the mats to be used
only on nights and in bad weather, but the

evergreens to remain constantly till all danger
is past.

Mr. Forsyth remarks that, ''in severe wea-
ther, they ought to be covered before the flowers

begin to expand ; for he has often seen the blos-
soms drop oft" before they opened : and he as-
serts that the best covering is old fish-nets,

which should be put on three-fold ; and if a
few branches of dry fern are stuck in among
the branches before the iiets are put on, they
will assist greatly in breaking the force of the
high winds." The common practice of cover-
ing with mats in the night, and taking them oft"

in the day, by frequently exposing ihe trees to
the cutting winds, does, he thinks, more harm
than good. And the covermg with branches of
spruce-fir and yew, by being too close, he sup-
poses, encourages a blight, and causes the leaves

of the trees to curl, and the shoots to break
very weak ; whereas the nets admit a free circu-
lation of the air, and at the same time break
the force of the wind : when it happens to rain
or snow in the fore part of the night, and freeze
towards the morning, ihe drops are, he says,

found hanging in icicles on the meshes, while
the tree is almost dry : when the shoots become
pretty long, and the leaves expand to cover the
fruit, it will be necessary, he says, to keep the
net clear from the tree, by placing forked sticks,

from six inches to a foot long, between it and
the wall : this will prevent the shoots and leaves

from growing through the net : the forked end
of the slicks should rest against the meshes of
the net. See Amygdalus.

Thinning out the Fruit.—In some seasons
these trees set many more fruit than can attain

perfection ; and as they sometimes are placed
very close, or often in clusters^ and sit close to
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the liniuliss without anv viclding footstalks, as

in cheniL-s, Sec. ihey, in the-ir advancing growtli,

imii-t inipovtrish and thrust one another ofl
;

thinning becomes neccfsarv, which in uall-

trecs particularly should not be omitted, and it

is also proper occasionally in standards in some
desircc. This business should be Begun when
about the size of large cherries, Sec. and bliould

be done with great regularity, leaving the largest,

fairest, and best situated to grow to maturiiv,

mostly all singly, or at least never more than

two at the same eye, but most conimonlv single

in the laree kinds. The fruit thinned off makes
excellent tarts, and should always be saved for

that purpose, and for which use thcv may be

thinned by degrees, both in wall-trees and

standards ; but not, in the former, so as to leave

the su])erabundant fruit to grow large in any

considerable degree, nor in great quantity, to

rob the eoniiiuung crop of its proper nourish-

ment : for this n<e they should always be ga-

thered before they stone, or harden m the heart

or middle.

Forcins, of .^pr'icols.—Tn this method the

fruit is obtained much more early than in the

natural «av, and is effected by having the trees

in hot-houses, or on hot-walls, or in bark hot-

beds.

The proper trees for this purpose are the

dwarfs, trained as wall or espalier- trees, but

sometimes as small low standards : they arc

mostly trained in the full ground till advanced

tn some degree of bearing, and then planted

in the borders of the forcing-house and hot-

wall, and trained in the manner of wall-trees,

to a liaht open treillis : some also, as small

dwarf standards, placed forward in the former,

or occasionally in pots, and introduced in the

same situation ; in all of which, the trees, being

well fresh-rooted in their places, are forced at

the proper season by means either of fire-heal,

or bark-bed, or sometimes both occasionally in

forcini^- houses, but in hot-walls mosllv by the

lormcr : the forcing-houses and hot-walls have

mostly flues for fire-heat, and sometimes the

fornicr have a pit for a bark-bed ; but where

this is not the case, the whole bottom space is

formed of good earth, and the trees planted in

are generally in assemblage with peaches, nec-

tarines, plums, Sec. as the same degree of heat

is suitable to the whole.

The proper season to begin the work of forcing

is principally i'l January, or early in the follow-

in"' month ; when, or rather a little time be-

fore, the glasses are shut close ; and at the pro-

per time the fires made in the furnace. n)ode-

ratclv every evening and morning, to heat the

flues in a proper degree, to afford a moderate

7

regular heat, to warm the internal air to a pro-
per degree, which forwards the trees to early

blossoming and fruiting ; having fresh air mo-
derately admitted in fine days, and more freely

when there is a warm sun; being sometimes
watered both in the earth, and over the branches
alter the blossom is past, and the fiwit iairly

set. Sec Forcixg-Fkamks, &c.
Culture in Ihe Chtrrt/ kind.—These are all

increased by grafting, and budding them upon
stocks of any of the cherry kind, raised from
the stones of the fruit of any of the sorts

;

but for having larger-growing trees, for stand-

ards, walls, and espaliers, the most general

stocks used are the Wdd Black and Ked Cherry,

raised from the stones of the fruit : they, how-
ever, grow upon anv sort of these stocks, and
likewise take upon Plums, though these stocks

are not proper for general use : they are also

capable of growing upon laurel-stocks; which,
however, is only practised for curiosity, suffer-

ing a small part of the stock to grow up to show
the singularity of the two sorts growing upon
the same root. All the varieties likewise take

upon the Bird-Cherry stocks ; but this should

only be practised when it is required to dwarf
any of thein as much as j.ossible; which in

this way are proper to train for small dwarf

trees, either to plant in pots, or in the open
borders, and in pots for forcing, or to plant in

the borders of a forcing-frame. See Fokcing-
FUAMKS.

But, for general use, stocks either of any of

the Common Cherry varieties; or, to have larger

trees, the Wild Cherry-stocks, should be used,

as being the freest shooters and of longest dura-

tion ; though, in raising the stocks, it is from

the stones of the fruit, which should be sown
in autumn in beds of light earth, covering

them near two inches deep : they come up in

the spring, and in the autumn or spring follow-

ing, if the plants are strong, plant them out in

nursery-rows two feet and half asunder, to

remain for grafting, &c. which, when about

the size of a large goose-quill to that of a per-

son's little finger, or little more, thcv are fit to

work for dwarf trees ; but for standards, they

must have at least four years' growth, as they

must be grafted at five or six feet height. And
to have trees of more moderate growth cither

for walls, small standards, or dwarfs, the Mo-
rello and small May Cherry stocks may be

proper.

The grafting and budding of all the sorts is

performed in the usual way, though the former

is most proper for general practice, as they are

not so liable to gum in the grafted part as in

that of the budded trees. Thouch both methods
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n)a\ be occasionally used, and riiav be practised

as llic stocks occur in proper growth, 8cc. whip-

firalting is the moat proper in the m<ist part, in

this method of raismg them : the budding is

pcvtorimd in the common way ; the grafting

should be done in the spring, as February and

March, and the budding in summer, as June
or July : the dwarfs should be grafted or budded

near the ground, and the half and fidl standards

from three to six feet high : the grafted trees

shoot the same year, ancT the budded ones the

spring following.

When the first shoots from the graft or bud
are a year old, those of the dwarf sorts for

walls, &.C, must be shortened down in March
or beginning of April, to five, six, or eight

inches long, according to their strength; to

procure lateral shoots to form the head, and
the standards may be shortened or left entire as

the case requires : when wanted to form a

spreading head, the first shoots should be short-

ened to force out lower branches ; after this,

the branches of the dwarls and standards remain
mostly at their full length ; and while the trees

continue in the nurserv, those designed for

walls, &e. should be trained to stakes, in a pro-

per position, occasionally pinching or prunine;

young shoots of the year early in summer,
down to a few eyes or buds where nccessarv,

in order to procure a production of lateral

branches the same season, to train in for a fur-

ther supply of young wood, to increase the ex-

pansion of the branches as soon as possible to

continue entire.

When the trees have from one or two to five

or six years' growth thcv arc proper for being fi-

nally planted out; though, if planted when their

heads are not more than two or three years old,

they succeed much better than larger trees. Mr.
Forsyth advises the same attention in choosing
these trees, as for apricots, peaches, and nec-
tarines, and that they should be headed down the

first year.

The season for planting them out is any time

in open weather, from the end of October or

beginning of November till March.
The wall and espalier trees should be planted

eighteen or twenty feet distant; and where the

walls are tolerably high, a half or a full standard

may be planted in the spaces between the dwarfs,

that while these covtr the bottom and middle,

the standards may cover the upper part of the wall.

When those planted against walls or espaliers

were planted when only one year old from the

grafting, &c. with the first shoot from the graft

or bud entire, they should be pruned short in

March or beginning of April, to furnish lateral

branches ; but if thev were headed in the nur-

sery, and horizontal branches obtained, they

must not be shortened afterwards, except occa-

sionally in particular shoots to fill a vacancy : as

the fruit-spurs fir^t rise towards the upper end of
the branches, a general shortening wouUl not

only cut away the first fruitful parts, but force

out a great deal of useless wood. The necessary

branches, arising every year after the first head-
ing down, should be trained horizontally at full

length, five or six inches asunder; and where
wood is wanted some adjacent young shoot may
be pinched in May or early in June, or shortened
in the spring following, when it will push forth

two or three laterals ; being careful to retrench

all fore-right and other irregular-placed shoots,

and continue training the regular branches still at

full length at equal distances, till they have fill-

ed the proper space of walling or espalier.

In trese trees the bearing-wood doe? not want
renewing annually, the same branches continu-

ing bearing several years, and only want renew-
ing with young wood occasionally, as any branch
becomes barren or an ill bearer, except in the

Morello, which generally bears the most abun-
dantly in the year-old young wood : a general

suecessional supply of each year's shoots should

therefore be retained for suecessional bearers.

The trees in all the sorts should he pruned
twice every year; a summer pruning being given

early in the season, to retrench all the super-

fluous shoots soon after they are produced, like-

wise all fore-right and other ill-placed shoots,

and rank wood, as soon as possible; and to

pinch shoots where wood is wanted, so as there

may be as little pruning as possible upon the

older wood, which is apt to gum by much cut-

ting ; retaining, however, a general moderate
supply of the regular-placed shoots to choose
from in the winter pruning, training the whole
at full length : and in the winter pruning, ex-

amining the general branches, old and young,
both in the former trained bearers, and the re-

tained shoots of the preceding summer, retaining

all the fruitful and regular placed former trained

branches; and if, among these, any irregul.iriiy,

disorderly or improper growths occur, the whole
should be reformed by proper occasional pruning.

fn old trees, as well as others, it is proper to

retrench any worn-out or declined naked
branches, which arc destitute of bearing-wood,

or fruitful spurs, and to cut out all decayed
wood ;* retaining a plentiful succession of last

Buninier's young wood, in proper places, where
necessary, to supply the place of anv unservice-

able old wood now retrenched ; and at the

same time cutting out all superfiuous, or over-

abundant, and other unnecessary .shoots re-

served last summer, not now wanted, leaving

only some well-placed ones, in any vacant spact-s,

or sonic in particular parts, to train m between
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the main branches, to be advancing for bearers,

ready to supply any deficiency ; and generally a
terminal shoot to the general branches in ail

parts where the allotted space admits of extend-
ing them in proper regularity : accordingly as

each tree is thus pruned and regtdated, the ge-
neral branches and shoots should be trained in

regularly, and nailed to the wall, &c. about
three to tour or five inches asunder, all at their

i'uil length, to the extent of their limited space.

Mr. Forsyth advises, in pruning these trees,

never to shorten their shoots, as most of them
produce the fruit at their extremities, the

shortening, or cutting ofF of which very fre-

quently occasions the death of the shoot, at least

of a great part of it. The branches, therefore,

should be trained at full lenjiih. He has often

seen the whole tree killed by injudicious pruning.
Wherever the knife is applied, it is sure to bring
on the gam, and afterwards the canker ; which
will inevitably kill tlie tree, he says, if no re-

medy be applied to the wounds.
The Morello in particular, and the Small Earlv

May Cherry, bear both on the young wood of
hrst summer, the fruit blossom buds issuing im-
mediately from the eyes of the shoots very
abundantly, and upon 'small natural fruit-spurs

arising on the two and three years' wood and
continuing on the older branches ; but generally

bear the most plenteousiy on the young wood
;

and therefore it is necessary, both in the summer
and winter pruning, to attend to this and retain

a general supply of the young shoots of each
year trained in plentifully in all parts of the tree

in summer, of the most regular placed, as many
as can be conveniently admitted with proper re-

gularity : and in the winter-jjruning, making a
general selection of the best well placed shoots
of last summer, to train in for successional
bearers the ensuing season, cutting out the su-
perabundant, with part of the naked former
bearers occasionally to make room for the youna;
-supply, leaving a terminal one to each mother
Ijraiich, and thus train in the general branches
and shoots horizontally, about three or four
iu'.hes asunder, all at their natural length.
The Standard Cherry-trees should Ix' planted

twenty-one feet distance at least; but if for a
whole orchard, twenlv-four feet, oreiirht vards
distant every way, will be requisite. The' first

shoots having been previously shortened in the
nursery, if thought necessary to promote lower
branches to form the head, plant them jiow with
their heads entire, except just reducing any ir-

regular growth, and suffer them to branch every
\\ay, and shoot in length as fast as tliev are able,
not shortening any, and all the branches will
soon form numerous fruit-spurs.

Little pruoing is required for Standard Cher-

ries, as too much use of the knife, in the larger
wood particularly, causes them to gum and
canker; all that is necessary is, occasionally to
retrench any very irregular growing branch, and
all decayed wood.

In respect to old trees Mr. Forsyth says, " he
has headed down a great many Cherry-trees
which were almost past bearing, and so eaien
up with the gum and canker, that what few
Cherries they bore upon old cankered spurs were
not fit to be sent to the table;" and that <' in
the years 1 790 and 1 791 he cut, or headed down,
fifty trees. The operation was performed in the
months of April and May in each year. These
trees made shoots from three to 'five feet the
same summer, bore fine cherries the next year,
and have continued to bear good crops 'ever
since: to the above trees he applied tlic Comno-
sition. At the same time he cut down twelve
trees in the same row, but did not apply the Com-
position

; these twelve trees ail died in the second
and third years after. They now, he says, o-athcr
more cherries from one tree where the Composi-
tion was applied, than they did from the whole
number formerly; being also much finer and
larger fruit. When Cherry-trees are very old, and
nmch injured by large limbs having been cut ofl'

(which will, he says, infallibly bring on the canker
and gum, and, if no remedy be applied, in a short
time kill the trees) ; or if there are great spurs left
standing a foot perhaps from the wall ; the best
way to bring them to have fine heads, and to
cover the wall, is to head them down as low as
possible, taking care to leave some small shoots,
if there are any ; if not, leave a bud or two at
the ends of some of the shoots. Sometimes
you will have a great difficulty to find any buds.
if that be the case, in the spring, before you
mean to head the trees, make some incisions in
the branches. This should be done on different
branches, at the most convenient places for fill-

ing the wall with good wood. The size of the
incisions should be fron) one to two inches ac-
cording to the largeness of the branches; ob-
serving to make them just above the joint where
the buds should come out. If you cut just be-
low a joint, the shoot will die as far as the next
bud or joint ; and of course injure the tree, if

no remedy be applied." He adds that " the
time for performing this operation is in March,
April, or May. l?ut this " method of makin>!;
incisions is only recommended where there are
no young shoots or buds, and when the tree is

in the last stage of the canker. Where you
have a few young shoots, or buds, he advises
to cut down the head as near to them as you
can, and to take great care to cut out the canker
till you come to the sound bark. The canker
makes its appearaijce in these trees in the same
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manner as in peaches and nectarines, and may be
easily discovered by an attentive observer. " If

any gum remains, it must, lie sa)S, be cut or
scraped ofl"; the best time for doing which is

when it is moistened w ilh rain ;
}ou can then

scrape it oti" easily without bruising the bark.

This operation is very necessary ; and if it be
nt.'glected the disease will increase rapidly."

And wherever the bark or branches have been
cut oft', the edges should be rounded, and the

Composition applied.

It is observed that the general way o'f pruning;

these trees has been to leave great spin's, which
continue to increase till they stand upwards of a

foot from ttie wall, and become as thick as a

man's arm : but it must be oliserved, that cut-
ting oft' from year to year the shoots that are

produced from the spurs, increases the canker,
till large protuberances, like wens, are formed
on the branches, beconiing very unsiiihtly ; and
these occasion ihem to produce only small and
ill -flavoured fruit at a great distance from each
other. When this is the case, the method he
pursues is, to head the trees down as before di-

TL.:ted.

And if the young shoots are properly trained,

they will, he savs, produce fruit the following

year; and in the second year produce more
and finer fruit than a young tree that has been
planted ten or twelve years.

The same writer remarks, that " it has been
a general complaint, that Heart Cherries are bad
bearers when trained up as wall-trees ; but by
pruning them as Duke Cherries, he has brought
them to bear in the same manner; that is, he
leaves a great many fore-right shoots in sum-
mer, tuckinof them in with some small rods run
across underthe adjoiningbranches, to keep them
close to the wall, and prevent them from being
broken by the wind, and from looking imsightly.

He advises, " never to make use of the knife in

summer, if it be possible to avoid it, as the

shoots die from tlic place where they are cut,

leaving ugly dead stubs, which will infallibly

bring on the canker. These shoots may be cut

in the spring to about a couple of eyes, as Duke
Cherries, which will form a number of flower-

buds."

Mr. Forsvth well observes, that " as Cherries

are a very considerable article of traffic in the

London markets, and the markets of most
towns throughout the kingdom, employing such
a great number of people during the summer
Feason in gathering, carrying to market, and
selling them, the raising of them is certainly

worth any gentleman's while, especially as the

trees may be rendered ornamental as well as

profitable, bv planting them in shrubberies, &c.
Vol. H.

'

Gentlemen of small fortunes, who are at a great

expense with their gardens and plaulations,

may, he says, in a great measure reimburse
themselves by selling their cherries and other

fruit (for which there will be plenty of chap-
men), and thus enjoy at an easy rate the plea-

sures of a rational and useful recreation." And
he adds, that " in all parts of the country, there

are (jersons employed in collecting fruit for the

markets, and to hawk it about from place to

place ; and surely it is much better to sell it to

them, than to let it rot on the ground, or be
devoured by birds and insects."

It is advised, " when Cherry-trees begin to

produce spurs, to cut out every other shoot
to make the tree throw out fresh wood : when
that comes into a bearing state, whii-h will be
in the following year, to cutout the old branches
that remain ; by that method you will be able

to keep the trees in a constant state of bearing,

taking the same method as before directed with
the foreright shoots. And great care should,
he says, be taken to rub off" many of them in

the month of May, leaving only such a number
as you think will fill the tree. By so doing
your trees will continue in a fine healthy state,

and not be in the least weakened by bearing a
plentiful crop of fruit. The reason is obvious :

the great exhalation which would be occasioned
by the sun and air in the common mode of
pruning is prevented, by the Composition keep-
ing in the sap which nourishes the branches and
fruit."

He adds, that he " cut some trees, as directed

above, more than twelve years a^o, that are

now in as good a state of bearing as they were
in the third year after the operation, and likely

to continue so for many yfars."

He states that " a row of Dwarf Cherry-trees
that stood against an old paling, with an old

thorn hedge at the back of it, (which every year
so infected them with a blight, accompanied bv
an inuTiense number of caterpillars and other
insects, that even in a fine year they could not
gather eight baskets from the whole row) be-
came so fruitful after the hedge and palino- were
removed, that they gathered forty -two pounds
a-day for six successive weeks, besides what the
birds, wasps, and flies destroyed. He mentions
the fact to stimulate market-gardeners and farm-
ers, who have large orchards and gardens, to

exert themselves in trying every method, how-
ever unimportant it mav at first appear, to im-
prove and render them more fruitfid, and
concludes, that the Duke and Heart Cherries

from these trees were as fine as any that were
produced from wall-trees. And, as they are

much more productive, he has been induced

2 P
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to take up many old renovated trees from the

walls, and plant them out for dwarf stand-

ards, supplying their places with pears, plums,

peaches, &c." And further he says, that

" in all old gardens and orchards throughout

the kingdom, and particularly Kent, whence
the London markets are chiefly supplied with

Cherries, the greater part of the old trees will

hardly bear fruit sufficient to pay the expense of

gathering it ; but if the above method of pruning,

&c., were practised, the owner would soon

find his account in it, and be amply repaid for

his trouble : the fruit would be much finer, and

he would have five times the quantity that the

trees produce in their present condition ; the

trees would be more sightly, and always keep in

a flourishing and bearing state : but when old

standard Cherry-trees become decayed and hol-

low, he would recommend heading them down,
as directed for wall-trees and dwarfs, to scoop

out all the rotten, loose, and decayed parts of

the trunk, till you come to the solid wood,
leaving the surface smooth; then use the Com-
position."

Forcing of Clwrries.—This sort of tree may
likewise be forced by artificial heat, in houses, so

as to obtain fruit at an early season, as in April

and beginning of May. And for this purpose

the earliest Dukes and May Cherry are the pro-

per sorts, but principally the former; trained

both in standards, of four, five, or six feet

stems, to elevate the heads near the top glasses

of the forcing-house, which are generally pruned
to a small compass for that purpose; and in

dwarf standards, with short stems and low
heads : both of which, for this use, should be

such as are previously trained in the full ground,

till the heads are of three, four, or five years'

growth, or till they have coirimenced bearers in

some tolerable degree. The forcing-houses for

this use are of different constructions, according

to circumstances, and the other purposes to

which they are applied. They have proper flues

for fire heat, and mostly internal borders of

good earth, either in the back part for the taller

trees, and in the front for lower ; or sometimes,
where no internal bark-pit is made, for bark-

bed heat : the forcing being effected wholly by
fire, the whole bottom space is entirely formed
into a bed of earth of proper depth, and the

trees planted in it in rows from the back to the

front, in some regular gradation according to

their height ; sometimes with dwarfs planted

between the taller standards, and towards the

front ; and occasionally with dwarf trees in

pots.

In this sort of forcing, a very slight degree of
fire-heat is sufficient; therefore when there arc

3

back flues they need not be employed, only that

in the front being used.

The author of the Scotch Forcing Gardener

observes, that where " the situation is dry, the

bottom a kindly sand, gravel, or clay, and the

soil a sandy loam to the depth of two feet; the

border will require no other preparation than

being well enriched with stable dung, and if

possible a little marie, which ought to be trench-

ed and well mixed twice or thrice during the

summer before planting. But, where it is

wet, the bottom a cankering gravel or cold clay,

and the soil either a poor sand, gravel, or stub-

born clay, care must, he says, be taken to

render them otherwise, by paving the border to

the breadth of twelve or fourteen feet, running

a drain in front to carry oft' the wet, and re-

moving the bad, and bringing in good soil ; so

as to compose a rich sandy loam to the depth of

thirty inches at the wall, and twenty-four in

front, alloviing three or four inches for settling.

If a new budding is erecting for Cherries, it is

immaterial, he thinks, whether the building or

border is completed first, (providing the latter

has a sufficient time allowed for the mixing and
incorporation of the soil) as the front wall and
flue stand on pillars, whose foundations ought

to be at least six inches deeper (if the border is

not paved) than the soil."

He considers " about the first of January to

be a good time for planting ; although a month
sooner or later at this season is of little conse-

quence, as there must be no fire-heat applied the

first year. Having provided the necessary num-
ber of healthy, well-rooted, maiden, or one-

year-trained May Dukes ; as experience, he says,

shows that no other Cherry deserves a place in

a forcing-house, let them be planted against

the trellis at the distance of eight, nine, or ten

feet, according as the length of the house will

best divide; filling-in the pits with vegetable

mould from decayed tree leaves, and settling all

with a little water. Riders, with five or six feet

boles, which have been trained two or three

years against a wall, and have produced a crop

or two"^ should be provided to fill the upper

part of the trellis, where they will yield a

few crops before the dwarfs require their re-

moval. I'hese will generally produce a tew

fruit the first, and be sure to produce a full crop

the second year."

The surface of the border should, he says,

be forked over once a year, and a little well rot-

ted dung occasionally worked into it.

Tn respect to the trees, he observes, that

" the dwarfs or principals being the only ones

intended ultimately to fill the trellis, the riders

being planted sole\y for the purpose of obtaining
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a crop or two while those are making their wood
and forming their fruit spurs, and, hy being

checked by their removal, may not be expected

to put forth much voung wood while they re-

main there, it will be unnecessary in pruning

to thin them out much, only let them be dressed

regularly to the trellis, and (where not abso-

hitely requisite) divesting them of any shoots

they may n-ake, paying respect to their fruit-

spurs only; as when they have served this pur-

pose they will be of no further use."

He says, that " after planting, the dwarfs, if

maiden trees, should be headed down to two or

three eyes, in order to make them put forth vi-

gorous shoots, to furnish the trellis from the

bottom : and, if they have been one year in

training, the bottom branches should be laid

well down, and the rest dressed in a regular

manner to the trellis, using strings of fresh

matting to tie with ; and be careful to allow suf-

ficient room in the ties, as much mischief is

done to fruit, especially Cherry-trees, (which

are so apt to gum) if not allowed a sufficiency

of room. He makes it a rule to allow every

shoot as much room in the shred, or tie, as

will at least admit another of the same size along

with it."

As these trees are " apt to gum, and the

branches decay, from the slightest injury, it

would be imprudent to train them horizontally;

in which case, the loss of a branch is st'.pplied

with much more difficulty than when trained in

the fan manner." This last method he therefore

recommends. And " when the tree has pro-

duced its shoots to the length of five or six

inches, they should be gone over and thinned,

so as to enable the operator to lay them in at

about the distance of ten or twelve inches

;

pinching off any that are produced fore-right,

and which arc, from their appearance, not

forming for fruit-spurs ; and, as they advance,

let them be neatly laid in, and divested of any

laterals they may produce. If all has gone well,

at the end ofthe first year they will, he says, have

produced shoots from twelve to thirty inches

long, which should then be shortened to about

two-thirds of their length. In the second sea-

son they will shoot vigorously, and begin to

form many fruit-spurs on the preceding year's

wood, which must be encouraged, for the pro-

duction of a few fruit the following year. The
trees should be kept clear of all sujjerfluous and

lateral shoots, laying the leading ones at the

distance of eight or nine inches; and, at the

end of the season, shortening a few of the

strongest alternatelv, so as to make them break

their buds in the spring in a regular maimer; as

they will not require to' be any more shortened.

And in the third season, they will, he says,

produce a few fruit, make fine spu^s and mode-
rate shoots ; which, as they advance to the

riders, room should be given, by lopping off

their branches, or thui:iing away their foliage,

so as to afford a tree circulation of air and ad-

mission of sun. In the fourth season, they

will produce a full crop of fruit ; and often make
such a progress towaids the riders, that their

presence becomes unnccessar\ ; in which case, it

will, he says, be advisable to sacrifice whatever
fruit, or appearance thereof, there may be on
them, to the encouragement of the principals.

After the trees have filled their spaces, and have

begun to produce plentiful crops of fruit, they

will make little or no wood ; and will require no
further care, on the score of training, than to

supply the place of any branch that from acci-

dent may die out or be destroyed."

These trees, from their nature, bear very little

artificial (especially fire) heat, on which account

he would not advise the forcing of them too early,

especially if there be no more than one compart-
ment for their culture ; since, in that case, there

would not be a continued succession for the sup-

ply of the table, and furnishing a dessert, till

they came in on the open walls. He considers

the first or middle of February to be an eligible

time for the commencement of the forcing ; but,

in a new planted house, the third year ought to

arrive bctore fire heat is applied. Were it not

for the sake of other articles that may be placed

or planted in the Cherry-house, it would, he

thinks, be better that the glasses were not put

on the first season at all ; but this is generally

too great a sacrifice: however, if they are put

on, a free circulation of fresh air, even in the

nia'ht, ought to be encouraged. When in the

third year after planting, the trees have made
good progress, plenty of IVuit-spurs, and a rea-

sonable hope of success is entertained, the

glasses should be put on about the middle of

January, plenty of air being admitted through

the day, shutting them up at night. On the

first of February the fire may be lighted, which

must, he says, be made so moderate, that,

at eight at night, and eight in the morning,

Fahrenheit's thermometer may not stand above

40". In which condition it should be kept as

near as possible till about the twentieth ot the

month; and then increased gradually to 45°:

at which point endeavour to keep it till the fruit

is fairly set. Afterwards increase the heat to

50°, but not more, till the stoning is over, and

the fruit are begun their second swelling. Al-

though, for the sake of the fruit, all danger is

then past; yet, if too strong a fire heat is in-

dulged in, it will, he savs, have the tendency of

2 i' 2
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drawing the shoots too weak : and therefore

he would \iot advise th;U the air of t!ie house, at

the fore-memioiied hours, should ever pass 60".

With rigard to tlie adiiilssion i>f air, he says,

'• the house ought to be uncovered all the first

season after pLiuting: but, if tliis is uot the

case ; and if, from t!ie nature of what other

plants are placed therein, it is in)prudent to

leave a little air lii the house in the night, it

should be opened by sun-rise in the morning,

having a large and free circulation all day, shot-

ting it up at sun-set. However, when the niont h

of May arrives, it ought, he thinks, to be entirely

iincovered. In the second season, he advises,

that the glasses be put on by the first of March,

large portions of air being f<dmilted, as directed

above, and the glasses be removed by the first

of August. From the commencement of the

forcing, this article must, he says, be more par-

ticularly attended to ; the first ten days after

which, a very large share of air should be given,

to prevent the buds from breaking too suddenly,

and of consequence too weakly : besides, vegeta-

tion (in forcing) ought always to be brought on,

as it were, by stealth : the juices flow more
kindly ; and the plant sufters the first impulse

of reviving activity with more patience, than

when hurried on in a violent manner. But, af-

ter the buds begin to appear turgid, a more mo-
derate quantity may be admitted ; still having

respect to the temperature of the house, and the

prevention of frosty winds from hurting the

Dioom." At all events, " advantage shoiud be

taken of sun-shine ; which will allow a larger

portion than at other times. Nevertheless, let

no day pass (unless a severe frost) wherein less

or more air is not adnntted ; and, in sun-shine,

to the extent that the thermometer may not rise

more than 10 degrees above the fire-heat me-
dium. After the crop is all gathered, if con-

sistent with the welfare of the other articles

contained in the house, the glasses should be re-

moved, and the trers exposed to the weather till

ihe next season.
" When planted, the mould should be settled

to the roots of the trees by a moderate water-

ing ; and if the house remain uncovered the

Jirst season, little attention (except in dry wea-

ther) will be required. Due attention should

be paid the second year to keep the border in a

moderately moist state, that the plants may
grow freely J

and when their growth is stopt for

tiie season, withhold the water, that the wood
may ripen perfectly before they are exposed to

the weather. From the time the forcing is be-

gun, plentiful waterings should be given to the

l.'order, until the bloom begins to open ; and

then in a moderate degree tdl the fruit is fairly

set. After which, again increase the quantity

till the fruit begins to colour ; and then diminish
the quantity by degrees till you entirely with-
hold it, which ought to be done some time pre-

vious to the fruit's being ripe." It is also ob-
served, that " washing with the hand-engine
should conunence with the day the fire is light-

ed; and, except from the time, the bloom be-

gins to appear till the fruit is fairly set, should

be repeated thrice a week in the evening, and
that with a considerable degree of force, till the

fruit begins to ripen. And in the interval of
washing, (viz. while in bloom, and till the fruit

is set) a little water should be poured on the

flue every evening when the fire is at the

strongest, which causes a fine agreeable steam
to arise in the house, greatly to the benefit of
the flowers and foliage. Soft and tempered
water should be used at all limes, and on all

occasions."

With respect to the insects that infest the

Cherry House, they are, " the aphis, or

green fly ; the acarus, or red spider ; the cater-

pillar, and the grub. The first, and least hurt-

ful, is easily destroved by a fumigation of to-

bacco. The second, by the process of washing
with the engine, which is indispensably neces-

sary to the health and vigour of the trees.

Therefore, when they begin to make their ap-

pearance at any time, the water, in the ordi-

nary course of washing, should be thrown
against the trees with greater force, making a

point of beginning at the contrary end of the

house each time ; whereby, if you happen to

miss any part the one way, you may strike it

the other. The caterpillar and grub have, he
says, given him more trouble than the pre-

ceding, or indeed any species of insect what-
ever; and, after trying a variety of prescriptions,

being at much trouble and expense, he can ven-

ture to assure the reader, and the public, he has

at last discovered a cure", which is as follows :

" Take of soft soap, two pounds; flowers of
sulphur, two pounds ; leaf, or roll tobacco, one
pound ; nux vomica, two ounces ; and oil of

turpentine, a gill : boil them all together in eight

gallons of soft or river water to six ; and set the

liquor aside for use. And any time in winter, at

least a considerable time before the trees begin

to vegetate, let them be all untied or unnaded
the trellis or wall ; brush every pan of the

branches and buds clean with a soft brush, such
as is used for painting: make the liquor niilk-

warni; and, with a sponirc, carefully anoint

every part of the tree, trellis, &c. Dress the

trees neatly to the trellis again ; but use none of

the old ties or shreds : and let this operation be

repeated every winter. The first summer after
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anointing, there may, he says, be a ''ew appear,

whose eufrs have, by being concealed, escaped

the actio^r of the hqiior, which must be picked

off, to prevent their breeding ; but, if any,

there will be very few, as it is of the most pene-

tratina; nature." But this iiciuor must on no

account, he says, be used in summer, as it in-

stantly destroys the foliage. F'ruit-trees of all

kinds should be anointed with this liquor every

year; as it is, he says, equally destructive of

every insect and their eggs, which infest

them.
Jn cultivating Dwarf trees, in pots or boxes,

it is observed, that " where there is an exten-

sive variety of forcing, and a green-house, or

conservatory, Cherries may not only be produced

at an early season, but in a long succession, by

removing the pois or boxes from one house to

another." When there are twenty or thirty trees,

they should be divided into four or five equal

parts, to make as many successions ; and be

pla':cd in equal rotation: first, (in November or

December) in the green-house, where they may
remain till they arc" fairly set; then, in an early

peach- or vine-house, till they begin to colour

;

and lastly, in the pine or dry stove, to come to

maturity. And a very rich compost^ sueh as is

used for cucumbers or melons, should be made
use of, watering them frequently with the drain-

ings of a dung-dill. They should also be wash-

ed or watered" frequently over head with a hand

squirt or watering panj and be placed in the

most airy situations."

The Double-blossomed sort may likewise be

increased by grafting or budding, as in the other

varieties, upon any kind of Cherry-stocks, and

be trained both as dwarfs, half and full stand-

ards, to effect the greater variety in plantations

and other places.

And the Wild Cherry is easily raised from

seed, as the stones of the fruit ; aiid any variety

which affords large and fine fruit may be conti-

nued by grafting, &e., in which way it will

bear sooner, for which a quantity of stones

should be provided in autumn, when the fruit is

dead ripe, and be sown in beds of light earth an

inch and a half deep, when they will come up

in the spring, and after having one or two

years' growth may be planted out in nursery-

rows, with their tops entire, training them up

for standards, with stems six feet high, then

letting them branch out above every way, to

form heads.

They n)ay be planted out as standards in

orchards or any open grounds for the fruit, and

in ornamental plantations of forest-trees, where

they have a good effect.

The Bird-therry sorts may also be increased

in the same manner, and likewise by layers,

which will readily strike root, and be fit for

planting out in one year. They will also grow
well by cuttings planted in autumn.
And the last sort is capable of being raised

by grafting, and sometimes by layers.

Culture in the Laurel kind.—These are readily

increased by seed and cuttings : but as cuttings

are the most expeditious mode, they are mo.st

commonlv raised in that way.

In the first mode, the seeds should be sown
in autumn, when ripe, in beds of light earth,

near an inch deep, allowing them some protec-

tion in severe frosts in winter, either by hoop-
ing and matting the bed, or covering it with

dry long litter ; but suffering then) to remain

uncovered in mild weather. The plants come
up in the spring, giving occasional wateruigs in

dry weather; and in the autumn or spring fol-

lowing, when the season is settled, planting

them out in nursery-rows to remain two or three

years, or till wanted.

The cuttings should be procured in August or

Septen)ber, in moist weather, from the same
year's shoots, cutting them off from about eight

or ten to twelve or fifteen inches long, with

about an inch of the old wood to the bottom of

each, if possible, though this is not indispensa-

bly necessary: then strip off the leaves from the

lower parts, and plant them in a shady border,

in rows, twelve inches asunder, planting each

cutting half or two-thirds into the ground, giv-

ing water in dry weather, when those planted in

August will be rooted the same year; and

all in the following summer, shooting at

top, perhaps a foot long, by the autumn ; at

which time, or in the spring after, they may be

planted or bedded out in wide nursery-rows, to

acquire strength, till wanted. In either of tiiesc

methods the trees may be trained either bushy

or of a shrub-like growth, or trimmed up to a

single stem for standards.

These plants delight in a light loamy soil,

which is not too moist.

The proper season for planting them out is

in the early autumn or spring, according to the

soil.

They are highly ornamental in clumps and

plantations, in lawns, parks, or oul-grouiids.

Hedj-'es are sometimes formed of the common
laurel tor ornament ; but where this is practised

it should not be trimmed with garden-shears,

which mangle and spoil the beauty of the large

leaves: all necessary cutting should be perform-

ed with a knife, in order to preserve the leaves

entire, so as to make a fine appearance.

PSIDIUM, a genus contaming plants of the

exotic tree kind.
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It belongs to the class and order Icosandria

Monog7jnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Hesperidece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, bell-shaped, five- cleft, perma-
nent : segments ovate : the corolla has five

ovate petals, concave, spreading, inserted into
the calyx: the stamina have numerous filaments,
shorter than the corolla, inserted into the calyx :

anthers small : the pistillum is a roundish germ,
interior: style awl-shaped, very long: stigma
simple : the pericarpium is an oval berry, very
large, crowned with the calyx, one- or many-
celled ; the seeds numerous, very small, and
nestling.

The species cultivated are : 1 . P. pyrifejum,
White Guava; 2. P. pomiferum, Red Guava.
The first, in its wild state, grows to the

height of seven or eight, sometimes of twelve
feet, but in the state of cultivation, where the
soil is good, it equals a middle-sized apple-tree,
the trunk being six feet in height, and a foot
and half in circumference : the bark is sniooth-
ish, of a yellowish brown colour, with larcre

ash-coloured spots : the wood very hard and
tough, used for ox-yokes and the like purposes,
and well adapted for fuel : the branches nume-
rous, the young ones four-cornered : the leaves
blunt, entire, smoothish, on short petioles, two
or three inches long, opposite : the peduncles
are solitary, short, supporting a white sweet-
smelling flower : the fruit smooth, having a pe-
culiar smell, yellow, sulphureous, or whitish on
the outside, roundish or more oblong, the size
of a hen's egg or bigger, according to the soil :

the rind is a line or two in thickness, brittle and
fleshy

;
pulp rather firm, full of bony seeds,

flesh-coloured, sweet, aromatic and pleasant.

It is a native both of the West and East Indies.
This fruit is eaten with avidity by the natives,

and also sometimes preserved with sugar.
The second species has a pretty thick trunk,

twenty feet in height, covered with a smooth
bark, and dividing into many angular branches
towards the top : the leaves are two inches and
a half long, and one mch and a half broad in
the middle, ro\mded at both ends, having a
strong midrib and many veins running towards
the sides, of a light green colour, opposite on
very short foot-stalks : the pedimcles are axillary,

an mch and a half long : the petals are large and
white ; the fruit shaped like a pomegranate,
crowned, when ripe having an agreeable odour.
It is a native of the West and Kast mdies.

Culture.—These plants are nicreased by seeds,
which must be procured from the countries
where they grow naiujallv ; and when these are
brought over in the entire fruit, gathered full

ripe, they succeed with greater certainty : tiiey

should be sown in pots filled with rich kitchen-
garden earth, plunging them into a hot-bed of
tanners bark, giving them water from time to
time, as the earth dries. When the plants
come up, they must have free air admitted to
them in proportion to the warmth of the season

;

and, when they have attained strength enough
to be removed, be each planted out "in a small
pot, filled with the same sort of earth, and be
plunged into a fresh hot-bed, shading them from
the 9un until they have taken new root, when
they should have a large share of free air ad-
mitted to thini every day in warm weather, to
prevent their drawing up weak ; they must also
be frequently refreshed with water in summer.
When they have filled these small pots with

their roots, they should be shaken out and their
roots pared, putting them into larger pots filled

with the same sort of earth, and rcplunged into
the hot-bed, where they should remain" till au-
tumn, when they must be plunged into the tan-
bed in the stove : during the wmter they should
have moderate warmth, and not too much water,
and ia summer have plenty of moisture, and in
hot weather a great share of air.

They afford ornament among other stove
plants.

PSORALEA, a genus comprising plants of
the shrubby exotic kind for the greenhouse and
stove.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelpliia
Decandria, and ranks in the natural order of
Papilionacece or lAguminosce.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianthium, dotted with tubercles, five-

cleft : segments acute, equal, permanent; the
lowest double the length of the others : the co-
rolla papilionaceous, five-petalled : standard
roundish, emarginate, rising : wings crescent-
shaped, blunt, small : keel two-petal!ed, crescent-
shaped, blunt : the stamina have diadelphous fila-

ments, (one single and bristle-shaped, nine
united), ascending: anthers roundish : the pis-

tillum is a linear germ : style awl-shaped, ascend-
ing, the length of the stamens : stign;a blunt :

the pericarpium is a legume the length of the

calyx, compressed, ascending, acuminate : the
seed single, kidney-form.
The species rtiltivated are ; 1 . P. phinala.

Winged-leaved Psoralea; 2. P. acuLealu, Prickly

Psoralea; 3. P. Lracteata, Oval-spiked Psoralea;
A. P. hirta. Hairy Psoralea; 5. P. hilumimsa,
Bituminoiii5 Psoralea ; 6. P. Americana., Ameri-
can Psoralea; 7. P. curi/lifolia, liazel-nut-

leaved Psoralea; 8. P. Dalta, Annual Psoralea.

The first rises with a soft shrubby staik, four

or five feet high, dividing into several branches:
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the leaves are of a deep green colour, composed
of three or four pairs of very narrow leaflets,

terminated by an odd one, standing upon short

footstalks, and coming out without order on every

side of the branches : the flowers sit very close

to the branches, and are often in clusters : the

standard, which is erect and reflexcd at the

top, is of a fine blue ; the wings are pale, and
the keel white. It flowers during a great part

of the summer, and the seeds ripen in autumn.
It grows naturally at the Cape.
The second species is a shrub with angular

branches, and lateral solitary flowers without

bractes. It is a native of the Cape, flowering

in June and July.

The third has a shrubby stem, dcterminately

branched, with round pubescent branches :' the

leaves sessile : leaflets even, dotted, pointed at

the end with a patulous spine : stipules chafFy,

lanceolate, acuminate, ciliate : the spikes termi-

natina;, solitary, sub-viilose, peduncled : the

flowers separated by ovate-acuminate ciliate

bractes, almost the length of the flowers; the

corolla violet-coloured, with a white keel having

a violet spot in front. It is a native of the Cape,
flowering in June and July.

The fourth species is a shrub, with rough-
haired rigid branches : the leaves petioled : leaf-

lets sub-petioled, sub-pubescent : the floners at

the ends of the branches : calyces pubescent

:

corollas violet-coloured. It is a native of the

Cape, continuing in flower most part of the

summer.
The fifth has a perennial root, but the stalk not

of long duration, seldom lasting more than two
years : it rises about two feet high, sending out

two or three slender branches : the leaflets about

two inches long, and one inch and a quarter

broad, on long foot-stalks : the leaves, if handled,

emit a strong scent of bitumen : the heads of

flowers are on axillary peduncles seven or eight

inches long, and bkieish, smelling like black

currants. It is a native of Italy, Sicily &c.,

flowering most part of the summer.
The sixth species has diflused, herbaceous

stems, with glandular dots scattered over them :

the leaflets roundish, very blunt, obsoletely

toothed or angular, sprinkled with glandular dots
;

the middle one larger and petioled : the spikes

axillary, oblong, on peduncles the length of the

leaves. It is a native of Madeira, flowering

late.

The seventh is an annual plant : the stalks

rise two feet high, and have at each joint one
leaf about two inches long, and an inch and a

half broad, having one strong midrib, from
which come out several veins, that run towards
the top of the leaf: the flowers are produced on
long slender axillary peduncles^ collected into

small round heads, and are of a pale flesh-colour.

It grows naturally in India^ and flowers in July

in this climate.

The eighth species is also an annual plant,

with a very branching herbaceous stalk, rising

a foot and half high, spreading wide on every

side : the leaves are composed of five or six

pairs of narrow wedge-shaped leaflets, termi-

nated by an odd one : the flowers are collected

in close oblong spikes at the ends of the branches,

are small, and of a light blue colour. It is a

native of Vera Cruz.
Callure.—^These plants are increased by sow-

ing the seeds in the early spring months, on a

moderate hot-bed, or in pots, plunging them in

it. When the plants have attained three or four

inches in growth, they should be planted out

into small pots separateJv, gradually hardening

them to the open air, so as to be placed out in it

in the beginning of the summer. They are

likewise capable of being increased by planting

cuttings of the young shoots in the summer
months, in pots filled with light earth, plunging

them in a moderate hot-bed and covering them
close with glasses, watering and shading them
well till they have stricken root.

They aflTord variety among other potted green-

house plants.

PSEUDO ACACIA. See Robinia.
PSEUDO ACORUS. See Iris.

PSEUDO ASPHODELUS. See Antheri-
CUM.
PSEUDO CAPSICUM. See Solanum.
PSEUDO DIGITALIS. See Dracocepha-

LUM.
PTELEA, a genus containing a plant of the

shrul)by kind.

It belongs to the class and order Tetrandria

Monogijnlu, or Dioecia Tetrandria, and ranks

in the natural order of Ttreliintacece.

The characters are : that in the male, the

calyx is a four-parted perianthium, acute, small,

deciduous : the corolla has four petals, oblong,

concave, spreading, larger than the calyx, co-

riaceous : the stamina have four awl-shaped fi-

laments, erect, curved in at the top, flattish and

villose at the base, almost the length of the co-

rolla : anthers roundish : the pistillum is an

ovate germ, small, abortive : style very short,

bifid at the top : stigmas obsolete : female; the

calyx and corolla as in the male : the stamina

filaments, as in the male, much shorter than

the corolla : anthers roundish, barren : the pis-

tillum is an os'ate germ, compressed, biggish :

style short, compressed : stigmas two, bluntish,

diverging : the pcricarpium is a roundish drupe,

large, juiceless, compressed, membranaceous-

winged, two-celled; the seeds solitary, oblong,

attenuated upwards.
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The species is P. trifol'mta, Three-leaved
Ptelea, or Shrubby Trefoil,

It rises with an upright woody stem ten or
twelve feet high, dividing upwards into many
branches, covered with a smooth grayish bark,
garnished with trifoliate leaves standing upon
long foot-stalks : the leaflets are ovate or ovate-
lanceolate, smooth, and of a bricht green on
their upper side, but pale on their under ; these
come out late in the spring, soon after which
the bunches of flower-buds appear, which is

generally in the beginning of June, the leaves
beuig then but small, and afterwards increase in
size, but are not fully grown till the flowers de-
cay : the flowers are produced in large bunches
at the end of the branches ; are of an herba-
ceous white colour, composed of four or five

short petals, ending in acute points ; fastened
at their base to a short calyx, cut into four seg-
ments almost to the bottom. It grows naturally
in North America.

There is a variety with five leaves.

Culture.—This plant may be increased by
seeds, cuttings and layers^.

1 he seeds should be sow n in the early spring
months, as March, in pots filled with light
rich mould, plunging them in a moderate hot-
bed to bring up the plants, giving them occa-
sional waterings during the summer season,
and protecting them during the winter from
severe frost, planting them out in the following
spring in nursery-rows, to get strong for being
finally planted out.

The cuttings should be made from the young
shoots, and planted in pots filled with light
earth in March, plunging them in a hot-bed to
strike them, but they should not have much
heat, due shade being given. They readily
strike root, and may be planted out in the fol-
lowing autumn.
The layers may be laid down in the autumn,

choosing the young shoots for the purpose,
giving them a slit underneath, and then placing
them in the soil. They are mostly rooted in
the course of a twelvemonth.

These plants are proper for shrubberies and
other places in pleasure-grounds, where they
have a very ornamental efl[ect.

PUDDING-GRASS. See Mentha Pule-
GIUM.
PULMONARIA, a genus furnishing plants

of the hardy perennial fibrous-rooted kind.
It belongs to the class and order Pcntandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
AsfieriJoUce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianthium, five-toothed, prismatic-
pentagonal, permanent: the corolla one-petal-
led, funnel-form : tube cylindrical, the length of

P U L

the calyx : border half-five-cleft, blunt, from
upright-spreading : throat pervious : the stamina
have five tilaments, in the throat, very short

:

anthers erect, converging .- the pistillum has four
germs : style filiform, shorter than the calyx :

stigma blunt, emarginate : there is no pericar-
pium : calyx unchanged, fostering the seeds at
bottiim : the seeds four, roundish, blunt.
The species cultivated arc : \. P. officinoUs,

Common Lungwort ; 2. P. a/igustijolia, Nar-
row-leaved Lungwort; 3. P. Firginica, Virgi-
nian Lungwort.
The first has a perennial fibrous root : the

lower leaves rough, about six inches long, and
two inches and a half broad, of a dark oreen
on their upper side, marked with nia:;y broad
whitish spots, but pale and unspotted on their
under side : the stalks almost a fooi high, havino-
several smaller leaves on them standmg alter-
ternately

: the flowers are produced in small
bunches at the top of the stalks, of different
colours. It is a native of Europe, flowering
from March to May.
The second species has leaves much narrower

than those of the first sort, and covered with
soft hairs, not spotted : the stalks rise a foot
high, and have narrow leaves on them, of the
same shape with those below, but smaller, and
almost embracing : the flowers are produced in
bunches on the top of the stalks, of a beautiful
blue colour. It is a native of Svveden.

It varies with white flowers.

The third has a perennial, thick, fleshy root,
sending out many small fibres : the stalks' a foot
and half high, dividing at the top into several
short branches : the leaves near the root four or
five inches long, two inches and a half broad,
sinooth, of a light green, on short footstalks;
those upon the stem diminish in their size up-
w.-irds, are of the same shape, and sessile. Every
small branch at the top of the stalk is termi-
nated by a cluster of flowers, each standing
upon a separate short peduncle. The most com-
mon colour of these flowers is blue ; but there
are some purple, others red, and some white.
They appear in April, and if they have a shady
situation continue in beauty great part of May.
It grows upon mountains in most parts of
North America.

Cullure.—These plants are increased by seeds,
and parting the roots.

The seeds should be sown in the spring, in a
bed or border of common earth, raking them
in. They soon come up, and in the latter end
of the summer they should he put out, either
where they are to remain, or in nursery-beds, till

October, when they should be planted out finally.

The roots should be parted in the autunm, as
about August or September, but the sooner
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after they have done flowering, the better. They
should not be divided too small, and be planted

directly ; when they flower strong in the following

spring. They afford ornament in shady situations.

PUMPION or PUMPKIN. SeeCucuRBiTA.
PUNICA, a genus containing plants of the

tree and shrub kinds.

It belongs to the class and order laisandria

]\lo}wgt/n't(i, and ranks in the natural order of

Fomacea'.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed, bell -shaped, five-cleft perianthium,

acute, coloured, permanent: the corolla has

five roundish petals, from upright spreading,

inserted into the calvx : the stamina have nu-

iTierons capillary filaments, shorter than the

calyx, and inserted into it: anthers somewhat
oblong: the pistillum is an inferior germ : style

simple, the Icncth of the stamens : stigma

headed: the pencarpium is a sub-globular pome,

large, crowned with the calyx, divided into

two chambers by a transverse partition, the up-

per having about nine, the lower about three cells

:

partitions membranaceous : the seeds very manv,
angular, succulent : receptacle fleshy, serobi-

cular, dividing each cell of the pericarp two ways.

The species are: I. P. granatnm, Common
Pomegranate Tree ; 2. P. nana, Dwarf Pome-
granate Tree.

fhe first is a tree which rises with a woody
stem eighteen or twentv feet high, sending out

branches the whole length, which Iike\\ise put

out many slender twigs, renderuig it very thick

and bushy, some of which are armed with sharp

thorns : the leaves are narrow spear-shaped,

about three inches long, and half an inch

broad in the middle, drawing to a point at each

end ; are of a light lucid green, and stand op-

posite: the flowers come out at the ends of the

branches, singly or three and four together

;

frequently one of the largest terminates the

branch, and imniediatelv under that arc two or

three smaller buds, which continue a succession

of flowers for some months. The fruit is a

pome berry, covered with a hard coriaceous rind

nicluding a pulp. It is a native of Spain, Por-

tugal, &c. In the West Indies, where it is sup-

posed to have been introduced from Europe, the

fruit is larger and better flavoured.

'['here are several varieties : as the Large

Double-flowered, and the Striped-flowered.

The second species seldom rises more than

five or six feet high : the flowers are much
smaller than those of the common sort ; the

leaves are shorter and narrower ; the fruit is not

iareer than a nutmeg, and has little flavour

:

but it may be kept within compass ; and in the

West Indies, where it is a native, and is planted

Vol, IJ,

for hedges, it continues flowering great part of

the year.

Cultjire.—^The first sort and varieties are

readily increased by layers ; which should he

laid in autuinn, choosing the young branches

for the purpose, giving a little slit underneath at

a bud, and laying them in the usual way, giving

occasional waterings in summer; and by the

following autumn they will be well rooted, and
fit to he planted in nursery-rows for two or three

years, to get strength, and then planted where
they are to remain.

Those of the common sort and varieties may
be trained as half or full standards, or as

dwarfs; but those designed for walls should

be managed as directed for peaches, &c.

This sort may be planted against warm walls,

and be prunei' and trained as otlier fruit-trees.

Of this sort, the double-flowering kind is

much more esteemed than the other in this

country for the sake of its large, fine, double

flowers, which are of a most beautiful scarlet

colour; and, if the trees are supplied with due
nourishment, continue to produce flowers for

two months successively ; which renders it one

of the most valuable flowering trees. This sort

may be rendered more productive of flowers by
grafting it upon stocks of the single kind, which
check the luxuriancy of the trees, and cause them
to produce flowers upon almost every shoot.

The second sort may be raised also by layers,

as the former, but must be planted in pots idled

with rich earth, and preserved in a greenhouse.

In the summer, when the flowers begin to ap-

pear, if the plants are exposed to the open air,

the buds will fall oft" without opening; they

should therefore be placed in an airy glass case,

and a large share of air should be given them
every day in warm weather. By this treatment

the plants may be continued in flower upwards

of three months, and make a fine appearance.

These are very ornamental trees for shrub-

beries and ottier places.

PURGING NUT. See lATitoPHA.

PURPLE APPLE. See Annona.
PURSLANE. See Poktulaca.
PURSLANE TREE. Sec Portulacaria.
P'^'RUS, a genus containing plants of the

fruit-tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Icosandr'ia

Pcntagi/nui, and ranks in the natural order of

Po})iace(s.

The characters arc : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, concave, five-cleft, permanent :

segments spreading : the corolla has five petals,

roundish, concave, large, inserted into the calyx:

the staniina have twejity filaments, awl-shaped,

shorter than the corolla, inserted into the calyx :

i2 (.)
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anthers simple : the piptillum is an inferior germ :

styles five, filiform, the length of the stamens :

stigmas simple : the pericarpiiim is a roundish

pome, umbilicatc, ileshy, with five membrana-

ceous cells; the seeds some, oblong, blunt, acu-

minate at the base, convex on one Bide, flat on

the other.

The species are : 1 . P. fow;m7/nw,Common Pear-

tree; 2. P. Mains, Common Apple-tree; 3. P.

spectabU'is, Chinese Apple-tree 1 4. P. pnmifolia,

Siberian Crab-tree; 3. P. coionaria, Sweet-scent-

ed Crab-tree; 6. P. Cydonia, the Quince-tree.

The first grows to a lofty tree, with upright

branches, the twigs or branchlets hanging down :

the leaves are elliptical, obtuse, serrate ; the

vouuger ones clothed \\ith a deciduous cotton

underneath and along the edge: the stipules li-

near: the flowers in terminating villosc corymbs

of a snow white colour : the fruit is a pome. It

is a native of Europe.

It is observed that "theWild Pe.ar, the mother

of all the orchard and garden varieties, is thorny.

The stipules are setaceous, white (or reddish),

deciduous : the peduncles alternate ; and the ca-

lyx clothed with a ferruginous wool."

There are numerous varieties ; but those of

most importance for cultivation are :

The Little Musk, which is often termed the

Supreme. The fruit, when ripe, is of a yellow

colour ; the juice somewhat musky ; and, when
gathered before it be too ripe, is a good fruit.

It becomes ripe about the latter end of July, but

continues good only a very short time.

The Chio, or Little Bastard Musk, which is

pretty much like the other^ but smaller. The
skin, when ripe, has a few streaks of red on
the sun side.

The Green Chissel, or Hastings, which is a

middle-sized fruit, that always remains green,

and is full of juice when ripe. It becomes ripe

m the beginning of August.

The Red Muscadelle, which is a large early

pear, of great beauty ; the ekin is of a beau-

tiful yellow striped with red, and the flesh has a

rich flavour. It sometimes produces two crops

in a year; the first about the end of July, and

thi second in September, or thereabouts.

The Little Muscat, which is a small pear,

having ihe skin very thin, and of a yellowish

colour^ when ripe. This fruit has a rich musky
flavour, but does not keep long. It becomes

ripe about the beginning of August.

The Lady's Thigh, which is here commonly
called Jargonelle, is of a russet green colour

from the sun, but towards it inclining to an iron

colour ; the flesh is breaking, and has a rich

musky flavour. It becomes ripe about the mid-

dle of August.

The Windsor, which has a smooth skin, and

when ripe is of a yellowish-green colour ; the

flesh is very soft, and, if permitted to hang but

two or three days after it is ripe, grows mealy

and is good for nothing. It becomes ripe about

the latter end of Atigust.

The Jargonelle, which I's commonly called

Cuisse Madame. According to Mr. Forsyth

it is certainlv the true French Jargonelle ; and

the pear which commonly goes by that name
here is the real Cuisse Madame, or Lady's Thigh

;

it being very probable that the names have

been changed in coming to this country. This

pear is somewhat like the Windsor; the skin is

smooth, and of a pale green colour. It is a

plentiful bearer ; but the flesh is apt to be mealy

if it stands to be ripe, which is about the mid-

dle of August. It bears best on standards.

The Orange Musk, which is of a yellow co-

lour spotted "with black ; the flesh is mu-ky, but

very apt to be dry. It ripens about the latter end

of August.

The Great Blanquet, or Bagpipe of Anjou,

which has a smooth skin of a pale-green colour

;

the flesh is soft, and full of juice of a rich fla-

vour. It ripens about the middle of August.

The Little Blanquet, which is much less than

the former ; of a pale colour, and the flesh tender

and full of a rich musky juice. It ripens about

the latter end of August.

The Long-stalked Blanquet has a very

smooth skin, white, and a little coloured towards

the sun, and is full of a rich sugary juice. It

becomes ripe at the latter end of August.

The Skinless or Early Russelet, which is of

a reddish colour, the skin extremely thin, and

the flesh melting and full of a rich sugary juice.

It ripens in the latter end of August.

The Musk Robine, or Queen's Pear (also

called the Amber Pear), which is small, and of

a yellow colour when ripe; it has a rich musky
flavour, and is a great bearer. It ripens about

the latter end of August.

The Musk Drone, which has a skin of a yel-

low colour when ripe, and a rich musky taste;

but is apt to grow mealy if left too long on the

tree. Unpens about the beginning ofSeptember.

The Red Orange, -.vhich is of a greenish co-

lour; but the side next the sun changes to a

purple colour when ripe ; the flesh is melting,

and the juice sugary, with a little perfume. It

ripens in the beginning of August.

The Cassolett'c, or Green Muscat, is a small

greenish pear with some specks in the skin. It

is full of a rich perfumed juice, and ripens in

the latter end of September.

The Great Onion, Brown Admired, or King

of Summer, which is of a brownish colour next
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the sun, and liccomes lipe in the brginning of

Septt'iiiber.

The Musk Orange, in which the skin is green,

and the iicsh mehing. It ripens in the beginning

of September.

The Avorat, or August Muscat, which has a

smooth skin of a whitish yellow colour ; the

juice is richly sugared and perfumed, and it is

esteemed o»ic of the best Sunnncr Pears yet

known. It is a great bearer, and becomes ripe

in the beginninii of September.

The Rose, or Thorny Rose, which is shaped

like the Great Onion Pear, but much larger, of

a yellowish-green colour, but a little inclining

to red next the sun. The flesh is breaking, and

the juice musky. It becomes ripe in the be-

ginning of September.

The Poire du Puchet, which has the flesh soft

and tendor, and the juice sugary. It ripens in

the beoinning of September.

The I'erfumed Pear, which is of a deep red

colour spotted with brown ; the flesh melting, but

dry, antl has a perfumed flavour. It ripens in

the beginning of September.

The Salviati, which is red and yellow next

the sun, but whitish on the other side; the flesh

is lender, and the juice sugary and perfumed.

It ripens about the middle of September.

The Rese Water, which has the skit; rough,

and of a brown colour, the juice very sweet,

tasting like rose-water. It ripens in the latter

end of September.

The Russelet, in which the flesh is soft and

tender, and the juice agreeably perfumed. It

ripens in the latter end of September.

The Great Mouthwater, which has the flesh

melting and full of juice. It ripens about the

latter end of September.

The Prince's Pear, which has a highly-fla-

voured juice, and is a great bearer, ripening

about the latter end of September.

The Summer Bjrgamot, which is sometimes

calkd Hamden's Bergamot. The flesh is melt-

ing, and the juice highly perfunted. It ripens

about the latter end of September.

The Autumn Bergamot, which is smaller than

ihe former; the flesh is melting, and the juice

highly perfumed. It is a great bearer, and ripens

in the beginning of October.

The Summer Bonchretien, which is very full

of juice, and is of a rich perfumed flavour. It

ripens about the middle of September.

The Beurre Rouge, (the Red Butter Pear,)

which has the flesh very melting and full of a

rich sugary juice. It ripens in the beginning of

October, and, when first gathered from the tree,

is one of the very best sort of pears.

The Dean's Pear, which has the flesh melting

and full of juice, which is very cold. It is a great

bearer, and ripens in the beginning of Oetober.
The Swiss Bergamot has a melting flesh, and is

full ofjuice. It ripcnsin the beginningof October.
The Long Green, in which the flesh is melt-

ing and full of juice. It ripens in the latter end
of October. It is, by some, reckoned the same
with the Mouthwater.
The White and Gray Motisieur John, which

are the same ; the diflercnce of their colour pro-
ceeding from the different soils and situations

wherein they grow, or the stocks on w hich they
are grafted. If this |)ear be rightly managed,
there arc not many sorts in the same season to

be compared with it. The flesh is breaking, and
full of a rich sugared juice. It ripens in the lat-

ter end of October, or beginning of ]No\fmber.
1 he Flowered Muscat, which is an e.\celleiit

pear ; the flesh is very tender, and of a delicate

flavour. It ripens in November.
The Vine Pear, which is of a dark red colour

;

the flesh very melting, and full of a clammy
juice. It comes into eating in November.

The Rousseline Pear, which is of a deep red

colour, with spots of gray ; the flesh is very

tender and delicate, and the juice very sweet,

with an agreeable perfume. It ripens about the

latter end of October, but does not keep.

The Knave's Pear, which has the flesh fine

and tender, and the juice very much sugared. It

ripens iti the latter end of October.

The Marquis Pear is a pear which, when it

does not change yellow in ripening, is seldoiii

good; but if it does, the flesh will be tender,

delicate, and very full of juice, which is sugared.

It comes into eating in November.
The Crasane Pear, which has the flesh ex-

tremely tender and buttery, and full of a rich

sugared juice. It is the very best pear of the

season, and comes into eating about the latter

end of December.
TheLansac, orDauphine Pear, which has the

flesh yellow, tender, and melting; the juice is su-

gared, and a little perfuir.ed. It is in eating the

beginning of December.
The Martin Sec (the Dry Martin), which is

almost like the Russelet in shape and colour;

the flesh is breaking and fine; and the juice

sugared, with a little perfume. It is in eating

about the beyinnin<r of December.CD.
The Amadot, which is rather dry, but high-

flavoured : it is in eating about the middle of

December.
The Little Lard Pear, which is extremely fine;

the flesh melting; the juice much sugared, and

has an agreeable musky flavour. It is in eating

the latter end of December, ami is esteemed one

of the best fruits in that season.

2(^2
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The Louisbon (ihe Good Lewis), which
has the flesh extremely tender, and full of a

very sweet juice. It is in eating about the mid-
die of December.
The Colinar Pear, which is very tender, and

the juice greatly sugared. It is in eating about

the beginning of January, and is esteemed an

excellent fruit.

The L'Eschasserie, which has the flesh melt-

ing and buttery ; the juice is sugary, with a

little perfume. It is in eating about the first of

January. It bears best on standards.

The Virgouleuse Pear, which is esteemed by

some as one of the best fruits of the season;

the flesh is melting, and full of a rich juice. It

is in eating about the first of January. In dry

and cold seasons it is very apt to crack, which
greatly diminishes its value.

The Anibreite, which is esteemed a very good

pear; the flesh is quite melting, and full of

sweet perfumed juice. It comes into eating

about the beginning of January.

The Epine'd'Hyver (the Winter Thorn Pear)

,

which has a very tender buttery pulp, of an agree-

able taste, with a sweet juice highly perfumed.

It is in eating about the latter end of December.

The St. Germain Pear, Which is a line fruit

and keeps long ; the flesh is melting, and \cry

full of juice, which in a dry season, or if planted

on a warm dry soil, is very sweet. It is in eat-

ing from December till February. Mr. Forsyth

remarks, that it is " an excellent bearer, when
planted as a dwarf standard, aud comes in suc-

cession after the same sort of pears on wall-trees

are over."

The St. Austin, which is pretty full of juice,

and which is often a little sharp ; the flesh is

tender, but not buttery. It is in eating the latter

end of December, and continues good two

months, or longer.

The Spanish Bonchrctien, which is a large

fine pear ; the flesh is breaking, and the juice

sweet. It is in eating in January.

TheA\'ilding of Cassov, which is also called

the Small Winter Butter Pear, is a small fruit
;

the flesh is melting, and the juice very rich : it is

an excel lent bearer ou standards. It is in eating

in Jamiai y.

The M.-irtin Sire, or the Lord Martin, which

is a ijood truit ; the flesh is breaking and lull of

juice", which ;s very sweet and a little perfumed.

It is in eating m January.

The Winter Ekisselet, which has the flesh

buttery and melting, and generally lull of a sweet

juice. It IS in eating in the latter end of January.

The Franc Real, or the Golden End of Winter,

which is only esteemed for baking.

The Brown Beurre, which is of a reddish-

brown colour on the side next the sun, and \el-

lowish on the other side. The flesh is meUing,
and full of a rich juice. It ripens in October,
and is esteemed an excellent pear.

The Holland Bergamot, Amosclle, or Lord
Cheney's, which is a very good pear; the flesh

is half buttery and tender, and the juice is highly

flavoured. It keeps from the end of January
till April.

The German Muscat, which is an excellent

pear; it is buttery and tender, and the juice is

higlily flavoured. It is in eating from February
till April or May.

Tlie Pear of js'aplcs, or Easter St. Germain,
which is half-breaking ; the juice is sweet, and
a little vinous. It is in eating in March.
The Winter Bonchretien, which is very large;

the flesh is tender and bi'eaking, and is very full

of a rich sugared juice. It is in eating from
the end of March till June.

The La Pastorelle, which is tender and but-

tery, and the juice sweet. It is in eating i:i

March.
The St. Martial, or the Angelic Pear, which

has the flesh tender and butterv, and the juice

very sweet. It is in eating in March.
The Wilding of Chaumontelle, which is

melting, the juice very rich, and a little per-

fumed. It is in eatincr in January.

The Brown St. Germain, which is a very fine

high-flavoured pear on dwarfs and standards,

and comes in after the Wall St. Germain. It

continues in eating from December to the end
of March.
The Pear d'Auch, which was introduced by

the late Duke of Northumberland. It much re-

sembles the Colmar, but is fuller tow ards the

stalk. It is in eating from Christmas to April,

and is, without exception, the best of all the

Winter Pears.

The Swan's Egec, which is a middle-sized

pear, in shape like an egg; it is of a green co-

lour, thinlv covered w ith brown ; the flesh is

melting, and full of a pleasant musky juice. It

comes in eating in November. It is healthv,

and bears well either as a standard or in any
other way.

The Bergamot de Pasque, which has also the

following names :—the Terling, the Amoselle,
the Paddington, and the Tarquin. It is a fine

handsome fruit, green when aatiiered, and of a

yellowish or straw colour when npc. It comes
into eating about the month of April, continues

till June, aud makes a very handsome appear-

ance at table.

The Golden Beurrd, which is a very fine pear;

it is of a beautiful scarlet colour next the sua,

and of a gold colour on the other side. The
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flesh is melting, and the juice high-flavourcfl.

It ripens in Oelolicr. It succeeds best on an

east aspect, and a loamy soil. It is a plentihil

bearer. Mr. Forsyth observes, that it " was

introduced from Burgundy by the late Marshal

Conway, and was lirst raised, in tliis country,

at his seat of Park Place, near Uenley-upou-

Thames, ncnv the seat of Lord Mahiiesbury."

The VVilliams's Seedling Pear, which resembles

a Summer Bonchrcticn, but is more juicy, is a

great bearer, and ripeits in September. Mr.
Forsyth says that it " will be a valuable acqui-

sition to the market-gardeners, as it immedi-

ately succeeds the Windsor Pear."

The Citron de Carmes, which is a middle-

sized pear, of a yellowish-green cast, full at the

eye ; of a round shape, but tapering a little to-

ward the stalk, which is long. It becomes ripe

iit July.

And the True Golden Beurre, which in shape

and size resembles the Brown Beurre ; but is of

a reddish-brown colour next the sun. It is a

very fine pear, but does not keep long. It

comes into eating in October.

Mr. Forsyth gives the following selection from

Anderson's and Co.'s Catalogue, of Edinburgh :

Of the Summer Kiriils—The Pear .lames,

which is soon ripe, and soon rotten, has a little

flavour, and is the earliest pear in Scotland.

The Early Carnock, which is inditfereat, of

a yellow colour, and bright red towards the sun;

making a beautiful standard tree.

The Lemon, Lady's Lemon, or Lady La-

raont, which is indifferently good, but princi-

pally valued for comina; early, and being a good

bearer in common.
The Green Pear of Pinkey, which is a small

green pear, nearly round, of a sweetish taste or

flavour.

The Forrow Cow, a Clydesdale pear, which

is a large pear with a short stalk ; flat towards

the eye ; the colour red and yellow; the flesh

tender, and musked in its flavour.

The Pear Sauch, a Clydesdale pear, which is

a big-bellied beautiful pear; the tree large, a

great bearer, and fit for an orchard ; but the

fruit is not very good.

The Gray Honey, which is a pretty good

pear.

The Green Orange Pear, or Oraiige Vert^

which is a very good pear.

The Brute Bone, Chaw Good, or the Pope's

Pear, which is only an indifferent sort.

The Golden Knap, supposed Scotch, which

is a small Summer Pear, of tolerably good quali-

ties.

The Early Achan, an indifferent fruit; greatly

inferior to the Winter Pear of that name.

The Hanging Leaf, which is the name in

Clydesdale, is good and beautiful ; almost round
;

its colour red and yellow : a delicious sweetness

is found ill its taste.

The Scots Bergamot, which is a large good
pear,- of a yellow and red colour; the flesh

tender and juicy.

The Li)nguevlllc, which is very good, but »
precarious bearer; supposed French, tlioui;h

not in their catalogues under that name.
The Musked Bonclirctien, Gratioli, Cucum-

ber, or Spiriola's Pear, which is a very good
pear v;hen grafted on a free stock ; its pulp be-

ing somewhat between short and tender, with a

great deal of perfumed juice ; its colour red on
one side, and white on the other.

And the Saffron Pear, wdiich is a pretty large

well -shaped pear, lit for the orchard or the

field.

Of the ylidumnal Kinds—The Keather, which
is a Clydesdale pear, of middling size, and ob-

long shape, its juice agreeable.

The French Carnock, wliichis tolerably good.

The Elshin Haft, or Good-Man Pear, which
is a long pear, flat towards the eye; its colom-

green and yellow ; its flesh hard, dry, and sweet

in the taste.

The Drummond, or Late Scotch Carnock,

which is very good, if eaten before it grows

mealy ; its colour a bright red and yellow.

The Vicar, an oblong pear, with the colour

yellow, red and striped ; tender, sweet, and

musked, but dry in eating.

The Boyal Orange Bergamot, which differs

from the Orange Bergamot in being yellower,

and sometimes having a faint red on one side.

The Green Pear of Yair, which is sweet,

juicv, and melting ; of a moderate size ; taking.

Its name from Yair, on T^veed-side, where it

was first discovered.

The Rob Hind, which is very indifferent.

The Le Beslderi, the Wilding of the forest of

Ileri in Bretagne, which is a yellowish pear, of

middle size, but wliich is indifferent.

The Unicorn Pear, which is of a beautiful

red and yellow colour; but rather austere in the

taste or flavour.

Of the Winter A'/nc?i—-The Winter Achan,
which is a Scotch Pear ; among the best early

Winter Pears, and eipal to most of those of

the French kind.

The Brier Bush, which is Scotch ; a good

pear, and will ripen in most seasons ; it is a

small pear, of a firm substance, and sweet taste.

The Brompton Park, which is a seedling sent

by Jefferys of that name.

The Round Winter, which i& a Clydesdale

pear ; a very e.Kceltcnt Winter Pear.
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The Pi)ir Portrail, or Gate Pear, which is

proper for baking.

'ihc La Double Flcur, or tlic Double-flower-

ing Pear, which is a large flat beautiful pear,

with a sniootK skin, and blush colour on one

side, and yellow on the other : it is the best to

prLScrve, taking a beautiful red colour froro the

(ire.

And to these the following list is added:—The
Ambrosia Pear, the Ashtou Town, the Autumn
Musk Bonchretien, the Bishop's Thumb, the

Bloodv I'ear proper for baking, the Brocas Ber-

gamot, the Earland proper for perr;', the Be-
sideri fit for baking, the Beurre du Roi, the

Black Pear of Worcester fit for baking, the Bri-

tannia, the Burdelieu, the Doyenne or St. Mi-
chael, the Catillac fit for baking, the Easter

St. Germain, the Gansel's Bergamot, the Gol-
den Beurre, the Grav Beurre, the Gray Good-
wife, the Green Sugar, the Green Bergamot,

the Huntingdon Pear, the Huff'cap proper for

perry, the King's Catharine, the Lammas, the

London Sugar, the Muscat AIniain, the Musk
Blanquet, the Oldfield proper for perry, the

Orange Bergamot, the Pear Piper, the Pyrus

Pollveria, the Red Admirable, the Rough Cap
proper for perry, the Scotch Bergamot, the Se-

ven-angled, the Silver-striped, the Spanish

Red Warden best for baking, the Squash pro-

per for perry, the Striped Verte Longue, and the

White Beurre.

And for small gardens, where there is room
only for a few trees, the following are recom-
mended as proper for furnishing a regular suc-

cession of fruit

:

Summer Kinds—The Musk Pear, the Green
Chisse!, the Jargonelle, the Summer Bergamot,
and the Summer Bonchretien.

Of the Autumn Kinds—'I"he Orange Berga-

mot, the Autumn Bergamot, the Gansel's Ber-

gamot, the Brown Beurre, the Doyenne or St.

Michael, and the Swan's Egg.

Of the JVinter Kinds—The Crasane, the

Chauniontellc, the St. Germain, the Colmar,
the D'Auch, the L'Eschasserie, the Winter
Bonchretien, and the Bergamot de Pasque.

The second species is a spreading tree, with

the branches and twigs irregular and twisting,

more hori2ontal than in the first : tlie lea^'es

ovate, serrate, the younger ones pubescent un-

derneath : the stipules linear . the flowers in

teiniinsting, sessile, villose umbels, white, finely

tinged with red on the cutfide : the fruit round-

ish, imibilicate at the base, and acid. It is a

native of Europe.

In its wild siate it is called the Crab or

Wilding, and is armed with thorns, as well as

the Wild Pear. Miller mentions Iwo varieties in

the fruit of the Crab, one white, the other pur*
pie towards the sun; but it is commonlv yel-

lowish green with a tinge of red. And also a
variety with variegated leaves.

There are a great many varieties of the Apple,
but the following are given by Mr. Fors\th as

the most deserving of attention :

The Acklam's Russet, which is a small York-
shire apple, of a russet colour toward the sun,
and yellow on the other side ; it becomes ripe

in January, and keeps till March.
The Aromatic Pippin, which is a very good

apple, of a bright russet next the sun ; and the

fiesh has a fine aromatic flavour. It ripens in

October.

The Baxter's Pearmain, which is a real Nor-
folk apple, of a handsome size, and pale-dreen
colour, full of small dark spots. It is a fine

kitchen fruit, and will keep till April. It is

also a good eating apple.

The Beauty of Kent, which is a fine large ap-
ple, resembling a Codlin. It is streaked with a

fine red towards the sun, and of a beautiful yel-

low, with some streaks of red on the other side.

It is a very good apple, coming into eating in

September, and keeping till the latter end of
April.

The Belle Grisdeline, which is a new seedling

raised at Norwich, of much beauty, and never
failing to afford crops. It was first propagated

by Mr. Lindlc)', about seven years ago, who
gave it this name. It is a handsome apple, re-

sembling the BursdofF, of a yellow colour, with
red toward the sun, and an excellent table ap-
ple, keeping till March.
The Bell's Pearmain, which is a real Norfolk

apple, large and handsome ; red toward the

sun, and yellow on the other side. It is a fine

kitchen fruit, and pretty good to eat raw, keep-
ing till June.

The Best Pool, which is a middle-sized ap-
ple, of a pale-green colour, streaked with red

towards the sun. It is a good apple, in eating

from January to April.

The Black Apple, which is a middle-sized

fruit, of a dark mahogany colour next the sun,

but fainter on the otlicr side. It is of a plea-

sant sweet taste, keeping till the middle of April.

The Bland's Summer Pippin, which is a hand-
some apple, of a gold colour, and an agreeable

flavour. It is a great bearer, ripe in September,
and keeps till Christmas.

The Bla'.che's fine small Table-Apple, which
is about the size of a small Golden Pippin ; red

toward the sun, and green on the other side. It

has a sugary taste, and comes into eating in Ja-

nuary.

TheBoomrey, which is a pretty large handsome
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apple, of .1 flat shape, and deep-red colour;

and the flesh is streaked with red. It is not fit

to eat raw, hut will do well for eider, or tor

thekitelien. It keeps till April.

The Bovev Redstreak, whieh is a liandsonie

ap])le, of a iiattish sliape, bcautifall)' streaked

with a bright red next the eye, which is small,

and of a yellow colour about the footstalk, it

keeps till the Utter end of October.

The Broad-eyed I'ippin, which is a fine Iar2:e

flat apple, with a very large eye ; the colour is

a greenish-vellow, with a little red tow aid the

sun. It is a good apple, and keeps till May.
The Brandy A)iple, which is about the size of

a Golden Pi]Ji)in, iiat-shaped, and of a vtllow-

ish russet colour. It is of a pleasant flavour;

comes into eating in Januarv, and keeps till

March.
The BursdofT, or Oueen's Apple, w hich is a

beautiful fruit, red next the sun, and of a tine

yellow on the other side. It is a very fine ap-

ple ; in Mr. Forsyth's opinion, next in perfection

to the Golden Pipi)in, and about the same size. It

is in eatina; from November to the end of March.
The Cadbury Pound, which is a middle-sized

apple, of a light-green colour. It is of a good
flavour; ripening in January, and keeping till

March.
The Carnation Apple, which is a beautiful

iniddle-sized fruit, finely striped with red. It

is ripe in January, and keeps till May.
The Carbury Pippin, which in size and shape

resembles the French Crab, and is of a deep

green colour. It is a good baking apple, keep-

ing till March.
The Caraway Russet, which is a handsome

russet coloured apple, about the size of a Non-
pareil.

The Calville, Red and White, which are

good apples, and of a vinous taste. Some have

a red and some a white pulp, the white being
reckoned of a most delicious taste. They are in

eating ill September and the following month.
'I'he Cat's Head, which is a large oblong ap-

ple, of a greenish-yellow colour, with a little

brownish red next the sun ; sometimes the co-

lour inclines to a russet. It is a good baking
apple, and is in eating from October to De-
cember.

The Cockagee, which is a conical-shaped

middle-sized ap[)le, red on that side next the

sun, and of a fine yellow colour on the other.

If properly managed, the fruit keeps till Fe-
bruary. It is a famous cider apple, and also

bakes well.

The Codlin, which is gcnerallv the first ap-

ple that is brought to market. Its fruit is so

well known that it needs no description. It is

m eating from July to Dccend)LT ; and is good
either lor baking or boiling.

The Cornish Nonpareil, which is rather un-
der the middle size, is a little flatted, and ()f a

russet C(ilour. It is a very good apple, and
keeps till the middle of March.
The Cornish Puarmain, whieh is of a middling

size, and long shape ; of a dull green colour on
one side, and russet on the other. It is a very

good apple, and keeps till the latter end of
Aprd.
The Court-of-Wick Pippin, which is de-

scribed by Mr. Billingsly, in his " Survey of
Somersetshire," as " the favourite apple, both
as a table- and cider-fruit, taking its name from
the spot where it was first produced. It origi-

nated from the pip or seed of the GoKlen I'lji-

]iin, and may be considered as a beautiful va-

riety ol that fruit. In shape, colour, and fla-

vour, it has not its superior : the tree is large,

handsome, and spreading, and a very luxuriant

bearer. On the whole, it cannot be too strongly

reconnnended,''' It is larger than the Golden
Pippin, of a yellowish-green colour, and a lit-

tle tinged with red next the sun. Ij comes i-nto

eating in January.

The Cockles Pippin, whieh is a handsome
oval-shaped apple, below the middle size, of a

russet colour, mixed with yellow and red. It

keeps till April.

The Corpendn, or Hanging Body, which is

a very large apple, and has a red cast on the

side to'vards the sun; but is pale on the other

side. It takes its name from always hanging
downw ards ; and comes into eating in Sep-

tember.

The Dalmahoy Pippin, wdiich is about the

size of a Golden Pippin, of a green colour, and

a little streaked with red towards the sun. It

has a tolerably good flavour, rather sharp; and

is in eating from September to February.

The Dimock's Red, which is under the mid-
dle size, of a fine red colour, intermixed with a

little yellow on the side from the sun. It is ripe

in Januarv, and keeps till March.
The Dredge's Seedling, which is a fine large

apple, striped with red next the sun, and of a

yellowish-ereen on the other side. This is an

excellent kitchen apple, of a pleasant taste, and

keeps till the latter end of January.

The Dredge's Beauty of Wilts, which is a

beautiful apple, of a good size, and one of the

finest yet known in point of general utility. It

is of a fine bright yellow colour, spotted with

red towards the sun ; and has an excellent vi-

nous flavour. It is good either for the table or

baking, and keeps till March.

The Dredge's Russet, which is a small apple,
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of a grccnish-russct colour, and of a pleasant

flavour. It is ripii in November, and keeps till

JVlidsummer.

The Dredge's White Lilv, which is a fine

apple, of an exceeding high flavour, and keeps

tillMarch.

'J'hc Dredge's Fair Maid of Wisliford, wliich

is a fine niiddle-sized apple, of a yellowish-

green colour, with some russet next the sun,

and of an excellent flavour. It is a great bearer,

and is in eating from Christmas to Easter, be-

ing an excellent dessert apple.

'Jlic Dredge's Oueen Charlotte, which is a

beautiful nuddle-sized a])ple, of a gold colour,

with red towards the sun. Tt is of an exquisite

flavour, conies into eating about Christmas, and
keeps till February.

The Dredge's Fame, which is a good-sized

apple, red towards the sun, and streaked like

the Ribston Pippin on the other side. It is a

most excellent apple, being in eating from
Easter to Midsummer.
The Dumpling Apple, which is a handsome

apple, and rather above the middle size, flat-

shaped, and of a greenish-yellow colour, with

some faint streaks of red. It keeps till March.
The Dutch Oueening, which is a large ap-

ple, somewhat resembling the Cat's Head in

shape. The colour is red next the sun, and
green on the other side, with sometimes a little

red. The fruit is fit only for the kitchen, and
for making cider. It is ripe in January, keep-

ing till the end of March.
The Elton's Yellow Kernel, which is a hand-

some middle-sized apple, of a yellow colour.

It is a good table apple, being in eating from
January to March.

The English Rennet, which is a handsome
apple, beautifully streaked with red, but darkest

towards the sun ; of a tolerable flavour, but apt

to grow mealy when kept too long. It keeps till

the middle of Mav.
The Embroidered Apple, which is ptctty

large, and the stripes of red very broad, from
\Ahich circumstance it takes its name. It is

connnonly used as a kitchen apple, becoming
ripe in October.

The Everlasting Striped Apple, which is be-

low the middle size, of a conical shape. The
colour is a striped green- towards the footstalk,

and red towards the eve.

The Fameuse, which is a pretty large apple,

of a beautiful dark red, with a little yellow on
the side from the sun. Its flesh is very white,

and full of a rich sugary juice; coming into

eating about the latter end of October. It was
introduced from Canada by Mr. Barclay of

Brompton.
4

The Fenouiilet, ou Ponime d'Anis, the Fen-
nel or Anise Apple, which is a middlesized

fruit, of a gray colour; the pulp is tv.'nder, and
has a spicy taste, like aniseed. It becomes ripe

in September and October.

The Flower of Kent, which is a large liand-

some apple, of a yellow colour, and pretty

good flavour. It keeps till the middle of April.

The Fox-whelp, which is a small a])ple,

streaked with red. It is ripe in January. It is

a cider apple.

The Franklin's Golden Pippin, which is a

handsome middle-sized apple, of a conical

shape and gold colour, beautifully marked with

dark spots. The fruit has a fine aromatic fla-

vour, and deserves the first place at ihetaljle;

but it is a shy bearer. It comes into eating

about the middk of November.
The French Crab, which is a large handsome

apple, of a deep green colour, with a little red

next the sun. It will keep all the year; is a

good baking apple, and, if the summer be

warm., pretty good for eating, and is a great bearer.

The French Codlin, which is a pretty large

apple, of a conical shape, and green colour,

with red towiirds the sun, coming into eating in

January.

The Fearn's Pippin, which is of the shape and

size of a Nonpareil. It is of a beautiful scarlet

next the sun, and of a golden yellow on the

other side. It makes a fine show at table, and

keeps till the latter end of February.

The French Spaniard, which is a large ap-

ple, in form of a hexagonal prism with the an-

elcs a little rounded, and of a yellowish-green

colour: is pretty good, and keeps till the latter

end of April.

The French or White Rennet, which is a

large fruit, of a vcllowish-green colour, with

some grav spots. It has a sugary juice, and is

Cood either for eatins: or baking:.

The Gargey Pippin, which is a handsome co-

n'cal-shapcd apple, under the middle size, of a

greenish vellow colour, with a little red towards

tlie sun. This is a pretty good apple, and keeps

till May.
The Gilliflower, which is a fine handsome

apple, red towards the sun, and of a yellowish-

green on the other side, having a fine flavour,

and keepino: til! the latter end of March.
The (lolden Rennet, which is a beautiful ap-

ple, a little flatted ; of a fine red colour towards

the sun, and vellow on the other s'.de. It is a

good eating apple, and keeps till February.

The Golden Russet, which is a fine middle-

sized apple, of a golden-russet colour, from

which it takes its name. It is a good apple.,

and keeps long.
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The Golden Pearmain, whicli is a fine apple,

above the middle size, ota fine deep red towards

tlie sun, with a little yellow on the other side :

when much exposed to the sun it is sometimes

red all over.

The Golden Mundi, which is a fine hand-

some apple, beautiCullv streakctl with red ; of a

{rood flavour, excellent for baking, and will keep

tdl January. Jt is a good sauce apple.

The Golden Glocester, which is a handsome
middle-sized apple, of a flat shape, and gold

colour, with red toward the sun. It is a good

apple, and keeps till March.
The Golden Knob is a handsome though ra-

ther small apple, of a fine gold colour, some-

times inclining to a russet. It has a pleasant

flavour.

The Golden Pippin is well known ; and the

French own it to be of English origin. It is

almost peculiar to this eountry ; for there are

few counlries abroad where it succeeds well.

It is yellow as gold ; the juice is very sweet; the

skin (especially where exposed to the sun) is

often freckled with dark yellow spots. It is

certainly the most antient as well as tlic most
excellent apple that we have. It ripens in Oc-
tober, and keeps through the winter. It has se-

veral sub-varieties.

The Godolphin Apple, which is a very hand-

some large fine fruit, streaked with red on the

side next the sun, and of a yellowish colour on
the other side. It is in eating from the latter

end of September to December.
The Green Dragon, which is a fine large ap-

ple, of an excellent flavour, and pale-green co-

lour. It is rather too large for the table, and
is therefore mostly used as a kitchen apple. It

keeps till March.
The Great or Large Russet, which is a mid-

dle-sized fruit, of a russet-colour, with a little

dark-red toward the sun. A pretty good apple,

and keeps till April.

The Griddleton Pippin, which is a large an-

gular-shaped apple, of a green colour, with a

little blush toward the sun. It is a baking ap-

ple, and keeps till March.
The Grumas's Pippin, which is about the size

and shape of a Golden Pippin ; of a dingey-

green colour next the sun, and of a dull yellow

on the other side. It is ripe in January, and
keeps till April.

The Hagioe Crab, which is a yellow-coloured

conical-shaped apple, below the middle size.

It is ripe in January ; but is only fit for making-

cider, or for baking.

The Hall Door, which is a fine large apple,

of a flat shape, beautifully streaked with red to-

ward the sun, and of a gitenish-yellow on the
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other side. It i^ of a fine flavour, and is in eat-

ing from January till March.
The Hallingbury, which is a large flat-shaped

apple, with large ridy;es from the base to the

crown. It is of a beautiful red toward the sun.

and of a yellowish colour on the other side and

towards the eve.

The Hampshire Nonsuch, which is a pr(^lty

large well-shaped apple, of a greenish-yellow

colour, streaked with red. It keeps till the lat-

ter end of Noveigber.

The Harvey's Russet, which is so called in

Cornwall, is a large russet-coloured apple, with

a little red toward the sun. It is a famous
kitchen fruit, and tolerably good raw, with a

musky flavour.

The Holland Pippin, which is a middle-sized

apple of a flattish shape. Its colour is yellow,

in some places inclining to green, with, some-
times, a little red toward the sun. It is a

pretty good apple, keeping till the middle of

April.

The Hollow-eyed Pippin, which is a middle-

sized apple, of a yellow colour, beautifully spot-

ted with red toward the sun; and the eye is

pretty deep. It is a good sharp-flavoured apple,

keeping till the nnddle of May.
The Hollow-eyed Remiet of Cornwall, which

is a handsome tlat-shaped apple, under the

middle size, of a greenish-yellow colour, some-

times intermixed with russet. It is of an excel-

lent flavour, and keeps till April.

The Hedge Apple, which is a nt.v fruit, of

middle size and handsome conical shape, red

toward the sun, and of a straw-colour on the

other side. It is of a tolerably good flavour,

and keeps till the latter end of April.

The Hogshead Apple, which is a small red

fruit; the flesh is red, and the taste austere. It

is a cider apple, becomes ripe in January, and

keeps till March.
The Hubbard's, or the Russet Pearmain, which

is a real Norfolk apple; and, though not hand-

some, is one of the best table apples. It is of

a dark russet colour, becomes ripe in January,

and keeps till April.

The John Apple, which is a middle-sized

handsome fruit, of a green colour, with a little

red toward the sun ; the foot-stalk being very

small. It is an excellent eider and baking apple,

from Devonshire ; is of an excellent flavour, and

keeps till March.
The Isle-of-Wight Pippin, which is a hand-

some middle sized apple, of a greenish -yellow

colour.

The Juneting, or Jenneting, which is a small

yellowish apple, red on the'side next the sun.

it ts a prettv fruit for early vanetv, and ripens

e R
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about the latter end of June or beginning of the

following month.
The Kernel Redslreak, which is of agreenish-

vellow, with broad streaks of a dark-red all over

it, and a yellow ground finely speckled with red

next the sun.

The Kernel Pearmain, which is a small hand-
some apple, red toward the sun, and of a yel-

lowish-green mixed with red on the other side.

It is of a good flavour, keeping till the middle
of May.
The Kentish Pippin, which is a good-sized

apple, finely streaked with red. It is of a fine

flavour, comes into eating about Christmas, and
keeps till February-

The Kentish Nonpareil, which is a handsome
flat-shaped apple, of a light-russet colour, in-

clining to red toward the sun. It is of a good
flavour; and keeps till May.
The King of the Pippins, which is a middle-

sized apple, of a fine gold colour, a little streak-

ed with red towards the sun. It is ripe in Ja-

nuary, and keeps till the latter end of March,
when it becomes mealy.
The King Apple, which is a middle-sized

apple, of a conical shape ; and its colour is that

of a beautiful red intermixed with a little yel-

low on one side. This apple is of a pleasant

sugary taste, and keeps till the latter end of

April.

The Kirke's Seedling, which is a large beau-
tiful apple of a fine red colour towards the base,

and yellow toward the eye. The footstalk is

slender, and the eye large.

The Kirke's Scarlet Pearmain, which is a

handsome middle-sized apple, of a beautiful red

toward the sun, and a little yellow on the other

side ; becoming ripe in January.

The Kirke's Scarlet Admirable, which is a

good apple for baking, and of a beautiful scar-

let colour, is in eating about the month of Ja-
nuary.

The Kentish Fill-Basket, which is a species

of Codlin, of a large size, and generally used
for baking. It is in eating from August to

October.

The Kirton or Crack'd Pippin, which is a

middle-sized apple, of a greenish-yellow co-
lour, with little d;irk spots. The coat is gene-
rally rough toward the footstalk. It is a good
apple for the tahle, coming into eating in Sep-
tember.

The Lady's Finger, which is an excellent table

apple, of a conical shape ; red next the sun,
and of a yellowish cast on the other side, hav-
uig a sweet pleasant flavour, and kcepin<r till

May.
The Large Styrc, which is a handsome cider

1

apple, of a yellow colour, with a little red next
the sun. It hecomes ripe in November.
The Lishou Pippin, which is a handsome

middle-sized apple, of a flat shape, a fine red

toward the sun, and of a reddish-yellow on the
other side. The flesh is firm, and has a sharp

pleasant taste. It comes into eating in Novem-
ber.

The Loan's Pearmain, which is a lage oval-

shaped apple, of a dull green colour intermixed
with a brownish red, deepest next the sun. It

is a pretty good table apple, of a sharp taste,

ripening in September and keeping till May,
but is apt to grow mealy.

The London Pippin, or Five-crowned Pippin,
which is a fine large apple, of a green colour,

streaked with red toward the sun. It resembles
the Ribston Pippin, but is larger. It has a pretty

agreeable taste; and will come into eating about
the latter end of November. It is good for the
kitchen and table; and a most abundant bearer.

It keeps till the middle of April.

The Le Calville d' Automne, the Autumn
Calville, which is a large fruit, of an oblong
figure^ and of a fine red colour toward the sun,

having a vinous juice, and is much esteemed by
the French.

The Long Laster, which is a middle-sized

apple, of an angular shape, and fine yellow co-

lour, with a beautiful red next the sun. It is of

a tolerable flavour, and keeps till the middle of

May, but is apt to become mealy.

The Lemon Pippin, which is a handsome
oval-shaped apple, of a gold colour. It is of a

fine flavour, and will keep till the beginning of

March.
The Long Seam, which is a large angular-

shaped bakuig apple, of a pretty good flavour,

with light green colour. It keeps till the latter

end of January.

The Lord Cheney's Green, which is a middle-

sized Yorkshire apple, resembling the Yorkshire

Greening. It is of a dark green colour, with a

little of a chocolate colour next the sun. It is

a baking apple, and keeps till the middle of

May.
The Lord Arundel's Apple, which is large, of

an angular shape ; the colour is green, with a

little dingey red toward the sun. It is from
France, and good for sauce, keeping well.

The Lore' Camden's Rennet, which is a good-

sized seedling, of a yellow colour, with a little

brownish red next the sun. It is a good-flavour-

ed apple, and keeps till March.
Tlie Lucas's Pippin, which is a handsome

middle-sized, cylindrical-shaped apple, of a

beautiful orange colour. It is a pretty good

fruit, and keeps till the latter end of April.
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The Maiden's Blush, which is a small apple,

of a dark mahogany colour next the sun, but
paler on the other side, and sometimes of a

greenish cast. The taste is austere, and of course

this fruit is not fit for the table; but does very

well for baking, or for cider. It keeps till the

beginning of March.
The Mansfield Tart, which is a large Notting-

ham apple, but most known in Yorkshire. It

is handsome, of a green colour, having a little

cast of a brownish red, with dark spots next the

sun, being a baking apple, and keeping till Fe-
bruary.

The May Gennet, which is rather under the

middle size, of a greenish-yellow colour, slightly

streaked with red next the sun. It keeps till

April.

The Major Hemmings's Apple, which is a

handsome middle-sized fruit, of a light-green

colour, with a little brownish-red towards the

sun. It is an excellent apple.

The Margil, which is an excellent apple,

about the size of a Nonpareil. It is of a red

colour with some yellow on one side ; continues

in use from November to the latter end of

March ; and is often sold in the London mar-
kets for a Nonpareil.

The Margaret Apple, which is a fine and
beautiful fruit, yellow striped with red, of a de-

licate taste, sweet scent, and generally eaten oft"

the tree. It is ripe in August.

The Minchall Crab, which is a handsome
middle-sized Lancashire apple, of a yellow co-

lour, with some brown spots. It is common in

the Manchester market, and keeps till April.

The Monstrous Rennet, which is a very large

apple, turning red towards the sun, and of a dark-

green on the other side. It is generally pre-

served on account of its magnitude, as the flesh

is apt to he mealy. It becomes ripe in October.

The Mother Hennet, which is rather under
the middle size, of a greenish colour, with a

little blush towards the sun. The eye is large

and deep, and the footstalk small.

The New-England Pippin, which is a large

angular-shaped apple, of a green colour, with a

little brownish-red towards the sun. It has a

pretty good flavour, and keeps till March.
The Newtown Pippin, which according to

Mr. Forsvth is an American Apple, but said to

be originally from Devonshire. It is a fine

large apple, of a greenish-yellow colour, and
red, with dark spots next the sun. When much
exposed, it is of a beautiful red towards the sun,

and of a gold colour on the other side. It has a

fine flavour when not kept till it is too ripe, as

then it becomes mealy. It is in eating from

November to January.

The New Red Must, which is a fine large
apple, of a pale red towards the footstalk, and
of a greenish colour towards the eye. It is a
ciJer apple, and for baking.
The New Red Pippin, which is a beautiful

middle-sized apple of a dark-red colour, with a
mixture of yellow on the side from the sun.
It keeps till March.
The Nonsuch, which is a good bearer, and

very fit either for the table or kitchen ; the cooks,
however, complain that it makes but a very
small proportion of sauce. It is ripe in Sep-
tember and October.

The Nine Square, which, according to For-
syth, is a Gloucestershire apple. It is a large

angular-shaped fruit, of a fine red towards the
sun, and yellow on the other side, with a small
mixture of red, keeping till April.

The Norfolk Colman, which is a middle-
sized apple, of a mahogany colour towards the
sun, and a dark green ou the other side. It

keeps till August.
The Norfolk Becfin, which is a good-sized

apple, rather flatted, of a deep red colour to-
wards the eye, but paler towards the footstalk.

The Norfolk Paradise, which is a large ap-
ple, of a dark red colour towards the sun, and
green on the other side. It is a nice baking
apple, and of a tolerable flavour for eatino-. It

keeps till the middle of May.
The Norfolk Storing, which is a pretty large

apple, of a dark red colour towards the foot-
stalk, and green towards the eye. It is of a
pleasant sharp flavour, being in eating from the
latter end of January to the latter end of April.
The Northern Greening, which is a fine ob-

long apple, full at the footstalk, of a pale-green
colour, with a little red towards the sun. It is

nearly of an equal size from the base to the
crown, and has a fine flavour, being ripe iw

January.

The Nonpareil, which is a fruit deservedly
valued for the briskness of its taste. It is sel-

dom ripe before Christmas, and, if well pre-
served, will keep till May. It is justly esteemed
one of the best apples that have been yet
known.
The Oak Peg, or Oaken Pin, which is an

oval-shaped middle-sized fruit, of a green co-
lour striped with white. It is very full towards
the footstalk, which is small, keeping till June.
The Old English Pearmain, which is an oval-

shaped apple, of a middle size, and fine red co-
lour, with a little yellow towards the eye. It is

of a pleasant sweet flavour; and is in eatino-

from January to March.
The Old Red Must, which is a fine large ap-

ple, somewhat resembling the New Red"Mu*t
2K 2
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both ill shape and colour, with the addition of

dark red spots toward the footstalk.

Tl>e Old Red Pippin, which is a middle-sized

apple, red towanls the sun, and of a greenish

colour on the other side. It is a good apple,

and keeps till March.
The Orange Pippin, which is about the size

of a large Golden Pippin ; of a beautiful gold

colour, with a little pale-red towards the sun.

It is a handsome apple, of a good flavour, and
makes a fine appearance at table, being in eating

in October, and keeps till March, but gets flat

in the taste when too long kept.

The Orleans Pippin, which is a small flat-

shaped apple, of a dark red colour; resembling

the Orleans Plum.
The Paradise Pippin, which is a handsome

middle-sized apple, of a reddish cast. It comes
into eating in October, but will not keep. It

grows mealy when too ripe.

The Pauson, which is below the middle size,

of a conical shape, and of a greenish yellow or

light green colour. It is ripe in January.
The Pile's Russet, which is a middle-sized

longish-shaped apple, russet about the foot-

stalk, yellow towards the middle, and of a

brownish red about the eye. It is a very firm

fruit, of a sharp acid flavour, being much
esteemed fo' baking. It ripens iu October, and
will keep till April.

The Pigeonette, which is rather below the

middle size, of a conical shape. It is of a

pink colour, pretty dark towards the sun.

The Pearson's Pippin, which is a nice apple,

about the size of a large Golden Pippin, of a yel-

lowish colour, and the form a little flat. In

Devonshire, according to Mr, Forsyth, they

put these Pippins into the oven just after the

bread is drawn, laying a weight over them to

flatten them, in the same manner as they do the

Beefin in Norfolk, and bring them to table as

a sweetmeat. It is a very good dessert apple,

and keeps till March.
The Pomme Grise, which is a fine apple,

from Canada, of a flattish form, and russet co-
lour, strealted beautifully with red. It ripens

late, and keeps till March. It is an excellent

eating apple.

The Pomme d'Api, which is much valued for

its colour, being of a bright red. The tree is a

good bearer, and the fruit is not subject to be
shaken with high winds. The fruit should be
suffered to hang on the tree till October or No-
vember, if the frost do not set in. It comes into

eating in February and March, and keeps long
;

but is more admired for its beauty than its flavour

or fineness of taste.

The Pomine Violette, the Violet Apple, which

is a pretty large fruit, of a pale-green, striped

with red towards ihe sun. It has a sugary juire,

and a flavour of violets, from which it takes its

name. It ripens in October, and continues in

eating till February or later.

The Poniroy, or King's Apple, which ripens

nearly as soon as the Juneting ; and, though
not so beautifully covered, is larger and mucii
better tasted. It has a sub-variety, which is a

winter apple.

The Pound Pippin, which is a large handsome
apple of a greenish colour ; and is good for

baking. It becomes ripe in January.

The Poor Man's Profit, which is a dingey-
coloured oval-shaped apple, below the middle
size. It is raised freely from cuttings; and
keeps till January.

The Queening, which is from Gloucester-

shire, is a large apple of an irregular shape,

having large ridges from the base to the crown.
It is of a dark red, but deepest towards the sun.

It is a good cider apple, and bakes well, keep-
ing till the latter end of November.
The Queening Kernel, which is a fine apple,

above llie middle size, of a deep red colour, co-

vered very thick with small whitish specks. It

is a tolerably good apple, and keeps till the lat-

ter end of April.

The Oueen's Pippin, which is a small hand-
soine apple, of a yellowish-green colour, some-
times inclining to red on the side next the sun.

It is a fine flavoured apple, very fit for the ta-

ble, coming into eating in January, and keep-

ing till May ; but is apt to grow mealy when
kept too long. Mr. Forsyth says, " the tree

never grows to the height of other apple-trees."

The Quince Apple, which is a middle-sized

fruit, of a yellow colour, with a little red to-

wards the eye. It is of a pleasant sharp flavour;

ripe in January, and keeps till April.

The Ramborn, which is a large fruit, of a
fine red ne.xt the sun, and striped with a yel-

lowish green. It ripens about the middle of
September.

The Red Pearmain, which is smaller than the

Pearmains in general. It is of a deep red, with
a little yellow on one side. A pleasant sweet

apple; and keeps till the middle of April.

The Red Streak, which is a handsome mid-
dle-sized apple, beautifully streaked with red.

It is a good cider apple, becoming ripe in Ja-
nuary.

The Red Streak Seedling, from Longleat,

which is from the Dorsetshire Red Streak,

is a beautiful apple, of a yellow colour streaked

with red, particularly next the sun. Forsyth

says. it is sold in the Bath and Bristol mar-
kets in the latter end of September and begin-
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ning of October. It is a pnlty good apple, but
docs not keep long.

The Red Bag, which is a beautiful large He-
refordshire apple, of a longish shape, streaked

all over with a dark red ; and is in eating about

the middle of October.

The Red Must, winch resembles the Old Red
Must in shape; but is of a dark red colour to-

wards the sun, and \elIow on the other side. It

is ripe about the middle of November.
Tlie Rcnnette Grise, which is a middle-sized

fruit, of a gray colour next the sun ; it is a very

good juicy apple, of a quick flavour, and ripens

about the latter cud of October.

The Red Sweet, \\ hich is a small round ap-

ple, red towards the sun, and of a greenish-

yellow on the other side. It is a good bearer,

according to Forsyth, " and much esteemed
among the country people of Cornwall formak-
ins; a kind of tart or pie, one of their dainties

at Christmas." It is a pretty good table apple,

and keeps till March.
The Ribston Pippin, which is a fine apple,

from Ribston Hall, near Knaresborough, in

Yorkshire. It is a little streaked with red to-

wards the sun, and vellow on the other side,

being one of the best apples for eating and
baking, and continues in use from the end of

October till April. It bears very well as a dwarf,

and no garden should be without it.

The Robinson's Pippin, which is about the

size of a Golden Pippin, of a green colour, and
partakes of the flavour both of a Golden Pippin

and a Nonpareil. It keeps till May.
The Royal George, which is a fine large ap-

ple, of a beautiful yellov. on one side and green

on the other. It is a good apple, and keeps

till June, but then grows mealy.

The Roval Nonpareil, which is a handsome
apple, of a flaitish shape, v.iili a small foot-

stalk and fine eye. It is about the size of a

common Nonpareil, of a green colour, with red

towards the sun. It is ripe in January, and
keeps till the latter end of March.
The Royal Pearmain, which is a fine large

apple, beautifully streaked with red. It is

ripe in January and keeps till March, being a

pretty good apple.

The Royal Russet, or I^cather-coat Russet,

which is a large fruit, and one of the best kit-

chen apples that we have. It is also a pleasant

eating apple, and a great beaver, being in use

from Oi tober to April.

The Russet Pippin, which is of a rough russet

colour towards the sun, and of a green colour,

sometimes inclining to yellow, on the other

side. It is a good keeping apple, and fit either

for baking or eating raw. It is ripe about

the beginning of February, and keeps till

March.
The Red and White Calville, which are good

apples, of a vinous taste ; some have a red, and
some a white pulp ; and the white is reckoned
of a most delicious flavour. They are in eatliic

in September and October.
The Sunnner Pearmain, which is striped with

red next the sun ; the flesh is soft, but soon
turns mealy; so that it is not much esteemed.
It is in eating in August and September.
The Silver Pippin, which is a handsonic mid-

dle-sized conical-shaped apple, of a fine vellow
colour, with a faint blush towards the sun. The
flesh is firm and very white, an.d of an excellent
flavoiu". It keeps till the middle of May, or later.

The Seek no Farther, which is a handsome
apple, rather above the middle size, of a pale-

green colour, a little streaked with red. It is of
a pleasant though not very high flavour; and
is in eating from January to May ; but is apt to

be mealy when kept longer than the beginning
of April.

The Sykehouse, wliich is a handsome mid-
dle-sized apple, from Sykehouse in Yorkshire,
of an orange colour towards the sun, sometimes
inclining to red, and yellow on the other side.

This is a fine eating apple; ripe in January,
and keeps till April.

The Stone Pippin, which is of a green colour
streaked with red towards the sun. It is of a

sharp taste, and is in eating from January till

the middle of May.
The Stoup Codlin, which is a large handsome

apple, of a pale-green colour, with a little red

towards the sun. It is a baking apple, of a

pleasant taste. It keeps till May.
The Striped Nonpareil Russet, which is a

handsome apple, of a greenish-russet colour,

with a little brownish-red towards the sun. It

is about the size of a large Nonpareil, is ripe in

January, and keeps till March.
The Spice Apple, which is a handsome mid-

dle-sized angular-shaped apple, of a yellow co-
lour, and a pleasant flavour. It is ripe in Ja-
nuary, and keeps til! March.
The Sk'.iir's Kernel, which is a conical-

shaped nv:.L.!v;-sized apple, beautifully streaked

with red. deepest towards the eye, and having a

good deal of vellow towards the footstalk. It is

ripe in JanuaiA', and keeps till March.
The Spice Rennet, which is a handsome ap-

ple, below the middle size, red towards the sun,

and yellow on the other side.

The Spanish Pearmain, which is a middle-
sized oblong apple, of a carnation colour, and
dark-red towards the sun. It is a pretty good
apple, and keeps till the beginning of May.
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'Itic Spanish Onion, wliich is a handsorne
rountl apple of a russet colour, with a dull red

towards the sun. This apple, which is ralher

below the middle size, is very good for the
dessert, keeping till March.
The Sharp's Russet, which is below the mid-

dle size, of a brownish-red colour towards the

sun, and a pale green on the other side. It is

shaped like the frustum of a cone; is of a pretty

gijod flavour, and keeps till May.
The Spencer's Pippin, which is a middle-

sized apple, of a yellowish colour, with many
dark spots, being a baking apple, and keeping
till the middle of May.
The Tankerton, which is a conical-shaped

yellow apple, with sometimes a little blush to-

wards the sun. It is an excellent sauce apple,

and bakes well, being of an agreeable taste, but
too large for the table. It will keep till February,
The Transparent Apple, which was intro-

duced from St. Petersburg; but is more curious
than useful : a tree or two, therefore, will be
sufficient for a garden. It ripens in September
and October.

The Trevoider Rennet, which is a small hand-
some nisset-colourcd apple, of an excellent fla-

vour, and will keep till Alay.

The White Corpendu, which is a middle-
sized long- shaped apple, of a yellowish colour.
It is a good eating apple, and ripens in January.
The Ward Apple, which is a beautiful flat-

shaped apple, rather below the middle size, of
a tine red towards the eye, and of a yellowish-
green towards the footstalk. It is a sharp-fla-
voured fruit, and keeps till June.
The Wheeler's Russet, which is of middling

size, the flesh firm, and of a quick acid flavour;
it is an excellent kitchen fruit, and keeps long.
It ripens in October.

The Wine Russet, which is a middle-sized
conical-shaped apple, of a dark russet colour,
and sharp flavour. It keeps till the latter end of
April.

The Wheeler's Extreme, which resembles the
Pomme Grise, and is about the size of a Non-
pareil. It is a flat-shaped apple, beautifully
clouded with red on a yellowish-russet ground

;

is of an excellent flavour, and keeps till April.
The White Must, which is a middle-sized

iiandsome apple, of a greenish-yellow colour,
with a little red towards the sun ; the flavour is

rather tart, but agreeable. It is ripe in January.
The Whitniore Pippin, which is a good-sized

handsome apple, streaked with red towards the
sun, and of a pale yellow on the other side. It

has firm flesh, of a tolerably good flavour, and is

in eating from November to the latter -end of
April, or later.

The Wiltshire Cat's-head, which is a large
handsome apple, red towards the sun, and
green on the other side. It is a very fine baking
apple, and of a good flavour, being ripe in Ja-
nuary.

The Winter Pearmain, or Herefordshire Pear-
main, w hich is of a fine red next the sun, and
striped with red on the other side; the flesh is

juicy, and stews well. It is fit for use in No-
vember, and if properly managed will keep till

the latter end of March.
The Winter Pomroy, which is a pretty large

conical-shaped apple, of a dark-green colour,
a little streaked with red towards the sun. The
coat is rather tough. It is a good baking ap-
ple, keeping till January.
The Winter Box Apple, w hich is a middle-

sized fruit, of a light-green colour, and keeps
till February.

The Woodcock, which is a good-sized ap-
ple, of a dark-red next the sun, and paler, with
a little mixture of yellow, on the other side. It
is ripe in January, and keeps till March, being
a good cider apple.

The Wright's Nonpareil, which is a Salopian
apple, benig agreat bearer, of a good size, and
a httle flatted. It is a good kitchen apple, and
keeps till June. The tree is smaller in size than
most other apple-trees.

The Yorkshire Greening, which is a good-
sized flatted apple, of a dull-red colour, with a
little green towards the eye. It keeps till Au-
gust, or often later.

To these the following list has been subjoin-
ed, of useful Apples, for different purposes :

The Aged Pippin
; the Aromatic Broadinff,

which is sometimes known by the title of the
Summer Broading; the Autumn Pearmain; the
Barcelona Pearmain, the Beaufin, which' are
good for baking, and sometimes known by the
names of the Lincolnshire Beaufin, the York-
shire Beaufin, and the Norfolk Bcefin

; the Black
Moor, which is good for cider ; the Bontradue,
the Cawood Timely, which is good for eatino

;
the Chardin's Sans-pareil, which is good tor
eating; the Chester Pearmain; the Costard,
which IS proper for cider ; the Cotton Pippin,
the Covadies, the Darling Pippin, the Derby-
shire Crab, the Devonshire Buckland, the Dou-
ble-blossom Scarlet Crab, the Dowsen's, the
Dutch Paradise; the Early Nonpareil, also good
for eating; the Everlasting Hanger, which is
good for cider; the Eyer's Greening, also good
tor baking

;
the Frank Ranibour, the Frazer's,

the French Pippin, the French Paradise; the
Gennet Moyle, good for cider; the Golden
Doucet, the Golden Noble, the Golden Lustre
the Gray Noble, the Gray's Pippin ; the Green
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Blundrel, which is good for cider ; the Green
Pearinain, whicli is also proper for that liquor

;

the tlavers's Monster, the Hay's fine large

baking Apple ; the Hertfordshire Uiider-lcaf,

which is fine for cider; the Hughes's New Gold-
en Pippin, the June Keeping, the Kiplino's

Pippin, the Kirke's Incomparable ; the Kitchen
Rennet, good for baking; the Lancashire House-
wife, useful in the same way ; the Large Yellow
Pippin, the Large Golden Pippin, good for eat-

ing, sometimes known by the name of Baker's

GvlJen Pippin ; the Large Apple Williamson,
the Lawman's ; the Lincolnshire Rennet, proper

for baking; Lord Islay's Pippin, the Neal's Sum-
mer Kentish; the New England, good for baking;

the New York Pippin, the Nutmeg, the Orge-
line, or Orjeline; the Oxhead Pearmain, esteem-
ed for eating, also known by the name of
Earl of Yarmouth's Pearmai/i ; the Pie Pie, the

Pine-Apple Russet, the Pipy Russet ; the Pom-
philia, esteemed for eating ; the Oueen's Pear-

main, the Red- fleshed Beaufin, the Red Vacan,
the Ronald's Oueen Charlotte; the Robine, good
for baking; the Royal Wilding, proper for eider

;

the Scarlet Pearmain, the Sheppard's Russet, the

Siberian Crab, the Sir Charles Wager's, the

Spit, the Stout Buckland ; the Striped Beaufin,

which is good for baking ; the Stubbard ; the

Styre, proper for cider ; the Summer Redstrcak,

which is also used in the same way ; the Summer
Pippin, the Summer Russet ; the Summer Col-
man, which is good for baking ; the Summer
Majetin, the Ten Shillings, the Tom Two Years

Old ; the Transparent Codlin, esteemed for

baking; the Virgin ; the White Pippin, good for

eating ; the White Sour, the Welch Lemon
Pippin, the Whykins's Pippin, the Wine Sop

;

the Winter Redstrcak, esteemed for cider ; the

W^inter Colman, good for baking ; the Winter
Broading, also proper for baking; the Winter
Majetin, and the Yellow Buckland.

The sorts of apples advised for a small gar-

den are the following: The Juneting,the Golden
Pippins, the Nonsuch, the Ribston Pippin, the

Nonpareils, the Queen's Apple, the Sykehouse,

the Golden Rennet, the Aromatic Pijipin, the

Gray Leadington, the Scarlet Pearmain, the Le-
mon Pippin, the Pomme Grise, the French

Crab, and different sorts of Russetins and Cod-
lins, for baking.

There are other varieties and sub-varieties

that may be equally valuable with many of

the above.

The third is a tree which, when it blossoms in

perfection, is highly ornamental. It blossoms

about the end of April or beginning of May.
The flowers are large, of a pale red when open.

and semi-double; the buds are of a much deeper
hue. The fruit is sparingly produced, and of
little value. It is probably a native of China.
The fourth species has a strong woody stem,

sendnig out many side-branches, and covered
with a smooth brown bark. The leaves are

shaped like those of the cherry-tree; are of a
deep green on their upper side, but paler on
their under, slightly serrate, and on long foot-

stalks. The flowers come out in bunches from
the side of the branches on long slender pe-
duncles ; the petals are white, and shaped like

those of the first sort, appearing in April; and
are succeeded by roundish fruit, about the size

of large Duke cherries, changing to a yellowish

colour variegated with red, of a very austere

taste, decaying like the fruit of the Medlar, and
then more palatable. It is supposed to be a na-
tive of Siberia. There are varieties in the size

of the fruit.

The fifth has the umbel on smooth peduncles.

The cal\ xes are smooth on the outside ; to men-
tose within : the leaves like those of the Apple,
but more smooth, and more finely serrate, longer

and narrower, and cut into acute angles on their

sides. The flowers have a fragrant odour. It is

a native of America, where the inhabitants plant

them for stocks to graft apples upon. It flowers

here in May.
The sixth species is a low crooked and dis-

torted tree, covered with a brown bark, and
much branched. The leaves are roundish or

ovate, entire, above dusky green, underneath

whitish, on short petioles. The flowers large.

Corolla pale red or white. The calyx spreading,

serrate, the length of the coroHa. The fruit a

pome, varying in shape in the different varieties

—globular, oblong or pear-shaped. It is sup-

posed a native of Austria See.; flowering in May
and Jimc.

There are the following varieties :—The Pear

Quince, with oblong-ovate leaves, and an ob-

long fruit lengthened at the base ; the Apple
Quince, with ovate leaves and a rounder fruit

;

the Portugal Quince, with obovale leaves, and

an oblong fruit which is more juicy and less harsh

than the others, and therefore the most v.aluable.

The Quince is a very beautiful tree when in

flower, as well as when the fruit is ripe in the

autumn, and was cultivated in this country at a

very early period, According to Mr. Forsyth,
" the best sort for planting in the fruit-garden is

the Portugal, being the fittest for baking or

stewing. ~It is of "a fine purple colour when
dressed, and is nutch better for marmalade than

any of the other sorts. The oblong kind,

and the Apple Ouincej are also planted," he says
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" in these situations, anti other sorts are employ-
ed in the shubbcries for producing variety."

The above sort is likewise valuable lor mix-
ing with apples in making pics, puddings, &c.

as they add a quickness to the flavour when flat.

Cvlture in the Pear kind—These trees arc

raised bv grafting and budding upon any kinds

of pear-stocks ; occasionally upon quince-

stocks, and soniciiiTics upon wiiitc-thorn stocks;

but the first sort aie preferable for general use to

-^have large trees, and the second for moderate

growers.

The numerous varieties of these trees having

been first accidentally obtained from seed, and as

these seedlings rarely produce the same sons
ajrain, the approved kinds are continued and in-

creased only by grafting or budding upon stocks

raised from the kernels of the kinds just men-
tioned. In order to restrain the growth of these

trees white-thorn stocks have also been used; but

these are not so generally successful, and are

almost in total disuse in the nurseries : of course

pear-stocks are proper for general use, for prin-

cipal large trees, both for walls, espaliers, and
standards ; and quince-stocks for smaller

growths. For raising the stocks, the seeds or

kernels of the uift'erent sorts should be sown in

the latter end of autumn, as October, Novem-
ber, or December, or early in the spring, in

beds of light earth, covering them near an inch

deep ; they come up in the spring : and in au-
tumn, winter, or spring following, the strongest

should be planted out in nursery-rovi's to ren>aiii

for grafting and budding, for which, after having
from one to two or three years' growth, they

will be of proper size.

The operations of grafting and budding should
be performed in the usual method ; the former in

the spring, and the latterin summer. See Graft-
iNGand Budding. For this purpose the grafts and
buds should be procured from such trees as pro-
duce the finest fruit of the respective sorts ; those

designed as dwarfs for walls, espaliers, or stan-

dard-dwarfs, being grafted or budded near the

Jjottom ; and in those for half and full stand-
ards, the stocks may either be previously trained

up from three or four to seven or eight feet high
to form a stem, then grafted near the top, or be
grafted low in the -stock, like the dwarfs, and the

first main shoot trained for a stem the above
height : the grafted trees, both dwarfs and stand-
ards, shoot the same year, but the budded ones
not till the spring after; and when their heads
are two years old from the grafting and budding,
they may, if thought proper, be planted out
for good, or remain longer in the nursery, as may
be found convenient.

The dwarfs for walls, espaliers, S:c, whclhrr
they remain longer in the nursery, or be trans-

planted at a vear old into tlic garden, should have
the first shoots from the graft or bud, when a

year old, headed down iii March to five or six

eyes, to force out a proper supplv of four, six,

or more lateral branches near the ground, to

furnish the wall or espalier with bearers quite

from the botton), these readily producing others

to cover the upper part.

Standards, supposing them to be grafted on
high stocks, may either be headed near the top

of the stock, or permitted to run up, as the case

may req^iire, so that if shortened it will force out
laterals near the head of the stem, and form a

more spreading full head ; and if suffered to run
up with the lirst shoots entire, they form higher

and generally more upright heads in the end.

Such standards, however, as are grafted or bud-
ded as low in the stock as for dwarfs, must have
the first shoot trained upright at full length, six

or seven feet high for a stem ; if for full stand-

ards, they may either be topped at six feet

height, to force out laterals near that part to

form a spreading head, or suffered to riui and
branch in its own way to fortn a more erect and
higher head.

The headed trees, both dwarfs and standards,

on being cut down iit the spring, soon branch
out from all the eyes immediately below ; wheii

care should be taken during the summer to trim

off all shoots from the stem, suffering all the top

shoots to reinain entire ; when they will fonti

handsome beginning young heads by the end
of summer, and in autumn, winter, or spring

following, may be finally planted out into the

garden, &c.
When from necessity they are retained longer in

the nursery, the whole should have proper prun-
ing to reform irregular growths, and the different

trees be trained accordingly, suffering the whole to

branch away at full length, not shortening any
after the above general heading down, when a

year old, except it should seem occasionally ne-
cessary, either to reduce any casual irregularity,

or to procure a more full supply of lower branch-

es ; after which no further general shortening

should be practised to these sort of trees ; for,

after having obtained a proper set of regular

branches near the head of the stem, they

readily furnish more in their turn to increase the

head on the upper part.

In regard to planting out the trees, they are

mostly of proper growth for this purpose when
from one or two to four or five years old, from
the graft or bud ; but if larger trees are required,

those of six or eight years old may be safely

8
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transplanted
;
younger trees, however, always

succectl well, even when only two or three vears

old.

In selcctini^ pear-trees for planting, Mr. For-

syth advises ihe ehoosing of the oldest trees that

can be found instead of the young ones, and
such as have airong stems ; to have tlicm care-

fully taken up, with as much of the roots as

possible, and carefully planted, after cutting in

the roots a little, spreading them as horizontally

as can be done. Then to fill up all round the

roots with light dry mould ; forcing it in, about

those \vhich lie hollow, with a sharp-pointed

stick ; filling the whole up to the top without

treading the mould, till the hole be first filled

with as niueh water as it will contain, leaving it

a day or two until the ground has absorbed the

water ; then to throw on some fresh dry mould
and tread it as hard as possible, filling the hole

up again with mould to within an inch of the

top, and giving it a second watering, leaving the

mould about three inches higher than the bor-

der, to settle of itself, and to receive the rain

that falls, for at least a month. When the

mould has become quite dry, it may be trodden

a second time; then make a large bason all

round the tree, and giving it another watering,

mulching the top over with some rotten leaves

or dung, continuing to water the trees once a

week in dry weather, and sprinkling the tops fre-

quently with a pot, or hand engine, to keep the

wood from shrivelling till they have taken fresh

root :—and where the trees are planted against a

wall, the stems should stand sloping towards it

;

the lower parts of them being six inches from the

bottom of the wall, to give them room to grow,

as when planted close to the wall at bottom, the

stems, in growing, will, he says, be confined on
the back, grow flat, and be very unsightly.

If any roots are in the way, to hinder it from
being planted near enough to the wall, they

must be cut off; at the same time taking care

that the tree does not lean to either side, but

that, when viewed in front, it appear perfectly

upright. Sometimes standards and half-stand-

ards are, he says, seen planted a foot or two from
the wall, which gives them a very disagreeable ap-

pearance : six inches is, he thinks, quite suffi-

cient. Much care should be taken not to wound
the stem or root of the tree in planting.

When young trees have two stems, he advises

always to cut off one of them, leaving the stout-

est and straightest, planting that side outwards
which has most buds on it.

It is added, that when the buds begin to break
well, the trees should be headed down to three or

four eyes, to fill the wall with fine wood, but ne-
ver afterward, except the leading shoot to fill the

Vol. II.

wall, leaving the fore-right shoots to be pruned,
as hereafter directed. He has "had some trees

that had forty pears on them the second year
;

while some of the same kind bore only eleven

pe.irs the fourteenth year after planting with the

conunon method of pruninrr."

When such old trees as recommended above
cannot be procured, the stoutest and cleanest of
the one-year's old alter grafting should, he says,

be provided.

Where any of these trees become stunted after

a number of years, they should be headed dowrt
as hereafter directed, which will bring them into

fresh vigour and fruitfulness.

The proper season for planting them out is

any time in open weather from the end of Oc-
tober till March, but the autunm or early win-
ter are the most advantageous ])eriods.

They succeed well in any common garderl

soil, or good fertile orchard-ground, or field, that

is not very wet, or of a stiff or stubborn qua-
lity, but moderately light and friable to the depth
of one spade at least, and if more the better.

The ground should be prepared by proper trench-
ing one or two spades deep, as the depth of good
soil will admit, wholly if for a full plantation,

or only along the place for each row of trees, in

the place for each tree ; or only a hole for each
tree at proper distances.

The proper distance for planting the dwarf
sorts for walls or on espaliers, is for those on
free stocks at not less than twenty feet, but if

twenty-five, or more, the better, especially if the

wails be rather low, &c. that there may be full

scope to extend their branches considerably in a

horizontal direction, as they will efl'ectually fill

that space, or even much more if it be allowed'

them ; but they are often planted much nearer

together. It is however of importance to give

these trees sufficient room, and the higher the

walls the better, as is evident by those trees grow-
ing against the ends of high buildings, as they

extend themselves very considerably every way.
Some plant cherry-trees or other moderate
shooting fruit-trees in the intervals for a few
years, till the pears advance in growth and ap-

proach one another, when they should be re-

moved. They are to be planted in the usual way,
with their heads erttire. See Planting.
But for trees that are dwarfed by grafting or

budding upon quince-stocks, from fifteen to

eighteen feet may be a proper distance for plant-

ing, either for walls or espaliers.

In respect to the distance at which pear-

trees should be planted against walls, it is ob-

served by Mr. Forsyth that when they " are

grafted on free stocks, such as Colmars, Pear

D'Auche,Crasanes,L'Esehasseries,Virgouleuses,

28
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and Winter and Summer BonchrCticiis, it should

be at least twelve yards distant t'roni each other,

supposing the walls to be troui twelve to sixteen

leet high ; but when they are only ten feet, fif-

teen yards will be little enough for the pur-

pose."

V. here they are planted on south walls, vines,

peaehes, nectarines, or apricots, may be plant-

ed between them, till the trees extend so far as

nearly to meet each other : then they may be

removed to any other situation in the garden

where they are wanted. And where the pears

are planted on west walls, the same sort of trees

may be planted between them as on south walls
;

tlie fruit on a west aspect will, he says, come
into use to succeed that on the south. On an

last wall ditferent sorts of plums and cherries

may be planted, he says, between the pear-trees

till they almost meet, then transplanted as stand-

ards or wall-trees.

He advises that the borders for pear-trees in

a large garden should not be less than from ten

to twenty feet wide, with a foot-path about

three feet from the wall, covered over at top with

coal-ashes or road-sand, to make a dry walk for

getting at the trees to cut and nail them, to ga-

ther the fruit, &:e. And that the dejith of the

mould for them should never be less than three

I'eet, laying the best mould at top, to encourage

the roots to come as near the surface as possible.

If the bottom be clay, it will, he says, be very ne-

cessary, once in every five or six years, to open
the ground round the roots of the trees, and cut

off all the large ones that arc inclining to run

into the clay; as by this practice the trees will

throw out fresh roots that will run near the sur-

face, provided the mould is good near the top of

the borders.

He suggests that a crop of early peas, lettuces,

spinach, or any other small crops, may be grown
on the borders, during the winter and spring

;

but no late crops by any means. If the ground
can be spared, he would advise to have no sum-
mer crops, but keep the borders hoed, in particu-

lar after rain ; otherwise the ground, if a strong

loamy or clayey soil, will be apt to crack in dry

weather ; but by frequent stirring between wet

and dry this will in a great measure be prevent-

ed, and the sun's rays admitted into the mould,

which will greatly heighten the flavour of the

fruit. When you can conveniently spare the

borders in winter, they should be ridged up to

swee»tcn the mould, which may be very well done

if you sow early peas on the sides of the ridges
;

which is by far the best way to preserve the peas

from the frost, and to prevent them from rotting,

which will Sometimes happen, if (.he land be

strong, before they begin to vegetate : or, you

you may sow an early crop of carrots or spinach

on these borders.

In regard to the general management in the

training and pruning of these trees, if the young
wall and espalier trees thus planted are only one

year old from the graft or bud, havmg their

first shoots of a \ear-old entire, these should in

the spring be headed down to five or six inches,

to force out lower horizontal branches ; but it"

they have been y)reviously headed, as advised

above, and have thrown out laterals to form a

regular set of horizontal branches, consisting of

six or more near the bottoiri, they should not

now be shortened, but trained to the wall or es-

palier at full length horizontally, preserving an

equal number on each side five or six inches

asunder : thcv will readily emit a further supply

of horizontal shoots lo cover the wall, &c. regu-

larly upward, and at the same time not being

shortened, they gradually form themselves for

bearing, as everv shortening of the branches of

these trees retards their bearing a year at least

:

if, however, there is a want of branches, some
of the middlemost may be pruned short, and

trained to the wall or espalier. According as

the trees shoot in summer, a further supply of

all the regular shoots in everv part \\ here they oc-

cur, should be trained in at lull length, unless it

shall seem necessary to prune some strong shoots

to obtain a greater supplv of horizontal branches

the same year, in order to furnish the head as

soon as possible : at this time, however, displace

all the fore-right and other irregular growths oS

the year, continuing the supply of regular shoots

close to the wall, as they advance in length du-
ring their sununer's growth. And in the winter

pruning, the sup])ly of shoots attained in sum-
mer should be well examined, selecting all those

that are well placed and properly situated for

training in, to increase the number of horizontal

branches on each side, which should be left

wholly entire, and at the same time retrenching

anv superfluities and ill-placed shoots omitted hv

sunmier ; then the whole suppl)' of regular ho-

rizontal branches in every part should be trained

in straitfht and close to the wall or espalier,

equally on both sides of the tree, every branch
at the full length, at four, five, or si.\ inches

a])art. See Wall- and Espalier-Tuees, and
PlUiNING.

There is another method sometimes practised

in training these trees for walls and espaliers,

which is, that after tb.eir first heading down and
having thrown out several laterals, to select three

of the strongest and most regularly placed, one

on each side and one in the iriiddle, nailing the

two side ones horizontally at full length, and the

middle cne upright 5 the tree having produced a.
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turiher supply of shoots in the following year,

add two or four of them as side branches, ar-

rann-in'T them on each side of the stem as the two

former, training the middle shoot still in an up-

right directivin 7 observing that where it does not

finnish horizontals low enough, it niay be

shortened so as to make it throw out shoots at

any requisite height, continuing the middle one

always upward for a stem, and the side ones for

bearers.

In either of these methods of training the

trees, continue yearly increasing the luun-

bcr of horizontal shoots, till the full space of

wallinsor espalier is regularly covered with bear-

ers at equal distances, constantly continuing them

all at full length, as far as the scope of walling,

&c. will permit; as they naturally form fruit-

spurs at every eve, almost their whole length,

and the same bmnches continue in a fruitful

state a great length of time.

When the trees have once filled the wall or

espalier with branches, they need but very little

further supply for many years, and that only oc-

casionally, according as any worn-out or de-

cayed branch occurs, and wants renewing with

young wood. See Pruning.
In the after-prunings in the summer, which

should be begun in May, or early in June,

rub off all the superfluous and unnecessary
'

shoots of the year, and all fore-right and other

ill-placed shoots, retrenching them quite close,

being careful to leave the terminating shoot of

every horizontal or bearer entire ; and reserving

here and there a well-placed shoot towards the

lower parts in particular, and where there are any

apparent vacancies, to train up between the mo-
ther branches, till winter pruning, when if not

wanted they must be retrenched.

Jn the winter pruning, which may be per-

formed anytime; from the fall of the leaf until

March, the branches should be generally ex-

amined to see if they are any where too

nuich crowded, or trained irregularly ; and w here

any such occur, they should be regulated as

they may require ; and where there are any va-

cancies, some contiguous shoots, reserved in the

summer dressing, should be laid in, and all the

other shoots not wanted must be cut clean out

close to the branches, being careful still to pre-

serve the terminating shoot of every branch en-

tire, in alJ parts, as far as the allotted space

admits, likewise all the fruit-spurs in every

part, fastening in all the branches regularly at

full length.

In pruning old trees at this season, where de-

cayed and worn-out branches occur, they should

be cut out, and young wood trained in its stead;

jikcwisc; where any branchy through age or any

other defect, is bccoine barren or worn out, it

should be retrenched, and some eligible lower

young branch or shoot be laid in in Us place.

Where any of the choicer sorts of these trees

are become worn out and barren, they should

be renewed with young bearers, by heading tiic

branches wholly down near the bottom in win-

ter or spring, when they brc.ik out in the old

wood, and in the iollowing summer furnish a

large supply of strong young shoots, which
should be trained according to the rules already

laid down, when they will soon form a sort of

new tree, and bear good fruit.

After each winter-pruning, the trees whicli

are against walls and espaliers require a general

nailing, &c., wliich should always be done wiiii

great regularity. See Wall-Treks, and Espa-
lier-Trees.
The mode of training dwarf standard trees of

this sort is shown in speaking of trees of that

kind. See Dwarf Trees.
In respect to the culture of the borders where

this sort of wall- or espalier-trees are grow-

ing, it is commonly digging them once every

year, adding manure occasionally in common
with the other parts of the garden ; but if some
good rotten dung be applied every other year,

and tke ground well dug or trenched every win-

ter, it greatly promotes the size and perfection

of the fruit.

In regard to standard-trees of this kind, any

of the sorts bear plentifully in any open situa-

tion, though the fruit may not always be so

large and fine as those of w all- and espalier-trees :

summer and autumn pears however ripen in

great perfection on standards, as also most of

the common winter pears. In planting them,

trees of from two or three to four or five years

old, havin<r tolerable heads, are of a proper age

and size for the purpose, and are preferable To

older trees for any general plantation. They
should be planted w ith all their heads entire,

except retrenching any very irregular -placed

branch, in the usual manner of tree-planting.

See 1'lantino.

In their future growth they should be suffered

to branch naturally, so as to form large branchy

heads, suffering them all to remain entire.

The general culture of this sort of trees, in re-

spect to pruning, is very trifling, and only re-

quired occasionally, probably only once in several

years ; such as the retrenching any irregular

growin"' branches, and thinning such branches

as are very much crowded, cutting out all de-

caved wood, and eradicating suckers from the

roots and stems. See Fkuning.
Where standard-trees are situated in a garden,

in which the ground is necessarily dug over and

S2 S 2
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trenched anmiallv for the reception of the undcr-
crops, and occasionally enriched with dung, they

generally produce tiner fruit than in orchards, or

other places where the ground is not in similar

culture.

Mr. Forsyth observes that " the method of

pruning pear-trees is very difierent IVoin that

£ractised for apple-trees in general, in which the

constant practice has been to leave great spurs

as big as a man's arm, standing out from the

walls from one foot to eighteen inches and up-
wards." The constant pruning, he says," inevi-

tably brings on the canker; and, by the spurs

standing out so far from the wall, the blossom
and fruit are liable to be much injured by tiie

frost and blight':ng winds, and thus the sap will

not have a free circulation all over the tree. The
sap will always find its way first to the e.xtre-

mities of the slioots; and the spurs will only re-

ceive it in a small proportion, as it returns from
the ends of the branches ; and the fruit stand-

ino; at so sreat a distance from the wall is too

much exposed to the vi-eather, and, ot course,

is liable to be hard, spotted and kernelly."

The following method, he says, he has prac-

tised where the trees were all over cankered, and
the fruit bunall, and not fit to be sent to the

table. " He cut the tops off as near as possible to

where they were grafted, always observing to

cut as close to a joint or bud as possible. The
buds are hardly perceptible, but it canalways, he
says, be known where the joints, or forks, are,

by the branches breaking out of the sides."

He adds, that " finding the pear-trees in Ken-
sington Gardens in a very cankery and unfruitful

state, in the years 1784 and 5, he took out the

old mould from the borders against the walls,

and put in fresh loam in its stead ; at the same
time he pruned and nailed the trees in the com-
mon way, and left them in that state upwards of

tightetn months, to see what effect the fresh

mould would have on them ; but, to his great

surprise, he found that it had no good effect."

After ihis trial he began to consider what
should be done in order to recover these old

trees. In this attempt he " began with cutting

down four old and decayed pear-trees of different

kinds, near to the place where they had been
grafted : this operation was performed on the 1 5th

of May, 17S6. Finding that they put forth fine

shoots, he headed down four more on the i!Oth

of June in the same year (for by this lime the

i'ormcr had shoots of a foot long), which did

e(jually well, and bore some fruit in the following

year. One of the first four that he headed down
was a St. Gennain, which produced nineteen fine

large well-flavoured pears next year, and in the

third bore qiore fruit than it tild in its former

state when it was four times the size. He left

seven trees upon an east wall, treated according

to the common method of pruning, which bore

the iollowing number of pears upon each tree :

E])ined'Hyver produced ci^hty-six pears, and the

tree spread fifteen yards ; a Crasane produced one

hundred pears, and the tree spread fourteen

yards ; another Crasane produced sixteen pears,

and the tree spread ten yard-: : a Virgoleuse pro-

duced one hundred and fifty pears, and the tree

spread nine yards ; a Colmar produced one hun-
dred and fifty pears, and the tree spread nine

yards ; anothir Colmar produced seventy nine

pears, and the tree spread tea yards ; a L'Es-

chasserie produced sixty pears.

" But seven trees headed down and pruned

according to his own method, leaving the fore-

right shoots in summer, bore, he says, as follows,

in the fourth year after heading :—a Louisbonne

bore four hundred and sixty-lhree pears, and the

tree spread nine yards ; another Louisbonne bore

three hundred and ninety-one pears, and spread

eight yards ; a Colmar bore two hundred and

thirteen pears, and spread six yards ; a Brown
Beurre bore five hundred and three pears ; an-
other Brown Beurre bore five hundred and fifty

pears ; a Crasane bore five hundred and twenty

pears; a Virgouleuse bore five hundred and

eighty pears. And he adds that the branches

of the four last trees spread nearly in the same
proportion as the first three. He also states that

a young Beurre, the second year after heading,

bore two hundred and thirty pears; and a St.

Germain four hundred. All the above trees

stooJ in the same aspect and the same wall,

and the fruit was numbered in the same year.

A great many pears which dropped from the

trees are not reckoned. The trees that were

pruned according to the old practice covered at

least one-third more wall than the other.

From this statement it appears, he says, that

the trees headed down bore upwards of five

times the quantity of fruit that the others did
;

and that it keeps increasing in proportion to the

progress of the trees. This is an important

statement in the culture and management of old

trees of this sort ; and the following fact with

respect to standards is deserving of great atten-

tion :

—

" On the 20th of June he headed several

standards that were almost destroyed by the

canker ; some of them were so loaded w ith fruit

the following year, that he was ol)!Iged to prop
the branches, to prevent their being broken
down by the weight of it. In the fourth year

after these standards were headed down, one of

them bore two thousand eight hiuulred and forty

pears. There were three standards on the same
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border with the above, two of which were St.

Gennaiiis; the old tree was of the same kind.

One of these trees, twenty years old, had five

hundred p.ars on it, which was a great crop for

its siiie : so that there were on the old tree, which

had been headed down not quite four years, two

thousand three hundred and forty pears more
than on the tree of twenty years growth. When
the men numbered the pears, there was. he says,

near a barrowful of wind-falls at the bottom of

the old tree, \\hieh were not included.

1 hese and other statements are given in his

usehd Treatise on the Culture of Fruit-Trees.

The follov.ing is the method which he pur-

sues in training trees that are cut near to the

place where they were grafted :

—

" In the month of March, every year, he

shortens the leading shoot to a foot or eighteen

inches, according to its strength : this shoot

will, he says, if the tree be strong, grow from

five to seven feet long in one season ; and, if

left to nature^ would run up without throwing

out side-shoots. The reason for thus shorten-

ing the leading shoot is, he says, to make it

thiow out side-shoots ; and if it be done close to

a bud, it will frequently cover the cut in one

season, leaving only a cicatrix. When the

shoots are very stronsr, he cuts the leading ones

twice in one season) by this method he gets two
sets of sid«-shoots in one year, which enable

him the sooner to cover the wall. The first

cutting is performed any time during the spring,

and the second about the middle of June.

When you prune the trees, and cut the fore-

right shrots, which should be done in February

or March, always cut close to an eye or bud,

observing where you see the greatest number of

leaves at the lower bud^ and cut at them; for at

the footstalk of every one of these will be pro-

duced a flower-bud. The same will hold good
in cutting the superfluous shoots on standard

pears." He adds, that " you will have in some
sorts of pears, in a favourable season, from five

to nine pears in a cluster. This cutting should

not be later than March, or the beginning of

April, on account of the leading shoot begin-

ning to grow : the next topping, when the lead-

ing shoot grows quick enougli to admit of it,

should be about the middle of June ; and the

length of the shoots should be according to their

strength, having from three eyes, or buds, to

fix on a side."

It is added that " the cankery part beginning

to afllct the new bark, he cut ofl'all the canker at

the bottom, and plastered the place with some
cov, -dung, mixed with wood-ashes and powder
of burnt bones, put into as much urine and
soapsuds as would make it of the consistence of

thick paint; this he laid on with a painter's

brush. After it had been applied about three

hours, he patted it gently down, with his hand,

close to the tree. Jiv so doing, he gets rid, he

says, of all the air-bubbles that may be under

the Composition, and makes it adhere to the

tree, preventing it from being washed ofTby hea-

vy rains. And in the beginning of August he

shortens the foreright shoots to about four inches

Ions: ; by this time the shoot will have made its

full growth for the season, and will produce fine

stronti eyes for the following year. Such shoots

as grow near the stem of the tree, if any are

wanted to fill up the wall, may, he says, be

tucked-in as directed for peaches. This will

prevent them from looking unsightly, and save

them from the fury of the autumnal and winter

winds."
Ilf further advises, that " whenever the trunk

is hollow, it be followed under ground till

you have cut out all the decayed parts and rotten

roots, otherwise you will lose the tree. By pro-

ceeding according to the foregoing directions,

the root will, he says, be renewed, while the

tree is forming a fine handsome head. In the

mean-time the borders should be trenched,

taking up all the old roots, and adding some
fresh mould to them, if you can conveniently

get it ; if you cannot, remove all the sour mould
that is about the roots of the trees, and put in

some taken from the border, at a distance from
ihe wall ; always remembering to lay the top

spit next to the roots of the trees ; also, to mix
some vegetable mould, from the melon and cu-

cumber beds, with rotten leaves, as a manure
for the borders."

lie has " headed down, he says, many trees

that had not this preparation ; and vet they

throve very well, but dlil not send forth such

fine roots and shoots as those that were so pre-

pared."

He concludes by observing, that " if the

above directions be followed, more pears w ill be

procured in three or four vears than can be done

in twenty-five vcars by planting young trees,

and pruning and managing them in the com-
mon way. It is added, that if it should b'.

found, that, before the pears arrive at half their

natural size, thev get stLinted, after cold blight-

ing winds, and frosty nights, he would recom-

mend a new operation to be performed when
the weather betjins to grow mild, which is to

take a sharp penknife, and with the point of it

make an incision through the rind of the pear

from the footstalk to the eye, in the same way
as in scarifying a bark-bound tree, taking care

to penetrate as little into the ilesli of the pear as

possible. At the same time beat up some fresh
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icow-dungwitb wood-ashes, and with your fore-

tingt.'r rub in a little ot this Composition where

voii made the scarification; as the wound heal?,

the Composition will be discharged troni the

fruit ; this will prevent the pears trcnn cracking

and burstina:, which renders iliein good I'or no-

thing. Tl'.e sorts that are most liable to this dis-

order are, he observes, the Colmor, Virgou-

leuse, and Crasane. lie only, however, recom-

mends this operation for w all pears, as it may
be thou2;ht by some a troublesome operation,

and it will certainly take up some time."

The maturity of the pear is generally known
by its changing from a green to a yellow or

reddish colour. Sec, and by the frequent falling

from the tree, and when with a gentle twist or

turn upwards, it easily quits its hold ; but these

sio'ns of ripeness are more particularly observable

in'Summer and Autmnn pears ; as Winter pears

not being maturely ripe when gathered, often re-

quire a good pull before they quit the branches.

The Sunnner pears ripen in succession in dif-

ferent sorts, from about the beginning or mid-

dle of July till the middle of September; many
of the earliest ripening all at once, as it were,

and continuing good but a few days, either on

the tree or when gathered, nor will any of the

sorts keep good long ; and none of these sorts

should hang on the tree till soft ripe, as in that

case most of them would be mealy and insipid.

These sorts should be gathered as soon as they

are arrived to full growth, and just begin to co-

lour and discover maturity, but before they be-

come soft and mellow. For family use, they

may be gathered from ihe tree according as they

attain perfection ; but the general crops of each

sort should be always taken down before they

ripen fully, and be laid in any dry room; none

of the kiiids will keep long, son)e only a few

days, and scarcelv any of them above a fortnight,

though from diflerent varieties ripening at dif-

ferent times, the succession is continued for

eight or ten weeks.

The Autumn sorts ripen in diflerent varieties,

from about the middle of September till the end

of October ; some of the forwardcst become

eatable on the tree, others requiring to lie some
time after being gath.ered before they acquire

perfection. The different sorts of these pears

should be cathered according as they arrive to

maturity: "those designed to keep some time,

may be c^thercd in dry weather, just when they

have attained full growth, as shown by their

frequent dropping, and by their readily quitting

the trees on being handled, and laid in a dry

close room, or in baskets, each sort separately.

The Winter kinds attain their full growth on

the trees about the end of October or beginning

of November; but the eatable kinds do not ac-

quire m.aturity for that purpose on the tree, or
for some considerable time after they are ga-
thered, some probably in a month, others two
or three, aird some more, and some sorts not
till the spring following. But the baking kinds
may be used any time from October or Novem-
ber during their continuance.

All Wmtcr pears should be indulged with as

full growth on the tree as the weather will per-
mit, even until the end of October or first week
in November in the later kinds, if the season con-
tinues mild : be cautious, however, to get them
gathered before attacked bv much fros^ And
in gathering all the sorts for keeping, dry wea-
ther should be chosen, and uhen the fruit is

also quite dry, being careful not to bruise them.
See Fruit.

Forcing of Pears.—These sorts of trees are

sometimes forced by artificial heat, in some
of the prime early sunnner kiiuls, to obtain
a portion of fruit as early in the season as

possible. This is effected by means of hot-
walls and forcing frames; having previously
some trees of the choicest early summer pears,

such as the Jargonelle, or any other early sort,

trained as wall-trees against a south wall, till

advanced to S(jme tolerable state of bearing ; be-
ing then inclosed with glass frames, in the man-
ner of forcing-frames or hot-walls, and having
internally either flues for fire heat, erected for-

ward and extending long-ways, or otherwise a
pit arranged in that direction, in the interval

space between the trees and the glass-work, for

a bark or dung hot-bed ; and by one or other of
these methods a proper degree of artificial heat

is produced internally to force an early growth
in the trees, and forward them to early flowering

and fruiting, managing them in the common
way, as other trees in foreinc-frames, so as

to have some ripe fruit early in June, or some
time in that month.

Culture ill the Apple Kind.—The whole of the

varieties of the apple were first accidentally ob-
tained by raising them from the kernels of the

fruit ; but as these cannot be depended upon to

continue the same sort of fruit, grafting is the

mode made use of to increase and continue the

different varieties of them, which is perform-
ed upon Crab, or any kind of Apple stocks,

raised from the kernels, for dwarfs as well as

standards: and sometimes upoii Codlin and Pa-
radise Apple stocks raised from cuttings aini lay-

ers, when designed to have espaliers and other

dwarf trees, or for small standards, a^ low as

possible, to be confined within a moderate space:

some sorts may also be raised by layers and cut-

lings, as the common Codlin.
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The method of raising the diflcrent sorts of

stocks for tho purpose i^, in the Crab and Ap-
ple stocks from the kernels of the fruit ; hut in

tlic Codlin and Paradise stocks by ciittitips and

layers, to continue thcin with certainty of the

same kinds and moderate growths. 'I'hc Crab

and Ajiple stocks niav be raised from the kernels

of any of the sons, procuring them in autumn
or winter, either from the fruit, or from such as

have been pressed for veijuice and cider, clearing

them from the grossest of tlie pulp ; then sowing

tlicni in beds of light earth, moderately thick,

over the bed, or in drills, covering them about

an inch deep. They come up in the spring
;

when, if the season prove dry, they should be

watered occasionally, to forward and strengthen

the growth of the plants ; and in the autunm,

winter, or sprmg following, the largest may be

planted out in nurserv-rows, shortening I heir

tap-roots a little, and placing them in lines

two feet and a half asunder, to remain for graft-

ing : after having from one to two or three

years' growth, they will be fit for grafting ujion,

partieidarly for dwarf?, or even for full and half

standards, if intended to form the stem from the

graft, which is an eligible method for these

trees ; but if the stock is to form the stem, they

require three or four years' growth, to rise to a

proper height, seven feet for full, and four or

five for half standards. The modes of grafting

all the sorts is the same as for other fruit-trees,

and should be performed in March, either by

whip- or cleft-grafting, according to the size of

the stock. See Grafting.
Havina; provided proper grafts of the different

sorts of apples intended to be raised, the stocks

designed for dwarfs of all sorts must be grafted

within six inches of the ground; and the stand-

ards may also be crafted low, one shoot from

the graft being trained up for a stem, or on tali

stocks, at five or six feet in iieight, but for low

and half standards, at two or three, to four or

five feet, and lower for dwarf standards. The
grafts of all the sorts shoot the same year; and
by the autumn following, the trees having form-
ed little heads, consisting of two, three or four

shoots, mav then be planted out finally where
they are to remain, or be retained a year or two,

or longer, in the nursery, as may be requisite,

trsining them for the purposes intended, as

dwarfs, espaliers, &c., &c., and uprights fi)r

standards, heading the dwarfs down in Niarch

following, within six inches of the graft, to

force out more lateral shoots below to form a

fuller head, proceeding immediately to turn them
near the bottom, so as to fill the espalier. Sec,

equally with branches, quite from within six or

eight inches of the ground, regularly upward. In

the standards, those grafted low must be trained

with one shoot upright, at full length, for a

stem, five or six feet high at least, for full stand-

ards, before it is topped; though if grafted on
tall stocks of height sufficient for a stem, the

shoots from the graft may either be headed to

five or six eyes ; or, if to form a more spreading

head, remain entire, and aspire more in height,

and assume a more upright growth: in all the

modes of training, care should be taken to keep
the stems clear from all lateral shoots, displacing

all such as soon as they appear, encournging
only a proper set of branches at top to form the

head.

When these trees have heads from one to two
or three years old from the graft, they are of a

proper age for final planting out ; though trees

of four or five years old w ill also succeed very

well, and even those of six or eight years' growth
may also be safely planted if required.

The nursery-grounds are mostly furnished witli

all the varieties of these trees for sale, either

quite young from the graft, or trained of several

years' grow th.

In choosins; the different kinds of trees for

plantinsr, care shoidd be taken to have a collec-

tion of the principal varieties, both in espaliers

and standards, in proportion to the extent of

ground, as the trees of the best sorts are as easily

raised and cultivated as the indifferent ones, al-

lotting a smaller portion of the summer kinds, as

such as ripen from August to about the middle of
September, for immediate use off the trees, as

they will not keep long ; a larger supply of the

autumn sorts, and most of all of the principal

winter keeping apjiles : observinir, in the sum-
mer kinds, that it is advisable to allot a principal

supply of the common Codlin in small stand-

ards, aff being generally both a great bearer, and
the fruit the most useful of the summer apples

for culinary purposes, from its young greeti

growth in .Inne or July, till its fall maturity iu

August and September, when it becomes also a

good eating apple : and as the tree is a moderate
grower, it admits of being planted in small

standards closer or more abundant in a small ex-

tent of ground than inost of the principal apple

kinds.

In choosing apple-trees from- the nursery, they
should, Mr. Forsyth says, have strong, straight,

and clean stems. And he advises not to suffer

the dwarf-trees to run higher than twelve feet,,

as otherwise they become naked at bottom, the

fruit is liable to be blown down, and the tops

broken by high \\ind&.

The proper season for planting all the sorts of
apples is in mild weather, from the end of Oc-
tober till March ; but when planted in autumi)^
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or early in winter, they establish themselves
more firmly before the drought of the following
sunnner.

They succeed in any common soil and open
situation, except in low very moist land, in

v\hich they are apt to canker, and soon go oft';

in a pliable mellow loam ihev generally answer
very well. The ground should he properly pre-
pared, by good Trenching, where the ranges of
trees are to stand.

In llic planting of Elspalier Apple-trees thev
should be ranged at not less than eighteen or
twenty feet distance ; the latter especially for

trees grafted on Crab or Apple stocks, which be-
ing free shooters, the branches readily fill that

space. For the trees grafted on Codlin and Pa-
radise stocks, fifteen or eighteen feet may be
sufficient ; though the latter, in particular, is

sometimes plan'ed only twelve or fifteen feet

asunder, as being a very moderate shooter : it is,

however, advisable to allow every sort full room,
according to their growth, to have proper space
to extend their branches always at full length.
The trees should be planted \\ i'th all their heads
entire, only retrenching any very irregular
growths, that do not range consistently with
the intended form, and pruning any broken
roots. Then having opened a proper hole for
each tree, plant them in the usual manner, be-
ing careful to place them with their branches
ranging the way of the espalier. As soon as the
earth of the holes and of the roots is properly
settled, all the branches should be trained in ho-
rizontally to the right and left, an equal number
on each side, at full length, as above.
The general culture in espalier trees thus

planted and trained, as the same branches or
bearers continue fruitful many years, is to con-
tinue them as long as they remain of proper
growths, constantly giving them a summer and
winter pruning annually, as explained above.

In wall-trees also, any of tlje principal choice
varieties of eating-apples may be trained, to for-

ward and improve the growth, beauty, and fla-

vour of the fruit ; such as Jennetings, Margaret-
apple, Golden-pippins, Golden-rennets, Pear-
ma-.ns, &c., or any other approved eating kinds,
a tree or two of a sort, against a south or south-
west or east wall.

Standard apples when planted in the garden
should be arranged thinly, to admit of under-
crops growing freely, w ithout being shaded by
their spreading branches.

Full standards should be chiefly planted for

the general crops, and half and dwarf standards

for variety.

The standards, when trained as above, should

be planted out with all their heads entire, when

in the kitchen garden, at thirty feet distance in the
rows; and for an orchard thirty feet distance every
way. In planting, for each tree a wide hole
should be opened, trimming any long strangling
and broken roots, leaving all the others entire,
and planting them with the usual care. As soon
as planted out, every tree should be well staked
to support them firmly upright, and prevent their
being disturbed in rooting by winds. See
Orchard and Plantixg.

Smaller growing standards, such as Codlins,
or other low standards grafted upon Codlin
stocks, and dwarfs upon these or Paradise stocks,
may, if required, be planted only a' fifteen or
twenty feet distance in the rows, and not less
than twenty or twenty-five feet between the
lines of trees ; though, if there be room to allow
a greater distance both ways, it will be advan-
tageous, especially in planting in kitchen gar-
dens, in which it would be proper to allow dou-
ble that distance between the rows of trees, of
the larger growths of these kinds.
The standards thus planted with their heads

entire, should be sufl'ered to advance with their
branches at full length, and in general take
their natural growth, when they soon form nu-
merous natural sjnirs in every part fir bearing.

In respect to pruning these standards, little is

required, only the occasional retrenching any
very irregular cross-placed bough, or tlfe re-
ducing to order any very long rambler ; or when
the head is become greatly crowded and con-
fused, to thin out some of the most irregular
growths, likewise all strong shoots growin? up-
right in the middle of the head, and alfdead
wood, and suckers from the stem and root.
As to half and dwarf standards of these trees,

they may be dispersed in diflTerent parts of the
garden to cause variety, managing them as the
full standards.

The former on dwarf Paradise stocks, beinc;
very moderate shooters, mav be planted in a
little compass ; and are sometimes planted in
pots for curiosity, to place on a table, amidst a
dessert, with the fruit growing on them. See
Dwarf Trf.es.

It is observed by Mr. Forsyth, tliat " in head-
ing down old decayed apple-trees, for the sake of
symmetry, it will be necessary to cut at the forked
branch as near as can be to the upper side of the
fork, cutting them in a sloping manner to carry
o(f the wet, at the same time rounding the edges.
To begin at the lower branches, cuttino^ just
above the lower fork ; and proceeding upwards,
cutting the rest of the branches from one to six

joints, or forks, according to their strength,
till you have finished cutting-in the whole head.
If any of these branches should have the canker,
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fill the infecled part must, he says, be cut out. ed by the great quantity of fruit produced from
When the tree is all prepared, the Compcsition them : they should then be cut dowTi to two
should he inimediatelv applied, beginning at the eyes to produce new wood. He always leaves

top of the tree, and tiuishing with the powder of three different years' branches on the tree,

wood-ashes and buriit bones as you descend, when the first shoot Is cut off. This is fully

which will save it from being rubbed olf durinA shown in a plate in his useful work; and the next
the operation ; and the Composition will prevent shoot will be full of fruit-buds, if it has not
the sun and air from injuring the naked inner been shortened : when it begins to grow weak,
bark. A tree thus pre|)ared, will, he adds, in it should be cut oft'; and the next cutting must
the course of three or four years, produce more be made w hen the former branch is tired of
and finer fruit than a maiden tree that has been bearing : by proceeding thus all over the tree

planted ups\ards of twenty years." with care and attention, the advantages of this

These directions, if properly attended to, will method of pruning, above the connnon mode,
be suflicient, he thinks, to enable any one to wjll, he says, soon be perceived ; as by it you will

bringold decayed trees into a healthy bearing slate, he able to keep the trees in a constant statcofbear-

JHe supposes, that in large orchards and gar- ing, which, it left to nature, would only produce a

dens, it may be necessary, at first, to head down cropot truil once in two or three years. When
only every other tree; cutting some of the the shoot that has done bearing is cut off, the

branches of the rest, which are in a decayed and Composition should constantly be applied, rub-
cank<;ry state, and which bear no fruit. 'I'his bing off the shoots where they are too numerous,
will, he says, be preparing thcni to throw out He thinks the best time to prune apple-trees

new wood, and furnish the tree nuich sooner is in the month of April, or in May, alter the

with bearing branches. He reeonmiends the operation has been performed on the peaches,

jierforming tlie operation as early as possible
;

nectarines, and cherries : and that soon after

as by so doing the wood will be the stronger, as

in May, or the two following mouths.
He adds, that when the trees are become hol-

low, the same method should be followed as di-

this pruning, about the middle of May, it will

be proper to look over the trees, and to pick off

any caterpillars that maybe on them. It will

then be seen w hat shoots are infected with the

rected for plums ; but by no means to cut them canker, and which might have escaped your no-
down unless the tops are quite decayed ; observ- tiee at the time of pruning; and wherever you
ing to cut the loose rotten wood clean out of the observe the least appearance of infection, which
hollow and other decayed parts, applying the may be known by the wood appearing of a.

Composition ; at the same time to open the brownish colour, the shoot must be cut down
ground, and cut out all the rotten parts that till you come to the sound white wood,
may be found i^n the lower part of the stem, to- The small shoots that cross each other should

gcther with all the decayed roots, which, if this be cut off, leaving the strongest to fill up the tree,

be not done, will infallibly injure the fresh wood and make a fine handsome head, 'i'he suckers

and bark, and prevent a cure from being effect- that spring from the root should be carefully

ed. He would recommend heading down all grubbed up, and the side-shoots from the stem
apple-trees that are much cankered and have ill- cut oft ; tor, it left to grow, they greatly weaken
shaped heads ; as by so doing much labour will the tree. The knobs, where old branches have
be saved, and the trees will amply pay the pro- been cut oft", should also be pared away, leaving

prietor. He advises never to shprten the young the surface of the tree as smooth as possible :

branches, except they are very thin, when it will after which, the Composition should be a]iplied:

be necessary to do so to fill the trees with young the young l>ark will soon, he says, beoin to grow,
MOod : nor prune any of the young shoots the and by degrees cover the old wounds with a

second year (he means the year after they are fresh smooth surface, and thus prevent the can-

cut), as many of the eyes, almost to the end of ker from gaining ground on the tree. He has

the shoot, will, if it be strons;, become fruit-buds seen some old wounds of considerable size heal-

next year; and so on every year. He says, that ed oyer intone year: and he adds, in confirma-

in the month of May in the first year after the tion of the utility of this practice, that " the

trees have been so cut, it will be necessary to go trees which he pruned and dressed, as above di-

over theiu, and rub off' with your finger and rected, in the course of the summer, 1705, are

thumb all the superfluous young shoots; leav- all perfectly cured, the wounds being filled up
ing from three to six eyes on each shoot, accord- with sound w ood, and covered over with new
ing to the size and strength of the branch cut. bark : they all continue in a healthy state, and
These shoots will bear from three to four years; bear fine handsome fruit," And he has advised

by which time they will be pretty much exhaust- several nurserymen to follow the practice^ head-

Vol. H. 2 T
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ino- down their apple-trees after the scafon of

drawing for sale is over. Messrs. Gray and

Wear have headed a great many of such trees as

were formerly thrown to the faggot-pile, and

have been amply recompensed for their trouble.

1'rees thus headed down, provided the stems be

strong, will, he thinks, in the first and second

year, produce as much fruit as will refund the

purchase-money ; besides, a great deal of time

will be saved, which would be lost by planting

younger trees : as, where you can procure trees

of the above description that have been headed

down three or more years, they w ill be all co-

vered with fruit-b\Kls ; and, if carefully taken up

and planted in the autumn, if the season proves

favourable, they will have a tolerable crop of

fruit the first year. Such trees must not be

headed down like maiden-trees, but only thin-

ned oft" where the branches run across and rub

ao-ainst one another, which should never be suf-

fered in these cases.

He says, he would never recommend training

apple-trees as espaliers ; as by doing so the

air is kept from the quarters of the garden; and

by constant pruning and cutting oft" all the side-

shoots which you cannot tie to the espaliers,

you prevent them from bearing, and, moreover,

bring on the canker.

And when the dwatf trees have handsome
heads, more and nmch finer fruit will be gotten,

he savs, from one of them than from six espa-

liers ; at the same time, a free air is admitted to

the crops in the quarters, and the constant ex-

pense of stakes and labour, in laying the trees to

the espaliers is saved. Espaliers may, he ob-

serves, be converted into dwarf standards by

shortening the branches at different lengths, so

as that they may be able to support themselves

without the stakes ; but not to shorten them all

regularly; and if cut with judgment, as near to

a leading shoot, or an eye, as possible, they will

in the course of two years form fine heads, and

in the third year bear six times as much fruit as

they did in their former state, and of a finer fla-

vour. The same method of pruning as already

laid down for standard apple-trees is also ap-

plicable to espaliers.

He observes, tfiat " the borders where you
make your crossings in gardens should be six or

eight feet broad at least, to let the trees spread on
each side, at the distance of twelve feet from tree

lo tree, and they should be well trenched, two

feet and a half deep at least. If there should be

gravel, <>r sour clay, it must be taken out, and

good mcnld put in its place; leaving the ground

as rouiih as possible for the frost and rain to

mcliow it. When you level the ground it

should be done after rain : you njay then sow

some small crops in the borders ; such as lettuce

or spinach, or cabbage for transplaiuini; ; but let

not any of the Brassica tribe come to full growth.
Leaving cabbage and brocoli on borders, near

fruit-trees, draws the ground very much, fills

the borders with insects, and also prevents the

sun and air from penetrating into the ground.
And when the sun can have free access to the

border, it adds much to the flavour of the fruit.

If you can spare the ground on the cross-borders

in winter, it will be of great service to the trees

to ridge it up as loose as you can, and let it lie in

that state all winter, to mellow and sweeten.

Where the soil is strong, he would recom-
mend planting of apple-trees that are crafted on
Paradise stocks; but if the soil be light, free

stocks will do much better: and when the

ground is a strong clay or brick-earth, it should

be mixed with old lime-rubbish or coal-ashes,

street-dung, or sand: but what he uses for the

borders against the walls, and which he prefers

to every other manure, is a vegetable mould pro-
duced from leaves of trees.

Of this a good coat should be given once in

two or three years, which will be sufficient, he
thinks, for the borders where the wall-trees

stand, and much better than dung, which he by
no means approves of for trees, unless it be per-

fectly rotten and mixed up with mould.
In respect to grafting old apple-trees, he says,

" it frequently happens, that, through some
mistake or other, after waiting ten or twelve-

years for a tree to come into a bearing state, it

is found that the fruit is neither fit for the table

nor kitchen ; in such cases they should alwavs

be grafted the following sprine, observing to

graft on the finest and healthiest shoots, and as

near as possible to the old graft, and where the

cross-shoots break out ; as by so doing vou will

have some fruit the second year ; and in the

third, if properly managed, you will have as

much as on a maiden- tree of fifteen years stand-

ing : the canker, if any, must be carefully pared

oft' the branch, and the scion must be taken

from a sound hcalthv tree. Whenever an mci-
sion is made for budding or grafting, from that

moment the canker, he says, begins. He would,
therefore, reconmicnd to those emph yed in bud-
ding or grafting, as soon as tfie incision is made,
and the bud or graft inserted, to rub in with the

finger, or a brush, some of the Composition be-

fore the bass is tied on ; then to cover the bass

all over with the Cfunposuion as thick as it can
be laid on with a brush, working it well in. If

this operation be performed in a proper mannery
and in a moist season, it will answer every pur-

pose, he says, without applying any gratting-

day : as he has frequently done it, and found it
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fiiccecJ perfectly to his wishes. The matting

whicli is wrapped round the bud should not he

slackened too soon ; for in that case you will lind

tlie incision opened, which very often occasions

the death of the bud. If, says he, nurserymen

and gardeners would give this method a fair

trial, and use the same composition as he uses

for curing defects in trees, instead of loam
and horse dung (which bind so hard as to pre-

vent tlie rain and moisture from penetrating to

the graft to moisten the wood and bark), they

would find that the grafts would succeed much
belter. The composition, for this purpose,

."should, he says, be rather softer than grafting-

clay generally is ; and, instead of applying so

large a n)ass as is generally done of clay, it need

not, in most cases, be more than two or three

inches in circumference, to cfiect the purpose.

Apples come to full growth in diflerent sorts

successively, from July until the end of October:

the summer kinds contmue but a short time, but

the autumn- and winter-apples keep from two or

three to six or eight months, in different varie-

ties. The signs of perfection or full growth of

the diflerent sorts of apples, are by their assuming

a lively colour, emitting a fragrant odour, fre-

quently falling from the tree, and by quitting their

hold easily on being handled.

In the gathering of all the sorts of apples for

keeping, dry weather should always be chosen,

and when the trees and fruit are also perfectly

dry : observe likewise in gathering apples for

the table, and all kinds of apples designed for

keeping any considerable time, that they be

pulled one and one by hand. See Fruit.
The other species may be increased by graft-

ing and budding: them upon the common Crab

stock : they should have sheltered situations, as

they are rather tender while young. These trees

afford ornament and variety in the clumps and

shrubbery ])arts of pleasure-grounds.

Culture in the Quince Kind.—These trees may
be raised from the kernels of the fruit sown in

autumn ; but there is no depending on having

the same sort of good fruit from seedlings, nor

will they soon become bearers. But the several

varieties niav be continued the sainc by cuttings

and layers ; also by suckers from such trees as

grow upon their own roots, and likewise be in-

creased bv grafting and budding upon their own
or Pear- stocks raised from the kernels in the

same manner as for apples.

Tlie raising by cuttings, layers, and suckers is

performed in autumn, winter, or spring, choosing

young wood for the cuttings and layers, which
should be planted and laid in thecommon method,

when they will be rooted by the following au-

tumn, then planted out into nursery rows two

feet asunder
;
plant the suckers also at the same

distance, and there training the whole for the

purposes intended : if for standards, run them
up with a stem to any desired height, from
three to five or six feet, then encourage ihem to

branch out at top, to form a head ; and those

designed as dwarfs must be headed near the

ground, and trained accordingly for espaliers,

or dwarf standards, as directed under those ar-

ticles : the grafting or budding is effected on
Quince- or Pear-stocks, and trained as above.

When they have formed tolerable heads, they

should be planted out finally.

Mr. Forsyth advises that the layers or cuttings

should be planted in a shady place, in rows at

about a foot distant from each other, and about

three inches from plant to plant in the rows

;

mulching them with rotten leaves, or rotten

dung, which will keep the ground about them
moist ; and watering them frequently in hot

weather. About Michaelmas those that are well

rooted may be planted out, and those that are

not should remain another year. They may al-

so be propagated by budding or grafting ; and
these trees will bear sooner, and be more fruit-

ful than those raised by any other method.
He observes, that the quince-tree may be

pruned much in the same way as an apple-tree,

taking care to cut out all the old diseased and
dead wood, and the cross branches in the middle
of the tree, which are apt to injure each other by
friction. In general you will find old trees

much hurt by injudicious pruning: in that case

they should be headed down, cutting out all the

cankery parts, and also all the diseased and dead

wood where the tree is hollow, or where large

branches have been cut or broken off; applying

the composition as for apple-trees: and as

quince-trees are verv apt to have rough bark,

and to be bark-bound, in these cases it will be

necessary to shave off the rough bark with a

draw-knife, and to scarify them when bark-

bound, brushingthem over with the compositioBr

It is also advised to plant quince-trees at a

proper distance from apples and pears, as bees

and the wind may mi.x the farina, and occasion

the apples or pears to degenerate.

Standard quinces, designed as fruit-trees,

mav be stationed in the garden or orchard, and

some by the sides of any water, pond, watery-

ditch, ike. as they delight in moisture, suffering

the whole to take their own natural growth

:

and as espaliers, they may be arranged in assem-

blage with other moderate-growing trees, such

as apples and pears on paradise and quince-

stocks, cherries. Sec. being trained as directed

for apples and pears in espaliers. They may
also be planted in shrubberies either as full or

low standards, and permitted to take their own
wav of growth. See Okch.\rd.

\ ^ 2T2
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QUEEN'S GILLIFLOWERS. See Hes-
PERIS.

^UERCUS, a genu? furnishing plants of the
forest deciduous evergreen ornamental tree-kinds.

It belongs to the elass and order Mo/ioccia
Po/yi/idria, fEiuwandria Monogynia, Octandria
TftragyniaJ, and ranks in the'naturai order of
-^mcntacecc.

The characters are : that in the male flowers
the calyx is a filiform ament, long, loose : peri-
anth one-leafed, subquinqucfid : segments acute,
often bifid : there is no corolla : the stamina
have from five to ten filaments, very short : an-
thers large, twin ; females sessile in the bud, on
the same plant with the males : the calyx is an in-
volucre, consistingof very many imbricate scales,

united at the base into coriaceous hemispherical
little cups ; the outer ones larger, one-flowered;
permanent: perianth very sma!l,superior,six-cleft,
permanent : segments acute, surrounding the base
of the style, pressed close : there is no corolla :

the pistiilum is a very small germ, ovate, infe-
rior, three-celled : rudiments of the seeds double:
style simple, short, thicker at the base : stig-
mas three, reflex : there is no pericarpium : the
seed is a nut (acorn) ovate-cylindrical, coriaceous,
smooth, filed at the base, one-celled, fixed in a
short hemispherical cup tubercled on the outside.
The species cultivated are:— 1. Q. Rohur,

Common Oak Tree ; 2. Q. Phellos, Willow-
leaved Oak Tree ; 3. Q. Primis, Chestnut-leaved
Oak Tree ; i. Q. nigra, Black Oak Tree; 5. Q.
rubra, Red Oak Tree ; 6. Q. alba , White Oak
'I'ree; 7. O. esndiis, Italian or Small Prickly-
cupped Oak Tree; B.Q.MgUops, Great Prickly-
cupped Oak Tree; 9. Q. Cerris, Turkey Oak
Tree; 10. Q. Ilex, Evergreen or Holm Oak
Tree; U. Q. G.ramuntia, Holly-leaved Ever-
green Oak Tree; ]'2. Q. Sid^er, Cork-barked
Oak, or Cork Tree; 13. Q. cocci/era, Kermes
Oak Tree.

The first is well known, and attains a very
great size, but slowly. In woods it rises to
a very considerable height, but singly it is ra-
ther a spreading tree, sending oflf horizontally
immense branches, which divide and subdivide
very much. The trunk is covered with a very
rugged brown bark. The leaves alternate, ob-
long, blunt, and broader towards the end ; the
edges deeply sinuate, forming obtuse or rounded
lobes, dark greea antl shining above, paler un-
derneath and finely netted, five inches or more
in length, two and a half in breadth :. they are de-
ciduous, but often remain o-n the tree till the new
buds are ready to burst. A native of Europe.

There are several varieties; a.- with the acorns
on long peduncles. This i? found in the wilds

of Kent and Sussex, where there are many large
trees. The leaves are not so deeply sinuated,
nor arc they so irregular, but the indentures are
opposite; they have scarce any footstalks, but sit

close to the branches : but the acorns stand up-
on very long footstalks. The timber of this

sort is accounted better than that of the common
oak, and the trees have a better appearance.

The Broad-leaved Evergreen Oak, which grows
upon the Apennines, and also in Suabia and-
Portugal. The leaves are broader and not so
deeply sinuated as those of the eonunon oak

;

they are of a lighter green on their upper side,

and pale on their under, have very short foot-
stalks, and their points are obtuse; the acorns
have very long footstalks, which frequently sus-
tain three or four in a cluster.

The Dwarf Oak, which grows in the South of
France and Italy, and is a low bushy oak,
rises but six or seven feet high, sending out
many slender branches the whole leuorth. The
leaves are oblong and obtusely indented, about
three inches long, and an inch and half broad,
standing upon slender footstalks ; the acorns
small, growing in clusters.

There are also many other varieties of cornmon
oak which dealers in timber and woodmen distin-

guish by their use, qualities, and accidents, and
to which they give difierent names ;. but these be-
ing merely local, and not founded on permanent
characters, it is difficult to ascertain them.
The second species grows naturally in North

America, flowering in May and June. There thev
distinguish two sorts, one of which is called

The Highland Willow Oak, and grows upon
poor dry land; the leaves are of a pale green and
entire, shaped like those of the willow tree. The
acorns are very small, but have pretty lar^ecups..

The other grows in low moist laiid, and rises

to a much greater height: the leaves are lander

and narrower, but the acorns are of the same
size and shape.. It is suggested, as proljable,

that their di.fierence may be owing to the soil in

which they grow. Martyn observes, that the
latter becomes a large timber tree, and that there
are said to be several varieties of it.

The third species has seemingly two varieties,

one of which grows to a much larger tree than,

the other; but this maybe occitsioned by the
soil, foe the largest trees grow in rich low
lands, where they become bigger than any of
the North American Oaks. The wood is not of
a very fine grain, but is very serviceable ; the

bark is gray and scaly ; the leaves are five or
six inches long, and two inches and a half broad
in the middle, indented on the edges with many
transverse veins running from the midrib to the
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borders; they are of a bright green, and so nearly

resemble those of the chestnut-tree as scarcely

to be distinguished from it. The acorns are very

large, and their cups are short. The leaves of

the other variety are not so large, nor so strongly

veined, and tlie acorns are smaller and a httle

longer. The dift'crent varieties arc distinguished

by the form of the leaves, which in the one is

ovate and in the other oblong. It flowers here

in May and June.

The fourth species grows on poor land in

rnost parts of North America, where it never at-

tains to a large size, and the w ood is of little

value. The bark is of a dark brown colour.

The leaves are very broad at the top, \\here they

have two waved indentures, which divide them
almost into threelobes ; they diminish gradually

to their base, where they are narrow ; they are

smooth, of a lucid green, and have short foot-

stalks. The acorns are smaller than those of the

common oak, and have short cups.

The fifth arrives at a large size in North Ame-
rica, where it grows naturally. The bark is

smooth, of a gravish colour, but that of the

younger branches is darker. The leaves six

inches long, two inches and a half broad in the

middle, obtusely sinuate, each sinus ending in a

bristly point, bright green, standing upon short

footstalks : the leaves continue their verdure

very late in autumn ; so that unless hard frost

comes on early, they do not fall till near Christ-

inas, and do not even change their colour much
sooner. The acorns are a little longer than

those of the conmion oak, but not so thick.

There are several varieties.

Ttie sixth species is esteemed preferable in

America to any of their other sorts for building,

being much the most durable. The bark is

grayish ; the leaves are light green, six of seven

inches long, and four broad ; they are regularly

cut almost to the midrib, and stand on shori foot-

stalks. The acorns greatly resemble those of ths

common Oak.
The sevenih has the leaves smooth and deeply

sinnated ; some of the sinuses arc obtuse, and

others end in acute points ; they are on very

short footstalks : the branches are covered with

a purplish bark when young: the acorns arc

l(jng and slender; the cups rough and a little

prickly, sitting close to the branches. These

acorns are sweet, and frequently eaten by the

poor in the South of France : in times of scar-

city they grind them and make bread wiih the

flour. It is a native of the South of Europe,

flowering in May.
The eighth species is one of the fairest species

of oak. The trunk rises as high as that of the

common oak ; the branches extend very wide on

every side, and are covered with a grayish bark.

intermixed with brown spots. The leaves are

about three inches long, and almost two inches

broad, deeply cut with most of the teeth turning

back, and terminating in acute points ; they are

stiff", of a pale green on their upper side, and
downy on their under. The acorns have very

large scaly ciips, which almost cover them ; the

scales are woody and pointed, standing out a

quarter of an inch; some of the cups are as large

as middling apples. A native of the Levant,

whence the acorns are annually brought to

Europe for dyeing.

The ninth has the leaves oblong and pointed,

and frequently lyrate; they are jagged and acute-

pointed, a little hoary on their underside, and
stand on slender footstalks. The acorns are

small, and have rough prickly cups. It is a na-

tive of the South of Europe.

There are several varieties.

The tenth species has several varieties, dlifer-

ing greatly in the size and shape of their leaves;

but these will all arise from acorns of the same
tree ; even the lower and upper branches have
very frequently leaves very diti'erent in size and
shape, those on the lower branches being much
broader, rounder, and their edges indented and
set with prickles ; but those on the upper long,

narrow, and entire. The leaves arc from three

to four inches long, and an inch broad near the

base, gradually lessening to a point ; thev are of
a lucid green on their upper side, but whitish

and downy on their under, stand upon pretty

long footstalks, and do not fall till they are

thrust off bv young leaves in the spring. The
acorns are smaller than those of the conmion
oak, but of the same sha]ie. It is a native of the

South of Europe, Cochincina, and Barbary.

The eleventh is hardly a distinct species from
the conmion Evergreen Oak. It is a native of

the South of France, and flowers in June.

The twelfth species hastwo or three varieties ;

one witii a broad leaf, a second with a rvarrow

leaf, both evergreen ; and one or two which
cast their leaves in atitumn ; but the broad-

leaved evergreen is the most common. The
leaves of this are entire, about two inches long,

and an inch and quarter broad, with a little

down on their under sides, on very short foot-

stalks : these leaves continue green throusrh the

winter till the middle of Mav, when thev gene-

rally fall off just befjre the new leaves come
out ; so that the trees are often almost bare foF

a short time. The acorns are very like those of

the common oak. It is a native of the South of

Europe, Barbary, &c.
The exterior bark forms the cork, which is

taken from the tree every eight or ten years ; but

there is an interior bark which nourishes them,

so that stripping oft' the outer bark is so far from
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injuiing the trees, that it is necessary to continue

them ; tor, when the hark is not taken off, they

seldom last longer than fifty or sixty years in

health ; whereas trees which are barked every

eiejht or ten years will live 150 years or more.

Tiie bark of a young tree is porous and good for

little : however, it is necessary to take it off when
the trees arc twelve or fifteen years old, for with-

out this the bark will never be good : after eight

or ten years, the bark will be fit to take off again
;

but this second peeling is of little use : at the

third peeling the bark will be in perfection, and

will continue so for 150 years, as the best cork

is taken from old trees. The time for stripping

the bark is in .luly, when the second sap flows

plentifully : the o])eration is performed with an

instrument like that which is used for disbark-

ing the oak.

The thirteenth is of small growth, seldom

rising above twelve or fourteen feet high, send-

ing out branches the whole length on every side,

so as to form a bushy shrub : the leaves are armed

with prickles like those of the holly ; the acorns

are smaller than those of the common oak. The
leaves resemble those of the Ilex, but are less,

thinner, and green on both sides. It is a na-

tive of the South of Europe, the Levant, Ear-

bary, &c., flowering in May.
From tliis species they collect the Kermes or

scarlet grain, a little red gall, occasioned by the

puncture of an insect called Coccus ilicis. With
this the antients used to dye cloth of a beautiful

colour.

Culture.—^These trees are all capable of being

raised from the seed or acorns, which, in the

conuTion oak, should be gathered in autunm
when quite ripe, just as they drop from the trees

;

but those of most of the foreign oaks are gcne-

rallv procured from abroad, and sold by tlje

seedsmen.

All the sorts should be sown as soon after

they are obtained as possible, as they are apt to

s]irout if they remain long out of the ground;

and for their reception a spot of light ground

in the nursery should be prepared by digging or

ploughing, dividing it into four-feet-wide beds,

in which the acorns should be sown, either in

drills, two inches deep, in five or six rows,

lengthwise of the bed : or rake the mould off" the

bed, the depth of two inches, into the alleys;

then sowing the acorns all over the surface,

about two or three inches apart, press them down
with the spade, and spread the earth evenly over

them two inches thick.

When they come up in the spring they should

have occasional waterings and weeding ; and

when the plants are one or two years old, it is

proper to plant them out in nursery-rows : this

may be done in autumn, winter, or early in the

spring, taking them carefully up out of the seed-

bed, _ shortening their perpendicular tap-roots,

and trimming off any lateral shoots from the

stem, leaving their top perfectly entire ; then

planting them in lines two feet and a half asun-

der, and fifteen or eighteen inches in the rows,

where ihey should stand, with the usual nuisery

care, till of a proper size for final planting out

either as forest-trees, or for ornament, traiiring

them up as full standards, with clean straight

stems, and with their tops still entire.

But in raising the striped-leaved varieties of

the common oak, and any particular variety of

the other species, it should be by grafting, (as

they will not continue the same from seed,)

which should be performed upon any kind of

oakling stocks raised from the acorns, and train-

ed for standards as in the other kinds.

With respect to the final planting out, it may
be performed in all the sorts of deciduous oaks

any titnein open settled weather, from Novem-
ber till Feljruarv or March, and in the evergreen

kinds in October, November, or the spring ; and

in a mild open season in anv of the winter months.

W hen the trees of all the sorts are from about

three or four to six feet stature, they are

proper for being planted out for good, though,

as forest- or timber- trees, it is better to plant

them out finally while they are quite young, as

from two to three or four feet in height ; or

when planted immediately from the seed-bed,

where they are to remain, it may be advantage-

ous, as the very young oaks root more freely

than older trees, and take a freer growth. Those
designed as forest- or timber-trees, should be

planted in large open tracts of ground to form
woods, placing them in rows only four or five

to ten feet asunder, and from two or three to five

or six feet in the rows, to allow for a gradual

thinning. See 1'lantatiox and Planting.
Sometimes large plantations of these trees,

for woods, are raised bv sowing the acoms at

once in the places where they are to remain ; it

being generallv found that the trees raised at

once from the acorn, from their not being

checked, much outstrip the transplanted trees in

their growth. The method of performing it is

this : the ground being prepared by good plough-

ing and harrowing, in the autumn, having pro-

cured a proper quantity of acorns, draw drills

across tlie ground four feet asunder, and two
inches deep, dropjiing the acorns into them six

or eight inches asunder, allowino; for failing and
thinning, covering them in evenlv with the earth

the depth of the drills ; or instead of drilling

them in, they may be planted with a dibble, the

same depth and distance.

The general management of these trees in

woods or timber plantations is the same as
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directed for forest- trres in general. See Plan-
tation'.

All the above sorts of trees may be employed
to diversify huge ornamental plantations in out-

groundsj and in forming elumps in spacious

lawns, parks, and other extensive open spaces :

the evergreen kinds in particular have great me-
rit for all ornamental purposes in pleasure-

grounds and plantations. And all the larger

growing kinds, both deciduous and evergreens,

are highly valuable as forest-trees for timber; but

the first sort claims piecedence as a timber-tree,

for its proilieious height and bulk, and superior

worth of the wood.
In planting any of the species for ornament

or variety in large pleasure-grounds, some may
be disposed in assemblage in any continued

plantation, some in clumps, and others singly.

QUICK, a term ajjplicd to signify any sort of

young plant, but especially those ofthev.hitc-

thorn kind. By it is also often understood a live

hedge, of whatever plants composed, in contra-

distuiction to a dead hedge, but more properly

the shrubs of which such live hedge is formed.

In a strict sense it is however applied to the

CrafiPgus vryacantha, or Hawthorn, the young
plants or sets of which are commonly sold by
the nursery-gardeners under the name of Quick.

In the choice of these sets, those which arc

raised in the nursery are in general to be pre-

ferred to such as are drawn out of the woods,

as the latter have seldom good roots : many per-

sons, how ever, prefer them, as they are larger

plants than are commonly to be had in the
nursery. See Crat^gus.
OUINCUNX, in gardening, is a form of

planting in which the trees are planted by fives,

four of them forming a square, and tlie fifth

placed in the middle,
« *

thus * and may be repeated over and

* *
over in one continued plantation, with as many
trees in several ranges as niav be proper. It was
formerly a fashionable mode of planting groves
and other regular plantations. It is sc'en more
fully below :********

* * * * * * *********
Something of this mode of arrangement has

always a good effect in the disposition of shrub-
bery-plants, &c., though not in the regular or-

der ot it, but something nearly so, which gives

the shrubs a greater scope of growth, and shows
them to greater advantage. It is likewise a
mode of planting that is proper in the kitchen-
garden, in transplanting many kinds of esculent

plants ; such as lettuces, endive, strawberries,

and even all ihe cabbage kinds, and many other
plants, which gives them a greater scope to grow
than if planted exactly square at the same di-

stance from each other.

PUICKEN TKEE. See Sorbus.
QUhNCETKEE. Sec Pyrus Cydoma.
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RACEPv, a name afiplied to a sort of sward-

cuttcr, or cutting implement used in racing

out orcuttint; through the surface of grass sward,

and dividing it into proper widths, lengths, and

thickne:-s, tor turf intended to be cut up for lay-

ing in pleasure-grounds, and always necessary

preparatory to thfi work of flaying or cutting up
the turt with the turfing- iron, ll is also useful

for cutting and straightening the edges of grass

verges m such grounds.

It is a simple tool, consisting of a strong

wooden handle about four feel long, having the

cutter fixed at the lower end in the form of a

half moon with the edge downward, to cut into

the sward j the handle should be about an inch

and half thick, growing gradually thicker to-

wards the lower end. See Plate on Implk-
MENTS.

In using it is pushed forward so as to cut or

race out the sward in an expeditious manner.
In cutting turfs with it, it is necessary first to

mark out on the sward the width of the turf in-

tended, which should generally be a foot wide

and a yard long, and about an inch or inch and

a half deep ; then strain a line tiglit, first length-

ways, striking the racer into the sward close to

the line, running it along expeditiously so as to

cut its way, and divide the sward to a proper

depth, afterwards placing the line a foot further,

and racing it out as before, and so oa to as many
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wkUhs as may be wanted ; and tlien with the

line placed crosswavs, to race out the sward ac-

cordingly in yard 'lengths. The sward being

thus raced out, the turt'-cutter with the turfing-

iron should proceed to cut them up, and liay

them off. See Turf.
RADISH. See Raphaxus.
RADISH, HORSE. See Cochlearia.
RAGGED ROBIN. See Lychnis.

RAGWORT. SeeSENMXio.
RAKE, GARDEN, a well known sort of tool

for raking the ground, as well as for putting in

seeds, &c. with. In order to suit every kind of

gardening work with rakes, there should be

three or °four ditTerent sizes, from about six to

eighteen inches long in the head, having han-

dles from six to eight feet in length, and the

heads toothed with Tron teeih two or three niches

Ions, being placed from one to two inches

asunder, according to the respective sizes.

The first or largest rake should have the head

about fifteen to erghteen inches long, the teeth

three inches, and placed two inches asunder,

which is proper for raking stubborn or rough

<lug ground, and for putting in large kinds of

seeds" raking otf large weeds after hoeing, and

many other purposes in large gardens.

The next size should have the head twelve

inches lone, the teeth three inches, being placed

one inch and half asunder, which is proper for

all comirion raking in ordinary light ground,

and for raking in most kinds of small seeds, as

well as other purposes.

A third sort of small rake should have the

head about nine inches long, the teeth two and

a half, being placed one inch asunder; proper

for Cnc-raking beds, borders, &c., and raking

in iome particular fine seeds ; as well as between

rows, &jc., of certain plants occasionally, where

larger rakos cannot be mtroduced.

The smallest sort should have the head six

inches long, the teeth two and a half, and placed

one inch asunder; being very useful for raking

between small plants in beds and borders and

other small parts, where the plants stand close,

as well as several other purposes of that kind.

These sorts of rakes are constructed both with

wooden heads and iron teeth, and with the heads

wholly of iron in both; of which the teeth are

cruneraily flattened, the back edge rounded off

and narrowing gradually to the point, the other

straight, and placed on the heads edge-ways

across, with the back edge outward, and with

the points all inclining very moderately inward,

in a reo-ular manner : the wooden-headed rakes

havincr'^each end of the head hooped with a thm

^at iron ring, to secure it from splitting.

The first sort are generally lightest and chcap-
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est, being proper for any kind of garden raking;

but the latter, or iron-headed rakes, whe'.i made
neat, and as light as possible, with the teeth

well set, in a proper position, and firmlv

fastened, are equally proper, and in some
cases preferable, such as in wettish or moist
soils, as not being liable to clog so much as

wooden rakes, and more durable. Thcv are,

however, more proper for middling and small

rakes, than for large ones; as, in scrong raking,

the teeth are more liable to get loose, tlian in the

wooden-headed rakes.

Both the sorts, in their different sizes, are

sold at the principal ironmongers' shops, both
witii and without handles.

Rakes having the heads, teeth, and han-
dles, wholly of wood, are somelimes used for

particidar purposes ; such as raking in light kinds

of kitehen-siarden sectls in light ground, and
taking off large hoed- up weeds in wide clear

spaces, raking up swarths of mowed short grass

before the sweepers, also fallen leaves of trees in

autunm, and clippings of hedges, ike, as well

as several other uses.

.RAKING, a necessary operation in garden-
ing, to break the surface of the soil small, and
render it fine for the reception of particular sorts

of small seeds and plants previous to sowing
and planting, as well as to render it neat and
even.

It is also employed in raking in seeds, as be-
ing an expeditious mode of covering them in. In

all kinds of small seeds of hardy plants, the

ground being dug, &e., and the surface remain-
ing rough after the spade, the seed is sown, and
then raked in with an even hand, once or twice

in a place, as a back and a fore stroke.

This operation is useful also among growing
plants that stand distant enough to admit the

rake, particularly where the surface is inclina-

ble to bind ; or where numerous small seed-

weeds appear, as it loosens the soil, and retards

the growth of the weeds, and promotes the

ffrowih of the younsj plants : it is also <rood cul-

ture at particular seasons, to annoy slugs, espe-

cially in kitchen gardens, to rake between tlie

row s of small i)lants in autunm and winter, &c.
And raking the beds, borders, and other com-

partments of pleasure-grounds, now and then,

smooth and even, gives an air of culture and
neatness.

This sort of work should generally be per-

formed in dry weather and when the ground is

also moderately dry, as when done in rainy wea-
ther, or when the ground is very moist and
cloggy, the surface is apt to cake and bind hard

;

this should be well attended to in sowing seeds.

Rough dug ground does not rake well when it is
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become very dry at top, especially if it was dug
<vet, and suffered to lie till the clods have be-
come very dry and hard, in which case it will
not rake well until mellowed or pulverised by
a shower of rain. But common light garden
ground generally rakes best when "fresh clug,

perhaps the same day, or day after at the furth-
est, before dried too much by the sun and wind,
or rendered wet by rain, &c. The operation
should, however, be performed when the ground
is in such order as the clods will readily break
and fall to pieces under the rake without clog-
ging much thereto.

KAMPlOiXS. See Campanula.
RAMSONS. See Allium.
RANDIA. See Gardi;nia.
RANUNCULUS, a genus containing plants

of the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.
It belongs to the class and order Poli/andr'ia

Pulygjnia, and ranks in the natural order of
MultisUiquce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianth : leaflets ovate, concave, colour-
ed a little, deciduous : the corolla has five petals,

blunt, shining, with small claws: the nectary
a little cavity just above the claw, in each petal

:

the stamina have very many filaments, shorter
by half than the corolla : anthers upright, ob-
long, blunt, twin : the pistillum has numerous
germs, collected into a head : styles none : stig-

mas retlex, very small : there is no pericarpium

:

the receptacle connecting the seeds by very mi-
nute peduncles : the seeds very many, irregular,

varying in figure, naked, with a reflex point.
The species cultivated are : 1 . R. Asialkus,

Persian Crowfoot, or Garden Ranunculus; 2. E.
aconit'ifoUus, Aconite-leaved Crowfoot ; 3. R.
acris, Upright Meadow Crowfoot; 4. R. repens,
Creeping Crowfoot ; 5. R. amplaxicaiiUs, Em-
bracing-leaved Crowfoot.

There are other species that may be culti-

vated for variety.

The first has an upright branched stem, pu-
bescent, round, as are also the peduncles : the
lower leaves simple, lobed, gashed, acute, pu-
bescent underneath, as are also the petioles:

the root is composed of many thick fleshy fangs
or fibres, uniting at top into a head ; from these

are sent forth many slender long fibres, strikino-

deep in the ground : from the top arise several

leaves, composed of three, six, or nine lobes of
irregular forms, and cut at top into various seg-

ments ; between these arise the flower-stalks,

about a foot high, taper, hairy, and branching
out at a little distance from the root : stem-
leaves dividing into three parts, these again cut,

and generally terminated by trifid points : the
petioles are embracing at the base ; the leaves

Vol. II.
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are all hairy ; the lower ones much larger and
more compound than the upper: the flowers are
terminating, with the stem naked for a consi-
derable length below them. They vary much in
size and colour, and the petals are frequently of
difltrent colours on the two surfaces. They ap-
pear in May; and in moderate seasons, or where
they are shaded from the sun in the heat of the
day, there will be a succession at least during a
month : the seeds ripen in Julv. It is a natfve
of the Levant.

The varieties are exceedinglv numerous, being
sometimes divided into two'c'lasscs, as the Old
Turkey kinds and the Persian kinds, the varieties
of the latter amounting to many hundreds, and
being considerably more various, rich, and beau-
tiful in colour, than the others.

In the former of these they rise with a strong
generally unbranching stalk a foot high, termi-
nated by one large double flower, "sometimes
emitting one or two smaller ones from its sides,
and of which there are red -flowered, scarlet-
flowered, yellow-flowered, and scarlet turban-
flowered, &c., being seldom tinged with ditfer-
ent colours, as in the Persian kimls.
The latter rise eight or nine inches high, ge-

nerally branching from the bottom, producing
from five or ten to twenty or more tlowers on
each root, and of which there are single-flow-
ered, semi-double-flowered, full-double-flow-
ered, large and full like a double rose, being ge-
nerally filled with petals to the very centre,
forming a regular globular body, of admirable
elegance, of all sorts of the most beautiful co-
lours in difierent varieties, and of numerous de-
grees of deeper and lighter shades, stripes, and
tinges in the several colours.

Martyn observes, that" the varieties produced
of late years from the seeds of semi-double flow-
ers are unbounded ; and that Mr. Maddock re-
marks that they are more numerous than of any
other flower. Accordingly his calalojjuc, he
says, boasts nearly eight hundred, all w7th their
proper names; rang'ed under the heads of

—

Dark and Dark Purple; Light Purple and Gray,
&c. ; Crimson, ,&c. ; Reds, &c. ; Rusv, &c'.

;

Orange, &c. ; Yellow and Yellow-Spotted, gcc;
White and White-Spotted, &c.; Olive, &:c.

;

Purple and Coftee-Striped, &c.; Red and Yel-
low-Striped; Red and White-Striped."

According to Mr. Maddock, " a fine Ranun-
culus should have a strong sf-aight stem, from
eight to twelve inches high. The flower should
be of a hemispherical form, at least two inches
in diameter, consisting of numerous petals gra-
dually diminishing in size to the centre, lying
over each other, so as neither.to be too close nor
too much separated, but having more of a per-
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pendicular than liorizonlal direction, in order to

display the colours with better effect. The pe-

tals should be broad, with entire well-rounded

edges; their colours dark, clear, rich or bril-

liant, either of one colour or variously diversi-

fied, on an ash, white, sulphur or fire-coloured

ground, or else regularly striped, spotted or

mottled, in an elegant manner."
The second species is very handsome, three

or four fieet high and branched : the stem hol-

low within : the leaves large, digitate, three-

lobed, divided to the base : segments lanceolate,

serrate all round, somewhat hirsute, especially

at the base : the flower white, terminating each

branch. It is a native of the Alps of Europe.

There is a variety with double flowers, which
has been obtained by seeds, and is preserved in

many curious gardens for the beauty of its flow-

ers. It is by some gardeners called Fair Maid
of France. The root is perennial, and com-
posed of many strong fibres: the leaves are di-

vided into five lanceolate lobes : the four side-

lobes are upon footstalks coming from the side

of the principal stalk, and the middle one termi-

nates it ; they are deeply serrate, and have seve-

ral loncritudinal veins. The stalks rise a foot ando
a half high, and branch out at the top into three

or four divisions, at each of which there is one
leaf, of the same shape with the lower, but

smaller. The flowers are pure white, and very

double, each standing upon a short footstalk.

It flowers in May.
The third has a perennial, tuberous root, with

many long simple white fibres : the stem up-
right, about two feet high, round, hollow, hav-

ing close-pressed hairs on it, not very leafy,

much branched at top : the leaves are three-

parted and five-parted, many-cleft ; the seg-

ments black or deep purple at the points : the

root-leaves on long upright petioles : the stem-
leaves nearly sessile, less, and more finely cut

:

the uppermost linear and sessile : sheaths of the

footstalks hairy. It flowers in June anj Julv.

There is a variety with double flowers, which
is the sort cultivated in the garden. It is fre-

quent among other herbaceous perermials, un-
der the name of Yellow Bachelor's Buttons,

The fourth species has a perennial root, con-
sisting of numerous whitish fibres: the stems
generally several from one root, a foot or more
in length, beset with rough hairs, throwing out
long creeping runners ; the leaves are ternate,

trifid and gashed, generally hairy on both sides,

but sometimes smooth and shining, frequently
marked with white (black) spots, on lony; hairy

petioles dilated at the base : the leaflets also are

on petioles, and are sometimes divided only into

two segments : the leaves are broad, dark, and

distinctly divided twice: the upperni' l are quite

entire: the flowering-stems are erec^, branched

and leafy, generally supporting two flowers. It

flowers in June.

There is a variety with double flowers, which
is the sort cultivated in the gardens.

In the fifth the leaves in part surround the

stalk at their base, whence the trivial name : in

colour they differ from most others of the genus,

being of a grayer or more glaucous hue; which,
joined to the delicate whiteness of the flowers,

renders it very desirable in a collection of hardy

herbaceous plants, more especially as it occu-

pies little space, and has no tendency to injure

the growth of others. It is a native of the

Apennine and Pyrenean mountains, flowering in

April and May.
Culture.—The first sort and the different va-

rieties may be readily increased by the ofF-sets

taken from the root, and new varieties may be

raised from the seed.

In the first method the off-sets should be se-

parated from the roots in dry weather, in the

latter end of summer, when the flowering is

over, and the stems and leaves are declinin(T,

being placed in bags or boxes, in a dry place,

till the autumn, when they should be planted

out in rows six or eight inches apart, and six of
them in separate beds, prepared with light sandy
earthy compost, to the depth of two or three feet,

taking care to protect them carefully from the

frost during the winter. When the buds begin
to break through the ground they should be kept
perfectly clear from weeds, protecting them from
frosts ; and when they have flowered and the

stems are decayed, the root should be taken up,
cleared from dirt, and placed in bags or boxes
till the autumn, when they must be planted
again.

In the second mode, the seed should be col-

lected from the best plants, of the semi-double
kinds, and be sown in flat pans or boxes, filled

with light rich earth, in August, covering it ia

about a quarter of an inch thick with the same
sort of earth, placing them in a shady situation,

so as to have a little of the morning sun. The
pots should remain here till the beginning of
October, when the ]ilants sometimes appear,
though it is often latL-r before this happens, when
they should have a more open exposure with the
full sun ; but when frost is apprehended, they
should be removed under a conmion hot-bed
frame, being only covered in the nights and
bad weather with the glasses, guarding them
well against rains and frost.

In the spring following they should be exposed
to the open air, being very slightly refreshed

with water, having a situation to enjoy the
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morning sun ; and when their leaves and stems

be^in to decay, the roots may be taken up, dried

in a proper place, and then put up in bags to be

planted out in the same manner as the old roots

in October.

In the following summer they will produce

flowers ; u lien such as are good should be mark-
ed, and the others removed from tiiem. The
plants intended to flower should not be sufllved

to run to seed, as roots which have produced

seeds seldom furnish line flowers afterwards.

The disappointments experienced in purchasing

these roots chiefly depend upon this circumstance.

The roots intended for the borders should be

planted towards the spring in little clumps or

patches, three, four, or five roots in each, put-

ting them in either with a dibble or trowel about

two inches deep and three or four asunder in

each patch, and the patches from about three

to five or ten feet distance, placing them in a

varied manner in the borders.

In regard to their general culture after plant-

ing, such of the forward autumnal-planted roots

of the choice sorts in beds as have shot above

s;round, should in winter, where convenient,

have occasional shelter from hard frosts by mats

supported on low hoop arches ; or in very severe

weather be covered close with dry long litter, re-

moving all covering in open weather : atid in the

spring, when the flower buds begin first to ad-

vance, shelter them in frosty nights with support-

ed mats, suffering them however to be open to the

full air every day; but the latter plantings, that

do not come up in winter or very early in spring

whilst frosty nights prevail, will not require any

protection, and all those distributed in patches

about the borders must also take their chance in

all weathers : those of the different seasons of

planting will succeed one another in flowering

from the beginning of April until the middle of

June, though the May blow generally shows to

the greatest perfection.

After the blow is past, and the leaves and
stalks withered, the roots should be taken up
and dried in the shade, then cleared from all off-

sets and adhering mould, putting them up in

bags or boxes till next planting seasons, when
they must be planted again as directed above.

In each season of planting, it is highly ne-

cessary, in the principal fine varieties, to put

them either in entire new beds, or the old ones

refreshed with some fresh rich earth or compost,

working the old and new well together, in order

to invigorate the growth of the plants.

The other species are capable of being easily

raised by the roots, which should be slipped or

parted in autumn when past flowering, or in the

spring before they begin to shoots and the slips

be either planted at once where they are to re-

nsain, or in nursery-rows for a season, then
planted out finally. They succeed in any com-
mon soil and situation^ and may he dispersed

about the different flower-borders and clumps,
where they constantly remain, only trimming
them occasionally; and once in a year or two,

or when they have increased into large bunches,
taking them up in autunui or spring to divide

them for further increase, replanting them again ^

directly.

In saving seed for raising new varieties, it

must be suffered to continue on the plant till it

becomes brown and dry, then be cut off, and
spread upon paper, in a dry room, exposed to

the sun, and u hen quite drv be put into a bag,

and hung iir a dry place till it is wanted.

All these plants are highly ornamental ; the

first sort in beds and pots, and the other in the

borders, clumps, and other parts of pleasure-

grounds.

RAPE. See Brassica.
RAPHANUS, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous aimual esculent kind.

It belongs to the class and order Telradynamia
Siliquosa, and ranks in the natural order of

Siliquosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

leaved perianth, erect : leaflets oblong, parallel,

converging, deciduous, gibbous at the base

:

the corolla four-petalled, cruciform : petals ob-
cordate, spreading : claws a little longer than
the calyx: nectariferous glands four; one on
each side, one between the short stamen and
pistil, and one on each side between the longer

stamina and the calyx : the stamina have six,

awl-shaped filaments, erect; of these, two that

are opposite are of the same length with the

calyx, and the remaining four are the lenirth of

the claws of the corolla : anthers snnple : the

plstillum is an oblong germ, ventricose, attenu-

ated, the length of the stamens : style scarcely

any: stigma capitate, entire: the pericarpium

is an oblong silique, with a point, ventricose

with little swellings, subarticulate, cylindrical

:

seeds roundish, smooth.
The species cultivated is : R. sativus, Com-

mon Garden Radish.

It has an annual root, large, fleshy, fusiform

or subglobular, white withm, red or white or

black on the outside : the stem upright, thick,

very much branched and diffused, rough with
pellucid bristles : the leaves rough, lyrate : the

calyx green, rough-haired : the petals pale vio-

let, with large veins running over them ; the

pod long, with a sharp beak, fungous, white,

with distant streaks, many-celled : cells mem-
branaceous, closed, in a double longitudinal
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row, along the middle septum : the seeds, one
in each cell, but iu each row from three to

twelve, subglobular, large, ferruginous, co-

vered w ith very minute raised dots. It is a na-

tive of China.

There are several varieties ; some of which
have the appearance of distinct species, from
their shape, size, and colour of the roots ; as

the Long-rooted, which is that commonly cul-

/ tivated in kitchen-gardens for its roots. Of this

there are several subordinate variations : as the

Small-topped, the Deep Red, the Pale Red or

Salmon, and the Long-topped Striped Radish.

The small-topped is most conmionly preferred

by the gardeners near London, as they require

much less room than those with large tops j tor

as forward radishes are what produce the great-

est profit to the gardener, and these are com-
monly sown upon borders near hedges, walls or

pales, the large-topped sorts would be apt to

grow mostly at top, and not swell so much in

the root as the other, especially if the plants

should be left pretty close.

The Small Rmmd-rooled, which is not very

common here, but in many parts of Italy it is

the only one cultivated;—the roots of this are

very white, round, small, and very sweet. It

is now frequently brought to the London mar-

kets in the spring, generally in bunches, and is

sometimes mistaken there for young turnips:

when eaten voung, it is crisp, mild, and pleasant.

The Larcre Tiirnep-rooted or IVhite Spanish,

>vhich has a moderately large, spheroidal white

root, and is esteemed chiefly for eating in autumn

and the early part of winter. Both these sorts

are commonly called indiscriminately Turnep

Radishes.

The Black Turuep-rooted Spanish, which has

a root like the preceding, white within, but with

a black skin ; and is greatly esteemed by many
for autumn and winter eating.

Culture.—^Tliese are raised from seed by dif-

ferent sowings from the end pf October till

April or the following month. They should

have a light fine mould, and the more early sow-

ings be made on borders, under warm walls,

or other similar places, and in frames covered

by glasses.
' The common spindle-rooted, short-topped

sorts are mostly made use of in these early sow-

ino^s, the seed being sown broadcast over the beds

after they have been prepared by digging over

and raking the surface even, being covered in

with a slight raking. Some sow carrots with the

early crops of radishes.

It is usual to protect the early sown crops in

the borders, during frosty nights and bad wea-

ther, by mats or dry wheat straw, which should

be carefully removed every mild day. By thts

means they are brought more forward, as well

as form belter roots.

Where mats are used, and supported by pegs

or hoops, they are readily applied and removed.
A second more general sowing should be

made in January or February.

When the crops have got their rough leaf,

they should be thinned out where they are too
thick, to the distances of two inches, as there

will be constantly more thinning by the daily

drawing of the young radishes.

When the weather is dry in March, or the

following month, the crops should be occa-
sionally well watered, which not only forwards
the growth of the crops, but increases the size

of the roots, and renders them more mild and
crisp in eating.

The sowings should be continued at the di-

stance of a fortnight, till the latter end of March,
when they should be performed every ten days,
until the end of April or beginning of the fol-

lowing month. In sowing these later crops, it is

the practice of some gardeners to sow coss-let-

tuces and spinach with them, in order to have the

two crops coming forward at the same time, but
the practice is not to be much recommended,
where there is sufficient room.

In sowing the main general crops in the opea
quarters, the market-gardeners generally put
them in on the same ground where they plant

out their main crops of cauliflowers and cab-
bages, mixing spinach with the radish seed as
above, sowing the seeds first, and raking them
in, then planting the cauliflowers or cabbages ;

the radishes and spinach come in for use before

the other plants begin to spread much, and as

soon as those small crops are ail cleared off" for

use, hoe the ground all over to kill weeds
and loosen the soil, drawing earth about the
stems of the cauliflowers and cabbages.

The Turnep Radish should not be sown till

the begiiming of March, the plants being al-

lowed a greater distance than for the connnon
spindle-rooted sort. The seeds of this sort are

apt to degenerate, unless they arc set at a di-

stance from that kind.

The White and Black Spanish Radishes are
usually sown about the middle of July, or a
little earlier, and are fit for the table by the end
of August, or the beginning of Septeinber, con-
tinuing good till frost spoils them. These should
be thinned to a greater distance than the com-
mon sort, as their roots grow as large as tur-

nips, and should not be left nearer than six

inches.

To have these roots in winter, they shoidd

be drawn before hard frost comes on, and laid
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in dry sand, as practised for carrots, carefullv

guarding them from wet and frost ; as in this

way they may be kept till the spring.

In regard to the culture of the general crops,

they require very little, except occasional thin-

ning where they are too thick, when the plants

are come into the rough leaf, cither hy hoeing
or drawing them out by hand ; though for large

quantities, small-hoeing is the most expeditious

mode of thinning, as well as most beneficial to

the crop by loosening the ground; in either me-
thod thinning the plants to about two or three

inches distance, clearing out the weakest, an^
leaving the strongest to form the crop.

In order to save the seed, about the beginning
of May some ground should be prepared oy dig-

ging and levelling ; then drawing some of the

siraightest and besi-coloured radishes, and plant

them in rows three feet distant, and two feet

asunder in the rows; observing, if the season be
dry, to water them until they have taken root :

after which they will only require to have the

weeds hoed down between them, until they arc

advanced so high as to overspread the ground.
When the seed begins to ripen, it should be

carefully guarded asrainst the birds. When it is

ripe, the pods will change brown: then it must
be cut, and spread in the sun to dry ; after

which it must be thrashed, and laid up for use

where no mice can come at it.

Culture on Hot-leds.—This method is some-
times practised in order to have the roots early,

as in January or the following month. They
should have eighteen inches depth of dung to

bring them up, and six or seven inches depth of

light rich mould. The seed should be sown mo-
derately thick, covering it in half an inch thick,

and putting on the lights : die plants usually

come up in a week or less ; and when they ap-

pear, the lights should be lifted or taken off oc-

casionally, according to the weather; and in a

fortnight thin the plants to the distance of an

inch and half or two inches, when in six weeks
they will be fit to draw. Where there are no
frames to spare, the beds may be covered with

mras over hoops, and the sides secured by boards

and straw-bands. And when in want of dung,
if the beds be covered with frames, and the lights

put on at night and in bad weather, the plants

may be raised for use a fortnight sooner than in

the open borders.

RASPBERRY. SeeRuBUS.
RATTAN. See Calamus.
RATTLE, RED. See Pedicularis.
RATTLE, YELLOW. SccRhinanthus.
RAUWOLFIA, a genus containing plants

of the tender exotic shrubby kind for the

stove.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Muiiagynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Covtortce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

toothed perianth, very small, permanent : the
corolla one-petalled, funnel-form : tube cylin-
drical, globular at the base : border five-parted,

flat: segments roundish, emarginate: the sta-

mina have five filaments, shorter than the tube:
anthers erect, simple, acute : the pistillum is a
roundish germ : style very short: stigma capi-

tate : the pericarpium a subglobular driipe, one-
celled, with a groove on one side : the seed two
nuts, convex at the base, attenuated at the top,

compressed, two-celled.

The species are : 1. R.nhida, Shining Rau-
wolfia ; 2. R. canescens, Hoary R.iuwolfia.

The first is a small tree, shining all over very

much, upright, full of a white glutinous milk,
twelve feet high : the leaves at the joints of the

twigs in fours, lanceolate, quite entire, sharp,

petioled ; the two nearest five inches in length,

twice as long as the two others. Common pe-
duncles racemed, terminating, half an inch long,

two or three together: the flowers small, with-
out scent, having white petals. The fruits are at

first yellowish, but at length b'jconie very dark
purple, are milky, and three times as large as a

pea: globular, fleshy, twin, two-seeded : the

nuts or stones, like those of grapes, of a bony
substance. It is a native of South America,
flowering here from June to September.

The second species is an upright shrub, the

whole of it milky, from one to eight feet in

height, with all the parts of a corresponding size,

according to the soil and situation. The younger
branches subtomentose : the leaves in fours,

obovate, attenuated to the base, acute, wrinkled,

tomentose underneath, quite entire, the two
nearest longer than the other two. Petioles hir-

sute, round. Common peduncles branched,
terminating in fours. (Cvmes peduneled, se-

veral, and two at the forkings of the stem.):

Flowers reddish, small, without scent.' It is a
native of the Caribbee Islands, &c.

Culture.—These may be increased by the

seeds or berries, which should be sown in pots

filled with light mould, in the autumn or spring,

plunging them in a mild hot-bed. When the

plants have attained some growth, thev should

be removed into separate pots, and have the

management of other exotic stove plants.

They may likewise be raised by layers and
cuttings, laid down or planted out in pots,

plunged in the hot-bed in the spring and summer
months, till they have stricken root, being

afterwards manaoed as those from seed.

Tliey afford much ornament and variety ia
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hot-house collections, both in their foliage and

flowers.

REED HEDGE, that sort of hedge or fence

which is formed from reeds. They are a sort

of temporary internal fences made with these

dried materials which may be had cheap, and

be expeditiously formed into hedges by the as-

sistance of posts and railing, being of great uti-

lity for occasional use in gardens, to inclose

particular internal spaces of ground, so as to af-

ford shelter to certain seedhng plants, both in

nurseries and large kitchen-gardens ; and in some
nurseries, to form places of shelter for many sorts

of seedling trees and shrubs, &c. which being

tender whilst young, require the shelter of a

fence in winter to break olT severe or cutting

blasts two or three years, till they gradually ga-

ther strength arvd a greater degree of hardiness.

They are also useful in training several sorts of

wall -fruit-trees against, to form them for rows,

or what are called Trained Trees; admitting of

planting trees against each side of them, six,

eight, or ten feet asunder. See Noiiserv.

In large open kitchen-gardens they are occa-

sionally made use of to inclose the melonan,', or

place for raising early melons and cuciunbers in,

and often as cross internal fences, under which

to form warm borders for the purpose of raising

various early crops of esculents.

The proper sort of reeds for these fences are

the dried stems of the common marsh reed,

which grows in great plenty by river sides, and

in lakes, and marshy places, furnishing a crop

of stems annually fit to cut in autumn, when
they should be bound in bundles, and stacked

up, or housed to remain for use.

These fences are sometimes erected in fixed

ranges, and sometimes formed into moveable pan-

nels. In the first mode, some stout posts should

be placed six or eight feet asunder, and five or

six high, and from post to post carry two or

three ranges of flat thin railing, one range near

the bottom, another near the top, and a third in

the middle; against this railing, the rerds must
be placed about two inches thick, having other

railing fixed directly opposite, so that the reeds

being all along between the double railing, the

bottoms resting either upon a plate of wood, or

let into the ground, but the former is preferable;

and as soon as one pannel is formed, the railing

should be nailed as close as possible, driving some
long spike-nails through each double raihng, or

binding tdem with strong withy bands, or tar

rope-yarn, but nailing is the best, in order to

brmg them as close as may be, to secure the

reeds firmly in the proper position; the top

should be cut even afterwards.

In the belter iiietliud, a frame-work of railing

should be prepared as above, each pannel six oi

eight feet long, and the reeds fixed therein as be-
fore directed; then, where they are intended to

be placed, posts must be ranged six or eight feet

distant to support the different panncls. Or
sometimes the pannels miy be placed mclinino-

against the wall or other ice, in time of severe

weather, when the borders arc narrow. These
sorts ot fences are now in much less use in gar-
dening than formerly.

RESEDA, a genus containing a plant of the
flowering sweet-scented kind. It belongs to the
class and order Dodecaiidria Trigynia, and ranks
in the natural order of Miscellanea'.

The characters are : that the calvx is a one-
leafed perianth, parted : parts narrow, acute, erect,

permanent ; two of which gape more, for the
use of the melliferous petal. The corolla con-
sists of some petals (3. 5. 6.), unequal, some of
them always half-three-cleft ; the uppermost
gibbous at the base, melliferous, the length of
the calyx.

Nectary a flat upright gland, produced from
the receptacle, placed on the u]iper side between
the stamens and the uppermost petal, convero-
ing with the base of the petals. The stamina
have eleven or fifteen short filaments. Anthers
erect, obtuse, the length of the corolla. The
pistillum is a gibbous germ, ending in some
very short styles. Stigmas simple. The pericar-

pium is a gibbous capsule, angular, acuminate
by means of the styles, gaping between them,
one-celled : the seeds very many, kidney-form,
fastened to the angles of the capsule.

The species cultivated is : R. odorala, Sweet
Reseda, or Mignionette.

It has the root composed of many strong
fibres, which run deep in the ground. The
stems are several, about a foot long, dividino-

into many small branches. The leaves are ob-
long, about two inches in length, and three
quarters of an inch broad in the middle, of a
deep green colour. The flowers are produced
in loose spikes at the ends of the branches, on
pretty long stalks, and have large calices ; the
corollas are of an herbaceous white colour, and
a fine smell. It is supposed a native of E^ypt,
flowering from June to winter. It is biennial.

Mr. Curtis observes, that " the luxury of the
pleasure-garden is greatly heightened by the
delightlul odour which this plant diffuses; and
as it grows more readily in pots, its fragrance
may be conveyed into the house: its perfume,
though not so refreshing perhaps as that of the
sweet-briar, is not apt to oflend the most deli-

cate olfactories."

Culture.—This is raised from seed, which
should be sownon a moderate hot-bed in March.
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and when the plants are strong enough to trans-

plant, be pricked out upon another moderate hot-

bed to bring them forward, having a large share of

air in warm weather to prevent tlieir drawing
up weak. Or they may be sown in pots of
light mould and plunged in the hot-bed, which
is probably the better practice. In the first

mode, about the end of May the plants may lie

planted out, some into pots, to place in or near

the apartments, and others into warm borders,

where they may remain to flov^'er and seed. The
plants which grow in the full ground often

produce more seeds than those which are in pots;

but at the time when the seed-vessels begin to

swell, the plants are frequently apt to be infest-

ed with green caterpillars, which, if they are

not destroyed, eat off all the seed-vessels.

When the seeds are sown on a bed of light

earth in April, the plants come up very well ; and
when not transplanted, grow larger than those

which are raised in the hot-bed; but they do not

fiower so early, and in cold seasons scarcely

ripen their seeds. In a warm dry border, how-
ever, the seeds often come up spontaneously,

and grow very luxuriantly : but to have the

flowers early in spring, the seeds should be
sovi'n in pots in autunni, being kept in frames

through the winter, or on a gentle hot-bed in

spring. The plants may also be preserved

through the winter in a green-house, where they

continue flowering most part of the year, but the

second year they are not so vigorous as in the first.

It is cultivated for the fine fragrant smell

which it affords.

REST HARROW. See Ononis.
RHAMNUS, a genus furnishing plants of

the tree and shrub kmds.
ft belongs to the class and order Ptntandria

Mo7iogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

DumosiT.
The characters are : that there is no calyx,

unless the corolla be taken for it : the corolla is

an imperforate petal, externally rude, internally

coloured, funnel-form : tube turbinate-cylindri-

cal : border spreading, divided, acute: scalelets

five, very small, each at the base of each divi-

sion of the border, converging : the stamina

have as many filaments as there are segments

of the corolla, awl-shaped, inserted into the pe-

tal under the scalelet. Anthers small : the pis-

tillum is a roundish germ. Style filiform, the

length of the stamens. Stigma blunt, divided

into fewer segments than the corolla; the peri-

carpium is a roundish berry, naked, divided

into fewer parts internally than the corolla : the

seeds solitary, roundish, gibbous on one side,

flatted on the other.

The species cultivated are : l. 7?. catharticus,

Purging Buckthorn ; 2. S. colulrimif!, Pubes-
cent Rhamnus, or Buckthorn—Htdwooil ; 3.

R. frangula. Alder Buckthorn, or Berrv-bear-
ing Alder; 4. R. palUmis, Common Christ's-
thorn ; 5. R. alalenius. Common Alaternus

;

6. R. jujula, Blunt-ieaved Buckthorn; 7. R,
oevopUa, Pointed-leaved Buckthorn ; 8. R.
zizyphus, Shining-leaved Buckthorn, or Com-
mon Jujube; 9. R. Spma Christi, Syrian
Christ's-thorn.

'J'he first rises with a strong woody stem to the
height of twelve or fourteen feet, sending oui
many irregular branches : the young shoots
have a smooth grayish -brown bark ; "but the
older branches a darker and rougher bark, and
are arnjed with afew short thorns. The leaves

are two inches and a half long, by one and a
quarter broad, dark green above but pale or
light green beneath, having a pretty strong mid-
rib, and several nerves proceeding from it, which
diverge towards the sides, hut meet asrain near
the point : they stand upon pretty Ions'' slender
footstalks. The flowers come out in clusters

from the side of the branches: those of the male
have as many stamens as there are divisions in

the petal ; those of the female (or hermaphro-
dite) have a roundish germ, which afterwards
becomes a pulpy berry of a roundish form, in-
closing four hard seeds. It is a native of Europe,
flowering from the end of April to June, and
ripening its berries about the end of September.

It is found that the juice of the unripe berries

has the colour of saffron, and is used for stain-

ing maps or paper, being sold under the name
of French berries : the juice of the ripe berries

mixed with alum, is the sap-green of the paint-
ers ; but if the berries be gathered late in the
autumn, the juice is purple. The bark affords a
beautiful yellow dye.

The second species is an upright tree, with
most of the branches spreading out horizontally.

The twigs, petioles, peduncles, lower surface

of the leaves, and outer surface of the calyx, are

covered with a slight ferruginous nap. The
leaves are oblong-ovate, acute, entire, the upper
surface smooth and shininsj, alternate, for the
most part distich. The racemes short, co-
rymbed, axillary, seven-flo.vered or thereabouts.

The flowers are without scent, all pointing up-
wards, with greenish scales. It is a native of
several islands in the West Indies, where it

flowers in January, June, and November, but
here in June.

The third rises with a woody stem to the

height of ten or twelve feet, sendmg out n)any
irregular branches, covered with a dark bark.

The leaves are ovate-lanceolate, about two
inches long and an inch broad, having several

1
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transverse nerves from the midrib to the side.?,

the flowers are produced in clusters at the end

of the former year's shoots, and also upon the

first and second joints of the same year's shoot,

each upon a short separate pedicel ; they are

small, of an herbaceous colour, and are succeed-

ed bv small round berries, which turn red, but

are black when ripe. The flowers appear in

June, and the berries ripen in September.

It is a native of most parts of Europe, flower-

inc early in May, and sometimes in April.

The berries gathered before they are ripe, dye

wool green and yellow—when ripe, blue-gray,

blue, and green. The hark dyes yellow, and

with preparations of iron, black.

There are two varieties, the broad-leafed,

which has larger and rougher leaves—it grows

naturallv on the Alps ; and the dwarf or round-

leafed, which is of humble growth, seldom

rising above two feet high—it' grows on the

Pyrenees.

The fourth species is a tree which rises with

a pliant. shrubby stalk to the height of eight or

ten feet, sending out many weak slender

branches, garnished with oval leaves placed al-

ternatel\-, standing upon footstalks nearly one

inch long; these have three longitudinal veins,

and are of a pale green. The flowers come out

at the wings of the stalk in clusters, almost the

leniith of the young branches ; they are of a

greenish-yellow colour, and appear in June, and

are succecdedbybroad, roundish, buckler-shaped

seed-vessels, which have borders like the brims

of a hat, the footstalks being fastened to the

middle ; these have three cells, each containing

one seed. It is a native of the South of Eu-
rope, &c.
The fifth is a shrub with alternate, shining ever-

green leaves, ovate, ovate-lanceolate, or lanceolate,

often glandular at the base, having remote ser-

ratures about the edge. The flowers small,

numerous, axillary, in short blunt racemes.

There is a very small bracte at the base of each

pedicel. The flowers are male and female or

imp/crfect hermaphrodites, on the same or dif-

ferent individuals.

It is a native of the South of Europe and of

Barbarv. The fresh branches or young shoots,

with the leaves, will dye wool a fine yellow. It

flowers in April.

There arc varieties with variegated leaves,

connnonly called Bloatched Phillyrea by the

nurserynien : and with the leaves striped with

white and with yellow, called Silver and Gold-
striped Alaternus.

The latter has the leaves much longer and
narrower, and the serratures on the edges much
deeper: this shoots its branches more erect.

forms a handsomer bush, and is equally

hardy.

It is observed, that the Phillyrea is some-
times, and according to some, there are also the

large-growing, the small-growiug, the broad-
leaved, the narrow-jagged-leaved, the vellow-
stripcd jagged-leaved, the white-striped jagged-
leaved—All which are confounded with the
Alaternus, by such as are not botanists; but
they may easily be distinguished by the posi-

tion of their leaves, which are alternate in thisj

but placed opposite by pairs in that.

It is observed, that the Alaternus was much
more in request formerly than at present; hav-
ing been planted against walls in court-yards to

cover them, as also to form evergreen hedges in

gardens, for which purpose it is very improper,
as the branches shoot very vigorously, and being
pliant are frequently displaced by the wind

;

in winter, when much snow falls in still wea-
ther, the weight of it often breaks the branches;
these hedges must also be clipped three times in

a season to keep them in order, which is both
expensive and occasions a great litter in a
garden.

1 he sixth species is a tree with round branches.
The leaves are very finely serrate, three -nerved,

at the base on one side narrower, retuse, and
there more deeply crenate, petioled. The
flowers very many, axillary, each on very short

pedicels, five-cleft, five-stairiened ; style bifid.

Close to the petioles is a very small recurved
prickle ; but sometimes this is wanting. But
according to Miller, it rises with shrubby stalks

ten or twelve feet high, sending out many slen-

der branches, which have a yellowish bark, and
are armed with single recurved thorns (prickles)

at each joint. The leaves are round, heart-

shaped, about two inches in length and breadth,

and indented at the footstalk; they have three

nerves, and are covered with a yellowish down
on their under side. The flowers come out in

clusters from the wings of the branches, arc

small, of a yellowish colour, and succeeded by
oval fruit about the size of small olives, inclosing

a stone of the same shape. It is a native of the
East Indies.

The seventh is a tree which has the leaves

half-cordate or so on the upper side, but half-

lanceolate on the hinder side, three-nerved, with
the nerves branching, tonientose underneath,
glaucous, on the wider side scarce manifestly
serrate, petioled. In the axils on the opposite

side are very many small clustered flowers, but
on the same side with the petiole behind, is a
recurved prickle. It is a native of the island of
Ceylon.

In the eighth, according to Thunbcrg, the stem
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is shrubby and branched ; the branches and
I>rancli!et3 filit'omi and smooth ; the prickles

scattered, solitary or in pairs, comnionlv erect

;

the leaves ahernate, on very short petioles,

scarcely cordate, ovate and ovate-oblong, blunt
with a very fine point, sometimes (but seldom)
rctuse, serrate, smooth, pale underneath, three-

nerved, an inch long; tjie flowers axillarv, two,
three, or more together, very short and unequally
pedunclcd; styles two, very short, with capitate

stigmas. It is a native of the South of Europe,
China, and Japan.

The fruit is sold in tlie market at Canton
during the autumn. In Italy and Spain it is

served up at the table in desserts during the win-
ter season, as a dry sweetmeat.

The common or cultivated Jujube, according

to Miller, has a woodv stalk, dividing into

many crooked irregular branches, armed with
strong straight thorns, set by pairs at each joint

:

the leaves are two inches long and one broad,

slightly serrate, on short footstalks : the flowers

are produced on the side of the branches, two or

three from the same place, sessile, small and
yellow ; the fruit oval, the size of a middling
plum, sweetish and clammy, including a hard
oblong stone, pointed at both ends.

The wild Jujube has slender woody stalks,

•which send out many weak branches, covered

with a grayish bark, and armed with spines in

pairs, one longer and straight, the other short

ahd recurved : the leaves small, oval, veined,

half an inch in length and breadth, and sessile.

It is found about Tunis in Africa.

The ninth species sends up several shrubby
stalks, dividing into slender branches, armed
with straight spines, (prickles) set by pairs at

each joint : the leaves are small, ovate, veined,

alternate, upon very short footstalks : the

flowers, are small, yellow, axillary : the fruit

round, about the size of the sloe. It is a native

of Ethiopia.

Culture.—^The first, third, and fourth sorts

may be increased by seeds, layers, and some-
times by cuttings : the seeds should be sown
in autumn as soon as ripe, on a bed of light earth,

and slightly raked in : the plants mostly ap-

pear in the following spring, and when they

have had a year or two's growth they should be

planted out in nursery-rows, te have two or

three years more growth, when they may bci

finally set out.

The layers should be made from the young
shoots and be laid down in the autumn, in the

usual way, giving a little twist or nick at the

time, in the bark at a joint. They mostly be-

come well rooted in twelvemonths.

Cuttings of the first and third sorts may be

Vol. II.

made from the young twigs, and l>e jjlanlcd in

rows in the autumn, in a bed of good eartl^,

when most of them wilt succeed.

'I'he evergreen or Alaternus kinds may be
raised from seeds and by layers. The i>laiu sorts

succeed in both methods, but the variegated

sorts only with certainty by layers.

The seeds should be put into the ground in

t'.ie early autunm in the same manner as above,
and the layers laid down in the autumn as in the
other kinds.

The other species may be raised by sowing the
stones of the fruit in pots in the spring, plunging
them in a moderate h(H-bed. When the plants

have attained some growth they should be re-

moved into separate pots and managed as other
tender plants.

They also succeed by suckers from the roots

and layers as in the above sorts.

The sixth and eighth sorts may be placed in

the green-house, and the others in the stove.

These are all ornamental plants ; the hardy
sorts for the pleasure-ground, and the more ten-
der sorts for the green-house and stove, among
other potted plants.

RHEUM, a genus containing plants-of the
herbaceous perennial luxuriant kind.

It belongs to the class and order Eniieandria
Trigynia, and ranks in the natural order of lio-

lorAcece.

The characters of which are : that there is no
calyx ; or, which otherwise appears as the co-
rolla, monopetalous, narrow at the base, and
impervious, divided above into six parts, alter-

nately smaller : the stamina have nine capillary

filaments inserted into the corolla, and termi-
nated by oblong didymous antherae: the pis-

tillum is a short triquetrous germen : the stvle*

three, scarcely visible, and three rcflexed plumose
stigmas : there is no pericarpium, but one large,

triquetrous, acute seed to each flower, having a
membraneous border.

The species chiefly cultivated are: 1. R. Wi.a~

pnnticiim, Rhapontic or Common Rhubarb : 2.

R.pnhnatinn, I'almated-leaved, or True Chinese
Rhubarb: 3. R. Compactvm, Compact Thick-
leaved Rhubarb: 4. R. undulatutn,\\'3.\-C(l-\iia.w(iA

Chinese Rhubarb : 5- R- r'l'f, Wasted-leaved
Persian Rhubarb : 6. R. Tutaricmn, Tartarian or

Heart-leaved Rhubarb.
The first has a large, thick, fleshy, branching,

deeply-striking root, yellowish within, crowned
by very large, roundish-heart-shaped smooth
leaves, on thick, slightly-furrowed footstalks ;

and an luiusual upright strong stem, two or

three feet high, adorned with leaves singly, and
terminated by thick close spikes of white flowers.

It is a native of Thrace and Scythia. This sort

2 X
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IS of inferior quality to some of the followinGC!

but the plant being asliinsrent, its yoimy; stalk*

urulfootstalks of tlieleavesbeingcut and peeled in

s.j->rinsr, arc used tor tarts and other eulinary uses.

It IS stated, ou the authority <if se\'eral rultiva-

tors of this ])laiit, by the editor of Miller's Dic-

tionary, that, by proper attention in the growth

and jireparation of the root, it may be obtained

here nearly in equal goodness to the foreign.

The second species has a thick fleshy root,

which is vellow within, crowned with \ery large

palmated leaves, being deeply divided into acu-

minated segments, expanded like an open hand;

the stems upright, five or six feet high or more,

terminated by large spikes of flowers. 'I his is

said to be the true rhubarb.

The third has a large, fleshy, branched root,

which is yellow within, and crowned by very

larce heart-shaped, sojiiewhat lobated, sharply

iiidentvd, thick smooth leaves ; and an upright

large stem, five or six feet high, garnished v>ith

leaves singly, and branching above ; having all_

the branches terminated by nodding ])an;eles of

white flowers. It has been supposed to be the

true rhubarb, which, however, though of supe-

rior quality to some sorts, is accounted inferior

to the second sort.

The fourth species al?a.bas a thick, branchy,

deep-striking root, wli^ is yellow within, and

crowned with large ohtong, undulate, somewhat

hairy leaves, having eipial footstalks, and an up-

right firm 'stem, fo\ir feet hidi, garnished with

leaves singly, and terminated by long loose spikes

of white flowers.

The fifth has a thick fleshy root, and very

broad leaves, full of granulated protubeiances,

and with equal footstalks ; the stems upright,

firm, three or four feet high, terminated by

spikes of flowers, succeeded by berry-like seeds,

being surrounded by a purple pulp. It is a

plant of much singularity.

The sixth has a" thick' fleshy root, and heart-

ovate, plane, smooth leaves ; the petioles half

cylindric-angled. It is a native of Tartary.
' Culture.—These plants are all increased by

seeds, which should be sown in autumn soon

after thev are ripe, where the plants are design-

ed to reriiain, as their roots being large and fleshy

when they are removed they do not recover it

soon ; nor do the roots of such removed plants

ever grow so large and fair as those which re-

main where they'werc sown. When the plants

appear in the spring, the ground should be vyell

hoed over, to cut u"p the weeds ; and where they

are too close, some .-hoidd be cut up, leaving

them at the first hoeing six or eight inches

asunder : but at the second, they may he sepa-

rated lo afoot and half distance or more. When

anv weeds appear, the ground should be scuffled

ov'erwithaDutch hocindry weather; butafterthc

plants cover the ground with their broad leaves,

they keep down the weeds without any further

trouble. The ground should be cleaned in au-

tunm when the leaves decay, and in the spring,

before the plants begin to put up theirnew leaves,

be dug well between them. In the second year

many of the strongest plants will produce

flowers and seeds, and in the third year most of

them. It is advised, that the seeds be carefully

gathered when ripe, and not permitted to scat-

ter, lest they grow and injure the old plants.

The roots continue many years without decay-

in? ; and it is said that the old roots of the true

rhubarb are much preicrable to the young ones.

These plants delight in a rich soil, which is

not too dry nor over moist; and where there is

a depth in such land for their roots to run down
they attain a great size both in the leaves and

roots.

Some cultivators think that the sowing is best

performed in the later spring months ; but in

this wav, as the seeds are slow in vegetating,

there is' much time lost. And a hot-bed has

been sometimes employed, though it is not much
advised.

The rhubarb plants may be also increased from

offsets, separating some of the eyes or buds

which shoot out on the upper parts of the root,

together with a small part of the root itself,

having some of the fibres to it. These offsets

may be taken from roots of three or four years

old, without any injury to the plant. By this

method a )ear is saved, the plants are not in

such danger of being devoured by vermin as

those from seed, nor so uncertain in growitig
;

they are not so tender, and only require keeping

clear of weeds. There is no difi"erence in the

size of the roots thus raised, horn those which

grow from seeds. This method was practised

by Mr. Hays, and in Mr. Hayward's practice

several off'sets were slipped from the heads of

large plants in the spring, and set with a dibble

about a foot apart. Four years after he took

up the roots, and found them very large, and of

excellent quality. '•' On further experience,

when he took "up his roots, either in spring

or autumn, he divided the head into many [larts;

these he planted directly, at two feet distance,

if intended for future removal ; but if to remain

for a crop, at four feet and a half"

In the culture of this root for medicinal uses

the nature of the aspect is said not to be very

material, provided it be not shaded too much on
the south or west. The indbpensable points

are the depth and good quality of the soil, which

should be light, loamy, and rich, but not toa
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rnwch so, lest the roots be too fibrous : it

can scarcely be loo dry, tor more evil is to be

expected from a superaljundaiicy of moisture

than from any aclual want of it. If, with these

advantaoes, the plantation can be placed on a

centle declivity, such a situation may be said to

Be the inost desirable. Where a plantation docs

not possess the natural advantage of being on a

decliviiv, narrower beds and deepened trenches

are among the artificial means that should be

adopted; but most situations will require some

care to prevent the ill eiTects of water remaining

on the crowns of the plant.s: therefoTc, when
the seedstalks are cut oft", which ought always

to he done immediately upon the withering of

the radical leaves, they should be covered with

mould in form of a hillock. This process will

answer two good purposes ; that of throwing off

the rain, and keeping open the trenches by tak-

ing the earth from them.

It is observed that, the injuries to which the

young plants are most liable, are from slugs

and other small vermin, from inattention to the

season and manner of planting, and from too

great an exposure to frost. Little damage is to

be feared from heat ; and in general they are

hardy and easy of cultivation when arrived be-

yond a certain term.

It is advised to take great care of the nursery-

bed, as the pains bestowed by constant water-

ings, and protecting the young plants from the

ravages of insects, will amply repay the planter.

Roots that thrive well here, will in three years

arrive at an equal size with others, that have

not succeeded so well, at the end of live. When
a plantation is to be formed, or a vacancy filled

up, select the finest and most thrifty plants.

No plant will come to any thing when it has

lost its principal bud.

It is observed, that there is a diftereuce of

opinion in respect to the age at which the roots

oueht to be taken up for use ; but is probably

bcb't done from four to eight years.

It is best taken up in the autumn in a dry

time, and should be immediately dryed and j)rc-

pared by cutting into pieces and cleaning.

Some plants of each of the .sorts may also be

introduced in the dry borders and clumps for the

ornamental effect of the leaves and flowers.

KHEXIA, a genus containing plants of the

hardv herbaceous perennial kind. It Inlongs to

the class and order Octandria Monoifi/iiia, and

ranks in the natural order of Calycanthfwcp.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, tubular, ventricose at bottom,

oblons;, with a four-cleft border, permanent :

the co'rolla has four roundish petals inserted in-

to the calyx, spreading : the stamiixa have eight

filiform filaments longer than the calyx, and in^

scrted into it : anthers declining, grooved, li-

near, blunt, versatile; the pistillum is a roundish
germ ; .style simple, the length of the stamens
declining : stigma thickish, oblong : the peri-

carpium is a roundish four-celled, lour-valved,

capsule, within the belly of the calyx : the seeds

numerous, roundish.

The species are : I. R. vircrinica, Virginian
Rhexia: --l. R. Mariana, Maryland Rhexia.

The first rises with an erect stalk near a foot

and half Inch, four-cornered and hairy : the

leaves lanceolate, hairy, about two inches long,

and half an inch broad, entire and opposite:

the stalk has two peduncles coming out irom the

side opposite to each other at the upper joint,

and is terminated by two others ; these each
sustain two or three red flowers with heart-shap-

ed petals, spreading open in form of a cross, and
appear in June. It is a native of North Ame-
rica.

The second species sends up an erect stalk

about ten inches high : the leaves lanceolate,

about an inch long, and a third part of an inch

broad, set on by pairs ; and from every joint of

the stalk two short shoots come out opposite,

with small leaves of the same shape ; the whole
plant is thick set with stinging iron- coloured

hairs : the stalk divides at the top into two
peduncles, spreading from each other, having
one or two reddish flowers on each, with a

single subsessile flower between them ; thev

have four heart-shaped petals, which spread

ojien as in the preceding. It flowers about the

same time, and is a native of Maryland, Brasil,

Surinam, &c.
Culture.—These plants ma\- be increased by

sowing the seeds procured from their native si-

tuations, in the autumn or sprinsr, in pots filled

with good fresh mould, placing them under the

protection of frames, or if in a mild hot-bed they

will be rendered more forward. When sown at

the latter season, the plants seldom appear the

same year. When the plants have attained suf-

ficient ijrowth they should be planted out partly

in a dry siieltered east border and partly in pots,

to have the protection of a- frame against the

frosts in winter. They flower the second year,

and with care continue three or four.

They aftbrd ornament in the borders as well as

among flowerv potted plants.

RHODIA.' See Rhodiola.
RHODIOLA, a genus comprising a plant of

the low herbaceous, odoriferous, succulent per-

ennial kind. It belongs to the class and order

Dioecia Octandria, and ranks in the natural

order of SucmUmtce.
The characters of which are : that in the

2X2
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nialc, the calyx is a four-parted perianth, con-

cave, erect, obtuse, permanent: the corolla has

four oblong obtuse petals, from erect-spreading,

double the length of the calyx, deciduous. Nec-

taries four, erect, emarginate, shorter than the

calyx : the stamina have eight awl-shapyd fila-

ments longer than the corolla. Anthers simple:

the pistilknn has four oblong acuminate germs.

Stvles and stigmas obsolete : the pcricarpuim is

abortive : female ; the calyx is a perianth as in

the male: the corolla has fonr petals, rude, erect,

obtuse, equal with the calyx, permanent. Nec-

taries as in the male : the pist.llum is as four

oblong acun;inate germs, ending in simple

straight stvles : stigmas obtuse : the pericar-

piimi has four horned capsules opening in\vard>3

:

the seeds very many, roundish.

The species cultivated is : R. rosea. Common
or Yellow Rosewort.

It has a very thick fleshy root, which when
bruised or cut sends out an odour like roses;

with many heads, whence in the s-pring come
out thick succulent stalks about nine inches

loniT, closely garnished with thick succulent

leaves of a gray colour, an inch long, and half

an inch broad, indented on their edges towards

the top, and placed alternately on every side the

stalk; which is terminated by a cluster of yel-

lowish herbaceous flowers, male and female, on

distinct plants appearing early in iVlay. They
iiave a very agreeable scent, but are not of long

continuance. It is a native of Lapland.

There is a variety in which the roots are small-

er; the stalks small, and not above five inches

long ; the leaves small, ending with a purple

point ; the petals are purplish, and the stamens

little longer than the petals. It flowers later.

Culture.—^This plant may be increased by

planting cuttings of the stalks in the beginning

of April, soon after they come out from the

head, in a shady border ; covering them close

down with a glass, and keeping them dry, wjhen

they mostlv put out roots in about six -weeks
;

but the cuttings should be laid in a dry room at

least a week before they are planted out, other-

wise they are apt to rot, and be destroyed.

They may also be raised by parting the roots

in the beguming of autumn, when the stalks

begin to decay; and wh.en the fleshy parts are

cut or broken they should be laid to dry a few

davs befoic they are planted. They require a

shady situation, and a dry undunged soil, in

which they will continue many years. They af-

ford variety in the borders, clumps, &c.

RHODODENDRUM, a genus containing

plants of the hardy, deciduous, and evergreen,

flowering, shrubby kinds. Dwarf Rose- bay.

It belongs to the class and order Dtcandria
^

7

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Btcorncs,

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted permanent perianth : the corolla one-
petal led, wheel-funnel-form : border spreading,

with rounded segments : the stamina have teil

flliforni filaments, almost the length of the co^
rolla, declined. Anthers oval : the pistilluin i&

a five-cornered retusc germ. Style filiform, the

length of the corolla. Stigma obtuse : the pe-

ricarpium is an ovate capsule, subangular, tive-

celled, divisible into five parts : the seeds nu-
merous, very small.

The species are : \. R. ferrugineum, Rusty-

leaved Rhododendron : 2. R. hirmtum, Hairy

Rhododendron: 3. R. chamcccislus, Dwarf Rho-
dodendron, or Rose- bay : 4. R. psnticuvi, Purple

Rhododendron: 5. i?, maxwn/m. Broad-leaved

Rhododendron.
The first rises with a shrubby stalk near three

feet high, sending out many irregular branches,

covered with a purplish bark. The leaves are

lanceolate, an inch and half long, and half an
inch broad in the middle, entire, with reflexed

borders, lucid green on their upper surface, and
rusty-coloured underneath, placed all round the

branches without order. The flowers are pro-

duced in round bunches at the ends of the

branches: the corolla is funnel-shaped with a

short tube, and is cut into five obtuse segments

at the brim, spreading a little open, and of a pale

rose colour. It is a native of Switzerland,

flowering from May to July.

The second species seldom rises two feet

high, and sends out many short woody branches,

covered with a light brown bark. The leaves

are ovate-lanceolate, about half an inch long,

and a quarter of an inch broad, silting i.retty

close to the branches; they are entire, and have a

great number of fine ferruginous hairs on their

edges and under side. The flowers are produced

in bunches at the ends of the branches. The
tube of the corolla is about half an inch long :

the five segments of the brim are obtuse, spread

half open, and are of a pale red colour. It is a

native of the mountains of Switzerland.

The third is a small shrub, very much branch-

ed, the extreme branches leafy. The leaves are

oblong, hard, on short reddish petioles. The
peduncles one, or more, an inch long, villose,

reddish brown, terminating. Calyx deeply fi^e-

cleft, of the same colour with the peduncle; the

segments acute. The corolla purple, the seg-

ments ovate. The stamens longer than these.

The style longer than the stamens. It is a na-

tive of Austria, &cc.

The fourth species has an upright trunk,

shrubby, cummonly the height of a man, but
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fionietitnes only lialf so high, frequently thicker

than the huniaii arm, very much branched from

the bottom irregularly ; the wood white, the

bark ash-coloured. The branches round, scar-

red, with a snioothish testaceous bark. The
leaves alternately scattered, coriaceous, large,

quite entire, very smooth, becoming ferruginous

underneath, scarcely nerved except the midrib,

having a longitudinal streak on the upper sur-

face, of a wide-lanceolate form, more attenuat-

ed towards the thick petiole. The flowering-

buds formed in autumn for the year following,

and consisting of ferruginous, ovate-acute, con-

cave, very smooth, imbricate scales. The
flowers in a short raceme at the end of the

branchlets, about ten, and very handsome. It

is a native of the Levant, flowering in May and

June.
The fifth rises in its native soil, fifteen or

sixteen feet high, with a shrubby stalk, sending

out a few Branches towards the top. The leaves

stiff, smooth, six inches long and two broad, of

a lucid green on their upper side, and pale on

their under, whilst young; but afterwards chang-

ing to the colour of rusty iron: they have short

thick footstalks, and are placed without order

round the branches : between these the buds are

formed for the next year's flowers; these swell

to a large size during the autunm and spring

months till the beginning of June, when the

flowers burst out from their covers, forming a

roundish sessile hunch or corymb. It is a na-

tive of North America, flowering here from
June to August.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
sowing the seeds, which are very small, as

soon as possible after thev are procured, ei-

ther in a shady border, or in pots filled with

fresh loam, having ihem very lightly covered

with a little fine mould, and plunging the pots up
to their rims in a shadv border, and iu hard

frost covering them with bell- or hand-glasses
;

taking them ofl'inniild weather. When they

are sown earlv in autumn, the plants come up
the following spring, when they must he kept

shaded from the sun^ especially the first sum-
mer, and duly refreshed with water ; in the au-

tunm following removing them to a shadv situa-

tion, on a loamy soil, covering the ground
ahout the roots with moss, to guard them from
J'rost in winter and keep the ground moist in

the summer season.

They may also be increased from suckers or

offsets, which they produce plentifully where
^hey grow naturally, but seldom in this climate.

They arc very ornamcnUi! in the border,

clumps, and other parts of sh'ubberies.

RHUBARB. See Rheum.

RHUS, a genus containing plants of the tree

and shrub kinds; Sumach and Toxicodendron.

It belongs to the class and order Peiifandria

Triginiu, and ranks in the natural order of Du-
mosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, inferior, erect, permanent : the

corolla has five ovate petals, from upright

spreading : the stamina have five very short

filaments : anthers small, shorter than the

corolla : the pistillum is a superior roundish

germ, the size of the corolla: styles scarcely

any: stigmas three, cordate, small: the peri-

carpium is a roundish one-celled berry : the seed

one, roundish, bony.

The species are; I. R. coriaria, Elm-leaved
Sumach ; 2. R. typhinum, Stag's Horn Vir-

ginian Sumach; 3. /?.g/a^'r«m. Scarlet Sumach;
4. R. elegans, Carolina Sumach ; 5. R. cupalli-

num, Lentiscus-leaved Sumach ; 6. R. cotinus,

Venice Sumach; 7. R. toxicodendron, TTzl\\\n^

Poison-oak, or Sumach ; 8. R. vcrnix, Varnish
Sumach; 9. R. radicans, Rooting Poison-oak, or

Sumach; 10. R. tomentosum, Wooly-leaved
Sumach; \\. R. angiLst'ifolium, Narrow-leaved
Sumach; 1'2. R, lucidum, Shining-leaved Su-
mach.
The first has a strong woody stem dividing

into many irregular branches, and rises to the

height of eight or ten feet; the hark is hairy,

and of an herbaceous brown colour whilst young.

The leaves are composed of seven or eight pairs

of leaHets terminated by an odd one : these

leaflets are about two inches long, and half an

inch wide in the middle, and of a yellowish

green colour. The flowers grow in loose pani-

cles at the end of the branches, each panicle

being composed of several thick spikes of flow-

ers sitting close to the footstalks : they are of a

whitish herbaceous colour, and appear in July.

It grows naturally in Italy, Spain, Sic.

The branches are u'ed instt:ad of oak-bark

for tanning leather, and it is said that Turkey
leather is all tanned with this shrub.

The second species has a woody stem, from
which are sent out many irregular branches,

generally crooked and deformed. The young
branches are covered with a soft velvet-like

down, greatly resembling that of a young stag's

h.orn both in colour and. texture, whence it has

vulgarly the name of the Stag's Horn Tree. The
leaves have six or seven pairs of -ieafltts, termi-

nated i)y an odd one ; their under surface and

the midrib are hairy. The flowers are produced

in close tufts at the end of the branches in July,

and are followed by seeds, inclosed in purple

wooly succulent covers, so that the bunches are

of a beautiful purple colour in autunm ; the
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K-aves also ihen chano-e first to a purplish, and,
before th<-v fall, to a feiiilleniort colour. It is a
native of Virginia and Carolina.

'("he tliird is not so high as the second ; the
branches are nnich more spreading; and smooth,
the lea (lets are wider and less serrate, they are

of a deeper green, and have only a ho^-rv cloud
or bloom on the under surface, which may be
wiped ofif with the fingers ; whereas in that they
are covered with a hoarv pubescence; the pani-
cle is more diffused. It is a native of North
America.

There are several varieties ; as the New Eng-
land Sumach; in which the stem is stronajcr,

and -ises higlier than that of the second sort
;

the branches spread more horizoutallv, they are

not quite so downy, and the down isof a brown-
ish colour; the leaves are composed of many
more pairs of leaflets, and are smooth on both
sides: the tlowers a-e disposed in loose panicles,

and are of an lierbaceous colour. The Canada
Smooth Red Sumach, which has smooth branches
of a purple colour, coveied with a gray pounce:
tlie leaves are composed of seven or eiiiht pairs

of leaflets which are four inches and a half long,

and one inch broad in the middle, terminatintr

in acute points, and a little serrate, of a lucid

green on their upper surface, but hoary on their

under, and smooth : panicle lar8;e, composed
of several smaller, each on separate footstalks,

the whole covered with a gray pounce: the

flowers are of a deep red colour.

The fourth species rises commonly to the

height of seven or eight feet, and divides into

many irregular branches, which are smooth, of
a purple colour, and pounced over with a grav-
ish powder ; as are also the petioles, which are

of a purplish colour. The leaves have seven or

eight pairs of lobes, not always evactly opposite

;

they are three or four inches long, and almost
an inch broad in the middle; above they are of
a dark green, underneath hoarv but smooth.
The flowers of a bright red colour, in very close

thick large panicles, appearing in July aiid Au-
gust, and continuing till autumn. It is a na-
tive of .South Carolina.

The fifth seldom rises more than four or
five feet high, dividing into many spreading
branches, which are smooth, of a light brown
colour, and pretty closely furnished wilh pinnate
leaves ; these have four or five pairs of narrow
leaflets, which are entire, two inches long and
half an inch broad, ending in acute points ^ of a
light green on both sides, and in autumn change
to purple : the petiole has on each side a winged
or leafy border, running from one pair of leaflets

to another, ending in joints at each pair. The
flowers are produced in loose panicles at the end

of the branches, of a yellou ish lierbaceous co-

lour, and appear in July. It is a native of North
America.
The sixth species rises with an irregular

shrubby stalk to the height of ten or twelve feet,

sending out manv spreading branches covered

with a smooth brown bark, garnished wilh-

singie obovate leaves about two inches long,

and of the same breadth, rounded at their points,

and stand upon long footstalks ; are smooth,

stiff", and of a lucid green, having a strong mid-
rib, whence several transverse veins ran towards

the border. The flowers come out at the end of

the branches u[)on long hair-like footstalks-,

which divide and branch into large hair-

like bunches of a purplish colour ; are small,

white, and corgposed of five small oval petals,

which spread open. They appear in July. It

is a native of the South of France, &c.
The root is used for dyeing : the leaves and

young branches dye black; and the bark is used

for tanning leather.

The seventh has the stalks rising higher than

those of the ninth sort ; the branches are slender

but woody, and have a brow-n bark : the leaves

are orl pre;ty long petioles; leaflets oval, two
inches long, one inch and a half broad, indented

angularly, and hoary on their under side : the

male flowers, which are produced on separate

plants from the fruit, come out from the side

of the stalks in close short spikes, and are of an

herbaceous colotir : the females are produced

in loose panicles, agree in shape and colour

with the males, but are larger and have a round-

ish germ supporting three very short styles. It

is a native of many parts of North America.

The eighth species has a straight trunk : the

leaflets four or five pairs, sometimes more, the

upper surface green and smooth, the lower paler

and pubescent, entire about the edge, or some-
times slightly sinuate, with oblique superficial

veins, and the midrib inclining to the inner side,

except in the odd leaflet, which it divides into

equal parts: the petioles oblong, purple: from

the base of these come out the peduncles, which
are green, and bear many flowi rs in a racemed

spike ; these are small and lierbaceous : I'ruit

a juiceless drupe, slightly compressed. It is

common in swamps in North America. Flowers

here in July.

Martyn savs, that " the milky juice staint

linen a djrk brown. The whole shrub is, in a high

degree, poisonous ; and the poison is communi-
cated by touching or smelling any part of it."

The ninth has a low shrubby stalk, which
seldom rises more than three feet high, seniling

out shoots near the bottom, which trail upon
the ground, putting out roots from their joints.
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vihert'hv if nniltiplies anil spreads greatly. If it

be near a w all, the tibrcs will strike into the joints

and support the stalks when severed troni the

root. \Vhen it is thus supported, the stalks be-

come more woody, and rise miieh higher than

when it trails on the ground. The petioles are

near a foot long ; the three leaflets are ovate-

cordate, five inches long, three inches and a

halt broad, each on a short petiole; the two side

ones oblique to the petiole, but the middle one
equal; thev have many transverse veins running
from the midrib to the borders. The flowers

come out from the side of the stalk in loose

panicles, are small and of an herbaceous colour,

ntale and female on distinct trees; the latter

succeeded by roundish, channelled, smooth ber-

ries, of a 2,ray colour, inclosing one or tw o seeds.

It grows naturally in many parts of North Ame-
rica, and flowers in July.

Having, in conmion with ivy, the quality of
not rising w ithout the support of a wall, tree, or

hedge,' it is called in some parts of America
Creeping Ivy. It will climb to the top of high
trees in woods, the branches every where throw-
ing out' fibres that penetrate the trunk. When
the stem is cut, it emits a pale brown s..p of a

disagreeable scent, and so sharp that letters or

marks made upon linen with it cannot be got out
again, but grow blacker the more it is washed.

Like Rhus vernix it is poisonous to some
persons, but in a less degree. Kalin relates, that

of tw« sisters, one could manage the tree with-

out being ail'ected by its venom, whilst the

other felt its exhalations as soon as she came
within a yard of it, or even when she stood to

leev\ ard of it at a greater distance ; that it had
not the least efi'ect upon him, though he had
made many experiments upon himself, and once
the juice squirted into his eye; but that on an-
other pers')n's hand, which he had covered very

thick with it, the skin, a few hours after, be-

came as hard as a piece of tanned leather, and
peeled off afterwards in scales.

There is a variety with a straight and stout

trmik, having a brownish ash-eolound bark :

the leaves smooth, veined, bright ^reen ab(>ve,

somewhat paler underneath, pendulous, and
somewhat bent back : in the male plan', the

leaves are rather wider and longer, and are drawn
more to a point ; in the female they are shorter

and blunter, and the petioles are reddish, where-

as in the other they are green : the flowers

axillary, in racemes ; the mates larger, whitish

yellow ; the femals smaller, herbaceous, on the

germ instead of the style there are two, some-
times three black dots : fruits round, the size

and form of coriander seeds, streaked w ith live

lines, remaining on the tree till new flowers

come out ; when the outer rind comes off, and
a cretaceous substance comes into view, in

which an ash-coloured, hard, horny seed is in-

volved, slightly divided on the upper part, and
somewhat kidney-shaped.
The tenth rises with a woody stalk to the

height of seven or eight feet, covered with 3

brown bark, and having many irregular branches:

the leaves on long petioles : the leaflets angu-
lar, near two inches long and one inch broad,
dark green above, downy underneath : the

flowers come out in slender bunches from the

side of the branches, are of a whitish herbaceous
colour, and soon fall away. It is a native of the

Cape.
The eleventh species rises w ith a woody stalk

seven or eight feet high, dividing into several

irregular branches, covered with a dark brown
bark : the leaves are on pretty long footstalks :

the leaflets two inelics long and half an inch
broad in the middle, ending in acute points,

lucid green above, but downy underneath: the

flowers are produced in small loose bunches
from the side of the branches ; are small and
herbaceous. It is a native of the Cape.
The twelfth rises with a woody stalk dividing

into many branches, covered with a brow n bark :

the leaflets are of a lucid trreen colour. It is a na-
• 1 -

tive ot the Cape, flowering in July and August.
Culture.—The first nine of these ])lants are

capable of being raised by seeds and layers, a. id-

some of them also by suckers, or their rooting

branches.

In the first method, such of them as do not

send up suckers should have the seed procured

Irom abroad, and sown in pots of a large size

or m beds of light mould, being covered in

about the depth of half an inch in the autumn.
Those in pots should be protected from the

frosts during the winter, and if plunged in a

moderate hot-bed in the earlV spring they v-ill

be rendered more forward, letting the plants

have a i'ree air when they appear. Those in the

open ground often remain long before they ve-

getate ; they should be kept tree from weeds, be
well watered in summer, and have tb.e protection

of mats the first winter. When the plants have

had the growth of a year or tw o thev may be
planted out in nursery-rows till fit to be set out

111 the places where they are to remain. Tiie

potted plants should have the protection of the

frame the second winter, air being treely admit-

ted in mild weather : and in the spring lollow-

ing they may be shaken out of the pots wiihout

injuring the roots, and be set out in nursery-

rows, three feet apart, and a foot distant in the

rows, where they may remain two years, and

then be planted out where they are to rcnuun.
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Such sorts as have young branches sufficiently

1(j\v, niav have them laid down in the autumn
in the slit method ; when they will mostly have

stricken root in the course of a year, and may be

taken oft" and planted out where they are to re-

main, or in the nursery.

Those sorts that send up suckers from the

roots should have them taken up during the

winter, and planted out in nursery-rows in the

manner of the seedlings, till of a proper growth

to be planted out.

The seventh and ninth sorts may likewise be

increased by their trailing branches, which have

stricken root as they rest on the ground, which

should be taken up with their loots entire in

the autumn, winter, or any early spring, and

be planted out either where they are to remain

or in nursery-rows, till of sufficient growth for

the purpose they are intended.

The first and fourth sorts being the most ten-

der require the most shellered situations.

Most of these plants afford a milky juice,

« hich is extremely acrid and corrosive.

The three last sorts may be raised by cuttings

and layers with great facility.

In the first method, the cuttings of the young

shoots should be planted out in pots of light

fresh mould, in the spring and early summer
months, plunging iheni in a moderate hot-bed,

where they readily strike root, being occasion-

ally watered and shaded; and when they have

formed aood roots they may be potted off into

separate pots.

In the latter mode any of the young wood
may be laid down in the usual manner, in the

early spring, when by the autumn they will

mostly have stricken good root, and may be

taken off, and be potted out the same w ay as the

cuttings.

The'lirst nine sorts have a fine effect in mix-

ture with other deciduous shrubby plants, in

the borders, clumps, and other parts of plea-

sure-grounds ; and the three last afford variety

among other potted green-house plants of the

less tender kinds.

RHUS COBBE. See Schmidei.ia.

RIBES, a genus containing plants of the

hardy deciduous shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentamlria

Monogyiiia, and ranks in the natural order of

Pomacece.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, half-five-cleft, ventricose : seg-

ments oblong, concave, coloured, reflex, per-

manent: the corolla has five, small, obtuse

petals, erect, growing to the margin of the ca-

lyx : the stamina have five, subulate, erect fila-

ments, inserted into the calyx : anthers incum-

bent, compressed, opening at the margin : the

pistilluni is a roundish germ, inferior; style

bifid : stigmas obtuse : the pericarpiuin is a glo-

bular berry, unibilicated, one-celled : recepta-

cles two, lateral, opposite, longitudinal : the

seeds very many, roundish, somewhat com-
pressed.

'i'he species cultivated are : 1 . R. riibnim.

Common Currant ; 3. R. nigrum. Common
Black Currant; 3. R. Grossuluria, Rough-fruit-

ed Gooseberry ; 4, R. Uva aispa, Smooth-fruit-

ed Gooseberry ; 5. R. reclhmtum , Procumbent
Gooseberry; 6. R. oxyacanfliaidcs. Hawthorn-
leaved Currant ; "i . R. cijnosiali, Prickly-fruited

Currant,

The first has smooth branches : the leaves on
longish petioles, doubly serrate, subpubesecnt :

the racemes simple, nodding, vihen in fruit

pendulous : the bracte ova{e, small, shorter

than the pedicels : the corolla yellowish green,,

with obcordate petals: the berries acid, shining,

It is a native of Europe, flowering in May.
It is observed by Martyn, that this shrub is

very apt to be infested with the ylphU Riles, in

which case the green leaves become red, pitted,

and i)i:jkered. It has been long cultivated iu

the garden and greatly improved. There are se-

veral varieties: as the common sort with small

red fruit ; with white fruit, with pale fruit, com-
monly called the Champaign Currant, differing

only in beingof a pale red or flesh colour. But
since the White and Red Dutch Currants have
been introduced and become common, the old

sorts have been almost banished, and are now
rarely to be found. ,

Mr. Forsyth mentions the Fine new white
Dutch, Long-branched red, Striped-leaved re(J

white Currant, and Large pale and red Dutch.
There arc also the Sweet Currant, the Smalt-

fruitcd Currant, and a variety with blotched

leaves, which is kept in some plantations ; but as

the variegation is apt to go off when the plant is

vigorous, it scarcely deserves a place in them.
The second species is distinguished by its

more humble habit, its strong-smelling leaves

glandular underneath, its hairy racemes, tubu-
lar calyx, and black fruit, but especially by its

solitary, one-flowered peduncle at the base of
the receme, and distinct from it : the buds are

glandular: the bractes woolly, and as long as the
pedicels : the flowers villose, turban-shaped

;

the petioles also subvillose and glandular. It is a
native of most parts of Europe, flowering in May.

There is a sort often termed the American
Black Currant. The berries have a very pecu-
liar flavour, which many persons dislike ; but
are commonly eaten in puddings in some parts,

and make a tart little inferior ta the Cranberry.
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The juice is frequently boiled down to an ex-

tract, with the addition of a small proportion of

sugar; in this state it is called Rob, and used

in sore throats.

Currants are by some supposed the most use-

ful of all the small fruits, either for table or cu-

linary uses, as well as for \vine, continuing long

in succession with due management. The black

sort is seldom sent to table.

This sort niay be infused in spirit of any kind,

in which way they make a good liquor.

The third is a low branching slirub ; the

firickles under the buds one, two, or three: the

eaves three-lobed, gashed, subpubescent : the

petioles bairv, commordy longer than thw leaves:

the peduncles one-flowered, nodding, having

one, tv\o or three opposite ovate ciliate bractes

in the middle : the germ villose : the berries pen-

dulous, hairy.

It is observed by the editor of Miller's Dic-

tionary, that if tlie bractes do not distinguish

this from the following, the roughness or

smoothness of the berries will hardly do it, as

Mr. llobson has found that seeds fronj the same
plant will produce both rough and smooth fruit.

lie cannot regard them as d;lferent species. It

is a native of several parts of Europe.

The fourth sort has the buds woolly : the ca-

lyx bent back : the peduncle woolly : the bractc

ovale, embracing, generally with three divi-

sions : the flow ers solitary, pendent : the stipule,

ciliate with knobbed hairs : a triple thorn be-

neath the buds ; ihe berry crowned with the per-

manent calyx, peduncled, pulpy, subdiapha-

nous, pale, amber-coloured, red or purple,

smooth, the p'.'Ip watery and sweet : receptacles

formed of the skin of the berry thickened, ob-

long, narrow; with filiform umbilical chords,

the length of the seeds, and inserted into their

inner and blunter extremity : seeds as far as

thirty, ovate-oblong, with a pellucid jelly about

them, rufjseent. It is a native of the northern

parts of Europe.

Martyn remarks that the Gooseberry seems

to have been formerly a fruit in very little

tsteem, but has received so much improvement
that it is now become valuable, not only for

tarts, pies and sauces, both fresh, and preserved

in bottles, but as an early dessert fruit, and pre-

served ill sugar for winter use, to answer the

same purpose.

The most important varieties are of the Red
kind ; the hairy, smooth, deep red, damson or

dark-red blueish, red raspberry, early black-

red, Champaigne, Sec.

Of the Green kind ; the hairy, smooth, Gas-
coigiie, raspberry, &c.

Of the Yellow kind ; the great oval, great

Vol. II.

amber, hairy amber, early amber, large ta\^-

ney or great mogul, iic.

t)f the White kind; the common, white-
veined, and large crystal.

But besides these, there is the rumbellion,

large ironmonger, smooth ironmonger, hairy

globe, and innumerable others, some of very

large size, annually raised from seed, weighing
from ten to fifteen pennyweights, but there are

small ones belter tasted. There are said to be
upw aids of two hundred, at least in name.
Mr. Forsyth gives the followirg list from the

Catalogue of Messrs. Kirk, Nurserymen, at

Brompton, near London :

—

Supreme Red, Perfection Red, High Sheriff

of Lancashire, Royal George, Unicorn, Rough
Amber, White Walnut, Ackerley's Double
Bearer, Royal Oak, Miss Bold's, Sparkler,

Akerley's Rodney, I^ampson's Caesar, Monk's
Charles Fox, St. John, Pigeon Egg, Worth-
inglowe's Conqueror, Golden Eagle, Royder's
Triumph, Williamson's Yellow Hornet, Swing-
hain, Jackson's Golden Orange, Goliah Cham-
pion, Warrington Red, Golden Drop, Coster-
diner Goliah Champion, Hairy Amber, Nixon's
Golden Eagle, Worthington's White Lily, Lay-
lord's Seedling, Nixon's White Heart, Riding's

Old England, Bakeley's Swingham, Tillotson's

St. John.
And he adds another " list of the largest new-

sorts shown in Lancashire in the summer
(1800), with their colour and weight, as com-
municated by Messrs M'Ni\cii, nurserymen,
Manchester :

—

Red Gooseberries.

Alcock's King ^

—

:

—

Duke of York —
Boardman's Royal Oak —
Brundrit's Atlas — —
Chapman's Peerless — —
Dien's Glory of England —
Fairlow's Lord Hood —
Fisher's Conqueror — —
Fox's Jolly Smoker — —
Hall's Porcupine — —
Lomax's \'ictory — —
ISlason's Hercules —• —
'J'aylor's Volunteer — —
V^orthington's Glory of Eceles

Yellow Gooseberries.

Brundrit's Sir Sidney -^

Davenport's Defender —
Creeping Ceres

H imnet's Kilton — —
Hill's Golden Gourd — —

Roval Sovereign —
Leigh's Prince of Orange —
Parkinson's Goldfinder —

2 Y
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twcen other Fmil-lrccs on north walls, or palino--!,

for lalcr crops; these may be covered with

douhle nets, to preserve them from birds ; luck-

ina; in a few fern branches between the two nets,

vhich will prevent the heat of the sun and dry-

iivr winds from shrivelling the fruit. In the

qirarters they should be covered with mats for

the same purpose; at the tame time permitting

all the leaves to remain on the bushes, to shade

the fruit and make it keep the longer in a pro-

per state."

In regard to tlic pruning of the bushes, the

work may, according to the above author, " be

beaun in the month of November, and conti-

nued lill March, as it suits the planter's conve-

nience. And they should never be left too thick

of wood; b'.it a great deal depends on the ma-
nagement of them in sammer^ to have strong

anS tine wood for the following season. If they

have been neglected for some years, and suf-

fered to run up to long naked wood, they must,

he says, be cut down near the ground ; they

will then set forth line strong shoots. In this

case, he would recommend heading down every

other tree, and cutting the others partially, by

taking out every other branch as near as can be

to the^ ground, uidess they are trained up with

sino-le stems, in which case it will be necessary

to cut them as near as possible to where the

blanches begin to break out and form the head."

And " in the winter pruning, the strongest

and finest shoots should be preserved, leaving

them from nine to eiglueen inches long, ac-

cording to their strength, and from eight to ten

inchcslpart, and as regular as possible from top

to bottom of the tree; taking care to cut out all

the dead and weak shoots." And " particular

attention should be paid in summer, keeping

the middle of the bush open to admit the sun

and air; preserving the finest and strongest

shoots that are nearest the stem. Some, he says,

are fond of training them r.p with single stems,

to a considerable height, to form fine round

heads, which are very ornamental, if not suf-

fered to run up too high ; as in that case they

are liable to be broken by the wind, if not well

supported by stakes. Care must be taken not to

1ft the shoots run to more than six inches long,

because such short shoots will not be so liable

fo be damaged by the wind as long and weak>

ones are, especially when loaded with fruit. He
prefers dwarfs from three to four feet high."

It is added, that " the same manner of prun-

ing'-, &c., niil do for Black Currants; but, as

thev (TOW stionger than the red or white, the

shoots should be left thinner, and laid in longer,

.which will make them produce larger and finer

fruit." And '•' those against walls and palings

should have the shoots laid in thinner than those

in the quarters, and trained as horizontally as

possible, shortening them in the winter pruning

to a foot or eighteen inches, according to the

strength of the shoots."

And as this sort of fruit " is very liable to

be devoured by earwigs, which take shelter un-

der their leaves and branches, bundles oi bean-

stalks should, he says, be hung up some tinic

before the bushes are covered with mats or nets.

If proper attention be not paid to this, the fruit

will generally suffer very much from these in-

sects. After the bushes are covered, take the

mats oft" once in three or four days, and kill the

ear\viy;s that have got into the bean-stalks, which
it wilf be necessary still to kee]) hungup. As
there is a sweetness in the inside of beanstalks

which attracts the earwigs, they very readily

take shelter in them from rain. By proper atten-

tion to these directions, these destructive insects

may be kept under, and the greater part of the

fruit be preserved."

It is also necessarv to carefully stock up alj

suckers at the roots of the trees, and keep them
as clean as possible, otherwise they will prevent

the sun and air from penetrating to the roots,

and greatly weaken and injure the trees.

These plants are very liable to be infested with

aphides and other insects, from which they

should be freed as soon as possible, by proper

picking, washing, and liming.

Culture hi the Gooseberry Kind.—These arc

capable of being raised by cuttings and layers,

as well as seeds for new varieties. They are

likewise sometimes increased by suckers ; but

this last is not an advisable method, as the plants

raised in this way are more apt to throw out

suckers than those from cuttings or seed.

The cuttings should be made from the strong-

est and cleanest shoots, and have the length of

seven or eight inches, beitig planted out in the

early autunm, in a border which has an eastern

or northern aspect, at the distance of about a

foot from row to row, and having only about

three or four inches of each cuttmg above the

sround; as by this means they ma\' be kept clean

bv hoeing. They require to be frequentl/ wa-

tered in the spring season, when the weather is

dry.

The layers may be laid down any time in the

autumn or spring season, in the common way,

when they readily strike root, and in the follow-

ing autunm may be taken off and planted out

where they are to remain, or in nursery rows,

to get strength to be finally planled out.

The seed obtained from the ripened berries

shoidd be sown in the autumn or very early

sprina:, in a bed of fine light mould ; the

2 Y 2
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plants coir.e up readily, and should be kept pcr-

ttcily clear from weeds ; and when ihry have had
one or two years growth may be removed into

mirstry-rows, in the same manner as the Cur-
rants, to remain till they become fit tor being
planted out.

In this vvav good new varieties may be pro-
cured. Mr. JForsvth remarks, that the gardeners

in the vicinity of Manchester have made great

additions to the varieties of this fruit, and by
mixing up a rich soil to plant them in, carefully

watering, shading, and thinning the fruit, have
brought the berries to a size much larger than
had been before met with in this country ; but
that some of the layers are much thicker in the

skin, and not so well flavoured as many of the

old sorts.

The methods of planting out this sort of plants

are extremely various. According to Mr. For-

syth, the market gardeners in the vicinity of the

metropolis set them out in rows from eiglit to

ten feet apart, and six from plant to ]5lant. In

cases of this sort he recommends that they should

be pruned in the autumn, as about the beginning
of October, when the ground between may be

planted with coleworts, or beans for a spring

crop; and by so doing, there will be no occasion

to tread over the ground and hurt the coleworts

hi pruning the bushes; as before the Goose-
berries begin to shoot, the coleworts will be all

cleared oft the ground.

And after this time (or before if you find it

convenient), a good coat of rotten duirg should

be laid on the ground ; then dig it and plant

early potatoes ; but not so near as to hurt the

Gooseberries by their growth.

He likewise advises that the roots of Goose-,

berries should he kept clear to admit the sun and

air. In small gardens he would recommend
planting them in a quarter by themselves, at the

distance of six feel between the rows, and four

feet from plant to plant: they may be planted

round the edges of the rjuarlers, about three

feet from the path ; in which case the ground

will be clear for cropping, and a man, by set-

ting one foot on the border, can gather the

Gooseberries without injuring the crop that may
be on the border.

And that, as thcv like a rich soil, they should

be dunired every year, or at least have a good
coat of dung once in two years. They should

never be planted under the shade of other trees,

as it injures the flavour of the fruit.

In respect to the pruning of the bushes, " it

is a practice too common, Mr. Forsvth says, to

let them branch out with great nakedstems, suf-

fering them to remain in that state for years.

When that is the case, they should be cut down

near to the grounrl in the winter pruning, as it

will make them throw out line strung healthy

shoots, which will bear fruit the second year :

and as Gooseberrv-i)uslies, in general, bear their

fruit on the second year's wood, arcat care

should be taken in summer to keep the middle
of the bush clear to admit a free air, leaving the

finest and strongest shoots from six to ten inches

distant from each other. 'J'his will, he says,

help to ripen and harden the wood. It is a prac-

tice with some to shorten the shoots in the au-
tumn or winter pruning, which should be al-

ways near to a wood-bud ; which mav be known
by its being single, wherets fruit-buds are in

clusters. The shoots may, he thinks, be short-

ened to eight or ten inches, according to their

strength. Some leave them at full length for

three or four years, thinning out those that are

superfluous. He advises always to leave a pro-

per nuinber to be trained up between the full-

lengt'i shoots, to succeed them when they are

tired of bearing; and then to cut the old ones

down to the young ones that are to succeed

them. By these means the bushes may always
be kept in a constant state ofbearing."

'Jliose branches which were cut the first year,

will in the second throw out short dugs, or

spurs, v,'hich produce the fruit ; and these should

by no means be cut off, unless the branches are

in a sickly state, and require to be cut close

down when the bushes are overloaded with
fruit. " It will then, he says, be necessary to

cut out a good deal of the old wood, to assist

nature to recover herself after producing so great

a quantity of fruit."

He advises that " great attention be paid to

the cultivation of the early and lale sorts. In

some old gardens, in particular, there are, he

says, very valuable sorts that have been of late

too much nesjlected; he would therefore recom-
mend to those who live in the neighbourhood
of such gardens, to observe their time of ripen-

ing, and to cultivate those especially which are

early and late."

He adds, that " it is a practice with some to

clij) the tops of Goosebcrnes with a pair of gar-

den shears, as they would clip a thorn hedge

;

this he bv no means approves of, as the fruit will

not be half the size, nor of so fine a flavour, as

when the bushes are kept clear of such wood as

is unnecessary."

It is recommended that great " care should

be taken in spring aiiil siuiimer to stock, or

grub up, all the suckers from the roots of li.e

bushes, leaving their stems clear and unencuui-

bered. And as many of the Lancashire sorts are

apt to grow honzontallv, and the branches fre-

quently trail on the t:rouiid, wtiich readers them
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liable to be broken by high wiiuls, especially

when lliey are loaded wiili fruit, he would re-

commend two or tliree hoops to be put round

them, to which the bianelies may be tied,, to

support them, and prevent their being broken

bv the v\ind, or any other means."
When it is wished to have them very late,

they should be planted on north walls and pa-

lings, between the other trees, when they may
be removed as the trees beam to meet. If laid

in thin, they will bear very fine and handsome
fruit. He would advise to plant the finest late

sorts; as bv this method the table will be sup-

plied much longer than bv the common custom

ot planting in quarters of ihe garden.

And " immeiliately after pruning, he always

applies the Composition to the ends of the

shoots and cuttings ; and he finds it of great

use in preventing the exhalation of the sap, and

preserving the cuttings till they take root and

become established."

These sor(s of plants are very much infested

with a small green caterpillar, vliich frequent!)-

devours both leaves and fruit : great attention is

of course necessary to observe their first appear-

ance on the bushes; as^ if not destroyed early,

they increase so fast, that they soon devour all

the leaves, and the fruii is good for nothing. It

is observed, that " they first appear gcn^'rally on
the edges and under-sules of the leaves."

In order to destroy tliem, he advises to " take

Eorne sifted quick-lime and la\' it under the

bushes; but not at first to let any of it t )u li

the branches or leaves ; then shake each bii'^h

suddenly and smartiv, and the catcrpi'.k.rs will

fall into the lime; if the bush be not shaken

suddenly, the caterpillars, on being a little dis-

turbed, will take so fiim a hold as not easily to

be shaken off. After this is done, some of the

lime should be sifted over the bushes ; this will

drive down those which may have lodged on the

branches. The caterpillars ought, he says, to

be swept up next day, and the bushes well

Avashed with clear lime-water mixed with urine;

this will destroy any caterpillars that nia\' still

remain, and also the Aphides, if there arc any

on the bushes at the time."

Forcing.—Sometimes trees of the goose-

berry and currant kinds are forced for early fruil-

insr, by means of artificial heat in fruit-foicing-

houses, hot-walls, or forcing-frames, &c. For

this purpose, some young trees should be plant-

ed in hiigish pots, one plant in each, and beintr

advanced to a full state of growth for plentiful

l)earing, should be introduced in any of the

above forcing departtuents that are in work bv

fircj or hot-bed heat, or both, in forwarding

any principal sorts of fruit-trees, plants, or
flovvcrs, at the proper season, as about January
or February, in which the same culture, in re-

gard to the degree ot heal, and other requisites,

necessary for thenther trees, &c., is suitable for

these. Water should be given oecasionaliy to

the earth in the pots, and sometimes after the
fruit is set, tlH-owing it hghtlv over the branches
on a warm sunny day; and they will thus pro-
duce ripe fruit in April or the following month.
The forcing of this sort of fruit is now how-

ever seldom much attended to.

RICINUS, a genus containing plants of the
tall lierbaceous tender annual kind.

1 1 iTcIongs to the class and order Morioec'itt

Monadelphla, and ranks in the natural order tff

Tr'ivoccce.

The characters are : that.in the male the calyx
is a one-leafed, five-parted perianth: segments
ovale, concave : there is no corolla: the stamina
have very numerous filaments, filiform, branch-
ingly collected below into various bodies : anthers
twin, roundish :—femalcson the same plant : the
calyx is a one-leafed perianth, three-parted scjt-

ments ovate, concave, deciduous : there is no
corolla : the pistillum is an ovate germ, covered
wiih subulile corpuscles : styles three, two-
parted, from erect spreading, hispid : stiirrnas

simple; the pericarpium is a roundish capsule,

three-giooved, prickly all over, three-celled,

three-valvcd : the seetis solitary, subovate.

The species cultivated is R. comnnuiis, Coiii-

mon Palma Christi.

It rises with a strong herbaceous stalk to the
height of ten or twelve feet; the joints areata
great distance from each other; the stalk and
branches are of a gray colour; the. leaves large,

and on long footstalks ; deeply divided into

seven lobes, and are gray on their under side.

The flowers are disposed in long spikes, which
spring from the division of the branches : the

males are placed on the lower part of the spike

;

the females, which occup^ the upper part, have
prickly calyxes: the root is biennial, long, thick,

whitish, and beset with many small fibres. It

is a iiative of the Indies,

anil August.
It becomes a tree in its native situation, and

the seeds aH'ord the castor oil of the shops.
'Inhere are several varieties, as the Great Ame-

rican Palma Christi, which has brown stalks

that divide into two or- three branches, and rise

six or seven i( et high ; the leaves are broader,

and not so dceplv divided ; they are of a deep
green on both sides, and are unequally serrate.

The spikes of flowers are shorter, the seed-

vessels rounder and of a brownish colour, and

flowering here in July
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Uie seed?: arc imich less, and brown. It is a na-
tive of the West Indies.

The Green-stalked American Pahna Christi,

which has a thick hcrbaeeous stem, of a grayish

green, with the joints not so far asunder as in

the preceding sorts : it rises about four feet higli,

and is divided at the top into three or four

branches, which spread out almost hoiizoritaliy :

the leaves are large, of a deep c;reen on their

upper side, but grayish on their under ; they are

deeply cut into six or s-cvcn (sometniies eight)

lanceolate segments, whicli are unequally serrate :

the petioles spread out more horizontally than

those of the common sort, and are much short-

er: the principal stalk and branches are termi-

Hatcd bv loose spikes of flowers: the covers of

the capsules are green, and closely armed with

soft spines: the seeds are smaller and lighter

coloured than those of the preceding. It is

also a native of the West Indies.

The Writtkled-capsuled Palnia Christi, which
rises with an herbaceous stalk about four feet

high : the lower part is purplish, and the upper

deep green, the joints pretty far asunder: the

leaves are of a deep green on their upjKT side,

but paler underneath ; they are not so deeply

divided as some of the others, and are more re-

gularly serrate : the spikes of flowers are large :

the males have more stamens, with yellow an-

thers : the capsules are oval and wrinkled, but

have no prickles : the seeds are small and brown.

It is a native of both Indies.

'I"he Red-stalked Palma Christi, which rises

with a large red-dish stalk to the height often or

twelve feet, with mauv joints, and dividing into

several branches : the leaves are very large, some
measuring more than two feet and a half in di-

ameter ; are of a dark green, unequally serrate,

and not so deeply cut as in some of the varieties:

the spikes of flowers are large, and brown, with

whitish anthers : capsules large, oval, and closely

set with soft prickles: the seeds are very large,

and beautifully striped. It is a native of Africa

and both Indies.

The Small American Palma Christi, of which

there are two sub-varieties, one with a red, the

other with a pale-green stalk, distinguished in

America by the names of Red and \\''hitc Oil-

seed : the stems seldom rise more than three feet

high, stMiietimes <!ividing at the top into two or

three branches : the leaves arc much smaller and

more deeply divided than in the other varieties;

their borders are unequally serrate, andtheseg-

"s nients of the leaves arc frequently cut on the

sides : the spikes of flowers are smaller and more

compact : the capsules are also smaller, rounder,

of a li<'ht green, and closely set with soft prickles

:

the seeds small, and finely striped. It is a na*
tivc ef Carolina, &;c.

The Li\id-lcaved Palma Christi, v.hich is an
evergreen tree, ten feet in height, and more :

the trunk, during the first year, is blood-red and
very shining; afterwards it becomes woody, as

thick as the wrist, hollow with transverse septa,

pithy, with circular warts at the joints from
fallen stipules, ash-coloured, interruptedly and
slightly streaked : before the leaves come out,

they are wra]ipcd up in red stipules like aheaths,

that fall od soon after: the leaves are divided

halfway into eight, sometimes ten lobes, which
are serrate and acute, and the petiole is long

;

they are of a dark blood-red colour on the up-
per surface, and livid on the lower, with bluod-
red veins, the largest less than a foot in diame-
ter, quite sn)ooth, without any hairniess whatever:
the fruit of a livid colour, with long soft pric-

kles : the seeds shining, variegated with black

and brown. It is a native of the Kast Indies,

Culture.—These plants are capable of being
increased bv seeds, which should be sown upon
a hot-bed in the spring, and when the plants are

come up, be each planted into a separate pot

filled with light fresh earth, and plunged into a

fre^h hot-bed, watering and shading ihem until

they have taken root ; after which they must
have a great share of free air when the season
is mild, otherwise they draw up tall and weak.
As the plants grow fast, and their roots in a short

time fill the pots, they should be shifted into

larger pots, filled as above; and about the end
of May, when the seascm is w arm, be hardened
to endure the open air bydtgiecs; when, if

some of the plants be shaken out of the pots,

and planted out into a very rich border, and in

dry weatlier duly watered, they grow to a large

size, and produce a great quantity of flowers and
seeds. If it be intended to preserve any of the

plants through the winter, they must not be

planted out in the full ground, hut be shifted

into larger pots occasionally, as their roots re-

quire, placing them in the open air during the

summer season in some warm situation, where
they may remain until October, when they must
be removed into the green-house with other ex-

otic plants, watering them sparingly in winter,

and admitting free air in mild weather, as they

onlv require to be protected from Irost and cold

winds.

They have a fine ornamental effect in their

leaves among other ]>otted crreen-house plants,

and also in tlie large open border or clumps,

when cultivated as annuals, but they require

room.
RIDGING OF GROUND, the practice of
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throwing it up into high ridges, In order to lie

Jallow ill winttT, 8:c., to mellow, and improve

in its qualitv and t'trtihty.

'I'his is work of great utility in the kitchen

garden, as well as in other parts, but more
especially in stiff and heavy sods, and cold wet

lands. It is accomplished by trcnch-diiiging

the ground over, laying the earth of each trench

in a raised, rough ridge, lengthways, that by

thus lying as high, open and hollow, as possible,

it may meliorate and iertilise more cHcctuallv by

the weather during the winter. And it receives

further improveuient from the levclhng it down
aaain, which is expeditiously eftecled, for the

reception of the intended seeds, plants, roots,

ike, which breaks, divides, and pulverises the

earth still more eflectually.

This ridging is (generally performed either in

the latter end of autunm, or any time in winter,

or early in the spring, as the ground is the most
vacant at those seasons, and not generally im-
mediately wanted for any principal sowing or

planting.

This sort of work is executed by beginning at

one end of the plat of ground, and digging out

a trench one or two spades in width, and a full

spade's depth, removing the crumbs from the

bottom, in the length-ways across the ground,

and wheeling the earth to the finishing end, to

be ready to till up the last trench : so marking
out a second trench close to the first, of the same
width, then proceeding in the tienching and
ridging, previously |ianng the top of the second

trench, With all weeds, rubbish, or dung there-

on, if any, into the bottom of the first, and
then digging the ground of the second along

regulaiK-, tlie proper width and depth as above
j

turning the earth spit and spit into the first open,

trench, laying it in a raised ndge lengthways
thereof, without breaking it fine, so that it

may lie somev\hai rough and hollow, according

as the nature of the soil may admit : proceeding
thus with another trench in the same manner,
and continuing the same with the whole, trench

and trench, to the end of the plat of ground
;

filling up the last trench with the earth of the

first opened, laying it now ridge-ways as iu the

preceding trenches.

Jn the work of levelling down ridged ground,
as wanted, it should proceed regularly, ridge

and ridge, long-waxs, levelling the earth equally

to the right and left, loosening any solid parts,

and breaking all large rough lumps and clods

moderately fine; forming the whole in an even
regular surface, in order for sowing and planting

as requ red.

And in general, it is not advisable to lay down
more than can be sown the sajne or next day.

while the surface is fresh stirred, especially in
broad-cast sowing and rnking in the seed, as
most generally all tolerably light mellow soils
are more yielding to the rake wliile the surface
is fresh moved ; or before rendered wet by rain.
Sec, or very dry and hardened in the top earth
by the sun, air, and winds, in dry weather, in
the spring months, &c., and likewise, for sow-
ing seeds by bedding in and covering in with
earth from the alleys, &c., or with earth raked
oti the beds fijr that purpose, it would sjenerallv
be most successful to perform it in a fresh stirred,

surface
J
though it is not so material in drill

Sowing: and besides, when seeds are committed
to the earth while it is in a fresh turned up sur-
face, especially in a dry season, they are more
forwarded in a free regular germination than in
ground that lias lain some time after dif!;<iing or
levelling down. Though some grouiufs of a
wet, or heavy, still" nature, sometimes require
to lie a few days after digging or levelling down,
in order for the rough cloddy surface to mellow
in some degree, either by drying a little, or by
having a moderate rain, or sometimes both, to
meliorate the lumpy clods, pliant to the rake, in
the case of broad-cast sowing and raking in the
seed.

KIVINA, a genus containing plants of the
shrubby evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Tctrandiia
]\Io)iogy?/ia, and ranks in the natural order of
Holoracece.

The characters are : that the cal\ x is a four-
leaved perianth, coloured, permanent : leaflets

oblong-ovate, blunt: there is no corolla, unless
the calyx be taken for it : the stamina have four
or eight filaments, shorter than the calyx, ap-
proaching by pairS) permanent : authers small :

the pistillum is a large germ, roundish : style

very short : stigma simjile, blunt: the pericar-

pium is a globular berry, ])laced on the green re-

flex calyx, one-celled, with a point curved in :

the seed one, roundish, lens-shaped, rugged.

The species cultivated are: 1-. R. liMmilis,

Dgwny Rivina ; 2. R. Icevii, Smooth Rivina

;

3. R. octandra. Climbing Rivina^

The first grows taller than the second, and the
branches are more erect : the leaves are smaller,

heart-shaped, and covered with short hairy
down : the spikes of flowers are not so l')ng

;

the flowers are not so closely placed together,

and have longer peduncles. It is a native of the
West Indies.

The second species rises with shrubby stalks

six or eight feet high, dividing into several

spreading branches, and covered with a gray
spotted bark : the leaves alternate, lanceoTate,

exitire, two inched and a half long aud one inch.
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broad in the middle, drawing to a point at each

end, smooth, of a lucid green, and pretty thick

consistence, on long slender footstalks, and
placed at pretty great distances on the branches :

the flowers in long bunches, from the side and
at the end of tlic branches, each on a slender pe-

duncle near half an inch long : calyx scarlet :

stamens eight, longer than the caivx : berry

roundish, with a thin pulp, outwardly scarlet

changing to purple ; inclosing one roundish hard

seed. It resembles the preceding very much,
but is wholly smooth ; but the leaves are pur-

plish about the edge, and the flowers red on the

outside. It is a native of the West Indies, flow-

ering niost part of the year.

The third rises with a clinibing woody stalk

to the height of twenty feet, covered with a

dark grav bark : the leaves are oval-lanceolate,

near three inches long, and an inch and half

broad, smooth, entire, on short footstalks : the

flowers come out in long bunches from the side

of the blanches, shaped like those of the second

sort. The berries are blue, of the same size

with those of the other. It is a native of the

West Indies.

Culture-—These plants may be increased by
seeds procured from the places where they are

natives, sowing them as soon as thev are ob-

tained, in pots tilled with fresh light earth,

plunging them in a hot-bed when in sunniier,

but in the tan- bed of the stove in the autumn or

winter. The earth should be well moistened

during the summer season, but very sparinglv in

the winter. They should be carefully preserved

in these situations till the seeds vegetate, which-

is often a great length of time, of course the pots

should not be disturbed.

When the plants have attained about two
inches in srowth, they may be removed into se-

parate small pots, filled with light loamy mould,
plunging them into a hot-bed, shading them
tdl fresh rooted.

Thev afterwards require the management of

other stove exotic plants.

They may likewise sometimes be raised by
lavers and cuttings, assisted by the heat of the

bark hot-bed.

After these plants have been preserved in the

stove of the hot-house till they have attained a

good growth and streneth, they are capable of

being preserved in moderate warmth in winter,

and in the warmest part of summer in the open
air, in a warm sheltered place.

They afibrd variety among other potted ever-

green stove plants.

ROBINIA, a genus comprismg plants of the

bardy deciduous tree and shrub sorts, with

tender kinds for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelph'a

Dcccnidria, and ranks in the natural order of

PapiUonaccce or Legumino^cB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, small, bell-shaped, four-cleft

:

the three lower toothlets more slender ; ihe up-

per fourth toothlet wider, scarcely emarginate

to the nnked eye, all equal in length : the co-

rolla papilionaceous : standard roundish, larger,

spreading, blunt : wings oblong, ovale, free,

with a very short blunt appendix ; keel almost

semiorbicular, compressed, blunt, the lengtli of

the wings : the stamina have diadclphous fila-

ments, (simple and nine-cleft) ascending at top :

anthers roundish : the pistiUum is a cylindrical,

oblong germ: style filiform, bent upwards:

stigma villose in front at the top of the style :

the periearpiuni is a legume large, conipiessed,

gibbous, long: tjie seeds few, kidney-form.

The species cultivated are; \.R. Pseud-ylcacia,

False or Common Acacia ; 2. R. hispida, Rose

Acacia, or Robinia ; 3. R. Caragana, Siberian

Abrupt-leaved R(jbuiia ; 4. R.J:ulesle7ls,S\\vuh-

hy Robinia; 5. R. p.'gmfpa. Dwarf Robinia;

G. R-. sphiusa, Thorny Robinia; 7. R- violarea,

Ash-leaved Robinia ; 8. R. milis, Smooth la*

dian Robinia.

It grows very fast whilst young, so that in a

few years from seed, the plants rise to eight or

ten feet hiiih, and it is not uncommon to see

shoots of this tree six or eight feet long in one

summer: the branches are armed with strong

crooked thorns : the leafiets eight or ten

pairs, ovate, bright green, entire, sessile : the

iiowers come out from the side of the branches

in pretty long bunches, hanging down like those

of Laburnum : each flower on a slender pedicel,

white, and smelling very sweet: they appear in

June, and when the trees are full of tJower,

make a fine appearance and perfume the air

round them ; but they seldom continue more
than a week. It is a native of North America,

where it grows to a very large size, and the wood
is much valued for its duration.

There is a variety which has no thorns on the

branches, but which is easily known at first

siiiht by its peculiar appearance.

""v^nd the Echinated, or Prickly-podded Ame-
rican False Acacia, in which the pods are much
shorter, and closely beset with short prickles,

but in other respects agrees with the common
sort.

The second species rises in its native situation

sometimes to the height of tv.enty lect, but in

this climate seems to be of low growth; the

branches spread out near the ground, and pro-

duce their flow crs very young : the young
brancheSj and also the peduncles and calyxes are
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dosely aniK'ct with sniall brown prickles, or ra-

ther stifl" bristly I'.airs, like raspljcrries and some

SOI ts of roses : the leaves ar^- like those of the

first sort, but the leaflets are larger and rounder :

the Ho\\trs arc larger, and of a deep nwe co-

lour, but ihey have no scent: they come out

early in June, and make a fine appearance
;

each flovscr is on a short separate pedicel ; the

leoumes flat oblong. It is a native of Carolina.

The third has arboreous trmiks, commonly
branched from the bottom, slejider, with a

smooth, shining, coriaceous bark, covered by a

arcenish asii-coloured skin : branches alternate,

very nnicli divided ; twigs rod-like, weak, very

leafy, ash-coloured or greenisli, with longitu-

dinal nerves running from bud to bud : buds al-

tc'rnate, frequent, bearing both leaves and flow-

ers, unarmed, with the stipules of the bud-

leaves soft, but in the new branches spinesccnt,

divaricating, riiL'id. It is a native of Siberia,

flow cring in April and May.
The fourth species has a branched trunk frotn

the bottom, with a dusky or greeni?h-asli-co-

loured baik ; there are commonly many lateral

shoots or 'iuckers from the root : the branches

rod-lil;c, pliant, loaded with leaves and flowers,

of a shining yellowish colour, with longitudinal

gray nerves, u lt!i irijile spii:es : the leaves on

the shoots of tiie year alternate, with spinescent

stipules; from the buds in bundles, with un-

armed stipules : the leaflets clustered, obovate,

attenuated at the base, with a. spinulc at the

end : petiole spinescent, after the leaves are

fallen, hardening with the stipules into a triple

spine : the peduncles on the braiTches of the pre-

ceding year from each bud, one, two, or three,

bent a little at the joint, one-flowered. It is a

native of Siberia, by the Volga, &c.

The. fifth has trunks covered with a shining

yellowish hark : wood of a Very deep bay, almost

as hird as horn : the older twigs round, with

-a beautifully golden shining cuticle ; branchlets

gray, with very frequent two-spined buds : the

spinules slender like needles, spreading, arising

from the stipules, in the older branches decidu-

ous : the leaflets four or six in the spontaneous

shrub clustered in bundles, quite sessile, linear

acuminate, a little hispid : the peduncles spring-

ing singly froiTi most of the buds on the branch-

lets among the leaves, the length of the leaflets,

bent at the joint. In this climate it is a low

shrub, seldom rising more than three feet. The
flowers are yellow, and appear in April. It is a

native of Siberia.

The sixth species resembles the third sort, but

is distinguished by its stiff or thorny stipules:

3t is a shrub above the height of a man : tlie leaf-

lets six or eight, ovate, even : common petiole

Vol. 11.

woody, the wiiole of it peremrud, thorny at,.tbc

end: the stipules awl shaped, thorny, perijn-

nial : the trunk is scarcely an inch and half in

diameter, with branches oi'ten a faihom in le.ngth,

subdivided, twisted and dilfused, so. as to form

a hemispherical head, full of branches antl

thorns. Being covered with fiower.-; during the

whole summer, it appears verv beaiitifu! : the

wood bay-coloured within, on ' the outside yel-

low, and very hard : the cuticle on. the younger

branches gieenish yellow, less shining, and

more strigose than in the fifth sort, with a;;h-

coloured longitudinal nerves, running from

branch to branch : the branches are rc\md, di-

varicating, alternate : the thorns spreading out

every way almost at right anales, alterna'e, very

large, arising from the pi^rmanent petioles en-

lariied, marked also with the scars of the leaf-

lets, and having at the base on each side a small,

bristle-shaped s])inu!e, standing up, and arising

from the stipules : there are several leaves and

two or three flowers from the axils of all the

spines on the branches : the petioles are spines-

cent : the leaflets commonly two pairs, but

sometimes three and even four, linear-lanceo-

late, mucronate at the end with a spiiiulc, op-

posite and remote: the peduncles are so short

that the flowers seem to be sessile. It is a native

of Siberia.

On account of the length and toughness of

the branches, and its lar-ge stout thorns, it is

admirably adapted to form impenetrable hedges,

and is sufficiently hardy to bear our climate.

The seventh is an upright tree without thorns,

growing to the height of twelve feet : the leaves

alternate, numerous, shining; having three leaf-

lets on each side, sometimes two, very seldom

five ; these are ovate, blunt, emarginate, entire,

petioled, opposite, two inches long : the ra-

cemes axillary, half a foot in length; pedicels

short, two-flowered, numerous : the flowers

have the smell and colour of violets. It is a na-

tive of Carthagena.

The eighth species has a shrubby stem, three

feet high, upright, branched : the leaflets ovate-

lanceofate, smooth, bright green, two- or three-

paired : the racemes terminating, short : the

corolla yellow : the legume oblong, narrowing

to each end, smooth : the branches round, un-

armed : the leaflets five, ovate, smooth, quite

entire : the racemes have three flow ers fixed at

each tooth, eacli on its proper pedicel : the calyx

subtruncate. It is a native of the East Indies,

&c.
Culture.—The first six hardy sorts are all ca-

pable of being raised from seeds, cuttings, layers,

and suckers ; but the seed method is said to af-

ford the best plants.

2Z
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The seeds should be sown about the end of

March or beginning ot the tollowing month,
on a bed of hght mould, being covered to the

depth of about half an inch. In the first sort

and varieties the plants mostly appear in the

course of six or eight weeks; but in the other

kinds often not till the next spring. They should

be well weeded and watered, and when suffi-

ciently strong beset out in the spring or autumn
in nursery-rows, for two or three years, in order

to remain to have proper growth for final plant-

ing out.

The cuttings should be made from the young
shoots, and planted out in the beginning of au-

tumn, in a sliady border where the soil is mel-

low. They are mostly well rooted in the course

of a twelvemonth, when they may be removed

into nurserv-rows as above.

The layers should be made from the young
wood, being laid down in the autunm, when in

the course of the year they mostly become well

rooted, and may be taken off and planted out in

nursery-rows as the seedling plants.

The suckers, which are produced in plenty

from the two first sorts, which may be removed

in the early autumn or spring, and planted out

in nursery-rows or in beds, to be afterwards re-

moved into them.
The two last, or lender sorts, may likewise be

raised from seeds and cuttings, but they must
be sown and planted in pots, filled with good

mould, to have the assistance of a hot-bed in the

stove, by being plunged in it. When the

plants have attained a little growth, they should

be shaken out of the pots, and planted separately

in small pots, filled with the same sort of earth,

plunging them in the tan-bed, affording due

shade till well rooted, managing them afterwards

as other tender stove plants.

The plants are most lender while young; they

should therefore be kept in the stove tan-bed

till they have acquired strength, when they may
be preserved in the dry stove, .with a temperate

heat in winter, and be exposed in the open air

in sunmier, in a warm sheltered situation when
•he weather is fine.

The hardy sorts have a fine effect in the border

clumps and other parts of pleasure-grounds, and

the tender kintls afford variety in the stove col-

lections.

ROBINSONCRUSOE'sCOAT. SeeCACTus.
ROCAMBOLE. Sec Allium.
ROCK-ROSE. See Cistus.

RONDELETIA, a genus containing plants

of the woody exotic stove kind.

It belongs' to the class and order Ptntandria

jllortogj/nia) and ranks in the natural ordef of

Riibiacece,

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, superior, five-parted, acutc^
permanent : the corolla one-petalled, funnel-
shaped : tube cylindrical, longer than the calvx,
bellying a little at top: border five-parted, from
reflex flat ; segments roundish : the stamina
have five awl-shaped filaments, almost the
length of the corolla : anthers simple; the pis-

tillum is a roundish, inferior germ : style fili-

form, the length of the corolla : stigma bifid : the

pericarpium is a roundish capsule, crowned,
two-celled : the seeds several, or sometimes so-

litary.

The species chiefly cultivated is R. Americana,
American Rondeletia.

It rises with a woody stalk ten or twelve feet

high, branching out on every side ; the branches
covered with a smooth greenish bark : the leaves

are oblong, ending in acute points, entire, the

upper surface lucid green, the under pale ; they
are a little crumpled, and stand alternate : the

flowers come out in bunches at the end of the

branches, are white, and have little scent. They
appear in autumn, but are not followed by seeds

in this climate.

Culture.—This plant may be increased by
sowing the seeds on a moderate hot-bed in the

early spring, and when the plants have attained

a little growth they should be removed into se-

parate pots, being plunged in the bark-bed of
the stove, where they are to remain and be ma-
naged as other tenfler exotic plants of a similar

kind.

They afford variety in stove collections.

ROSA, a genus containing plants of the de-

ciduous flowering shrub and evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Icosandria

Pohjgynia, and ranks in the natural order of
ScnticoscB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth : tube ventricose, contracted at

the neck; with the border spreading live-parted,

globular: segments lonsr, lanceolate-narrow (in

some of them two alternate ones appendicled on
both side<; two others, also alternate, naked on.

both sides ; the fifth appendicled on one sidc-

only) : the corolla has five petals, obcordate,

.

the length of the calyx, inserted • into the neck
of the calyx : the stamina have very many fila-

ments, capillary, very short, inserted into the

neck of the calyx : anthers three-cornered : the

pistillum has mmierous germs, m the bottom of

the calyx : styles as many,, villose, very short,

.

compressed close by the neck of the calyx, in-

serted into the sidfi of the germ : stigmas blunt:

there is no pericarpium : is a fleshy berry, tur-

binate, coloured, soft, one-celled, crowned with

the rude segments, contracted at the ncck,.
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foTincit from the tube of the calyx : the seeds

numeroub, ohlong, hispid, fastened, to the inner

side of the calyx.

The species cuitivat&d are: \. R.liitca, Single

Yellow Hose 4 2. R. sulplnirca, Double Yellow

Rose; 3. 7?. i'Tanda, Hudson's-Bay Kose ; 4.

R. c'niiinviumea, Cinnamon Rose ; 5. R. ariwii-

sis, White Dog Kose ; 6. R. phupinvllij'olia,

Small Burnet-leaved Kose ; J. R. s[)iiiosissima,

Seoteh Rose ; 8. R. parv'ijlora. Small-flowered

American Rose; y. R. liidda, Shining-leaved

American Rose ; 10. R. Carolina, Carolina Kose
;

11. R. villusa, Apple Rose; 12. R. proviiniaiis,

Provence Rose; 13. R. ceiifijbliu. Hundred-
leaved Rose; 14. 7^ GalUca, Red Kose; 15. R.

ihnnuirena, J)ama3k Rose ; lO. R. srmpcrinreiis,

Evergreen Rose; \1 . R.pumila, Dwarf Austrian

Kose; 18. R. turhinala, Frankfort. Kose; 19.

R. riii'iginosa, Sweet Briar Rose ; 20. R. tnus-

cosa, Moss Provence Kose; 21. /?. tiioschala,

Musk Rose ; 22. R. alpina, Alpine Rose ; 23.

if. semperftotens, Deep-red China Rose; 24.

R. alba, White Rose.

The first has weak stalks, which send out

many slender branches closely armed with short

crooked brown prickles : the leaflets two or three

pairs, ovate and thin, smooth, of a light green,

sharply serrate : the flowers on short peduncles,

single, bright yellow, without scent. It is a

native of Germany, &c.
There is a variety termed the Austrian Rose,

which has the stalks, branches and leaves like

those of the Single Yellow Rose, but the leaves

are rounder. The flowers are also larger ; the

petals have deep indentures at their points ; are

of a pale vellow on the outside, and of a reddish

copper colour, orange- scarlet, or BarrJ colour

within ; are single, have no scent, or a disa-

greeable one, and soon fall away. It has some-
times flowers entirely yellow on one branch, and
copper-coloured on another.

The second species differs from the preceding,

not ordy in the douhleness of the flowers, but

in having the leaflets simply serrate, not glan-

dular, pubescent and glaucous underneath

;

•v\hercas in that they are doubly serrate, glan-

dular and glutinous, and of a shining gieen co-

lour, the stipules lacerated ; the JVuits hemi-
spherical and glandular, which in the other are

subglobular and smooth : the prickles on the

stem are of two sorts in this ; a few being larger,

and many smaller. It is a native of the Levant,

flowering later than that, as in July.

The third has the stems, when full grown,
unarmed; the younger ones, or those of the

first year, are armed with slender straight pric-

kles bent a little back at the top : branches

round, unarmed, shining, reddish : the leaflets

commonly seven, oblong, sharply and almost

equally serrate, smooth : tlie petioKs smooth,
generall)' armed wiih one or two spinules. It is

a native of Newfoundland and Hudson's Bay,
flowering from May to August.
The fourth species rises jhout four feet high :

tbe branches are covered with apurplisii smooth
bark, and have no spines, except at the joints

immediately under the lea\'es, where they are

commonly placed by pairs ; they are short and
crooked : the leaflets seven, ovate, serrate, hairy

on their under side: the leaves of the calyx

narrow and entire: the flower small, with a

scent like cinnamon, whence its name. But,

according to I'arkinson, the shoots are some-
what red, yet not so red as the double kind,

armed with great thorns, almost like the Eglan-

tine bush ; thereby showing, as well by the

multiplicity of its shoots as the quickness and
height of its shooting, its wild nature : the

roses are single, somewhat large, and of a pale

red colour. It is a native of the South of

Europe.

There is a double variety, in which the shoots

are redder ; the flowers small, short, thick, and
double, of a pale red colour at the end of the

leaves (petals), somewhat redder and brighter

towards the middle. It is the smallest and ear-

liest of the double garden roses, flowering in

May.
The fifth has round, glaucous, often maho-

gany-coloured stems ; with very long, thong-

like branches, bowing, with scattered, hooked
prickles, smaller than in the common Dog-
Rose : the leaflets five or seven, but mostly five,

ovate, pointed, smooth, simply serrate, glauces-

cent underneath : the petioles prickly : pedun-
cles three or five in a terminating cyme, (rarely

solitary) mahogany-coloured, covered with a

clanduiar roughness, not all exactly from one
point, accompanied by a few lanceolate bractes,

and each bearing a single white flower, like the

common Dog-Rose, but never red or blush-

coloured, and less fragrant: fruit oblong ; but

in ripening it becomes globose, and deep red :

the styles, as soon as they have passed through
the neck of the calyx, are compacted into a cy-

linder, resembling a single style, terminated by
a knob composed of the stiginas, which distin-

guishes it from the other species. It is a native

of England, &c.
The^sixth species has been confounded with

what is commonly called the Scotch Rosej and
some think it is not distinct from that. In the

garden plant, according to Pallas, there are

larger and setaceous prickles intermixed, and
nine leaflets, the lower ones jailer. The flowers

are white, and the segments of the calvx entire.

2 Z 2
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And the Siberian phrub is vc-iy etegnwt, a foot

and halt or at most two feet in height ; the trunk

thorny all over, the thickness of the little fin-

ger, very much branched, the branches collect-

ed into an ovate form : the spines on the trunk

and branches very frequent, bristle- shaped,

transverse or reclining, gray : the leaves very

small, on red petioles, sometimes smooth, some-
times with small prickles on them: the stipules

very narrow with wider earlets, external and
serrate : the leaflets conmionlv seven, but some-
times nine or five, the size of the little finger

nail, oval, cut round, sharply double-serrate,

stiffish, rugged, iriore or less retuse, on some
shrubs rather acute : the peduncles sometimes
rough, Sometimes smooth, with a ternate and
simple leaf, almost to the flower : the fruit glo-

bose, smooth, and when ripe black, dry and
insipid, being crowned with the segments of the

calyx. It is a native of the South of Europe, as

we'l as Asia, flowering here in May and June.

The seventh has its stems about two feet

high, upriiiht, much branched, with numerous
straight, unequal, very slender needle-like pric-

kles, on the young branches, which often dis-

appear from the old ones : the leaflets seven or

nine, small, roundish, blunt, serrate, smooth, ses-

sile: their connnon petiole is sometimes prickly:

the peduncles solitary, one-flowered, smooth,
or verv seldom prickly : the stijiules small, hal-

bert shaped, toothed : the tube of the calyx al-

most hemispherical, smooth : the segments are

entire : the petals white or cream-coloured, yel-

low at the base, delicately fragrant, sometimes
striped with red : the fruit globose, deep red,

black when quite ripe, smooth, but sometimes
somewhat prickly. It is a native of most parts

of liurope.

There are several varieties, as the Striped-

flowered, or with variegated flowers, red striped

with white.

The Ivcd Scotch Rose, which seldom rises

inore than a foot high : the stalks are covered

with a brown bark, and ari; closely armed with

small spines ; the leaves are very small ; the

flowers are also small, sessile, and of a livid red

colour: the fruit is round, of a deep purple co-
lour inclining to black when ripe.

And, according to Withering, there is also a

variety with pri-ckly peduncles, and cream-co-
iKurcd flowers, changing to white.

Lawrence likewise mentions a double Scotch
Rose.

The eighth species very much resembles the

two followinri' sons ; but difixTS in having the

stem two feet high, the petioles hairy nt the top,

.ind ihe fif)wcrs in pairs. It rises with sevcrid

sk'uicr sterna to the heiizht of tv;o or three feet,

covered with a brownish-green bark, and amicd

with a few sliui'p spines : the leaflets are seven or

nine, oblong-ovate and sharply serrate : the

leaves of the flower-cup have often linear leafy

elono-ations : the corolla is single and of a pale

reddish colour.

There is a variety with a double flower.

The ninth rises with several smooth stalks to

the height of five or six feet : the young branch-

es are covered with a smooth purple bark : the

leaves are composed of four or five pairs of spear-

shaped leaflets, smooth on both sides, of a lucid

green on the upper surface, but pale on the un-

der, and deeply serrate : the segments of the ca-

lyx long, narrow and entire : the flowers of a

livid red colour, single, with little scent, appear-

ing in .luly.

The tenth species has the stem five or six feet

hiffh, smooth; the stipular prickles two: the

leaflets seven, oblong-ovate or nearly lanceolate,

smooth, not shining, but opaque, serrate, paler

underneath : the petioles prickly : the peduncles

several, branched, forming a corymb, unarmed,
with glandular hairs scattered over them : the

leaflets of the calyx undivided, hispid on the

outside : the petals obcordate, red. It is a sort

that flowers late ; and, like the two preceding,

a native of North America.

The eleventh grows upright to the height of

four feet or more : the branches are upright and

short : the prickles on the stem and branches

scattered, small, awl shaped, nearly straight :

the leaflets seven, elliptical, bluntish, clothed on
both sides with short velvet-like down, fragrant

when rubbed, their serraturcs fringed with

glands : the petioles downy, piickly, glandular :

the peduncles terminating, mostly solitary, one-

flowered, rough with rigid glandular bristles :

the germ globular, bristly : the segments of the

calyx long, downy, prickly on the outs.dc : the

corolla of" a full rose-colour, not very odorife-

rous : the fruit globular, larger than in any

other sort, and for the most part bristly :m(l

blood-red. It is found in Europe and Asia, and
known as a cultivated sort in plantations, &c.,

both in a single and double state.

The fruit has a pleasant acid pulp surrounding

the seeds, and is sometimes made into a con-

serve or sweetmeat, and served up at table in

desserts, &c.

The twelfth species is well known in gardens, .

and one of the most beautiful sorts: the flow-

crs are sometimes verv large, and the petals

clos-ly folded over each other, like cabbages,

wiicnre it is called the Cabbage Rose : the iiow-

ers have the most fragrant odour of all the

sorts.

According to Parkinson^ the Great Double
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Damask Provence, or Holland Rose, has its bark

of a recklish or brown colour : ibe leaves likewise

more reddish than in others, and somewhat
larger. It usually grows verv like the Damask
Rose, and much to the same height : the showers

are of the same deep blush colour, or rather

somewhat deeper, but much thicker, broader,

and more double by three parts alniost, the

outer leaves turning back, when the- flower hath

stood long blown, the nnddle part itself being

folded hard with small leaves: the scent comes
nearest the Damask Rose, but is much short

of it.

There are several varieties, as the Red Pro-

vence Rose : the stem and branches are not so

great as those of the other, but greener, the

Bark not being sd red ; the flowers are not so

large, thick and double, but of a little deeper

damask or blush colour, turning to red, but not

coming near the fullcolour of the best Red Rose:
nor is the scent so sweet as that of the Damask
Provence, but coming neat that of the ordinary

Red Rose. It is not so plentiful in bearing as

the Damask Provence.

The Blush Provence Rose, in which the stalks

rise from three to four feet high, and are un-
armed : the leaves are hairy on their under side :

the j)edunclcs have some small spines : the seg-

ments of the calyx are semi-pinnate: the co-

rolla has five or six rows of petals, which are

Urge, and spread open ; they are of a pale blush

colour, and have a musky scent.

The White Provence Rose, which differs only
in the colour of the flowers.

The Great and Small Dwarf Provence Roses,

called Rose de Aleaux,. differ from each other

in little except size : the smaller of the two is

generally known bv nursery-men. and gardeners

by the name of Pom pone Rose. It throws out
numerous stems, which rarely exceed a foot or

a foot and half in height; usually straight, rigid,

and very prickly : the flowers very small, and
distinguished by the brilliant colour of the cen-

tral petals, appeariuti ni June.

Alltlic sorts flower from July to August.
The thirteenth rises with prickly stalks about

three feet high: the leaves have three or live

leaflets, which are large, oval, snrooih, and of

a dark green with purple edijes : the peduncles-

are set with brown bristly hairs: the segments
of the calyx are smooth and semipinnale: the,

flowers are very double, and of a deep red co-

lour, but have hitle scent. It is a native of

China.
The varieties are very numerous ; as the Dutch

Hundred-leaved Rose; the Blush iJimdred-
leaved Rose; the Singleton's Hundred-leaved,

Ho^e.

The Single and Double Velvet Rose, which,
according to Parkinson, has the old stem co-.

veied with a dark-coloured bark, but the young
shoots of a sad green, with few or no thorns:
the leaves are of a sadder green than in most
roses, and very often seven on a stalk : the
flower is single; or double with two rows of
petals, the outer larger, of a deep red like

crimson velvet ; or more double, with sixteen

petals or more in a flower, most of them equal :

they have all less scent than the ordinary re^;

Rose.

The Burgundy Rose, which is an elegant

little plant, not more than a foot or eighteen
inches in height.

Tbe Sultan Rose; the Stepney Rose ; the
Gurnet Rose; the Bishop Rose; and the Lisbon
Rose.

The fourteenth species has tbe stalks growing,
erect, and scarce any spines; thev rise from three-

to four feet hitrh : the leaves are composed of
three or five large oval leaflets, which are hairy
on their under side: the leaves of tbe calyx aj-e

undivided : the flowers are large, but not very
double, spread open wide, and decay soon;,
they are of a deep red colour, and have an agree-
able scent. "Parkinson gives the Red Rose the
epithet of English, as this and the White are the-

most antient and known Roses to the country,
and assumed by our precedent kings of all

others, to be cognizances of their dignity, and
because the Red is more frequent and used ill'

England than in other places. The flowers, fie

says, vary in colour ; some are of an orient red

or deep crimson colour, and verv double, al-:

though never so double as the White; some
again are paler, tending some.\yhat to a damask

;

and some are of so pale a red, as that they are

rather the colour of the Canker Rose
; yet all for-

the most part with larger leaves than the damaski,
and with many more yellow threads (stamens)
ill tbe middle : the scent is much belter than iiij

the While, but not conipaiable to tire excellency

of the Damask Rose ; vet this, being well dried

and kept, will hold both colour and scent longer
than tlie Damask." ,,i,,

I'here are several varieties : as the Rcc) Offi-
einalliiose; the Mundi Rose, which has the
flowers very elegantly striped or varicgated,-uith

red and white ; in other circumstances it so per-
fectly resembles the Red Rose, that there can be
no doubt of itb being a variety of that ; indeed it

frequently ha|)pens that a Red Rose or two ap-
pears on the same plant with the variegated

flowers.

The Childing Rose, the Marbled Rose, and
the Double Virgin Rose, which have great fit.

linity with each other, according.to Miller. ,',- .
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The fifteenth rises with pricklv stalks eight or

ten feet high, covered with a greenish bark, and

armed with short prickles : the leaves are com-
posed of five or seven oval leaflets, dark green

above, but pale underneath ; the borders fre-

quently turn brown and are slightly serrate ; the

peduncles are set with ])ricklv hairs ; the calyxes

are semipinnate and hairy ; the corolla is of a

soft pale red, and not very double, but has an

agreeable odour ; the heps are long and smooth.

It is a native of the South of France, &c.
There are several varieties : as the Red Da-

mask Rose, the Blush Damask Rose, which
diHcr only in ihe siiade of colour.

The York and Lancaster Rose, which agrees

with the Damask in stalk, leaf, See, differing

only iit the flower being variegated with white

stripes. Mr. Uait's Rose has the wliite stripes

more distinct : the flowers in these being less

double than in several others, are frequently

succeeded by fruit, and have ripe seeds, from

whicli other varieties may be obtained. Ac-
cording to Parkinson, " sometimes one half of

the petal is of a pale whitish colour, and the

other half of a paler damask than common ; or

one petal is while or striped with white, and the

other half blush or striped with blush ; some-

times also all striped or spotted over, and at

other times httic or no stripes or marks, and

the longer it remains blown open in the sun, the

paler and the fewer stripes, marks or spots will

be seen in it. The smell is of a sweet Damask
Rose scent."

The Red Monthly Rose, the White Monthly
Rose, which are so called from their eontmu-
ing to blow in succession during the greater part

of the summer; not that they blow in every

month, as the name imiilics. They are in every

respect like the Damask Rose; unless it be that

they are more full of prickles than that.

The Blusli Relgic Rose, which rises about

three feet high, with prickly stalks: the leaves

are composed of five or seven leaflets, \\ hich are

oval, hairy on their under side, and slightly ser-

rate: the peduncles and calyxes are hairy, and

without prickles ; the calyxes are large and se-

mipinnate ; the flowers very double, of a pale

flesh colour, with little scent, generally in great

quantities.

The Red Belgic Rose, which differs only in

liaving the colour of the flower a deep red.

The Great Royal Rose, and the Imperial

Blush Damask Rose.

The sixteenth species has slender stalks which

trail up'iii the ground unless thev are supported,

and if trained up to a pole or the stem of a tree

will rise twelve or fourteen feet high ; they are

irm.ed with crooked reddish spines, and have

small leaves, with seven oval acute leaflets, of

a lucid green, and serrate : the leaves continue

on all the year : the flowers are small, single.

w"hitc, an<J have a iiHisky odour. In their na-
tural place of growth they eontitiue in succession

great part of the year, but their time of Ifower-

ing in this climate is June. It is a native of

Germany.
The seventeenth has the branches with a great

abundance of prickles, which fall off on the

stems: ihe fruits are lartre and pcyr-sliaped. It

is a native of Austria and Italy.

The eighteenth species has the young shoots

covered with a ]>ale purplish bark, set with a

number of small prickles like hairs •. the older

branches have but few thorns : the fruit is very

large: the ffower is thick and double as a red-

rose, but so strong swelling in the bud, that

m:i4iv of them break before they can be full

blown ; and then they are of a pale red-rose co-
lour, between a red and a damask, with a very

thick bro.id hard umboneof shott yellow threads

in the middle : the segments of the calyx arc

xquite entire : the smell is nearest a red rose.

The nineteenth has yellow hooked prickles on
the stem, which is five or six feet high : the leaf-

lets seven, very fragrant, elliptic or subovate,

above smooth and wrinkled, underneath rust-co-

loured with resinous atoms or little dots: serra-

tures glandular : the petioles also g'andular and
pricklv : the peduncles muricate and in corymbs :

the calyx glandular: the petals rose-co'ourcd,

white at the base: the fruit scarlet, muricate,

but sometimes smooth, farinaceous, insi|>id.

The cultivated plant grows larger and more
erect : the leaves are bigger and much sweeter

than In the wild one, the rustv colour of them
disappears, and the whf)!e puts on a more vigo-

rous appearance: the sweet scent is supposed to

proceed from the gland. It is a native of most
parts of Europe.

There are varieties with double flowers : as

the Comuion Double Sweet Briar, the Mossy
Double Sweet Briar, the Evergreen Double
Sweet Briar, the Marbled Double Sweet Briar,

the Red Double Sweet Rriar, the Royal Sweet
Briar, and the Yellow Sw.eet Briar.

The twentieth apeeies, which is mostly deno-
minated the Moss Rose, from the moss-like pu-
bescence on the calyx, has the stalks and
branches closely armed with brown spines: the

peduncles and calyx are covered with long hairr

like moss : the flow ers are of an elegant crim-
son colour, and have a most agreeable odour.

It is known to us only in its double state, and
the country to which we are indebted for it is

not ascertained.

The twenty-first, or Musk Rose, rises with

8
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weak stalks to the height of ten or iwtlve feet,

covered with a smooth greenish b;irk, ami
armed with short strong spines : the leaflets

seven, liglit-green and serrate : the flowers in

larsie bunches, in f'orni of umbels, at the end of

the branches, are white, and have a fine musky
odour, appearing in July and August, and con-
tinuing ui succession till the frost stops them.

The stalks are too weak to <u|)|'orl themselves.

Tliere is a variety with double flowers.

Theeditorof Miller's Diciioiuirv considers the

Evergreen Musk Rose of Miller to be the same
with this.

The twenty-second species is alow shrub, with
reddish -brown stems, the lower half or there-

abouts of which is covered with straight awl-

shaped slender white not pungent prickles ; the

upper part is quite naked : the stipules ciliate-

glandular at the edge : the petioles hispid, and
glandular : the leaflets commonly seven, smooth
on both sides, ovate, biscrrate, ciliate, glandular:

the peduncles naked, unarmed : flowers solitary,

red, middle-sized It is a native of the Alps,

&e., flowering in June and July.

The twenty-third has a height seldom exceed-

ing three feet : the flowers large in proportion

to the plant, semidouble, with great richness of

colour (dark red) uniting a most delightful fra-

grance, coming out in succession during the

greater part of the year, only more sparingly

in the winter months the segments of the ca-

lyx leafy at the end, one larger than the rest:

the germs and peduncles sometimes, but rarely,

smooth. It is a native of China.

The twenty-fourth species in its wild state

has ovate leaves, smooth and deep green above,

paler and slightly hairy underneath, unequally

serrate and blunt : the stem and petioles villose,

prickly : the peduncles solitary, long, hispid :

fruits ovate, smooth, but more frequerttly having

a few slender prickles on them: calyxes smooth,

green, half-pinnate. It is a native of Europe,

China, See.

According to Parkinson, tnere art two varie-

ties of the White Garden Rose ;• one attaining

s«metimes the height of eight or ten feet, with a

stock of a great bigness, the other seldom higher

than a Damask Rose.- Both have somewhat
smaller and whlter-iireen leaves than in many
other roses, five most usually on a stalk, and

paler underneath; as also a uhiter-grecn bark,

armed with short prickles. The flowers in the

one are whitish,, with an eye of blush, especially

towards the bottom, very double, and for the

most part not opening so fully as the Red or Da-
mask Rose. In the other more white, less double,

and opening more. .Some have only two or three

rows of petals
J
and all have llitle or no smell.

Culture.— In all the sorts the increase iTia.y

be cfte.-tcd bv suckers, layers, or by budding upon

stocks of other sorts of roses; \<\\\ this Lt-f method

is only practised for some peculiar sorts, which

do not grow well upon th.-ir own stocks, and

send forth suckers sparingly. Where more

sorts than one are to bt "had upon the same

plant, such sorts only should be budded upon
the same stock as are nearly equal in their man-
ner of growth, otherwise the strong one will

draw all the nourishment front the weaker.

The suckers should be taken off in October,

and planted out either in nur.^ery-rows, or the

places where they are to remain ; as where they

are permitted to stand upon the roots of the old

plants more than one year, they grow woody,

and do not form so good roots as if planted out

the first year.

The best method to obtain good-rooted' plants

is to lay down the young branches in aurunm,

which will take good root by the autumn fol-

lowing; especially when watered in dry weather;

when' they may be taken off" from the old plants,

and be planted out where they are to remaifi.

The seeds are sometimes sown in the autumn, to

produce new varieties, in beds of light mellow

earth, or in drills, especially for the Comnton
Sweet Briar kinds, and for raising hedges of them.

Almost all the sorts delight in a rich moist

soil and an open situation, in which they pro-

duce a groater quantity of flowers, and those

much fairer, than when they are upon a dry

soil, or in a shady situation. The pruning

which they afterwards require is only to cut out

their dead wood, and take off" all the suckers,

which should be done every autunm ; and if

there are any very luxuriant branches, «hich

draw the nourishment from the other parts of

the plant, they should be taken out, or shorten-

ed, to cause them to produce more branches, if

there be occasion for them to supply a vacancy ;

but it is best to avoid crowdmg them with

branches, which is as injuriousto these plants as-

to fruit-trees ; for, if the branches- have not

equal benefitfrom the sun and'air, they will not

produce their flowers so strong, or in so great

plenty, as when they are more open, and belter

exposed to the sun, so as to have a more free"

circulation of air.- As the Moss Provence Rose

seldom sends out suckers, and does not sti ke very

freely by layerSj it is often incrcased'by budding

it upon stocks of the other sorts ;
but the plants

are best when raised from layers.

The best sort for flowering early and 'late is

the Monthly, next to which in flowering in the

open air is the Cinnamon, which is immediattly

followed by the Damask Rose, then the Blu-h,-

York, and Lancaster; after which, the Proveiice,,
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Dutch Hundred- icavcdj White, and most odier
sorts : and the latest sorts are tlie Virginia and
IVIusk Roses, which, if planted in a shady situa-

tion, seldom flower until September ; and, it'

the aiitimni proves mild, continue often till the

uiiddie of October. And the plants of the two
sorts of Musk Hoses should be placed against a
wall, pale, or other bu.ilding, that their branches

may be supported, otherw ise they arc so slender

and weak as to trail upon the ground. These
plants should not be pruned until spring, be-

cause .their branches are somewhat tender; so

that when they arc cut in w inter, they often die

after the knife; these produce their (lowers at

the extremity of the same year's shoots in large

bunches, so that their branches nuist not be

sjhorlened in the summer, lest the flowers should

;be cut off. The shrubs will gro'.v to be teti or

twelve feet high,, and must not be checked in

tlieir growtli, if intended to flower well. They
.are all highly ornamental plants, mostly for the

shru.bbery borders and chunps, being planted

.according to their habits of growlli.

ROSE-BAY. Sec Nkuium.
ROSK, CAMPION. See Agrostemma.
ROSE, CHINA. See Hibiscus.
PiOSE. GUELDER. See Viburnum.
ROSEMARY. See Rosmaiunus.
ROSE of .lERICHO. Sec Anastatica.
ROSE, ROCK. See Cistus.
ROSE, ROOT. See Rhodiola.
ROSMARINUS, a genus containing plants

of the hardy shrubby evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dlavdria
Monogijma, and ranks in ihe natural order uf

VertkUiatce.

The characters are : that the calvx is a owt-
leafed perianth, tubular, ccuiipressed above ;

mouth upright, two-lipped: upper lip entire,

lower bilid : the corolla uncoual ; tube longer

than the calyx ; border ringent : upper hp two-
parted, upright, shorter, acute, with the edges

bent back : lower lip bent hack, trifid ; the

middle segment very large, concave, narrow at

the base; the lateral ones narrow, acute: the sta-

mina have two aui-shancd filaments, simple

with a tooth, inclined towards and longer than

the upper lip. Anthers simple : the pistillum

is a four-cleft germ : style of the same figure,

situation and length with the stamens : stigma

simple, acute : there is no peric arpium : calyx

containing the seeds at the bottom : the seeds

four, ovale.

The species are: I. 7i. officinalis, OfScinal

Rosemary.
It has a strong woody fibrous root. The

stem shrubby, covered with a rough gray bark,

divided into many branches, and in gardens

rising frequently to the height of eight or ten

feet; but in its natural state much lower. The
leaves numerous, sessile, linear, entire, blunt,

contracted at the edges, dark green above, gray-

ish or whitish underneath, with small glandular

excavations, ])hiccd in w horls on the branches :

the flowers from the axils of the leaves, from
six to twelve together, large, pale blue, some-
times ',\hite with blue spots and dots. It is a

,naiive of the South of Europe, Sec, flowering

:f'roni January to Mav.
There are varieties with narrow leaves ; with

broad leaves; with silver- striped leaves, and wiih

gold striped leaves.

Culture.— In all the sorts it may be effected

by planting slips or cuttings in the early sprin;;

months as from March to May ; as well as h\

layers, in performing the first methods of wdiicli,

a quantity of young shoots should be cut or strip-

ped otf from about five or six to eight or ten inches

long., sh'ippinc o'lf" the lower leaves, and then

planting them in a border of light earth, in rows
a foot asunder, giving a good watering and re-

rpcattng it frequently till they are rooted, which
thev cfrect in a short time, in the same ^car,

shoot at top, and become toler:able little plants

bv autumn ; when abo'.:t the beoinnino or middlr

of September, or in spring following, 'tliev may
be transplanted where they are designed to le-

inain for growth.

The layers should be laid down in anv of the

convenient lower young branches, into tlie earth,

in the spring, summer, or autumn, and they will

he well rooted by autumn following, when they

may be taken oft" and planted out where they are

to remain for plants.

Almost all the varieties are moderately hardy

evergreen plants, though ih.e couimon crceu

sorts are the most so; the striped kinds Being

liable to suffer by h;ux] frosts, if much exposed,

or planted in wet ground, of course they as well

as all the sorts should have a warm situation and
dry soil : some of the variegated kinds should

also be potted, in order to have shelter of a

green-house in winter. They are most dura-

ble in dry poor soils.

Thev afford variety in the border, clumps, and
other parts of gardens and shvubheries.

ROYENA, a genus contaming plants of the

sbrubbv evergreen exotic kind for the green-
house.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Digynia, and ranks in the natural order of Bi-
coriies.

The characters are . that the calyx is a one-
leafed, piichcr-shapcd, five-cleft, permanent pe-

rianth : the corolla (ne-petalled : tube the length

of the calyx: border spreading, revolute, the-
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parted ; Rctrmcnts ovate : tlic stamina liavc ten

very short filaments fastened to the eorolla : an-

thers ()t)long, acute, twin, erect, the length of

the tube : the pistilhim is an ovate germ, end-

insr in two styles, a little longer than the sta-

mens : stigmas simple : the pericarpium is an

ovate capsule, four-grooved, one-celled, four-

valved : l)errv globular, fleshy, four-celled, co-

vered by the permanent corolla : the seed?,

four nut-i, o!)lons, triangular, wrapped in an

aril : seeds solitary, in all four or two, oblong

or elliptic, subtriqnetrous or plano-convex.

||i The species cultivated are: 1. R. luciJa, Shin-

ing-leaved Rnycna, or African Bladder-nut ;
'2.

R. I'iilosd, Heart-leaved Royena, or African

Bladder-nut ; 3. R. glabra, Myrtle-leaved Koy-
ciia, or African Bladder-nut ; 4. 7?. hirsiita

;

Hairy-kaved Rovena, or African Bladder-nut.

The first is in height eight or ten feet, ]nitting

out branches on every side : the leaves aller-

nate, shininc", continuing all the year : the

flowers from the wings of the leaves along the

branches, having little beauty : the fruit a berry

covered with the permanent calyx, \\hich is

coriaceous, torn, and striated within, globular,

smooth, red above, pale below, four-celled : the

flesh or pulp firm, whitish, almost like that of

the apple : the cells filled with a pulp clear like

glass, and not invested with any proper mem-
brane, two of them connnonly abortive, com-
pressed, crescent-shaped ; the seeds solitary,

and \\\o or four in all. It is a native of the

Cape, flowering in May and June.

The second species resembles the preceding;

but the branches are villose: the leaves elliptic or

oblons', cordate at the base, tomentose under-

neatl^ bluntish on short villose petioles : the

flowers axillary, nodding, solitary, on villose pe-

dimcles the length of the flowers : the bractes

two, opposite, ovale acute, pubescent, larger

than the calyx and immediately under it, deci-

duous.

The third rises with a shrubby stalk, five or

six feet high, sending out many slender branches,

covered with a purplish bark: leaves less than

those of the Box-tree, entire, of a lucid green,

and continuing all the year. The flowers

come out from the wings of the leaves round

the branches, and are white. Fruic roundish,

purple, ripening in the winter. It flowers in

September.

'I'he fourth species rises with a strong woody
gtalk seven or eight feet high, covered with a

gray bark, sending out many small branches al-

ternately : the leaves about an inch, long, and a

quarter of an meh broad in the middle, covered

with soft hairs : the flowers come out on short

peduncles Irom the side of the branches j are of

Vol. II,

a worn-out purp'c colour and small : they ap-
pear in Jidy, but are not followed by seeds in

this climate.

Culture.—^These plants are often rather trou-

blesome in raising, but their culture mav be at-

tempted by cuttings and layers. The cuttings

should be made from the young shoots, and be
planted in the early spring in small pots filled

with a loamy earth, plungitig them in a very

moderate hot-bed, covering them carefully with
hand glasses, refreshing them often with water
in small proportions. When they have stricken

roots and are begun to shoot, inure them gradu-
ally to the open air, and when they are well

rooted remove them into separate small pots,

manai;ing them afterwards as other rather tender
green-house plants, such as the Oranije-tree, &:c.

The layers may be made f;om the youno- bot-
tom shoots, laying them carefully down by slit-

ting them as for Carnations, watering them often

in the warm sea?on, but very moderately in the
cold. When they are become well rooted,

take them otf and plant them in separate pots

in the same manner as the cuttings, givincr

them the same sort of management afterwards.

The last sor^ often sends up suckers from the
roots, and may sometimes be increased by plant-

ing in the same way as the cuttings.

They afford variety among other green-house
plants.

RUBIA, a genus containing plants of the
hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Tctrandrla
Moiwgynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Stullaice.

The characters are : that the calvx is a very
small perianth, four-toothed, superior : the co-
rolla one-pctalled, bcU-shapcd, four-parted,
without a tube : the stamina have four awl-
shaped filaments, shorter than the corolla : an-
thers simple : the pistilhuii is a twin inferior

germ : si)le filiform, bifid at top ; stigiTias ca-
pitate : the pericarpium-berries two, united,
smooth : the seeds solitary, roundish, umbili-
cate.

The species mostly cultivated is R. tinc-

torum. Dyer's Madder.
It has a perennial root, and an annual stalk.

The root is composed of many long, thick, suc-
culent fibres, almost as large as a mail's little

linger ; these are joined at the top in a head,
like the roots of Asparagus, and strike ver'v deep
into the ground, being sometimes more than
three teet in length. From the upper part (or

head of the root) come out manv side roots.

which extend just under the surface of the
ground to a great distance, whereby it propacato?

verv fast; for these send up a prtat number oi
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shoots, which, if carefully taken off in tlic

spring, soon after they are above ground, be-

come so many plants. These roots are of a

dark colour on their outside, somewhat transpa-

rent, and have a yellowish red pith in the middle,

which is tough and of a bitterish tase ; from the

root arise many large, four-cornered, jointed

stalks, which in good land will grow five or six

feet lone;, and, if supported, Konietinics seven or

eight ; "they are armed with sliort herbaceous

prickles, and at each joint are placed five or bix

spear-shaped leavet^, about three inches long,

and near one broad in the niiddle, drawing to a

point at each end; their upper surfaces are

smooth, but their midribs on the under side are

armed with rough herbaceous spines ; the leaves

sit close to the branches in whorls. From the

joints of the stalk come out the branches, which

sustain the flowers ; they are placed by pairs op-

posite, each pair crossing the other ; these have

a few small leaves toward the bottom, which are

by threes, and upward by pairs opposite ; tlie

branches are terminated by loose branching

spikes of yellow flowers, which are cut into four

segments resembling stars. They appear in

June. It is a native of the South of Europe,

the Levant, and Africa.

Madder is so essential to dyers and calico-

printers, that these businesses cannot be carried

on without it.

Cul(7(re.—They are increased by offsetsorsuck-

crs, from the roots of the old plants in the spring,

as April or the following month ; which should be

slipped off'soon after they appear above ground, by

opening the earth round the roots, and taking otF

the side suckers with as much root-part and fibres

to each as possible, preserving the tops entire

;

which should be planted directly, in the manner

directed below. The ground being well prepared

by frequent deep ploughing, or trenching over,

and the proper quantity of sets or suckers pro-

vided, they should with a dibble be planted in

rows two feet asunder, and one distant in the

row, putting each plant low enough in propor-

tion to the length of its root, leaving most of

the green top out of the ground, and closing the

earth well about each set, as the work proceeds.

Some set these plants in beds, three rows

len<ith-ways, at two feet distance, with wide

alleys between bed and bed, in order for land-

ing up the crowns of the roots two or three

inches deep in winter.

They shoot up into stalks the same year in

cither mode, but the roots rc(|uire two or three

vcars' growth before they are large enough for

iise ; during which period they should be kept

clean trom weeds all the summer by broad-hoe-

ing, in dry weather ; and in autumn, when the

stalks decay, cutting them down, and then
slightly digging the ground between the rows,
raising it somewhat ridge-ways along the rows
of the plants, an inch or two thick over their

crowns ; or, if they are in beds, they may be
landed up from the alleys to the same depth ; the
same culture being repeated till the autumn of
the third year, when the roots will be fit for

taking up for use. This is performed by trench-

ing the ground the way of the rows, beginning
at one end of it, and opening a two-feet-wide
trench close along by the first row of plants,

digging down to the depth of the roots to get

them clean out to the bottom ; then opening
another trench close to the next row, turning
the earth into the first; and so on, trench and
trench, till the whole is taken up and removed.

These plants succeed best in a light rich deep
soil : the roots are sometimes used fresh for

dyeing, being prepared by washing and pound-
ing; but commonly when designed for keep-
ing, or to be sent to a distance, are dried in

some covered airy shed; then all the mould being
rubbed off, and the roots made sufficiently dry,

are sold to those who manufacture them for

nse, if not performed by the cultivator : this

consists in drying them in a kiln or some
stove-honse, &;c. then thrashing them to beat

oft' the outer skin, in order to separate it from
the inner part of the root, as being of an inferior

quality. The roots being then dried in a kiln

about twenty-four hours, are removed to a mill

or pounding-house, where they are pounded in

a long hollow oaken block, with stampers kept

in motion by the mill ; and when thus reduced
to powder, sifted and put up in casks.

The plants are sometimes employed for variety

in the border or other (jpen parts of gardens or

pleasure-grounds.

RUBUS, a genus containing plants of the

under-shrubby and herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Icosandria

Polygi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of
Senticosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed, five-eleft, perianth : segments oblong,

spreading, permanent : the corolla has five round-
ish petals, the length of the calyx, from upright

spreadmg: the stamina have numerous filaments,

shorter than the corolla, inserted into the calyx:

anthers roundish, compressed: the pistilium has

numerous germs: styles small, capillary, spring-

ing from the side of the germ : stigmas smiple,

permanent: the pericarpium is a berry com-
pounded of roundish acini, collected into a eon-
vex head, concave below ; each one-celled : the

seeds solitary, oblong : the receptacle of the pe-

ricarps conical.
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The species are: 1. R. idceus, Raspberiy; C.

B. ocddevtolh, \\vg\m&n Raspberry; 3. E.odo-

ralMS, Flowering Raspberry ; 4. B. Jruticosjis,

ComiTinii Branr!)Ie ; 5. R. Iiispidus, Bristly

Bramble; 6. R. ccesii/.i, Dewberry Bramble ; 7-

R. ardicus. Dwarf Crimson Bramble; 8. R.

Chamamorus, Mountain Bramble, or Cloud-

bcrrv.

The first has the stems suffriiticose, biennial,

uprieht, round, aculeatc-hispicl, or thick set

with small prickles, two feet high ; they produce

fruit the second year, after which they lie down.

The leaflets rhomb ovate, acute, marked with

lines, unequally serrate, white underneath. The

petioles pubescent, prickly. The peduncles his-

pid. The flowers in panicles. The fruit red,

grateful to the smell and taste, deciduous, bristly

with the permanent styles placed upon a conical

receptacle. It is a native of many parts of Eu-

rope' flowering in May and .lune.

The varieties are: the Red-fruited, the White-

fruited, the Twice-bearing, of which the first

crop ripens in July, and the second in October,

those of the latter season having seldom much
flavour; the Smooth Raspberry, and the large

Antwerp. The sorts mostly cultivated, accord-

ing to Mr. Forsyth, are : the Early White, the

Double-bearing White, the Large Common
White, the Large Red, the Large Red Antwerp,

the Large White Antwerp, the Smooth Cane

Double-bearing, and the Woodward's New
Raspberry.

The second species rises with purplish stalks,

a little higher than the common sort. The leaves

are of a lucid green on their upper side, but

hoary on their under; their font-stalks are taper;

the fruit is of a deep black when ripe, has little

flavour, and ripens late in autumn. It is a na-

tive of North America, flowering in May and

June. It varies with a red fruit, more acid and

pleasant than the European Raspberry.

The third has a perennial creeping root. The

stems many, from four to seven feet high, about

the size of a man's little finger, covered with a

smooth bark of a light brown colour, and

•branching out a little towards the top. The
leaves six inches long and seven inches broad,

cut into three, four, or five angular lobes, end-

ino- in acute points, serrate, having several veins

arising from the midrib, running upwards, di-

verging towards the borders, deep green above,

but light green and smooth beneath ; on foot-

stalks four inches long, coming out alternately.

The flowers in loose terminating bunches, each

on a long peduncle. Petals large, roundish, of

a light purple colour. The fruit is rarely pro-

duced here ; but in North America, its native

couiitry, it is like the common Raspberry, only

RUB
not so pleasant. It flowers from Juye to Sep^
tcmbftr.

The fourth species has very long, trailing, or

rather arching, woody stems, of a purplish hue ;

tough, with the angles strongly marked, and the

prickles hooked. The leaves quinate, or some-
times ternate ; leaflets somewhat elliptical, dou-

bly-serrate, acute, dark-green and shining above,

white and downy beneath ; but sometimes thp

under side is merely liairy and of a paler green.

All the leaflets are petioled ; and the petioles are

pricklv. The stipules bristle-shaped. Tlie pa-

nicles many-flowered, subracemed, tomentose.

The fruit of a dark violet colour, with a mawkish
sweet taste, composed of very numerous acini or

grains. There are several varieties ; but that

which is chiefly introduced as a garden slirub is

the Double-flowered Bramble.

The fifth has the steins with long procumbent
woody shoots like those of the vine ; these tOf

getlier with the petioles have stiff bristles scat-

tered over them. The leaflets gash -serrate, the

middle one petioled. The peduncles also are

hispid. It is a native of Canada, flowering iii

August.
The sixth species has the steins prostrate,

round, rooting, pale green with a vivid glaucous

tinge : though woodv, they are only annual, or

at most biennial. The leaflets gashed and ser-

rate, downy (not hoary) beneath : the lateraj

leaflets sessile, generally lobed on the outside,

of various forms. Stipules lanceolate. The peti-

oles downy, prickly, obscurely channelled above.

The flowers few together, in terminating, downy,
somewhat prickly panicles. The fruit black,

w ith a bright blue tinge or bloom, composed of

few lartie grains. Its flavour is agreeably acid,

without the faint taste of the fourth sort. It is

a native of Europe, flowering in June and July.

The seventh has a creeping root, but no run-

ners. The stems are from a hand to a span in

height, upright, simple, angular. The leaves

unequally serrate, commonly altogether smooth.

The flowers solitary, peduncled, terminating,

deep rose-coloured, with the petals sometimes

jagged. The fruit purple, sweet and fragrant,

very pleasant, and, according to Linnreus, al-

most as large as a mulberry. It is a native of the

North of f^urope.

The eighth species is a plant of an elegant ap-

pearance, with a creeping root, a simple stem,

hardly a foot high, upright; mallow-like, but

smooth and hardish leaves, petioled, cordate,

five-lobed, plaited, wrinkled, unequally serrate.

The flowers terminal, peduncled, white; male
and female, the former with short abortive pis-

tils, the latter with abortive stamens. The ber-

ries are of a tawny or dull orange colour, com-
'
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posed of many acini, acid, mucilaginous and not

unpleasant. It is a native of Sweden, &.c.

Culture.—Tn the first sort and varieties it may
be effected by suckers and layers. The plants

should always have a portion of ground to them-

selves, beins planted at the disiance of about six

feet from row to row, and four in the rows, with

the exception of the Early White sort, which

may be set out closer.

According to Mr. Forsyth, the ground should

first be well trenched over and dunged ; then,

makina choice of the strongest and finest plants

that come out from the sides of the stools, where

they have been standing for some years, or en-

couraging the strongest plants that come out

betwixt the rows after digging, which should be

done annually, they may be planted out as above.

In digging the ground, it frequently happens

that th"e roots are cut with the spade, which

occasions a great number of small plants to come

up; of these the strongest and finest should,

he says, be selected, hoeing up all the superfluous

"ones. But he prefers laying down some of the

strongest outside shoots in the month of March;

as by'the following autumn they will make fine

roots, and may be planted out in a quarter or

piece of ground where they are intended to re-

main. These will not be so liable, he thinks, to

throw out suckers as those which are produced

from suckers. The fresh pieces of ground should

always be planted in moist weather, as the roots

are very delicate, and liable to be hurt when ex-

posed to a dry air. If, however, they are planted

in dry weather, he advises that care be taken to

moisten the roots with water, and cover them

well with wet litter, or leaves, during the time

in which they are planting out. In performing

the work a trench should be opened with a spade

along the line where the suckers or layers are to

be planted, cutting off all the small fibry roots

withaknife,leavingonly the stronger roots; put-

ting them into the trench, and covering them with

some earth ; then w atering them well, and throw,

ing the remainder of the earth over them, letting

them remain till you have finished planting the

piece ; then, where you first began to plant, be-

ginning to tread the ground with the foot as hard

as possible along each of the trenches, and in

the same direction as planted ; then with a spade

levelling all the ground smooth, and running it

over with a rake, taking off any stones and rub-

bish that may be left on the surface, so as to ren-

der it perfectly even.

The plants should be watered two or three

times a week when the season is dry till they

have taken root ; and it w ill be necessary to stake

the Antwerp, and other strong-growing sorts,

with stout stakes, running a couple of small rails

at top to tie the branches to, which will prevent
their being broken bv the v\ ind, or beaten down
by the rain. The Eiirly White and smaller sorts

may be plaited toge'her at lop, ts ing them round
with tl;e siuall yellow willow, wliich will keep
them together. Some of the Early Raspberries

may, he says, be plawted betv\een the trees on a
west aspect, to produce earlv Iruit before those

in the quarters come in. The Antweips thrive

exceedingly well against noilh walls or palinf?,

and produces late crops. Such as are planted

against walls or palings should be tacked to

them, to keep them in their places.

It is advised that where any of the small red
and white sorts are found thev should be de-
stroyed, plantmg the Large Red, the Smooth
Cane Double-bearing, the Large Red and White
Anlwerps, the Large common White, the Dou-
ble-bearing White, and Woodward's New Rasp-
berry in their stead. In respect to the cutti^lg or
pruning of these plants, some, Mr. Forsyth savs,

prefer pruning them in autumn, a practice of
which he by no means approves of. As ihpy
bear the fruit on the wood of the preceding year,

they are, he thinks, very liable to be killed by
the frost in severe winters ; but, by deferring the
pruning till the month of February, there willbe a
great choice of fine wood for bearing the follow-
ing suiTimer, being careful to root out or cut
down all the wood that bore fruit the preceding
year, which generally dies, selecting onlv from
five to seven of the most vigorous and stronc
shoots from the last year's wood to bear fruit

the ensuing season. These shoots may, he
says, be pruned to the length of three or four
feet, according to their strength, when they
are of the Smooth Cane Double-bearing sort

(which generally bears a second crop in auumm,
and will in fine seasons continue bearing from
June to November) ; but, if the Large Antwerp,
the shoots should be left five or six feet lom^ ia

these prunings.

In regard to the Early White, which never
grows so strong as the above sorts, it should,
he says, be shortened to two feet and a half, or
three feet. These should be planted in rows
about three feet distant from each other, and
two feet from plant to plant in the rows ; always
remembering to keep them clear of suckers, and
to cut out the dead or last year's wood, as

above; making choice of the strongest shoots
for hearing wood. Great care should, however,
be taken not to cut off the little spurs on the
sides, which bear the fruit in this kind.

Plants of this sort continue in bearing five or
six years; by which tmie a fresh plantation

should be in readiness to succeed them. The
young plants often bear some fruit the first year.
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and coiTie into full bearing in the second after

planliiiij. If they be sulfciecl to remain more
than live or six vcars on the same groLind, he

sav>, tlu^y degenerate and bear small fruit. And
much care should be taken not to leave above

eight or ten of the strongest shoots, rubbing oft'

or jiulhng up all the superfluous ones; and
keeping the grouiui well hoed and cleared of

weeds between the rows, as well as in other

places.

In the other sorts the increase may be effected

by suckers, layers, cuttings, and dividing the roots,

and in the two last or herbaceous kinds by seed.

The suckers should be taken up in autumn,
winter, or spring, with roots ; and the strong-

est be planted at once into the shrubbery, and
the others in nursery-rows for a year or two,

or till wanted for planting.

The layers should be made from the shoots,

which niav be done almost any time, as they

readily emit roots at every joint, and become fit

to plant out in the autunni following.

The cuttings should be taken off from some of

the younger shoots, and divided into lengths a

foot long, and planted in a shady border, either

in the spring or sunmier season.

The roots in any of tlie raspberry or herba-

ceous sorts, when increased into large bunches,

may be divided or slipped into several distinct

sets, and planted out separately.

The last two sorts may likewise be raised from
seeds, which should be taken from the ripened

fruit, and sown in a moist situation where the

plants are to remain, keeping the young plants

clean afterwards.

The first species and varieties are highly useful

for their fruit ; for the table, preserving, and
other culinary purposes.

The other sorts aflbrd variety in the borders,

clumps, and other parts of pleasure-grounds,

among other hardy plants,

RUDBECIvIA, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous biennial and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Si/ngeneiia

Pohjgamia Frustranca, and ranks in the natural

order of Compositce Oppositi/ulice.

The characters arc : that the calyx is common
with a double row of scales : scales flat, widish,

curtailed, six in each row : the corolla compound
radiate: corollets heimaphroditc, numerous, in a

conical disk ; females about twelve, very long in

the ray : proper of the hermaphrodite, tubular-

funnel-form, with a five-toothed border: female

ligulate, lanceolate, with two or three teeth, flat,

pendulous: ihe stamina in the hermaphrodites:

filaments five, oajjillary, very short: anther cy-

lindrical, tubular : the pislillum in the hciuia-

phrodites : germ four-coraered : style filiform^
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the length of the corollet : stigma two-parted,
revoUite: in the females: germ very small ;

style none : stigma none: there i» no pericar-

pium : calyx unchanged: the seeds in the her-
maphrodites Kolitarv, oblong, crowned with a

membranaceous four-toothed rim : in the fe-

males none : the receptacle chaffy, conical,

longer than the common calyx : chaffs the

length of the seeds, erect, chaunelled-concavf,
deciduous.

The species cultivated are: 1. R. luciniala,

Broad Jagged-leaved Rudbeckia; 2. R. dighata,
Narrow .lagged -leaved Rudbeckia; 3. R, hirtri,

Hairy liudbeckia ; 4. R purpurea, Purple Rud-
beckia; 5. R. angustif'olia, Narrow Simple-
leaved Rudbeckia; 6. R. triloba, Three-lobeii-

Rudbeckia.
The first is by some divided into two species,

which are thus described : the root of the former
is perennial, but the stalk is annual : the lower
leaves are composed of five broad lobes, deeply

cut into acute points, and some of them jagrged

almost to the midrib ; the outer lobe is frequently

cut into three deep segments : the stalks rise se-

ven or eight feet high, and divide at top into se-

veral branches ; are smooth, green, and have
single, oval heart-shaped leaves, some indented
on their edges, others entire : the peduncles
naked, terminated by a single flower with yel-

low rays, like the sun-flower, but smaller: the

latter is also perennial, and has smooth green
stalks ; but they rise higher : the leaves have all

five lobes, wliich are much narrower, end with
sharper points, and are very acutely indented

on their sides : the flowers are smaller, and the

petals narrower. They are both natives of
North America, flowering here in July.

The second species has a perennial root like

the former : the leaves at bottom arc com-
posed of seven Qr nine lobes, some entire,

others jagged to the midrib ; they are of a dark
green and smooth : the stalks rise six feet

high, and divide into many branches ; U'.ey are

of a purple or iron colour, and very smooth :

the stem -leaves towards the bottom are hand-
shaped, and composed of live, lobes ; higher up
they have but three lobes, and at top the leaves

are single : the flowers are smaller than those of
the preceding, but of the same shape and colour.

It is a native of North America, flowering in

August and September,
In the third, the root continues four or five

years: the leavesare oblong, ovate, and hairy:

the stalks rise a foot and half high, and have one
or two leaves near the bottom : the peduncle is

naked near a foot in length, and is terminated

by one pretty large yellow flower, shaped like

the sun-flower : the florets of the ray arc very
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stifl", and slightly indenlcd at their points : the

disk is very nromiiien;, and of a dark purple co-

lour. The flowers will continue six weeks, and

there is a succession of them from the middle of

July, till the frost puts a stop to theui. it is a

native of Virginia.

Tne fonrlhspecies is a perennial plant like the

third. The leaves are longer and broader, arc

smooth, and have three veins : the peduncles arc

taller, and have two or three narrow leaves on

each, placed alternately: on the top is one flower,

with long narrow, reflexed, peach-coloured

florets in "the ray : the disk is very prominent,

and of a dark purple colour : it flowers at the

same time with the third, but the flowers are of

not so long duration. It is a native of Carolina

and Virginia.

The fifth has the root perennial : the stalks

four or five feet high : the kaves narrow, smooth,

opposite : the florets in the ray of the flower

yellow, long, twelve in number: disk dark

red : the scales of the calyx spreading and al-

most awl-shaped. It is a native of Virginia,

flowering in August and September.

The sixth species is biennial : the lower leaves

are divided into three lobes, but those upon the

stalks are undivided ; they are hairy, and shaped

like those of the first sort : the stalks branch out

on their sides, and are better furnished with

leaves than the others : the flowers are very like

those of the first sort, but smaller. It grows

naturally in several parts of North America.

Culture.—All the sorts of these plants may be

increased by offsets, parting the roots and seeds.

The offsets in the perennial sorts should be

taken off and planted out in the early autumn

:

when the stems decay the roots may also be di-

vided and planted out at the same time, or in the

early spring months.

As these plants are often liable to go off soon,

some should be frequently raised to keep up the

stock ; and as others have a tendency to become

biennial, and decay without increasing the root,

they should have the flower-stems cut down in

tJie earlv summer, to encourage the growth of

the root offsets, for slipping in the following

autumn.
All the sorts may he raised from seed, and the

biennial sorts must always be raised annually in

tiiat wav ; likewise such of the perennial kind

as are biennially inclined, sowing the seeds in

April, in a border of light earth, raking them

in; and when the plants are two or three inches

high, pricking them cut in nursery-rows till

autumn, then planting them out where they

are to remain. They should have a ligiit dry

soil and rather warm situation.

They afl'ord much ornament and variety in

the borders and clumps, among other flowering

plants.

RUE. See Rcta.
RUMEX, a genus containing; plants of the

herbaceous perennial and woody evergreen kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria
Tri^ijfiia, and ranks in the natural order of

Hoioracece.

The characters are : that that the calyx is a

three-leaved perianth : leaflets obtuse, reflex,

permanent : the corolla has three ovate petals,

biaeer than the calyx, and like it, converging,

permanent: the stamina have six capillary fila-

ments, very short : anthers erect, twin : the

pistillum is a turbinate-three-sided germ : styles

three, capillary, reflexed, standing out between
the cleits of the converging petals : stigmas

large, laciniate : there is no pericarpium ; co-
rolla converging, three-sided, inclosing the

seed : the seed single, three-sided.

The species cultivated are: 1. R. acetosa,

Common Sorrel ; 2. R. sctitalvs, French Sorrel

;

3. R. Patient la, Patience Dock, or Rhubarb;
4. R. sangnmeiis, Bloody-veined Dock, or Blood-
wort ; 5. R. Lvnaria, Tree Sorrel.

The first has a perennial root, running deep
into the earth : the stem mostly simple, erect,

round, deeply striated, leafy, from one to two
feet high : the radical and lower stem-leaves on
long foot-stalks, with a membranous cylindrical

sheathing stipule embracing the stem and torn

at the top ; these leaves are arrow-shaped, blunt,

entire or but little waved in iheir sides, but at

the base cut into two or three large sharpish
teeth pointing backwards, and not, as in some
of the species, divaricated into a right angle
with the outline of the leaf: the upper leaves

sessile, gradually more entire, embracing, acute,

a little rolled back ; those at the top of the stem
only slightly crisped at their base: a compound
sort of whorled spike or branched panicle termi-
nates the stem; its branches alternate and nearly
erect : the barren flowers are on a separate plant
from the fertile ones.

The whole herb is acid, with a degree of
astringency, not unpleasant or unwholesome.
It is often cultivated as a culinarv herb.

There is a variety with broad leaves, termed
Great Mountain Sorrel.

The second species has a hard, fibrous, peren-
nial root: the stem from a foot to ciohteen
inches in height, very slightly angular, glaucous,
smooth, dividing into alternate spreading branch-
es : the leaves are cordate or hastate, glaucous,
smooth, soft, fleshy, blunt, entire, an inch and
half in length and breadth, on [letioles two or
three inches long, channelled within : the flow-
ers in a sort of whorls, forming all too-ether
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gpike-shapcd racemes, nodding and cominii; out
three or tour togcilier on capillary pedicels From
a white sheaihlet : valves subcordate, large,

bright rose-colour, entire, without any grains.

It is a native of Germany, 8cc.

This, which is called Round-leaved Sorrel, is a

more grateful acid than the first sort, and of

course preferred for kitchen use, in soups, &c.
The third has a large root, dividing into niauy

thick fibres, which run downwards ; the bark is

brown, but the inside is yellow, with some red-

dish veins: the leaves are broad, lonsr, acute-

pointed, on petioles of a reddish colour : the

stems from four to six feet high, dividing to-

wards the top into fevcral erect branches, hav-

ing a few narrow leaves on them, and termi-

nated by spikes of large flowers, which appear

in June. It is a native of Italy.

The fourth species has a fusiform root : the

stem is upright, branched, angular, leafy,

smooth ; all the leaves petioled, smooth, veined,

somewhat curled about the edge : the root-

leaves very large, cordate at the base : ra-

cemes terminating, spreading, almost leafless ;

with the flowers in alternate bundles, pedicellcd,

nodding.

The fifth species rises with a woody stalk ten

or twelve feet high, covered with a sniooth

brown bark, and sending out many branches :

the leaves are smooth, roundish-heart-shaped,

two inches long, and an inch and half broad, al-

ternate upon pretty long footstalks : the flow-

ers come out in loose panicles towards the end
of the branches : are of an herbaceous colour,

and sometimes succeeded by triangular seeds

with smooth covers ; but the seeds rarely ripen

in this climate. It is a native of the Canary
Islands.

Cidlure.—The first and second sorts and va-

rieties may be increased by seed and parting the

roots, but more particularly the first, as the lat-

ter may be very readily increased by the roots.

The speeds should be sown in a bed or border in

the early spring, as March, raking it in evenly.

When the plants come up they should be regu-

larly thinned, and when of some growth, in the

summer, be planted out in rows on a bed or

border, about eight or nine inches apart in the

conuTion sort, and in the other a foot or more,

"watering them well ; when they will be proper to

cut the latter end of the same summer and in

the autumn, continuing for several years; but as

the seedling plants in the first kind mostly pro-

duce larger leaves than the older plants, fresh

supplies should be raised annually or every other

year.

The parted roots may be planted out in the

1

same season, or in autumn, in rows a foot
apart, giving them a good watering ; when they
grow readily, and furnish leaves in the latter end
of summer and \n the autumn.
The second sort is readily raised in this way.

They afterwards only require to be kept clean,
and to have the seed-stems cut down in the sum-
mer, as well as the rank leaves in the autumn,
that more full supplies of fresh leaves may be
aftordcd.

The third and fourth sorts may be raised also
from seeds in the same way, and the forme'
from offsets of the root planted out in the au
tumnal season ; when they grow very readily.

The last sort is easily increased by cuttings of
the young shoots in the spring and summer
months, being planted in pots at the former
season, plunging them in a hot-bed; but in the
latter they succeed without artificial heat, either
in pots or the natural ground, being occasion-
ally shaded and watered; when they become well
rooted by the autumn.
The third and fourth sorts afford variety in the

clumps and borders, and the last among the
green-house collections.

RUSCUS, a genus containing plants of the
shrubby and under-shrubby evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dioecia Syn-
geJiesia, and ranks in the natural order of Sar-
menlacece.

The characters are : that in the male, the ca-
lyx is a six-leaved perianth, from erect-spread-
ing : leaflets ovate, convex, with the lateral

margin reflexed : the corolla has no petals, un-
less the alternate calyx-leaves be called so : nec-
tary central, ovate, the size of the calyx, in-
flated, erect, coloured, perforated at the top :

the stamina have no filaments : anthers three,

spreading, placed on the top of the nectary it-

self, united at the base—female; the calyx is a
perianth as in the male: the corolla petals as in
the male : nectary as in the male : the pistillum
is an oblong-ovate germ, concealed within the
nectary : style cylindric, the length of the nec-
tary : stigma obtuse, prominent beyond the
mouth of tlie nectary : the pcricarpium is a glo-
bular, three-celled berry: the seeds two, globular.
The species cultivated are: 1. R. uculeatus.

Prickly Butcher's Broom ; 'i. R. Hijpopkyllum,
Broad-kaved Butcher's Broom ; 3. ^. Hijpo-
glossum, Double-kaved Butcher's Broom ; 4.

R. racemosiis, Alexandrian Laurel; 5. R. an'
drogynus, Climbing Butcher's Broom.
The first has the roots thick, white, twining

about each other, putting out frequent fibres like

those of the asparagus, oblique, striking deep in

the ground : the stem suflruticose, lough, stiff.

<\-
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green, round, striated, from eiglilcen inclics to

three feet in lieight, sending out froin the sides

many short branches ; having many leaves on
them, nearly of the same shape and size with

those of myrtle, but very stif^", and ending in

sharp prickly points : they are alternate, about

half an incli long, and one-third of an inch

broad near the base, ovate, quite entire, sessile :

from the middle of tlie leaf above comes out a

single flower, on a very short pedicel ; it is small,

and yellowish green or purplish ; when it lirst

appears, it is the size and shape of a small pin's

head ; when expanded, composed of three outer

widish calyx-leaves, and three inner narrower
like rays, ending in a narrow point. The female
flowers are succeeded by berries, which are red,

bigger than those of the asparaaus, and almost as

large as some clieiries, of a sweetish taste; hav-

ing two large orange-coloured seeds in each :

the flowers come out in March and April. Jt is

a native of the Southern parts of Europe.

The second species has the roots with large

knotty heads, and long thick fibres like those of

the preceding sort ; from which arise many
tough limber stalks near two feet high : the

leaves stiff, ovate-oblonu;, ending in points, more
than two inches long and almost one broad,

placed alternately : the flowers are produced on
the under surface of the leaves near the middle,

sitting close to the midrib ; are small and her-

baceous : the female flowers are succeeded by
small red berries about the size of those of ju-

niper. It is a native of Italy, flowering in May.
The third has the root like the preceding: the

stems about ten inches high : the leaves lanceo-

late, about three inches long, and one inch broad

in the middle, drawing to a point at both ends,

and having several longitudinal veins running
from the footstalk to the point: they are mostly

alternate, but sometimes opposite: on the mid-
dle of the upper surface comes forth a small leaf

of the same shape ; and at the same point, from
the bosom of the sinall leaves, come out the

flowers, which are of a pale yellow colour. 1 he

berries are almost as large as those of the first

sort; are red, and ripen in winter. It is a na-

tive of Italy, Sec. flowering in April and May.
The fourth species has roots like those of the

other species: the stalks slender and much more
pliable : they rise about four feet high, and send
out many side branches : the leaves oblong,
acute-pointed, about two inches long, and one-
third of an inch broad, rounded at the base,

smooth, of a lucid green, placed alternatelv, and
sessile : the flovters are in long bunches at the

end of the branches, of an herbaceous yellow

colour : the berries like those of the first sort,

but smaller, ripening in winter. It is a r^ative

of Portugal.

'I'he tifth species sends out ])liaiit stalks which
rise seven or eight feet high, and have several

short branches proceeding from their sides : the

leaves are stiff", about two inches long, and one
inch broad towards their base, where they are

rounded to the footstalk, but they end in acute

points ; many longitudinal veins run from the

footstalk to the point : the flowers are produced
in clusters on the edges of the leaves, and are

while: the berries yellov\ish red, not so lar^e as

those of the first sort. It differs from the other

sorts in having androgynous flowers divided into

six equal segments to the bottom, but falling oft"

in one piecj, and arising from the edge, and not

the disk ot the leaf. It is a native of the Canary
Islands, flowering most part of the summer.

Culiurc.—They are capable of being readily

increased by the roots, which send up nume-
rous stalks or suckers \\ hich may be taken up
in autumn, winter, sr spring in open weather,

and divided into many separate sets each forming
a proper plant, though they need not be du ided

very small Linlcss where a great increase is re-

quired, planting the largest at once where they

are to remain, and the smallest in nurserv-rows,

&c., when each plant soon increases by offsets,

and assumes a bushy growth.
They are capable of being raised from seeds,

but they often remain in the ground till the se-

cond spring. The seeds of the hardy sorts

should be sown in any bed or bonier an inch
deep, and the tender kind in pots, placed under
shelter in cold weather ; and when the plants

are a year old, pricking them out in Marcii, the

haray sorts in nurserv-beds for two or three

years, and the tender sorts in pots.

The different hardy sorts are proper for the

verges of shrubberies, or any close plantations,

as they thrive under the drip of trees, and re-

main green the year round.

But the last tender sort requires the shelter of
a green-house in winter, where it affords variety

among otlier potted plants.

RUSH, FLOWERING. See Butomus.
RUSH, SWEET. See Acorus.
RUTA, a genus containing plants of the under-

shrubby evergreen kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dccatdria
J\]u>iogi/niu, and ranks in the natural order of
MuilisUhjuu

.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, short, permanent: the corolla

has five petals, spreading subovate, concave;
w itli narrow claws : the stamina have ten fila-

ments, asvl-shaped, spreading, the length of the
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corolla, widish at the base : anthers erect, veiy

short : the pistillum is a gibbous germ, inscribed

with a cross, surrounded at the base by ten ho-
ney-dols, raised on a receptacle punctured wiiii

ten honey-pores : style erect, awl-shaped: stig-

ma simple : the pericarpium is a gibbous cap-
sule, five-lobed, half-five-cleft, five-celled, open-
ing into five parts between the tips : the seeds

very many, rugged reniforni-anguiar.

The species cultivated are : 1. JR. grarenlens,

Common Rue; 2. R. montaiia, Mountain Rue
;

3. R. chalepensis, African Rue; 4. R.paiavma,
Three-Jeavtd Rue.

I'he first has the root woody, branched: the

stems frutescent, covered with a rugged, gray,

striated bark, eighteen inches high and more :

the branches, especially the young ones, smooth
and pale green : the leaves glaucous, pulpy,

dotted, divided like the umbellate plants, doubly
pinnate, or more properly superdecompound

:

the leaflets obovate, sessile ; the lower ones
smallest ; the end one commonly trifid, with the
middle lobe much larger than the rest : the

flowers in a branching corymb on subdivided pe-
duncles. It is a native of the South of Europe;
flowering from June to September.
The varieties are: the Common Broad-leaved

Rue, the Narrow-leaved Rue, and the Varie-
gated-leaved Rue.
The second species has the lower leaves com-

posed of several parts, which are joined to the

niidrib in the same manner as other branching
winged leaves, and have linear leaflets standing
without order : the stalks are from two to three

feet high, branching out from the bottom, and
garnished with leaves divided into five parts, and
those at the top into three, which are as small
and narrow as the bottom leaves ; are of a gray
colour, but not so fetid as those of the preceding

:

the flowers grow at the end of the branches in

loose spikes, which are generally reflexed. It is

a native of the South of Europe, and Barbary,
flowering in August and September.
The third is very like the first, and is its ofT-

spring : the first flowers are five-cleft, and llie'

others tbur-ckft, as in that : the stem is three
feet high, upriglit, round, very much branched:
the leaves superdecompound, oblong-ovate,
smallish, cinereous, smooth, strong-smelling:
the flowers in a terminating panicle. It is a na-
tive of Africa.

There are varieties with broad leaves and with
narrow leaves.

In the fourth species the stalk rises singly
from the root, is about a foot high, and herba'-
ceous : the leaves alternate, narrow : the stalk
branches at the top in form of an umbel, sus-
taining many yellow flowers, composed of five

entire plane petals, having no hairs on their bor-
ders : it seems to be a plant of short duration.
It was found in Italy.

Culture.—All the species and varieties mayb^
readily increased by seed, slips, and cuttings.
The seed should be sown in the open ground, in
March or April, on a bed of light earth, raking
it in : the plants soon come up, which when
two or three inches high should be planted out
in nursery-rows, and watered till fresh rooted.
And from the scattered or self-sown seeds of the
common sort, many young plants often rise in
autumn and spring, which form good plants

;

but by slips or cuttings is the most expeditious
method of raising all the sorts, as every slip or
cutting of the young wood will readily grow.
It is the only method by which the different va-
rieties can be continued distinct. The slips or
cuttings should be made from the young shoots
six or eight inches long, and planted in a shady
border, in rows half a foot asunder, giving a
good watering, and repeating it occasionally ;

by which they will soon emit roots below and
shoots at top, so as to form little bushy plants
by the autumn following.

They all afford variety in the borders and other
parts, and the first sort and varieties are useful
medicinal plants. The third sort should have %
dry soil and sheltered situation.

SAC
^1 ABINA. See Juniperus.

^!j SACC HARUM, a genus containing a plant
or the lender perennial reed kind.

It belongs to the class and order Triandria
Digynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Gramina.
Vol. II.

SAC
The characters are : that the calyx is a two-

valved glume, one-flowered ; valves oblong-lan-
ceolate, acuminate, erect, concave, equal, awn-
less, surrounded with along lanugo at the base:
the corolla two-valved, shorter, sharpish, very
tender: nectary two-leaved, very small : the sta-
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mina have three capillary filam^nti, the length

of the corolla : anthers somewhat oblong: the

pistilliini is an oblong germ : styles two, fea-

thered : stigmas plumose : there is no pericar-

pium : corolla invests the seed : the seed single,

oblong.

The species cultivated is S. officinarum, Com-
mon Sugar-cane.

It has a jointed root, like that of other sorts

of cane or reed : from this arise four, five, or

more shoots, proportionable to the age or

strength of the root, eight or ten feet high, ac-

cording to the goodness of the ground : in some
moist rich soils, canes have been measured near

twenty feet long; but these are not near so good

as those of middling growth ; abounding in

juice, but having little of the essential salt : the

canes are jointed, and these joints are more or

less distant, in proportion to the soil : a leaf is

placed at each joint, and the base of it embraces

the stalk to the next joint above its insertion,

before it expands j hence to the point it is three

or four feet in length, according to the vigour of

the plant ; there is a deep whitish furrow or hol-

lowed midrib, which is broad and prominent,

on the under side ; the edges are thin, and armed
with small sharp teeth, which are scarcely to be

discerned by the naked eye, but \vill cut the

skin of a tender hand, if it be drawn along it :

the flowers are produced in panicles at the top of

the stalks ; are from two to three feet long, and
composed of many spikes nine or ten inches in

length, which are again subdivided into smaller

spikes : these have long dow n inclosing the flow-

ers, so as to hide them from sight : the seed is

oblong-pointed, and ripens in the valves of the

flower. It is a native of both the Indies, and
the Islands of the South Seas.

There are three remarkable varieties mentioned
by Loureiro, differing in the culm, not in the

flower: the White Sugar-cane, with the culm
long, white, of a middling size, very sweet, the

knots distant ; the Red Sugar-cane, with the culm
short, thicker, red, very juicy, the knots ap-

proximate; the Elephantine Sugarcane, with

the culm very thick, red, long, less sweet, the

knots approximate : and there are, probably, no
others in a plant so much cultivated.

Culture.—This plant is capable of being in-

creased by slips or suckers from the root, and by
cuttings of the main stalks ; but here generally

by slips from the bottom ; or any side-shoots

arising from the stems near the root, having

earth raised about the bottom part will soon

emit fibres, and be fit for separation : the slips

or offsets may be taken off at any season iiv

which they appear lit for the pur'poso, being

careful to detach them with some fibres to each,

and plant them separately in pots of rich earth,

plunging them in the bark-bed, watering and
occasionally shading them till they have got root,

retaining them always in the bark-bed in the

stove, treating them as other exotics of that sort.

They aflbrd variety among other stove plants,

SAFFLOVVER. See Carthamus.
SAFFRON. See Crocus.
SAGE. See Salvia.
SAGE OF JERUSALEM. See Phlomis.
SAINT ANDREW'S CROSS. See Ascr-

RUM.
SAINT BARNABY'S THISTLE. See Cen-

TAUREA.
SAINT JOHN'S BREAD. See Ceratonia.
SAINT JOHN'S WORT. See Hypericum.
SAINT PETER'S WORT. See Hypericum.
SALIX, a genus containing plants of the de-

ciduous tree aquatic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dioec'ia Di-
aiidria, and ranks in the natural order of Amen-
taccic.

The characters are : that in the male the calyx

is an ament oblong, imbricate every w«y, con-
structed of an involucre from the bud, consist-

ing of scales one-flowered, oblong, flat, spread-

ing : there is no corolla : petals none : nectary

a gland cylindric, very small, truncate, mellife-

rous, in the centre of the flower : the stamina
have two straight, filiform filaments, longer than

the calyx : anthers twin, four-celled—female ;

the calyx ament and scales as in the male : there

is no corolla: the pistillum is an ovate germ, at-

tenuated into a style scarcely distinct, a little

longer than the scales of the calyx : stigmas two,

bilid, erect: the pericarpium is an ovate-subu-

late capside, one-ctUcd, two-valved : valves re-

volute : the seeds numerous, ovale, very small,^

and crowned with a simple hirsute pappus oi

down.
The species cultivated are: 1. S. triandrOf

Long-leaved Three-stamened Willow ; 2. S.
penlundra. Bay-leaved Willow ; 3. S. viteU'ma,

Yellow Willow; 4. S. amygdalina. Broad-
leaved Three stamened Willow ; 5. S. haslaia,

Halbert-leaved Willow ; 6. S. fragllis, Crack
Willow; 7. S. Babijlonica, Weeping Willow ;

8. S. purpurea. Bitter Purple Willow ; 9. S.

Helix, Rose Willow ; 10. S.jiisa, Basket Osier;

11. S. rubra. Green Osier; 12. ^S. caprea,

Roimd-leaved Sallow ; 13. S. c/«erea, Cinereous-

leaved Sallow; 14. 5. alba, White Willow;
\5. S. vhnuKilh, Osier.

The first is naturally a tree thirty feet or more
in height,, but being one of the best osiers for

the use of basket-makers is generally cut and
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kept low: the bark of the stem and branches

peels off spontaneously, almost like that of the

plane-tree: the branches are upright, lone;,

slender, pliable and tough, though somewhat
brittle at their insertion; their bark is brownish
and smooth : their leaves about three or four

inches long, tapering away towards the base,

and the breadth on each side the nerve is as

nearly equal as possible ; they terminate in a

point; their margin is thickly serrate, the scrra-

turcs incurved and rounded, a little glandular

;

both sides smooth, the under rather glaucous.

Mr. Curtis remarks that it is not usual for wil-

lows to flov^er both in spring and autumn, but

he has frequently found this species to do so. It

is a native of many parts of Europe.
It may be admitted into ornamental planta-

tions, the male catkins being verv numerous, of

a bright yellow colour, and of an agreeable

scent : the male tree should on this account be

preferred for ornament ; and also because the fe-

males quickly shed their catkins and make a

litter.

The second species is sufficiently well known
by its broad odoriferous leaves, the serratures of

which exude a copious yellow resin, and its nu-
merous stamens, commonly about five to each

flower. It frequently grows to a tree ten or twelve

feet high, with a trunk as larce as a man's thigh :

the twigs are of a reddish colour tinged with
yellow : the leaves are stiff, shining smooth on
both sides, finely serrate with close numerous
cartilaginous teeth; when full grown they are

about three inches long, and an inch and half

wide : their footstalks are short, broad, and
sprinkled with glands : each scale in the male
catkin has usually five stamens, but often six,

and sometimes seven. These catkins are very

sweet-scented. It is a native of Britain, Sec.

The third is a middle-sized tree, much
branched at the top : branches upright : the

bark gray, chopped, cinnamon-coloured with-

in, bitter and astringent : the female trees, when
left to themselves, have pendent branches, but
when lopped are stiff and straicrht : male cal-

kins at first upright, then turned down ; cylin-

drical, slender, serpentine, two inches long or

more; on fruitstalks half an inch long: necta-

ries two : stamens two : female catkins from
two to three inches in length, on fruitstalks

from an inch to an inch and half long : the

leaves alternate, upright, slightly serrate, with

a yellowish midrib ; they are about three inches

long and one inch broad, but always broader in

the female tree : the lyale tree is generally

smaller and less common than the female. It

is a native of the more temperate parts of

Europe,

The shoots are used by basket-makers: th6
wood is white and very tough : the cotton will

make ordinary paper, and may serve some of
the purposes of genuine cotton : the bark may
be used in dyeing, and medicinally in agues.
The fourth species never rises into a tree: the

bark is deciduous: the leaves are shorter than in

the first sort, scarcely two inches long, of a
broadish ovate figure rounded at the base, by no
ir.cans linear; oblique, the width of the 'two
sides being unequal: the stipules are remarkably
large, varyiqg from a roundish to a half-heart-
shaped form, crenate, deciduous: female flowers
and capsules nuich as in that sort. It is a native
of several parts of Europe.
The fifth is distinguished by its sessile ovate

smooth leaves, sharply and very finely but scarce
apparently serrate ; audits subcordate stipules.

It becomes a tree, but never tall : the branches
are round, very straight, cinereous : the leaves

hard, with very minute and scarcely visible ser-

ratures, cinereous beneath, but smooth on both
sides, rigid, appendicled with two ovate entire
leaflets. It is a native of Lapland, &c.
The sixth species grows to be one of the larg-

est trees of the kind : the branches break off ea-
sily at the shoot of the preceding year: the leaves

are large, four inches long, an inch and half
broad, distinctly and deeply serrate, srnooth and
shining on the upper side, glaucous underneath :

the stipules scarcely any, but instead of them
the footstalks are dotted with prominent glands :

the catkins have two or three fugacious leaves at

the base of the peduncle. It is a native of the
greater part of Europe, especially the northern
parts, and is of quick growth, soon forminir a
shade in wet places ; the males are fittest for this

purpose. Bees are fond of the male flowers.

The seventh grows to a considerable size, as
four feet and a half in circumference at three feet

above the ground, and thirty feet in height. It

is generally esteemed for its long slender pen-
dulous branches, which give it a peculiar cha-
racter, and render it a beautiful object on the
margin of streams or pools : the leaves minutely
and sharply serrate, smooth on both sides, glau-
cous underneath, with the midrib whitish ; on
short petioles: the stipules, when present,
roundish or semilunar and very small ; but more
frequently wanting, and then in their stead a
glandular dot on each side : the catkins axillary,

small, oblong : in the male the filaments longer
than the scale, with two ovate erect glands
fastened to the base : the female, on two leaved

peduncles, scarcely longer than half an inch. It

is a native of the Levant.

The editor of Miller's Dictionary remarks that
in No, C817, Auo-. 25 to 27, 1801, of the St.

3 B 3
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James's Chronicle, thert-. is the following para-

graph, but on what authority he is not ac-

quainted :-—" The famous and admired weep-
ing willow, planted by Pope, which has lately

been felled to the ground, came from Spain,

inclosing a present to the late Lady Suffolk.

Mr. Pope was in company when the covering
was taken oif ; he observed that the pieces of

stick appeared as if they had some vegetation,

and added. Perhaps they may produce something
we have not in England.' Under this idea he
planted it in his garden, and it produced the

willow tree that has given birth to so many
others."

The eighth species is a bushy shrub three or

four feet high, with long slender tough purple

shining branches: the leaves some opposite,

others alternate, nearly linear, but broadest up-
wards, serrate chiefly towards the summit, very

smooth, glaucous beneath, destitute of stipules :

the male catkins are very slender, scarcely an
inch long, nearly sessile, consisting of many
thick-set Howers, theuppermost of which expand
first : the scales black at the tip, hairy : nectary

a solitary gland opposite to each scale : the sta-

men one solitary simple, never dividing, bear-

ing an orange-coloured double or four-lobed an-

ther : the female catkins exactly like the male
in size and form. It is particularly distinguish-

ed by-the length as well as delicate slenderncss

of its twigs, and its subglaucous spurge-like

leaves, but above all by their extreme bitter-

ness when chewed. It is a native of many parts

of Europe.

The ninth rises to the height of nine or ten

feet, and is a small slender tree : in the form of

its leaves it difiers from the eighth, being more
truly lanceolate and taper-pointed, by no means
obovate : the female catkins are somewhat
longer, and twice as thick, and stand on longer

stalks : the germ is sessile, ovate and silky ; but

the stylejs considerably lengthened out, quite

smooth aiSd naked : the stigmas also, instead of

being short and ovate, are linear and considera-

bly elongated : the leaves are less glaucous be-

neath and not so bitter : the rose-like excrescen-

cies are more common at the ends of the branch-

es in it ; whence its name of Rose-Willow. It

is a native of many parts of Europe.

The tenth species is a shrub four or dvt feet

high, with upright flexible and very tough

branches, of a yellowish ash-colour, otten pur-

plish : the leaves alternate, on footstalks, two or

three inches long, minutely toothed or some-

what serrate, principally towards the top ; smooth
on both sides except when very young ; dark

green above, glaucous beneath : the stipules

Houe : the calkins on short stalks, cylindrical,

blunt, first red, then yellow, flowering first at

the top. It is a native of some parts of Europe
on the sandy banks of rivers, flowering in

April.

With us it is cultivated in the fens, and pre-
ferred to all other willows or osiers for basket-

work.
The eleventh is a shrub which has the branches-

very long, slender, tough, smooth, gray or pur-
plish : the leaves about four inches long when
full grown, slightly toothed or serrate, by no
means entire, of a bright green on both sides,

smooth in gene)-al, bat sometimes sprinkled w itli

a few slender hairs beneath : the stipules, if

present, linear-lanceolate, a little toothed ; but
generally wanting. It appears to be little known,
though amongst the most valuable as an osier.

It is a native of this country, &c.
The twelfth species often becomes a large

tree : the branches when young palish, downy i

the leaves slightly tapering to a point at both
ends, above green and scarce sensibly downy,
underneath pale green with a very thin woolli-

ness : edge marked with some notches which
are scarcely apparent unless carefully examined,
but from the middle downwards evidently waved:
the lower buds produce leaves, the upper ones
catkins not leafy. It is useful for bees, as flow-
ering early.

The thirteenth is more than six and sometime*
near twelve feet high; in exposed boggy grounds
spreading more, but not rising so high : the

leaves alternate, rude, rugged, wrinkled and
green above, beneath rough with hairs, the veins

indistinct, the edge serrate, on loose petioles twa
lines in length : stipules in shape of half a heart,

on each side serrate with three glands : the cat-

kins brownish, placed below the leaves, on a
peduncle with a few small spear-shaped leaflets.

It is the common Sallow, and a native of Eu-
rope, flowering in April.

The fourteenth species, when suffered to grow
without lopping, becomes a large and lofty tree :

it is of quick growth, but when lopped soon de-

cays : the trunk is straight with a gray rough
bark full of cracks : the branches numerous, up-
right, but diffused, gray or brownish green, the

upper ones often dusky red : the inner bark is

green : the leaves sharply and elegantly serrate j

shining but pubescent above, white and silky

underneath: the male catkins cyhndrical, blunt,

from an inch and half to two inches in length,

four lines in breadth, on pedimcles half an inch

long : the stamens two : the nectaries two, one
before the stamens obcordate, the other behind

them oblong : the female catkins slender, cylin-

drical, two inches long, three or four lines

broad, on peduncles near an inch in length. It
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is a native ofEurope, flowering in April and May.
Its wood is white, light, and tough.

The fJFteenth isa very tall, slender, obsequious,

quick-growing shrub: the leaf and flower-buds

distinct : the leaves rolled back at the edges be-

fore they untold. It is frequently arborescent

:

the bark grayish, smooth, with here and there a

crack : the branches very long, straight, slender,

touoh : the leaves, especially the lower ones, a

span long or more, waved at the edge : the male

calkins ovate or oblong, from an inch to an

inch and half in length, three or four lines in

breadth, on very short peduncles : stamens two:

nectary one : the female catkins ovate-oblong or

cylindrical, of the same length with the male,

half an inch broad
;
peduncle two lines long :

the leaves being silvery underneath, the nectary

in the male flower being long and slender, and

the style in the female flower being very long,

are sufficient marks to distinguish it by. It is a

native of most parts of Europe. It is the true

Osier.

There are a vast number of varieties in culti-

vation for the uses of the basket-maker. Evelyn

has enumerated three vulgar sorts : one of little

worth, being brittle, and very much resem-

bling the Sallow, with reddish twigs, and more
greenish and rounder leaves : a second, called

Perch, of limber and green twigs, having a very

slender leaf: the third totally like the second,

only the twigs not altogether so green, but yel-

lowish. This is the very best, he says, for use,

tough and hardy. The most usual names ap-

plied to them by basket-makers about London
are : the Hard-Gelster, the Horse-Gelster,

Whyning, or Shrivelled-Gelster, Black-Gelstcr,

in which Suffolk abounds. Then theGoldstones,

the Hard and Soft, Brittle and worst of all the

Goldstones ; the Sharp and Slender-topped Yel-

low Goldstone ; the Fine Goldstone. Then
there is the Yellow Osier, the Green Osier, the

Snake or Speckled Osier, Swallow-tail and

Spaniard. To these, the editor of Miller's Dic-

tionary says, may be added the Flanders Wil-
low, which will arrive to be a large tree—with

these coopers tie their hoops to keep them bent.

Lastly, the White Swallow, used for green-

work ; and if of the toughest sort, to make
quarter can-hoops. It is further suggested, that

innumerable varieties are cultivated in the osier-

grounds for the basket-makers ; and the same

frequently under different names in different

places, so that it would be difficult and of little

use to enumerate them ; but that the Dutch and

Wire Osiers are esteemed about London. The
true Velvet Osier, which is a valuable sort, has,

it is said, been made out to be distinct from

the viminalis.

CuUiire.—All these plants arc capable of be-
ing readily increased by cuttings of the young
shoots of one or two years old, in lengths of hall'
a yard or two or three feet ; and those of several
years growth in truncheons or sets, of from three
or four to five or six feet long, according to the
purposes for which they are designed" which
strike root most readily in low moist soils. The
proper season for planting them out is any time
in open weather, from the beginning of autumn
tdl March; but the early autumn and spring
months arc the best, according as the soil may
be more moist. In the planting, a long iron-
shod dibble is used for the smaller cuttings, and
an iron crow for making holes for the" laroer
sets, or holes may be made with a spade for
very large long pole-cuttings

; lliough some use
no instrument in planting the smaller cuttino-s,
but sharpen the ends of them, and thrust them
into the ground, especially in soft land ; but as
this method is apt to force off" the bark from the
lower part of the cutting, it is best to cut the
bottom of each cutting even, and plant them
with some instrument in the above manner.

These sets are planted for difl^erent purposes
;

as for timber trees—to form osier grounds—to
cut for poles,—for pollards for lopping, &c.
When they are intended to be raised for tim-

ber, the larger growing sorts, such as the white-
yellow, and purple, or red willows, &c. should
be chosen, taking cuttings of the strong youni'-
shootSjwhich should be planted at once where thev
are to remain, in any low marshy, or rather moist
situation, where they grow with great rapiditv.
The ground should be prepared by proper disv-
ging, or ploughing, as may be most convcnieift,
and then a quantity of cuttings of the strong
young shoots, of one or two years' growth, cut
to half a yard or two feet lengths, should be
provided and planted in rows, only six feet
asunder, and three or four distant in the rows,
that they may draw each other up fast in "-rowth'
and allow for a gradual thinnino-, each °cuttino'
being inserted two parts of three Into the groundt
They soon emit roots, and shoot strongly at top
in spring and summer; hut to have Them run
up with clean stems for full standards, all should
be cleared a\^y but one of the stronge-t Itadincr
shoots for a stem, which should be suffered tS-

rim up at full length in its future growth. Af-
ter a few years, when the trees approach one
another, they should be thinned for poles, &c. j
repeating the thinning a few vears afterwards,,
according as the branches of t'li* different tree^
interfere, leaving them at last about twelve or
fifteen feet asunder, to attain their fidl growth :

in this way they draw each other up very expe-
ditiously with straight handsome stems, to forty
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or fifty feet in height, or more; ar.d in twenty
or thirty years become fit to sell as timber.

When intended to form osier grotmds -for low
stools, for producing twigs annually for the

basket-makers, they should be planted in rows
two or three feet asunder, and be alvvavs kept to

low stools a foot high, in order to force out a

more plentiful annual crop of twigs and rods,

proper for use in one summer's growth. For this

purpose, w aste boggy land in the sides of large

rivers are the most proper, both in respect to the

soil, and the conveyance of the wands.
These situations should be dug over or plough-

ed, for the reception of the osiers : then, in the

proper season, as above, a sufficient quantity of

osier sets of different sorts, in cuttings of the

one or two years old shoots, should be formed
into two feet or two feet and half lengths,

planting them in lines two feet and half distance,

inserting each cutting from ten or twelve to fif-

teen inches into the ground, leaving the rc?.t out

to form the stool, and let them be two feet and
half distant in ,-each row: having thus formed
the plantation, the cuttings will root firmly in

the spring, and shoot at top tolerably strong in

Eummer, each stool generally throwing out several

shoots, of an erect growth. During the first sum-
mer, all large weeds should be kept down, that

the stools may have^ull scope to produce the first

shoots as strong as possible, which, by the end

of autumn, will probably be advanced some con-

siderable length ; and if much wanted may be

cue in the following winter or spring; but for

full plantations they should generally be suffered

to continue their growth for tuo years, till the

stools are firmly rooted and become strong;

then be cut down with all the tops close to the

beads of the stools, which serve for poles, &c.

Next year the stools shoot out strong, a nume-
rous crop of twigs and rods, fit for cutting for

the basket-makers in the winter following ; and

the stools,still remaining, continue to furnish an

ainiual crop fit for cutting every winter : the

twigs when cut should be sorted in sizes, tied in

bundles, and stacked up for use.

Where intended to cut for poles, the planta-

tions of stools may be made in any waste wa-
tery situations, as along the sides of brooks,

rivers, watery ditches, and other similar situa-

tions ; to cut every three, four, five, or six years,

according to the purposes for which they may
be employed.

In forming them, a quantity of sets, of two

years old shoots, in cuttings abtiut two feet and

half lou'jf, should be provided, and planted in rows

a yard asunder, intioducing each cutting two

parts of three into the grountl; they reailily grow,

xid each sends out several erect shoots, which.

in three or four years, will become large poles fit

to be cut for use.

Large cuttings or truncheons, three or four
feet long, may likewise be thrust down along
the sides of rivers, brooks, ditches, Sec. which
will often take root, and shoot out strongly at

top for poles.

When designed for pollard standards to cut
over for poles, for hurdles, &c. also for fujl,

every fifth, sixth, or seventh year, the sets or

cuttings may be obtained in plenty from the lop-

pings of any old pollard willows. See. choosing
the large straight poles, cut from about seven or

eight to nine or ten feet lengths, which should
be planted either with an iron crow, or some
other similar implemetit, forced into the ground
to make wide holes, two feet or two and a half

deep, tor their reception : or, if the ground be
stubborn, the holes should be divg witti a spade
to that depth, planting one set in each hole,

placing them from a foot and half at least to

two feet and half in the ground, leaving six,

seven, or eight above for the stem : these sets,

though so large and long, if planted in moist
places, readily strike root, and shoot out at top
the following spring and summer, into many
erect branches, which, after four or five years

growth, become fit to lop for poles. Sec. The
trees thus continue to aflbrd a lopping as above,

or may be suffered to grow larger, according to

the purposes for which the loppings may be
wanted.

Wlicn for the purpose of forming hedges
quickly, either as fences, blinds, or shelter, cut-

tings, either of strong young shoots, formed in

two or three feet lengths, and planted in a

row half a foot asunder, and twelve to fifteen

or eighteen inches deep, may be employed, or

larger truncheons of several years growth, cut

into sets, two, three, four, or five feet long or

more, be used : in either case, when the sets

have made the first )'ear*s shoot, the shoots may
be plashed together in winter, both to stiffen the

hedge and give it a thicker form, and afterwards

be kept regular by clipping it aimually, or suf-

fered to take its own natural growth.

But, in order to form a willow hedge as

quickly as possible, large straight sets of five or

six feet long may be used, planting them che-
quer-ways, placing each set half a yard in the

ground, leaving three or four feet aljove ; which,
being arranged, cro-s one another in the above
manner; and ranged all of an equal height, they-

at once form a good firm fence.

And where a speedy fence is wanted, bv way
of blind or shelter, a quantity of loppinas, five,

six', or seven feet long, well lurnished with late-

ral branches to the bottom, may be provided and
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planted in a decpish trench, pretty close toge-

ther, w hich soon grow, and t'oriii a sort of fence

immediately.

When for twigs for garden uses, a moist si-

tuation should be chosen, and a tjuautlty of the

most pliant kind of osier sets, or cuttings of

the young shoots, half a yard or two feet long,

should he provided and planted in rows, two

parts of three into the ground. They grow

freelv, and furnish plenty of twigs every year,

managing them as those in the osier planta-

tions.

The after- culture in all these cases is princi-

pally the keeping down large weeds the first and

serond years after planting, but which is more

particularlv necessary iu the plantations of young

low cuttings, tdl they are a little advanced in

their growth.

Wlien intended for nursery collections, all

the different sorts should be kept, being raised

from young cuttings of a year or two old, in

half-yard or two feet lengths, and planted in

rows,' two or three feet asunder, to grow till

wanted for use.

Some of these sorts of willows may be used

with good effect, as ornamental trees on the sides

of ponds or other places, especially white, yel-

low, purple, sweet, almond-leaved, and weeping

kinds, being disposed thinly in large out-planta-

tions; but the Babylonian or Weeping Willow,

for its curious pendulous growth, demands atten-

tion in a particular manner, and should be dis-

posed singly, or detached, both by the side of

water, and in spacious openings of grass ground,

also near grottoes, cascades, caves, ruins, &c.

SALLAD HERBS, the different sorts of es-

culent plants from which herbs for sallads are

collected. These by different sowings, plantings,

&c. are obtained at all times of the year; but

the most generally esteemed sorts may be com-

prised under the heads of Large, Small, and Oc-

casional Sallad Herbs.

The first consist chiefly of the different sorts

of lettuces ; the different sorts of endive, and all

the varieties of celery, vthich sorts are in the best

perfection for use when arrived at the full

growth ; any of which may be eaten as a sallad

alone,ora!l mixedt()gether,or witha properquan-

tity of small salladiug, especially in winter and

spring; as the small salladmgbeingofa warm na-

ture renders the sallad more grateful and whole-

some. Lettuces are generally esteemed most in

summer, when full grown and firmly cabbaged,

but may be used at all seasons. The endive and

celery are excellent for autumn and a inter sal-

lads, being in full perfection from September to

ihe end of November, when they are full grown

and finely blanched, and often continuing in to-

lerable perfection all winter and spring. See

Lactuca, CiCHouiuM, and Apium.
The second sorts are cresses, mustard, radish,

rape, and some others; in all of which herbs, the

young leaves are the useful parts for the purpose

of sallad, and are always in the best perfection

when quite young, as a few days, or a week old

at most, while in their first leaves; cutting them
up, stalks and top together, close to the ground,

as when used thus quite voung they eat exceed-

ing tender, with an agreeably warm relish, but be-

come too hot by age. See Small Sallad Hkrbs.
The last sorts are principally corn sallad, or

lamb's lettuce— purslane—spear-mint—water-

cress—borage and borage-flowers—nasturtium-

flowers and the young leaves—chervil—burnct,

and sometimes red-cabbage—radishes— red beet-

root—finochia, or Azorian fennel—sorrel—tarra-

gon young onions eives and sometimes

horbc-radish, incorporated with other herbs;

most of which sorts are occasionally used in

composition with other sallad herbs, and some
alone as a sallad, such as red-cabbage, water-

cress, young borage, &c. See their respective

genera.

SALLOW. See Salix.

SALSOLA, a genus containing a plant of the

shrubby evergreen kind.

It belongs Ito the class and order Pentandria

Digijnia, &i\A ranks in the natural order of Holo-

racfcc.

The characlers are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth : segments ovate, concave, per-

manent : there is no corolla, unless the calyx be

called so: the stamina have five very short fila-

ments inserted into the segments of the calyx :

the pistillum is a globular germ : style three-

parted or two-parted, short: stigmas recurved: the

pericarpium is an ovate capsule, wrapped in the

calvx, one-celled : the seeds single, very large,

spiral.

The species cultivated is S. fruticosa,

Shrubby Saltwort, or Stone-Crop Tree.

It has the stem about two feet high or more,

woodv, erect, round, very much branched ; the

branches also erect, and thickly clothed with

alternate, sessile, semi-cylindrical, bluntish,

fleshy, even, almost upright, rather glaucous

leaves : the flowers inconspicuous, axillary,

sessile, solitary, green; with three small, con-

cave, scariose bractes. The leaves have an her-

baceous flavour, with a slight degree of salt and

some acrimony. It forms an elegant evergreen

shrub, flowering in July and August. It is a na-

tive of France, &c.
Culture.—This plant may be increased by

lasers or cuttings, though with difficulty in the

latter method.
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The young branches should be laid down hi

the spring, and when well-rooted, in the follow-

ing autunui, be taken off and planted out where
they are to remain, a warm sheltered situation

being provided for the purpose.

Though these plants are inhabitants of the

sea shores, they may be introduced in the bor-
ders and clumpj of the shrubbery with other

evergreens.

SALVIA, a genus containing plants of uuder-
ehrubby, heibaceous, and shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria
Jlonogi/iiia, an& ranks in the natural order of
Verticillalce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, tubular, striated, gradually wi-

dening and compressed at the top ; mouth erect,

two-lipped ; lower lip two-toothed : the corolla

one-petalled, unequal : tube widening at the

top, compressed ; border ringent, upper lip con-
cave, compressed, curved inwards, emarginate

;

lower lip wide, trifid, middle segment larger,

roundish, emarginate : the stamina have two
filaments, very short ; two threads are fastened

transversely to these almost in the middle, on
the lower extremity of which is a gland, on the

upper an anther : the pistillum is a four-cleft

germ : style filiform, very long, in the same si-

tuation with the stamens : stigma bifid : tliere is

no pericarpium. Calyx very slightly conver-

ging, having the seeds in the bottom of it : the

seeds four, roundish.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. officinalis.

Garden Sage ; 2. S. grandiflora. Broad-leaved

Garden Sage ; 3. S. triloba, Three-lobed Sage,

or Sage of Virtue; 4, S. sclai-ea, Common
Clary; 3. S. argentea, Silvery-leaved Sage or

Clary ; 6. iS'. verbenaca, Vervain Sage or Clary
;

7. S. Indica, Indian Sage or Clary; 8. S. Hor-
minum. Red-topped Sage or Clary ; 9. S. gluti-

nosa. Yellow Sage or Clary; 10. S. Mexicana,
Mexican Sage; U.S. Canariensis, Canary Sagcj
12. S. ^fricann, Blue-flowered African Sage;
13. S. aurea, Gold-flowered African Sage; 14.

S. pomifera, Apple-bearing Sage; 15, S.J'or-

mosa, Shining-leaved Sage.

The first is a branching shrub, about two feet

in height : the younger branches are tomentose
and whitish : the leaves are wrinkled, cinereous

white or tinged with dusky purple, on very short

petioles, sometimes eared at the base : the flow-

ers lerminatini^, in long spikes composed of six-

flowered whorls, approximating, yet distinct.

It is a native of the South of Europe and Bar-

bary.

The varieties arc : the Common Green Sage,

the Wormwood Sage, the Green Sage with a va-

riegated leaf, the Red Sage, the Red Sage with a

variegated leaf, the Painted or Parti-coloured Sage
with red leaves striped with white, or while red and
green mixed, found, says Johnson, " in a country
garden by Mr. John Tradescant, and by him
imparted to other lovers of plants." There is

also Spanish or Lavender-leaved Sage, in which
the leaves are linear-lanceolate, very narrow and
quite entire, in clusters on the side of the stalks;

they are very hoary, and the branches are cover-

ed with a hoary down : the leaves on the upper
part of the stalk are narrower than those of
Rosemary ; the flowers grow in closer spikes,

and are of a light blue colour.

But the variety with red or blackish leaves is

the most common in cultivation ; and the

Wormwood Sage is in greater plenty than the

common green-leaved Sage.

In the second species the stalks do not grow
so upright as those of the common Sage ; they
are very hairy, and divide into several branches :

the leaves are broad, woolly, on long petioles,

serrate, and rough on the upper surface: the

leaves on the flower-stalks are oblong-ovate, on
shorter petioles, and very slightly serrate : the

whorls are pretty far distant, and few flowers in

each ; they are of a pale blue, and about the

same size v^'ith those of the common sort. It

flowers in June, and in good seasons the seeds

ripen in autumn. This sage is preferred to all

the others for tea. It is often called Balsamic
Sage.

The third has the leaves narrower than those

of the common sort ; they are hoary, and some
of them are indented on their edges towards the

base, which indentures have the appearance of
ears. The spikes of flowers are longer than
those of the two preceding sorts, and the whorls

are generally naked: the flowers are smaller,

and of a deeper blue than those of the Common
Sage. It is a native of the South of Europe.
The fourth species has the lower leaves large,

in good ground seven or eight inches long, and
four broad at the base, endmg in blunt points :

the stems large and clammy, about two feet

high, with leaves of the same shape, but smaller,

and sending out small opposite side branches

:

the flowers in loose terminating spikes, com-
posed of whorls, of a pale blue colour. It is

biennial, and a native of Syria, &c. flowering

from July to September.

It is observed, that " a wine is made from the

herb in flower boiled with sugar, which has a
flavour not unlike Frontiniac."

The fifth has the leaves of a thick consistence,

having several irregular indentures on their bor-
ders : the stem near a foot and half high, send-

ing out two or four branches near the bottom,
which grow erect : the whorls of flowers large.
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towards the top barren. It i? a native of the

island of Candia, and biennial, flowering in June.

. The sixth has a perennial broivn roo'. the

thickness of the iiiiddlt linger, striking deep in-

to the earth, and furnish'd with nunicrfus fi-

bres: the stems nearly upright, tno feet high, set

with horizontal somewhat viscid hairs, purplish,

especially at the joints: the root-leaves on long

petioles, varying in form, oblong, rounded at

the end, sometimes a liitle pointed, not unfrc-

qucnlly heart-shaped at the base, but more coiu-

Dionly the leaf runs down on each side the foot-

stalk, and to a greater length on one side than

on the other, ver\' slightlv hirsute, on the mar-
gin irreoiilarly waved and serrate or toothed,

paler beneath, veiny and marked with small

glandular concave dots: stem-leaves somewhat
remote, the lowermost on short footstalks, the

uppermost sessile : the flowers in whorls, almost

naked, containing about six flowers. It is a

native of all the fom- continents, flowering

during the whole summer from June, and even

in October.

The seventh has the lower leaves heart-shaped,

acutely crenate, of a thick consistence, seven or

eight inches long, and four broad at the base,

where ihey are eared ; the stem four feet high,

having two or three pairs of smaller leaves on
the lower part at the joints : the upper part, for

the length of two feet, has whorls of flowers, at

two or three inches distance from each other,

without any leaves under them : the calyx is

hairy and blunt : the helmet of the corolla

arched, erect and blue, terminating in a blue

point; the two side segments of the under lip

are of a violet colour ; the middle segment,

which is indented at the point, is white, and cu-

riously spotted with violet on the inside ; the

two side lobes turn yellow before the flower

drops. It is a native of India, flowering from

Mav to July.

The eighth has the stems erect, about a foot

and half high: the leaves shaped like those of

the common Red Sage, gradually diminishing

in size to the top: the stems have whorls of

small flowers, and are terminated by clusters of

small leaves, and forming two varieties; one

with purple and another with red tops. For

the sake of this coma they are preserved in

gardens for ornament. They flower in June and

July, and their seeds rijien in the autunni. It is

a native of the South of Europe.

The ninth has an abiding root, composed of

stiong w oody fibres : the leaves four inches

long, and three broad at the base, of a pale yel-

lowish green colour, upon footstalks three or four

inches long: the stemsstrong, nearfourfeel high,

bavins: smaller leaves below, and tltc upjicr part

Vol. II.

closely set with whorls of large yellow flowers^

The whole plant is very clammy, and has a
strong scent, somewhat like common Garden
Clary. I^he riowers are used in U'Mland (o eive
a flavour to the Rhenisii wines. It is a native of
Germany, 8ic. flo\ ermg from June to November.
The tenth has the stem shruiiby, eight or ten

feet high, sending out slender four-cornered
branches of a purplish colour: the leaves thin,

pale green, and hairy on their under side, on
long slender footstalks : the flowers in close

thick spikes at the end of the branches, havinf
a fine Ijlue colour. It is a native of Mexico,
flowering from May to July.

The eleventh has the stem shrubby, five or
six feet high, dividing into many branches co-
vered with a flocky down : the leaves three

inches and a half long, and an inch and half

broad at the base, where arc two acute auiiular

ears : petioles hmc and woollv : the top of the

stalk branches out into many footstalks, forminc
a sort of panicle : the flowers are of a light blue

colour, and are ranged in whorled spikes, having
two small leaves under each whorl. It is a na-
tive of the Canary Islands, flowering from June
to September.
The twelfth rises with a shrubby stalk four or

five feet high, dividing into branches : the leaves

are ovate, of a gray colour : the flowers come
out in whorls tou ards the end of the branches

;

they are of a fine blue colour, larger than those

of the connnon Sage, appear in succession most
of the summer months, and those which come
early are often followed by seeds ripening in au-
tumn. It is a native of the Cape.
The thirteenth also rises with a shrubby stalk

seven or eight feet high, covered with a light-

coloured bark, sending out branches the whole
length which grow almost horizontally: the

leaves are of a gray colour : the flowers, in thick

short spikes at the end of the branches, arc very

large, and of a dark gold colour. It is a na-
tive of the Cape, flowering from May to No-
vember.

The fourteenth has the stem shrubby, four or

five feet high, dividing into several branches :

the flowers of a pale blue colour : the branches
have often punctures made in them by insects,

producing protuberances as big as apples, in the

same maimer as galls upon the Oak, and the

rough balls upon the Briar. It is remarked by
Martyn, that the common Sage has the same
excrescences in the island of Candia orCrete, and
that they carry them to market there under the

name of Sage Apples. It was found at Candia.
The fifteenth has the stem suflVuticosc, tlie

height of a man, upright, brachiate, somewhat
knottv, loosely chapped, ash- coloured ; the

3 C
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branches and branchlets opposite, spreading, being planted out at once where they are to

tbiir-corneicd, naked at ihe base, rufous: shoots remain.

The plants raised from young slips generally

form tl.e strongest and most bushy jilants.

In raising these plants from seed, which is

but seldom practised, it should he sown in April,

four-grooved", green at the top, clammy: the

leaves spreading, acute (in the garden hluhtish),

crenate-serrate, somewhat wrinkled, veined,

w^ith the midrib and veins prominent only be-

neath, subcoriaceous, greeitish, but paler on the in a bed of lisrlit rich earth, raking it in : the

back : petiole scarcely half as long as the leaf, plants soon come up; and when about two or

round on one sule, grooved on the other

.

flowers very many, from the axils of the shoots,

in a sort of whorl, in the garden commonly five

together, the two lower of which are later: they

are on short, spreading, one-flowered peduncles,

jointed at the top. It is a native of Peru,

flowering most part of the summer.

CkI'iitc.—These plants are in most of the

sons raised without nmch difficulty.

Culture in the Sage Kind.—This in all the

three inches high, should be pricked out, the

strongest in nursery rows, half a foot asunder,

to gam strength till the autumn or spring fol-

lowing, and then planted out witli balls where
they are to stand.

In the after-culture of this species and va-^

rielies, all that is requisite is the keeping them
clean from weeds in summer, cutting down the

decayed flower-stalks in autumn, and slightly

digj^mg between the rows in the same season, to

varieties mav be eflect'-d by slips or cuttings of keep them clean and decent during the winter,

the young shoots from the sides of the branches, &c. But where this digging is not done in the

sometimes also by bottom rooted off-sets and autnmn it should not be omiited in the spring.

likewise by seed. Slips both of the former and

same year's growth may be used.

Those of the first sort may be employed in

April, but the latter not till May, or later: these,

however, most readily strike root, and assume

a free growth.

In either case, moist weather should be

chosen ; and having recourse to some good

riie leaves of the Sage should be gathered

with care and attention, not to cut the tops loo

close, to render the plants naked and stubby,,

especially when late in autumn and winter ; ii>

which they would be more liable to suffer from
severe frost than when the head is preserved

somewhat full and regular: besides, in this state

the plants continue longer in a prosperous free

bushy plants, a proper quantity of the outward growth,

robust side shoots, about five, six, or seven When, in any old plantation, naked, stubby,

iitehes lono-, should be slipped oft', trimming off or decayed parts occur, they should be cut out,

all the low'er leaves, then planted out in some and any straggling irregular growths reduced to

shady border, with a dibble, in rows half a foot order by occasional pruning in spring or sum-

asunder, putting them down almost to their tops, raer, by which the plants will more readily emit

giving water dfrectly, to settle the earth close, fresh shoots and form full heads,

as well as to promote an early emission of root- Fresh plantations of Sage should be formed as

fibres, and repeating the waterings occasionally

in dry weather : the slips in general soon einit

fibres, and shoot freely at top : when they have

a tendency to spindle up with slender shoots, or

run up to flower, it is proper to top them short in plants

order to force out laterals below, to assume a
"'

bushy growth: they mostly fonn tolerably bushy

plants by the autumn, when, or in the spring

following, they may be removed, with balls of

earth about their roots, and planted where they

are to remain, either in four-feet beds, or in

continued rows, a foot and half asunder, if de-

signed as a close plantation for use : those de-

pla

the old ones decline.

In continuing them where the ground is much
impoverished, a little dry rotten dung should be

pointed in lightly, to give more vigour to the

Culture in the Clary Kind.—^These in the

herbaceous kinds are easily raised from seed, and
in the perennial sorts by parting the roots.

The seed should be sown in March, in any
bed or border of common earth, raking it in y

and when the plants have got leaves of two or

three niches growth, they should be planted out

in showery weather, in rows eighteen inches

signed for the pleasure-ground should be dis- distant, and at the same distance in the lines:

posed in the borders, &c. so as to afford va- they soon strike root, arid grow large, furnishing

yjj,[y_ liirge leaves, fit for use in autumn, winter, and

Where there are rooted off-sets, they may be the following spring,

slipped off separately with the fibres to them. The perennial sorts are raised from seed in-

cither as the iilants stand in the ground, or the the same manner, setting the young plants out in

bunches of plants taken up and divided into as the sununer in nursery-rows till autumn, wheij

many separate slips as are furnished with roots, they should be planted out into the borders, Sec,
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The annual sorts mav be sown in sprini' in

the borders, in patches to remain.
The roots in the perennial kind^ may be

parted in autnmn, or early in the spring, and
planted out where they are to remain.

Cidlure in the tender Shrublij Kinds.—These
are easily inereased by cuttings of the young
shoots; they should be planted in pots in the
spring, and plunged in a hot-bed, where they
soon emit roots at bottom and shoots at top,
and should be gradually hardened to the full air:

but cuttings planted in summer will often strike

without the aid of a hot-bed when planted either

in pots or in a bed of natural earth, under
frames and lights, or covered close with hand-
glasses, and shaded from the mid-day sun, beiu'T

occasionallv watered.

The young plants should afterwards be potted
of! separately, and managed as other shrubby
exotics of the green-house.

The last sort requires a warm dry green-house
in winter, and to be very sparingly watered. See
Green-house Plants.
Some of the sorts are useful as culinary plants,

others for the purpose of ornament in the bor-
ders, &c. and the tender sorts in green-house
collections.

SAMf^AC. SeejASMiNUM.
SAMBUCUS, a genus containing hardy de-

ciduous trees, shrub and herbaceous peren-
nials.

It belongs to the class and order Penlnndria
Tiigijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Di/mos(P,

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, superior, five-parted, very small,
permanent : the corolla onc-petalled, rutate-

concave, five-cleft, blunt: segments reflex:

the stamina have five awl-shapecf lilaments, the
length of the corolla : anthers roundish : the
pistdlum is an inferior, ovate, blunt germ : style

none ; but instead of it a ventricose s'Jand : stii:-

iiias three, blunt: the pericarpium is a roundiiTh

one-celled berry : the seeds three, convex on
one side, angular on the other.

The species cultivated are : 1 . S. nigra, Com-
mon Elder ; 2. S. racemosa, Red-berried Elder

;

3. S. Eliihis, Dwarf Elder; 4. S. Canadensis,
Canachan Elder.

The tirst species grows to a bushy tree twelve
or sixteen feet in height, much branched, and
covered with a smooth gray bark when younii,
which becomes rough on the trunk and older

branches : the wood is hard, tough, yellow,

polishing almost as well as the box-tree ; the

'younger branches containing a very large pro-
portion of medullary matter or pith : the leaves

o|)posile, unequally pinnate: leaflets commonly

five, smooth, nearly equal at the base, with very
small or no stipules: the cymes terminatinor,

dividing into five principal branches, and many
small ones : the flowers cream-coloured, with a
sweet but faint smell, especially when dried. It

is a native of Britain and many other parts of
Europe ; also of Africa, Japan, &c., flowering
in May and June.

There are varieties w ith white or green berries,

with variegated leaves ; and the Parsley-leaved
Elder, which has the leaflets narrower, and cut
into several segments, which are again deeply
indented on their edges regularly, in form of
winged leaves: the stalks are much smaller, and
the shoots are short ; the leaves have not so
strong an odour, and the berries are a little

smaller.

'I'here are also the Gold-striped-leaved, the
Silver -striped -leaved, and the Silver-dusted
Elder.

The second species sends up many shrubby
stalks from the root, rising ten or twelve feet

high, and dividing into nianv branches, whicii
are covered with a brown bark : the leaves are

opposite ; the lower generally composed of two
pairs of leaflets, terminated by an odd one,
shorter and broader than those of the first, and
deeply serrate; the upper have frequently but
three leaflets ; they are of a pale green colour and
pretty smooth : the flowers are of an herbaceous
white colour, appearing in April, and some-
times succeeded by berries, which are red when
ripe. It is a native of Germany, Switzerland,
Italy, &c.
The third has a creeping root : the stems herba-

ceous, three feet high, upright, roundish, groov-
ed, leafy, somewhat enlarged at the joints, pur-
plish, branched above; tiie branches opposite
and upright: the leaves opposite, unequally pin-
nate, dark green, smoothish : leaflets four to six

pairs, ovate-lanceolate, veined, acute, serrate,

uuc(jual, and generally glandular at the base,

smooth above, downy with a slight roughness
underneath, and whiter; the lowermost often
lobed : the stipules large, leafy, serrate, some
times accompanying a pair of leaflets as well as

the whole leaf: the c\'me terminating in three
principal branches, and those dividinsr; into many
others, hairy and mnny-flowered: all the flowers

pedicellcd. It is a native of many parts of Eu-
rope.

It was formerly called Wallwort or Wale-
wort, and Danewort, and diflTers from the first

sort in being herbaceous, in having a cieepina;

root, and narrower leaflets, more numerous, and
sometimes lobed.

There is a variety \\'ith cut leaves in which the
roots do not creep so much, nor the •tcHJS rise

3 C i
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so hi'^h: the leaves have seldom more than se.ven SAND, an earthy substance that is fre-

IcaHuTs, and towards the top only five, lonaer quently made use of in the cuUure of different

nud narrower thiin in the above, ckeply cut7)n sorts of fl(jwers and plants which require a dry

their edo-es, and ending with win-cd acme soil.

SAND-nOX TREE. Sec IIura.

SANtiUlNAKlA, a genus containing- a plmt

of l!ic low herbaceous ilowering kind.

It be!ono;s to the class- and order Pohjanilr'nt

aud ranks in the natural order of

points.

The fourth species rises to the height of

twenty feet in itk native situation, but here, it

is seldom much more than half that height : the

leaves have generally seven or nine leaflets, which Monogynia

are lonoer and narrow er than those of the first Rhoeudece.

sort : the berries are smaller, of the same black co- The characters are : that the calyx is a two-

lour, but not so full of juice: nor have the leaves leaved perianth, ovate, concave, shorter than the

so strono- a scent: it is' shrubby, but commonly corolla, caducous : the corolla has eight petals,

pcrishes'^above ground in winter: the cymes are oblong, blunt, spreading very much, alternately

of the same structure as in the first ; and the interior and narrower: the stamina have very

stipules are filiform and truncate, as in that, not many filaments, simple, shorter than the co-

expanded into leaflets, as in the third: the ber- rolla : anthers simple: the pistillum is an ob-

ries are reddish, and said to be eatable. It is a long compressed germ: style none : stigma

native of North Amcnea, flowering from June thickish, two-grooved with a streak, height ot

to Auo-ust. the stamens, permanent: the pericarpium is

Culture.
—

'!'he first and second sorts may be an oblong capsule, ventricosc, sharp at both

readily increased from cuttings, or by sowing ends, two-valved : the seeds very many, round,

their seeds ; but the former being the most acuminate.

expeditious method, it is generally practised. The species is ,S. Canadensis, Canadian San-

The season for planting the cuttings is any time gninaria, Bloodwort, or Puccoon.

from the autumn to Ihe spring ; in doing of It has a tuberous, thick, fleshy root, placed

which, there is no more care necessary than to transversely, with several slender fibres descend-

thrust them about six or eight inches into the iiig from it, of a reddish saff'ron colour, and

ground, as they take root readily, and may af- yielding a juice of the same hue, which is bitter

terwards be planted out where they are to re- . and acrid, and flows also from the leaves and

main,vhichmj.ybeuponalmost any soil or situ- footstalks when cut. In the spring the root

ation, as they are extremely hardy : if their seeds puts forth slender round smooth stems, palish

be permitted to fall upon the ground, they often green or brownish tinged with purple, each ter-

produce plenty of plants the succeeding summer, minated by a little conical head, which expands

They are often planted for fences, on account into a white flower of eight [-(ctals. at first con-

of their quick growth ; but as their bottoms be- cave, then flat, and finally rolled back so as to

come naked iii^ a few vears, they are not by any be convex, marked w ith slender streaks: fila-

means proper for that purpose.' In this i'nten- ments white, with saffron-coloured anthers.

tion the cuttings should be planted in one or When the flowers are about expanding, a single

two rows, where they are to remain. leaf comes out upon each flower-stalk, at first

This sort of plants should not be planted near small, compressed, and protecting the flower

habitations, as at the season when they are in with its foot-stalk; but afterwards becoming^

flower they are said to emit such a strong scent

as to occasion violent pains in the heads of those

who abide long near theni.

The first son succeeds in any soil or situation.

The third is increased rapidly, wherever it is

once planted, by its creeping roots; and the

fourth puts out roots from cuttings ahnost as

easily as the common sort ; but being liable to

injury from severe frosts, it shoukl be planted

in a sheltered situation, and rather dry scd.

All the sorts atlord diversity in large orna-

mental plantations, the common sorts being only

thinly introduced.

The fruit of the common sort is frequently

mp/it" lise of for the

ti-om it.

purp'ose of hiakiuir wine

larger, and unfolding into lobes, like those of

the'fig, which are thickish, smooth, internally

of a tTecp glaucous green, externally of a whitish

glaucous cH)lour with frequent veins, most con-

spicuous on the outside ; on petioles which are

flat and slightly grooved on the inside, and con-

vex on the outside. Three or four flower-stems

arise from each root, and are surrounded at the

base by oblong, membranaceous, ttndtr, striated

scales : the root, leaves, and flowers have no

smell. It is a native of America, and flowers

here in the beginning of April.

There are varieties with single flowers, wuh
semi-double flowers, and full tfowers.

Culture.—^This plant is readily increased by-

parting the roots, and planting them out in tlxe
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borders or other places where they are to re-

main, in the auluiunal season, when the leaves

and sleiTjs decay.

They should have a loose soil, with a niixliire

oi' bog earth and rotten leaves, and sheltered si-

tuation, not too uiueh exposed to the sun :

the TOOts should not be ]3aited oltentr than
every two years.

'I hey allord variety in the borders, clumps,
and other parts among other low-growing bul-

bous-rooted plants.

SANTOLINA, a genus comprising plants of
the low, under shrubby, evergreen, and herba-

ceous kinds.

(i belongs to the class and order Si/ngciiieyia

Poli/gawia yEqiiulis, and ranks in ihe natural

order of Compositce DiscoiddCf.

The characters are: that the calyx is com-
mon, hcnnspherical, imbricate : scales ovate-

oblong, acute, pressed close : the corolla com-
pound uniform, longer than the calyx : corollets

hermaphrodile, equal, numerous; proper one-
petalled, funnel-lorm : border live-eleft, revo-

lute : the stamina have tive capillary filaments,

very short : anther cvlindrical, tubulous : the

pistilhuTi is a four-cornered oblong germ : style

filiform, length of the stamens : stigmas two,
oblong, depressed, truncate : there is no peri-

carpium : calyx unchansied : the seeds solitary,

olilone:, four-cornered : down none : the recep-

tacle chaft'y, flattish : chaff's concave.

The species are : \. S. Ckamcecyparissns,

Common Lavender-cotton ; 2. S. rosmarinijo-

lia, Rosemary-leaved Lavender-cotton; 3. S.

aipina, Alpine Lavender-cotton ; 4. S. anlhe-

mo'tdes, Chamomile-ltaved Lavender-cotton.

The first has a shrubby stalk dividing ii^to

many woody branches, with slender hoary
leaves, indented four ways, and ha\ ing a rank
strong odour when handled: the branches divide

towards the top into several slender stalks, the

lower parts of which have a few small leaves of

the same shape as the others, but naked above,

and termmated by a single flower, composed of

sulphur-coloured fislular ilorets, \\ithout any
ray. It rises nearly three feet high in a dry soil

and sheltered situation. It is a native of the

South of Europe; as Spain and Italy.

There are several varieties of the Hoary La-
vender-cotton, which branches out like the

common sort, but seldom grows so tall : the

branches are divided into a great number of
stalks, which are short, hoary, and below set very

closely v\ ith shorter, thicker, and whiter leaves :

the flowers are much larger, and the brims
of the florets more reflcxed, and of a deeper

sulphui-colour. It grows naturally in Spain.

The Creeping Lavender-cotton, which is of still

lower stature, seldom rising more than fifieen or
sixteen inches high ; the branches spread hori-
zontally near the ground, and have shorter leaves
than either of the former; they are hoarv, and
'finely indented; the stalks are short, and are each
ternnnated by a single flower of a bright yellow
colour, and larger than those of the common son.,

A::d the dark-grcea Laver, ler-eotton, which
rises higher than these : the branches are more
loosely disposed, and more diff"u9ed ; are more
slender, smooth, and have very narrow loniJ-

leaves of a deep green colour, indented only
two ways ; the stalks are slender, naked towards
the top, and ternnnated by single flowers of a
gold colour.

The second species is lierbaceous, scarcely
sufi'ruticose : the leaves at the edge on both
sides crenulate with tubercles in two rows, but
on the flowering-stalk linear, toothleted on each
side at the top: the peduncles long, ternnnatnisr,
one-flowered. According to some, the stalks

are shrubby, about three teet high, sending out
Icuig slender branches, with single linear leaves

about an inch and half long, pale green and en-
tire : the stems ternnnated by large, singular, glo-
bular flowers of a pale sulphur colour. It is a na-
tive of Spain, flowering from July to Sepember.

There is a variety in which the branches are

shorter, thicker, and closer set with leaves

;

which come out in clusters, are shorter, and
blunt : the flower-stalks are sparsedly disposed,

and have leaves to their top : the rlou ers are
small and of a yellow colour.

In the third, the flowers are without any fe-

male floieis: it is herbaceous, and has the leaves

cut into very fine segments. It is a native of

Tuscany, flo^,veringin June.
The fourth species is a palm in height: the

stem viUose, leafy: the leaves, like those of cha-
momile, pubescent : the peduncles terminating,

longer than the leaves, when fruiting stiffish:

the flowers are of a sulphur colour.. It is a na-
tive of Spain. Italy, and Siberia.

Culture.—These plants may be raised from
slips or cuttings, which should be planted out

in a border of good light fresii earth in the spring

season, water and shade being afforded till they

have stricken root, being afterwards kept clean

from weeds till the beginning of autumn, when
they should be taken up with care, and planted

out where they are designed to remain : when
the business of removing them cannot be per-

formed at the above period, it should b<. delaved

till the spring foUowmg, as when removed late

thev are apt to be destroyed m the winter : they

succeed best in a poor dry soil.
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They have a very ornamental effect in the bor-

iJcrs and clumps, when kept properly trimmed in

and tabtet'ully intermixed with other similar

plants, in the fronts and more conspicuous
parts.

SAPINDUS, a genus containing plants of
the tree, shrubby, and tender exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Octamhia
Trigynia, aixl ranks in the naturil order of Tri-

hilalce.

The characters are : that the calvx is a four-

leaved perianth, -sprcadrng ; leaflets subovatc,

almost equal, flat, spreading, coloured, decidu-
ous ; two of them exterior: the corolla has four
ovate, clawed petals ; two of them more ap-
proximating : nectary pf four oblong concEve
erect leaflets, inserted into the base of the pe-

tals : glands four, roundish, inserted also into

the base of the petals: the stamina have eight

filaments, length of the flower; anthers cordate,

erect: the pistillum is a triangular germ : styles

three, short : sticmas simple, obtuse: the pcri-

carpium has three capsules, fleshy, globular,

connate, inflated : the seed is a globular nut
(two-celled).

The species arc : \. S. Sapot/avM, Common
Soa|i berry Tree; 2. S. rigidiis, A^h-leavcd
Soap-berry Tree.

There are other species that may be culti-

vated for variety.

The first rises with a woody stalk in its native

situation, from twenty to thirty feet high, send-
ing out many branches towards the toji, which
are garnished with winged leaves, composed of

three, four, or live pair of spear-shaped leaflets,

which are from three to four inches lonsr, and
, an inch and a quarter broad in the middle, draw-

ing to a point at both ^ends : the n)idrib has a
niemfjranaceous or leafy border running on each
side from one pair^f leaflets to the other, which
is broadest in the middle between the leafiets

;

thev are of a pale green colour, and are pretty

ptiflT; the flowers are produced in loose spikes

at the end of the branches; are small and white,

liiaking no great appearance : these are suc-

ceeded by oval berries as large as middling cher-
ries, son>etimes single, at others two, three, or

four are joined together ; these have a sapona-
ceous skin or cover, which incloses a very
ruiooth roundish nut of the same form and
of a shimng black when ripe. It is a native

of the Wax. Indies.

The nuts were fornierly brought hither for

buttons to waistcoats, some tippid with silver,

and others with diflerent metals, and were very

durable, as they did not wear, and seldom
utoke.

The second species, according to Miller, has
a strong woody stalk which rises about twenty
feet high, sending out many short stroni'

branches, covered with a smooth gray bark :

the leaves composed of two paiis of spear-shaped
leaflets, very stifle and smooth ; the inner pair
small, selaom more than an inch and half lonij;

the two outer near three inches long, and almiJst
an inch broad in the middle, drawing to points
at both ends ; they are oblique to the footstalk,

of a pale green, and sit close to the midrib : the
ends of tlie branches are divided into two or
three footstalks, each sustaining a loose spike
of flowers : the berriis roundish; generally two,
three, or four joinedtogether. It is a native of
the West Indies.

Culture.—These plants may be raised from
seeds, procured from their native situations,

which should be sown in small pots filled with
rich fresh earth early in the spring, plun-
ging them in a hot-bed of bark, and "watering
them frequently:—when the plants appear, the
glasses should be raised daily to admit fresh air,

and when they have had some growth, they
should be shaken out of the pots, carefully se-
parated, and planted in distinct pots filled with
light rich mould, re-plunging them in the hol-
~bed, and shading them from the sun till they have
^ricken root, when they should have free air

admitted daily when the weather is warm, and
be frequently watered : as they soon fill the pots
with their roots, they should be often removed
into larger ones, and be gradually inured to the
open air, as when too much forced in the sum-
mer they are apt to die in the wiuler. In the
beginning of the autunm they should be re-

moved into the bark-bed of the stove, or be
placed upon the shelves of it, where they often
succeed better, being managed as other stove
plants of the same nature.

They allord variety in stove collections.

SAPONARIA, a genus containing plants of
the herbaceous perennial and annual kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Deiandna
Digijnia, and ranks in the natural order of
Ciiri/ophil/ei.

Tiie ehai-aetcrs are : that the calyx is a rjue-

Icafed, naked, tubular, five-toothed pernuuient
perianth: the corolla has five petals; claws,
narrow, angular, length of the calvx ; border
flar, w ith the plates wider outwards, blunt : the
stamina have ten awl-shajied filaments, lensith of
the tiibe of the corolla, alternately inserted into
the claws of the petals, five later; anthers oblontr,
blunt, incumbent : the pistillum is a subcyliu-
(Ineal germ : styles two, straight, parallel,

length of the stamens; stigmas acute : tlie pert-
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carpium is a capsule, knglh of the calyx, co-

vered, oiic-ct'lkd, oblong : the seeds numerous,
snuill : the receptacle free.

'I'hc species cultivated is S. qffiiinalis, Com-
nnHi Suapwort.

It has a perennial root, striking deep and
spreading v\ ide, and creeping by runners: tiie

stems a Foot and halt in height, upriiiht, round,

rigid, jointed, smooth, often reddish, panicled

at to]) : the leaves opposite, connate, quite en-

tire, three-nerved, smooth: tiie panicle hemi-
spherical, many-flowered, bracteolate: the co-

rolla flesii-coloured or rose-coloured, varying to

white, smelling sweet : the petals entire, crowned
at the throat : the seeds blackish, with a granu-

lated surface. It is a native of the Southern
paits of Europe, flowering from July to ocp-
tember.

There are two varieties : as with double flovvers,

which is preserved in gardens, but has the same
fault with the single one, of spreading very much
at the root.

The hollow-leaved, in which the roots do not

spread like those of the common sort : the stalks

are shorter, thicker, and do not grow so erect -^

they rise a foot or more in height ; the joints

are very near and sweUing : the leaves are pro-

<luced singly on the lower part of the stalks, but

towards the top they are often placed by pairs;

they are about three inches long and two broad,

havinsr several longitudinal veins or plaits, and
are hollowed like a ladle: the flowers are dis-

posed loosely on the top of the stalk, have large

cylindrical calyxes, only one petal, and scarcely

any visible stamens j they are of a purple colour,

and appear in July.

Culture.—These plants are readily increased

by parting the roots, and planting them out

either in the aufimin or early sprinti; : the hol-

low-leaved variety may likewise be raised from
slips or cuttings planted at the same seasons. It

should have a cirv situation, where the air is good.

The double sort affords variety in the borders

and oihiT parts, and the hollow-leaved variety

is useful for ornamenting rock-work.

SARKACENIA, a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pohfnndrla
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Stirculiint(e

.

The characters are : that the calyx is a double
perianth ; lower three-leaved : leaflets ovate,,

very small, deciduous; upper five-leaved ; leaflets

subovate, very large, coloured, deciduous : the

corolla has five ovate petals, bent in, covering

the stamens : claws ovate-oblong, straight: the

Stamina have numerous small filaments ; anthers

simple : the pistillum is a roundish gcrui : style

cylindrical, very short: stigma ciypeate, peltate,

five-cornered, covering the stamens, permanent:

the pericarpium is a roundish tive-eelled capsule ;

the seeds numerous, roundish, acuminate, small.

The species are: 1. S. Jiaua, Yellow Side-

saddle Flower ; ii. S. iJiirfjureu, Purple Side-

saddle Flower.

The Hrst has the leaves near three feet high,

small at the bottom, but widening gradually to

the top ; they are hollow, and arched over at the

mouth like a friar's cowl : the flowers grow ou
naked pedicels, rising from the root to the

height of three feet, and are of a green colour,.

It IS a native of Carohna, Virginia, See. flower-

ing in June and July..

The second species has a strong fibrous root,

which strikes deep into the soft eartti, from whicii

arise five, six, or seven leaves, in proportion to;

the strength of the plant; these are about five

or six inches long, hollow like a pitcher, narrow,

at their base, but swell out large at the top ;,

their outer sides are rounded, but on their inner

side they are a little compressed, and have a

broad leafy border running longitudinallv the

whole length of the tube ; and to the rounded
part of the leaf there is on the top a large ap-

pendage or ear standing erect, of a brownish
colour ; this surrounds the outside of the leaves

about two thirds of the top, it is eared at both

ends, and waved round the border : from the

centre of the root, between the leaves, arises a

strong, round, naked footstalk, about a foot

high, sustaining one nodding flow^er at tiie top :

the lea'iets of the upper calyx are obtuse, and

bent over the corolla, so as to cover the inside of

it; they are of a purple colour on the outside,

but green within, only having purple edges : the

petals are of a purple colour, and hollowed like

a spoon. It is a native of most parts of North
America, in boggy situations.

Culture.—As these plants grow naturally iu

soft boggy situations, they are raised with diffi-

culty here. The best mode is to procure them
from the places of their natural growth, and to

have tlKiu taken up with, larsje balls of earth to

their roots, and planted in tubs of earth ; they

should be constantly watered during their pasi-

sage, otherwise they decay before they arrive :

as there is little probability of raising these

plants from seeds,, so as to produce flowers in

many years, if the seeds should even grow, young,

plants should be taken up for this purpose, as

they are more likely to stand than those which
have flowered two or three times. When the

plants are brought over, they should be planted

into pretty laree prits, which should be filled

with soft spongy earth, mixed with rotten wood,
moss, and turf, which is very like the natural
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soTl in which thev grow. These pots shoiilJ be

put into tubs or larp;e p.ins which will hold wa-
ter, with which they must be constant! v sup-
plied, and placed in a shady situation in suni-

nier ; but in winter be covered with moss, or

sheltered under a frame, otherwise .they will not

live in this climate ; having free air admitted in

mild open weather.

SASSAFRAS. See Ladrus.
SATTIN, WHITE. See Lunaria.
SATUREIA, a gcnns containing plants of

the low under-shrubby and herbaceous peren-

nial and annual kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Didyvamia
Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order of

Verlidllatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, tubular, striated, erect, perma-
nent : mouth five-toothed, almost equal, erect

:

the corolla one-petallcd, ringent : tube cvlindri-

cal, shorter than the calyx: throat simple:

upper lip erect, blunt, acutely emarginate, length

of the lower lip : lower lip three-parted, spread-

ing ; segments blunt, equal, the middle one a

little larger : the stamina have four filaments,

setaceous, distant, scarcely the length of the

npper lip; the two lower a little shorter: anthers

converging: the pistillum is afcjur-cleft germ :

style setaceous, length of the co'-olla : stigmas

two, setaceous : there is no pericarpium : calyx

converging, containing the seeds in the bottom :

the seeds four, roundish.

The species cultivated are: 1. 5. montana.

Winter Savory; ?. S. horlcnsis. Summer Sa-

vory ; 3. .S'. jvl'iana, Linear-leaved Savon,'
;

4. S. Thymlra, Whorled Savory; 5. S. capitata,

Ciliated Savory.

The first is a perennial plant, with a shrubliy

)ow branching stalk : the branches rise about a

foot high, are woody, and have two very narrow

stiff leaves, about an inch long, opposite at each

joint : from the base of these come out a few

Stnall leaves in clusters : the flowers axillary

upon short footstalks, shaped like those of the

second sort, but larger and paler. They ai)pcar

in .June, and the seeds ripen in autumn. It is a

native of the South of France and Italy.

The second species is an annual jilant, with

slender erect stalks about a foot high, sending

out branches at each joint by pairs: the leaves

opposite, about an inch long, and one eighth of

an inch brt)a<l in the middle, stiff, a little hairy,

and having an aromatic cdour if rubbed : the

flowers towards the upper part of the branches

axillary ; each peduncle sustaining two flowers :

the corolla pale flesh-colour. It is a native of

the South of France and Italy, flowering from

June to August.

1

The third has very slender woody stalks, which
grow erect, about nine inches high, sending out
two or three slender side branches towards the
bottom : the leaves opposite, stiff: the flowers

in whorls for more than half the length of the
stalk, seeming as if they were bundled together:

the corolla small and white: the whole plant
has a pleasant aromatic smell. It is a native of
Italy, ilowering from May to September.
The fourth species rises about two feet high

with a woody stem, and divides into many
branches, so as to form a small bush : the leaves

somewhat like those of Connnon Savory, having
a strong aromatic scent when bruised.

In this tlic whorls are four or five, whereas
in the preceding there are nineteen or twenty.

It is a native of the island of Candia.

The fifth has a low shrubby stalk, which
sends branches on every side, about six inches

long, and hoary: the leaves stiff, narrow, acute-

pointed : the flowers in short roundish spikes

at the end of the branches, small and white: tlie

whole plant is hoary and very aromatic. It never
produces seeds in this climate. It is a native

of the Levant, flowering from June tt) October.

Culture.—The first sort may be raised from
seeds, or by planting slips.

The seeds should be sown in the early sprin<r,

as the end of March or beginning of April, on a

bed of light rich earth, rakmg it in lio'htly; when
the plants appear they shoidd be occasionally

watered, and kept properly thinned.

Some of these plants, when a few inches

high, are often taken up, and planted out in

nursery rows six inches apart in moist weather,

to remain to the autunni or spring, and then

planted out with balls of earth about their roots,

in rows a foot asunder, to remain.

But the better method is by planting slips or

cuttings at the above period, which readily take

root, and form good plants, which in the au-

tumn may be planted out with balls to their

roots, in beds or rows a foot apart.

The second sort is raised from seeds, which
should be sown thinly in the beginning of Ap\'\[

upon a bed of light earth, where the plants are

to remain.

Some, however, transplant them in the same
manner as the above.

The plants should afterwards be kept clean

fiom weeds, and managed in the same manner
as h:'5 been directed for Marjoram.
The other tender sorts may be increased by

slips or cuttings of the most strong side-shoots,

planting them out in pots, (or in a shady
border protected by niat>) the pots being plunged
in a moderate hot-bed: they soon begin to grow,
and should have free air and water: when well
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rooted in the autumn, thev should be removed
into separate small pots, tilled with i'rc<.h un-
dungi'd nio\dd, and placed in the shade till well

rooted, and afterwards in a sheltered situation

till the autunm, when they should be taken

under a garden tVamc, having free air when the

season is tine, but be well protected from frost.

As these plants seldom continue iTiore than a

few \enrs, some should be frequently raised as a

supply against they decline.

The two first sorts are useful pot-herbs, and
the other kinds afibrd variety among collections

of green-house plants.

SATYKIUM, a genus containing plants of the

bulbous-rooted, hardy-flowering perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Gi/iiandria

Diandriu, and ranks in the natural order of Or-
chldecs.

The characters are : that the calyx is, as the

spathes, wandering : spadix simple : the perianth

none : the corolla has five ovate-oblong petals :

three exterior; two interior converging upwards
into a helmet: nectary one-leafed, annexed to

the receptacle by its lower side between the di-

vision of the petals ; upper lip erect, very short

;

lower flat, pendulous, prominent behind at the

base in a serotiform bag : the stamina have two
filaments, very slender and very short, placed on
the pistil : anthers obovate, covered by the two-
celled fold of the upper lip of the nectary: the

pistillum is an oblong germ, twisted, inferior :

st\le fastened to the upper lip of the nectary,

very short: stigma compressed, obtuse: the

pericarpium is an obloilg capsule, one-celled,

three-keeled, three-valved, opening in three

parts under the keels, cohering at the top and
bottom : the seeds numerous, very small, irre-

gular like saw-dust.

The species are: 1. S. hirchmm, Lizard Sa-
tvrion, or Lizard-flower; 2. S. viride. Frog Sa-
tyrion ; 3. S. alh'idum, White Satyrion.

The first frequently attains the height of three

feet, and produces from twenty to sixty or

more flowers, reinarkable for their fetid goat-

like smell : the upper part of the lip is downy,
and marked with elegant purple spots on a

white ground ; otherwise the flowers are more
singular than beautiful : the leaves are near five

inches long and half an inch broad ; the spike of

flowers is six inches in length: the corolla of a

dirty white, with some linear stripes and spots

of a brown colour; the middle segment of the

Jip of the nectary is two inches long. It is a

native of Germany, &c.
It is often called Goat Orchis :

" It has been
occasionally met with in the neighbourhood
about Dartford ; but the greediness of the col-

lectors has frequently endangered its total de-
VOL. II.

struction, and in some seasons none can be
found in flow er."

" The circumstance of its varying in size and
the breadth of the leaves, has given occasion to

old authors to make two species of it ; the fiovi^ers

are sometimes quite while."

2. " It was found at the Cape of Good fiope,

on the top of the Table mountain; whence its

trivial name."
3. " It is large and panicled : found at the

Cape."
4. " This is a fathom in height, with larcc

orange coloured flowers."

5. " In this the lip is muricate with white and
purple prickles. Both these were also found at

the Cape."
The second species has a stem from five to

eleven inches high, and solid, with unequ d sharp
angles, formed from the edges of the leaves and
bractes : the spike lanceolate, from one to three
inches long, loose with few flowers : the bractes
subulate-lanceolate, keeled, somewhat bowed-
in. It is a native of many parts of fc^urope,

flowering from May to August.
The third has the stem from nine to fifteen

inches high : the lower leaves oval, sheathing
the stem ; upper lanceolate, acute : the flowers
very numerous, in a long (an inch and half,

cylindrical,) close spike : the bractes lanceolate,

very acute, longer than the germ : the petals
white, oval-lanceolate, all converging: lip of
the nectary short, green, divided into three acute
segments, the middle one longest and more
blunt, the spur blunt, about half^as long as the
germ. It is a native of Scania, Denmark, &c.
flowering in June and July.

Culture.—These plants are not raised without
some difliculty : the best mode of increasing
them is by taking up the roots with a good ball

about them from their natural situations, and
planting them m a soil as similar as possible,
where they are to grow, letting the ground
around them afterwards remain wholly undis-
turbed.

They sometimes also succeed by seed and oflT-

sets from the roots planted out after the stems
decay.

They afford variety in borders among other
similar plants.

SAVIN. See Juniperus.
SAVORY. See Satureia.
SAVOY CABBAGE. See Brassica.
SAXIFRAGA, a genus containing plants of

the low hardy herbaceous perennial kind.
It belongs to the class and order Decaiidria

Digi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of Suc-
cidentfe.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
3D
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le"'"eLl pcriantli, five-partet!, short, acute, pernia-

riL-in : the corolla has five petal.^, spreadiny;,

narrow at the base : the stamina have ton awl

-

shriperl tilaments : arrthers roundisli : the pistil-

luni is a rounclisb acuminate germ, ending' in

two short styles: stigmas blunt: the pericar-

pium is a subovate two-beaked capsule, two-

celled, opening between the points : the seeds

numerous, minute.

'I'he species mostly cultivated arc: 1. i<'. Co/y-

hJoti, Pvramidal Saxifrage ; 2. ^S. granulaia.

White Saxifrage; 3. S. crnsfitfolia, Thick-

leaved Saxifrage; 4. S.iimh-osa, London Pride;

5. S. ki/ptio-id'/s, Mossy Saxifrage, or Ladies'

Cushion; 6. S. sarmentoui, China Saxifrage;

7. S. rotii/idijh/ifi, Piound-leaveJ Saxifrage.

There are other species that may be cidii-

vated.

The ffrst has the panicle very much branclud,

niany-flowered, or branched a little with few

flowers : the petals unspotted or spotted ; and

according to Miller, who has made three species

of it, the roots are perennial and fibrous, and

the leaves are gathered into circular heads, em-

bracins: each o\her at the base like the common
HouseTeek, in some of the sorts tongue-shaped,

about two inches long, and a quarter of an inch

broad : the stem aboiit a foot high, purplish, a

little hairv, and sending out several horizontal

branches the whole length: the flowers are in

small clusters at the end of the branches ; white

with several red spots on the inside. But in

others the leaves are smaller. It is a native of

the Alps.

It is observed, that when these plants are

stronci^ they produce very large pyramids of

flowers, which make a fine appearance ; and be-

ing kept in the shade, and screened from wind

and rain, continue in beauty a considerable

time: they flower in June. There are several

varieties.

The second species has the root composed of

several little grains or knobs, attached to one

main fibre, and throwing out small fibres from

their base: the stem is erect, round, pubescent,

leafy, somewhat viscid, branched and panicled

at top, of a brown or reddish hue, with which

colour the leaves, &c. are also tinged, giving the

whole herb a rich glowing appearance ; ihese^

parts are also clothed with the same kind of

hairs, especially the calyx, whicli is very clammy

to the touch : the leaves are somewhat fleshy,

lobed, and cut ; those next the root on long foot-

stalks ; those on the stem alternate, subsessile.

It is a native of Europe, flowering in May.

It varies with double flowers, m which gtate it

)s cultivated as an ornamental plant.

The third has the root superficial, black.

scaly, with the relics of dead leaves, the thickness

of a linger or thumb, round, sending down fili-

form librcs from the lower surface: the stems

from the axils of the leaves of the year pre-

ccdino; at the tops of the roots alternate, very

short, almost upright, covered with the sheaths

of the leaves, quite simple, but branched in au-

tumn : the leaves three or four, alternate, spread-

ing very nuich, obovate-oblong, crenulate,

subretuse, very smooth, veined, a span long^

flat, coriaceous : the petioles shorter by half

than the leaves, roundish, channelled, smooth,,

with a wide membrane at the base, of an ovate

form, embracing, and in the winter season serv-

ing for a gem : the scape or peduncle termi-

nating, solitarv, erect, a span high, the thick-

ness of the liltie finger, roundish, very smooth,

purplish, almost naked, many-flowered : the

panicle contracted, naked, blood-red, composed
of pedate racemes : the flowers inferior, drooping^

pedicelled : the pedicels short, round, rugged.

It is observed, that " the stem changes every

year into root ; that which flowers one year

losing its leaves during the winter, turning to

the ground, becoming black, and putting forth

fibres :" and after the plant has flowered, the

stem puts forth branches from the axils of the

leaves, which have the panicle of flowers for the

next year included in their gems.
According to Curtis, tiie leaves are large, red

on the under, and of a fine shining green on
their upper surface, and may be ranked among
the more handsome kinds of foliage: the flower-

ing stems, according to the richness and mois-

ture of the soil in which they are planted, rise

from one to two or even three feet high ; at top

supporting a large bunch of purple pendulous

flowers, expanding in April and May, and, if the

season prove favourable, making a line appear-

ance. It is a native of Silieria.

It is remarked, that " there is another Saxifrage

in gardens,exceedingly like this inappcaraucc, but

differing, in producing larger bunches of flowers,

and in having larger, rounder, and more heart-

shaped leaves."

The fourth species has the leaves all radical,

aggregate in tufts, spreading, running down in-

to the petiole, even and quite smooth, often

purple beneath : the scape a span high, erect,

red, hairv, manv-flowtred, with a lew small al-

ternate bractes : the flowers upright : the calyx

finally refle.xed : the petals obovate-lanceolate,

white or flesh-coloured, most beautifully dotted

with yellow and dark red : the germ altogether

superior, rose-coloured : the capsule ventrieose,

tipped with purple. It is a native of Ireland and

England, flowering in .(une and July. It has the

names of Noue-so-prelty, and London PrLdc.
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The fifth has lonj slender fibrous roots, tbri)w-

»ng- out many procumbent leafy shoots, which
grow mnlted together, Foniiini;- tliick tufts: from
the emiuiion origin of these arises a solitary erect

round stem, bearing two or three strag<>liHg

linear undivided leaves, and terminating in an
upright panicle of a few large white flowers : the

leaves are alternate, linear, acute, pale green,

smooth, their edges only often hairy with soft

white woolly threads : the leaves on the shoots

simple and mulivided ; those at the i)oltoin of

the stem all deeply tiiree-cleft, with the segments
divaricate. Aceordma; to Withering, the stem,

fruitstalks, and calvx are thickly set with short

tiairs teiTiiinaled by red globules, and the rest of

the plant thinly set with fine white hairs. It is

11 native of Britain, flowering in May, and often

again sparingly in July and August.
The sixth species has the root-leaves petioled,

t:ordate-suborbici)!ar, hairv, erenate, with blunt

Johuies, ofcraceo\is, having white veins on the

upper surface, beneath liver-coloured : the pe-

tioles roundish, longer than the leaf: the stem

herbaceous, round, a foot and half high, almost

leafless, pubescent, as the whole herb is, with

hairs standing out; the whole raceme compound,
the partial racemes drooping at the end before

thev flower. Branched runners proceed in

abundance from the axils of the root-leaves, ter-

minating in rooting off-sets : three of the petals

are smaller, whitish stained with red ; two
larger, white. It is observed, that " its round
variegated leaves, and strawberrv-like runners,

with the uncommon magnitude of the two lower

pendent petals, joined to the very conspicuous

glandular nectary, in the centre of the flower,

half surrounding the germ, render it strikingly

distinct." It is a native of China and Japan,

flowering in June and .Tuly.

The seventh has the lower leaves almost

round, on long footstalks, deeply divided, hairy

and green above, pale beneath : the stems erect,

about a foot high, channelled and hairy, with

kidney-shaped leaves : the stem puts out a few
slender footstalks from the upper part, which,

together with the stem itself, are terminated by
small clusters of flowers, white spotted with red.

It is a beautiful plant, and a native of Switzer-

land, Sec.

Culture.—The first sort inay be readily in-

creased by planting off-sets taken from the

sides of the old plants in small pots filled with

fresh light earth, placing 'them in the shade

during the sunmier, but letting them be exposed

to the influence of the sun in winter: all the

off-sets should be taken off", as by that means
thev will flower much stronger : the young
plants afibrd flowers the second year.

The second sort may likewise be increased in

the same wav, which should be planted out

where they are to remain in July, when the

stems decay, in fresh undungcd earth, giving

them a shaily situation till winter: they should

be set out in large tufts, and when in the open
ground have a shady place assigned them.
The third sort may be increased with little

trouble by parting the roots, and planting them
out in the spiing or autunm in the open ground,
or in pots in the former situation, being pro-

tected in severe weather, and In the latter re-

moved to the green-house or a garden frarne.

'I he fourth may also be raised by offsets in

the same way, a shady situation being chosen.!*"

The fifth sort is easily increased by planting
its trailing rooted branches in thcaulunui where
they are to remain : it should have a moist soil

and shaded situation.

The sixth may be readily raised by the run-
ners, vihich may be planted in pots to be placed

in the green-house, though it will bear the open
air in mild winters in a warm sheltered situa-

tion.

The last may be Increased by parting the

roots and planting them out in the earlv au-
tunm : it should have a moist shady situation,

with a rather stift" loamy soil.

They all aft'ord ornament and variety in the

clumps, borders, and other parts of pleasure-

grounds; except the sixth, which must have a

place in the green-house collection.

SCABIOSA, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous, annual, biennial, perennial, and
shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Tctranhia
Mojwgij/na, and ranks in the natural order of

yiggregatfc.

The characters are : that the calvx is a co:n-

mon perianth, many-flowered, spreading, many-
leaved : leaflets in various rows surrounding the

receptacle and placed upon it, the inner ones
grailually less: projur perianth double, both
superior ; outer shorter, membranaceous, plaited,

permanent; inner five-parted, with the &e^
ments subulate-capillaceous : the corolla uni*
versal equal, often from unequal ones : proper
one-petalled, tubular, four- or five-cleft, equal
or unequal : the stamina have four iilaments,

subulate-eajiillary, weak : anthers oblong, in-

cumbeiit : the pistilUun is an inferior germ, in-

volved in its proper sheath as in a calycle : stvle

filiform, length of the corolla : stigma obtuse,

obliquely emarginate: there is no pericarpium :

the seeds solitary, ovate-oblong, itivolute,

crowned variously with proper calyxes : the re-

ceptacles common convex, chaffy, or naked.
The species mostly cultivated are : 1. S. al-
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p'ina, Alpine Scabious ; 2. S. leucantka, Snowy
Scabious J 3. S. succiia, Dcvil's-bit Scabious;

4. iS. mtegrij'oUa, Hed-fiovvcred Annua! Scabi-

ous ; 5. iS. (aiarlca, Giant Scabious; 6. S.

gramtiiitla. Cut-leaved Scabious ; '/. S. s/ctldta,

Starry Scabious; 8. S. atiopurpiirea. Sweet Sca-

bious; 9. S. arpentia, Silvery Scabious ; 10. S.

gramiyiijhlia, Grass-leaved Scabious; 11. S.

jlfricana, African Scabious; 12. S. Crciicu, Cre-

tan Scabious.

The first has a perennial root, composed of

niauy strong fibres which nui dcp in the

ground : the stems several, strong, channelled,

upwards of four feet high : the leaflets four or

five pairs, unequal in size and irregularly placed,

ending in acute points: the flowers are on naked

peduncles at the ends of the branches, of a

whitish yellow colour, appearing at the end of

June, it is a native of tlie Alps of Switzer-

land, 8cc.

The second species has a perennial root : the

lower leaves almost entire, serrate : stem stiff",

two feet high, bifid at top, spreading; in the di-

vision arises a naked peduncle, which, as also

the divisions, are each terminated by a single

flower, composed of manv white florets. It is

a native of the South of France, &c.

The third has also a perennial, oblong,

blackish root, near the thickness of the little

finger, often growing obliquely, stumped at the

lower end so as to appear as if bitten off, whence
its trivial name, and furnished with long whitish

fibres : the stem from a foot to eighteen inches

in height, upright, branched at top, round,

rough with hair, and often of a reddish colour :

the branches are lengthened out, and each bears

one flower : the root-leaves are ovate, quite en-

tire, blunter than the others; the stem-leaves

lanceolate, the lower ones remotely toothed, but

the upper ones entire ; all dark-green, rather

coriaceous, harsh and hairy : the flowers in nearly

globular heads. It is a native of Europe, flower-

iug from August to the end of October.

The fourth species has an annual root : the

stem is not hispid : the branches patulous : the

root-leaves, like those of the Daisy, ovate,

bluntish, rugged, more acutely serrate; stem-

leaves few ; branch-leaves lanceolate, embracing,

ciliate at the base, seldom toothed or pinnatifid,

very long. It is a native of Germany, flower-

ing from June to August.

The fifth rises with a strong branching

stalk four or five feet high, closely armed with

stiff prickly hairs ; lower hairs spear-shaped,

about seven inches long, and near four broad

in the middle, deeply "cut on the sides; the

stem-leaves more entire, some of them sharply

serrate ; those at the top linear and entire : the

3

flowers from the sides and at the top of the

stalks, white, and each silting in a bristly caly.x ;

the root is biennial. It is a native of Tar-
tarv, &c.
The sixth species has the root leaves villose,

ash-coloured, deeply pinnatifid; with the pin-

nules blunt, distinct, the lower ones linear and
entire, the upper gradually wider, blunt, gash-
toothed : the stem-leaves bipinnate, with the

leaflets linear, narrow, unequal, scarcely pu-
bescent : the stem a foot and half in heiiiht : it

flowers very late, even in November, and is

perenniaL It is a native of the South of

France, &c.
The seventh is annual, the stems three feet

high, hairy : the leaves oblong, deeply notched;
the upper ones cut almost to the midrib into fine

segments : the flowers on long peduncles : the

receptacles are globular: the florets large,

spreading open like a star, of a pale purple co-

lour. It is a native of Spain and Barbary,

flowering in July and August.
It vanes with different jagged leaves, and with

red and white flowers.

The eighth species has a fibrous annual bien-
nial root, crowned with a large tuft of oblong
leaves, variously jagged and cut on the edges: the

stems upright, numerously branched on every side,

three feet high ormore: the calyx is twelve-leaved,

recurved, linear, the length of the corolla : the

flower very dark purple, with white anthers : the
fruit ovate: the receptacle subulate, with bristle-

sha]:)ed chaffs. It flowers from June to October

:

the flowers are very .sweet, and there is a great va-

riety in their colour, some being of a purple ap-
proaching to black, others of a pale purple, some
red and others variegated. It al-o varies in the

leaves, some being finer cut than others : and
sometimes from the side of the calyx come out
many slender peduncles sustaining small flow-

ers, like the (proliferous or) Hen-and-chicken
Daisy.

The ninth is a low perennial plant, with a

branching stalk spreading wide on every side;

the leaves are of a silvery colour ; the flowers

are small, pale, and have no scent : the stem
has white hairs thinly scattered over it : the

root-leaves are somewhat toothed; stem-leaves

undivided, and ciliate towards the base. It is a

native of the Levant, flowering from June to

October.

The tenth species has a perennial root, from
which arise three or four stalks, the low'er parts of

which have linear leaves about four inches long,

and the eighth of an inch broad, of a silvery co-

lour, ending" in acute points : the upper part of

the stalk is naked for six or seven inches in

length, and sustains at the top one pale-blue
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flower. It is a native of the mountains of

Dauphinc, Howcring in July.

The eleventh has .i weak shrubby stalk, which
divides into several branches, and rises about

five feet high : the leaves are ovate-lanceolate,*

three inches long, and an inch and half broad,

deeply crenatc, of alighl green, and a little hairy :

the peduncle terminating, sustaining one pale

flesh-coloured flower. It is a native of Africa,

flowering from Jidy to October: it varies in the

leaves. The variety whh the leaves finely cut,

has, according to Miller, the stalks hairy, and

dividing into several branches : the bottom

leaves are lanceolate crenate and entire; but

those on the upper part of the stalk are bipin-

nate : the flowers are produced on long naked
footstalks from the end of the branches ; are

of a pale flesh-colour and large, but have no
^scent.

The twelfth rises with a shrubby stalk three

feet high, and divides into several woody knotty

branches : the leaves are narrow, silvery, entire,

four inches long, and a quarter of an inch

broad : the flowers stand upon very long naked
peduncles at the end of the branches, and are of

a fine blue colour. It is a native of Candia and

Sicily. According to Miller, the plant from
Candia has shorter and much broader leaves,

and not so white as those of the Sicilian ; the

flowers are iiot so large, and are of a pale purple

colour.

Culture.—All the annual and biennial sorts

may be increased by seed, which should be

sown in a bed or border of common moidd, or

in pots to be forwarded in the hot-bed in the

early spring months ; but the biennial sort is

better sown in the latter end of the summer, as

about August, as they flower stronger and more
fully the following summer. Some may how-
ever be sown at both seasons.

When the plants have attained some growth,

in the spring-sown sort, they should be pricked

out into the places where they are to grow, on
beds, to be afterwards removed : and in the au-

tumn-sown sorts into nursery-rows, six or eight

inches apart, to be removed into the places

where they are to remain, with balls about their

roots, in the following spring, being duly wa-
tered and kept free from weeds.

The starry sort is best sown in patches in

the borders or clumps where the plants are to

flower.

The herbaceous perennial kinds maybe readily

increased by sowing the seeds in a bed or border

of good light earth, in the spring season, the

plants being planted out when they have at-

tained a little growth where they are to grow :

they are also capable of being raised by parting

the roots and planting them out where they are
to grow in the autunni.
The shrubby kinds may be readily raised by

planting slips or cuttings of the young branches
in the spring or sunnner season, in the former
season in pots and plunged in a moderate hot-
bed, or under a glass frame ; but in the latter,

in the open ground, beiiig ivell shaded and wa-
tered. They soon become tolerably well rooted,
and in the autumn may be pottid off into sepa-
rate pots, filled with light loamy earth, and
managed in the same manner as other exotic
green -house plants during the winter.
The annual and perennial sorts afford orna-

ment and variety among other plants of the
flower kind in the borders, &c., and the shrubby
kmds produce variety in green-house collec-

tions.

SCALLION. See Allium.
SCANDIX, a genus containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous annual and perennial kinds.
It belongs to the class and order Pcntandrla

Digij7iia, and ranks in the natural order of Um-
lellatce or UinleUiferce.

The characters are : that the calyx is an uni-
versal umbel, long, with few rays : partial more
abundant: involucre universal none: partial

five-leaved, length of the umbellet : perianth
proper obsolete: the corolla universal difform,
radiate : florets of the disk abortive : proper
petals five, inflex-emarginate : the inner ones
smaller; outmost larger: the stamina have five

capillary filaments : anthers roundish : the pis-

tillum is an oblong inferior germ : styles two,
awl-shaped, length of the least petal, distant,

permanent : stigmas in the radiant florets ob-
tuse : there is no pericarpium : fruit very long
awl-shaped, bipartite : the seeds two, awl-shaped,
convex and grooved on one side, flat on the
other.

The species is S. cerefoUum, Garden Cher-
vil.

It has an annual root : the leaves are of an
exceedingly delicate texture, smooth, shining,
tripinnate; with the segments deeply semipinnate,
and the lobules lanceolate, shortly two-toothed,
or three-toothed : the stem smooth, from afoot to

two feet in height, hairy only under the origin of
the branches, whence always are produced two
branches and a single leaf: the flowers white.
It is a native of many parts of Europe, flowering
in May. It was formerly much more cultivated

than at present. It is used as a culinary plant in

winter and spring, and is a native of the Levant.
CuUure.—This plant may be raised from seed

by sownig at different times in the early spring,
as from f'ebruary to March, and also in August
for winter use, \n beds of common earth, raking
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the seed in : it afterwards only rcquiies to be plants will Ijc fit to plant out in separate small

kept clean from weeds. pots filled with soft loamy rnoiiid, re-piuiiging

The leaves are used in their young state while them in the hot-bed, and giving proper sliade

green and tender

SCARLET BEAN. See Phaseolus.
SCARLET CARDINAL FLOWER. See

Lobelia.
SCARLET CONVOLVULUS. Sec Ipe-

M^.A.
SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUT. See

Pavia.
SCARLET JASMIN
SCARLET LUPIN.
SCARLET LYCHNIS. See LychiNIS.

SCARLET OAK. See Ouercus.
SCHINIJS, a genus atTording plants of the

shrubby -evergreen exotic kinds for the green-

house and stove.

It belontis to the class and order Dioecia De-
candria, and ranks in the natural order of Du-
moscp.

The characters are : that in the male the ca-

See BiGNONiA.
Sec Lathyrus,

tdl they are fresh rooted. They should after

•wards be gradually inured to the open air during
the summer season, being taken under shelter

before the frosts commence.
They are tender while young, requiringa little

warmth in winter, but the protection of ibegreen-
house will be sufiicient afterwards.

It is also capable of being increased bv layers^

and cuttings ; the former may be laid down in

the spring, and the later plante<l out in the early

spring; the plants when well rooted being treated

as the seedUngs.

The second sort may be increased in the same
method ; but the plants require to be continued
in the stove for several winters, when tliey may
be preserved in a moderate green-house.

They afl'ord variety among other exotic plants

in green-house collections.

SCILLA, a genus containing plants of the

lyx is a one-leafed, five-parted perianth, spread- hardy, bulbous-rooted, perennial kmd
in<i, acute: the corolla has five oval petals. It belongs to the class and aider Hexaiidiia

spreadins, petioled: the stamina have ten filiform ]\Io?iogi///ia, and ranks in the natural order of

filaments, length of the corolla, spreading : an- Coronarice

.

thers roundish : the pistilluin a rudiment with- The characters are : that there is no calyx :

out a stioina. Female —the calyx is a one- the corolla has six ovate petals, spreading very

leafed, five-parted perianth, acute, permanent

:

much, deciduous: the stamina have six awl

the corolla has five oblong petals, spreading, shaped filaments, shorter by half than the co

petioled : the pistillum is a roundish germ : rolla : anthers oblong, incumbent : the pistil

lum is a roundish germ : style simple, length of

the stamens, deciduous: stigma simple; the peri-

carpium is a subovate capsule, smooth, three-

grooved, three-celled, three-valved.; the seeds

many, roundish.

The species are: 1. S. tnurttima, O^^icmsX

Squill ; 2. S. LiUo-Hyacinlkus, Lily-rooted

Squill ; 3. .S'. Itulica, Italiaji Squill ; 4. S,

Peruviana, Peruvian .Squill; 5, S. ximcena.

style none : stigmas three, ovate : the jiericar-

pium is a globular three celled berry : the seeds

solitary, globular.

The species are: 1. S. molle, Peruvian

Mastiek Tree; 2. S. ^)-«>ff,- Brasilian Mastick

Tree.

The first rises with a woody stem eight or

ten feet hiah, dividing into many branches, co-

vered with a brown rough bark : the leaves are

alternate on the branches, composed of several Nodding Squill ; 6. -S. campanulata, Spanish

pairs of leaflets from ten to fifteen, each about Squill ; 7- S. aidiim/ialis, Aivtiimnal Squill,

an inch and half long, and a quarter of an inch The first Iws a very large root, somewhat

broad at the base, lessening gradually to the -pear-shajjed-, composed of many coats as in the

point, and having a few serratures on their Onion, and having several fibres coming out at

edges ; they are of a lucid green, and enrit a the bottom, and striking deep in the ground,

tui^penline odour when bruised. The flowers From the middle of the root arise several shining

are produced in loose bunches at the end of the leaves, a -foot long, and two inches broad at

branches; are very small, while, and havens their base, lessening all the way to the lop,

odour. It is a native of Peru. where they end in points ; they continue green

The second species differs from the first only all the w inter, and decay in the spring : then

in having the leaflets entire and all equal in size, the flower-stalk comes out, rising two feet

It is a native of Brazil and Peru. high, naked about half way, and terminated by

Culliire. The first is increased by sowing a pyramidal thyrse of flowers, which are white.

seeds obtained from its native situation in pots

filled with fresh mould, plunging them in a mo-

derate hot -bed ; fresh air and water should be

frequently given, when in five or six weeks the

It is a native of Spain, Portugal, 8cc. flowering

here in April and May.
There aie vari<;ties with a red, and with a

white root.
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The second specits has a scaly root like the

Lily ; it is oblou'i; and vellow, very likt' that of

jVIartaoon; the leaves are shaped like those of the

Wliite Lily, but are smaller: the stalk is slender,

and rises a foot high ; it is terminated bv blue
'

tlc-.vers, which appear in June. It is a native

cf Spain, I'onuoal, <n:c.

The third has a roundish solid bulb, like that

of the hyacinth : the leaves come out sparsedlv,

and are very like those of the PJnulish hare-bells :

tlie stem seven or eight inches high, terminated

by clustered flowers of a pale blue colour; at

first disposed in a sort ef umbel or d'epressed

spike, but afterwards drawing up to a point and
foririing a conical corymb.
The fourth species has a large solid root,

raised a litlle ]iyramidal in the middle, covered

villi a brown coat, from this come out before

Avinter five or seven leaves, six or eight inches

long, of a lucid green, keeled, and spreading

almost flat on the ground : from the centre of

these come out one, two, or three scapes,

thick, succulent, six or e'ght inches high, ter-

minated by a conical corymb of flowers, upon
prettv long ])edicels.

There are varieties with a deep blue, and with

a white flower ; it is often known bv the name
of Hyacinth of Peru. It is a native of Spain, Por-

tugal, and Barbary.

The fifih has a large solid purplish root, from
which come out five or six leaves, lying on the

ground, above a loot lonsr, and an inch broad,

keeled, channelled, and of a lucid green ; from

among these arise two, three, or four purplish

s'alks, eight or nine inches high, sustaining to-

wards the top five or six flowers, which come
out singly from the side; they are of a violet-

blue colour, and appear in April. It is a native

of the Levant.

In the sixth species the bulb is oblong, white,

whence come out five or six leaves, a foot long,

and half an inch broad, of a lucid green, and a

little keeled: scape nine or ten inches high,

firm, and sustaining many flowers at the top,

disposed in a loose panicle, each on a pretty

long pedicel which is erect, but the flower it-

self nods: the corolla is of a deep blue violet

colour- It is a native of Spain and Portugal,

flowering in May.
The seventh has the bulb ovate- roundish,

coated, whitish : the leaves numerous, much
shorter than the scape, two or three inches long,

linear, obtuse, channelled, spreading, scape from
three or four to six inches in height, round,

upright, striated, below whitish green, above

purplish, appearing villose when magnified.

Sometimes there is a second scape : the flowers

six, ten, or even twenty in a corymb, which is

soon lengthened out into a raceme. It is a na-

tive of France. Spain, &c.
It is observed that " most old writers distiii-

guish a larger and a smaller sort; but these difler

'merely in size : and some have noticed a variety

with white flowers."

Culture.—These plants may be increased by

offsets from the roots, and by seeds, but the

first is the better mode.
The oflsets may be taken off every other year,

and be planted out at the lime the leaves and

stems decay.

The seed should be sown in the autumn, on

light mould in shallow boxes or pans, in the

same manner as in the Hyacinth, the same cir-

cumstances being attended to in the culture.

'l"he plants are long in flowering in this way,

except in the last species, which should have, a

dry loamy soil.

The first sort, as being a native of the sea-shores,

cannot be well propagated in other situations,

as the plants are apt to be destroyed by the frosts

in winter, and to grow indifferently in the sum-
mer season from the want of salt \\ ater.

They afford variety in the beds and borders

of pleasure-grounds.

SCORPION SENNA. See Coeonilla.
SCORPIUKUS, a genus containing hardy

herbaceous plants of the annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelphia

Decundna, and ranks in the natural order of.

PapUioiiacecB or Leguminosce.
The characters are : that the calyx is a simple-

umbel : perianth one-leafed, erect, inflated,

very slightly compressed, half-five cleft, acute:

teeth almost equal : the upper ones less divided:

the corolla papilionaceous: banner roundish,

emarginate, reflexed, spreading : wings sub-

ovate, loose, with a blunt appendix : keel half-

mooned, with the belly gibbous, acuminate,

erect, two-parted below : the stamina have

diadelphous filaments, (simple and nine-cleft,)

ascending : anthers small : the pistillum is an
oblong germ, cylindrical, a little reflexed : style

bent-in upwards : stigma a terminating point :

the pericarpium is an oblong legume, subcylin-

drical, coriaceous, striated, rugged, revolute,

divided internally into several transverse cells,

obscurely knobbed externally by the contraction

of the joints : the seeds are solitary, roundish.

The species cultivated are : I. S. vermiadata.
Common Caterpillar; 2. S. muricato, Two-
flowered Caterpillar ; 3. S. sulcata, Furrowed
Caterpillar.

The first has the stalks herbaceous, trailin>r, above
a foot long, lying on the ground, and having at

each joint a spatulate leaf on a long footstalk ;

the peduncles axillary, sustaining at the top one
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yellow flower, which is succeeJeil hy a thick

tvvi>teJ pod, the size and appearance of a lar^e

2,rei.n caterpillar. It is a native of the South
of Europe.

The second species has stronger stalks than-

the first ; the leaves are much broader ; the pe-

duncles support two smaller flowers ; the pods

are slender, longer and more twisted, and are

armed with blunt spines on their outside. It is

a native of the South of Europe,

The third has slenderer stalks than either of

the former ; the leaves stand upon shorter foot-

stalks, but are shaped like those of the first sort;

the peduncles are slender, and frequently sup-

port three flowers ; the pods are slender, not so

much twisted as the former, and armed on their

outside with sharp distinct spines. It is a na-
tive of the South of Emope, and Barbarv.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
sowing the seeds in the places where they are to

remain \\\ the early spring months, three or four

seeds being put in, in a place, the plants should

be thinned properly and kept clean from weeds
afterwards, when they will produce flowers, and
pods having the resemblance of caterpillars,

about the month of June.

The first sort is the most deserving of culti-

vation, as being the largest in the pods and
most perfectly formed.

They aftbrd ornament and variety in their

curious pods.

SCOKZONERA, a genus containing a plant

of the tap-rooted escuk-nt kind.

It belongs to the class and order Sijiigenesia

Poli/gamia j^qtmlis, and ranks in the natural

order of Compositce SemiflosculoscB.

The characters are : that the calyx is com-
mon, imbricate, long, subcylindrical : scales

about fifteen, scariose at the edge: the corolla

compound, imbricate, reniform : eoroUcts her-
maphrodite numerous, the outer a little lontfer ;

proper one-petalled, ligulate, linear, truncate,

five-toothed : the stamina have five capillary

filaments, very short ; anther cylindrical, tubu-
lar : the pistillum is an oblong germ: style fili-

form, length of the stamens : stigmas two, re-

flexed : there is no pericarpium : calyx ovate-
oblong, converging and finally spreading and
reflexed : the seeds solitary, oblong, cylindrical,

striated, shorter by half than the calyx : pappus
feathered, sessile, with chafty and bristly rays

mixed : the receptacle naked.
The species cultivated is S. Hispanica, Gar-

den Viper's-grass, or Spanish Seorzonera.
It has a carrot-shaped root, about the thick-

ness of a finger, and covered with a dark brown
skin ; it is white within, and has a milky juice:
the lower leaves nine or ten inches long, and an

inch and half broad in the middle, ending with
a long acute point : the stalk three feet high,

smooth, brandling at top, and ha\iugonita
few narrow eml;raemg leaves : the flowers are

bright yellow. It is a native of Spam, the Soutli

of France, 8cc.

It is cultivated for the root, which is boiled

and eaten as carrots, or it may be fried in bat-

ter, which is probably the better way of using

it. They arc ready i'or use in the autumn aud
winter season.

Culture.—These crops should be raised from
seed sown either in the autumn or spring sea-

son, about April, in an open spot of ground

where the soil is light and fine. The best mode of

sowing them is in shallow drills, about a foot

apart, in a thin manner, covering them in to

the depth of half an inch ^ the plants, when of

some growth, should be thinned out when they

are too thick, to the distance of six or eight

inches, keeping them clean from weeds by hoeing.

Some also raise them by sowing the seed

broad-east over the surface, and afterwards

thinnins the plants or transplanting them into

other beds ; but the first is the most successful

method, and transplanting should never be

practised with tap- rooted plants.

The roots may be taken up in the autumn,
and preserved in the same manner as those of

carrots ; but they are sometimes left in the

ground to be pulled as they are made use of.

In order to save seed, some of the best plants

should be left where sown, to run to seed, which^

when perfectly ripened, should be collected and

preserved in a dry situation till wanted.

SCOTCH FIR. See Pin us.

SCREW-PINE. See Pandanus.
SCREW-TREE. See Helicteres.
SCROPHULARIA, a eenus comprising

plants of the fibrous-rooted, herbaceous, and

shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamla
Angiosperrnia, aud ranks in the natural order of

Personatts.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, five-cleft, permanent : segments

shorter than the corolla, rounded : the corolla

one-petalled, unequal : tube globular, larger,

inflated : border five-parted, very small : seg-

ments, the two upper larger, erect ; t\\ o lateral,

spreading a little ; one lowest, bent back ; the

stamina have four linear filaments, declining,

length of the corolla; of which two are later:

anthers twin : the pistillum is an ovate germ ,

style simple, situation and lensthofthe stamens:

stigma simple: the pericarpium is a roundish

capsule, acuminate, two-celled, two-valved :

partitiuu folded, constructed of the margins of
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the valves bent in ; opening at the lop : the

seeds very manv, small : the receptacle roundish,

insinuating itself into each cell.

Tlie species cultivated are: I. S. fnitcscem,

Shiubhy Figwori; 2. S. trifol'iatfi, Tiiree-leavcd

Figwort ; 3. S. sumhiidfoUa, Elder-leaved Fig-

wort ; 4. ,S'. l/tcida, vShining-leaved Figwort.

The first has the stem perennial, (or becoming
woody,) four-cornered, acute-angled, brachiate

below : the leaves ovate, toothed, shining,

smooth, small, opposite: the lower obovate; the

npper oblong ; the raceme terminating, leafy,

with quite entire bractes, and opposite trilid pe-

<luncles. the length of the bractes : corollas small,

very dark purple, with the lateral segments white,

and the lowest very small. A native of Portugal.

The second species has the stem simple or

sparingly branched, erect, smooth, four-cor-

nered, striated : the leaves cordate, smooth and
even, shining, veined, obtuse, unequally and
obtusely double-toothed, petioled ; the lower
ones often eared at the base : the raceme inter-

rupted : the peduncles alternate : the flowers

pedicelled, in racemelets. According to Pluke-

net, they are beautifully variegated with red and
yellow. It is a native of Corsica and Africa,

and is biennial or peiennial.

In the third the stem is erect, four-cornered

from the decurrcnt petioles : the leaves pinnate,

with five or seven leaflets, (besides the smaller

ones placed between them) cordate, wrinkled,

smooth above, serrate, with the end one larger

:

the raceme terminating, composed of very short,

subdiehotomous, axillary peduncles in pairs

:

flowers large, purple with the lower lip greenish.

It is a native of Portugal, flowering from July

to September, and perennial.

The fourth species, according to Miller, is a

biennial plant, with stalks fifteen inches high,

thick, smooth, and having scarcely anv corners:

leaves pinnate, narrow, of a lucid green, thick,

isucculcnt, and divided into niany leaflets, which
are again divided (bipinnate): flowers in loose

bunches on the sides and at the top of the stalk,

of a dark brown colour with a mixture of green.

It is a native of the kingdom of Naples.

Culture.—^Thcse plants may be increased by
seeds, which should be sown in autumn in the

borders or other places where the plants are to

remain. The plants should be kept free from
weeds ; when the roots continue several years,

unless destroyed by severe frosts. It is there-

fore a good practice to have some in pots pro-

tected by a frame and glasses: and as the young
plants flower the strongest, a proper succession

should be sown annually. They may also be
sometimes raised from the parted roots ; and the

shrubby sorts bv cuttings in the summer.
Thev aflord ornament in the clumps. Sec.

Vol. II,

SCULL-CAP. See Scuthllaria.
SCUTELLARIA, a genus coiitainins; p1a:\ts

of the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.
""

It belongs to the class and order Dicli/narnia
Giimiiospcrmta, and ranks in ihe natural order
of FciiicillatcB.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, very short, tubular: mouth
almost entire ; after iiowering closed with a lid r-

the corolla one-petalled, ringent : tube very short,
bent backwards: throat long, compressed: upper
lip concave, trifid ; middle iTttle segment concave
emarginafe; side ones fiat, sharpish, lyina; under
the middle one; lower lip wider, emarginate:
the stamina have four filaments, concealed be-
neath the upper lip, of which two are lon-er;
anthers small: the pistilkim is a four-parted
germ: style filiform, situation and length of the
stamens: stigma simple, curved in, acuminate:
there is no pericarpium : calyx closed by a lid,

helmet-shaped, doing the office of a capsule,
three-sided, opening by the lower margin : the
seeds four, roundish.

The species are: 1. S. integrifolia. Entire-
leaved Skull-cap; 2. S. peregriiia, Florentine
Skull-cap; 3. S. althsima, Tall Skull-cap.
The first has the stems two feet high, sending

out many side branches: the lower leaves heart-
shafied and serrate, standing upon pretty lon<r
foot-stalks; upper leaves ovate and entire: the
flowers in very long loose spikes at the end of
the branches; they are of a purple colour, and
appear at the end of June. It is a native of
North America.
The second species has the stem hairy, two

feet high : the flowers are purple or white. It is

a native of Italy, Sec.

I'he third has the stems three or four feet
high, sending out a few slender branches: the
flowers are purple, with longer tubes than those
of any of the other sorts. It is a native of the
Levant.

Culture.—These are all raised from seed,
which should he sown in the autumn or sprino;,

but the former is the better season, in the places
where they are to remain, or in a border to be
removed afterwards. When the plants are up
they should he properly thinned out and kept
free from weeds.

They afiord variety in the borders, clumps,
and other parts of pleasure-grounds.
SEA CABBAGE. See Bbassica and

Crambe.
SEA DAFFODIL. See Pancratium.
SEA GRAPE. See Coccoloba.
SEA HOLLY. SeeERVNGiuM.
SEA LAUREL. See Phyllanthus.
SEA ONION. SeeSciLLA.
SEA PEA. See Pisum.
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SEA PINK. See Cehastium.
SEA PURSLANE. See Atriplex.
SEA-SiDE GPvAPE, See Coccoloba.
SEA LAUREL. See Xylophvlla.
SEA P]GF:()i\-PEA. Sec Sophoba.
SEAL, SOLOMON'S, See Convallaria.
SEDUAL a gtr.us containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous succulent kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dccandr'ia

Ptnta^ijnia, and ranks in the natural Order of

Siuiiiitntcs.

Tlie characters are : tliat the calyx is a five-

clef't perianth, acute, erect, permanent: the

corolla has five petals, lanceolate, acuminate,

flat, spreading: nectaries five; each a very small

emarginate scale, inserted into each germ at the

base on the outside ; the stamina have ten awl-

shaped filaments, length of the corolla

:

anthers roundish : the pistiilum has five oblong
germs, ending iti more slender styles : stigmas

obtuse: the pericarpium five capsules, spreading,

acuminate, compressed, emarginate towards the

base, opening on the inside longitudinally by a

suture: the seeds numerous, very small.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. Telephium,

Orpine Stonecrop ; 2. S. jinacampseros , Ever-

green Orpine ; 3. S. ^iznon, Yellow Stonecrop
;

4. S. popnlij'olmm , Poplar-leaved Stonecrop

;

J. S. stellatum, Starry Stonecrop; 6. .S'. Cepcea,

Purslane-leaved Stonccroi) ;
'

. S. dasyphylhnn.

Thick-leaved Stonecrop ; 8. S. rejlexum, Yellow
Stonecrop ; 9. S. rupestre, Rock Stonecrop

;

10. S. Hispanicum, Spanish Stonecrop; U.S.
album. White Stonecrop; 12. S. acre, Biting

Stonecrop, or Wall Pepper; 13. S.sexangulare,

Insipid Stonecrop ; \4.S. jlnglicum, English or

Mild White Stonecrop; Ib.S.annuum, Annual
Stonecrop.

The first has a perennial tuberous root : the

stems from one to two feet high and upwards,

upright, simple or unbranched, leafy, round,

smooth, solid, reddish and often dotted with

red : the leaves almost covering the stem, sessile,

ovate, fleshy, tooth-serrate, smooth and even,

of ablueish green colour: the corymbs termi-

nating, many-flowered, close or heaped together:

the flowers deep purple, very rarely white in this

climate, though that seems to be the most com-
mon colour in some foreign countries. It is a

native of Portugal.

There are several varieties, as with purple

flowers, with white flowers, with broad leaves,

and the Greater Orpine.

The second species has fibrous perennial

roots : the stems trailing : the leaves standing

alternate round the stems, almost an inch long,

and half an inch broad ; the flowers in a com-
pact corymb, sitting close on the top of the

stem: they are star-shaped, of a purple colour.

and appear in July. It is an evergreen ; and a
native of Germany,
The third has a perennial root, composed of

many thick fleshy fibres, from which come out
several stalks rising near a foot high : the leaves

are alternate on every side, thick, two inches

and a half long, and three quarters of an inch
broad, and slightly serrate : the flowers bright

yellow. It is a native of Siberia, flowering fronj

Julv to September.
The fourth species has the leaves cordate,

thick and fleshy : the stem herbaceous, branched,
erect, patulous, even, a foot high : the leaves

alternate, remote, only at the ramifications,

blunt, fleshy, smooth. When it grows in an
open situation, exposed to the sun, the leaves

and stalks become of a bright red colour. It is

a native of Siberia, and the only hardy Sedum
cultivated with us that has a shrubby stalk : the
leaves are deciduous. It flowers in July and
Au2;ust, and is proper for a rock plant.

The fifth is a low annual plant : the stalks rise

three inches high, dividing at top into two or

three parts : the flowers come out singly from
the side of the stalk; are white, star-pointed,

and succeeded by star-pointed rough capsules.

It is a native of Germany, 8cc.

The sixth species has also an annual root : the

stalks six or seven inches high, dividing into

smaller branches, which sustain small white
flowers growing in large panicles. It is a na-
tive of Germany, France, &c.

There is a variety which has the stem more
erect, and the lower leaves in threes or fours,

the next opposite, and the uppermost alternate.

The seventh has a perennial (biennial) root,

composed of small white fibres : the stems nu-
merous, weak, prostrate and creeping, about

three inches long or somewhat more, branched,

in tufts, round, weak, clammy, leafv : the

flowering branches erect : the leaves mostly op-

posite, closely imbricate, sessile, very thick and
fleshy, broader than long, convex on the lower,

nearly plane oit the upper surface, glaucous

often with a tinge of purple ; dotted and some-
times having a net of red veins: on the flower-

ing branches they are alternate. It is a native

of manv parts of Europe, as France, &c.
When introduced into a garden, it propagates

itself freely upon walls, in waste places, and
about garden pots ; and no plant is better

adapted to the purpose of decorating rock-work,

as it grows without any trouble, in anv aspect,

multiplying very much by young shoots, znd.

always looks beautiful.

The eighth sjiccies has also a perennial root ?

the stems round, leafy, branched at the base,

often hanging down, erect at the top ; the leaves

scattered, alternate, adnate-sessile, loose at the
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base and produced, en-ct above, compressed,

aciiniiiiate, eNtreiiiely succulent, smooth, rather

glaucous, frequently tinged with red; the lower

ones turned back ; when old they easily fall off:

the flowers are in a terminating subcynied pani-

cle, with many-dowered branches, for the most

part recurved : the flowers erect, bright yellow.

Jt is a n:itive of Europe, and is common here on

walls and thatched roofs, and rocks in the

northern counties, flowering in July.

The ninth is a little smaller than the eighth :

the leaves closely imbricate (before flowering)

in five or six rows, glaucous, flatted a little,

acuminate ; on the flowering stem somewhat
remote, as in that sort, all erect, not bent back

at the point. According to Withering, the dis-

position of the leaves in five or six rows may
be best observed by viewing the plant with the

ends of the branches opposed to the eye : the

panicle subcymed, many-flowered, with the

branchlets scarcely reflexed : the flowers of a

briglst yellow or gold colour, often six-cleft. It

is a native of England and Wales, Sec, peren-

nial, flowering in July.

This, as well as the above, is cultivated in

Holland and Germany to mix with lettuces in

salads.

The tenth has a slender, fibrous, perennial

root: the stems several, a hand high, reclining

at the base, and then erect, round, tinged with

red : the leaves, on the flowering stems, pale

green dotted with purple, oblong, thickish,

round on one side and flat on the other ; towards

the top, under the flowers, more swelling and

shorter : leaves on young plants or barren shoots,

in bundles, glaucous, without any purple dots,

thinner, from a narrow base widening gradually,

and ending in a blunt point: the stems divide at

top into a few branchlets, forming a sort of

umbel, (or rather cyme,) bearing sessile, star-

like white flowers, stained with pale purple from

a purple groove running along the petals : these

are six, sometimes seven in number, keeled and
cusped. It is a native of Spain and Carinthia,

flowering in July.

The eleventh species has a perennial, fibrous

root : the stems decumbent at bottom, and there

throwing out fibres; flowering stems upright,

from three inches to a span in height, round,

leafy, branched, smooth : the leaves scattered

thinly, spreading out horizontally, sessile, cy-

lindrical, very blunt, smooth, fleshy, somewhat
glaucous and generally reddish : panicle termi-

nating, alternately branched, subcymose, many-
fiowered, smooth. It is a native of Europe, on
rocks, walls and roofs, flowering in July.

It is eaten by some as a pickle.

The twelfth has also a perennial, fibrous root

:

the stems numerous, growing in tufts, much

branched, decumbent, and creeping at the base,
then upright, three inches high, smooth, round,
very leafy : the leaves closely imbricate, blunt,
flatted a little, from upright spreading, loose at

the base : the cymes lermniating, solitary, few-
flowered : the flowers erect, sessile. It is a na-
tive of Europe, flowering in July.

The thirteenth species has the habit of the
preceding sort, but is somewhat larger: the
leaves are subcylindrical ; not ovate, and come
out mostly by threes in a double row, and hence
appear to be imbricate in six rows; this is most
obvious in the young shoots : they are very
spreading, loose at the base, and scarcely gib-
bous : the cyme is leafy: the flowers of a sjolden

yellow colour. It is not acrid. It is a native of
many parts of Europe, flowering at the end of
June.

The fourteenth has an annual, fibrous root:

the stems in tufts, decumbent at the base,

smooth, red, leafy: the leaves mostly alternate

or nearly opposite, bluntish, somewhat glau-
cous, produced and loose at the base : the cymes
terminating, solitary, almost leafless, racemed :

the flowers erect, five-cleft. It is a native of
Britain and Norway.
The fifteenth species is also an annual plant,

with an erect stalk, seldom rising above two or

three inches high : the leaves are of a grayish co-
lour: the flowers are small and white, and grow
at the top of the stalk, in a reflexed spike. It is

a native of the North of Europe.
Ciillure.—These plants are all raised without

much difiiculty, by proper care and attention to

have the soil dry and of the poor sandy kind.

Cvltiire in the Orpine sorts.—These may all be
readily increased by planting cuttings, during
the summer months, in light mould in a shady
situation, or in pots placed in similar situations.

The plants in the open ground, as well as those

in pots, slioidd be kept clean from weeds, and
be watered frequently when the weather is

dry.

They may likewise be raised by parting the

roots, and planting them in a similar maimer in

the spring or autunm. When the plants are

once well established, they spread rapidly, and
recjuire little or no care.

Culture in the Stonecrop kind.— These are

raised without much trouble, by planting out
their trailing stalks in the spring or summer sea-

son, which readily take root. They thrive most
perfectly on old walls, buildings, or rock-works.
Where cuttings or roots of the perennial kinds

are planted in some soft mud, placed upon such
situations, they quickly take root and spread into

the different joints and crevices, covering the

whole in a very short time.

The seeds of the annual sorts also, when sown
3E 2
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soon after they become ripe in such situations,

soon come up and su])pon themselves without
further trouble.

Most of the perennial sorts are kept in the

nnr^eries in lull plants, lit for setting out in the

borders, pots, &c. either in the spring for flower-

ing the same year, or iu the autumn to flower

in the following vear.

These plants may be planted out in any dryish

light soil, in borders, beds, and other places,

and in the sides of dry baiiks, or in any elevated

rubbishy soil, as v^ell as iu pots to move to dif-

ferent parts occasionally ; or also some of the

evergreen kinds, to introduce in their pots among
winter plants under shelter, to increase the vari-

ety. In nioft sorts, they may also be introduced

as rock plants, to embellish artificial rock-works,
ruins, and other similar places in pleasure-

grounds. The Slonecrops and other low trailing

kinds may also be made to occupy the tops of
any low walls, pent-houses, sheds, or other low
buildinffs.

The twelfth and thirteenth si)rt5 may likewise

be disposed in patches towards the fronts of bor-

ders, &c. as they spread thick and tufty close to

the ground, and flow er abundantly ; and being

planted in pots, are proper to place in the out-

side of windows, copinus of low walls, and in

balconies, and court yards, in assemblage with

other low fancy [ilants; they will closely over-

spread the surface, and ilower profusely as far

as they extend.

SELAGO, a srenus furnishing plants of the

shrubby and under-shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order D'ldynamia

Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of AggregutO'.
The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leafed, four-cleft perianth, (five-cleft,) small,

permanent : lower segment larger : the corolla

one-petalled : tube very small, iiliform, scarcely

perforated : border spreading, five-parted, al-

most equal; the two upper segments smaller;

the lowest larger : the stamina have four capil-

lary filaments, length of the corolla, into which
they are inserted ; the two upper ones longer:

anthers simple: the pistilluni is a roundish

germ : style simple, length of the stamens

:

stigma simple, acute: there is no pericarpium :

corolla (cal\'x) involving the seed : the seed one

or two, roundish.

The species cultivated are: \. S. corymlosa,

Fine- leaved Selago; 2. S. spuria. Linear-leaved

Selago ; 3. S. ovala, Ovate-headed Selago.

The first has slender woody stems, rising

seven or eight feet high, but so w eak as to re-

quire support; they send out many slender

branches : the leaves are short, linear, hairy,

comuig out in clusters ; the flowers small, and

of a pure white ; appearing in July and August,
but not followed by seeds in this climate.

The second species has a suflruticose stein

:

the leaves alternate, clustered: the spikes ovate-
oblong, blunt, closely imbricate; v.'ith oblono-,

membranaceous braetes : the corollas live-clett,

violet; with a long lilit'orm tube: the capsule
six-valvcd. It is biemiiaJ, flowering in June.
The third has white flowers, with a yellow-

spot on the two uppermost segments, and some-
times on all of them, and an orange spot at the
mouth of the tube. It is valuable not so much
on account of its beauty, as the curious struc-
ture of its spikes, and the fragrancy of its

flowers. It flowers in June and July, and as

well as the rest it is a native of the Cape.
Culture.—They may be increased by cuttings

and layers. The cuttings should be made from the

young under shoots, and be planted out during
the summer months in a bed of fresh earth, cover-
ing them close with a bell- or hand-glass, shad-
ing them from the sun, and refreshing them now
and then with water. They should ije craduallv

hardened, and then transplanted into small pots,

placing them in the shade till they have taken
root. The layers may he laid down in the
autumn or spring, and when well rooted be
taken off and planted out in pots, as above. The
plants sh(;uld afterwards be placed out with
other hardy greenhouse plants, and about the
end of October removed into the dry stove.

They only require protection from frost, being
treated in the same manner with the hardier sort

of greenhouse plants.

They afford ornament and variety in green-
house collections.

SEMPERVIVUM, a genus containing plants

of the succulent, hardy, herbaceous, evergreen,

and shrubby perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dodecandria
Pulijgynia, (Dodecagynia,) and ranks in the

natural order of Succulentce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a six- to

twelve-parted perianth, concave, acute, perma-
nent: the corolla has six to twelve petals, ob-
long, lanceolate, acute, concave, a little bigger

than the calyx; the stamina have from six to

twelve filaments (or more), subulate-slender:

anthers roundish: the pistilhim from six to

twelve germs, in a ring, erect ; ending in as

many spreading st)les: stigmas acute.

The species euUivaled are; 1. S. tectortim.

Common Houseleek ; 2. S. gloliferum, Globu-
lar Hoiisclcek; 3. S. arac/iMiii/eum, Cobweb
Houseleek; 4. S. mo/ita/iiim. Mountain House-
leek ; 5 S. arboreirm, '["rL-e Housdcck; 6.S.Cu-
narknse, Canary Houseleek.

The fiist has a perennial fibrous root: the

root-leaves iu form of a full-blown double-rose,
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sessile, wedge-shaped or obovate, somewhat
more than an inch long, very fleshy, thick, flat

above, alilile convex beneath, keeled and whitish,

smooth on both sides, the ed^es iVinged with

hairs and generally tinged with red, pointed,

iijjright, gradually smaller inwards: ofi'sets on
long footstalks, globular, the size of a pigeon's

egg or larger, composed of erect leaves lying

over each other: the Howering-stem upright,

IVoni nine inches to a foot in height, round,

fleshy, pubescent, having alternate, lanceolate,

thinner leaves on it, of a reddish colour, at top

branched and forming a sort of corymb ; the

branches spreadmg and bending back : the flowers

numerous, clustered, upright, pubescent, flesh-

coloured, all growing one way. It is a native

of Europe, flowering in July.

The second species has the leaves much nar-

rower, and the heads furnished with a greater

immber of them than those of the first sort,

which grow more compact, and are closely set

on their edges with hairs: the offsets are globu-

lar, their leaves turning inward at the lop, and
lying close over each other; these are thrown off

from between the larger heads, and, falling on
the ground, take root, whereby it propagates

very fast: the flower-stalks are smaller, and do

not rise so high as those of the former; and the

flowers are of a paler colour. It is a native of

Russia, Austria, &c. flowering in June and
Julv.

The third has much shorter and narrower

leaves than the first : the heads are small and

very compact: the leaves are gray, sharp-pointed,

and have slender white threads crossing from one

to the other, intersecting each other in various

manners, so as in some measure to resemble a

spider's web : the ilower-stalks about six inches

high, succulent and round, having awl-shapcd

succulent leaves placed on them alternately : the

upper part divides into two or three branches,

upon each of which is a single row of flovvers

ranged on one side ; each composed of eight

lanceolate petals, of a bright red colour, w ith a

deep-red line running along the middle; they

spread open in form of a star. It Is a native of

Switzerland and Italy, flowering In June and

July.

'rhe fourth species greatly resembles the first,

but the leaves are smaller, and have no inden-

tures on their edges: the offsets spread out from
the side of the older heads, and their leaves are

more open and expanded : the flower-stalk is

nine or ten inches high, having some narrow

leaves below; the upper part is divided into

three or four branches, closely set with deep red

flowers composed of twelve petals, and twenty-

four stamens with purple anthers. It is a native

of Germany, &c, flowering in June and July,

The fifth rises with a fleshy smooth stalk eight

or ten feet high, dividing into many branches,
which are tenriinaied bv round heads or clusters

of leaves lying over each other like the petals of
a double rose, succulent, of a bright green, and
having very small indentures on their edges:
the stalks are marked with the vestiges of the
fallen leaves, and have a light brown bark : the
flower-stalks rise from the centre of these heads

;

and the numerous bright-yellow flowers form a
large pyramidal spike, or thyrsc. It Is a native

of Portugal, &c. flowers through the winter,

commonly from December to March.
The sixth species seldom rises above a foot

and a half high, unless the plants are drawn up
by tender management : the stalk is thick and
rugged, chiefly occasioned by the vestiges of
decayed leaves : at the top is a very large crown
of leaves, disposed circularly like a full-blown

rose, large, succulent, soft to the touch, and
pliable, endins^; in obtuse points which are a little

incurved; the flower-stalk comes out from the

centre, and rises near two feet high, branching
out from the bottom, so as to form a regular

pyramid of flowers, which are of an herbaceous
colour. It is a native of the Canary Islands,

flowering in June and July.

A variety of this with variegated leaves was
obtained from a branch accideutallv broken from
a plant of the plain sort, at Badmington, the

seat of the Duke of Beaufort.

Culture.—'llie diflcrent herbaceous sorts arc

all capable of being increased without difficulty

by planting their oft-set heads, which should be

slipped with a few root fibres to tliem, and
planted in the spring season on rubbish rock-

works, or other places, or in pots for variety:-

and the tender green-house sorts may be raised

from cuttings of the branches and from seeds;

but the lirst is the better method.
The cuttings should be made from the smaller

branches in the early sunmier months, and be

jjlanted out in pots, or a bed of tine earth, in a

warm shaded situatioii: where the cuttings are

succulent, they should be laid in a dry place for a

few days to heal over the cut part ; they should be

shaded from the sun; and those in pots lightly

watered in drv weather: u hen they are become
well rooted, they should be carefully removed
into separate pots of a middle size, being placed

in the green-house. Some forward these plants

by means of bark hot-beds.

The seeds of the Canary kind should be sown in

the autumn or early spring in pots of liglil mould,
placing them in a garden-frame to protect thenj

from frost, having the air freely admitted in mild

weather: when the plants are come up, and
have a little strength, they should be removed
into small pots and placed in the green-house.
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Tlie first sorts are ornamental on walls, build-

ings, and rock-works, as well as in pots ; and
the last two kinds among other potted green-

house plants.

SENA. See Cassia.
SENECIO, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous, annual, and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Sj/7igenesia

Polt/gamia Superjlua, and ranks in the natural

order of Compositce Discoidece.

The characters are : that the calyx is common
calycled, conical, truncate : scales awl-shaped,

very many, parallel in a cylinder contracted

above, contiguous, equal, fewer covering the

base imoricatewise, the tops mortised : the co-

rolla compound, higher than the calyx : corollets

hermaphrodite, tubular, numerous in the disk:

females ligulate in the ray, if any present : pro-

per in the hermaphrodites funnel-form : border

reflex, five-cleft: in the females, if any, ob-
long, obscurely three-toothed : the staniuia in

the hermaphrodites, filaments five, capillary, very

small: anther cylindric, tubular: the pislillum in

both: gerin ovate: style filiform, length of the

stamens: stigmas two, oblong, revolute : there is

no pericarpium : calyx conical, converging: the

seeds in tha hermaphrodites solitary, ovate: pap-
pus capillary, long ; in the females very like the

hermaphrodites: the receptacles naked, flat.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. hieracifolivs,

Hieracium-leaved Groundsel j 2. S. Pseudo-

China, Chinese Groundsel; 3. S. hastatiis,

Spleenwort-leaved Groundsel -,4.8. elegans, Ele-

gant Groundsel, or Purple Jacobasa.

The first is an annual plant, with a round,

channelled, hairy stalk, rising three feet high

:

the flowers in a state of terminating umbel,
composed of dirty-white florets. It is a native

of North America, flowering in August.
The second species has a perennial root, com-

posed of some thick fleshy tubers, sending out

many fibres on every side ; from which come out

some large cut leaves shaped like those of the

turnep, but smooth: the flower stalk slender,

afoot and half high, sustaining at the top a few

yellow flowers. It is a native of the East Indies.

The third has a herbaceous perennial stalk,

branching out at the bottom, and rising about

two feel and a half high; having narrow leaves

at bottom, seven or eight inches long : the

upper leaves are smaller, and embracing ; they

are very clammy: the upper part of the stalk

divides into several very long peduncles, each

sustaining one yellow flower. It is a native of

the Cape, flowering most part of the sunmier.

The fourth species is an annual pl?nt, having

many herbaceous branching stalks, near three

feet high: the flowers are produced in butichcs

on the top of the stalks ; are large, the ray of a

beautiful purple colour, and the disk yellow. It

is a native of the Cape, flowering from June ot

Julv till the beginning of autumnal frosts.

There are varieties with very double purple,

and with equally double white flowers. The
former is now chiefly cultivated.

There are many other species that may be cul-

tivated for variety.

Culture.—The first and two last sorts are

readily increased by planting cuttings of the

branches in pots filled with fine mould in the

summer season, shading them till they have

taken root; and, as the winter approaches, re-

moving them under the protection of the green-

house, where they should remain till May, when
they niay be planted out in the borders or clumps.

They may likewise be raised from seed, which
should be sown in the spring in pots, and placed

in a gentle hot-bed.

The second sort should he more carefully at-

tended, being raised from off-sets, which should

be planted in pots in the spring season, and

plunged in the hot-bed of the stove, where the

plants should be constantly kept.

The first and two last sorts aflford variety in

borders, and among potted plants ; and the se-

cond in stove collections.

SENGKEEN. See Saxifraga.
SENNA. See Cassia.
SENNA, BLADDER. See Colutea.
SENNA, SCORPION. SeeEMERus.
SENSITIVE PLANT. See Mimosa.
SERRATULA, a genus containing plants of

the tall, hardy, herbaceous, perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Syngenesia

Polygamia Squalls, and ranks in the natural

order of Compositce Capitatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is common
oblong, subcylindrical, imbricate, with lance-

olate, acute or obtuse, awnless scales : the co-

rolU compound tubulous, uniform : corollets

hermaphrodite, equal: proper one-petalled,

funnel-form: tube bent in; border ventricose,

five-cleft: the stamina have five capillary, very

short filaments : anther cylindrical, tuhulous :

the pistillum is an ovate germ: style filiform,

length of the stamens : stigmas two, oblong,

reflex : there is no pericarpium : calyx un-

changed : the seeds solitary, obovate : pappus

sessde, feathered : the receptacle chatty, flat.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. Novehoraceri'

sis, Long-leaved Saw-wort; 2. S. prcealta. Tall

Saw-wort; 3. S. gLiiira, Glaucous-leaved Saw-
wort ; 4. S.squarrosa, Rough-headed Saw-wort

;

b. S. scariosa, Ragged-cupped Saw-wort; 6. S.

spicata. Spiked Saw-wort.

The first has a perennial root: the stalks se-

veral, channelled, seven or eight feet high; the

leaves from four to five inches long, and one
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inch broad ill the middle, slightly serrate, downy
on tlifir under side, sessile: the upper part of

the stalk di\ uies into peduncles, sustaining pur-

ple flowers, whieh appear at the end of July.

It is a native of North America.
The second species has a large, perennial,

fibrous root : the stem branching, from four to

seven or eight feet high : the leaves seven inches

lona, and an inch and half broad in the mid-
dle, ending in acute points, entire, hairy on
their under side, sessile : the flowers in loose

bunches at the end of the branches : the calyxes

oval, composed of few scales terminating in

bristles : the flowers are of a pale purple colour.

It is a native of Vn'ginia, Carolina, &c.

The third has a perennial root : the stalks six

or seven feet high, purple and channelled : the

leaves about three inches long, and an inch and

half broad in the middle, ending in acute points,

stiff, serrate, and ot a light green on both sides :

the flowers in a loose terminating corymb, pur-

ple, with roundish calyxes. It is a native of

Maryland, Virginia and Carolina, flowering in

OcLober.

The fourth species has a tuberous root, from
which comes out a single stalk, rising near three

feet high : the leaves stiff, about three inches

long, entire, rough to the touch, pale green on
both sides : the upper part of the stalk is adorned

with purple flowers, having oblong, rough,

prickly calyxes, coming out from the side alter-

nately; and the stalk is terminated by one head

larger than the others. It is a native of Virginia,

flowering in July and August.
The fifth has a large tuberous root, from which

comes out one strong channelled stalk, three or

four feet high : the leaves frequent, about three

inches long, and half an inch broad : the flowers

purple, in a long loose spike, coming out from
the side upon prettv long blunt peduncles; they

have large rough calyxes composed of wedge-
shaped scales. The upper flowers blow first,

an<l appear in August.

The sixth species has a tuberous root, from
which comes out a single stalk from two to three

feet high : the leaves very narrow, smooth, at

bottom more than three inches long, but gradu-

ally diminishing to the top, sessile, and placed

round the stalk without any order: the flowers

purple, smaller than in the fourth and fifth

sorts, sessile, and forming a long loose spike.

It is a native of North America, flowering fiom
August to October.

Culture.—These plants may all be increased

by parting the roots and planting them out in

the autumn when the stems decay, or in the

spring; but the former is the better season. The
old plants should not be parted oftener than

every third year, and then not too small.

They are likewise all capable of being in-

creased by seeds, when they can be had good,
which should be sown in the autumn or early

spring, in a border to the east, in slight drills.

When the plants are a few inches high, they
should be pricked out in nursery-rows to remain
till the following autumn, and then planted out
where they are to remain.

They afford ornament in the borders, clumps,
&c. being planted to the middle or the back
parts.

SERVICE TREE. See Sorbus.
SHADDOCK. See Citrus.
SHADE, any thing that intervenes to ob-

scure or protect from the rays of the sun. It is

effected in various ways in gardening ; as by
mats, covers, &c.
SHADING OP PLANTS, the art of pro-

tecting plants of young and tender jjrowths in

seed-beds, Sec. from the sun. It is a necessary
work on many occasions, in warm, dry, sunny
weather in spring and summer, &c. in pricking

out various sorts of small young plants from
seed-beds into nursery-beds, pots, &c. as well

as small cuttings, slips, above-ground oft-sets,

pipings, &;c. as likewise occasionally in trans-

planting any kind of more advanced plants,

flowers, &c. into beds, or pots, in a hot, dry
season ; and sometimes to seed-beds of particular

sorts of small or curiovis seeds in hot sunny
days ; also to plants in hot-beds, under frames
and glasses, both of young and more advanced
growths. It is the most commodiously and ef-

fectually performed by garden mats in a sort of

awning over the beds, to plants in the full

ground, or to those in pots placed clo.-^e to-

gether; or sometimes to seed-beds, either in that

way, or by being spread on the surface ; in the

latter method, being occasionally watered over

the mats : or sometimes, in hot dry weathtr, by
some loose straw litter strewed over sccd-beds,

which by screening the surface from the parch-
ing sun, and preserving the nuisture in the

earth, promotes a more quick, regular, and free

germination in the seed ; and when the plants

are come up, the covering is soon drawn off

lightly with a wooden or other rake. 'I'o plants

under glasses in frames, &c. the occasional

shading is ettii'Cted either by mats spread thinly

over the glasses, or soniclimes by a little loose,

long litter, shaken liglitly over them, just

during the fierce heat of the sun. In all cases

the shade should not be made too thick, so as

to darken the plants too much.
In the business of occasional shading, it is

in general only to be continued in the warmest
time of sunny days, generally longer to plants,

cuttings, kc« which liave not struck root, than

those that are in a growing state; and in counnon
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with all plants in the full (ground, or o'hers de-

signed for placing in the o]jen air, where oeca-

sional shadinii is necessary, it should bo discon-

tinued on evenings, mornings, and nights, that

they may enjov the benefit of the full fresh air

at these times; as also the tender sorts, striking

or advancing in errowth under glasses, having oc-

casional shading when the sun is powerful, in

the warmer part of the dav, should remain un-
shaded before and after that time, that they may
receive the necessary beneficial iniluence of light

and air in a proper degree. But in plants,

cuttings, slips, &c. that have bad occasional

shading till they have struck good root, and be-

gin to advance a little in a renewed growth, the

shading shcv.ild be mo.stlv discontinued gradually,

especially for those in beds, pots, &c. in the open

ground, or others designed for transplantation,

or for placing in pots, in the. full air for the

summer, according to their kinds: but in

some small tender plants of slender growth,

the occasional shading may probably he necessary

in longer continuation, as till they acquire more
strength ; and to plants remaining all sunnner
in hot-beds, or under frames and glasses, the

continuance of occasional moderate shading in

liot sunny days will be proper; but \n most
voung plants, cuttings, &c. pricked out or

planted as above, and designed for the full ground
or open air, not continued under glasses, the

having the benefit of occasional shade till well

struck, is all they require.

The sorts of plants which require this kind of

management are verv numerous ; but it is con-

stantlv mentioned in theirculturewherenecessary.

SHALLOT. See Allium.
.SHIFTING OF PLANTS, the business of

removing plants in pots from smaller into larger

ones. Sec. to give them fresh earth or mould. It

is necessary occasionally in all plants in pots, to

assist them with larger ones according as the

advanced growth of the particular sorts renders

it jiroper, and at the san)e time to supply an

additional portion of fresh earth about the root

fibres of the plants, to promote their growth ; and
sometimes for the application of fresh compost,

either in pan or wholly, from the plants having

remained long unremoved, and the old earth in

the pots being much decayed, or on account of

some defect of growth in the particular plants.

In regard to the necessity of shifting, it is,

in some degree, accordina; to the advancing

growth of the difierent sorts of plants: some
sorts of a strong free growth require shifting

once every year or two ; others, more moderate

growers, or of more settled growths, once in

two or three years; and some large growing
kinds, which are advanced to a^ considerable g
size, having been occasionally shiFted, in their p

increasing growtli, from smaller into larger pots

of ditiercMt pioportionable sizes, and soi;;e IVtjm

large pots into tubs, of still larger dimensions,
as larc;e plants of the American aloe, orange
and lemon tree kinds, 8cc. in that advanced
state sometimes only need occasional shii't-

ing once in three or several years, especially

when the pots or tubs are capacious, containing

a lartre supjily of earth, and are occasionally re-

freshed with some new compost at top, and a

little way down round the sides about the ex-
treme roots. And in some small slow-growino-

plants, as in many of the succulent tribe, shift-

ing them once in two or three years may be suf-

ficient : other sorts want shiftinsf annually into

larger pots, according as they advance in a free

growth, as the hardv and tender kinds of herba-

ceous and shrubby plants, &c. And some of
the tender annual flovver-iiiants, cultivated in

pots, and forwarded in hot-beds, being planted

first in small pots, want shifting, in their in-

creasing growth, into larger sizes, once or twice

the same season, as from April to the beginning

of June, when being shifted finally into the re-

quisite full-sized pots, they reinain during their

existence.

But though large-grown plants, either of the

shrub or tree kind, as well as other plants of large

growths, after being finally stationed in the fullest

sized large pots and tubs, succeed several years

without shifting, they should in the interval

liavc the top earth loosened, and down round
the sides to some little depth, removing the

loosened old soil, and filling up the pots, tubs,

&c. with fresh earth, settling it close by a mo-
derate watering.

The usual season for occasional shifting such

plants as require it, is principally the spring; and
autumn, as from March to May for the spring

shifting; and from August to the end of Sep-
tember for the autumn ; though in plants that

can be removed with the full balls of earth about

the roots, it inav be occasionally performed al-

most at any time ; however, for any general

shiftinsr, the spring and autumn are the most
successful seasons, as the plants then sooner

strike fresh root; and many sorts preferably in

the sprinsr, by having the benefit of the same
growing; season, and that of sunmicr.

In performing the business, it is mostly proper

to remove the plants from the smaller to the

larger pots, with the balls of earth about the

roots, either whoUv, or some of the outward old

earth, the dry or matted radicle fibres only being

carcfuUv trimined away, so as not to disturb the

principal roots in the bodies of them, as by this

means the plants receive but little check in their

growth by the removal. Sometimes, when any

particular plants, shrubs, or trees, 8ic. in their
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pots, discover by their tops that the) are in a

declining slate, as probably the detect may be

either in the root, or the old balls of earth, it

mav be proper to shake all the earth entirely

away, in ord'.'r to examine the roots, and to trim

and dress them as the case may require, re-jilant-

ing thein in entire fresh compost or monld.

In preparing for the busini'is, where necessary

to give larger pots, &c. it is proper to provide

iheni of suitable sizes in some regular gradation

larger than the old ones, according to the nature

and growth of the plants, the whole being placed

ready, with a proper quantity of fresh compost
earth in proportion to the number and size of

the plants intended to be shifted: then let those

plants intended to be removed v^ith balls, be

taken out of their old pots separately, with the

whole balls or clumps of earth about the roots as

entire as possible ; and when large or tolerably

full, with a knife trim off some of the outward
loosest earth, and the extreme fibres of the roots;

but when small, and adherins; together com-
pactly, the whole may be preserved entire; and
in either case, where there are very matted, dry,

or decayed fibres surrounding the balls, they

should be trimmed as it may seem necessary :

in those of a fresh lively growth, the loose strag-

gling parts only should be cut away : the requi-

site pruning, trimming, or dressing in the heads

or tops should also be given where it may seem
proper, according to the state of growth, and the

natural habit of the different plants ; but many
sorts require little or none.

Having prepared the intended pots for the re-

ception of the plants, by placing some pieces of

tile or oyster-shell, &c. loosely over the holes at

bottom, and laid in a little fresh earth two, three,

or four inches deep or jnore, according to the

size of the pot, the plant should be set in with its

ball of earth, as above, filling up around it with

more fresh mould, raising it an inch or two over

the top of the ball ; and giving directly a mo-
derate watering to settle the earth close about
the ball and roots regularly in every part, in a

proper manner: in such cases where the ball in

particular plants appears very compactly hard

and binding, it may be proper to loosen it a

little, by thrusting a sharp-pointed stick down
into the earth in different parts, giving it a gentle

wfench to open the earth nioderatelv ; or some-
times it may also be proper to trim away some
of the old earth on the top and sides ; then planting

it as above, and filling up round and over the

ball with fresh earth, and watering it afterwards.

In shifting hardy or tender, shrubby, succu-
lent, or herbaceous plants, when any appear of

a sickly, weak, or unhealthy growth, it may be
advisable to clear off a considerable part of the
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outward old earth from the balls about the roots,

or, in some cases, to shake it wholly away, that

the defects in the growths, occasioned either by

faults in the roots or in the earth, may be re-

moved by pruning out any decayed or bad parts

of the roots, and re-planting them wholly in

fresh earth.

Sometimes particular sorts of plants in pots

require shifting, more for the advantage of

having fresh eanh, than for want of new or

larger pots ; and as in this case some of the

same pots may be still of an eligible size to re-

pot them in, these pots should be well cleaned

from all adhering parts of the old earth, and be

replenished with entire new at the tiine of re- pot-

ting the plants ; which being removed out of

their pots, either with the entire balls about the

roots, and part of the old mould cleared oft" all

round, to admit of a larger portion of fresh earth

in the pot at re-planting; or in some, appearing

of an infirm or declining habit, the whole balls

of old earth displaced clean to the roots; then

having furnished the pots with fresh earth, the

plants should be replaced in them, filling up the

pot regularly with a sufficiency of the same
fresh mould, and finishing with a moderate wa-
tering to settle the whole close about their roots.

After shifting, when the plants are not wa-
tered at the time, a moderate watering both to

the earth in the pots to settle it close about the

roots, and in most sorts highly over the tops

or heads of the plants, should be given, in order

to wash offany foulnesses; then the pots of plants

should be set in their respective stations in the

garden, &c.: the hardy kinds, if warm sunny
weather, may be placed in a shady border for two
or three weeks, till they have struck fresh root in

the new earth : the tender sorts should be dis-

posed in their [)laces among the green-house and

stove plants, or to have the benefit of shade in

the middle of hot suimy days, till fresh struck,

or probably some of the more tender particular

sorts may require to be plunged in a hot-bed or

bark-bed, especially some of the stove kinds :

some principal sorts of the more curious or ten-

der green-house plants, in order to expedite their

fresh-rooting more effectually ; and soinetinics

tender annuals in hot-beds, potted in their early

young growth, may require to be repluuged in

the hot-bed to fresh strike, and forv\ ard them till

June ; but generally all the full ground or opea
air plants only require a little occasional shade ii\

hot dry weather the first two or three weeks, and

some shifted with full balls about the roots onlv

need occasional watering : afterwards, on the

whole, both the hardy and tender kinds should

have repeated moderate waterings given them,

according to their kinds.
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SHOT INDIAN. See Canna.
S!DA, a gcnuB containing plants of the ex-

otic, tender, herbaceous, perennial kind, for tiie

hot-house.

It belongs to the class and order Manndelphia
Pnh/andria, and ranks in the natural order of

Colum/iiferce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed peiianth, angular, half-fjve-cleft, perma-
nent : the corolla has five petals, wider above,

emarginate, fastened below to the tube of sta-

mens : the stamina hive very many i^la-

ments, united below into a tube, in the apex
of the tube divided: anthers roundish : the

pisfillnm is an orbicular germ : styles five or

more; or else one manv-cleft : stigmas headed:
the pcricarpium is a roundish-angular capsule,

composed of live or more cells, (corresponding

with the number of riie stj/ies or stigmas,) two-
vaived, awnless, acuminate or horned, opening
above-, or close, and finally separating: the seeds

sohtary, two, three, or five, roundish, mostly
acuminate, convex on one side, angular on the

other, fastened to the interior suture.

The species chiefly cultivated are: I . S. rhont-

I'lfolia, Rhomb-leaved Sida; 2. S. periplocifolia,

Great Bindweed-leaved Sida ; 3. 5. tiiqiietra.

Triangular-stalked Sida; 4. S. Ahut'thn, Broad-
leaved Sida; 5. S. alba^ White-floweied Sida;

6. S. cordifo/ia. Heart-leaved Sida.

The first has the leaves lanceolate rhomb-
shaped with the axils two-thorned. It is a

native of the East Indies and Jamaica.

The second species has an annual root : the

stem from two to four feet high, erect, simple,

round, pubescent, sometimes divided towards

the top into spreading branches : the leaves pe-

tioled, alternate, smooth, somewhat wrinkled,

hoary beneath : the panicle terminating, half

the Itrngth of the stem, erect, almost simple,

spreading : the peduncles simply subdivided,

alternate, filiform, the last one-flowered : the

flowers pale, sometinies light purple. It is a

native of the West Indies and Ceylon.

The third species is a shrub three feet in

height, with subtomentose branches, having

each of the three sides hollowed out with a

blunt groove : the leaves cordate without angles,

verv soft, obscurely tomentose, bluntly serrate,

acuminate : the peduncles axillary, one-flowered :

the flow er is of a yellow colour. It is a native

of the West Indies.

The fourth species is in height about four

feet, putting out some side branches towards the

top : the leaves soft and woolly : the flowers

axillary, on long peduncles It is annual, and

a native both of the East and West Indies, Vir-

giaiia, and Siberia.

The fifth has the leaves round : the corolU
is white with purple st'irmas, and the tips of the-

petal-, purplish. It is annual.

The sixth h.is a hair-' annual root : the slcin

simple, more tfian throe feet high, sending out
several erect brancheg fioni the sides : tlie leaves

two inches and a half luig, and two broad, of a,

light green colour, soh to the touch, on very

Jong hairy footstalks : the calvx hairv : beak'J

of the seeds, when the corolla falls, prominent,
in a bundle the length of tli calyx: liie capsules

from seven to ten : the flowers small, of a pale

obscure yellow- or sulph'.tr colour. It is a na-
tive of the East Indies and the Cape.

Culture.—I'iiese plants may be increased by
feeds, wliicb should be sown upon a moderate
trwt-bed^in the early spring, or in pots deposited

in them. In the first case, when the plants

have attained some growth, ihey should be re-

moved to another hot-bed and set out four

inches apart each way, or into separate pots,

repUmging them in the hot-bed, being shaded till

they have taken new root ; a large prop- rl ion of
free air being admitted in fine weather, and also

frequent waterings : they should afterwards ha
gradually hardened to bear the open air in the

summer season.

Some of them may also be raised from offsets

and cuttings planted in pots in the SLimnner

season.

The fourth sort is sufficiently hardy to bear

the open air : the seeds should be sown where
tlie plants are to remain, as they do nf>t bear

transpir.nting well. It is an annual plant.

Some of the species do not flower till the se-

cond vear ; of course they should be placed in

the stove in the autumn, and be managed during
the winter as other tender exotic plants of the

same nature.

They aflbrd ornament among other potted

plants in the stove, and I he fourth sort m the

borders.

SIDERITIS, a genus containing plants of

the under shuibbv, and shrubby exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didijnamia
Gymnospermia, and ranks in tlie natural order

of yirticUlatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, tubular, oblon<r, about !ialf-five-

clcft: segments acute, almost equal: the corolla

one-petallcd, almost equal : tube cylindrical,

throai oblong, rui'.ndish : upper lip erect, bi-

fid, narrow : lower lip trifid ; lateral segments
sharper, commonly smaller than the upper lip;

middle segment roundish crenate : the stamina
have four filaments, within the tube of the co-

rolla, shorter than the throat, two of which are

smaller : anthers roundish, two tw in : the pis.-
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t'llum is a four- cleft germ : style filiform, usually

•ionccr than the stamens : stiginas two : upper

cylindrical, concave, truncate; lower membrana-
ceous, shorter, sheathing the upper: there is no

])ericarpiun) : calyx cherishina; the seeds in its

bosom : the seeds four.

The species cultivated are: 1. S Canarlcnxis,

C^anary' Iron-wort : i2 S Creiica, Cretan Iron-

wort ; 3 iS'. S'/riaca, Sage-leaved Iron- wort.

The first has the stem five or six feet high,

sending out several woody branches covered

with a soft down : the Ieavx;s on long footstalks;

in young plants often five or six niches long,

and two and a half broad near their base ; but

in older plants not more than half that size
;

thev are very woolly, especially on their under

-side, which is white, but their upper surface Lj

i)f a dark yellowish green : the fiowers, which
grow in thick whorled spikes at the end of the

branches, are of a dirty white, and appear early

in June: the plants frequentlv produce flowers

4igain in autumn. It is a native of the Canaries

and of Madeira.

The second species is a shrub with divaricating

branches, very thickly toirientosc and snow-
white : the leaves cordate, crenate, tonientose

on both sides, obtuse, very thickly tomentose
and snow-white beneath, green above : the

spike from the division of the branches, pe-

uuncled, pendulous, toir.entosc, snow-white to-

gethcr with the calyxes, vi hich are blunt : the

•flov.cTS about eight in each whorl. It is a na-

tive of the island of Crete or Candia.

The third has a short woody stem, with a few
branches about a foot long: the leaves thick,

wedge-shaped, very downy and while : the

flowers in whorls towards the end of the

branches, yellow with smooth downy calyxes.

It has the appearance of a Sage, but is longer.

The whole plant is covered with a very close

white cotton. It is a native of the Levant,

flowering from June to September.

There are other species that may be cultivated.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
seeds, cutting* and layers.

The seeds should be sown in pots in the

spring, plunging them in a moderate hot-bed :

when the plants have had some growth they

should be renjoved into separate small pots

filled with light mellow mould, being afterwards

treated as other shrubby grccn-house plants.

The cuttings and layers may be planted out or

l.Tid down m the summer season, and when suffi-

ciently rooted managed as the other sorts.

The third sort may be increased by planting

the slipped heads either in pots or a shady bor-

der, to be afterwards removed into pots for pro-

tection in the winter in a frame.

They afford variety in green-house collections

anionir other evergiecn potted plants.

SIDEUOXYLON, a genus containing plant.s

of the shrubby, evergreen, exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Penlandrin

J\Ioiiogi/iiia, and ranks in the natural order of

D/tnioscc.

The characters :)re : that the calvx is a five-cleft

perianth, small, erect, permanent: the corolla one-

pctalled, wheel-sliaiied : segments live, roundish,

concave, erect : toothlet cusped, serrate, atthebasc

of each division of the petal, tending inwards :

the stamina have fiveawl-sliaped filaments, length

of the corolla, alternate with the tootiilets : an-
thers oblong, incumbent : the pisliilum is a

roundish oerm : style awl-sh,iped, length of the

stamens: stigma simple, obtuse : the pericarpium

is a roundish berry, one-celled: the seeds five.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. inerme.

Smooth Ironwood ; 'J. S. lycioides. Willow-
leaved Ironwood.
The first in its native situation rises to the

height of an apple-tree ; but in this climate it

is rarely more than eight or ten feet high : the

wood is so heavy as to sink in water, and being
very close and hard, the name of Iron-wood
has been given it: it divides into many branches,

which are covered with a russet bark : the leaves

about three inches long, and an inch and half

broad in the middle, ending in points at both
extremities, placed without order oh the branches,

having ibotstalks an inch long: they are smooth,
of a lucid green, and continue all the year : the

flowers come out in clusters from the side of the

branches upon short footstalks, which branch
out into several smaller, each sustainins: a single

ilower, which is small and white. It flov^ers

in July, rnd is a native of the Cape.
The second species is a tree with axillary so-

litary spines and alternate leaves : the peduncles
axillary, one-flowered, very many, a little longer

than the petioles : the calyx five-cleft, obtuse :

the corolla funnel-form, five-cleft, obtuse; with
the segments concave, scarcely unfolded : nec-
tary fivc-leavcd, serrate, short, each lobe to each
segment of the corolla : the stamens ten, av. 1-

shapcd, length of the nectary ; anthers sagittate:

germ globular, style filiform; stigma very small

:

the berry black, globular, from three- to five-

celled, cominonly abortive. It is a native ot

South America.
Cullure.—These plants may be increased bv

seed procured from abroad, which should he
sown in the spring in pots filhd with fresh

mould, and plunged in the tan-bed of the stove:

when the plants have some growth, they should
be removed into separate pots and be replunged
in the bark-bed.
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They are somctinies raised from slit-lavers

and cuttings in the snmnier season; but they arc

tedious in terming roots in this way, and the

plants are not so good.

The first \.i tender, aTording variety in ih.e

stove ; but the last is more hardy, and may
sometimes be introduced in the shrubbery borders

in warm slititered situations.

SILENE, a genus containing plants of the

hardy herbaceous, of the anauial and perennial

k;nd.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Trigi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of
Carij'jphijUei.

Tlie characters are : that the calvx is a one-
leafed perianth, ventricose, five-toothed, per-

manent : the corolla has five petals; claws nar-

row, length of the calyx, margined : border flat,

/ibtnsc, often bifid : nectary composed of two
toothitts in the neck of each petal, forming a

crown at the throat : the stamina have ten awl-
shaped filaments, alternatcl}' inserted into the

claws of the petals, and later than the other

five: anthers oblor.g : the pistilhim is a cylin-

drical germ : styles three, simple, longer than
the stamens: stigmas bent contrary to the sun's

apparent motion : the pericarpium is a cylindri-

cal capsule, covered, die- or three-celled, opening
at top into five or si.x parts : the seeds very

many, kidney-form.
The species cultivated are: 1. S. armeria.

Common or Lobel's Catchfiy ; 2. S. qunique-
vitlnera, Variegated Catchfly ; 3. S. penduta,

Pendulous Catchfly ; 4. S. musc'tpula, Spanish
Catchfly ; 5. S. virid/JIora, Green-flowered
Catchflv; 6. S. mila7i<!, Nottingham Catchfly;

7. S.fruticosa, Shrubby Catchfly.

The first is an annual plant with erect stalks,

a foot and half high, for more than an inch be-

low each joint very glutinous : the lower leaves

broad, oblong, smootii, sessile : the flowers in

terminating bunches, standing erect, and form-
ing a kind of umbel. It is a native of Denmark,
»Sj,c. flowering in July and August.
There are varieties with a bright purple

flower, with a pale red, and with a white flower.

In the second, from a small fibrous annual
root arise several flaccid spreading; stems, round,
hairy, and a little viscid ; as are also the leaves

JQ a slight degree : numerous flowers spring in

an alternate order from the bosoms of the upper
leaves, on pedicels which are erect, or but little

divaricated even when the fruit i^ripe: the pe-

tals are remarkable for the deep red spot in their

centre, like a drop of blood. It is a native of
the South of Europe.
The third is an annual plant, from whose

root come out several branching stalks, near a

foot an-.l h.df long, which trail upon the grouud,
oppojite : the leaves oval, acute-poinled : the

flowers come out singly fn;m the axils, upon
short peduncles ; they are large, and of a bright

red colour, resembling those of the common
Wild Red Campion. It is a native of Sivily and
Crete or Candia, flowering in May and June.

Tb.e fourth species iias a biennial root : the

stalk round, clammy, a foot and half his;h,

having swelling joints: the leaves narrow and
smooth, growing round the stalk in clusters:

the upper part of the stalk divides into spread-

ing branches bv pairs, and has red flowers

coming out sln<rly from the axils, and sessile :

the plant is extremely viscid. It is a native of
the South of France, See.

The fifth ha? a biennial root: the lower leaves

roundish and hollowed like a spoon : those up-
on the stalks obtuse, and standing by pairs,

threes or fours round the stalks ; they are deep
green, smooth and sessile : the stalks round,
smooth, from two to three feet high : the

flowers in loose c-pikes at the top, of a greea

colour. It is a native of Spain, &c. flowering

in June and Ju!v.

The sixth species has a somewhat woody per-

ennial root : the stems several, simple, (ac-

cording to Mr. Woodward frequently branched

from the root,) a foot or more in height, erect,

leafy, round, pubescent, jointed at the base,

viscid in the upper part, terminating in a forked

panicle, the summit and branches of v\hich

all droop towards one side : the leaves lan-

ceolate acute, quite entire, pubescent on both
sides, of a palish green ; the radical ones

inclining to obovatc, and forming thick tufts:

the flowers drooping, white, of a delicate tex-

ture. It is a native of several parts of Europe,
flowering in June and July.

The seventh has the stem low, shrubby, di-

viding into several short branches : the leaves

smooth, ending in acute points : the flower-

stalks rise about a foot high, and divide into

s()reading panicles, sustaining two and three

flowers, of an herbaceous white colour. It is

a native of Sicily, flowering in June and July.

Culture.—^The annual and biennial sorts may
be raised by seeds, which should be sown in the

spring or autumn seasons, where the plants are

to grow ; but the latter is the better time. Some
sow at both seasons, which mav be a good prac-

tice. The seed should be put in in patches in

the borders, clumps, &c. : when the plants are

up they should be thinned to two or thre«

plants in each clump, and be kept clean from
weeds. With the biennial sorts it is sometimes

the practice to sow them in beds, and when 'the

plants are up to remove them into nursery-rows
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till tlie autumn, wlitn they are planted out in

the borders. &c.

The perennial sorts may likewise be increased

frorai seeds in the same manner ; but the usual

way is by slips oF the heads, and parting the

roots, planting them out in shady places in the

spring or early sunimer months. The shrubby

sort may be increased by slips and eutlinjis of

the branches or shoots, which should be planted

out in similar situations in the Sjjring and sum-
mer seasons.

They all afford ornament and variety in the

clumps and borders of pleasure grounds.

SILPHIUM, a genus containing plants of the

tall-growing, herbaceous, perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Syngenesia

PoUjunmia Necessaria, and ranks in the natural

order^of Composilce Opposit ifoUa.
The characters are: that the calyx is common

ovate, imbricate, squarrose: scales ovate-oblong,

bent back in the middle, prominent every way,
permanent : the corolla compound radiate : co-

rollets hermaphrodite in the disk many : females

in the ray fewer: the proper of the hermaphro-
dites one-petalled, funnel-form, five-toothed;

the tube scarcely narrower than the border :

—

of the females lanceolate, very long, often three-

toothed : stamina in the hermaphrodites : fila-

ments five, capillary, very short : anther cylin-

drical, tubular : the pistillnm in the hermaphro-

dites : germ round, very slender: style filiform,

very long, villose : stigma simple ;—in the fe-

males, germ obcordate : style simple, short :

stigmas two, bristle-shaped, length of the style:

there is no pericarpium : caly.N unchanged : the

seeds in the hermaphrodites none :—in the fe-

males solitary, submembranaceous, obcordate,

with the edge membranaceous, two-horned,

emarginate : the receptacle chafTy : chaff's linear.

The species cultivated are : \. S. ladniatnm,

Jaofffed-lcavcd Silnhium ; 2. S. terthiniluiumi.

Broad-leaved Silphium; 3. S. Aslerisais, Hairy-

stalked Silphium ; 4. S. trifnlialuiii. Three-

leaved Silphium.

The first has a perennial root : the stem

twice the height of a man, as thick as the

thumb, quite simple, smooth below, above rug-

ged with brown tuberelts and white spreading

hairs, round: the leaves pctioled, two feet in

length and a foot in breadth, embracing at tlie

base, pinnatifid ; segments on each side four or

fire, distant, narrow, tooth-sinuate, rugged, with

very solid ribs raised on both sides ; margin of

th€ upper leaves purplish : the calyx of ten

scales, ending in large awl-shaped spines : the

petals of the ray thirtv, length of the calyx, with

a bifid slender style : the ilorets of the disk yel-

low, many, separated by chaff's, attenuated at

the bas^e, with a simple style. It is a native of
NorthAmeriea, floweringfrom JulytoSeplember,

'I he second species has two or three stems,
strong, upright, annual, smooth

; panickd
above, but without any branches throughout
the whole length, being beset with distant leaves;
radical and lower cauline leaves large, lieart-

shaped, upright, rough, sharply toothed on the
edges, and ciliated with very short hairs; they
are very veiny, but not wrinkled : the footstalks
are long, and embrace the stem at their base :

the stem-leaves are similar, but scarcely hearted
at the base, and the others are more oblonf,
and half embrace the stem : the peduncles a?e
elongated, round, and mostly leafless ; though
a few of them are furnished with two opposUe
leaflets : the terminal flower on the stem flowers
first, and when this begins to seed the lateral

peduncles of the panicle begin to extend and
proceed to flower : the smell of the flower,
which is moderately large, and yellow, is similar
to that of the Sun-flower. It is a native of
North America, flowering in August and Sep-
tember.

The third has a perennial root: the stem four
or five feet high, thick, solid, set with prickly
hairs, and having many purple spots: the lower
leaves alternate; upper opposite and sessile,

rough, about two inches long, and an inch broad
near the base, having a few slight indentures on.
their edges : the upper part of the stem divides
into five or six small branches, terminated by
yellow radiated flowers like those of the peren-
nial Siin-flowcr, but smaller, havino; generallv
nine florets in the ray. It is a native o"f iSJorth

America, ilowering from July to September.
The fourth species has a perennial and woody

root: the stems annual, rising five feet liitrh or
more in good land, of a pur"plish colour,^ and
branching towards the top : the leaves oblong,
rough, having some sharp teeth on theedo-es;.
they are from three to four inches Ions, and
almost two broad ; towards the boLtom'of the^

stem they stand by fours at each Joint; hi'^her
up they are by threes, and at the top hy pairs,
sitting close to the stems : the flowers upon
pretty long peduncles, solitarv. It is a native
of many parts of North America, flowering from
July to October.

Culture.—They are all readily increased bv
parting the roots and planting them cut in the
autumn or spring, where they arc to remain in-

the borders and clumps. They may also be
raised by planting ttie slips in the same manner:
they should be afterw;irds managed as the per-
ennial Sun-flower.

They aflTord a good variety and effect among-
other perennial plants in the summer season.
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SILVF.R BUSH. See / nthyllis.
S I LVEH THEE. Sec Protka.
SIMPLER'S.IOY. Scf Vf.ukena.
SINAPIS, a gtmis containing a plant of the

luTvtlv hcrbaceons annual kind.

It belongs to t'le class and order Telradi/uamia

SdiqiW'ia, and ranks in the natural order oi'

iSUif/uostv or Cniciforriws

.

'J he characters are: that tlie calvx is a four-

'3eaved perianth, spreading : leaflets linear, con-
cave-channelled, crucit'orm -spreading, decidu-

ous : the corolla four-petallcd, crucit'orm : petals

roundish, flat, spreading, entire: claws erect,

linear, scarcely the lengili of the calyx : nec-

tarcous glands tour, ovate: one on each side be-

tween the shorter stamen and the pistil, and
one on each side between the longer slamens

and the calyx : the stamina have six awl-shaped

iiianients, erect : two of them opposite, the

length of the calyx, and four longer: anther*

from erect spreading-, acuminate : the pistillum

is a cylindrical germ : stvle length of the germ,
height of the stamens : stigma capitate, entire:

the pericarpium is an oblong silique, toross be-

\ow, rugged, two-celled, two-valved : parti-

lion for the most part twice the length of the

valves, large, compressed; the seeds manv, glo-

bular.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. cilha. While
Mustard ; 2. S. nigra, Common or Black
Mustard.
The first has an annual root: the stem strong,

hard, nearly round, upright, branched, striated

or finely grooved, set with numerous stiffish

hairs pointing downwards, from a foot and half

to two feet in height : the leaves petioled, al-

ternate, pale green, rough with strong hairs on
both sides, all deeply indentefl or lobed, the ter-

minating segment very broad and large, and fre-

quently a pair of small wings on the petiole : the

lowerones deeply pinnatiiid; the upper ones subly-

rate: the flowers on loose racemes or bunches at

the ends of the branches, on horizontal pedicels,

which have four grooves or corners, and strong

hairs pointing downwards. It is a native lof

Germany, 8cc.

It is generally cultivated in gardens as a sallad

herb, with Cresses, Radishes, &c. for winter and
spring use.

The second species has an annual small root :

the stem upright, round, streaked, the upper
part smooth, three or four feet in height, with
many distant spreading branches : the leaves

petioled, variously lobed and toothed ; those

next the root lyrate, rugged ; on the stem
smooth, the upper ones frequently simple, lan-

ceolate and sharply toothed; the very uppermost
quite entire. It is a native of Europe.

3

Tt is the flour of the seed o: this plant thai

afi'oids the common mustard for the table.

Cullure.—The first sort is sown along with
other small saliad herbs at all times of the year,

sometimes every v.eek or fortnight, in a bed or

border of light earth, sown gencraliv in shallow

drills very thick, covering it very thinly with
earth ; and in winter, and early in spring,

during cold weather, in hot-beds. The herbs

are always cut for use whilst in the seed-leaf

and but a few days old ; otherwise they become
too strong and rank-tasted for use. See Sallah
Hkrbs and .Small Salla-dixr.

In order to have seed of this sort :for o-arden

use, it should be sown on an open spot of
ground in March or April, either thinly in driJIs

a foot asunder, or broad-cast all over the surface,

and the plants be left to run up to stalk, when
they will furnish ripe seeds in August.

But in order to raise the plants for the seed

for mustard, the seeds should be sown in the

spring, any time in March, in some open situa-

tion, either in the kitchen-garden or in o^en
fields : in cither case, having dug or ploughed
the ground, the seed should be sown broad-

cast all over the surface, and raked or harrowed
in lightly ; or it may be -town in shallow drills

a foot asunder, and be slightly covered in : the

plants soon come up, and when they have fo\ir

or more leaves an inch or two broad, if they

stand very thick, those sown in the broad-

cast way particularly should be hoed and thin-

ned, leaving them six or eight inches asunder,

cutting up all weeds, repeating the operation

once or more if necessary; after this the

plants will soon spread and cover the ground,
and shoot fast up to stalks for flowers and seed,

which ripen in July or August, when the stalks

should be cut or pulled up, and the seed, being

properly hardened, and dried in the pod, should
cither be thrashed out directly, or stacked up
dry and thrashed at occasional opportunities

afterwards ; but the first is the best method.
SISYMBRIUM, a genus containing a plaivt

of the hardy herbaceous kind.

•It belongs to the class and order Tflradijna-

mia Siliquoaa, and ranks in the natural order of

S'diqiiosw, Cntcijonnes or Crucijero'.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

leaved perianth : leaflets lanceolate-linear, spread-

ing, coloured, deciduous : the corolla four-petal-

Icd, cruciform : petals oblong, spreading, com-
monly less than the calyx, with very small claws:

the stamina have six filaments, longer than the ca-

lyx ; of these two opposite a little shorter : anthers

simple : the pistilkmi is an oblong filiform germ:
stylescarcely any: stigmaobtuse: the pericarpiura

is a silique, long, incurved, gibbous, round, two-
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celled, two-val\'cd: valves in opening stvaightish,

partition a little JDiiger than tlit valves: the

seeds very many, small.

The species- is S. Nasturtium, Common
Water Cress.

It has perennial roots, consisting of long

white fibres, the lowcrnrost tixed in the soil, the

rcsi snspendcd in the water : the stems sjirL'ad-

ing, dechning or floating, angular, branched,

leafy : the leaves alternate, pinnate, somewhat
lyrate, the terminating audupper leauets being

the largest : all the leaflets roundish, more or

less heart-sha|)edi smooth, shining, waved or

toothed, frequently tinged with a purplish

brown hue : the flowers white, in a cor\ mb,
soon lengthened out into a spike : the pods

shortish, on horizontal pedicels, but the |iods

iheniselves recurved upwards : the siigmas

nearly sessile : but according to Curtis, the

root is annual. Withering n;arks it as bieii-

uial. It is a native of Europe, Asia, 8:c.

CuUvre.—This may be elRcteu by |i:iriing the

roots, or by seed. In the first nuihod, v iiile

the plants are young, a uantity of siips should

be made with root-fibres to them, and be. planted

out immediately in a shallow, trickhng, watery

situation, when they will readily strike roots,

.seed, and increase ihiniselves.

The seed should be collected during the sum-
rner season, and sown in the same places ; or,

which is better, the plants, with the ripened

seeds upon them, be thrown into thtm, where
they will strike root, and shed their seeds for

future increase.

These plants are in much esteem as winter and
spring sallad herbs.

SI8YRINCHIUM, a genus containing plants

of the flowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monadclphia
Triavdria, and ranks in the natural order of

• The characters are : that the calvx is a com-
mfMi ancipital spathe, two-leaved: valves com-
pressed, acuminate: proper several, lanceolate,

concave, obtuse, one-flowered : the corolla one-
peialkil, superior, six-parted : segments obovate

with a point, from erect spreading : three outer

alternate, a little wider : the stannnahave three

filaments, umted into a subtriquelrous tube

shorter than the corolla, distinct at the top :

anthers bifid below, fastened by the back ; the

pistilluni is an obovate inferior germ : style

three sided, length of the tube : stigmas three,

thi-jkish, awl-shaped at the top, erect : the peri-

carprnm is an obovate capsule, roundud, three-

sided, three celled, three valved ; with the par-

titiQus contrary : the seeds several., globular.

The species are: 1. S. Berinudiana, Iris-leaved

Sisyrinehium ; 2. S. anceps, Narrovv-Ieaved Si-

syrinchium.

The first has a fibrous root, from which arise

some stitf" sword-shapcd leaves, four or five

inches long and half an inch broad, of a dark
green colour : from among these comes out the

stalk (scape) six inches high ; it is compressed,
and has two borders or wings running the

whole length, and three or four spear-shaped

leaves embracing it ; these grow erect, and are

hollowed like the keel of a br)at : the stalk isi

terminated by a cluster of six or seven ilowers,

on short peduncles, and enclosed in a two-
leaved, keel-bha])ed sheath, before they open

;

they are of a deep blue colour with yellow bot-

toms, which, when fully expanded, are an inch
over. It is a native of Bermuda.
The second species has a perennial fibrous.

root, from which arise many very narrow spear--

shaped. leaves, about three inches long, and
scarcely an eighth of an inch broad, of a light-

green colour : the stalks about three inches

high, verv slender, compressed and bordered,

having short, narrow, sword-shaped, embracing
leaves: they are terminated by two small pale-

blue llowers, inclosed in a two-leaved sheath,

upon longer peduncles than those of the first-

sort, fiowerins: about the saxiie time. It is a
native of Virginia,

It ij observed, that the leaves, stalks, and.

flowers of the first sort are three times as large

as in the second, and the sheath incloses six or

seven flowers ; v/hereas the second has rarely

more tlian two, and these expand only for a

short time in the morning, while in the former

they continue open the whole day.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
seeds and parting the roots: in the former me-
thod the seeds of the first sort should be sown
in the autumn as soon as they become ripe, on
a border which has an eastern aspect, in drills.

at three or four inches distance, covering them,

about half an inch with fine mould : they

should afterwards be kept clean from weeds,

with care. They succeed best in a loamy soil in

a shady situation, and where the ground has not

been manured.
In the latter sort the seeds should be sown in

pots, in order that they may be protected in the

green-house.

The first affords ornament in the large open

bordeni and clumps, and the latter among other.

green-hou>e ])lants.

SIUM, a genus containing a plant of. the

hardy, herbaceous, esculent kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria,
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Vigij7iia, and ranks in ihe natural order of Uin-

lellalce or UmbelUff.rce.

The characters are : tliat the calyx is an uni-

versal mnbel, various iti different species: par-

tial spreailino, flat: involucre universal niauy-

ieaved, rcilex, shorter than the umbel, with lan-

ceolale leaflets : partial niany-leavcd, linear,

:imali: perianth proper srarcely observable : the

corolla universal uniform: floscules all fertile:

proper of five inflex-cordate, equal petals : the

stamina have five simple filaments : anthers

wimple: the pistillum is a very small germ, in-

ferior: styles two, reflex : stigmas obtuse: th«Te

is no pericarpium: fruit subovate, striated, small,

bipartite: the seeds two, subovate, convex and

striated on one side, Hat on the other.

The species cultivated is S. sisnnim, Skirret.

It has the root composed of several fleshy

tubers as large as a man's little finger, and join-

ing together in one head : the lower leaves are

pinnate, having two or three pairs of nblong

leaflets terminated hy an odd one: the stalk

rises a foot high, and is terminated by an umbel

t)f white flowers, which appear in July, and are

succeeded by striated seeds like those of Paisley,

ripening in autumn. It is a native of China, &c.

It was formerly much cultivated for the roots,

which were eaten boiled, and stewed with but-

ter, pepper, and salt; or rolled in flower and

fried ; or else cold \^ ith oil and vinegar, being

first boiled.

Culture.— It may be raised either by seeds or

slips from the roots, but the first is the best

method, as in the latter mode the roots are apt

to become sticky : the seeds should be sown
about the beginning of April, either in broad-

cast over the surface, or in drills, the ground

bcino- previously well dug to a good depth j light

and rather moist land being chosen for the pur-

pose. The plants mostly appear in five or six

weeks, and when they can be sufficiently di-

stinguished by their leaves, the ground should be

well hoed over, in the same manner as for car-

rots, the plants being properly thinned out to

the distance of five or six inches. The hoeing

should be repeated as often as necessary, in dry

weather.

In tlie autumn when the leaves begin to de-

cay the roots will be fit for use, and wiH con-

tinue so till the spring.

In the ofl'set method, the old plants should be

dug up in the spring before they begin to shoot,

tlie side shoots being then slipped off" with an eye

or bud to each, planting them m rows a foot apirt,

and four or five inches distant in the rows; they

should afterwards be cultivated as the others.

These roots are prepared by boiling, and eaten

in the same manner as above, or as carrots and
parsnips. They are wholesome, but not in sucU
request as formerly.

SLIPS, such portions of plants as are slipped

off from the stems or branches for the purpose

of being planted out.

A number of plants, both of the woody anil

herbaceous kinds, are propagated by slips, which
is effected in the woody kinds by slipping off

small young shoots from the sides of the branches,

8cc. with the thumb and finger, instead of cut-

ting them oft' with a knife, but there is no ma-
terial difference, in the success or future growth,

between slips and cuttings, only the former in

siiiall young shoots is more proper to be slipped

oft' by the hand, which in numerous small,

shrubby plants will grow ; but is more com-
monly practised on the lower ligneous plants,

such as sage, winter-savory, hyssop, thyme,
southernwood, rosemary, rue, lavender, and
others of low shrubby growths. The best sea-

son of the year for effecting the work is gene-

rally in spring and begimiing of sunnncr, though
many sons will grow if planted at almost any
time, from the spring to the latter end of the

summer, as shown in speaking of their culture.

In performing the work of slipping in those

sorts, the young shoots of but one year's growth,

and in many sorts the shoots of the year should

be chosen as growing the most readily, even

when to plant the same summer they are pro-

duced, especially the hard-wooded kinds : but

in the more soft-wooded plants, the slips of one
year's growth will also often readily grow ; be-

ing careful always to choose the modcratelygrow-

ing side-shoots situated on the outward part of

the plants, from three to six or eight inches

long, slipping them off close to the branches,

and clearing off" the lower leaves ; then planting

them either in a shady border, if in summer,
and watered, or so as they can be occasionally

shaded in hot sunny weather, especially small

slips, inserting the whole two parts of three in

the ground, giving occasional water, in dry

warm weather, till properly rooted ; and then

towards autunin, or in spring following, trans-

planting them where they are to remain.

But in planting slips of the shoots of tender

shrubby exotics of the green-house and stove,

many sorts require the aid of a hot-bed or bark-

bed, to promote their emitting roots more ef-

fectually, as shown in their respective culture
;

but some others of the shrubby kinds, such as

geraniums, will root freely in the natural earth

in summer ; and many of the herb.aceous tribe,

producing bottom-rooted oflscts for slips, as

aloes, &c. also readily grow, either with or
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without a hot-bed ; but where there is the con-
venience of hot-beds in which to plunge the

pots of slips of tender plants, it runs them off

more expeditiously ; and most hot-house plants

in particular require that assistance.

But many shrubby plants growing into large

bunches from the root of the small under-

shrubby kinds, as thyme, savory, hyssop, sage,

&C. as well as those of larger growth, as roses,

spiraeas, raspberries, and numerous other sorts,

may be slipped quite to the bottom into separate

plants, each furnished with roots, and planted

either in nursery-rows, or at once where they

are to remain.

And as to the slipping of herbaceous plants,

various sorts multiply by the roots, 8cc. into

large bunches, which may be slipped into many
separate plants, by slipping off the increased

suckers or offsets of the root, and in some sorts

by the offsets from the sides of the head of the

plants, and in a few sorts by slips of their bot-

tom shoots, as well as of the stalks and branches

in plants of bushy growth ; but the greater part

by slipping the roots, as in many of the bulbous-

rooted tribe and numerous fibrous-rooted kinds

of plants.

The slipping of the bulbous plants is performed

in sunmier when their leaves decay, the roots

being then taken up, slipping off all the small

offsets from the main bulb, which are generally

soon planted again in nursery-beds for a year or

two. See Bulbous Roots.
In the fibrous-rooted sorts, the slipping

should generally be performed in the spring or

early part of autumn, which may be effected

either l)y slipping the outside offsets with roots,

as the plants stand in the ground ; or more ef-

fectually, by taking the whole bunch of plants

up, and slipping them into several separate ])arts,

each slipbeing furnished also with roots, planting

them, if small, in nursery-rows for a year, to

gain strength ; or such as are strong may be

planted at once where they are to remain. See

the Culture of the different sorts.

SMALLAGE. See Apium.
SMALL SALAD HERBS, such young

tender heibs as are made use of through the

year for the purpose of furnishing salads. For
this use several young seedhng herbs of a warm
nature are in request to nnx with the larger prin-

cipal Salad Herbs, as lettuces, endive, and
celery, in order to improve their iiavour and
wholesome qi\ality.

The sorts mostly in use are cresses, nuistanl,

radish, rape, and turnep ; also sometimes cab-

bage-leituce for winter and early spring use
;

all of w hich for this use are in perteeiion when
quile younir, that is, not more than a week or

Vol. iU

ten or twelve days old, whilst they remain
mostly in the seed-leaf, being then cut up close

to the ground for usej for, being mostly of a

warm relish, in which consists their chief ex-

cellence for winter and spring salads, if suffered

to grow large, and run into the rough leaf,

they become of a disagreeable, strong, hot

taste ; but when used as above, they eat ex-

ceedingly tender, with an agreeable warm fla

vour.

For the purpose of salading, these plants

may be obtained young at all times of the year,

in spring and summer in the open ground, and
in winter under the shelter of frames and glasses,

and occasionally on hot-beds.

This sort of salading is procured by sowing
the seeds of the different plants at different times

throughout the whole year.

JVhiter and Spring Culture.—In the vi-inter

and spring it may be raised either in hot-beds or

in the open borders, anil, according as it may be

required, early or late; but when it is required

as early as possible, it must be sown in hot-beds

under frames and lights, &c. or in a bed or bor-

der of natural earth inider glasses.

The sowing should be made on hot-beds any
time in December, January, or February ; and
where a considerable supply is daily required, may
be continued sowing every week or fortnight in

hot-beds till March, or during llie cold weather,

for which a moderate hot-bed of dung should

be made for one, two, or more garden-frames,

but only half a yard or two feet depth of dung,
according to the temperature of the season, as the

heat is only required to bring up the plants

quickly, and forward them a week or two in

growth, placing a frame du'ectly thereon, and
mouldina: the bed all over with light rich earth,

five or six inches thick, makingthe surface level

and smooth ; Wiieii, if it is to be forwarded as

much as possible, directlv sow the seed, which
may be done either in drills as shallow as pos-

sible, about two or three inches broad, and Hat

at the bottom, and three inches asunder, sowing
the seeds of each sort separate and very thick,

so as almost to cover the ground, onlv just co-

verinij them with earth ; or, to make the most
of the bi-d, it may be sown all over the surfaee,

previously smoothing it lightly with the back ut

the spade, the ditlereiit sorts separately, and ail

very thick; and after pressing them all even and
lightly down with the spade, eoverinj; them very

thinly with earth, by sifting over as much light

niouid as will only just cover the stid ; and as

soon as the sowing is performed in either me-
thod, putting on the lights : the seeds soon

come up, as in two or three days or less, being

careful at this time to give vent to the steam

3 G
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arising in ihc beil, as well as to indulge the plants

with plenty oF frbe air daily, either by tilting the

lights in the back or front, according to the

temperature of the weather, or bv drawing the

lights a little down, or taking them quite off

occasionally in mild days at first ; for the hot-

bed being yet new, there will be a con'iiderable

steam arising ; and the salading coming up
very thick, imless due vent be given to pass off

the steam and admit fresh air, they will be apt

either to burn or fog (as the gardeners term it),

and mould off as fast as they come up. Such
bot-beds, however, as are not fresh made, do
not require this precaution ; but in new-made
beds it must be strictly observed till the salad-

ing is all fairly come up, and as long as the strong

steam continues : the plants will mostly be fit

for use in a week or ten or twelve days from the

time of sowing the seed.

In order to have a proper succession, the sow-
ing in the hot-beds should be repeated every

week or fortnight during the cold weather ; the

same hot-bed sometimes retaining its heat will

admit of two sowings, by sowing again as soon

as the first crop is gathered : however, to obtain

a regular supply daily, it is necessary to continue

making fresh hot-beds occasionally.

Where only a small quantity may be wanted
at a time, and there is the convenience either of

cucumber and melon hot-beds, or a hot-house,

&c., some seed of each sort may be sown in

pots or boxes, and placed in these hot- beds or

the stove, just to bring up the plants fit for use.

Where there are not frames and glasses, hand-
or bell-glasses may be used, or the bed be arched

over with low hoop-arches, in order to cover

with mats every night, and in bad weather.

And where there are no hot-beds, in cold

weather, early in the spring, part of a warm
border, or abed of light earth in a sunnv situation

may be prepared, for gardea-frames and lights,

hand-glasses, fccc. raising the ground somewhat
to the sun ; and having dug it, and raked it

fine, sow the seed as above, covering it lightly

with earth ; and having set on the frames and

glasses, the seeds will soon come up, and the

salading he ready a considerable time sooner

than in the open ground.

Culhtre in the full Groiind.—From about the

end of February, or beginning of March, ac-

cording to the forwardness or mildness of the

season. Small Salading may be sown in the

open ground, repeating the sowings every week
or ten days ; the lirst sowing being performed

on a warm border ; coutinuing the sowings in that

situation till the beginning or middle of April,

when it may be sown in any of the open quar-

ters, and ill which the sowings may be repeated

weekly, or once a fortnight, as required ; but
according as the hot weather approaches, sowing
in a somewhaL shjdy situation.

The ground for each sowing irt the- different

situations should be properly dug, and the sur-

face raked smooth and even.

These sowings are mostly made in shallov/-

drills, whicti should be drawn with a small hae
either wiih the corner, or hi-ld edge-ways dowrt-

ward, horizontallv, drawing the drills along

evenly, as shallow as possible, and flat or level

at bottom, at three or four inches asunder, in

which the seed should be put evenly all along

the bottom, each sort separate, and very thick,

covering thfm in evenly with the finest of the

mould, not more than a quarter of an inch deep;

or if the smaller seeds are but just covered, it is

sufficient; for when sown very tliick, if deeply co-

vered with mould, the plants do not rise regularly.

In these early spriiiir sowings, on cold nights

and all bad weather it is proper to cover the

ground, both befoie and after the plants begin

to rise, with large mats, which will be better

if supported on low hoop-arches, or ranges of

pegs stuck in the ground just high enough to

support the mats a little from the earth, by
which a more effectual as well as forward crop

is produced.

In the later sowings, when dry warm weather

commences, it is proper to give occasional wa-
terings.

It IS likewise sometimes necessary, where the

surface of the ground becomes crusted, from
wet, &c. as the plants rise thick, to slightly brush
over the surface with the hand or a soft broom,
so as to reduce the surface mould a little, and
promote their coming up.

Slimmer Soilings.—When thesowings are prac-

tised in summer, they should be made more fre-

quently, andihc ground be keptwaten:d occasion-

ally, both before and after the plants are come up.

Atiluvm Souings.—The sowings may be con-
tinued in the open ground all September and

October, also occasionally in November in mild

seasons ; and until towards the middle of Octo-

ber they may be juade in any open situation
;

but from the middle or latter end of Octo-

ber and in November tluv must be on warm
south borders, performing the sowings as above

;

and in colu nights bestowing a covt ring of mats,

or hand-glasses, hic. repealing the sowings every

week or ten da\s, or a fortnight, as required.

In gathering young salading, it should be cut

carefully close to the ground while quite young,

in performing \\ hiih, a large pair of scissars is

very convenient.

In order to have good seed, some plants should

be preserved annually for the purpose.
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SMILAX, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby, climbing, evergreen kinds.

It belongs to tlie class and order Dioecia Hex-
andria, and ranks in the natural order of Sar-
meniacecp.

The characters arc : that in the male^'the calyx

is a six-leaved perianth, spreading, bell-shaped :

leaflets oblong, approximating at the base, bent

back, and spreading at the tip : there is no corolla,

imless the calyx be taken for it: the stamina
have six simple filaments : anthers oblong

:

female—calyx as in the male, deciduous : there

is no corolla, the pislillum is an ovate germ :

styles three, very small : stigmas oblong, bent

back, pubescent : the pericarpium is a globular

berry, three-celled : the seeds two, globular.

The species cultivated are : I . S. aspera,

Rough Sniilax ;
'2. S. excelsa. Tall Smilax

;

3. S. Sarsaparilla, Medicinal Smilax or Sarsa-

parilla ; 4. S. laurjfolia. Bay-leaved Smilax ;

5. S. tamnoides, Black Briony-leaved Smilax ;

6. S. herhacea, Herbaceous Smilax; 7. S. China,

Chinese Smilax; 8. S. Pseudo-China, Bastard

Chinese Smilax.

The first has a perennial root, composed of

many thick fleshy fibres, spreading wide, and
striking deep: the stems several, slender, angu-
lar, armed with short crooked spines, and
having claspers on their sides, by which they

fasten themselves to any neighbouring plant for

support, and rise five or six feet high: the leaves

stiff, heart-shaped, and acute-pomted, three-

quarters of an inch broad at the base and about

two inches long, of a dark green, marked with

five longitudinal nerves, and the edges set with

a few short reddish spines: the flowers axillary

in short bunches, small and whitish : those on
the female plants are succeeded by red berries

which ripen in autumn, but sometimes black. It

is a native of the South of France, Italy, &c.
There is a variety which has the leaves eared

at the base.

The second species has the roots like those of

the preceding : the stems four-cornered and
prickly, moimting to the tops of trees by their

claspers : the leaves two inches long, and an
inch and three quarters broad at the base, having

five longitiKiiiial nerves, but no spines on their

edges : the flowers and fruit are like those of the

first sort. It is a native of Syria.

The third has a perennial root divided into se-

veral branches, which are somevihat thicker

than a goose quill, straight, externally brown,
intcrnallv white, and three or four feet n\ length :

the stems shrubby, long, slender, scandent

:

the leases alternate, pointed, with long ttndrils

at the base: the flowers lateral, usually three or

four together upon a common peduncle. It is a

native of America, flowering in July and August.

The fourth species has a thick stalk, taper,

rising by claspers ten or twelve feet high : the
leaves thick, three inches and a half long, and
an inch and half broad : the flowers axillary in
round bunches, and succeeded by black berries.

It is a native of Virginia and Carolina, flowering
in July.

The fifth has the stems taper : the leaves four
inches long, and two inches and a half broad at

their base, having seven longitudinal veins . the
flowers coine out in long loose bunches from
the side of the stalks, and the berries are black.
It is a native of North America, flowering ui
June and July.

In the sixth the leaves have the form of the
hederaceous plants, but not the consistence, for

they are thin : the little umbels of small flowers

are on very long slender peduncles, from the bo-
som of the leaves. It is a native of North
America, flowering in July.

The seventh has a taper stem, very strong,

armed with short stiff spines, and rising twenty
feet high by their clampers : the leaves thick,

four inches long, and three inches and a half
broad at their base, ending in an obtuse point,
and having five longitudinal veins : the flowers
in close bunches : the berries red : the root ho-
rizontal, creeping far and wide, with oblong
tubers, knobbed and warted, sometimes branch-
ed, pale or reddish within, half a foot long,
roundish, scattered. It should be chosen full,

heavy, and compact, of a reddish colour, and
free from rottenness ; for it is much subject to

be gnawed by worms. It is a native of China,
Cochinchina, and Japan.
The eighth species has a shrubby stem, very

long, slender, with few scandent branches : the
leaves small, the lower cordate, the upper ovate-
lanceolate, three-nerved, quite entire, flat, with
the margin bent back: the flowers in lateral um-
bels : the berries red : the root is horizontal,
simple, thick, short, tubercled, with many long-

undivided fibres : but according to Bi-owne,
small, and divided into a number of slender

branches. It is a native of Virginia, Jamaica,
China, &c.

Culture.—The six first hardy sorts may be
increased by slipping the roots, layers, and
seed

.

In the first mode the slalks arising from the
roots should be slipped with roo<s to each in

the autumn, and be planted out either in nurserv-
rowsfora year or two, or, which is better, where
they are to grow.

In the layer method, the stalks should be laid

down in the common manner in autumn, and
when well rooted, in the autumn following be
taken oft" and planted out as above.

The seed should be obtained from abroad, and
i G 1
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be sown in pots filled with fine mould in the

spring, being plunged in a hot-bed to lorwnrd
their coming up: when the plants have attained

some growth thev should be planted out and
managed as the others.

The twn last tender sorts may be increased

by layers of the young shoots, and dividing the

roots, which shculd be laid down, or planted
out in the spring season in pots, in order to

have the culture of other woody green-house
plants of the same nature.

The layers will be ready to take off in the

spring following.

The first sorts are proper for shady situations,

borders, &c. and the latter afford variety in the

green-house collections.

SiM YRNIUM, a genus containing a jilant of
the herbaceous esculent kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Digi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of Um-
letlalcE or Umlellifc-rce.

The characters are : that the calyx is an uni-
versal umbel, unequal, becomins; daily biffser :

partial erect : the involucre universal none

:

partial none : perianth proper scarcely apparent

:

the corolla is universal uniform : floscules of the

disk abortive : proper of five lanceolate petals,

slightly bent-in, keeled : the stamina have five

simple filaments, length of the corolla: anthers
simple: the pistillum is an inferior germ : styles

two, simple : stigmas two, simple : there is no
pericarpium : fruit oblong, striated, bipartile: the

seeds two, lunulate, on one side convex, marked
with three angles, flat on the other.

The species cultii'ated isS. Olusatrum, Com-
mon Alexanders.

It has a biennial root, fleshy, branched : the

whole herb of a pale bright green, often of a
sickly yellowish cast, smooth, succulent, in fla-

vour something like Celery, but more strong and
bitter: the stem round, strong, deeply grooved :

the upper leaves teriiate, lower tritcrnate ; leaf-

lets wide, varying in form, gashed and serrate,

subpetioled : the common petiole dilated at the
base, ventricose, and nerved : umbels terminat-
ing, globular, many-rayed : the flowers small,

numerous, irregular, greenish yellow : the fruit

large, black, remarkably gibbous, deeply grooved.
It is a native of France, Spain, Italy, ike.

Culture.—These plants are raised from seeds,

which should be sown in the spring in any light

soil and open situation, in shallow drills, fifteen

or eighteen inches asunder; and when the plants

are come up two or three inches high, be thin-

ned out to six or eight inches distance in the

rows, to give them room to shoot up strong
;

when earth must be drawn up about them gra-

dually, in order to blanch or whiten them a

little below, that they may be more crisp and

fender for autumn and winter use ; but as in

the spring following they shoot out again vigo-

rously, some earth should be hoed up close about
each plant, and in three or four weeks they will

be blanched fit for use.

It is used as a culinary plant, when blanched,
in the same manner as celery, and is of a warm
aromatic quality.

SOIL, the mould or earth in which plants

grow. For the general purposes of gardening,

those of the dry, light, friable, loamy kinds are

the most valuable, especially when they have
been well impregnated and enriched with ma-
nure. See Eakth, Compost, and Manure.
SNAIL-FLOWER. See Phaskolus.
SNAIL-TREFOIL. See Medicago.
SNAKE-GOURD. See Tricosanthes.
SNAP-DRAGON. See A.NTiRKHiNtJM.
SNAP-TREE. See .Iusticia.

SNOWBALL-TREE. See Viburnum.
SNOWBERRY. See Chiococca.
SNOWDROP. See Galanthus.
SNOWDROP-TREE. See Chionanthus.
SOAP-BERRY. See Sapindus.
SOAPWORT. See Saponaria.
SOLANUM, a genus containing plants of

the herbaceous, shrubby, and tuberous-rooted,

esculent kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Peiitandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Luridce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, half-five-cleft, erect, acute, per-

manent : the corolla is one-petalled, wheel-
shaped : tube very short : border large, half-

five-cleft, from reflex flat, plaited : the stamina
have five awl-shaped filaments, very small : an-
thers oblong, converging, subcoalescent, opening
at the top by two pores : the pistillum is a

roundish germ : style filiform, longer than the

stamens: stigma blunt: the pericarpium is a

roundish berry, smooth, dotted at the top, two-
celled ; with a convex fleshy receptacle on each

side : the seeds very many, roundish, nestling.

The species cultivated are : 1 . .S'. Lycopersi-

aim, Love-Apple, or Tomato ; 2. 5. ^thiopi-
cum, Ethiopian Nightshade ; 3. S. JSItlongtna,

Large-fruited Nightshade, or Eeg Plant; 4. S.

DiUcamara,'WooAy Nightshade, or Bitter-sweet j

.'). S. verbascijolium. Mullein-leaved Nightshade;

6, S. Pseudo-Capsicum, Shrubby Nightshade, or

Winter Cherry ; 7- S. querclfulhim, Oak-leaved
Nightshade; 8. S. mammosum. Dug-fruited
Nightshade; 9. S. Indicum, Indian Nightshade;
10. S. CaroUnense, Carolina Nightshade; 11. S.

sodojtieum, Black-spined Nightshade; 12. 5.
sanclum, Palestine Nightshade; 13. S. tnlero~

sum, Tuberous-rooted Nightshade, or Common
Potatoe.
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The first is an annual plant, with an herbace-

ous, branching, hairy stalk, rising to the height

of six or eight feet it' su|>portccl, otherwise the

branches will fall to the ground : the leaves pin-

rute, of a very rank disngreeai)!e odour, com-
posed of ibur or five pairs of leaflets terminated

by an odd one, cut on their edges, and ending
in acute points : the flowers axillary on pretty

long peduncles, each suslainins several yellow

flowers, forming a single long bunch. The
fruit is smooth, but varies in form, size and co-

lour, from which Miller has formed two sorts.

The first of these is commonly cultivated in

the South of Europe to put into soups and
sauces, to which it in)parts an agreeable acid

flavour: the fiuit is very large, compressed both

at top and bottom, and deeply furrowed all over

the sides, and of a red or yellow colour.

The latter round, about the size of a large

cherry, either yellow or red. It is a native of
South America, flowering from July to September.

Tlie second species has an annual root : the

Stem stiflish : the leaves a hand in length, and
blunt : the fruit red, large, depressed, so deeply

furrowed as to be in a manner cut into lobes,

hard: the branches diffused : the leaves ovate-

oblong, sinuaie-repand : the flowers solitary and
violet. It is a native of China.
The third has an annual stem, thick, twisted,

two feet high, with the branches reclining ; the

leaves ovate, sinuate, large, few, scattered, on
thick petioles : the flowers pale violet

;
pedun-

cles axillary, thickened, bent down, one-flow-
ered, most commonly solitary, but not unfre-

quently two or three together : the berry large,

shining, two-celled, many-seeded, esculent. It

is a native of Asia, Africa, and America.
There are varieties with oblong violet-coloured

fruit, with an oblong white large fruit, with a

globular violet-coloured fruit, and with a globu-
lar white or variegated fruit.

The fourth species has a perennial root,

woody, according to Dr. Ikddocs, smelling like

the Potatoe: the stem shrubby, roundish, branch-
ed, twisted and climbing to the height of several

feet : the leaves alternate, petioled, ovate-lance-

olate, quite entire, smooth, soft, veinv ; the

lower cordate, the upper more or less hastate :

the flowers in racemes or cyme-shaped panicles,

but not properly in cymes, opposite to a leaf or

terminating, nodding, very elegant, purple with

two green dots at the base of each segment, and
the segments rcflexed : the berries elliptic, scar-

let, very juicy, bitter and poisonous. It is a

native of Europe, Africa, &c. flowering in June
and July.

There are varieties with flesh-coloured, with
uhite flowersj and with variegated leaves.

The fifth is an unarmed tree, above the height
of a man, with a trunk as thick as the human
arm : but according to Miller it only rises with a

smooth shrubby sialk six or eight feet hioh, co-
\ere(l with a brown bark, and divides into many
branches, which have spear-shaped leaves three
inches and a half long and an inch and half
broad ; they have a few sinuated indentures on
their edges, and end in acute points ; they arc

smooth, and of a light-green colour : the flow-
ers are produced in small umbels from the sides

of the stalks, standing erect ; they are pretty

large, white, and the petal is cut into five star-

pointed segments. It is a native of America.
The sixth rises with a strong woody stalk four

or five feet high, and divides into many slender
stifle branches, having spear-shaped leaves turn-

ing backward : the flowers are white, and grow
in small umbels, or singly un the side of the
branches, to which they sit close; they appear
from June to September, and are succeeded by
berries as large as small cherries, which ripen in

winter. It is a native of the island of Ma-
deira.

There are varieties with red, and with a yel-

lowish-fruit.

The seventh has the stems angular, erect,

rugged : the leaves oblong, decurrent into the
petiole, veined, smooth, rugged beneath, pin-
natifid : the peduncles branched : the corollas

violet-coloured, blunter than in Dulcamara, with
two greenish spots at the base of each lobe: an-
thers yellow, shorter than the style : the berries

ovate. It is a native of Peru, flowering in July.

The eighth species rises with a pricklv herba-
ceous stalk three or four feet high ; the spines
are strong and crooked ; the leaves are large,

angular, woolly, and armed with the like spines;
the flowers are produced in bunches from the
side of the stalks; they are of a pale blue colour,
and are succeeded by yellow fruit, the shape and
size of a Catherine Pear inverted. The plant is

annual here. It grows conunon in all the

West India Islands, where it is called Bachelor's
Pear.

The ninth has the stem shrubby, two or three
feet high, sending out several woody branches
armed v* ith short, strong, yellowish spines : the

leaves an inch and half long, and an inch broad,
woolly on both sides, and angularly indented,
armed with spines on both sides along the mid-
rib : the flowers come out in longish bunches from
the side of the stalks, and are blue : the berries

round, of a gold colour, as large as cherries. It

is a native of the East and West Indies.

The tenth species has the stem in a manner
shrubby, but yet annual : the leaves rugged,
scarcely tomeiitose, entire at the base^ sinuate;
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with sharpish angles, and spines on the midrib,

not at the sides : the racemes longer than the

leaves, loose, simple : the berries round, the

size of a large pea, yellow when ripe. It is a

native of Carolina, flowering in July.

The eleventh has a strong thick shrubby stalk,

which rises from two to three feet high, sending

out many short thick branches, closely armed
with short strong yellow spines on every side :

the leaves are about four inches long and two
broad; are cut almost to their midrib in obtuse

segments, which are opposite, regular, and
formed like winged leaves ; these segments have
several obtuse indentures on their edges ; are of

a dark green colour, and armed with the same
sort of spines as those on the stalks, on both
sides : the flowers come out in small bunches on
the side of the branches, are blue, appearing in

June and July, and are succeeded by round yel-

low berries, as large as walnuts. It grows na-
turally at the Cape of Good Hope.
The twelfth species has the stem tomentose,

ash-coloured, with thick straight short yellowish

prickles, tomentose except at the end: the leaves

ovate, shorter on one side of the base, tomen-
tose, thick, blunt ; the young ones pinnately

sinuate, whitish at the edge, having three

prickles on the rib : the petioles are prickly un-
derneath : the peduncles from the side of the

stem: the pu'imary pedicel with the calyx spiny, the

rest male and unarmed: the corolla, like that of

Borage, purplish-blue. It is a native of Palestine.

The thirteenth is well known for its tuberous

root : the stem from two to three feet in height,

succulent, somewhat angular, striated, slightly

hairy, frequently spotted with red, branched
;

the branches long and weak : the leaves inter-

ruptedly pinnate, having three or four pairs of
leaflets, with smaller ones between, and one at

the end larger than the rest ; the leaflets are

somewhat hairy, and dark green on the upper
surface : the flowers are either white or tinged

with pXirple ; or, according to Gerarde, of a

light purple, striped down the middle of every

fold or welt with a light show of yellowness :

the fruit is a round berrv, the size of a small

plum, green at first, but black when ripe, and
containing nianv small flat, roundish, white

seeds. It is probably a native of Peru.

The principal varieties may be distinguished

into two kinds—as the red-rooted and white-

rooted sorts ; the subvarieties of which are ex-
tremely numerous ; but for garden purposes the

following are the most useful :

The Ear'y Dwarf-red— the Round-red—the

Ob'ong-rcci—the Pale-red—the Blood-red—the

Ir.sh-ret', or Painted Lord—O.d Winter-red

—

Rough-red—and Smooth-red.

Early Forcing Potatoe—the Early Dwarf-
white— Rrown Early— Cumberland Early
Early Scot—Golden Dim—Early Champion

—

White Blossom—Manly White.
Kidney While and Red—Red-nosed—True

White— Flat White—Superfine White Early.
Cuhure.—The three first species, which are

annual, may be raised from seed, which should
be sown in the early Sj)ring on hot-beds moulded
over to the depth of six or seven inches with
light rich mould, in drills, or pots plunged into
the beds. When the plants come up, they
should be properly thinned, have a pretty free
admission of air, and occasional waterings; and
the Love Apple kinds, when they have atuined
some growth, as five or six inches, and the wea-
ther becomes settled warm, should be removed
into the open ground, planting them in a warm
sheltered border, placing them at a considerable
distance. Some may be trained against a south
fence to have the advantage of the full sun :

they should always be supported by some means
or other to show themselves, and ripen their
fruit. Si.t the egg plants should be pricked out
when a few inches \n height into another hot-
bed prepared for th i purpose, at the distance of
four or five inches ; and some n]ay be put in
separate pots and plunged in the bed, givino-
water and shade till they are fresh rooted : the
waterings should be duly repeated, and fresh air
freely admitted when the weather is fine : it

may also be requisite to remove them with balls
about their roots on to a third hot-bed in order
to have them very fine and strong : the frame
should be raised as they advance in growth, and
when the weather becomes fine and hot they
should be gradually hardened, and finally set out
in the pots, &c. where they are wanted.
The fourth sort may be increased by layers

and cuttings, which may be laid down or planted
out in the autumn or spring, where they will be
well rooted by the ft)llouing autumn, when ihev
may be taken oflT and removed into nursery-
rows, or where they are to grow.

The eight following sorts may be increased bv
seeds, which should be soan thnilv in rich li>rlit

earth in the parly spring in small pots, phincnnir
them in the hot- bed under frames and glasses^
watering them frequently, when the plants will
soon come up, admitting fresh air daily ; and
when the plants are about two inches high, they
should be pricked out upon another hot-bed,
giving water and shaile till they are fresh-rooted;
and some may be put into pots, plungim'- them
in the bed. As the warm weather advances, they
should be gradually hardened to the open air, so
•IS to be set out into it about the middle of the
summer.
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They sliould afterwards be managed as other

shrtil)by exotic greenhouse plants.

These plants are very ornamental among other

potted plants ; and the first is cultivated for the

fruit as a pickle : the fourth is also ornamental

in the borders, &c.
Culture in the Potatoe Kind.—The last sort is

highly valuable for its tubeious cseident root,

which is well known under the title of Potaloc.

These roots may be obtained for use plenti-

fully almost the year round : the early sorts

being planted forward in the spring;, often af-

ford tolerable crops fit to take up in June and

Jidy following, especially in rich warm grounds;

but the main crops are permitted lo continue

growing till autumn, as about the latter end of

October or beginning of November, when the

stalks or haulm begin to decay, when (he roots

will be arrived to full maturity; and being

then taken out of the ground, and housed in

some close dry apartment, keep in good per-

fection for eating all winter and spring, until

the arrival of the new crops in the following

summer.
All the varieties may be cultivated with suc-

cess in any open situation. They delight in a

moderately light dry soil and o]ien situation,

which should be enriched and rendered light

with dung.
The plants are increased by the root, either

whole or cut in pieces, each cutting forming a

proper set or plant : but they may likewise be

raised from seed to gain new varieties.

The general season for planting is from

about the midd e or the latter end of February

to the middle of April ; the early sorts, for for-

ward crops, being planted in ihe laiter end of

February or early in March, but for the general

crops, March, and the first fortnight in April,

is the most proper planting season, especially

in moist land, as, if planted earlier, and much
wet shou'd succeed, it won d rot the sets, more
particularly if cuttings ; though in cases of ne-

cessity, where the ground is not ready, they may
be planted anv time in April, or even in May,
and yield tolerable crops by October.

The sround should be dug over for the recep-

tion of the plants to one full spade deep.

. As to the planting, it may be perfoimed by

means of a dibble, by holeing in with a spade,

or drilling in with a hoe, bedding in, &c. in

rows two feet asunder, twelve or fifteen inches

distant in each row, and not more than four or

five inches deep.

Dilile-plmiting.—This is performed either

withacommon large garden dibble, blunted atthe

bottom, making holes about four or five inches

deep, at the distance before mentioned, drop-

pin^r one set in each hole as you go on, and
striking the earth over them.
The surfwre of the ground sliou!d afterwards

be raked ])erfectly even.

Di ili-planti/ig.— In this mode the drills may
be formed either with a larae hoe, two feet

asunder, and four or five inches deep, in which
drop the sets, a foot asunder, and cover them
in wiih the earth equally the depth of the drill.

Holing-in planting.—This is performed with

a spade. A man having a light handy spade,

and beginning at one end of the line, takes out

a spii of earth, forms a small aperture four or

five inches deep, another person directly follow-

ino; after drops a set in the hole, the earth of the

next spit immediately covers it up, and so on to

the end.

Furrow-planting.—This is performed by the

spade, bv turning over or taking out a spit of '

earth all along, putting in the dung, and then

dropping the sets in the furrow immediately

upon it, and with the next spit turning the earth

in upon the sets of the first; and in anotlier fur-

row, two feet from this, dropping another row of

sets, which are covered in as above, and so on till

the whole is finished.

Trenching-in.—This is sometimes practised in

light ground, and is effected as the person pro-

ceeds in digging or trenching the ground, being

treni hed in the common vvay, each trench two
spades wide, and one spade deep, placing one
row of potatoes in each trench : beginning at

one end of the ground, opening a trench the pro-

per width and depth, as above, then paring in

the top of the next trench deeply, putting it

with some good dung in the bottom of the first,

levelling it evenly, then digging along about

half the width of the next or second trench,

turning the earth into the first upon the dung,
only two or three inches in depth, and upon
which lay the polatoe-sets in a row along the

middle a foot or more asunder ; then digging

along the rest or whole width of the said second

trench a moderate spade deep, turning the earth

of it into the first trench, over the sets, three or

four inches deep; this done, dung the bottom of

the ojien trench, and proceed with the digging

and planting as before; and thus contnnie trench

and trench to the end.

Bedding-in.—This is sometimes done in low
weltish land, lor the sake of raising the beds,

and sinking the alleys deep enough to drain off

the too copious moisture, and is thus per-

formed : The ground is divided into four, five,

or six feet wide beds, with alleys two or three

feet wide between bed and bed ; and the beds

being dug, the potatoe sets are placed upon the

surface in rows lengthwise j and then the alleys
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dug out a spade deep, casting the earth over the

sets about three or four hiches thick ; or the

alleys may be first dug out to raise the beds, and

the sets then planted with a dibble in the com-

mon method : thus bv either of these methods,

in wet ground, the alleys being sunk, and the

beds raised, the alleys drain off the redundant

moisture, which might rot the sets before they

begin to sprout.

This method of planting is sometimes per-

formed on grass sward, marking out beds as

above, with alleys between of proportionable

width ; then, without digging the beds, the po-

tatoe sets are placed immediately upon the sward,

at proper distances; the alleys being then dug and

the spits turned grass-side downward upon the

beds over the sets, covering them the proper

depth as above, in which, if any additional depth
' is wanted, it may be supplied from the under

earth of the alleys ; and thus the sets being be-

tween two swards, grow, and often are pro-

ductive of very good crops if permitted to have

full growth.

In the after-management where weeds begin

to overrun the ground, two or three hoeings

should be given to kill thcin and loosen the sur-

face of the soil; and where the plants have

some growth, some hoe up a ridge of earth close

to each side of every row of plants in the first

or second hoeing, to strengthen their growth

more effectually, and render them more prolific,

as the bottom of the stalks so landed up gene-

rally emitting roots in the earth that become

productive of potatoes the same as the principal

roots.

In October, when the potatoes are full grown,

they should be wholly taken up before they are

attacked by frost, and deposited in some dry

apartment for keeping : some may however be

taken up before for occasional use : this business

is usually performed by a three-pronged fork.

Wheii it is intended to raise new varieties from

seed, some of the first-flowering plants should

be marked, the seed should be gathered in au-

tumn when full ripe, and in the March or April

following sown in some light soil, in an open

situation, in shallow drills, a foot asunder; and

when the plants come up, they should be kept

clear from weeds till autumn, when, about the

end of October or beginning of November, the

roots may be taken up, selecting the finest and

largest, which preserve in sand till spring ; then

plant them in the common way, and by autumn
following they will have made proper increase,

and attain full perfection; when their properties

niust hv determined.

SOLDANELLA, a genus containing a plant

of the low bt.rbae.cous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
]\lo>iog7/!iia, and ranks In the natural order of
Precice.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, straight, permanent ; segments
lanceolate: the corolla one-petalled, bell-shaped,

widening gradually, straiglii : mouth torn into

many clefts, acute : the stamina have five awl-

shaped filaments, anthers simple, sagittate : the

pistillum is a roundish germ: style filiform,

length of the corolla, permanent: stigma simple:

the periearpium is an oblong capsule, round,
obliquely striated, one-celled, opening by a
many-toothed top : the seeds numerous, acumi-
nate, very small : the receptacle columnar, free.

The species is S. alpina, Alpine Soldanella.

It has a perennial fibrous root: the leaves al-

most kidney-shaped, about three quarters of an
inch over each way, of a dark green colour, on
long footstalks : among these arises a naked
flowerstalk or scape, about four inches long,

sustaining at the top two small open bell-shaped

flowers, with the brim cut into many fine seg-
ments like a fringe : the most frequent colour is

blue, but it is sometimes snow-while. It flow-

ers in April, and the seeds ripen in July. It is a

native of the Alps.

There is a variety which has all the parts

smaller ; the petiole is shorter and more slender,

and the leaves are not so much rounded, but
gradually widen from the petiole.

Culture.—This is increased by jiarting the

roots in the autumn about September, planting

them in pots or in a cool shady situation, where
the soil is of a moist loamy kind, being fre-

quently watered when the season is dry, and
kept from the sun.

The seeds soon after they become ripe may also

be sown in pots or boxes filkd with the above
sort of mould, being placed in the shade, and
frequently watered. The plants rise in the

spring, and in the autumn following should be
removed into separate pots, to have the protec-

tion of a frame in winter. They succeed best

in a northern aspect.

These plants ati'ord variety among other pot-

ted |)lants.

SOLDIER-WOOD. See Mimosa,
SOLIDAGO, a genus containing plants of

the tall, herbaceous, flowering, perennial kind.

It belongs to the clas.s and order Sijngencsia

Poli/gam'ni Superjiiui, and ranks in the natural

order of Compnsitce Discoidc(e.

The characters are ; that the calvx is oblonc,

imbricate, common : scales oblong, narrow,
acuminate, straight, converging : the corolla

is compound radiate : corollets hermaphrodite
tubular, very many, in the disk :—female ligu-
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late, fewer than ton, (commonly five) in the

ray: proper of llie lic-nriaphrodiie fLiiintl-lorni,

wiili a fivt'-ck-ft, patulous border :— iciiiale lion-

late, lanrcnlatc, ilirce toctlicd : the stamina in

tiie hermaphrodites : filaments five, capillary,

verv short: anthers cylindiical, tubular: the

pistillum ill the iicrmaphrodites : germ oblong :

stvic filiform, length of the stamens : stigma

bifid, sprearling:— in the fema'cs: germ oblong:
stvle fi ilorm, length of the hermaiilirodile :

stigmas two, revo'ule : there is no pericarpium :

calvx scarcely changed: the seeds in the herma-
phrodites solitary, obovale-ob!ong: secd-dowii

capillary :—in the females very like the others :

the receptacle flattish, naked.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. Virgaiirea,

Common Golden-rod ; 2. S. Caiiadevsis, Cana-
dian Golden-rod ; 3. S. allisstma, Tall Golden-
rod ; 4. S. Mexicana, Mexican Golden-rod

;

3. S. vim'mea, Twigiry Golden-rod ; 6. ,S'. hico-

lor, Two-coloured Golden-rod ; 7 • S. rigiila,

Hard-leaved Golden-rod; 8. S.cceda, Maryland
Golden-rod; 9. S.Jlcxicmdis, Crooked-stalked

Golden-rod ; 10. S.sempervirens, Narrow-leaved
Evergreen Golden-rod.

The first has a perennial root, of long simple

fibres : the stem very various in height, from
ten inches to three feet, commonly branching
into a panicle, more or less flexuose, never en-

tirely stiff and straight, leafv, angular, striated,

a little downy ; at the base round and often

purple : the leaves elliptic-lanceolate, somewhat
rugged, and stifFish ; those next the root wider,

on longer petioles, and more widely serrate
;

stem-leaves for the most part indistinctly cre-

iiate-serrate, sometimes almost quite entire,

varying in size, often recurved; the upper ones
gradually diminishing into lanceolate downy
bractes : all somewhat hairy, or covered with
short stiff down, paler underneath; footstalks

winged : the flowers in terminating and axillary

erect clusters or corymbs, forming a dense leafy

pubescent panicle, which varies extremely as to

luxuriance and number of flowers ; in a barren

«oil and on mountains being shorter, more dense
and less compound. They are of a golden colour.

It is a native of Europe, Siberia, and Japan, flow-

ering from July to September. It has sometimes
the names of Wound-wort and Aaron's rod.

There are several varieties; as the purple-

stalked broad-leaved, which has the stalks stiff,

purplish brown, two feet high : the panicles

axillary and terminating; each flower on a long
slender footstalk, pale yellow, appearing at the

beginning of August : the leaves lanceolate,

almost four inches long, and a quarter of an inch
broad, deeply serrate, pale green beneath.

The Common Golden-rod, which has the lower
leaves ovate-lanccoiatc, two inches long and an
Vol. IE

inch broad, slightly serrate, on pretty long foot-
stalks : the stems slender, a fool and halt liigh;
with small, narrow, entire, sessile leaves : Uie
flowers in panicled bunches, clustered together,
fornnng a thick erect spike, appearing in Au-
gust and September. The nanow-Icaved, which
has the stalk round, smooth, a foot and half
high : the leaves narrow- lanceolate, an inch and
quarter long, and an eighth of an inch broad,
almost c-ntiie, sessile: the flowers in small
clustered bunches from the axils, to which they
sit very close; and the stalk is terminated by a
roundish bunch. 'J'heDwarf Golden-rod, which
has the lower leaves indented : the stalk seldom
more than a foot high, branching out almost
from the bottom : the branches rerminated In-

short, clustered, erect spikes : the leaves on the
stem and branches very narrow, acute-pointed
and entire. The Welch Golden-rod, which has
the lower leaves narrow-lanceolate, an inch and
half long, and a quarter of an inch broad,
s;nooth, slightly serrate, a little hoary on the
under side : the stalk about six inches high, with
the same sort of leaves on it, only smaller : the
flowers in roundish clustered terminating spikes,
much larger than those of the common sort, and
appearing five or six weeks earlier in the season.
The second species has the stalks round,

smooth, and two feet high ; the leaves narrow
and rough, with three longitudinal veins, two
inches and a half long, and a quarter of an inch
broad in the middle, sessile, ending in acute
points, and having sometimes a few slight ser-
ratures : the flowers in a roundish terminatini^
panicle, the lower spikes of which are reflexed^
but those at the top erect and joined very close.
These appear in July. It is a native of Canada,
The third has the stems numerous, straio-ht,

rigid, from three to four feet and a half htgh,
the thickness of a straw or more at the base,
round, slightly streaked, hirsute, clothed from
top to bottom at short distances with leaves,
which are widish, oblong, pointed, rough, at
their upper and lower parts thinly crenate, in
the middle serrate, the serratures minutely cre-
nate

; those on the upper branches not serrate,
but only minutely crenate ; they are green on
both sides, with a few oblique veins, and are
hairy along the nerve and veins at the back, but
without hairs every where else: the flowers very
many, on the upper branches, in long rod-like
spikes, somewhat reflexed, having four, five, or
SIX florets in the ray: they appearIn August and
September. It is' a native of New England,
Virginia, and Carolina.

There are several varieties ; as the Tallest
Golden-rod— the Hairy Golden-rod—the Re-
curved Golden-rod—the Virginia Golden-rod.
The fourth species has oblique stalks, a foot
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and half high, smooth, with a brown bark : the

leaves smooth, spear-shaped, entire, three inches

long, and three quarters of an inch broad : the

flowers come out on branching footstalks on the

side of the stalks, are ranged on one side, and

have a few small leaves under the flowers, which

appear at the end of August. It is a native of

North America.

The fifth has smooth erect stalks, a foot and

half high: the leaves narrow, smooth, entire,

dark green : the flowers in close compact pa-

nicles'at the top of the stalk ; spikes short, clus-

tered : the flowers large, bright yellow, appearing

m September. It is a native ofNorth America.

The sixth species has the lower leaves oval,

six inches long, and three broad, ending in acute

points, serrate^ having several strong longitudi-

nal veins on long footstalks which have leafy

borders or wings : the stalks a foot and half

high, branching out almost from the bottom,

garnished wil,h small, spear-shaped, entire

leaves: the braAches grow erect, are closely fur-

nished with sinall leaves below, and are ter-

minated by short close spikes of white flowers
;

or rather, having a yellow disk and a white ray,

in close racemes. It is a native of North Ame-
rica, flowering in September.

The seventh has the stalks two feet high : the

lower leaves ovate, stiff", smooth and entire, four

inches long, and two inches and a half broad,

on footstalks four inches in length ; those on

the upper part of the stalk are spear-shaped,

entire, and embrace the stalk half round : the

flowers in loose, spreading, terminating panicles

;

spikes short, clustered, bright yellow, appearing

in August. It is a native of New England.

The eighth species has the stalk slender,

smooth, a foot and half high : the leaves nar-

row-spearshaped, two inches long, and half an

inch broad, indented on their edges, and ending

in acute points : the flowers in a loose ter-

minating panicle, with the spikes closer and

thicker towards the top. It is a native of Mary-

land, flowering in September.

The ninth has the lower leaves four inches long,

and almost two broad; their footstalks two inches

long, having a membrane or wing on each side:

the stalk riscri two feet high ; they are slender,

smooth, and of a light purple colour : the leaves

ovate-lanceolate, indented, near two inches long,

and three quarters of an inch broad, of a pale

green on their under side : the flowers are pro-

duced in short bunches from the axils almost

the whole length ; the lower spikes are an inch

long, but the upper ones are almost round : the

flowers are of a brimstone colour, and appear

late in August. It is a native of Canada.

The tenth species is remarkable for its red

stalk J
higher than a man, with very smooth and

somewhat fleshy leaves, a little rugged at the

edge, continuing the whole winter ; it flowers

very late, so that in the Northern countries the

frost conmionly prevents them from opening.

It is a native of North America.

Culture.—These plants are all readily in-

creased by slipping or parting the roots, and
planting them out in the autumn or winter

soon after their stems decay, or very early in the

spring before they begin to shoot ; but the

former is the better season, in the places where
they are to grow : they succeed in almost any
soil or situation, and afterwards require only to

be kept clean from weeds, and to have the de-

cayed stems cut down when they begin to decay

in the autumn. When they have increased con-
siderably in the roots, they should alv\ays be slip-

ped as above.

In planting out they require much room, as

they spread considerably.

They afi"ord considerable variety and ornament
in larger borders and clumps.

SOLOMON'S SEAL. See Convallaria.
SOPEBERHY. See Sapindus.
SOPEWORT. See Saponaria.
SOPHORA, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous, flowery, perennial, and shrubby
exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria
Monogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Papilionacece or Leguminosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, short, bell-shaped, gibbous at

the base above : mouth five-ioothed, oblique,

obtuse: the corolla papilionaceous, five-petalled:

standard oblong, gradually wider, straight, re-

flexed at the sides : wings two, oblong, appen-
dicled at the base, length of the standard : keel

two-petalled, with the petals conformable to the

wings, the lower margins approximating and
boat-shaped : the stamina have ten filaments,

distinct, parallel, awl-shapcd, length of the

corolla within the keel : anthers very small, ri-

sing : the pistiilum is an oblong germ, cylindrical

;

style size and situation of the stamens : stigma

obtuse : the pericarpinm is a legume very long,

slender, one-celled, kn<3bbed at the seeds : the

seeds very many, roundish.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. leiraptera.

Wing-podded Sophora ; 2. S. microplujUa,

Small-leaved Shrubby Sophora; 3. S. a/opecu-

roides, Fox-tail Sophora; 4. S. auslraUs, Blue

Sophora; 5. S. liiicloria, Dyer's Sophora; 6. S.

alba, White Sophora ;
"] . S. tojitentosa. Downy

Sophora; 8. S.occideiitalis, Occidental Sophora;

9. S. japovica, Shining-leaved Sophora; 10. S.

captnsis, Vetch-leaved Sophora; 11. S. aureUy

Golden-flowered Sophora; \-2. S. myitillifalia,

Kound-leaved Sophora.
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The first is a magnificent tree, displaying its

pendulous branches of large golden fioweis in

May and June. It is a native of New Zealand,

The second species is a smooth tree, with

small leaves almost wedge-shaped; the flowers

large and yellow ; the legume compressed, toru-

lose, flat at the back and belly, keeled at the

sides with longitudinal membranes. It is a na-

tive of New Zealand, flowering in May and June.

The third has a perennial creeping root, from
which arise several erect stalks from three to four

feet high: the leaves unequally pinnate: the

flowers pale blue and small, in long axillary spikes

standing erect close to the stalk: they smell

sweet. It is a native of the Levant, flowering

in July and August.
Ihe fourth species has a herbaceous stem,

most commonlv decumlient : the leaves cuneale-

obloug, smooth, yellowish green ; the stipules

«nsiform, longer than the shortest petiole; the

flowers are blue. It is a native of Carolina,

flowering in June and July.

The tiflh has a perennial root, from which
arise several stalks about a foot and half high,

sending out from the bottom a great number of

small branches : the flowers come out towards

the end of the branches in short spikes; are

yellow and appear in July. It is a native of

Barbadoes and Virginia.

The sixth species has the! stem even, high,

dark purple : the leaves, like those of Laburnum,
even, elliptic, smooth on boih sides, an inch

and half long: the stipules scarcely any: the

raceme a foot long, pendulous : the flowers

white, the size of those of Laburnum. It flowers

in June, and is a native of Virginia and Carolina.

The seventh species has a downy stem, six or

seven feet high: the leaves unequally pinnate,

composed of five or six pairs of leaflets: the flowers

in shore loose axillary spikes, large and yellow, not

unlike those of Spanish Broom, void of scent;

the pods larger, woolly, five or six inches long,

having four or five large swellings, in each of

which is a roundish brown seed as big as a pea.

It is a native of Ceylon.
The eighth is a shrub, with a round hoary-

pubescent stem, and round spreading subtomen-
tose branches, six or seven feet in height : the

leaves on alternate, long, spreading, round,

hoary petioles, thickened at the base: leaflets

opposite, mostly six-paired with an odd one,

entire, flat, hoary, white tomentose beneath,

on short round petioles : the flowers in a sort of

spike : the peduncle terminating, erect, a foot

long, simjile, round, many-flowered : flowers

close, biggish, peduncled, yellow. It isanativeof

the West-Indies; flowers there in May and June.
The ninth species has the branches round,

even, purplish : the leaves alternate, unequally

pinnate : leaflets subopposite, on very short pc \

tioles, oblong, blunt with a point, quite entire,

glaucous beneath, smooth, spreading an inch
long: the flowers on panicled racemed branch-
lets, of a white colour. It is a native of Japan.
The tenth is a tender pubescent shrub, when

more advanced in its wild state naked : the
leaves alternate, unequally pinnate: leaflets

twenty-three, narrow-lanceolate, equal, quite
entire, shining above, subtomentose beneath

:

the raceme terminating, composed of white re-

curved flowers. It is a native of the Cape.
The eleventh species is a shrub the height of

a man: the root has the smell and taste of li-

quorice : the stem upright, round, tubercled,

gray : branches alternate, spreading, like the
stem : the leaves alternate, unequally pinnate,
spreading, eight inches long : petioles round oii

one side, channelled on the other, pubescent:
the leaflets from twelve to fifteen pairs, opposite,
on short petioles, those of the outmost longer,
quite entire, one-nerved, bright green, paler

beneath, spreading very much, flat : the stipules

linear, acute, pubescent, brownish, erect, per-
manent: the racemes axillary, solitary, pedun-
cled, spreading, bracted, pubescent, four or five

inches long : the flowers alternate, nodding,
yellow, eight or nine lines in length, on round
pedicels jointed at the top. It is a native of
Africa, and flowers there in July.

The twelfth has a shrubby, round, leafv, even
stem : the branches almost nprioht, tomentose,
somewhat angular towards their tops : the leaves

scattered, on short petioles, ten lines long, and
four broad, quite entire, rounded at the end with
a refle.xed point, grooved above and keeled be-
neath, coriaceous. On each side of the petiole

an awl-shaped tomentose stipule, twice as long
as the petiole : the flowers towards the end of
the branches from the axils of the leaves, soli-

tary, on peduncles the length of the adjacent
leaf, white-tomentose; seldom two-flowered.
It is a native of the Cape, flowering from No-
vember to January.

Culture.—The first iive sorts are hardy, and
may be increased by seeds or parting the roots.

Tlie seeds should be sown in the spring in

pots of fine mould, and when the plants are come
np they should be removed into separate pots,

till they have obtained sufficient strength, when
they may be planted out where they are to grow.
The roots may likewise, in many of the sorts,

be parted at the same season and planted in pots,

or where they are to remain.
The first and second sorts may also be raised

from cuttings and layers, planted or laid down
at the same season. These, when planted against

a wall, so as to be protected from frost in winter,

succeed very well.
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All the other sorts are tender, and require the

hot-house or stove. They are increased by
sovingthe seed in the early spring, in pots filled

vith fine mellow light nioidd, and plunged in

the hot-bed under glasses, or in the bark-bed.

When the plants have advanced a little in

growth, they should be removed into separate

pots, filled with soft loamy mould, being well

watered and replungcd in the bark-bed till f'resli

rooted ; being afterwards managed as other exotic

Stove plants, with but little water. They like-

wise sometimes succeed by layers and cuttings,

treated in the same manner.
The first sorts afford variety in the borders

and among potted plants, and the latter in stove

collections.

SORB TREE. See Sorbus Domestica.
SORBUS, a genus containing plants of the

ornamental tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Icosandiia

Trisynia, and ranks in the natural order of Po-
macece.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, concave-spreading, five-cleft,

permanent : the corolla has five petals, roundish,

concave, inserted into the caly.x : the stamina

have twenty awl-shaped filaments, inserted into

the caly.x : anthers roundish : the pistillum is an

inferior germ: styles three, filiform, erect:

stigmas headed : the pericarpium is a soft globu-

lar berry, umbilicate: the seeds three, somewhat
cblong, distinct, cartilaginous.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. ana/paria,

Mountain Service, Mountain Ash, Quicken
Tree, Roan Tree : 2. S. domestica, True Service

or Sorb ; 3. S. hyhrida. Bastard Service, or

Mountain Ash.
The first is an elegant tree, of slow growth

;

the wood tough and close-grained, not very

hard; the bark smooth and gray; the young
branches purplish brown : the leaves unequally

pinnate: leaflets (five, six, seven or eight pairs)

serrate except at the base, smooth above, and

nearly so beneath, except a few fine scattered

hairs; their under side is also glaucous : they

are sessile, lanceolate ; the middle ones longest,

and the odd one is rather oblong-ovaie : the

midrib is channelled; and often purple. And,
according to Miller, the leaves on the young
trees in the spring are hoary on their under side,

but about midsummer the hoariness goes off,

and those upon the older branches have very

little at any season : the flowers are in large,

terminating, pubescent corymbs, very much
branched : the fruit bright red or scarlet when
ripe, nearly round, the size of a large pea,

juicy, with an astringencv. It is a native of the

colder parts of Europe, &c.

The leaves make a pretty variety when mixed

with other trees in plantations : it is also hand-
some when in flower, and in the autunm, when in

fruit ; but the blackbirds and thrushes are so fond
of it, that they devour it before it is well ripe.

The second species is a tree of a middlinu"

size, not unlike the first, of very slow growth,
not flowering till it arrives at a great age ; the

wood is very hard : the leaves alternate, com-
posed of from six or seven to nine pairs of op-
posite, sessile, ovate or oblong, equal leaflets,

with a terminating one of the same size ; all en-
tire at the base, serrate from about half way to

the end, smooth above, downv beneath, but
that downiness goes off towards autumn: the
flowers in terminating panicles, subcorynibed,
tomentose ; the fruit pear-shaped, reddish and
spotted, extremely austere, and not eatable till

it is quite mellowed by frost or time, when it

becomes brown and verv soft. It is a native of
the warmer parts of Europe, flowering in IVlay.

There are varieties in the fruit: as with apple
shaped fruit ; with pear-shaped fruit ; with oval

fruit; with turbinated fruit; and with compressed
fruit.

The third is a middle-sized tree : the leaves

lobed in front, pinnate at the base, serrate,

wiihoul any stipules, smooth above, white-to-

mentose beneath : the corymbs terminating,

tomentose, many-flowered : the flowers white

:

the styles three, or sometimes two only : the

fruit as in the first, but a little larger.

Culture.—These plants are all capable of being
raised from sesd, and also by layers; but the first

is the best method.

The seeds, when well ripened in the autumn,
should be sown on small beds of light fine

ground in the nursery, either in drills or over the

surface, covering them in to the depth of about an

inch. When the plants rise in the following or

second spring, they should be kept clear from
weeds, and w hen of a year's growth, be planted

out in nursery-rows, to remain till of a proper

size for planting out.

The second sort is sometimes sown in large

pots and forwarded in a hot-bed, so as to be

sooner fit for planting out in nursery-rows.

In the layer method, some of the best trees

should be cut down near to tlie ground while

yoimg, by which young shoots will be sent off,

which should be laid down in the usual way in,

the autumn or spring season, where they readily

strike root, and become proper for being planted

out in nurserv-rows in one year. In order to

continue any particular variety, this method
must constantly be adopted.

In cultivating the second sort for the purpose

of fruit, the best meihod is by grafting or bud-

ding upon stocks of any of the sorts raised as

above, or upon pear stocks.
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Tliese tvtfcs in rearing should be trained for

standards, each with a single upright stem, in

the nurserv, till from three to six or eight feet

higii, when tliey are proper for any plantation,

and may be transplanted as required.

They may be introduced in any large shrub-

bery or other ornamental plantation, and in

those of forest-trees. Some of the domestic

Services may also be introduced as fruit-trees in

gardens and orciiards, principally as standards,

b'.it occasionally in espaliers, &c. in both of

which they should be planted and managed as

apple- and pear-lrces, pernniting the slandarils

to shoot freely above into full heads; the others

being regulated aceoiding to their order of

trainmg. They will produce plentilul crops of

fruit annually, alter some tln)e, to gather in

autumn. In gathering of which for the table,

it is proper to lay some in the fruitery, &c. a

little lime, to mellow, become soft and tender,

in which state it is eatable, and of an agreeable

taste and flavour.

SOKHEL. See Rumex.
SOHREL TREE. See Andromeda and.

Rumex.
SOUR GOURD. See Adansonia.
SOUR SOP. See Annona.
SOUTHERNWOOD. See Artemisia,
SOUTH-SEA TEA. See Ilex.

SOW-BR^AD. See Cyclament.
SPANISH BROOM. See Spartium.
SPANISH ELM. See Cordia.
SPANISH POTATOES. See Convolvulus.
SOUP HERBS, such as are made use of in

soups and other ( nhnary preparations. Various

sorts of herbaceous vegetables are in estimation

for this purpose, a list of which may be useful

in assisting the mcmorv in furnishing the garden

with the- proper sorts; but under the denomina-
tion of Soup Herbs, all the sorts of Pot-herbs

used occasionally in soups and broths, &c. are

included, as well as several sorts used as Salad-

herbs.

The princpal sorts are; Celery, Endive, Leeks,

Lettuce, Spinach, Green and White Beet, Chard
Beet, Oraeti, Borage, Bugloss, Burnet, Chervil,

Sorrel, Parsley, Coriander, Pot-RIarigold,

Thyme, Winter Savory, Summer Savory, Pot

or Winter Marjoram, Sweet Marjoram, Spcar-

Mint, Tarragon, Basil, Love-Apple or Toma-
toes^

In all of which, except the Marigold and
Love-Apple, the leaves are the only useful parts;

but in the Marigold the flowers are the only part

used, and in the Love-Apple the fruit. All the

sorts, except the last two, (Basil and Love-
Apple) are of a hardy temperature, and may be

easily raised in the natural ground ; and the

greater part are biennials and annuals, that re-

quire to be raised from seed every year; but the
Thyme, Winter Savory, Pot or VVinter Marjo-
ram, Sorrel, Mint, Burnet, and Tarragon, are

perennials of many years' duration, being raised

in some sorts both by seeds and sli])s,"but in

others principally by slips; and tiie Basil and
Love-Apple, being tender annuals, require to

be raised from seed in a hot-bed. See the Cul-
tures of the different sorts.

SOWING OF SEEDS, the practice of putting
seeds into the ground ; in which diflcrent me-
thods arc made use of, according to ine sorts : as

Broad-cast sowing anJ raking-in, Drill-sovvinc,

Beddlns;-in sowinsc, &c.
The first is the most common and expeditions

method of sowing, both for many of the princi-

pal crops to remain, and for transplantation;

and is performed by sowing the seed with a
spreading cast evenly all over the surface of the

ground, either in one continued plat or divided

into beds, which is immediately raked with a
large rake to bury all the seeds a due depth in.

the earth, some requiring to be raked in as light

as possible, others half an inch or an inch or
more deep, according to their sizes, &c.

In preparing for this method of sowing;, the
ground is previously dug over in the common
way, making the surface level with the spade as

the work proceeds, and, according to the nature
of the seed, sowing it as soon as possible after-

ward-.

This sort of sowing should generally be per-
formed in dry weather, particularly the early

sowings in winter and spring; but in hot
weather, in summer and autunai, it may often-

be eligible to take advantage of sowing inmie-
diately alter a shower or moderate rain.

As to the sowing the seed in the Broad-
cast way, it is cfTected occasionally both with
an open and locked hand. In the former
case, it is performed by delivering the seeds

with an open hand, and broad-spreading cast,

as practised in soumg C(nn in the open lieids,.

previously stepping out the ground in breaks, or
certain widths, as a guide to sow with the greater

regulaiily; proceeding with the sowing along
each space with a reiiiilar steii and cast, oivniir111 "DO
the hand a proper sweeping cant forward, fully

expanded at the delivery of the seeds, making,
them spread abroad evenly in every part; and
thus proceeding up one space and down another
till linished ; which method is practised in large

kitchen grounds in sowing any considerable-

space in one continued plat.

But the latter is practised occasionally, both
in sowing large continued plats of ground, and-

narrow bed.s, &c. but more generally die latter;,

especially when intended sowing them bed and
bed separately, or on narrow borders, and other
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small plats of ground, commonly sowing or de-

livering the seeds with a locked or close hand,

dis'jhars'inc; them from between the fore-finger

and thumb, opening or pmching the thumb
more or less, according to the size and nature

of the seeds and thickness they require to be

sown, eiving the hand a sort of jerking turn,

or cant forward, at the delivery, to cause the

seeds to spread regularly.

As soon as the seeds are sown they should be

directly raked in, before the surface of the ground

is rendered either too dry by the sun or wind, or

made too wet by rain, in a regular and even man-
ner, so as to bury them snfFicienllv according to

their kinds, all large stones, lumpy clods, and
rubbish being cleared ofl"; smaller or larger rakes

being used, as they may be necessary. See Rake.
But previous to the raking in the seeds sown

on the general surface in one continued space,

where the ground is loose, light, and dry, and in

a dry season, it is sometimes the practice, after

sowing, to tread them in evenly by treading the

ground all over lightly and regularly with the feet.

It is also sometimes proper to pare up the loose

earth of the alleys an inch or two deep, and
spread it thinly over the surface. The work of

treading in the seeds is performed with the feet

nearly close together, taking short regular steps,

treading the surface all over, once in a place,

with but small spaces between the steppings.

But in extensive market kitchen-gardens,

where large tracts of ground are sown at once,

instead of raking in the seed, they, for the sake

of expedition and cheapness, have light short-

tincd harrows to draw with men, with which
they harrow in the seeds; and sometimes in

light dry ground, and a dry surface, they after-

w^ards roll the ground with alight wooden roller,

to close and smooth the surface over the seeds

more effectually, performing it when the surface

is a little dried so as not to adhere to the roller.

And in large garden-farms in fields, where they

conmionly plough and harrow the ground for

the reception of the seeds, they ]iractise only

the Broad-cast sowing in continued tracts for al-

•must all their esculent seeds, except peas, beans,

and kidney-beans ; the ground being prepared

by ploughing, and afterwards rough-barrowed,

to sn)0()lh the surface moderately, the seeds

being then sown in the spreading open-banded
manner, and harrowed in either with a light

bhort-toothed horse-harrow, or by men for par-

ticular crops; when, if very dry weather, they

roll the surface afterwards with a wooden roller,

drawn bv horses, &c. to smooth the surface.

The second method of sowing is necessary

for many sorts of seeds, both esculent, flower,

tree and shrub kinds in the nursery, both for

the plants to remain where sown, and for

transplantation, which is performed in drills

from a quarter or half an inch, to two or three

inches deep, according to the sizes and sorts

of seeds, which being sown evenly along the
bottom of the drill, the earth is drawn evenly
over them with a hoe or rake, the depths as

above, and the surface lightly raked smooth.
This mode is always proper for large kinds of
seeds, such as peas, beans, kidney-beans, and
many large kinds of tree and shrub seeds, nuts,
and berries ; it being not only the most ready
method of conmiitting those large seeds to the
ground the proper depth, but, by being in rows
at adistance, best suits the natureof the growth of
these sorts of plants and their methods of cul-
ture. Many kinds of small seeds arc also the
most conveniently sown and cultivated in drills;

such as se\eral of the kitchen-garden plants, as

parsley, chervil, coriander, all the sorts of
small-salading, and sometimes spinach, beet,

&c. also some of the aromatics, when designed
as eilgings; and also occasionally In rows in beds,
both to remain and for transplanting, such as

thyme, savory, hyssop, Sec. likewise many
sorts of flower-seeds for transplantation, and
sometimes to remain. It is performed by drawing
the drills with a common drawing-hoe, larger

or smaller, in proportion to the sorts of seeds
to be sown, setting a line as a guide to draw the
drills straight by, which are drawn of different

depths, as the sorts and sizes of the seeds may
require, and at proportionable distances, from
three or four inches to as many feet, accordino-

to the nature of the plants. Sometimes, when
very small drills are required for fine or small
seeds, to be sown in a bed, border, or hot-bed,
it is done with the end of the finger, or with the
end of a small flat stick.

The seeds should in general "be sown and
covered in directly, if the ground is dry and in
good order; but if the soil is wet, especially at

an early season, it may be proper to suffer the
drills to lie open exposed to the suir and air an
bour or two, or more, to dry a little, particularly

for tender seeds in early sowings, in the full

ground. The sowing in the drills is performed
for the most part with a locked or close hand,
discharging the seeds from between the fore-

finger and thumb, scattering them evenlv alojtg

the bottom of the drill, some sorts requiriu"' to

be sown thinly just along the middle, such as in

the angular dulls drawn corner-w.ays of thcTioc,
for peas and many other larger seeds ; also some-
times for smaller seeds when intended ibr

edgings
; but in the shallow ffat-bottomed drills,

it is generally intended for the seeds to be scat-

tered evenly the whole width of the drill, thicker
or thinner, according to the nature of growth of
their Teskpectivc -plants.
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The work of covering or turning in the earth

in the drills over the seeds, may be performed

occasionally both with the rake, hoe, and feet

;

but the rake or hoe is the most proper for ge-

neral practice for all smaller seeds, drawing the

earth evenly into the drills a regular depth

fully to the depth of the drill, whether deep

or shallow : however, peas, beans, kidney-

beans, and such-like larger seeds in large drills

at wide distances, are often covered in with

the feet, by slipping them lightly along each

side of the drill alternately, turning the earth

evenly in over the seeds ; the' surface being

then lightly trimmed along with the rake, to

smooth It and clear off large stones, &c.

In the last method, the ground being dug and

formed into four or five feet-wide beds, with

alleys a spade's width or more between bed and

bed, and the earth drawn off the top of the

bed with a rake or spade half an inch or an inch

or more deep into the alley, the seed is sown all

over the surface of the bed ; which done, the

earth in the alley is immediately, either with a

rake, drawn spreadingly upon the bed again over

the seeds the same depth, or spread over with a

spade, and the surface raked smooth and even in

a similar manner.

It is often practised in the nurseries, especially

in sowing some large sorts of seeds, as well as

others, but not very frequently in kitchen-gar-

dens. It is not so expeditious as the Broad-cast

sowing, but is very proper for many sorts of

small seeds, and many sorts of the tree and

shfub kind, being a very regular method of sow-

ing so as to cover all the seeds an equal depth,

and is performed two or three different ways
;

such as by ihe rake, by the spade, and by sifting.

It is also sometimes performed with the rake

and spade together, particularly when intended

to sow any large seeds a good depth, using the

rake to shove or rake the earth from off the bed

into the alleys ; or if it cannot be conveniently

performed with the rake a proper depth, it is

effected with the spade, trimming or paring the

earth evenly off the surface into the alleys ; then

sowing the seeds all over the surface; and if

they are of the larger berry, nut, or stone kind,

or any other large seed, previous to covering

them, pressing or patting them all evenly down
into the earth with the back of the spade ; and

then, either with the rake or spade, spreading

the earth out of the alleys evenly over them

;

though if it is a deep covering, especially when
taken off' with the spade, it is most eligible to

use the same implement in returning it, being

careful to spread it evenly, to cover the seeds all

equally a proper depthj smoothing the surface

with the rake.

1

Another method sometimes practised with

large seeds is, that when the ground is laid out in

beds unraked, the seed is sown on the surface,

and with a rake stricken a little into the earth,

then with the spade paring the alley, and casting

the earth evenly over the bed, half an inch, or

an inch or more deep, as may be required,

raking the surface even. This is also sometimes
practised in wettish ground, at an early season,

when it does not readily admit of treading or

raking. And by deepening the alleys, and raising

the beds, it drains the moisture from the surface.

The method by sifting is sometimes practised

for several small or light seeds of a more delicate

nature, that require a very light covering of

earth when sown ; as in order to cover them as

shallow as possible, it is done by sifting fine

earth over them out of a wire or chip sieve.

Before the seed is sown, the surface of the bed,

Stc. is raked fine ; then the earth thinly shoved

off the surface of the bed with the back of the

rake into the alley, making the surface as smooth
as possible, and then sowing the seed, smooth-
ing it down lightly with the spade, and sifting

the earth in the alley evenly over it, to a suitable

thickness, as half a quarter or a quarter of an
inch deep ; or sometimes the surface is only-

raked as smooth as possible, without drawing
off the earth, or sometimes lightly smoothed
with the back of the spade, then sowing the

seed, and letting some loose fine earth from the

alley, or some brought for the purpose, be sifted

thinly over it.

The modes of sowing the different sorts of

seed crops are more fully explained under their

respective heads.

SPADE, an useful garden implement, used

for digging and preparing the soil for the re-

ception of all sorls of seeds and plants.

There are several sorts and sizes of spades oc-
casionally employed, though the common large

digging spade is, in most places, almost com-
monly used for all kinds of digging and spade-

work, which, however, in many instances,cannot
be so conveniently used as a middling or small .

spade; it is therefore eligible for every garden
to be furnished with three different sizes of

.

spades, to suit every department of gardening
the more commodiously ; such as the common
Large digging Spade, for all common digging
and spade-work ; a Middling, and a Small Spade
for digging particular narrow compartments,
and between small plants closely placed in beds
and borders, &c.
The first sort is usually from fourteen to

fifteen inches long in the plate, and nine broad,
narrowing gradually half an inch or an inch
less at the bottom.
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The second sort kIiouIJ be about a foot long

in the plate, and seven or eight inches broad.

The Small Spade, which is about eight or

nine inches long in the plate, and five wide, is

convenient in p'jinting up or sliglit digging, and
in fresh loosening the surface between close-

placed small plants, in beds and borders, he.

where neither of the two former spades can be

readily introduced: it is also useful in planting

and potting many sorts of small plants, taking

up small roots, and other light purposes.

And a very Small narrow Spade, having the

plate about seven inches long, by three and a half

or four wide, is also very useful in small com-
partments of beds, borders. See. containing some
particular close-placed, small plants of flowers,

and others, both in occasionally slightly digging,

or loosening the earth between them with greater

care and effect, than a larger sized spade; also

sometimes in similar compartments in occasion-

ally trinmiing round the bottom part of some
straggling fibrous -rooted plants; and it is also

often useful in taking up and transplanting small

plants, and taking off root off-sets and slips, in

particular sorts, in which a larger spade would

not he so convenient. And a Semicircular, or

Scooped Spade, is another sort, of a smallish

size, having the plate made hollow like a scoop-

ed garden-trowel, which is very usci'ul in taking

vip small plants with balls of earth, to preserve

the ball more firmly about the roots.

Proper Garden Spades have the plate wholly

of iron, not above a quarter of an inch thick up-

ward, growing graduallv thinner from the middle

<-low nward ; the tree or handle being generally of

ash, about two feet long, and an inch and half

thick, with a farm open handle at top, formed

out of the solid wood, just big enough to admit

of taking ready hold.

SPAKTIUM, a genus containing plants of the

deciduous and evergreen kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelpltia

Decandria, and ranks in the natural order of

Papil'wnacece or Leguminosts.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, cordate-tubular : at the upper

edge very short, below towards the tip marked
with five toothlets, coloured, small: the corolla

papilionaceous, five-celled : standard obcordate,

the whole rellexed, very large: wings ovate,

oblong, shorter than the standard, annexed to

the filaments: keel two-petalled, lanceolate,

oblong, longer than the wings, (the carinal

margin connected by hairs,) inserted into the

filaments: the stamina have ten connate fila-

ments, adheiing to the germ, unequal, gradu-

ally longer; the uppermost very short; the

lower nine-cleft : anthers oblongish: the pistil-

8

lum IS an oblong germ, hirsute: style awl-

shaped, rising: stignui growing to the upper

side of the top, oblong, villose: t!ie pericarpiuin

is a cylindric legume, long, obtuse, one-celled,

two'valved: the seeds many, globe-kidney

form.

The species cultivated arc: 1. S. scoparium,

Common Broom ; 2. S. jiinceiim, Spanish
Broom; 3. S. radiafiim, Starry Broom; 4. S.

motwspermiim, White-flowered Single-seeded

Broom; 5. S. sphcErocarpum, Yellow-ilowercd

Single-seeded Broom ; 6. S. Scorpiits, Scorpion

Broom; 7. ? angidatum, Angular-branched
Broom; 8. S. spinosum, Prickly Broom.
The first grows from three to six feet high or

more, very nuich branched; the branches up-
right, rushy, evergreen, angular, flexible, leafy,

smooth except the very young ones which are

downy; the leaves ternate, small, ovate, acute,

downy and edired with soft hairs bendinf in-

wards; the leaf-stalks are also slightly hairy,

and flattened : the flowers axillary, solitary or

two together, rarely three, nodding, on round
smooth peduncles, furnished on each side with
a very minute stipule, of a fine yellow colour.

It is a native of Europe, flowering in May and
June.

There are several varieties, some of which
merit a place among flowering shrubs; as that

with a purple calyx, and the flowers strongly

tinged with orange, as well as that which is

very hoary.

The second species has the branches smooth,
flexible, eight or ten feet high; the lower ones

have small smooth leaves, at the end of the

shoots of the same year; the flowers are disposed

in a loose spike, are large, yellow, have a strong

agreeable odour, appear in July, and in cool

seasons continue in succession till September.

It is a native of all the Southern countries of

Europe.

There is a variety with double flowers.

The third has low stems, with opposite four-

cornered branches : the leaves opposite, sub-

sessile : leaflets sessile, thin, subpubescent : the

petioles extremely short, but permanent, three-

cornered, gibbous, very blunt, thicker than the

branchlet to be supported: the flowers termi-

nating, in threes, sessile. In its natural state

it is a low shrub; when cultivated it becomes
much larger, though rarely exceeding two feet

and a half in height, but the branches spread

very much and form a large bush ; they are an-

gular and pliable, and always come out by pairs

opposite: the leaves narrow and awl-shaped,

placed round the stalk, spreading out like the

points of a star: the flowers in small spikes at

the end of the branches, bright yellow, but not
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more than lialf the size of the second sort, and
without scent. Ii flowers in June, and is a na-

tive of Italy.

The fourth species has a thick stalk, covered

with a ruaged bark when old; it rises eight or

nine feet high, sending out many slender nish-

iike branches of a silvery colour, almost taper,

which terminate in very slender bending ends
;

these have a few narrow spear-shaped leaves on
the lower branches : the flowers are produced in

very short spikes or clusters on the side of the

branches ; are small and white. Tt is a native

of Spain and Portugal, flowering in June and
July.

The fifth has an upright stem : the branches

numerous, slender, round, smooth, slightly

striated, having a few tubercles scattered over

them, below leafless: the leaves on the younger

branch lets small, lanceolate, deciduous, silky,

with very short hairs pressed close : the flowers

small, racemed, each on a very short pedicel.

It is a native of the South of Europe and Barbary,

flowering in June and July.

The sixth species is a shrub wholly covered

with alternate spines, on which the flowers are

placed; this renders it quite inaccessible: the

branches and leaves are striated and ash-coloured,

and the latter are a little viilose : the flowers are

yellow and rather large. It is a native of the

South of Europe and Barbary, flowering in

March and April.

The seventh has the stalks and branches

slender, having a few trifoliate and single leaves

towards the bottom : the branches have six

angles or furrows : the flowers small, of a pale

yellow colour, produced in loose spikes at the

ends of the branches, rarely producing seeds in

this climate. It is a native of the Levant.

The eighth species has stalks five or six feet

high, sending out many flexible branches, armed
with long spines : flowers terminating in clusters,

each upon a long pedicel : corolla bright yellow,

appearing in June. It is a native of Italy and

Spain.

Culture.—^The three first sorts are hardy, but

the others more tender, especially in their young
growth.
They are all capable of being raised from seeds,

and the double-blossomed sorts by layers and

cuttings. The seeds should be sown in the early

spring, as about April ; the hardy sorts in beds

of common earth, either in drills or by bedding

in to the depth of an inch : but in the tender sorts

in pots or beds hooped over to protect them in

frosty weather. In the following spring they

should be removed into nursery-rows or larger

pots, according to the kinds, shortening their

tap-roots, and setting them out in rows two feet

Vol. II.

apart, at the distance of one in the rows, to re-

main two or three years, when they may be
planted out in the shrubbery, or other places : the

tender sorts in pots being removed to the green-

house or garden for protection in winter, being

managed as the hardy sorts of plants of this

kind.

The layers should be laid down in the autumn
or spring, and the cuttings may be planted out
in the spring or summer, some in the open
ground, and others in pots plunged in the hot-

bed to promote their striking root. They may
be managed afterwards as the other sorts.

This is the only certain mode of preserving

the varieties.

The hardy sorts are very ornamental in the

borders, clumps, and other parts, and the lender

kinds in greenhouse collections, and among
other more hardy potted plants.

SPAWN, the progeny or oflTspring of plants

or other vegetables ; but it is mostly applied to

such small ofisets, suckers, and sprouts as rise

numerously from the roots, Sec. of certain

plants, serving for the purpose of increase, which,
as being parts similar to the whole plant, when
separated from the parent vegetable and planted

out, readily grow, and commence proper plants,

and thereby renew or increase their respective

kinds with great facility and abundance.

In a general acceptation, it is, however, more
peculiarly ajiplied to the progeny of mushrooms,
being an offspring from the root of those fungi,

consisting of minute white parts, shooting and
running in the earth or dung, like small white

thready fibres, assuming the appearance of slen-

der white strings, which are productive of nu-
merous minute white knobs, appearing at first the

sizeofsiTiall pin-heads, the whole smelling strong

of the mushroom ; and those little knobs being

infant plants, they gradually increase in size to

proper mushrooms, which are quick of growth,

and of very short duration ; but the same spawn
running in the earth, &c. furnishes a plentiful

supply of mushrooms from the bottom in regu-

lar succession for a considerable time, some-
times several months. See Agaricus. '

It may be procured at all seasons of the year,

but more plentifully towards the end of summer
and in autumn, fromthe places of its growth; such'

asold mushroom beds, old horse-dung hot-beds,

and horse-dunghiils that are moderately dry, and
which have remained undisturbed several months

;

also sometimes in old compost heaps, consisting

chiefly of horse-dung; in all of which the

spawny substance discovers itself in dry lumps
of dung and earth, which lumps should be

taken up entire : likewise in stable-yards,

where any quantity of horse-dung has lain dry

3 I
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and undisturbed any considerable time, lumps of

spawn are often obtained. It is also found in fine

perfection in the horse-rides belonging; to great

inns, livery-stables, and horse-dealers, especially

on the sides next the walls : likewise in horse-

mill tracks, where horses are constantly em-
ployed in working ; also in kitchen-gardens,

where anv piece of ground has been dunged in

the spring, with new, or but moderately-rotted

stable-dung, or ohl dry hot-bed dung, &c.

And sQiiietimes it is produced naturally all

over the surface of an old cucumber or melon
hot-bed, both in the dung and earth, in autunm
or winter, where the frame and lights have been

continued over the bed ; and where the earth of

the bed is of a loamy nature, the spawn is often

remarkably fine and strong ; for in this kind of

earth, of a moderately-light quality, it is gene-

rally of a superior quality, and very productive ;

so as sometmies. in such old beds where the

frames and glasses remain, and the surface of

the bed is covered thickly with dry straw, litter,

or hav, under the glasses, to produce a full

crop of good mushrooms towards the spring. See

Agaricus.
Mushroom spawn is also obtained in mea-

dows and pastures towards the end of summer
and in autumn, before the rain and cold com-
mences, as in the months of August and Sep-

tember, when the mushrooms rise naturally,

serving as a direction to the place where to find

it ; but that found in the other places is mostly

the be^t.

k is necessary to observe, that there is also a

fruitful and barren sort of mushroom spawn
;

the former is distinguished by the substance of

the fibry or stringy white shoots, &c. and mush-
room-like smell, as before observed ; but in the

latter sort, the thready fibres are far more abun-

dant, fine, and downy, often appearing like a

fine white down, and, being of no substance,

prodi^ce only a flash of small white fungi desti-

tute of the fleshy part, and which^.by the mush-
room-men, is commonly called White-cup.

Methods are sometimes practised to obtain

mushroom spawn more abundantly by art, by

the effects of horse-dung, both in hot-beds and

in compost heaps ; sometimes, in the former

case, by planting small pieces of spawn, or

spa-.\ ny earth, along the top edge of the later cu-

cumber hot-beds m summer, or in the sides of

any horse-dung heaps, having a little warmth

remaining; so that the moderate heat of the

dung in the bed or heap may set the spawn

a-ruiming, so as sometimes to produce a few

niushrooius in autumn, and increase it consider-

ably for future use in spawning proper mushroom
beds ; and in the second case, by a compost of

dimg and loamv earth together; procuring in

spring, or early in summer, a quantity of fresli

horse-dunu:, consisting of plenty of short stulf,

and a due proportion of long ; and casting

the whole into a heap to ferment a fortnight

or a month, tliat the rank burning vapour may
pass away ; then having some loamy earth, or

other good substantial mould, or any spawiiy

soil from old bed^, form the dung into a long

narrow ridge, mixing some of llie earih occa-

sionally towards the outside ; and in a fortnight

or three weeks, when the heat becomes quite

moderate, covering the whole with dry long

litter to defend it from the wet, permitting the

whole to remain a considerable time, when good
spawn will often be produced.

In collecting it from any O'f these places, the

lumps of dung and earth in which it appears

should be taken up as entire as possible, put in

a basket, and carried into some dry slied, or

other place, till wanted, of it may be immedi-
ately used.

Sl'EAKAGE. See Asparagus.
SFEAK-KING'S. See Asphodelus.
SPEARMINT. See Mentha.
SPEKAGE. See Asparagds.
SFERMACOCE, a genus containing plants

of the herbaceous, annual, and shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Tetrandria

Mo/i(igi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of
Slellutee.

The characters are : that the calyx is a small

four-toothed perianth, superior, permanent : the

corolla one-petalled, funnel-shaped: tube cylin-

drical, slender, longer than the calyx : border

four-parted, from spreading reflexed, obtuse

:

the stamina have four awl-shaped filaments,

shorter than the corolla, or st.ai)ding out : an-
thers simple : the pistiUum is a roundish germ,
compressed, inferior : style simple, but cloven

above : stigmas obtuse : the pericarpium has

two capsules, connate, oblong, gibbous on one
side, flat on the other, obtuse; each two-horned:
the seeds solitary, roundish.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. tenu'wr.

Slender Button-weed; 2. S. verticillatu, VV'horl-

flowcred Button-weed.
The first grows to the height of two feet and

a half: the stalks are stiff, a little angular, and
covered with a brown bark ; the branches come
out by pairs : there are two leaves at each joint

placed opposite, two inches long, and almost a

quarter of an inch broad ; between these come
out three or four smaller leavts, which stand in

whorls round the stalks ; they are smooth, and
have one strong nerve or rib in the middle : the

flowers gvuw in slender whorls toward the top

of the stalks ; are small, white, and sessile.
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having a whorl of leaves close under them. It

is a native oF Carolina and the West Indies,

flowering in June.

The second species has a shrubby stem, flircc

or tour feet high, sending out a few slender

brandies, with narrow leaves on them, not so

long as those on the first sort; they are smooth,
of a light green, and stand in a kind of whorl
round the steins, two being larger than the

others in each whorl : the flowers grow in thick

globular whorls to\\ards the top, and one ter-

minates Uie stem ; they are small and very

white. It is a native of Jamaica and Africa,

flowering; here from June to Aiiaust.

Culture.—These plants are increased by sow-
ing the seeds on a moderate hot-bed carlv in the

spring, or in pots to be plunged in it : when the

plants have attained some growth, they should

be removed into separate pots filled with good
friable mould, rephinging them in the bed.

They should afterwards he managed as other

plants of the exotic stove kind.

They afford variety in stove collections.

SPINACIA, a genus containing a plag^t of

the annual culinary kind.

It belontrs to the class and order Dioecia Pen-
tandria, and ranks in the natural order of Holo-
racecB.

The characters are: that in the male the calyx

is a five-parted perianth : segments concave, ob-
long, obtuse : there is no corolla : the stamina
have five capillary filaments, longer than the

calyx : anthers oblong, twin :— Female, the

calyx is a one-leafed perianth, four-cleft, acute,

with two opposite segments very small, perma-
nent : there is no corolla : the pistillum is a

round compressed germ : styles four, capillary :

stigmas simple: there is no pericarpium : calyx

unites and hardens: the seed one, roundish, co-
vered bv the calyx.

The species is S. oleracea, Garden Spinach.
It has an annual root : the leaves sagittate :

the stem hollow, branching, herbaceous, about
two feet high : the male flowers are herbaceous,

in long spikes ; they abound in pollen, which,
when ripe, flies out when the plants are shaken,
and spreads all round ; after which the plants

soon decay -. the female flowers, which are on a

separate plant, sit in clusters close to the stalks

at every joint ; they are small, herbaceous, and
are succeeded by roundish seeds, which in the

prickly variety are armed with short acute

spines. Its native place is not known.
There are varieties of this, which differ in the

size and shape of the leaves, and the more or

less pnckliness of the seeds ;—as the Triangular
with pricklyseeds: theRoundwith smooth seeds,

which has ovate thick leaves, not angular at

their base; both stalks and leaves are much
more fleshy and succulent ; and the seeds are
smooth without any spines Of this also there
are two or three subvarieties, differing in tht-

shape, thickness, and size of their leaves.

Culture.— In these plants it is effected only
by seed, by sowing it every year in spring and
autumn ; the former furnishing the main spring
and summer crops ; and the latter the wintci^
and for early spring use

The Prickly sort is the best for winter crops,
and the Round for the suiiinier ones.

It should be sown at several intervals of time,
from January till August, as every momti,
three weeks, or fortnight, according to the eaili-

ness or advanced period of the season, so as to

obtain a regular succession most part of the
year.

The general spring crop should be sown in
March, and the general winter crop about the
beginning of August.

In the spring sowings, as the crops in the very
early sowings in January run soon tn seed, a

moderate quantity should only be sown.
But in the autumn sowings, as the plants do

not run the same year, good full crops, to stand
for winter and early spring use, should be put in.

It succeeds in any common soil of the kitchen-
garden ; but the richer in dung the better

j

always choosing an open situation, not too near
low spreading trees, &c., as it never succeeds in
close or shady places, in which it is always drawn
up weak, and soon runs to seed, without attain-

ing perfection : a warm border may be proper
for the early crops ; but for the main crops iu
general, the open quarters are the most suitable,

though a broad warm-lying border may also be
proper for some part of the later sown winter-
crops occasionally, for the purpose of having
the advantage of a little shelter of the fence,
and benefit of the sun during the winter season;
and fresh seed irhould be procured for each sow-
ing ; as this will be found of great importance
in the free growth of the plants : for the autumn
sowings of the winter crops, it is of advantage
to procure new seed of the same year.

After the ground has been dug, the seed niav
either be sown broad-cast, and raked in, or in
shallow drills a foot asunder ; though broad-
cast is the most expeditious, and probably the
most proper method for the growth of the crops,
in the product of large full leaves; sowing it all

over the surface moderately thin, either in one
continued plat, and trodden down evenly, if

light ground, and raked in with a large rake or
light harrow; or the ground may be divided into
four- or fivc-ftet-widebeds, with foot-wide alleys

between ; especially for the early apd winter

3 I 2
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crops in moist ground ; the seeds being so^vii

as above, raking tliem in evenly : drill-sowing

inav also be occasionally practised, drawing the

drills with a hoe flatways, near an inch deep,

and ten or twelve inches asunder, scattering the

seeds thinly along them, raking the eartli over,

full half an inch deep; which mode is very pro-

per in sowing between other crops, as between
wide rows of beans, peas, cabbages, &c. as it

admits of hoeing up the weeds between the

rows with facility ; and if sown thin, and the

plants be thinned properly, they grow large and

fine, and the produce is very conveniently ga-

thered. It may likewise be sown in wide drills

alone, about a foot distance for a distinct full

crop : or in rows two feet asunder, to admit of

intercropping in the intervals with rows of cab-

bages, beans, and other things occasionally-

In these sowings the seeds should be scattered

moderately thin, and the plants be thinned out to

three inches distance at least, l)eing directly

raked regularly in : and when sown broad-cast

all over the surface, if in light loose land, and a

dry warm season in the advanced part of spring,

or in the summer and autumn, it may be pro-

per first to tread the seed evenly down, then

raking it in effectually with a large rake.

The seeds mostly come up in a fortnight ; or

perhaps, if sown very early in spring, three

weeks or a month.
In respect to the after-culture of the crops,

when the plants have three or four leaves an

inch broad they should be thinned and cleared

from weeds, either by hoe or hand ; but the

former is the most eligible, especially for the

broad-cast-sown crops ; choosing dry weather,

and cutting out the plants to three or four

inches distance, together with all the weeds in

every part ; but the above distance is scarcely

sufficient, unless intended to begin thinning

out the plants for use while young : in other

cases it is advisable to hoe them out six or

eight inches asunder, especially the spring and

summer crops of the Round Spinach, which,

having proper room, will grow very large, and

spread its broad leaves widely, and does not run

to seed so soon as if left close. When the

spring- and summer-sown crops are left too

close, they are apt lo draw up weak, and soon go

to seed. Thewintererops ofTriangularor Prickly

Spinach, when thinned out finally to three or

four inches distance, will be sufficient.

These crops are often sown in spring with

other crops, for the sake of cropping the ground

to the best advantage ; but it is best alone.

When the plants have leaves two or three

inches broad, they may be gathered.

The method of which is,'either by cutting up

with a knife, wholly to the bottom, or cleaning

out by the root if the crop wants thinning ; or

only cropping the large outer leaves; the root and
heart, remaining, shoot out again. With the

spring crops, when the plants want thinning,

they may be cut up wholly to the r^ot, thinning

them out where thickest in a gradual manner,
so as to leave the standing plants at least six or

eight inches distant to grow to perfection,

which, when beginning to shoot for seed, may
also be cut up wholly to the bottom : and in the

winter-crops, if the plants stand too close at

first, some may be thinned out quite to the bot-
tom, afterwards the larger outer leaves must only

be cropped m the winter, and early part of the

spring; but when the spring is more advanced,
and the plants grown large and require thinning,

or when they begin to run to seed, cutting them
up to the bottom in a thinning order.

Some of the best of the different sorts of
plants should be left in the spring lo stand for

seed, which should be collected when well

ripened.

SPIR^A, a genus containing plants of the

shrubby and herbaceous kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Icosaiidria

Pentagynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Pomacece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed five-cleft perianth, flat at the base, with
acute segments; permanent: the corolla has

five petals, inserted into the calyx, oblong-p

rounded : the stamina have more than twenty
filaments, filiform, shorter than the corolla, in-

serted into the calyx : anthers roundish : the
pistillum has five or more germs : styles as

many, filiforin, length of the stamens : stigmas
headed : the pcricarpium is an oblong capsule,

acuminate, compressed, two-valved : the seeds

few, acuminate, small, fastened to the internal

suture.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. salidfolia.

Willow-leaved Spiraea ; 2. S. tonientosa, Scarlet

Spirsa ; 3. S. Iiypericifolki, Hypericum-leaved
Spiraea; 4. S'. areentea, Silvery-leaved Spir^a;
5. S. c/iamcpdrijoiia, Germander-leaved Spiraea;

Q. S. crenata, Hawthorn-leaved Spiraea; 7- iS\

irUoba, Three-lobe-leaved Spiraea ; 8. S. vpuli-

Jblia, Currant-leaved Spirasa ; 9. S. sorbijolia.

Service-leaved Spira-a; 10. S. ^rimciis, Goat's-

beard SpiBea ; 11. S. Jilipendiila, Conuiion
Dropwort ; 12. S. ulmurki. Common Mea-
dow Sweet; 13. S. trifuliatu, Three-leaved

Spiraa.

The first has the stalks very taper, and rough
towards the top, and covered with a reddish

bark : the leaves about three inches long, and

an inch broad in the middle, bluntly serrate.
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and of a bright green colour. In rich moist
ground the stalks rise five or six feet high, but

in moilerate land from three to four; as their

whole height is one year's growth from the

root : they are terminated by spikes of pale red

or flesh-coloured flowers. It flowers in June
and July ; and in moist seasons there are fre-

quently young shoots from the root which
flower in autunm. It is a native of Siberia.

There are several varieties : as the Flesh-co-

loured Willow-leaved, the Alpine Willow-
leaved,, the Panicled Willow-leaved, and the

Broad Willow-leaved Spiraea.

The second species has the stalks slender, and

branching out near the ground, with a purple

bark covered with a gray mealy down: the leaves

smaller than those of the first, downy and veined

on their under sixle, but of a bright green above :

the branches terminated by a thick raceme of

flowers, branched towards the bottom into small

spikes : the flowers very small, of a beautiful

red colour, appearing in July, August, and Sep-

tember. It is a native of Pensylvania.

The third rises with several slender shrubby

stalks five or six feet high, covered with a dark

brown bark, sending oat small side branches

the whole length : the leaves small, wedge-

shaped, having many punctures on their surface

:

the flowers in small sessile umbels, each vn a

long slender pedicel, and white : they appear in

May and June; and as the flowers are produced

almost the whole length of the branches, it

makes a good appearance during the time of

flowering. It is a native of Italy and America.

The fourth species has striated erect branches,

with short branchlets : the leaves alternate, pe-

tioled, silky-tomentose on both sides : the ra-

cemes longer than the branchlets : the flowers

very small, with villose germs^ It is a native of

New Granada.

The fifth has abundant shoots, seldom two

ells high, the thickness of the finger, wand-
hke, branched : the wood brittle : the bark of

the shoots yellowish-brown, with prominent

dots scattered over it : the branches alternate,

commonly angular, with a testaceous bark some-

what striated, and in the younger branches co-

vered with a tender ash-coloured epidermis,

which falls off ; the annual shoots are grooved

and pubescent : the leaves alternate, softish,

pubescent with prostrate hairs, quite entire at

the base, but commonly gash-serrate from the

middle to the end, where they are sharp : co-

rymbs at the top of the stems frequent, many-
flowered, terminating the annual alternate shoots :

in gardens and in moist shady places these co-

rymbs are more elongated ; but in a ruder soil

most of the peduncles are clustered at the top

like an umbel : the flowers biggish, white,

having a weak virose smell, and fugacious.

It is a native of Siberia, &c.
It varies very much, with larger or smaller

leaves, more or less cut, but more commonly
quite entii'e and ovate-acute.

The sixth species has several stems, scarcely

two ells high, very much branched from the bot-
tom : the branches rod-like, round, with a tes-

taceous bark cloven longitudinally: the leaves on
the younger branches and annual shoots alter-

nate, attended with smaller ones in little bundles,
hoary or glaucous, three-nerved, hardish, vary-

ing in form and size : on the luxuriant shoots
or branches sometimes ovate-acute, widish, ser-

rulate from the tip beyond the middle; but com-
monly oblong, bluntish, crenulate, or serrulate

towards the tip, or inore commonly quite entire:

the corymbs at the ends of the annual twigs,

very abundant, disposed along the branches on
one side, in hemispherical clusters : the flowers

smallish, white, odorous. It is a native of
Spain, &c., flowering here in April and May.
The seventh has immerous stems, scarcely

thicker than a swan's quill, very much branched,
upright, with a gray bark more or less pale, and
somewhat angular, with sharp streaks running
down from the branches : the branches and
branchlets alternate, those of the last year very
smooth and yellow, leafy, and terminated by an
umbel : the leaves alternate, on very short pe-
tioles, smooth, glaucous, wide-ovate, retuse,

gash-trilobate : they vary even in the garden,

with fewer or more frequent gashes, with the

teeth or lobes obtuse or acute, in breadth, &c.

:

the umbels very frequent at the ends of the an-
nual branches : peduncles often more than
thirty, besides a few axillary ones scattered be-
low the umbel : the flowers middle-sized, white.

It is an elegant shrub, and a native of Siberia.

The eighth species rises with many shrubby
branching stalks, eight or ten feet high in good
ground, but generally five or six j they are co-
vered with a loose brown bark which falls off:

the leaves about the size and shape of those of
the common currant bush, ending in acute

points, and serrate on their edges : the flowers

are produced in roundish bunches at the end of
the branches ; are white with some sppts of a
pale red. It is a native of Canada and Virginia.

It is commonly known in the nurseries by the

name of Virginian Gelder Rose.
The ninth rises with shrubby stalks like the

first, but sends out horizontal branches, which
are slender, and covered with a brown bark : the

leaves are of a thin texture, and a bright green
colour on both sides, slightly and acutely ser-

rate : the flowers in termmating panicles, small
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and white. It is a native of Siberia, flcnvering;

in August.

The tenth species hits a perennial root : the

sten> annual, tVoni three to tuur teet high : the

leaves do\ihly pinnate ; each havins; three or

four pairs of oblong leaflets tcrniiuated by an

odd one : ihcy are two inches long, and almost

an inch broad, eerrate, and ending in acute

points : the flowers disposed m long slender

spikes, formed into loose terminating panicles;

they are small, white, and of two sexes in the

same spike. It is a native of Germany, flower-

ing in .luiie and July.

Tlie eleventh has a perennial root, consisting

of oval tubers or solid lumps, hanging from the

main body by threads, which has given occasion

to its common names, Filipcndula and Dropwort.
These tubers enable the herb to resist drought,

and render it very difficult to be eradicated : the

stem is erect, from a foot to a foot and half in

height, angular, smooth, leafv, a little branched

at top : the leaves alternate, interruptedly pin-

nate, serrate, and jagged, smooth,, composed of

several pairs of leaflets, all of each set uniforin

or nearly corresponding in size ; the terminating

leaflet three-l(;bed : a pair of roundish united

indented stipules at the base of each leaf, em-
bracing the stem : the flowers many in a cymose
loose erect panicle, cream-coloured often lipped

with red, or red on the outside. It is an ele-

gant plant, which in gardens grows very luxuri-

ant, and has often double fiowefs. Jt flowers

early in July.

The twelfth has a perennial fibrous root : the

stems erect, three or four feet high, angular and
furrowed, tinged with red, leafy, branched in

the upper part: the leaves interruptedly pinnate;

leatiets very unequal in size, sharply serrate,

clothed beneath with white down, the end one
remarkablv large aiid three-lobed : a pair of

rounded «errate stipules are joiiied to the com-
mon leaf-stalk, and clasp the stem : the flowers

white, in a large very compound cjnie, the side-

branches of which rise much above the central

one : it perfumes the air with the sweet haw-
thorn-like scent of its plentiful blossoms from
June to August.

There are varieties with double flowers, and
with variegated leaves.

The fhirteenth has a perennial root : the

stalks annual, about a foot high, sending out

branches from the side the whole length : the

leaves for the most part trifoliate, but sometinies

single or in pairs ; they are about an inch and
half long, and half an inch broad, ending in

acute points, sharply serrate, of a bright green

above, and pale beneath : the flowers in loose

terminating panicles^ on slender peduncles. It

is a native of North America, flowering in June
and July.

Citltiire.—In all the shrubby sorts, this may
be performed by suckers, layers, and cuttings.

The suckers shoidd be taken ofl" in the au-

tumn and planted out where ihcy are to remain,

or in imrsery-rows, to attain a fuller growth.

The first sort requires to be cleared of these

suckers every two years at furthest.

The layers should be put down in the at:-

tumn or in the spring, and may be taken oft"

and planted as above, in the autumn or spring

following : all the sorts may be raised in this

way ; but it is most proper for such sorts as do
not send off suckers.

'J'he cuttings may be made from the shoots

of the preceding summer, and be planted out in

a shady border in the early autumn : when they

have become well rooted they may be removed
and managed as the others : they succeed in this

way with more difficulty than in either of the

others.

All the herbaceous sorts may be increased by
seeds, or parting the roots.

The seed may be sow n in the autumn or early

in the spring ; but the tirst is the better mode,
on a bed of fine mould: when the plants appear

they should be kept clear from w eeds till the au-

tuiiM, when they may be jilanted out where
they are to remain, or in the nursery for a year

or two.

The roots should be parted in the autumn or

spring, when the stems decay, before they shoot

oTit new ones, being planted immediately where
thev are to grow.

The double-flowered and stiped varieties can
only be preserved in this way.
They all afford variety and ornament in the

shrubbery and other parts,

SI'ONDIAS, a genus containing plants of the

exotic tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Decavdria

Pmtagynia, and ranks in the natural order of

TerehiniactcE.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, subcampanulate, small, five-

cleft, coloured, deciduous : the corolla has five

oblong petals, flat, spreading : the stamina have

ten aw 1-shaped filaments, erect, shorter than the

corolla, alternately longer : anthers oblong : the

pistillum is an ovate germ : styles five, short,

distant, erect : stigmas obtuije : the pericarpium

is an oblong drupe, large, marked with five dots

from the falling of the styles; ten-valved: the

seed is an ovate nut, woody, fibrous, five-corner-

ed; five-celled, covered with a fleshy elastic aril.

The species is S. Momlin, Purple Hog- Plum,
or Spanish Plum.
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Its usual height in its native situation is ten

or twelve feet, and the stem is as large as a

man's kg, sending out branches towards the

top covered with a gray bark ; these are desti-

tute of leaves tor some months ; and in the

spring, before the leaves appear, many purple

flowers come out from the side of the branches
;

these are succeeded by fruit like plums, having

a luscious thin pulp, covering a large fibrous

Stone : the leaves which come out afterwards

are unequally pinnate, with four or five

pairs of ieatlets, about an inch long and half

an inch broad. It is a native of South Ame-
rica.

It is cultivated in its native state by many
for the sake of the fruit, which is pretty plea-

sant.

There is a variety of this fruit called The
Leathercoat, from the appearance of its skin.

Culture.— It is increased by sowing the stones

of the fruit in pots filled with light mould, plung-

ing them in the bark-bed of the stove; and by

planting, cutting, or putting down layers, and

managing them in the same way : the plants

may be taken off and removed into separate pots

when they have stricken good roots, being re-

plunged in the bark -bed.

They require afterwards to be kept constantly

in the stove, and to have the same management

as other woodv exotics of the same nature.

They afford variety in stove collections.

SPOiNGE-TREfc:. See Mimosa.
SPRUCE FIR. See PiNus.

SPURGE. See Euphorbia.
SPURGE LAUREL. SccDaphne.
SPURGE OLIVE. See Daphne Mezereum.
SQUASH GOURD See Cucukbita.
SOUILL. See SciLLA.

SQUIRTING CUCUMBER. See Momor-
DICA.
SPROUTS, the small yonng shoots or suck-

ers emitted from the sides ofthe stems and heads,

of vesietables, being in many instances a sort

of co'inpendium of the plant that produced

them ; and, when detached and planted, al-

though destitute of roots, often emit fibres,

shoot at top to mature growth, and exhibit

leaves, flowers, and seed, as the parent plant.

In some herbaceous esculent plants, the young

sprouts are excellent eating ; as in the cabb.age

kinds, &c. affording a very profitable after-crop :

the sprouts produced from the forward cabbage-

stalks in summer and autumn are always larger

and finer than the winter and spring sprouts, and

sometimes the sprouts produced on the stalks of

the early-cut cabbages often also cabbage into

tolerable little firm heads towards autumn ; in

the Sugar-loaf Cabbage particularly, and other

forward kinds
;
producing abundance of fine

sprouts in summer, which, bemg gathered while

younganil screen, constitute some of the most ex-

cellent cuhnarygreensof the season ; likewise for-

ward Savoys being cut early in aurunm, the re-

mainingstalks produce fine large sprouts the same

year, fit for use in the e.irly part of winter; later

cropsofthesame plants produce also abundanceof

small sprouts in the spring; and the Borecole is

remarkable for its great production of sprouts

towards spriucf, emitted all along the small

stems from the very bottom to top ; also Purple

Brocoli never fails to produce a secondary crop

of excellent sprouts furnished with little tender

heads.

In the culture of .all the varieties of the cab-

bage kind, it is proper, therefore, after gathering

the main-heads, to leave a quantity of the stalks

of the best and more forward crops, of the re-

spective sorts, to produce sprouts ; and if, to-

wards autumn or winter, &c., the ground should

be wanted for other crops, the stalks may be re-

moved and trenched in by the roots in another

place, not in any shady by corner, as often prac-

tised, nor placed too close, as the sprouts would

prove small and trifling, and be liable to be eaten

up by slugs ; but in an open situation, in rowi

afoot asunder, in which methorl the sprouts will

continue their growth in much greater perfection,

though probably not in so good as if the stalks

had remained undisturbed.

As the stalks of Cauliflowers and Cauliflower-

brocoli rarely produce any sprouts, it is needless

to leave them standing on the ground.

STANDARD TREES, such as stand singly

with an upright stem without being trained to

any wall or other support. The term is appli-

cable to all sorts of fruit- and forest- trees, as well'

as other tree and shrub kinds that have upright-

stems, and which stand detached erectly with-

out supjwrt; though it is more generally under-

stood of such trees as grow with tall erect stems,,

six or eight feet high or more, before they

branch out to form the Iread ; such as the com-
mon apple-, pear-, and other fruit-trees in or-

chards and gardens, and the common forest-

trees of the woods and fields. In gardening,

they are distinguished into three sorts ; as Full

Standards, Half Standards, and Dwarf Standards,

from their being occasionally trained in all these

wavs; but forest and tall ornamental trees rarely

in any other than Full Standards ; though, in

the shmb tribe, they are occasionally formed

both into Half and Dwarf Standards, according

to their natural growths.

Full Standards—These are such trees as are

trained with tall, straight, clean stems, six or

seven feet high or more, then suffered to branch
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out at that height all around to form a head, as

in common standard apple- and pear-trees, fo-

rest-trees, &c.
Such trees as are designed for full -standards,

should be trained accordingly in their minor
growth, by trimming off all lower lateral branches

gradually as the stem advances in height, to en-

courage a clean straight growth to the proper

hei£;ht, and promote the aspiring of the top or

leading shoot more expeditiously ; suffering the

leader always to remain entire, especially in all

forest-trees ; or, if it should happen to fork,

taking off ihe worst, and leaving the straightest

shoot to run up, to continue the prolongation

of the stem; and having thus run them up with

clean stems gradually from six or seven to eight

or ten feet or more, especially the deciduous

kinds, suffer them to branch out into a full

head, and run in height as fast as possible
;

though in fruit-trees ihe stem is often lopped at

six or seven feet height, to force out a set of la-

terals in that part, to form a regular spreading

head of but moderate height, for the greater con-_

venience of gathering the fruit; but for all kinds

of forest-tree standards the tops should never be

reduced, but the leader be permitted to remain

entire to run up in height ; as the beauty and

woith of such trees consist in their lofty growth.

But in several forest and ornamental standards

of the evergreen tribe, the trimming their stems

from laterals while young, in this way, must be

but sparingly practised ; such as the pines, firs,

cedars, and several others, which, being of a re-

sinous nature, do not succeed if too closely

pruned ; besides, when designed for ornamental

plantations, the trimming up the under branches

would greatly diminish the beauty of their pe-

culiar growth ; for the disposition of the branches

in most of them, covering the stem in circular

rays to the very bottom, is thought additionally

ornamental. The lower disorderly stragglers

should of course only be taken off.

Most sorts of fruit-trees may be trained for

full standards, except vines ; though some of

them will not ripen their fruit effectually in this

way, as peaches, nectarines, apricots, and figs
;

but, on the other hand, all sorts of apples, pears,

plums, and cherries, ripen their fruit freely on
standards.

All fruit-trees for this purpose are raised by

grafting, &c. on the freest strong-shooting

stocks, and trained with straight clean stems,

as above, either the stock trained up to that

height, and then grafted or budded, the graft

or bud branching out forming the head, or the

stock grafted, irear the ground, and the first

shoot froin the graft or bud trained up for a

stem to the proper height, then suffered to send

2

forth branches ; in cither method, it is next to

be considered whether it be intended the tree

shall form a spreading open head, or assume a

more erect and aspirmg growth ; in the former

case, if the leading shoot of the graft or bud be

topped at six or seven feet from the ground, it

will force out lateral shoots at that height, and

commence a spreading head open in the middle,

suffering, however, the whole afterwards to take

their own growth ; and in the latter by permitting

the leading shoot to remain entire, it will aspire

in height, and the whole head will assume a

more upright and lofty growth ; in both me-
thods the heads will afterwards naturally branch

out abundantly, and furnish themselves suffi-

ciently with bearing wood, producing fruit, in

some sorts, in two or three years from the

grafting and budding, as in cherries, apples, &c.
but ptars are sometimes four, five, or six years

before they bear.

It is expedient to train most of the principal

hardy fruit-trees as full standards, that, when
planted in continued rows, either in gardens or

orchards, by having tali stems, they may admit the

influence of the sun and air more freely to the

heads, and permit the obtaining crops of es-

culents, grass, &c. from the ground underthem.
In respect to the management of full standard

fruit-trees, little is required after the first train-

ing, to form the stem to the proper height, and
the first shoots are advanced at top to give the

head its first formation, being allowed to ad-

vance nearly in their natural order, except re-

ducing any very irregular growths, permitting

the whole to shoot both in length and branch la-

terally in their own way ; by which they na-

turally form fruit-spurs along their sides up-
wards for bearing.

The irregular branches must, however, be re-

moved, and the heads kept properly thinned,

as well as the suckers rubbed off from the stems

or other parts. See Pruning.
Standard fruit-trees with high stems are some-'

times planted against walls, and trained as wall-'

trees ; this is practised for high walls, so as im-
mediately to cover the upper parts of them,
whilst Dwarfs and Half Standards cover the bot-

tom and middle parts, and thus every part of the

wall is fully occupied at once : but in these cases

the dwarf-trees are to remain, the others being

wholly destroyed aftera time. See Wall-Trees.
These sorts of high standards are likewise .oc-

casionally placed against the ends of buildings
;

some choice sorts of pears in particular : also

apricots in a southerly aspect, and other fruit-

trees of the same kind.

Half Standards.—These are trees trained with

stems only three or four feet high, then suffered
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to branch out to form heads. It is practised for

many sorts of fruit-trees, both as detached

standards for variety, and with fanned spreading

heads, as wall-trees for high walls.

The method of raising these is nearly the

same as for the full standards ; only they are

grafted or budded upon lower stocks, training

them with upright single steins only three or

four feet high, by the stocks on which they are

grafted being trained up to that height for a

stem ; or by being grafted or budded low in the

stock, and the first main shoot of the graft, &c.
led up for a stem, and topped at that height to

force out branches to form the head ; suffering

the heads in those designed as detached stand-

ards, to branch out all around, and run up to a

full spread, nearly according to their natural

mode of growth, except just reforming any ill-

growing branch, as shortening the branches

should be sparingly practised, as it would force

out lunnerous useless shoots, and prevent the

formation of bearing wood, especially in the

apple, pear, plum, and cherry kinds.

When Half Standards are intended for walls,

they should have the head trained in a some-
what fanned manner, to spread to the wall like

a common wall-tree.

When it is necessary to have thein to form
heads of as moderate growth as possible, espe-

cially in the detached half standards forsmall com-
partments, they should be grafted or budded upon
the more dwarfish sort of stocks, as apples upon
codlins, and pears upon quinces, &c. ; in which
case the heads will always shoot moderate, and
never ramble wide or grow high. See Stocks.

But though a few of this sort of trees may
be eligible as detached half standards for variety,

they are not proper for the open quarters of the

garden ; as their branches coming out low may
impede the growth of under-crops.

For walls, however, that are eight or nine

feet high, they are proper to plant between the

dwarfs or principal residents, to cover the mid-
dle or upper half of the wall, whilst the dwarfs

occupy the lower space. See Wall-Trees.
Half Standard cherries, apricots, 8tc. are also

proper to plant in forcing -frames to produce
early fruit. See Forcing-Frames.
The after-management of detached trees of

this sort, in respect to pruning, is nearly the

same as the full standards, as, after having shot

out at top to form the head, they should be per-

mitted to branch both in length and laterally

nearly in their own way, except just pruning to

order any considerable irregularity, crowding
branches in the middle or long ramblers, and
•detachins; all suckers from the root, stem, and
Vol. ll.

head, and to cut out casual dead wood ; and

thus the regular branches remaining at length,

will emit fruit-spurs abundantly in every part

for bearing.

The Half Standards against walls are to be

pruned and managed as other wall-trees, each

according to its nature.

Dwarf Slandards.—These are trained with

low stems only one or two feet high, and then

topped to force out branches to form the head.

Several sorts of choice fruit-trees are trained

as dwarf standards, with stems not more than

one foot high, branching out at that height,

forming proportionably low heads ; being occa-

sionally planted round the borders of the kitchen-

or pleasure-garden, &c., instead of espaliers,

and the heads either kept down low by close

pruning, or suffered to branch upward nearly in

their natural growth. These are raised by graft-

ing, &c. upon the most dwarfish stocks, such as

apples on codlin- or paradise-stocks, and pears

on quinces, &c. in order to dwarf them as much
as possible in their growth; and as they shoot in

height, each year's shoots either pruned short,

to keep tlie head down and confine it within

a small compass ; or the branches permitted to

shoot in length, except just reducing casual

ramblers and disorderly growers. These kinds

of dwarf standards are not so generally intro-

duced now, as espalier fruit-trees have been

brought to a proper degree of perfection in train-

ing and bearing.

Some have Dwarf Standard fruit-trees in pots,

for the purpose of forcing in hot-houses, forcing-

frames, hot-beds, &c. particularly early May and

May-duke cherries, plums, peaches, nectarines,

apricots, figs, vines, gooseberries, currants, &c.

which being placed as above, in January or early

in February, often ripen a few fruit very early

in tolerable perfection, some of which might be

brought to table growing on the trees in the

pots. Dwarf Standard fruit-trees are also pro-

per to plant fully in the borders in forcing-

frames. See Forcing-Fkame, and Dwarf-
Trees.

The different varieties of currants and goose-

berries may be trained with a single stem a

foot or more high, and then permitted to branch

out into a regular head, keeping the internal

part always tolerably open, and the branches

moderately thin ; and shortening them but

sparingly, particularly the gooseberry, by which
dwarf shrubby plants are formed.

STAFF-TREE. See Celastrus.
STAG'S-HOKN-TREE. See Rhus.
STAPELIA, a genus containing plants of the

succulent perennial kind.

3 K
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There are several varieties: as with red flowers,

with scarlet flowers, with white flowers. Great

Thrift with red flowers, with white flowers ; and

Small Sea Pink, with flesh-coloured flowers.

The second species has scarcely any resem-

blance to lavender, and none of its aromatic

quality ; has a strong, perennial, woody root :

it varies much as to luxuriance, being sometimes

found with leaves scarcely an inch long, and

not more than six or eight flowers in a panicle,

and at other times much larger, with the flowers

far more abundant, of a bright blue colour,

which distinguish it at a distance : it is a beau-

tiful plant. It is a native of Britain, flowering

in .Tuly.

There are several varieties : as Common Great

Sea Lavender; Great Late-flowering Sea Laven-

der; Olive-leaved Sea, Lavender ; Deep Blue-

flowered SeaLavender; and White-flowered Sea

Lavender,

The third has the stalks naked, about six

inches high : leaves wedge-shaped, emarginate

at the end, and sometimes quite entire, rigid,

running down into the petiole ; varying in size,

according to the soil : the flowers numerous,

blue, imbricate, one-ranked, sometimes pale

red, appearing in August, but never produce

seeds in this climate. It grows naturally near

the sea, about Marseilles, Leghorn, &c.

The fourth species has a strong root, woody

and perennial, bearing thick tufts of small nar-

row obovate spatulate or wedge-shaped leaves,

slightly pointed but not awned, and entire : the

scapes prostrate, very much branched : the

branches flexuose, matted and entangled with

each other, having an ovate sharp membranous

bracte at each divarication : many of the branches

are barren, and those often reflexed, but not

always : the flowers few together in simple ter-

minating spikes or bundles, erect, each enve-

loped in three or four larger blunt bractes : the

ribs of the calyx, and thepetals, are of a bright

purplish blue, which turns white in drying. It

is a native of the South of France and Malta.

The fifth is an amiual plant, (biennial) with

long narrow leaves, which are set with rough

tubercles; the stalks about eight inches high,

dividino- into two or three small branches, which

are terminated by short reflexed spikes of pale

blue flowers, coming out late in August, and

seldom perfecting seeds in this climate : it is a

native of the South of Europe and Barbary.

The sixth species has many radical leaves,

oblong, smooth, curled, ending in a sharp point:

the stems a foot high, branched, round, firmer

than in the other species, sometimes winged,

three or four spreading round the bottom, where

there is abundance of very elegant flowers which

are larger than those of the second sort and
white, forming a handsome silvery head.

—

It is a native of Russia, flowering in July and

August.
The seventh has the leaves about four inches

Ions, and thee quarters of an inch broad in the

middle, diminishing gradually to both ends

:

the stalks rise about five or six inches high, di-

viding into several spreading branches, which
are again divided into smaller ; these are termi-

nated by spikes of pale-blue flowers ranged on
one side the footstalk : the whole, when grow-
ing, being spread wide, has somewhat the ap-

pearance of an umbel of flowers, which come
out in August, but never ripen seeds in this

climate. It is a native of Russia, flowering in

June.

The eighth species is a native of the Canary
Islands, flowering in September and October.

The ninth is a native of Siberia, flowering

most part of the summer.
The tenth species has a shrubby stalk about

two feet high, dividing into several woody
branches, which spread out on every side ; the

lovier parts of these are closely furnished with

gray leaves of a thick consistence : the branches

are terminated by panicles of blue flowers, com-
ing out singly at a distance from each other,

having one funnel-shaped petal, with a long

tube, and dividing into five spreading segments

at top : it flowers from June till autumn, but

never produces seeds in this climate. It is a na-
tive of Sicily.

The eleventh has round stems, somewhat
woody, naked with alternate chafls, panicled :

the branchlels very much subdivided, in bun-
dles, filiform, imbricate with very minute chaffs,

terminated by a little bristle : the flowers subim-

bricate, ascendins, directed one way, yellow.

It is a native of Spain, of Portugal, and of Bar-

bary.

The twelfth is a biennial plant : the lower

leaves, which spread on the ground, are in-

dented almost to the midrib; these indentures

are alternate and blunt: the stalks rise a foot

and half high, dividing upwards into several

branches, having at each joint three narrow

leaves sitting close to the stalks, from the base

of which proceeds a leafy membrane or wing
which runs along on both sides the stalk ; these

are rough and a little hairy: the stalks are termi-

nated by panicles of flowers, which sit upon
winged peduncles, each sustaining three or four

flowers of a light blue colour, which continue

long without fading : it flowers in July and Au-
gust ; but unless the summer is warm and dry,

the seeds do not ripen in this climate. It is a

native of Sicily and the Levant. There aye two
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varieties, which differ in their leaves, stems, and

flower?.

CuUitre.—All the sorts are capable of being

increased, b)- parting or slipping the roots : this,

vith the first kind, "should be performed in the

autumn or very early spring season, planting

them immediately as edgings, or in the borders;

they should not however be parted too small.

When planted out as edgings, a quantity of

slips should beobtained in these seasons from old

plants, by slipping or dividing the off-sets of

their roots, each sTip being furnished with roots

and tops; then, having made up the edge of the

bed or border even and firm, planting them

either with a dibble in one range, two or three

inches distance in the row ; or to form at once

a close edging, so near as to touch one another,

or in a small trench, close, as in planting box-

edgings : tliese edgings should every summer,

iiTMiiediately after ^flowering, be trimmed with

garden-shears, or a knife, to cut off all the de-

cayed flower-stalks close to the bottom ; like-

wise to trim in any projecting irregularity of the

edging at the sides or top : also when it spreads

considerably out of bounds, should be cut in

evenly on each side, in due proportion ;
per-

forming those trimmings in moist weather, and

not too late in autumn, otherwise the drought

of summer, or the cold in winter, will be apt

to injure them when newly cut, and cause them

to have a shabby disagreeable appearance : but

when these edgings grow considerably out of

bounds, or become very irregular, it is neces-

sary to take them up, slip the plants small, and

immediately replant them again as before, in a

neat regular edging : they sometimes require re-

planting every threeorfour yeais in this manner.

The second sorts may likewise be raised by

parting the roots in the autumn or spring, pre-

serving some mould to them, and planting them

out again immediately, being placed in an east

border, where the soil is loamy.

They may also be raised from seeds obtained

from abroad, sowing tliem on a similar border,

keeping the plants clean, and when of sufficient

growth" planting them out in pots: it is the

common practice in treating the second sort, ac-

cording to Martyn, to consider it as a green-

house plant; and it appears to the greatest ad-

vantage in a pot, as it is much disposed to throw

up new flowering- stems : by having several

pots, some plants will be in flower throughout

the summer ; on this account, and for the

singularity of its large blue calyx, it is a plant

that merits attention. The Echioides is also a

green-house plant.

The eighth, ninth, tenth sorts, Sec, may be

increased by planting cuttings of the young
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shoots, in Julv, in a shady border, watering

them frequently: when the plants have a little

arowth, they should be taken up and placed in

separate pots, filled with light loamy mould,

ptitting th '111 in the shade till rerooted : the

plants'of these sorts must be removed into shel-

ter in the autumn, but they only require pro-

tection from bard frost, of course may be placed

with myrtles, and other hardy green-house

plants, where they often continue to flower a

great part of winter, and make a pretty variety ;

These sorts afford variety among other potted

more hardy green-house plants.

STAVE'S"ACRE. See Delphinium.

STOCKS, such young trees as are raised

from seed, suckers, layers, and cuttings, and

designed for the reception of grafts and buds of

oiheV trees, to continue them the same and be-

come trees in every respect like the parent trees

from which they were taken.

Stocks for general use arc proper when from

the size of a good large goose-quil to half an

inch, or not more than an inch thick, in the

part where the graft. Sec, is to be inserted ; but

•they are sometimes used when two or three

inches in diameter: these are made use of in

most kinds of fruit-trees, and occasionally for

some varieties of forest and ornamental trees,

and many of the shrub kind : they should in

general be species or varieties of the same genus

as the trees with which they are to be engrafted.

They are usually divided into three kinds ; as

Crah Stocks, Free Stocks, and Dwarf Stocks,

each comprehending various sorts, both ot the

same and different genera, species, and va-

rieties.

Crab Stocks.—^These are all such as are raised

from seeds, &c., of any natural or ungrafted

trees, particularly of the fruit-tree kind ; such

as the crab-apple of the woods and hedges, any

kind of wild thorny uncultivated pears, plums,_

wild black and red cherry, &c., and also of

such trees as have been grafted or budded :
some

sorts, being strong shooters and hardy, are pre-

ferred, on which to graft particular species, to

improve the size and duration of the trees ;
for

example, apples are very commonly worked

upon the common wild crab stock, and cherries

on the great wild black and red cherry stock, as

tending to promote a large, hardy, and durable

growth, proper for common standards and the

larger kinds of dwarf trees. In using crab stocks

to graft any sorts of fruit-trees, it is proper to

reject such of them as assume a very wild crab-

like growth, or of a stunty, thorny nature, pre-

ferring those that are the freest clean growers :

sometimes, however, the appellation of crab

stocks is given to all stocks indiscriminately.
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before being grafted ; •whether raised from tlie

freed, &c., of wild or cultivated trees, until

worked with grafts or buds ; but with the di-

stinction of wild crabs, and free crabs.

Free Slocks.—This is commonly applied to

such as are raised from the kernels of the fruit,

layers, &c. of any of the cultivated garden and
orchard fruit-trees and others, which often ])rove

.more free clean shooters than the wild crabs,

and are more proper than they for choice apples,

rpears, peaches, nectarines, apricots, and plums,
to improve the growth of the trees and tjualily

of the fruit,

Dutiif Slocks.—^Tlicsc are such as are raised

from low growing trees, of a shrub-like nature,

or but very moderate tree-growth, being used
for the lower and middling sorts of standards,

and to foim dwarfs, either for walls or espaliers,

or as dwarf standards in small gardens, and
others occasionally for variety, as well as for

planting in forcing-frames, or to pot for forc-

ing, or curiosity, &c., as the paradise apple and
codlin stock, for dwarfing apples; the i]uince

stock, fl)r pears ; the bird cherry, morello, and
small May cherry stock, for cherries; the bullace

and muscle stock for dwarfing apricots, peaches,

and nectarines, and sometimes dwarf-almond
stocks for the two latter, when designed to have

these trees of a very dwarfish growth, either to

pot for curiosity, or for forcing in small forcing-

frames.

The most dwarfish kinds are : the paradise

jStock, bird-cherrv, black bullace, and dwarf
almond ; but thev are not so proper in general

culture as conmion dwarf- trees, as they never

attain a large growth, sufficient to produce any
considerable quantity of fruit : the codlin dwarf
stocks, quince stock, morello cherry, and mus-
cle-plum stocks, are proper for the middling
or larger kinds of dwarf trees, either for walls

or espaliers, or dwarf and half standards : they

are all raised from suckers, layers, or cuttings.

Sorls of' Slocks adapted to each Kind.— For
apples, in a'l the kinds, they are those of their

own sort, raised from the kernels of any of the

cultivated apples or crab for common standards,

and the larger kinds of dwarfs; but the wild

crab stock is often esteemed preferable to the

free stock, for its hardy and durable nature, on
which to graft common standards, and some-
times dwarfs for espaliers; and for lower dwarfs,

•the codiin, Siberian crab, and paradise stock

are sometimes used ; the formtr for middling

dwarfs, and the latter for the smallest dwarfs :

ihcy are all easily raised, the free stock and
.crabs from the kernels of the fruit; and the cod-

lin and paradi.^e stock, likewise from suckers,

Jaycrs, and cuttings. 5ec PviiUs Malus.

For the pear, it is chiefly grafted and budded
on pear stocks for general use, but on quince
for dwarfs ; the former chiefly raised from the
kernels of any sort of pears; and the latter frcclv

by suckers, layers, and cuttings; but the pear
stock is always to be jiveferred for the general
supply of larger trees, for all common standards,
and the larger dwarf pear trees for extensive
V. alls and espaliers : the quince stock is estima-
ble principally for its dwarfing ])ropertv, or in

being productive of moderate shijotuig trees for

walls, espalier's, or middling standards, sooner
arriving to a bearing growth. In order to form
dwarf pears, white-thorn stocks, raised from
seed, were formerly sometimes in repute, but
they are very improper, as the trees rarely pro-
sper well ; as the goodness of the pear is often

inrproved or diminished by the nature of the
stock on which it is grafted, it is of importance
to use free stocks, raised fVom the kei'nels of the

. best summer and autunm pears as much as pos-
sible ; and the prime pears should be worked
always on the finest free-shooting stocks of the

most cultivated-like growths : sometimes, to im-
prove the quality of particular choice kinds of
pears, it is the practice to double work them,
which is to graft the best sorts into free stocks

in the spring, which shoot the same year

;

then about midsunmier, or soon after, to bud
the young shoots of the graft with buds of the

prime sorts of pear, suffering only the shoots

from the second budding to run up to form the

tree: the breaking kind of pears are often ren-

dered less hard and stony in this wav, and the

melting property of others is considerably im-
proved. SeePvRUS communis.

For quinces, two sorts of stocks are occa-

sionally used, as that of its own kind, and the

pear stock ; the quince stocks are raised from
seed, suckers, and cuttings, 8tc., and the pear

kinds from the kernels of any sort of pears ; but

as all the varieties of quinces are so e.xpedi-

tiously raised with certainly the same by layers

and cuttings, it renders the raising of stocks for

grafting or budding them on almost unneces-

sary. See FvRus Cydonia.

For plums, the operation is performed only

upon stocks of their own kind, raised from the

stonesofany sort of cultivated plum, or bv suck-

ers and layers, as the most certain methods to

obtain any particular \ariety of free plum stock,

as the muscle-plum stock, which many prefer

as the best stock of all on which to work the

finer kinds of plums, as generally producing

very thriving moderate-growing, fruitful trees
;

raising it, not from seed, which would vary ex-

ceeding y, but by suckers from the root of real

muscle-plum trees, or ol those worked upon
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the true muscle stock, or from layer stocks of

the musclc-plum tree : the plum will also grow

upon the apricot and cherry stock, but not in a

thriving state for any length of time. See

Prunus domest'ica.

For cherries, the proper stocks are those of

the cherrv kind only ; as the great wild cherry

stock for large trees, the cultivated garden cher-

ries for the more moderate growths, and the

bird-cherry stock for small dwarfs : the two

former are raised from the stones of the fruit,

and the latter also by teed, or by layers and

cuttings : for general use, the wild black and

red cherry stocks, being strong free growers,

are preferable for all commoti large standard

cherries, also the larger dwarf-trees for exten-

s-ive walls and espaliers ; as these stocks, being of

strong hardv growth, generally produce larger,

more hardy and durable trees than the culti-

vated cherry stocks : sometimes stocks of the

morello and May cherry, as being moderate

growers, are used to raise the smaller cherry-

trees, either in dwarfs for low walls and espa-

liers, or for small or moderate standards ; but

the former when raised from layers is more
certain of producing the real sort in its naturally

moderate growth: the common bird-cherry, as

being a very moderate grower, is used to raise

dwarf cherry-trees, either to plant in borders,

pots, forcing-frames, or to pot for forcing, &c. :

they are raised plentifully from seed, cuttings

and layers ; and have the effect of dwarfing trees

exceedingly, so as to bear fruit when but one or

two feet high ; and shooting very little to wood,

generally bear abundantly for their size : and

cherries will also grow upon plum, apricot, and

laurel stocks, as being of the same genus. See

Pbunos Cerasus.

For apricots, these prove the most durable on
slocks of the plum kind, as common plum
stocks of any variety for all common wall, espa-

lier, and standard trees ; and the bullace stock

for small dwarfs ; the plum stocks are raised

from the stones of any kind of cultivated plum,

or by suckers from the root ; and the bullace

from seed, suckers, and layers: though they

succeed almost equally well upon stocks of any

kind of plum, it is probable they may prove the

most successful on the muscle-plum stock, like

peaches, &c., as being of a more moderate re-

gular growth, and more prolific nature : the

bullace stock is only used occasionally to raise

moderate small dwarfs for low walls, or to plant

in pots, or in forcing frames for forcing : the

apricot will likewise grow on its own, and on
peach and almond stocks raised from the stones,

but never in so prosperous or durable a manner.

See Prunus Armeniaca.

For peaches, several sorts of stocks are occa-

sionally used ; as almond, peach, nectarine, apri-

cot, and plum stocks: they are all raised from
the stones of the fruit, and the latter also by
suckers and layers; but the plum stock, being
the most hardy, is the most proper for general

use ; but the free plum stock is preferab'e for all

the sorts of peaches and nectarines, as being

productive of the most hardy, thriving, and du-
rable trees ; though it is remarkable, one sort

of plum stock in particular is generally prefera-

ble on which to work peaches, which is that of
the muscle-plum, as producing the most pro-

sperous trees, and of a more moderate, regular,

and fruitful growth, the fruit being of asuperior

quality, when the stocks are genuine ; being

raised from suckers or layers of the true muscle-

plum-tree, or by suckers from the roots of such
peach, nectarine, plum, &C., as are worked en
muscle-plum stocks, which generally send up
plenty from the roots annually

;
planting them

oft" at one year's growth into the nursery to train

them for use : double stocks, or double working,
is sometimes used for the more delicate peaches,

to improve their bearing, and the flavour of the

fruit.

For nectarines, the same stocks as in the

peach aie used: as almond, peach, nectarine,

apricot, and plum ; all raised as for the peach

tree: the plum stock should be preferred in-

general as for peaches.

For almond- trees, when raised for their fruit,

the approved varieties mav be budded into stocks

of any sort of almond, peach, nectarine, apri-

cot, or plum, raised from the stones, and the

latter also from suckers, &c., but the trees are

generally the most hardy and durable on plum
stocks. See Amygdalus.

For medlars, three or four different stocks are

occasionally used, to raise the approved va-

rieties: as the medlar, white-thorn, pear, and
quince stocks, the three former raised from
seed, and the latter from suckers, layers, and
cuttings ; the medlar seedling-raised stocks are

very proper to graft the approved varieties ; and
the white thorn and quince stocks are only used

occasionally ; but free stocks, raised from the

kernels, of medlars or sunmier or autumn pears,

are preferable to the two last for all the varie-

ties of coiiimon medlar, which, either on their

own or pear stocks, generally assume a more
free growth, and produce the fruit in greater

perfection and abundance. See Mespilus.
Forsweet service-trees, when designed as fruit-

trees, the approved varieties should be grafted

or budded upon proper stocks; cither princr-

pally their own raised from the seed, or occa:-

sionally on pear or quince stocks, raised as- for
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the medlar and other trees ; though any of the

sorbus, or the pear, are preferable to the quince
to work this tree on to have it large and durable ;

but quince stocks may be used to have trees of

smaller growth, for low standards, espaliers, &c.
For the wild maple-leaved service berry-trees,

the proper stocks are either their own kind, or

those of the hawthorn, raised from the seed

;

they also take upon pear stocks, &c.
For hazel nuts, filbert, &:c., the stocks of the

common nut-tree, raised either from the nuts,

or bv suckers from the root, may be used ; but

this method is seldom employed. See Cokylus
avellaim.

For orange trees, these are worked upon
stocks of their own kind only, as anv kind of
orange, lemon, or citron stocks, raised from
the kernels of the fruit; though the Seville

orange, as being a very free strong shooter, is

generally preferred for orange stocks ; but the

lemon and citron being also free growers form
very proper stocks to raise any variety of oranges

on. See Citrus Aurantium.
For lemon and citron trees, these varieties are

also budded or inarched upon lemon, citron, or

orange stocks, raised from the kernels of the

I'ruit, as for oranges. Sec Citrus medica.

It is evident, that in this method, forcuriosity,

the same stock may be made to support two,

three, or more diiferent varieties of fruit, graft-

ed or budded, either all into the stock, being
previously trained with branches, forking off

for the purpose one for each graft, or by cleft,

or crown-grafting single large stocks, with two
or more different sorts; or in smaller single

stocks, by inserting two or more different buds
by inoculation; likewise, the stock being singly

grafted or budded, different sorts may be in-

serted into the shoots arising from the graft or

buds ; and thus two, three, or more sorts of

apples may be had on the same root ; and by
the same method, different sorts of fruit may be

had upon the same stock, as plums, cherries,

and apricots all on a plum stock ; or peaches,

nectarines, and apricots on the same, or on
stocks of their own kind ; and pears, medlars,

and quinces upon the pear stock ; also red

and white currants, or currants and gooseberries,

on a currant or gooseberry stock ; or white and
red grapes on a vine stock ; likewise red and
white roses, or other different sorts, upon a

common rose stock ; as well as on numerous
other trees and shrubs, which are species or va-

rieties of the same genus.

Raising the Stocks.—All the different sorts

may be raised by seeds, suckers, layers, and

cuttings.

In the first mode, various sorts of stocks may

be raised from the stones and fruits of different
sorts of trees : as the kernels of all the apple
kinds, pears and quinces; and the stones of
plums, cherries, apricots, peaches, and nec-
tarines; the seeds or stones of medlars, services,

&c. ; also nuts, when designed for stocks ; all

of which should be obtained in autumn from
their respective fruits when fully ripened ; and
when well cleared from the pulpy substance,
each sort may be sown separately, in beds of
common light earth in the nursery, either di-
rectly, or after being preserved in sand till Fe-
bruary, but the e.irly autunm is the best season

;

and if the winter should prove severe, the beds
of the more tender kinds, as almonds, and
peaches, &c., may be covered with dry litter to

defend the seed from the frost. See Nurskry.
Before the appearance of the plants above

ground, where the surface of the bed is hard
bound or caked, it is bLneficial to stir the sur-
face lightly with a small iron rake; also, if very
dry weather prevails, to give frequent moderate
waterings, both before and after the plants are

up, repeating the waterings occasionally in dry
weather all spring and early part of summer,
to encourage a free strong growth ; being like-

wise careful to keep the beds very clean from
weeds by diligent hand-weedings ; and by thus
giving every encouragement, the seedling stooks
will grow so freely during the summer, as by
autumn or spring following to be mostly of a
proper size to plant out into nursery lines in the
open quarters, in rows two feet asunder, to re-

main for grafting and buddinsr ; though, if they
have made but middling progress the first sum-
mer in the seed-bed, and are rather stnall and
weakly, the strongest only should be planted
out, leaving the rest growing until next autumn,
when they will be all of full size for planting
out wholly into the open prepared nursery quar-
ters, forking the seedling plants up out of the
beds, shortening any perpendicular tap-root and
long stragglers, but leavmg all their tops entire,

and then planting them in lines, either by
trench-planting, slit- planting,or dibble-planting,
as the sizes of the plants admit, in rows two feet

or two feet and a half asunder, setting the plants

one foot or fifteen inches apart in each row, in

an upright position; and after having planted
one row, treading the earth gently all along
close to the roots of the plants, to fix them firm-
ly in the earth all evenly in a straight range, pro-
ceeding in the same manner, row and row, till

the whole is planted, levelling the surface of ihe

ground between all the rows with the spade or

rake: their future culture, till grafted or budded,
consists in occasional waterings in the first spring,

hoeing over the ground every summer, digging
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between the rows an nuall)'iiulie winterer spring;

and training the stoeks eaeh to one stem
;
pre-

serving their lop alwavs entire ; i)i.it trimming off

the strong iatevals beh)\v, to tnconraqe the strength

of the main stem, when they will be lit for graft-

ing or bndding, in from one to two or tinee

years. See Planting.
'i"hey are proper for working when from

about the size of a large gnose-quiil, as already

observed, to the thiekness of a man's little fin-

ger, or a little more; but the sooner they are

worked after they are of a due size, the better

they succeed, and the sooner they form trees.

Sec Grafting and Budding.
In some cases, however, where the stocks

have shot freclv the first summer after planting

out from the seed-bed, many of them may pro-

bably be of aduesize to graft the following spring

and summer, at five or six inches height, to

form dwarfs for walls and espaliers, he, or

even, in some sorts, for full or half standards,

provided the first main shoot from the graft or

bud is traini-.d up singly, two or three years, to

form the stem, of from four or five to six or

Seven feet stature : however, if they have grown
but moderately the first and second seasons, and
arc not generally in a condition for the opera-

tion of grafting or budding, it is better to let

them have another year's growth.

In the second mode, the suckers of all the

trees which afford them should be planted off at

one year's growth in autumn, winter, ors]''rino',

wluch is a very expeditions method of raising

several sorts of stocks ; so that, after being trans-

planted into the nursery, they often in one or

two years' growth afford ])roper stoeks for the

reception of grafts and buds ; and many of them
are often fit for budding in the summer follow-

ing, at the proper budding season, or for graft-

ine: the sprintr after.O 1 ^
'I'he suckers are generally fit to take up for

the purpose of stocks, when of one year's

growth, about the size of a tobacco-pipe, or

but little bigger, and should be collected in au-

tumn or the early part of winter ; taking them up
as well rooted as possible, cutting off all knots

or knobbed woody parts of the old roots that

may adhere to their bottom, trimmin<r the strag-

gling fibres, and cutting off all side-shoots from
the stem; then planting them in rows two feet

asunder, and one foot distant in the lines
;

treading the mould gently to their roots, and
finishing the work by levelling the surface be-

tween the rows: the culture afterwards, till graft-

ed or budded, is nearly the same as that of the

seedling stocks, keeping them clean from weeds in

sunmier by hoeing; and probably some of the

strongest shooters may be fit to bud in the July

Vo'l, II.

or August following; though the general part

will require two years' growth before they are

proper for working; still continuing them all fcC

one stent, by timely displacing strong laterals,

and preserving their top or leading shoot gene-
rally entire until grafted. See.

1"he third nicthod is practised for some sorts

of stocks of fruit and other trees, and when any
particular variety of stock is required, such as

the paradise slock for apples, nuisclc-plurt\ for

peaches, &c., that they mav be obtained of the

real sort with certainty : but as this method of

raising stocks would be attended with great

trouble for general crafting and budding, it is

only practised occasionally. In jiroviding them
in aniunin or winter, some of the young shoots

of such trees as have the branches naturally

growing near the ground, or in which the stems
have been cut down low while young, to force

out branches near the botton), to furnish shoots

properly situated for laying, should be slit-layed

in the common method, when they will mostly be
rooted by the autumn following, and be (it to take

off and plant into the nurser)', being managed
as directed for the seedling and sucker stocks.

In the last method, cuttin<v3 of the last )'ear'3

shoots should be chosen in autumn, planting

them in the nursery, in a somewhat shady bor-

der, giving occasional waterinsis the following

spring and beginning of summer in dry weather,

when they will be mostly well rooted by next

antnnni, and may be then planted out in nur-

sery-rows two feet asunder, managing them as

the others : they should be kept with upright

stem's, except any should assume a stunted or

crooked growth, in which case they should be
headed down to the ground in spring, when they

will push out strong from the bottom the en-
suing summer, training them to one stem, and
with their leading top-shoot entire as above ; and
according as all the sorts advance in growth, thsy

should be divested of strong lateral shoots be-

low, repeating it particularly in the tallerstandard

stocks, to encourage their upright direction inore

expeditiously to the proper grafting and budding
heiirhts.

Tiie proper methods of grafting and budding
are shown under the culture of the ditierent

kinds,

STONE-CROP. See Seddm.
STONE-CKOP TREE. See Chhxopodium.
STOOLS, such heailed-down young trees

and shrubs in the nursery as are appropriate4

for the production of an annual supply of loucr

shoots or branches near the ground, properly

situated for layering. Ste Laving.
Trees and shrubs for ih's purpose are gene-

rally headed down to the bottom in the inirsery,

3L
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&c., in order to force out more ctTectually a

plentitnl supply of Ijranthes near the ground, to

afford layers eonvcnientlv situated for laying

down in the earth, which being layed in autumn,

winter, or spring, they strike root in a year or

two ; each layer commencing a distinct plant,

and is planted oft" into the nursery in autumn
following; the stools, remaining, send out a

further supply oflower shoots the following sum-

mer, for laying as before ; and thus the same

stools continue afibrding supplies lit for laying

annuallv, or every other year : for this purpose,

someofthe strong young trees and shrubs should

fee chosen, whicJti should be planted in the nur-

sery, &c., at from five or six, to eight or ten feet

distance, according to their size or nature of

srowth; and after having remained a year or two

Till firmly rooted, and they have acquired some
substance, all those of the tree kind, or such

others as run up w ith stems, without affording

lower branches near the ground for laying,

should, in the autumn, winter, or early in the

spring, be headed down within a few inches of

the ground; by which, in the summer following,

they push out from the bottom plenty of strong

young; shoots near the ground for laying, which

may beputdown inthe succeeding autumn, win-

ter, or spring; or, if any remain, till the second

autumn, the first shoots sending out many late-

ral or side shoots the ensuing summer, which

may furnish an additional supply, of a proper

growth for laying ; these small laterals being

often better adapted for rooting than the first

vigorous shoots that rise immediately from the

stool, and each of which layed will form a new
plant. See Laying.

Every year, soon after the layers are separated

from the stools, the latter should be dressed, by

cutting off all the parts of old branches and

scraggy stumps from the head, within an inch

or two of the main stool ; and then digging and

levelling the ground neatly about and between

the whole, and in the spring and summer giv-

ing occasional hoeings in dry weather to destroy

weeds : sometimes stools for layers are formed

occasionally of trees, 8tc., that are considerably

grown up, not having been headed down to

form low stools, but the branches of which are

of considerable height from the ground ; in

which case, the branches, if flexible and long

enough, are bowed down to the earth ; or, it

inflexible and too stubborn to bend, are plashed,

by makmg a gash or cut on the upper side ; or

if too large for plashing, or the nature of the

wood does not bear that operation, the tree or

shrub is sometimes thrown on its side by open-

ing the earth about the roots, loosening or cut-

ting those on one side to admit of lowering the

8

head sufTiciently for laying the branches in the

ground; and sometimes, when stools are formed

from grown-up trees, whose branches are too high

for laving in the full ground, a temporary stage

or scaffold is erected, on which the pots or tul>s

of earth are plated for the reception of the layers.

See Laying.
STOVE, a sort of garden-building or erec-

tion constructed with biick-work behind and

on the north, as well as partly in front, and

roofed wholly with glass sashes to the south, being

furnished internally with a pit, or long, wide,

deep cavity, for a bark hot-bed or beds, and

with flues round the inside of the walls for fire-

heat ; the whole calculated to produce a certain

temperature at all seasons, adapted to the cul-

ture of the tenderest exotic plants, as well as

for forcing various kinds, both hardy and tender,

into tiower and fruit, &c., at an early season

;

and which was so named before the use of bark-

beds, from being worked only by means of fire-

heat. See Hot-House.
Besides their use in the growth and preserva-

tion of various tender exotic plants as just no-

ticed, by their means the gardener is also en-

abled to forward many hardy plants to early

perfection ; such as various sorts of curious

flowers, fruits, salad-herbs, kidney beans, straw-

berries, he, probably one, two, or three months

sooner than they could possibly be obtained in the

open ground ; and likewise many sorts of seeds,

cuttings, and layers of exotics are made to grow

freely m the bark-bed of the stove, that without

such aid would not grow at all in this country
;

also cuttings, &c., of many curious hardy plants

that root reluctantly in the full ground, are fa-

cilitated considerably in their rooting by the

bark-bed of this department.

Different sorts of stoves are used occasionally

for different purposes; as the Bark Stove, for

common use, which has both a bark-bed and

flues: the Drr/ Stove, for particular succulent

plants, &c., which is furnished only with flues

for fire-heat, having no bark-bed : the Forcing

Stove, which is employed purposely for forcing

liardy fruits, flowers, &c., into early perfection f

being constructed both with bark-bed and flues,

or only with flues.

By the uniform moderate moist growing heat

in the first sort of stove, many kinds of such

plants as have been mentioned are brought for-

ward and preserved, and in which, some require

the bark-bed, others succeed in any part of the

house; and still others, as the succulents, require

the driest situation near the flues : many of the

more tender, herbaceous, and shrubby plants

succeed best when plunged in the bark-bed,

though the greater part of the herbaceous and
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wooJv sorts succeed well enough in any part:

tiie bark-bed is principally allotted for the pine-

apples ; and most of the smaller succulents, par-

ticulnrl\-, may be stationed mostly over the top

of the flues upon shelves out of the way of mois-

ture, as being naturally very replete with hu-

midity : and tiie hardy plants designed for for-

cing, such as strawberries, kidney beans, and

various sorts of flowers, &c., that are potted,

may be placed upon shelves, or on the pa-

rapet wall of the bark-bed ; but the nearer the

glasses the better, particularly the strawberries
;

but good early kidney beans may be raised in

almost any part of the stove. When any sort of

flowers are to be forwarded, such as roses, pinks,

&c., or any bulbous flowers, as early as possible,

they may be plunged in the bark -bed, and some
be placed upon shelves, ScC, to succeed them.

See HoT-HoosK.
The second sort of stove, from its affording a

dry heat, is intended principally for the cul-

ture of very succulent tender exotics of parched

soils, that require to be kept always dry. Where
there are large collections of this sort of plants,

it is very useful to deposit the most succulent of

them in sepa rate stoves, for fear of the others which

perspire more freely occasioning a damp air in

winter, which may be imbibed by the succu-

lents, and injure them, as being impatient of

nuich moisture, particularly in that season : in

this kind of stove moveable stands or shelves are

erected above one another, on which to place

the pots of plants ; such as the tenderer sorts of

aloes, cereuses, euphorbiums, melon-thistle,

and other very tender succulent plants, &c.

;

but most of them may be cultivated in a com-
mon stove.

The third sort of stove is sometimes used

principally for flowers, as is common about

London, to force large quantities of early roses,

pinks, and numerous other flowers for market,

where they fetch a very great price at an early

season : others are intended principally for fruit-

trees, and some serve both for forcing flowers

and fruits, and several sorts of small plants, as

strawberries, kidney beans, &;c. ; so that they

consist of two kinds, which are a bark forcing

stove, furnished with a bark-bed and flues ; and

a fire forcing stove having only flues for lire

without any bark-bed : the former of which is

constructed like a common bark stove, being

furnished with a pit for a bark-bed to receive the

pots of particular sorts of plants intended for

forcing, in order to forward them as early as

possible ; and with flues for tire-heat occasional-

ly ; and sometimes it is formed capacious enough

in width to admit of a border of earth behmd
the bark-bed, next the back wall, serving for

fruit-trees, to be planted in the full grouiui

;

such as cherries, peaches, apricots, hce,, for

early forcing : the bark-bed is for receiviug va-

rious sorts uf pianis in pots in winter, lor for-

cing to maturiiy of growih or production in that

season or early in spring ; as pots of roses,

pinks, dwarf tulips, hyacinths, narcissuses,

honeysuckles, hypericunis, and many other
flower plantsofsmall or moderate growih, both of
the shrubby and herbaceous kinds; also any cu-
rious tender annual flowers, such as balsaniines,

&c., may be forwarded in it; likewise pots oi"

strawberries, dwarf cherries, and other small
fruits plunged either in the bark-bed, or placed

any where towards the glasses ; also pots or boxes
of kidney-beans, salading, &c.
The season to begin forcing in these stoves

is principally from about the latter end of De-
cember to the end of January, according as the

flowers, fruits, ike, may be wanted ; the plants

and trees intended for forcing in pots should

have been potted ei'her a year before, or in the

preceding spring or auuinin, and in winter

sheltered from severe frost till the forcing time :

it is necessary for the shrub and tree kinds in

particular, as if planted or potted the preceding

year or before, and they are well rooted and
firmly established in the earth, it is of essential

advantage; being all previously raised in the

open ground, till advanced to a proper growth
for flowering and fruiting; and the fruit-trees at

the same time, trained in the requisite order

:

those intended for planting in the internal bor-

der of earth behind should be planted fully

therein early in autumn, without being potted
;

some of which, such as peaches, nectarines,

apricots, &c., being trained as wall-trees, others

as low standards, particularly cherries; and
vines, planted also against the front without-

side, have the stems trained in through small

holes, and conducted up under the sloping-

glasses ; but such plants as are to be raised

from seed should not generally be sown till the

time the pots are placed in the stove for forcing.

When the plants, seeds, &c., have been pro-

perly arranged in these stoves, they are soon
set in motion by the bark -bed heat, and afterward*

by making moderate fires on cold nights, and on
days occasionally, in very severe weather, to

support a constant proper warmth to continue

the plants always in moderate growth ; by
which means, various flowers and fruits may
be obtained two or three months before their

natural season in the open air.

The latter kind, or such stoves as are worked'

by fire-heat only, arc mostly used for forcing

fruit-trees, having the whole or most part of the

bottom space within formed of good rich earth,

3L2
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tuU two feet deep, in order to plant the fruit-

trees entirely in the ground to remain ; an alley

or walk being either formed next the back wall,

or carried along the middle, allotting a raised

border along the back part, for the reception of

the choicer fruits to be trained as wall-trees; and
the main middle space for small standards of
moderate growth : in these the best sorts of

apricots, peaches, nectarines, cherries, plums,
vines, and figs ; likewise any small frttit plants,

as gooseberries, currants, raspberries ; also tufts

of strawberries, which should all be first trained

in the open ground to a bearing state; may be in-

troduced : the ])eaches, nectarines, apricots, and
figs, should be planted principally toward the back
\\all,and trained toatrcillisaswall trees: thecher-

lies as standards, both small-headed, moderate,
full standards, halfstandards, and dwarfs, disposed

in the middle space, the tallest behind, and the

lowest forward; with pots of strawberries and
low flow ers, upon shelves near the glasses ; and
the vines either within towards the front, or

wholly without, close against the front wall,

and the stems, or a .strong shoot of each plant

drawn in through a small hole made for each,

either in the wall, or in the timber of the front

erections; and the branches within trained up
to the inside of the sloping glass upon treillis

work : in the vines planted on the outside, it is

necessary to guard the stems in winter, espe-

cially some time previous to, and durmg, the

forcinp; season, vi'ith hay-bands wrapped closely

round them, also to lay some dry mulch over

the roots, to profeci the whole as well as possi-

ble, that the progress of the sap may not be

much retarded by the external cold, and to pro-

mote its flov.ing more freely for the advantage

of the internal growth of the vines, &c.

The season to begin forcing or making the fires

in these stoves is January, or early in February,

continuiu<r it moderately every night and morn-
inp, duringihecoldweatherin winter and spring,

to forward the difl'erent frwits to a; early per-

iection as possible. See Hot-House.
STORAX. See Stvrax.
STOVE PLANTS, such tender exotics from

the hot parts of the world as require the aid of

the stove to preserve them in this climate.

'ITie following are the principal sorts cultivated

in th s country in these departments:

TREE KINDS.

jlhroma, Maple-leaved Abroma.
Achras Sapo'a, ]\lamniee-tree—Common Sa-

pota— Manuivee Sapot.1.

yldansonla, ^Ethiopian Sour Gourd.

jldtnaiilhera, Ba=tard flower Fence—Pavo-

nina— Falcotaria..

Avacardiuin, Acajow-, or Cashew-Nut.

Amwna, Custard Apple—Nettled Custard
Apple—Prickly Custard Apple—Scaly Custard-

Apple, or Sweet Sop—Marsh Annona, or Water
A|)ple—Broad-leaved Annona.
Bomhax, Silk Cotton- Tree—Thornv Bombax,

or Cuba—Pentandrous Smooth Bombax—Hep-
taphyllous Smooth Bombax.

Curica, Pa}>aw or Pepo Tree—Common In-

dian Papaw Tree—Posoposa, or Branching Su-
rinam Papaw Tree.

Casaia, Wild Sena—Purging-Tree Cassia—
Bifiorous Shrub Cassia.

Cedr<-la, Bastard Cedar.

Cliamoerops, Dwarf Palm, or Palmetto*
(Frondose.)

C/iiocorca, Snowberry-Trce.
Chitjiohalanus, Cocoa Palm.
Cinchona, Jesuit's Bark-Tree.
Clusiii, Balsam-Tree.
Cucos, Cocoa-nut Tree. (Frondose.)

Cratcevu, Garlic Pear.

Cresceutia, Calabash Tree.

Ciolon, Tallow Tree.

Draccena, Dragon Tree.

Fagara, two species.

Ficus, Fig Tree—Sacred Fig, or Indian God
Tree—Sycamore Fig Tree—Bengal Fig Tree

—

Indian Long- leaved Fig Tree—Dwarf Indian F'ig^

Tree.

Guaiacum, Lignum Vitae; three species.

Gnettarda, one species.

Guilandina, several species.

Hcematoi'yLitm, Blood -wood, or Log-wood.
Hi-Licteres, Screw Tree.

Heinandia, Jack-in-a-Box Tree—Sonorous
Ilernandia—Oriental Hernandia.

HTjmencea, American Locust Tree.

Laurus, Bay Cinnamon Tree—Alligator Pear.

Mainmea, Mamniee Tree—^American Mam-
mee Tree—Asiatic Mammee Tree.

Mangifero, Mango Tree.

Alflaitoma, American Gooseberry.

Melia, Bead Tree—Evergreen Bead Tree of

Ceylon—Azadirachta., or, Indian Bead Tree.

Miisa, I'lanlain Tree; all the three species.

]\Ji/r/i/.f, Myrtle Tree— Pimento, or All-spice

Tree—Dioecious Mvrtle— Brasilian Myrtle, &c.
Parki/isoriia, Parkinsonia.

Pki/salis-, Winter Cherrv.

Moliiiia, False Acacia^Violet American Ror
binia—Smooth Indian Robniiu.

Sapiridiis, Soap-berry Tree.

Sirii-lenia, Mahogany Tree..

Tainurindus, Tamarind Tree.

Tliivlroma, Chocolate-nut Tree—Cocoa, or

Chocolate-nut Tree—Gausiuma, or Bastard

Cedar of Jamaica.

Ti/ius, several species.
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Toluifera, Balsam of Tola Tree.

Xiiiie/iia, American Prickly Ximenia—Un-
armcci Jamaica Ximenia.

Zainia, Dwarf American Palm. (Frondose.)
SHKUEBV KINDS.

AhruSy Jamaica Wild Liquorice,

Amyrls, Sweet Wood.
ylpocymm, Dog's Bane — Shrubby Upriolit

Ceylon Apocynum, with varieties— Climbnig
Dog's Bane, with varieties.

Ban'istena, several species.

Baiiltlnta, Mountain Ebony—Prickly Bauhi-
nia—Tomcntose Bauhinia.

Begonia, Shining-leaved.

Bellonia, Rough-leaved.

Bixa, Dyeing Metelia, &c.
Bocconia, Tree Celandine.

Bont'ia, Barbadoes Wild Olive.

Brunia, several species, either for the stove

or greenhouse.

Brr/nsfelsia, Brunsfelsia.

Buddleia, American Buddleia— Occidental

Buddleia.

Camellia, Japan Rose.

Capparis, Caper Bush.

Oipsicum, Guinea Pepper—Shrubby Capsi-

cum, with many varieties.

Calesbea, Lily Thorn.

Ceanothus, New Jersey Tea—A,biatic Cca-

nothus.

Celastrtis, Staff Tree; two or three species for

s-tove or green-house.

Cestntm, Bastard Jasmine, or Jasminoide.

Cilliarexylon, Fiddle Wood.
Clijfortia, three species,

house.

Cittoria, three species.

Clttylin, Elutaria, or Indian Cluytia^

Coccotoha, Sea-side Grape.

Colf-'ca, Coffee Tree.

Crotalaria, Laburnum-leaved'.

Draconliiim, Dragons.

Ekrttia, two or three species.

Jilcpocarpus, one species.

Eriocephalus, three species,, for the stove or

green-house.

En/lhrina, Coral Tree—Corallodendron, or

Smooth Coral Tree—Spinous Coral Tree.

Gossypium, Cotton-plant; consists of herba-

ceous and shrubby species. See Gossypium.
Greuna, Oriental Grewia.

Heliotropium, Turnsole.

Hil'isciis, Syrian Mallow—Mutable-flowered

Hibiscus, or China Rose—Rosa Sinensis, or

Rose of China—Viscows Mallow, or Scarlet

Hibiscus.

Indigofera, Indigo.

Jxara, Indian Wild Jasmine.

for stove or grcen-

Lantana, American Viburnum— Trifoliate

Lantana— Involucrum-headed Lantana— Ca-
mara, or Leafless-headed Lantana— Prickly
Lantana.

Lawsoyiia, I^awsonia.

Lolelia, Cardinal-flower—Plumier's Lobelia—Surinam Lobelia— Pine-leaved Lobelia.
Lnraidhm, Loranthus.
J\'lesiia, Indian Rose Chesnut.
Mimosa, Sensitive Plant. All the species.
Neriinn, Oleander — Double-flowered —

Striped-leaved.

Nyetantlies, Arabian Jasmine—Sambac, or
Common Arabian Jasmine— Undulate-leaved
Nyctanthes, or Malabar Jasmine—Arbor Tristis,

or Sorrowful Tree—Hairy Sorrowful Tree.
Opkioxylon, Climbing Ophio.xylon.
I'unax, Genseng.
Pentapetes, Shrubby Pentapetes.

Phyllaiithus, Sea-side Laurel.

Phytolacca, An)erican Nightshade.
Piscidia, two species.

Paineiana, Barbadoes Flower Fence, Sec.

—

Fair Poinciana, or Double-spined Barbadoea
Flower Fence—Bijugated Single-spined Poinci-
ana—Spineless Poinciana.

Porlulaca, Purslane.

P/e/p«, ShrubbyTrefoil, Viscous Indian Ptelca.

Randia, two species..

Bnuuoljia, Rauwolfia.

Rhummis, Buckthorn— Spins Christi, or
./Kihiopian Jujube—Q>noplia, or Ceylon Jujube.

Rhus, Sumach—Cobbc, or Ceylon Sumach.

.

Sideroxylnn, Iron Wood — Incrmo is or
Smooth jEihiopian Sideroxylon—Spinous Ma-
labar Sideroxylun.

Solarium, Nightt^hade—Guinea Nightshade

—

Fiery-thorncd. Nightshade—Bahama Nightshade—
^Trilobate Nightshade, &c.
Sophora, Sophora.

Spothelia, Spothelia...

Tal'ernfemM!ta?ia, Tabemcemoiitana.
Tournefortia, Shrubby Tournefortia—Vola-

bilate or Twining Tournefortia -—FcEtid or
Slinking Tournefortia— Hairy Tournefortia—
Serrated Tournefortia—Cymose Tournefortia.

Vinca, Periwinkle—Rose Periwinkle of Ma-
dagascar^

Fitis, Vine—Indian Wild Vine— Trifoliate

Indian Vine.

UiNDER-S»RUBaV KINBS.

,
Aeanfhus,. Bear's Breech—Shrubby Holly-

leaved Acanthus^
Vblkameriaf Prickly Voltianuria—Unarmed,

or Smooth Volkameria.

HE1\KACF.0US KINDS.
Achyranthes, Bloody or Red Indian Ach\i-

laiUhes—Woolly-cupped Indian Achyranthes^
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^Istrcemerja, two or three species.

Amaryllis, Lily Daffodil—jacobsean Lily

—

Mexican Lilv—Zilon Lily.

Amomum, Ginger—Common Ginger—Broad-
leaved Wild Ginger, &c.
Arum, Wake-Robin, Sec.—Egyptian Arum,

or Colocasia.

Asclepias, Svvallowwort—American Scarlet

iVsclepias, Sec.

Barleria, several species.

Baiella, Malabar Nightshade—Red Malabar
IMightshade—White Malabar Nightshade.

Bromelia, Ananas Pine Apple—Common
Ananas, or Fine Apple—Wild Fuie Apple, or

Pinguin—Korates, or Acaulous Wild Pine Ap-
ple—Pyramidal Bromelia—Linguated Brome-
lia.

Bronalia, Spreading, Upright.

Calceolaria, Slipper-Wort.
Enjtkrina, Herbaceous.

Ferraria, Waved-leaved.
Gloriosa, Superb Lily.

Hcema72flius, Blood-Flower—Scarlet Hseman-
thus—Radish Heemanthus—Carinated Hsemaia-

thus—Ciliated Hsemanthus.
Helicenia, Bastard Plantain.

Hydrangea, Great-flowered.

Kcempferia, Galangale ; both the species.

Maranta, Indian Arrow Root—Arundinaceous
Maranta—Galanga, or Indian Arrow Root.

Martynia, Perennial Martynia.
Mesemlryaiithemiim, (ficoides) Fig Marigold
—Diamond Ficoides, or Ice Plant.

Pundanus, Screw Pine.

Petiveria, Guinea-hen Weed.
Piper, Pepper ; several sorts.

Pohjanthes, Tuberose, or Indian Tuberous
Hyacinth.

Saccliar2im, Sugar Cane—Common Sugar
Cane—Spiktd Sugar Cane.

Senecio, Senecio.

Sida, Indian Mallow.
Tiilbagia, Tulbagia.

Verbena, Vervain.

Xylophylla, L.ove-Flt)wer.

WOODY KINDS.
JEschynomene, Bastard Sensitive Plant—Tree

jEschvnomene—GrandiflorousyEschynomene

—

Sesban, or Egyptian jEschynomene.
Areca, Faut'el Nut Palm.
Aru/ido, Reed—Bamboo Cane, or Indian Tree

Reed.

Caryofikyllns, Clove Tree.

Chrysophylli/m, Goldy-leaf, or Star Apple.
Elceagnus, Wild Olive, or Oleaster—Thorny

Elaeagnus.

Hura, Sand Box Tree.

Jatropha, Cassada, or Cassava Plant. Most
of the species are stove plai>ts.

Justicia, Malabar Nut—Hyssop- leaved Justin

cia, &c.
Malpighia, Barbadoes Cherry. All the species.

Fasxiftiira, Passion Flower— Sawed-leavcd
Passion Flower—Laurus-Ieavcd Passion Flower
—Vespertilious, or Bat's Wing Passion Flower
—Red Passion Flower—Maliformous, or Apple-
fruited Passion Flower—Silky Passion Flower—

!

Multiferous Passion Flower—Ouadrangular Pas-

sion Flower—Suberous, or Cork-barked Passion
Flower.

Pisonia; two species.

Phimlago, Lead-Wort—Ceylon Pfunabago

—

Rose Plumbago.
Pliimeria, Red .Jasmine— Red Plunieria

—

White Plunieria—Obtuse Plunieria.

Rivinia, Dwarf Tetrandrous Rivinia—Climb-
ing Octandrous Rivinia.

Rondeletia, Rondeletia.

Sc/iintts, Indian Mastic Tree—-Melle Tree of
Clusius, or Peruvian Mastic Tree—Areira, or

Brasilian Mastic Tree.

Triumfella, Lappula, or Berry-capsuled Tri-

umfella.

Urena, Angular-leaved Urena -<— Sinuated

Urena—Procumbent Urena.

IPoltheria, American Waltheria—IndianWal-
theria—Narrow-leaved Waltheria.

SUCCULENT KINDS.
Agave, American Aloe—Viviparous Ameri-

can Aloe—Stinking American Aloe.

Aletris, Guinea Aloe —Hyacinth-flowered
Aletris—Ceylon Aletris—Cape Aletris— Fra-

grant Aletris.

Aloe, African Aloe. Most of the species, ex-

cept the Aloe uvaria, may be considered both

as greenhouse and stove plants; for, although

they may all be wintered tolerably well in a

greenhouse, yet, if placed in the stove, in winter

particularly, they more certainly flower annually

in greater perfection.

Cactus, Melon Thistle, Torch Thistle, &c.

—

Greater Hedge-hog Melon Thistle, with varie-

ties—Mammillary or Smaller Melon Thistle

—

Torch Thistle ; several upright jorts—Creeping
Cereus, or Trailing Torch Thistle—Ciiuibing

Creeping Cereus—Ficus ludica, or Indian Fig

—

Greater Indian Fig—Cochineal Indian Fig—In-

dian Fig of Curassoa—Sword-leaved Opuntia

—

Pereskia, or American Gooseberry.

Cofykdon, Navelwort—Cut or Jagged leaved

Cotyledon.

Crassula, Lesser Orpine.

Euphorl'ia, BurningThorny Plant—Euphorbia

of the Antients—Canary Eupliorbia—Oleander-
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leaved Euphorbia
—

'Meclusa's Htad Euphorbia

—

Tilhvineloid Euphorbia, or Bastard Spurge.

Gloxinia, one species.

Slapeliri, ^'a^iegated Stapelia—Hairy Stapelia.

BULBOUS KINDS.

Ant/wlj/za, ^ihiopian Corn Flag; several

species.

Cri?inm, Asphodel Lily—American Asphodel

Lily—Asiatic Asphodel Lily.

IJmodorum, Limodoruin.

Massouia, Broad-leaved—Narrow-leaved.

Pa/icrfitiiim, (V^ucr^Unm Lily) Sea Daffodil

—

Ceylon UniHorous Fancratinni— Mexican Biflo-

rons Pancratium— Caribbajan Multiflorous Pan-

cratium—Amboyna Broad-leaved Pancratium.

Some of these sorts of pianis are also inserted

in the green-house list ; as, where there is no

stove, Uiey may be preserved tolerably well in a

good greenhouse.

STRAVVBEURY. See Fragaria.
STRAWBERRY BLITE. See Blitum.

STRAWBERRY SPINACH. See Blitum.

STRAWBERRY TREE. See Arbutus.
STRELITZIA, a genus affording a plant of

the herbaceous exotic perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Penlandria

Momgyiiia, and ranks in the natural order of

Scitamini;ie.

The characters are : that the calyx is an uni-

versal spathe, terminating, one-leafed, chan-

nelled, acuminate, from spreading declinmg,

many-flowered, involving the base of the flowers ;

partial spathes lanceolate, shorter than the

flowers: perianth none: the corolla is irregular :

petals three, lanceolate, acute ; the lowest boat-

shaped ; the two upper bluntly keeled : nectary

three-leaved ; the two lower leaflets a little shorter

than ihe petals, from a broad base awl-shaped,

waved at the edge, folded together, including

the genitals, towards the tip behind augmented

with a thick appendix, in form of half an arrow

head ; the lowest leailet short, ovate, compressed,

keeled: the stamina have five filaments, filiform,

placed on the receptacle: three in one leaflet of

the nectary; two with the style inclosed in the

other leaflet : anthers linear, erect, commonly

longer than the filaments, included : the pistil-

lum is an inferior irerm, oblong, obtusely three-

cornered : style filiform, length of the stamens :

sti^mas three, awl-shaped, higher than the

petals, erect, at the beginning of flowering time

glued together: the pericarpium is asubeoriaceous

capsule, oblong, obtuse, indistinctly three-

cornered, three-celled, three-valved : the seeds

numerous, adhering in a double row to the cen-

tral receptacle.

The species is S. Regince, Canna-leaved

Strtlitzia.

It has all the leaves radical, pctiolcd, oblong,

quite entire, with the margin at bottom waved
and curled, very smooth, glaucous beneath,

coriaceous, a foot long, permanent : the petioles

somewhat conipressed, three feet long and
more, the thickness of the thumb, sheathing,

erect, smooth : the scape the length and thick-

ness of the petioles, erect, round, covered with

aliernate, remote, acuminate sheaths, green with

a purple margin : the general spatlie a span

long, green on the outside, purple at the edge

;

partial spalhes whitish : the petals yellow, four

inches long: the nectary blue: according to

Curtis, the spathe contains about six or eight

flowers, which becoming vertical as they spring

forth, form a kind of crest, which the glowing

orange of the corolla, and fine azure of the nec-

tary, render truly superb. A native of the Cape.

CiiMiire.—These plants are raised from seeds,

brought from their native situation, and sown
in pots of good fine mould, plunged in a hot-

bed to get them up; the plants when of some
growth should be removed into separate pots,^

and be replunged in the tan-pit of the stove ;

afterwards, when the plants are large, they should

have plenty of mould, that the roots may be ex-

tended into the rotten tan, and in that way ren-

der them more strong for blowing their flowers:

it may likewise sometimes be raised from the

roots, when they are suffered to strike in the

above maimer; it is said to succeed best in the

dry stove and conservatory.

It is highlv ornamental among stove plants.

STUARTIA, a genus furnishing a plant of

the hardy deciduous flowering shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monadelphia

Polyandria, and ranks in the natural order of

ColiimnifercE.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, half-five-cleft, spreading; seg-

ments ovate, concave, permanent : the corolla

has five petals, obovate, spreading, equal, large:

the stamina have numerous filaments, filiform,

united into a cylinder below, shorter than the

corolla, connecting the petals at the base : an-

thers roundish, incumbent : the pistillum is a

roundish germ, hirsute : style simple, filiform,

length of the stamens: stigma five-cleft: the

pericarpium is a jniceless pome, five-lobed,

five-celled, soluble into five closed pirts : the

seeds solitary, ovate, compressed.

The species cultivated is S. ISIaiacodendroit,

the Malacodcndron.

It is a shrub, rising with strong ligneous stalks

to the height of ten or twelve feet, sending out

branches on every side covered with a brown
bark, and garnished with o\al spear-shaped

leaves, aboiU two inches and a half broad, sawed
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on the edges, pretty much veineil, and stand

alternately : the flowers are produced from the

vvingsottlie stalk; they are white, wii!u)ne ot'tiie

segments of a yellowish tinge : it flowers in the

latter end of May. Itgrows naturally in Virginia.

Citlhire.—This plant may be increased by
seeds, layers, and occasionally by cuttings : the

seeds should he procured from abroad, and sown
in pots, filled with light earth, in the early

spring, plunging them in a good hot-bed, water-

ing then) well now ; and when the plants aieup
liroteciiiig them under frames, or in the green-

house, for two or three winters, and hardening
them in the summer, then putting them into

small pots separately, in the spring placing them
in the hot-bed till fresh rooted, watering them
occasionally, and oiving proper shade till fresh

rooted, then hardenmg them for the summer,
hut protecting them in the following winter;

then in the spring following, when the weather

is f\i\Q. and settled, turning them out with halls

about their roots into the open gnunid, placing

them in a warm situation. The youiiii shoots

may be laid down early in the autumn, in the

slit n)eihod, watering them frequently in the

followiuE spring and summer, and shading them
from excessive heat : when well rooted, in the

following spring thev may be taken off and
jilanted oiu in separate pots, plunging them in

a hot-bed till they have taken fresh roots, when
they should be managed as the others.

The cuttings of the young shoots should be

planted out in the spring, in pots of fine light

nioidd, plunging them in a hot-bed ; and when
they have stricken good roots they may be re-

moved into separate pots and managed as the

others.

Thise plants afford ornament and variety in

shi tibberies, and among potted plants.

STVRAX, a genus furnishing an arornatic

deciduous tree of the exotic kind.

It belongs to theclass s.nAo\diir Dcrandr'talSfD-

7.'ony?;/V/,aiul ranks in the natural order of i)'/'ro)7/M.

'J'he ehaiacters are: that thecalyx is aonc-lcaf-

ed perianth, cylindric, erect, short, (Ive-toothed :

the corolla one-petallcd, funnel-form : tube

short, cylindric, length of the calyx : border

five-parted, large, spreading; segments lanceo-

late, obtuse: the stamina have ten filaments,

erect, in a ring, scarcely united at the base,

av\l-shaped, inserted into the corolla: anthers

oblong, straight : the pislillimi is a superior

germ, three-celled, many seeded: style simple,

iencth of the stamens : stigma truncate: theperi-

carpium is a roundish drupe^ one-celled : the

geeds are nuts one or two, roundish, acuminate,

convex on one side, flat on the other.

l"he species is ."^'. of/icinafc. Officinal Storax.

It rises In its native situation twelve or four-

teen feet hi s;h: thetrunk iscovered with a smooth
grayish bark, and sends out many slender

branches on every side ; the leaves about two
inches long, and an inch and half broad, of a

bright green on their upper side, but hoary on
their under ; they are entire, and placed alter-

nately on short footstalks : the flowers come
out from the side of the branches, upon pedun-

cles sustaining five or six flowers in a bunch
;

are white, and appear in June. It is a native of

Italy and the Levant.

Culture.— It may be increased by seeds, ob-

tained from abroad, by sowing them in pots of

light earth an inch deep ; and as they are ofa hard

stony nature, and rarely come up the first year,

the pots should be plunged under a frame during

cold weather, and be in the shade in sunmier,

and in the second spring be plunged in a hot-bed

to forward them, being careful tf) give water, and

to harden the young plants gradually to the full

air in sunnner, in a shady place during the hot

weather, being often watered ; and in winter

the pots be rei)laced under a garden-frame, &c.,

to have shelter from frost; then in spring fol-

lowing let them be potted ofF separately, and

managed as hardy green-house plants for three

or four years, when some of them may be turned

out into the full ground in a sheltered situation,

trained against a south wall, and some may be

retained in pots for the green-house collection :

they afford ornament and variety in these diffe-

rent situations.

STYRAX. See Liquidambar.
SUBER. SeeOoERCus.
SUCKERS, such young offspring plants

as arise immediately from the rootsof oklervege-

tabics, and which, being generally furnished also

with roots, when transplanted, readdy grow, and

become proper plants, similar to the mother ones.

They are proper for increasing their kinds by in

many cases, and incertain instances asureniethod

to continue anv approved or desirabK; species or

variety ; but in grafted and budded trees, the

suckers partake onlv of the nature of the stock.

Some sorts of trees furnish plenty every simi-

mer, which are often furnished with root- fibres,

affording proper plants for setting out in one

season, and of course become a ready means of

increase: in trees, See., that are whcdly the same
sort, root and top, they prove the same invari-

ably in every mode of irrowth, as certainly as by

layers, ciittint!;s, grafting. See.

The season for taking up or transpldiiting

suckers of trees and shrubs, is almost any time,

in ojien weather, from October till March, being

carefid to dig them up from the mother plant

with as much rjot-fibres as possible, and trim-
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ming them ready for planting, by shortening

the long straggluig fibres, and cutting off any
thick-knobbed part ot'llic old root lliat may ad-

here to the bottom, leaving only the fibres

arising from the young wood ; though it is pro-

bable some will appear with hardly any fibres
;

but as the bolloin part having been under

ground, and contiguous to the root of the main
plant, is naturally disposed to send forth fibres

for rooting, preparatory to planting them out, the

stems of the siniib and tree suckers should like-

wise be trimmed occasionally, by cutting off all

lower laterals ; and any having long, slender,

and weak tops, or such as are intended to as-

sume a more dwarfish or bushy growth, may be

shortened at top in proportion, to froin about

half a foot to one or two feet in length, ac-

cording to their nature or strength ; and others

that are more strong, or that are designed to

run up with taller stems, may have their tops

left entire, or shortened but little : when thus

taken up and trimmed, they should he planted

out in rows in the nursery ; the weak suckers

separately in close rows ; and also the shortened

and stronger plants each separately in wider

rows ; so that the rows may be from one to two

feet asunder, in proportion to the size and

strength of the suckers : and after being thus

planted out, they should have the common
nursery culture of cleaning from weeds iii sum-
mer, and digging the ground between the rows

in winter. See., and in from one to two or three

years they will be a proper size for planting out

where they are to remain : and some kinds of

trees, &c., produce suckers strongenough in one

season to be fit for planting where they are to

remain ; as some sorts of roses, and numerous

other flowering shrubs ; also some of the strong

shooting gooseberries, currants, raspberries, &c.

The increase by su 'kers, as in soine particular

sorts of trees and shrubs, as currants and goose-

berries, &c., is objected to for any general sup-

ply, on the supposition that the trees so raised

are more adapted to run too greatly to suckers,

and overrun the ground round the mother plant,

than such as are raised by other methods : how-

ever, it may generally beobserved ofsuch trees and

shrubs as are naturally disposed to send up many
suckers, that by whatsoever method they are

propagated, whether by seeds, suckers, layers,

cuttings, &c., they commonly still continue

their natural tendency.

When it is tlierefore required to have any

sorts produce as few suckers as possible, not to

ovennn the ground, or disfigure the plants, it

is proper both"at the time of separating the suck-

ers, or planting them off from the main plants,

and at the time of their final removal from the

nursery, to observe if at the bottom part they

Vol. 11.

show any tendency to emit sucker's, by the ap-

pearance of prominent buds, which, if the case,

should all be rubbed off as close as possible : as,

however, many sorts of trees and shrubs are

liable to throw out considerably more than may
be wanted, they should always be cleared away
annually at least, and in such as are not wanted
for increase, it is proper to eradicate them con-
stantly, as they are produced in spring and sum-
mer.

Numerous herbaceous and succulent plants

are productive of bottom off-set suckers from
the roots, by which they may be increased, either

generally or occasionally, according to the dif-

ferent sorts, both of the fibrous-, bulbous-, and
tuberous-rooted tribes; all the off-sets from the

root, and above-ground bottom side heads, of

these kind of plants, may be deemed a sort of

suckers : those for planting should be taken off

when of one summer's growth, or two at most,

which, in the fibrous-rooted kind, may be per-

formed in autumn or spring ; and in the bul-

bous-, and many of the tuberous-rooted sorts,

in summer and autumn, when the stalks and
leaves decay.

In slipping and planting these sorts of off-set

suckers, the smaller ones should be planted in

nursery-beds, pots, &c., according to the na-

ture of growth and temperature of the different

sorts, to have the advantage of one summer's
advanced growth ; and the larger ones at once,

where they are to remain, in beds, borders, pots,

Sec, according to the sorts.

SUGAR CAN'E. See Saccharum.
SUGAR MAPLE. See Acer.
SULTAN, SWEET. See Ckntaurea.
SUMACH. See Coriaiua and Rhus.
SUMMER CYPRESS. See Chenopodium.
SUN, the luminary that affords light and

heat to plants and vegetables, and is the first

mover of all their actions; by the genial heat

which it affords, and its influence upon the

soils, it promotes the growth of them all.

Plants, therefore, which in their growth are

more or less exposed to the sun, are, for the most
part, more prosperous, forwarder, and attain

greater perfection than such as grow in any con-

siderable shade : and most fruits in a sunny ex-

posure are considerablv more beautiful, sooner

ripe, and acquire superior quality in flavour, &c.

to those growing in shady places : and as it has

a highly feriilizing effect upon the earth,

the ground designed to be mellowed should al-

way^ be turned up in rough ridges, to give free

access to the influence of ihe sun and air ; like-

wise all compost heaps should generally be prepa-

red in sunny situations, in the full air, not in

shady corners, orinsheds, as is often practised

by gardeners.
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SUN-DEW. SceDROsERA.
SUN-FLOWER. See Helianthus.
SUN-SPURGE. See Euphorbia.
SWALLOW-\VORT. See Asclkpias.

SWEET APPLE. See Annona.
SWEET BRIER. See Rosa.

SWEET FLAG. See Acorus.
SWEET GUM. Sie LiauinAMBAK.
SWEET JOHNS. Sec Dianthus.
SWEET MAUDLIN. See Achillea.
SWEET PEA. See Lathyrus.
SWEET RUSH. See Acorus.
SWEET SOP. See Annona.
SWEF:T SULTAN. See Ckntaurea.
SWEET WEED. See Capraria and Sco-

PAItlA.

SWEET WILLL\M. See Dianthus.
SWEET WILLOW. See Myrica.
SWIETENIA, a genus furnishing a plant of

the exotic tree kinrl for the stove.

It belono-s to the class and orc'er Decandria

Mono:yyiiiu, and ranks in the natural order of

Trthitatfe.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

Icafed perianth, five-cleft, obtuse, very small, de-

ciduous : the corolla has five petals, ohovate, ob-

tuse, concave, spreading: nectary one-leafed, cy-

lindric, length of the petals, mouth ten-toothed :

the stamina" have ten filaments, very small, in-

serted below the teeth of the nectary : anthers ob-

Iong,erect : the pistillum is an ovate germ: style

awl-shaped, erect, length of the nectary : stigma

headed, flat : the pericarpium is an ovate cap-

sule, large, woody, one-celled, at the top five-

celled, five-valved, valves opening at the base :

the seeds very many, imbricate, compressed,

oblong, obtuse, having a leafy wing : receptacle

large, five-cornered.

The species cultivated is S. Mahagoni, Ma-
hogany Tree.

In its native state it is a lofty and very branch-

ing tree, with a wide handsome head ; the

leaves reclining, alternate, shining, eight inches

Ions;, numerous on the younger branches : leaf-

lets for the most part four pairs, but often three,

seldom five, without any odd one, falcate-lan-

ceolate, quite entire, acuminate, bent in back-

wards, petioled, opposite, an inch and half

long: the racemes subcorymbed, with about

eight flowers in each, axillary, solitary, two

inches long ; the flowers are small, whitish
;

the capsule large, (sometimes attaining the size

of a child's head,) woody, ovate, ofasnioky-

rufescent colour (or ferruginous), towards the

top five-celled, but in other parts widely one-

celled, five-valved : valves thick, opening from the

base, caducous, covered within by a thick flexile

coriaceous lamina, exactly equal to them in size.

A natite of the warmest parts ofAmerica, Sec.

S

Culture.—^This plant may be increased bv
sowing the seeds obtained from abroad in small

pots, filled with light sandy mould, in the spring,

plunging them in a hot bed, and watering

them occasionally : when the plants are a tew

inches high, they should be carefully removed
into other pots separately, replunging them in

the hot-bed, giving; them shade till re-rooted i

thev should afterwards have the management of

other stove plants. They afford variety and cu-

riosity ill stove collections.

SYMPHYTUM, a genus containing plants

ofthe hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pcritandria

Moiw^ynia, and ranks in the natural order of

^spKrifol'ice.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, erect, five-cornered, acute,

permanent: thecorollaone-petalkd, bell-shaped:,

tube verv short : border tubular-bellying, a little

thicker than the tube : mouth five-toothed, ob-

tuse, reflexed : throat fenced by five lanceolate

ravs, spinulose at the edge, shorter than the

border, converging into a cone : the slamina

have five awl-shaped filaments, alternate with
the rays of the throat ; anthers acute, erect,

covered; the pistillum is as four germs : style fili—

form, length ofthe corolla : stigma simple : there

is no pericarpium : calyx larger, widened: seeds

four, gibbous, acuminate, converging at the tips.

The species cultivated are: 1. S. officinale,Com-
mon Comfrey : 2. S. tuhnrosum, Tuberous-
rooted Conifrey, 3. S. orientalv,'Or\&x\\.a\ Comfrey»
The first has a perennial root, fleshy, exter-

nally black ; the stem two or three feet high,,

upright, leafy, winged, branched at the top,

clothed with short bristly hairs that point rather

downward : the leaves waved, pointed, veiny,

rough ; the radical ones on footstalks, and
broader than the rest; the clusters of flowers

in pairs on a common stalk, with an odd flower

between them, recurved, dense, hairy : the co-

rolla yellowish-white, sometimes purple : the

rays downy at each edge.. It is a native of Eu-
rope and Siberia.

There are varieties with white flowers, purple

flowers, with blue flowers, and with red flowers.

The second species has the roots composed of

many thick fleshy knobs or tubers, which are

joined by fleshy fibres : the stalks rise a foot and
half high, and incline on one side : the leaves

on the lower part are six inches long, and two
inches and a half broad in the middle, ending

in acute points, and not so rough and hairy as

the first; they are alternate and sessile: the two
upper leaves on every branch stand opposite,

and just above them are loose bunches of pale

yellow flowers, the corolla of which is stretched

out further beyond the calyx than in the com-
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ni(in sort. It is a native of Germany, Sec, and
flowers from May to October.
The tliiid has a perennial root : the stalks

two feel high : the leaves rounder, and armed
with rough priek'.y hairs : the flowers in bunches
like the first sort, but bine: they appear in

March, but seldom produce seeds in this ciimate.

Found near Constantinople.

Culture.—These plants may be increased

by seeds or parting the roots, but the latter is

more practised. The seeds should be sovvn in

the spring, in a border of common earth ; in

the autumn the plants will be proper to set out
where they are to remain, or to remove into

other pots. The roots should be parted in the

autumn, and planted out either in beds about a
toot from plant to plant, or where they are to

remain; ahnost every part will grow, and the

plants are hardy, and succeed in any soil or situ-

ation : they only require to be kept clean after-

wards. They produce variety in mixture in the

borders.

SYRINGA, a genus containing plants of the

deciduous flowering shrubby kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

SepiaridB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, tubular, small : mouth four-

toothed, erect, permanent : the corolla one-

petalkd, funnel-form : tube cylindric, very

•long: border fiur- parted, spreading and rolled

back : segments linear, obtuse : the stamina

have two filaments, very short : anthers small,

within the tube of the corolla : the pistillum is

an oblong germ: style filiform, length of the

stamens : stigma bifid, thickish : the pericar-

pium is an oblong capsule, compressed, acumi-

nate, two-celled, two-valved : valves contrary

to the partition: the seeds solitary, oblong, com-
pressed, acuminate at both ends, with a mem-
branaceous edge.

The species cultivated are: I. S. vulgaris.

Common Lilac : 2. S. Persica, Persian Lilac.

The first is a shrub, which grows to the height

of eighteen or twenty feet in good ground, and

divides into many branches; those of the White
sort grow more erect than the Blue; and the

Purple or Scotch Lilac has its branches yet more
diffused. The branches of the White are covered

with a smooth bark of a gray colour ; in the

other two it is darker; the leaves of the White
are of a brighter green ; they are heart-shaped

it) all, almost five inches long, and three inches

and a half broad near the base, placed opposite,

on fool-stalks an inch and half in length. The
buds of the future shoots, which are very turgid

before the leaves fall, are of a very bright green

in the White sort, but those of the other two are

dark green. The flowers arc always produced
at the ends of the shoots of the former year; and
below the flowers other shoots come out to suc-
ceed them ; as that part upon which the flow ers

stand decays down to the sh(»ots below everv
winter. Theie aie generally two bunches or
panicles of flowers joined at the end of each
shoot; those of the Blue are the smallest, the
flowers also are smaller, and placeJ thinner than
either of the others ; the bunches on the White
are larger, but those of the Scotch are larger

still, and the flowers fairer; it of course makes
the best a])pearance : the panicles of flowers
grow erect, and, being intermixed with the brigl\l

green leaves, have a fine effect, which with the

fragrancy of the flowers, renders it one of the
most beautiful shrubs of the garden : the flowers

appear early in May, or towards the end of
April, and when the season is cool continue
three weeks ; but in hot seasons soon fade. It

is supposed a native of Persia.

There are several varieties : as with white
flowers, with blue flowers, with purple flowers,

or Scotch Lilac.

The second species is a shrub of much lower
growth than the common sort, seldom rising

more than five or six feet high : the stems are

covered with a smooth brown bark : the branches
are slender, pliable, extend wide on every side,

and frequently bend down where they are not
supported : the leaves two inches and a half

long, and three fourths of an inch broad, of a
deep green colour : the flowers in large panicles

at the end of the former year's shoots, as in the

former ; of a pale blue colour, and having a
very agreeable odour. They appear at the end
of May, soon after those of the common sort,

and continue longer in beauty, but do not per-

fect their seeds in this climate.

There are several varieties : as the common
purple-flowered, white-flowered, blue-flowered,

and the laciniated or cut-leaved.

Culhirc.—These plants are mostly raised by
suckers or layers, and sometimes by seeds. The
suckers should be taken off in the autunm or

spring, with root-fibres to them, and be planted

out either in nursery -rows, to remain a year or

two, or where they are to remain. Tthe layers

may be made from the young pliant shoots, and
be laid down in the autumn, in the usual way,
when in the autumn following they may be
taken oflTand planted out, as in the suckers. The
first sort may likewise be raised from seeds sown
in a bed of common earth, in the autumn or

spring, keeping the plants clean when they
come up. They aflTord variety in the large bor-

ders and other parts of shrubberies.
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rTTABERN^MONTANA, a genus cnntain-

_|^ ing plants of the woody exotic anil hanly
pereniiiMl kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Ventandria
Muriogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Conlortcp.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

cleft perianth, acute, converging, very small :

the corolla one-pctalled, funnel-form ; tube
cylindric, long ; border five-parted, flat ; seg-

ments obtuse, oblique : nectary glands five,

bifid, standing round the germ : die stamina
have five filaments, very small, from the middle
of the tube: anthers convergintr : the pistillum
has two simple germs ; style awl -shaped ; stig-

ma olilong, headed : the pericarpiuni has two
follicles, horizontally reflexed, ventricose, acu-
minate, one-celled, one-valved : the seeds nu-
merous, ovate-oblong, obtuse, wrinkled, im-
mersed in pulp, imbricate.

The species cultivated are: \ . T. citrifolia.

Citron-leaved Tabernsemontana; 2. T. laurijolia,

Laurel -leaved Tabernasmontana; 3. T Amsonia,
Virginian Tabernagmontana; 4. T. angjistifoiia,

Narrow-leaved Tabernsemontana.
The first rises with an upright woody stalk, to

the height of fifteen or sixteen feet, covered
with a smooth gray bark, abounding with a
milky juice, and sendmg out several branches
from the side, which grow erect, and have
many joints : the leaves are thick, milky, from
five to six inches long, and two inches broad in

the middle, drawing to a point at each end
;

they are of a lucid green, have many transverse

veins, and stand opposite on footstalks an inch
Jong : the flowers come out in roundish axil-

lary bunches; they are small, of a bright yellow
colour, and have an agreeable odour. It is a
native of Jamaica, Martinico, &c.
The second species rises with a shrubby stalk

twelve or fourteen feet high, sending out a few
branches towards the top, which grow erect

:

the leaves are four inches long and two broad,
of a lucid green colour: the flowers are pro-
duced in a sort of umbel from the side of the
branches; are small, yellow, and have an agree-
able odour. It is a native of Jamaica, St.TOo-
mingo, &c.
The third is a perennial plant, sending up in

the spring two or three herbaceous stalks near
a foot high : the flowers are nroduced in small
terminating bunches, white and void of scent.

It is a native of North America, flowering in
May and June.

The fourth species is a perennial plant, native

of North America, flowering in May and June.
Cnllure.—These plants may be increased by

seeds, which n)ust be procured from the coun-
tries where the plants grow naturally, and be
sown early in the spring on a hot-bed ; and
w hen the plants are come up, and fit to remove,
be carefully planted out into small pots filled

with light rich earth, and then plunged into a
hot-bed of tanner's bark, being careful to shade
them in the heat of the day until they have
taken new root ; after which they should have
free air admitted to them every day when the

weather is warm ; but on cold nights have
the glasses of the hot-bed covered with mats
every evening, soon after the sun goes off from
the bed : they must be often refreshed with
water, but not in large quantities, especially

while they are young, as they are fu'l of a milky
juice, and are subject to rot with much moisture :

they may remain during the summer season in

the hot-bed, by stirring up the tan to renew the

heat when it wants, and a little new tan beina;

added ; but when the nights begin to be cold,

the plants should be removed, and plunged into

the bark-bed in the stove, where, during the
winter season, they must be kept in a moderate
degree of warmth, and in cold weather have but
little water given them : they should constantly
remain in the stove, where, in warm weather,
they may have free air admitted to them by
opening the glasses, but in cold weather be kept
warm. With this management they thrive and
produce flowers; and, as their leaves are always
green, make a pleasant diversity among other
tender exotic plants : they may be increased like-

wise by cuttings in the summer season, which
should be cut off from the old plants, and laid

to dry in the stove five or six days before they
are planted, that the wounded parts may heal over:
these should then be planted in pots filled with
fresh light earth, and plunged into the hot-bed
of tanner's bark, and closely covered with a,

hand-glass, shading them from the sun in the
middle of the day in hot weather, refreshing

them now and then with a little water : when
they have taken root, they may be planted out
into separate pots, and be treated in the same
manner as those raised from seeds.

The third and fourth sorts are capable of living

in the open air here, provided they are planted
in a warm situation ; they love a light soil, rather

moist than otherwise; of course, when planted

in dry ground, they should be frequently watered
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in dry weather. They are increased by off-sets

from the roots, which should be planted out in

the autumn.
The first two sorts afford variety in the stove,

and the latter sorts in this as well as the borders.

TACAMAHACA. See Populus.
TAGETES, a genus furnishing plants of the

herbaceous annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Syvgene.'ia

Polygamia Svperflua, and ranks in the natural

order of Composit(B OpposilifelicE.

The characters are : that the calvx is com-
mon, quite simple, one-leafed, tubular, oblong,
five-cornered, five-toothed : the corolla com-
pound radiate : corolleis hermaphrodite, tubu-
lar, many, on an elevated disk : fem.iles llgular,

five, in the ray :—proper in the hermaphrodites,

tubular, half-five-clctt, erect, longer than the

calyx, segnients linear, inwardly villose:— in

the females ligular, longer than in the her-

maphrodites, almost equal in length and breadth,

very blunt, narrower towards the tube, tomen-
tose, permanent :—the stamina in the hermaphro-
dites : filaments five, capillary, very short : an-

ther cylindrical, tubular: the pistillum in the

hermaphrodites : germ oblong : style filiform,

length of the stamens : stigma bifid, slender,

reflexed :—in the females germ oblong: style

filiform, length of the hermaphrodite: stigma

bifid, slender, reflexed: there is no pericarpium:

calyx unchanged : the seeds in the hermaphro-
dites solitary, linear, compressed, a little shorter

than the calyx : down with five, erect, acumi-

nate, unequal chafis.— In the females like the

others : tlic receptacle naked, small, flat.

The species cultivated are : \. T. patula,

French Marygold : 2. T. erecta, African Mary-
gold.

The first has the stem a foot and half high,

almost upright, smooth, diffused: the leaves

deeply piiniatilid, (pinnate with a winged rachis)

the segments lanceolate, serrate smooth, dark-

green, paler at the back, and punched : the

flowers solitary, terminating, gold- coloured, on
a long upright peduncle. It is probably a na-

tive of Mexico, flowering from July to autumn.
There are several varieties : as the pale yellow-

flowered, deep vellow-flowered, golden yellow-

flowered, crimson-coloured, velvety, variegated

crimson and yellow, striped crimson and yellow
;

each of which has both single and double flowers.

The second species has the stem three or four

feet high, straight, round, green, dividingfrom

the middle into many branches, each bearing

one large llower : the leaves^ long, pinnate ; leaf-

lets dark-green : the flowers yellow, from brim-

stone to orange colour, his a native of Mexico,

There are varieties : as with pale-yclow or

brimstone-coloured flowers, with deep yellow
flowers, with orange-coloured flowers ; each
with single, double, and fistulous flowers; the
middling African, with orange-coloured flowers,

and the sweet-scented African.

Culture.—These plants are increased by seeds,
which should be sown in the beginning of
April upon a hot-bed, and when the plants ap-
pear, they should have plenty of fresh air, and
after they have attained some growth be trans-
planted on to another hot-bed, which is arched
over by hoops, at the distance of six inches,
watering and shading them well till fresh rooted,
being afterward graduallv inured to the open
air ; and about the beginning of May they may
be taken up with balls of earth about their roots,,

and planted in pots, to be set out in the courts,
yards, &c., about the house, shading them till

fresh rooted, and giving them water occa-
sionally : but the first sort divides and spreads
out widely near the ground, in a rambling man-
ner, and requires to be trimmed up at bot-
tom to a single stem, and its branches occa-
sionally, to preserve the head somewhat regular,,

and u iihin due bounds.
The second species in particular, and the va-

rieties, as they always grow firmly erect, both
in stem and branches, require but very little

trouble after their final planting out: they afford-

ornament and variety among other plants, in
the borders, clumps, and other parts of pleasure-
grounds, as well as in pots for particular places

about the house, among other potted annual
plants. The seeils of each species, and their

varieties, should be annually saved from the
best plants.

TALLOW TREE. See Ckoto-n.
TAMAHfNDlJS, a genus containing a plant

of the exotic tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order MonadeJphia
Triandria, {Triandria IMonogynia,) and ranks
in the natural order of Lomentacece.
The characters are : that the calyx- is a one-

leafed perianth ; tube turbinate, compressed,
attenuated below, permanent ; mouth oblique

;

border four-parted, deciduous; segments ovate,

acute, flattish, reflexed, coloured ; the upper
and lower a little wider: the corolla has three
petals, ovate, concave, acute, crenate, waved,
reflexed, length of the calyx, inserted into the

mouth of the lube, the two lateral ones a Itttfe

larger : the stamina have three filaments, in-

serted into the orifice of the calyx at the void
sinus, length of the corolla, awl-shaped, united
below up to the middle, bowed towards the co-
rolla : anthers ovate, incumbent, large : threads
five (rudiments of stamens), alternate with the
filaments, and united below, but separate above,,-
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bristle-shaped; headed, very short ; the two

lateral ones lower than the others : bristles two,

springing from the calyx below the filaments,

and incmnbent on them, very small : the pistil-

liim is an oblong germ, compressed, curved in,

placed on a pedicel fastened to the bottom ol the

calyx, and growina; longitudinally to its lube un-

der the back, beyond the tube, with the upper

margin villose: style awl-shaped, ascending, pu-

bescent on the lower margin, a little longer than

the stamens : stigma thickened, obtuse : the peri-

carpium is a legume, oblong, compressed, blunt

with a point, swelling at the seeds, covered with

a double rind, the outer dry and brittle, the

inner membranaceous; a soft pulp between

both; one-celled, not opening: the seeds few,

aiigular-rounuish, piano-compressed, shining,

hard.

The species is T. Indica, Tamarind-tree.

Tt grows to a very large size in the countries

where it is a native : the stem is very large,

•covered with a brown bark, and divides into

many branches at the top, spreading wide every

way ; the leaves pinnate, composed of sixteen

or eighteen pairs of leaflets, without a tingle

one at the end; they are about half an inch

long, and a sixth part of an inch broad, of a

bright green, a little hairy, and sit close to the

midrib : the flowers come out from the side of

the branches, five, six, or more together, in

loose bunches ; the pods are thick and com-
pressed ; those from the West Indies from two
to five inches in length, with two, three, or

four seeds ; those froin the East Indies are al-

most twice as long, and contain five, six, and
• even seven seeds. It is a native of both the

Indies, &c.
Culture.—^This plant is increased from seeds,

which should be sown in the spring on a hot-

bed, and when the plants are come up, each

planted in a separate small pot filled with light

rich earth, plunging them into a hot-bed of tan-

ner's bark to bring them forward, watering and

shading them until they have taken root; and as

the earTh in the pots becomes dry, they must be

watered from time to time, and have air given in

proportion to the warmth of the season, and the

bed in which they are placed : when the pots in

which they are planted are filled with their roots,

the plants should be shifted into pots of a larger

size, which must be filled up with rich light

earth, and again plunged into the hot-bed, giving

them air as before, according to the warmth of

the season ; but in very hot weather the glasses

should be shaded with mats in the heat of the

day,' otherwise the sun will be too violent for

them through the glasses; nor will the plants

thrive if they are exposed to the open air^ even

in the warmest season ; so that thev must be
constantly kept in the bark-stove both summer
and winter, treating them in the same manner
as the Coffee-tree. These plants have a good
effect in the stove collections.

TAMARIX, a genus furnishing plants of the

hardy, deciduous, tree, and shrub kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Fentandria
Trlgyiiia, and ranks in the natural order of
SucculentcB.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, obtuse, erect, permanent,
shorter by half than the corolla : the corolla has
five petals, ovate, concave, obtuse, spreading

;

the stamina have five capillary filaments ; an-
thers roundish : the pistillum is an acunjinate

germ : style none : stigmas three, oblong, revo-

lute, feathered : the pericarpium is an oblong
capsule, acuminate, three-sided, longer than
the calyx, one-celled, three-valved : the seeds

very many, very small, pappose.

The species cultivated are: 1. T. Gallica,

French Tamarisk; 2. T. Germanicaj German
Tamarisk.
The first in its native situation grows to a tree

of middling size, but in this chmate seldom
more than fourteen or sixteen feet Iiigh : the

bark is rough, and of a dark brown colour: it

sends out many slender branches, most of which
spread out flat and hang downward at their ends

;

these are covered with a chesnut-coloured bark,

and garnished with very narrow finely divided

leaves, which are smooth, of a bright green
colour, and have small leaves or indentures

which lie over each other like scales offish : the

flowers are produced in taper spikes at the end of
the branches, several of them growing on the

same branch : the spikes are about an inch long,

and as thick as a large earth-worm : the flowers

are set very close all round the spike, are

very small, and have five concave petals of
a pale flesh colour, with five slender stamina ter-

minated by roundish red anthers : they appear in

Julv. It is a native of the South of France, &c.
The second species is rather a shrub than a

tree, having several woody stalks arising from
the same root, which grow quite erect, sending
out inany side branches which are also erect;

they have a pale-green bark when young, after-

wards changing to a yellowish colour : the leaves

are shorter, and set closer together than those

of the first sort, and are of a lighter green, ap-
proaching to a gray : the flowers are produced
in long loose spikes at the end of the branches,

standing erect, and are larger than those of the

first. It is a native of Germany, &c.
Culture.—These plants may be incrsased

either by laying down their tender shoots in
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autumn, or by planting cuttings in an east bor-

der, which will take root in a short time, if they

are supplied with waler in the spring, before

they begin to shoot in dry weather; but they

should not be removed until the following au-

tumn, at which time they may be either placed

in a nursery to be trained up two or three year?,

or where they are designed to remain, mulching

their roots, and watering them according as

the season requires, until they have taken root
;

after which, the onlv culture they will require,

is to prune off the straggling shoots, and keep,

the ground clean about them.

The layer method is not only tedious but im-

necessary, as the cuttings grow readily, and

the layers often will not strike at all. The
cuttings should be of the last summer's shoots,

and a nioist border is most proper for them. In

two years they will be good plants for the shrub-

bery, and may. be planted out in almost any

soil, though tiiey like a light moist earth best,

especially "the latter sort, which grows naturally

in low watery situations.

They are very ornamental in the shrubbery

borders, clumps, and other parts of grounds.

TAMUS, a genus furnishing plants of the

hardy herbaceous climbing perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dioetia Hex-
andria, and ranks in the natural order of Sar-

mentacees.

The characters are : that in the male, the calyx

is a six-parted perianth: leaflets ovate-lanceo-

late, spreading more at top : there is no corolla:

the stamina have six simple filaments, shorter

than the calyx; anthers erect: female—calyx

a one-leafed perianth, six-parted, bell-shaped,

spreading: segments lanceolate, superior, de-

ciduous : the corolla petals none : nectaries an

oblong point, fastened internally to each calycine

segment at the Ijase : the pistillum is an ovate-

oblong germ, large, smooth, inferior : style

cylindrical, length of the calyx : stigmas three,

reflexed, emarginate, acute : the pericarpium is

an ovate berry, three-celled: the seeds two,

globular.

The species are : 1. T. Communis, Common
Black Bryony; 2. T. cretica, Cretan Black

Bryony.
The first has a very large tuberous root,

blackish externally, whence its old Latin and

English names : the stems smooth, twining

about every thing in their way, atul thus ascend-

ing, without the aid of tendrils, to the height of

ten or twelve feet in hedges or among bushes,

which their festoons of tawny leaves and red

berries decorate in autumn : the leaves alternate,

petioled, smooth and shining, quite entire ; the

nerves rabed beneath, varying from kidney- to

heart-shaped, heart-spear-shaped, triangular

spear-shaped, snd eveir halhert-shapcd : the

flowers greenish, in iu;)g racemes or bunches

from the side of the stalks, appearing in June;

the barren and fertile ones on separate ru.';ts, It

is a native of Europe.

The second species has a rounder root than

the other: the stalks twine in the same manner;
but the principal diti'ereuce consists in the leaves

being divided into three lo'oes. It was discovered

in the island of Crete or Candia.

Cut/lire.—These plants are readily increased

by sowing the seeds soon after they are ripe under
the shelter of bushes, where, in the spring, the

plants will come up, and require no further care;

or in beds to be afterwards planted out. The
roots will abide many years, and sometimes send

up suckers, from which plants may be raised by.

setting them out in the autumn or spring where
they are to remain.

They are useful in thickets and wilderness parts,

TAN. See Bark.
TANACETUM, a genus furnishing plants of

the herbaceous and shrubby perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Sijngtiwsia-

Polygamia Superflua, and ranks in the natural

order of CompositcB Discoidecs.

The characters are : that the calyx is common i

hemispherical, imbricate: scales acute, com-
pact : the corolla compound tubular, convex :

corollets hermaphrodite numerous, tubular, in

the disk ; females some in the ray : proper of
the hermaphrodite funnel-form ; with a five-cleft

reflexed border : female trifid, more deeply di-

vided inwardly : the stamina in the hermaphro-
dites : iflaments five, capillary very short : an-
ther cylindric, tubular: the pistillum in the

hermaphrodites germ ob'ong, small : style fili-

form, length of the stamens : stigma bifid, re-

volute; in the females germ oblong: stvle sim-
ple: stigmas two, reflexed : there is no pericar-

pium : calyx unchanged: the seeds solitary,

oblong: down slightly margined : the receptacle

convex, naked.

The species cultivated are : 1 , T. vulgare.

Common Tansy; 2. T. anmium. Annual Tansy;

.

3. T. Buhamila, Cost-mary ; 4. T. Sihiricmn, .

Siberian Tansy; 5. T. suffriiticosum, Shrubby
Tansv ; G.T.JlahelUfonae, Fan-leaved Tansy.

The first has a fibrous creeping root, which
will spread to a great distance: the herb is bitter,

and has a strong aromatic smell : the stems up-

right, two feet high, (in a garden from two to

almost four feet,) leafy, round, striated, scarcely

hairy: the leaves alternate, deep green, acutely

cut, smooth, or somewhat hairy beneath, eared

at the base, embracing: pinnules lanceolate

deeply and acutely serrate: the flowers are ia-
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terminating corymbs, of a golden colour and
flattish. It is a native oF Europe and Siberia,

flowering from June to August.

There are varieties with curled leaves, called

Duuble Tansy; with varicsiated leaves j and with

larger leaves, which have little scent.

Tiie second species is an annual plant, rising

abi)ut two feet high : the stem stiff", but herba-

ceous, sending out many side branches their

whole length ; the lower ones four or five inches

Ions, gradually shorter to the top : the leaves

come out in small clu.sters from the joints; they

are very narrow and short ; sonie end in three

points, others are single : the branches are ter-

minated bv clusters of flowers of a bright yellow
;

each corynib on a short peduncle. 'I'hey appear

in July or August, and continue till the frost

destroys them, ft has a fine aromatic scent, and

is a native of Spain and Italy.

The third has a hardy root, fleshy and creep-

inc;: the lower leaves near three inches long,

and an inch and half broad, of a grayish colour,

2ud on long footstalks: the stems rise from two
to three feet high, and send out branches from

the side: the leaves on these are like the lower

c;ne3, but smaller and sessile: the flowers are

produced at the top of the stems in a loose co-

rymb ; llicv are nalied, and of a deep yellow

colour, appearing in August. The whole plant

has a soft pleasant odour. It is a native of the

South of France, Spain, and Italy.

The fourth species has the leaves linear, pin-

nate : pinnas hnear, filiform, often bifid or

trifid, quite entire: the corymb terminating and

others axillary, few-flowered ; flowers yellow :

the root is fibrous perennial : the stalks inore

than two feet high. It flowers in June and July,

and is a native of Siberia.

7he fifth species rises with a branching shrubby

stalk, three or four feet high : the segments of

the leaves arc very narrow, and frequently cut

into acute segments : the flowers are produced in

small roundish bunches, at the ends of the

branches, of a bright yellow, and appear in

August. It is a native of the Cape.

The sixth species has all the florets herma-

phrodite and five-cleft: the receptacle naked,

not chaflTy. It is a native of the Cape, flowering

from May to August.

Cidltire.—The different herbaceous species are

increased by parting the roots, and by seed.

In the first mndt- the business is effected by

slipping or dividing the roots in autumn or

winter," when the sialks are decayed ; or early in

spriniT, before new stalks shoot forth, filanting

the slips at once where they are to remain ; those

for the kitchen-garden, as the Common Tansy,

Sec. in anv bed or border a foot and a half

asunder; and those intended for variety in the

pleasure-ground, singly here and there, at suit-

able distances, to effect a proper diversity.

The seed saved in autumn should be sown in

the spring following, in beds of light earth,

broad-cast and raktd in, when the plants will

soon come up, and in July be fit to prick out in

beds, in rows a foot asunder ; some to remain,

and others to be planted out in autumn where
thev are to grow.

The shrubby sorts are easily increased by cut-

tings of the branches, which should be planted

any time in spring and summer, choosing the

young and most robust shoots, which should be
cut off' in proper lengths ; and if early in spring,

!kc. be planted m pots of good earth, several in

each, plunging them in a hot-bed, where they

will be rooted, and fit for potting off separately

in six weeks; or, if in sunmier, the young
shoots inay be planted in the full ground, in a

shady border, or where they may be shaded with
mats from the sun ; or in pots, and placed in

the shade, or under a garden frame, &c.; in all

of which methods, giving plenty of water, they

will readily take root; but those in the hot-bed
will l)c forvi'ardest : they however will all be
well rooted the same season, and should then be

transplanted in separate pots, and managed as

other shrubby green-house plants. See Green-
house Plants.
The former sorts require to be afterwards

kept free from weeds, cutting down the decayed

stalk? annually in autumn ; and as the roots in-

crease fast into large bunches, spreading widely

round, they should be cut in, or be slipped oc-

casionally, otherwise they are apt to overrun

the ground ; and to have the ground dug between
the plants annually.

The latter sorts are somewhat tender, but only

require shelter from frost, being kept in pots,

and deposited among the ereen-house plants,

and treated as other shrubby exotics of that col-

lection. They effect a very agreeable variety at

all times of the year, but particularly in summer
and autumn, when in flower.

TAHCHONANTHUS, a genus containing a

plant of the shrubby evergreen exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Sijngenesia

rolijgawia JEjUalh, and ranks in the natural

ordei of Nucamtntactce.

The characters are : that the calvx is com-
mon turbinate, one- leafed, connnonly half-

sevrn-clelt, coloured internally, shorter than

the corolla, sharpish, permanent: the corolla

conip luiid uniform: florets about twenty : co-

rollcts hermaphrodite, numerous, equal : proper

one-pctalied, funnel-form, fivc-toothcd ; the

stamina have five filaments, capillary, very
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short : anther cylindric, tubulsr, length of the

coi'ollet, tailed at the l>ase: the pistilkmi is a

superior germ, oblong : style twice as long as

the flower: stigmas two, gaping: there is no
pericarpium : talvx unchanged : the seeds soli-

tary, oblong: down hairy, investing the seed

ail round:' the receptacle hairy, very Pinall,

hairs length of the calyx.

The species cullivated is T. campkoratiiSj

Shrubby Alrican Fleabane.

It has a stronsT woody stem, rising to the

height of twelve or fourteen feet, sending out

many woodv branches at the lop, whi^h may be

trained to a regular head: the leaves are in shape

like those of the Broad leaved Sallow, having a

downy surface like Sage, and iheir under sides

white ; in smell they reseirible Rosemary leaves

when bruised : the flowers arc produced in spikes

at the extremity of the shoots, but, being of a

dull purple colour, do not make much show :

they appear in autumn, and continue great

part of the winter. It retains its leaves all the

year, and is a native of the Cape.

CAtlture.—This plant may be increased by

cuttings, which i^hould be planted out in the

spring or early summer seasons in pots filled

with light mould, giving thein shade and water

occasionally. They soon strike root, and in three

or four months may be potted oft' into separate

pots, afibrding them shade and water as before,

and placinii them under shelter. They also

strike root in the summer season when planted

in a common border and covered with hand-

glasses, and may in these cases be potted off" in

the autumn.
They afterwards require the management of

other hardy green-house plants.

They afford variety in these situations.

TARRAGON. See Artemisia.
TxAXUS, a genus furnishing a plant of the

liardy evergreen tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dioecia Mo-
vadelphia, and ranks in the natural order of

Crmiferce.

The characters are: that in the male there is

no calyx, except a bud like a four-leaved peri-

anth: corolla none: the stamina have numerous
lilaments, united at bottom into a coluiTm,

longer than the bud : anthers depressed, blunt

at the cdsre, eight-cleft, gaping every way at

the base, and, when they have discharged their

pollen, flat, peltate, and remarkable for their

eight-cleft margin : female—the calyx as in the

male: corolla Hone : the pistilk:m is an ovate-

acuminate germ : style none : stigma obtuse: the

pericarpium is a berry from the receptacle, elon-

gated into a prspputium globular, succulent, gap-
^ Vol.. II.
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ing at the top, coloured, at length wasting fron'i

divness, and evanescent : tb.e seed one, ovate-"

oblong, prominent at the top, beyond tlic berry.

The species cultivated is T. huccula, Com-
mon Yew-trcc.

It has a straight trunk, with a smooth deci-

duous bark : the%vood very hard, tough, and of

a fine grain: the leaves thickly set, hnear,

smootli, evergiL'cn: the fl.jwers axillary, en-

veloped with imbricate bractes : the male on one

tree, sulphur-colouicd, without a calyx ; the

female on another, with a small green calyx;

snsiainiiig the oval fiattish seed ; which calyx at

Icnylh becomes red, soft, and full of a sweet

slimy pulp. It is a native of Europe, North

AiTterica, 8cc.

it varies with very short leaves, with broad

shining leaves, and with striped or variegated

leavc-i.

Culture.—In this tree the increase may be

effected by seeds, and sometimes by layers and

cuttings.

After having procured a quantity of the Yew
berries, and divested them of the pulp or mucilage,

they should be sown in beds of light earth, eithef

in shallow drills, or scattered over the surface,

in the autu-.un or spring season (but the former

is the best method, as the plants rise in the fol-

lowing spring) , and be covered near an inch deep

with hght mould, out of the alleys, &c. They re-

quire IK) further care, only to keep the beds clean

from weeds before and after the plants come up,

and to give occasional waterings in dry weather,

in spring and sunnner, to forward and strengthen

the plants' in tlieir growth. They should have

two years' growth in the seed-bed; then in the

autumn or spring be planted out upon four- feet-

wide beds, in nursery-rows, a foot asunder, to

remain two, three, or four years, when some
may be planted out finally for hedges, whCre

required; others in the nursery quarters, in

rows, two or three feet asunder, to be trained

in a suitable manner for the purposes they are

intended.

After growing in the nursery till they obtain

from half a yard to four or five feet stature, they

may be finally planted out in autumn or spring,'

for their intended piu-poses ; when they will rise

with [a latije spread of roots. They should be

planted in their places as soon after reimoval as

possible, giving each plant a good vtatering at

the time.

In the future culture, tho>e trained in hedges,

&c. must be clipped annually, once or twice in

the suinmer ; and those in the shrubberies and

rural plantations have the lower branches pruned

up occasionally to a single stem ; but the head

3 N
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should generally be permitted to spread agreeably

to its natural mode of growth, except just re-

ducing any considerable rambling branch, &c.
The Striped or Variegated Yews, and other

varieties, should be increased by layers or

cuttings, as they are rarely permanent by seeds.

The layers should be made from the young
shoots of not more than a year or two old, being
laid down in spring, summer, or early in au-
tumn, when many of them will take root, and
in one or two years be fit for planting off into

nursery-rows.

The cuttings should be made by cutting or

slipping off a quantity of the one-year's shoots,

divesting ihem of the lower leaves, and planting

them in a shady border thick together, in small

trenches, in the early spring or autumn, giving

water at planting, and afterwards occasionally in

dry hot weather. They will be well rooted in

two years, and fit for being planted out into wide

nursery-rows.

These plants may be employed as ornamental
evergreens and as forest-trees ; and they were

forn>erly much used in hedges and trained figures:

they have a good effect in shrubberies among
others of the evergreen tribe, being permitted to

assume their natural grov^-th, in common with

other trees and shrubs; and when planted as de-

tached standards, in extensive distartt opens of

grass-ground, in parks, and the sides of hills,

&c. likewise when introduced as forest-trees in

timber plantations of the evergreen kind. See
Plantation.

For hedge-work, where internal hedges are

required, either for ornament or shelter, no
tree is better calculated, from its forming the

closest, even, moderate-growing hedge of any

tree of the evergreen collection. It is also cal-

culated for training into formal or fancy figures,

both in hedge-work and as detached objects, from

its branches and leaves growing exceedingly

close, and shooting very moderately and with

regularity.

For these purposes the trees shoidd be trained

in their minor growth in the nursery ; if for

hedges or any fancy figures, by suffering the

plants to branch away immediately from the

very bottom, and cutting them with garden

shears once or twice every summer ; and if for

the shrubbery or other rural plantations, by

pruning them up a little at bottom to a single

stem, and suffering the heads to branch out on

all sides and at top diffusively ; likewise, if for

larger detached standards, by trimming up the

stems gradually to elevate them in proportion,

and encourage the heads to branch out, and

spread widely.

TELEPHIUM, a genus furnishing a plant of
the small hardy perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentnvdria
Trigynla, and ranks in the natural order of Par-
iulacece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianth : leaflets oblong, obtuse, con-
cave, keeled, length of the corolla, permanent

:

the corolla has five petals, oblong, obtuse,

narrower below, erect, inserted into the recep-

tacle; the stamina have five awl-shaped fila-

ments, shorter than the corolla: anthers in-

cumbent : the pistillum has a three-sided acute
germ: style none: stigmas three, acute, spread-
ing : the pericarpium is a short capsule, three-

sided, three-valvcd, one-celled : the receptacle

free, shorter by half than the capsule : seeds

very many, roundish.

The species cultivated is T. hnperati. True
Orpine.

It has a root composed of yellowish woody
fibres, spreading out wide : the stalks and
branches are slender, trailing, eight or nine inches
long: the leaves small, ovate, gravisli, smooth
and pretty stiff, having one longitudinal nerve
running through the middle : the flowers termi-
nating, in short thick bunches, or corymbs^
reflexed, of a white colour. It is a native of
the South of France, Spain, &cc. flowering
from June to August.

Culture.—This plant is increased by sowing
the seeds in the autumn or spring, in dry light

mould, either where the plants are to remain,
or in beds to be afterwards planted out. They
appear in the spring, when they should be kept
clear from weeds, and they will flower the fol-

lowing year.

It is also capable of being increased sometimes
by offsets, slips, or cuttings,, planted out in the

spring season.

The plants afford variety in the common
borders and clumps.
TEA-BUCKTHORN. See Rhamnus.
TEA, NEW JERSEY. See Ceanothus.
TEA, NEW ZEALAND. See Philadeu-

PHl) S

.

TEA, OSWEGO. SeeMoNARDA.
TEA TREE. See Thea.
TEA, WEST INDIAN. See Sida.
TERRACE, a sort of raised bank of earth,

&c. regularly formed in an oblong manner to

any length, broad enough to admit of a spacious

level walk at top, and elevated considerably

above the level of the general surface ; having

the sides uniformly sloped, and laid with grass,

and the top formed into a fiat or level, suffi-

ciently broad for a grass or gravel walk, of pro-

8
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portionaI)Ie width ; designed in gardens as a

Iiigh, airy walk, to command a better prospect

oi' the adjacent places around, within and with-

out the garden occasionally, as well as to enjoy

the fresh air in summer more freely. In the

former stvle of laying out gardens, it was con-
sideTcd as very ornamental, but is at present

nnicli in disuse.

The height of a Tcrrace-walk may be more or

less as the situation admits, as from one foot to

one or two vards; or even three or four yards

or more in particular situations, and where there

are plenty of earthy materials, rubbish, &c. to

form it, allowing breadth in proportion, from
five to ten or twenty feet or more, and extended

to any length required. They are sometimes
formed on some naturally high, rising ground,

to save as much trouble as possible, in bringing

stuff from a distance ; and sometimes raised

whollv of forced materials.

The situation for a Terrace may be varied as

the natural situation of the place may require.

In respect ^o form, they should always be

broader at the base than the lop, and extend

lengthways to any distance required; having the

sides regularly sloped, of more or less acclivi-

tv, as the width, height, and situation admit.

Sometimes both sides are sloped, and sometimes
only one side, the other perpendicidar, and
faced with a substantial wall, &:c. or formed
against the side of a hill, or some naturally

rising ground ; being finished always broad

enough at top to admit of a proper walk. In

some naturally-elevated situations. Terraces are

sometimes formed one above another in two or

more ranges, each having its separate side slopes,

and elevated walk ; in all of which the slopes are

to be neatly laid with grass, and the walk at top

occasionally of grass or gravel.

The entrances leading to Terrace-walks were
formerly sometimes formed by an easy acclivity

of a grass or gravelled slope, and sometimes by a

grand flight of stone steps.

Where a rising ground, of considerable ele-

vation, naturally presents itself in a proper situ-

ation, it is an eligible opportunity for forming
a Terrace with the least expense and trouble,

on account of its not requiring the addition of
so much earth and rubbish as when raised en-
tirely on a perfect level, wholly of made earth.

Where there are any excavations of ground in-

tended to form ha-has, pieces of water, &c.
the excavated earth may be employed in forming
Ttrraces, &c.

In the forming of a Terrace, the base must
be staked out wider than the intended width at

top for the walk, in order to admit of the ascent
of slopes being moderate. And the whole of

the made earth and rubbish must he well rammed
and rolled down from lime to time as it is ap-

plied, in order to render the whole equally

firm, that it may not settle irregularly after

being finished. The slopes may eiiher he laid

with turf, or sown with grass-seeds ; but the

first is much the best method where it can be
emploved. See Grass-Ground.
TETRAGONIA, a genus containing plants

of the shrubby and herbaceous succulent peren-
nial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Icosnvdna
Pcritani/riia, and ranks in the natural order of

Sucnilciitce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a four-

leaved perianth, superior: leaflets four, ovate,

bent down and fiat, rolled back at the edge,

coloured, permanent : there is no corolla, unless

the calyx be called so : the stamina have twenty
filaments, capillary, shorter than the calvx :

anthers oblong, incumbent : the pistillum is a
roundish germ, five-cornered, inferior: stvles

four, awl-shaped, recurved, length of the
stamens : stigma longitudmal of the style, pu-
bescent: the pericarpimn is a coriaceous drupe,
four-cornered with four longitudinal wings; the

opposite angles narrower, not opening: the
seed one, bony, four-celled r kernels oblong.

The species cultivated are: 1. T. Jhtticosa,
Shrubby Tetragonia ; <2.T. deaimhens. Trailing

Tetragonia; 3. T. herhacea. Herbaceous Tetra-
gonia; 4. T. echinata, Hedge-hog Tetragonia.

The first has slender woody stems, rising

three or four feet high if supported, otherwise
trailing, covered with a light gray bark, and di-

viding into a great number of trailing branches,
which when young are succulent, of an herba-
ceous colour, and covered with small pellucid

drops, which reflect the light, somewhat like

the Diamond Ficoides : as the branches grow
older, they become more woody : the leaves are

narrow, thick, succulent, about half an inch
long, and a tenth of an inch broad, concave and
blunt-pointed; they are placed alternately, and
at their base comes out a cluster of smaller
leaves, which have the like pellucid drops with
the stalks : the flowers axillary, at every joint
towards the ends of the branches, solitary, or
two or three together. The fruit is an inferior

juiceless drupe.

The second species has larger stalks than the
preceding, but they branch out in like manner :

the branches trail upon the ground ; the youno-
branches are very succulent, and almost as thick
as a man's little finger : the leaves are two inches
long, and an inch broad ; their surface covered
with very small pellucid drops, as are also tht?

young branches : flowers larger, upon pretty

3N 2
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long footstalks, three or four froiri the same
point : the calyx and anthers are of a pale

sulphur colour. It flowers froiii July to Sep-
tember.

The third has large fleshy roots : the hranches

weak and trailing, generally decaying about
midsummer, and new shoots produced late in

autumn . the leaves come out in bunches ; they

are oval, plane, and not so thick and succulent

as in the other sorts; tliey are little mere than

an inch long, and half an inch hroad : the

flowers are produced from the wings of the

leaves m February ; they are like those of the

second sort, and have long slender footstalks.

It flowers in June and July.

The fourth species has a biennial root : the

stem herbaceous, near the root dividing into

difl^used branches, rendered angular by the pe-

tioles running down them, scarcely a foot long:

the leaves succulent, spreading, an inch in

length : petioles shorter by half than the leaves :

the peduncles axillary, solitary, fiHform, co-

vered with shining bladders, purple, very short:

the Dowers pendulous, appearing as if frosted

with crystalline bladders. It llowers from May
to August.

They are all natives of the Cape.

Culture.—The first and fourth sorts may be

increased by cuttings, which should be cut oflT

from the plants a few days before they are

planted, that the part where they are cut may
be healed, setting them out in July, that they

may have time to make good roots before winter,

on a bed of fresh earth, shading them from the

sun in the heat of the day. They should after-

wards he frequently refreshed with water in smail

quantities. In a few weeks, when well rooted,

they should be taken up, and planted into pots

filled with light fresh undunged earth, and

placed in a shady situation until they have taken

new root, after which they may be placed with

other hardy exotic plants in a sheltered situation,

where they may remain till the middle or latter

end of October; at which time they should be

removed into the green-house, and placed where

they may enjoy as much free air as possible in

mild weather, as they only require to be pro-

tected from the frost', being pretty hardy with

respect to cold. As when planted in the full

ground in the sunmier season they are apt to

grow rank and large, or even when permitted

to root into the ground through the holes at the

bottom of the pots, the pots should be fre-

quently removed to prevent it, as they are in-

jured by it.

, The first and second sorts are likewise capable

of being raised by seeds, sown in a gentle hot-

bed or m a wanii boi:der of light fresh earth, in

the spring. When the plants are about four

iuciies high, they may be planted out in pots,

treating them in the same maniter as the cul-

tings.

And the third sort will grow froiti cuttings

planted early u\ tbe spring, in the same man-
ner as the others.

Thev alford ornament among other potted

plants.

TEUCRIUM, a genus furnishing plants of

the under-shrubbv and herbaceous kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diili/nriinia.

Gijmnnspernun, and ranks in the natural order

of Fcrticillutce.

The character's are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, half-five-eleft, acute, almost

equal, gibbous at the ba«e on one side, perma-

nent: the corolla one-pctail«l, ringent: tube

cvlindric, short, ending in an incurvated throat:

upjjer lip erect, acute, dci.-ply two-parted beyond

llie base; the segments at the sides distant: lower

lip spreading, trilid: the lateral segments of the

same form with the upper lip, almost erect; the

middle one very large, and. somewhat rounded :

the stamina have four awl-shaped filaments,

longer than the upper lip of the corolla and
ascending in the cleft of it, prominent: anthers

small: the pistillum is a four-parted germ:
style filiform, situation and size of the stamens:

stigmas two, slender: there is no pericarpium :

calyx unchanged, fostering the seeds at the

bottom: the seeds four, roundish.

The species cultivated are: 1. T. jiavum.

Yellow-flowered Shrubby Germander; 2. T Sco-

rodrmia, Sasjc-leaved Germander, or Wood Sage

;

3. T. Canadcnse, Nettle-leaved Germander ; 4.

T. montaimm, Dwarf Momitain Germander

;

5. T. Pyrenaiami, Pyrenean Germander; 6. 7".

PoU/an, Foley; 7. T. capilalum, Round-headed
Germander ; 8.2'. pumi/um, Dwarf Germander

;

9. T.fruticans, Narrow-leaved Tree Germander;

10. 7". latijhliuni, Broad-leaved Tree German-
der; 11.7'. Cit'ticuin, Cretan Germander; 12.

T. Marum, Common Marum or Cat- thyme.

The first has a shrubby, branched, pubescent

stem, often procumbent at the base: leaves ovate,

shinino; above, pubescent beneath, crenate, ob-

tuse, petioled ; the upper ones quite entire;

the whorls from two to six-flowered, distinct

:

the flowers pedicelled. According to Miller,

they are of a dirty white colour, and appear in

July. It is a nntive of the South of Europe, &c,.

There is a variety, which is hairy, with yel-

low flowers, with pale white flowers, and with

purjdc flowers.

The second species has a perennial creeping

root : the stems a foot and half or two feet high,

four-corncredj nearly upright, hairy, leafy, hard.
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often purple
;
panicle racemcd : leaves opposite,

wi'itiklecl, hairy, veiny, ami u'riiikiccl lil<e Sage,

somewhat glutinous, slrong-smciling, biller

:

the flowers are in pairs, on long opposite naked

racemes, peiliceiied. It is a native of Europe

and Morocco, flowering from July to Septem-

ber. It is used sometimes as hops in beer.

The third is a perennial plant, very like the

second, but does not creep at the root as that

does : the stalks are erect : the leaves arc white

on their under side, and deeply serrate : the

flowers yellow in terminating racemes. It is

observed by Marshall, that the plant from Cana-

da has narrower leaves, equally serrate, tomcn-

tose beneath, flat : the spike is composed of

w horls or scattered flowers, with a very small

braete under each. But the garden plant has

Linger wrinkled leaves, unequally senate, scarcely

.pubescent beneath ; and flowers in a subspiked

raceme, of six flowered, six-!caved whorls, with

serrate bractes. It is a native of North Ame-
rica, flowering in August and September.

The fourth species, according to Mdlcr, has

the root composed of many woody fibres, which

S])read wide ; hence arise several weak, trailing,

woody stalks, eight or nine inches long, send-

ini>' out many branches : the leaves are small,

of a deep green : the flowers white, appearing

in .luneand Julv; but seldom succeeded by seeds

in this clunate. It is a native of Germany.

There is a variety with much smaller leaves,

hoary on their under side.

The fifth has- slender shrubby stalks, which

trail close upon the iiround ; they have a purple

bark, and are covered with white hairs : tlie

leaves are round at the top, but at their base are

contracted in form of a wedge, so as to resem-

ble at first sight the leaves of Ground-ivy, but

they are hairy, and of a thicker consistence

:

the flowers are collected in round bunches at the

end of the branches : the corolla is large; and

one half of it is purple, the other white. It

flowers great part of the summer, but seldom

produces seeds in this climate. It grows natu-

rally on the Pyrenean mountains.

The sixth species has the stems suft'ruticose,

round, procumbent: the whole plant tomentose

and hoary : the leaves are oblong, lanceolate or

almost linear : the flowers sessile, close and

lyin<'- over each other, small: bractes the length

of the calyx : corolla yellow : the middle seg-

ment concave, entire. It is a native of the

South of Europe, the Levant, &c.

There are several varieties : as Common Yellow

Foley, which has the stalks rather herbaceous

and trailing, about six tnches long and hoary :

leaves wooHy, about half an inch long, some

wedge-shaped, others oblong, ending in obtuse
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points, and crenate towards their ends : the

flowers collected in obloua; thick spikes at tlie

end of the branches, of a deep yellow colour,

and appearing at the beginning of June. 1 his

grows naiurallv in Spain.

The Narrow -leaved Yellow Poley, which has

woodv stalks, erect, branching, and covered

with a hoarv.down, rising six or eight inches

high: the leavea linear, woolly, about halt an

inch long, having sometimes two of three slight

indentures im their edges : the flowers collected

in roundish spikes at the end of the branches ;

thev are briglit yellow, have woolly calyxes, and

appear in June and July. It grows naturally in

Spain and Portugal.

'Ihe While Poley, which has the stems a toot

lono- and trailing : 'the leaves are a little cottony,

enlne on the sides, but toothed at die end : tliii

flowers are preltv large, white tinged^ a little

with purple. It it a native of the South ot

Fr.iiice. There is also the Purple Poley.

The seventh is shrubby, branched at the base :

the branches round, tomentose, erect :
the

leaves sessile, linear -lanceolate, obtuse, often

ternate: the flowers corymbed, headed, close;

calyxes villose-tomentose : the corolla small,

pale vellow or white. It has tlie habit ot Onga-

num'Majorana, but is tomentose, and has nar-

row leaves. It is a native of Trance, Sec.

There is a variety winch has an erect branch-

ing stalk, which rises a foot high ;
the lower

part becomes woody, but the upper is herlia-

ccous : the leaves are linear-lanceolate, about

an inch long, crenate, of a pretty thick consist-

ence;, and a little woolly: the flowers collected

in a corymb at the end of the branches, white,

appearing in Julv and August.

The erghtli species has ligneous procumbent

slender downv stems, lying on the ground : the

leaves in clusters ; the flowers reddish, collected

into small heads at the ends of the branches ;

coming out in June and July. It is a native of

Spain.

'Ihe ninth has a shrubby branching stalk,

risino- six or eiglit feet high, an<l covered with

a hoary bark: the leaves opposite, ovate, sessile

or on verv short petioles, near an inch long, and

half an inch broad, smooth and of a shining

green above, and hoary beneath : the flowers are

axillary from the upper part of the branches,

one oti each side at a joint, on short peduncles.

A native of Spain, &c., flowering in February.

There is a variety which is a little more

branched, and has smaller shorter leaves : the

flowers are paler, the stamens somewhat longer,

the anthers smaller and brown, whereas in the

larger sort they are violet : and another wUii

yariegated leaves.
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The tenth species is a shrubby plant, growing

seven or eight feet high, and may be trained to

a nnich greater lieight : the flowers arc some-
what shorter and smaller, though the leaves are
larger ; they are not blue but purplish, with
more conspicuous veins and streaks ; the an-
thers are of a dusky greenish colour ; the leaves

are broader, of a rliomboid form, more hairy,

and whiter on their under side. It is a native of
Spain, flowering from June to September.
The eleventh has the leaves acuminate, white

beneath : the flowers in threes, or solitarv : the
calvxes are spiny. It is a native of Candia and
Egypt.
The twelfth species has a low shrubby stalk,

sending out many slender woody branches, in

warm countries rising three or four feet high,
but in England rarely half that height : the stalks

are very hoary, and have small leaves placed
opposite at each joint, about the size of those of
Thyme, and pointed at both ends, green above,
hoary underneath, having a grateful scent, but
so piercing as to cause sneezing : the flowers
erow in loose whorled spikes at the ends of the
branches; they are very downy, and of a bright
red colour ; appear in July and August, but
produce no seeds in this climate. It is a native
of Spain.

Culture.—All the herbaceous and ligneous
kinds may be readily increased by parting the
roots, by slips of the young branches, and seeds:
the roots may be divided in the autumn, or
early spring, and the slips of the branches be
taken off in the spring and summer, beino^

planted out in moist shady situations ; and when
well rooted, they may be removed to where
they are to remain, though it is best to plant
them at once where thev are to grow : the seeds
may be sown in a bed or border of common
earth in the early spring season.

In the Polium kinds the seeds should be sown
in a bed of light earth, and the plants be either
put out in nursery-rows, or set where they are
to remain, in the latter end of summer.
The shrubby sorts may likewise be increased

by slips or cuttings of the young shoots of the
branches, which should be planted in pots filled

with light mould, in the spring and summer
months, in order to be removed under the pro-
tection of the green-house in winter, being after-

wards managed as other green-house exotics.

The first sorts afford variety in the borders,
Sec, and the latter in assemblage with green-
house plants.

THALICTRUM, a genus containing plants

of the hardy, herbaceous, fibrous-rooted, peren-
nial kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Pohjandria

Polygyma, and rank* in the natural order of
Mult'isU'tqjKP.

The characters are: that there is no calvx,
unless the corolla be taken for it : the corolla
has four petals, roundish, obtuse, concave,
caducous : the stamina have very many filaments,
wider at top, compressed, longer than the co-
rolla : anthers oblong, erecr : the pistillum,
styles very many, very short : germs many,
conunonly pedicelled, roundish :"styles none :

stigmas thickish : there is no pericarpium : the
seeds many, grooved, ovate, tailless.

The species cultivated are : i. T. tuherosvm.
Tuberous-rooted Meadow Rue : 2. T. Corni/li,

Canadian Meadow Rue: 3. T.faH'tdum, Fetid
Meadmv Rue : 4. T. angvsiifolium. Narrow-
leaved Meadow Rue : 3. T. lucidiim, Shining-
leaved Meadow Rue: 6. T. aquilegifoliitm.

Columbine-leaved Meadow Rue, or Feathered
Columbine.
The first has knobbed roots : the leaves small,

obtuse, indented in three parts at their points,
of a grayish colour and smooth : the stalks rise

a foot and half high, and are naked almost to
the lop, where they divide into two or three
small ones, under each of which is placed one
leaf; every division is terminated by a small
bunch of pretty large flowers, disposed almost
in form of an umbel, each composed of five white
petals. It is a native of Spain, flowering in June.
The second species attains the height of three

feet : the stems suffruticose, dark purple,
branched : leaves resembling those of Colum-
bine, but glaucous : the flowers in many pale-
purple heads, five-petalled and white. It is a
native of North America, flowering from May
to .July.

There is a variety, which is smaller, with pale
purple filaments.

The third has the stem about six or seven
inches high : the leaves downy, composed of a
great number of small leaflets, which are bluntly
indented, and have a fetid scent : the flowers in
loose panicles, small, and of an herbaceous
white colour : the leaves are somewhat hairy on
both sides, pulpy and soft : the petals themselves
are somewhat hairy, in the young plant reddish,
but m the adult whitish, almost a foot high,
and not very leafy. It is a native of the South
of France, Switzerland, &c., flowering from
May to July.

The fourth species has the stems from two to

three feet high : the flowers small, collected in

terminating panicles, and of an herbaceous white
colour. It is a native of Germany and Switzer-
land, flowering in June and July.

The fifth has the stems upright, channelled,
five or six i'eet high, having at each joint pinnate
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leaves, composctl of many linear fleshy leaflets,

which are for the most part entire, and end in

acute points: the flowers are of a yellowish

white colour; they appear in July, and are suc-

ceeded by small angular capsules, with one small

oblong seed in each, which ripens in August.

It is a native of France about Paris, and of Spain.

The si.xth species has a thick fibrous root
j

the stems taper, rising three feet high : the

leaves like those of Columbine : the flowers in

large terminating panicles. It is a native of

Scania, Switzerland, &c.

There are varieties with a green stalk and
while stamens, and with a purple stalk and
stamens. There are other sorts that may be

cultivated for variety.

Culture.—All the sorts are readily increased

by parting the roots, and planting them out in

the autunni when the stems decay, or in the

spring before the new ones are sent forth, in

the strongest where they are to remain, and the

weaker ones in nursery-rows for further growth :

thev may also be raised from seeds, which
should he sown in a bed or border in the spring

;

when the plants rise, they should be kept clean,

and be planted out where they are to remain, in

the following autumn. They afford variety in

the borders, and other parts of ornamented
grounds.

THEA, a genus furnishing plants of the ex-

otic shrubby kuid.

It belongs to the class and order Poli/andria

MonogT/nia, (Trigi/nia,) and ranks in the

aiatural order of ColiimtiiJ'erce.

The characters are: that the perianth is five-

parted, very small, flat, inferior, permanent :

segments roundish, ol)tuse, equal : the corolla

has six petals, (three to nine) roundish, con-

cave, large; of which two are exterior and a lit-

tle smaller : the stamina have numerous fila-

ments, (more than two hundred) fihform,

shorter than the corolla, inserted into the re-

ceptacle : anthers cordate, fastened by the back :

the pistillum is a globular-trigonal germ : styles

three, united at the base, at bottom erect,

closely approximating, and as it were united

into one ; above the stamens diverging, some-
what recurved at the top, after flowering sepa-

rated to the very base, reffexed at the top :

stigmas simple: the pericarpium is a tricoccous

capsule, trilocular, gaping at the top, in three

directions : the seeds solitary, globose, angular

on the inward side.

The species is T/iea, Tea-Tree.

It is commonly about the height of a man.
It is described indeed by difl^erent authors, as

varying much in size, from that just mentioned
to thirty and even two hundred feet. Probably

it may attain th& height of thirty feet or more

when left to Itself ; but in general the trees are

cut down periodically, that they may make
stronger shoots, and therefore are seldom seen

to be above five or six feet high. The trunk is

branching and round : tlic branches alternate or

vague, stiffish, inclining to an ash-colour, but

reddish towards the end : the leaves alternate,

elliptic, smooth, glossy, of a firm texture,

bluntly serrate except near the base, bhmt and

for the most part slightly emarginate at the end,

veined on the under side, on very short petioles,

round and gibbous beneath, flattish and slightly

channelled above : the stipules to the leaves

none : peduncles axillary, alternate, single,

curved, one-flowered, incrassate, having at the

base a single stipule or bracte, which is awl-

shapcd, erect, elliptic, obtusely serrate, with

the edges between the teeth recurved : the co-

rolla white, varying in the number and size of

the petals : the stamens,, according to Loureiro,

inserted rather into the base of the corolla than

into the receptacle.

In respect to the varieties, Martyiv has con-

sidered them all as formuig one species, in

which, he is, he says, supported by the best au-

thorities. " Kaempfer,'.' says he, " attributes their

difference to soil, culture, age of the leaves,

and method of curing them. Mr. Ellis directly

asserts that the Green and BoheaTea are one and
the same species ; and that it is the nature of

the soil, the culture, and manner of gathering

and drying the leaves^ that makes the diff'erence;

and a Green Tea-tree planted in the Bohea coun-
try will produce Bohea Tea, and the contrary..

So also Sir George Staunton says ; every uifor-

niation received concerning thcTea plant con-
curred in affirming, that its qualities depended
upon the soil in which it grew, and the age at

which the leaves- were, plucked off the tree, as

well as upon the management of them after-

wards. Linnaeus, it is well known, distinguished i

two species ofThea ; the Bohea with six-petalled

flowersj and the Virldis or Green with nine-

petallcd flowers : but it is now well ascertained >

that the number of petals is very uncertain ; and
Dr. Lettsom informs us that he has examined
several hundred flowers both from the Bohea and i

Green countries, and that their botanical charac-
ters have always appeared uniform. In the cata-

logue of the- royal botanic garden at Kcw, two '

varieties of Thea Bohea are given, distinguished

by the leaves ; namely, Laxaor Broad-leaved Tea, .

with elliptic-oblong wrinkled leaves; and Stricta,

or Narrow-leaved 1 ea, with lanceolate flat leaves.

The Bohea Tea-trees now introduced into many
botanic gardens near London, exhibit very obvious
varieties: the leaves arc of a deeper green colour,

and not so deeply serrated ; and the stalk is usually

of a darker colour : but the botanical characters
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af thf i.inic. Thunberg also distinguishes two
varieties from the leaves, which in one are smaller.

Hat, darker green, with straight serraturcs, and in

the other larger, waved, briglitergreen, with siTiu-

ate scratures: but they can scarcely be considered

as distinct species. Loureiro observed little dit-

ierence in the Sou-chong, which he examined ;

both tliese have a broivn colour, but are more
(kloriierous and precious than the con)nion Ro-
hea of the province oF P"o-kicn, which he had

not an opportunity of seeing in a living state,

though it is the most common and cheapest of

all. He examined the dry flowers of the Green
lea, from the province of Kiang-si, and observed

the same inconslancy, as to the number of parts

in the calyx and corolla, as in the Bohea. Upon
the whole lie concludes that all the difl'ercnces of

Chinese tea form only one botanical species,

owing their variation to soil, culture, and
Uiethod of preparation ; all retaining the same
inconstancy in the parts of the flower, which
i;ave occasion to Linnseus to consider ihem as

two species."

It is added, " that many varieties of tea are

known in Chnia, from iinxture and n)anage-

ment." The distinctions chiefly regarded in

Europe arc the following.

" Green Ttas.— 1. Bing, Imperial or Bloom
Tea, with a large loose leaf, of a light green

colour, and a faint delicate smell.

"2. I]y-tiann, Hikiong, Hayssuen or Hee-
chun, known to us by the name of Hyson 'i"ea :

the leaves are closely curled and small, of a

green colour verging towards blue. i\noiher

Hvson Tea, with narrow short leaves, is called

Hvson-utchin. There is also a green tea named
Gobe, with long narrow leaves.

" 3. Song-lo or Singlo, v^'hich name it re-

cel. es, like several others, from the place where

it is cultivated."
^' Tlohca Ti'Of:.— 1. Soo-chuen, Sut-chong,

Sou-chong, or Su-chong, called by the Chinese

Saa-tyang, and Sact-chaon orSy-tyann, is a su-

perior kind of Cong-fou Tea. It imparts a yel-

lowish green colour by infusion, and has its

name from a place or province in China. Padre

Siitchonii- has a li\ier taste and smell : the leaves

are larire and velloivish, not rolled up, and

packed" in papers of half a pound each. It is

generally conveyed by caravans into Russia

;

without nuich care it will be injured at sea. It

ip rarely to be met with in England.
" 2. Cam-ho or Sonm-lo, called after the

ran>e of the place where it is gathered : a fia-

eraut tea w ith a \ ioltt smell ; its infusion is pale.

"3. Conc-fou, Congo, orBong-fo: this has

a laraer leat'ihan tlie i'ollowing, and the infu-

sion Ts ahtlle deeper coloured. It resembles the

oorjiuon Jjohea in the colour of the lett.

" There is a sort called Lln-Kisam, -.viih nar-

row rough leaves. It is seldom used alone, bat
mixed with other kinds. By adding it to Cong^,
the Chinese someiiines make a kuidof Pekoe tea.

" 1. I'ekao, Pecko, or Pekoe, by the Chinese
called Back-ho or Pack-ho. It is known by
having the a|ipearance of small v\ bite flowers

intermixed wnh it.

" 5. Common Bohea or Black Tea, called

Moji orMo-ee by the Chinese, consists of leaves

of one colour. The best is named Tao-kvonn.
An inferior kind is called An-kai, from a place

of that name. In the district of Honam, near

Canton, the tea is very coarse, the leaves yellow'

or brownish, and ;he taste the least agreeable of

any. By the ChinebC it is named Honam -te,

or Kuli-le.
" Besides these. Tea both Bohea and Green

is sometimes im'jjorted in balls, from two ounces
to the size of a nutmeg and of peas. The Chi-
nese call it Poncul-tcha. The smallest in this

form is well known under the name of Gun-
powder Tea.

" Sometimes the succulent leaves are twisted

like packthread, an inch and half or two inches

long; three of these are usually tied together at

the ends by different-coloured silk threads. BotK
Green and Bohea are prepared in this manner.

" Tlie manner of gathering and preparing the

leaves, as practised in Japan," according to

Knempf'er, " as far as our information reaches,

is in a great measure conformable to the me-
thod used by the Chinese.

" The leaves are eathered carefully one by
one, and each person is able thus to collect from
four to ten or fifteen pounds in one day. The
flr-;t gathering commences about the end of oin-

Febi'.iary, or beginning of March, when the

leaves are young and tender : they are called

Ficki Tsjaa or powdered tea, because they arc

pulverised and sipped in' hot water: they are *

disposed of to princes and rich people only, and
hence this kind is called Imperial Tea.

" A similar sort is called Udsi Tsjaa, anil

Tacke Sacki Tsjaa, from the places where it

grows. Peculiar care and nicety is observed iii

ii'athering tliese leaves.

" The second collection is made at the end of

March or beginning of April. This is called

Toot-jaa, or Chinese Tea, because it is infused

and drunk after the Ciiinese manner.
" The third gathering is made in June, when

the leaves are full grown. This is called Bari

Tsjaa; it is the coarsest, and is chiefly con-

sumed by the lower class of people. By sorting

these, several other varieties are produced.
" Whether the Chinese collect the tea pre-

cisely at the same seasons as in Japan, we are

not well infoimed: but most probably the tea'
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harvest is nearly at the same periods, the natives

having frequent intercourse, and their com-
mercial concerns with each other being very ex-

tensive.

" The tea leaves should be dried as soon as

possible after they are gathered. For this pur-

pose public buildings are erected, containing

from five to ten, and even twenty small furnaces

about three feet high, each having at the top a

large iron pan. There is also a long table co-

vered with mats, on which the leaves are laid,

and rolled by workmen who sit round it. The
iron pan being heated to a certain degree by a

fire made in the furnace beneath, a few pounds

of the leaves are put upon the pan, and conti-

nually turned and shifted by the hands till they

become too hot to be endured ; they are then

-thrown upon the mats to be rolled between the

palms of the hands ; after which, they are cooled

as speedily as possible. In order that all the mois-

ture of the leaves may be completely dissipated,

and their twisted form be better preserved, the

above process is repeated several times with the

.same leaves, but less heat is employed than at

first. The tea thus manufactured is afterwards

sorted according to its kind or goodness. Some
of the young tender leaves are never rolled, and

are immersed in hot water before they are dried.

" Country people cure their leaves in earthen

kettles, which answer every necessary purpose,

at less trouble and expense, whereby they are

enabled to sell them cheaper.

" After the tea has been kept for some months,

it is taken out of the vessels in which it was

stored, and dried again over a very gentle

fire, that it may be deprived of any humidity

which remained, or it might have since con-

tracted.

" The common tea is kept in earthen pots with

narrow mouths ; but the best sort used by the

emperor and nobility is put into fjorcelain or

china vessels. The coarsest tea is kept by the

country people in straw baskets, made in th«

shape of barrels, which they place under the

roofs of iheir houses, near the hole that lets out

the smoke."
Culture.—These plants may be raised in this

ettuntry by seeds, layers and cuttings of the

young branches. The editor of Miller's Dic-

tionary advises that the seeds should be procured

from China, and that care should "be taken that

they be fresh, sound, ripe, white, plump, and

moist internally. After being well dried in the

sun, they may be inclosed in bees-wax, or, left

in their capsules, they may be put into very

close canisters of tin or tutenague. Thouin, in

his directions to Perouse, he savs, recommends
Vol. II.

these and other seeds to be placed in alternate

layers of earth or sand, in tin boxes, closed up
exactly, and placed m solid cases, cevered with

waxed cloth ; the boxes to be placed in a part of

the ship the least accessible to moisture, and

the most sheltered from extreme heat or cold."

And "Mr.Sneyd," he adds, "was very successful

in having seeds packed up in absorbent paper,

and surrounded by raisins or moist sugar, which
kept them in a state (it for vegetation. Ameri-
can seeds are frequently brought over, by put-

ting thena into a box, not made too close, upon
alternati- layers of moss, in such a manner as to

admit the seeds to vegetate. This might be tried

with the seeds of the Tea-tree; and to succeed

more certainly, sonie of the seeds might be sown
in pots or boxes, when the vessel arrives at St.

Helena, and after passing the tropic of Cancer,

near the latitude of thirty degrees north. But
the best method" says he, "seems to be, to sow-

ripe seeds in good light earth in boxes, at leav-

ing Canton ; covering them with wire, to jire-

vent rats and other vermin from coming to them
;

and taking care that the boxes be not exposed to

too much air, nor to the spray of the sea. A
little fresh or rain water should be sprinkled

over them now and then ; and when the seedling

plants appear, they should be kept moist, and
out of the burning sun. If young plants can be
procured in China, they may be sent over in A'

growing state in boxes, fortv inches long by
twenty broad, and as much in depth, having a

few holes bored through the bottom. When
the trees arrive here they must be kept in a

green-house during the winter, and in the open
air during the summer; and if they come in bad
condition, it may not be amiss to plunge the

pots into which they are transplanted, in a gen-
tle hot-bed, or to set them in the tan-jiit, to

make them strike and shoot more freely." It

is further remarked, that " though the Tea-tree

will not at present bear the rigour of our winters,

in the open air, yet it is not impossible but it

may gradually become naturalized to our climate,

like the Magnolia, among several other trees

and shrubs ; especially if it were to be brought
from the coldest provinces of China, where it

grows, or from the parts of Europe a little to

the southward of us, when it shall have been
naturalized there." It is increased freeK' from
cuttings, when managed in the same manner as

Gardenias : and it also sometimes grows from
lavers laid down in the autumn or spring, - -.

Some of these plants should he always kept in

pots, to be removed under the shelter either of a
green-house, glass case, or deep garden frame,

'

in winter; and others be planted inadrv, we'A-

3 O
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sheltered, warm, conspicuous part of the shrub-
bery, to aflortl occasional covering from rigorous

frosts.

They afford variety in green-house collections,

as well as in the shrubberies.

THEOBROMA, a genus containing a plant

of the exotic tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pohjadelphia

Decandiia, and ranks in tlie natural order of Co-

himnifertp.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianth : leaflets lanceolate, acute, spread-

ing, deciduous : the corolla has five petals,

smaller than the calyx : claws wide, arched,

concave like a helmet, emarginate at the tip,

scored internally with a thick triple line inserted

into the nectary at the base : borders roundish,

acuminate, spreading, each narrowed at the base

into a small claw which is from upright recurved,

and fastened into the claw : nectary a short

little pitcher, putting forth five little horns,

which are awl-shaped, long, erect, acuminate,

bent in and converging, decurrent along the

pitcher: the stamina have five filiform filaments,

erect, bent outwards at top, lying within the

claws of the petals, growing externally to the

nectary, alternate with -and shorter than the

hotns : anthers on each filament two, (one on
each side at the tip,) vertical, one cell superior,

the other inferior : the pistillum is an ovale

germ : style filiform, (striated, Aubl.) a little

longer than the stamens: stigma five-cleft: the

pericarpium is an oblong capsule, coriaceous,

unequal, five-cornered, five-celled, valveless, not

opening: the seeds very many, subovate, nestling

in a buttery pulp, fastened to a central columnar
receptacle.

The species is T. Cacao, Chocolate Nut Tree.

It grows in a very handsome form to the

height of twelve or sixteen feet : the trunk is

upright, and about as high as a man before the

head spreads out : the wood is light and of a

white colour, and the bark is brownish and

even: the leaves lanceolate-oblong, bright green,

quite entire, alternate, from nine to sixteen

inches long, and three or four inches wide at

most, on a petiole an inch in length and thicken-

ed at both ends : the peduncles slender, about

eight or ten together, chiefly from the scars of

the fallen leaves ; one of them only for the most
part I'ruitful, the rest abortive: the flowers

small, reddish, inodorous : fruit smooth, yel-

low, red, or of both colours, about three inches

in diameter: rind fleshy, near half an inch in

thickness, flesh-coloured within: pulp whitish,

the consistence of butter, separating from the

find in a stale of ripeness, and adhering to it

only by filaments, which penetrate it and reach

to the seeds. Hence it is known when the seeds

are ripe, by the rattling of the capsule when it is

shaken; the pulp has a sweet and not unpleasant

taste, with a slight acidity; it is sucked and
eaten raw by the natives : it may be easily sepa-

rated into as many parts as there are seeds, to

which it adheres strongly, and thev are wrapped
up in it, so that each seed seems to have its own
proper pulp : the seeds are about twenty-five n\

number : when fresh they are of a flesh-colour

:

gathered before they are ripe, they preserve them
in sugar, and thus they are very grateful to the

palate : they quickly lose their power of vege-
tation, if taken out of the capsule, but kept in it

they preserve that power for a long time : the

tree bears leaves, flowers, and fruit all the year

through ; hut the usual seasons for gathering

the fruit are June and December : in two years

from the seed it is above three feet high, and
spreads its branches, not more than five of which
are suffered to remain : before its third year is

complete it shows for fruit : a tree yields from
two to three pounds of seeds annually. It is a

native of South America.
Culture.— It is increased by seed obtained' frorr*

abroad, sowing it as soon after its arrival as pos-

sible, in pots filled with light earth, and plun-
ging them in a bark-bed, where they will soon
come up ; and when the plants are about three

inches high, potting them off separately, and re-

plunging them in the bark-bed in the stove,

managing them as other woody exotics of the

stove kind afterwards.

They afford an agreeable variety in stove col-

lections.

THERMOMETER, an instrument construct-

ed for the purpose of measuring the degrees of

heat and cold at all seasons, and which is of

great utility in the culture of tender exotic stove

plants, by serving as a guide to regulate the pro-

per degree of heat for the hot-houses containing

such plants.

Their construction for this use consists of a.

long slender glass tube, or pipe, about eighteen

inches or two feet long, having a small glass

ball or globe at the lower end ; and it is fixed

longitudinally on a brass or wooden plate oe

frame, the same length, or longer, and four or

five inches broad ; the glass tube and ball being

furnished with a quantity of coloured liquid

spirit, or other fluid, which is affected by heat

and cold so as to ascend higher or lower in the

tube proportionably, a scale being marked on
the frame along each side of the tube, divided

into the different degrees of heat and cold : and

the spirit ascending by the heat of the internal
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air of the stove, pronioterl by fire, 8cc. points

out on the scale the proper degree of heat re-

quired, having the name of some remarkal)le

exotic, such as the anana, or pine-apple, written

on the scale as a standard mark of the requisite

temperature of heat, so as when the internal

heat of the stove raises the spirit to that mark, or

Avithin five degrees over or under, is the proper

temperature for the growth of the ananas, and

all other tender plants from the hottest parts of

the world ; so that the fires requisite for the

stove in winter, are to be made stronger or

weaker accordingly.

They are more particularly useful in winter,

during the time the fires are made in the flues

for warmin:^; the air internally ; one being generally

hung up toward the centre of the stove, so as the

warmth may operate moderately and equally on

every side, and discover the real temperature of

the general internal heat, which should be sup-

ported always nearly equal by the aid of bark

hot-beds and real fire, sufficient to raise the spirit

or other fluid in the tube to the mark ananas,

or but a little over or under it.

They should not only be suspended nearly to-

wards the centre of the stove, but also out of the

sun, that the glass tube and ball containing the

spirit or other fluid may be shaded as much as

possible ; and also at some medium distance

from the fire-place and flues, so as neither the

direct rays of the sun, or heat of the fire, darting

immediately on the tube and bail, may affect the

operation of the inclosed fluid, and cause it to

mount higher than would be effected by the real

general warmth of the air of the stove, and

thereby lead into an error, in supposing the in-

ternal heat to be much stronger than it really is,

when probably it is not strong enough. See

Ananas.
THICKETS, a sort of close plantations of trees

and shrubs, in pleasure-grounds, parks, &c.
They are designed for different purposes, as some-

times to repel the force of tempestuous and cold

cutting winds, either from the habitation, or

some particular part of the garden ; or to form
places of shade or retirement in summer, having

spaces for walks, recesses, &c. under the um-
brage of the trees, and occasionally to conceal

from view any unsightly or disagreeable object,

and also sometimes to form a screen or blind ar-

ranged towards some outward boundary.

On some occasions, they are introduced in the

internal parts of large pleasure-grounds, and
parks, in contrast to the more open and airy

plantations, in which to have shady wood-
walks winding variously through them, also

to form recesses, by environing particular spaces.

rendering them retired, shady, and sheltered, by
the surrounding trees and shrubs composing the

thickets : close thickets of hardy trees and

shrubs are sometimes also disposed in detached

clumps in capacious open situations, to effect a

diversified ornamental variety, the clumps being

distantly stationed so as not to obstruct the view

of any desirable object.

Thev are sometimes planted wholly of the

large tree kinds, five or six to eight or ten feet

asunder, some in regular lines like a close grove,

or more generally in a sort of promiscuous plant-

ing, but with some degree of order in the di-

stances : they are also often composed of various

trees and shrubs together to efi'eet a more full,

close growth below and above, and to display a

greater diversity in the plantation, by disposing

the various shrubs properly between the larger

trees, in some order of gradation, the lowest to-

wards the front, and the taller growths back-
ward, so as to form a sort of close underwood
thicket below, while the trees run up and form
a thickety growth above : and sometimes thev

are formed wholly of shrubs of different sorts and
degrees of growth, from the lowest placed for-

ward to the tallest behind.

They are sometimes formed wholly of parti-

cular sorts of trees disposed separately in distinct

plantations, as of elm, ash, beech, poplar, alder,

willow, &c.
The planting of thicket plantations should be

effected with young trees of from four, five or six,

to eight or ten feet growth, and the shrub kinds

proportionally ; in all of which the planting may
be performed in the common seasons of autumn,
winter and spring.

In the culture of thicket plantations, little is

required but that of keeping them clear from
large overbearing weeds, while the trees and
shrubs are in young small growth.

THISTLE, GLOBE. See Echinops.
THISTLE, MELON. See Cactus.
THISTLE, TORCH. See Cactus.
THORN APPLE. See Datura.
THORN, BOX. See Lycium.
THORN, CHRIST'S. See Rhamnus.
THORN, COCKSPUR. See Crat^gus.
THORN, EGYPTIAN. See Acacia.
THORN, EVERGREEN. See Me.spilus.
THORN, GLASTONBURY. See Crat^-

GUS.
THORN, GOAT'S. See Tragacantha.
THORN, HAW. See Crataegus.
THORN, LILY. See Catesb^a.
THORN, PURGING. See Rhamnus.
THORN, WHITE. See Crat^gus.
THORNY TREFOIL. See Fagonia.
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THOROW-WAX. SeeBupLEURUM.
THUJA, a genus containing a plant of the

hardy evergreen tree kind..

It belongs to the class and order Moiicccia

Monadelphiu, and ranks in the natural order of

ConifereB.

The characters are : that in the male flower

the calyx is an ovate anient, composed of a

common rachis, on which opposite flowers are

placed in a triple opposition : each flower has

for its base a subovate, concave, obtuse scale :

there is no corolla : the stamina have four fila-

ments (in each floret) scarcely manifest: anthers

as many, fastened to the base of the calycine

scale :—female flower on the same plant : tlie

calyx is a common subovate strobile, surrounded

with opposite florets; composed of two-flowered,

ovate, convex scales, converging longitudinally :

there is no corolla : the pistillum is a very small

germ : style awl-shaped : stigma simple : the

pericarpium is an ovate-oblong strobile, obtuse,

opening longitiidinally, with oblong scales, al-

most equal, convex outwardly, obtuse: the seeds

oblong, girt longitudinally with a membrana-
ceous winir, eniaro;inate.

The species cultivated are: 1. T. occidentalis,

American Arbor-vita;; 2. T.orientaUs, Chinese
Arbor-vitae.

The first has a strong woody trunk, which
rises to the height of forty feet or more : the

bark, while young, is smooth and of a dark

brown colour, but as the trees advance the bark

becomes cracked, and less smooth : the branches

are produced irregularly on every side, standing

almost horizontal, and the young" slender shoots

frequently hang down: these branches stand but

thin, and the younger branches only have leaves,

so that when the trees are grown large they

make but an indiflTcrent appearance, being so

thinly clothed with the leaves : the young
branches are flat, and the small leaves are placed

over each other hke the scales of fish : the flow-

ers are produced from the side of the young
branches, pretty near to the footstalk : the

males grow in oblong catkins, and between
these the females are collected in form of cones.

When the former have shed their farina, they

soon drop off"; but the latter are succeeded by
oblong cones, or strobiles, having obtuse smooth
scales, containing one or two oblong seeds. It

is a native of Siberia and Conac'a, wliere it is

very plentiful, but not much further sorth.

There arc difllient varieties; as the American
Sweet-scented, and Variegated-leaved.

The second species has the branches growing
closer together, and much more adorned with

leaves, which are of a brighter green colour, and

make a much better appearance than the formerf

the branches cross each other at right angles:

the leaves are ilat, but the single divisions arc

slender, and the scales smaller, and lie closer

over each other than those of the first sort : the

cones (strobiles) are also much larger, of a

beautiful grav colour, and their scales end in

acute reflexed points. It is a native of China
and Japan.

Culture.—^lliese plants may be increased by-

seeds, layers, and cuttings.

Good seeds should be obtained and be sown
soon after they are ripe, or as soon as they can
be obtained, in autumn or spring, in pots or

boxes of light earth, covering them half an inch

deep, placing the pots. Sec. in a sheltered warm
situation, or under the shelter of a frame in bad
weather, especially when sown in autumn, that

they may be protected from severe frosts ; they

sometimes come up in the spring, but are fre-

quently apt to remain in the ground till the se-

cond year. When the plants are come up, the

pots should be placed in an east border to have
only the morning sun, but open to the free air,

givmg frequent but very moderate waterings al5

the sunmier ; and in winter removing the pots

again to a sheltered place till spring, when they

may be pricked out in nursery-rows; or, when
they are small and weakly, continued in the

pots another year, placing them in a shady si-

tuation during summer, and in a sheltered place

in winter ; and in spring following planting

them out in the nursery, in rows a foot or two
asunder, to remain to acquire size and strength

for planting out where they are to remain.

The layers should be made from the young
siioots of one or two years growth, which may
be laid down early in autumn, bending down
the branches to the earth, and laying all the

young wood in by slit- or twist-laying, with
the tops only appearing a little above ground

;

shortening any that have much longer tops

than the others : they mostly emit roots in

the earth, and form proper plants by autumn
following; when, or rather in spring after, they

should beseparated from thestools, and be planted

in nursery-rows, to remain two or three years,

or till of a proper size for the shrubbery. Sic.

The cuttings should be made from tlie strong

young shoots of the same year's growth, which
should be planted in the autumn, in a shady
border, taking the opportunity of showery
weather, if possible, for the business : they

should be cut off" with a small part of the old

wood, where practicable, and be planted in tows
a foot asunder, closing the earth well about

them : they w ill be properly rooted in one year
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for planting out in wider nursery-rows : they

may also be planted in pots, and placed in a hot-

bed, in order to have them more forward.

They may be planted out into the borders, &c.
hi the autumn or early spring months.
They are highly ornamental evergreens, pro-

per tor adorniui' the shrubbery and other parts,

having a fine effect also when disposed singly in

borders, &c. and in open spaces of grass; m all

of which situations they should be suffered to

grow with their full branches, in their own na-

tural way, e.\cept reducing with a knife any low
straggling or rambling branches occasionally

;

this is all the culture they require afterwards.

They may also be employed as timber-trees,

in the evergreen forest-tree plantations.

And those in the pots, as the Chinese Arbor
Vitas, may be placed among other potted plants

to adorn any particular compartment, and in as-

semblage with green-house plants for variety.

THUYA. See Thuja.
THYMBRA, a genus furnishing plants of the

under shrubby, exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order

of FerticlUatce or Lnhiatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, subcylindrical, keeled at the

sides, two-lipped at the mouth: upper lip wider,

half-three-cleft, equal, converging ; lower nar-

rower, two-parted : the corolla is ringent : tube

subcylindrical: upper lip flat, straight, half-two-

cleft, obtuse; lower three-cleft, almost equal,

flat: the stamina have four filiform filaments,

approaching by pairs : the two lower ones

shorter : anthers two-lobed : lobes remote, un-
der the upper lip of the corolla : the pistillum is

a four-cleft germ : style filiform, half-two-cleft:

stigmas two, acute : there is no pericarpium :

calyx unchanged : the seeds four.

The species cultivated are : \. T. spicata,

Spiked Thymbra ; 2. T. verticillata, Whorled
Thymbra.
The first is a low shrubbv plant like heath,

branching out info slender woody stalks which
are six or eight inches long, covered with a

brown bark, and garnished with narrow acute-

pointed leaves about half an inch long, sitting

close to the stalks opposite; they have an aro-

nialic odour when bruised: the stalks are ter-

minated by thick close spikes of purple flowers,

near two inches long : the calyxes are stiff and
hairv ; they are cut half their length into ccme
segments : out of these the flowers peep, with

their two lips; the upper is concave and arched,

the under cut into three equal portions, and
these are a little reflexed : they appear in June

and July, and in warm seasons are sometimes
succeeded by seeds which ripen in autumn. It is a
native of Mount Libanus, Macedonia, Spain, fcc.

The second species has a shrubby stalk which
seldom rises much move than a foot high, put-
ting out many small woody branches, w hich
have narrow spear-shaped leaves with many
punctures ; they stand opposite, and are of an
aromatic flavour : the flowers grow in whorled
spikes at the end of the branches : the leaves
which stand under each whorl are broader than
those below, and are covered with fine hairs : the
flowers are purple, and sit close to the stalks : the
upper lip is concave, and ends with two obtuse
points ; the lower ends with three equal points:
these appear about the same time with the other,
and in warm seasons the seeds ripen in this

climate. It is a native of Spain and Italy.

Culture.—These plants may be increased bv
seeds, slips, and cuttings.

The seeds should be sown in the early sprinn-

in a warm border, and sheltered from bad
weather by glasses ; or, which is better, in pots
filled with light mould, and placed in a mild
hot-bed : when the plants have attained some
growth they should be set out or removed into
separate pots.

The slips and cuttings should be planted out
in the spring and summer, and when well rooted
removed where they are to grow : they also
sometimes succeed by botlorn offsets planted out
as above.

They afford variety among other potted green-
house plants.

THYME. See Thymus.
THYMUS, a genus containing plants of the

low, aromatic, perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Didynamia
Gymnospermia, and ranks in the natural order
of FerticiUutce or Labiates.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, tubular, half-five-cleft into two
lips, permanent, having the throat closed with
villose hairs : upper lip wider, flat, erect, three-

toothed: lower lip two-bristled, of equal length :

the corolla one-petalled, ringent; tube length
of the calyx : throat small : upper lip shorter,

flat, erect, emarginate, obtuse; lower lip lonser,
spreading, wider, trifid, obtuse : middle seg-
ment wider : the stamina have four filaments,

curved in, two of which are longer : anthers
small : the pistillurn is a four-parted germ

:

style filiform : stigma bifid, acute : there is

no pericarpium : calyx narrowed at the neck,
cherishing the seeds in its bosom : the seeds

four, small, roundish.

The species cultivated are : t. T. Serpillum,
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Wild Thyme ; 2. T. vulgaris, Garden Thvme ;

;;. T. Mnstichina, Mastic Tiiyme ; 4. T. Virgi-

7iiciiS, \'irginian or Savory Thyme.
The first has a woody, fibrous, brown, peren-

nial root : the stems numerous, woody, branch-
ed, leafy, pubescent, commonly tinged with

red : branches alternate : the leaves pctioled,

elliptic or ovate, obtuse, quite entire, hollow-

dotted with little pellucid glands, ciliateat thebase

and on the petiole with a few tine white hairs
;

otherwise it is commonly smooth, though some-
times hairy all over : the heads of flowers ter-

fliinatinsc, roundish, with little leaves among
them : the flowers pedicellcd, and of a purplish

red colour. It is a native of Europe, flowering in

.Tuly and August.
There are several varieties ; as the Broad-

leaved, Narrow-leaved, Variegated-leaved, Sil-

ver-striped-leaved, Citron-scented or Lemon
Thyme, Great Purple-flowered.

The second species is more hoary, higher,

harder, and more woody than the first : the

leaves are whiter, narrower, and the flowers

smaller. It is a native of the South of Europe
and Siberia, flowering from May to August.

There are different varieties ; as the Broad-
leaved, the Narrow-leaved, and the Variegated-

or Striped-leaved Thyme.
The third is a shrub, a foot in height, or a little

inore : the leaves heaped on the stem, linear or

even ovate, the lower hoary beneath, the upper

ones smooth : whorls hirsute : the teeth of the

calyx hairv, and as it were feathered. It is a

native of Spain.

The fourth species has a perennial root ; but

the stalk is annual, rising about a foot and half

high, stiff, angular, branching out towards the

top : the leaves stiff, pointed, about an inch and
half long, and a quarter of an inch broad in the

middle, pointed at both ends, and having a

strong scent of pennyroyal : the flowers are

white, collected into globular heads, appearing in

July; but the seeds seldom ripen in this climate.

It is a native of North America.
Culture.

—
^Thesc plants may be easily raised

from seed, by slipping the roots and branches,

and by cuttings; but the seed method is seldom
practised except with the second sort, or Garden
Thyme : the seed should be sown in the early

spring" on light, rich, dry ground, which should

be properly dug over, and the surface be made
moderately smooth with the spade : as the seed

is small, it should not be sown too thick, or be

covered too deep : the seed is best sown while

the grpurid is fresh stirred, either broad-cast on
the surface, raking it in lightly, or in flat shal-

Jow drills, cvthed over thinly : the plantsappear

intwoorthrec weeks. Itisneccssary tohc careful

to keep them well weeded, giving occasional light

waterings in dry weather; and by June they will

require thinning, especially if the plants are to

grow stocky, and with bushy full heads; in

which case they should be set out to six or eight

inches distance; when thote thinned out may
be planted in another place, in rows, six or eight

inches asunder, giving water till fresh rooted,

keeping the whole clean from weeds by occa-

sional hoeing between them in dry days, which
will also stir the surlace of the earth, and much
improve the growth of the plants: they will be in

perfection for use in summer or early in autumn.
Sometimes the market kitchen-gardeners raise

large quantities in beds, for daily supply, leaving

the whole thick : when of proper growth they

pull them clean up root and top together, from
time to lime, as wanted, and tie them in bunches
for sale.

But it is always proper to thin out, or trans-

plant a quantity in single bunches, to grow
stocky and bushy for occasional supplies.

when intended to increase any particular

varieties, and continue them the same with cer-

tainty, it can only be effected by slips and cut-

tings.

In respect to the offsets and slips, all the

sorts nmltiply by offsets of the root and slips of
the branches : the rooted slips are the most ex-

peditious method, as the old plants increase into

many ofiset-stems rising from the root, each
furnished with fibres ; and by taking up the old

plants in the spring, &c. and slipping or dividing

them into separate parts, not too small, with

roots to each, and planting them in beds of

good earth, in rows half a foot asunder, giving

water directly, and repeating it occasionally in

dry weather till they have taken root, and begin

to shoot at top ; they soon grow freely, and form
good bushy plants in two or three months.
The strong slips of the branches without

roots, succeed when planted any time in the

early spring season in a shady border, in rows

four or five inches distant, giving due water-

ings; and become good plants by autumn, when
they may be planted out where they are to re-

main.
The cuttings of the young branches grow

readily, the same a: the slips, when planted at the

same season in a shady place, and well watered.

The Common Thvme is in universal use as a

pot-herb for various culinary purposes; it may
also be employed in assemblage with other small

plants, to embellish the fronts of flower-

borders, shrubbery clumps, small and sloping

banks, &c. placing the plants detached or singly.
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to form little bushy tufts, and in which the va-

riegated sorts, and the Silver Thyme and Lemon
Thyme particularly, form a very agreeable va-

riety. Tiie Lemon Thyme is also in much esti-

mation for its peculiar odoriferous smell. Soriie

of each of these sorts may also be potted, in or-

der to move occasionally to any particular places

as may be required, and under occasional shelter

in severe winters to preserve the plants more ef-

fectually in a lively state ; likewise some of the

Mastic Thyme. Spanish and Portugal Thymes
are also sometimes potted for the same purpose,

and to place under the protection of a garden

frame or green-house in winter, to continue

them in a more fresh and lively growth : and
sometimes some of the smaller Thymes are

sown or planted for edgings to particular beds or

borders for variety, such as the Lemon Thyme,
Silver-leaved and variesated sorts ; also occa-

sionally the Common Thyme; and all kept low,

close, and regular, by clipping them at the sides

and tops annually in the summer season.

TICKSEED-SUN-FLOVVER. See Core-
opsis.

TILfA, a genus containing plants of the or-

namental tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Polijnjulrta

Moiiogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

ColumnifercE.

The characters are: that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, concave, coloured, almost the

size of the corolla, deciduous : the corolla has

five petals, oblong, obtuse, crenate at the tip :

the stamina have numerous tilaments, (thirty

and more) awl-shaped, length of the corolla : an-

thers simple: the pistillum is a roundish germ :

style filiform, length of the stamens : stigma a

blunt pentagon : the pericarpium is a coriaceous

capsule, globular, five-celled, five-valved, open-
ing at the base: the seeds solitary, roundish.

The species arc : 1 . T. Europtea, European
Lime Tree ; 2. T. ylmerkaiut. Broad-leaved

American Lime Tree ; 3. T. puhescens, Pubes-
cent Carolina Lime Tree; 4. T. alha, White
Lime Tree.

The first is a tall upright tree, with smooth
spreading branches thickly clothed with alternate,

petioled, heart-shaped, smooth, serrate leaves,

pointed at the end, oblique at the base, glau-

cous beneath, and the veins, where they branch

off from the nerve, being furnished with a tuft

of glandular wool, as in the Laurustinus : the

flowers, which are delightfully fragrant, espe-

cially at night, come forth in July, in umbels or

cymes, (from three to five together,) on long-

axillary peduncles, with a singular, oblong,

blunt, membranaceouSj pale, entire bracte, nearly

as long as the peduncle, and attached to it for

about half its length, and falling off with it. It

is a native of Europe, &c.
It is, though little used, a handsome tree,

having a smooth ta])er straight trunk, and the

branches forming a beautiful cone. The foliage

also is smooth and elegant : it grows to a very

large size, and affords good shade: it makes a

fine detached object in parks and open lawns,

planted singly : the branches are so tough as

seldom to be broken by the winds, and the

flowers have a delightful fragrance : the wood is

soft, but capable of being turned into light bowk
and dishes, &c.

There are several varieties ; as the Nar-
row-leaved, the Broad-leaved, the Elm-leaved,
the Red-twigged, the Smooth Small-leaved, the

Smooth Large-leaved, the Soft Hairy-leaved,

the Wrinkled-leaved, and the Striped-leaved.

The second species has the branches covered
with a dark brown bark : the leaves are large,

heart-shaped, ending in acute points, are deeply

serrate, and of a full green on their upper side,

but of a pale green and a little hairyon their under
side, standing upon long slender footstalks : the

petals are narrower, and have nectariums arrowing
to their base: the flowers do not appear till late in

July, a full month after the common sort. It is a
native of Virginia and Canada, and was brought
from New England by the name of Black Lime.
The third is a tree of much smaller growth

than either of the former : the branches spread
more horizontally : the leaves are smaller, and
have a smoother surface; they are heart-shaped,
but the midrib runs obliquely to the footstalk,

so that one side of the leaf is much larger than
the other ; the edges are slightly serrate, and
their ends run out into long acute points : the
bunches of flowers stand upon long slender
footstalks ; the petals are narrow, and end in

acute points ; have each a narrow, ncclariuni
fastened to their base on the inside, standing
erect close to the petals : the flowers emit a
very fragrant odour, and come out towards the
end of July. It is a native of Carolina.

The fourth species has the leaves snow-white
beneath, and the flowers as in the second sort,

but smaller. It is a native of North America,
or Hungary.

Culture.—These trees may be increased bv
seeds, layers and cuttings.

The seed, when ripe in the autumn, should
be beaten down, keeping the green-twigred and
red-twigged sorts separate; and be sown soon
after, or preserved dry and sound till sprino-

;

sowing it in a bed or border of common earth,

previously digging the ground, and dividinff it
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into four-feet wide beds; drawing the earth off

the surface evenly, about an inch deep, into the

alleys ; then sowing ttic seeds thinly, touching

ihcni lightly down into the earth with the back
of the spade, directly earthing them over to the

above depth.

When they come up in the spring, the beds

should be kept clean from weeds, giving mo-
derate waterings in dry weather, to forward the

plants in growth as much as possible, in order

to be fit for planting out in nursery-row s by au-

tumn or spring following; though, if they have
shot rather weakly, they should stand another

year, then be planted out in rows two feet and
a half asunder, by eighteen inches distance in

the lines, to remain three or four years or more
to acquire a proper size for the purposes intend-

ed, trinmiing off the large side-branches from
the lower part of the stem occasionally, to en-
courage their aspiring more expeditiously at top,

which should be suffered to remain entire : these

trees, when raised from seed, generally assume
a more handsome and expeditious growth than

such as are raised from layers and cuttings.

When they are from about five or six to eight

or ten feet high, they are of proper size for final

plantmg out ; though, when designed as forest-

trees for timber, it is advisable to plant them
finally while they are young, as not more than

from three or four to five or six feet high.

They are all raised readily by the layer method
;

and for this purpose proper stools must be prepa-

red, and the youngshocjts of a year or two old are

the proper parts for being laid down, which
should be performed in autumn or winter, by
slit-laying, shortening the tops of each layer

within a little of the ground : they are mostly
rooted by autunm following, and fit to plant

out in nursery-rows, being then managed as the

seedlings.

When cuttings are employed, the strong young-

shoots of the year should be chosen in autumn or

spring, and planted in a moist good soil ; or any
scarce sorts may be planted several together in

pots, and plunged in a hot-bed, as they more
readily strike root in that way.
These two last methods are the proper ones

for raising the varieties with certainty.

These trees aflbrd ornament and variety

among other deciduous trees in the shrubbery,
plantations, &c.
TINUS. See Viburnum.
TOAD-FLAX. See Antirrhinum.
TOBACCO. See Nicotiana.
TOLUIFERA, a genus comprising a plant of

the exotic tro: kind fortlie stove.

It belongs to the class and order Decandria

Monogynla, and ranks in the natural order of

TereiintacecB.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, bell-shaped, five-toothed, al-

most equal, with one angle more remote: the

corolla has five petals, inserted into the recepta-

cle, of which four are equal, linear, a little

longer than the calyx; the fifth twice as big,

obcordate : claw length of the calyx : the .«ta-

mina have ten filaments, very short : anthers

longer than the calyx : the pistillum is an ob-
long germ : style none: stigma acute: the pe-

ricarpium is a round berry, four-celled, four-

seeded: the seed single, ovate.

The species is T. Balsamiini) Balsam of Tolu
Tree.

It is a tree of large size : the bark is very

thick, rough, and of a brown colour: the

branches spread out wide on every side : the

leaves are alternate, oblong-ovate, four indies

long, and two inches broad in the middle,
rounded at the base, acuminate at the end,
smooth, of a light green colour, on very short

strong footstalks : the flowers are produced in

small axillary racemes or bunches, each on a

slender pedicel : the fruit roundish, the size of
a large pea, divided into four cells, each con-
taining one oblong-ovate seed. It is a native of
Spanish America ; and is the tree from which
the Balsam of Tolu is made.

Cullure.—This tree is raised from seeds, which
should be obtained from its native situation,

and be sown as soon as possible afterwards

in pots of light earth, plunging them in the

bark-bed of the stove. When the plants have
three or four inches growth, they should be
potted off separately, giving them water, and
replunging them in the bed. They afterwards

only require to be managed as other woody stove

plants.

Thev afford variety in stove collections.

TOOTHACH TREE. See Zanthoxylum.
TORCH-THISTLE. See Cactus.
TOUCH-ME-NOT. See Impatiens and

MOMORDICA.
TOURNEFORTIA,agenus containing plants

of the shrubby exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandrla

Monogyn'm, and ranks in the natural order of

jisper'if'ul'ice.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, small : segments awl-shaped,

permanent : the corolla one-petalled, funnel-

form : tube cylindrical, globular at the base;

border half-five-cleft, spreading: segments acu-

minate, horizontal, gibbous in the middle : the

stamina have five filaments, awl-shaped, at the
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throat of the corolla : anthers simple, in the

throat, converging, acuminate: the pistillum

is a giolMilar sujierior germ : style simple, length

of the stamens, club-shaped : stigma circum-

cised, entire : the pericarpium is a globular

berry, two-celled, perforated by two pores at

top : the seeds four, subovate, separated by

The species cultivated are: 1. T. hirsvtissbna,

Hairy Tournefortia ; 2. T. I'ohd'i/is, Climbing
Tonrnefortia ; 3. T.fceluUssbna, Fetid Tourne-
fortia ; 4. T. humilis, Dwarf Tournefortia ; 5.

T. ajmosa, Broad-leaved Tournefortia; 6. T.

argentea, Silvery Tournefortia; 7« T, suffniti-

cosa. Hoary-leaved Tournefortia.

The first has a shrubby stem, somewhat scan-

dent, branched, covered with a ferruginous

shagginess : the leaves oblong, entire, nerved,

hairy all over, but extremely so beneath : the

spikes or racemes very much branched, stiff and

straight, spreading a little: the flowers white,

directed all one way. It is a native of the islands

in the West Indies.

The second species has a twining woody stalk,

which twists about the neighbouring trees for

support, and rises to the height of ten or twelve '

feet, sending out several slender woody branches:

the flowers are produced in branching spikes

from the side and top of the branches; are small

and white, and succeeded by small white suc-

culent berries, having one or two black spots on
each. It is a native of Jamaica, flowering in

July and August.

The third has shrubby stems, ten or twelve

feet high, sending out many branches : the

leaves alternate, five inches long, two inches

and a half broad in the niiddle, hairy on their

under side, standing upon short foot-stalks

:

the branches are terminated by long branching

spikes of flowers, ranged on one side ; some of

the foot-stalks sustain two, others three, others

again four spikes of flowers, near five inches in

length, reflexed at the top: the flowers are of a

dirty white colour, small, and closely set ; they

are succeeded by small succulent fruit. It is a

native of Jamaica.

The fourth species has low shrubby stalks,

which seldom rise more than three feet high,

sending out a few slender woody branches : the

leaves are rough, dark green on their upper, but

pale on their under surface : the flowers come
out in single axillary spikes ; are white, and

succeeded by small succulent berries. It is a

native of South America.
The fifth has the stem a fathom in height : the

branches herbaceous, angular, grooved, smooth :

the leaves ovate-lanceolate, long, petioled,

smooth, wrinkled beneath : the flowers sessile.

Vol. II.

on one side, disposed in two rows. It is a na-
tive of Jamaica, flowering in July.

The sixth S])ecies is a shrub, scarcely the

heiglit of a man : the trunk is very short, co-
vered with a deeply cloven bark : the branches
spreading very much, hirsute: the leaves at the
ends of the branches, alternate, approximating
into a rose as in Sempcrvivum Canariense, ovate
or tongue-shaped, (being narrowed into the
petiole,) sessile, rounded at the end, white all

over, with a silky hairiness pressed close to

them : the panicle large, divided into spikes,

directed one way, and rolled back: the flowers

snow-white. It is a native of the shores of the
sea of Ceylon, &c.
The seventh has woody stalks which rise five

or six feet high, from which spring out many
slender woody branches : the leaves about two
inches long, and an inch broad in the middle,
rounded at each end with acute points; of a dark
green on their upper surface, but having a white
down on their under side, and sitting close to

the branches : the flowers terminating and axil-

lary, in slender branching spikes, which are re-

curved ; and the flowers ranged on one side of
them, white, and succeeded by small succulent
berries. It is a native of Jamaica.

Culiure.—These plants may all be increased

by seeds, which should be procured from the

countries where they grow naturally, and sown
in small pots filled with light earth, and plunged
into a hot-bed of tanners bark. They some-
times grow the first year, but often remain in

the ground a whole year : therefore, when the

plants do not come up the same season, the pots
should be plunged in autumn into a tan-bed in

the stove, where they should remain all the

winter, and in the spring be removed and
plunged into a fresh tan-bed, which will soon
bring up the plants if the seeds were good.
When these are fit to remove, they should be
each planted in a small pot, and plunged into a
tan-bed, where they must be shaded from the
sun till they have taken new root, and then be
treated in the same way as other tender plants

from the same countries, which require to be
kept constantly in the bark-stove. They may also

sometimes be increased by cuttings, which should
be planted in pots and plunged into the bark-bed.
They afford variety in stove collections.

TOXICODENDRON. See Rhus.
TRACES, LADIES'. See Ophrys.
TRACHELIUM, a genus containing a hardy

herbaceous plant of the perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentanthia
Monngynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Campanaceci'.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

3P
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parted perianth, very small, saperior: the co-

rolla one- petalled, tunnel - form : tube cylindri-

cal, very long, very slender: border patulous,

small, tive-parted : segments ovale, concave:

tlie stamina have five capillary filaments, length

of the corolla : anthers simple : the pistillum is

a three-sided-roundish inferior germ: style

filiform, twice as long as the corolla: stigma

globular : the pericarpium a roundish capsule,

obtusely three-lobed, three-celled, opening by

three holes at the base : the seeds numerous,

very small.

The species cultivated is T. cceruleuyn. Blue

Throatwort.

It has a perennial (biennial) fleshy, tuberous

root, sending out many fibres which spread wide

on every side: the leaves about two inches long,

and one inch broad in the middle, ending in

acute points: the stalks rise a foot and halt high,

with leaves on theni shaped like those at the

bottom ; sometunes there are two pretty large

leaves, and one or two smaller from the same

point, or one large and three smaller ; these

come out alternate, and the upper part of the

stalk, immediately under the umbel, is naked,

except two or three narrow leaves, which are

close to the foot-stalks of the flowers ; these are

disposed in form of an umbel composed of many
small ones : the flowers are small, and of an

azure blue colour, appearing in June and July.

It is a native of Italy and the Levant.

Culture.—It is raised from seeds, which

should be sown in the autumn when well ripened,

or in the sprine:, in a bed or border of light

mould. And when the plants are two or three

inches in height, they should be set out in

nursery rows six inches apart, to remain till the

following autumn, when they should be planted

out where they are to remain.

They afford ornament in rock-works, and

other situations where the earth is poor.

TRADESCANTIA, a genus furnishing a

plant of ihr^ hardy herbaceous peretinial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Ensatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a three-

leaved perianth : leaflets ovate, concave, spread-

ing, permanent : the corolla has three orbicu-

lar^ petals, flat, spreadmg very much, large,

equal ; the stamina have six filiform filaments,

length of the calyx, erect, villo-^e, with jointed

hairs : anthers kidney-form : the pistillum is an

ovate germ, obtusely three-cornered : style fili-

form, length of the stamens : stigma three-

cornered, tubulous : the pericarpium is an ovate

capsule, covered by the calyx, three- celled,

three-valved : the seeds few, angular.

The species is T. Firginka, Common Virgi-

nian Spiderwort, or Flower of a Day.

There are other species that may be cultivated.

It has roots composed of many fleshy fibres :

the stalks smooth, rising a foot and half high :

the leaves long, smooth, keeled, embracing:

the flowers in clusters, composed of three large

spreading purple petals ; they appear early in

June; and though each flower continues but one

day, yet such is the profusion, that there is a suc-

cession of them through the greater part of the

summer. It is a native of Virginia and Mary-

land, flowering in June.

There are varieties with deep blue flowers,

with white flowers, with red flowers, and with

purple flowers.

Culture.—They are readily increased bv part-

ing the roots, and planting them out in the

autumn, or early in the spring, in a bed or

border of common earth.

And also by seeds sown at the same seasons

in similar situations, the plants being pricked

out into other beds in the summer, and removed

in the autumn to the places where they are to

grow.
They afford ornament in the common borders

among other flower plants.

TRAGOPOGON, a genus containing plants

of the hardy, herbaceous, biennial, and peren-

nial kinds.

It belongs to the ciass and order Syngenesia

Polygnmia ^qualU, and ranks in the natural

order of Componlce Semiflosculosce.

The characters are : that the calyx is common
simple, eight-leaved : leaflets lanceolate, equal,

alternately interior, all united at the base: the

corolla compound imbricate, uniform : corollets

hermaphrodite, many, exterior ones a little

longer: the proper one-petalled, ligulate, trun-

cate, five-toothed: the stamina have five fila-

ments, capillary, very short : anther cylindrical,

tubulous: the pistillum is an oblong germ : style

filiform, length of the stamens: stigmas two,

revolute: there is no pericarpium: calyx con-

venz;in!:, acuminate, length of the seeds, ventri-

culose7 at length reflexed : the seeds solitary,

oblong, attenuated to both ends, angular,

rugsed, terminated by a long awl-shaped down-

beanng stipe : down feathered, flat, with about

thirty-two rays: the receptacle naked, flat,

ruo'ged.

The species are : 1 . T. porrifolius, Purple

Goat's-beard, or Salsafy ; 2. T.pratensis, Com-
mon Yellow Goat's-beard ; 3. T. crocifoUus, Cro-

cus-leaved Goat's-beard ; 4. T. Dalechampii,

Great-flowered Goat's-beard.

The first has a biennial root, long, tapering

or round-fusiform, that and the whole plant
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abounding with a sweet milkv juice, which soon

turns to a brown resin, from the evaporation of

its watery particles : the herb smooth, glaucous,

about four feet hiyh : the stem round, erect,

branching, kafy: the leaves lanceolate, scarcelv

waved, ending in a tapering straightish point: the

flowers solitary, terminating: the stalk which
supports them tapering from the calyx down-
wards ; of a purple colour.

It is cultivated in gardens under the name of

Salsafy. The roots boiled or stewed have a

mild sweetish flavour. The stalks are also cut

in. the spring, when they are four or live inches

high, and dressed like Asparagus.

'l"hc second species has a biennial root, fusi-

form or fleshy tapering, abounding with milk,

which is sweet not acrid : the whole herb smooth
and very even : the stems several, branched,

eighteen inches or two feet high, leafy, round,

often tinged with purple: the branches elongated

into a simple naked peduncle : the leaves alter-

nate, sessile, sortie radical, others embracing
the stem and branches, all broad and somewhat
inflated at the base, but terminating in a long

narrow point, which is flaccid or apt to hang
down; very generally the margin towards the

bottom is more or less waved or curled : the pe-

duncles terminating, solitary, one-flowered, not

swelling out at toj), but of an e(]ual thickness

throughout : the flowers large and handsome,
opening at day-break, and closing before noon.

It is a native of Europe and Siberia, flowering in

June.

The third resembles the first, but is scarcely a

foot high : the leaves are villose at the base, but

become smooth l)y age : the flowers violet, of

two rows only, but in the middle rather yellow.

It is a native of Italy and the South of France,

and is biennial.

The fourth species has a perennial, thick and
succulent root : the stems about a foot high,

sometimes less : the leaves large, thick, villose,

toothed and sinuated; the upper ones often en-
tire: from the centre of the root-leaves, which
spread in a lose, rises a naked thick flower-stalk,

villose and thicker in the upper part, where it

terniin-ates in a very large flower of a pale yel-

low or sulphur colour. It is a native of Spain,

and the South of France, &c. flowering from
June to October.

Ci/l/iire.—The first sort is only raised from
seed, which should be sown in the spring, in

an open situation to remain, either broad cast

and raked in, or in shallow drills eight or nine

inches asunder, scattering the seeds thinly, and
covering them half an incii deep; and when the

plants are come up two or three inches in height,

they should be thiimed and weeded by hand or

the hoc, leaving them eight or ten inches asun-
der, repeating the weeding as required during
the summer, which is all the culture they re-

quire, and they will have large roots by the

autumn, as September or October, when they
may be begun taking up for use; and in No-
vember, when the leaves begin to decay, a
quantity be preserved in sand for use in time of
severe frost, when those in the ground cannot
be got up.

In spring, when those remaining in the

ground begin to shoot, the shoots, when a few
inches high, may be cut for use, which, when
quite young and tender, on being boiled, are

excellent eating. A few plants should be suf-

fered to run up to stalk every spring, to produce
seeds.

The two following sorts may also be raised

from seed in the same way, and the plants,

when a little advanced in growth, be planted out
if they are required for variety in any particular

part.

The third sort may also be propagated by
parting the roots in autumn and spring, and
planting them where they are to remain.

The first is a culinary plant, and the others

afford variety in the borders, Sec.

TRAINED TREES, such young fruit-trees

as are designed for walls and espaliers, being
trained in the nursery to the intended form, by
planting against any kind of walls, pales, reed-

hedge, or other close fence ; when a year old

from the grafting or budding, training them in

the manner of wall or espalier trees, for two,
three, or more years, till they obtain a good
spread of branches, and are arrived to a fruitful

state, in order that those who are in haste to

have their walls or espaliers covered at once with
bearing trees, may have it accomplished in one
season. The trees thus trained in the nursery,

&c. on being planted out in autumn or spring
to the places intended, cover the wall or espalier

in some manner at once, and often bear fruit the

ensuing summer.
In the nurseries large quantities of these sorts

of trees arc always kept ready trained for sale,

particularly peaches, nectarines, and apricots for

walls; in many places, also, cherries and plums,
&:c., also ajiples, pears, and other fruit-trees,

for espaliers ; and are proper to furnish the walls

and espaliers of new gardens, and occasionally

those of old ones, to bear fruit, till younger
trees, planted untrained, become fruitful, or for

supplying the places of old trees that fail, or
bear bad fruit.

When it is intended to raise trained fruit-trees

for walls and espaliers, a quantity of the best

young plants of the respective sort>, dv\arf and
3 P 2
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halt' standards, of one year old, with the first

shoots from the budding and grafting entire,

should be planted out in autumn against some
kind offence in a free open situation, not less than

four or five feet high, placing them from five or

six to eight or ten feet distant, to remain for

training. These in the spring following, just as

they begin to make an effort for shooting, should

be headed down, with a clean sloping cut up-

ward, to within four, five or six eyes or buds of

their origin, or place of insertion in the stock,

especially those intended for dwarfs, and the half-

standards, if worked on tall stocks; which pre-

vents their running up too high with a single

naked stem, and causes them to throw out lateral

shoots from the lower part to fill the wall or

espalier regularly with branches quite from the

bottom upward ; as they soon after push forth

strong shoots from all the remaining lower buds,

suflScient to give the tree its first proper forma-

tion as a wall tree, he; which shoots, when
advanced in length in summer, should be trained

along to the fence equally to the right and left,

in a "somewhat inclinated position at full length

till next spring, when these shoots may also be

cut down to six or eight inches length, to force

out a further supply of more branches near the

bottom, as it is proper that they should be well

furnished w ith branches below, in order to cover

the wall, &c. well 'at the bottom part.

The summer's shoots should be shortened

in this manner ; more or less the two or three

first springs, as may be necessary, in order to

obtain a proper spread of lower branches to give

the tree its intended form ; though this work of

pruning short to obtain laterals may also be per-

formed occasionally in summer, in May or early

in Jnne, on the strong young shoots of the year,

cuttino or pinching them down to a few eyes;

bu: thi- first is the best mode.

As the supply of branches thus obtained ar-

rive at proper lengths, in the summer they should^

be all trained in along close to the wall, and if

any fore-right or back shoots come out, they

should be rubbed off close, leaving all the well-

placed side and terminal shoots in every part,

and lettinc the whole, or as many as possible,

be traintdTn during this season, to have a plenty

to choose from in the general pruning season,

laying them in close to the wall, &c. equally to

the rii'ht and left^ on each side of the tree, in a

spreading somewhat horizontal manner, no

where crossiTJt; one another but at parallel di-

stances, and niostly all at full length during the

summer's growth,' to remain till the general

T.inler or spring pruning.

In the winter pruning, where more wood was

trained up in sununer "than appears necessary,

or than can be trained in with due regularity, it

should be retrenched, as well as any remaining
fore-right or back shoots and other irregular

growths omitted in summer, be now all pruned
out, cutting them quite close to their origin.

The whole should then be close nailed to the

wall.

Having thus procured proper heads, they
should afterwards be pruned according to the

method peculiar to each respective sort, as di-

rected under their culture, some requiring the

branches to be shortened annually, others to be
mostly trained at full length. See Dwarf and
Espalier Trees, Pruning, &c.
The training of espalier trees is effected ex-

actly in the same manner, only these may be
trained as they stand in the nursery lines, in the

open quarters or borders, Sec. by ranging some
stout stakes in the ground along one side of each
tree, not in a continued straight range immedi-
ately the way of the row, but those of each tree

ranged separate and obliquely, somewhat cross-

ways the row as it were, that the branches of
the different trees may range beside one another,

and thereby have more room to extend the

branches both ways, than the common distance

in the nursery lines would admit, if ranged di-

rectly the way of the row.

It may be remarked that in general, unless

good Trained Trees can be readily obtained, of
from three or four to five or six years old, of a
clean free growth, it will be better to plant entire

young untrained trees of one or two years old,

inmiediately from the nursery, putting them at

once where they are to remain, managing thcra

afterwards as the Trained Trees, to give theiu

the proper form of head.

Some, in order to have as great a chance as

possible, plant young untrained trees to remain,

and Trained Trees of a bearing state, dwarfs and
half-standards between, to cover the wall more
effectually at once, and furnish a supply of fruit,

until the young ones are trained and arrive at the

bearing state; then, according as the trees of
both sorts advance in that state of growth, those

which appear the most prosperous are retained,

and the others are gradually cut aw-ay, leaving

the more thriving trees to occupy the wall wholly

at last.

In most of the public nurseries, they raise

Trained Trees for sale, which occupy all their

close fences of walls, ])ales, &e. where they may
be procured of almost any size, differing in

price from three to five or ten shillings or more
per tree, according to the sorts, age, and good-

ness of growth.

TRAILING ARBUTUS. See Epig.^-a.

TRAVELLEU'S JOY. See Clematis.
2
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TREE CELANDINE. See Bocconia.
TREK GERMANDER. See Teuciuum.
TREE MALLOW. See Lavatf.ra.
TREE PRIMROSE. See Oenothi-ra.
TREFOIL, SHRUBBY. See Ptelia.
TREFOIL, SNAIL. See Medicago.
TREILLAGE, a sort oF rail work consisting

of ranges of light posts and railings, for the pur-

pose of training espalier trees to, and oeeasion-

ally for wall trees, where the walls do not admit

of nailing the branches immediately against it

;

likewise for training wall-trees in forcing frames,

&c. They are made in different ways, for use

and ornament, as well as of different dimen-
sions, from four or five to six or seven feet

high.

For common espalier fruit-trees in the open
ground, they are absolutely necessary, and may
cither be formed of common stakes and rails

nailed together, or of regular joinery work.

The cheapest and the easiest, and soonest

made Treillage for common espalier trees, is

that formed with any kind of straight poles or

stakes of underwood, as cut in the coppices,

being then cut into proper lengths, and driven

into the ground in a range at foot distances, all

of an ecfual height, and then railed along the

top with the same kind of poles, to preserve the

whole straight and firm in a regulaf position.

See Espalier.
And to render these still stronger, two or

three horizontal ranges of rods may be nailed

along the back part of the uprights, a foot or

eighteen inches a^under.

The more elegant and ornamental TreiUages

are formed with regularly squared posts and rails

of hard timber, neatly planed and framed to-

gether; having for this purpose deal or oak

posts, uniformly worked two or three inches

square ; but if the main posts are of oak, it will

be of advantage in respect to strength and durabi-

lity, fixing the main posts in the ground ten or

twelve feet asunder, w ith smaller ones between,

ranging the horizontal railings from post to post

in Three or more ranges; the first about a foot

from the bottom, a second at top, and one or

two along the middle space, and, if convenient,

one between each of the intermediate spaces

;

then fixing thin slips of lath, or the like, upright

to the horizontal railing as far as the branches

of the trees extend, ten inches or afoot asunder;

and painting the whole white in oil colour, to

render it more ornamental and durable. In

training the trees, their branches are tied both

to the railing of the Treillage, and the upright

laths, according as they extend in length on

each side. In either of the above cases, for an

espalier, five feet is generally of sufficient height,

a s, if much higher, the winds, having greater

power, will loosen and displace them.
Where walls are built with large stones with

the joints irregular and far asunder, and which
do not afford opportunities, like brick walls, for

nailing properly in the regularity which is re-

quired, a neat Treillage is sometimes uniformly
erected all along close to the wall, to train and
nail or tie the branches to in a regular manner.

These may bo made of coarse pieces of
battens, railings, &c. or of such as are wrought
in a neat manner, according to the convenience
and taste of the person who has them.

In frames and stoves, where wall trees are

intending for forcing, as they are planted both
against the back wall, and occasionally in a de-
tached low range forward towards the middle or
front space, Treillagcs are indispensably neces-
sary upon which to arrange the branches of the
trees in a regular expansion, not to train them
immediately close to the wall of the flues of that

department, but detached several inches, and
formed with light neat squared upright battens,

and small horizontal rails, uniformly framed
together in a light open manner.
TREILLIS, a term sometimes employed to

signify the same as treillage. See Treillage.
TRILLIUM, a genus furnishing plants of

the low, tuberous-rooted, flowery, perennial
kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria
Trigi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of Sar-
onenlaceie.

The characters are : that the calyx is a three-
leaved perianth, spreading: leaflets ovate, per-
manent : the corolla has three petals, subovate,
a little bigger than the calyx : the stamina have
six awl-shaped filaments, shorter than the ca-
lyx, erect : anthers terminating, oblon^, leno-th

of the filaments : the pistillum is a roundish
germ: styles filiform, recurved: stigmas simple;
the pericarpium is a roundish berry, three-ceiled :

the seeds many, roundish.

'Ilie species are: 1. T. cernuum, Droopincr
Trillium; 2. T. erectum, Ujiright Trillium;
3. T. sessile, Sessile-flowered Trillium.

The first has a perennial tuberous root : the
stem is erect, afoot high, simple, round, slightly

striated, smooth : the leaves three together, ter-

minating, on short footstalks, spreaduig, rhom-
boidal, pointed, entire, veiny, sinooUi, paler

beneath : the flowers solitary, among the leaves,

without bractes : the flower-stalk round, a little

waved, smooth. It is a native of North Ame-
rica.

The second species has a taller stalk : the three
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leaves arc placed at a distance from tlie flower,

which stands upon a long footstalk, and is erect :

the petals are purple, larger, and end with sharper

points. It is a native of Virginia, Canada, &:c.

The tiiird has a purple stalk : the three leaves

grow at the top like the first; but they are much
longer, and end in acute points : the petals are

long, narrow, and stand erect ; are of a dark

brownish red : the calyx leaves are streaked with

red : the leaves mottled. It grows in Carolina

and Virginia.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by

seeds, which should be sown on a shady border

as soon as they become ripe in the autumn :

when they appear in the spring, the plants

should be kept clean from weeds, and in the

autumn following be planted out where they are

to remain and flower.

They succeed best in a light soil, where the

situation is rather shaded.

They afford variety in such places.

TRIUMFETTA, a genus furnishing plants

of the shrubby and herbaceous kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Dodecandria

Movoaynia^ and ranks in the natural order of

Coluviniferce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianth : leaflets lanceolate, arilled be-

low the tip, deciduous : the corolla has five pe-

tals, linear, erect, obtuse, concave, bent back,

awned below the tip: the stamina have sixteen

filaments, equal, ascending, length of the co-

rolla, awl-shaped, erect; anthers simple: the

pistillum is a roundish germ : style length of

the stamens : stigma bifid, acute : the pericar-

pium is a globular capsule, fenced on every side

with hooked prickles, four-celled : the seeds

two, convex on one side, angular on the other.

The species cultivated are : 1. T. Lappula,
Prickly-seeded Triumfetta ; 2. T. annua, An-
nual Triumfetta.

The first rises with an upright stem to the

height of six or seven feet ; towards the bottom
it becomes woody, and at top divides into four

or five branches: the leaves placed alternately

the whole length of the stem, about two inches

and a half long, and almost two inches broad

near the base, divided almost into three lobes

toward the top, and the middle division ending

in an acute point ; they are veined on their un-
der side, are covered with a soft brown down,
and have several nerves running from the mid-
rib to the sides; their upper side is of a yel-

lowish green, and a little hairv ; their borders

are acutely but unequally serrate, and stand up-

on footstalks an inch in length : the branches

are terminated by long spikes of flowers, which

come out in clusters from the side of the prin-

cipal footstalk, at the distances of about an
inch : the (lowers are small, the petals narrow
and of a vellow colour ; they arc succeeded bv
hurry capsules, round, and with long prickles

placed on every side. It is a native of Jamaica,
Martinico, &c. flowering in July and August.
The second species is an annual plant, rising

about two feet and a half hiy;h, and sending out

several branches on every side : the leaves end-
ing in long aciite points; some are heart-shaped,

others have an angle on each side towards the

point; they are from three to four inches long,

and almost as much in breadth where broadest;

they stand upon very long footstalks, and are

notched on their edges : the flowers come out

in long loose spikes at the top of the plant ; arc

small and yellow. It is a native of India, flow-

ering in September.

Culture.—This is increased bv seeds, which
must be procured from its native place, and be
sown oir a hot-bed, or in pots plunged in the

bark-bed of the stove : when the plants have
one or two inches growth, they should be re-

moved into separate pots, replunging them in

the bark-bed till well re-rooted.

They afterwards require to be kept con'^tantly

in the stove, or hot-house, and to have the

management of other ligneous plants of the

stove kind.

They produce v.iriety in stove collections.

TROP^iEOLUM, a genus furnishing plants

of the herbaceous, annual, and perennial, trail-

ing and climbins kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Octandria
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Trihilatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, five cleft, from upright spread-

ing, acute, coloured, deciduous ; the two lower

segments narrower ; horned at the back with an
awl -shaped, straight, longer nectary: the co-
rolla has five petals, roundish, inserted into the

divisions of the calyx ; two upper sessile ; the

others lower, with oblong, ciliate claws : the

stamina have eight awl-shaped filaments, short,

declining, unequal : anthers erect, oblong,
rising: the pistillum is a roundish germ, three-

lobed, striated : style simple, erect, length of the

stamens: stigma trifid, acute: the pericarpium

berries (or nuts) somewhat solid, three, on one
side convex, grooved and striated; on the other

angular: the seeds three, gibbous on one side, an-
gular on the other, roundish, grooved and striated.

The species cultivated are: 1. T. minus, Small
Indian Cress, or Nasturtium ; 2. T. majus.

Great Indian Cress, or Nasturtium.
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The first has an herbaceous, trailing stem :

the leaves almost circular, smooth, grayish : the

flowers axillary, oa very long peduncles ; com-
posed of five acute-pointed petals, the two up-

per large and rounded, the three under narro>.v,

jointed together at bottom, and lengthened out

into a tail two inches long.

Thire are varieties with deep orange-coloured

flowers inclined to red, with pale yellow flowers,

and with double flowers.

The second species is larger in all its parts :

the borders of the leaves are indented almost

into lobes ; and the petals are rounded at the

top. The fruit consists of three berries, be-

coming juiceless when ripe, fungous, deeply

grooved and wrinkled, gibbous on one side, an-

gular on the other, narrowing upwards. It be-

gins to flower ill July, and continues till the ap-

proach of winter.

There are varieties with pale yellow flowers,

orana;e coloured flow'ers,andthedoubie-flowered.

Thevare both natives of Peru, and commonly
esteemed to be annual plants, though they may
be continued through the winter, if they are

kept in pots, and sheltered in a green-house or

glass case, in like manner as the variety with

double tlowers.

The stalks will climb six or eight feet high,

when thev are trained up, and thus the flowers

make a good appearance ; but when they trail

upon the ground, they will spread over the

neighbouring plants and become unsightly : the

flowers are frequently eaten in salads; they

have a warm taste like the garden cress, and

hence the plant has its common name of Nas-

turtium j they are likewise used for garnishing

dishes : the seeds are pickled, and by some are

preferred to most pickles for sauce, under the

false name of capers.

Culture.—These plants in all the single varie-

ties may be increased by seeds, whicli should be

sown in the spring in patches where they are to

flower in the borders, or in drills in the garden.

They afterwards only require to be kept free

from weeds, and to be well supported by sticks.

The double variety must be increased by plant-

ing cuttings of the branches in pots of light

mould in tlie early part of summer, placing them

in the shade, and giving frequent light water-

ings : those planted early may be rendered more

forward by being plunged in a moderate hot-bed.

It requires to be protected in the green-house

in the winter, being well supported with sticks.

They all afford variety in the borders, clumps,

&c. in the summer, and the double sorts among
potted plants.

TROWEL, GARDEN, a trowel made of

iron, in a hollow or scooped form, which is an

useful implement in taking up numerous sorts

of small plants and bulbous roots, and replant-

ing them in jiots, sowing in patches, and various

other similar light works : it should be from
six to twelve inches long in the plate, and half
as broad, and fixed on a short handle, to hold
with one hand. From its being hollowed semi-
clrciilarly, it is remarkably handy in removing
many sorts of small plants with a ball or lump
of earth whole about their roots, so as not to
feel their removal ; lifting several sorts of bul-
bous flower roots, after the flowering is past in
summer; planting bulbs in patches or little

clumps about the borders, and also for digging
small patches in the borders for sowing hardy
annual flower-seeds on; likewise for filling mould
into small pots in planting any sort of plants,

stirring the surface of the mould in pols, and
fresh earthing them when necessary : it is also

highly useful for filling in earth about plants in

hot-beds, and under frames, or any small com-
partments where a spade cannot be readily in-

troduced.

They should be had of diflferent sizes to suit

different purposes.

TRUMPET FLOWER. See Bignonia.
TRUMPET HONEYSUCKLE. See Loni-

CEUA.
TUBEROUS ROOTS, such as consist of one

or more swelled or knobbed tubers, of a solid

fleshy substance.

In this tribe are comprised many plants of the
ornamental flowery kind, and some esculents of
the kitchen garden ; as in the former anemone,
ranunculus, filipendula, many sorts of iris, aco-
nitum, pasony, orchis, cyclamen, winter-aconite,
day lily, &c. some also with bulbo-tuberous
roots, as gladiolus, polyanthes, or tuberose,
ophrys, &c. and of the esculent tuberous roots

are the potatoe and Jerusalem artichoke; all

of which plants are principally perennial in their

roots, being perpetuated annually by offsets.

TUBS, a sort of boxes calculated for contain-
ing large green-house exotics, and other potted
plants and trees when grown too large for the
pots.

Green-house plants, particularly in some of
the larger-growing sorts, in a few years growth
become too large to be contained longer in pots,

even in those of the largest size ; which being
sometimes both too small for the increased roots

of the plants, and of insufficient strength to admit
of moving them with the plants, as large orange
and lemon-trees, myrtles, oleanders, and other
tree kinds, as well as large plants of the great

American aloe, &c. : when any of these, or

other similar large-growing trees and plants, are

advanced considerably in size in their general

1
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growth ; some proper strong tubs of larger di-

iiinisions than tlie pots containing the plants

slioiild be prepared in proper lime, in which to

sbiCt them.
These tubs are made by the coopers proper

for this purpose, somewhat in the garden-pot

form, a little wider at top than at bottom, from
a foot and half to two and a half deep ; the

width in proportion ; constructed of the strong-

est thick staves and bottoms, and well hooped
with iron, and with two iron handles at top, by

which to remove them ; these handles being

strong and generally hooked, Ospecially in very

large tubs, in order to receive a pole in each oc-

casionally, that the tub and plant together may
he more readily n)oved : the bottom of the tubs

have auger holes bored in different parts, at re-

gular distances, by which to discharge the su-

perfluous moisture after watermg, &c.

In tubbing large-grown plants, they should

be removed from their present pots, with the

balls of earth about the roots entire ; and having

earthed the bottom parts of the tabs, the plant

should be set in with its whole ball of earth,

filling up properly around, and an inch or two
over the top of the ball with more fresh mould,

and then watering. See Shifting Plants and

Potting.
TULIPA, a genus furnishing plants of the

bulbous-rooted, flowery perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Hexandria

Monogifnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Coronurtep.

The characters are : that there is no calyx

:

the corolla bell-shaped : petals six, ovate-ob-

long, concave, erect : the stamina have six awl-

shaped filaments, very short : anthers quadran-

gular, oblong, erect, distant : the pistillum is a

large germ, oblong, from three-cornered round:

style none : stigma three-lobed, triangular :

angles protuberant, bifid, permanent : the peri-

carpium is a three-sided capsule, three-celled,

three-valved : valves ciliate at the edge, ovate :

the seeds numerous, flat, incumbent in a double

row, semicircular, separated by similar flocks.

The species cultivated are: 1. T. Gisneria/ia,

Comr.ion Garden Tulip j 2. T. sylvestris. Wild
or Yellow Tulip.

The first has the stem nearly upright orbend-
ingalittle, taller and stronger than in the second,

from a foot to eighteen inches in height : the

leaves three, four, or five, embracing, doubled,

lanceolate, acute, nerved, glaucous ; the lowest

near the bulb two inches and a half wide, the

others gradually narrower : the flower large,

erect, in a wild state most commonly red with

a black base : petals ovate, blunt, smooth : the

anthers commonly very dark- coloured or black
j

the stigma thrcc-lobed, each lobe bifid, bent

back, and the edge curled back : the capsule

superior, of a triangular prismatic fornt, three-

grooved, transversely striated: the valves having

a partition in the middle, and ciliate at the su-

tmes with white silky vibrissse turned inwards

:

the seeds obovatc, narrowed towards the navel,

flat on both sides, margined, rufescent, fastened

horizontally in a double row to the central mar-
gin of the partitions. Before the fruit is fully

ripe, the vibrissse in this genus are glued to-

gether into three thin membranes, which being

interposed between the columns of seeds, make
the unripe capsules six-celled. It is a native of

many parts of the Levant.

It is distinguished from the other, according

to Martyn, by "its pubescent scape, spread-

ing sweet-smelling corolla, the earliness of its

flowering, and the smallness of its size."

In respect to the varieties, the editor of Mil-

ler's Dictionary observes, that " the old authors

divided Tidips into Prcecoces or Early-blowers,

and Serotince or Late-blowers, with an inter-

mediate division of Dullce Mediae, Doubtful or

Middle-blowers, \\hich flowered between the

two others, and for' the most part rather be-

longed to the late-blowers. Modern florists," he

says, "have almost neglected the early-blowers."

The first sort, according to Miller, " are not

near so fair, nor do they rise half so high as the

late ones ; they are chiefly valued for appearing

early in the spring : some of them will flower

the middle of March innnld seasons, if planted

in a warm border near a wall or other shelter,

and others will succeed them, so that they will

keep flowering until the general season for these

flowersis come, whichis towardstheendofApril.
" The several varieties of these early-blowing

Tulips rise to different heights in their stems,

and scarcely any two of them are equal. The
Duke Van Toll, which is one of the first that

appears in the spring, is generally very short-

stalked, and the others in proportion to their

earliness are shorter than those which succeed

them ; and the late-blowers are all considerably

longer in their stems than any of the early-

blowers.
" The late-blowing Tulips producing much

finer flowers than the early ones, have engrossed

almost the whole attention of the florists. It

would be to little purpose to enumerate all the

varieties, since there is scarcely any end of their

numbers, and what some value at a considerable

rate, others reject ; and as there are annually

many new flowers obtained from breeders, those

which are old, if they have not very good pro-

perties to recommend them, are thrown out and
despised."
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It is observed that '^ modern florists in Hol-
land and Flanders, and our English florists from

them, boast a prodigious variety of late-blowing

Tulips." And that ""Mr. IVIaddock ofWalworth,
in his catalogue of flowers for 1792, has no less

than "about C65 of these admired beauties, all

ranged under their proper families and eolours,

with their names and prices : besides the early

sorts, doMe tulips, parrot-tulip.-!, French tu-

lips, and breeders.

It is added tiiat " the late-blowers are distri-

buted into five families: 1. Primo Baguels;

very tall ; fine cups with white bottoms, well

broken with fine brown, and all from the same
breeder: Q. Bagt/et Rigauts ; not quite so tall,

but with strong stems, and very large well-

formed cups with white bottoms, well broken

with fine brown, and all from the same breeder:

3. Incomparable Furports; a particular kind of

Bybloemeiis, with most perfect cups, very fine

white bottoms, well broken with shining brown,

and all from the same breeder; some of tliese

are from two to five guineas a root: 4. Bybloe-

mens; with bottoms white, or nearly so, from

different breeders, and broken with variety of

colours J
those of the Verports are cherry and

rose: 3. Bizarres
;
ground yellow, from dif-

ferent breeders, and broken with variety of

colours.—These barbarous terms, used by the

Dutch florists, are, it is said, a mixture of Dutch

and French. Baguet is from the French Ba-

guette, a rod or wand, so named from its tall

slender stem. Bizarre is also French; and the

Tulips of that family have the name from the

variety and irregularity of their colours. Rigauts

are probably from the name of some eminent

florist, Rigaud. The other terms are Dutch.

—

Breeders are of one colour, and when broken

produce new varieties."

" The properties of a fine variegated late

Tulip, according to the best modern florists, are,"

he savs, " these : 1 . the stem should be strong,

upright, and tall, about thirty inches high : 2.

the flower should be large, composed of six

petals, proceeding a little horizontally at first,

and then turning upwards so as to form an al-

most perfect cup, with a round bottom, rather

wider at the top : 3. the three outer petals should

be rather larger than the three inner ones, and

broader at their base: all the petals should have

the ediTL-s perfectly entire ; the top of each should

be Ijroad and well rounded ; the ground colour

at the bottom of the cup should be clear white

or yellow ; and the various rich stripes which

are the principal ornament of a fine flower should

be regular, bold, and distinct on the margin,

and terminate in fine broken points, elegantly

feathered or pencilled: 4. the centre oTeach
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petal should contain one or more bold blotches

or stripes, intei'mixed with small portions of the

original colour, abruptly broken into niany
irregular obtuse points. Some tlorists," he adds,

"are ofopinion that the central stripesor blotches
do not contribute to the beauty of the Tulip,
unless they are confined to a narrow stripe ex-
actly down the centre; and that they should be
perfectly free from any remains of the original

colour: il is certain that such flowers appear
very beautiful and delicate, especially when they
have a regular narrow feathering at the edge

:

but it is unanimously agreed, that the Tulip
should abound in rich colouring, distributed in
a distinct and regular manner throughout the
flower, except in the bottom of the cup, which
should indisputably be of a clear bright white or
yellow, free from stain or tinge, in order to

constitute a perfect flower. The Double and
Parrot Tulips are," says he, "in nosort of esteem
among the florists."

The second species has the bulb ovate, gib-
bous : the stem quite simple, nearly upright,
round, smooth, leafy in the middle, attenuated
at the base : the leaves alternate, slightly cm-
bracing, lanceolate, acute, keeled, glaucescent

:

the flower always yellow, greenish on the out-
side: the petals elliptic-lanceolate, without any
nectary : the filaments flatted : the anthers termi-
nating, versatile, oblong: thegerm three-corner-
ed : stigma sessile, three-cornered. A native of
the South of Europe, &c., flowering in April.

" It has most of these characters in comjnon
with the Garden species ; but the circumstances
that abundantly distinguish this are; the narrow
leaves, tlie nodding flower, the hairiness at the
base of the stamens and on the tips of the petals,
and especially the simple obtuse form of the
stigma, which is totally different from that of
the Garden Tulip : the flower too is fraorant

;

the pollen yellow, not black ; and the anthers
remarkably long. In the Flora Danica they are
represented short and round."

Culture.—All the diflerent sorts of tulips may
be increased by ofl^sets from the roots, and by
sowing seeds to produce new varieties. The
ofl^sets should be separated from the old roots
in June, on taking them up when the flowering
is over, planting them in nursery-beds, in rows
six inches apart, and to the depth of three, four,
or ^\ve, in the beginning of autunm. They n)ay
also in the old root, be planted in beds, or in the
borders or other parts where they are to remain
and blow, iir patches of four or five, placed irre-

gularly; and to have a succession, they may be
planted at different times; they are usually
planted with a blunt dibble: the new roots
should always be planted by themselves.

3P
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Theearlvand late sorts should likewise be each
put in, in places by iheiiiselvcs, and it is advised
that the roots 'jt the early blowing kinds should be
planted the beginning of September, in a warm
border, near a wall, paling, or hedge ; as, when
they are put into an open spot ot ground, their

buds are in danger of suffering by morning
frosts in the spring. The soil for these should

be renewed every year, where people intend to

have them fair. The best soil for this purpose
is that which is taken from a light sandy pasture,

with the turf rotted amongst it, and to this

should be added a fourth part of sea sand. This
mixture may be laid about ten inches deep, which
will be sufficient for these roots, which need not

be planted more than four or five inches deep at

themost.
The offisets should not be planted amongst

the blowing roots, but in a border by themselves,

where they may be set pretty close together,

especially when they arc small ; but these should

be taken up when their leaves decay, in the

same manner as the blowing roots, otherwise

they would rot if the season should prove very
wet, as they are not so hardy as the late blowers,

nor do they increase half so fast, so that more
Care is requisite to preserve the offsets of them.
When these sorts come up in the spring, the

earth upon the surface of the beds or borders

should be gently stirred and cleared from weeds
;

and as the -buds appear, if the season should
prove very severe, it will be of great service to

cover them w ith mats, for want of which, many
times they are blighted, and their flowers decay
before they blow, which is often injurious to

the roots, as is also the crojjping of the flowers

soon after they are blown ; as their roots, which
are formed new every year, are not at that time
arrived to their full n)a?iiitude, and are of course... O 3

deprived ot proper nourishment or support.

When these flowers are blown, if the season
should prove very warm, it will be proper to

shade them with mats, &c., in the heat of the

day
J and when the nights are frosty, they

should be covered in the same manner, by which
means they may be preserved a long time in

beauty ; but when their flowers are decayed, and
their seed-vessels heain to swell, they should
be broken ofijusi at the top of the stalks, as

when they are permitted to seed it injures the

roots very greatly.

In these sorts when the leaves are decayed,
whith is usually before the late blowers are out
of flower, their roots should be taken up,

and spread upon mats in a shady place to dry
;

after which they should be cleared from lilih,

and put in a dry place where vermin cannot
eonie to them, until the season for planting

them asfain, being verv careful to preserve every

sort separate, that it may be known how to dis-

pose of them at the time of planting.

For this purpose, it is a good method to have

large fiat bo.\es made, which are divided into

several parts by small partitions, each ot which

is numbered the same as the divisions of the

beds ; so that when a catalogue of the roots is

made, and the numbers fixed to each sort in the

beds, nothing more is necessary, in taking up

the roots, but to put every kind into the di-

vision marked with the same number in the bed.

This saves a great deal of trouble in making
fresh marks everv time the roots are taken up,

and effectually answers the purpose of preserving

the kinds separate and distinct.

In raising these plants from seed, it is, from
the time of sowing, seven or eight years before

they produce flowers; and after all, they at first

appear only single-coloured, often requiring

two, three, or more years longer before they

break into diffc.Ment colours or variegations; so

that the tcdiousness of raising seedling ttilips to

a flowering state often deters from the under-

taking. It is, however, the method by which all

the fine varieties were firstobtained,andby which
new varieties are still annually gained; as many
persons sow some every year, in expectation that

after the first six or seven years a new show of

flowers will be produced, out of which many
new varieties may annually discover theniselves

in each parcel. It is bv this process the Dutch
are so famous for furnishing such an infinity of

fine varieties, supplyingalmost all other countries.

In effecting this business, great care should

be used in the choice of the seed : the best is

that which is saved from breeders which have

all the good properties before related, for the

seeds of striped flowers seldom produce any
thing that is valuable ; and the best method to

obtain it is to make choice of a parcel of such

breeding Tulip roots as are wished to save seeds

froni, ai^d place them in a separate bed from the

breeders, in a place where they may be fully

exposed to the sun, planting them at least nine

inches deep, as when they are planted too shal-

low their stems are apt to decay before their

seed is perfectly ripened : the flowers sliould be

alwavs exposed to the weather, as when they are

shaded with mats, or any other covering, it

prevents their perfecting the seed. Abotrt the

middle of July, according to the season, the

seeds will be fit to gather, as shown by the dry-

ness of their stalks and the opening of the seed-

vessels, at which time they may be cut off", and

the seeds be preserved in the pods till the season

for sowino;, being careiul to put them uji in a

dry placcj otherwise they will be subject to
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mould, and be rendered useless. The bcgin-

iiiiio; "f September is the proper season tor sow-
ing the set'd ; for which there should be provided

a parcel of shallow seed-pans, or boxes, which
should have holes in their bottoms to let the

nioisturc pass off; these should be Idled with

fiesh sandy earth, laving the surface very even,

upon which the seeds should be sown thinly as

regularly as possible ; some of the same light

sandy earth being sifted over them, about half

an inch thick. These boxes or pans should be

placed where they may have the morning sun

till eleven o'clock, in which situation they may
remain imiil October, at which time they

should be removed into a more open situation,

where they may enjoy the benefit of the sun all

the day, and he sheltered from the north winds,

where they should remain during the winter sea-

son ; but in the spring, wheri the plants ap-

pear with grassy leaves, they should be again

removed to their first situation ; and if the sea-

son be dry they must be refreshed with water

while the plants remain green ; but as soon as

their tops begin to decay, no more should be
given. The boxes should be placed in a shady
situation during the summer season, but not

under the drip of trees. The weeds and moss
should be kept constantly cleared oft' from the

surface of the earth in the boxes, and a little

fresh earth be sifted over them soon after their

leaves decay ; and at Michaelmas they should be
fresh earthed again, and as the winter comes on
be again removed into the sun as before, and
treated in the saine manner, until the leaves de-

cay in the spring, when the bulbs should be
carefully taken up, and planted in beds of fresh

sandy earth, which should have tiles laid under
them, to prevent their roots from shooting
downward, which they often do when there is

nothing to stop them, and are destroyed. The
earth of these beds may be about five inches

thick upon the tiles, which will be sulficient for

nourishing the roots whde young. The distance

of planting them need not be more than two
inches, nor should they be planted above two
inches deep. Toward the end of October, it

vill be proper to cover the beds over with a little

fresh earth about an inch deep, which will pre-

serve the roots from the frost, and prevent moss
or weeds from growing over them ; and when
the winter is very severe, it may be proper to

cover the bed eitherwithmats or peas-haulm, to

prevent the frost from entering the ground, as

these roots are muf^h tenderer while young, than

after they have acquired strength. In the next

spring the surface of the ground should be again

gently stirred to make it clean, before the plants

come up ; and wh,en the spring proves dry, they

must be frequently refreshed with water in sm:ili

portions during the time of their growth

;

and when the leaves are decayed, the wccdl
should be taken off, and the beds covered with

fresh earth, as before, which should also be

repealed again in the autumn. When the

bulbs have been mana>j;cd in this wav two years,

they should in the summer following, when their

leaves decay, the roots being by that time con-
siderably improved in growth, be affain taken
up, and planted in a fresh prepared bed, in

drills three or four inches asuniler, in which to

remain two years longer; then, at the decay of
the leaf, be again planted out into fresh beds, in

rowsas before, where they should be let remain to

blow, being afterwards ordered as the flowering

bulbs. When they are in full flower, they

should be examined, in order to mark such of

them as discover the best properties, that they

may be separated from the others at the proper

lifting season, and be replanted in beds by them-
selves for breeders; reiuoving them annually at

the proper season into diflerent beds of opposite

or contrary soils, as one year in poor hungry
earth, the next in a much richer mould ; con-

tinuing tbem so till they break into variegations

and stripes of different colours, which are the

only iTiodes by which it can be assisted. When
the leaves and flower- stems are decayed and
withered, and the roots have ceased growing
and drawing nourishment from the earth, it is the

proper period for lifting or taking the old roots

out of the earth, to reserve them till autumn
for planting, being preserved in the manner
directed above.

The early dwarf sorts are the most proper for

forcing for early blowing, and also for being

placed in glasses, in rooms. Sec.

The second species may be managed in the same
manner. They are all hiKhly ornamental flowers,

from their much varied and most beautiful colours.

TUKF, the green surface or sward cut from
pastures, &c., for the purpose of laying down
grass-grounds ; as lawns, plats, bowling-greens,

&c.
It is flayed with the turfing-iron, in regular

lengths of two or three feet, and afoot wide;

and being properly laid down close and regular

in the places intended, it immediately forms an

even grass sward, which quickly strikes root in

the ground, in proper growth and verdure. This

sort of work may be performed any time in

autumn, winter, and spring, in open weather,

or occasionally in summer, in a moist season,

but the autumn is the best season. The best

turf is mostly procured from fine close fed pas-

tures, commons, or downs, &c., where the

sward is close and even; or that of any grass

3Q2
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field of similar close firm sward, where the

grass is not rank and coarse, nor ahounding in

weeds, or much overrun with the coniiiion

wild daisy.

In llie operation of cutting, aline should be

drawn tight lencrthways of the grass-ground, and

then the cutting-racer be stricken into the sur-

face of the sward, close to the line, pushing it

along so as to cut or score the swavd in a straight

cut the leneth of the line, about an inch and

half deep ; and having thus raced out one length,

the line should be moved a foot width further

to race out another length as before, proceeding

in the same manner to a third, and so on to as

many lengths of the line, in foot widths, as

may be necessary; then, by the same means, the

sward is to be raced cross-ways in yard distances,

and thus the proper widths and lengths are

formed. After the sward has been thus raced

out, it should be flayed, or cut up with the

turfinu;-iron, beginning at one side, cutting

evenly longways the whole length of each raced

line, about an inch or inch and half thick ; a

person following immediately after to roll them
up separately in yard lengths, grass side inward,

as close and tight as possible : having thus cut

up one range, proceed with another in the same
manner, and so continue with the whole. As
the turfs are rolled up, they should be piled

close and regular together, ready for carrying

awav. When cut by the hundred, as is often

the case where large quantities are required, they

are commonly piled up in tens; four below,

three next, then two, and one at top, for the

more ready reckoning of the number wanted.

TURFING, the operation of laying down
turf. In preparing the ground for this purpose,

it should, where loose, be well trodden, or oc-

casionally ramiTied ; then be properly levelled

with the spade, and afterward raked smooth
;

when it is ready for laving. In laying the turfs,

they should be unrolled regularly on the ground,

each in its place, making them join close edge

to edge, so as to form at once a close even

sward ; beating the whole down close and even

afterwards with heavy wooden beaters, to settle

the roots of the grass close to the earth, as w cU

as to form the surface ec^ually close, firm, even,

and smooth ; the turf thus soon .strikes root

below, and grows above, without any further

care in this part of the business, except occa-

sionally beating down any swelling inequalities,

and sometimes rolling it with a heavy iron roller.

Sometimes when turf \i laid in the summer, or

early part of autumn, in dry hot weather, it will

shrink and open considerably at the joinings,

and assume a decayed-like appearance. In this

case, a few good waterings would be serviceable;

1

but should this be omitted, the first heavj' rain

will mostly recover the whole efTectuallv, and
swell the sward, so as to close all the chasms,
and revive the verdure of the grass plants, whea
a heavy rolling should be given, to settle the

whole firin and even, aad give the surface a
neat appearance. The principal circumstance
to be regarded in this sort of work, is to have
the surface of the ground well levelled before the

turfs are laid down.
In respect to the after-culture of ground

formed with turf, it is chiefly to give occasional

mowings, from the spring through the summer
till October, and occasionally poling and rolling

the surface to keep it even and level. The
mowings in these cases should constantly be
performed before the grass e;ets too high a

growth, so as to injure the surface appearance.

See Grass-Ground.
TURFING-IRON, an implement made use

of for flaying or cutting up grass turf from land
for the above purpose: it is formed with an iron

plate for the cutter, six to seven or eight inches

wide, a little rounding forward at the edge,

which is thin and sharp for cutting, but thick-

ening gradually behind to the upper part, where
it is forged to along bent iron handle, the bend-
ing so formed as to admit of the, plate or cutter

resting flat with its back on the ground, in the

proper position for readily cutting or flaying the

turf evenly, alia regular depth; the handle at

top being either formed of iron with an opening
like the top of a spade, or a socket in which to

fixashort wooden handle of that kind. It is repre-

sented at fig. 4. in the annexed plate. In using it

in cutting the turf, the workman takes hold with
one hand in the top handle, the other below,
with the latter guiding the tool in the proper

position, whilst the upper hand is placed against

his knee, Sec, which assists him in thrusting it

forward into the ground evenly under the sward;

and thus he proceeds along in a regular man-
ner, moving the tool gradually along at each
stroke, level and even, at an equal depth.

TURKEY-BERRY TREE. See Cordia.
TURKEY WHEAT. See Zea.
TURK'S CAP. See Lilium.
TURNEP. See Brassica.
TURNERA, a genus comprising a plant of

the woody, flowering, exotic kind, for the

stove.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria
Trigyjiia, and ranks in the natural order of

Colummferce.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, funnel-form, deciduous : tube

oblong, erect, cvlindric-angular : border erect,

five-parted ; segments lanceolate, length of the
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tube : the corolla has five petals, obcordatc,

aciirtiinate, flat, from upright spreading : claws

narrow, inserted into the tube of the calyx : the

stamina have five awl-shaped filaineiits, shorter

than the corolla, inserted into ihe tube of the

calyx: anthers acuminate, erect: the pistiikmi

is a conical germ : styles three: fihform, length

of the stamens : stigmas capillaceous-multifid :

the pericarpium is an ovate capsule, one-celled,

three-valved : receptacles anne.\ed,to the valves

lono;itudiiially, linear : the seeds numerous, ob-

long, obtuse.

The species cultivated is T. ulmifolia. Elm-
leaved ''\irnera.

It has a shrubby stem, eight or ten feet high,

sending out branches on every side the whole

length : the leaves ovate-lanceolate, two inches

and a half long, and an inch and half broad,

rough on their upper side, and of a lucid green;

their under side has many strong veins, and is

of a lighter green, the edges are serrate: the

flowers sit close upon the footstalks of the

leaves, having two pretty large leafy appen-

dages to the calyx: the croHa Is large, and of

a bright yellow. It is a naiive of the West
Indies.

There is a variety with narrow leaves, which

•rises with a shrubby stalk to the height of eight

or ten feet, with branches less slender and stiff

than in (he broad -leaved sort : the leaves narrow-
lanceolate, hairy, near three inches long, and
about three quarters of an inch broad, tenuina-
ting in acute points, obtusely serrate on their
edges, and standing upon very short footstalks;
when rubbed, they emit a disasreeable odour

:

the flowers are of a pale yellow :^the petals larn-e

and oval, with the tails or claws twisted and
joining: they are not so large or of so bright a
yellow as in the true Elm-leaved sort. It is a
native of Jamaica.

Culture.—These plants are easily raised from'
seed, which should be sown in the sprinsi, in
pots, and plunged in the bark-bed, or any other
hot-bed, under glasses; and when the plants
are come vip two or three inches in height, they
should be planted separately in sm°all pots,
plunging them in the stove of the bark-bed, to
forward them a little in growth: they may af-
terwards be placed in any part of the stove, and
be managed as other stove exotic plants. They
are also capable of being increased by cuttings,
planted in |)ots, and forwarded in the abcTvc
manner. They aflbrd a good variety among
stove plants.

TURNSOLE. See Croton.
TURPENTINE TREE. See Pist^cia.
TUTSAN. See Hypericum.
TWAY-BLADE. See Ophrys.
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LTLEX, a genus furnishing shrubby plants of

j the thorny kind.

It belongs to the class and order Diadelphia

Decandria, and ranks in the natural order of
PapiUo/n/cecE or Legumhiosa;

.

The characters are : that the calyx is a two-
leaved perianth, permanent: leaflets ovate-ob-

long, concave, straight, equal, a little shorter

than the keel : upper leaflet two-toothed, lower

three-toothed : the corolla papilionaceous, five-

petalled : standard obeordate, emarginate, erect,

very large : wings oblong, obtuse, shorter than
the standard : keel two-petalled, straight, ob-
tuse, converging by the lower margm : the

stamina have diadelphous filaments, sim))!e and
nine-cleft: anthers simple: the pislillum is an
oblong germ, cylindrical, hirsute: style fdi-

form, rising: stigma obtuse, very small:

the pericarpium is an oblong legume, turgid,

scarcely longer than the calyx, straight, one-

U L E

celled, two-valved: the seeds few, roundish,
emarginate.

The species cultivated are : 1 . U. Enropceus,
Common Furze, Whin, or Gorse ; 2. U. 7iaiius,

Dwarf Furze; 3. U. Capaisis, Cape or African
Furze.

The first is a well known shrub, which has
its branches very close, deeply furrowed, wool-
ly or hirsute, full of thorns, which are stretched
out, branched, angular, very sharp, smooth,
evergreen, leafy, frequently flower - bearing

';

according to Withering, awl-shaped, a little

bowed downwards, woolly at the base, yellow
at the ends : the leaves at the base of the spines
and spinules, solitary, awl-shaped, terminating
in sharp yellowish thorny points, somewhat
rugged, often hirsute, deciduous: the peduncles
axillary, single or two together, one-flowered,
villose: the flowers of a fine yellow or gold
colour. It is a native of Britain.
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The second species is much lower than the Ehn ; 2. U. siiherosa, Dutch Elm ; 3. U. vion-

common sort, with decumbent branches: llie tana, Broad-leaved Ehii, or Wych-Hasel ; 4. fJ.

spines horizontal or partly deflexed : the bractes Americava, American Elm: 5. U. vcmoralis,

verv small, brown, often scarcely apparent, Hornbeam-leaved Elm; 6. U. pum'du. Dwarf
pressed close to the calyx : the calyx more silky Elm.

and less tomentosc, with the teeth verv con-

spicuous, deeply cut and distant : corolla little

lunger than the calyx, of a less llannng colour;

lea;ume rough- haired. It is found with the

other chieily on dry elevated heaths, but by no

The first is a great, high tree. The bark of

the young trees and the boughs of the older

trees are smooth and very tough, and will strip

or peel from the wood a great length without
breaking: the bark of the body of the old tree,

cans so o-eneral ; flowering from August to as tlie trees grow in bigness, tears or rcmls,m
October
The third has a woody and hard stem, covered

with a greenish bark when young, but after-

wards Ijeeomes grayish : the branches slender

and woody. It has not produced any flowers in

which makes it very rough. The innermost
wood is of a reddish yellow, or brownish colour,

and curled ; and after it is dry, very tough and
hard to cleave. The wood next the bark or sap

is white. Before the leaves come forth, the

this climate. It is a native of the Cape, where flowers appear, about the end of Maich, grow-

it usuallv sirows to the height of five or six feet, ing on the twigs orbranches, closely compacted

Culture'—These plants maybe inereaseJ froin or thrust together, of a red colour ; after which

seeds. These in the first sort should be sown

in the autumn or spring, in any light mould,

where the plants are to remain. They are like-

wise sometimes sown in drills in nursery-

beds, to be transplanted afterwards while very

come flat seeds, more long than broad, for the

most part falling away before, or shortly after

the leaves spring forth, btit some hang on a great

part of the summer : the leaves dark green, the

middle-sized ones two inches broad and three

young; but the first is the better practice, inches long, rough or harsh on boili sideSj in-

as they do not remove well. Hedges of this dented about the edges, and many tunes crum-

plant are best raised by sowing them in drills an pled, having a nerve in the middle, and many
mch deep where they'arc to remain. smaller nerves growing from it, on one side

In the second and third sorts the seed should always longer than on the other. It is a native

be obtained from abroad, and be sown in pots of Europe and Barbary.

of fine mould, plunging them in the hot-bed; There is a variety called the Narrow-leaved

when the plants are up a few inches in height, Elm, which is like the other, but much less

they should be removed into separate small pots, and lower : the leaves are usually about two

being afterwards managed as other shrubs of the inches and a half long, and an inch or an inch

and quarter broad ; indented about the edges,

and having one side longer than the other, and
being harsh on both sides like the other. It is

called in the imrseries, the English Elm. It is

stated by Dr. Smith, as the opinion of Mr.
Crowe, that this is the origin of all the culti-

grcen-house kind.

The last sort is difficult to raise, either by

layers or cuttings.

The first sort and varieties afford ornament in

shrubberies, ai\d the two latter among potted

plants of the green house kind.

ULMUS, "a "-enus containing plants of the vated varieties : and Miller says there are seve-

deciduous timber-tree kind. ral other varieties, but not worth noticing;

It belongs to the class and order Petifandrin among these is that with variegated or blotched

D'lsynia, and ranks in the natural order of leaves. Gilpin also makes mention of the Weep-
Scalrldce. ing Elm.

The characters are : that the calvx is a on?- The second species is chiefly remarkable for

leafed perianth, turbinate, wrinkled: border its quick growth, and fungous rough bark : the

five-cleft, erect, coloured within, permanent: leaves are very large, and harsh on both sides,

there is no corolla : the stamina have five fila- not so unecpial at the base as the others: t^>e

uients, {sometimes four or eight,) awl-shaped, flowers, according to Schkuhr and Willdenow,

twice as long as the calyx : anthers four-groov- have only four stamens. It ia a native of Eu-
rope, and is often called the Cork-barked or

the Dutch Ehn, as it was introduced from Hol-

land at the beginning of king William's reign:

the wood is ol very inferior quality.

The third has the bark of the branchlets

snujoth and even : the leaves are wider than in

ed, erect, short: the pietillum is an orbicular

germ, erect: styles two; shorter than the sta-

mens, reflexed : stigmas pubescent : the peri-

carpium is an oval berry, large, jniceless, com-

pres'^ed, membranaecous-winged, one-celled

:

the seed one, roundish, slightly eimipressed

The species are : 1. U. campcstiis. Common the preceding, less harsh, and acununate : tb«
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flowers are on lonffer peduncles, and spread out

loosely : the irnit Is n.iindish : the wood is less

solid: the inmk soon divides into long wide-
spreiiding winged branches ; and when at its full

growth seldom rises to above one- third of the

height of ihe lirst species : it flowers when even
undir ihirtv feet hioh, whilst that seldom flow-

ers till it has gained a much greater age and
heisjht : the hranrhcs are very brittle : the

flowers scentless, troni six to fifteen in acoryinb,

on long pedicels : it grows however to be a very

great tree, and also very high, especially in

woods among other trees : the bark on the

ouiside is blocker than that of the first, and is

also very tough, so that when there Is plenty of

sap, it will strip or peel frum the wood of the

boughs from the one end to the other, a dozen
feet in length or more withtiut breaking: the

timber is in colwur nearly like the first : it is

not so firm or strong for naves, but will more
easily cleave : the brandies or young boughs are

grosser and bigger, and spread themselves

broader, and hang more downwards : the seed

is somewhat biga.er ; the leaves are much broader

and longer than any of the kinds of Elm, usually

three or four inches broad, and live or six

inches long, also harsh on both sides, indented

about the edges, nearly resembling the leaves of

the Hasel ; the one side of them is most com-
monly longer than the ftther.

The variety termed the Smooth-leaved Elm
is in bigness and height like the first, but the

boughs grow as those of the Wych Hasel do,

hanging more downwards than those of the

common Elm : the bark is blacker than that of

the first kind, but will also peel from the boughs :

the (lowers and seeds are like those of the first :

the leaves also, in form, are like that, but

smooth ill handling on both sides: the wood is

said to be more desired for naves of carts than
that of the first.

The fourth species has three varieties, accord-

ing to the Kew catalogue: the first is the Red
or Canada Elm, which grows in its native

country to a vast size : the leaves are ovate,

wrinkled and scabrous, broader than those of

our Dutch or VVych Elms, smoother and of a

much more lively green: the branches are red,

whence it has the name of Red Elm. It grows
very fast in this climate.

In the second variety, or the White Elm, which
is so named from the whiteness of the branches,

the leaves are scabrous, but oblong; and, ac-

cording to Gronjvius, having narrower leaves

than the Red, and the trunk beset at intervals

with twigs closely clustered together below the

boughs. Boats are made from the bark of it.

The third, or the Drooping or Weeping Elm,

is distinguished by its oblong sfnoothish leaves

and Its pendent branches.

JVlarivn observes that \.\\e American differs

from the Earopean Elm in having the leaves

C(]iially, or, as Grt>novius expresses u, quite

simply or sintllv serrate. It is a native of the

forests of Virginia and other pans of North

America.
The fifth species, or the Hornbeam-leaved

Elm, is also a native of North America.

The sixth species has the branches more slen-

der than in the other species, divaricating, and

of a grayish ash-colour: the leaves alternate,

some simply, others unequally, others again

doubly serrate, smoother than in the first, equal

or unequal at the base, less so, however, than in

the others, and the petioles a little longer: both

petioles and twigs are smooth : the stipules rust-

coloured, membranaceous-bristle-shaped : the

seeds on short peduncles, collected into sessile

globular umbels ; the surrounding membrane is

almost orbicular, cut but not acuminate, with

the teeth of the cut very shortly curved in ; it is

smooth, very tender, and finely veined, pale

gray : the seed itself is al»o gray, and ripens in

Mav, if not sooner : the wood is very hard and

toui^h, gray, remarkably waved with transverge

lines of a deeper colour, larger fibred, and when
exposed to the air becomes yellower than Oak,
and is preferable to it : the ashes exported from

Risra, under the name of Waidasche, are made
entirely from the wood of this and other Elms,

burnt in brick furnaces: the root is beautifully

variegated and fit for the use of the turner, &c.:

the bark does not readily peel ofl', and therclore

is not used for making ropes : it is said, in.

Southern Russia, to often contend with the

Oak in stature.

There is a variety with both young and old

branches winged and rendered irregular with

compressed fungous excrescences of the bark

variously interrupted ; and in mountain rocks

there is a variety which has shorter, thicker

branches, winged with fungous excrescences of

the bark.

Culture.—In these trees it is effected in differ-

ent ways ; as by seed, suckers, layers, and
grafting. The seed, when perfectly ripened, may
be collected and sown in the autumn or spring,

in four-feet-wide beds, half an inch deep ; that

which is kept to the spring being preserved by
drying it well, out of the sun, then putting it up

close till towards autumn, when it should be

mixed with sand, to preserve it more etlectually

through the winter; when about the middle of

February it should be sown as above. The
plants should afterwards be carefully shaded,

watered,, and kept eleau from weeds. The plants
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should have one or two years growth in the

seed-bed, and then be planted out in nursery-

lines, in rows two or three feet asunder, and the

plants fifteen or eighteen inches distant in each

vow, giving them the common nursery care,

and training them for the purposes intended.

If for standards, for timber, or ornamental
plantations, they should be trained each to a

•single stem, and as tliev advance in height

clearing the stems from all lateral shoots, leaving

only the very small twigs, just to draw and de-

tain the sap, for the better increase of the stem
;

suffering the leadmg top-shoot to remain entire,

as also the principal branches of the head ; but

those designed for hedge-work, &c., should be

let branch out all the way, and become feathered

to the bottom, or as low as may be requisite for

the purposes intended, only trimming them oc-

casionally with the knife or garden shears, to

give them the intended form. When the trees

have had four or five years growth, and are from
four or five to six, eight, or ten feet high, they

are fit for planting out where they are to remain.

The suckers which most of the sorts send up
from the roots, but especially the English and
Dutch sorts should be taken up carefidly with root-

fibres, in autumn, winter, or spring, trimming
them ibr planting by cutting tliem down at top

to six or eight inches, placing them in small

trenches or drills, five or six inches deep, orte

row in each, half a foot apart, and the drills

about half a yard asunder; giving waterings in

spring and summer; letting them remain two
years, to form good roots, then planting them
in wide nursery-rows, and managing them as

directed for the seedlings.

The layers of all the sorts may easily be made
by previously preparing a quantity of stools to

produce shoots, situated near the ground : the

proper season for laying them down is in the

autumn, winter, or early in the spring, per-

formmg it by slit-laying; and as soon as the

whole are laved and moulded in, every layer

should be lopped with a knife, down to one eve

above the ground. In this way they readilv take

root in the spring and summer following, shoot-

ing at top sometimes two or three feet long

by the autumn, when they sliould be detached

from the stools, and be planted in nursery-rows,

two feet or a yard asunder, and half a vard

distant in the rows: when they besin to shoot

they should be trained with one leading shoot

only, as the seedling Elms, managing them in

the same manner.
In the grafting method all the varieties of

elms may be increascl and continued distinct,

which should be done upon stocks of the Wycli
Elm, raised from seed, suckers, or layers.

though the seedling stocks are preferable. For
which purpose some rows of Wveh Elms should

be allotted for stocks, which, after having two
years growth in the nursery-lines, will be fit to

graft on: when about the beginning of February,

the cuttings of the young moderate shoots of

the best English Eln), or any other variety,

should be inserted into the stocks by the

method of whip-grafting, putting them in as

low as possible, for which the earth should be

removed awav a little down to each root, then

cutting off the head of the slock, within two or

three inches of the bottom ; the grafts be in-

serted one in each stock, as above, binding

them close, and claying them well ; then draw-
ing the earth up about and over the clay, the

more effectuallv to secure it from falling off by
the effects of frost or other causes : when they

begin to shoot they should be trained with only'

one leading shoot, so that if they fork at top

into two or more the weakest should be taken

off, leaving the best shoot for the leader ; dis-

placing all large side-shoots from the stems, and
letting the tops or leading shoots remain always

entire, as also the general upper branches of the

heads.

These trees are highly useful, both for timber

and in the way of ornament, when planted out

singly on large open spaces ; likewise for being

clipped, or cut into particular forms, and as

forming hedges in various situations.

UMBRELLA TREE. See Magnolia.
URENA, a genus comprising plants of the

woody perennial exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monadelphia

Poli/andriaf and ranks in the natural order of

Columniferce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a double

perianth : outer one-leafed, five-cleft : seg-

ments wider: inner five-leaved : leaflets narrow,

angular, permanent : the corolla has five petals,

oblong, wider at the tip, blunt with a point,

narrower at the base, growing to the tube of

stamens : the stamina have numerous filaments,

united at the bottom into a tube, at top free

:

anthers roundish : the pislillum is a roundish

germ, five-cornered : style simple, length of

the stamens, ten-cleft: stigmas headed, hairj',

reflexed : the pericarpium is a roundish capsule,

echinate, five-cornered, five-celled, or soluble

into five close cells : the seeds solitary, on one

side roundish, on the other angular-compressed,

The species cultivated are: 1. U. lohala,

Angular-leaved Urena : 2. U. s'unaita, Cut-

leaved Urena.
The first rises with an upright stalk upwards

of two feet high, which becomes woody tow ards

the autumn, "it sends out a lew side branehts
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which afe taper, stiff, ami have a liark-grecn

bark : the leaves about two inches and a quarter

broad, dark-green above, and palc-grecii beneath,

u|i<m pretty iune; lootstalks : the flowers axidary,

solitary, sessile, shaped like those of the Mal-
low, but siTiail and of a deep blush colour. It

is a native ot Chma, flowering here in July and

August.
'I'he second species has a suflVuticose ste-.n,

vipright, three feet high, with ascending branch-

es : the leaves sinuate-palnuUe, with obtuse

sinuses, serrate, rough, alternate, pctioled,

having a sinu.le glandular pore on the middle

rib underncaUi : the flowers are rose-coloured,

sn)all, subsolitary, axillary. It is a native of

the East Indies.

Culture.—^Thcsc plants maybe increased by

seeds, which should be sown on a hot-bed, or

in pots plunged into it, in the early spring sea-

son. When the plants have some growth, they

should be removed into separate ])ots, being re-

plunged in a fresh hot-bed, requiring afterwards

the same management as tender exotic plants.

When placed in the stove in the spring, they

ripen seeds the first year, but otherwise in the

second, and seldom continue longer.

Thev afford variety among other stove plants.

URTICA, a genus furnishing plants of the

hardy herbaceous kind.

It belongs to the class and order Monoecia

Tehand'ia, and ranks in the natural order of

ScaLndce.

The characters are : that in the male flowers

the calyx is a four-leaved perianth : leaflets

roundish, concave, obtuse: the corolla petals

none : nettarv in the centre of the flower, cup-

-fhaped, entire, narrower below,- very small

:

the stamina have four awl-shaped filaments,

length of the calyx, spreading, each within each

talyx-leaf: anthers two-celled: female flowers

either on the same or a distinct plant : the calyx

IS a two-valved perianth, ovate, concave, erect,

permanent : there is no corolla: the pisliUum is

an ovate germ : style none : stigma villose : there

is no pericarpium: calvx converging: the seed

one, ovate, blunt, compressed, shining.

The species cultivated are: 1. U cannahirm.

Hemp-leaved Nettle: 2. U. Canadensis, Canada
Nettle; 3. U. nivea, Chinese or White-leaved

Nettle.

The first has a perennial root : the stems five

or six feet high : the leaves oblong, deeply cut

into three lobes, which are acutely indented on
their edges, and placed on long petioles : the

flowers axillary in long cylindrical catkins :

males on the Unver part, females on the upper.

It is a native of Siberia, flowering in July.

The second species has also a perennial root:

the stems two feet high : the flowers in axillary

branching aments; appearing towards autumn,

but seldom followed by seeds in this climate.

It is at first male only, but afterwards has male

and female flowers on the same plant. It is a

native of Canada and Virginia.

The third is a perennial plant, sending up

many stalks from the root, which rise three or

four feet high : the leaves are four inches long,

and two inches and a half broad, serrate, of a

deep sreen on their upper side, but very white

on their under ; having five longitudinal veins;

they stand upon very long footstalks : the flowers

axillary in loose aments, and not succeeded by

seeds in this climate. It is a native of the East

Indies.

Cidture.—These plants may be increased by

parting or slipping the roots in the autumn or

early in the spring, and planting them out where

thev are to remain.

Tile third sort is rather tender, and should

have a dry situation where it is warm and shel-

tered, or be kept in pots to be sheltered under

frames, or in the green-house, during the seve-

rity of the winter season.

The two first sorts aflbrd variety in the borders

and clumps of pleasure grounds, and the last

among potted plants.

V A L

\7"ALER1ANA, a genus containing plants
' of the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Triandrm

Monosynia, and ranks in the natural order of

AggregatcE.
The'characlers are: that there is scarcely any

calyx ; a superior margin : the corolla a nectari-

ferous tube on the lower side, gibbous : border

five-cleft: segments obtuse: the stamina three.

Vol. II.
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or fewer (in one species four) : filaments awl-

shaped, erect, length of the corolla: anthers

roundish : the pistillum is an inferior germ

:

style filiform, length of the stamens : stigma

thickish : the pericarpium a crust not opening,

deciduous, crowned : the seeds solitary, oblong.

The species cultivated are : 1 . V. riihva, Com-
mon or Broad-leaved Red Valerian ; 2. V. an-

guitiJ'oUa, Narrow-leaved Red Valerian ; 3. /'-

3 R
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Cidcilrapa, Cut-!eavecl Valerian : 4. F". Pliu,

Garden Valerian; 5. F. tripttris, Three-leaved
Valerian; Q. F.montana, Mountain Valerian;

7. F. Celtica, Celtic Valerian: 8. F. lyhero'.a,

Tuberous-rooted Valerian; p. F. Pyrenaka,
Pyrenean Valerian; 10. /'. oliloria, Conunon
C'.ra-Saiad, or Lamb's Lettuce.

The fir^t has woodv perennial roots, as thick

as a man's finger, spreading very wide: liie

stems about three feet high, round, smooth,
srrayish, hollow: at each joint arc two (some-
t;mes three) sniooth, spear-siiajied leaves, near
three inches long, ami an inch broad ; the upper
part sends out branches he pairs, which, witii

the principal stem, are terminated by red flowers

growing in corymbs. It is a native ot" France,
Switzi rland, Italy, &c. flowering all the sunnner
and aiitunui.

The second species has the root not so large

as in the first sort : the stems two i'eet hiiih or

more, branching on ea;ch side from the ro<jt to

within six inches of the top: the leaves three or

four inches long, but as narrow as those of flax

:

the upper part of the stem naked, and termi-

nated by a compact Lorvmb of bright red flowers,

smaller than those of the former. It is a native

of the nionntains of France, Switzerland, &c.
The third is an annual plant; the lower leaves,

which spread on the ground, are cut into many
obtuse segments: tlie stalks, when the plants

are in good ground, rise near a foot ancl half

high, but upon dry stony soils not half so high,

and when they grow o\it of the joints of old

walls, not more than three inches in height;

are hollow, snjooth, and round, sending out
branches by pairs from the upper joints : the

segments of the pinnatifid leaves are very nar-

row : stem and branches terminated by tufts

(corymbs) of flowers shaped like those of the

fourth sort, but smaller and tinged with flesh-

colour at the top. It is a native of the South of

France, &c. finwering early in the spring.

It va'ies with the lower leaves pinnatifid.

The fourth species has thick roots, fleshy,

jointed, spreading near the surface in a very

irregular maimer, crossing each other, and
mattinij; logether by their small fibres : many of

the rooi-lea\es entire, others divided into three,

five, or seven, obtuse lobes, of a pale green and
quite smooth : the st;;ms three or four feet

high, hollow, sending out lateral branches by

pairs : the stem-leaves opposite at each joint,

composed of four or five pairs of long narrow

leaflets, terminated by an odd one : the stem and

branches terminated by corymbs of small white

flowers. It is a native of Silesia, Barbarv, &c.

flowering from May to July, with the odour of

the flowers veiy pleasant.

The fifth has a perennial root, long, unequal,

brownish, strong-snielhng : the root-leaves ob-

loii2'-cordate, bluntish, smooth, obtusely ser-

rate-toothed, on long petioles; the two first of

these that come out are moie inclined to

roundish, and are otdy slightly crenate: the

stem upright, undivided, about a foot high : the

stum- leaves two or three pairs, smooth, ternate,

on short petioles: leaflets confluent at the ba^e,

lanceolate, acute, unequally subserrate, the

middle one larger than the others; they vary

much, being ga<h-serrate, crenate, or e\tn quite

entire ; the uppermost arc sometimes lanceolate-

linear and quite entire, sometimes pinnate with

five leaflets : the flowers numerous, white, in

loose corsmbs. It is a native of the Alps of

Switzerland, fiow^ering here from March to May.
The sixth species agrees in stature and habit

with the preceding ; but this is more tufted, ancl

has the root commonly creeping horizontally,

more divided, and not snieilmtr so strongly: all

the leaves are acute, unequally serrate ortoothed

and smooth; the root-leaves are on long petioles,

and more or less attenuated at the base towards

the petiole: the stem-leaves vary in number, are

on short petioles, and rather oblong : the stem
is upright, simple, a foot or eighteen inches

high: the flowers in a corymb, whitish or pur-

plish. It is a native of Switzerland, Austria,

&e. flowering here in June and July.

'I he seventh species has a perennial root,

black, oblique, with long fibres, smelling very

strong, aromatic, caulescent at top and scaly with

the remains of the deciduous leaves ; it is often

in tufts w ith an upright stem, four or five inches

high : all the leaves are quite entire and obtuse
;

the root-leaves subovate, and attenuated into the

petiole at the base; stem-leaves two, opposite,

linear and sessile, about the middle of the stem,

but there are sometimes none : the stem slender,

simple, terminated by a few small whitish

flowers in a cor\mb. It is found in Switzer-

land, flowering m Juns.

'I'he eighth s[)ecies has roots perennial, and
tuberous, by which it is easily distinguished. It

is a native of the South of Europe, flowering in

May and June.
'1 here is a variety with the roots in the form

of an olive.

The ninth species has a perennial fibrous root,

from which come out many heart-shaped leaves,

on petiole- more than a foot in length ; they are

four inches over each way, bluntly serrate,

smooth, and of a bright green on their upper

surface, but pale and a little hairy underneath :

the stalks rise three feet high, are hollow,

chaiiiu-lled, and send out opposite branches

towards the top: the slem-kaves opposite,
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shaped like the lower ones, but a little pointcJ
;

and frequently at the top there are ttrnate leaves

standing upon short toot-stalks: the sIliti and

b'-anches are terminated by umbels ot pale flesli-

colourrd flowers, having very short spurs. It

flowers in June, and is a native of the Pyrenees,

The tenth has a small annual, fibrous, pale

bp^wn root : the stem dichotomous, somewhat
spreading, from four inches to a span, and even

a foot or more in height (in gardens) ; round,

grooved, or angular, lender, often tinged with

purple on one side : the leaves glaucous, pale,

obovate-lanceoiate or rather hnear-tongue-

shaped : the bottom leaves many, usually entire,

but sometimes very slightly toothed near the

base, somewhat spreadmg, rather s.icculent,

smooth, veiny, and a little wrinkled, from
three-quarters of an inch to two inches in

length : the stem-leaves opposite at each subdi-

vision, sessile, remote, usually more toothed

than the bottom leaves : both these and the stem

are ciliate or fringed at the edge with fine white

hairs : the flowers are very small, of a pale

blueish colour, and cr>llected into a close little

corymb, protected by an involucre. It is a na-

tive of Europe and Barbary, flowering in Aprd
and Mav. It is used in salads in the early spring

and winter, under the name of Corn Salad, or

Lamb's Lettuce.

There is a variety, which is smaller, with

jagged leaves.

Cnl/jire.—The two first sorts mav be increased

by parting the roots, and planting them out in

the autumn or spring season where they are to

grow.

They may also be raised from seed sown at

the same times, in the situations where the

plants are to grow.

The third may likewise be raised from seeds,

by sowing them as above, without any trouble.

The fourth may be increased by parting the

roots, and planting them out in the autumn on
fresh ground where thev are to grow.

The fifth may be raised in the same way,

being allowed good room as it spreads.

The three following sorts are more difficult to

preserve, requiring a stony soil aiid'cold ex-

posure.

The ninth sort may be raised from seeds sown
in a moist shadv border soon after they are ripe,

managing the plants as in the first sort.

The last sort, when cultivated for the purpose

of salads, should he sown in the latter end of

summer, or beginning of autumn, in an open

place where it is to grow ; the plants being after-

wards thinned out by hoeing, and kept clean

from v-eecls; when they will be fit for use very

early m the spring while quite young.

All the sorts except the last may be intro-

duced in the borders for the purpose of variety,

and most of theiri continue many years.

The last is used as an early spring salad herb.

VF:NLJS'S comb. See ScANDix.
VENUS'S FLY-TRAP. See Dion^ea.
VENUSS LOOKING-GLASS. See Cam-

panula.
VENUS'S NAVEL-WORT. See Cyno-

GLOSSUM.
VERATRUM, a genus containing plants of

the hardy herbaceous perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Polysamia
Monoecia, and ranks in the natural order of
Coro7iarke.

The characters are : that in the hermaphro-
dite there is no calyx, unless the corolla be
considered as such : the corolla has six petals,

ohlonu", lanceolate, thinner at the edge, ser-

rate, permanent : the stamina have six awl-
shaped filaments, pressing the germs, more
spreading at the tips, shorter by half than the

corolla : anthers quadrangular : the pistillum has
three erect germs, oblong, ending in scarcely

apparent styles: stigmas simple, patulous: the

pericarpium three capsules, oblong, erect, com-
pressed, one-celled, one-valved, gaping in-

wards: the seeds many, oblong, blunter at one
end, compressed, membranaceous, fastened in.

a double row : male flower on the same plant,

below the hermaphrodite—the calyx, corolla,

and stamina, as in the hermaphrodite; the pis-

tillum an indistinct, vain rudiment.

The species cultivated are : \ . V. alhtnn.

White-flowered Veratrum, or While Hellebore;

2. V. jugrmn, Dark-flowered Veratrum ; 3. V,

luienm, Yellow-flowered Veratrum.
The first has a perennial root, composed of

many thick fibres gathered into a liead : the

leaves oblong-ovate, ten inches long, and five

broad in the middle, rouiuli d at the end, and
having many longitudinal plans; the stems three

or four feet high, branching out on every side

almost their whole leno;th : under each of these

branches is placed a narrow plaited leaf, and
these diminish in size as they are near the top

of the stem: the branches and principal stem
are terminated by spikes of flowers set very close

tosielher, of a greenish white or heibaeeons co-

lour ; appearing in July. It is a native of Greece.

The second species has a ])erennial root like

the first sort : the leaves are longer and thinner,

plaited in like manner, but are of a yellowish

green colour, and appear sooner. in the spring:

the stalks also rise higher: it has fewer leaves,

and does not branch out into so many spikes :

the flowers are of a dark red colour, with the

petals spread open flat ; appearing almost a

3R 2
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month sooner. It is a native of Austria and
Siberia.

The third has a large tuberous root : the

leaves oblong, having several longitudinal fur-

rows:, or plaits ; they are four or five inches
long, and tv^-o broad in the middle, and spread

t-heniselves on the ground; between these comes
out a single stem, near a foot high, having a

very few small leaves or sheaths placed on it al-

ternately: the flowers are produced at the top,

in a single thick close spike ; are small, and of
a yellowish white colour, appearing in June. It

i« a native of North America.
Culture.—These plants may be increased by

seed and parting the roots.

The seed should be sown in the autumn or

early spring upon a bed or border of light earth,

or in a box filled with the same sort of mould.
When the plants are come up in the spring keep
them clear from weeds, and refreshed with
water occasionally when the season is hot and
dry ; and in tlie following autumn, when the

leaves decay, take them up carefully without

injuring the roots, and plant them out about

half a foot square in a fresh bed of light mould
;

and \^ hen they have remained in it till fit for

flowering, they should be removed into the

borders, clumps, or other parts. This is how-
ever a tedious method, as they seldom flower in

less than four years ; therefore the root method
is mostly had recourse to.

The roots may be divided in autumn when the

leaves decay, and be planted out in a light fresh

rich mould where they are to grow ; they should

not be removed oftener than once in about four

vears. The roots should not be parted too small.

These plants have a fine effect in the middle

of large borders, clumps, and other similar si-

tuations.

\'ERBASCUM, a genus furnishing plants of

the hardy annual, biennial, and perennial kinds.

It belongs to the class ar.d order Pentaudi ia

Monugyniu, and ranks in the natural order of

iMrhUf.
The characters are : that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, five-parted, small, permanent:

segments erect, acute : the corolla one-petalled,

wheel-shaped, a little unequal : tube cylindric,

verv short : border spreading, five-parud: seg-

ments ovate, obtuse: the stamina have five fila-

ments, awl-shaped, shorter than the corolla

:

anthers roundish, compressed, erect: the pis-

lillum is a roundish germ: st\le filiform, length

of the stamens, inchncd: stigma thickish, ob-

tuse : the peric3r])ium is a roundish capsule,

two-celled, two-valved, opening at top : recep-

tacles half ovate, fastened to the partition : the

seeds numerous, angular.

The species cultivated are: 1. /'. Eoeihaavii,

Annual Mullein;' 2. F. Blnttarla, Moth Mul-
lein ; 3. 7^'. T/m/)i7/^, Great Mullein ; 4. K phlo-
moides, Woolly Mullein ; 5- F. Lychnitis, White
Mullein; 6. F.s'muatum, Scollop-leaved Mul-
lein; ". Kfi^rrugiueum, Rusty IVIullein ; 8. F.
Phocnlceum, Purple Mullein; 9. F. ]\Tijconi,

Borage-leaved Mullein.

The first has an annual root: the stem from
three to four feet high: the leaves sessile but not
decurrent, spatulate, narrower at the base, si-

nuate but scarcely lyrate, almost naked above,

somewhat tomentose beneath : the spike loose,

terminating, with the flowers sessile, not
crowded very much together, but several to each
bracte : the corollas are yellow, with the stamens
and pistils purple : the flowers have an agreeable

scent at a little distance; but if smelt to long,

or too nearj it becomes less pleasant ; they ap-

pear in June and July. It is a native of the

South of Europe.
The second species has an annual fusiform

root : the stem about three feet high, erect,

branched, leafy, angular, smooth : the leaves

obovate-oblong, doubly-serrate, smooth, em-
bracing : root-leaves sublyrate : the racemes
terminating, glandular-hairy, stiff, many-
flowered: the flowers peduneled, solitary, yel-

low streaked more or less with purple, having
each a single ovate bracte at the base of the

peduncle. It is a native of the South of Europe,
Germany, Switzerland, &e.; and is very orna-

mental, flowering from July to November, or

even later in mild weather.

The third has a biennial root, spindle-shaped:

the stem erect, simple, stiff, and straight, from
three to five feet high, leafy, woolly, angular,

winged: the leaves alternate, decurrent, oblong,

nearlv entire, verv thicklv clothed on both sides

with white branched intricate villose hairs : the

spike terminating, erect, cylindrical, manv-
flowered: the flowers sessile, closely set, bright

vcllow, sometimes but rarely while. It is a na-

tive of Europe and Siberia, flowering in July

and August.
The fourth species has a biennial root : the

stem erect, spiked, very tomentose : the leaves

ovate, not at all cordate, crenate ; the lower

ones on a petiole which is flat above ; the upper

ones sessile, half embracing but not decurrent:

the raceme spike-shaped, with scattered lance-

olate bractcs; within each of which are four

flowers, the middle ones blowing first, then the,

lowest, and lastly the two lateral ones. It is a

native of Italy, Germany, and the South of

France; flowering in June and July.

The fifth has a biennial root : the stem erect,

seldom more than three feet high, stiff and
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straight, angular, woolly, Icofy, terni'mating in

a panicle very much branched: the leaves ellip-

tic-oblong, somewhat wedge-shaped, crenate,

closely woolly beneath, but nearly smooth on
the upper-side, netted-veincd ; the radical ones

attenuated at the base: the stem-leaves ovate,

sessile, bnt not decurrent : the branches of the

panicle racemcd, niany-flovvered: the flowers

pedicclled, in bundles, cream-coloured with

yellow filaments and saffron-coloured anthers.

It is remarkable for its straight wand-like angu-

lar stem and cream-coloured flowers, which are

produced in great numbers in a compound clus-

tered terminating raceme. It is a native of

Europe.
The sixth sjjecies has a biennial root : the ra-

dical leaves repand, or obtusely sinuate-pinna-

tifid : stem-leaves oblong, waved, decurrcnt a

little at the base on each side : branch leaves

ovate or cordate, a little decurrent ; the first of

these are opposite, the rest alternate: the flowers

sessile, glomerate, in an interrupted spike. It

is a native of the South of France, Italy and

Barbary ; flowering in July and August.

The seventh has a perennial root : the bottom

leaves are ovate-oblong, indistinctly crenate,

(doubly crenate,) dark green aljove, pale green

beneath, standing upon pretty long footstalks :

the stalk rises three or four feet high, branching

out on each side, and has a few sharp-pointed

small leaves on the lower part, sitting close to

the stalk : the flowers are disposed in a long

loose spike on the upper part of the stalk ; they

come out upon short slender pedicels, three or

four from the lower joints ; above these there are

two at each joint, and at the top they are single
j

they are of a rusty iron colour, and larger than

those of the common sort ; they appear in July

and August. It is a native of the South of Eu-
rope.

The eighth species has also a biennial root:

the radical leaves ovate, subsessile, naked,

even, wrinkled, scarcely crenate: the stem

erect, simple, two feet high : the branches from

the lowest axils, erect, simple, length ot the

stem, all angular, subpubescent with hairs

clammy at the lip : the stem leaves cordate,

sessile, smooth, wrinkled and veined: the ra-

ceme of all terminating, simple, a foot long:

the peduncles simple, solitary, one-flowered.

It is a native of the South of Europe.

1 he ninth has a perennial root, composed of

slender fibres : the leaves, which spread flat on

the around, are of a thick fleshy substance, of

an ovate shape, indented on their edges, woolly,

and of a dark green colour ; they are sessile or

subsessile, embrace the crown of the root, and

lie over each other ; they continue in verdure all

the year, but in winter change to a much darker

green: from among these leaves arise several

scapes or naked slender stalks, about four inches

high, which divide into three or four pedicels at

the top, hairy and of a brown-purplish colour,

each sustaining one large flower, of a fine blue,

so deeply divided as to appear to be five-petalled:

the segn'ients are oval, obtuse, and spread open

flat, like the Auricula: the flowers are large in

proportion to the size of the plant, of a blueish

purple colour, and highly ornamental, appear-

ing in May, and continue successively in blos-

som for several months. It is a desirable plant

to cultivate, especially for decorating rock-work.

It is a native of the Pyrenees.

Culture.—These plants may all be increased

by seeds, and ofl'sets taken from the roots.

The well ripened seeds should be sown in the

autunm or early spring in a bed of light mould,

or in the borders or other parts where they are

to remain, covering them lightly in. When
the plants are up a few inches in height, in the

bed method, they should be removed into

nursery-rows till the autumn, when they must

be removed to where they are to remain.

The annual sort is however, best sown at once

where the plants are to grow, which is best done

in patches.

'i'he offsets of all the perennial sorts should be

taken off in the autumn, or very early in the

spring, and be planted out where they are to

grow. This is better than afterwards transplant-

ing them

.

They are all hardy plants, that succeed in al-

most any soil.

They afford a good effect in their different

foliage, and sweet scent of their flowers, in

the large borders, clumps, and other parts of

pleasure grounds ; tlie larger sorts being placed

backwards in them.

VERBENA, a e;enus containing plants of- the

hardy herbaceous and tender exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria

Bloiiogynia, [Didynamhi Gj/mnospamia), and

ranks in the natural order of Persoiiatcr.

The characters arc: that the calyx is a one-

leafed perianth, angular, tubular, linear, five-

toothed, the fifth toothiet truncate, pern)anent

:

the corolla is one-petalled, unequal : tube cy-

lindrical, straight for the length of the calyXj

then widening and curved in : border spreading,

half five-cleft: segments rounded, almost equal :

the stamina have tvvo or four filaments, bristle-

shaped, very short, lying within the tube of the

corolla; two of them shorter (when there are

four :) anthers curved in, as many as there are

filaments : the jiistillum is a four-cornered germ

:

stvie simple, filiform, length of the tube : stigma

obtuse: the pericarpium is very slender, and

scarcely manifest, or almost none : calyx con-
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taiiiing the seeds: the seeds two or four, ob-

long.

The species cultivated are : \ . V Jttdica, In-

dian Vervain; 2. V. stiphia, Trailing Vervain;

3. K ond'ica, Betony-leavcd Vervain; 4. F Ja-
makensls, Jamaica Vervain; .5. F. Mcxicana,
Mexican Vervain; 6. F. globijlorq, Globe-
flowered Vervain; "• F. boiiunens'is, Cluster-

flowered Verv;iin ; 8. F. Iinslala, lialbcrd-leaved

\\'rvain; g F. triphyJIn, Three-leaved Vervain.

There are many other species that may be cul-

tivated for variety.

The first is an annual plant, very much re-

sembling the founh sort, but easily distinguished

from it by the stem and branches being smooth,
except the base of the leaves ar.d the part of the

branches between the leaves, vhich arecihate:

the leaves also are much narrower, being truly

lanceolate and drawn to a point at both ends

:

the spike is the same, but the colour of the co-

rolla is purple. It is a native of Ceylon, flower-

ing in August.
The second species has a biennial root (an-

nual) : the stalks near two feet hiah, branching
out greatly : the leaves sessile: the flowers dis-

posed in long loose spikes singly at the end of

the branches; they are of a light blue colour,

and large. It flowers in July and August, and
is a native of Spam, Portugal and Algiers.

The third arises w ith a shrubby stalk near

three feet hi<;h, divided into three or four

branches : the leaves oblong-ovate, placed by
pairs, deeply serrate, deep green above, but

iioarv beneath ; their footstalks are short, and
have leafy borders running from the base of the

leaves : the flowers grow in thick terminating

spikes about a foot in length ; are large, of a

fine blue colour, and have small acute-pointed

leaves intermixed with them; they come out in

June andJuly. It is biennial, and a native of

South America.
The fourth species has the stem three or four

feet high, very much branched and diffused, and
Leing sufFrutescent at the base it seems to be
more than annual : the stem and branches rough
with hair: the leaves opposite, ovate, obtuse or

acute, serrate, gradually and for a considerable

length attenuated at the base : from the axil be-

tween two opposite branches comes forth a ileshy

spike, a foot long, unequally cylindrical, stiff

and green: the flowers blow in succession, be-

ginning at the bottom, very few together, violet-

coloured, with the throat and long slender in-

curved tube white. It is a native of Jamaica,
Barbadoes, &c.
The fifth has a shrubby stalk, w hich rises five

or six feet high, and divides into several

branches : the leaves sessile, oblong, serrate,

tnding in acute points, two inches long, one

inch broad near the base, of a light green colour

on both sides: the branches arc terminated by
slender loose spikes of small pale ilowers, the

calyxes of which afterwaid-> become swelled and
almost globular ; are reflexed, and set with
stinging hairs. It is a native of Mexico, flower-

ing in July and August.
Tlie sixih species is a fragrant shrub; the

stem erect, branched, ash-coloured, the height

of a man : the branches erect, round, like tlie

stem : the branchleis rugged, pithy, bay-co-
loured : the shoots viUose, rugged, from four-

cornered round, green at top : the leaves oppo-
site, seldom three together, spreading, sharp at

both ends, crenate or bluntly serrate, except at

the base, where they are entire, attenuated into

the petioie, n)arked with lines above, and with
erect, alternate, prominent nerves beneath, very
much veined, wrinkled, villose, rugged, re-

clining, permanent, fragrant : petioles shorter

than the leaf, round on one side, grooved or flat

on the other, villose, edged with the decurrent

leaf: heads terminating, axillary, peduncled,
roundish, bracted, imbricate : the peduncles
erect, single or two from each axil, scarcely

longer than half the leaf, villose, rugged : the

flowers sessile, one to each bracte, very close,

compressed, white. It is a native of South
America.
The seventh has four-cornered stalks which

rise to the height of five or six feet, sending out
side branches by pairs : ihe leaves three inches
long, and about three quarters of an inch broad,

of a pale green colour, and serrate: the spikes

terminating, clustered, the longest about two
inches, the others about half as long : the

flowers blue, appearing late in summer. It is a
native of Buenos Ayres.

The eighth species Sends up many four-

cornered furrowed stalks from the root, which
rise five or six feet high : the leaves opposite,

oblong, about three inches long, and an inch

broad near the base, ending in acute points,

deeply serrate on slender petioles : from the same
joints come out short branches, set with smaller

leaves of the same form : the stalks are termi-

nated by spikes of blue flowers in clusters, which
appear in August. It is a native of Canada.
The ninth is a very sweet-smelling under-

shrub : the stem upright, branched, round, ash-

coloured, a fathom in heisiht : the branches

three or four in a whorl, spreading very much,
rugged : the branchlets six-cornered, bay-co-
loured : the leaves generally three together,

sometimes four, spreading, of a bright green

colour, and very pleasant smell like lliat of the

lemon: the flowers in an erect ternjinating pa-

nicle, composed of spikes.

Culture.—These plants are not raised without
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difficulty and attention. They may be increased

by stcds, which should be sown in pots, or on a

hot-bed, in the early spring, phinging the pots in

the bed. When they ate in a state of grou-ih

to remove, ihev should be planted in separate pots

and replunged in a fresh hot-bed, shade being

given till they have taken new root, when they

iiiust have the management of tender plants of

the e.xotic kind The annual sorts shoidd be

kept in the stove, or a ghi^s case, where there is

a bark-bed to plunge iheni ia when too large to

be continued under the frames ; and the peren-

nial sorts may be placed siinply in such cases,

air bein"- admitted in a cautious manner.

Of these kinds, such as do not aftord good

seeds in this climate, may be increased by plant-

ing cuttings in the summer months in pots of

good montd, placing them in the bark-bed of

the stove, where they may be preserved many
years.

The eighth sort may be raised from seeds by

sowing them in the autunm, and by parting the

roots and planting them out at the same time.

They succeed best on a soft loamy soil, and are

so hardy as to thrive in the open air.

The ninth sort may be readily increased by

planting cuttings in the spring or autumn in pots

of good mould. It should have the protection

of the green -house or a glass case.

They aflbrd variety among other potted plants

in the green-house and stove, and some of the

hardy sorts occasionally in the open ground.

VERBESINA, a genus atiording plants of the

herbaceous and woody flowering exotic kinds.

It belongs to the class ant! order Si/ngenesia

Polys'imin Sfifiirflua, and ranks in the natural

order of Cwiipositce Opf)ositiJ'o//(B.

The characters of which are : that the calyx

is common concave: leaflets oblong, chan-

nelled-coneave, erect, commonly equal, in a

double row : the corolla compoLind radiate :

corollets hermaphrodi'e, many, in the disk :

females about five in the ray : proper of the her-

maphrodite funnel-form, five-toothed, erect :

—

female ligulate, trilld and wide or simple and

very narrow: the stamina in the hermaphrodites:

filaments five, capillary, very short : anthers cy-

hndrical, tubular:—the pistillum of the herma-

phrodite: germ somewhat oblong: style fili-

form, length of the stamens : stigmas two, re-

flexed:—in the females, germ somewhat oblong:

style filiform, length of the herinajihrodite :

stigmas two, reflexed : there is no pericarpium :

calyx unchanged : the seeds in the hermaphro-

dites solitary, thiekish, angular : pappus of two

awl-shaped unequal awns': in the females very

like tile others : the receptacle chaify.

Tlic species cultivated are: 1. F. niatci, Wing-
stalked Verbesina; 2. F. Chinensli, Chinese

Verbcsina; 3. F. iiodiflora. Sessile -flowered

Verbesina ; 4. F.fri/ticosa, Shrubby Verbesina-;

5. F. giiinntea, Tree Verbesina.

The first is an herbacecHis plant, with an up-
right stem about two feet high, subdivided,

round, winged, rough-haired ; the branches al-

ternate, ei-'ct, axillary: the leaves oblong, acu-
minate, angular-toothed, nerved, somewhat rug-
ged, rough-haired : the stem has four wings
formed by the leaves running down it : the pe-

duncles elongated, terminating, pubescent, with
flowers in single heads, of a deep orange-colour.

It i:. perennial, and a native of South America,
flowering most part of the summer.
The second species is a shrub with a single,

round, subtomentoscstem and undivided branches
from the upper axils of the leaves; which are

somewhat tomentose, bluntish, petioled: the

flowers terminating, solitary, peduncled, and
yellow.

The third has an annual root : the stem her-

baceous, branched, a foot high, round, even :

the leaves sessile, mostly terminating, cuneate-

ovate, acuminate, nerved, hispid: the flowers ses-

sile in the axils of the terminating leaves, two or

three together, yellow, appearing in July. It is

a native of the West Indie.-:.

The fourth species rises with a shrubby stalk

seven or eight feet high: the leaves deeplv ser-

rate and cut somewhat like those of the ever-

green oak : the flowers are yellow, produced
from the side of the stalks, and appear in July.

It is a native of the West litdies.

The fifth has the stem fifteen feet high, and
the thickness of a thumb at the lower part,

smooth, green, and viscid; it is filled without

interruption by a white inodorous pith, as in a

rush ; is simple, or at least but very slightly di-

vided at top : and the whole stem is aphyllous,

the leaves occupying only the upper part and
branchlets: they are alternate, foot-stalked, and
the largest are about a foot and a half long; they

are villose and pinnatiiid, with distant oblong
lobes : from the bosoms ot the up'per leaves

spring round whitish-villose peduncles, bearing

at their tips the flowers, which are slijihtly foot-

stalked, and closely heaped together, forming, a

kind of panicle : the corollets are white, and the

anthers black. It is a native of the West
Indies.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
sowin;i; the seeds upon a moderate hot-bed, or in

pots plunged into it, in the early spring inonths,

and when the plants are of sufficient growth
they should be removed into separate pots, or

into a new hot-bed, giving shade till thi'y be-

come new-rooted ; afterwards managing them
as tender annual plants, beinir careful not t»

draw them up weak: about the middle of suiii'
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nur they may be talsLU up with halls to their

roots, and be planted m a warm sheltered

border, being protected and watered till re-

rootcd, little care beintf afterwards necessary :

these produce seeds often in the aiitnmn ; but

in the stove they niav frequently be ])rcserved

over the winter.

They produce variety in stove- and green-

house collections, and sometimes in the borders

durinii the summer season.

VERONICA, a genus comprising plants of

the herbaceous perennial and shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diandria

IMonogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Personat(e.

The characters are : that the calyx is a four-

parted perianth, permanent: segments lanceolate,

acute: the corolla one-pctalled, wheel-sha|ied:

tube length almost of the calyx : border four-

parted, flat, with ovate segments ; the lowest

narrower, the segment opposite to this wider:

the stamina have two filaments, narrower at bot-

tom, ascending : anthers oblong : the ))istillum

is a compressed germ : style filiform, length of

the stamens, declined: stigma simple : the pe-

ricarpium is an obcordate capsule, compressed
It the top, two-celled, four-valved j the seeds

numerous, roundish.

The species cultivated are : \. V. S'llirica,

Siberian Speedwell ; 2. V^, f^irginica, Virginian

Speedwell; 3. V. spuria. Bastard Speedwell;

4. F. maritima, Sea Speedwell; 5. f'^. lo?igifolia,

Long-icaved Speedwell ; 6. F. hyhrida, Welsh
Speedwell ; 7 V. incisa, Cut-leaved Speedwell

;

8. F. dcaissala, Cross-leaved Speedwell.

The first has a perennial root : the stem four

feet high, rou<.h-haired : the leaves six or seven

in whorls, twice as wide as those of the second

sort: peduncles terminating solitary ; the lateral

ones with two opposite oval leatlels : the cal\ xcs

five-cleft: the corollets blue, with an • oblong
tube, and small acute border : the stamens and
pistil twice as long as the corolla. It is a native

of Siberia, flowering in .lulv and August.

The second species has the stems erect, four

or five feet high, having four or five lanceolate

leaves in whorls at each joint, serrate, and end-

ing in acute points : the stems are terminated

by long slender spikes of white flowers, which
appear late in .Tuly. It is a native of Virginia

and Japan.

It varies with blush-coloured flowers.

The third has a perennial root, sending out

many offsets : the lower leaves two inches long,

.ind half an inch broad, pale green and hairy:

the stems a foot high, with very narrow lanceo-

late leaves, placed opposite, and having a few-

slight serratures on their edges : the stems ter-

minated by long spikes of blue flowers, which

appear in June and July. It is a native of Siberia

and Germany.
There is a variety of this also with a flesh-co-

loured flower.

The fourth species has the stalks not so long

as those of the preceding : the leaves by fours

and threes round the stalk, on longer footstalks;

they are broader at the base, run out into long
acute points, are unequally serrate, and of a

biic,ht green colour : the flowers are of a bright

blue, and appear in July. It is a native of the

sea-coasts of Europe.

There are varieties with leaves opposite, in

threes or in fours, with blue, blueish, flesh-co-

loured, and with white flowers.

The fifth has the lower leaves two inches

long, and an inch broad in the middle, draw-
ing to a point at each end, serrate, and of

a lucid green colour: the stems a foot and
a half high, with leaves of the same shape

but smaller, and placed opposite ; they are ter-

minated bv long sjiikes of blue flowers, which
appear in June. It is a native of Germany,
Austria, and Russia.

The sixth species has the stems very white
and woolly, about a foot high : the leaves ob-
long, hoary, two inches and a half long, three

quarters of an inch broad, sessile : the flowers

deep blue in terminating spikes, and from the

upper axils: they appear in June and July. It

is a native of Russia, Ukrain Tartary, Sec.

There is a variety with white flowers.

The seventh has the spikes aggregate, the

flowers large, the leaves an inch long, lanceolate

wedge-shaped at the base, with lanceolate seg-

ments. It is a native of Siberia, flowering in

July and August.
The eighth species is a bushy shrub about two

feet high: stem upright, round, very much
branched : the branchkts alternate, spreading,

round or indistinctly quadrangular, closely leafed

on every side, having a pubescent line on each

side running down from the oppositions of the

leaves, which spread very much, are scarce an

inch long, acute, coriaceous, smooth and even,

one-nerved, paler underneath, evergreen, border

cartilaginous, on very short concave smooth pe-

tioles, gibbous at the base on the outside : the

racemes single, short, few-flowered, towards the

end of the branches, not terminating, but just

below the top : the pedicels alternate, short,

quadrangular, one-flowered. The regidar growth
of the leaves, decussated or crosswise, distin-

guishes this species immediately.

Culti/re.—These plants may be raised by seed

and parting the roots. .

In the annual sorts the seeds should be sown
in the autunm or very early spring, in the bor-

ders or places where the plat.'.s are to grow, be-
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ing liglitly covered in : if the seeds be permitted

to scatter, good ])laiits may be raised : some-
times they are sown on beds to be afterwards re-

moved.
In the perennial sorts the roots may be parted

in the autumn or early spring, and planted out
where they are to grow, or in nursery-rows to

be afterwards removed.

They should not be parted too small, or oftener

than every two years : the large-growing sorts

are proper for the borders, clumps, &c. and the

trailing kinds for banks and shady slopes, or

other similar places : they are hardy, and require

only to be kept clean afterwards.

The eighth sort is readily increased by cut-

tings in the spring and summer, being managed
as a hardy greenhouse plant in the same way as

the Myrtle.

In very mild winters it sometimes stands se-

cure in the open air.

The annual and perennial sorts afford variety

ha the borders, clumps, and other parts of plea-

sure-grounds, and the last among plants of the

hardy potted green-house kinds.

VERMIN, a term applied to various small

animals that are injurious to garden crops.

Rats and Mice are of this kind, and do much
mischief in sheds and other places, where they

frequently destroy beans, pease, and other seeds :

they should therefore be extirpated as much as

possible.

And there are different modes of destroying

them; as by traps, poison, &c. But Mr. For-

syth advises never to use arsenic, or corrosive

sublimate, for that purpose, except under parti-

cular circumstances, as they are deadly poison :

nux vomica will, he thinks, generally answer
the end as well, without the danger. He has sug-

gested it as a very good plan lo prevent acci-

dents, to " enclose the traps in cases, having
holes in the ends of them large enough to admit
rats, but small enough to exclude dogs, cats, &c."
The following is recommended as a bait for

rat-traps. " Take a pound of good flour, three

ounces of treacle, and six drops of the oil of
carav^fays : put them all in a dish, and rub them
•well toge'i'ier till they are properly mixed ; then
add a pound of crumb of bread. The traps

baited with this mixture should be set as near

their haunts as possible ; but, for two or tliree

days, so as not to fall or strike on the rats going
in, but letting them have free liberty to go in

and out at pleasure, as this makes them fearless.

Some of the bait should also be laid at the rat-

holes, and a little of it scattered quite up to the

iraps, and so on to the bridge of each trap,

where a handful may be 'placed." It may also,

he says, " be proper to scent ihe traps with the

Vol. II.

following mixture, for the purpose of enticing
the rats into them.
" Take twenty drops of oil of rhodium, six or

seven grains of musk, and half an ounce of oil

of aniseed
; put them in a small phial, and

shake it well before using; then dip a bit of
twisted paper, or rag, in the mixture, and rub
each end of the trap with it, if a box-trap, and
put two or three drops on the bridge, leaving tlie

paper or rag in the trap. Of whatever kind the
trap is, it should, he says, be scented ; but once
in a twelvemonth will be sufficient. Then throw
some chaff mixed with a little wheat about
the bottom of the trap, in order to deceive the
rats; for they are very sagacious, and will not
enter a suspicious place. This will be necessary
to be done only at the first time of settino- the
traps, for after some rats have been caught and
have watered and dunged in them, rats will en-
ter boldly when they find others have been there
before them : do not, therefore, wash or clean
out the trap, as some people do before they set

it again, but let the dung and urine remain m it.

Keep the pliices, where the traps are set as pri-
vate as possible; and when they are set for
catching, mix no bread with the bait, as the
rats will in that case be apt to carry it away."

It is advised, "when the holes are found
quiet, and that no rats use them, to stop them
up with the following composition. Take a
pint of conmion tar, half an ounce of pearl-
ashes, an ounce of oil of vitriol, and a good
handful of common salt, mix them all well to-
gether, in an old pan or pot. Take some pieces
of paper, and lay some of the above mixture
very thick on them ; then stop the holes well up
with them, and build up the mouth of the holes
with brick or stone, and mortar; if this be pro-
perly done, rats will, he asserts, no more ap-
proach these, while either smell or taste remains
in the composition."

In order to destroy the rats in places where
traps cannot be set, hercconmiends us to "take
a quart of the above bait, then rasp into it three
nuts of nux vomica, and add a quarter of a
pound of crumb of bread, if there was none be-
fore; mix them all well together, and lay It into
the mouth of their holes, and in different places
where they frequent ; but first give them of the
bait without the nux vomica, for three or four
succeeding nights; and when they find it agrees
with them, they will eat that mixed with the
nut with greediness."

It is observed that " rats are frequently very
troublesome in sewers and drains. In such
cases arsenic may be used with success, as fol-

lov.s : Take some dead rats, and having put some
white arsenic, finely powdered, into an old pcp-

3 S
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per-bnx, shake a quantity of it on ilie forcjiaris

of the tlcad rats, and [UU them ciown the holes,

or avenues, by tfie sides of the sewers at which

they eome in ; this puts a stop to the live ones

coming any further ; for when ihey perceive the

arsenic^ they wiil, he says, retire immediately
;

whereas if they were put down without the arse-

nic the live ones would eat them."

We have, however, found that tlicse animals

take arsenic best when it is prepared by being

finely levigatid and mixed up with very strong

old cheese and oatmeal. In order to destroy

mice, Mr. Forsvtli advises to "lake aquartof the

bait for rats before there is any bread mixed with

it ; then take four nuts of nux vomica, and rasp

thena verv fine, other^vise the mice will pick out

the food from it, on account of its bitter taste
;

rub them well together ; lay some of it on a piece

of paper, or, if without doors, on a piece of

tile, removing all other food from the place, and

it will kill alTthat eat of it. What is not eaten

should be taken away in the morning, and re-

placed at night. If this be in a garden, shelter

It with boards or tiles, that it may not get wet.

" Open traps should likewise be set, as mice

are shy in entering close ones. And care should

betaken not to convey these animals into gardens

by the straw litter, or other similar materials."
'

Slu<Ts are a sort of animals that are frequently

found harbouring about the foundations of walls,

and about the roots of pease, lettuce. Sec. " They
niav," Mr. Forsyth says, " be picked off, and kill-

ed, by putting them into a pot in which is a little

fine unslaked lime ; or the ground where they

are should be well watered with soap-suds and

urine, mixed with tobacco-water. When they

are numerous on the surface of the ground,

w-hich frequently happens after rain, or in a

dewy morning, fine unslaked lime thrown over

the borders, &c., will, he says, destroy them.

But he prefers the above mixture, which, if the

ground be well watered with it, will bring them

up out of their holes, when they very soon die
;

it will also destroy their eggs, which they always

deposit in tlte'earth.''

"Snails also, during the winter," he says, " ga-

ther themselves together in clusters; and in that

season are frequently found in great numbers

behind wall trees, and in holes of the walls.

They should be carefully picked off and crushed,

which is the only eflectual way of getting rid of

them. If any should escape, they should be

destroyed as they make their appearance in the

spring. As they also deposit their eggs in the

ground, the borders should be well watered in

the above manner."
Wasps and flies are highly destructive of all

sorts of fruit : therefore, as soon as the wasp and

a

large flesh-fly make their appearance, "gel ready
several bottles or phials ; then mix up grounds
of wine or beer, with sweepings of sugar, honey,
or grounds of treacle, and with this mixture fill

the bottles half or three-quarters full, then place

some of them at the bottom o-f the wall, and
fiang a sufficient number up by a piece of yel-

low willow, or packthread, on the nails against

the walls in different places, observing to empty
them frequently, as they fill with flics and wasps

;

first pour the liquor into an empty bottle, and
then shake out the dead insects, crashing them
with your foot, that none of them miy revive;

then pour back the liquor into the bottles and
phials as at first. In this manner a great many-
may be destroyed, he says, before the fruit be-

comes ripe. If you begin to hang up the bot-

tles as soon as you see the fly, which comes
much earlier than the wasp, you will be able to

destroy ^reat numbers of them, and will have
the bottfes ready for the wasps when they make
their appearance. The fly will be found as de-
structive as the wasp to grapes." And " when
the weather is hot, and the wasps are numerous,
if they do not enter the bottles fast enough,
(which will happen when the fruit is very ripe),

a little oil may, he says, be put in a cup, and
with a feather dipped in it touch their backs and
they will instantly drop down ; when you will

find them turned black and green by the effects

of the oil."

Birds attack fruit much when it begins to

ripen. The best preventive in this ease is, Mr.
J^orsyth says, " to cover the trees with nets, or

bunting, a sort of cloth of which ships' colours

are made." See Viris.

There are many other animals of the insect

tribe that are likewise highly destructive to

fruits and garden crops, but which are noticed

under the articles which they are found to injure.

VERVAIN. See Verbena.
VERVAIM MALLOW. See Malva and

Urena.
VIBURNUM, a genus containing plants of

the deciduous and evergreen flowering kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandria

Trigi/nia. and ranks in the natural order of Du-
mosc^.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted ))erianth, superior, very small, permanent:
the corolla one-petalled, bell-shaped, five-cleft:

segments blunt, reflexed : the stamina have five

awl-shaped filaments, leno'li of the corolla : an-
thers roundish: the pistilhun is an inferior germ,
roundish : style none, but in its stead a turbinate

g'and : stigmas three : the pericarpium is a
roundish berry, one-celled : the seeds bony,
roundish.
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The species cultivated are : 1. F. Lavtand,

Wavtaring Tree; 2. F. O/mliis, Water Eider;

3. F. Lentaoo, Pear-leaved Viixirnum; 4. F.

Casunoides, Thick-leaved Viburnum ; 5. F. ni-

tidum, Shining-leaved Viburnum ; 6. F. Icevt-

gahim, Cassiobcrry Bush ; 7- F. nudum, Oval-

feaved Viburnum ; 8. F.prumfolium, Pkun-Ieaved

Viburnum ; 9- F. dcnlatum. Tooth-leaved Vi-

burnum ; 10. F. T'lnus, Laurustiiius or Lau-

rustine.
, , , , ,,

The first is a thickly-branched shrub or small

tree, having round, pliant, mealy twigs, with

the same kind of tufted stellated pubescence as

is found on the flower-stalks, backs, and even

upper surfaces of the leaves: the leaves opposite,

somewhat elliptical, cordate, obtuse, serrate,

strontrly veined, turning dark red before they fall

inaut'umn; stipules none: the flowers whitish,

in laroe terminating, solitary, many-flowered

cymes? It is a native of most parts of Europe,

flowering here in Mav. It is sometimes known

by the name of Pliant'Mealy Tree; and according

to Withering the bark of the root is used to make

birdlime.

There is a variety in North America with

laro-er leaves, of a bright green ; and with va-

riegated leaves in nurseries.

The second species is a small bushy tree,

smooth in all its parts, and very much branched :

branches opposite, round: the leaves subcordate,

with three great unequally serrate lobes, veined,

paler beneath; their petioles bearing several

cup-like glands towards the top, and a pair or

two of erect linearappcndages, scarcely to be call-

ed stipules, near the base the cymes terminating,

solitary, composed of many white flowers, ra-

diant; the inner perfect, small, resembUng those

of Elder ; those in the margin abortive, consist-

ing merely of a large irregular flat petal without

any organs of frueufication: the stigmas nearly

sessile,° close together : the berries drooping,

"•lobular, crowned with five very small scales of

fhe calyx, red, very succulent. It is a native of

Europe, flowering early in June ; the bright-red

berries ripen about September, and towards the

middle of October the leaves assume a beautiful

pink colour.

There is an American variety, which is a shrub,

that has the twigs of a shining rcd'colour, and

which rises eight or ten feet high, with many

side branches, covered with a smooth puri^le

bark : the leaves cordate- ovate, ending in acute

points, deeply serrate, having many strong veins,

and standitig'upon very long slender footstalks.

There is another beautiful variety coninion in

plantations under the name of Guelder Rose,

bearing large round bunches of abortive flowers

»nly, which rises to the height of eighteen or
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twenty feet if permitted to stand : the stem be-

comes large ; the branches grow irregular, and

are covered with a gray bark : the leave* are di-

vided into three or four lobes, somewhat like

those of the Maple ; they are about three inches

long, and two and a half broad, jagged on their

edges, and of a light green colour: the flowers

come out in a large corymb, are very white, and,

being all neuters, are barren; from their extreme

whiteness, and swelling out into a globular

form, some country people have given this shrub

the name of Snow-ball Tree. It is also some-

times called Elder Rose and Rose Elder.

The third has the branches bent or hanging

down : the petioles waving on the edge : the

leaves thick, like those of the tenth sort, smooth,

serrulate with very small teeth: the germ ter-

minating, awl-shaped, ventricose at the Ijase.

It is a native of North America, flowering here

in July.

The fourth species has the lowest leaves ob '

ovate ; the next ovate ; the upper ones kmceolate.

It is a native of North America. It iiowers in

June.

The fifth is a native of North America. It

flowers in May and June.

The sixth 'species has the leaves petioled,

broad-lanceolate, sharpish, without any raised

veins : the petioles decurrent along the back,

whence the twigs are aneipital : the corymb

short: the stem twelve or fourteen feet high,

sending out branches from the bottom to the

top: the leaves about an inch long, and more

than half an inch broad, of a light green colour,

opposite, on short footstalks : the peduncles

axillary, very short, supporting small umbels of

white 'flowers, which appear in July. It is a

native of South Carolina.

The seventh has a strong stem, covered with

a brown smooth bark, and^rislng to the height

of ten or twelve feet, sendmg out woody.

branches on every side the whole length, which

have a smooth purplish bark : the leaves oppo-

site, five inches long and two and a half broad,

smooth and of a lucid green above, veined and

of a light green benealh, entire at the edges,

(indistinctiv" notched,) and rounded at both

end- : of tlie same thickness with those of the

Broa.l-leaved Laurustinus: the flowers are pro-

duced in large umbels (cymes) at the end of the

branches, aVe in shape and colour like those of

the common Lnurustinus, but smaller; and lie

stamens are much larger than the corolla: they

appear in July, and are succeeded by roundish

berries, wliich, when ripe, are black. It is a

native of America, flowering in May and June.

There are varieties with deciduous and ever-

green leaves.^ 35 2
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The eighth species rises with a.woody stalk

ten or twelve feet high, covered with a brown
bark, and branching its whole length: the

branches, when young, are covered with a

smooth purple bark : the leaves tvi'O inches long,

and an inch and quarter broad, slightly serrate,

and on short slender footstalks, opposite or with-

out order : the flowers in small umbels (cymes)

lateral and terminating; these are white, and
smaller than in the first sort, ap]5caring in June,

and are sometimes succeeded bv berries. It

grows naturally in most parts of North America,
where it is commonly called Black Haw,
The ninth has the stalks soft and pithy,

branching out greatly from the bottom upward,
and covered with a gray bark : the leaves three

inches long, and nearly as broad, strongly

veined, of a light green colour, placed opposite

upon pretty long footstalks : the flowers in termi-

nating corymbs, white, and almost as long as

those of the first sort, appearing in June. It is

a native of North America.
There are varieties with the leaves smooth on

both sides, and with the leaves downy under-
neath and drawn out to a point.

In the tenth species the leaves are seldom more
than two inches and a half long, and an inch

and quarter broad ; they are rounded at their

base, but end in acute points, are veined and
hairy on their under side, and not of so lucid a

green colour as the following sort on their upper.

There are several varieties; as the smaller hairy

leaved, in w hich the umbels (cymes) of flowers

are smaller, and appear in autumn, continuing

all the winter. The plants are much hardier.

llie shining-leaved, in which the stalks rise

higher, and the branches are much stronger

:

the baik is smoother, and turns of a purplish

colour : the leaves are larger, of a thicker con-
sistence, and of a lucid green colour : the umbels
(cymes) are much larger, and so are the flowers;

these seldom appear till the spring, and when
the w inters are sharp, the flowers are killed, and
never open unless they are sheltered.

There is a sub- variety of this with variegated

leaves; with gold- and silver-striped ; in which
the branches are warted, the younger ones four-

cornered: the leaves opposite, ovate, on short

petioles, rigid, shining, perennial; the younger
oneshirsute, with short ferruginous villose hairs:

flowers in crowded cvmes, with little bractes be-

tvieen them : the corolla white; and the berries,

when ripe, blue.

The common, with narrower leaves, hairy only

on the edge and veins underneath: the fruit

smaller.

And the Ujiright Laurustinus.

Culture,—These plants may some of them

be increased by seeds, most of them by layers,

many by cuttings, and a few by su'-kers.

The seeds in the deciduous ki Js should be
sown in the autumn or spring in beds of light

fine motdd, being well covered in. The plants

appear in the first or second year, and when they

are of a twelvemonth's growth Hiey should be

planted out in nursery-rovis, to be continued
till of proper growth to plant out in the shrub-

beries or other parts of pleasure-grounds, as

from two to five feet.

In the Laurustinus kinds, the seeds after being
mixed with mould in the autumn soon after they

become ripe, and exposed to the air and rain in

the winter, should in the spring he sown on a

gentle hot-bed, or in pots plunged into it; the

plants being continued in the bed till the autumn,
when they should be removed and managed as

in the layer method. The plants raised in this

way are said to be hardier than those raised from
layers.

The first sort is tedious in being raised from
seeds.

In the layer, which is the most expeditious

mode of raising most of these plants, the young
lovfer branches should be laid down in the au-

tumn or spring, being pegged down in the usual

manner in the earth, when they mostly become
well rooted in a twelvemonth, and may then be
taken off" and planted out where they are to re-

main, or in the nursery; and sometimes, in

some of the kinds, a few are put in pots.

The best season for removing the tenth sort

is in the early autunm, that they may be well

rooted before the winter.

The first sort succeeds best by layers put down
in the autumn. And the striped variety may be

increased by budding it upon the plain sort.

The cuttings may be made in the autumn from
the strong young shoots, being planted in a

moist border in rows, when in the following

summer many of them will be well rooted, and

form little plants. Most of the deciduous sorts

may be raised in this way.

The suckers should be taken up in the autunm
or spring with root-fibres, and be planted out in

nursery-rows to have a proper growth. The
Guelder Rose may be readily increased in this

way, and sometimes the Laurustinus.

The fourth sort is rather tender in winter

while iit its young growth, as well as the sixth,

and should have protection in that season. A
plant or two should be constantly laid in pots

under shelter. This last is easily increased by
layer;-.

These plants afford much variety and effect in

shrubbery and other parts of pleasure-ground,

when planted out in a mixed order. The ever-
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green sort are often used to cover disagreeable

objects. The flowering evergreens are likewise

often set out in pots.

VICIA, a genus furnishing plants of the

biennial, perennial, and annual hardy kinds.

It belongs to the class and order biadelplda

Decandriu, and ranks in the natural order of
Papilioiiacecc or Legumiitosce.

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, tubular, erect, half-live-cleft,

acute : upper teeth shorter, converging, all of

equal breadth : the corolla papilionaceous : ban-
ner oval, with a broad oblong claw, at the tip

emarginate with a point, bent back at the sides,

with a longitudinal compressed raised line

:

wings two, oblong, erect half-cordate, with an
oblong claw, shorter than the banner : keel with

an oblong two-parted rlaw, the belly compressed,

semiorbicular, shoru. than the wings: the sta-

mina have diadclphous filaments, single and
nine-cleft : anthers erect, roundish, four-

grooved : a nectareous gland springs from the

receptacle between the compound stamen and
the germ,, short, acuminate: the pistillinn is a

linear germ, compressed, long : style filiform,

shorter, ascending at an erect angle: stigma ob-

tuse, transversely bearded below the tip: the

pericarpium is a long legume, coriaceous, one-

celled, two-valved, ternimated by a point: the

seeds several, roundish.

The species cultivated is V. Fala, The Bean.
It has an annual root : the stem upright,

about two feet high to three or four in the

larger garden varieties, thick, angular : the

leaves without tendrils : the leaflets about three

pairs, ovate-oblong, tomentose, convoluted

:

the flowers several together in the axils, white

with a black silken spot in the middle of the

wings : the legumes thick, roundish, straight,

pointed, very woolly within, containing several

large ovate flatted seeds. It is a native ofEgvpt.

There are several varieties of garden beans ; as

the Mazagan Bean, which is the first and best

sort of early beans at present known. It is

brought from a settlement of the Portuguese on
the coast of Africa, just without the Straits of

Gibraltar, and smaller than those of the Horse
Bean,
The early Portugal or Lisbon Bean, which is

the next, and appears to be the Mazagan sort

saved in Portugal, as it is very like those which
are the first year saved in this country. It is

the most common sort used by the gardeners for

their first crop, but they are not near so well

tasted as the Mazagan.
The small Spanish Bean, which comes in soon

after the Portugal sort, and is rather a sweeter

bean.

The Broad Spanish, which is a little later than
the other, but comes in before the common
sorts, and is a good bearer.

The Sandwich Bean, which comes soon after

the Spanish, and is almost as large as the Wind-
sorBean; but, being hardier, is commonly sown
a month sooner. It is a plentiful bearer, but not
very delicate for the table.

The Toker Bean, which comes about the same
time with the Sandwich, and is a great bearer.

The White and Black Blossom Beans, which
are also by some much esteemed; the beans of
the former, when boiled, are almost as green as

peas ; and being a tolerable sweet bean renders
it more valuable. These sorts are verv apt to

degenerate, if their seeds are not saved with great

cai'e.

The Windsor Bean is allowed to be the best
of all the sorts for the table : when these are

planted on a good soil, and are allowed sufficient

room, their seeds will be very large, and in great

plenty ; and, when they are gathered young, are

the sweetest and best-tasted of all the sorts; but
these should be carefully saved, by pulling out
such of the plants as are not perfectly right, and
afterward by sorting out all the good from the

bad beans.

This sort of bean is seldom planted before

Christmas, because it will not bear the frost so

well as manv of the other sorts; so it is gene-
rally planted for the main crop, to come in June
and July.

And of the small early varieties, there is one
which is chiefly planted for curiosity. It is a
dwarf, six or ten inches in height, w ith branches
spreading like a fan, and flowers succeeded by
small pods, both in clusters; whence it is called

Dwarf Fan or Cluster Bean.
Also of the middle-sized later beans, a sort

now very commonly cultivated is the Long-
podded Bean, a yard or more in height, a great

bearer, the pods long and narrow, closely filled

with oblong middle-sized seeds. Of this there

are several sub-varieties, as the early, the tall,

the Turkev, &c.
The White-blossomed Bean, which has none

of the black mark on the wings. The seed is

semitransparent, and having less of the peculiar

bean flavour, when young, than any of the
others, is by many in much esteem. It bears
abundance of smallish, long, narrow pods, and
the seeds arc almost black when ripe.

And there is a red-blossomed bean, with'

smallish pous and seeds, but which is not near
so palatable as that with white blossoms.

There are also other varieties.

Culture.—These crops are raised with much
facility by sowing them at diflerent times from
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October to March, or later. The small sorts

are mostly u?ed for the earliest crops, and the

first two or three of the above sorts are the most
proper for the purpose; but the Mazagan kind is

the earliest of all, and most proper to plant for

the first crop, and the I'ortugal and Small Spanish

Bean next, all of which should be planted early

on warm south borders, or other sheltered sunny
exposures, under or near walls, pales, or hedges,

or other warm defended quarters, every month
from October till the beginning of February; in

order that if the first planting should fail by in-

clement weather in winter, the others may suo-

ceed ; and if all the crops should survive the

frost, thev will succeed one another regularly in

bearing. The planting should be performed in

rows, ranging south and north, two feet and a

half asunder, an inch and half deep, and two or

three inches apart in each row. Thev may also

be planted in one row length-ways close along

under a south wall, &c.

The Dnarf Bean is not proper to be planted

for anv general crop, only a lew for variety ; and
for which purpose it may be put in in autumn
nr winter, or in any of the spring or summer
months til! June or July, in rows two feet

asunder, or in patches about the borders.

Of the niiddle-sized sorts, the Long-pods,
Broad-Sjianish, and White-blossomed Bean are

the best for general culture ; though some of all

the others may be planted occasionally ; and the

season for these sorts being put in, is for the

first crop in November or December, on a broad

warm border, or in any of the most sheltered

kitchcn-aardcn quarters, in rows two feet and
half or a yard asunder, three inches distance in

the row, and two or three inches deep ; repeating

the planting every month till March, in the open
quarters.

Ofthelai^e kind, the Sandwich and Tokcr
kinds, being generally more plentiful bearers,

.nnd of somewhat less succulent growth than the

Windsor, are rather hardier to resist the frost,

and niav be planted earlier, as before Christmas,

for the first crop; and any time after, till May,
if required; and of the Windsor, a small or

modcrale crop may be planted in December, in

open mild weather, and a dry soil ; in a larger

supply in .January ; and a first full crop in Fe-

bruary; and thence in full supplies, of these or

any of the other larger sort, every three or four

weeks, till ihe end of April, for the main crops
;

continuing planting them till the end of May,
to have successions as long in the season as pos-

sible. These should constantly be planted in

open exposures, in rows a yard asunder, or tliree

feet and a half for the large Windsor sort; fouror

Sve inches asunder in each row, and three deep.

They succeed in any common soil, but where
the land is manured for them it is the best.

The general method of planting them is by
the dibble, or in drills; for early planting in dry

ground, a shallov,' drill may be first made, then

planting the beans in a row along the bottom,

allowing from two to four or five inches distance

in the row, according to the size or growth of

the different varieties, and from one and a half

to three inches deep in the small and large beans

;

and when the plants are come up about three

inches high, they should be landed or earlhed

up on each side of the row with a drawing hoe,

keeping them clear from weeds by occasional

hoeing in dry weather; and after having advanced

nearly to full growth and in bloom, it is proper

to top the plants in general, which throws all

the nourishment to the embryo pods, and
greatly promotes their setting, and forwards their

growth; and in the latter crops prevents their

being so much annoyed with the small black fly.

In gathering the crops, avoid pulling up the

stems, especially when the land is moist.

\''1NCA, a genus comprehending plants of the

shrubby, evergreen, upright, and trailing kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Pe?ifandria

Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of

Confortce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

parted perianth, erect, acute, permanent : the

corolla one-petalled, salver-shaped : tube longer

than the calyx, cylindric below, wider above,

marked with five lines, the mouth a pentagon

:

border horizontal, five-parted : segments fast-

ened to the apex of the tube, wider outwards
and obliquely truncate : the stamina have five

filaments, very short, inflexed and retroflexed

:

anthers membranaceous, obtuse, erect, curved

in, fariniferous on both sides at the edse : the

pistillum has two roundish germs, with two
roundish little bodies lying by their sid«s: style

one common to both, cylindric, length of the

stamens: stigma capitate, concave, placed on a
flat ring: the pericarpium has two follicles,

round, long, acuminate, erect, one-valved,

opening longiludiually : the seeds numerous,
ob'ong, cylindric, grooved, naked.

The species cultivated are: 1. J^. minor. Small
Periwinkle; 2. V.vuijor, Great Periwinkle; 3.

F. rosea, Madagascar Periwinkle.

T he first has a ])erennial creeping root, wiili

branched fibres : the whole plant smooth and
shining: the stems round, slender, leafy, erect

when in flower, from nine inches to a foot in

height, and much higlier when supported by
bushes, marked on each side with a groove

faintly impressed; after flowering, prostrate,

elongated, taking root at their joints. Accord-
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ing fo Woodward, the flowering-stem is upright

in the spring, but in autunni the flowers are

borne on tiie shoots of the year, whieh are trail-

ing : the leaves ojiposite, on footstalks about

one-fourth the length of the leaves, which arc

quite entire, evergreen, shining, somewhat like

those of Privet, not having the fringed edge
observable in the second sort : the flowers ax-
illary, alternate, solitar\', void of scent, on nearly

ujiright peduncles, almost twice the length of the

leaves, round, smooth, and shining, pale blue.

It is a native of Germany.
It varies in the colour of the flowers; with

pale blue, with purple, and white, and with

double flowers ; and the foliage is sometimes
variegated either with white or yellow stripes.

The second species is larger in all its parts

than the preceding: the stems erect, finally

rooting at the end : the leaves broad-ovate, three

inches long and two broad, of a thick consist-

ence, finely fringed with short rigid hairs at the

edge, on thick footstalks : the flowers solitary,

alternate, on peduncles half the length of the

leaves, of a purple bkieish colour. It is a native

of France, Spain, &c. flowering in May.
The third has an upright branching stetn,

three or four feet high, when youno:, succulent,

jointed, purple; but as the plant advances the

lower parts become woody: the branches have

the joints very close, are covered with a smooth
purple bark, and have oblong, ovate, entire

leaves, two inches and a half long and an inch

and half broad, smooth and succulent, setting

pretty close to the branches: the flowers axillary,

solitary, on very short peduncles: tube lona: and
slender: brim spreading open, flat, divided into

five broad obtuse segments, which are reflexed

at their points: the upper surface of the petal is

of a bright crimson or peach colour, and their

under side pale flesh-colour: there is a succession

of flowers, from February to the end of October.
It is a native of Madagascar, China, Sec.

Culture.—These plants arc all capable of
being increased by layers, cuttings, and suckers.

In the first method, when the lavers of the

trailing branches are put down into the ground,
they readdy take root at almost any season. This
is very much the case with the first sort, as al-

most every joint furnishes plants in the course of

the summer ready to be put out in the autumn.
The cuttings may be made from the stalks

and branches, and be planted in shady borders

in the autumn or early spring, where they will

become well rooted by the following autumn.
All the sorts succeed in this way.
In the third sort the cuttings should be made

from the young shoots and be planted in pots,

plunging them in a hot-bed or the bark-bed.

where they will become perfectly well .^oted in
the same year, and may be potted off sep^fately,
being placed in the stove, and shifted as i-.ay be
necessary into large pots.

This sort may likewise be raised from b-.eclj

which should be sown in pots in the early sprpu-

filled with light rich eartli, covering them we(
in, and plunging the pots in the hot-bed, or the

bark-bed of the stove; and when the plants

have a few inches growth, they should be pricked
out into separate pots, replunging them in a hot-
bed, giving proper shade and water, managing
them afterwards as the cuttings.

The suckers may be taken off with root-fibres

in the autumn or spring, and planted where they
are to grow.
The two first sorts afford variety in the borders,

clumps, kc. while the last has a fine effect in

stove collections.

VINE. See Vitis.
VINERY, a sort of garden erection, con-

sisting of a wall twelve or fourteen feet in heisht,

extending from east to west, furnished with
stoves, and proper flues, with roof and lights of
glass, covering a border of some extent ; as ten
feet or more in width. When vines are to be
forced at an early season, upright glasses two
and half or three feet in height are often em-
ployed in front, to support the roof, and toadn)it
sun and light to the border, w hich is frequently

occupied with low-growing vegetables; but
when they are not wanted early, a low wall will

answer equally well. In plate D. is seen an
improved vinery, or house of this kind; in

which fig. I. shows the elevation : fiff. 2, sec-
tion of the end : fig. 3. section showinsi the
flues: fig. 4. the plan. It has been found to

answer well in actual practice. In houses of
this sort, supposing the wall to be twelve feet

high, the breadth ten feet, and the height of
the upright wall in front three feet, the roof
will form an angle of about forty-three de<j;rees,.

which experience has shown to be a suitable pitch
for forcing vines with advantage.

These sorts of buildings may likewise be con-
structed on a plan somewhat similar to that of a
single-pitted pine-stove, having the back wall
fourteen feet high; the roof slanting, and co-
vering an extent of about sixteen Icet ; with a^

flue running from east to west near the front
wall. This is well suited not only for grapes,
but early crops of melons, strawberries, and
other similar kinds.

To save the expense of glass ; where there are

pcach-houscs, the glass frames may be also em-
ployed for the vinery, when constructed with
this intention, and good grapes hiav be obtained

from vines trained against walls about six feet
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hie;h b' "leans of melon-frame glasses, where

a small ''anting roof is made proper to receive

hem But a small degree of iirc-heat is of

gre idvantagc, and miglit be applied either by

a ' jd wall, the flue running through the house,

r y cast-iron pipes for the purpose.
' These houses," Mr. Nicol says, " vary ex-

•- ,edingly in construction ; and although some
rj.y great stress oh this article, and there are ex-

tremes whicli ought not to be followed ; he is

convincedthe failure of success, in' the production

of the grape, is much less a consequence of had
construction in the house, than in the prepara-

tion of the border, the choice of the kinds, and

the general management. It has fallen to his

lot to have the construction and management of

three several and differently constructed grape

houses, in the same garden, under his care, for

years, whicli have equally and uniformly pro-

duced excellent crops. This, in his opinion, is

a proof of the necessity of a greater niceness in

the formation of the border being observed,

than in the construction of the house ; the fire-

place and dues excepted, which should always

be particularly attended to."

He also thinks that the site of a vinery is an

object of such consequence to the welfare of the

plant, and successful cultivation and production

of well-flavoured fruit, that the greatest care

should be taken in the choice of it. " A gentle

hill, having a south aspect, and considerable

declivity that way, the soil a strong brown loam
of two feet, over a bottom of dry sand, gravel,

or soft clay, is, he says, the most desirable, and
would be the least expensive of all situations.

In this case, the border requires no paving or

draining ; and admits of a proper mixture of

sandy loam, vegetable mould, marie, and dung,
by the removal of two feet of the natural bot-

tom, with the natural soil, to form a border,

])erfectly adajited to the growth of the vine, in

the following proportion, viz. One half strong

brown loam, a quarter light sandy loam, an

cielith vegetable mould of decaved tree leaves,

antl an eighth stable dung; to which add about

a fiftieth part of shell marlc. This is the com-
position, he says, of the vine borders at VVemyss
Castle, none of which are less than four feet

deep, and one (owing to the accidental situation

of the house) is six." Sec Fohcing of Vines.

In order to form borders against these hot-

v.alls in other cases, they should have the earth

taken out two feet deep where the ground is dry,

but in other cases one foot willbesuffieient, as m
wet sills the borders should be raised at least

two feet above the level of the ground, to pre-

vent the roots of the vines from being inju-

red by the wet. The bottom of this trench

should be filled with stones, lime rubbish, &o.,
a foot and a half or two feet in thickness, which
should be levelled and beaten down pretty hard,

to prevent the roots from running downward.
The trenches should be made five feet wide at

least, otherwise the roots will in a few years

extend themselves beyond the rubbish, and,

finding an easy passage downwards, run into

the moist ground, and be thereby much injured

or destroyed; but before the rubbish is filled

into the trench, it is a better method to raise a

nine-inch wall, at that distance from the hot-
wall, which will keep the rubbish from inter-

mixing w ith the neighbouring earth, and also

confine the roots to the border in which they

are planted. This wall should be raised to the

height of the intended border, and mav be use-

ful to lav the plate of timber of the frames upon,
which will be necessary to cover the vines with
when they are forced ; and where the borders

are raised to any considerable height above the

level of the ground, these walls may preserve the

earth of the borders from falling down into the

walks ; but in carrying them up it will be proper

to leave little openings about eight or ten feet

distant, to let the water pass off by. As soon as

the walls are finished and thoroughly dry, the

rubbish should be filled in, as directed above,

when there should be fresh light earth laid upon
it two feet thick, which will be a sufficient depth
of mould for the vines to root in. The borders

should be prepared in this manner at least a month
or six weeks before the vines are planted, in order

that they may have time to settle. See Vitis.
VIOLA, a genus containing plants of the

herbaceous fibrous-rooted perennial kind.

It belongs to the class and order Syngeresia

Monogamia {Pentandria Monogyma), and ranks

in the natural order of Campanacece

,

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

leaved perianth, short, permanent : leaflets

ovate-oblong, erect, more acute at the tip, ob-

tuse at the liase, fastened above the base, equal,

but variously disposed : of which two support

the uppermost petal, two others each a second

and third lateral petals, and the remaining one,

the two lowest petals together : the corolla five-

petalled, irregular : petals unequal : the upper-

most petal straight, turned downwards, wider,

blunter, emarginate, finishing at the base in a

blunt horned nectary, prominent between the

leaflets of the calyx : the two lateral ones paired,

opposite, obtuse, straight : the two lowest

paired, bigger, reflexed upwards: the stamina

have five filaments, very small ; two of them,
which are nearest to the uppermost petal, enter

the nectary by annexed appendaffcs : anthers

commonly connected, obtuse, increased by
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membranes at the tip : the pistillum is a superior

germ, roiuidish : style fihform, prominent be-
yond flic anthers : stigma oblique : the periear-

pium is an ovale capsule, three-cornered, ob-
tuse, one-celled, three-valved : the seeds many,
ovale, appendicled, fastened to the valves : the

receptacle linear, running like a line along each
valve.

The s|)ecies cultivated are; 1. V. odorala,

Sweet Violet ; 2. F. paiiiHtla, Palmaled Violet

;

3. F. pedala, Mukifid-leaved Violet; 4. F.

tricolor. Pansy \'iiilct or Heart's Ease.

The first has a fibrous whitish root ; in old

plants the upper part becomes knobby, and ap-

pears above ground, the knobs being formed
from the base of the petioles which are left

yearly ; from the bosom of these knobs spring

the scions or runners which creep on the ground,

and are furnished with leaves and the same kind

of stipules which are observable at the bottom of

the plant; these runners are very long, and in

gerteral do not produce flowers till the second
year: the leaves somewhat rounded at the tip,

notched at the edge, on the upper side smooth
and shining, underneath slightly hairy, when
young rolled in at the edges on longish uprigbt

nearly smooth footstalks, which sometimes,
however, have a few scattered hairs: the stipules

from the stump of the root in pairs, lanceolate,

toothed, pale : each tooth terminates in a minute
gland : the flower-stalks springing from the

root, taller than the leaves, smooth, bearing a

pair of narrow bractes, pressed to the stalk, and
placed above the middle of it : they are incur-

vated at top, and support one noddinc; flower of

a dark piuple colour. It is a native of every

part of Europe, flowering in March and April.

It is in general very highly esteemed for its fra-

grance.

There are different varieties : as the single

blue and white, the double blue and white,

and the pale purple ; it is also found with white

flowers; and it has been found wild with
double flowers. This variety is in much esteem,

both for the superior size of the flowers and
their extreme fragraney ; and as they appear

later they keep up the succession.

The second species has a perennial root : the

leaves five-parted: the segments ovate: the

middle segment wider : the outer one toothed

only at the base. It is a native of Virginia,

flowering here in May and June.

It is curious, and rare in this country, having
no sweet scent to recommend it.

The third has the leaves divided into seven

parts or lobes, which are sometimes toothed
;

they are of the sort called pedate : the flowers

stand upon naked foot-stalks, are blue, and have
Vol. II.

no scent. It is a native of North America,
flowering in .June.

The fourth has the stem about four or six

inches higli, angular, pubescent, at bottom of
a dull purple colour : branches alternate, erect:
the leaves alternate, petioled, hairy especially

about the edge, but someliniLS smooth; the
lowermost often smaller and roundish, the up-
permost narrov/ and slightly indented : the pe-
duncles alternate, nearly quadrangular, chan-
nelled on the back, bent in at top : the petals

obeordate, shorter than the c.ilvx, and whitish
or yellow-vv'hite, in its wild state, but lono-er

than the calyx, and variegated with yellow and
purple in gardens. The truly wild plant has
sometimes a few purple streaks, and in a some-
what improved state is blue or purplish, with or
without yellow or white. It is a native of Eu-
rope and Japan, flowering from May to Sep-
tember.

It varies with more than two colours ; as

purple, blue, yellow, white, improved and en-
larged by garden culture.

Culture.—The first sort may be increased by
seeds or parting the roots : the seeds may be
sown in abed of light earth, soon after they
become ripe, in the beginning of autumn ; and
when they have some growth be removed into
a shady border, until the autumn, when they
may be set out where they are to grow. The
double-flowered sorts aflbrd no seed. The best
mode is, however, by parting the roots in the
early autumn, or after they have flowered, and
planting them out in the borders, or in beds at
good distances, at the latter season watering
them well. When intended for flowers they
should not be parted oftener than once in three
or four years.

The second and third sorts succeed best by
being planted in pots filled with loam and boa;
earth well mixed, plunging them in the mould
of a north border, where they should be protect-
ed in winter, or removed under a common hot-
bed frame.

The fourth sort rises readily from scattered
seeds, and may be raised by sowing thii seed
where the plants are to grow in the autumn or
spring.

They may likewise be iiicrcased by planting
out the off-set slips of the large bus'hv plants,
taken off with roct-fibres, in the autumn or
sjiring, in the borders, or in beds for increasini'-

their growth. The varieties may be preserved
in this way with safety.

These plants aflbrd variety in the borders and
other parts ; and the first sort is useful for the
flowers.

VIOLET. See Viola.
3T
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VIOLET, DAMASK, and DAME'S. See
Hesperis.
VIOLET, DOG-TOOTH. See Erythro-

NIUM.
VIPER'S GRASS. See Scorzonera,
VIRGA AUREA. See Solidago,
VIRGINIAN ACACIA. See Rorinia.
VIRGINIAN CREEPER. See Clematis.
VIRGINIAN GUELDER ROSE. See Spi-

K^A OPULIFOLIA.
VIRGINIAN POKE. See Phytolacca

DECANDRA.
VIRGINIAN SILK. See Periploca.
VIRGIN'S BOWER. See Clematis,.
VITEX, a genus containing plants of the

iardy and under-shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Didynam'm
Angiospermla, and ranks in the natural order of

Personata:'.

The characters are : that the calyx is a one-
leafed perianth, tubular, cylindric, very short,

five-toothed : the corolla one-petalled, ringcnt

:

tube cylindric, slender : border flat, two-lipped:

upper lip trifid, with the middle segment wider:

lower lip trifid, with the middle segment big-

ger : the stamina have four filaments, capillary,

a little longer than the tube, two of which are

shorter than the others : anthers versatile : the

pistillum is a roundish germ: style filiform,

length of the tube : stigmas two, awl-shaped,

spreading : the pericarpium is a globular berry

or drupe, four-celled : the seeds solitary, ovate.

The species cultivated are : 1. V. Jlgims cas-

tus, Officinal Chaste Tree ; 2. V. incha. Cut-
leaved Chaste Tree; 3. F. trlfolia. Three-leaved

Chaste Tree ; 'i. V. Negundo, Five-leaved

Chaste Tree.

The first has a shrubby stalk eight or ten feet

high, sending out their whole-length opposite

branches, which are angular, pliable, and have
a grayish bark : the leaves for the most part op-
posite upon pretty long footstalks ; they are

composed of five, six, or seven leaflets, sprc.id-

JKg out like the fingers of a hand ; the lower

ones small, and the middle largest; they are

smooth and entire ; the largest are about three

inches long, and half an inch broad in the mid-

dle, endiiic in blunt points, of a dark green on
their upper side, but hoary on their under : the

flowers are produced in spikes at the extremity

of the branches, from seven to fifteen inches in

lensith, composed of distant v\horls; in some
plants they are white, in others blue. They are

generally late before they appear. They have

an agreeable odour when they open fair, and

make a good appearance in autumn, when the

flowers of most other shrubs are gone. It is a

native of Sicily.

There are varieties with narrow leaves, with
broad leaves, with blue flowers, and with white
flowers.

The second species has the stature of the pre-

ceding, but smaller in all its parts, with qui-
iiate acuminate pinnatifid leaves pubescent un-
derneath. It is a shrub seldom rising more
than three feet high, sending out on every side

spreading branches, which are slender and an-
gular : the leaves opposite upon prcttv long foot-

stalks ; some composed of three, others of five

leaflets, which are dceplv and regularly cut o\t

their sides, like pinnatifid leaves, and end in acute
points: the largest of these leaflets is about air

inch and half long, and three quarters of an
inch broad in the middle; they are of a dull

green colour on their upper side, and gray on
their under : the branches are terminated by
spikes of flowers three or four inches long, dis-

posed in whorls ; in some plants they are white,
in others blue, and some have bright red flowers:

they are in beauty from the middle of July to
the beginning of September. It is a native of
China.

The third has the leaflets ovate, acute, quite
entire, tomcntose underneath, the two nearest

to the petiole smaller : the stem is shrubby,
branched, round, eight feet high, the thickness
of a finger, procumbent, sometimes creeping:
the leaves ternate, seldom quinate : leaflets

waved, dusky, green above, cinereous-hoary
beneath, soft : common petioles long, opposite :

the flowers violet in dichotomous, terminating
racemes : the fruit small, globular, hard,
smooth, black, like pepper, four-seeded. It

is a native of the East Indies.

The fourth species has the stem arboreous,

twisted, the thickness of the human arm, v;ith

spreading branches : the leaflets lanceolate, for

the most part quite entire, but sometimes ser-

rate, flat-veined, of a dusky ash colour, on op-
posite petioles : the flowers purplish, in loose,

terminating, erect racemes. It is a native of
the East Indies.

Culture.—The first sort may be increased b\r

cuttings and layers : the cuttings should be
planted out in the early spring, in a fresh light

soil, being often refreshed with water till they

have taken root ; afterwards the plants must be
kept clear from weeds, and be protected during
the following winter with mulch or mats ; and
about the middle of the following Marcli, when
the season is fine, be removed into the places

where they are to erow, or into the nursery for

two or three years to become strong ; being
pruned up to form regular stems.

7 he layers of the branches may be laid do«n
in the spring, being careful not to split them.
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catering them in dry weather ; when in about

a year they may be taken off and planted out in

the same manner as the cuttings.

The second sort may likewise he increased by

cuttings, which should be planted in pots,

plunged in a moderate hot-bed, covering them

with glasses ; when well rooted they may be

taken up, and be planted in separate small pots

lilled with light earth, placing them in the shade

till iVcsli rooted, afterwards placing them in a

sheltered situation, with other green-house

plants, until the autumn, when they must have

protection from frost, and have very little

water. They are late in putting out leaves in

the spring, so as almost to appear dead.

The third sort is raised from cuttings, which

should be planted in pots in the early spring, as

April, plunging them in a moderate hot-bed,

covering them with hand-glasses, being slightly

watered ; when they have taken root, they

should have free air admitted in a gradual man-
ner; then they may be taken up and planted

out in separate pots filled with light earth, re-

plunging them in the bed, and givingdue shade.

Thc)-^ should afterwards have plenty of free air

when the weather is suitable, being treated as

.tender plants. It must be constantly kept in

the stove, having free air in the summer season.

It retains its leaves all the year. This may also

be raised from layers.

The fourth sort may also be raised from cut-

tings, in the same manner as the second.

The first sorts may be introduced in the

shrubberies, clumps, Sec., and the latter kinds

afford variety in stove and green-house collec-

tions.

VITIS, a genus containing plants of the de-

ciduous climbing kind.

It belongs to the class and order Pentandna

M-onogijnia, and ranks in the natural order of

Hedeiacece.

The characters are : that the calyx is a five-

toothed perianth, very small: the corolla, petals

five, rude, small, caducous : the stamina have

five aivl-shaped filaments, from erect spreading,

caducous : anthers simple : the pistillum is an

ovate germ: style none: stigma obtuse-headed:

the pericarpium is a globular or ovate berry,

two-celled : the seeds two, bony, turbinate-

cordate, contracted at the base, seniibilocular.

The species cultivated are: 1. V. vinifera,

Common Vine ; 2. V. Indicu, Indian Vine ;

3. V. lacluiosa. Parsley-leaved Vine; 4. F.

arhorea. Pepper Vine.

The first is universally known to have a thick

twisted irregular weak stem, covered with a

brown cloven bark, and having very long tough

ficxible branches, trailing along the ground, or
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climbing trees by means of tendrils : the leaves

are lobed and sinuated, serrate, smooth and al-

ternate, on long foot-stalks : the tendrils are

opposite to a leaf, and are attended by the flowers

in a raceme : the flowers are whitish or herba-

ceous, very small and insigniiieaut in appear-

ance, but having a very agreable smell : the

petals cohering at the tip and conceahng the

genitals in manner of a veil, but soon fall off:

the berrv globular, in some varieties ovate, he-

fore it is ripe regularly divided into five cells,

but afterwards one-celled, almost pellucid,

coloured in some, colourless in others. It is a

native of most of the teniperate parts of the

world. In very cold regions it refuses to grow,

and within 95" or even 30" of the equinoctial line,

it seldom flourishes so as to produce good fruit.

In the northern hemisphere, the proper wine

couiUry is from 25" to 51° of latitude.

According to Forsyth, the following are the

varieties which are in most esteem in this cli-

mate, for the hot-house, vinery, and the natural

wall.

SORTS PROPER FOR THE HOT-HOUSE.

The White Muscat of Alexandria, or Alex-

andrian Frontinac, in which the berries are

oval, and the bunches long. It has a rich vi-

nous juice, and is esteemed an exceeding good

grape for the hot-house.

The Red Muscat of Alexandria, which re-

sembles the former, only the berries are of a red

colour.

The Black Muscadel, which has large oval

berries of a black colour and pleasant juice.

The Red Muscadel, which has \^arge red ber-

ries of an oval shape, and ripens late; the

bunches are very large.

The Black Damascus, which has large, round,

black-coloured berries; the flesh is rich and

well flavoured. It is an excellent late grape.

The Black Grape from Tripoli, which has

laroe black berries, and is an excellent grape.

the White Hamburgh, which has large oval-

shaped berries, and is a pretty good bearer.

The Red Grape, from Syracuse, which is a

very fine large grape.

Le Coeur Grape, or Morocco Grape, which

has berries of a tawny colour, and is highly

esteemed.

The Golden Galician Grape, which has large

oval berries of a yellow colour, and tolerable

flavour.

The Black Raisin Grape, which has large

black berries of an oval form ; the skin is thick,

and the flesh firm.

The White Raisin Grape, which resembles

the preceding ; only that the berries are white.

The Malvoise, 'sometimes called the Blue

3T2
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Tokay, which has sraall hrownish hcrries pow-
dered with a blue bloom ; the juice is vinous.
The Syrian Grape, which has large, white,

oval berries, with a thick skin and hard flesh,
and is a good bearer.

The Damson Grape, which has very large
berries of a purple colour.

The Cornichon Grape, which has berries of a
remarkable shape, long and narrow, of a white
colour, with a firm sweet flesh.

The Red Chassclas, which is very like the
Chassclas Blanc in size and shape, but is of a
dark-red colour; it is a very good grape, but
ripens later than the White.

SORT* PROPER FOR THE VINERY.
The Red Frontinac, or Muscat Rouge, which

is a very fine grape, and greatly esteemed : it

has large brick-coloured berries, and the juice is

of a highly vinous flavour.

The Large Black Cluster, which is larger than
the former, and has a very rough harsh taste.
Mr. Speechly says, that he' had this grape from
Lisbon, and was assured that it is the grape of
which they make red port wine. He has had the
same grape eight or ten years.

The White Grape, from Alcobaca, which
bears large bunches of white juicv berries.

The White Parsley-leaved Grape, or Ciotat,
which has round berries, white, juicy, and
sweet. There is a sort of the Parsley -leaved
Grape with red fruit.

The White Corinth Grape, which has a small
round berry, with a fine juicy flesh of an agree-
able flavour.

The St. Peter's Grape, which has a large oval
berry, ofa deep black colour when ripe; the bunches
are large, and the flesh juicy ; it ripens late.

SORT PROPER FOR THE WALL.
The White or Common Muscadine, by some

called the Chasselas, which resembles the Royal
Muscadine, but the berries are smaller; arid,
although it is not so sweet as the Royal, it is the
best grape that we have for a common wall, and
a great bearer.

SORTS PROPER FOR THE HOT-HOUSE AND
VINERY.

The Black Muscadine, which is a good bearer,
and the berries are beautifully powdered with a
blueish bloom.
The Royal Muscadine, D'Arboyce, or Chas-

selas Blanc, which is an excellent grape ; the
bunches are large, and composed of round am-
ber-coloured berries of a rich vinous taste. In
a fine season it ripens in September.
The White Muscat^ from Luoel^ which has
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large oval berries, of an amber-colour, and full

of a vinous juice. It is a plentiful bearer, and
highly esteemed.

The Black Spanish, or Alicant Grape, which
has black berries of a pleasant flavour.

The Black Grape from Lisbon, which has
large round juicy berries, and the bunches" re-
semble the Black Hamburgh. It is a good grape.
The Black Frontinac, or Muscat Noir, which

has pretty large round berries, black when npe,
and covered with a mealy powder.
The Grizzly Frontinac, which has round ber-

ries, of a colour composed of brown, red, and
yellow. It has an excellent flavour.

The Black Hamburgh, which has the bunches
large, composed of large oval blatk berries, of a
pleasarit sweet juice and vinous flavour. It
ripens in November.
The Red Haml)urgh, which has thin-skinned

berries of a dark-red. They have a rich vinous
flavour, and ripen about the same time with the
former.

The White Morillon, which has an oval-
shaped juicy berry, and the leaves are downy on
the under side.

The Aleppo Grape, which has middle- sized
berries, with a juicy flesh of a very fine flavour.
It is a curious grape, frequently 'striped black
and white.

The Genuine Tokay, which is a white grape,
with a thin skin, delicate flesh, and agreeable
juice.

The Lombardy Grape, which has fine, large,
flame-colouied berries, full of a fine juice ; and
the bunches grow to a great size, frequently
weighing more than six pounds.
The Smyrna Grape, which has a large red

berry, of a very fine flavour, and is esteemed a
very good grape.

The Brick Grape, so called from its colour,
has small berries, but the juice is sweet.
The Claret Grape, which has small black

berries with a blood-red juice ; but the grape is-

very harsh, if not perfectly ripe.

The Cat's Grape, which has small berries, of
a pale-green colour; the flcbh is soft and juicy,
but of a very disagreeable taste, unless quite ripe.

The Greek Grape, in which the berries are of
a blueish white colour; and it is esteemed a fine

grape.

The Black Corinth, or Currant Grape, which
has a small roundish berry, generally without a
stone, of a deep black colour ; it has a sweet
juice, and ripens in October.

The New Muscat of Jerusalem, which has
large round berries of a red colour; some of
which, in fine seasons, are as large as a
gooseberry ; but, as it does not ripen v\ell on
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the natural wall ia this country, it might be
worth while to try it in a hot-house or vinery.

The Black Prince, which has fiue large ber-

ries, and the bunches grow to a large size : Mr.
Forsyth has had them m a iavourable season, on
the natural wall, weighing a pound and a half; it

ripens on the natural wall in October. It de-

serves a place in the hot-house and vinery.

SORTS PROPER FOR THE VINERY AND WALL.
The July Grape, or Monllon Noir Hatii, is a

small round black berry of a sugary juice ; and
is principally esteemed for bcmg early ripe,

which is in Sepleinber.

The Malmsey Muscadine somewhat resem-
bles the preceding ; the juice is very sweet, and
of a hich flavour. This is a good bearer, and a

very fine grape.

The Black Sweet Water has a small roundish

berry, of a sweet taste ; but, being apt to crack,

is not in much repute. The birds are very fond

of this grape, which ripens in September.
The Small Black Cluster has small oval ber-

ries j the leaves are covered with a hoary down.
This is a very pleasant fruit.

The Earl) White Grape, from Teneriffe ; the

berries are of a anddling size, and the flesh re-

markably sweet and juicy.

The Auvenia, or True Burgundy Grape,
sometimes called the Black Morillon, is an in-

different fruit for the table, but is esteemed one
of the best for making wine.

SORTS PROPER FOR THE HOT-HOOSE, VINERY,
AND WALL.

The White Sweet Water, which has a large

berry of a white colour, and very agreeable

juice; it is esteemed an excellent grape, and
ripens in September.

The White Frontinac, orMuscat Blanc, which
has large bunches composed of round berries : the

juice of this grape, when fully ripe, is exquisite.

To this list are added the following sorts,

without any descriptions ;

—

The Black Frankindale, the Black Gibraltar,

the Black Muscat of Alexandria, the Miller

Grape, the New White Sweet Water, the Passe

Musk, the Pearl Muscadine, the Red Con-
stantia, the Red Raisin, the Sir Abraham Pit-

cher's Fine Black, the West's St. Peter, the

White Constantia.

The following are the sorts recommended for

a smal: garden, by the same author :

—

" The White Muscadine, White Sweet Wa-
ter, Black Sweet Water, Large Black Cluster,

Small Black Cluster, the Miller Grape ; and
the St. Peter's, and the Black Hamburgh,
aoswer well in favourable seasons."

The author of the Scotch Forcing Gardener
observes, that " amongst the numerous varieties

of grapes, he does not know above eighteen or
twenty kinds worth a place in the vinery, and
even that number cannot have places in an ordi-

nary-sized house; but where there are two or
three houses, a variety to the extent of twenty-
four kinds may be en6ouraged, without trans-

gressing the bounds of moderation." The fol-

lowing IS the list which he advises :

—

White Sweet Water, White Muscadine,
Royal do. Black do. Black Frontinac, White d6.
Red do. Grisly do. Black Hambui^h, White do.

White Kaisin, Red do. Syrian, White Tokay,
Flame-coloured do. While Passe Mosque, Gre-
cian, White Muscat of Alexandria, Black do.
Large Black Cluster, Black Constantia, White
do. St. Peter's Grape, Lonibardy.

Out of which, he thinks, the proprietors of
grape-houses may choose so as to stock any
grape-house.

The second species has the trunk woody,
sending out many slender branches furnished
with branching tendrils, by w hich they fasten
themselves to trees : the flowers in bunches like

those of the other sorts ; succeeded by berries

or grapes of an austere taste : the size of the
common vine, but with gray hairs scattered

over the whole : the leaves undivided, almost
smooth above, but villose and veined beneath
with thick vessels : it has a simple tendril from
the axils, and siiDple raceme from the middle
of the tendril : the flowers white, like those of
the common vine, and equal, on small lateral

racemes: the berries round, brownish-gieen,
small, watery, ac\(\, eatable. It is said to pro-
duce a great quantity of small black grapes in .

the lower hills of Jamaica; but they are of a
rough taste, and would doubtless make an ex-
cellent red wine if properly managed. It seems
to thrive best in the Red-hills. It is there known
by the naine of Water-withe. It is a native of
the East and West Indies, &c.
The third has the stalks and branches like

those of the common grape, but the leaves are
cut into many slender segments : the grapes are
round, white, and disposed in loose bunches.
It is now little known, as the fruit has little

flavour, and ripens late in autumn ; only a few
plants are preserved for the sake of variety.

The fourth species has the stem woody, send-
ing out many slender branches, which climb bv
tendrils: the leaves are composed of many-
smaller winged leaves, divided somewhat like

those of common Parsley, of a lucid green on
their upper side, but much paler on their under:
the flowers axillary in loose bunches, very small,
white, composed of five small petals, which ex-
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pand and soon fall off: tliey are not succeeded
by any fruit in this climate; but the berries which
come from North America, their native place

of grow th, have generally three seeds in each of
them.

Culture.—The vine mav be increased in dif-

ferent ways : as by seeds, cuttings, layers, as

well as grafting and inoculation; but the cut-

ting and layer methods are the most commonly
employed.

In raising vines from seeds, they should be
Sown in the early sprint;;, as about the begin-
ning of March, in small )i()ts filled with mould
of the light fresh kind, to the number of three

or faur seeds in each, plunging the pots in a

(moderate hot-bed, the mould being gently

sprinkled over with water, from a fine-rosed

watering pot, every dav when the weather is hot

and dry, which should be performed in the lat-

ter part of the day as the sun disappears from
the frame. But when the season is such as to

keep the mould in the pots properly moist, the

waterings may be omitted. As soon as the wa-
terings have been performed, the frames should
be shut down, and be kept in that state during
the night when the heat is not too great.

When the heat of the bed begins to decline,

a lining of horse dung and fresh leaves should

be added ; or the heat be renewed by stirring the

old beds up and making slight additions to them.
This should be continued till the plants have
acquired sufficient strength to support themselves

without bottom heat.

It will be necessary about the end of August,
Mr. Forsyth says, " to take the lights off, that

the plants may be hardened before winter, ta-

king care to shelter them in frames covered with
mats, which will prevent the frost in the latter

end of October and beginning of November from
injuring the tender shoots."

And when the plants are about six inches

high, they should, he says, "be transplanted

singly into deep pots, forty-eights, filled with
the same sort of vegetable mould that is directed

to be used for vines ; taking great care not to

hurt the roots, nor to break the leaders; then
plunging them again into the hot-beds : but if

the heal of the old bed be too much decayed, it

will be necessary to have a new one prepared

before-hand, to receive the pots as soon as the

plants are transplanted. When they grow vigo-

rously, It will also be necessary to shift them
into thirty-twos. When the plants are above
six inches high, they should, he says, be care-

fully tied to small rods, leaving only one stem
for the first year. The rods should be as high as

the frames will permit." And when the leaves

.begin to drop, they should, he says^ " be care-

fully picked off the pots, to prevent the plants
from getting mouldy, which would very much
injure their growth."
He likewise advises, that they " should be

kept under frames, or put into the green- house,
in hard winters, to shelter them from severe
frosts. In the spring, about March or the be-
ginning of April, if From seed ripened in this
country, they may be planted out against the
walls where they are to remain ; but, if from
seed imported froiri vine countries, he would
advise not to plant above one or two against the
wall, or in the hot-house, before a specimen of
the fruit has been obtained, and proof afforded
that the vines are worth cultivation." It i.s

likewise recommended that after thev are plant-
ed, they should be cut at the third eye, if

strong; but at the second, if weakly; at the
same time rubbing oft" the lower bud with the
finger and thumb, as directed below.
Where the method by cuttings is made use

of, these should be chosen from the shoots that
are best ripened, and have the shortest joints

;

always having one or two joints of the last year's
wood, cutting it perfectly smooth and a little

rounding at the lower end, and as near to a joint
of the old wood as possible. The upper end
should also be cut smooth and sloping towards
the wall ; but if they are planted in beds or
borders, the cut should always face towards the
north. When cuttings are planted against piers
or walls, it should be at about a foot distance
from each other, according to the vacant space,
and So deep as to have the second eye level with
the ground, constantly rubbing off the lower
eye ; as by this means, where no accident hap-
pens to the top bud, there will be a shoot pro-
duced from each eye, with a little one under,
which should always be rubbed off as soon as it

begins to swell ; as if suffered to grow to any
considerable size there will be danger of inju-
ring the large one in rubbing the small one off.

All the runners and side-shoots should likewise
be picked off as directed above, leavini"- oialv

two shoots, which should be trained at their

full length. About the beginning of February
they may be pruned, leaving one or two eyes
on each according to the strength of the shoot,
which should be managed as explained below.
" For the first year," Mr. Forsyth savs,

*' especially if the summer be dry, and proper
attention be not paid to the watering of them,
they will make but little progress; but in the
second year it may be plainly discerned which
is the strongest plant, which onlv should, he
says, be left to fill up the vacant space on the
wall ; the rest should be taken up and plaiili'din

Other situations where they are wanted for fruit."
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A method is made use of by Mr. Speechly
and others, oF propagating the vine from one
eye, and a few inches of the preceding year's

wood, which they prefer to those raised by cut-

tings in the common way, on these accounts :

" they have n)ore abundant roots, grow shorter

jointed, are more prohfic, and will, if permit-

ted, come into bearing the second year."

It is advised that choice should be made of

cuttings after a warm dry season, when the

wood ripens well; each cutting having two
inches of the old wood, with one eve of the

new. When the vines are pruned there is great

choice ; they should therefore be then selected

of a middling size, the wood round and per-

fectly ripened.

After this, pots are to be filled with rich light

mould, that has been \«ell meliorated and pre-

pared some time before. The cuttings being
then prepared for planting, by the bottom
part being cut perfectly smooth ; if any of the

old dead snags remain, they should be cut off

close to the quick wood, and the top cut sloping

towards the back of the hot-house or frame,

when placed in them. Mr. Forsyth recom-
mends " planting only one cutting in each pot,

which as to size should be a deep forty-eight;

by that means he thinks the plants will grow
much stronger and quicker than when many are

crowded together, and the sun and air will have
a freer admission to ripen the wood; for, when
many are planted in one pot, they shade one
another, and in a considerable degree prevent
the sun and air from passing freely among them.
When the plants begin to get strong, and the

pots full of roots, it will be necessary to shift

them from the forty-eights to thirty-twos."
"This mode is," he says, "best adapted for pri-

vate gardens; but for nurserymen, &c., who
raise plants for sale, and cannot conveniently
spare so much room, it may be necessary to

plant three or more cuttings in each pot."

And in these cases the same rules for water-
ing, transplanting, shifting, &c., are to be at-

tended to as was directed for the seedling plants.

Mr. Forsyth observes, that it is " a method
very frequently practised by nurserymen and
gardeners, when they wish to have their plants
fit for sale the same year, to plant them in pots,

and place them in the hot-house among the tan,

on the flues, or round the curbs of the pit. And
he has seen it employed with great success. In
this way they may," he says, "be raised either by
planting them singly in small pots, or several in

a pot, according to its size, planting them out
separately when they have taken root, having a

hot-bed ready to plunge the pots in as soon as

they are transplanted. In this manner they be-

come much forwarded in their growth, and are

before the autumn in a state fit for sale."

In raising vines in the layer manner, the

method usually made use of is by stools, in the

open quarters of the garden, in the same man-
ner as nursery-men propagate forest-trees and
shrubs : but the best way, according to Forsyth,

is to take layers from these on walls or palings,

training the shoots at full length during the sum-
mer ; when about the month of February some
of the finest and strongest shoots should be cho-
sen, laying them across the foot-path into pots

(twenty-fours or sixteens) filled with fresh

mould, and plunging them in the ground about

two inches below the surface; at the same time

making an incision or two in the old wood, or

giving it a twist just below a joint; and though
they will generally take without notching or

twisting, it is nevertheless advised, as the surest

way, to have that done. The layers should then

be cut, leaving two or three strong eyes upon
each. And when the shoots begin to run, they

should be tied to long stakes, to prevent their

being broken by the wind ; all the runners and
side-shoots being picked off, leaving only two
or three fine strong shoots on each plant, which
should be trained at full length during the sum-
mer season.

As soon as the shoots are laid down, it will be

necessary to mulch them with good rotten dung,
or rotten leaves, which will keep the mould
moist ; and in very dry summers, a good water-

ing should be given once or twice a week : this

will wash in the dung or leaves about the roots,

and induce the layers to shoot with more vigour.

Mr. Forsyth says, " that in this method of lay-

ing, two or three rows of layers may be had
from one wall : taking care to lay the branches

alternately, and to keep the pots plunged about

two inches below the level of the ground."
Thesame writeradvisesin choosing vines from

the nursery, to select " those which have the

strongest and longest shoots."

He observes that where the above directions

are properly attended to, the plants will be well

rooted in the pots before autumn, and fit for

planting in vineries, hot-houses, or other situa-

tions. And when they are to be planted out,

they should, he thinks, be carefully cut off from
the mother vine and carried in the pots to where
they are intended to be planted ; taking care to

preserve the balls as much as possible when they

are turned out of them.
It is added that •' if the season be warm and

fine, the grapes of the early kinds ripen very

well on these layers before they are taken up;
and, if properly managed, they will bear some
fruit the first year after planting. One of the
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strontrcst shoots must, he savs, be left nearly

at full length, cutting it as high as the upper-

most full bud, leaving nothing but round well-

ripened wood. If there are three shoots, the

remaining two should be cut so as to leave only

twofulleyesupon each, which should be trained

at length, as before directed, to produce fine

wood For the next year. The shoot which was
trained the preceding year should then be cut

down, leaving only two strong eves to produce

wood for the following vear ; and so on every

\'ear, cutting the branches alteriia'.ely : by this

means the walls always may be icept covered

with fine healthy bearnig wood, and a great

deal of time be saved in furnishing hot-houses,

vineries, and other places. It is remarked that

" this method of laying is practised with great

success, by many nurserymen in the neighbour-

hood of London."
In the producing of vines by grafting, choice

should be made of cuttings for grafts, or scions,

from the best-bearing branches of the sorts in-

tended to be projwgated at the season of pruning.

In general the bottom part of the last year's

shoot is to be preferred ; but in well-ripened vi-

gorous wood, any part of the shoot will answer,

provided it be not too long jointed. These cut-

tings should be preserved in pots filled with light

sandy earth till the time of grafting.

The periods for performing the operation are

different according to the vines ; for those in the

plnestove,thebeginningofJanuary may be proper,

but the middle of March for those growing in the

open air. In general they should be grafted

about three weeks before they begin to break in-

to bud And upon small stocks not more than

an inch in diameter, cleft-grafting is the most

proper; but upon larger stocks, whip-grafting is

to be preferred. In both methods care should

be taken in fitting the stock and scion together,

and the operatioli should be performed with

great exactness ; fastening them together with

bass matting, and covering them with clay in

the usual v\"ay. After the operation the scion

will sometimes begin to push in a few weeks,

but it frequently remains dormant two or three

months ; during this period the stock must be

stripped of all irs shoots as soon as they appear;

and to preserve the scion in a vegetative state,

the clay must be kept moderately moist, by

wrapping wet moss round it, and by keeping

the moss constantly sprinkled with water. And
when it has made shoots five or six inches long,

the clay and bandage must be carefully taken off.

The' method of grafting by approach is ad-

vised by some, however, as the best mode of

raising vines. In this case it is necessary to have

the plant mtended to be propagated, in a pot.

1

Strong plants, that have been two or three years

in pots, are to be preferred; but plants from
the nursery may be potted, and crafted in the
same season, if brought into a 7iot-house or
vinery. It is suggested that fine grapes and
good wood may be obtained even the first sea-

son, by any of these methods, but particularly

by the last ; in which it is evident the graft has
a double support, as from the stock," and the
plant in the pot.

In this sort of grafting the clav and banda<re
should remain two or three months after the
graft has formed an union ; for, if it be taken off
sooner, the graft will be very liable to sprint
from the stock. The pot should be plentifully

supplied with water till the month of Aueust,
ulien the graft should be separated from the
plant in the pot. Two -ir three inches of wood
below the bottom of the graft may be left, but
should be taken clean off at the next prunino in
winter.

The Syrian V^ine is recommended as the most
proper for stocks, and plants of this sort raised

from seeds are greatly preferaljle for this pur-
pose to plants raised either from layers or cut-
tings.

The principal advantages of the grafting mode
of raising vines are; that if a wall should have
been planted with bad kinds, instead of stub-
bing them up, and making a new border, by
which several years must elapse before the wall
can again be completely filled, in this way their

nature may be changed immediately ; as good
grapes may be obtained from the same year's

graft; and in a hot-house the grafts, if per-

mitted, will frequently shoot thirty or forty feet

the first summer; that in small vineries or
frames, where great variety could not be had in

the common way, it may be procured by this

means on the same plant ;—and that of the im-
provement of the various kinds, ]iarticularly the

small ones, which generally make weak wood.
The method by inoculation may likewise have
advantages in some cases of a similar kind.

When any of the vines that have been raised

from seed do not prove of a good flavour, they

are proper for grafting or inarching the finer

sorts of vines on; for, as the coarser sorts grow
more vigorously than the finer, they are, on
tliat account, more fit for grafting or inarching.

It is remarked, that " the best manure for

vines is a mixture of veactable moukl, rotten

spit-dung, and fresh loam (turf and all); this

should be thrown in a heap, and frequently

turned, for a year or two before it is made use

of."

Pninins: and Training Vines.—In the manage-
ment of the vines after being thus raised and
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trained, as they rarely produce any bearing shoots

from wood that is more than one year old, care

should be taken to have such wood in every jaarl

of thetrees ; forthefruit is always produced upon

the shoots ofthe same year, which comeoutfrom

buds of the last year's wood. Tlie method

practised by gardeners is to shorten the branches

of the former year's growth, down to three or

four eyes, at the time of pruning; though some

leave these shoots much longer, and think that

by this practice they obtain a greater quantity of

fruit : but what is gained in quantity is probably

lost in quality ; therefore the best method is

perhaps to shorten the bearing shoots to about

four eyes in length, as the lowermost seldom is

good, and three buds are sufficient, as each

will produce a shoot, which generally has

two or three bunches of grapes : so that from

each of those shoots there may be expected six

or eight bunches, which is a sufficient quantity.

These shoots must be laid in about eighteen

inches asunder; as where they are closer, when
the side shoots are produced, there will not be

room enough to train them against the wall,

which should always be provided for ; and as

their leaves are very large, the branches should

be left at a proportionable distance from each

other, that they may not crowd or shade the

fruit too much.
In the winter pruning of the vines, it is ad-

vised to make the cut just above the eye, sloping

it backward from it, that, if it should bleed, the

sap may not flow upon the bud ; and where

there is an opportunity of cutting down some
young shoots to two eyes, in order to produce

vigorous shoots for the next year's bearing, it

should always be done, as in stopping of those

shoots which have fruit upon them as soon as

the grapes are formed, which is frequently prac-

tised, it often spoils the eyes for producing

bearinc; branches the following year. The usual

season"for this pruning is the end of October.

About the end of April, or the beginning of

the following month, when the vines begin to

shoot, they should be carefully looked over,

rubbing off all small buds which may come from

the old wood, which only produce weak dan-

glinc; branches ; as also when two shoots are pro-

duced from the same bud, the weakest of them
should be displaced, which will cause the others

to be stronger; and the sooner this is done the

better. And in the middle of the last month
they should be gone over again, rubbing off and

displacing all the danglmg shoots as before, and

at the same time fastenmg up all the strong

branches, so that they may not hang from the

w all ; for, if their shoots hang down, their leaves

will be turned with their upper surfaces the

Vol.11.

wrong way, and when the shoots are after-

v.'ards tramed upright, they will have their un-
der surface upward ; and until the leaves are.

turned again, and have taken their right posi-

tion, the fruit will not thrive ; so that the not
observing this management will cause the

grapes to be a fortnight or three weeks later be-
fore they ripen : besides, by suffering the fruit

to hang from the wall, and be shaded with the

closenessof the branches, it is greatly retarded in

its growth ; therefore during the growing season

you should constantly look over the vines, dis-

placing all dangling branches and wild wood,
and fasten up the other shoots regularly to the

wall ; and towards the middle of June the bear-

ing branches should be stopped, which will im-
prove the fruit, in doing which three eyes should
always be left above the bunches. But though
this is practised on those shoots which have fruit,

it is not to be performed upon those which are

intended for bearing the next year, as these

must not be stopped until the middle of Julv, as

by stopping them loo soon it may cause the

eyes to shoot out strong lateral branches, and in

that way injure them. In the summer season
care should be taken to rnb off all dangling
branches, and train up the shoots regularly to

the wall as before, which greatly accelerates the

growth of the fruit, and admits the sun and air

more freely to them, which is necessary to ripen

and give the fruit a rich flavour ; but the

branches should not be too much divested of

their leaves, as is the practice with some.
Mr. Forsyth has, however, attempted another

mode of pruning and training vines, froin trials

made on vines planted against the piers of a

south wall, among peaches, nectarines, and
plums. Sec, in which the fruit was so small

and hard as to be unfit for the tabic. They had
been trained upright, which induced such a

luxuriance of growth asniade the sap toflowinto

the branches in the place of the fruit. " He let,"

he says, "in 1789, two strong branches ijrow

to their full length without toppiny; them in the

summer, and in the following year trained them
in a serpenlme form, leavmg about thirty eyes

on each shoot, which produced one hundred
and twenty fine bunches of grapes, weighino;

from one pounil to a pound and a quarter each.

Every one that saw them said that the large ones
were as fine as forced grapes ; while the small

ones produced from branclies of the same vine,

trained and pruned in the old way, were bad

natural grapes, and not above twice the size of
large currants. And in order more iuily to

prove the success of the experiment, he next
year trained live plants in the same way, allow-

msr the shoots intended for bearing w.joJ to imi
3 U
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to their full length in summer, training them lay in ihc wood very thin in the summer season,,

wherever there was a vacancy between the old that the sim and air may be freely admitted to

irecs; where there was none, he ran them along ripen it well, as by these means it will grow very

the top of the wall, without topping them. In strong. Great care should also be taken to keep-

winter he trained them in a serpentine manner the shoots nailed to the wall, which will prevent

so as to fiU the wall as regularly as possible; their being broken by high winds; picking off

thev were, he says, as productive as those in the all the side-shoots every time they are nailed,

former year. And after a three vears' trial, he which should be done several times during the

thovif'ht he was warranted to follow the same summer months, according to the quickness of

j)racticc with the whole ; when in the year 1793 their growth. In fine weather thev grow so very

he sent, he says, for the use of his majesty and rapidly that it is necessary to look them over

the royal family, three hundred and seventy- once every fortnight or three weeks to have them-

eioht baskets of grapes, each weighing about in good order. The vines should never be suf-

threc pounds, without planting a single vine fered to run together in a cluster,, and mat, as

more than there were the preceding year, in it infallibly ruins them for bearing the succeeding

which he was able to send only fii'ty-six baskets year. The shoots tha-t have been trained in a

of the same weight; and those so bad and ill- serpentine manner, are advised by Mr. For.syth

ripened that he was ashamed of them, as they to be topped, as soon as the grapes come to tins

were not fit to be sent to the table." size of very small green peas, at a joint or tv\o

This, he thinks, sufficiently proves the great above the fruit ; but neither the leading shoot,

advantage that the serpentine method of training nor that which is intended to bea? fruit the

possesses over the common method. He ad- next year, should ever be topped.

vises that the shoots should be brought as near In, the second year Mr. Forsyth never recom-

as possible from the bottom of the vine, that the mends "the prunino; of vines to be performed till

wall niay be well covered. When the walls are the beginning of February, except in such sea-

hitrh, and the shoots from the serpentine sons as are very forward. It is, however, the

branches strong, they are sometimes let remain ; common practice with some to begin pruning

but if the walls are low, and the serpentine soon after the fall of the leaf, before the wood
branches produce weak shoots, they are cut out becomes hard ; but if a frost sets in before the

in the autumnal pruning, and the strongest of wood is hard, in particular after wet summers

the young wood trained up in their room. and autumns, it is apt to be very much injured
;

As the" size and fineness of the bunches of he has frequently seen it almost killed after

grapes depend in a great measure on the bearmg autumnal pruning. And he observes that there

wood beinsi' strona; and well ripened, great at- is often fine weather in the months of October,

tention should be paid to these circumstances. November, and December, with sun and drying

Where the vines produce small bunches, they winds, which helps to ripen the wood after wet

should be cut down to two or three eyes, in order autumns."

to have strorg.wood for the ensuing year. And It is advised, " when the vine leaves begin

as it has been seen that vines bear their fruit on to fall, to take a soft broom and sweep them

the wood that was produced the preceding year, off upwards in a gentle manner, which will be

when there is a great deal of old naked wood on of great srrvice m assisting to harden the wood."

them, as £i;enerally is the case, with some small In beginrung to prune in February, it is recom-

weak shoots at the extremities, they should al-

ways be cut down as near to the ground as pos-

^ible, in which ease there will Be no fruit for

that year. But another mode is sometimes prac-

tised, which is to cut every other shoot, leaving thev become flat, as in that case they seldom

the old ones to produce some small grapes; when bear fruit; and if they do, it will be very small.

in the followino' vear there will be plenty of fine Mr. Forsyth never lays in any that has less than

wood, provideiJ care be taken to nail in the fifteen, and from that to thirty good eyes, ac-

strono-est shoots, and pick ofi' all the side-shoots cording to the strength of the shoot, which wiH

that arc produced from the eyes, pinching them produce two bunches from every good eye^ lie

oft" with the finger and thumb, or cutting them has had seventy bunches of grapes from one

out with a sharp penknife close to the bud or shoot. The shoots that have borne fruit in the

eye; but never twisting ihein ; as by twisting preceding year should be cut out the net year,

iliem the bud that produces the grapes the except where the wall is to he filled and the

next year is hurt; being always attentive to cut shoots are very strong. Plenty of fine healthy

as near to a bud as possible, and taking care to young wood is easily provided, if care be taken

mended alwavs to make choice of the strongest

and longest shoots, leaving them as long as the

eyes are found good and plump, and the wood
round ; but by no means to leave them when
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in the winter ptuning ; therefore, none should

be left but the fine strong wood, cutting con-

stantly at the second, th.rd, or fourth eye ;
rub-

bing the lowest bud oft, and that which couics

out at the joint between the new and la.t years

wood. By these means as nuich fruit Will, hesays,

be procured from these short shoots as by the

common way of pruning. It is necessary to leave

two or three of the strongest shoots tor next

year's bearing wood, and never to top them.

When there is not room to train them, they

may be led over the tops of the other trees, if

the vines are planted against piers ; or be run

behind the standards, ifIherc be any, which is

generallv tlie case where the a alls are high. In

this way ai! the wall will be covered, which will

have a very beautiful apix-arance when the

fruit is ripe, besides furnishing a plentiful sup-

ply of fine grapes. The shoots at the bottom of

the \^all mav be run behind the d>varf trees,

or be tacked' down over the top of the wall on

the other side where the walls are low. Mr.

ForsMh has had very fine grapes on east and

west' walls, in good seasons, between peaches,

plums, &c., particularly when the trees are

young." hi these cases he advises to "keep

cutting in the vines as the other trees grow and

fill up^hc walls, fie also trains them over the

tops of trees on each side ; which, he says, never

does any harm to the trees below, provided they

are kept nailed to the wall. He has also planted

vines between trees on north and east aspects,

and trained them over the lops of the south and

west walls to fill the upper parts, till the peaches

and nectarines cover them." He then cuts

away part of the vines, leaving only as many

shoots as he may think necessary. " Two years

ago, he says, he removed some old apricots that

covered a \\ all about one hundred and sixty-five

feet long, and planted them against a new wall,

leaving five vines that were planted against the

piers. These five plants have, in the course of

two years, covered the above wall from top to

bottom, and bear plenty of fine grai)e3 every

year. He says he alsomovedanoldvmeon a wall

near to the above, and cut it in pretty close,

when it has in three years spread twenty-six

yards, and bears very fine fruit. And against

one of the piers had, he says, been planted a

black Hamburgh grape, and at the other side of

the same pier a Muscadine, at the distance of

about two feet from each other ; he pruned them

both according to' his method,, and the second

year after, they produced one thousand one

hundred bunches of fine grapes." It is added

" that he also tried an experiment by taking some

shoots from a south wall, opening the ground
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deep enough to lay them in across the footpath

at the distance of about four feet from the wall,

and lied tlitm to stakes, training them as espa-

liers, laying in the wood as dirtcted for walls,

and keeping them as low as possible, that they

might not shade the bottom of the wall ; he also

pruned thcui as he does tliose agani^t walls, lay-

ing the shoots in very long, except those that

were intended to bear fruit next year, from

which he took otf all the side-shoots and run-

ners against the wall and espaliers. In a favour-

able season these bear, he says, very fine fruit,

better than what is got from the walls by the

old method of pruning."

The use of tiie composition is advised as soon

after pruning as possible ; for, as the vine is very

porous, It soon imbibes the wet and moisture,

which brings it (juickly to decay. He adds,

that " if at any time a vine should be cut late in

the season, it will be apt to bleed much ; in

which case the powder should be applied, re-

peating the application till the bleedui:: stops."

He stales that he " cut two strong vine T)ranclies

in the month of June, and three more in July,

in very hot weather, on purpose to try the effect

of the powder in stopping the bleeding. The
sap rose so strong that it worked out at the top

in a froth ; he applied the powder, which in a

short time entirely stopped it." These direc-

tions are chiefly for vines on the natural wall,

though the same method has been advised to be

practised for forced grapes.

Grape-vines require a dry light soil, and such

a situation as has a full south aspect.

Mr. Forsyth advises, "after the grapes are

set and begin to swell, to water them with

the barrow engine, sprinkling them all over the

leaves and frui^, pressing the fore finger over the

top of the pipe ; by which the water can be

thrown as fine as small rain, which will wash

all the dust off the vines and leaves, that are

frequently covered with it, especially where the

garden is'neara public road. The insects should

likewise be washed off the trees. In fine weather

he sprinkles all the wall-trees three times a week,

which keeps them clear from insects, and pro-

motes the swelling of the fruit ; but this opera-

tion must never, he says, be performed when the

nio-hts are cold and frosty. The sprinkling of

the trees should be begun when the sun is in an

oblique direction, or gone off the wall, whivh

may be about four o'clock on a south aspect ; as

bv doing it at this time the leaves will have

time to dry before night, and so prevent the

frost, if there should be any in the nighi, from

injuring them. In very hot and dry weather the

trees should have a good bottom watering once

3 U2
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a week, which will forward the swelling of the cording to the distance between the bunches, and

frmt. Vines require a srreat deal of watering ; a little on the outside of the fruit at each end;

but wliL-n the fruit is fully swelled, you should both ends being sealed with some common
leave it oft', particularly when the nights begin to sealing-wax, such as wine niereharits use for

get cold, as it would hurt the llavour of the fruit, sealing their bottles with, which you may buy
" In order to preserve the grapes, as soon as at the wax cliandler's ; then harig them across a

the large fly makes its appearance, plenty of line in a dry room, taking care to clip out, with

bottles a little more than half filled with some a pair of seissars, any of the berries that begin

sweet liquor should be provided to entice the to decay or become mouldy, which if left would
flies to enter them, where they will be drowned, taint the others. In this way he has kept grapes

The bottles should be hung on the nails at pro- till the sixth of February ; but if they are cut

per distances all over the vines, and also some before the bunches are too ripe, they may be

of them placed at the bottom of the walls. 1"he kept much longer than that period,

blue fty comes much earlier than the wasp, and "They may also, he says, be kept by pack-

is no less destructive to the fruit. It is there- ing them in jars, (every bunch being first wrap-

fore necessary to hang up the bottles betimes, in ped up in soft paper), and covering every layer

order to destroy as many of them as possible be- with bran, which should be well dried before it

fore the wasp makes its appearance, to have the is used, laying a httle of it in the bottom of the

bottles readv for this second enemy. jar; then a layer of grapes, and so on, a layer

"When the grapes begin to ripen, the birds of bran and of grapes alternately, till the jar is

begin to attack the fruit; when it is necessary filled, then shaking it gently, and filling it to

to bag some of your fine handsome bunches, the top with bran, laying some paper over it,

but to baij; them all would be an endless trouble andcovering the top with abladder tiediirmlyon

where there is a full crop and a large garden. to exclude the air ; when the top or cover of the

"Of course where the bunches are very thick, jar should be put on, observing that it fits as

the quickest way is, he says, to cover the trees close as possible, placing them in a room where
with nets, or buntine (a kind of stuff of which a fire is kept in wet or damp weather."

ships' colours are made), which will admit a free Forcing of Vines.—This is performed in dif-

air to the grapes, and dry soon after rain. They ferent sorts of buildings, contrived for the pur-

wlllaIsointhespring,hethinks,beagoodcovering pose; such as hot walls and vineries, as well as

for the trees, in cold, wet, or snowy weather. The by hot-houses or stoves. See Vinery.
bunches of grapes should always be kept under In the former cases, when the borders have

the shade of the leaves till they begin to ripen ; been prepared and made up in the manner di-

when you may begin to pick off the leaves rected under the head Vinery; when proper

which cover the fruit (leaving those a little plants of one or two years growth in pots can-

above it to be a shelter from the wet and frost in not be procured, cuttings, Mr. Nicol says,

the nights) : this will assist the ripening of the should be made use of. Others, however, pre-

fruit; and take off only a few leaves at a time, fer cuttings in all cases, planting two in each

according to the quantity of grapes to be gathered hole, to guard against failure, the weakest, where

at once; by these means the fruit will continue both grow, being afterwards removed. These

three times as long in succession as it would if should be planted about the beginning of April,

the leaves were picked off all at one time. He being chosen from good bearing vines, and such

has often seen all the leaves taken off from the shoots as are well ripened, otherwise tticy never

fruit soon after it was set, which prevents it from make good plants. The distance they should be

swelling, and it becomes hard and small, and allowed to remain is about six feet. In planting

generally cracks. When the leaves are not too them out, holes should be opened with a spade,

thick, they admit, he says, the rays of the sun about eighteen inches deep ; the cuttings being

to pass through, and a warm glow of heat will laid in the holes a little sloping, the earth being

be reflected from the wall. then filled ir.to the holes, and gently pressed

" It is often convenient to let the grapes hang with the foot to them, and raised in a heap so as

as long on the walls as possible; he has often just to cover the uppermost eyes, afterv\ ards ap-

let them hang till the middle ofNovember, only plying a little mulch on the surface of the

covering them with nets, or buntine. But when ground about them to prevent the sun and air

the frosl begins to set in sharp, they should then from drying the earth ; and when the spring is

be gathered. Where there are several bunches very dry, alittlc water should begivenonceaweek.

on one branch it may be cut off, leaving about Under this management they usually make
six inches in length, or more, of the wood, ac- strong shoots the first summer.
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Mr. Nicol, where rooted plants are employed,,

advises the pits to be halt' filled with vegetable

mould, and the plants to be carefully taken out

of the pots with thin balls entire, and, unless

when rooted, be placed in that manner in the

pits, filling them in with vegetable mould, and
settling them with a little water. This work, in

his opinion, may be performed any time from

the beginning of November to the first of March
with equal success.

But though the above distance of planting

may be proper when the vines are full grown,
it may be beneficial to have them put in at half

that distance at first; as a crop or two maybe
obtained before it is necessary to thin them out;

two of a kind being placed together for the

greater convenience of thinning.

The management of the vines, for the three

first years alter planting, is the same as practised

for those against common walls, which has been

described above, being, however, encouraged

as much as possible, and the shoots not left too

long, or too many in number on each root, that

they may be duly ripened and prepared for bear-

ing 1 he fourth year, which is the soonest they

should be forced : when any sorls of fruit-trees

are forced by fire too young, they seldom con-

tinue long in health ; so that what fruit they

produce is small, and not well-flavoured.

By the uuddle of June the grapes will be al-

most full grown, therefore the glasses may he

kept ofFcontinuallv in the day time, unless the

season be very cold and wet, in which case they

must be kept on, and only opened when the

weather is favourable ; for as the racy vinous

flavour of these fruits is increased by a free air,

so during the time of their ripening they should

have as large a share as the season will admit to

be given them.
Mr. Nicol advises " in the first and second

ssasons, to keep the border in a moderately moist

state while the plants are growing ; hut, after

their growth begins to abate, particularly the

second season, to withhold the waterings by
degrees till it is quite stopped, in order to make
them harden and ripen their shoots for the

production of a crop the third year. Water
frequently with the drainings of a dunghill. And
wash with the hand engine twice or thrice a week
in the evening, in order to refresh and keep the

plants clean. Steaming is, he thinks, unneces-

sary.

" In the third season, keep the borderalso in a

moderately moist state, till the fruit begin their

last swelling. Then give large quaniities till

they begin to colour ; after which, entirely with-

hold it till the crop is gathered; and then give

two or three hearty waterings, to recover the

state the border ought to remain in for the
winter."

He likewise advises " to wash twice or thrice

a week till the flowers begin to ojien, then to
withhold till the I'ruit is fairly set; washing
again till they begin to colour, and then with-
hold entirely for the season. And in the inte-

rim of washing, to steam every night when the
fire is at the strongest, by pouring water on the
flues till you cannot see an object at the distance
of two or three yards : and repeat this early in
the morning, if the temperature of the house
require the making of fires, or if there is a suf-
ficient heat in the tlues to produce it, even in a
middling degree."

The insects which infest the grape house are

chiefly the green fly, thrips, red spider, and
wasp. The two first are, Mr. Nicol says, "easily
destroyed by a fumigation of tobacco ; the thircl

is kept under by the engine in summer ; and
the last, by the destruction of their nests, phials

filled with honey and water, or sugar and small
beer, and bird-lime. All these methods are,

however, sometimes ineffectual for the destruc-
tion of wasps where they abound in vast quan-
tity ; and their fondness for grapes renders it

sometimes necessary to inclose the bunches in

bags of gauze, or silken paper, which is a mis-
fortune ; as the grapes, by being so nmch ex-
cluded from the action of the sun and air, fall

greatly off in flavour."

Birds must also be guarded against by some
means or other ; such as have been mentioned
above.

All sorts of grapes should continue on the
trees till fully ripe.

It is advised by some, that these vines should
not be forced every year, but under good ma-
nagement every other year, or every third year.

Of course, in order to have a supply of fruit an-
nually, there should be a sulHcient extent of
walling to contain as many vines as arc necessary
for two or three years; and by having the frames
in front moveable, they may be shifted from
one part of the wall to another, as the vines are

alternately forced. These hot-walls are com-
monly planted with early kinds of grapes, in

order to have them forward in the season

;

though some think it hardly worth the trouble,

in order to have a few grapes earlier by a month
or six weeks, than those against common walls.

The sorts of vines most useful in this mode of
culture have been mentioned above.

After these vines are grown to full bearing,
they must be pruned and managed after the
same manner as has been direcied for those
against common walls, with this difi'erence only,

that in those seasonii when tbey are not forced.
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they shoulJ be carefully managed in the summer
for a supply of good wood, against the time of

their being' forced, divesting them of their fruit

for the purpose.

But when the vines are forced, the only care

is to encourage the fruit, without having much
retrard to the wood, so that every shoot should

be pruned for fruit, and none of them shortened

fur a supply of young wood, as they may be so

iTianascd by prunina; in the years of their resl-

ino', as to replenish the vines with new wood,

lliose which are designed for forcing in the

spring, should be pruned early in the autuntn

before, that the buds which are left on the

shoots may receive all possible nourishment

from the root, and at the same time the shoots

should be fastened to the trellis in the order they

are to lie ; but the glasses should not be placed

before the vines till about the middle or end of

January, at which time also the fires must be

lisihted ; for, if they are forced too early in the

year, they will begin to shoot before the weather

is warm enough to admit air to the vines, which

causes the young shoots to draw out weak, and

their joints too far asunder to aU'ord a good and

full supply of fruit.

When the fires are made at the above period,

the vines begin to shoot the middle or latter

end of Feljruarv, which is six weeks earlier than

they usually come out against the common walls;

so that by the time that other vines are shooting,

these will be in flower, which is early enough

to ripen them. The fires should not be made
very strong in these walls; as, if the air is heated

to about ten degrees above the temperate point

of the botanical thermometer, it will be suf-

ficiently warm to force out the shoots leisurely,

which is much better than to force them vio-

lently. These fires should not be continued all

the day-time, unless the weather be very cold,

and the sun does not shine to warm the air, at

which times it will be proper to have small fires

continued all the day ; for, where the walls are

rightly contrived, a moderate fire made every

evening, and continued till ten or eleven o'clock

at niffht, will heat the wall, and warm the in-

closed air to a proper temperature; and as iliese

fires need not be continued longer than about

the end of April (unless the spring should prove

very cold), the expense of fuel will not be very

great, because they tii'.y be conirivcd to burn

coal, wood, turf, or almost any other sort of

fuel : though where coai is to be had reasonable,

it makes the evencst and best fires, and w ill not

require so much attendance. When tlie vines

bes;in to shoot, they must be fre(|ucntlv looked

over to fasten the new shoots to the trcliis, and

rub off all dangling shoots; in doing of which

Creat care must be taken ; for the shoots of those

forced vines are very lender, and very subject to

break when any violence is ofi'ered. 'I'he shoots

should also be trained very legular, so as to lie

as near as possible to the espalier, and at equal

distances, that they may equally enjoy the benefit

of the air and sun, which are absolutely neces-

sary for the improvement of the fruit. When the

grapes are formed, the shoots should be stopped

at the second joint bevond the fruit, that the

nourishment may not be drawn p'a a>; from tlie

fruit in useless shoots, which must be avoided

as much as possible in these cases, no useless

wood being left to shade the I'ruit, and exclude

the air from it by the leaves.

In speaking of the temperature of the vinery,

Mr. Nicol says, "fire should not be lighted the

first season, unless it proves cold or wet, and

the wood is not ripened in good time ; in which

case, a mo erate fire heat, from the first of

September, would greatly encourage the gro'.vth,

and promote the ripening of tlie wood. And
as the plants will bear gentle forcing the

third season, it will be advisable (for that pur-

pose) to forward them the second in a moderate

decree. Forthis purpose, savs he, let moderate fires

be made about the first of April, (by which time

the plants will begin to vegetate), so as to raise

the air of the house al six in the morning and

eight at night to about 55''; in the course of a

fortnight increase it to 60"; and in another

fortnight to 70°; at which let it continue

till the first or middle of June, and then be

totally discontinued f<jr the season. But in

the third season, the forcing may commence on
the first of March, without injuring the plants

;

and, if carefullv performed, a fair crop of fruit

be obtained. Begin then by making and regu-

lating the fires, so that the thermometer may
not stand above 50 degrees at seven in the

morning, and eight or nine at night ; keep it so

till every eye in the house is broken; and then

gradually increase it to 60, 65, 70, and when
the hloom begins to open, to 75 degrees. He
has already hinted ihat vegetation in forcing

ought to be brought on as it were by stealtli

;

which is the cause of his advising the above

gradual and progressive rise in the climate of the

house ; and w here this is not particularly attend-

ed to in the first stage of the operation, disap-

pointments will fellow, as the plants will not

break their eves (and of consequence not show
fruit) regularly." He advises to keep the air of

the house as near to 75 degrees, till the fruit is

fairly set, as possible, as grapes in gentr.al are

found to set best in a mois; heat of about 75 de-

grees. But he has found by experience that all

the kinds of frontinacs require a much greater
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degree of heat, not only when hi flower, i)iit

from the time the clusters arc dislhiguishaljle
;

while tho^e of the white sweet water, and white

and roval niuseadines, require a nnieh less de-

gree; the former being apt to curl up and become
sterilfor want of heat, and the latter to produce a

greater quantity of small berries in consequence
of too much. Therefore, where there is any
difTerence ofcIiiDate (w liich is sometimes occa-

sioned by the placing of the (ire-places) in the

liouse, this hint should be taken advantage of.

Kut it mav then be let down to JO or 72 degrees
;

at which endeavour to keep it till the crop is

all gathered ; after which, no further attention

to the climate is necessary." It is added, "that in

the following season, the forcing may, when
requisite, be begun amonthorsix weeks sooner;

as about the middle of January orfirsiof Febru-

ary ; in which early season great attention must
be paid to the regulation of the iire-heal."

He observes, that " a month may be gained

every season (where there are two or three

grape-houses; and it is required to have grapes

at a very early season), until you begin to force

the first so early as the first of October; but

where there is but one or two houses, the first

of March in the one case, and of January in the

other, is, he thinks, quite soon enough."
It is advised that " as the season advances and

the weather becomes warm, there should be a

proportionable share of free air admitted to the

vines every day, which is absolutely necessary

to promote the growth of the fruit ; but the

glasses should be shut close every night, unless

iw very hot weather, otherwise the cold dews in

the night will retard it. The bunches in some
of the sorts should be carefully looked over, and
the small grapes cut out with very narrow-
pointed scissars, inorder to thin them."

Mr.Nicol R'connnends "adueportion ofair to

be admitted, every day after planting, from sun-
rise to sun-set, until ihe budsbcgui to break ; after

whiiL'h, a more piuictual regulation should be
observed, being guided much by the tempera-
ture of the V, eather, and the quantity of sun-
shine, hut admitting less or more every day,

unless the severity of frosty winds renders it im-
prudent to do so. And as the summer advances,

to be very liberal in this article in serene weather
;

as it greatly tends to the strengthening of the

young shoots." It is, he says, " a practice

with many to uncover grape-houses in winter;
this he never did, not so n;ucli disapproving of
the practice, as owing to the expense attending
it, not only in removing and patting on, but in

breaking the glasses, and wasting the flues by
the extremes of frost and blanching rains. His
method is to admit an equal and free circu-

lation ofair, by opening the sashes alternately

at top, bottom, and middle, to the extent of

at least a third pai f of the whole covering, and
lettuig them remain so dav and night ; never

shutting up for any cause but thai of too much
wet. In the second season, much the same re-

gulation should be observed as above ; and, if

fire is applied for the forwarding of the wood,
due attention should be paid at that time, as the

sudden breaking out of the sun in dull weather,

when there is a good deal of lire heat in the

house, is attended with much danger." Suppo-
sing the plants to have made good wood for the

production ofacrop, and that they are to be forced

from the first of March, says he, "let the house
be shut up at night from the middle of February,
and have the same quantity ofair in the day it

enjoyed all winter. From the time the fire is

liehted, give a moderate quantity everv day if

possible, till the buds have all broke, to the ex-
tent that in sun-shine the thermometer may not

rise more than 10' above the tire-heat medium :

but after the buds have broke, and the tempe-
rature of the house is increased, be careful iu

the admission of frosty, or foul damp air. The
latter may be entirely excluded, except perhaps

for an hour or two in the middle of the day; and
the bad effects of the former, by opening the

top sashes oiili/ a little way, to pass ofT the rae-

fied air occasioned by the sun heat, which is

frequently very intense in clear frosty weather
in the months of March and April. In clear

sun-shining weather, his mode of practice is to

give and take away air bv degrees ; that is, by
giving half air about eight in the morning, full

air about ten or eleven, reducing to half air

about two or three, and shutting up about
four or five in the afternoon, according to the

season. It is necessary from the time the fruit

begins to colour, to give large portions of air

till the crop is all gathered, the flavour being
much augmented by it ; and afterwards to ex-

pose \he house night and day for the winter, as

directed above
J
shutting up, however, if much

wet, or hard frost, should happen during the

first ten or twelve days after the plants have been
pruned for the winter season."

In the latter mode of forcing, or that in hot-

houses or pine-stoves, after they have been proper-

ly prepared and rendered dry ill the bottom parts,

the area should be filled up with acompost-mould
composed of onef(nnth strong loam ; one fourth

turf from a pasture where the soil is a sandy
loam ; one fourth sweepings or scrapings of

pavements or hard roads; owi eighth rotten cow
and stable-yard dung mixed; and one eightli of

vegetable mould from decayed oak leaves ; the

grass rau3t be well rotted, and. the whole worked
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togotlier till it is uniformly mixed. Where
sandy loam cannot he liatl, common sand may
hf used ; and the niouid of rotten sticks or
nld woods, or from hollow trees, may be sub-
stituted for the decayed leaves.

" When the border has been prepared, if the

weather permit, the vines may be planted at the
end of February or the begitming of March, in

the front of the hot-house or stove ; having first

taken the precaution to put a little moss round
the upper part of each stem, with two or three

lolils of paper over it, tied with bass matting,
to prevent the eyes from beinti injured in putting

the plants through the holes in the wall. A
hole two feet over, and one foot deep, should
he made opposite to each rafter and close to the

front wall, making the mould taken out of the

holes fine, and acldinir a little of the compost.
'I'lien turn the plant carefully out of its pot, and
put the upper part through the hole. If the

shoot just reach the bottom of the rafter, w hen
pldnle.i, it is sufficient; but as the eartlimay set-

tle a little, it is better to allow two or three

niches more. In closing the mould to the plant

care should be taken to preserve the roots, their

fibres being exceedingly brittle. Lay a thin coat

of rotten dung over the mould, and give the

plant a gentle watering ; then take oft' the band*
age, and fasten the top of the shoot to the raf-

ter. Only one shoot should remain on each
plant. Two may he left for a time; but when
one is secure, the other must be taken off, but

not close to the old wood, as that would occa-

sion it to bleed, and greatly injure it."

It is observed that "from the timethevines be-

gin to grow, they will require constant watering,

especially in dry weather, and before the roots

have penetrated sufficiently deep into the border

or earth in which they are planted. It is the

common practice, in these cases, to train a shoot

up to each rafter ; and if the rafters be not a suf-

ficient depth to keep the leaves of the vines from
touching the glass, to have iron pins of about

nine inches in length, fixed at proper distances

under each rafter; which should have a small

hole or eye at the bottom, through which a small

iron rod or strong wire should be thrust, for the

support of the branch, which pins or wires

should be painted."

Mr. Forsyth, however, remarks that when
vines are trained straight up the rafters in this

manner, they only throw out a few eyes at the lop,

the rest of the branch being naked ; he therefore

advises the serjientine method as nmch preferable.

The plants often show fruit at one year old,

but it should not be suffered to stand, except a

single bunch, to ascertain the sort. In the

sunmier season the shoots should be constantly

trained, keeping them regularly fastened to the

ralters ; divesting them of their wires and lateral

slioots ; and guarding them well against the red

spider and other insects.

The vines may in general be suffered to run
two-thirds of the length of the rafters before

they are stopped ; and those which grow re-

markably strong, the whole length. When these

shoots are stopped, which is done by pinching
off their tops, they will, in general, push out
laterals, at three or four eyes on the upper part

of the shoot, which should be allowed to grow
twelve or fourteen inches before their tops are

})inched off; when these in their turn will push
out other laterals, which should be pinched oft'

at the second or third joint; and thus the sap

may be diverted till the end of the season.

When the leaves begin to fall is the best sea-

son for pruning. In the first season, supposing
the vines to have grown with equal vigour, the

shoots may be pruned alternately to three, four,

or five eyes, or about twenty feet; but when
they have grown moderately strong, the shoots

should be pruned down to about eleven feet ; as

by this alternate pruning the former shoots will

make fine wood for the succeeding season, and
the latter will produce a crop of fruit j after

which, these fruit-bearing shoots must all be
cut down nearly to the bottom of the rafters.

But when any of the plants appear weak, and
have not made shoots more than eight, ten, or

twelve feet long, it will be proper to prune every

shoot down to two, three, or four eyes. In
performing the work the shoots should be taken
off with a clean sloping stroke, about half an
inch above the eye, making choice of a bold eye

to terminate the shoot, and fastening it to the

rafter in a complete manner.
The vines in pine-stoves begin to make weak

shoots early in January ; the house being then

kept warm on account of early crops raised in

most hot-houses. But when it is kejjt to a pro-

per degree of heat fer pines during the winter

months, they seldom begin to push till about

the middle of February. It is usual for them to

push only towards the ends of the shoots, the

other eyes remaining in a dormant state, and

causing a long space of naked wood ; but to make
them push more generally, as soon as the sap is

in motion, the house should be kept for a short

time a few degrees warmer than usual. In the

morning the thermometer should be 5° or 6°

above temperate, and in the day-time the house

be kept as warm as the weather will permit. It

will also be necessary to guard the stem of the

vine on the outside against frost; for one severe

night would greatly injure, if not totally destroy,

the hopes of a crop. Thii may be done by
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wrappina; tlie pnrt exposwd round with moss,
fastened ibiek with bass matting ; which cover-

nig shmild remain on till s'sring frosts are over,

and then the stem be washed well to clean it.

The vinesshoiild lie divested of the least promis-

ing and snpernnnierary shoots as soon as pos-

sible, and great care siiould be taken not to leave

too abundant a crop ; as a few bunches in a high

state of perfection are preferable to many in a

poor state.

At the thne of flowering, should the weather

prove hot and dry, with brisk wnids ; to prevent

the berries of diflerent sorts from falhng off at

the time of their setting, it is proper to water the

roots of the vines plentifully, to keep the house

as close as the weather will permit, and to water

the walks and flues in the hot-house constantly,

especially late in the evening, when the gla«ses

should be immediately closed, by which abetie-

fieial sort of dew is produced.

In these situations, when the grapes are at

their last swelling, are becoming transparent,

and change from green to red or black, and till

they are nearly on the point of being ripe, plen-

tiful supplies of water, especially if the season

prove hot and dry, should be given to the vines.

After the fruit is cut, no other management
is required till the pruning season, but that of

taking off the lateral shoots in the same man-
ner as in the preceding case. But in the next

vyinter's pruning all the vines that produced a

ftill crop of fruit, should be cut down nearly to

the bottom, that is, to the lowermost summer
shoot, which should also be cut down to the

first or second eye; vvhi^le all those that were

cut down nearly to the bottom the preceding

season, and which will, in general, have made
very strong wood, must be left to the leiiffth of

twen'y-onc or twenty-two feet each, witli the

intention of producing a full crop of fruit the

following season.

The management of them during the next

summer will be nearly the same as in the pre-

ceding ; only, as they have increased in strength

and size, they will be enabled to produce and
support a larger burthen of fruit. But the crop

should aKvays be proportioned to the size and
vigour of ihe plants ; but whilst they are young,
great moderation should be used as to the num-
ber of bunches th it arc allowed to stand and
ripen. They should be well thinned when the

berries are about the size of a small shot. And
the main shoulders, as also the It-ss projecting

parts of the bunch, should be suspended by

small strings to the rafters, and every part raised

to a h'^rizontal position. In thinning the ber-

ries, great care should be taken to leave all the

most pro'iectiuii ones on every side of the bunch.

Vol. iJ.

In very c lose-grou ing bunches it will be neces-

sary to clip out more than two-thirds of the

berries ; in sonu', one half; but in the loose-

growing kinds, one third is generally sufficient.

By this means the remaining b-jrrics ^^ ill swell

well, grow to a great size, and not be siibjeet to

rot ; as thcv are apt to do it; a hot-house, when
they are wedged together in a close manner.

It is observed that " not only the rafters or

roof of the hot-house, but the back wall also

above the flue, may be furnished with fruit.

For this purpuse, let every fourth or fifth vine-

plant be trained in one shoot quite to the top of
tiie rafter, and then directed sideways ten or
twelve feet along the top of the back wall. At
the winter's pruning, bring down that part of
the shoot perpendicularly, and cut it off at one
foot above the top of the fine. The next spring-

encourage only two shoots from the two extreme
or lowermost eyes of each shoot so brought
down, and train them in a horizontal direction

one foot above the top of the flue. These sfioots,

however, will grow with greater readiness, if

they are trained upwards during the sunnner;
and they may easily be brought to the desired

[TOsition at the next winter's pruning. They will

then form against the back wall the figure of
the letter T inverted. And in the next season
the horizontal shoots will produce new wood
from almost every eye, provided all the shoots
be pinched off from every other part as soon as-

they appear;" laying in the shoots from one
to two feet apart, according to the kind of vine.

It is advised in these cases, to " train all the

shoots in a perpendicular direction, and, pro-
vided they are strong and vigort)us, to suffer

them to grow to the length of five or six feet

befoie they are stopped; but all these must be
cut down to two or three eyes at the next win-
ter's pruning." And "only one shoot should be
permitted to rise from each spur the following
season ; and although they will in general be
sufficiently strong, and produce two or three

bunches apiece, yet only one bunch should re-

main on each shoot : these will then be large

and tine, and the wood will be greatly benefited
by such practice. But these shoots must be
pruned next winter very differently. One shoot
must be left four feet, that ne.xt it only a few-

inches long, and so alternately." It is added
that " tlie vines on the rafters will require a
management in future seasons nearly similar to
that described above ; and though it may not be
advisable to prnire them alternately so near to the
bottom of the rafters as was directed for the two
preceding seasons, it will be frequently found
necessary to cut an old shoot down to the lower*
most summer shoot^ as near to the boltoui of

3X
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the rafter as can be. The side shoot on the

other rafters should not he permitted to ramhle
over the adjoining hghts; but at the end of

every season it will be proper to cut such shoots

down to the second or third eye next the old

wood, provided the bottom eyes are bold and
strono; : this must be d.;ac not only to strengthen

the vines, but also to prevent the roof of the

house from being too much crowded with old

wood. Whilst the vines are voung, one rafter

will suffice for a vine-plant ; but when they be-

come older, thev will require a larger space
;

especially the strong-£!;rowing kinds, which
produce large leaves and bunches. It will be

proper therefore to train shoots sideways on the

wall-plate, from the stem of the plant, im-
mediately at its entrance into the houte. These
shoots should be carried up the adjoining ratters,

and the plants growing against such ralters must
be taken entirely away ; except it should happen
that the plant growing against such rafter is

trained forward to furnish the back wall. And
when a vine-plant occupies two or more rafters,

it will be right to prune occasionally, particularlv

\vl)il>t the vine is youne, one or more of such

shoots down nearly to the bottom of the rafter,

as this will not only contribute to strengthen

the plant, but afford means to furnish the rafters

with a succession of young wood." When the

shoots are thus conducted to difl'erent ratters,

every one may be considered as a separate plant,

and be trained up in one shoot; requiring ma-
nagement similar to that mentioned above.

Mr. Nicol, however, rejects the method of

planting t\vi vines on the outsides of the houses,

and liis reasons are these :
" first, he thinks it

unnatural that one part of a plant should be as

it were in Greenland, and the other in the West
Indies; and secondly, because he is convinced
that no plant (especially the Pine) w ill live and
thrive as well under tlie shade of another, as

when exposed to the free sun and air." To ob-
viate these objections, he plants the vines in

the lobbies between the stoves and peach and
grape houses ; introducing them through the

partitions, and training them horizontally on
trellises fixed against tin- back walls and upright

sashes in front. By which means he renders

each of the stoves as good as any grape-house,

w ithoui being in the least injurious to the pines.

In these cases, he says, " the front walls of
the lobbies were built on pillars ; and a border,

both without and within, prepared for the

plants, ii\ the same manner as for the grape-

house." It is added, that in one trial, " the

second year after introduction into the stove,

the plants completely filled the whole trellis
;

and a fine crop, the third year, gave a lustre and

richness to the house (in coiijunclion v/ith a

good crop of pines) highly gratifying."

He remarks that "the same methods in re-

gard of watering, washing, and steaming, are to

be practised hciC as in the grape-liou»e. Air is

admitted solely for the sake, and to answer the

nature, of the pines; the temperature of the

house is also regulated fur their sakes. But
the nicde of training and p. uning is very diffe-

rent from that in the crrape-house. Here, you
have it not in your power vo bring on vegetation

in that slow and reguln- manner as in the grape-
house ; and consequcnily, were the shoots to be
laid in at as great lengths, they would only
break perhaps a few eyes at the extremities, and
the rest remain naked. This he found from ex-
perience to be the case; although it did not
happen for the first three or four years, owing
to the youth and vigour of the plants : but when
they had exhausted themselves a little by bearing

a few crops, they began to break their buds in

the manner above stated. He therefore made it

a practice to train theai only to five or six feet in

summer, and shorten tliem down to one or two
in the pruning season ; by which they generally

broke all their eyes, and produced plenty of
fruit." He further states, that in one house he
tried, for two seasons, to produce crops by
laterals ; but found that method attended with
more inconveniency than the above, from the

difficulty of procuring a proper succession of
strong shoots to produce the lali-rals, without
which they bear very insignificant clusters. He
also, in the other house, produced a second
crop, for two seasons ; but finding it to exhaust
the plants very much, he disc(;ntinued it ; the

more especially, as, having so many compart-
ments for grapes, the practice of it wa^ the less

necessary. The method is, he says, this: "Just
about the time the fruit is half ri|)e, and when
the under part of the shoot is also ripe to the

length of about two or three feet, and the ex-

tremity of it in a growing state, shorten it at about

two or three feet above the ripe part. It will

push again, and will generally bring two t lus-

ters. Sometimes, also, the second and third

eye will push, and bring a cluster or two. In

winter pruning, shorten down the first, or

spring-made part of the shoot, to two or three

feet. This method may be repeated, he thinks,

with pretty good success once in two or three

years: but, if done every year, it will (in the

course of three or four years) occasion the cut-

ting of the plants down to the ground, m order

to make them put forth a fresh stock of wood."
He adds that "in the event of severe frost,

and the plants being in an early state of vege-

tation, the border on the outside should be co-

3
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vercci with a quantity of stable dung, or long

litter, to prevent the roots from being injured

by the weather. And unless the plants are

wislied to produce a second crop, they must not

be pruned for good sooner than October ; and at

the same time, that operation should not be de-

ferred longer than the first of November, lest,

when tiiey begin to vegetate, they should bleed.

IJe coneludesoy observing, that grape vines will

bear forcing, and last for many years, when
under judicious management."

Besides these modes of cultivating vines, they

are capable of being grown with advantages un-

der hand-glasses, so as to produce a few bunches

on each plant.

The second species requires artificial heat in

this climate, and may be increased from seeds,

obtained from abroad, wdiich should be sown in

small pots, and be plunged into a hot-bed of

tanner's bark. When the plants come up and

are fit to remove, they siiould be each planted

out into a separate small pot filled with light

earth, and plunged into a fresh hot-bed, shading

them from the sun till they have taken new root

;

when they must be treated in the same way as

other tender exotic plants, always continuing them

in the stove, otherwise they will not succeed well.

The third should be planted against a wall,

and treated in the same way as the common
vine, being raised by cuttings or layers in the

same manner.
The fourth sort is preserved in some gardeiis

for variety ; but it rarely produces flowers in this

climate, and has not much beauty. It is increased

by laying down the young branches in the spring,

which mostly put out roots in one year fit to re-

move, when they may be taken off and planted

out where thcv are to remain. These require

support ; and as their young branches are ten-

der, and liable to be killed by frost, they should

be planted against a wall, or pale, exposed to the

south. The young shoots should be shortened

down to two or three buds in the spring, which
will cause the shoots of the follov^ing summer
to be much stronger.

VOLKAMERIA, a genus furnishing plants

of the exotic tree kind.

It belongs Lo the class and order Didjjnamia
Anglospermla, and ranks in the natural order of

PersonatcB,-

The characters are: that the calyx is a one-

leated perianth, turbinate, five-cleft, nearly

equal, acute: the corolla monopetalous, ringent:

tube cylindiic, twice as long as the calyx : bor-

der five-parted, nearly equal, flat : segments

reflcxed to one side, gaping chiefly on the upper

side : the stamina have four filiform filaments,

very long, on the gaping side of the corolla:

anthers simple : the pistillum is a four-cornered

germ: style filiform, length of the stamens:

stigma bifid : one of the segments acute, the

other indistinct : the pericarpium is a berry

(drupe) roundish two-celled, four-grooved : the

seed, nut solitary, two-celled, grooved.

The species cultivated are: 1. V. aculeata.

Prickly Volkameria : 2. K inermis, Ovate-

leaved Smooth Volkameria.

The first is a shrub five or six feet high,

branched, upright, the whole loaded with white

flowers, which have no scent : the stamens most

commonly five, but sometimes six, purple: the

fruit brown. It is a native of the VVesc Indies.

The second species has the leaves opposite,

annual, petioled, bluntish : the pedu- :les irom

the upper axils, opposite, solitary, a little shorter

than the leaf, three-cleft, three-uowcret!, more

seldom simple and one-flowered : it .ises higher

than the first sort : the stem and branches are

stronger, and grow more erect : the bark is very

white : the leaves frequently grow round the

branches in clusters or whorls : flowers on long

axillary peduncles, supporting several flowers

which generally stand erect. It is a native of

the East Indies.

Culture.—These plants are increased by cut-

tino-s, which should be planted in pots filled

with light good mould, in the summer season,

plunging them in a moderate hot-bed, covering

them close with hand glasses : when they are

well rooted, they should be removed into sepa-

rate small pots, replunging them in the hot-bed

till they are fresh rooted ; then gradually inure

them to the open air in warm weather, conti-

nuino- them in warm sheltered situations in the

open air, till the approach of frosts, when they

must be taken into the house where there is a

moderate heat. They will not succeed in a com-
mon green-house.

They afford ornainent among other more hardy

stove plants.

3X2
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WACHEKDORFIA, a genus furnishing
plants of the exotic flowering perennial

kind, for the green-house.

It belongs to the class and order Trlandiia
!Mnnog7/7iia, and ranks in the natural order of
J^yisatce.

The characters are : that the calyx is a two-
valvcd spathe : the corolla six-petalled, une-
qual : petals oblong, the three upper ones more
erect, three lower spreading; nectary of two
bristles at the inner sides of the upper petal : the

stamina has three filiform filaments, declined,

shorter than the corolla : anthers incumbent

:

the pistilhun is a superiorgerm, roumlish, three-

cornered : stvle filiform, declined : stigma sim-
ple : the periearpium is a snbovate capsule,

three-sided, obtuse, three-celled, three-valved :

seeds solitary, rough-haired.

The species cultivated are: I. If. lln/rsiflora.

Simple-stalked Wachcndorfia : 2. JJ. pan'ieu-

lata, Panicled Wachcndorfia: 3. JV. hirsuta,

Hairy Wachcndorfia.
The first has a thick tuberous root, reed-like,

of a deep-red colour, sending out many perpen-
dicular fibres of the same colour, and spreading

into several ofisets : the leaves, which rise im-
mediately from the root, are large, with five

plaited folds ; the biggest are two feet long, and
three inches broad, of a deep green-colour : the

flower-stalk rises from the centre of the heads
between the leaves to the height of three or four

feet, with leaves of the same form with those

below, but narrower, and ranged alternately,

embracinc; the stalk half round with their base :

the flowers when young arc enclosed in sheaths,

which, after some time, open and make way
for the flowers to come out ; then they wither

and dry, but remain upon the stalk like those of

the vellow Asphodel : they form a loose spike,

and there are several upon one common pedun-

cle, which open one after the other : the upper

flowers stand almost upright, but the lower nod
;

they are hairy and of a saffron colour on the

outside, but smooth and yellow within. It is a

native of the Cape.

The second species, when in flower, is a foot

hisjh : the root perennial, a little creeping, fur-

nished with oblong cylindrical and nearly per-

pendicular tubercles : the leaves radical, two-

ranked, sessile, cquitant, vertical, spreading,

dilated on the inner side at the base, channelled.

linear-lanceolate, pointed, entire, nerved, bright

green, very like those of the first, but only one-

third of the size, dying soon aftir the plant has

done flowering, and not appearing again for

some months: the stalk erect, cylindrical, bear-

ing one or two small leaves, branched, many-
flowered : general fiower-stalks alternate, spread-

ing, racemose, bearing from three to five

flowers, cylindrical, downy : partial ones short,

downy, all directed upwards, smgle-flowered.

It is a native of the Cape.
The third seems chiefly to diflcr from the

second in having hairy leaves, a more slender

and taller stem, reddish-brown, and not gieen

as in it ; its branches more divaricate, the two
upper lateral petals more contiguous, and its

flowers when closed form a slenderer and more
compact column : the incumbent anthers seem
also to be shorter and rounder: the root-leaves

oblong, lanceolate, three or four, about three or

four inches high: the stem about three times

their length : the segments traversed longitudi-

nally on the outside by a brown hairy fillet

;

outer u[)per one wholly brown and pubescent

outwards : the flowers scentless, opening in

succession, closing towards evening: they ex-

pand in the month of July. It is a native of

the Cape.
Culture.—^These plants may be increased by

offsets, taken from the heads of the roots, in

the beginning of autumn, planting them in pots

filled with soft loamy earth, mixed with a little

sea sand, and when the season proves dry, pla-

cing them so as to have only the morning sun,

until the ofl"sets have taken new roots, when
they must be placed in a sheltered situation, of

as to have the full sun. On the approach so

frosts, they should he placed in frames, and
managed as plants of the tender kind.

The second sort is very iiTi patient of cold,

and seldom flowers in this climate.

They produce variety among other potted

plants of the green-house kind.

WALK, a drv firni track in the garden

or pleasure ground, which is formed of dif-

ferent so^ts of materials : as gravel, sand, &c.

;

but where these cannot be procured, it is

sometimes laid v^'ith powdered coal, sea-coal

ashes, and powdered brick : these are, however,

rarely used, when either gravel or sand can be

procured. Where sea-coal ashes can be had,
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"they are preferable to powdered coal or bricks,

as they bind very hard, and never stick to

the feet in frosty weather. And for wil-

derness walks they are before most other

substances. There are likewise walks some-

tinu'S lornied of turf, or what arc called grass

walks. In forming the first sort of walks, when
they have been marked out, the earth should be

taken away to a certain depth, that the bottoms

may be filled with lime rubbish, coarse gravel,

flint-stones, or other rocJ<y materials, to pre-

vent weeds from growing tiirough the gravel, as

well as to keep away worm-casts. It should be

laid ten inches or a foot thick, over which the

coat of gravel should be six or eight inches,

which should be very fine, but not screened,

the large stones only being taken out. When
the gravel has been laid to this thickness, they

must be exactly levelled, and raked true from all

great drips, as well as little holes : by this means
most of the stones will be raked under the feet,

which may either be evenly sprinkled back over

tlie last kngth that is raked, or buried in the

bottom. VValks are frequently laid too rountl,

so as scarcely to be walked upon with pleasure,

and so as to lessen the effect of their breadths.

The usual allowance for a gravel walk of five

feet breadth, is about an inch rise in the crown:
consequently, if twenty feet wide, it will be four

inches higher in the middle than on each side;

and for twenty-five feet, five inches, for thirty

feet, six inches, and so on in the same propor-

tion. When the walk has been carefully laid,

trodden down, and raked, either in lengths, or

the whole together, it should be rolled well,

both in lengTh and cross-ways ; the person
' who rolls w earing shoes with fiat heels, that he

may not make holes ; as, when these are once
made in a new walk,* they are not easy to roll

out again. In order to lay them firm, it will be

necessary to give them three or four rollings,

after good waterings or heavy rains, as this

will cause the gravel to bind, so that when they

become dry they will be as hard as terrace. Iron-

mould gravel is said to be best for binding, or

such as has a little binding loam amongst it ;

which latter, though it be apt to stick to the

heels of shoes in wet weather, nothing binds

better ill dry weather; and when the gravel is

over-sandy or sharp, clay is frequently mixed
with It, which, when cast together in heaps

and well mixed, binds like a rock : loose gravel

is very uncomfortable and uneasy to walk on.

Walks of this sort are not only necessary near

the houst"; but one should always be carried

quite round the garden, as being soon dry after

raiu, and prop* r for walking on in all seasons.

See Garden Plan.

Those about the house should be large, and
laid out according to the nature and situation of

the ground.

The walks laid with sand or other materials,

in the other difi'erent parts of gardens or pleasure

grounds, should be formed in the same manner,
having regard to the nature of the soil, so as to

render them as dry as possible at all seasons.

The Ijrcadlh in these walks should be in some
measure according to the nature of the ground.

Where this is small, five or six feet may be suf-

ficient ; but in large grounds much wiiler, as ten

or twelve. In modern grounds of this sort,

they arc mostly laid out in winding serpentine

directions, according to the nature of the sites,

so as to have them concealed, and rendered as

private as possible, by the trees and plants on
their sides ; the turns being contrived in as easy

and natural a way as can be effected. See
Gravkl.
WALL, a sort offence erection in gardens,

built for the purpose of ripening all such fruits

as are too delicate to be perfected in this climate

without such assistance. Walls are built with
diflcrent materials, as stone, brick, &c., ac-

cording as they can be best procured, and at

the cheapest rate. But for fruit-trees, brick is

the best, as" being not only the handsomest,
but the warmest and ki'ndest for the ripening

of fruit, as well as affording the best conveni-
ence of nailing, for smaller nails will serve in

them than in stone walls, where the joints are

larger; and brick walls, with copings of free-

stone, and stone pilasters or columns, at proper
distances, to separate the trees and break ofl'the

force of the winds, make not only the most
beautiful but the most profitable walls that can
be erected.

Sometimes walls are built of mixed materials,

as stones and bricks ; but in this way they should
be carefully built, or the brick front will sepa-
rate from the stone behind.

Where walls are built entirely of stone, there
should be trellises fixed up against them, for
the more convenient fastening the branches of
the trees: the tinibers of tlicsc espaliers need not
be more than an inch and a half thick, and
about two inches and a half broad : these should
be fixed across each other, at about four inches
distance ; for, if they are at a much greater di-
stance, it will be difficult to fasten the shoots of
the trees properly. As this trellis will be laid

close to the wall, the branches of the trees will
lie about two inches from the wall, in which
position the fruit ripens better than when it lies

q^uite close to the wall.

Many improvements have been attempted in
building walls in ditferent forms, as in femicir-
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cular methods, in angles of various forms, and allowed to lower walls ; for, as being; more ex-

piojecting more towards the north, to screen off posed to strong gales of wind, if tliev arc not

the cold winds ; but not any method has yet been well built, they are in danger of being blown
found which succeeds so well as that ofmak- down. The piers in these cases should be pro-

iuii; them straight, and buildmg them in an up- jected the length of a brick in the backside, and
right manner. the thickness of a brick in the front, and be

Other schemes of expediting the ripening of built about ten or twelve feet asunder.

fruits on walls have been tried, such as painting

them black, or of a dark colour, as the dark

colour is supposed to imbibe more of the sun's

rays, and retain the warmth longer. This has,

however, on the same principle, answered better

in theory than practice.

Walls, where substantially built, answer

much better than those which are slight, not

only in their duration, but also in their warmth.

A wall two bricks thick will be found to an-

swer better than one brick and a half; and if in

the building of garden walls they are grouted

with soft mortar, to fill and close all the joints,

the walls will be much stronger, and the air not

so easily penetrate through them, as it does

through those which arc built in the usual man-
ner.

There is, however, no necessity for building-

walls higher than nine or ten feet, unless for

pears.

In building of hot-walls, the ordinary height
is usually about ten feet, which is sufficient for

any of those sorts of fruits which are generally

forced ; for, by forcing the trees, thev are mostly
weakened in theirgrowth, so that they do not grow
so vigorously as those which are exposed to the
open air ; and where there is not a quantity of
walling planted sufficient to let one part rest

every otlier year, the trees are never very healthy,

and last but a few years. In these walls the
foundations should be made four bricks and a
half thick, in order to support the flues ; other-

wise, if part of them rest on brick-work, and
the other part on the ground, they will settle

In respect to the aspect for walls in ihisclimate, unequally, and soon be out of order ; for, v^here-

those which have one point to the eastwardof ihe ever there happen any cracks in the flues, through

south are the best, as they enjoy the benefit of the

morning sun more, and are less exposed to the

west and south-west winds, which are very in-

jurious to fruits, than those which are built due

south.

And the next best aspect is due south, and

aficr that the south-east. But as there will, for

the most part, be south-west and west walls,

these may be planted with some sorts of fruit

which do not require so much heat to ripen

them as those designed for the best walls : but

wherever there are north walls, those will only

be proper for baking pears, plums, and morello

cherries, for preserving : or duke cherries may be

planted against these walls, to continue them

longer in the season.

which the smoke can make its escape, it will

prevent their drawing; and if the smoke gets

within the glasses, it will greatly injure the fruit,

and give it a smoky taste. This thickness of

wall need not be continued more than six inches

above the ground, where the foundation or bot-

tom of the first flue should be, which will be
sufficient to raise it above the damps of the

earth : then the wall may be set off four inches

on each side, which will reduce it to the thick-

ness of three bricks and a half, so that the back
wall may be two bricks ^thick, which is abso-

lutely necessary to throw the heat out more in

front; for, when the back walls are built too

thin, the heat escapes through them. The wall

in front next to the fruit should be only four

The usual thickness of building walls with inches thick, whereby there will be an allowance

brick is thirteen inches, or a brick and a half;

but this should be proportionable to the height

:

for, if they are built twelve or fourteen feet high

or more, as is often practised, then the founda-

tions of the walls should be at least two bricks

and a half in thickness, and brought up a foot or

more above the level of the surface of the ground,

of the same thickness ; then be set off two

inches on each side, which reduces them to two

of nine inches for the flues, which may be covered

with twelve-inch tiles; for, if they have an inch

and a half bearing on each side, it will be suf-

ficient. The places in which the fires are made
must be contrived on the backside of the walls,

which should be in number proportionable to

the length of the walls. The length usually al-

lowed for each fire to warm is forty feet, though
they do very well for fifty feet: they should be

bricks ; and five or six feet above the surface of shedded over with brick and tile, to keep out the

the ground they may be diminished on each wind and rain, otherwise the fires will not burn

side to reduce them to the thickness of a brick equally ; and as it is quite necessary to have the

and a half ; which must be continued to the fire-places or ovens below the foundation of the

top. The piers in these high walls should also first flues, there must be steps down into the

be proportionably stronger than is commonly sheds, ic come to the mouth of them to supply
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the fuel ; of course they shoulil not be narrower

than eight feet in the clear. VV here the iengtli

of walhng requires two ovens, they may be iu

the midtlle, being includeil in one shed, which
will save expense, and aliow inore room to at-

tend the fires ; ;is in this ease trie sheds n)ust he

at least ten feet long, !)iit not more than six in

breadth ; the steps down being at one end.

In regard to the lower flue through which the

smoke first passes from the fire, it may be two
feet and a half deep ; of course the back wall

should be at least two bricks and a half thick,

as high as to the top of this flue; and then it

may be set off to two bricks, which must be

coirtinucd to the top of the wall. The second

flue, which should return over the first, may be

made two feet, the third a foot and a half, and
the fourth one foot deep; which four flues, with

their coverings, will rise near eight feet in lieisjht,

so that there will be about two feet left for fixing

of the frames at the top to support the glasses,

and for the coping of the wall ; these four re-

turns will be sutricient to warm the air in the

frames. But in the carrying up these walls,

some strong iron hooks should be well fastened

at convenient distances projecting about two
inches from the wall, to which the trellis mustbe
fastened which is to support the trees. The
flues must be well pargeted with loam on their

inside, and loam be spread under the tiles which
cover them, to the thickness of the hooks, that

the flues may be very smooth. At each end of these
flues small arches should be turned in the back
walls, in such a m.anncr that there may be holes

opening to clean the flues of soot whenever there

is a necessity for it. With respect to the bor-
ders in front of these walls, they should be
about four feet wide, which will make a suf-

ficient declivity for the sloping glasses ; and oir

the outside of them should be low walls, rising

four or six inches above the level of the borders,

upon which the plate of timber must be laid, on
which the sloping glasses are to rest. The
glasses must be divided into two ranges, being
contrived in such a manner, as that the upper
row may slide down, and be fastened at suitable

distances, but the lower may be either fixed or
moveable; and the sloping timbers which sup-
port the glass frames, must be f.istened at bot-
tom into the ground-plate in the front of the
border, and at the top into strong iron cramps,
fixed in the upper part of the wall for the pur-
pose. They are best made of fir, which docs
not twist, as oak and some other wood, where
it is laid in such position ; and on the top should
be fixed, in a close manner, a stnmg board, un-
der which the upper row of glasses should slide,

in order to secure the upper part of the glasses

from being raised by the winds, and l:cep the

wet from the trees. It may project on to thcv

glasses about two inches. The width of the

frames may be about three feet, or according to

the extent of the wall, the bars being placed

lengthways of them. See Hot-Wall.
WALL TREES, such fruit-trees as are

planted against walls, and have their branches

trained to them in a fanned regular manner,
from three or four to five or six Inches asunder,

in order to produce their fruits in a superior de-

gree of perfection. They are trees of the more
tender kinds, or such as will not ripen their

fruits in this climate, unless trained against

walls of a southerly aspect, to liave the advan-
tage of the full sun ; and several sorts of the

hardier kinds, to obtain their fruits in earlier ma-
turity, and of an improved growth and flavour.

The trees must be trained to south walls for the

principal sorts of the more delicate or tenderer

kinds, such as peaches, nectarines, apricots,

grapes, figs, &c., to have the benefit of the full

sun, as they do not ripen in good perfection

without this assistance. Some of the best va-
rieties of the principal sorts of the hardier fruit-

trees, as the most esteemed cherries, plums, -and

pears, should be also trained to these walls to

produce early fruit in the greatest perfection

;

also some trees of the choicer sorts of summer
and autumn apples, to have the fruit earlier,

and of an improved rich flavour for immediate
eating; likewise some of the best red and v/hite

currants and gooseberries : and on west and
east walls to have trees of most of these sorts, to

'

ripen in good perfection, in succession to those

on the south walls, especially cherries, pluitis,

and pears, and occasionally some common
peaches, nectarines, and apricots; but vines and
figs generally on south walls, especially vines,

which require all possible benefit of the full sun
to ripeii the grapes in proper season, and v/ith a

rich flavour : the north walls are eligible for any
of the common hardier summer and autumn
fruits, as cherries, particularly morellos, plums,
and pears, for late ripening, to succeed those of
the more sunny exposures, and to continue a
longer succession of particular sorts, which ripen
for immediate eating from the trees ; also white
and red currants for successional ripening in the

autuinn. Trees of this sort may be considered
as of two orders ; common dwarf wall-trees and
half-standard wall-trees. See Standard Trees
and TiiAiNED Treks.
The ]iroper season for planting wall-trees is

cither in autunni, as in October, November,
Sec, or in spring, as February and March, or
not later than the beginning of Ajiril, but before

that time, if po-ssible; as late spring-planting,
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after the vouno; trees begin to push their shont-

biuls, is ot'teii altcntlfd with bad success.

The soil tor wall-trees should be a good drv

mellow garden earth, not less than one full

spade deep; but if two or mere, it will hi ad-

vantageous : or where a good moderately light

loamv soil prevails, it is superior for mo>! sorts

of fruit-trees ; and wheneiniched by good garden

compost it is still more beneficial.

The most proper aspects for the c'itTerent

kinds are as above ; and the methods of plant-

ing, training, pruning, and nailina, of the dif-

ferent sorts are explainetl under their particular

etdture, in the several heads.

WALL-FLOWER. See Cheiranthus.
WALL-PEPI'LR. See Seddm.
WALNUT TREE. SeeJuGLANs.
WALTHERIA, a genus affording plants of

the woody exotic kind.

ft belongs to the class and order Mo/iadt'Iphia

Pentamhia, and ranks in the natural order of

Cnlum7iifenE.

The characters are: that the calyx is a perianth

(double : outer one-sided, three-leaved, deci-

duous; cav. inner) one-leafed, half- five-cleft,

acute, cup-shaped, permanent : the corolla has

five petals, obcordate, spreading, fastened at

bottoiTi to the lube of filaments : the stamina

have five filaments, united into a tube, free

above, spreading, short : anthers ovate : the

pistillum is an ovate germ : style filiform, longer

than the stamens: stigmas pencilled : the peri-

carpuun is an obovate capsule, one-celled, two-

valved : the seed one, obtuse, wider above.

The species cultivated are : \. IV. Americana,

American Waltheria : 2. IV. Indica, Indian

Waltheria: 3. JV.. angustifoUa, Narrow-leaved

Waltheria.

The first has a soft, woody stem, about two

feet high, sending out two or thee side branches

:

the leaves alternate, of a pale yellowish green

colour, soft and hairy : the flowers collected in

a close thick spike at the top of the stem, having

soft hairy calyxes : the petals connected at their

base, small, bright yellow, spreading. It is a

native of South America, Sec.

The second species rises with a shrubby

branching stalk to the height of eight or ten feet,

and is covered with soft hairs : the leaves alter-

nate, pctiolcd, four inches long, and two inches

broad in the middle, rounded at both ends, of a

yellowish green colour, very hairy and soft,

having several longitudinal veins : the heads

axillary, sessile, composed of clusters of very

small yellow flowers, which just peep out of

their soft yellow calvxes. It is a native of India.

The third has woody stalks, six or seven feet

hio-h, dividing into several branches, which are

less hniry than those of the second sort: the-

leaves about three inches and a half long, and
an inch and half broad, of a yellowish green

colour, not so soft as those of the second, having
many veins running from the midrib, standing
upon very long footstalks : the flowers very

sma'l, yellow, collected into round, clusters,-

standmg upon very short peduncles, close to the

axils. They appear in June, July, ap.d August.
It is a native of the East Indies.

Culture.—These plants may be increased by
seeds, which must be sown on a hot-l>ed ; and
\\hen the plants are fit to plant out, they must
be each removed into a separate small pot, and.

plunged rnto a fresh hot-bed, being afterward

treated in the sanje manner as. other tender plants-

of the same nature, being kept in the bark-
stove. In the second year thev flower and pro-
duce seeds, but may be continued three or four
years if they be often shifted, and the roots

pared to keep them within compass. In the
view of keepmg the roots out of the tan, they
should be drawn up out of it at le.ast once
in six weeks, during the summer season, and
the plants be shifted out of the pots once in two
months : with this management ihe second and.

third sorts may be continued several years, but
the first seldom endures longer than two.

They have a good eft'ect in stove collections.

WART-WORT. See Euphorbia.
WATER, a well known useful article iri'

gardening, for watering numerous sorts of young-
plants and trees, seed-beds, &c., especially in

the droughty spring and sunnner seasons, both
such as grow in the full ground, and in pots iu

the open air, as well as those in green-houses,

stoves, hot-beds, &;c. : and also in ornamehtaf
designs, in pleasure grounds, parks, &c., either

when formed into regular pieces, circular, oval,

or in oblong or serpentine canals, 8tc., likewise

when varied in a somewhat natural expanse in

curves and bendings.

In forming designs of this sort, the nature of'

the supply should be first considered, whether it

be by springs in or near the place, by currents-

or streams passing through, or so nearly adja-

cent as to admit of being conducted to tlic-

place : or by being conducted from some neigh-

bouring river, brook, or lake, he., by means
of pipes or small cuts, or by being collected

issuing from higher grounds, and conducted by

proper channels. And another circumstance-

equally necessary is to consider the means by

which it n)ay be retained afterwards. In a loose

earthy, sandy, or gravelly bottom, it will soon

sink away, especially in dry weather, unless-

therc is a constant current or flow of water run-

ning in ; but in a naturally strong clayey bottom
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of proper thickness both at sides and bt'iow, it

iiias' be retained in some tolerable dc2;rcc.

Ill most cases art, houever, will be necessary

in this business. See Basons, &c.
Where it is easily attainable in any of the

above modes, it should not be omitted, in a

smaller or larger scale, especially in grounds of

any consideiable extent; but where intended

principally as reservoirs for watering gardens,

they may be of much more moderate dimensions

than wiien designed for ornament; and may be

formed either in a circular manner, an oblong

canal, pond, or cut, 8cc., where the supply of

water can be most conveniently procured.

Ornamental plats or pieces of water in plea-

sure-grounds are very desirable, as being great

additions to the beautv, variety, and embellish-

ment of them, when properly disposed, and con-

trasted with some nearly-adjoining detached

c!um|)s of plantation, and bounded with a proper

expanse of grass ground, spreading from the

verge considerably outwards.

In general, when any spaces of water, on a

larger or smaller scale, are intended, they should

be disposed as conspicuously as possible in some
principal division; either sometimes at or near

the termination of a spacious open lawn, or oc-

casionally in some other similar open space ; and
sometimes disposed more or less internally in

some central or other grand opening; in all of

which, an expanse of water lias a line effect.

The particular forms may be adapted to the

nature of the situation, and the extent to that

fo the supply of water that can be had.

Cascades or waterfalls are also occasionally

introduced in extensive pleasure-grounds where
there is the advantage of a rivulet, by which they

may be formed either in one large fall, or in two
or three smaller ones in succe.-.tion, having large

rough stones placed below to break the water,

and increase the sound of the torrent in its fall

and passage over them, in some degree similar

to that peculiar lo natural cascades. And foun-

tains, spouting water from images, &c. are

sometimes introduced in the centre of small or

moderate basons, or other reservoirs of waler

in gardens, or grounds where a supplying head

of water is conveniently situated sufficiently

high to raise and throw the water from the jet

or spout in a continued full stream to a consi-

derable height, which falliua in the bason, keeps

the water of it in motion, prevents stagnation,

and is thereby rendered more proper for keeping

and breeding llsh of the gold and silver kinds,

&c. and the spouting and falling of the water has

a refreshing elfect in the heat of summer.
Inthe business of forming the ground for

waler, the earth must be excavated to a proper

Vof.. U.

depth, gradually sloping from the verge to the

middle, from three to four or five feet deep;
sometimes, however, in low situations, the place

is naturally hollowed in some degree, so as not
to require a general excavation, or only in parti-

cular parts, and some general regulations to the

whole, which in extensive designs is a consi-

derable advantage. Where the sides and bottom
are of a sandy, gravelly, or stony nature, or

abound in loose soil, and there is not a constant
supplying stream, they must be well secured by
the application of a thick coat of well -wrought
clay. And where this claying is necessary, in

the preparatory excavation, a proper allowance
should be made for the additional coat of clav,

to the extent of twelve or fifteen inches in thick-

ness, and of several inches of gravel over it, to

preserve the clay from being wasted by the mo-
tion of the Waaler, and keep it clear, which
would otherwise be muddy. But previous to the

claying, the loose and uneven parts in the bot-

tom and sides of the cavity should be well

rammed, to make the whole firm, even, and
smooth ; then beginning in the middle space

with the clay, and proceeding gradually outward,
being careful that no stones, sticks, or other
matter, get mixed with it, to occasion fissures

or cracks, by which the water may escape,

la}'ing it evenly, a small thickness at a time,

and spreading it regularly, treading it well viith

the naked feet; and if dry weather castino- water
on it occasionally, ranimingil well fi'om time to

time with wooden rammers; then gradually ap-
plying more clay, in the same manner, to the

proper thickncis, being careful that eveiT part

is so well puddled and rammed, as not to leave

the smallest vacancy. Thus continuing the

claying in a regular manner each way from bot-
tom to the top of the circumference, smoothing
the surface evenly, and in dry weather covering
it, as the work proceeds, with mats or straw
litter, or witli the stratum of pebbly gravel.

When the whole is finished, the water should
be let in.

When this has been done, the top or verge

must be regulated and levelled, forming it evenly

from the l(.\^^c of the waler in a oradual regu-
lar expansion to some extent outward, without
any stiff" slope close to the water, distinct from
the surrounding superficies; laying the around
with grass turf, especially along the margin,
continuing it as far down as the general level of
the water. Where the extent is considerable, it

mav be sown with urass seeds.

WATER CRE:sS. See Sisymbrium.
WATER LII.Y. See Nvmph.ea.
WATER MELON. See Cucurbita Ci-

TRULLUS.
3 Y
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WHIN. See Ulex.
WHIN, PETTY. See Genista.
WHITE BEAM. See Crat^gus.
WHITE LEAF. Sec Crat^gus.
WHITE THORN. See Crat^gus.
WIDOW-WAIL. SeeCuEORUM.
WILD OLIVE. See El.eag.nus.

WILLOW. See Salix.

WILLOW, SWEET. See Myrica.
WINTERA, a genus containing a plant of

the e.xolic tree kind.

It belongs to the class and order Dodecandria

Monogt/nia, and ranks in the natural order of

The characters are : that the calyx is bell-

shaped, tri-lobed, with the lobes roundish and

concave : the corolla has five oblong, sessile

petals, longer than the calyx, and a conical,

pitcher-shaped nectarium: the stamina have no

filaments; but twelve or sixteen linear, distant

antlKrae, affixed to the outside of the nectarium

:

the pisi ilium is an oval germ, cylindric style,

with three obtuse stigmas ; the pericarpium is a

roundish, trilocular berry, with two heart-shaped

seeds.

The species is fV, Canella, Wintera, or Bas-

tard Cinnamon.
It rises with a thick woody stem, branching

on every side, almost the whole length, growing
near twenty feet in height, having a lighiish-

coioured aromatic bark : the leaves are oblong,

obtuse, light-green : the flowers red, in umbel-
late clusters, at the ends of the branches, suc-

ceeded by roundish berries. It is a native of

South America.
Culture.—This may be increased by planting

cuttings of the shoots in pots filled with mellow
loamy mould, plunging them in the bark-bed of

the stove. When the plants have attained a

good root, they may be removed into separate

pots, replunging them in the bark-bed, giving

shade and a little water till fresh rooted; being

afterwards managed as other woody stove plants.

It nmst always be kept in the stove.

This plant affords variety in the stove among
other aromatics.

W INTER-BERRY. See Prinos.
WOODBINE. SeeLoNiCERA.
WOOD, WAXEN. See Genista.
WORMWOOD TREE. See Artemisia.

X E R

XERANTHEMUM, a genus containing

plants of the herbaceous, flowering, annual

and shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Syngenesia

Tolysramia Superflua.

The characters are: that the calyx is a com-

pound fiower, having the general calyx composed

of many long spear-shaped scales : the corolla is

composed of many herniaphrodite florets m the

disk, each consisting of one funnel-shaped petal,

five-parted at top ; and tubular female florets in

the radius, more slightly cut at the brim : the

stamina five very short filaments, and long

cylindric anlherce : the pistillum is a short

germcn, filiform stvle, having a bifid stigma in

the hermaphrodites'; and in the females iwo re-

flexed stigmas : there is no pericarpimn ; each

floret succeedtd by an oblong, coronated seed,

placed on a chaff'y receptacle.

The species cultivated are: 1. X. anmium.

Annual Xeranthemum, or Common Eternal

FIo'\er; 1. X.ndortiim, Reflexed leaved Eternal

Flower; 3. X. specio^is-'imum, Golden Eternal

Flower; 4. X. Sesamoides, Silvery Eternal

Flower ; 5. A", prnli/mim, IVoliferoiis Eternal

Flower; 6. X. vcstitum, Leafy- flowered Eternal

X E R

Flower; 7 . X. imlricalum. Imbricated Eternal

Flower.

The first rises with an herbaceous, angular,

downy, branching stalk, to the height of two or

three feet : the leaves are spear-shaped, spread-

ing, hoary, close-sitting; and all the stalks and
branches terminated by large flowers singly, of

difl'erent colours in the varieties, appearing from
July to September, and succeeded by ripe seeds

in autumn. It is a native of the Cape.

There are varieties with large white flowers,

with purp!e flowers, with double white flowers,

with double purple flowers, and with double

violet-coloured flowers.

The second species has under-shrubby trailing

stalks, set with recurved, reflexed, hoarv-silverv

leaves: the flowers come out at tiie axillas of the

branches, having white rays and yellow diaks.

It is a native of Africa.

The third has an upright shrubby stem,

branching three or four feet in heighi, being set

with spear-shaped, trinervous, sessile leaves;

and at the termination of the branches large

bright golden-yellow flowers. It is a native of

the Capj.

The fourth species has also an upright shrubby
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stem, with slrncler hoary branches, rising three

or four f'eft in height : the leaves small, linear,

adprcsscd, laid close to the branches; and the

branches are terminated with large silvery

white flowers. This plant is also a native of the

Cape.
The fifth has shrubby proliferous stalks: the

leaves are grannlous-roundish, lightly imbri-

cated : the flowers sitting close to the branches.

The sixth species rises with an upright shrubby

stem, branching three or four feet in height:

the leaves are linear spear-shaped, mucronated :

and the flowers are termmal, leafy, white. It

Ls a native of Africa.

The seventh has the stalks shrubby; and the

leaves oval-awl-shaped, smooth, imbricated:

the flowers at the end of the branches.

These plants have the name of Eternal Flower,

from the circumstance of their continuing long

after being plucked.

Cullure.—In the first soit and varieties the

culture is readily effected by sowing the seeds iu

pots of light fresh mould ia the autumn or

spring, or at other seasons for a succession,

plunging them in a moderate hot-bed, to bring

forward "the plants. In the spring they may also

be sown in patches where they are to remain, or

in beds to be afterwards removed. When the

plants have a few inches growth, they should be

pricked out in rows a foot apart on beds, or into

the borders, clumps, or other places where they

are to grow. They should afterwards be kept

clean from weeds, and have occasional waterings

innnediately after pricking out, and afterwards

in dry weather.

Tlie other sorts are raised by planting cuttings

of the young shoots in the sinnmer in pots filled

with light mould, giving them a little water and

shade ; or, which is better, plunging them into

a hot-bed, and covering them with hand-glasses.

When they are become firmly established in

the autumn, they should be carefully removed

into separate pots, being replaced in the hot-

bed till re-rooted, after which they should have

the management of other shrubby green-house

jjlants.

The first ort produces a fine eflect in the

borders, clumps, &c, while growing, as well as

in pots when the flowers are taken off. And the

other sorts atTorJ variety in green house collec-

tions.

XVLOPIIYLLA, a genus containing plants

of tl'.e tender exotic kind for the stove.

It belongs to the class and order Penlandria

Trigi/nia, and ranks in the natural order of

Euphorh'ue.

The characters' are : that the calvx is a six-

parted coloured cup: the corolla has no petals;

but nectariums composed of six glandules af-

fixed to the germcn : the stamina five short

filaments and single antherje: the pislillum is a

roundish germ, three short styles, crow ned with

lacenUed stigmas : the pericarpium is a roundish

trilocular capsule : the seeds double.

The species cultivatL-d are: 1. X. long!folia,

Long-leaved Love Flower; 2. X. liitifolia.

Broad-leaved Love Flower; 3. X.falcata, Fal-

cated Love Flower.

The first rises with four-angled branches,

which are set with lonsr linear leaves. It is a

native oi America.
The second species also rises with round

branches : the leaves are broad spear-shaped. It

is a native of the West Indies.

The third has a woody stem and branches :

the leaves are linear spear-shaped, shining,

placed irregularly : and at the upper part of the

branches the flowers are produced upon the

edges of the leaves, being very closely placed.

It is a native of America.
Culture.—These plants are increased by sow-

ing the seeds in pots in the early spring, and
plunging them in a hot-bed : when the plants

are come up two or three inches in growth, they

should be pricked out in separate pots, replun-

ging them in the bark -bed : they may afterwards

be managed as other stove plants of a similar

growth.

They are also, some of them, capable of being

raised bv off-sets, slips, and cuttings, assisted

by a hot-bed in the same manner.
They require the constant protection of the

stove in winter, but in the hot summer months
may be set out in their pots in a sheltered situ-

ation, being taken in ini the approach of cold

nights.

They afford variety, and are curious in stoyc

collections.

3 \i
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YEW TREE. See Taxus.
YUCCA, a genus containing plants of the

succulent, evergreen, shrubby, hardy, and ten-

der kinds.

It belongs to the class and order HexanJria

Mlo?!og!/nia, and ranks in the natural order ot"

Lilia.

The- characters are: that there is no calyx:

the corolla is monopetalous, bell -shaped, and

divided into six large oval segments : the stami-

na, six very short reflexed lilanieuts, having

small antherae : the pislillum is an oval three-

cornered germ, longer than the stamina; no

style, but an obtuse three-furrowed stigma: the

pericarpiuni is an oblong, triangular, trifid,

trivalved capsule of three cells, containing many
seeds lying over one another in a double series.

The species cultivated are: 1. Y. gluriosa.

Common Adam's Needle ; 2. Y. Jilamcntosa,

Thready Virginian Yucca; 3. Y. alorfhlia. Aloe-

leaved Yucca; 4. Y. DraconU, Dragon Tree-

leaved Yucca.
The first has an erect, ligneous, thick stem,

two or three feet in height, having very long,

narrow, stitT, entire leaves, ending in a long,

sharp, black spine, garnishing the stem almost

to the bottom, and in a large tuft at top: Irom

the centre of the top leaves rises a long branching

peduncle, sustaining a panicle of bell-shaped

white and purple flowers. It is a native of Ca-

nada, flowering in August.

The second species rises with an upright,

thick, ligneous stem, two or three feet high,

adorned at top with a tuft of very long spear-

shaped, stiff, blunt-pointed, sawed, filamentose

leaves, emitting long threads from the sides,

iianging downward ; and from the top of the

stem amidst the leaves an erect peduncle or

flowerstalk, several feet high, which is set with

many large white and purple striped leaves. It

is a native of Virginia, flowering in August and

September.

The third rises with an erect, thick, fleshy

stem, eight or ten feet in height: it is crowned

with a large tuft of long, narrow, stiff", crenated,

aloe-like leaves eniliirg in sharp spines : from the

centre of the crown of leaves comes out the

flowerstalk, branching pyramidally two or three

feet in height, having all the branches terminat-

ing in a spike of flowers, purple without and
white wiihin, appearing in August and Septem-
ber. It is a native of America.

The fourth species has an upright, thick,

brown stem, three feet in height, crowned with
long, narrow, serrated lea\es ending in spines

and nodding downward : in the centre of the

leaves arises the flowerstalk very branehy, with

aH the branches terminating in spikes of flesh-

coloured flowers, which appear in August and
September. It is also a native of America.

Cidture.—These plants are all capable of being

raised by off-sets or suckers, from the roots and
heads of the old plants, as well as by seed.

The off-sets and suckers may be taken off any
time in the spring or summer seasons, being

laid in some dry place for a few days, till the

wounded part caused by the separation from the

plant is dried and healed over; when they may
be planted out separately in pots of light sandy
compost, and be placed in a shady situation

till they have taken root in a perfect manner.
When assisted by a hot-bed, they often succeed

better.

The seed obtained from abroad should be sown
in the spring in pots of light earth, plunging

them in a hot-bed, in which the plants soon

come up; and when they are two or three inches

high, they should be pricked out separately in

small pots of light sandy mould, re-plunging

them in the hot-bed to forward their growth,

assisting them with moderate waterings and fresh

air daily, and hardening them by degrees to the

full air, so as to be set out in June to remain till

October, when they should be removed into the

green-house for the winter.

Some plants of all the sorts should constantly

be preserved in pots.

They are all very ornamental ; the two first

after they have been hardened, in the dry borders,

where the soil is light and where the situation is-

w arm and sheltered ; and the others in green-

house collections, among other potted plants.
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ZANTIIOXYLUM, a genus containing

piiints of the Lardy and tender exotic

shrubby kinds.

It belongs to the class and order Diwcia Pen-
tandria.

The characters are : that the male flowers have

the calyx a perianthium deeply eut into five oval

coloured parts : there is no corolla : the stamina

have five awl-shaped erect filaments, with didy-

mous, sulcated, roundish antherse :— female

flower, calvx as the male: there is no corolla:

the pistilhim, a roundish germen, an awl-

shaped style, with an obtuse stigma: the peri-

carpium, an oblong capsule, formed of two
valves and one cell, containing a single smooth
roundish seed.

The species cultivated are : 1 . Z. Clava Her-
cuUs, Canada Tooth-aeh Tree, or Hercules's

Club; 2. Z. trlfuUutum, Chinese Tooth-acli

Tree.

The first grows to the height of twelve feet,

with a rough bark armed with short spines : the

leaves are winged, of a dark-green colour,

growing irregularly on the branches; each con-
sists of four or five pair of sjiear-shaped foliolcs,

which are terminated bv an odd one : the flowers

come out from the end of the Ijranehes in loose

panicles; they are apetalous and have no great

appearance, and succeeded by uniioeularcapsulcs,

containing the seeds. It is a native of North
America.

There is a variety ; the Ash-leaved Tooth-ach
Tree, with oval-oblong folioles, and prickly

mid-ribs.

The second species rises with a woody stem,

branching several feet iu height, being set with

trifoliate leaves, composed of three egg-oval

fblioles. It is a native of China.

Culhire.—These plants may be increased by
seeds and layers.

The seeds should be sown in the spring, either

in an east border, or in pots placed in ihe morn-
ing sun all the sunnner, bcnig sheltered in a

frame in winter; and in the spring following re-

moved to the full air till October, giving proper

waterings all the summer; and towards winter

be placed again under shelter from frost till

March, when the young plants may be potted

separately ; and thus continued for a year or

two, being sheltered in the winter, when they

may be transplanted into the shrubbery, where
they are to remain.

The lavers of the young wood may be laid

down in autumn or early spring, and when they

have stricken good root be taken off and managed
as the seedlings.

They also succeed hy cuttings in spring or

sunnner, planted in pots, assisted by a hot-bed,

in which they soon strike, when they should be

inured to the full air ; and the young plants will

be fit for planting out in the autmnn, or the

spring following.

The first is a very ornamental plant in the

borders and other dry parts of shrubberies, and
the latter among potted plants in the green house
collections.

Z£A, a genus containing a plant pf the hardy
herbaceous annual kind.

It belongs to the class and order Moncecia
Triandtia, and ranks in the natural order of

Grum'inecB.

The characters are : that male and female

flowers are separate on the same plant ; loosely

disposed ; the calyx, a bivalve, two-flowered

husk : the corolla, two oblong valves, the out-

ward one obtuse and bellied, and the interior

bidented at top, and are inclosed in the calyx,

with a very short, diphyllous nectarium : the

stamina, three capillary filaments in the males,

with bilid prismatic antherae, opening at top;

the female flowers are closely collected in a spike

below the males on the same plant : the calyx a
single-flowered husk, with two valves; with a

corolla, a gkunose husk, and four membrane-
ous unequal valves : the pistillum, a very small

germen, slender pendulous style, and simple

stigma : there is no pericarpium : many com-
pressed, roundish seeds, immersed in an ob-
long, thick five-angled receptacle, forming to-

gether a long, thick, close head of corn.

The species cultivated is Z Mays, Maize, or

fndian Corn.
It rises with a large, strong, herbaceous stern,

ten or twelve feet high, garnished with long,

broad, pendulous leaves : male flowers at the

upper part of the stalks, in spikes eight or ten

inches long; and females arising at the axillas-

of the leaves below the males, in long, close,

thick sjiikes, covered with thin leaves; and suc-

ceeded hy numerous seeds placed round the long
receptacle in a compact order. Native of America.

There are varieties; with yellovv'ish-white

seeds, with deep yellow seeds, and with purple-

blue seeds.

Culture.—These plants may he raised by sow-
ing seed in the spring, as March or April, in a
dry warm situation, where the plants are in-

tended to remain, in patches, of two or thiee
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seeds or more in each, about an inch and half

deep: when the plants are come up, they should

he thinned out to one or two of the strongest.

But to have the plants more forward, so as to

produce ripe seed-spikes more eflectu.slly, some
should be sown in a hot-bed at the same time,

and when the plants are three or four inches

high, he forwarded by pricking them out upon
another hot-bed, cither under a deep frame or

an awning of hoop arches to be covered with

mats occasionall-y, allowing them plenty of free

air; and when they have sufficient growth, as

in May, they may be transplanted, with balls

of earth about their roots, inio the full ground

in the borders or shrubbery clumps, in warm
sunny situations, being well watered; and when
the summer proves warm and dry, they often

produce perfect heads, and the seeds ripen in a

good manner.
As the plants mostly nui up in tall stalks, it

is proper to support each with a tall neat stake,

especially where much exposed to wind and

rain.

These plants in the different varieties have a

fine effect in the back parts of borders, clumpj,

and other places, in warm sheltered situaiions.

ZINNfA, a oenus containing plants of the

annual flowering kind.

It belonirs to the class and order S!/7?gcnesia

Puli/irumia Sii/)fi;fiiia.

The characters are : that the calvx has the

general cup oval, cvlindric, and imbricated,

with many bluni, upright, persistent scales: the

corolla compound and radiated, consisting of

hermaphrodite florets, placed in the disk, and

female ones, which are lisrulated, and form the

ravs : the stamina of the hermaphrodites are

five short filaments, with cylindric lubulose

antherae : the pistilluni is an oblong aristated

germ, with a slender seniibifid style, and two

erect obtuse stigma''.: in the female flowers the

sermen is oblong and triquetrous, with a capil-

lary style, and two recurved stigmas : the peri-

carpium has the calvx containing oblong solitary

seeds crowned with down, and placed on a pa-

leaceous receptacle.

The species cultivated are: 1. Z. patic'ijhra,

Few-flowered Yellow Zinnia; 2. Z. muuiflora.

Many-flowered Red Zinnia.

The first has the root fibrous, from which

arises the stalk to abo-it I'lio feet high ; it is

woody below, and branches upwards, which are

placed opjjosile : the^e arc furnished with oblong

leaves of a pleasing green colour : the flowers

terminate the ends of the branches on long foot-

stalks ; they arc of a yellow colour, whieh

decays before the seeds are ripe. It is an an-

nual.

The second species is also annual : th? sLilk

rises erect with upright branches ; these are

channelled and hairy : the leaves are oval, lan-

ceolate, and placed opposite : the flowers come
out at the extreme part of the branches : the

florets of the disk are yellow, and those which
form the rays are of a dusky red ; these continue
till the seed is ripe, which is in the autuinn.

Culture.—These animal plants are increased

from seeds, vihich should be sown on a slight

hot-bed in the early spring, as March, and
when the plants arc a few inches high, they
should be pricked out on another bed previously

prepared to receive them, where they should re-

main till the advance of summer, when thev

may be taken up and planted out in the borders

of the pleasure-ground, where thev blow and
complete their seeds for the year following.

They have a fine effect in their leaves and
flov\'crs in these situations.

ZYGOPflVI.LUM, a genus comprising
plants of the herbaceous and woody succulent

exotic kind.

It belongs to the class and order Decanchia
Monogynia, and ranks in the natural order of
Ri/fjiea.

The characters are: that the calyx consists of
five oval, obtuse, concave, erect leaves : the

corolla has five obtuse petals emarginated at top,

and a ten-leaved closed nectarium, which in-

cludes the germcn : the stamina, ten awl-shaped
filaments, and oblong iucuinbent antherie : the

pistilluni, an oblong germen, awl-shaped stvle,

crowned by a simple stigina: the pericarpium,

an oval, pentaeonous, quinquevalvulous capsule

of five cells, having; many roundish seeds.

The species are : 1 . Z. Fahago, Common Bean
Caper; 2. Z. sasi/ijotium, Atiican'Bean Caper;
3. Z Morgsana, Purslane-leaved ^Ethiopian Bean
Caper; 4. Z. spinostim, Thorny Bean Caper

j

3. Z. allium. White Eg\ptian Bean Caper.

The first has a thick, fleshy, deeply-striking,

perennial root: the stalks upright, round,

smooth, jointed, herbaceous, green, three or

four feet in height, being set with oval, smooth,
flcthy, blueish-green leaves, two or three to-

gether on each petiole, and reddish flowers by
two or three together at the axillas of the stalks,

ajipearing in July, succeeded by long capsules,

corilaining the seed, ripening in autumn. It is

durable in root ; but the stalks, being herbaceous,

perish every autumn. It is a native of Asia.

The second species rises with an upright

woody stem, branching numerously and iriegn-

larly, three or four feet in height : the leaves

oval spear-shaped, thick, smooth, succulent,

sessile, surrounding the branches by fours : the

flowers yellow, on long slender footstalks at the
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sides of the branches/ appearing in succes-

sion great part of siiiiimcr. It is a native of

Africa.

There are varieties; with yellow flowers, with

sulphur-coloured flowers, with white ilowers,

with copper-coloured flowers, having mostly a

reddish or brown spot near the base of each

petal.

The tliird rises with a shruhhv stem, dividinc;

and branching irregularlv, tiiree or four feet in

heitrht: the leaves oval, thick, obtuse, succu-

lent, surrounding the branches by fours: the

fioweis are sulphur-coloured, on long footstalks

from the bides of the branches, appearing most
part of summer. It is a native of Africa.

There is a variety with flanie-yellow-coloured

flowers.

The fourth species has under-shrubby stalks :

the leaves close-sitting, with linear acute folioles.

It is a native of Africa.

The fifth has the leaves foot-stalked, and
clubbed fleshy lobes.

Culltire.—The first sort is raised from seeds,

which should be sown in the spring in pots filled

with light sandy mould, or on a hot-bed. When
the plants have a few inches growth, they should

be removed into separate pots plunging them
into a hot-btd, admitting air so as gradually to

harden them to the open ground. They should

be protected for a winter or two, and then be

turned out into border^, or other parts, where

the situation is warm and the soil dry and

rubbishy, as they are of a succu'ent nature.

The oth'-i sorts are capable of being uicieased

by cuttings and seeds; the cuttings should be

planted out in the spring or sununerin pots filled

with lioht sandy mould, and plunged in a hot-

bed, being occasionally «..'cred, when they

quickly emit rots, and shoot at top; and when
sown in the summer months, they may be

planted in a sbadv place, or in pots placed m the

shade, giving frequent waterings, when they

will also take good rooot. In either method,,

they should be potted off separately towards

autumn, in order to be moved into the green-

house or glass-case in the beginning of autumn.-

The seed should be sown in the spring in pots

of light earth, and be plunged in a hot-bed,

where they soon come up: when a little ad-

vanced in growth, they shoeld be pricked out in

separate small pots, being watered and replunged

into the hot-bed till well rooted, when they

should be gradually hardened to the full air, and
in June set out to remain till the autumn, when
they should be placed in the green house, or

sonjc other place where they may have protec-

tion for the winter.

The first sort affords variety in the borders, as

well as among potted plants ; and the others in

collections of the green-house kind..

The foUoic'mg is a Communication receivedfrom Mr. Buonaiuti, Gardener to

the Right Honourable io«/ Holland, Hulland-lJotise^ Kensington^ rchich

we introduce in the manner it teas scnt.^

iiAHLTA. This genus was established by the

late Cavanillcs, in honour of Dr. Andrew
Dahl, a Swedish botanist, and the friend of Baron
Alstrcenier.

It belongs to the class and order Syvs^tnesla

P(jhjgamia Fnistranea, at least in this cold cli-

mate.

The stems die every winter, but the root is

perennial and tuberous, not very dissimilar lo

that of the Artichoke.

Four species have been described.

1. 1 innnta, pinnated as it is called, and figured

by Cavanilles in his Ic. PI. v. 1. tal. SO. It is

also fiiiLTed under this name in the -Ith vol. of

Andrew s's But. Refioiilori/. In the jinmde^ du
Mvs. Kali'. iial Hist. Nat. v. 3. M.Thouiu calls

this species Purpurea, but its colour varies from
the common Pinuata, being verv deep ; and Mr.
H. A. Salisbury suspects that this Purpurea of

Thouin is- the true Rosea of Cavanillcs. A

paler coloured variety of the Pinnnta, the seeds-

of which were sent to Holland-House with the

name of Rosea bv Cavanillcs, has been lately

figured by Mr. Hooker in the Parad'istis Londi-
neiisis, and described by the above-mentioned
botanist, under the name of Sambiicifolia : that

it is not the true Rfi^ea of Cavanillcs, Ic. is un-
questionable ; for the leaves v.ere simply pinnate,

not bipinnate.

'J. Riiscu, Rose-coloured. It is so called and
figu.red by Cavanilles in liis Ico/ies ; but the plant

called Piosea by M. Thouin in the Annates, is

most probably the very variety of the first spe-

cies figured by the name of Samlncifulia in the
Paradisus Lnndinensis.

3. Coccinea, Scarlet. This is figured in Ciirtis's

publicatii>n ; but we entertaii. a doubt if it is the

same with Cavanilles's plant, if the colour is well

copied. The plant, we understand, is dead.

4. Crcc-itii, Saffron -coloured. This plant is
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not mentioned in any work previous to tlie Para-
disiis Londinensh, where it is figured and de-
scribed by tlie name of BidrntifoVm. Though
the parcels of seeds which came from Cavanilfes

himself had the title of Crocata, the flowers

turned out yellow.

It is not intended here to describe minutely
these plants; it is sufficient to say, that they
elevate themseh'es majestically like the Holy-
hock, and bear both axillary and terminal showy
flowers late in the autumn.

Culture.—The first Dahlias introduced into

Kngland were lost bv takinc; loo much care of
them. As they are natives of the liillv parts of

Mexico, they will thrive in the open ground very

well, and accustom themselves in a very few
generations to ripen seeds here annually. By
giving the history of those plants which have
grown in the gardens of Holland-House, Ken-
sington, it is onlv meant to oficr hints for their

culture, leaving the rest to future experience and
observation.

On the 20th of Mav, 180-J, the Right Ho-
nourable Lady Holland sent home from Spain a

parcel of seeds. Though so late in the season,

part of them were sown in pots in a hot-bed,
and among these was the Di/hliu Pinnnia, with
a wrong I'lame on the pari'el. When the plant

was abjul fourteen inches high, it was planted

in the open ground and grew luxuriantly, pushing
lip Several stems to the height of seven and eight

feet. The Coainea and Crocala, the seeds of

whic\i also came up, but did not grow so full.

In the middle of September the first flowers ap-

peared, by which the plant was known to be the

Piinialn of Cavanilles, and it was figured by Mr.
-Andrews the sanie.year. Tlie seeds did not ripen,

find the roots were taken up on the approach
of a sharp frost, and placed in the green-house in

a pot for the winter.

In the spring of iS05 all the parcels of seed

scntfrom abroad were sov.'n, and many Dahlias

came np among them, which at the time of

flowering showed four distinct species or varie-

ties. It seems lliat Cavanilles, and the French

botanists after him, mean to make as many spe-

cies as there are different coloured Dalilias; but

the learned Mr. Salisluiry, one of the Vice Presi-

dents last year of theLinnean Society, considers

them all simply as varieties of only two distinct

species, and has in the Paradisus Lojidinensis

named them, not according to their colour, but

afurihe ditlerences of their leaves, being inclined

to believe that they will in tini.e vary like the

China Aster and Marygold.

And, in fact, with regard to the Dult/ia Pin-

iiafa, now commonly called Piirpiaca, we have

jjrcat reason to confirm that botanist's suspicion.

having seen nine difFereni varieties of it, cither in

the colour or multiplication of the petals. Tiiii

flower, in its natural state, has onlv eioht ligii-

latcd petals : a few had twelve. There was also one
plant with archdouble flowers, exceedingly pale :

another with archdouble flowers, exceeding deep
purple, exactly like that figured in the AnndJes-

du Mas. but the flowers were so complicated to-

gether, and the autumn of 1805 so cold, they

never expanded. We must observe, that the

leaves of this plant were bipinnated, .but whether
it is a real distinct species is not yet positively

ascertained.

The Dahlia Rosea was last year (1805) the

most handsome, and ripened plenty of seeds.

The Purpurea ripened fewer and weaker seeds,

though they now (loih May, 1806) come up
freely; the plants, however, look weak. Of the

seeds of Coccinca and Crocata, no plants have vet

a]i])cared, though to the eve they seemed as per-

fect as those imported from Spain.

All the plants of 1805, except one, were taken
up before Christmas, and planted in pots or lar^e

pans; but though kept in a very cold green-
house, they began to push new shoots in the

middle of April, and will be planted in the open
ground without the help of anv artificial heat.

Some rich mould round the roots is the onlv

culture they require. The plant left all the win-
ter out of doors was situated close to a south
wall ; and though it had no covering of any kind,

it is now pushing up new shoots. It is necessary

to add, that several plants of IDahlias have been
raised by cuttings, which are now in good
health, and which will probably flower and pro-

duce seeds next autumn.
10th July, IS06. Above a hundred plants of

Dahlias are now growing m various parts of the

gardens at Holland-House in the highest luxu-

riance : among them are several of the yellow-

floweied Bidentifolia, riiised from seeds savetl

there last \ear, though the autunm proved so

unfavourable. One plant of the Purpurea of

Andrews's Bot, Repository is already showing
flowers.

The true Roica of Cavanilles, with doubly

pinnated leaves, is also growing most vigorously,

and one of its stems has been pinched to produce

lateral shoots for cuttings. A plant left in the

middle of one of the borders of the French gar-

den at Holland-House bv mistake, and exposed

to the severiiy of the winter, without any shel-

ter, is as strong and vigorous as any of the other

two-year old plants; so that there is not a doubt

that this magnificent genus will soon be a com-
mon ornament of the gardens in this island.

in plate -IS)* is a representation of a plant of

the Dahlia Plnnata or Purpurea.
INDEX
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GENERA OF THE PLANTS.

JBROMA
-^ Abrus
Acanthus
Acer
Achania
AchiUcas
Achras
Achyranthus
Aconitum
Acorus
Acrostichum

Actiea

Adunsonia
Adenanthera
Adiantum
Adonis
Adoxa
Mschynon^ne
JEsculns

Agiipanthus

Agaricus
Agave
Ageratum
Agrimonia
Agrostemma
Atluntlius

Aitonia

Ajuga
Albuca
Alcea
AlchemiUa
Aletris

Allium
Aloe
Ahtrrrmcria

Allhiea

Ah/nsujn

AuinrantliuS

AnifiTi/llis

Atnbrosia

Amelliis

Amerimnwn
Amethj/stea

Amumum
Amorpha
Ami/gdalus

Ami/ris

Anacurdiuvi

AitUfuiltS

Aiiaiij/iis

A/iuatatica

Anchusa

Abroma
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B>itum
Jiitcconia

Romhtix

Boutia
B.irago

Borboitia

Bosea
Brussica

Bnmieliu

Browallia

Bruuia
Brunsfehiu
Bubon
Buclmera
Buddlea
Bulboco(Vuim

Buplilliuhnum

Bupleurum
Btitomus

Bums

Cuculia

Cactus
CeEsalpinia

Calendula

Calk
CoHUarpa
Cultha
Cali^fanthus

Camellia

Campanula
Cunar'ma
Canella

Carina

Cupparis

Capsicum
Carica
Carpinus
Curthuinus

Carum
Curi/oph^llus

Cassia

Cassine

Catunanche
Caltsbica

Ceanotlius

Cedrela

Celastrus

Celiisia

Celsia

Celtis

Centaurea
Cephalunthus

Cerasltum

Ceratonia

Cercis

Cerinthe

Cestrum
Chamnrops
Cheiruntlius

Cliciid.iniu.m

Chetone
Chenopodium
Chiococca

Chionanlhus

Chifoniu

CIti i/santliemum

C/irt/sobalanus

Clirt/socuma

Chrijsopkyllum

Cichorium

Rlite, or Strawberry Spinach
Panut-Wced, Tree Celandine
Silk-Cotton Tree
Bontia, Barbadoes Wild Olive

Borage
Borbonia
Gi)ldcn-rod Tree
Cabbage, Cauiitiouer, Brocoli, Turnep
Pine Apple
Browallia
Briiiiia

Bruntt'elsia

Bubon
Bucknera
Buddlca
Mountain Saffron

Ox-eye
Hare's Ear
Flowering Rusli

Box Tree

Foreign Colt's Foot
Melon Thistle, CreepingCereus,&c.
B^\rbadocs Flower Fence
Marigold
/Ethiopian Arum
Callicarpa

Marsh Marigold
Carolina Allspice

Japan Rose
Bell Flower
Canary Bell Flower
White Cinnamon
Indian Flowering Reed
Caper Bush
Guinea Pepper
Papaw Tree
Hornbeam
BasLard Saffron

Caraway
Clove Tree
Wild Senna
Hottentot Cherry
Candy Lion's Foot
The Lily Thorn
New Jersey Tea
Bastard Cedar
Staff Tree
Cork's Comb
Celsia

Netlle Tree
Centaury Blue Bottle, &c.
Button Tree
Mouse-ear Chickweed
Carob Tree
Judas Tree
Honey Wort
Bastard Jasmine
Dwarf Palm
Wall Flower, Stock, &c.
Horned Poppy
Chelone
Couseloot
Snow berry Tree
Virginian Snowdrop, Fringe Tree
Chironia

Chrysanthemum
Cocoa Palm
Goldy Locks
Broad-leaved Star-Apple

Succory, or Endive

Cineraria Cineraria, Sky Flower
Cislus Cistiis, Rock Rose
Citliarorylon Fiddle Wood
Citrus Citron Tree, Orange Tree, ,&c,

Ctcniutis \'irgin's Bower
Clrome Cleorae

Clcthra Clctbra

Ctiffurtia Cliffortia

Clitoria Clitoria'

Clusia Balsam Tree
Clui/lia Cluytia

Cncorum Widow Wail, Spurge Olive

Coccolola Sca-sidc Grape
Coc/itcaria Horse Radish
Ccicos Cocoa Nut Tree

Coff'ca Coffee Tree
Colciiicam Meadow Saffron

Colutea Bladder Sena
Comptimia Comptonia
ConvaUaria Lily of the Valley

Convolvulus Convolvulus

Conyza Flea Bane
Copaifera Balsam of Capivi Tree

Cordia Cordia

Coreopsis Thick-seeded Sun-Flower

Coriandrium Coriander

Coriaria Myrtle-leaved Sumach
Camus Dog-Wood
Cornutia Cornutia

Curonclla Coronella

Cortusa Bear's-Ear, Sanicle, or Matthiolus

Cor-ylus Hazel, or Nut Tree

Corypha Fan Palm
Cvft/ledon Navel-Wort
Crambe Sea Cabbage
Crussula Lesser Orpine, or Live Ever
Craticgus Hawthorn, WildService, &c.
Cratieva Garlick Pear

Crepis Bastard Hawk-Weed
Cresccntia Calabash Tree
Criniim Crinum
Crithmum Sea or Rock Samphire

Crocus Crocus
Crotaluria Crotalaria

Croton Tallow Tree

Cucumis Cucumber Melon
Cucurbifa Gourd, Pompion, &c.
Cuprcssus Cypress Tree
Ci/clumen Snow-bread
Ci/nara Artichoke, Cardoon
Ci/iioglossum Hound's Tongue
Cijpripedium Lady's Slipper

Ci/rtunthas Cyrtanthus

Cytisus Cytisus or Laburnum

Dais Dais

Vup'ine Spurge Lauicl, Mezereon

D .tara Thorn Apple
Di:urvs Common Carrot

Delphinium D'.-r't'.in Flower
Dentaria T: ' Wort
Dianthiis S>\ . . 'VUiiam, Pink, !kc,

Otctanmus Wliit- Dittany

Digitalis Fox ' -love

])iontea Venus's Fly Trap
Diosma Di.isma

Dinspijros Indian Date Plum
Dircii Ixather-Wood
iJ si.ndria Disandria

Diiilartia Dodartia

Vodtcuthcon Virginian Cowslip, or MeaJia
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Dochntra
Dotonicvm
Drucieriu

Diucticcjilinhim

Diui\iiiliuin

Ebenus
Ec/iinops

E/irelia

E/iiagniii

Eiepliuntopus

Empetrum
Ephedra
Epiatva
Epiiiibuim

Epiinedium

Erica
Erigeron
Erinus
Eriocepha/us

En/ngiviii

Eiyxwihm
Erythrina
Eri/throiiium

Eugenia
Euoni/iiius

Eupatorium
Euphorbia

Fagara
Fagus
Ferruria

Ferula

Finis

Fothergilla

Frugal ia

Friuinus
FritiUuria

Fuchsia

Fumuria

Galunihus
Gurcinia
Gardenia
Genista

Genliana
Gciunium
Geum
C 'udiolus

Glcdttsia

Gii'buiuiia

Gu'l tOSlt

Gtusiuia
Give re

Ghij,r:hi:a

Cniuplialium

Gonijikrena

Gordo.iiu

Gi» leria

Gnsi/i 'im

Greicii'

Cu'j ULUm
Guiiandina

Hteiiuwlhiis

Hiinuiioxii'.um

Haiesia

HaUcfIa
Huiiiccles

Hcc'era

Hedtfsarvm

Dodonwa
Leopard's Bane
Dra<;oii Tree
Draijon's Head, Balm of Gilcad, &c.

Perfbrate-leaved Uragon

Ebony
Globe Thistle

Ebrctia

Wild Olive

Elephant's Foot

Blaik-bei-ried Heath
Shrul'liy Horse Tail

Trailins: Ai-butus

Willow Herb
Alpine Barrenwort
Heatli

Erigeron
Erimis
Ei-iocephalus

Ervnjo, Sea Holly

He'd^e iMustard

Cora! Tree
Doii's Tooth Violet

Eugenia
Spuidle Tree
Hemp Agrimony
Spurge

Fagara
Beech Tree
Fcrraria

Fennel Giant

Fig Tree
Fothergilla

Strawberry

Asb Tree
Fritillary

Fuchsia
Fumitory

Snnw Drop
Gartinia

Cape Jasmine
Broom
Gentian
Crane's Bill

Herb liennet

Sword Lily

Three-lhorned Acacia

Glol ular Blue Daisy

Superb Lily

Gloxinia

Glycine or Kidney Bean Tree

C'.inmon Liquorice

Tree Eveiiiisuiig

Annual Gloije Amaranth
I.obiully Bay
Gorteria

C I'i ^'11 Shrub
Gi( la

Li^ iiiu Vitie

Bo:uluc, or Nicker Tree

Blood Flower
Blood Wood, or Logwood Tree

Snow-Drop Tree
African Fly Honeysuckle
Witch Bn/el

C oniinon i . y
French Honeysuckle

Heliunthus
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Loins Bird's Foot Trefoil, Winged Pea
l.unariu Honesty
I.np'mus Lupine
Lj/cli)iis Lyeliiiis, Wild Campion
Li/ci.um Box Thorn
hi/simuiliia Loose Stril'e

'

Lijihrum Willow Herb

Mas^noHu Magnolia
M'lhern'ia Mahernia
Malnpe iSl;ilope

Miilpighia Barbadoes Cherrj
Midva M;illow
M'irmnfa 5IammeeTree
JMiing^l'crn Mioigo Tree
Aliiratdu Intli m Arrow Root
IMttrrnhhim Horrhonnd
jlin7-ti/tHti jAIartynia

Mnssonia Massonia
Mutrintria Coitnnoii Feverfew
IMauritia Maiiien-liair Tree
Mideola M<'iko!a

^Ict/icdgo Tree Medic
J\]fi'risti,ma American Gooseberj'j

Melia Bead Tree
Meliunthus Honey Flower
Mi'lissa Bauin
Alclittis Baslard Buum
IMciiispcnmim Moon-Seed
]\[a(tha Mint
JMrscmbn/anthemum Fi;; Marigold
2lcspih>s Midlar
Mesiia Indian Mesua
jMlchaiixia Miehauxia
Mkheliii Inrlian Michelia
jWunosa MiuKJsa
Mimulus IMonkey-Flower
Mirohi/is 5I;ir\ el of Peru
Mnluceclla Blolucca Baura
]\T<imorciica Male Balsam Apple
Moimrda Blonarda, Lion's Tad
Mimsonia Monsonia
]\lorfca Morioa
Morina Morina
]\Ionis MuUierry Tree
Musa Banana Tree
Miji'ka Candleberry Myrtle
Mi/rs'me African Myrsine
Mj/rtus Common Myrtle

Naptea Napaja
Narcissus Common Daffodil, &c.
Nepeta Common Catmint
Xirium Common Ilosebay
Nicotiuna Toljacco

Nifiella Fennel Flower
Niiliiiin Nolana
Ni/rluiitlies Nyitantbus
INi/inpliira Water Lily

Nj/sso Tupelo Tree

Ocimum Basil, orBasilicum
(Enotlicra Tree Primrose
0/ea European Olive
Ononis Rest Harrow
Ophiuri/lum < )pliioxvlum

Ophri/s Ophrys, orTwayblade
Orchis Orcliis

Orisiuiiuw Origariy, or Marjoram
Orinl/ingalum Star of Ketbleliem
Oivbus Bjttt.r \'etdi

Oryza
Osteospcrmum
')si/ris

Otlioniia

Oxalis

Pieonia

Panax
Pdncratiian

Panilanus

Papaver
Piirietaria

Parkinsonia

Purlheiiium

Passerina

PassiJIora

Pastiiiaca

Pelargonium
Pentapetes

Pentustemon
Perip!oca
Petiveria

Pctrca
Phuseolns

Philadclphus

Philli/reu

Phlumis
Phlox
Phanix
Pliylica

Pln/llanthus

Phyllis

Physulis

Phytolacca

Pimpinella

Pinus
Piper
Piscidia

Pisonia

Pistucia

Pisum
Plaianus
Plinea

Plumbago
Plumeria
Polenwnium
Polyunlhcs

Polysula

Polygonum
Populus
portlundia

Portuluca
Portulacaria

Potentilla

Poterinm
Prasinm
Primula
Prinos

Protea
Pruuus
Podium
Psoruiea

Pteha
Puhnonuria
Piinica

Pyrus

Quercus

Ran?{ucitlns

Jiaphanits

Rice
Osteospermum
Poet's Cassia

Ragwort
Wood Sorrel

Peony
Panax
Pancratium
Pandanus
White Poppy
Tree Pellilory

Pariiinsonia

Partheaiium

Sparrow Wort
Passion Flower
Parsnip
Crane's Bill, &c.
Pentapetes
Bastard Asaruni
Periploca

Guinea-Hen Wee<l
Pctrea
Kidney Bean
Syringa, Mock Orange
Phillyrca

Phlomis
Lychnidea, or Bastard Lychnis
Date Plum Tree
Phylica

Sea-side Laurel

Bastard Hare's Ear
Winter Cherry
Phytolacca
Anise
Wild Pine Tree, Fir, &c.
Black Pepper
Jamaica Dogwood Tree
Prickly Pisonia

Pistacia

Common Pea
Plane Tree
Plinea, or Myrtle
European Leadwort
Plumeria
Polemonium, Greek Valerian
Indian Tuberose Hvacinth
Polygala, Milk Wort
Knot Grass, Persicaria

Poplar Tree
Portlandia

Purslane

African Purslane Tree
Cinqucfoil

Garden Burnet
Hedge Nettle

Primrose, Auricula
Winter Berry
Protea
Plum Tree, Apricot, Cherry Tree, &c.
Guava Tree
Psoralca

Ptelea, or Shrubby Trefoil

Lungwort
Pomegranate Trea
Pear Tree, AppleTrec, and Quince

Oak Tree-

Garden RaminciJus
Ciarden Radish '
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HuHWolfia Rainvolfiii

Kcticda Hwet't Reseda, or Mignioiictte

Ji/iui/mus ISiicktlioni, Alatcrnus, <N:c.

It/iaim Kliubai'b

lihexia Khexia, American Soapwort
llhodiola Ytllow lioscroot

lihododendrum Kliodotlcnriron, Dwarf Rose Bay
M/tiis Sumacli, Poison Tree
Ribes CiyrantTrer, Gooseberry
Micinus Common Pabna Christi

Rivinia Rivmia
Robinia False Acacia
Rondeletia Rondeletia

Rosa Rose Tree and Sweet Brier

Rosmarinus Rosemary
Ror/cna African Bladder Nut
Rubin Dyer's bladder

Rubus Raspberry, Bramble
Rudbeckia Rudbeckia
Runiex Sorrel, Dock
Rusctts Butcher's Broom
Ruta Rue

Saccharum Sup;ar Cane
Salic Willow Tree, Osier

Siilsola Shrubby Saltwort, Stonecrop Tree
Sahia Sas>e

SambucHS Elder Tree
Sanguinuria Puccoon, Bloodwort
H'untolina Lavender Cotton
Sapindus Soap-berry Tree
Hapouuria Soapwort
Sarimenia Saddle Flower

Satureia Savory

Satyriuyti Satyrion, or Lizard-flower

Saxifraga Saxifrage

Scabiosa Scabious

Scandix Garden Chervil

Sc/dnus Mastic Tree
Scilla Squill

Scor-pinnis Caterpillar Plant

Scorzonera A'ipcr's Grass, Spanish Scorzonera
Scroplmluria Figwort
Scvlelluria Skull-cap

Scdtim Stonecrop, Houselcek
Selagn Selago

Sempervivtim Houselcek, Tree Sedura
Senecio Groundsel
Serratula Saw-wort
Sida Sida, Indian Mallow
Siderilis Iron-wort

Sideroxylon Iron-wood
Silene Catchfly

Sitp/iium Silpliium

Sinapis Mustard
Sisi/mbriiim Water-cress
Sisi/rinc/iium Sisyrincliiuui

Siinit Skirret

Sini/ux Smilax
Smi/riiium Common Alexanders
Solanum Nightshade, Love Apple, Potatoc
Saldunclla Soldaneila

Soliddgo Golden Rod
Sophura Sophora
Surbus Mountain Service, Jlountain Ash, &c.
Spartium Bi'oom
Spermacoce Button-weed
Spinacia Garden Spinach
Spiraa Spiriea

Spmidias Hog I'lum

Stapelia Stapelia

Vol. II.
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A BELE Tree
-^^ Acacia
Acacia, False

Acacia, Scarlet

Acacia, Tlirte-thomccl-

Acajou
Aconite
Aconite, Winter
African Mangold
Agaric
Agrimony
Agrimony, Hemp
Alaternus

Alaternus, Bastard

Alder T t^

Alder, Berr»--bearing

Alexanders
Albekengi
All-spice

Alligator Pear
Almond Tree
Aloe, African

Aloe, American
Althaea Frutex

Alysson
Amaranth
Amaranthus, Cock's-comb

Amaranthus, Globe
Amber Tree
Amelanchier
Amelias
Ananas
Andrachne
Andromeda
Anemone
Angelica
Angelica, Berry-bearing

Angelica Tree
Anotra
Apple Tree
Apple, (.'ustard

Apple, Love
Apple, Mad
Apple, Male Balsam
Apple, Pine

Apple, Soap
Apple, Star

Apple, Sweet
Apple, Thorn
Apricot Tree
Arbutus

Popnius
MiDiusa

Rnhinia
Robiiiia

Gtcditsia

Anurardhtm
Aconitum
Hc/kborus
Tagetes

Agaricus
Agrimonia
Eupulorhim
Rfianinus

Phi/lica

Bet II /a

]i/ianuius

Smi/nimm
Phymlis
Mi/rtus

JLauriis

Amjigdulus

Aloe
Aguve
Hibiscus

A/i/ssiim

Amurantlius

Celosia

Cumphrenu
Antliospermum
Mespilus

Aster
Promclia
Arbutus
Andromeda
Anemone
Angelica

Arulia
Aralia
Btxa
Pi/rus

Annona
Solaniini

Solanum
Momordica
Bromclia
Stipindus

Cliri/soplii/llum

Annona
Datura
Prun us
Arbutus

Arbutus, Dwarf
Arbutus, Trailing

Artichoke
Artichoke, Jerusalem
Arnm, African

Asarabacca
Ash Tree
Ash, Mountain
Ash, Poison
Asparagus
Aspen Tree
Asphodel
Asphodel, African
Asphodel, Lily

Asphodel, Lily

Atamasca, Lily

Avens
Avogate Pear
Auricula
Azarole

Balm
Balm of Gllead

Balsam, or Balsamine
Balsam Apple, Male
Balsam Tree
Balsam Tree
Balsam of Gilead Tree
Balsam of Capivi Tree
Balsam of Mecca Tree
Balsamine, Female
Bamboo Cane
Bonana Tree
Bane Berries

Barba Jovis

Bark, False Jesuit's

Barren Wort
Base Trefoil

Bachelor's Button
Bay Tree
Bay, Loblolly

Bay, Rose
Bay, Dwarf Rose
Bay, Plum
Bead Tree
Bean, Common
Bean, Kidney
Bean Tree, Kidney
Bean Trefoil, Stinking

Bcarberrres

Bearbind

Arbutus
Epigrra

Ci/nara

Jrteliunthug

Calla

Asarnm
Fraiinus
Sorbus

Rims
Asparagut
Populus
Aspliodelus

Anthericum
Crinum
HemerocalliSi

Amaryllis

Geum
Liturus

Primula
Crataegus

Melissa

Dracocephalum
Impatiens

Momordica
Clusia

Pistacia

Ami/ris

Copaifera

Amyris

Impatiens

Arundo
Mnsa
Actita

Antliyllis

I-ca

Epimedium
Cj/tisus

Lychnis

Laurus
Gordonia
Verium
Rliododendrum
Psidinm
Melia
Vicia

Pliaseolua

Glycine
Anagyris
Arbutus
Convolvulus
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Bear's Breech-

Bear's Ear
Bear's Ear, Sancilc

Bear's Font
Beard, Old-man's
Beard, Jupitcr'i

Bee Flower
Bee Larkspur
Beech Tree
Beet
Bell Flower
Bell Flower, Canary
Bells, Canterbury
Bell, Hare
Bell-Pepper
Belladonna Lily

Belvidere

Benjamin Tree
Bennet, Herb
Berberry
Bind-vveed
Bind-weed, Rough
Bind-weed, Black
Birch Tree
Bird Cherry
Bird Pepper
Bird's Eye
Bird's-foot Trefoil

Bird's Nest
Bird's Nest, Purple

Bird's Service

Birchvvort

Bitter \ etch

Bitter Wort
Bladder Nut
Bladder Sena
Bladder Sena, Jointed-podded

Blite

Blood Flower
Blood Wood
Blood Wort
Bloody Dock
Blue Bottle

Bonduc Tree
Borecole

Borage
Bottle Flower
Box Tree
Box Tree, African

Box Thorn
Box Tliorn, .Ethiopian

Bramble
Brank, Ursine
Bread-Fruit Tree
Break-Stoue
Brocoli

Broom
Broom, African
Brooiii, Dyer's

Broom, Spanish
Broom, Butcher's

Bryony, Black
Buckthorn
Buckthorn, Sea
Bugle
Bugloss
Bullace Tree
Burnet; Garden
Burning Thorny Plant
Butrliei 's Broom
Button Tree

Acanthus
Primula
Cortusa

Ht'Keborus

Clematis

Anlhyllis

O^ihri/s

Delphinium
Faults

Beta
Campanula
Cunarina
Campanula
Hyacinthvs
CttpSiCUVi

Amaryllis

Chcnopodium
Lauras
Geu7n
Berberis

Convolvulus
Smilax

Tamus
Betula
Prunus
Capsicum
Adonis
Lotus
Ophrys
Orchis

Sorbus
Aristolochia

Orobus
Gentiuna
Staphylea

Cola tea

Coronilla

But urn

Htemuuthus
Hd-mutoiylum
Rume.T
Rume.v
Centunrca
Guilandtna
Brassica

Borago
Centaurea
Buxiis

Myrsine
Lycium
Celustrus

Jiubus

Acanthus
Artocurpus

Saxifra^a

Brussica

Spartium
Aspalathus

Genista
Spartium
liusrus

Tamvs
Rhamnvs
Ilippophae

Ajuga
Anchusa
Prunus
Poterium
Euphorbia
liuscus

Cephalanthus

Button Weed

Cabbage
CabbaL'e, Sea
Cabbage Tree
Cabbage Tree
Cabbage, Turnip
Calabash
Calabash Tree
Calamint
Calamint, Water
Calves' I^nout

Campcachy Wood
Camphor Tree
Campion, Rose
Campion
Campion, Viscous
Canary Bell-Klower

Candleberry Myrtle
Candy Lion's-Foot

Candy-Tuft
Candy-Tuft Tree
Cane Reed
Cane, Sugar
Canterbury Bells

Caper Bush
Caraway
Caragana
Cardmal Flower
Cardoon
Carnation

Carnation Tree
Carob Tree
Carrot
Carui
Cashew Nut
Cassava
Cassia, Poet's

Cassidony
Catalpa
Catchfly

Catchtly, Lobel's

Catchfly, German
Caterpillar Plant

Cattrpillar Trefoil

Cat-Mint
Canlidovver

Cedar, Barbadoes
Cedar, Bermudas
Cedar, Carolina

Cedar, Lebanon
Cedar, Lycian
Cedar, Phoenician

Cedar, Virginian

Cedar, White
Celandine
Celandine Tree
Celeriac

Celery
Centaury
Cereus
Chamomile
Chardon (Cardoon)
Chaste Tree
Cherry Tree
Cherry, Barbadoes
Clierry, Bird

Cherry, Cornelian

Clierry, Dwarf
Cherry, Double-blossom
Cherry, Hottentot

Spermacoce

Brassica

Crambe
Arcca
Cucalia

Brassica

Cucurbita

Crescentia

Melissa

Mentha
Antirrhinum
Hrcmatoxylum
Luurus
Agrostemma
Lt/chnis

Silene

Cunarina
Myrica
Gutanunche
Ibcris

Iheris

Arundo
Saccharum
Campanula
Capparis
Carum
Mobinia
Lobelia

Cynura
Diantlius

Cacalia

Ceratnnia

Duucus
Carum
Anucardiun
Jatropha

Osyris

Gnuphalium
Bignonia
Lychnis

Silene

Lychnis

Scorpiurus

Medic.ago

Nepeta
Brassica

Gedrela

Junipcrus

Juniperus

Pinus Cedrus
Juniperus

Juniperus-

Juniperus

Cuprcssus

Chelidonium.

Bocconia

Apium
Apium
Centaurea.
Cactus

Authcmis
Cynara
I'itcx

Prunus
Mulpighia
Prunus
Cornus
Lvnicera

Pvunus.

Cassine-
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Clicrry, Laurel
Chen V, Winter
Ciierry, Winter
Cljerry, Plum
Cliervi!, Garden
Chervil, Great Perenni;il

Chpsnut Tree
Chesnut, Morse
(yliina-Astcr

China-Root
China Pink
China Rose
Chinquapin
Chocolate Nut Tree
Christmas Rose
Christopher Herb
Christ's Thorn
(.'hrysanthemum
Chrysanthemum, Bastard
Ch]-ysanthenium, Hard-seeded
Cihaules
Cicely, Sweet
Cinnamon Tree
Cinquefoil

CinijueCoil, Shrub
Cistus, Rock Rose
Cistus, Marsh
Cistus, Lesser Marsh
Citron Tree
Citrul

C'ives

(Mimber
Climber
Cloud Berry
Clove GilliHower

Clove Tree
Cob Nut
C'ock's-Comb
Cock's-Spur Thoni
Cociia-Nut Tree
Cocoa Plmn
Codlin Tree
ColTce Tree
Culchicum, or Meadow Saffron

Cole Seed
Colewort
Colewort, Sea
Colt's-Foot, Aljjine

Columbine
Columbine, Feathered

t^olutea, Jointed-podded

t'onitrey

Conval Lily

Convolvulus
Convolvulus, Scarlet

Coral Tree
('oriander

Cork Tree
(.'oni, Indian

Corn Flas;

Corn Marigold
Corn Rose
Corn Salad Uerb
Corn Bottle

Cornel Tree
Cornelian Cherry
CYstmary
Cotton
Cotton, Lavender
Cotton Tree, Silk

Cotirbaril

Pi tiniis

Plnisalis

S.i/unum

JVuiiiis

Scaiuli-V

F'l^iis

Aster
Smila.v

Diiintiiiia

Hibiscus

FuS"s
TIteobroma

HcUeborus
Acttcu

Rhamnus
Clirt/sanihemum

Silphium

Osfeospenmim
Allium
Scandix
Lniirus

Potcntilla

PolcntiUa
Cistus

Ledum
Andromeda
Citrus

Ciicurhita

Allium
CUirmlcs

Smilax
Rubiis

Diuiilluis

Cnri/opht/llus

Corj/lus

Cclosia

Cruliegus

Cocos

ClirysobalamtS

Pi/rus

Cnffea

Colc/iicum

Brassica

Brussica

Crumbe
Cacalia

Aijuilegia

Tliulictrum

Coronitla

Sj/inplii/twn

Convulluria

Convolvulus

Ipumtra

Jiri/thrina

CoriaiidruJii

Quercus
Zca
Gladiolus

Ckrysanthemum
Papuvcr
Kakriana
Cenlaurea
Cornus
Cmnus
Tanucetum
Oossypium
Sitntolina

Jiomliax

Ht/menaa

Cowslip
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Elemi Tree, Gum
Elemi, Gum
Elephant's Foot
Elm Tree
Endive
Eryngo
Eschalot

Eternal Flower
Eternal Flower
Eternal Flower
Evergreen Oak
Evergreen Thorn
Everlasting

Everlasting Flower
Everlasting Pea
Enonynnis
Eiionymus, Bastard

Euonjmus, Climbing

Fair-Maid-of-Kent
Fan Palm
Fausel INJut

Feather, Prince's

Feathered Columbine
FY'lwort

Fennel
F'cnnel Flower
Fennel, Giant
Fennel, Sea
Feverfew
Ficoides

Fiddle Wood
Fig Tree
Fig, Indian

Fig, Cochineal

Fig Marigold
Figwort
Filbert Tree
Filipendula

I'nigrigo

Finochio
Fir Tree
F'lag, or Flag Flower
Flag, Common
Flag, Sweet-scented

Flax
Flax, Toad
Fleabane
Fleabane, Shrubby African

Flos Adonis
Flower, Gentle

Flower of an Hour
Flower de Luce
Flower, Bastard

Fly Honeysuckle
Fly HoneysnckJe, African

Fly Trap, Venus's

Fool's Stones

Four o'clock Flower
Fox Glove
Fox Glove, False

Frankincense Tree
Friuikiucense, Jews
Fraxinella

French or Kidney Beau
French Honeysuckle
French Marigold
F'rcnch Willow
Friar's Cowl
Fringe Tree
Fritillary

Vol. II.

Pistucia

Anii/7-is

E/ep/imitopus

Uhi Its

Cichiirimn

Eryn^ium
Allium
Xeianthemmn
(jiifijilitiliiiin

Ounijiliieiia

Qverciis

Mesjiiliis

Giiuplialiftm

Goniphrena
lAiflii/nis

Ewmj/mits
Celastrus

Ctiustrus

Ranmicnius
Clwmtrrops

Areca
Amurcmthus
Thulictrum

(jentiana

Anethum
Nigella

Ferula
Ciitlimum

lilutrkaria

Mesembnjaiithemum
Citltaioxi/lon

Ticus

Cactus
Cactus
JMcseiiibryanthemum

Scropliuluria

Corylus

Spiriea

Pisotiia

Anethum
Finus
Iris

Iris

Acorus
Linum
Antirrhinum
Ccmyza
Tarchonunthus
Adonis

Amarantlius
Hibiscus

Ins
Adcnuntliera

Louiccra

Hulleria

Vioiitea

Orchis

Alij'aliilis

Digitulis

Miiiiulus

Pinus
Stj/ru.T

Dictumnus
Pliuseolus

Hedysurum
Tagetes

Epilubium
Arum
Chionanthus

Fritilluria

Fritillary, Crassa Major
Fritillary, Crassa Miiior
Fumitory
Fnr^e
(iale, or Sweet Willow
Galangale

Galbanum
Garlick

Garlick Pear
Gelder Rose
Gentian
Gentianella

Genseng
Gentle Fiowcr
Germander Tree
Germander, Water
Gilcad, Balm of
Gillillower

Gilliflower, Clove
Gillillower, (Jueen's
Gilliflower, Stock
Ginger '

Ginkgo
Gladiole

Gladiole, Water
Gladviiii, Stinking

Glastonbury Tlioru
Glass Wort
Globe Amaranthus
Globe Daisy
Globe Ranunculus
Globe Thistle

Goat's Thorn
Golden Mouse-ear
Golden Rod
Golden Rod Tree
Goldy Locks
Goldy Locks
Good Henry
Gooseberry Tree
Gooseberry, American
Gooseberry of the Americans
Gooseberry, Barbadoes
Gorse
Gourd
Gourd, yEthiopian Sour
Gourd Tree, Indian
Grain, Scarlet

Cirains of Paradise
Grape Tree
Grape, Hyacinth
Greek \alerian

Groundsel Tree
Guava
(juava, French
Guelder Rose
Guelder Rose, Currant-leaved
Guelder Rose, \ irginian

Guernsey Lily

Gum Anime
Gum Elemi
Gum Elemi Tree
Gum, Sweet
Gum Tragacanth
Gum Arabic
Gum Galbanum

Hard-beam Tree
Hare-bell

Hare's Ear
Hare's Ear, Bastard

4 B

Stopelia

Slapelia

Fumuria
Ulex
Ali/rica

Murunta
Pitbtm

Allium
Cratava
Viburnum
Gentinria

Ocntiona
Panax
Amaranthus
Ttncrinm
TcHcrium
DraccKc/thalum

Diunthus
Uiunthus
Hcsperis

Chctranthus

Amnmum
Jifauritin

Gladiolus

Butomu»
Ins
Crattegus

Sulsola

Goniphrena
Globniuria

IVolliui

Echinops
Astragalus

Hieracium
Solidugo

hosea
Ch?ysncoma
Gnaphalium
Chenopodium
Ribcs

Melastoma
Cactus
Cactus
Ulex

Cucurbita
Adunsonia
Crescentia

Quercus
Amomum
Vitis

Hi/acinthus

Polemonium
Ji/iccharis

J'sidium

Cassia

Viburnum
Spirtea

Spiriea

Amaryllis

Hymemea
Amyris
Pistacia

Liquidambar

Astragalus

Aliniosa

hubon

Carpinus
Hyacinthus
Bupleurum
Phyllis
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Haitwort, Shrubby Elhiopian Bupleurum
Hawk Weed Hieraciuni
Hawk Weed, Bastard Crepis
Hawthorn Cratagus
Hawthorn, Black American Viburnum
Hay, Burgundy Meclicago
Hazei-nuc Tree Corylus
Hazel, Witch Hamameks
Heart's Ease Viola

Heath Erica
Heath, Mountain Suiifraga
Heath, African Phi/lica

Heath, Berry-bearing Empetrum
Heatli, Black-berried Empetrum
Heath Pea Orobus
Hedge-hog Trefoil Medicugo
Hedge-hog Thistle Cactus
Hedge-hog UoUy Ilex

Hedge-nettle, Shrubby Prasium
Heliotrope Heliutrnpium
Hellebore HcUehm-us
Helmet Flower Aconitum
Hemp Agrimony Eupatorium
Hen-weed, Guinea Petixeria

Hep Tree P.osa

Hepatica Anemone
Herb Bcnnet Geum
Herb Christopher Acteea

Herb of Grace Ruta
Herb INIastick Satureia

Herb Twopence Lysimachia
Herb, Willow Epilobium
Herb, Willow Lythrum
Herb, Willow Lysimacliia

Hermodactyle Iris

Hiccory Nut Tree Juglans
Hind Berry Rubus
Hollow Root Adoxa
Holly Ilex

Holly, Knee Ruscus
Holly, Sea Eryngium
Hollyhock Alcea
Holm Oak Quercus
Holm, Sea Eryngium
Honesty Lunaria
Honey Flower Melianthus
Honey Locust Glcditsia

Honeysuckle Loniccra
Honeysuckle, African Fly Halleria

Honeysuckle, American Upright Azalea
Honeysuckle, French Hedysarum
Moneywort Ceritithe

Hooded Willow Herb Scutellaria

Hop Humulus
Hop Horn-beam Carpinus
Horn-beam Carpinus
Horn-beech Tree Carpinus
Horned Poppy Celidonium
Horns Medicago
Horse Beech Carpinus
Horse Chesnut JEscuias

Horse Radish Coch/eoria

Horse Tail Equisetum
Horse Tail, Shrubby Ephedra
Horse Tongue Ruscus
Hottentot Cherry Cassinc

Hound's Tongue Cynaglossum
Houseleek Sempervivum
Houseleek, Lesser Sedum
Humble Plant Mimosa
Huiumingbird Tree Chelone

Hyacinth
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Kidney Bean Tree
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Marvel of Peru
Marvijold

]\lastie Tree
Mastic Tree, Indian

Mastic Herb
Mastic Thyme
Maudlin
Maw Seed
May Bnsh
May Lily

Meadow Rne
jNIeaHou SalTron

Meadow Sweet
Meadows, Queen of the

Mealy Tree
Media
Medlar
Medusa's Head
Melancholy Tree
Melon
Melon, Water
Melon Thistle

Mclopepo
Mezercon
Mienonette
Milfoil

Milk \'etch

Milkwort
Mint
Mint, Cat
Mint, Pepper
Mock Orange
Moek Privet

Moldavian Balm
Moly
Monkey Flower
Monkey's Beard
]\Ioiik's Hood
Monk's Hluibarb

Moon Seed
Moon Trefoil

Moon Wort
ISIorocco Ueed
Moschatel, Tuberous
Mother of Thyme
Mountain Ash
Mouse Ear
JIugwort
Mulberry Tree
Mulberry Blite

Mullein

Mule Pink
Mushroom
iMustard

Myrrh, or Sweet Fern

jMyrtle

Mvrtle, Candleberry

Mvrtle-leaved Sumach
Mvrto-cistus

Myrtle, Dutch

Napcllus
Napo-Brassica
Napus
Narcisso-Lcucoium
Narcissus, C'oniniou

Narcissus, Autumnal
Nasturtium
NavcUvort, ^enus's

Navew
Nectarine

Mirobilis

Calendula

Pistacia

Sc/iinus

Sntvreia

Th/mus
Achilles

Papaoer
CrutiTSKS

Ct>nvalln7-la

Thalktriim
Ciilchicum

SjiiriHa

Spir/ea

Viburnum
Doiiccatliemi

jMtspihts

Eu/iltiij-hia

Ni/ctant/ies

Cucuynis

Cucurbita

Cud us

Cucurbita

Daphne
Reseda
Achillea

Astragalus

Poll/gala

Mentha
Nepeta
Mentha
Philadelphus

Phillyrca

Drucocephalum
Allium
Mimulus
Adansonia
Arimitum
Rumex
Menispermum
Medicago
Lnrtaria

Adonis
Adoxa
Tlii/mus

So/bus

Hieracium
Artemisia

Morus
Bin urn

Verboscum
Dianthus
Agaricus
Sinapis

Scnndix

Mi/rtus

Mi/rica

Ciiriaria

Hi/pericum

Myrica

Acfiuitum

Brassica

Brassica

Leuaiium
Narcissus

Amari/Uis

Xropteuluin

Cotyledon and Cj/noghss

Brassica

Ami/gdulus

Nep
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Pniisics, or -Tansy

I'iipaw Tioe
Papan Tri-e, North American
Paradise, 'I'lee of
Park Loaves
Parsley

Parsley, Macedoniaa
Parsley, Stone
Parsncp
Pasijue Flower
J'assion Flower
Patience

Paul's Bctony
Pea
Pea, Crown
Pea, F.vcrlosting

Pea, Heart
Pea, Ucath
Pea, Painted Lady
Pea, Pigeon
Pta, Scarlet

Pea, Sweet
Pea, Tangier
Pea, Winged
Pea, Wood
Peacli Tree
Peacli, Wolf's
Pear Tree
Pear, Avocado
Pear, Prickly

Pear, Garlic

Peerless Primrose

Pellitory, Bastard

Pellitory of Spain

Penguin
Penny Royal
Penstcmou
Peony
Pepper
Pepper, Bell

Pepper, Bird

Pepper, Grape
Pepper, Guinea
Pepper, Jamaica
Peppermint
Pepper, Wall
Pepper Wort
Periwincle

Pcrola

Persea

Persian Lily

Persica

Persicaria

Persimon Plum
Peruvian Mastic Tree
Petola

Petty Whin
Pheasant's Eye
Plicasant's Eye
Pliillyrca, Cape
Phillyrca, Common
Phillyrea, False

PIm
Physic Nut
Pigeon Pea
Punejito (Allspice)

Pimpernel
J'inaster

Pinea
Piue Apple
Pine, Screw

Vol. II.

Viola

i'uTica

Alusa

Hi/pericvm
Apiiim
Hiihon

Huhod
Pastinaca

Anemmie
Passijiora

Unmn.x
Vcrimica

Pisutn

Pisiim

Lat/iyrus

Cordiospe/mum
Globus
Latht/riis

Cl/t!SUS

Lathj/rus

Luthyrus
Lat/iyriK

Lotus
OroLus
Amygdnhii
Solanuin

Pyrus
Imutus
Cad us

C'rutima

Narcissus

Acki/leus

Anthemis
Biomclia

Mentha Pulei^itim

Chelone

Pffunia

Piper
Capsiium
Capsicum
Vitis

C('/)sicuin

Aljjrt us

Ment/ia

Scdum
Lepidium
Vinca

Momordica
Laurus
Frili/laria

Amj/gdu/us

Poliigcnum
Diuspj/ros

Schiniis

Momordica
Genista

Adonis

ViaiUhua
Cussine

P/ii/li/rea

Jihiii/nius

t'u/criiiua

Jut ropita

Ci/ttsus

Mt/rtus

Anugullis

Pinus
Pill us

Pnnue/ia

Pundanus

Pine Tree
Pin^uiu
Pmk
Pink, Indian

Pink, Mule
Pink, Sea
Pin Pillow

Pipe

Pipe Tree, Pudding
Piper

Piper, Jamaica
Piperidgc Tree
Pippin

Piquctlcs

Pishamin Plum
Pistachia Nut
Pitch Tree
Plaije Tree
Plane Tree, False

Plantain Tree
Plant, Burning Thorny
Plant, Egg
Plant, Humble
Plant, Ice

Plant, Sensitive

Plant, Bastard Sensitive

Pliant Mealy Tree
Plowman's Spikenard

Plowman's Spikenard
Plum
Plum, American Black
Plum, Bay
Plum, Brasilian

Plum, Indian Date
Plum, Pishamin or Persimon
Poison Ash
Pi.ison Nut
Poison Oak
Poison Tree
Polyanthus Narcissus

Polyanthus

Poly, Mountain
Pomegranate
Pompion
Pomum
Poplar Tree
Poppy
Poppy, Horned
Poppy, Prickly

Porrum
Potatoes

Potatoes, Canada
Potatoes, Spanish

Pi-ickly Pear
Prick-wood
Primrose
Primrose, Nightly, or Tree ^

Primrose, Peerless

Prince's Fcatlier

Prince's Wood
Privet

Privet, Evergreen
Privet, Mock
Pseudo Acacia
Pseudo Acorus
Pseudo Asphodelus
Pseudo Capsicum
Pseudu Digitalis

Puccoon
Pudding Grass
I'uddiiig-pipt Tree

4 C

Pinus
Bronielia

Dian thus
Viant/iut

Dianthus
Staticc

Cactus

Si/ringa

Cassia

Capsicum
Mj/rtue Piment*
Berberis

Pyrus
Dianthus
Diospi/ros

Pistachia

Pinus
Platanus
Acer
Heliconia

Euphorbia
So/anum
Mimosa
Mesembryanlhenium

Mimosa
JEschynomene
Viburnum
Barcharis

Conyza
Prunus
Chrysobalamis

Psidium
Spoiidias

liiospyros

Diospyros

Rhns
Strychnos

Rhus
Rhus
Narcissus

Primula
Tcucrium
Pnnica
Cucurbita

Pyrus
Populus
Papaier
Chclidonium

Argcinnne

Allium
S'laniiin

Hcliantlms

Convolvulus

Cactus

E-uonymus
Primula
Oenothera
Narcissus

Aiiuiruuthus

Coidiu and Hameliit

Ligustium
hiuustrum
Phillyrea

Robinia

Iris

Authericum
Solanum
Dracucpphahim
Suugi'.inaiiu

]\lcntha Pultgium
Ciissiu
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Pulsatilla, or PaSfHic Floivcf
Piiiiipion, or Pumpkin
Purging Nut
Purplt Apple
Purslane

Purslane, Spa
Purslane Trpe

Pvracantlia

<^uamoc!it

Queen of the Mea<lon5
Queen's Balm
Queen's Gilliflowcrs

Queen Ularfiucrctte

Queen's Viokt
Queen-stock Gilliflower

Quick
Quicken Tree
Quick-beam Tree
Quince, Bastard
Quince Tree

Radish
Radish, Black SpaivisU

Radish, Horse
Radish, Tnrnep
Rat;ged Robin
Ragwort
Ragwort, Sea
Ragwort, African
Rarnpions
Ramsons
Randia
Ranunculus, Common
Ranunculus, Globe
Rope
Raspberry
Rattle, Red
Riittlesnake Root
Rattle, Yellow
Red Cedar
Reed, Bamboo
Reed, Common
Reed, Spanish or Portugal
Reed, Indian Flowering
Rest Harrow
Rhodia
Rhubarb
Rhubarb, Monk's
Rhus Cobbe
Roan Tree
Robert, Herb
Robinson Crusoe's Boat
Rocambole
Rock Rose
Rocket
Rocket, Dame's Violet, or Gilliflower

Rocket, B:istard

Rocket, Night-smelling

Rod, Aaron's
Rod, Golden
Rod Tree, Golden
Root, China
Root, False China
Root, Hollow
Root, Rose
Root, Rattle-snake

Root, Snake
Root, Sweet
Rose Bay
Rose Bay, Dwarf

Aiicnione

Ciicnrhlta

Jutiojiha

Atumyia
Vorliiluca

Alrip/ex

Purfii/ucfrria

Mcspilits

Iponida

S/ih-art

Dramcephaktm
Hcsperis

Jhler
Utiprris

C/ieiranllius

Crulitgus

S.,rbui

S.irhus

Atcsp'/ns

J'jjrns Cifdonia

Tinp/irnir/s

Haplwniis

Coclilearia

Rnphanus
Li/chnis

Seiiccio

Cineraria

Othonna
Campanula
A//litin

Gurdenia
Ranunculus
TroUius
Brassica

Rubus
Pedicularis

Rob/gala

Rhiuunthus
Junipcrus

Arundo
Arundo
Arundo
Camin

Ononis
Rhodiolit

Rheum
Rumex
Sclimidtlia

Sorbus

Geranium
Cactus
Allmm
Cistus

Brussica

Hcsperts

Reseda
Hesperis

So/idti^o

Sill: dago
Jiuiea

Stnilax

Seneciu

Adora
Rliodiola

Pull/gala

Aristiilochia

Riisa

Neriiim

Rhododendron

Rose Bay, !Mountain

Rose Bay, \\ illow ilcrb

Hose Campion
Rose, China
Rose, Christmas
Rose, Corn
Rose, Guolder
Rose, Japan
Rose Mallow
Rosema y
Rosemarv, Wild
Hose of Jericho
Rose, Rock
Rose Root
Rue
Rue, ^leadow
Rush, Flowering
Hush. Sweet
Rnyschiana

Sabina
Safillower

Saffron

Saffron, Meadow
Sage
Sage, Indian Wild
Sage of Jerusalem
Sage Tree
Sage, Wood
Saint Andrew's Cross
Saint Barnaby's Thistle

Saint Bruno's Lily

Saint-foin

'

Saint John's Bread
Saint John's Wort
Saint Peter's Wort
Saint Peter's Wort, Shrublj)'

Sallad, Corn
Sallow

Sambac
Samphire
Sand Box Tree
Sancile, Bear's Ear
Sapota, Mamrace
Sapota Tree
Sarsaparilla

Sassafras

Satin Flower
Satin, White
Savin

Savory

Savoy, Cabbage
Savoy, Spiderwort
Saw Wort
Saxifrage

Saxifrage, Golden
Scabious

Scallion

Scarlet Bean
Scarlet Cartlinal Flower
Scarlet Convolvulus
Scarlet Horse Chcsnut
Scarlet Jasmine
Scarlet Lupin
Scarlet Lychnis
Scarlet Oak
Scorpion Senna
Scotch Fir

Scotcii Kale
Screw Pine

Screw Tree

Rhfidiulrndrnn

I'^l'iiiil'iuni

Agroslemmm.

Hibiscus

hillcbiirus

Vupaver
Viburnum
Camellia

A Icea

Rosmurinui
Ledum
Anastutica

Cistus

Rlioduda

Ruta
Tlialictrum

Jiutomus
Arorus
Dracacpp/ialum

Juniperus

Cartltamus

Crocus

Cnlchicum
Salvia

Lantana
Vhlnmis
Rhloiuis

Teucrium
Ascyrum
Cent aurea

Anthericum
Hedi/sarum

Ceratonia

Hypericum
Asci/rum

L'.micera

Valeriana

Salijc

Jasminum
Critlimum
Huea
Corlusa

Ac/iras

Ac/iras

Sinilax

Lniirus

Luntiria

Lunitria

Jiinipenis

Satui cia

Bi assicn

Anthericum
Seiralula

Saxifraga

Chysosptenium
Sctsbiusa

Allium
Rhaseolus

Lobelia

Jpomica

J'uriu

B'^gnmiia

Luthi/rus

Li/chuis

Quercus
Coronil/a

I'lnus

Brussica

Rnridanus

Htlielcres
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Srull Cap
Srurvy * iras?

8(:!i Hiirkthorn

S<'ii
( 'abhaiie

Sea. naffoilil

St'u (jirapc

Sea Holly

Srti Laurel

Sea Laurel

Sea Lavender
Sea Onion
Sea Pea
Sea Pink

Sea Pigeon-pea

Sea Pnrslane
Sen-side Grape
Seal, Solomon's

Sebestcn '

Scdnra. Lester Houseleek
Scduin Tree
Sena
Seneja, Rattle-snake Root
Seni^rcen

Senna
Senna, Bladder
Senna, Scorpion

Senna, Wild
Sensitive Plant

Sensitive I'lant, Bastard

Service Tree
SenircTree, Bird's

Service Ticct, Sweet
Ser\ ice Tree, Maple-leaved

Service Tree, Wild
Shaddock
Shallot

Shot, Indian

Siberian Grab
Side-saddle Flower

Silk I'otton Tree
Silk, Virnin

Si!\er Bush
Silver Fir

Silver Tree
Sim pier's Joy
Skirret

Skull Cap
Sky Howcr
Slipper, Lady's

Slipper Wort
Sinallagc

Snail 1 1 iwcr

Snail Plant

Snad Trefoil

Snake, Cucumber
Snake, Gourd
Snake Root
Snake Root, Rattle

Snap Drai!,on

Snap Tree
Sneeze Wort
Snow-bail 'J'reo

Siio\v-ber»y Tree
Snow-drop
Snow-ilrop, Greater

Snow-drop Tree

Soap Berry
Soap-wort, American
So;'p-wort

Soldier Wood
Solomon's Seal

Snitefhirifi

Ciirh!t'i'iii

Hppo!'/'"£

Crrimhe

l^tntrrfitiam

Cnrcol.iba

E' i/iisi'""

Fv/lldnllini

Xiil'ij'ln/lla

S'lntice

Sill la

Pisum
Cerantium

S.iphora

A triplex

Coi'roli'ha

Convallaria

Cor lia

Si\l;m

Son icrvivtim

Cnssi(f

Piili/gn/a

Savif'ro-ga

Cassia

Colutea

Coronilla

Cassia

Mimosa
Msdit/noniene

Sorhiis

Snrbiis

Siirbiis

Cratiegns

Crat/cgus

Citrus

Ailinm
Carina

Pi/rus

Siirracenia

Bombar
Ptrijiloca

Aut/ii/llis

Piuiis

Profca

} erbena

Sii-m

Scidellnria

Cineraria

Ct/pripediinn

Cuii'€oluria

Apium
P/iasrolnS

Mediccgo
Miilicago

Cuciiinis

Tricvsnnthrs

Aristo/orfua

Pofhga/a
Antirrhinum
Juslicia

Achillea

Vihurnnm
Chiororca

Oalanthus
l^tiicojum

Cliionavthus

Supindns

Rhexia
Sniionaria

Aliniosa

Convallai ia

Sope Beiry
So]»e-v ort

Sorb Trc e

Sorb Tree, Wild
Sorrel

Sorrel Tree
Sorrel, Wood
Snrrox-. fill Tree
Sour Gourd
Sour Gourd, ^'Ethiopian

Sour Sop
Southernwood
South-Sea Bread-Fruit Tree
South-sea Tea
Snov\' Bread
Spanisli Broom
Spanish Lira

Spanish Potatoes

'Sparagus

Sparrow W'ort

Spcarage
Spear, King's

Spearmint
Speedwell
Sperage

Spice, All

Spici', Carolina AU
Spider W'ort

Spider Wort, Virginia

Spikenard
Spinach
Spinach, Strawberry
Spin,dle Tree »

Spindle Tree, Bastard 4
Spirting Cucumber
Spiraea Friitex

Spirsa, African

Sponge Tree
Spoon Wort
Spruce Fir

Spurge
Spurge Laurel

Spurge Olive

Sfpiasli Gourd
Squill

Squill, Lesser White
Squirting Cucumber
Slaff Vrcc

Staa's limn Tree
Suir Apple
Star I'luwer

Star i'louer

Sirtr Hyacinth
Star of Brthlohcm
Star of Naples
Star 'J'histle

Star Wort
Star \Voit, Bastard

Stave's Acre
Slock, Dnarf, Annual
Stock Giliitlower

Slock, 'len Weeks
Stock, Virgin

Stonecrop
Stonccrop Tree
Storax

Slorax, Liquid

Stramonium
Strawberry
Striivvberry Blite

Strawberry Spinach

Sapinihti

Sa/ionarin

Stirbus

Sorbus

Knmex
AudromediaSiRumex
Oralis

Ki/ctunthes

Aditnxonia

Aduiisimia

Aiinona

Artemisia

Artocurpus
Ilex

Ct/clnmcti

Spurtium
Cordia

Convolvulus
Asparagus
Pas>,erina

Asparagus
Asphodelus
Mentha
Veronica

Afpuragus
ATi/rtus

Cali/cnnthus

Anthrricum
Tradcscanlia

Pacchuris

Splnaela

Plituni

Eaonymns
Celastrus

Moniordica

Spirira

Xiiosma

Mimosa
Cochlearia

Pin us

pAiphorbiu

Daphne
jDajdtne

Cucurhita

Scilla

Pancratium
Mvmnrdica
Celast? us

Rhus
Ch rtjsophifHum
Amcllus
Ornitlwgulum.

Scilla

Ornithoguhtm
OrnUhogulum
Ccnlaurea
Aster

Bnphlhiihnvm
Dc^ihinium
Cheiranthus

Chcirunthiis

Clitiranthus

Cheiranthus

Sedum
Chenopodiuni

Sfijra c

IJ(/iiidanibar

Datura
FragUT-ia

Piifum
lilitum
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Stynsx

Suber
Succory
Sut;ar ('ant>

.Su2;tr Maple
Sultan Flovvor

Sultan, Sivt'ct

Sumach
Suni;ich, Currier's

Sunuicl), Myrtle-leaved

Summer Cy|>ress

Sun Dow
Sun I'lower

Sun riovvcr. Dwarf American
SuuHower, Little

Sunlli>wcr, Tick -seeded

Sun Spurge
Superb Lily

Supple .liick

Swallow Wort
Swallow Wort, African

Sweet Apple
Sweet Brier

Sweet Flag

Sweet (-ium

Sueet Johns
Siveet Maudlin
Sweet Pea
Sweet Root
Swe.^t Uusb '

Sweet Sop
Sweet Sultan

Sweet Weed
Sweet Williani

Sweet Willow
Syramore Tree
Sycamorus Fig

Syrin^a

Tacamabfica
'I'allow Tree
Tamarind Tree
Tamarisk
Tansy
Tar Tree
Tarragon
Tarton-raire

Tea, Bucktborn
Tea, New .[( rsey

Tea, New Zealand

Tea, Osweao
Tea, South i'ea

Tea Tree
Tea, West Indian

Thistle, (;iobe

Thistle, Melon
Thistle, Torch
Thorn Apple
I'horn, Box
Thorn, Christ's

Thorn, Cockspur

Thorn, Esryptran

Thorn, Eieriireen

Tiiorn, Glastonbury

Thorn, Goat's

Thorn, Haw
Thorn, Lily

Thorn, Purging

Thorn, White

Thorny Trefoil

Arbiittoi

h'qiiidamhar

Q>/i'i-ins

Cic/iitrivm

Acer
Ceiifa'iren

Ccntaurea

Coriaria and Rhus
Coriuria

Ciiriaria

Chcniipodium

J)rtncru

Hc/idiif/tiis

liiiilbeckia

CisI IIS

Ciiienpsis

K'ip/ttii'bift

G I'l'iiiisa

Rlinmmus
Asclepias

Sinpc/ia

Aiinoiia

Rosu
Aciinis

Lir/iiidambar

Jiiaiit/iiis

Achillea

L'lllij/rus

Gh/cj/rrliiza

Acorns
Annima
Cciifaiircu

Ciipraria & Scopuria

]}lunt/ius

]\[i/ricu

Acer
Ficiis

I'liiladelphus

Popnhis
Crolon
Tiinmrindni

'J'aiiiiirix

Tiiiiacclum

Pinus
Artemisia

Daphne
Rhamiiiis

Cctniothus

Philinlelphiis

Monarda
Her
Thca
Sida

Ilchiiiops

Cacttis

Cactus
JJiitHra

Li/cium

Rhuiiinus

Cratiegus

Acacia

Mespilus
Cnilirgus

Tragacunl litis

Crutifgiis

Calesbua
Rhamnus
Crataegus

Fugoiila

Tliorow Wax Bttplcnrum
Ihrift Slatice

Throat Wort Cnmpanula,
Throat Wort, Blue Umbelliferous Trachelium
Thuya Thuja
Thyme '

_ TIn/mus

Thyme, Mastic Salureia

Thyme, Mother-of- Thymus
Ticksced Sun-rtowec Ciireupsis

Tinus I'iburuuvi

Toad Flax Antirrhinum
Tobacco Nicotiana

Tolu Tree Taluifera

Tomatoes Solanum
Tootbacb Tree Xanthniyhim
Torch Thistle Cactus
Touch me Xot Impaticiis

I'ouch me Nc)t J\[umoi-dica

Toxicodendron Rhus
I'ragacaiitb, Gum Astragalus

Traces, Ladies' Ophrj/s

Trailing Arbutus Kpigira

Traveller's Joy Climntis

Tree Celandine Bocccmia

Tree Germander Teucriuin

Tree, Mallow Lavatera
Tree, Prinnoso CEnothera

Tree of Life Thuya
Trefoil, Shrubby Ftelea

Trefoil, Moon Medicago
Trefoil, Snad Medicugn
'Trefoil, Bean Ci/tisus

'Trefoil, Tree Ci/tisus

Tricolor Ainaranthus

Tricolor l^iola

Trumpet Flower Bignonin
Trumpet, Honeysuckle Lonicera

'Tuberose Poh/anthua
Tulip Tulipa

I'ldip, African Hicmantlius

'Tulip, Chequered Frilillaria

'Tidip Flower Bigmmia
'Tulip Tree LirindendroH

Tulip Ti'ee, Laurel-leaved j\lugnoliu

'Tupelo Tree iVm«
Turkey Berry Tree Cordia
Turkey Wheat Zea
Turk's Cap Lilium
Turiiep Brassica

Turnep, French Brassica

'Turnep, Cabbage Brassica

Turnep, Radish Raphanus
Turnsole Croton

'I'urnsolc , Hcliotropimn

Turpentine Tree Pislacia

I'utsan Ui/pericum

Tway Blade Ophri/s

Twopence, Herb Li/simachiu

Umbrella Tree Magnolia

Valerian Valeriuria

\'alfrian, Greek Polemunium
\'arnish Tree Rhus
\'enus's Comb Scandix

\'enus's Fly Trap Dlmura
\'eimb's Looking-glass Cauifiaiiula

\'enus's Navel-ivort Ciinoglossum

Vervain leibeua-

Vervair; IMallow ^lalra

\'etcl!, Biltir Orobiis
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Vctcli, Liquorice

Vctcli, Kidney
Vetch, Knolj-rooted Liquorice

Vibunmiii, Aiiicrlcuii.

Vine
Vine, Bliick

Violet

Violet, Dame's
Violet, Damask
Violet, Dog's Tootli

Viper Grass
\'iri;a Aurea
Virginian Acacia
Virginian Creeper
Virginian Guelder Rose
Virginian Pike
Virginian Silk

Virgin's Bower
Vita^, Arbor
Vitie, Lignum

Wake Robin
Wall Flower
Wall Pepper
Walnut Tree
Walnut Tree, Jamaica
Wartwort
Water-cress

Water Lily

Water Melon
Wayfaring Tree
Wlieat, Indian

Wheat, Turkey-
Whin
Whin, Petty

W hite Beam
White Leaf

Astragalus
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'CoUimI>iiie, Feathered
Common Bladder Senna
Common Passion Flower
Common Philadelplius

Con\-oivulus, Small Blue
Creeping Money Wort
Creeping-rooted Hedysarum
Crocus, Anfunmal
Crocus. Spring

Crown, Imperial

Cyclamen, Persian

Dalilia, Purple
Dahlia, Yellow
Daphne, Trailing

Devil-in-a-Bush

Dingy-Flowered Glycine

Dittany of Crete
Dodecathcon, Mead's

Dog's Bane, Fly-':atcliing 5

Double Purple Groundsel

Dragon's Head, Virginian i

Eastern Corafrey

Eastern Poppy
Eryngo, Alpine

Evergreen Orpine

Feathered Columbine

Feather, Prince's

Five-leaved Chaste Tree
Five-leaved Picony

Fig. PL
Tlmlictrtwi Aqiiilegifalium 3 56
Colutca Arborescens 2

Pusaijiora Ctcriilea 2

Philadelphus Coronarius 1

Corivo/vii/iis Tricolor 3
Li/simac/iia NuiH>in(/aria 3
Heii'/sartiiii Ob^cunim 2

Colcliuum Aittumnule 2

Crocus Vcrtius 2

Fritilluriu Imperialis 1

Cyclamen Persicmn 1

Dahlia Piiinata 1

Dahlia Crocata 2

Daphne Cneorum
Nigclla Daiiiasceita

Glycine Kubicunda
Origanum. Dictamnus
Dodecutlieon Medea
Ajtoci/num Androscein[fu-

j

Hum
[

Scaccio Eligaiis

Dracocephalum Virgini-
j

uiium
]

Symphytum Orientale

Pupuver Orientale

TWyngium Alpinum
Sedum Ajtacumpseros

Flovvc Rush

Fly-catching Dog's Bane

Foetid St. John's Wort
Fumitory, Hollow-rooted

Gentian, Large-flowered

German Iris

Gibraltar Candy Tuft
Glaucous Kalmia
Globe Flower, American
Glycine, Dingy-flowered

Great-flowered Heath
Great Globe Thistle

Great Honey Wort
Greater Nasturtium
Green Hell bore

Gum Cistus

ThaUctrmnAquUcgifolium 3

i Amuranthus Hypoc/ion- ) _

I
driacus ^

I'iter AegUTido 2

Pceouia Tenuifoliu 2

Butoinus Umbellatus 2

SApocynum AndriaiTmifo- , .

Hum
Hypericum Hircinuni

Fumaria Cava

18
43
43
14
34
32
15
19

25
19

19*
19*

20
37
26
39
22

8

54

20

43
42
23
52

56

Gentiana Araulis

Iris Germunica
Iberis Gibraltarica

Kalmia Glauca
FrolHus Americanus
Glycine Rnbicmitia

Erica Graudi/iora

FchinopsSphicrocephalui

Cerinthc Ulnjnr

Troptwlum Plains

Mellcborna Viridis

Cistus Luduuiferus

Hare's Ear, Shrubby Buplinrum Friiticosiim 1

Hawk Weed, \ellow Crepis Bnrbata 2

Heath, Great-flowered Erica Graudiflora 1

Hedysarum, Creeping-rooted lledysarum Obscurum 2

Hellebore, Green Hcllcboriis Viridis 1

Hollow-rooted Fumitory Fumaria Cava 2

Honey Wort, Great Ceriullic Major 2

Houseleek Cobweb SvmpcrvivuuiAraclmoidcum 1

Imperial, Crown
Indian Sage
Iris, (jeriuan

Iris, Various-coloiU'ed

Iris, Variegated
Iris-leaved .Sisyrinchium

Italian AsSC'r

Jonquille

Fritillaria Imperialis

Salvia ludica

Iris Germunica
Iris I'ersicolor

Iris Varicgata

Sist/rinchium Jridioidcs

Aster Anitllus

Narcissus Jonijuitla

1

2

1

2

3
o

60
40
10

27
25

26
30
29
31
57
26
24
23
16

57
27
17

11

14
24
32
27
25
16

53

25
48
30
SO
30
55
7
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Kalmia, Glaucous

Laburnum
Large-flowered Gentian
Larkspur
Latbyrus, Blue-flowered
Laurustinus

Lavatera, Annual
Lesser Albuca
Lilac

Lily, Chinese Water
Lily-ot-the-\'alley

Lily, Tow n
Lily, White
Lobe-leaved lleadow Sweet
Love-in-a-]Mist

Lung-Wort, \irgini:in

Lychnis, Scarlet

Madagascar Periwinkle
Marvel ol" Peru
Meadow Sweet, Lobe-leaved Spirita Jujiceum

Kalmia Glauca

Cytisus laburmtm
Gcntunia Acaitlis

Delphinium Elutum
Lafltyrus Sativus

Viburnum Tiaus

Lavatera Trimestris

Albuca JMuior

Syringa Vulgaris

Nclumbium Speciostim

Couvallaria Jifajalis

Hrmerocallis Fuha
Lilium Cundidum
SpircPu Labafa
Nigellu Dumuscena
Pu Imono ria (7rgi nica
Lychnis Chalcedonica

Vinca Rosea
Mirabilis Jalapa

Mead's Codecatheon
Mexican Argeinone
Milk-Wort, Box-leaved
Money-Wort, Creeping

Nettle-leaved Campanula
New .lersey Tea Tree
Nolana, Trailing

Officinal Bugloss
Orange Apocynum
Oxlip

Panicled Lychnidea
Panicled Wachendorfia
Pa;ony, Fine-leaved
Passion Flower, Common
Perennial Sun-Flower
Periwinkle, Madagascar
Persian Cyclamen
Peru, Marvel of
Philadelphus, Common
Pontic Rhododendron
Poppy, Eastern
Poppy, Yellow-horned

Prince's FeaClier

Purple Dahlia
Purple Rudbeckia

Red-flowered Chclone
Red X'alerian

Rose Acacia •
Rose Bay, Willow Herb
Rose Campion
Rudbeckia, Purple
Rush, Flowering

Dodecathcon Aledea

Argeinone Mexicana
Pulygala Chai/io'-Kutus

Lysiniachia Nummularia

Campanula Rapvnculoides
Ccanothus Americanus
Nolanu Prostrala

Anchusa Officinalis

Asclepius Canadensis

Primula Verts

Phlox Paniculafa

Wachendorfia Puniculata
Pdonia Tenuijhlia

Passijiora Cifrulea

Helianthus Multijlonis

Vinca liosea

Cyclamen Persicum
Mirabilis Jalapa

Philadelphus Coronarius

Rhododendron Pouticum
Papaver Orientale

Chelidonium Glaucum
^Amuranthus Hi/pocluni- >

[_
driacus

^

Dahlia Pinnata
Rudbeckia Purpurea

Chelone Obliqua

Valeriana- Habra
Ilnbinia Hispila

F.pilobinm A iigustifolium 2

Agrostfmma Coronaria

Rudbeckia Purpurea
Butomus Vmbcltatns

Sage, Indian

Sarracena, Yellow
Savoy AnlherKuin
Scabious, Sweet
Scarlet Azalea
Scarlet-flowered Crassula

.Scarlet Lobelia, or Cardiiud ) t , , ,, ,
,..

' > Lobelia Lardmatis
r lower ^

Scorpion Senna Coronillu Emeris

Sea I'ancratium Pancratium Maritimum
Senna, Scorpion Coronillu Emeris

Salvia Indira

Sarracena Flava
Anihrncum Hortensis

Scabiosa Atjopurpurea
Azalea Niulijcra Coccinca 2

Crassula Cvcciuca

Fig. PI.



INDEX TO THE GENERIC NAMES OF TIIE PLANTS REPRESENTED IN THE PLATES.

Sensitive Plant

Sessile Trillium

ShruliVjy Hare's Ear

Shrubby tEnotlier:i

Siberian SpeeiUvcll

Single Yellow Rose

Sisyrincliiuni, Iris-leaved

Small Blue Convolvulus

Soldanella, Alpine

Sophora, Winged-podded
Spanisli Broom
Speedwell, Siberian

Spider-Wort, \'irginian

Spring Bulboeodium
Spring Crocus
Spring Snow-rtiikc

Squill, Bell-flowered

Star Anemone
Strawberry Tree
Strclirzia,"Canna-leaved

Sun Flower, Peremiial

Sweet Scabious

Sweet William

Syringa, or Mock Orange

Tea Tree, New Jersey

Mimosa Sensitlva

Trillinm Scs&ile

Biiplcm-vin Vruticosum

Ohiot/ieru Fruticosa

Vironica Sihh'ica

liosa Lufea
Si.li/rinc/iiiitii Irioidcs

Coii7(ilvnlus Tritolor

SohlancUu Alpina

S'lplioru Tetrapiera

Spintiiim Jiivcrum

Veronica Sibirica

Tradescantiu Virsinicu

Bii/hiicoi/iiim Vernuin

Crocus Veritiis

heiicojum Vcriiiim

Sci/ld Cinripauii/ala

Anemone Horlcnais

Arhnlus Uneilo

Strelitzia Reiiina

Hetin n til as Afnlt iflorvs

Sciibiosa At roptirpurea

])iiiiit/ius Barbutus

P/iiladelp/ius Voronurius

Ceanothus Amcricanus

Tig"is



INDEX TO THE GARDEN APPARATUS, BUILDINGS, &c. REPRESENTED IN TIIE PLATES.

HcJ-i/sarvm Obscurum
H-clionthus AIifltlHorHS

Hellehorux Viridis

Hemerocallis Fulra
Hibkcus Si/?'ianis

Hi/pcricum Hirchium

Iberis Gibraltarica

Iris Gennanica
Iris Versicolor

Iris Variegata

Ixia Chinaisis

Kulmia Glrtuca

Ijathyrns Sativvs

Larata'u Trimestris

Lcucojuni Verni/m

Liliiim Cundidum

Lobelia Curdinulis

Linu)?i Arboreum
Lychnis Clialceduuica

Creeping-rooted Hedysartira
Perennial Sun-flower
Green Hellebore
Town Lily

Althea Friitex

Foetid St. John's Wort

Gibraltar Candy Tuft
German Iris

Various-coloured Iris

Variegated Iris

Chinese Ixia

Glaucous Kiilmia

niue-Flowercd Lathyrus
Annual Lavatera
Spring SnowHake
White Lily

C Scarlet Lobelia, or Cardinal's
\

I
Flower (

Tree Flax

Scarlet Lvclinis

2

1

1

1

2
2

Lysimac/iia Nu>/irmit<iria Creeping jNIoueywort

Mimosa Sensitiva

jilij-abitis Jaliipa

Monurda Didyma

Narcissvs Jonquilla

Neliimhinm Speciosum

Nige/lu Damascena
Noluna Proitrata

Oenothera Fruticosa

Origanum Dictamnus

Ptconia Tenuif'jlia

Pancratium Muritimttm
Papaver Orientate

Pussifloru Cterulea

Sensitive Plant
Marvel of Peru
Scarlet Jlonarda

Jonquil

Chinese Water Lily

Love-in-a-Mist

Trailing Nolana

Shrubby Oenothera
Dittany of Crete

Fine-leaved Psony
S?a Pancratium
Eastern Poppy
Common Passion Flower

Philudelphus Coronurius Syringa, or Mock Orange
PhiladilpliHS Coronurius

Phlox Pauiculata
Physalis Alkekengi

Common Philadelphus
Panicled Lychnidea
Winter Cherry

PI.

32
31
QT
28
28
2r

29
30
30
30
29

1 31

33
33
34
35

1 35

2 31
1 34
3 34

a 36
1 36
S 36

2' 37
1 38
1 37
3 38

1 39
2 39

40
41
42
43
44
43
45
45

Polemonium Crcruleum Blue Greek \'alerian
Polygaln Chama-Bitim Box-leaved JNIilkwort
Primula Veris Oxlip
Pulmonai-ia Virgrnica Virginian Lungwort

Rlioilodcnr/roH Ponticiim Pontic Rhododendron
liobinia Hmpida Rose Acacia
liosa Lntcu Single Yellcjw Rose
Rudbeckia Purptirea Purple Rudbtckia

Safvia hidica

Siinguinuriu Canadensis
Sarruceua Flava
Snxifruga Crossifotia

Scubmsu Atropurpurea
Scilla Campunulatu
Sedum Anucumpseros
Semperrivum Aruchnoi-

j

deum 1

Scneciu Elrguns
Sisi/rinchium Iridioides

So'dunclta Alpina
Sididago Stricta

Sophoru Tctraptera
Spartium Junceum
Hpiriea Lobata
atrelitzia Rrgina
Si/mphj/tum Orientate
Syringa Vulgaris

Indian Sai;e

Canada Puccoon
Yellow Sarraeena
Oval-leaved Saxifrage
Sweet Scabious
Bell-flo«ered Squill

Evergreen Orpine

Cobweb Ilouseleek

Double Purple Groundsel
Iris-leaved Sisyriuchium
Alpine Soldanella

^^'lllow-leaved Golden Rod
Winged-podded Sophora
Spanish Broom
Lobe-leav ed Meadow Sweet
Canna-leaved Strehtzia

Eastern Comfrey
Lilac

TlialJctrumAnuilegifo-l-n. . j /-. i ,•
//„,„

1 ^j ^ Feathered CoUimbme

Tradescantiu Virginica
Trilliu?n Sessile

Trollius Americanus
Tropieolum Majus

Vakiiana Rubra
Veronica Sibirica

Viburnurn Tinus
Vinca Rosea
Vitex Negtaido

Virginian Spider Wort
Sessile Trillium

American Globe Flower
Greater Nasturtium

Red Valerian
Siberian Speedwell
Laurustinus

Madagascar Periwinkle
Five-leaved Chaste Tree

Fig
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Stock; illustrated with above 100 Plates, descriptive of the most approved Implements,
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2 vols. 4to. 61. 6s.
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various Modes of Culture and Preparation, as practised in Europe, Asia, and America
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Entrances, and Ornamental Wooden Gates, &c. 4to. sewed, 10s. 6d.

38. POCOCKE's NUTSHELLS, or PLANS for SMALL VILLAS, and Instructions for those
who are engaged in Building, with Plates, Svo. boards, 7s.

39. REPTON's OBSERVATIONS on the Theory and Practice of LANDSCAPE GARDEN-
ING ; collected from various Manuscripts in the Possession of the different Noblemen and
Gentlemen for whose Use they were originally written. The whole tending to establish
fixed Principles in this Art. 4to. with many Plates, a new Edition, boards, 51. 5s.

40. REPTON's SKETCHES and HINTS on LANDSCAPE GARDENING. Folio, with
Plates ; voy scarce.

41. LOUDON'S TREATISE on the FORMING, IMPROVING, and MANAGING of
COUNTRY RESIDENCES; comprehending a vast Body of Information relating to
Agriculture, and the Conduct of Rural Life ; with Plates. 2 Vols. 4to. £'3. 3s.

42. GAME BOOK, or Shooting Companion ; enabling the Sportsman to keep an Account of

Game, when and where killed, and other Particulars, in the manner of a Journal for the

Pocket. 7s. 10s. 6d. or ll. Is.

43. HARDING'S CATALOGUE OF BOOKS ON AGRICULTURE, PLANTING, GAR
DENING, RURAL ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE GARDENING, SPORTING
FARRIERY, and other Topics of DO.MESTIC and RURAL ECONOMY; including

the Laws relating to Estates, Tithes, Inclosures, Game, and Rural AiTairs in general.

Price Is.



HARDING'S
FARMER'S ACCOUJVT BOOK,

CONSISTING OF

RULED TABLES FOR KEEPING EACH WEEK THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

A JOURNAL OF OCCURRENCES ON THE
FARM.

DAILY STATEMENT OF LABOUR PER-

FORMED.
ACCOUNT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES.

WEEKLY ACCOUNT OF LIVE STOCK.

PRODUCE AND CONSUMPTION OF
CORN, HAY, AND POTATOES, &c.

DAIRY ACCOUNT.
ANNUAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES.

TO BE CONTINUED ANNUALLY, PRICE £l. is. SEWED.

PLAN OF THE FARMER'S ACCOUNT BOOK.

The Work is divided into Fif(y-iwo Weekly Accounts.

Page 1.—Is a journal, in which the occurrencfs of each day arc to be minuted down as in

the printed example. The account may be opened at any period of the year, and the date

must be inserted accordingly in the line at the top of the leaf.

Pages 2and 3.—Are intended for an Account of Labour, by which may be seen, at

one view, what men and horacs are employed each week throughout the year ; on what work,

and the price ]icr day. The bottom of the page is intended to contain the particulars of Task-

IVork. For the convenience of keeping this account, and for all the purposes of tommunication

with their Baililf or Steward, Landholders would finil it very useful to have Plans made of their

Farms, and to distinguish the dilfercnt fields by numbers, as is done in the printed examples.

Page 4.—Is a statement of the Expenses and Receipts on the Farm for one week, and

into this account evcrj' Receipt or Disbursement is to be entered. Thus it appears in the

Journal, page 1, that a Load of Wheat \\d.<, sold iov g£20. This sum is accordingly brought

forward into the account of the wc(ik\ Beceipt, whilst the amount of five Kwcs, purchased (or

sSl. lUs. (page 1.) and the sum paid for Labom- (in page 3.) are carried to the opposite side, or

EXptnse Accownt; and thus every Receipt or Disbursement is to be entered on its respective

side of the account.

Page 5.—Is intended to keep a memorandum of any part of the Farm that may be occu-

pied by Cattle, which will be found useful for several purposes. The lower part of this page

contains a week's account of Corn, Hav, Potatoes, &c. whether bought, threshed, sown,

sold or consumed.

Page 6.—Is a table, showing the Increase or Decrease of Live Stock; it explains

itself, and will be found very useful.—On the same leaf is an Account of Milk and Butter,
which requires no explanation.

Page 7.—Contains an account of the Stock of Corn, Hay, &c. in hand before and
after Harvest, which is necessary to complete the year's account of produce.

Pages S and 9.—Sliew the Yearly Account of the Farm.—Into this account all the

weekly amounts of Receipts and Expenses must be entered: thus the ^10. 1 Is. placed to the

Dr. side of the account in the printed specimen, is the amount of /,'.r/)e««.i' of the first week

(brought from page 4), and the a£'21. 15s. 9d. is, in like manner, brought forward, as the

Beceipts of the same period : at the end of the year both sides will be added up, and the Profit

or Loss ascertained.

*** This Publication having stood the test of experience, is now recommended with

increased confidence to Agriculturists, as well calculated to remove the difficulty in keeping

Accounts, so generally experienced among Farmers: the Tables and Instructions are so clear,

that any person of the most moderate capacity will be enabled, by them, to keep an accurate

daily account of the Stock and Crops, and of every thing done on the Farm, ihroughiuit the

year; the work, besides, is so contrived, that the Journal of each week's proceedings can be

separated from the Book, if required to be sent by post to an absent Employer.



26. TREATISE on the CULTURE of POTATOES, shewing the best means of obtaining
productive Crops. Price Is. - ^^ -vj^'virv

27. A PRACTICAL and EXPERIMENTAL INQUIRY into tlic NATURE and PROPER-
TIES of tiie. DIFFERENT KINDS of MANURES. 2s.

28. PARKER'S ESSAY on the Construction, Hanging, and Fastening of Gates. Svo. with
En"ravins;s. 6s.

29. barber's Economical INSTRUCTIONS for BUILDING in PISE ; or, The Art of erect-
ing strong and durable Wails, to the height of several Stories, composed entirely of Earth,
and the most common Materials. 4to. with 6 Plates, 10s. Gd.

30. ATKINSON'S COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE, with Observations on the different Ma-
terials used for building Cottagers' Dwellings, 4to. thirteen Plates, ll. Is.

31. G ANDY'S DESIGNS for COTTAGES, FARM-BUILDINGS, LODGES, &c. with
Ground Plans, Descriptions, and Estimates. 4to. forty-three Plates. 2l. 2s.

32. GANDY's RURAL ARCHITECT ; or, Various Designs for Labourer's Cottages, Dai-
ries, Baths, Mills, Entrance Gates, and Lodges, &c. &c. with Ground Plans, Estimates,
and Descriptions. 4to. forty-two Plates. 2l. 2s.

33. GIFFORD's SELECT PLANS for ELEGANT COTTAGES, VILLAS, &c. 4to. thirty
Plates, ll. lis. 6d.

34. GIFFORD's DESIGNS for SMALL COTTAGE BUILDINGS, SHOOTING BOXES,
&.C. 4to. twenty Plates, ll. Is.

35. ROBERTSON'S DESIGNS for GARDEN CHAIRS, GATES, PARK ENTRANCES,
AVIARIES, TEMPLES, BOAT-HOUSES, BRIDGES, &c. &c. 4to. 2l. 2s.

36. ROBERTSON'S DESIGNS for GARDENS, HOT-HOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,
GREEN-HOUSES, &c. &c. 4to. Plates. 2l. 2s.

37. MILLER'S COUNTRY GENTLEMAN'S ARCHITECT, in a great Variety of new
Designs for Cottages, Farm-Houses, Country-Houses, Villas, Lodges for Park or Garden-
Entrances, and Ornamental 'Wooden Gates, &c. 4to. sewed, 10s. 6d.

38. POCOCKE's NUTSHELLS, or PLANS for SMALL VILLAS, and Instructions for those
who are engaged in Building, with Plates, Svo. boards, 7s.

39. REPTON's OBSFRVATIONS on the Theory and Practice of LANDSCAPE GARDEN-
ING ; collected from various Manuscripts in tlse Possession of the different Noblemen and
Gentlemen for whose Use they were originally written. The wdioie tending to establish

fi.xed Principles in this Art. 4to. with many Plates, a new Edition, boards, 5l. 5s,

40. REPTON's SKETCHES and HINTS on LANDSCAPE GARDENING. Folio, with
Plates ; very scarce.

41. LOUDON'S TREATISE on tlie FORMING, IMPROVING, and MANAGING of
COUNTRY RESIDENCES; comprehending a vast Body of Information relating to

Agriculture, and the Conduct of Rural Life ; with Plates. 2 Vols. 4to. JiZ. 3s.

42. GAME BOOK, or Sliooting Companion ; enabling the Sportsman to keep an Account of

Game, when and where killed, and other Particulars, in the manner of a Journal for the

Pocket. 7s. 10s. 6d. or ll. Is.

43. HARDING'S CATALOGUE OF BOOKS ON AGRICULTURE, PLANTING, GAR
DENING, RURAL ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE GARDENING, SPORTING
FARRIERY, and other Topics of DOMESTIC and RURAL ECONOMY ; including

the Laws relating to Estates, Tithes, Inclosures, Game, and Rural At^'airs in generuL

Price Is.



HARDING'S
FARMER'S ACCOUJWT BOOK,

CONSISTING OP

IIULED TABLES FOR KEEPING EACH WEEK THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

A JOURNAL OF OCCURRENCES ON THE
FARM.

^AILY STATEMENT OF LABOUR PER-
FORMED.

ACCOUNT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES.

WEEKLY ACCOUNT OF LIVESTOCK.
PRODUCE AND CONSUMPTION OF
CORN, HAY, AND POTATOES, &c.

DAIRY ACCOUNT.
ANNUAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES.

TO BE CONTINUED ANNUALLY, PRICE £\. Is. SEWED.

PLAN OF THE FARMER'S ACCOUNT BOOK.

The IVork is divided into Fifty-two Weekly Accounts.

Page l.^-Is ajournul, in wliicli the occurrences of each clay arc to be miiuited down as in

(lie printed example. Tiic account may l)c opened at any period of the year, and the date
must be inserted accord iiigl)' in the line at the top of the leaf.

Pages 2 and 3.—Are intended for an Account of Labour, by whicii may be seen, at

one view, what men and iiorics are employed each week throughout the jcar ; on what work,
and the ])rice per day. Tlie bottom of tlie page is intended to contain the particulars of Task-
ITork. For the convenience of keeping this account, and for all the purposes of communication
with their Bailiff" or Steward, Landholders would find it very useful to have Plans made of their

Farms, and to distinguish the difl'erent fields by inimbers, as is done in the printed examples.

Page 4.—Is a statement of the Expenses and Receipts on the Farm for one week, and
into this account every Receipt or Disbursement is to be entered. Thus it appears in the

Journal, page 1, that a Load of Wheat was w/f/ lor ^20. This sum is accordingly broughf

forward into the account of the wcek'n Beceipt, whilsf the amount of five Ewes, purchased i'ov

s^l. 10s. (page 1.) and the sum putd for Labour {in page 3.) are carried to the opposite side, or

^.r/?c«.se Account; and thus every Receipt or Disbursement is to be entered on its respective

side of the account.

Page 5.—Is intended to keep a memorandum of any part (tf the Farm that may be occu-
pied by Cattle, whicli will be found useful for several purposes. The lower part of this page
contains a week's account of Corn, Hay, Potatoes, &c. whether bought, threshed, sown,
sold or consumed.

Page C.—Isatable, showing the Increase or Decrease of Live Stock; it explains
itself, and will be found very useful.—On the same leaf is ah Account of Milk and Butter,
which requires no explanation.

Page 7.—Contains an account of the Stock of Corn, Hay, &c. in hand before and
AFTER Harvest, which is necessary to complete the year's account of produce.

Pages S and 9.—Shew the Yearly Account of the Farm.—Into this account all the

weekly amounts of Receipts and Expenses must be entered : thus the ^10. 1 Is. placed to the

Dr. side of the account in the printed specimen, is the amount of .iV/jeH^'i of the first week
(brought from page 4), and the ^21. 15s. 9d. is, in like manner, brought forward, as the
lieceipts of the same period : at the end of the j^ear both sides will be added up, and the Profit

or Loss ascertained,

*** This Publication having stood the test of experience, is now recommended with
increased confidence to Agriculturists, as well calculated to remove the difficulty in keeping
Accounts, so generally experienced among Farmers : the Tables and Instructions are so clear,

that any person of the most moderate capacity will be enabled, by them, to keep an accurate
daily account of the Stock and Crops, and of every thing done on the Farm, throughout the
year ; the work, besides, is so contrived, that the Journal of each week's proceedings can be
separated from the Book, if required to be sent by post to an absent Employer.
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